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FEBRUARY AND THOUGHTS OF BUILDING

BUILDING
a house is one of the supreme

experiencesof life. It is not all a pleasure;
disappointments and set-backs and unex

pected expenditures each bring their own little
variety of trouble. And yet, when the house is
finished and the owner enters in he is on the
peak of enjoyment. That is, he is finally realiz
ing in concreteform what he has been anticipat
ing and idealizing these long months and years.
It is the thinking of building that gives us the
pleasure of anticipation—and February is a good
month to stay indoors and dream over house
plans. That is why the February issueis devoted
mainly to building.
In selecting the material a great number of
tastes and pocketbooks and localities had to be
considered. For example, the lead article is on
Transplanting Architecture and shows how a
house that comes originally from Kent can be
adapted to an American suburb. In the Group
of Three Houses is shown the work of Julius
Gregory, three moderate priced houses in stucco.
Frank Forster also contributes a country house—
a little rough plaster house with a thatch shingle
roof. An architectural detail that could be im-

In the February Group of Three
Houses is a little stucco place
with an enchanting doorway

proved are rain water-heads and in this issue
many types arc shown.
Going inside the house—and one must plan his
houseinsideas well as out—we find some remark
able English interiors, both in the Portfolio and
in the group from Lady Sackville's London home.
There are screensdisplayed, too, and a fine selec
tion of mirrors from the shops.
To completethe necessarytrio we must touch
on the garden. There are many kinds in this
number and it is difficult to say which is more
lovely and inspiring. Here a garden at San
Marino holds the secret of Italy within its walls.
Further on is an English topiary garden only
thirty years old, a remarkable achievementin so
short a time. The American magnolia is dis
cussed and so is the garden axis, a necessary
feature in any landscaping scheme. The Gar
dener's Calendar will be continued throughout
the year, with its monthly reminders.
This leaves us only a few lines to advise the
readerabout someof theother features—the splen
did article on the framing of pictures, the in
structive facts about filtering water for the home,
and the collector's corner of crown derby.
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THE BACKGROUNDS FOR FURNITURE
Each kind of furniture would seemto require
its own kind oj backgroundand in seekingthe
proper environment one must understandthe
nature of furniture and the types of wall fin
ishes. Any of the late ISth Century designs-
Adam,Heppelwhite or the French periods-
require a background of either painted panels
or a flat paintedwall. The sturdier typessuch

as Jacobean, early Italian, Spanish and French,
demanda more robust wall—either panelingof
English oak or the rough finish of a plastersur
face. In this hall group there is an obvious
relation and harmony establishedbetween the
rough wall and the sturdiness of the small
cupboard, which is in the early Stuart style.
E. J. Kohn was the architect of the house
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ANTIQUES AND ANTIQUING
The Purchaser of Furniture Has to Watch His Step in the Maze of Real Antiques,

Fake Antiques, Re-productions and Old-Looking Pieces

THE
20th Century is impatient with some

of Nature's slow processes. We have
speeded up in a score of ways and for as many
purposes, and now we have devoted ourselves
to speeding up decay for the eternal glory of
art! But Nature will not be hastened, so we
simulate the effects of age and
the process of dissolution.
To accomplish our ends we
have recourse to fire and water,

chemistry and physics, and
sometimes to a blunt hammer,

sharp axe and a solid pair of
hob-nail boots. All of this in
addition to a casual small boy
with a quick penknife and a
host of holes made by well-
trained worms to prove our
case.
There are on the market an

tiques real and fake. There
are also on the market repro
ductions of antiques sold as
such (in some cases). And
finally there are to be had ex
cellent pieces, beauti fully dam
aged and worn down to order,
which are not antiques, or
fakes, or reproductions. These
are simply "old-looking" pieces

RICHARD F. BACH
of TheMetropolitanMuseumof Art

which are necessary, first and chiefly, to satisfy
Rolls-Royce ambitions backed up by Ford
pocket books, and second, to complete the effect
of an antique atmosphere so often affected in
current interior decoration.
And the question is, is it right or wrong to

Wainscot chair reproduc
ing lines and feeling of an
original. Exhibited by Ken
singtonManufacturing Co

endure these near-antiques? Why should they
not frankly say, "we are not antiques, we are
not fakes, we are not hiding or masquerading;
we are simply possible elements in an interior
scheme in which the appearance of age is a
necessary or desirable characteristic."

No one objects to antiques,
"real" antiques. I wish the
term were relegated to limbo;
one can never mention the
word without being assailed
with the question: "Is that an
'old' antique or a reproduc
tion?" This question tells the
whole story. People don't
know what an antique is or
should be. At any rate how
old should an antique be before
it achieves the halo which en
hances its commercial value
tenfold? As it is

,

the word is

used to tell the truth about a
given piece and at the same
time it is used as a generic
name for a type of article
which may be a "real" antique
or a reproduction or actually

a fraud sold for the real thing.

It has become a trade name;
witness the quip of the trade

Compare this late nth
Century A merican oak
wainscot chair with the
modernone opposite

Faithfully reproducingan old model, this red lacquer desk decoratedwith
Chinesemotifs, has beenartificially aged. It is an old-looking pieceand Us
creatorspresent it as such—not an antique but a reproduction. Courtesy

o
f W. & J. Shane
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The Italian credenza
below was shown at
the Manufacturers'
& Designers' Ex-
hibition in the
Metropolitan by the
Kensington Manu
facturing Company

which is now current that "they are making the

antiques better these days!" It is well known
that certain kinds of old table tops from abroad
used to be sadly warped after a few months in
this country; but in recent times these tops
have been built so as to resist our temperature
changes,—but they still are just as old.
Assuming that all dealers are models of

veracity— for we must begin somewhere—we
may also assume that all articles sold as an

tiques are honestly old pieces, truthfully the
work of a time antedating our own.

Reproductions

Next come the reproductions. These are

copies of authentic old pieces; or put it in trade
parlance, they are "authentic copies of an
tiques". Have we come to a question of sheer

morality? If the reproduction is branded on
both quarters with the sign of its copyism, the

gods of design be praised! Then only do we
know it for what it is. We do not object to

reproductions as such, but we must l)e honest
all round. It will be of no avail for the maker
honestly to set out to copy an old piece, and for
the dealer to sell the article honestly for a copy,
if the customer takes it home and parades it as
a "real antique". The failure of one link de
stroys the chain. Unfortunately there are num
bers of dishonest makers, dishonest dealers and
dishonest customers; so we shall regularly have
a brisk trade in fakes, reproductions made, sold
or bought for the real thing.
And in the third place come the pieces of
simulated age. These are not "real" antiques;
nor are they reproductions of old pieces. They
are objects made perhaps according to an en
tirely new design but along old lines. They
are conceived by an expert familiar with the
history of style and they are finished off by
other experts familiar with the effects wrought
by time, wear and decay upon materials, col-

Old-looking pieces are manufactured to be used in a decorative
scheme where antiques are not available. This Jacobean oak
chest, for example,can be used as a dining room piece. It is a
faithful reproduction, artificially aged, and is frankly what it is

intended to be. Courtesy of W. & J. Sloane

The refectory table shown
below is an old-looking
piece— even the stretchers
are worn and the legs show
signs of hard usage. By the
Kensington Mfg. Co.

An exact copy of an old French
chaise longue, this piece can be
classedamong the reproductions. It
showsno artificial aging. The design
was-merely copied. By Miss Gheen,

decorator
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ors and texture. In the latter territory these
pieces emulate the reproductions. A skillful
turn of the chisel, a calculated application of
acid, a nice bit of carelessness in moving, a
deft kick with an iron-shod heel, a happy turn
of the gimlet and the effect of several cen
turies of time has been achieved. In fact we
have here a mode of erasing centuries; decades
are disposed of, ages annihilated at the work
man's touch that values may be inflated to the
bursting point.

"Old Looking" Pieces

But what use have such pieces since they are
not old and do not duplicate old pieces? It is
here that the demand appears for ''old looking"
pieces to suit a given place and style and to
match an antique atmosphere pictured in ad
vance. An old piece may be too expensive.
In fact it may not be obtainable in a form or
of a color or size to fit the purpose in mind,
so a new old piece is designed for this definite
objective. It is the same procedure as that
used by the theatrical producer.
Shall we say this is an error of conscience?
It surely is not practicing a fraud as long as
all hands tell the truth as to the age and
provenience of the piece. It all begins and
ends in honesty, on the part of maker, seller
and purchaser.
There is a place for antiques, for reproduc
tions and for new pieces which simulate age—
but there is no place for frauds, for fake an

tiques, any more than there is for paper-soled
shoes in the army, coal in the Samoan islands
or prohibition officers on the blissful isle of
Bimini.

The small cabinet
shown below is an
example of Italian
work of the 16th
Century. Courtesy
of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art

In certain rooms it is necessaryto have an outstandingpiece of
furniture of rich color yet of agedappearance. In such a scheme
could be used this English chinoiseriedesk, in the Queen Anne
style,with the lacquermirror above it. It is an old-looking piece
and offered as a reproduction. Courtesy of W. & J. Sloane

From this English \lth Cen
tury table could be made
either faithful reproductions
or an adaptationof the de
sign, as in the modernpiece
shown opposite

The chaiselongueMiss Gheencopied
was a Louis XV design in gilded
wood with blue satin upholstery. It
was enoughto have copied the con
tour; the piece is sufficientlybeauti

ful in Us lines
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Pale greenwalls and a rose rug set the color backgroundoj the living room.
The furniture is of mapleand pine, -withplain roseglazed chintz slip covers
on the upholsteredpieces. The white painted fireplacesurrounds, the china
cupboard with its old pink lusterware and the hooked rugs, all unite in

building up the Colonial feeling

The floor in one of the low ceilingedbedroomsis painted gray, with a rug
of a different tone of the same color. Rose organdie curtains bound with
rick-rack carry out the color schemeof the rose and green flowered wall
paper. The furniture is walnut, the jour-poster being an especiallygood

Colonial example

■MMOMMniMMMMMHBWHmd

Beside a quaint sideboard in the dining
room stands a screen of colored prints
mounted on a yellow ground. Not only
are the pictures delightful in themselves,
but they are so arranged that the screen
as a whole harmonizes with the lines of
the white paneledwall. Wax fruit under
a glass dome and old crystal candlesticks
help to completea grouping that is thor
oughly in keeping with the spirit of the

house

THE INTERIOR of
"THE HOMESTEAD"

a t

SOUTHAMPTON, L. L
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From the hall at the right of the picture oneentersthe living room with its
black floor and hookedrugs,original old fireplace,framed prints and maple
furniture. Dotted Swissand gay chintz are usedfor the two sets of cur
tains, the latter material also covering the black and gold Duncan Phyfe.

chaisetongue

Above the yellow floor and blue rug of the dining room are white paneled
walls madecheerywith floweredchintz over-curtainsand mirrored lighting
fixtures. The decorationsthroughout the housev.'ereplannedand executed
by Mrs. Sabin and are admirably in keepingwith a housebuilt, as "The

Homestead"was, in 1764

All of the rugs on the second floor are
gray. In the bedroom,a bit of 'which is
shownhere,the floor is greenand thewalls
paperedwith a gray, roseand greendesign
showing little Colonial scenesin vertical
lines with flowers intervening. Pink or
gandie curtains bound with rick-rack are
at the windows and the samematerial is
used on the little dressing table. The

furniture is painted

THE RESTORED
FAR M HOUSE

of

MRS. CHAS. H. SABIN
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MORALS AND REPRODUCTIONS
SOME

people have a deplorable habit of troubling the serene spheres
of art with questions of morality that belong to an entirely differ

ent world.
By persuading a whole generation that Gothic was in some way more
moral than Palladian architecture, Ruskin was responsible for the build
ing of countless mid-Victorian houses, with arched doors, stained glass
windows and meaningless little turrets stuck onto the roof.
The high moral tone is still with us, still affects what should be
purely esthetic judgments.
In London gentlemen wax nobly indignant about the dome of St.
Paul's, asserting that it is a piece of bad art, because it is a false dome,
not constructed according to the improved antique method. In New
York there are even some pious souls who look askance upon the new
generation of office buildings and think there is something immoral in

adapting cathedral Gothic to commercial structures.
Still another race of moralists today pine for everything to be made
by hand, on the ground that manual labor, unassisted by machinery, is
so good for the soul.

THERE
is no artistic question into which these mistaken people

will not intrude their irrelevant ethical considerations. They pro
test, always on the highest moral principles, against the modern repro
duction of ancient works of art. Forgery is a criminal offence; servile
imitation is degrading to the imitator; modern craftsmen should work
out modern designs, if they would save their souls. And so on and so
on. But these Salvationist doctrines have

very little to do with the problem.
Forgery is certainly criminal, but avowed

reproduction is not forger}'. As for the
other considerations, we all agree that it is

bad for an artist of individual talent to
imitate what has been done before. But

the competent handicraftsman can do much
worse than copy what line artists of the past
have created. Totally incapable of creat
ing anything beautiful of his own, he may
have all the technical skill required for re
producing somebody else's conception of

loveliness. »
If the creators of art nouveau commer
cial statuary had devoted their attention to

reproducing Renaissance bronzes instead of

to the invention of the most horrible forms

ever conceived in the human mind, the
world would be an appreciably less ugly

place than it is. If the French creators of
modernist decoration had devoted them
selves to reproducing the most livable of

their French periods, Parisian interiors in
the modern style would not be so much like

nightmares. But they would have lost their
souls in the process, the moralists protest.
To which one can only reply that one really
doesn't much care.

be almost as satisfying as the original and will possess this advantage
over it

,

that it may be used, while the original can only be looked at.

A piece of silver locked up in a case is a melancholy object, barren of
usefulness. Silver should be used, handled, seen at every meal. Its beauty

is essentially an intimate, everyday beauty. Reproduction allows one to
take that beauty out of the glass case and bring it into regular use.
Or consider that vast range of furniture from which period reproduc
tions are made. In the article with which this issue of House & Garden
opens, Mr. Bach explains the various classifications of antiques and
antiquing and surveys the present condition of reproduction in furniture.
This article serves to catalog for us some of the legends and practices
of the furniture trade with which the layman should be acquainted.
Set down briefly, the situation is this—so long.as the furniture dealer
tells the truth about his reproductions and modern "antiques," no one
can object from the commercial point of view. But one can very much
object to faking from the esthetic point of view, especially to alleged
modern improvements on well-established, old designs.
The finest makers of furniture today make no effort to insult the in
telligence of their patrons; they are content to reproduce old lines, some
times use old wood, and still say frankly that the piece is new.

WHAT
we must all fight against—maker, dealer and consumer

alike—are the modern touches. Take an obvious case. The
name "Colonial" is promiscuously applied to almost anything made up
in mahogany or mahoganized birch. Not that Grand Rapids and

Jamestown are not making excellent repro
ductions of genuine Colonial pieces, but
there is an appalling amount of sham, a

l

leged "Colonial" furniture being sold to
unsuspecting Americans every day.
Imitators have altered the original style
with such ruthlessness that what was ele
gant, graceful and well-proportioned in the

original, has become utterly monstrous.
Dimensions are altered in such a way that

original proportions are ruined, ornaments
are senselessly misplaced. The copy is still
vaguely "Colonial," but Colonial with a

difference—what a difference!
If you are not acquainted with Colonial
line and detail in furniture, look it up- be
fore you buy; and when you come to buy,
guarantee yourself an honest treatment b

y

patronizing reputable dealers.

r

THE
case for the reproduction and

imitation of old models is perfectly
straightforward, and has nothing to do with

these ethical considerations.
Certain objects of antique art are of such

exquisite beauty that we would like to

possess them. Their rarity, however, makes

it impossible for anyone but the very rich to buy them. Are we, then,
to be totally deprived of these objects of beauty just because we happen
to be only moderately affluent? Certainly not. If we cannot afford the
antique with its exaggerated scarcity value, we can afford the modern

copy or reproduction.
If the reproduction gives us the pleasure we derive from the original,
that is all that is required. The reproduction is justified by our own

esthetic satisfaction.
What we require of copies and imitations is that they shall be faith

ful. Too often the imitation is little more than a travesty of the

original. How often one sees recognizable imitations of old styles in
silverware, for example, that are no more than caricatures of the

original. A change of curve, an extra adornment— and the old beauty
and grace are no more.

The satisfactory reproduction is the closest possible copy, made as

far" as possible by the same processes as the original. Such a copy will

DOTTED SWISS
Too little regard is paid to the possibilities o
f

lace, net and dotted Swiss for curtaining for city
rooms. Here simple dotted Swiss is made up
with ruffled edgesand a flounced valance. John

Hamilton, decorator

NTO this problem of reproductions
comes another question. What makes

an antique?
Mere age and the fact that a master hand
created the original design are not suffi
cient warrant to guarantee beauty and
justify reproduction.
The master designers of old nodded at
times just as much as some of our furniture
designers do today. There are designs in
Chippendale's "The Gentleman and Cabi
net-Maker's Directory" that, had they been
executed, would have detracted from Chip
pendale's reputation appreciably.
To every age and to every man of great
artistic achievement are attributed objects
of art that are esthetically questionable.

They were bad art then, they would be bad art today.
When we reproduce the art of the past, let us at least treat the past
intelligently and reproduce only that which is good.

THE
best advice one can give those who seek the reproduction of

antiques is to avoid the declining stages of any art period. In
these one finds either decadence or the dissolution of those fine elements
that gave the periods and its products character and claim to historic
position and appreciation. When reproductions are made, let us either
faithfully reproduce the old designs that were good, or else reproduce
in modern designs the spirit of a line era.

It almost always follows that when we find a revival which is at all
worth considering, it has chosen the finest designs of the past or crystal-
ized in modem designs the very best technique and spirit of the ancient
period. This is as applicable to furniture as it is to porcelain, as true
of silver as it is to tables and chairs.
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Smutny

DUTCH COLONIAL FOR LIVING
Dutch Colonial has a simplicity that recom
mendsit for living. It makes a solid-looking
housewithout being stupid and its detailshaze
a directnessthat lifts it above the banal. One
of themost authenticmodernexamplesof that
style is found in "Squirrel House," the homeof
Richard A. Bach, at Fieldston, N. Y. The
stone is laid in a wide bond, giving added

color to the facade. The over-hangingeaves
contribute the relief of shadow. Stucco faces
the library wing and, in characteristicfashion,
some of the windows have brick heads. The
shutters are batten, the roof of hand-split
cypressshinglesand the Colonial hardware is
hand-wrought in excellent designs. Dwight
James Baum is the architect of the house
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The Chinese influence was
very much in evidencein \&lh
Century English furniture. An
example of that epoch is
found in the red lacquer

cabinet

A rare example
of marqueterie
work is this En
glish cabinet of
the WillianX and
Mary period

The cabinet be
low is Chinese,
inlaid with ivory
and dates from
the 17th-mh
Centuries

An unusual form of Italian
cabinet is found in this ex
ample of 11th Century work
manship. It is of walnut and
is richly carved in figures and
architectural designs

A fascinat,
abh

_ little
cabinetis this Ital
ian design of the
late llth Century
with inlay deco
rations

The Japanese are
master- hands at
cabinet -making.
This example in
lacquerdatesfrom
about 1650

Comer commode-
cabinets are seen
in their naturalen
vironment in this
interiorportrait by
Walter Gay of a
room in his Paris
home. A volume
of Walter Gay's
interiors has re
cently been pub
lished. Courtesyof
Gimpel & Wilden-
stein
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THE PRINCELY CABIN ET
Since the Sixteenth Century It Has Always Found a Place in the Home —

Some Enthusiasts Even Collect Cabinets

GARDNER TEALL

AX anonymous old-time author who appearsl\. to have devoted much thought to things
beautiful, and to have taken note of the furni
ture of his day, has this to say of cabinets:
"And then there be those pieces of perfection,
so wrought in skill that men can marvel as
anyone have crafte to perform them, those
veritable princly objects, the cabinetts which
now must adorn every gentleman's mansion."

Surely an enthusiasm for these "pieces of

perfection", these "veritable princly objects"
will be shared by all lovers of antiques and
curios, especially since the cabinet has come
to be regarded as one of the desiderata of the
attractively furnished house.

Defining the Cabinet

Our dictionaries define the word cabinet as
an article of furniture containing compart
ments of drawers, shelves, pigeon-holes and
niches, sometimes all of these. We are told
that the word is diminutive of cabin as used
to designate a hut or shelter. It is so used in
the Stratiocos of Leonard Digges (1579)
where we read "The Lance Knights encamp
always in the field very strongly, two or three
to a Cabbonet". Florio, the Italian, also uses
the word cabinetto, from which the early
French derived their word cabanette which
was. in time, to become cabinet. Long before
any piece of furniture bore this name the term
cabinet was applied to a small room, a closet
or a private room for consultation or study.
Dryden, for instance, says "You begin in
the cabinet what you afterwards practiced
in the camp". Executive councils also came
to be known as cabinets.
Although the bed, the chair, the table and
the chest may trace their ancestry to remote
ages, it was not until about the beginning
of the 16th Century that the cabinet had its
origin. True it is that cabinets were evolved

from the cupboard idea, with inclosing doors
as a characteristic feature, doors which did
not come to be glazed until the 18th Century.
With the advent of the Italian Renaissance
the cabinet-cupboard began to detach itself
more or less from its place in the wainscoting
where, through the Gothic period, it had main
tained its connections. Thereafter it assumed
an artistic entity, and the proper artistic form
of this article of furniture became established.

This early Will Century Chinese
cabinetis richly inlaid and thewood
work and baseheavily lacquered

A French cabinet of
the early \blh Cen
tury, the style of
Sambin

A Syrian cabinet of
inlay 18th Century
design is shown be

low

Renaissance Changes

The Renaissance cabinets-•dispensed with
the foliated and pierced ornament of Gothic
design and left to the mediasval period the
miniature buttress, gargoyle, bracket canopy,
finial and the Gothic figures inspired by con

temporary mediaeval sculpture. Furniture de
signers of the Renaissance turned to classical
design, following Renaissance architects in
their researches, adaptations and originations.
The cornice, column, pilaster, pendant, pedi
ment, moulding, festoon, etc., came to take
the place of the Gothic architectural elements
on which the furniture-makers of the Middle
Ages had based their design. No longer did
the cabinet look like the facade of a Gothic
cathedral. Grace took the place of rigidity
and cold formality gave way to the more inti
mate ornament of the period. Fine carving in
Renaissance cabinets was also enriched by in
lays of rare woods, metal, tortoise-shell,
mother-of-pearl, ivory, lapis-lazuli, crystal
and other semi-precious stones (even by the
insetting of engraved gems such as Roman
intaglios and cameos), and sometimes
painted panels enhanced the whole.
The earliest Renaissance cabinets were
probably those oblong boxes, sometimes
fitted with their own stands, but usually
intended to be placed on an)- table. Such

(Continued on page 72)
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The leg is an important factor
in judging the period of furni
ture. On this page five En
glish periods are shown, to be
followed in a later issue by
two more English and three
French. The group here is
Sheraton, dating from 1780
to 1806. Reading from left
to right, we have a Sheraton
combination of Adam and
Louis XVI; another adapta
tion of the same; the leg of
an American-made Sheraton
chair; the most individual of
Sheraton legs and, finally, the
tapering square leg of Chip
pendale inspiration

u

THE CHAIR
LEGS OF

FIVE
PERIODS

The William and Mary era is dated from 1688to 1702. The types
here are: an early form of cabriole leg, a late William and Mary
design showing the collared effect; the leg of an arm chair, straight
and turned; an octagonal leg with contemporary fiat stretcher and
ornament, and the fourth is a straight leg with the Spanish scrolled

foot much used in groupings of chairs for settees

Throughout the QueenAnne and early Georgian period the cabriole
leg persists. The first exampleshows that type with the much-used
claw fool and cockle shell knee decoration. The next is early Queen
Anne with side molding decorations. The third shows strong Dutch
influence, being an American rush-bottom chair of the period. And
the fourth is typically Queen Anne, using the club foot

Chippendale had many
influences. Thus the
first exampleis a cabri
ole leg clutchinga claw
foot and with acanthus
leaf carving on the
knee. The second dis
plays Gothic influence.
The third shows Chi
neseinfluence. And the
fourth has the pierced
and fretted stretcher
often usedwith straight
legs carved in the Chi
nesemanner. The Chip
pendaledatesare 1740-

1780

The earliest of English
periods is Jacobean,
1603-1688. The first
two examplesare oak
of 1660 and 1630 re
spectively. Then a late
Jacobean walnut chair,
showing a carved
stretcher and a side
view of the leg with
the Flemish scroll in
profile. The last is late
Carolean, the end of
the Jacobean period,
marking the transition,
in walnut, to the cabri

ole leg
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FIREPLACES FROM
ITALIAN VILLAS

This VStk Century fireplace in the
Villa Colletta at Florence is re
markablefor the spirited designof
flying cherubs,for the gracefuland
crisply carved arabesquesand lor
the carved ftredogs. The grayish-
brown pietra screna is patined by
centuries of smoke and rubbing

This rococo fireplace,in the dining room of the
Villa Lazzar-Pisani near Slra in the Veneto, has
a surround of yellow figured marble. There is
a polychrome designin tiles inside the fireplace
and the decorationabove is in polychromestucco
relief decorations,forming a frame for the mir

ror and paneled painting

A design, unusual and vigorous in
its ensembleand also in the simpler
and bolder details of decoration,is
found in the nth Century Baroque
fireplace in the Villa Sassetti at
Florence. It is of gray sandstone
modeled in noble proportions and
with a heavv stone hearth

In the Villa Boinbicci near Flor
ence,said to have beendesignedby
Michael Angelo, is a remarkable
Baroque 17th Century fireplace. It
consists of vari-colored marbles.
Instead of a mantel, the spacecon
tains a mirror panel. Painted doors
close the fireplace in summer

The smooth-grained gray and brownish sand
stone quarried at Fiesole is known as pietra
serena. It is used here for the fireplace in the
salon of the Villa Sassetti,dating from the early
ltlth Century. Apart from its pleasing design,
the fireplace is interesting becauseof the old
red velvet usedfor smoke valance

This massivefireplace,in
the greathall of the Villa
Bombicci, is wrought in
pietra serena. The bold
ly conceived flanking
scrolls springing from
griffin feel arenoteworthy
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USING THE NOTE O F RED
// We Used that Color in Decoration as Nature Uses It in a Landscape Our

Rooms Would Be More Satisfactory

ETHEL DAVIS SEAL

THE
frosty mornings of early fall soon

gray the fields of gorgeous purple and
gold, gray the deep green line of woods edging
the hill; and here and there, popping into sud
den splendor, flare the brilliant notes of flame
color that burn and glow against their subtly
neutral background. Overnight the oak in
the pasture turns to a dusky crimson, a flam
ing sentinel on the path to the dun woods be
yond; the Virginia creeper on the old plaster
house audaciously flings a
scarlet arm to late October;
the dogwood twinkles with

bright vermilion berries; the

hedges glow with scarlet-
hearted bittersweet ; and
against the blue-brown of

quiescent trees the red roof
of a distant home sings out
with unexpected brilliance
that spells pure luscious
warmth of color and makes
glad the heart of man.
These joyful touches set
in dull places are what you
should require of the color
red. Used thus it gives a
fillip to the imagination, a
tonic to the weary mind, a
cheer that cries, "How good
is man's life, the mere liv-

clad porch, over the west in the burning glow
of the sunset, it quickly fades into a memory,
an invigorating thought that also cheers. . . .

Just so in our rooms may we use this wise
restraint when we place our bits of red, not

steering clear entirely of this gorgeous color
as something altogether too heathenish for cul
tured folk to tolerate, but recognizing it more
as a cheering leaven that will fitly bring out the
point and strength of many carefully-planned

ing!" ... as one is spurred
to the fine thought, the fine
doing that a properly in
vigorating setting can truly
provide.

The Misused Red

However this may lie, on
the other hand, red is really
a maligned color in our
houses. Instead of being
handled with care as the
fire in its heart would war
rant, it is lathered over
everything by those hardy
folk who supposedly are
fond of it. In one room
flaming red walls may
stretch in fiendish expanses
to jar already ragged nerves,
chairs burn with it

,

carpets
glow hotly under the feet,
curtains smolder in smoth
ering lengths at the win
dows and doors, until all the possible strength
and beauty of red is lost in the awesome con

flagration. Yet for years this has been the
approved method of handling this color, and

many houses still boast their red rooms.
But think again how restrainedly Nature

exploits her scarlet brush: bright apples peep
ing out from thick-set boughs, flaming leaves

blown in swirls before the wind, here and there

glowing red trees shining out in the golden
valley, and against the blue distance and the

golden haze of sky here a red tree glowing,
there a scarlet blush of wood. And whenever

she splashes the flame red tone right lavishly,
over the whole face of a wooded cliff breasting
the river, over the dense thickness of a vine-

In a library there is
,

of course,the red o
f bookbindings. To this can

velour curtains and a high-back chair upholsteredin red and fawn

and executed schemes of modern decoration.
When I meditate upon the suitability of
red there are certain objects that I naturally
think of first as being gloriously clothed in
this color: books in rows on shelves warmly
catching the glint of the sun on their backs
of scarlet and gold, bright red books mixing
in ones and twos and threes among their more
somber fellows, or in groups on table or desk,

dusky magenta books in sets in the bookcase
. . . these may warm the haughty room to
friendliness. And flowers: dahlias, huge
orange-red tawny ones, dark blurry garnet ones
with pointed cactus petals that throw quaint
Japanesy shadows on the wall; stiff little
zinnias, no two alike, blending their many

reds into a flaming glow in the old blue pot;
full hanging clusters of bittersweet picked in
the fall to last the winter through, glowing
cheerfully from mantel and table in earthen
ware crock and flame-red bowl; the white
crackleware jar of deep red roses; nasturtiums
in a copper pot.

Red in Figured Fabrics

I adore red properly used in cretonne and
fine printed linen: the ce
rise notes on black with

yellow and blue; the orange,
black and rose red on white;
the soft red, green, brown
and blue on the light col
ored ground; the red-rose
and green on the ground of
black . . . and the' red al
ways in fine accents rather
than in garish tawdry
masses. Then there are
those glorious chances for
red in lampshades,—not
that rich crimson, but a

more subtle rose red, slight

ly lighter and grayer, that
fits so marvelously into so
many color schemes. This
tone can be easily found in
silk, with fringe to match,
and in making the shade
the silk should be self lined.
Rose red may also l>eused
decoratively with other col
ors in the popular black or
ecru vellum shades, and in
the vellum shield shades for
candles and sconces.
Then I meditate upon the
suitability of red boxes: a
gorgeous affair of red lac
quer in which mine host
may keep his cigars; an
other middle-sized one for
milady's beads, from which
we always hope she will let
her peacock string escape
and trail as now; tiny
round lacquered boxes,—all
of that delightful Chinese
red with figures in black
and gold. And the suit
ability of red bowls and
vases,—the lacquered ones

in that same nice orange red, or the Japanese
kochi in its own inimitable bright light red
lined with lemon. I thing with joy of the
proper sort of a red picture in the spot where

it is needed, a Velasquez or a Rembrandt,
where the sun or the fire will bring out the
warmth of the subtle tones of crimson; or a

bit of startlingly brilliant hand illumination
in scarlet and gold framed in Chinese lacquer
or gilded wood.

Chinese Red

Many rooms ma}' welcome this same Chinese
red lacquer in a piece or two of small furni
ture: a teacart, a tiny table, a straight chair.
Some rooms, such as a breakfast or sun room,

be added red
stripe dam-ask
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might even hazard all the furniture,
if gracefully slight in design, in this
red lacquer, which is singularly dull
in shadow, if all the draperies and the
other things gathered into the room
were low in key and restrained in
color. Furniture that is painted
black, a dull grayed color, or even
ivory, may have all inside parts
painted this same queer Chinese red
at times with fine effect . . . the in
terior of a corner cupboard, of a flap-
lid desk, of the drawers of a chest.
Red may combine with other colors
in forming motifs used on decorated
painted furniture. It may peep out
from the Venetian blind; it may be
used in its most flaming tones for
patched bands or flowers on a pillow;
it may show in the small rug, in the
decorated screen, in kochi-red dishes
used in the dining room, in wool em
broidery enhancing a variety of things,
and in tassels hanging from their cor
ners. Upholstery may be striped with
red, and the occasional chair may be
upholstered in plain red; in certain
rooms a dark red velvet curtain may
be hung, if the effect is not in the
slightest degree Victorian.

The Tones of Red

It must be understood that the term red em
braces many tones besides that rich crimson
or scarlet we usually think of when red is
named, and some of the off tones are the more
decorative: the copper-reds, the orange-reds,
the rust-reds, henna, Chinese red, cerise, ma
genta, red-mull)erry, rose red, American
beauty, and cherry -rose. All these are less
war-like, more romantic than the blood-red
plushes, hall lights and carpets of yesteryear,

The interior of this dining room cabinetis painted a Chinese
milion, and a narrow band of the samecolor is run below the

molding of the ivory wainscoting

and their newer popularity is achieved un
doubtedly by the fact that they blend har
moniously with a combination of other colors,
—blue, dull yellow, gray green, black, leaf
brown and cream. The days are past when
the all-red room is more than a bare possi
bility in the light of the success found in com
bining red properly and effectively in a full
and rich color scheme. And, modernly speak
ing, red knows no season,—with the same
equanimity notes of the new red sing warmly

and brilliantly in unison with the
glowing coals on the hearth when the
north winds do blow, and coolly flap
in crisp red and white checks at
breakfast room windows under the
gently stirring summer breeze.
These notes may be used by those
who feel the need of them and the
decorative tonic they yield, but, of
course, only when the surrounding
color scheme is suitably developed.
Intelligent choice should be exercised
as to which of the red objects one
selects,— there should not be over
many, as the judicious use of this col
or gives more pleasure than its over
doing. Also it should be exploited
chiefly in more weightily furnished
downstairs rooms.

Red in a Dining Room

In the dining room shown in the
circular drawing, the interior of the
ivory cupboard is Chinese red, and a
narrow band of this same color is run
below the top molding of the ivory
wainscoting. The richly toned putty-
colored furniture is decorated with a
wide line of the red, and the chairs
are of Chinese red lacquer. In the
china cupboard there are some pieces

of pewter, some iridescent gold-colored glass
ware, and the dishes are in brown and ecru

porcelain, livened by a piece or so of peacock
blue pottery and a bit of red kochi. The rug
is tan and black; the pewter candlesticks on

the buffet are topped by red shields; the
bowl on the dining table is dull blue, on

the serving table the bowl is Indian red.
In the other two drawings there are shown
respectively the sort of high-backed chair that

(Continued on page 58)

ver-
lop

It is said that red is a favorite color with men; they appreciateit in
a living room. The group heresuggeststhe use of chairs upholstered
in brown with an orange-redfringe or entirely in rose red; curtains

of dull gold cloth embroideredin flame red and black or brown cur
tains in black, blue, gold and flame. The lamp baseis red and its
shade biscuit color. Floor pillow, brown velvet with red tassels
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This pattern is well suitedto a formal win
dow treatment and would be effective
trimmed with self-toned fringe. It comes
42" wide, S3.50 a yd. Ivory or ecru

The daintiness of this dotted net will
appeal to many. It is fine in quality,
48" wide and comesin white or cream.

S3 a yd.

A well-balanceddesign-that lias the trans
parency of lace. It would be effective in
a Colonial interior. It comes42" wide in
ivory or ecru and is S3.SOa yd.
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H E NEWER I
Worthy Members of a Shrub Family which Most of Us are Accustomed to Think of Only in Terms

of Lavender Flowered Bushes Beside an Old-Time Gate

OFTEN
I wonder whether names of places

and of things speak to others as they do

to me. Meaningless or poor names seem al
most an affront, while beautiful or significant
names start trains of thought leading in singu
larly pleasant directions. The names of Pull
man cars are a curious study. Who named
them ? Why are so many of these names fool
ish, almost to the point of imbecility? —almost
as if letters had been shaken together in a
box and drawn at random to constitute a word.
But there are exceptions, and one is the
name of a car in whicli I lately traveled in
Indiana, with Middlebush on its doors.
'• "Middlebush,' " said I on seeing it. "Here
is something to think of"—landscape planting
flashed into the mind on sight. The bush
which may connect the taller and the lower
shrubs in some planting small or large; the
bush which might bloom in mid-season.
The Middlebush of our Michigan spring is
undoubtedly the lilac or syringa. Early shrubs
have lost their blossoms; the shadbush, the
wild plum, Spirea argula, forsythias are long
since green again after their white and gold
of earliest spring; and yet the great tribe of
the mock oranges, the Philudelphus, is still to
hang its whitening wreaths, still to breathe out
upon the airs of evening that unmatched fra

grance. Hydrangea arboreseens will follow
these; then mid- June, and the procession of
most of the familiar flowering shrubs is over.

Species and Varieties

Let us, translating Middlebush into lilac,
consider one of the most fascinating of all sub

jects, the lilac in some of its species and va
rieties. I bring to this a mind over-enthusi
astic perhaps, for in a modest way I am
collecting. The first
blooming of my young
trees occurred last spring.
The trees themselves
were set out two years
ago this last autumn,
and last spring all but
four or five of sixty va
rieties s h o w e d some
flowers, while many of
the little three-foot things
were in themselves bou
quets of loveliest color.
There is for me only
one way in which ade
quately to set down my
impressions of a particu
lar flower or plant; that
is with that flower or
plant before me. In May
I rarely walk about even
our small place without
the pencil and the memo
randum block; and the
notes which follow were
made in the very pres
ence of the lovely things
themselves. If these com
ments seem extravagant,
the excuse is the over
whelming beauty of the
flowers, and that excite-

MRS. FRANCIS KING
Presidentof theWoman'sNationalFarmandGardenAssociation

ment which the gardener always feels when
confronted for the first time with something
as fine as it is new to him. Let me name some
few of these lilacs, and add a word or two
concerning each. For better descriptions I
would send you to what Professor Sargent,
Mr. Wilson, Mr. Havemeyer, Mr. Dunbar and
Mr. Barry have written upon these flowers.
I have not compared my notes with theirs nor
did I consult theirs before making these, as I
wished to be quite unprejudiced in my com
ments.

The First to Bloom

The earliest of all to bloom was Syringa
Giraldi; delicate pinkish — very open panicle,
graceful and free flowering. Marechal Lannes
carried immense bluish-mauve flowerets, the
panicle not very large but most effective for the
size and color of its flowerets; exceedingly
handsome. Mme. Antoine Buchner is a very
distinct flower; buds of a faded pink, flowers
of pinkish-white, slightly double. The flower
clusters here were rather open and branching
—this is a lilac of great slenderness and ele
gance.
Pasteur has superb blooms of rich reddish
purple. Its thyrses are tall and open, with
large single flowerets. Ccerulea superba has
small but full clusters, rather bluish in tone.
This variety is particularly free-flowering and
lias loose branches, a great beauty. The bloom
of Danton is of a very fine, clear, deep, red-
purple, with a large floweret. President Fai
lures is one of the loveliest; a charming semi-
double pinkish bloom. Loose clusters of
flowers came in tremendous numbers upon this
3' specimen the first year after planting.
Claude Bernard, with its palest lavender-pink

At Highland Park, Rochester,are lilac plantings whose variety oj flower form and color
gives one a new conceptionof the decorativepossibilities of these shrubs. A carefully

selectedlist would developinto a delightful and unusual shrubbery border

flowers, is also very free-blooming. President
Poincare has enchanting bluish flowers, double
with reddish-purple buds, buds and flowers
an interesting contrast in color. Vestale is
marked by many spikes of single white bloom
on terminal branchlets. There is a special
charm for me in Rene Jarry-Desloges, whose
palest bluish-lavender flower, double, has a
delicacy all its own. Thunberg is lovely be
cause of its deep red buds all the way up the
thyrsus of pink-lavender bloom. This gives
a remarkable richness to the clustering flowers
which appear in four steeples, as one might
say, to each panicle.
Syringa Diderot, though moved in autumn,
has borne a cluster of flowers at every terminal
point; in its first time of blooming, however,
the flowers were not remarkable, reminding
one only of the common lilac. Lamartine had
a faint blooming — so did Miss Ellen Willmott
—enough to show that here is a treasure in
white lilacs. Small double flowerets appeared
on this lilac last year, greenish or creamy, and
very round buds. Mirabeau also gave one
breath in flowers and expired; but I was too
late in examining this to describe it.

Other Distinctive Sorts

Syringa Milton's flowers are of a dull rich
lavender; a small floweret but very fine in
color. Marechal Lannes is very double, and
of a good bluish-lavender. The fine loose and
twisting petals of each floweret give a beauti
ful effect to the cluster of bloom— an effect of
softness not always present in lilacs. Pasteur's
distinguished habit of bloom sets it apart. The
tall upright thyrses of mauve flowers are set
in sprays of large dark green leaves. The
play of light and shade upon the mauve and

green is one of those spe
cial spring delights upon
which the possessor of
this lilac may almost
surely count.
Cavour has the most
unbelievable number of
seven pinnacles of
flowers to each thyrsus,
— large flowerets at that
—in each cluster. And
for the brilliance of this
lilac in sun I have no
adequate words. As for
the species lilacs, 5.
pubescens, which when
grown is like a tree of
pale heliotrope, with a
delicate fragrance unlike
any lilac ever known; 5.
inllosa, with its loose pale
pink flowers (never shall
I forget my first sight of
this, cut with the pale
pearly Iris Florentina or
iris Storm King); and
S. macrostachya, one of
the most enchanting of
all, very pinkish — one
has to see these in order
to realize their beauty.

(Continued on page 56)
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MODERNIST DECORATION IN PARIS
What Some of It Is Like and What Elements of It American

Homes Can Adapt for Everyday Living

IT
is the easiest thing in

the world to poke fun
at the modernist movement
in decoration. You can
say that the colors are like
the nightmares of a man
in delirium tremens and
the contours like the fig
ures in a Goldberg car
toon. Or, in a more sober
mood, you can claim that
interiors done in the mod
ernist style would be diffi
cult to live with. Or you
can say that they do not

fit our type of life here in
America.
Each of these criticisms
contains an element of
truth. But first we have
to understand what the
modernist decorators of
Paris are trying to do.
This will necessitate a
quick visit to such shops
as Martine, M a m and
Jourdain. There are
others, but we are choos
ing only the least extreme.
Entering Martine,
which is Paul Poiret's es
say in decoration on the
Faubourg Rue St. Honore, you step
from the ordinary busy street to an
atmosphere that is a combination of
Morocco, Negroid African and East
ern Europe. Poiret is quite frank in
giving credit to Morocco, for much
of his inspiration. A bank of pil
lows and cushions in all possible
hues and shapes takes the place of
an ordinary furniture group. Its
colors intrigue the eye, they blend
and astonish. They are reminiscent
of the Thousand and One Nights.
One wonders how far removed is
such a downy bank from the atro
cious Turkish corners of a previous
generation! In explaining his pas
sion for cushions and stools, Poiret
gives the cost of a chair as the ex
cuse; chairs are expensive to make,
cushions are relatively cheap. Be
sides, cushions and stools afford
spots of color that are necessary -to

There is a flavor of early-Victorianism in the painted
The colors are gay, and the stand made to contain

Courtesy of Martine

tin corner stands for flowers,
four banks of potted plants.

working out his schemes.
There are countless
other things to see in Mar
tine—brilliant colored
silks and linens, fascinat
ing folding seats, painted
corner stands for flowers
and a vast array of un
usual little boxes and
knick-knacks that we now-
class under the head of
bibelots. There are some
interesting screens, too; one
is illustrated here-—a lat
tice of green up which
clamljer morning glories ; a

clipped shrub stands in
the background. It is
quite natural and honest
and direct. You can vis
ualize that screen in a

great many kinds of
rooms.
But having seen the

gold bathroom and the
lace beds and the banks
of pillows and the floor

lights made of crystal to
simulate a fountain, you
come back naturally to the
bibelots. In these the
Parisian excels; they are

fascinating in their colors and de

signs and workmanship. The other
expressions of modernism will be
forgotten, these remain.
Then going down the Faubourg
Rue St. Honore to the Boulevard de
la Madelaine you come eventually
to Jourdain. Here is quite a dif
ferent atmosphere. Here you see the
more usual sets of furniture devel

oped with a strange mathematical

precision. They are studies in

geometry—in the use of straight
lines and the elimination of the
curves that once characterized
French furniture. Visualize gloried
Mission furniture beautifully made
and executed in silvery pear wood
and ebony. Here is an oval dining
table with a pear wood top around
which runs a wide band of ebony.
The chairs and sideboard are in the
same style. The precision of the

Against a background of vivid silk, this black and gold chair
standsout in excellentrelief. The cushionsare in yellow taffeta
on one side and black velvet on the other. Chambord, Inc.,

decorators

A new linen is boldly designedin
cerise,yellow, black and blue on a

natural ground

A modernistMartine silk shows a
black ground, green tree limbs and
brilliant yellow lizards
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shapes is forgotten; your in
terest centers in the wood, in
the remarkable effects that
can be gotten with unusual
woods naturally finished.
This phase of modern
Parisian decoration does not
offer so many alluring bibe
lots, though it has created
unusual fabrics handled in
an unusual way. A curtain,
for example, made of blue
and white braid tacked at one
inch intervals along a pole
top and bottom and stretched
the full length of the win
dow. A valance covers the
top. Ample light comes in
between the braid strips.

The Shop of Mam

Leave Jourdain and go
down the Avenue de l'Opera
to Mam. The exterior of
the shop is imposing. You
linger for a moment in a re
ception room, then are led by
a winding stairs down to
crypts in the cellar under the
pavement. The darkness is
broken by concealed lights in
jars, behind shades of gold
and silver cloth and above
the cornice; it is a subdued
glow, warm in spots and shot
with color. There is no nat
ural light. Here again are
the padded stools that Poiret
affects. The w alls are
draped. A great amount of
gold cloth is used and bril
liant colored objets d'art to
catch and reflect light. You
wonder how these rooms would look in sunlight.
By no means do Martine, Jourdain and
Mam represent all the varieties of modern dec
oration in Paris, but they suffice to answer our
questions. Can such rooms be lived with?
Do they fit in with our type of life here in
America?
They can, if you are that kind of person,
but that kind of person is not so numerous here
as on the Continent. American life hasn"t
attained the subtleties and variations that are
found in European capitals. We are a direct
people and it is not so long since our forebears
took the axe in hand and cut the clearing in
the wilderness. Except in the rarest spots we
cannot call American life effete; we are not

The new trend in decorationis shown in the brilliant colors of this uphol
steredchair and the samefabric used on the wall. More colors are in the
lamp shadeand interestingwool rug. Courtesy of Chambord, Inc.

The morning glory screen,colorful and
realistic,could be used in many rooms.

From Martine
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accustomed to the cushioned
banks and we prefer chairs.
Also, we like sunlight.
True, we curtain our win
dows and even over-curtain
them, but in the majority of
homes the owner wants all
the light she can get; cer
tainly, the men of the family
want it. Now the strong
colors used in modernist dec
oration do not seem com
patible with a flood of sun
light. In dim light they are
harmonious, they blend into
a richness that is very pleas
ing to the eye, but it would
be difficult to visualize them,
or ourselves living with them,
seven sunny days in the week.

The Lesson for America

On the other hand, Ameri
cans can well learn a lesson
from these strong colorings.
Our interiors are too tam:.
We are afraid of brilliant
colors. Used judiciously in
small spots, such as a lam))
or cushion or the covering of
an occasional chair, they key
up the tone of a room.
Except in rare instances it
would not seem to be advis
able to use this modernist
decoration in American
homes. It does not express
our type of civilization and
it would only be a pose of
which we would quickly tire.
What we can do is to adapt
some of its elements, just as
we pick and choose from the

past to create our good interiors today.
The bibelots of Martine, and the occasional
chairs in a vivid color— these would enliven
an American room and give it added interest.
Our furniture designers might also learn the
value of unusual woods, such as Jourdain
uses. We have such an abundance of ma

hogany, oak and walnut. Why not silvery
sycamore or the sheen of the pear? Why not
the boldness of a panel in ebony? As for
lighting, such as can be seen in Mam, that is
a subject we have only begun to touch upon.
The question of modernist decoration in
America, then, seems to resolve itself to this:
not can we use it

,

but how much of it can we
adapt to our way of living?

Of Poiret's manycreationsthe mostadapt
able is the folding cushion, which can be
piled up for a seat,half-piled for a cushion
or laid out flat as a mattress. It is madein
a variety o

f colors, with gilt buttons at
regular intervals
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Pillow cover,
cream colored
leather, orange
embroidery and
fringe. $12

Cut wool em
broidery on lin
en, best quality
down pillow, 23"
xl7". $25

Oriental in coloring and gor
geousin designand texture is
thissilk pillow, 21"square, $40

Tooled leather pillow covers
jrom Morocco come in a great
varietyof lovely colors for $10

This pillow with the interestingtasselsis covered
in hand-blocked linen in shades of mauve and

purple, 22"x28". S40

This brilliantly colored bird of
paradise is on a black velvet
pillow, 23"xl7". S35

PILLOWS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
Whichmaybepurchasedthrough
the Housk & (Iarden Shopping
Service, 19 West 44//i Street,

Ne'V York City. Puff, 36" in diameter,0" high, covered in hand-
blockedlinen in many colors. $35. Taffetapillow,

fringed ruche edge. $15

From Paris comesthe designof this attractive three-corneredpil
low. The soft satin has a brown backgroundwhich throws in re
lief the mass of brilliant colors. A tassel completes it
,

32"xl6".
$25. This material in various colors comesfrom $10 a yard, up

On the left is an old gold taffetapillow with blue cording, 18"x22r.
$23.50. It also comesin apricot and blue. The middle is black taf
feta corded,with silk pastel shadedflowers in the center. $10.50.
The other is old rose taffeta with bunch o

f silk flowers. $27
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS
Two thingsare requiredof a receptionroom's
furnishing: formal elegancewith which to meet
the strangerand hospitablecomfort to extend
the friend. And it is possibleto combinethese
two, as has beendone in the New York resi
denceof Mrs. GeorgeW. Hill. The dominant
color tone is a deep,rich plum—high pile rugs
of plum and hangingand coveringsof a lighter

shade used with soft blue. These form a
pleasantcontrast for the paneledwalls of an
tique ivory. The large piecesof furniture are
in French walnut and decoratedwith panelsof
floral design. The smaller pieces,painted an
tique ivory have similar enrichments. The
largespaceeffectof panelingis repeatedin the
portrait. Barton, Price & Wilson, decorators
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Behind the four illustrations shown here
lies an interestingstory of remodeling. The
structure was originally a stable with ceil
ings 12' high. A discerningarchitect saw
its possibilities as a house, lowered the
ceiling to 8' and createdan unusual series
of rooms. One large room servesfor both
living and dining purposes. This is a view
of the living room end. Walls are sheathed
with broad boards of southern pine, with
early Colonial beadingat the joints. It is
stainedand waxedto an unevenbrown tone

The hall has been paneled in a simple de
sign of whitewood. It is painted blue and
the moldingspicked out with red. On the
ceiling are crude, conventional flowers in
red, yellow and blue. The surfaces are
glazed, giving a dark antique effect. The
floor is laid with large slabs of blue stone
3' to 4' square. The curtains at the win
dow are dark red silk. Lanterns and
bracketsare New England antiques. The
house is the home of Philip Richardson of
the firm of Richardson, Barotl & Richard

son, architects J
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The dining room is in an ell of the living
room and the same floor and sheathing
walls are carried through. Window cur
tains are dark blue arras cloth hangingon
wrought iron rods and fixtures. All the
hardwareis wrought iron. The ceilingfor
the living room end is rough plaster toned
down to an old yellow, with the heavy
beamsexposed. Over the dining room end
there are small cross-beamsbetweenlarge
girders and a wooden board ceiling. The
simplest sort of furniture has been used

and accordsperfectly

Looking through the hall door into the
living room onecan seethat the individual
ity of each room is expressedin its type
of wall finish, while a senseof unity is
given the whole bottom floor by the stone
flagging. The dateover the door is painted
in yellow, the year of the alteration. Thus
from a stable a very unusual house was
created. It is an exampleof what can be
doneto help solvethe houseshortagewhere
the owner has the vision to see the pos
sibilities of remodelingon old house,even

an old stable
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CANOPIED BEDS O F TODAY
The Canopy Lends Importance to the Bed Jtselj and Where Space Is Limited Makes

the Day-Bed a Thing of Decoration and Beauty

HANNA TACHAU

IN
very early times only
the essentials in furni

ture and furnishings found
a place in the home, the

perils of them oft preclud
ing all but those pieces
which could be easily
moved when it became

necessary to beat a hasty
retreat. Chests of all sizes
and varieties were found
to be of great utility, and
beds were usually but a
framework of wood, made

gorgeous with splendid
hangings that could be

quickly packed and car
ried away.
During the 14th and
15th Centuries, however,

bedrooms became cham-
bres de parade, where vis
itors were received and en
tertained and where much
of the business of life was
discussed and transacted.
Upon these chambers, the
decorators lavished their
greatest skill and made
them resplendent with the
finest stuffs and fabrics.
The great bed, raised on a
dais, dominated the room,
and it was hung with fine
ly wrought tapestries and
damasks and velvets, not
only to accentuate its
splendor and importance,
but also to shield the
sleeper from draughts and
cold, penetrating through
doors and windows.

The canopy re
peats the color
oj the cover in
this group by
C hamberlin
Dodds, decorator

Lighter Materials

We in America, how
ever, are fortunately not averse to fresh air nor
are we susceptible to draughts, and our ideas
of hygiene differ materially from those of our
ancestors. And so we must plan our bedrooms
to fulfil our own needs and comfort and with a
recognition of what will be most suitable to
achieve this result. Already early in the 18th
Century, when the one huge apartment was
divided into the smaller boudoir and bedroom,
the heavy hangings of brocades and velvets
were replaced by the lighter fabrics of cotton
and linen, and we can find no more delightful
materials today than these simple cretonnes
and chintzes printed from old blocks that are
not only charming in their decorative possi
bilities but which accord with all our modern
ideas of hygiene.
If properly planned and if the material is
of good quality, hangings and slip covers can
be washed without affecting their color or
shape. The vacuum cleaner is a dust-consum
ing device that also makes possible the use of
the more fragile taffetas and silks which can
be dry-cleaned when they become soiled.
The use of the canopied bed then, dates
back to very early times, and our modern adap

tations of it must be handled with discretion.
There must be some real reason back of its
use besides the mere whim or fancy of a woman
who is furnishing her home without any defi
nite notion of what she is doing. She may-
happen upon a Louis XVI bed in a shop and
fall in love with its dainty hangings, but
whether it has any real relation either in style,
suitability or color to the scheme of her house
is often quite beyond the scope of her com

prehension and decision.
A formal French bed
room is very delightful in
the proper place and sur
roundings, but when such
a room is entirely unsuited
to the house and to the
mode of life of the people
who are to live in it

,

it

would be both foolish and
pretentious to insist upon
it. On the other hand,
very interesting rooms
have been built around
one precious possession.

Suitable Surroundings

One woman I know fell
heir to a lovely old peas
ant bed, with slender posts
that supported a simple
canopy. Naturally, this
bed was the piece de re
sistance around which the
rest of the furniture was
gathered and which fur
nished the inspiration for
the general scheme.

I do not mean by this
that some one period must
be strictly adhered to, for
no one but a connoisseur
could hope to accomplish
this successfully, but all
of us can learn to recog
nize the beauty of fine
proportion, the value of
simplicity and suitability
and to escape the terrible
mistake of making of our
rooms a nightmare of
nromiscuous horrors which
masquerade under the
elastic term of "period
furniture''.

I know another woman of good taste and
ample means who decided to redecorate her
bedroom. She eliminated all her old furniture

except a fine old French consol of which she
was very fond. Then began her hunt for a
bed suitable to the size of the room and to the

exacting demands of this lovely old piece. A

number of really old beds were seen and found

wanting. They were either too large or too
elaborate or too decrepit to serve her purpose.
They were not in scale with the room and
were not quite in harmony with the other ob

jects. Finally, she decided to have built a

day-bed which resembled the old French ''sofa
or alcove" bed so long in vogue, and this she

placed sideways against the uninterrupted
space of a long wall. This wall, however,
presented another perplexing decorative prob
lem ; it was very difficult to achieve an interest

ing arrangement for the rest of the furniture
and pictures. She finally solved the question
by utilizing a simple draped canopy over the
bed, which became the central motif around
which the other objects were grouped. This
use of a canopy is a legitimate one, for its

value lies not only as a piece of pure decora-

This day-bedhas
a canopy o

f

white and rose
cretonne and
rose taffeta.
Miss Swift
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tion. but in this case, it became the
salient factor in attaining harmony
in the general composition of the
room.

Colonial Draped Beds

Canopied beds have also come to
us from old Colonial homes inherited
from our forefathers. Those early
settlers loved the luxury of a great
bed, with its linen sheets and soft
mattresses and coverings and its

canopy of lovely old chintz. We,
too, prize them highly, but this state
ly old furniture requires a spacious
setting. How a great old poster is

capable of engulfing a little room of
modern size! Our present-day fur
niture makers, realizing the beauty
and simplicity of these ancient types,
are building modern beds with simi
lar lines but more delicate propor
tions, which can be adapted to new
conditions and to new sanitary con
ceptions. Although they may not
be as beautiful as the originals, they
are not antagonistic to the chests of
drawers or the distinctive high-boys
with which they have to associate so
intimately. When decorated with a
simple valance made of the same
material as the other hangings in the room,

they are very charming and not unhygienic.
Our Colonial canopied beds were evolved
from the earlier Chippendale designs. This
great craftsman included among his drawings
dome beds, canopy, couch sofas and numerous
other types of beds, many of which were heavi
ly carved. Later, Hepplewhite introduced a
much lighter framework and a more diverse
style in hangings. He utilized almost every
stuff the loom produced, from sheer dimities
and printed cottons to the more elegant silks

A cretonne with blue and rose flowers
makesthe cover and canopy oj this cream
four-poster bed. Lining, ruffles and pil
lows, blue taffeta. Miss Swift, decorator

Old chintz of a salmon pink design on a
blue ground has been used to cover this
Italian bed. Spreadand canopyare salmon
pink taffeta. Mrs. Emott Buel, decorator

and satins and even velvets for formal apart
ments.
We are still utilizing or adapting the ideas
of the well-known designers of France and
England because our life, so restless and ever-
changing, has brought no fresh or permanent
inspiration in its wake, and until we realize
that the development of art in all its phases is
an integral part of life, and not a thing remote
from everyday existence, we will not succeed
in creating an individuality of our own.
The hangings of the beds illustrated here
have been used for pure decoration, for helping

the composition of the room, or for
introducing a needed note of color
in a too sombre environment. A
long narrow room will compose bet
ter if the bed is placed sideways
along the wall.

The Four-Poster's Canopy

An interesting arrangement of this
sort has been accomplished with a
four-poster bed having a canopy and
hangings of chintz lined with taf
feta. The bed itself is painted cream
standing against a deeper crearr
wall, and the curtains and bedspread
are of cretonne that shows an en
chanting design of old blue and rose
flowers scattered upon a creair.
ground. The full inner curtains
that hang flat against the wall, the
ruffled trimming, and the long ob
long pillows weighted with heavy
tassels are all of old blue taffeta
How much distinction the little
lighting fixtures on either side of the

(Conliinu'd on page 58)

A simple blue and tan day-bed is
accentuatedwith a blue drapery.
Coverings of glazed chintz, blue
and rosedesignon an ecru ground.
Miss Swift, decorator
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In remodeling their old brownstone front houses
New Yorkers are carrying the rehabilitation all the
way through and treating quite interestingenviron
ments for their furniture. In this front drawing
room the walls are soft green,a charmingbackground
for old English furniture. Glazed chintz is used for
curtains and some of the coverings. A few of the

piecesare in needlepoint

INSIDE A REMODELED
BROWNSTONE

THE HOME OF
MRS. JOHN MAGEE
NEW YORK CITY

SCHM1TT BROTHERS
Decorators

From England were brought the panelsof this library.
They are a rich, deep greendecoratedwith a design
of a deeper shade and set into yellow woodwork,
which is finished with a heavy glaze. These colors
form an interesting atmosphere not alone for the
furniture, but also for the owner's rarely beautiful
collectionof jades and Chineseporcelains



In the characteristic
manner of the recon
structed brownstone
house, the dining room
opens on the back gar
den. Here QueenAnne
chairs upholstered in
yellow damaskare used
with a fine William and
Mary table. Waterford
glass adds to the en
richment of the room

Another view of the
drawing room shows
old Dutch flower panels
flanking the fireplace.
The over-mantelmirror
is a Scudemore with
an old painted glass
frame and brilliant red
figures on a gold
ground. Several pieces
of old red lacquer re-

color note
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The treesand shrubs wereall
retained and utilized to the
best advantage. Uneven flags
were laid about a centralpool
and fountain, making an Ital
ian effect. The flower pots
are buff color and the water
spoutsarepaintedblue. These
colors will weather in time to

a mellow tone

The houses are not all re
modeled in the same style,
and therein lies the charm of
this garden. The housebelow,
for example, has Venetian
twisted columns,buff in color;
another hasan archedcloister,
a third has a columned por
tico on the roof

What is known as the Turtle Bay District of New York ties
between East 48th and 49lh Streets and between 2nd and 3rd
Avenues. The neighborhoodhas recently beenexperiencinga re
vival of interestas a residentialarea and many of the brownstone
houses along those streets are being reconstructed into modern
residences. In this particular spot twenty houseswere remodeled
and the backyards formed into a garden 200' long by 100' wide.
The walls of the housesare tinted salmon pink and their shutters

are bluish green

A BIT OF OLD ITALY IN
THE HEART OF NEW YORK
A Garden in the Turtle Ba\< District

Reconstructedby
EDWARD C. DEAN and
W. LAWRENCE BOTTOMLEY
AssociatedArchitects.
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THE LATEST LAUNDRY LIFTS
With the Newer Washing Machines, Dryers and Powders,

Blue Monday Loses Some of Its Terrors

ETHEL R. PEYSER

PROBABLY
nothing is

counted of more value
today than time savers.
Give a friend the gift of

'

time and the bond will be
unbreakable. Combined
with the gift of time is the
gift of ease, and with the
two— time and ease— you
have given a priceless
thing and have created
"Paradise enow". So it
has come to pass that in
the laundry there are vari
ous and sundry things giv-
able to a friend which will
lighten and brighten the
oj>erations of home man
agement.
Up until late years, wo
men, not convicts, have
been "time servers"; but
long before the vote was
women's there was mighty
revolt and women decided
it became them better to be
time savers and not time
servers.
For this reason all
manufacturers in gallant
fashion have rushed to fill
the needs of women in
their homes, and from
soaps to ironing machines
have they labored and not
in vain.

The ironing board that jolds up against the wall when not in use is
practicable for the small laundry and especially the kitchen that serves
for laundry in a small house. It hasa sleeveboard and can be bought with

or without electric attachment wires

For example, in ancient
days, if it rained on Mon
day or was Monday hu
mid (very blue Monday in

fact) the work either had
to be given up because
drying was an impossible
feat, or the whole house
hold work had to be dislo
cated by the transference
of wash day to a more
sunny occasion, to a day
when drying was not a
theory but an inevitable
outdoor accomplishment.
No longer need we say
"if at first you can't suc
ceed," dry, dry again, for
the heated air dryer has
come for the laundry of
the private home as well
as for the apartment cel
lar, and drying has be
come an indoor sport rath
er than an outdoor hazard.
These dryers are merely
cabinets made of galvan
ized metal of from two to
ten compartments from
46" to 53" wide and about
5' high. The compart
ments pull out as easily as
a watch stem and each
drying rack has six drying
rods 66" long or a total of
about 3.V of rack. Each

In the heatedair dryer is found a solution for ques
tionable Monday weather. It is feasiblefor the private
house. Electricity, gas or kerosenesupplies the heat
and fresh air is constantlycirculatedso that the clothes
are thoroughly ventilated. The feature of the type

shown here is the overheadtrack on which the clothes
racks slide easily and smoothly. Simple dryers with
only two racks can be purchasedfor the small laundry
and any stove used in the laundry can be connected
up with the dryer to supply the necessary heat
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rack is about 10" wide. The
ordinary length of the rack is
5' 10" and the distance from
the back of the cabinet to the
end of racks is about 11' 8".
When the cabinet is closed the
track which protrudes over
head can be used to hang
clothes on. The overhead track
is far more convenient than
the floor wheels upon which
some racks pull out, as the
floor, should it be uneven, will
prevent ease of operation of
the racks and annoyance will
ensue. Single dryers can be

bought with two racks only 23"
or so wide for smaller rooms.
These cabinets can be sunk
flush in the wall and take up
no more room if the building
is so constructed or lie against
or at right angles to the wall.
The heat does not permeate
the room in well-made dryers.
Any stove used in the laundry
should not be in connection
with the dryer.
The dryer which really does
its work should:
1. Not overheat clothes.
2. Not sweat them.
3. Not turn them yellow.
4. Thoroughly ventilate them.
5. Remove all odors.
6. Dry them rapidly.
7. Make them easy to iron.

Theory and Practice

It has been imagined that sun and wind
alone dry clothes, but the fact is that air is the

drying medium and therefore the best dryers

provide a good circulation of air plus heat.

Dry air has a tremendous love for moisture and
eats it up as a blotter eats up ink. The warmer
the air the more moisture it will hug. This
would seem enough, just to bake the clothes,

but baking does not remove odors and does
render them yellow; they are unventilated and
smell like the laundry, so people are prone to

say "Sun drying or nothing."
However, the best dryers provide for a cir

culation of air. At its best the air changes
from 250 to 300 times an hour. The air must
change, for after one lot of air holds all the
moisture it can, it cannot take any more from

the clothes, and new avid air must be substi
tuted for that which is moisture-fed. This is
accomplished by a moist air exhaust in the

newer dryers, which are larger than the older

types. The result is white, odorless, air-swept
clothing.
The stream of air is usually accomplished
by the use of the ordinary chimney draft as
sisted by the warm products of heating from
the heater. The hot air products of combus
tion pass through a tapered nozzle into the
moist air exhaust pipe, and by the speed a
suction is created which helps to pull the
moist air out of the cabinet and up the chimney.
When you buy a dryer see to it that the ex
haust pipe is large so that you will have wind
and heat instead of just heat. Air circulation
is what you are really buying. See that you
get it.

Superficial Points

All parts upon which clothes hang should
be non-rusting.
The racks must pull out without any ex
penditure of strength and must run quietly.

.4 simple dryer is found in this slatted rack attached to the ceiling by
cords and pulleys. This savessteps to the yard and obviates the usual

bother with clothes-pins and unnecessaryhandling

All the racks must be within the reach of
the average woman, to avoid stretching.
The heating burner must be simple and
easily reached so that you can tell at a glance
how much heat you have turned on.
There must be ample screening so that
should a garment fall it cannot possibly get
scorched.
The finish of these dryers must be smooth,
without protuberances which could in any case
tear the garments to be dried.
Dryers are best heated with gas, electricity
or kerosene. Care must be given to get* the
best kerosene burner as they are troublesome
when not perfection.
Dryers are simple to operate, and you are
saved: (1) tugging clothes to roof or yard;

(2) putting up a wash-line; (3) fastening
clothes and tearing them with clothes-pins;

(4) carrying heavy baskets anywhere; (5)
sprinkling and rolling clothes, because you
keep them drying only long enough to be

ready to iron; (6) the wear and tear from the

exposure to dust, sunburn, fading, snow and
other outdoor contaminations.

The drying rack drawn up to the ceiling
is out of the way of the worker. It can
be lowered to any desired position

A very good little dryer,
simple as a broiler, is the over
head slatted dryer, which, on a
pulley, is spread with clothes
and pulled up to the ceiling
where the clothes dry by the
risen heat of the room.
In a small kitchen where the
washing and cooking is done,

it is a real boon, and in the
laundry, too, it is a genuine
convenience.
The rack is about 32" to
64", and on the ceiling it is
comfortable and useful and
out of the way. It comes in
two sizes.
Your clothes go directly
from the wringer to the rack
as in the big dryers, you obvi
ate unnecessary handling,
clothes-pin destruction, etc.
It can be pulled down to
your own level and hitched on
a wall pin so as to make it re
liably firm while you load it.

Tables and Shelves

My opinion is that shelves
in a laundry are very much
more useful than a quarter of
a dozen tables. I have known
people to buy two or three

tables for laundries and abandon them for

needed foot room, yet long for some room to

put things on.
The steel unit of shelves is a very conve

nient way out. By using a continuous running
shelf, like an-amplified plate rail, any place in

the laundry can be a- handy one for placing a

bit of soap, a clothes-pin, washing powder,
clothing waiting for starching, or any other

thing. Steps could, be saved and wit con

served.
Tables are a necessity, especially the large
7' table or smaller, as taken up in House &
Garden for August, 1920. The wooden one
for the laundry is quite useful and so also is

the all-metal table. But too many tables spoil
the temper, and the shelf is a comfort.
The ironing board is indispensable for fancy
things, even when*the. ironing machine is regu

larly used.
A new departure here is the board which
folds against the wall when not in use and
therefore is most unobtrusive for the small
room—even practicable for the kitchen when,
as is so often necessary, the laundry work is
done here as well as the cooking. These boards
have sleeve boards attached and are fitted with
electric attachment wires, etc., or they can be

bought without electric fitting in case the home
is not electrified.

A Burning Shame

When un-electric irons are used, there should
be an ample supply of iron holders. If your
irons are not of the removable insulated handle

type, iron holders of ticking or soft bits of

carpet can. be used. This sounds very elemen
tary, but many scorchings would not have
taken place had the laundress not rushed to

get through to save the hurting hand.
This is truly a burning shame if anything
could so be called. It is possible, too, to get
a thin bit of asbestos encased in a bit of tick

ing and so protect the laundress from discom
fort and your clothing from destruction.
These iron holders could be made by thu
children of the house who are always looking

(Continued on page 54)
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THE S T O fc. AGE WARDROBE
A Special Room for the Keeping of Off-Season and Extra Clothes

Adds Greatly to the Household' s Efficiency

VERNA COOK SALOMONSKY

WHERE
can the summer clothes be

stored in winter and the furs and
woolens be kept during the summer
months?
Since efficiency is becoming the house
hold slogan of today, system in everything
[>ertaining to house arrangement is of
prime importance.
While the service portion with its many
mechanical devices has been developed to
a high degree, the clothes closets of the
house have ofttimes been choked with to
day's and yesterday's and maybe tomor
row's wardrobes. Certainly where cost
does not prohibit a storage wardrobe

should be incorporated in the plans for
the new house. In the old house one
might fit out very inexpensively a small
room to take care of last and next season's
frocks and hats, surplus comfortables and
blankets and even a tiny safe tucked away
Itehind a secret panel for the keeping of jewels.
A systemized arrangement of the cabinets
which will provide separate compartments for

Shoes are Molted three compartments
in a seriesof shelvesand drawersat the
end oj the room, above the lingerie

The plan shows a logical division of closets
according to the type of clothes to be put
into them. A jewel safe is under the window

seat

the storing of linen and cotton clothes, for
woolen clothes, for sport wear and for furs will
prove advantageous. The exclusion of moths
can be more easily managed if the furs and
woolens are isolated in cedar-lined cabinets
and closed behind weather-stripped doors. A
splendid and less costly substitution for cedar,
however, as a protection against dust and in
sects, can l>emade by completely covering the
interior of the cabinets with tar paper and by
gluing the overlapping joints. Any of the com
position boards now on the market may form
the door panels, thus bringing the cost of the
storage cabinets extremely low.
The cabinet containing the sport clothes
should be placed against an exterior wall where
provision can be made for the circulation of
fresh air by means of small, screen-covered
ventilators.
The accompanying illustration will give
some idea of the possibilities of equipping a
small room for the storage of clothes. The
space above the cabinets is reserved for hats
and bandboxes— what a great amount of space
is required for the housing of one's millinery!
— and under the window and between the
clothes presses is a spacious cedar-lined box
for blankets and woolen bedding. The lid is
hinged to swing up and the paneled back of
the seat conceals the jewel safe which is an
chored into the wall behind. An electric but

ton hidden in an obscure inner corner of
the wardrobe will release the catch of the
sliding panel.
A troublesome item in the arrangement
of the storage wardrobe is that of shoes
and the position they should occupy.
Ofttimes an additional shoe strip is placed
at the bottom of each compartment to ac
commodate them, but wherever possible it
is best to provide some space apart and at
a height sufficient to eliminate stooping.
Here they are allotted three compartments
in the series of shelves and drawers at the
end of the room, and the flaps, which cor

respond in appearance with the drawers
below, form additional shelf space when
open and render the shoes especially ac
cessible.
The four moderately deep drawers beneath
are reserved for lingerie, undergarments and
embroideries. The subdivision of one drawer
into smaller compartments will facilitate the
storing of gaiters, mittens and mufflers, and
provides space for winter storage of moth balls.

Beneath one of the windows is a spa
wns cedar-lined box for blankets and
woolen bedding. Behind it is the safe

The wardrobesare designedto occupy full wall spaceon either
side of an entrancedoor. Furs and eveninggowns are hung in
one side and woolen clothes find accommodationin the other

On the oppositeside are companionwardrobesdesignedfor linen
and cotton clothes and sport clothes, respectively. The space
abovethecabinetsis reservedfor millinery and extrastorageboxes
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Peach Blossom is a new color
among sweet peas, and is de
scribedas a pale amaranth pink
deepeningaround the edgesof
the standard and wings. It
grows vigorously and bears
large flowers on long, strong
stems. A true self color. Cour

tesy of Burpee

Coppersmith is a dahlia midway between
the peony-floweredand duplex in type, ex
cellent for cutting and general decorative
work. It is light copper or bronze colored
with a suffusion of salmon-yellow; the re
verseof the petals is reddish bronze. It is
of only medium height, but its flowers are
so profusely borne as almost to smother
the plant. Courtesy of Burpee

Another of the sweetpeanovel
ties for 1921is Flamingo, a sort
with very large, well-waved
flowers. The standards of the
blossomsare light orange suf
fused with bright salmon, and
the wings a delicate,shade of
orange-pink. Burpee

At the left is a spray of Abelia
grandiftora, one of the hardiest
and most free-flowering of this
worthy family of shrubs. Its
flowers are nearly 1" long,white
delicately flushed with pink,
and are producedquite continu
ously from June to November.
Courtesy of Wm. H. Moon Co.

The cactus-floweredzinnia below is a new
departure from the usual forms of this
well-known flower. As will be noted, the
petals are quilled and radiate in such a
way that the blossom looks not unlike a
cactus dahlia. The colors range from
orange,pink, yellow and rose to scarletand
crimson. On well grown plants the flowers
average4" to 5" in diameter. Burpee

The named varieties of dahlias
are so many that one almost
despairs of keeping up with
them. Few garden flowers are
more deservedly popular and
few have better repaid the ef
forts devoted to their improve
ment and multiplication by ex
pert growers. Here is one of
the splendid newer sorts—
Venus, a delicate shade of sal
mon pink. Courtesy of John

Scheepers,Inc.
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RetinosporaobtusaCrippsi
is often overlooked when
the evergreenorder is sent
in, merely becauseits ap
pearance and desirable
qualities are not appreci
ated. Wm. H. Moon Co.

SOME PLANTS THAT SHOULD BE BETTER KNOWN
Flowers, Shrubs and Trees Which Are Offered as'New This Year, or Which Have

■notBecome as Popular as They Deserve

TUCKED
away in the mass of new flower

and nurserymen's catalogs which will soon
be reaching the hands of garden lovers the
country over are hundreds of exceptionally de

sirable things which one is likely to overlook.
Obviously it is impossible to mention more

than a small percentage of them here, but per
haps the list which follows will serve to stimu
late gardeners, both old and new, to study
their catalogs with greater care and discern
ment.
Among the sweet peas, the W. Atlee Burpee
Co. is featuring several early flowering novel
ties for 1921 :
"Glitters", the first, is well named, for it

shimmers and scintilates with a fire-like sheen

radiating over the flowers. The standards of
theblossoms are bright, fiery orange, while the

wings are a deeper shade of the same color.
The flowers are very large, of good texture,

and last well when cut. They are produced
usually in clusters of four, so placed that they
makeup well when bunched. Vigorous growth,
abundant foliage of good color, and profuse
bloom are valued characteristics.
"Flamingo" is described
as a combination of light
orange, salmon and or

ange-pink, blending into
a general effect of light,

bright orange. The orange,
with its suffusion of sal
mon, is on the broad,

waved standards, and the

orange-pink colors the
wings. Exceptionally large
blossoms, usually in threes
and fours; long stems;

and robust growth are
featureswhich recommend
its inclusion in every sweet
pea planting.
"Lemon Beauty" is a

variety which tones in well
with other sorts of cerise
or fiery shades, enhancing
their beauty. As its name
indicates, it is of a soft
primrose or pale lemon
color, its standards and
wings being amber tinted,

sometimes lightly veined
with rose-pink. It is a
strong grower, bearing im
mense flowers grouped
usually in threes and
fours on long stems.

"Peach Blossom" stands out as a new color
in sweet peas— pale amaranth pink, deepening
somewhat around the edges of the standards
and wings. It is a true self, and its color
deepens with age. Like the others, it is a free-
flowering sort with stems of great length.

Dahlias and Zinnia

Among the other 1921 flower novelties from
Burpee are two dahlias and a zinnia.
The first of the dahlias is "Coppersmith,"
in type midway between the peony-flowered
and duplex forms. It is a pleasing shade of
light copper or bronze, with a glistening suf
fusion of salmon-yellow. The reverse side of
the petals is reddish-bronze, and the tones of
the whole flower are intensified under artificial
light. Coppersmith is a sturdy, upright grow
ing dahlia of medium height, blooming early
and continuously. At their best the plants
are almost smothered in flowers, which are
borne entirely above the foliage on stiff stems.
The other new dahlia is of the peony-
flowered type and has been named "Fordhook
Maroon". It should appeal especially to those

The heterophylla variety of European beech is a graceful, low-growing and dense
shrub-like tree. Its leavesare deeplycut into narrow lobes, the indentationsreaching
almost to the midrib. A splendid specimentree. Courtesy of Wm. H. Moon Co.

who like rich, deep colors, for it is a wonder
ful maroon shaded with mahogany. The
flowers are of great size, averaging 7" in diam
eter even when the plant is not disbudded. It
is strong and upright in habit.
The new cactus-flowered zinnia will be wel
comed by every lover of these ever-popular
flowers. Its petals are quilled and straight,
radiating from the center of the flower in a
way strongly suggestive of a fine-petaled cac
tus dahlia. The backs of the petals are of a
distinct color, and as they curve to form the
tube they give the flower a particularly pleas
ing bi-colored appearance. The flowers, which
are borne abundantly, average 4" to 5" in
diameter and range through shades of yellow,
orange, pink and rose to scarlet and crimson.
In addition to its value as a garden feature,
this zinnia is excellent for tutting, for its
blossoms last well in water.
Among the 1921 offerings of the Wing Seed
Co. are several new varieties of Iris Germani-
ca. Especially outstanding among these are:
"Virginia Moore", a splendid yellow
bearded self form of the same color as the

yellow day-lily and grow
ing 30" high; "demen
tis", shaped like Iris
Kaempferi with segments
reflexed horizontally, light,
clear violet, 24" to 30"
high; "Dorak", a pallida
seedling with soft blue-
violet standards and pur
ple-violet falls; "Stam-
boul", 36" tall, light blue
standards and rich violet-
blue falls; "Junonia", 4'
to S' high, enormous
flowers with drooping,
violet-purple falls and
soft blue standards; "Is-
ola", light blue standards
and violet - blue falls;

"Sarpedon", large and
bold flowered, with very
broad and oblong falls;
and "Mikado", 30" to 36"
high, heliotrope with
orange beard.
Not new, but neverthe
less deserving to be better
known, are the two small
trees and the spray of
shrub blossoms from the
Wm. H. Moon Co., which
are shown on these pages.
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FLOWERS THAT NEVER GREW
The Beauty of Modern Artificial Flowers Adds Much to

Present Day Decoration

MARGARET McELROY

IMITATION
may be the sh

eerest flattery but it's doubtful
in the case of reproducing in

parchment, glass, metal, bead,
shell, feather and jade, the form
and color of a living flower. All
the attributes are there, to be sure;
the various parts copied to a

nicety and in some cases the very

perfume is included. But it all
has rather the effect of a moving

picture—quite perfect—only the
heart of the mystery lacking.
However, these flowers have a
decided value in the decorative
scheme of things, quite apart from

being mere objects of curiosity,
as they at first seem. They are

vastly superior to the ordinary
artificial flowers made of cloth,

that are meant to be very real and
never fool anybody. Their popu
larity lies in the fact that they do
not claim to be more than they
are,—beautifully wrought objects
of various materials that by their
color and form provide a spot of
interest as well as beauty, wher
ever they are placed. In other
words it's a question of sincerity
winning out over a perfect imita
tion.
These flowers cannot be used at
random. The surroundings must
be as carefully chosen as the flow
ers themselves. In a cottage room
hung with gay chintz and flooded
with sunlight we should not dream
of introducing bead or feather
flowers when the whole atmos
phere of the room demands fresh
blossoms culled from nearby
fields. But in an interior remi
niscent of Louis Seize, nothing

Brxllry& JlrrrlM

Orange toned lilies, a bronze lustre bowl and brass candlesticksmake
a brilliant spot of color against a gray tapestry wall. The flowers
are madeof soft feathers. Chamberlin Dodds, decorator

An old-fashioned nosegay of
pink andwhite blossomsmade
of lacquered parchment fills
this cream colored Wedgt-
wood bowl. Courtesy of

Ovington Bros.

could be more charming or ap
propriate than a spray of grace
ful glass flowers, their exquisite
coloring and fragility admirably
suiting the delicacy of that

period. So in a room that shows
Chinese influence, a spray of jade
flowers or a branching tree, beau
tifully carved, not only accen
tuates the character of the room
but is a lovely and appropriate
accessory quite apart from its
value. The Chinese were es
pecially happy in their use of
jade. They truly loved it

,

not
only for the beauty and value,

but because it was a symbol of
virtue and a household was es

pecially blessed that could boast
a piece of it. There is an un

speakable loveliness about a clus
ter of jade blossoms arranged as
only a Chinese expert knows how.
In a charming living room that

I know of, tin flowers have been
used to immense advantage. In
this room the walls are a delicate
blue-green, the caqiet black and
in the heavy chintz hangings have
been gathered all the colors of

springtime. At the windows are
pale gold gauze curtains and some
of the furniture is covered in the
chintz, the rest in a blue, mauve
and gold striped satin. But it is

toward the fireplace that we nat
urally look and linger. Here is a
mantelpiece of simple, classic de
sign surmounted at either end by

a little alabaster urn filled with
the same flowers that are in the
chintz. The yellow7 of primroses
vies with the deeper tone of the
black-eyed Susans; blue, mauve,

4k

I EdwardsHewitt

The flowers and prim box in this group are made o
f metal and are

quite charming with the old French desk and alabasterurns. Mrs.
Emott Buel was the decorator

In a baybtrry colored lustre
jar have been placed flowers

o
f glass beads in tones of

mulberry and gray. Courtesy

o
f Mrs. Gillette Nichols, deco

rator
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/n a black bowl, these delicate
glass flowers are wonderfully
decorative. Courtesy of John

Wanamaker

a little pink—all blend with the apple
greenleaves, making these tin flowers, so

prim and assured, a charming permanent
decoration that harmonizes with and in

tensifies the colors in the chintz.
So again, in decoration, it is simply a

question of revival. About 3000 B. C.
we find the Egyptians using imitations of

natural flowers for ornament. These were
made of painted linen and shavings of
stained horn and probably made gay
many a room on the banks of the Nile.
Other countries took up the same idea,
the Romans using silver and gold in the
manufacture of their artificial flowers,
the Chinese, rice paper, and in South
America the plumage of highly colored
birds was utilized. In the 16th Century,
Venice became the center of a great glass
bead making industry and now our
loveliest bead flowers come from Italy.
The French learned the art of flower
making from the Italians and soon be
cameexpert. Today France sends us the
marvellously wrought blossoms of shell
and many of the beautiful and fragile
glass flowers are made in Paris. These
seemto me quite the most decorative of
all, the delicacy and transparency of the
material giving them an elusive loveli-

MattleEdwardsHewitt

The little plant
above has coral
blossomsand jade
leaves, quite in
keeping with the
Louis Seize com
mode. Mrs. Emott
Bite I, decorator

A graceful vase
with long crystal
dropsholdsa mass
of delicate, trans
parent glass flow
ers.By courtesyof
John Wanamaker

These flame colored chrysan
themumsmade of glass are un
usual end beautiful. From John

Wanamaker

Quite as unusual are the flowers made
of feathers, be they deep purple pansies,
delicately-hued sweet peas or the gorge
ous orange toned lilies pictured here.
There is a softness about these flowers
found in none of the others and set in
a breeze they have an immense advantage
over the prim stiffness of the glass or
shell ones. Then there are the ever-
effective painted tin flowers and quite
charming is the tin box to mix with them,
according admirably with the general
aim of stiff formality. Another form
of artificial flower that is new and
sure to become popular is made of lac
quered parchment. This gives a stiff,
shiny surface and admits of the use of
quite wonderful colors. A few mahogany
colored chrysanthemums in a black jar
against a neutral wall will transform any
dull corner.
So these flowers, which depend for
their beauty on the materials and the
sheer artistry shown in their manufacture,
have a quite definite place. They are
the last cry in the artificial and it is a
case of truly painting the lily, but used
with discretion and in the proper en
vironment they add a certain note of
distinction that otherwise might be
lacking.

Shell has beenusedmost effectivelyin the
making of artificial flowers. These realis
tic looking rosesare the palest pink, deli
cately shaded. Chamberlin Dodds, deco

rator For a permanent decoration, immensely
effectiveare thesebranchingpink andwhite
blossomsmadeof shell. Courtesy of John

Wanamaker

Glass flowers in various colors and shapes
have a decorativevalue quite apart from
being mereobjects of curiosity. By cour

tesyof John Wanamaker

*
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A GARDEN'S THIRD DIMENSION— THE RETAINING WALL
Adding a Feeling of Stability and Repose to the Garden Built Upon

a Slope—A Plan to Distinguish Different Levels

RICHARD H. PRATT, Landscape Architect

THAT
garden builder is fortunate

whose site lies upon some slope,
however gentle, where he may have an

opportunity to play, ingenuously per

haps, with one of the most fascinating
elements of garden architecture. His
garden need not be composed of a single
surface, depending for its chief charm

upon the arrangement of the beds and

borders and the color and mass of the

bloom and foliage, but will have a di
versity of levels; here and there a step
or two or three up or down, and walls

separating and supporting the higher

portions from the low. For the straight
line of even a low retaining wall will
bring into the garden a feeling of sta

bility and repose and will create an at
mosphere of surprise and adventure as

one ascends or descends from one height
to another.
The low retaining wall rightfully replaces
the turf bank as the means of forming the break,

between two different elevations and, in sav

ing the space that would otherwise be a con

tinual annoyance, it becomes at once an inte

gral and important part of the garden. It pro
vides on its vertical surface another flower

border upon which to arrange not only the most

interesting of the Alpines and rock loving

plants, but a great many of the most charm

ing perennials as well. It gives to the garden
an air, withal, of having been not simply placed
upon but rather built into its site. And we

find William Robinson, the dean of English
garden editors, discovering these several ad

vantages years ago when he quotes from his

diary in"Gravetye Manor", "Did away with the
sloped border round the flower garden at the
N. and W. sides and built strong dry walls of
our own sandstone. Each stone was laid on a
line of alpine and rock plants with the merest

pinch of soil or sand under the plant. These

retaining walls round the garden will enable
us to have level borders instead of the sloping
ones which starved in dry seasons, and will be
in other ways a gain."

Wall Materials

As the retaining wall in the garden may
function both as a support for the higher level
and as a flower border, great care and thought
must be given to the choosing of its materials
and to its construction. Let us consider then
the materials of which it may be built.
Stone comes first as the one
that is generally the least ex
pensive, the most adapta
ble and the best in appear
ance. Of this material the
definitely flat stone is the best
and the round or hopelessly
irregular the worst, for this
reason : that the natural struc
ture of rock is one of rela
tively thin, level courses and
it is the reproduction of this
in building — long, hori
zontal, seldom broken lines—
that gives the best effect; the
effect, for example, that we
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get with brick. A wall with the stones laid too
much at random lacks any feeling of repose,
and one in which the stones are allowed to
tilt off of level is just as restless. Stone, with
its variance in size and shape, produces natur

ally throughout the wall fairly wide joints and
here and there a niche, all suitable homes for
plants that can thrive in such crevices. Its

varying colors, too, give it a texture not to be

attained in any other material.
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Brick is the next choice and would
be employed where the proper sort of
stone is not available and where the
architectural style of a house, closely re
lated to the garden, demands its use.
In the latter case and where there is a
good local stone at hand, a combination
can be made that will carry the relation
of style and material through into the
garden and yet allow the use of stone
in the walls proper. There copings,
quoins and treads of brick will make a
lovely effect and will give, at the same
time, the

'
desired result. A disad

vantage that brick has which does not
occur in stone is that it may not be laid
so securely without the aid of mortar;
and a dry wall, with joints of loam, is
not only the least expensive but the best
for the growing of wall plants.

Of the other materials there remain stuccoed
hollow tile and concrete. Without intending
any disparagement of either of these, both of
which can be handled very attractively indeed,
it is evident from their very nature that they
do not afford a surface sufficiently broken to
admit of any planting and must depend alto
gether upon plants growing below or overhang
ing from above. Their use is the exception
rather than the general rule and as a higher
boundary wall than as a low retaining one.

Construction and Durability

The retaining wall's construction, both with
regard to its stability and its utility, is of the
greatest importance. The effects of frosts and
of washouts must be carefully guarded against
lest its first season find it bulged out of shape
or a heap of ruins. If the wall is laid dry with
joints of earth instead of mortar it must have
a batter, or lean, toward the upper level of at
least 2" in each foot of height. It will not
stand long otherwise with any pressure behind
it.
There is no especial need for a foundation
carried below grade, or rather below the front
line, as the dry wall is fairly flexible and can
give and take to a certain extent. Instead ex
traordinary care must be taken to ram firmly
the earth behind each brick or stone as it is put
into place so that there will be no tempting
cavity for the reception of water and a resultant
loose pocket in the wall. The bottom of the
wall must rest, of course, upon solid ground
even though, to do this, it is necessary to cany

it quite a distance below
grade. The actual construc
tion of the wall should be by
someone skilled in the craft,
but it would not be wise to
leave all to this or that mason
or bricklayer who does not
generally feel the final effect
with any too much assurance.
The foundation of the wall
with mortared joints must be
carried down below frost line,
as pressure on such a rigid,
structure at isolated points is
very apt to crack the joints
{Continued on page 54)
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GROUP O F

With this issueHouse &
Garden starts a new de
partment. The Little
Portfolio is devoted to
good interiors; this new
group of pageswill show
three houses each num
ber. They will be small
houses mainly, with an
occasional larger one. If
possible, the pages will
be devoted to the work
of one architect at a
time. The group this
issue shows three mod
erate priced houses by
Dwight James Baum, the
first being a small subur
ban home with a Dutch

roof

The upstairs rooms have
plenty of head spacefor
thewindows. Four cham
bers occupy the corners,
with a hall and stairs
and a bath down the
middle. Each bedroom
has an alcove and cross
ventilation and light

A simple disposition of
rooms is found down
stairs—a central, house-
depth hall, with a living
room and porch on one
side and dining room,
service and kitchen on
the other. The porches
on both ends are paved

K ■ 1
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The residenceof Charles Evans at Riverdale-
on-Hudson is a Pennsylvania Dutch Colonial
design,executedin stonelaid with wide bonds
and an upper story and roof of shingle

Four chambers, two maid's rooms, three
baths and generousclosetspaceare found on
the secondfloor under the broad eaves. The
two halls and stairs makefor greaterprivacy

The roof is of shingles laid in double
coursesand in threedifferentcolors,giv
ing a variety and rough effect that is
harmoniouswith the forestedsetting of
the house. Downstairs the shutters are

white and upstairs green

The terminal units of the houseare oc
cupied by a garage on one end and a
sun-room on the other. A hall runs
through the center,giving a long living
room on one side, and on the other the

dining room and service
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^4combination of Georgian and New England Colonial has been used in the home
oj John W. Griffin, at Fieldston, New York City. It is executedin brick and the
roof is slate of varied sizesand colors. Cream white paint has been used on the
exterior woodwork. To lend a touch of contrast, wrought iron is employedon the
balcony over the entranceand at the lower windows. As in the caseof the other

two housesin this group, Dwighl James Baum was the architect

To the balancedmain body of the househas
been added a long addition which affords
space for the comfortable living of a large
family. This gives a variety of spacious
rooms, eachexcellentlylighted and ventilated

The main body of the houseconsistsof the
hall, living room and dining room with a
pavedpiazzaat eachend. Behind, thekitchen
and pantry, with a study to one side, laun
dry, servants' hall and servants' rooms

There is dignity in the Georgian type of
architecture. The formal, balanced
grouping of windows, the accentingof
Ike entrancewith a portico, the color of
the brick, the cleannessof the white
woodwork—theseare important factors
in the design of a house that merits

distinction
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January THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR First Month

During the dormant
winter seasonis the
time to use strong
sprays

Pruning the fruit
trees is one of the
few outdoor winter
garden operations

Store root crops—
parsnips, carrots .
rutabagas, etc.— in
a trench

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

■middleofabUtercold,old-fashionedwinter—theystilldocomethatawayup, old-timerslikemetothecontrarynotwiihstandin—theClerko'theWeather, stilldaywithastrcn'thinthesunthatfair warmsyerheart.Makesyethink
. . taw.thewaytheiciclesdripalongthes'uth'ardeaveso'thehousean'thewet

mowin theroadballsupthehorses'hoofssoyeher'topickUoutlikeastoneafterye'vtdrue''eminon
thebarnfloor. Yec'nnearaterriblelongwaysonadaylikethat—sletghbellxclearouto'sightdownthevalley,anaxerappin'clearan'sharpahalf-milebackin thewoods,crowscawin'an'cussin'atafoi in
thehemlocksplumbontopo' themounting.Thesmokefromthefarmhousechimneysatnoontimegotsstraightupintoairthat's—wa'l,I dunnojus'howtocallit,butit'ssonersiltery-likean'atthesametime
makesyefeelasIf theskywasallonebig,ringin'glassdomethatshutsrightdowntothehorizonan'don't
letnosoundgitout. 'Long'boutfireoclocka littlestiro'aircomesouto'thtnorth'ard,jus'akinder
breath.Theskygitswhitish-like,thestarslookuncommonclose.An'aforemornln'yewakeupshirerin'
an'knowbythegraynesso'theroomandthedeadenedwaythewindwhines'roundthewinderledgethat
anotherblizzard'scome.

OLDDOCLEMMOX.

2. Thesoil
In thegrowing
beds in thegreenhouse
shouldbetop-
dressedwitha
mixture of
equalpartsof
turfyloamand
sheepmanure.
Thisshouldbe
scratchedInto
surface with
rake or claw
thenthorough
ly watered.

9. Thegar
den furniture
should bepaintedwhile
ft Isstoredfor
thewinter.All
toolsthatare
lettoutduring
the growing
seasonshould
alsobepainted.
This is much
betterthanfrequentlybuying
new ones as
replacements.

ltt.Allhardy,
hard- woodedplantssuchaslilacs,wistaria,
deutzla, etc.,
may now be
brought Into
the warm
greenhouse.
Keepthewood
wellmoistenedby frequent
sprayingsuntil
thebudsstart
to openalongthe;

23.Whynot
getthemanure
cartedIntothegarden while
the groundla
still frozen?
This Is some
timesleftuntilspring, and
thenthepaths
and borders
aretornupunnecessarilyby
thewagonsand
horses going
backandforth.

30.
ttonshouldbe
madetore-pot
all exotic
plants,asthey
willsoonbegin
activegrowth.
UseplentyofdrainageInthe
bottomof the
pot and have
thesoilsothat
it will notbo-
comesodden
Ifover-wateredbymistake.

3. Makea
blue- print of
your garden
and lay out
the crops In
proper rota
tion. A plant
ing plan that
hasbeenwell
studiedoutwill
savetimeandspace,andcertainlyIncrease
theyieldofthe
garden the
comingseason.

10. Do not
postponetheordering ofyour garden
seeds— make
the olderout
now. If you
havemadethe
propergarden
notesthiswill
beaneasytask.
Our advicetoexpertas well
as beginneris
tobuythebestquality.

17.Hosesand
carnations
mustbe kept
disbuddediryouwanthigh
qualityflowers.
It Islmpoitant
thatthisbeat
tendedtowhen
the budsaresmall,in order
toconservethestrengthoftheplantsandcon
centrateIt in
theblossoms.

24. Destroy
all caterpillar
nestson the
trees. An as
bestostorchis
agoodtoolfor
the work, al-though one
madeofburlap
andsoakedIn
kerosenesoa*
to burn will
answerevery
practical re
quirementof

31. Cut
branchesofany
of the earlyflowering
shrubssuchas
pussy- willow.
Arebush,gold
en bell. etc..
will flowerif
placedIn Jars
of waterIn a
warmroom.A
little later,cherryandap-
pIe can be
forced.

4.Nitrateof
sodaIs oneof
thobestplantlnvlgorators
thatwehave.
It mustnotbe
usedexclusively, asIt Is not
a balancedfood; but to
hastengrowth
and Increase
root actionIt
Is Indispens
able if used
properly

11. This Is
thelogicaltime
toplanasmall
fruit gardencomprising
blackberries,
raspberries,
dewberrlea,currants,
gooseberries
and strawbei-
rles.It maybe
locatedat one
sideofthegar
denorentirelyseparated.

18. Do notscrape loose
barktromtrees
withascraper;
it isimpossible
to getIntoall
the crevices,
andmuchlive
bark is re
movedIn the
operation.In
thiswaymore
harm than
goodwillbethe
probablefinal
result.

25.Seedsow
ing time will
soonbe here.
Have you all
the materialready—soil
whichhasbeenscreened,sand,
stonesorbrok
enflowerpots
for drainage,moss,boxes,
seedpans,labelslicks,etc".'If
not.betterget
themat once.

5. It isquite
safe now to
forceanyofthe
bulbousplants
thathavebeen
buried longenoughtohave
builtupasub
stantialrooting
system.Most
of thesebulb
ousplantscall
for low tem
peratureand
plentyof wa
ter.

12.Whynot
buy some
housesfor thebirds, those
never- tiring
friendsof thegardener.
Rusticonesare
practicaland
ornamental,
and thereare
other good
styles. They
shouldbe putup beforespringopens.

19.Thesoil
on topof the
benchesandpots in thegreenhouse
shouldbekept
stirred constantly.Plants
thatarebeing
forced suffer
becauseoflack
ofair,thesup
ply of which
can be in
creased by
cultivation.

26. Oneof
ourilnestsalad
vegetablesis
what we callchicory or
Frenchendive.
From mature
rootsthisplant
Iseasilyforced
in any warm
housecellaror
under the
benchesIn the
greenhouse.It
yields abund
antly.

6. In caseof
severefreezingweather,don't
fall to pile
plentyofleaves
on the vege
tabletrenches
toprotectthem
fromtheIrost.
Always keep
tar-paperover
the leaves,to
keepout the
water. If anygetslnthefrost
willfollow.

13..Specimen
trees of all
kinds can beeasily trans
plantedif they
are cut out
with tatr-slzed
ballsoi earth
andallowedto
freezebeforehandling.This
is a verysare
method ofhandlingsub
jects of this

20.Rhubarbmaybegrown
successlally
under the
benchesIn thegreenhouse,or
in thecellarof
the dwelling.
Lift good-sized
clumps from
thegardenand
plantthemInlightsoil,keep
ing the tops
darkuntilthey
develop.

27.Alledged
toolsshouldbegoneoverand
sharpenedfor
the coming
season. New
handlesshould
be placedIn
toolsthat re
quirethem,and
the lawn-
mowersshould
be overhauled
whileyouhave
ampletimeto
do it right.

This Calendar of the gardener'slabors
Is aimedas a reminderfor undertaking
all his tasks in season. It is fitted to
the latitudeof theMiddle States,but its
service should be available for the
wholecountry if it be rememberedthat
for every one hundred miles north or
south there is a differenceof from five
to seven days later or earlier in per
forming garden operations. The dates
given are, of course, for an average
season.

7. Thesoli
in the house-
plant pots
shouldbetop-
dressedwith
sheepmanure
orsomeof theregular plant
foods that
comefor thepurpose.And
do not forget
to spongethefoliage fre
quently with
insecticide.

14.Thegreen
houseplants
must be
sprayed fre
quentlywitha
strongforceof
waterto keep
theredspider
incheck.This
Is oneof our
worst green
housepestsIfneglected,yet
the easiestof
all tokeepun
dercontrol.

21. Trees
that are cov
eredwithmoss
can be easily
cleaned byscrubbingwith
wire brushes,
or spraying
withalightso
lutionof caus
ticsoda.Damp
weatheris the
besttime for
the former
method of

SATURDAY

28. Nowis
thetimetoor
dergardenfurnishings— asettee, an
archedarbor,a
sundialorurn.
Somewhereonyour grounds
thereIsapoint
whichcan be
mademoreattractive,more
Intelestingby
addingoneof
these.

1. StartLheyearright by
makingan In
ventoryofyour
garden sup
plies. Tools,fertilizers
seedsandother
necess1ties
shouldbelist
ed andorders
placedearly
wherenewones
are required
Be sureyour
listiscomplete.

S. Haveyou
ever thoughtseriouslyoftheadvantagesof
an orchard?
Don't reason
that It takes
too long to
growaproduc
tiveorchard—
If ourforefath
ers had felt
thatwayaboutIt,weshouldbe
thelosers.Start
onethisyear.

15. What
aboutthepergolayouhave
beenconsidering so long?
You mightas
wellorderthe
arborandvines
at the same
time which
means now.
Bearin mind
thatgoodswill
bescarce,and
thatordersare
filledinturn

22.Peabrush,
beanpoles,etc.,maybe gath
eredanytime
now and
stackedaway
for useat the
proper time.
Their butts
shouldbeprop
erly pointed
withanaxeto
saveworklater
on In thesea
sonwhentime

29.Whynot
orderor build
someforcing
framesto help
the gardenalongthisbca-
son. Youwill
besurprisedto
findhoweasily
they can be
constructed
andhowmuch
bettergarden
youwill have
by usingthem
consistently.

Thebrownricks,snow-thatched
bythestorminplay.

Showpearlybreakerscomb'
ingo'ertheirlcet
Whitecrestsasofsomejust
enchantedsea.

Checkedin theirmaddesthap
andhangingpoisedmid
way.
—LOWELL.

Disbudding the
greenhouse carna -
Honsresultsin larger
blossoms

The outdoor trench
protected with
leaves keeps endive
in good condition

The first of the year
is not too early to
start making hot
bed frames

One of the exhibits of the Fall Show of The New York Horticultural Society ex- Another of the prize chrysanthemumplants,
the New York Horticultural Society was a hibition containedstriking vegetablegroup- a yellow, was trained in mushroom shape,
magnificent red chrysanthemum trained ings. The first-prize winner is shown here. . Both plants were exhibited by Miss Alice
fan-shaped on a metal frame It included all the well-known crops DeLamar, of Glen Cove, L. I.
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A CHOICE and beautiful designis rare
ly the resultof hap

hazard inspiration. We
have found that the most
successful themes are
evolved through much
study and the co-opera

tion of many minds.

Picture the Wittersham
bedroom set with body

color of goldenparchment;

the architectural borders
of antique Venetian blue,

and decorated in the
classic honeysuckle design
in self tones of soft yel
lows; each large panel
done in a beautifully mod
elled unit that is formal,
yet as full of life and fresh
beauty as the flowers
themselves.

Call now at our New
York exhibition roomsand
see the new themes and
our interesting chintzes
that have just come from
England. Buy through
your dealer, decorator or
direct.

SEND FOR THE
DANERSK C-l
a descriptive bulletin
illustrating decorative
furniture

THE EXTERIOR OF YOUR HOUSE AND
GARDEN is an interpretation of your taste to all
beholders, but the interior furnishing of your rooms

interprets your personality to your most intimate

friends. Danersk Furniture will give to these rooms

an original and individual appeal.

DANERSK DECORATIVE
FURNITURE * * *

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION, 2 WEST 47th STREET, NEW YORK
First Door West of Fifth Avenue. Fourth Floor
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James McCutcheon&Co.
rifTHAVENUE.NEWYORK

Twenty-
four
pages of
remarkable
values.

Send for McCutcheon's
January Sale Book I

We have planned that this January Sale shall be the
most important of any in our long experience.

By careful and foresighted buying all through the
war years we have been able to keep our Household
Linen prices an average of about 20% to 25% below
current market prices. Recent reductions in Belfast
Manufacturers' prices therefore only bring their
prices to the level at which we have been offering
our goods for some time.

But in order to do our part in helping to bring prices
back to normal and to meet present conditions and
demands, we shall make reductions during January
on our Household Linens from these already moder
ate prices—amounting in many cases to 33 1/3$ ■

We make these reductions with the full realization
that it may be impossible for us to replace the goods
offered at the same prices.

The range of goods on which these reductions are
made is so wide that all may find what they want.

The special catalogue No. 44, giving detailed descrip
tions and prices of Household Linens, as well as

special values in other departments, will be mailed
upon request.

Registered

Trade Mark

Established

i8j,

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Sts., N. Y.
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A Garden's Third Dimension —
The Retaining Wall
(Continued from page 48)

and weaken the whole wall. This sort
of wall need only have a batter of 1"
in each foot, as its support is in itself
and not partly in the bank behind it

,

as

is the casewith the dry wall. Its joints
being watertight, water draining in be
hind it will not be readily carried off
and, in winter especially,will do great
damageunless we have provided for a
suitable means of drainage. This will
take the form of a filling of cinders
rammed in behind the wall as it is

erectedfrom Ihe bottom of the founda
tion to within a few inches of the top.
This filling need not be more than 6"
thick. An open tile drain running along
the bottom of these cinders will carry
off the excesswater at all times and re
lieve the mind of direful consequences.
The thickness of a dry wall depends
upon the amount of lean it has toward
the higher level which it supports. With

a considerablebatter it may be quite
thin, as it rests somewhat upon the
earth behind it; the width of a stone,
say 12", would be sufficient. A mor
tared wall should never be lessthan IS"
at the bottom and 12" at the top and
above thesedimensionsits width should
never be less than one-third its height.
The stonesshould be laid at right angles
to the slope of the wall so that its ex

posed surface may be smooth and not
resemble a steep flight of steps. It is

unsafe to follow too closely in every
case such rules and observations arbi
trarily set down, but rather to use
them as a guide and adjust them to fit
each particular situation.
In thus attempting to exploit the low
retaining wall as one of the most im
portant features of the garden, I have
only roughly outlined its materials and
construction—and this purposely. For
with an occasionalreferenceto some of
theseessentialsthe garden builder may
discover for himself further problems
and possibilities whose solution will
only give his wall and his garden a
more endurable intimacy. What a time
he will have with his steps (a subject
for a completevolume) and (a subject
for two at least) the planting of his
wall ! For thereare stepsthat slip down
unnoticed and steps that spill over like
some molten metal; and there are for
the wall harebell and fern, baby's
breath and pinks, wall flowers, fox
glove, sedumsgalore and primula. With
these attributes it may be more prop
erly establishedas the keynote of the
gardenthan arbor, pergola,pool or bor
der, and thus with its successcomesthe
successof the whole scheme.

The Latest Laundry Lifts
(Continued from page 41)

for something that they can make to
give to Mother, Auntie or Grandma.
Since writing the last laundry article
for House & Garden a new washing
machine has appeared, a new type of
washer. Up until today we had (1)
the Dolly type, the kind where a little
tripod-like stool moved up and down
among the clothes; (2) the cylinder in
which the clothesare put and which re
volves in the drum of water; (3) the
oscillating,where the whole drum oscil
lates and the clothesare washedby the
motion of its oscillations; (4) the
vacuum, where the clothes are cleansed
by vacuum cups (which look like large
tin cooking funnels) working up and
down, cleaning by means of suction.
The latest type is the alternating.
Here the drum rotates, and is divided
into two compartmentsby a perforated
plate. The clothing to be washed is

divided equally betweenthe two com
partments, and the mechanical action
of the machine produces alternately
the action of the cylinder, oscillating
and the vacuum method.

Soaps and Powders

With the best washing machinesyou
get bad results if you do not use good
soaps or cleaning powders.
There is a very good powder on the
market which not only cleans the

clothes well, and leaves no greasy
residue,but is really not a soap at all.
It combines rapidly with water, and
makes a line suds and cleans very
rapidly.
For the most part today, yellow
soaps and white soaps as cleaners are
on a par but are not as good for laun
dry purposes,since the resin in the yel
low soap combinesunhappily with the
relics of the motor whirl which gets
amazingly settled in our clothes.
White soaps are best, if you want
white results.

The Laundry Chute

Much time could be saved in the
laundry if wherever it were possible a

chute could be built into which clothes
can be thrown and go directly to the
laundry where is situated a basket or

a terminal closet to receivethem. Here
stuffing the dumb waiter is obviated,
also carrying the clothes in baskets
down the lift or just using the ugly
clothes hamper in dressing room or
bathroom.
Another delightful new thing on the
market is the starch which does not
starch but which imparts a gloss and
resistancewithout a stiffness. This will
come as a boon to many women who
do not want their lingeries stiff but

(Continued on page 56)
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Silver Vase
Octagonal Colonial in form with a pre
dominance of plain, polished surfaces
contrasted with delicate, hand-engraved
scrolls and flowers—a distinctly Amer
ican style which blends agreeably with

modern Colonial environment.

Five sizes, 8 to 16 inches in height.

Vases Forwarded For Approval

Portfolio oF Designs Upon Request

<
J. £
.

Caldwell & Co.
Jewelers SiWer&rn.iths' Stationers'

Philadelphia

The La test Laundry Lifts
{Continuedfrom page 54)

do want it to look as a starchedbit of
linen does. In the sameway as starch
this composition permits the lingerie
to stand up longer under use.
The foregoing is just a group of
ideas in concrete form to add to the
comfort of laundry days. They can be
passed on to friends as ideas, even
ideals, or as practical, concrete gifts.
All three or any would be acceptable

to the thinking housekeeperwho wants
101 things done better than a man can
do one thing well. So all aids in the
home are worth not only considering
but investigating with eye and ear as
well as heart and soul.
The drawings shown in this article are
from illustrations supplied by the Scien
tific Dryer Co., theO. K. Dryer Co., and
the Poland Laundry Equipment Co.

The Newer Lilacs
(Continued from page 29)

Here I mention only three, but there
are many others; and the collectingand
comparingof suchsubjects is well worth
the endeavor of many years of a gar
dener's life. It happens that my lilacs
are placed only 4

'

apart in the rows
where they stand; and I am now in
that painful condition of mind of wish
ing I could in some way keep them
back; for such rounds of bloom, such
fascinating little flower-covered shrubs,
there can hardly be in any other genus.

Border Possibilities

I remember a suggestivesentenceof
Professor Sargent's, '-The person who
first arranges a fine border of the newer
shrubs with regard to color and suc
cessionof bloom, will have done a great
thing for horticulture in America". How
simple this would be in lilacs, if one
only lived near the great Arboretum, or
that amazingly fine collection at High
land Park in Rochestershown here,and
could watch their leafy, flowery prog
ress through the months, make notes,
have a trial ground of one's own suffi
ciently large, and,—most important of
all,—start the work when young.
So strong is habit, especiallyhabit of
mind, that seeing these lilacs of our
own, many in bloom at once, set out
without regard to anything but the few
feet of space allotted to each, it was
impossible not to think of them as
sometimeor somewhereproperly plant
ed; planted with a view to contrast of
color, to contrast of form, to harmony
in hues, and especially, to see them
blooming above other spring flowers,
whose beauty should only accentuate
their own.
The pinkish group in theselilacs, for
those who prefer this color, are Presi
dent Fallieres, Montaigne, Frau An-
toine Buchner (Buchner in Ridgway is

"pale rose purple") ; a group of deepest
mauve flowers, Danton, President Poin-
care, Marechale Lannes, Marceau and
Milton. The contrast in size of floret
between those of Cozrulea and Emile
Gentil is astonishing. For strong con
trast in color, I suggestusing thesepairs
together: Thunberg, Marechale Lannes;
Jarry-Desloges, Danton ; Marceau, Ma-
crostachya; Diderot, Jarry-Desloges;
Fallieres, Gentil; Montaigne, Danton;
Coerulea, Gilbert and Macrostachya.
The bluest of my* little collection are
Casruleasuperba, Gilbert, Emile Gentil
and R. Jarry-Desloges.
Most of these lilacs are still costly—
anywhere from $2.50 to $5.00 each.
These suggestionsare made that those
who covet this beauty for themselves
can get more interest out of the buying
of even two or three specimens. It is

easy in choosing blindly to secure
monotony, and that, of all things, is

the pity in securing living subjects.
Then loss of charm, of educationof the
selectivefaculty in gardening, is one of
the greatestof pities.

Turning now to an even more fas
cinating side of the lilac, its use with
other flowers, there is a field which few
people have explored. One becomes
desperatehere for fresh adjectives. The
old ones cannot expressthe feeling of
freshnessof interest in the combining
of new flowers with old. It is an ex
perienceapart. For instance, below a

group of the bluer lilacs. Emile Gentil
and Coeruleasuperba, two tulips stand
out beyond others as the ones for the
place—Bleu Celesteand Ewbank. These

I have held below the lilacs in bloom
and know whereof I speak. Late myo-
sotis—Perfection or Royal Blue—with
Mertensia virginica is perfection grown
below Syringa pubescens. On ground
beneath the lovely clusters of Diderot,
tulip Bleu Celeste and again the for
get-me-not. President Fallieres, that
heavenly lilac, should have as neighbor
tulip Fairy Queen; and for a picture
unsurpassedlet the gardener place be
low Jarry-Desloges that early Iris Ger-
manica,Storm King, or Florentina per
haps,with loosegroups of Tulipa retro-
flexa, if possible the large form of this
tulip offered by one or two dealers— a

very tall sort of palest yellow. Again,
below Syringa pubescens,iris Mrs. Alan
Gray and a floor of forget-me-nots is an
arrangementthe mere contemplation of
which should causeany winter to pass
quickly. Cavour seemsto call for pale
lavenderDarwin tulips near. These are
very fine contemporaries.Try the small
flower experiments, I beg of you; and
bear in mind that splendid sentenceof
Miss Jekyll's lately written, "There is

no finality in gardening".

Lilacs in America

When we think of and plan and
eventually seesomeof thesespring pic
tures which really can be better done
in America than elsewhere, then the
photographsof Miss Jekyll's Nut Walk,
with daffodils and primroses will not
discourage but encourageus; the pic
tures of her spring garden will serve
only to show that beauty is not the
possessionof England alone. For au
thorities tell us that America is par
excellencethe climate for the lilac. An
experiencedDutchman once said that
Europe could show no such spring spec
tacle as is to be seenin Mr. Havemey-
er's Long Island gardens of lilacs in
May; and so far as is known, there are
but two enemies of the lilac in this
country—wet and the borer. Old trees
have been seen to droop and fail and
even die in the Middle West in an
over-wet spring; but this type of sea
son is the exceptionwith us. Many a.
time in winter, if the cold seemslong,
the snows too persistent, I walk through
my lilac rows and the sight of those
stout green buds, hearty and cheerful
in the zero weather, is the best promise
possible of Winter's end and a spring
to come.
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Hanfstaengl Galleries

CANAL AND CATHEDRAL" ByKasimir

EXHIBITION
01 ETCHINGS by

Luigi Kasimir
PAINTINGS
PRINTS
BOOKS

SEMI FOR II.U HTRATKD FOLDER

lo;3 West oTth Street
New York

Qenuine S@eed?7urmtwe
Exclusive Selections

for Homes of Refinement, Clubs and Yachts

Since ice specialize in Reed Furniture of
Unusual Character you have theadvantages

of Distinctiveness and Exceptional Quality

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

TES REED SHOP. Inc.
581 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

'Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25cpostage

THIS
mahogany china cabinet has an

overlay of elaborate Georgian detail and

contrasting panels of walnut burl. The en'

during interior construction bespeaks the inimi

table workmanship of Tobey-made furniture.

WabashAvenue
CHICAGO Tobey Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK
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Annual
January
SALE
Household
Linens

Entire stock reduced
10 to 30% below-
former prices.

Sale List
on request.

No. P12. Pure Linen DamaskTable
Cloths. Two sizes only.
2X2 yds $13.SOeach
2x2j ŷds 10.20each
Napkins to match.
22x22ins $15.75Doz.

R 301 W
Scroll and Greek Key de
sign. Pure Irish Linen
Double Damask Table
Cloths, direct from our
own looms.

2 x2 yds..$22.50each
2%x21/ŷds.. 27.00each2j4x2^yds.. 20.75each
*»*3 yds.. 35.75each
2%X3J4yds.. 41.75each
214x4 yds.. 47.75each
Napkins to match.
22X22in 526.00Doz.
27x27in 38.00Doz.

Pure LinenHemstitched
Huckaback Towels.
18x32ins.,
$18.00& $20.00Doz.
20x36ins.,
$25.00& $27.00Doz.

Gi. Imported Hand Embroidered extra
quality Cotton Sheets.

72x108ins...$10.00. 90x108ins...$18.00each
Pillow Casesto match.

22x36ins $4.50each

W.B.4 New Exclusive design in an all White Bath Mat. Size 25x45
ins. with 7-in.monogramin any shade. SalePrice complete$0.35each.
Without Monogram. $5.00each.

All goodsdeliveredfree to any part of the U. S. A.

Ifvfik S4v&. cat-. 35$ St.yiewDGr/c
Also 583 Boylston St., Boston, Mass., London & Dublin

Factory: Waringstown, Co. Down, Ireland

To this putty-color painted bed has been given a canopy and
spread of turquoise with rose trimmings. The walls are pale

green. Miss Swift, decorator

Canopied Beds of Today
(Continued from page 37)

bed give to the general composition of
the wall !
Generally, the head and foot board
of a bed are alike if the bed is placed
sideways against the wall, but when it
is placed with its head to the wall or
stands in a corner, they are of unequal
height. This idea is exemplifiedin the
dainty room shown here, which is so
essentiallyfeminine in feeling. The bed
and the rest of the furniture are painted
putty color with a line of blue running
all around, decoratedwith a little con
ventional pattern of flowers in blue, rose
and lavender with touches of green in
the foliage. The curtains and hangings
of turquoise blue are outlined by a tiny
band of rose. The plain walls are
painted a cool green.
In small apartmentsor wherespaceis
limited, a bedroommust often do duty
as writing and reading room, too, or as
an informal sitting room where one can
receiveone's friends. With this idea in
view, the day-bed pictured on page 37
was utilized. It looks like a roomy
couch, but possessesall the comforts
that a most luxurious mattressaffords.
The bedspread,valanceand cushionsare
coveredwith a glazed chintz that is so
practical becauseit sheds dust easily,
and a well-covered pattern was chosen
with deep tones of blue and rose
upon an ecru ground. A high-backed

chair of the winged variety is also cov
eredwith this samematerial and several
chair cushions. The drapery of the
bed is of solid blue damask that har
monizeswith the chintz. The walls are
painted ecru. Blue is the dominating
color, for the furniture is painted this
soft tone relieved by narrow lines of
ecru. The formal arrangement of the
many pillows is interesting becauseit
accords well with this particular type
of canopy. The canopy is designedto
break the expanse of wall and give
warmth to this neutral surface.
After the bed, perhapsmore comfort
is derived from the little bedside table
than any other piece of furniture. But
it must be furnished with a good read
ing lamp and one's favorite volumes
and placed properly as this one is with
the light falling at just the right angle
over the left shoulder. Who does not
love to read in bed? Is there anything
more restful or luxurious?
This room above all others reveals
the personality of its occupant, for it is
here that we may judge of her tem
perament, tastes and habits. In the
bedroom one gathers around her the
intimate and well-loved things. But
one must beware of over-crowding!
And above all else keep in mind the
rule of suitability, which should guide
one safely into restful repose.

Using the Note of Red
(Continued from page 27)

may be upholstered in red and fawn
striped damask, an effective way to
space your scarlet books through your
shelves . . . the darkest notes here sig
nifying red, and the sort of a red
velours curtain one might hang should
one desire. A suggestionfor other col
or spots would be a brown velvet pil
low with flaming red tassels, a flame
red lampbase topped by a biscuit-col
ored shade, chairs that may be up
holstered in brown with an orange-

red fringe, or entirely in rose red, and
curtains that might be of dull gold
cloth embroidered in flame red and
black, or brown curtains done in black,
blue, gold and flame.
The notes of red in either drawing
are entirely sufficient, eked out by a
separate book group or so, to supply
one big room with cheer, though, of
course, they have been grouped in the
drawing more closely than they would
be in an actual room.
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A Togan is all a good garage should be
All the actual building is done at the factory;
Complete, even painted

Send for brochure containing photographic
illustrations. Select from this a model to suit
your taste and to harmonize with your home

SOLD BY RETAIL LUMBER DEALERS

TOGAN ffijGAPAGES
Togan-Stiles, 1610 Eastern Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Shut Out The Cold !

Also makers of the fa
mous Athey Perennial
A ccordion Pleated Win
dow Shades

You should have done it last fall, but
it's not too late now, for every day
you use

Cloth-Lined
Metal

WeatherStrip

meansa saving of 25% to 40% of the
fuel you are now consuming. And
Athey strip is practically everlasting.

Only Strip with Clolh-lo-metol
Contact

Equally effective on window-sash.
French windows, doors— any similar
opening.
Shuts out the cold, always, no matter
how woodensashmay shrink and won't
stick, no matter how much the wood
may swell.
Increases rental and sales value of
any house, on the record it makes for
fuel economy.
Enables builder of a new house to
save hundreds of dollars, by decreasing
size and cost of heating plant.
We can arrange with a local con
tractor for Athey-stripping your house
at once.

Send for samplestrip and circular.

ATHEY COMPANY
604 1-W 65th Street
CHICAGO

Soft, Delightful Water
for bathing, shampooing,cooking and laundering
can nowbe deliveredto every faucet in your house
no matter how hard your presentwater supply.
A small Permutit Softenerthat fits conveniently
into any housesupply systemwill turn the hardest
water softer than rain. Simpleto operate,econom
ical.—Write for booklet "Soft Water for Every
Home."

The permutit Company
44o \ Fourth Ave. New\brk
Offices in all principal cities

Your Servants Could Tell You

EquippedwithKernerator
Residenceof w. F. Wallace,Whmetka.111.
Architect!*:Brown& Wolcott

INCLUDE a
Kernerator in

the plans for your

new home, and

your maids will
tell you that dis

posing of house

hold waste by
burning is by far

the better wav.

f^RNERATOR
abolishes unsightly refuse cans. It destroys without odor or
expense, kitchen refuse, wrapping paper, paper boxes, faded
flowers, rags. Requires no fuel other than the dry waste that
is thrown in a handy kitchen hopper. It dries the wet waste
so it can burn. Bottles, tin cans and other non-combustible
materials are also disposed of.

It is built at the baseof the chimneywhen the building is erectedand
requireslittle extra masonry.

The Kernerator is found in 859r of all
new apartment houses and fine resi
dences in communities where we are
established.
SANITARY -ECONOMICAL
CONVENIENT —ODORLESS

If you are building,ask your architector
sendpostalfor illustratedbooklet.

KERNER INCINERATOR CO.
613Clinton St. Milwaukee, Wis.
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"Nuestra Senora tie Covadonga"
Spanish Plate Ship, 1740.
By E. W. Ottie

Exhibited

International Congress of Chambers of Commerce
Copley-Plaza Hotel, Boston, Mass.

September 1912.

After beating round Cape Horn in winter weather, after
the loss of five out of six ships, after months of weary
watching and cruising, Commodore George Anson in the
"Centurion" captured the Manila treasure ship "Nuestra
Senora de Covadonga" off Cape Espiritu Santo on June
20th, 1743.

A well-built model of such a vessel calls up a host of
memories of the "Invincible Armada," of Drake and
Hawkins, of gold and fame and empires won by bold
and hazardous enterprises.

Further Information on Request

E. W. OTTIE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Atelier: 8 College Circle, West Somerville, Mass.

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY CO.
CINCINNATI. OHIO
Makersof Fine PotteryanJ Tiles
diningroomin whichall wallanddiningtoo,
Root\woodMaiGlazeFt

J floorj ill
Writefor
jur,actswere

A row of plates
and beakers
together with
large ewer

JV

A

Candlesticks
from a convent
and tray from
an old family

/
SILVER of the CONQUISTADORES

ALIDA F. SIMS

IN
the year 1704,in the ancient town
of Santa Fe. New Mexico, Don
Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan
Ponce de Leon, marquesde la Nava de
Brazinas, made a will in which he in
structed that his attorney "remit or
sell at the best obtainable prices the
following silverware".
This is the first record extant of the
silver of the Spanish Conquistadores
of Mexico. That there was a great
quantity of it we know, for there is
much that is still being unearthed. The
wealth of historical color and romance
brought to light by the study of this
old plate is fascinating and delightful,
and the collection of remaining speci
menshas not only proven an absorbing
hobby to the owners of the beautiful
examples illustrated here, but has pre
served pricelesshistorical treasuresand
invaluable additions to the silversmith's
art.

How It Was Brought

These beautiful implements, hand
hammeredof purest blue lighted silver,
shining with the inimitably soft lustre
of centuries of use, are products of a
day when table ware was made to last.
Every Spanish Don brought with him
to the new world a complete silver

service, including plates, drinking gob
lets, tankards, and even shaving bowls
and wash basins; all of which were
packed on mule back as the Conquista
dores advanced from place to place.
The weight must have been very
great as the silver is all massive, one
of the coffee cups alone weighing a
pound. De Vargas' will describessimi
lar cups as follows: "Twelve silver
porringers which weigh twelve ounces,
sealedwith my coat of arms, the one-
fifth part taken (the exact meaning of
this last is not certain)." And again,
•'One large silver fountain, engraved,
one-fifth part taken, and weighing
twenty-three marks."
What visions of luxury in mud huts,
of fiery Spanish gentlemen,and gazelle-
eyed "encantadores" they conjure up!
Practically all of the old Spanish gran
dees' families are represented in this
collection, many piecesdating from the
loth Century. They were gathered
throughout the area occupied by the
Conquistadores, from convents, from
scrapheaps,and from the descendants
of these ancient families, far "firster"
than those of Mayflower tradition.
Quantities of this silver have beende
stroyed, melted down by the hundred-

(Continued on page 62)

r

These plates are deep,which made them admirably adapted
to the consistencyof the Spanish dishes. The ducal coronet
of the Chaves family is seenon someof them
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After a Chilly Day
on the Street-

One's instinctive fondness
for a rest-spot for tired feet
finds ready answer in this
practical device as hundreds
of home owners have long
since proved. If you're build
ing, remodelling or if you've
already built, drop us a line
—you're sure to make im
mediate installations of these
Beaton & Cadwell foot rails.

Attachable to radiators

vJJ of every type and design,
nickel plated, and sub

stantially constructed of heavy
brass tubing and pressed steel
brackets —strong enough to
bear an adult's weight.
Standard 26 inch lengths,
$5.00 each— larger sizes, 5c
each added inch.

Inquire aboutourspecialLock Shield
: thaipreventsbangingand

hissing. Attachableto any radiator.-
PriceSI.00Sixfor$5.00TaxbcforHOMO

Correspondencecordiallyincited

TheBeaton & Cadwell Co.
NEW BRITAIN CONN.

■mrr;]i;iii)ir'-|.,|;]!;:u:'::!---!;:[--r'T-[;"r:i'i['!i;;[-,t;;!-|;:i;[;i;

EAM.Y ENGLISH AND COLONIAL REPRODUCTIONS

Hand wrought fireplace equipment

Simple Remedies for Smoky Fireplaces
Frequently this difficulty, due to imperfect draft, can beentirely
overcomewithout the trouble of reconstruction of flueor fireplace
by the useof a suitable type of grate.

The illustrationshowsa registergrate. This,aswill be
observed,hasa metalfacing,whichbyreducingthesize
of the fire-opening,materially improvesthe draft.
May we be of service in suggesting a remedy

for your particular case

ARTHUR TODHUNTER, Showrooms:101ParkAvenue.New York

tokuik.!.! i !:;jMi!;.!iuO!Jii;i],iii!i!iii;i:ii;i!iiriiiEroririnniini

Country Homes
The dignified estate, the delightful place
near town, the cozy bungalow, all are adver
tised in the Real Estate Mart of House &
Garden.

Now Is the Time to Buy
Morerealestatebargainsarebeingofferednowthan
everbefore.Wearein constanttouchwithbrokerswho
specializein selectedlocalitiesthroughoutthecountry.
Theycanfindyouwhatyouwantif it is obtainable.
Call uponus if wecanserveyou—thereis nocharge—theserviceis for thebenefitof ourreaders.

Manager Real Estate Mart

Aouse^Garden
19 West 44th Street, New York City

Planning to Build?
Then Get Thi:
Country House
Number
FREE

The October, 1920, issue of The
Architectural Record, devoted exclu
sively to country and suburbanhomes,
with approximately 150 photographs,
exterior and interior views and floor
plans, illustrating the most successful
recent work of leading architects
throughout the country.
From the reading and advertising

pages of this number you are sure to get ideas and suggestions
which will help you to decide the practical problems of style,
materials,arrangement,furnishings, etc.
The Architectural Record is an artistic monthly magazinedevoted
to progressand practice in all branchesof architecture, with an
averageof 100 or more illustrations. Some housesare published
in eachissue. In the advertisingsectionare also describedthe latest
and best building materials,as well as many of the furnishingsand
specialtieswhich add so much of comfort, convenienceand value.

Special Subscribenow to start
December,1920.

andwewill sendyou FREE this valuable
f~\f f « - Country House Number. SubscriptionKJ 1 1 C 1 price—for thepresent—$3a year.

Pleasemail the couponpromptly

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, 119West 40thSt., New York, H.G. 1-2
Enclosedis $3. Enter yearlysubscriptionto startDecember,1920,and sen
Free your OctoberCountryHouse Number. (Add 60 centsfor Canada; 5
for Foreign.)

Name
Address
Businessor Profession
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Dram-ConJt nd Han
Combination/.•■.-.■■■\o,
20(twill fin anrggor
ro'itta turkey,anddo
eithtvequally■■■•'l

Two Popular Fuels
in one Deane French Range
Coal, when winter's frosty mornings
make the kitchen feel chilly, and gas for
summer, winter, spring or fall. When un
expected guests arrive and extra cooking
must be done quickly, your combination
range provides an auxiliary oven and cook
ing top ready for service.

BeanecJren.c]tiL Range
No. 209 is made in two sizes, each having a coal
oven, and a gas oven and broiler. In every way
this range is superior. It is built by hand from
Armco rust-resisting iron plates. The trimmings
are polished hand-forged wrought iron and the
cooking top is cast from the same metal used in
making gasolene engine cylinders.

A Deane Range will cost you more because it is
built better. It is the range selected for use in the
nation's finest homes. It is the product of the con
cern that built the first street car heater and the
first cooking range used in a dining car. Your
Deane Range will be constructed on over sixty
years' experience in making cooking equipment of
the highest class.

Range No. 209. and others for coal, wood, and
gas, both singly and in combination, are described
fully in Catalogue 34. May we send you a copy?

Bmamhall, Deane Co,
263-265 West 36th St.NewYorh.N.Y

-Coupon 2i j
BRAMHALL, DEANE CO.,
263-265 West 36th Street, New York.

I want a goodrange,so pleasesendme catalogue34.
I will build or remodelmy homein 192.

Name

Street ■

City

Goblets and
cups onceown
edby old Span
ish families

A ewer from
Mexico. Note
size of fork
and spoon

Silver of the Conquistadores
(Continued from page 60)

weight to manufacture the modern
Mexican filigree work sold by Western
curio dealers. A well known Santa Fe
jeweler said he had bought and melted
stacks of plates and tankards! Not a
tankard remains today. Some of the
very lovely pieceshave been picked up
by dealershere and there, but no col
lection has beengatheredtogetheruntil
this. When it was heard of many con
tributions were madeby descendantsof
old families, and by others who had
piecesin their possession.

Whence They Came

The large candlestickspictured were
presentedby Don Jose Leandro Perca,
in whose family they had beenfor cen
turies, and who himself died some forty
years ago, to a religious order from
which they were secured with great
difficulty by the present owners. The
sisters parted from their treasuresonly
to be enabled, by the sale, to educate
some of their charges. Two of the
small candlesticks were found on an
ash heap, discarded, despised,and tar
nished almost beyond recognition. An
other was used by children to dig in
the sand, and nothing is known of these
other than their self-evident classicper
fection. Many lovely plateswere found
in kitchens, one covered with green
paint^china plates with red rosesbe;ng
preferred.
The large tray came from the family
of Don Jose G. Chaves of Valencia
County, New Mexico, a direct descend

ant of that Chaves of royal blood, Don
Fernando Duran y Chaves, the founder
of the family, who came in the latter
part of the 17th Century, was driven
out by the Indian revolutions, and re
turned with De Vargas, when in 1701
he was given lands outside of the pres
ent city of Albuquerque. The Chaves
silver bears the name of "Chabes" (as
it is sometimesspelled), the ducal coro
net and often undecipherable marks,
which appear like coatsof arms. Many
of the plates and goblets, and much of
the flat silver, are from the Chaves
family.
Whether any of the silver in this
collection was actually in the posses
sion of De Vargas,is not certain. The
ducal coronet of his coat of arms, as
illustrated in the Spanish archives of
New Mexico, appears on many pieces,
and undoubtedly the De Vargas silver
was acquiredby other old familieswhen
disposed of according to his will.

Tembladera and Ewers

The many-sided dish called a "tem
bladera" was obtained from one of the
Cabeza de Vacas (head of the cow) a
name well known in Spanish-American
history, and often appearing in the
Spanish archives. Cabeza de Vaca en
tered the territory in 1523with Padre
de Las Casas. The donor of this price
less relic vouches that it has been in
the possessionof his family since they
came to the new world from Spain.

(.Continuedon page 66)

These examplesof fiat silver brought in by early Spaniards are
hand hammered,heavy but simple in design. The shape of the

forks is somewhat unusual
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RESIDENCE of
BOOTH TARKINGTON

Author — Kennebunkport, Me.

Frederick Wattick— Areht.

HEATED and VENTILATED
by Two

KELSEY GENERATORS

We will he glad to
send further infor-

upon request.

"The system has proven entirely satisfactory in
the coldest weather we have known here: 16°
below.

Yours very truly,
BOOTH TARKINGTON, Esq."

New York Office
103-K Park Ave. THE J\XL5LVWARM AIR GEnERATOn!CEntRATOU I

237 James St., Syracuse,N. Y.

Boston 9 Office
405-K P. O. Sq. Bldg.

The absolutesecurityof "Koll's Patent"
Lock-JointWoodColumnsand thereputa
tion theyhavemadeshoiddwarrantyour
specifyingthemfor the mostexactingre
quirements.

PERGOLAS, GARDEN HOUSES,

LATTICE FENCES & ARBORS

Our illustratedcataloguescoveringthese
on receiptof.
10cfor "P-33"Cat.onPERGOLAand
GARDENACCESSORIES.
I5c for "P-47"Cat. for PORCHand
INTERIORCOLUMNS.

For Improvingand Beautifying
the Surroundingsof the Home

subjectswill besentto thoseinterested
HARTMANN-SANDERSCO.
MainOfficeandFactory

ElstonandWebtttrAve.,Chicago,III.
EasternOfficeandShowRoom
6 East39thSt.. NewYorkCity

Residenceof G. IV. Wattles,GardenFront, Hollywood,Calif.
Myron Hunt cr ElmerGrey,Architects

BAY STATE COATING
Permanent beauty. That's the kind that one
or two applications of Bay State Brick and
Cement Coating imparts to all walls of brick,
cement or stucco. It waterproofs them, too.
No rain, sun, or storm affects its protection
and lasting qualities.

Your choice of white or a range of colors.
We will send you a sample of any tint you
wish. Let us mail you Booklet No. 2. It shows
a number of Bay State Coated Homes. Drop
us a postal.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

NewYork Office:
Architects Building

Paint and Varnish Makers

BOSTON, MASS.
PhiladelphiaOffice:
1524 Chestnut Street
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Sunlight Double-Glazed Sash
for Earlier and Hardier Plants
with half the work and cost

This % inch deadair space
betweentwo layers of glass
forming the transparent
blanket, is a patentedfea
ture. It r_
tains heat > ■ 1 \
overnight and
repels the
cold.

No More
Covering

No More
Broken
Glass

You don't have to worry any more about the frost
getting to your plants even in the coldest weather
because Sunlight Double-Glazed Sash— consisting of
two layers of glass, with a % inch dead air space
between, form a transparent blanket over the entire
bed.

This protector admits all the light and heat from
the sun but repels the cold. No covering is needed,
hence no mat or shutter nuisance, and all the work
is done by one person. No worry, no trouble, no
danger of broken glass. Sunlight Double- Glazed
Sash mean a successful garden with strong, healthy,
hardy plants.

SUNLIGHT Double-Glazed Greenhouses
If you want to work indoors,get
one of our small, inexpensive
Sunlight Double-Glazed Green-
houses. They are madeentirely
of cypress and glass, require no

Our Free Illustrated Booklet explainseverything
in detail.

gives prices and valuable inlormation about
Hotbed and Cold Frame operation,
get your orderin early.

reenhouse.
Send lor a copy—and

SUNLIGHT
Double- Glass Sash Co. ,
Division ALFRED STRUCK CO., Inc.

Established1860

944 E. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

No More
Doubt

No More
Trouble

expensiveheatingoutfitandcanbe
operatedat very small expense.
Sunlight Double- GlazedGreen-
housescomereadyto put up and
areeasilyerectedby anyone.

It's AWonderful
Garden

when there are long rows of the
new Ruffled Gladioli, masses of
white and red and purple Asters,
beds of frilled Pansies, old-fash
ioned Pinks and Violets, and all

the other dainty flowers
that bloom for the one
who knows where to get
seeds and plants that
make the distinctive gar
den.

The Goodhold

Garden Book
is an open door to the
garden of your dreams
and plana. Four won
derful Gladioli are pic
tured in colors, and
there are helpful sug
gestions for the garden
maker. I will gladly
send you a copy on re
ceipt of your name
and address.

Ralph E. Huntington
Goodhold Farms

Box 212 Mentor, Ohio

Let Evergreens
Increase the Charm
of Your Home

IMAGINE
that home in

the photo without ever
greens! Wouldn't its ex
terior be so much bricks
and stone and mortar?
The charmevergreensgive
doesn'tfadewhenOld Jack
Frost thrustsforth his with
eringhand.
Thereinlies thepermanent
ornamentalvalue of well
chosi

But—besureto choosewell.
Wearereadyto supplychoice
specimensfromthelargeststock
of evergreensin theworld. And—atamodestprice—qualitycon.
sidered.

HILL'S EVEK
—theproudproductof n familythathitsmadebetterevergreensitsMMMMforover60yours.AnyLandscapeArchitect,NurserymanorFloristyouM

i one_ J years.AnyLandscapeArchitect,NurserymanorFloristyouconsultrillaffirmthin.SendinyournamaandaddressforaComplimentaryCopyofour1921
Er-rsr-nB«*. tteD.HUIrWr C... Inc.! -.-recn$j*dali9t*f'tror*r60IVara

301CedarSt..DUNDEE,ILLINOIS
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HODGSON^HOUSES

S/rxi House

Wind and Weather Proof
Strong walls of Washington Red Cedar on a
framework of best quality Oregon Pine keep you
warm and snug if your home is a Hodgson Portable
House. For real comfort, convenienceand prac
ticability there is nothing like them. They come to
you in numberedsections—ready painted—and in a
few hours at mostare ready for the moversto bring
in the furniture. All kinds of weatherare the same

to a Hodgson Portable House. Doors and windows
fit in placewithout warping, and there is no danger
of draughts. As time goeson you can add a room
or so as needed. If you own a car you'll find that
a Hodgson Portable Garageis the best answer to an
important question. Write today for the handsomely
illustratedcatalog.

E. F. HODGSON COMPANY
Room 226.71-73Federal St., Boston, Mass. _ 6East 39th St., New York City

"BULL-DOC Adjuster holdingsashclosedand lockedtight.

And in winter, too—
'BULL-DOG' Adjusters
mean satisfactory casements.
Folks whose casements aren't practical for northern
winters have been unfortunate in the construction of
their windows or the selection of their casement
hardware.

Casements are snug and weather-tight when swung
outward — and equipped with proper adjusters and
fasteners.

We make only that kind of casement equipment.

Before your plans arc completed send for the illus
trated "Casement Window Handbook."

THE CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.
1 So. Clinton St. Chicago, U. S. A.

Established1906

Big and Little
GREENHOUSES

WE build Greenhouses for the millionaire— great,imposing, aristocratic greenhouses, in keeping
with his palatial home.
And we build Greenhouses for the man of modest
income, small, attractive, snug, homey greenhouses,
where he can be his own gardener.
But the Quality of the big Greenhouse and the little
one is just the same; for the V'Bar Greenhouse is
always built as well as we can build it, regardless
of its size.

B\W/RQRttNVv/HOUSES

g
g W. H. Lutton Company, Inc. 512 Fifth Ave., New York
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Our new trade mark !

STANLEY

Announcement

THE
purchase by The Stan

ley Works of the Stanley
Rule and Level Company will
enable us to serve you in the

future even more efficiently than

in the past.

For more than 70 years tne two
Stanley Companies have been

building steadily towards one
end—to make the name Stanley
a mark of dependable quality in

Wrought Steel Hardware
and

Carpenters' Tools

A new trade mark as here shown
has been established as the result

of this merger.

The combined experience and
facilities of these two great com
panies will hereafter be devoted
to maintaining and increasing
the service represented by the

name Stanley.

Main offices and plants:

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
Branch offices:

New York Chicago San Francisco
Los Angeles Seattle

Goblet, tembladera,beakerand salt cellar brought
to America by the Conquistadores'

Silver of the Conquistadores
{Continued from page 62)

Many of the beakers also came from
this family.
The basis, or ewer, has a most in
terestinghistory. It was seenin Mexi
co by a friend of the collectors, and
after some correspondencewith them,
purchased. But when it arrived at the
border the customs officials would not
let it pass. There it lay for over a
year, while lawyers worked to secure
its release. Finally the matter was
takenup in Washington and after near
ly two years the ewer was allowed
through the customson the ground that
it was a work of art over one hundred
years old.
Many of the beakers and goblets
came from Governor Manuel Armijo,
who ruled under three governments,
Spain, Mexico and the United States.
The beauty of thesebeakersis obvious.
A well known authority on silver says
that they are undoubtedly latter 16th
Century, and are as exquisitely beauti
ful as any he has ever seen. The round
chalice came from Don Manuel Gon
zales; other old families represented
are: Yrisarri, Montoya, Gutierrez,
Garcia, Romero, Abeyta, Juan Mar-
quez, Martinez and Jaramillo.

The Flat Silver

The large fork and spoon are par
ticularly interesting. They were used
for serving, of course, but were also
employed in cooking. Silver knives
were not known. The men used hunt
ing knives, and disheswere so prepared
that cutting was rarely necessary;
sopas,ground meat balls and stews be
ing the favorite manner of serving
meats. An "old timer" told the writer

that he had seen a large fork, similar
to that photographed, which inciden
tally weighs more than a pound, used
to spear a roasted young lamb. Fork
and spoon were generallyplacedon the
plate in the Spanish colonial way of
laying the table.
The marks on the silver would fur
nish invaluable proofs to silver experts.
The mark of the maker, the name of
the owner, sometimes his crest, the
names of the subsequentowners, half
obliterated, the silver test, and the
scratched initials of different vandals
who wishedto mark them as their own,
appear on practically every piece.
The collection includes many pieces
not shown in the photographs,among
which are some plainer plates which it
is almost certain were made in Mexico,
and were not brought from Spain. Raw
silver was plentiful in the new world
and Spanish silversmiths could easily
supply the lack of sufficienttable ware.
These latter examplesare as a rule not
as elaborate, not perhaps as beautiful
in workmanshipas thosemadein Spain.
Although several small and charming
pieces which were secured in Mexico
may have originated there, an uncer
tainty which stimulatesmuch romancing
surrounds the entire collection.
Never before has it been written of
or photographed, except on one oc
casion when pictures were taken as
models for a superbsilver servicewhich
was presented by the state of New
Mexico to the flagship. Then someone
had a bright inspiration, and permission
was obtained from the owners to copy
the beautiful designsfor the benefit of
the stale's namesake.

Notes of the Garden Clubs

THE
Garden Club of Lexington,

Kentucky, founded 1916, whose
President is Mrs. Howard McGor-

kle, has seventy men and women in
cluded in its membership, eligibility
depending on owning a garden and
working it. The object of the Club is
"To stimulate the knowledgeand love
of gardening,to beautify homegrounds,
to aid in protection of native trees,
plants and birds, and to encouragecivic
planting." Meetings are held weekly
from March to July, and bi-monthly
from Septemberto October.
Field meets are often arranged on
members' estates, sometimes of thou
sands of acres, in suitable season for
subjectsof lectures. Among thesemeet
ings was a trip to "Airdrie", the home
of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Sims, to see
the planting of 15,000 roses, and a
rock garden with all the native wild
flowers and naturalized planting of
thousands of bulbs. Another was at
Mr. Kenneth Alexander's,with its gar
den in a natural amphitheatre sur
rounded by giant trees and shrubbery,
where a noted Danish lecturer talked
on landscape gardening; and still an

other at Mr. and Mrs. Lebue's"Hinata",
where there is a Japanese garden. Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Lee Haggin designed
and laid out their own garden in
colonial style, using old box borders
and producing a perfect effect of the
period.
Mrs. W. L. Carter, one of the or
ganizersand a former president of the
club, has a garden65' x 72', in the city,
which is constantly in bloom. In it
are roses, 150 varieties of iris, 100
peonies,5,000bulbs, and all the worth
while perennials and annuals.
Some membershave grown compre
hensive lists of different families of
perennials, specializing in delphiniums,
hardy chrysanthemums, dahlias, etc.,
and varietiesof annuals such as zinnias,
snapdragons and marigolds are grown
in groups. Mrs. Carter has cross-fer
tilized coreopsisand gaillardia, resulting
in a fluffy, beautiful flower.
In 1920 the program of each club
meetingwas arrangedby three different
members,as a surpriseto the club. The
May 2nd meeting at Bell Place, the
home of Mrs. Arthur Cary's family for

(Continued on page 68)
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Keith's
$2.50 Offer

g 3 plan books, showing 100
1 designs of artistic bunga
lows, cottages, or two-story

H houses—in frame, stucco and
1 brick—with floor plans and
% descriptions, and 8 months
m subscription to Keith's Mag-i azine, all for $2.50.

Keith's
Magazine

i for over 20 years an author-
1 it}7on planning, building and
g decorating homes— full of
g helpful suggestions for
1 home-builders and home
g owners — 25c a copy on
| newsstands.
1 Keith-planned homes arej different — the utmost inj artistic design, distinctive-
S ness, convenient arrange-
g ment and comfort. Keithj Home-builders Service en-j ables you to get the most
g satisfactory home withj greatest economy,
f Set of 8 plan books (260
= plans) and year's subscrip-
# tion to Keith's— $4.50.

I Keith Corporation
466AbbayBldg.

1 Minneapolis Minn.
f Y'W liMffiBllWlMIBIBirJl

Electric Light and Running Water
FROM ONE PLANT

Before you install a water and light plant in your country home
—

know Kewanee Systems. One simple, compact Kewanee plant will
supply you with all modern conveniencesfor a lifetime. Kewanee
systemsare Real Private Utility Plants, built by expert engineers
with nearly a quarterof a centurys experience. More than 150sizes
and models insure your getting a plant that fits. Thousands of
beautiful estates, isolated country homes, country clubs, public in
stitutions, schools, etc., etc., have Kewanee light, -waterand sewage
disposal systems. Learn about thesehigh grade,dependableplants.
Send for the Kewanee Booklet—Free to homeowners.

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO.
401S. FranklinStreet Kewanee,Illinois

((EwaneE
Water Supply, Electric Lighting Plants, CombinationElectric

andWaterSupply.SewageDisposalSystems

Would New LIGHTING FIXTURES Make Your
Home More Cheerful?

Natco for Safety
and Economy

Build safety into your home
— safety from fire and ex
cessive fuel, paint, repair
and insurance bills for all
time. A Natco home is easily
heated. The air spaces, af
forded by the air cells of the
tile, retain the heat and keep
out the cold to an extent im
possible with other materials.

FOR STUCCO

NATCO •1-DLLOW-TILE
FOR BRICKVENEER

Let us sendyou our new book
on "Natco Homes." The illus
trations,floor plansand descrip
tions of the manyNatcohomes
showncan't help but showyou
how to build with safety and
economy.A postcard will do.
NATIONALFFREPRGDFING
•COMPANY-

^822FederalSt.. Pittsburgh,Pa.
N-10

GRACEFUL lines,
quaint and artistic fit

tings, have been the aim
of CASSIDY artisans in
developing fixtures of ex
quisite design and work
manship, a t reasonable
prices.

A rare exhibition ot chande
liers, wall brackets,Soorlamps,
and andironson display in our
galleries.

CASSIDY COMPANY
101PARK AVENUE, AT 40TH STREET

NEW YORK

Flower Bowl

$25.°°

CKS
GARDEN &
FLORAL

for "GUIDE
FREE A WORTH WHILE BOOK WRITE TODAY

For vegetablegrowersandall loversof flowers.Liststheoldstand-bys;
tellsof manynewvarieties.Valuableinstructionsonplantingandcare.
Getthebenefitof theoldestcatalogseedhouseandlargestgrowersof
Astersin America.For 72yearsthe leadingauthorityon vegetable,
flowerandfarmseeds,plants,bulbs,andfruits. 12greenhouses.500acres.

QualitySeedsGrowtheBestCropstheEarthProduces
Thisbook,thebestwehaveissued,is absolutelyfrer. Sendfor
yourcopytodaybeforeyou forget,A postcardis sufficient.

Vickl

1MI
JAMES VICK'S SONS, 18 Stone St.
.Rochester,N. Y. TheflowerCity

PI AN Y0URiL/lll FUTURE
HOME NOW
SEND FOR

STILLWELL BUILDING
BOOKS WITH
ECONOMY PLANS

of New California Styles,
Suitable for Any Climate.

Famous for
Comfort and Beauty.

"Representative Cal. Home*"
51 plans 6 to 10 rooms $1
"The New Colonials"

60 plans 5 to 12 rooms— $ I
"West Coast Bungalows"
60 1-story 5 to 7 rooms $1

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $2.50 for all three above
books and get book of
80 Special Plans, also
GarageFolder. FREE

Extra—43 "Little Bungalows"
3 to 6 Rooms—50c

Money back if not satisfied.

E.W. STILLWELL & CO.
Architects

557 Calif. Bldg., Los Angelei

COMFORT
THERE is a

world of com
fort in getting up on cold

winter mornings in rooms
pleasingly warm, for certainly
no one likes to break the best
hour of morning sleep climb
ing out of a warm bed tc
open furnace drafts.
Warmthfor everyonewithoutth<
slightest thought or attention is
actually possibleif you will make

Sri ff£A TR£GULATO*
a part of your heatingplant. Thij
automaticdevicetakesover entire
control of the heating plant. I1
maintainsan eventemperaturedur
ing theday,automaticallyshutting
down the fire at night. In th<
morning long before the rising
hour,it againopensthe draftsanc
when you get up the rooms ar<
comfortablywarm.
It doesall of this with much_les;
fuel than formerly used
—a savingthat pays for
a "Minneapolis" in two
or three seasons.
Usedwith anyheating
plant burning coal, gas
or oil — easily installed
and lasts a lifetime.
Write for booklet

Minneapolis Heat ,*
Regulator Company ((ff *
2790Fourth AvenueSo.
Minneapolis
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Notes of the Garden Clubs
(Continued ]rom page 66)

A Better Bathroom
at a Jyloderate Cost

YOU
would say that this bathroom was better

than the average? It is
,

yet it costs no more.

The Mott light-weight tub revolutionized the
manufacture of solid porcelain baths. There is

nothing better, though it is not expensive.

The Villard lavatory is moderate in price yet it is

a marvel of the Potters' art in vitreous china.

The Silentum toilet is all that the name implies,
and it has an unusually large bowl and water area.

While this is not an expensive bathroom, it has a

certain style and refinement characteristic of Mott

plumbing.

For almost a century the name of Mott has stood
for the best in plumbing equipment. It is your
guarantee now for quality and dependability.

Send for our latest Bathroom Book. It is just off
the press and gives many valuable suggestions in

the selection of plumbing equipment for the home

in addition to various designs and color schemes

in tile, especially prepared by our Tile Depart
ment. Write today. Address Department A.

The J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Trenton, <NJ.
New York, Fifth Avenue and SeventeenthStreet

•Boston•Chicago
•Lincoln.Neb.•Jacksonville,Fla.
•St.Paul,Minn.
•PesMoines
•Detroit
MOTTCOMPANY,Limited
•Montreal.'Toronto,Wlnnepeg,Canada.
MOTTCO.of PENNA.•Philadelphia.Pa.

•Toledo
•Indiahaiwlis■Dayton,Ohio
•St.l.ouls
♦NewOrleans
•KansasCity.Mo.
•SaltLakeCity
Cleveland

Pittsburgh
•Washington.D. C.Columbus,OhioHouston,Texas"Portland,Ore.
Kl Paso.Texas
•Havana.Cuba

MOTTSOFTHEItNCO.
•Atlanta.Ga.
MOTTCO of CALIFORNIA
•SanFrancisco,
LosAngeles.

•Showroomsequippedwithmodelbathrooms.

nearly a hundred years, was addressed
by Professor de Waegenere,who spoke
on the importance of school gardens.
Miss Rose and Miss Smith of the De
partment of Music, Hamilton College,
played the piano and violin. Carna
tions, Japanese peach blossoms, lilacs.,
tulips, narcissus and English cowslips
were shown. At the closeof the meet
ing the flowers were auctioned off.
Professors from the University of
Kentucky have addressedthe Club on
chemistry of soils, landscapegardening,
horticultural topics and practical gar
dening. The Club membershipduesare
$1.00, the treasury receiving aid from
the sale of surplus flowers from mem
bers' gardens, sold every Saturday
morning from 9 to 11. The receipts
amounted to $500in 1920. The public
benefitsby buying lovely flowersat low
prices.
During the war the Club distributed
20,000 tomato and 40,000 cabbage
plants, thousands of packets of seed,
hundreds of seedlings, bulbs, hardy
plants, shrubs and roses to the city
school community gardens, orphans'
and old ladies' homes. In addition, the
grounds of the Blue Grass Tuberculosis
Sanitorium were plantedwith treesand
shrubs, money was sent to rest rooms
of four schools for delicate children,
and other charities were carried on.
Also twelve sets of garden tools were
sentto the womenof devastatedFrance.
The most important plan was to plant
trees along the Dixie Highway from
Lexington to the county line at Fay
ette.

THE
Garden Club of Easthampton,

Long Island, Mrs. William A. Lock-
wood, President, was founded in 1014.
To becomeone of the fifty members,
the qualifications necessaryare, "Per
sonal interest in horticulture and sum
mer residenceat Easthampton". There
are meetings every two weeks from
June to October,membersreadingorigi
nal papers or hearing lectures by pro
fessionalson suchsubjectsas bees,roses,
growing flowers for exhibition, color,
flower arrangement, mistakes in the
garden,getting back to peace,or stories
of the flowers, the last by H. G. Faulk
ner. A yearly bulletin is printed giving
places of meetings,subjects of lectures
and lists for entries for exhibitions.
Flowers are shown at eachmeeting,and
prizesawarded. In war time therewere
no paid speakers,and the annual flower
show was given for the benefit of the
Red Cross. Among the membersof the
Club are Mrs. John E. Berwind, Mrs.
Donoho, whose iris was painted by
Childe Hassam in the "Water Garden",
and Mrs. Robert C. Hill, of the Bulletin
of the Garden Club of America, who
designedher own wall garden on the
dunes.

THE
Garden Club of New Rochelle,

New York, Mrs. Henry D. Winans,
President, was organized in 1911,and

is comprised of 113 men and women,
about two-thirds of whom serve the
Club in some way. There are numer
ous committees,including one on show
visiting. Also a librarian, and a list
of memberspecialiststo whom onemay
apply for information on iris, rock gar
dens,bulbs, shrubs and trees,etc. Mr.
William Currie is the authority on roses.
Lantern slides, postcard size, are to be
made for an evening meeting in the
winter.
Meetings are held monthly at homes
of members,refreshmentsbeing served.
Field days are arrangedon specificsub
jects, viz.: at Bronx Park, New York,
to view trees,with Dr. Murrill of the
Botanical Gardens; at Chester J. Hunt's,
Little Falls, N. J., in tulip time, and on

another day to study rock gardens.
There are two flower shows, June and
September, offering classes in fruit,
vegetables, flowers and table decora
tions. The judges for the last show
were the presidents of the Rye and
Larchmont Garden Clubs, a professional
nurserymanand a garden consultant.
The Club began in January, 1920,to
publish a quarterly bulletin, The Better
Garden, edited by Mrs. Wheeler H.
Peckham, a former president. It in
cludes addressesof members,programs
and reports of meetings,announcement
of coursesof lectures on gardening at
the Brooklyn and New York Botanical
Gardens, timely articles by members,
poems, and items of special interest.
The Club is in touch with the Royal
Horticultural and New York Horticul
tural- Societies,and the American Mu
seum of Natural History. Mrs. Peck-
ham has specializedextensivelyin daf
fodils and other bulbs, and Mrs. Lucius
W. Hitchcock in rock gardensand iris.
Some of the memberswrite for publi
cation and talk to other garden clubs.
The program for 1920beganwith plans
for work, taking up in order lists of
best vegetable seeds, models of cold
frames, a competitive showing of gar
den costumes, perennials, Japanese
flower arrangement, etc. Vegetable
plants and other assistancewere given
war gardens,and a sale of flowers and
garden articles was held for the benefit
of the Red Cross. The New Rochelle
Club aids in sending a girl to Cornell,
offers prizes to children winning the
most ribbons in gardening, and has
establisheda rose test garden under the
supervision of the Superintendent of
Parks.

npHE Garden Club of Twenty, Balti-l more, Maryland, whose President is

Mrs. W. Irving Keyser, was organized
in 1914. The members meet weekly
during the flowering season,and month

ly in winter, exhibiting flowers and ex
changing plants. Information is col
lected on garden pests and their reme
dies, and other interesting data con
nectedwith horticulture. The most im
portant plan the past seasonwas judg
ing gardens, the aim being to keep
them up to high standards. Funds are
distributedto various city organizations.

THE Garden Club of AlleghenyCounty, Pennsylvania,founded1914,
Mrs. Henry Rea, President, includesap
proximately 130men and women, resi
dent members,whose initiation fee is

$15, dues $10; and also a few non
residentand honorary'members. In the
last class are Mrs. Henry C. Frick and
her daughter.
Meetings are held monthly through
the greater part of the year, the host
esseshaving the privilegeof inviting ten
guests. Lectures by experts are ar
ranged for. For example,at the meet
ing at Mrs. Hailman's studio, Darwin
tulips were displayed and Dr. O. E.
Jennings, Professor of Botany in the
University of Pittsburgh and Curator of
Botany in the Carnegie Museum, lec
tured on the structure of tulips, flower
and bulb. Or again, "Some Trees and
Shrubs for our Gardens", by Mr. Wil
liam Falconer. Pilgrimages are ar
ranged,as to Sewickley to view the gar
densof Mrs. William Thaw, Mrs. Henry
Rea, Mrs. Halsey Williams and Mrs.
Harry Oliver, with tea servedafterward
at the Country Club.
In 1018the Club selecteda farm and
establishedthe Glenshaw Unit of the
Women'sLand Army, of which Dr. and
Mrs. Jennings took charge. During
that season forty-seven young women
volunteered, living on the farm and

(Contmued on page 70)
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ANDOPEA

Trees and
shrubs, dis
tinctive in
quality and
large size
which will
produce an
immediate
effect

% conipletetbeset-
Ung ofbouse and
garden

ANDORRA
NURSERIES

Have you seen
ANDORRA?

High- Grade

New York

Stable

Manure

Prompt Shipments in

Carload Lots & By Boat

\
ACME

Stable Manure Co.
t

j
264 W. 34th St., N.Y. City
1916 Market St., Phila., Pa.

Bushy Evergreens
At Bed-Rock Prices
Don't wait years for your home to take on a finished
appearance: you can obtain the desired effect in a single
season with Harrisons' I.arge-Size Evergreens and Shade
Trees. Order now for Spring delivery.

Here are a few of our many bargains:Variety Sue PriceAmericanArborVitae 8 to10ft $8.00eachBlueVirginiaCedar 8 to10ft 8.00eachCanadianHemloc* 6 to 7ft. 6.00eaelil'luine-llkeKctlnoapora 7 to 8fl 7.00eachRoster'sBlueSpruce 7 to 8ft 14.00earnNorway.Maple 2Hto SIn.<lla 7.00iaehCarolinaPoplar 10 to12ft 1.00eachLninuardvPoplar 14 to16ft 2.50eaeliOrientalPlane 214to 3in.dla 5.00each
All Harrisons'Evergreensare dug with root halls and sewedInburlap withoutextra charge. They reachyou In primecondition.
OrderdirectfromthisadvertisementWritetodayforfreePlanting(MaeandcompleteHatof nurserystock.

SYRACUSE RED RASPBERRIES
Largest and in every way the best raspberry grown
today. Plants are northern grown, very hardy, ever
bearing and abundant producers. The fruit is twice as
large as ordinary raspberries,bright red and very sweet.
Illustration showsactual size of SYRACUSE Red Rasp
berriesgrown on no finer bushesthan you receivewhen
you order from Green'sNursery Co.
Othernewfruits of rarequalityare CACO,a
wonderful,largeredgrape;the ROCHESTER
peacliandtheHONEYSWEETblack-caprasp
berry.
Everythingfor the Gardenand Orchard
Our treesare True To Name. Bestvarieties
of apple,pear,peach,cherry,nut and shade
trees; strawberryvines, gooseberry,black
berry, raspberryand currantbushes,shrubs,
vines,rosesand ornamentals.
Over40 yearsof growingbetterplants. Buy
direct and savemoney.Send for our free
cataloguetoday.

GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY
Box 108 Rochester,N. Y.

The Roses of flew Castle
Are the hardiest, easiest growing, fresh
blooming rose plants in America. Always
grown on their own roots in the fertile soil
of New Castle. We are expert Rose growers
and give you the benefit of a life time ex
perienceand the most select list in America.
Every desirable rose now cultivated in
America is included in our immensestock—
and the prices are right.

Our Rose Book for 1921

"ROSES OF NEW CASTLE"
tells youhowto makerosegrowinga success.The
mostcompletebookon rosecultureeverpublished,
elaboratelyprintedin actualcolors. (livesall in
formationthat you need." Send for your copy
today—a postalwill do.
HELLER BROS. CO., Box 152,New Castle. Ind.

£
•
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For 40 years,
STOKES SEEDS
have been noted for
reliability. This qual
ity is reflected in our
catalog. It is truthful
in mentioning weak
nesses, conservative
in praising points of
merit. The usual con
fusion of varietal
names is avoided by
using the name given
by the introducer.
The origin, history,
culture and use of
nearly every item is

clearly stated.

A copy will be sent
free on request.

StokesSeedFarmsCo., Growers
Organized1881aaJohnsontc Stokes
Moorestown. New Jersey
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Tests
Rare shrubs, new-
plants, and variations
of old favorites have
to pass difficult com
petitive examinations g

j

before they're ad- 3
mitted to my collection.

That's why my cata
logue contains such
exceptional varieties ;

inferior sorts can't M
pass.

To be there, they must 3

be good.

Fair's Hardy Plant 2
|

Specialties |

(seventh edition) the
gardener's companion, is

too costly to send to
everyone but a copy will
be mailed on receipt o

f $
1

which may be deducted
from your first $10order
for Farr's Perennials.

BERTRAND H. FARR
WyomiasingNuraerieaCo.

106Garfield Ave.
Wyomiasing Penna.
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Hardware Should be
Dignified and Secure

WHEN
building a home hard

ware seems such a small item
that one is prone to give it little
consideration, whereas it should
be given considerable thought. So
choose wisely. Decide on Sargent
Hardware.

Sargent Hardware possesses a
charm that will reflect credit to
your taste, and lend dignity and
refinement to your home. At the
same time its built-in quality and
smoothness of operation will al
ways prove an economy in the end.

Your architect will find in
Sargent Hardware just the pattern
to harmonize with the architectural
style of the building.

We have prepared a book showing
the many tasteful patterns created by
the Sargent designers. Send for one
and go over it with your architect.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

Sargent Day and Night Latch

ThehantyPush-Button
Stopis anexclusiveSar
gent feature.

IN
your present home, store or
office, you need the extra
security given by Sargent Day
and Night Latches. They should
be on the front door, cellar
door, back door, and on out
buildings. Made extra strong
and sturdy to resist entrance of
the lawless.

Notes of the Garden Clubs

(Continued from page 68)

working on the four acres under culti
vation, while assistingfourteen farmers.
One day fourteen girls planted 840 to
mato plants, the land having been pre
pared for them, and another day, six
girls and two men picked up from the
field and threw into wagons twenty-six
two-horse wagon loads of stones. As
sistancewas also given by the girls in
the gardening in the Pittsburgh ceme
teries. A secondunit under supervision
of two members, Miss Ethel Christy
and Miss Winifred Jones, was con
ducted at Sewickley, the volunteersliv
ing at home and serving on call, in
hoeing, weeding, picking small fruits,
etc.
At the suggestion of Mrs. Leonard
Barron, the Club decided to give first-
aid to farmers'wives in conservingfood
by providing a motor truck with com
plete canning equipment, including a
three-burneroil stove. This truck car
ried six or seven volunteerworkers and
an instructor, visiting farms on request,
and also assisted at the North Side
Protestant Asylum Farm, and the Sla
vonic Evangelical Orphan Home, and
demonstratedat the Imperial Fair. The
County Commissionersprovided main
tenance fund for the truck.
In 1919 the Club granted fifteen
scholarships to girls for the summer
course at the Woman's Horticultural
School at Ambler, Pa. This year the
chief work is with schoolsin the county,
offering prizes to children for raising
and canningbest vegetables,and aiding
the farmers as much as possible with
their various "direct market" enter
prises.

THE Garden Club of
Warrenton,

Virginia, whose President is Mrs.
Samuel A. Appleton, and which was
founded in 1907,was the first garden
club in Virginia, and a charter member
of the Garden Club of America and of
the Federation of Virginia Garden
Clubs. This Federation was organized
May, 1920,by the James River Garden
Club, Richmond, Va. There are thirty
women members,meeting weekly dur
ing the spring and early summer, later
on at greater intervals, and all working
in their gardens. Programs are informal
and plants exchanged. The constant
aim is to extend love and knowledgeof
gardening in Virginia, and all work is
strictly horticultural. Plants are sold
at the Woman's Exchange. An annual
flower show is held at the Town Hall
in June.

'TPHE Garden Club of RidgefieM,
L Connecticut,Mrs. George P. Inger-
soll, President, was founded in 1914,
and has a membership recently in
creasedto eighty-five. For five months
in the year during the gardening sea
son, the Club meets bi-monthly, with
exhibitions of flowers, fruit and vege
tables. Lectures are arranged for or
papers are read by members. A show,
free to the public, is given in the Town
Hall in September, every member
pledgedto makean entry. Special new
classesin 1920are for photographs of
gardens, miniature gardens, and bou
quets, old and new. A cup is offered
to be won by the best vegetableexhibit
for three consecutiveyears.
Twelve membershave designed and
made gardens, mostly of the formal
type, with arbors, pergolas, decorative
sculpture, bird baths, sun-dials, etc.
Three members have hybridized, Mrs.
Boutelier having grown a new peony.
One member,a young girl, after taking
the Cornell agricultural course, runs a
farm successfully.
During two years of the war, the
Club maintaineda camp for forty-eight
convalescentsoldiers. This year special
attention is paid to 126school gardens,

and greatemphasisis laid on the better
ing of fruit trees in the locality. A
committeeof the Club raises its funds
up to $500, employing a man to keep
the streets neat, and the Club plans
making a park in the center of the
village with seatsand a band stand for
weekly concerts. Mrs. A. Barton Hep
burn is a former president.

THE
Garden Club of Shaker Lakes,

Cleveland, Ohio, President Mrs.
James H. Rogers, founded 1915, has
fifty active and three honorary mem
bers. Meetings are held monthly
throughout the year, Decemberexcepted.
The majority of the memberswork in
their gardens and write papers for the
meetings. The chief accomplishmentof
the Club has been the uniting of the
women of Shaker Lakes village, and
beautifying the park surroundingShaker
Lakes. Mrs. James Rogers has super
intendedthe planting for the Home for
the Blind, and Mrs. K. F. Gill, the
planting for the Maxfield Country Club.
The contentsof the Club's treasurywere
turned over to the Women's Land
Army. A bird feedingboard and beau
tiful carved stone bird bath have been
presented by the Club to the Shaker
Heights school.

THE
Garden Club of Plainfield, New

Jersey, Mrs. Frank Otis Herring,
President, organized 1913, numbers
seventy-fivemembers,and meetsevery
two weeks from April to November,
when plants are offered for exchange.
A dahlia show is held by membersin
the autumn.
A requestfrom the Raritan Arsenal for
flower beds for their camp brought an
enthusiastic response from the Club.
Besidesflower bedslaid out surrounding
the Administration Building, a garden
was planted betweenthe hospital build
ings, and a summer-housewas built.
The President, Mrs. Herring, motored
many miles soliciting shrubs and plants,
receiving$2,000worth, which were car
ried to the camp in army motor trucks.
The Arsenal now has assumedthe care
of the place.

THE
Garden Club of Norfolk, Vir

ginia, Mrs. L. W. Spratling, Presi
dent, was founded in 1915. It is lim
ited to fifty active members, and in
cludesmen amongthe associates.Meet
ings are held every month except from
June to October. The program is
formed of papers by members,and a
question box. A flower show is held
in May.
Seeds saved from members' gardens
are put up in envelopesmarked with
the Club name and sold among the
members. Planting of more vegetables
and fruits is still urged to reduce the
H. C. L. War work included planting
of window boxes at the Navy Y. M.
C. A. and intensive campaigning for
war gardensand canning of food, and
a committee supplied the Naval Hos
pital with flowers and sent seed to
devastatedFrance and Belgium. The
Club has planted the grounds of the
Protestant Hospital with shrubs, etc.,
and has laid out the planting for sev
eral city parks.
In the public schoolsmanual training
classeshave been encouragedto make
bird houses,membersof the Club going
out with Boy Scouts to seethem prop
erly placed. Largely as the result of
efforts on the part of the Club, the
State Legislature adopted dogwood as
the State flower, and the Norfolk Gar
den Club before each Arbor Day cir
cularizes the public schools, pleading
for the perpetuation of the dogwood
by planting it in the school yards and
public places.

Ellen P. Cunningham.
S A R G E NT
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A Weil-Known
Trade Mark and

What It Means

THE
"Wear- Ever"

trade mark appears

on the bottom of all gen
uine "Wear-Ever" alu
minum cooking utensils.

It is to your interest to

look for it— to insist upon
getting utensils that bear
it — because aluminum
utensils are not all the
same. Time and again
the metal used in making

Wear-Ever
AluminumCookingUtensils

is passed through gigan
tic rolling mills and huge
stamping machinesunder
tons and tons of pressure.

That is why "Wear-
Ever" metal is so hard,
dense and serviceable —

much more so than metal
of the same thickness
which has not been sub
jected to equal pressure.

Replaceatenulithatwearout
wilhntensiliIfaat"Wear-ETer"•

Writeforbooklet"The'Wear-Ever'
Kitchen."AddressDepl30

TheAluminumCookingUtensilCo.
New Kensington,Pa.

In Canada:NorthernAluminum
CompanyLtd..Toronto

9
TRADE MARK
MADE IN U.S. A.

The "WtflTE HOUSE" Line-™- ™™
■
i

• •

• •

•
* -. —

~

•

£ 1

4
SideUnit

i hisCombinationoccupiesaspaceof8 ft.o^ain

What could be more useful in your kitchen?

STEEL DRESSERS— WHITE ENAMELED
Manufactured in a Unit System

Photographsof installationsof otherWHITE HOUSE Units sent on request

Janes & Kirtland
133 West 44th Street
NEW YORK

REDUCE Easily .Naturally
ThreeSlices
of Basy Bread a day,
Help reduceyour weight
in a naturalway.

Doctors'EssentialFoodsCo.
Orange,N. J.
DearSirs:
Lostthirty-fivepounds.Am
enclosinitcheckfor you to
sendyourcoursetomyfriend,
Mrs.W. A. S.

E. H. F.
Pelham.N.Y.

TourfriendsmusthavetoldyouaboutBaayBrt'ad,nowa
recoffiiiJtedstandardweightreducingration.BasyBreadis not a medicineor drug,buta wholesome
anddeliciousrood—scientificallyprepared.
Therefa no unpleasantdieting—no irksoiroexercises,in
theBasyBreadcourse.Legionshavereportedremarkable
reductionsIn freightwith gainsin strengthand health.
Youwillheverymuchinterestedin theBasyBreadbooklet,
whichgivesreliableinformationouobesityandhowtoreduce.
Writefor vourcopytoday. Sent in sealed,plaincover,postagepre
paid.

DOCTORS'ESSENTIALFOODSCO.
35 OakwoodAve.
Orange NewJersey

>£PoTfERY
GIVES BNDURING CHARM

GRACEFUL
Pottery Forms delight the

eye and will add pleasing spots of in
terest to your garden.
Our collection includes Bird Baths. Sun
Dials, Gazing Globes and Benches as well as
Flower Pots, Vases and Boxes, strong and
durable pieces that will enhance the beauty
of your flowers and plants.
CatMoKUewill be sentuponrequest.

Gauoway Terra GdTta Cb.
3218WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

The New Uosue
In Decorating
Colonial Rooms
The one problem of the
Colonial room has been its
proper decoration, the lack
of a fabric essentially Colo
nial in spirit—yet in keeping
with the modern decorative
trend.

Many decorators believe
the ideal solution of this
problem is found in the use
of Sampler Lace.

Sampler Lace, an ex
quisite filet net showing
quaint "sampler" figures
and mottoes, carries that
much desired homespun
look.

Not only for window cur
tains, but as lamp shades,

table covers and as doilies
on dressing tables Sampler
is the ideal lace.

O NE clever decorator made
a lamp shade of orange col
ored silk and covered it with
Sampler Lace, dyed black.
The result was a lamp shade
of unusual distinction.

TRY IT! You will be
charmed with the novelty
of the design and delighted
with the durability of
Sampler Lace.

Quaker Lace Company
Philadelphia

Booklet, "Concerning WindowDraping"
byGraceR. Wilmot,onrequest.
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FOR EASE IN ENTERTAINING

ALL the little touches that lend finesse
i~V to the small home function are fur
nished by Louis Sherry at moderate charges.
When next you entertain chez vous obtain
an estimate from Sherry's.

Butlers, Cooks, Special Dishes.
Part or Entire Menu. Table Favors.

5th Avenue at 58th Street, New York
CharlesRichardWilson. Manager
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B6ftGAL-ORi6f\TAL RUGS

.4 famous cabi
net is this l&th
Century English
designinsetwith
Wedgwood Jas
per ware medal
lions

The Princely Cabinet
(Continued from page 23)

cabinets were fitted with drawers and
closed with doors. Jewelry, gems and
money were treasured in these recep
tacles. One of these box-like cabinets
was sent from Italy to Francis I. It
had a covering of gilt leather finely
tooled a la moresque. With the de
velopment of the cabinet proper, these
small box-cabinetsstill held their place
along with the newer forms for many
years. Finally they were discontinued
as the large cabinetsbecamemore and
more in demand, more and more
sumptuous.

German and Flemish Work

In the north countries the cabinet
still held to the cupboardy appearance
and became more and more monu
mental, never achieving the grace of
the Italian pieces from Florence and
the south. There was, likewise, a
"gloomier" note in the cabinets pro
duced in the northern cities of Italy.
It was these northern cities which in
spired the Southern German cabinets,
but the Germans clung to their domes
tic Gothic qualitiesso that their cabinets
were a mixture of elements. Flanders
and Burgundy soon came to produce
marvelouslywrought cabinetsand Ant
werp found herself renowned for her
cabinet-makers.
Naturally, by reason of political af
finities, Spanish cabinet design was in
fluencedby Flemish craftsmen. Indeed

the fame of the Flemish cabinet-makers
led Henry IV of France to send French
workmen into the Low Countries to
study the art. Jean Mace and Pierre
Boulle were two of them. The Flemish
designers and craftsmen of the best
period produced many pieces having
doors with painted panels.

French Patronage

Louis XIII encouragedthe importa
tion of Italian cabinets, and both this
king and the Queen-Mother, Marie de
Medici, had Florentine cabinet-makers
working in France. In an inventory of
the effectsof Cardinal Mazarin we read
of an ebony cabinet with molding on
the sides, unornamented outside, the
front divided into three arcades, six
niches, in four of which were tiny fig
ures bearingsilver bouquets.The doors
were ornamentedwith eight lapis-lazuli
columns, silver columns, and the rest
of the cabinet ornamented with cor
nelians,agatesand jaspers set in silver.
Over the arcades jasper masks and
twelve jasper "roses" were set "mixed
with six oval cornalines". The rest of
the cabinet was "ornamentedwith sil
ver let into the ebony in cartoucheand
leaf-work". In anotherof the Cardinal's
cabinets Apollo and The Muses were
represented, while Dominico Cussey
made one for his patron of the arts of
ebony inlaid with silver and pietra dura.

(Continued on page 74)

Ivory inlaid with mother-of-pearl makes
this early IQlh Century Japanese cabinet
a rare and beautiful example
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A Planet Jr. means
a well*kept garden
Cared for with a Planet Jr., your vegetableor
nursery garden not only yields better but also
looks better. The same treatment brings quick
growth and good appearance. A Planet Jr., by
keeping down the weeds,strengthensthe plantsand givesa neaj, even look to the rows; by turningand breakingupthe soil, it gives to the roots a properbalanceof air, sunlightandmoisture,at the sametime leavingthat soft, crumbledsurfacewhichmakeswell-keptsoil almostas beautifulas lawn. The healthygrowthof theplantsis in itself a pleasingand inspiringsight.

Planet Jr.
Xo 23 rianetJr. CombinedHill andDrill Soedrr,Doubleam!Sli.gl,.Wheil Hue.Cultivatoranil PlowunlWKnunjrgardentoolsin one,hasattadmn-ntsforallMinisof sowing,weedingandcultivating.
If youharea homegarden,or spareIn which!y
!i!2LJ!!!E-!?!?".f?f.,,ur.72P&geillustratedcatalogjV.1vrthll.1tami tellinghowto useall kindsof'PlanetJr. implements.

S. L. ALLEN & CO.
Box 111OK Philadelphia

Special Offer No. 1
24 Bulbs for $1.00postpaid. (Catalogprice $1.38)
3America,lavender-pink 3Meatlowvale.white3Crackerjack.darkred 3 -Novelty,pinkishbun"

3ThePearl,softpink
3 Ida Van,Balmon-red

Special Offer No. 2
for $1.00 postpaid,
price $1.28)

2Bernlce.yellowbuff2 IilarkHawk,deepscarlet
2CaudUtum.snowwhiU-2ChiefOshkosh.delicatepink
2CzarIVter,wine-red
2MasterWieUe.darkviolet2Minnesota,creamypink
2 Summer,mauvelilac-
Special Offer No. 3

Bulbs for $1.00 postpaid.
price $1.29)

(Catalog

(Catalog

1Faust,crimson
1FrilledPink,palepink
1Goliath,darkwinecolor
1 Intensity,brightred
1Schwaben,canaryyellow
1L/Immaculee,purewhite
1Wllbrlnk.ri.,h pink
1PrinceofWales,salmoncolor
1ltoUKeTorch,creamywhite
1Mahogany,mahoganyshade

Special Offer No. 4
50 Bulbs for $1.00postpaid

My RainbowMixturecontainsthemostbeau
tiful,colorsImaginable.Thesebulbswill bloom
[ next summerand are guaranteedto produceexcellentflowersfor severalyearsto come.
Culturaldirectionssentwitheachorder.
Catalogcontainingcolordescriptionsofover130
varietiesand otherspecialoffers sent free on
request.

JELLE ROOS
Box 201

Concord, Mass.

Make Your Garden a Pleasure/ and its
Success a Certainty

PREEtf
1921 Garden Book

Many thousands of garden
ers both amateur and profes
sional have been helped to
success by the practical
knowledge contained in
DREER'S GARDEN
BOOK.

DREER'S experience of 8.3
years in the selection and
cultivation of what is best to
grow will be found in con
venient form in this large
and complete book of Vege
tables and Elowers.

Plan now your garden for this year and let DREER'S
GARDEN BOOK help you in the making of your plans.

A copy of this book will be sent you if
you mention this publication. Write today.

HENRYA. DREER
714-716 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa

Waqner
Jlowers

—make possible for you to have just the kind
of a garden you wish, and at a very reasonable
cost.
Wagner Hardy Flowers, Roses, Shrubs and
Evergreens in great variety arc shown in our
profusely illustrated catalog. Every garden lov
er should have this for reference.
We also offer a complete Landscape Garden
ing Service which is available for plans and
planting. Write us if your grounds need this
service.
No matter whether you have a small lot or
extensivegrounds, Wagner Flowers and Wagner
Plans will help you.

Send for Catalog 211

WAGNER PARK NURSERIES
Box 11 Sidney, Ohio

Nurserymen Florists Landscape Gardeners
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A satisfying magazine
for the satisfactory home

* :

Publishing officeof the

Yale Review
A NATIONAL QUARTERLY

AS a reader of a magazine like HOUSE &
ilL Garden, you are not content merely to
have a beautiful home. You want it as well-
furnished intellectually as artistically.
Your library should be the meeting ground
of the best minds of the times.
The Yale Review brings you this finer touch
with the world of letters and affairs. In its
dignity of form and charm of presentation,
and in its remarkable group of contributors,
this National Quarterly stands alone among
American periodicals. The January number
is a masterpiece of magazine achievement.

January Contents
germany since the revolution,

by the Author of "J'Accuse!"
A prophecy of civil war in Germany and
failure of the Republic, in the most remarkable
magazine article of the year.
THE JEW IN PALESTINE, by Israel
Zanywill
WOMEN IN THE ELECTION, by A.
Maurice Loiu
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON IN
SAMOA
SOME NOVELS OF 1920,by Wilbur Cross
THE MASTERFUL PURITAN, by Agnes
Kepplicr

also

John Drinktvater, Robert Frost, Dean IV. R. Inge
of St. Paul's ; etc., etc., and authoritative book
reviews on Wells' "History", etc.

Published quarterly—$3.00 a year

Subscribe now and receive THIS
NUMBER FREE with a year's
subscription. Five numbers for

the price of four

Cut off and mail this order form.

The Yale Review, New Haven, Conn.
For the enclosed three dollars please send me The Yale
Review for one year and in addition the January number
FREE according to your offer.

Name

Address

City and State
H. &G. Jan.
II'I!M:I.IMI (■
K
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The Princely Cabinet
{Continuedfrom page 72)

This last was one of two of the Car
dinal's cabinets known as Cabinets de
la Paix by reasonof their having been
ornamented with figures representing
Peace. They stood some 8

'

high, were

5
'

3" wide and 19" deep,—princely cabi
nets, indeed!

Dutch Work

The ebenistesand the marqueteursof
the first half of the 17thCentury, espe
cially the Dutch cabinet-makers,pro
duced a quantity of massive furniture
and the lines of the cabinet followed
the trend of contemporary taste, the
key-note of which was soundedby such
designersas Paul Vriedeman de Vriessl,
Crispin de Passe, Serlie and others.
In Germany the cabinet assumed a
monumental cumbrousness. One made
for Philip II, Duke of Pomerania, be
tween 1611and 1617,designedby Philip
Heimhofcr of Augsburg and made in
the shop of Baumgartner in the same
city requiredsometwenty-five workmen
in its production. This cabinet is now
in Berlin.
The English have always given much
attention to the adornment of their
homes. What could not be found in
England they sought abroad. In the
Verney Memoirs, for instance,we find
Sir Ralph Verney recording how "My
lady Lisle desires an Ebony Cabanet
and for Dores or none, she leaves it to
me and I cannot meetwith an Ebony
Cabanet, that's good, I can have choice
of torties shell, garnishedout with very
thin silver or gilt brass, which I like
much better". As early as 1550 an
English inventory lists "a fayre large
cabinett, covered with crimson velvet
with the King's arms crowned".
Dutch marquetry furniture was in the
ascendencyearly in the 17th Century
and many marquetry cabinetswere im

ported by the English during the reign
of William and Mary. From Queen
Anne onward the cabinet in English
furniture followed the styles of other
English furniture. Chippendale'shang
ing cabinets and standing cabinets in
the Chinese style are especially inter
esting. French cabinet-makerswere, of
course, greatly patronized by English
collectors, and the old pieces inspired
by Andre Charles Boulle had been
eagerlysoughtfor. But, in the 18thCen
tury, those tall wall cabinets adornec
with carving and marquetry, pride oi
the dwelling, werenow banishedto ante
chamber and dressing-rooms, their
grandeur being out of harmony with
the lightness of the newer styles of
Chippendale,Hepplewhite and Sheraton.
The delicatecabinetsof the later styles
took their place. In the GeorgianPeriod
the glass-front cabinets of satinwood
and of tulipwood cameinto greatvogue.

In France and America

In France the cabinet followed the
styles of the Louis and receivedequal
attention from the designersof the Em
pire. The first quarter of the 18th
Century had seen the French ebenistes
launched successfullywith their imita
tions of oriental lacquer, and then fol
lowed the marvels in ormulu ornament,
continued in the Empire furniture.
In America the cabinet has always
been a favorite pieceof furniture. Be
fore the year 1700, cabinets were
brought into the Colonies and not a

Colonial mansion but possessedone or
more. To the collector of objets d'art
the antique cabinet is a delectablepos
session, a veritable retreat for one's
treasures, a shelter for one's hobbies,
and an object which collectors will do
well to make note of in the year's
resolutions.

Rose Notes from the Department

of Agriculture

THERE
are right and wrong ways

to cut roses. The choice of the
latter may seriouslyinjure theblos

som-producing properties of the plants.
This applies particularly, of course, to
rose plants chosenand grown especially
for cut-flower production. Such roses
will be largely of the perpetual bloom
ing sorts.
When a rose is cut from such plants—
tea rosesor other perpetualbloomers—
only two or three eyes of the current
season'sgrowth of that branch should
be left on the plant. This should give
the roses very long stems. Succeeding
blossoms should be cut close to the
ground. It will seemlike destroyingthe
bush to take so much off it, but if the
object is the production of roses, the
cutting away of the surplus wood will
attain the desiredend.
If thespringpruninghasnot beensuffi
ciently severethe plant is likely to have
long, naked stalks and short stems to
the flowers. With this character of
growth only one or two strong leaf
buds should be left on the branch when
the flower is cut, so as to stimulate as
much growth as possible from the base
of the plant.
The greatesttemptationto leavewood

is where there are two or more buds
on one branch, some being small when
the terminal one is open. This tempta
tion to follow a bad practice can be
avoided by pinching off all side shoots
after a bud has formed on the end of a

branch. This preventsthe formation of
two or more buds on one stalk. This
summer pruning will encourage addi
tional blooms on varietieswhich bloom
more than once a year.

Rosesarenot particularly welladapted
to hedge making, but are sometimes
used for this purpose. The briar roses
make a good hedge if severelyand fre
quently pruned, but most roses are
neither sufficiently compact nor suffi
ciently branchedto make a really good
hedge. The Rugosa rosemakes a hand
some summer barrier, but is so poorly
branched that even in summer it docs
not give protection against small ani
mals, and in winter it does not have a
hedgelikeappearance. It may be found
that some of the untried rose species
will be valuable for this purpose.
Hedges need to be closely pruned.
This is probably best done twice a year,
in the winter or spring and again after
flowering time, pruning severely for
outline and compactness.
Most so-called rose hedgesare rows
of cut-flower roses, usually pruned for
mass of bloom, with little of the ap
pearanceof a hedgeexceptat the height
of bloom. Where a few weeks'appear
ance of barriers is all that is needed
hybrid perpetual and hybrid tea roses
may be used as well as other species
foe this purpose.
The hedge should be planted in a

trench 3
'

wide and 2
'

deep, filled with
soil preparedas for a bed of cut-flower
roses.
The use of low growing or trailing
roses as covers for certain plots of
ground about homes or in parks often
adds greatly to the attractiveness of
such places. Rosa lucida can be used
to advantage for covering poor banks
with foliage to a depth of 2

'

to 3'.
Rosa nitida may be used in the same

(Continued on page 76)
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DIRECTORY^/ DECORATION 8 FINE ARTS

SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

Paintings Engravings Etchings
CopiesofEtchingsandEngravings
locatedonrequest

14 East 46th Street
New York City

EITZ-CAHLTON

Fireplace Wlantels
anda completelineof PompclanStone
gardenandball furniture.
I cataloguegentonrequest.
THE ERXINS STUDIOS
240LexingtonAvenue

at34thStrttt Nov York

DAIttNLEY
INTERIOR DECORATIONS

Inc.

OXE Or PAIR; ORIGINAL

I
LOUIS XV GIRAMDOLES

34 East 48th Street
New York

PERIOD FURNITURE
THAT BEARS THIS NAMEPLATE IS FOUND
IN RESIDENCES WHERE CORRECTNESS
SUPERIOR QUALITY &GOOD TASTE ARE EVIDENT

PURE PERIODDESIGNSIN LIVINGRO0M.D1NINGROOM

&BED ROOM FURNITURE AT NORMAL PRICES

ANTIQUES
REPRODUCTIONS
OBJECTS OFART

R Jackson Higgs
tA>rmer/t/Sn'saii>/itojjm^btuco/cs\Ut.>Orielfnc

15Ra6t 5-1Strpxt
NewYork

ELSIE COBB WILSON

INTERIOR
DECORATIONS

ANTIQUES

Pair 18ffcCenturyFlowerStands,marbletops—Pastel,Bird*andFruit.ISthCentury—
Oneof a pairofMahoganyLouisXVI Commodes,marbletop— VenetianGlassHotel

33 East 57th Street

NEW YORK CITY

WASHINGTON, D. C—808 SeventeenthStreet,N, W.

January Exh ibitions

RECENT
LANDSCAPES

by

CHAUNCEY F. RYDER

The

OLD SALEM
DOORWAYS
h

FELICIE W.HOWELL
of ART NOTESMillbemailedonrequest

WILLIAM MACBETHIN CORPORATED
450 Fifth Avenue at Fortieth Street New York City

Ditta Baserga
OF ITALY
Incorporated

Manufacturers
AND

Importers
St-IlingAgentsfor

Radillo-Pelitti Co.

French, Italian and English
Furniture. Antiques, Paint

ings, Decorations, Objects
of Art.

432 Madison Avenue
New York

An unusually effectivechina bird
that would make an excellent
mantel decoration. Brilliantly
colored—can be usedsingly or in
pairs—$15.00each.

Consultthe
SHOPPING SERVICE
of House and Garden
19Wert44thStreet,NewYork
ulw will gladlyhelpyou to
secureany articlenecessary
to your decorativescheme.

MacBride
Nl5-°°

1 l!
l

'1)111!

Decoration of Interiors

9East 54th St.
New York City
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monds Csmpanu

Brans, /„f.
Established 1688

356 Fifth Ave. at 34*St
New York

Paintings,Mezzotints
MirrorsXamps, Shades
Period Furniture
Hangings, Framing

Interior Decorating
BrassCandlestick17"high,Sl-'.OO
BraceBack WindsorChair. Finish
Antique Broun $29.00
Colonial Stand. Finish Antique
Brmcn $12.00

MILCH
GALLERIES

Dealers in

AMERICAN
PAINTINGS

and

SCULPTURE
Nnv Illustratedbooklet"Art Notes"sentonrequest

108 West 57th Street, New York
I "CFTINESKPRINCESS",byIdaMl
ClcJIandStum.15%i". l"'Bh.*1Tj „„

way for a lower cover. This variety
grows to a height of only 18". The
Wichuraiana, already mentioned as a
climbing rose, is a trailing rose when
given an opportunity and makesa beau
tiful almostevergreenground coverwith
small,glossy,dark-greenleaves. It is use
ful fdr banks, the sidesof steps, or for
hangingoverrock cliffsor retainingwalls.
When permitted to trail it mats closely
and roots at every joint. Sometraining
but little pruning is neededwhen it is
used in this way.
A tree rose is a bush rose grafted 3'
or more above the ground on a long,
straight stalk of a brier, Rugosa, or
other strong- stemmed rose. These
bushesare not very satisfactory in the
United States, becausethe stocks now
available do not seem able to stand
the hot sun and hot drying winds of
the climateof most of this country. In
western Oregon and western Washing
ton they succeed. Their appropriate
use is only in connectionwith a formal
design,either in specialgardensor near
buildings.

Pruning

The quality of the blossomsproduced
as cut-flower roses can be controlled
largely by pruning. For the production
of individual blossomsof greatestper
fection, as well as to securea succession
of bloom, severepruning must be prac
ticed. When a large number of blooms
of small size is the aim, the pruning is
less severe. Where the greatestamount
of bloom is desired,without regard to
the size or quality of the individual
flowers, the least pruning is done.
If dormant roses have been set out
in the fall, one-half the wood will have
been removed. In the spring these
rosesshould be cut back more, leaving
only two or three stems with four or
five eyeson each. This will leave them
6 inches or less in length. When dor
mant roses are planted in the spring
they should be pruned at the time of
planting, leaving four or five eyeson a
stem, as above recommended. In
regions -where there is no danger of
injury from frost or dry winds the final
pruning, as describedfor spring, may be
made in the fall. After the first year
pruning should be done as soon as
freezing weather is over. In regions
where roses never suffer from cold it
may be done in the fall. All weak
wood and crossing branches should be
removedevery year. For fine specimen
blooms on hybrid pcrpetuals, the re
maining shoots should be shortened to
four or five eyes. For the greatest
mass of bloom only one-third to one-
half the length of the shoots should be
cut away.
In regions where cold sometimesin
jures roses, teas and their hybrids
should be trimmed later than the other
classes,or about the time growth starts.
They should be trimmed in the same
manneras the hybrid perpetuals. China,
Bengal, and most roses should be
treated the sameas the teasand hybrid
teas, except that it is not desirable to
cut them quite so closely. Bourbon
roses should have only half the length
of the shoots removed. Summer prun
ing is desirable.

Special Pruning

A special type of pruning should be
practiced in fall in sections where win
ter protection is necessary. Under such
circumstancesit is desirableto cut back
the tops in the fall to within 30 inches
of the ground to allow of more easily
covering the bushes. This should be
followed in the spring by the regular
pruning. The long stems left in this
fall pruning help hold the winter mulch
from blowing away and from packing
too closely. They are also long enough
to allow considerablewinter killing and

yet have sufficient eyes left to insure
ample growth for the next season's
bloom.

Time of Planting

In deciding the time to plant cut-
flower roses,the gardenermusttakeinto
considerationthe kind of plant, the lo
cation, and, to a certain extent,the sea
son. The rosesmay be obtained either
as dormant or potted plants. It is best
to use the former and plant in the fall
in those sectionswhere the temperature
does not fall below 10° F., where the
winter winds are not exceptionallydry
ing, and where the soil has beenso pre
pared that it does not heavebadly. In
other placesspring planting with potted
plants is best. If budded or grafted
roses are used they must be planted
deeperthan own-rooted roseswould be,
becauseof the liability of shoots start
ing from the stock below the scion.
The point of union between the stock
and scion should be planted 3 inches
under the ground. By planting in this
way the scion will have an opportunity
to form roots from the part of the stem
in the ground and thus becomeat least
partially own-rooted. Planting thestock
so deeply discouragesthe formation of
new shoots from it. If any appearthey
must be removedat once.
Potted plants, as opposedto the dor
mant sort, should be set out in the
spring after the maplescome to leaf, or
not over two weeks before the oaks
come into leaf. With potted plants no
root pruning is necessary,as any prun
ing required should have been done at
the time of potting. Where the roses
are small and suited to the size of the
pot, the balls of earth are planted with
the top half an inch or so below the
surface. The soil is compacted about
the ball without breaking it. These
roses are watered in the same way as
dormant plants.
Field grown plants, especially the
larger sizes, usually have long roots
which are doubled up when placed in a
pot. In planting them in a garden, the
roots should be straightened out, but
great care should be taken in this
process not to disturb unduly the soil
adhering to the roots. By having the
ball of earth quite wet, its breakage
does not cause the complete dropping
away of the soil when it is disturbed
for the purpose of spreading the roots.
Good earth must be well compacted
about these soil-covered roots, and the
whole should be watered and dry soil
put about the plants after the water
has soakedaway.

Spacing Roses

Hybrid perpetual roses should be set
from 2 to 3 feet apart, depending on
the vigor of growth and the locality.
When the greatest mass of bloom is
wanted the vigorous ones had better
be 3 feet apart. When used in the
South they should be slightly farther
apart, but becausemost of them bloom
only once during the season,or at most
only in the spring and fall, they are
neglectedthere in favor of kinds more
desirable for the region.
Tea rosesshould be planted from 18
to 30 inches apart, depending on the
vigor of growth and proposed treat
ment.
The hybrid tea roses have a greater
rangeof characterof growth even than
the other kinds discussed, and the
pioper distance for planting cor
responds. The planting distance is
from 20 inches to 3 feet, being greatest
in the warmer regions where they get
an abundanceof water, and leastwhere
they are retarded in growth by cold
winters or dry summers.
The China and Bourbon rosesshould
be planted about as far apart as the
hybrid perpetuals.
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Oriental Rug Essentials
WITHOUT WHICH, NOTHING:

1. //onesty : Age proves
merit; new rugs are acid-
washed, ironed. Old rugs
were better made, finer
material, no aniline dye.
2. Quality: Thick like plush,
rich in color, no blending,
no stain.

3. Beauty: No raw tones,
velvety luster and texture,

artistic design.
4. Condition: No holes, no
worn spots, no ragged
edges or ends.
5. Fineness: Not a factor ex
cept between rugs of same
name, and then only when
other factors equal. We !
can not compare Anatoli- |
ans with Persians; we buy-
both and for different
reason.

6. Rarity: Buy no rug for
rarity of name; buy only
rarity of beauty, quality,
condition.

My rugs are their own salesmen,war
ranting my paying express.
My customers are experts who do not
look elsewhere anymore.
Write for descriptivelist. Rugs sent on
apprtn-alfor inspectionwithoutany obliga
tion to bny.

L. B. LAWTON
Skaneateles New York
Thousandsof Dollars worth of rugs sold
to House & Girdersreadersin the past

ten years.

MAIDS
UNIFORMS

are always correct.

They set a standardfor quality.
Complete assortments at your
dealeror write Dept. H-G for
servicebooklet.

HAYS and GREEN
352 FOURTH AVE NEWYORK

Do You Know
Period Furniture?

Could you tell in which end of what century a chair
belongs, just by its legs or the shape of its back? Or
are you rather vague about period furniture?

Do you arrange your furniture as well as you do
your dinner-guests, or have you an unfortunate way
of getting uncongenial pieces together? And whether
Chinese Chippendale gets on better with naive early
American or sophisticated Louis Seize—is that a ques
tion that should be left to a better diplomat than you?

If you need a little coaching on your dates in furniture
history ; if you want advice about anything connected
with your house, from andirons to architecture ; if you
know what you want to buy for the house, but aren't
quite sure of the best place to buy it

,

just write

HOUSE and GARDEN

Information Service
The Information staff will answer cheerfully and
promptly the question that means delayed decision and

perhaps a loss in time and money. House & Garden
knows all the makers and sellers of interesting, decora
tive furniture. If anywhere in its pages you find a

sofa, a serving table, a wall-paper that is a possibility
for your house, the name of the shop that sells it
,

the

price, and all the details of finish and construction will
he given you promptly by The House & Garden In
formation Service.

HOUSE & GARDEN
Information Service

19 West 44th St., New York

I havecheckedbelowthe suhjectsI'm interestedin. Pleasesendme
whateverinformationyouhaveon them.
..Period Furniture ..Painted furniture ..Pianos
(Statedperioddesired) ..Gardenfurniture . . Phonoprraphs
.... . r . .Lamps *»....Wicker furniture ..Screens ..Pictures

Name

Street

City

State
H.*G.i-2i

Bockmlester
StodSo

Mrs.
Rl'TH Bl'CKMINSTKR
Williams

ANNOUNCES TO HER FRIENDS
THE OI»ENING OF
HER STrUIO

AT
TURTLE BAY
as» East 4Hth Btrect

4

A li ( HITECTt'KAL CONSl'LTING
IXTKHIOK DECORATOR

NIXK TO ONEOR BY APPOINTMKNT

Leavens Furniture
The careful, discriminatingpur
chaserplans a homethatwill become
morebeautifulas theyearsgo by—
which both In exteriorand interior
appearancewill take on additional
charmas it growsolder.
He selects
Leavens
Colonial
Furniture

for Interiorsknowingthat like the
houseitself this wonderfulfurniture
will grow old gracefully—remaining
alwaysin vogueand satisfyingeven
themostfastidioustaste.
Personalpreferencemaybe exer
cisedIn thematterof finish.Wewill
gladlysupplyunfinishedpiecesIf de
siredto befinishedto matchany in
terior.
AVritefor setNo. 4 of illustrations
and Leavensstains.

WILLIAM LEAVENS &TCO. inc.
32CANALSTREET,
BOSTON.MASS.
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ImprovedEuropean Jilberti
The Only Thing of the Kind
in the United States

A Great Nut Delicacy, Big, Meaty Filberts,
(Hazel Nuts) Grow them in your own Garden

FOR
yearswehad enquiriesfor an Improved

Filbertas grownIn Europe,and In 1912we
importeda selectionof the finestEuropean
Varietiesof Filberts thai lx>reabundantlyas
far North as Riga, Russia, and obtaineda
EuropeanNut Expertto beginexperimentshere.
Successcrownedhis effortsand we now offer
Our PedigreedVarietiesof EuropeanFilberts,
markinga great advancein Nut Culture In
America.

These Filbert Bushes Combine Beauty
with Profit

Theymakehandsomeshrubsfor the lawn and
havean Importantplace In ornamentallandscapeplantings.
Setout alongtheedgesof walksor drivestheywill soonrival
thecelebratedNut Bordersof EuropeanGardens.

Plants bear the second or third year after planting
and at the tenth year yield 20 to 25 pounds per bush.

Thrive In any moderatelyrich, well drainedsoil, with very
little cultivationand succeedover a wide rangeof territory
and latitude. Are HARDY and ADAPTED TO THE MORE
NORTHERNSTATES whereotherkindsof Nut Treeswill not
fruit successfully.

Customersin practicallyeveryState report CompleteSatis
factionwith theseplants. Dr. E. i\ Horiueof Louisville,Ky.,
writes:

"The tree*whichI purclumdfromyoutautfall tcervquitegatitfaetoryandharemadeemllentgiou-th.Particularlyicu§ItmprcsnedwithyourImploredFilbertt.at morethanhalf thetret'*borefromonetonixnuttthinflrtt fall afterplanting.Kindlyquotepricesin dozenlotsonyourImprovedFilbertt."
Writefor FREE CATALOGtellinirall abouttheseImprovedEuropeanFilbertsanilourCompleteAssortmentof FRI'IT and
OHNAMENTALTREES.SHRUBS,ROSES.BERRYPLANTS,

A Separate Bed for Cut-Flower Roses

L. W. HALL COMPANY, Inc.
America'sExclusiveProducersof ImprovedEuropean

Filberts
461Cutler Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

SpkndidMirsery Stock ofall kinds),,

Charm to Baffle Time
Whoso seeks roof and side wall beauty with colors and wear that
baffle the ravages of time and weather, specifies "CREO-DIPT"
Stained Shingles.

On this homeArchitects Chatten fit Hammond have createda charm
ing and delightful effect by using the large 24-inch " CREO-DIPT "
Stained Shingles for the wide shingle exposure on side walls, in a
soft shade of silver gray. The silver gray stain is beautiful in color
effect with the variegated green " CREO-DIPT " Stained Shingle
roof.

Sendtodayfor portfolioof fiftyhomesbypromi
nentarchitects,aswellascolorsamples.Askabout
"CREO-DIPT" ThatchedRoofs,and24-inchDixie
WhitesidewallsforthetrueColonialWhiteeffect.

CREO-BBPT COMPANY, inc.
1012OliverStreet. North Tonawanda,N. Y.

Portfolio
of Homes

9**

CREO-DIPT
StainedShingles

ROSE
lovers who heretofore have

confined their attention to gen
eral-purpose roses, cutting their

houseflow rs from plants used for lawn
or border . -namentation, or for covers
for arbors, 'should find it desirable to
plant a special rose garden for cut
flowers. This is practically the only
plan that will result in the production
of blossoms of highest quality. A
separate garden plot is desirable for
roses for cutting because such plants
require special care and attention and
need more room and cultivation than
rosesadaptedto border planting. Their
segregationin a bed of their own also
facilitates treatment for insects and
fungus attacks.

Varieties

There are a multitude of varieties of
rosesof different hues available for use
in a cut-flower garden, so that every
rose gardener should be able to find
some to please him. The principal
groups of these are: Hybrid perpetual,
teas,hybrid teas,Bengals,Bourbons and
Chinas.
The hybrid perpetualsare the hardi
est of the cut-flower roses and .are the
only ones to be relied upon in the
colder parts of the country and in the
rural districts of the dry-land region.
They usually bloom only in the early
summer,but sometimesbloom a second
time if thoroughly pruned, especially
if given a midsummer check by dry
weather. In the warmer sections,with
plenty of moisture, the hybrid teas
are more desirable. When properly
treated, the latter bloom from spring
until cold weather. They will succeed
on the southern portions of the Great
Plains if they can be irrigated, but are
not adapted to the sections of that
region where irrigation is not available.
Tea roses are more tender than hy
brid teas. Although some of them are
weak growers, they are most attrac
tive. They succeedwell in the South
Atlantic and Gulf States and on the
Pacific coast. These and the hybrid
teas provide the most satisfactory roses
in the regions where they succeed.
The China or Bengal rose is one of
the forms from which a great many of
the garden roses have been developed.
But few of thesevarietiesare now of
fered by nurserymen.
The Bourbon rose is best known
through the variety Souvenir de la
Malmaison, which in hardiness com
pares favorably with the hybrid teas.
There also are other varieties.
The selectionof varietiesis bestmade
after consultation with near-by grow
ers or nurserymenwho are most famil
iar with local conditions. The larger
rose-growingfirms are also in a position
to make reasonablysafe suggestionsfor
any region if given full information as
to location, exposure,kind of soil, and
other local factors.
Roses adapted to culture for cut
flowers, the gardener will find, show
most plainly the results of the long
period through which roses have been
selectedand bred. Greater specializa
tion in methods of treatment also will
be found here than among other types

of flowers. Plants may be had from
nurseries in "own root," "budded," or
"grafted" form.
The advantageof grafted and budded
roses is that they are more vigorous
the first few years, but they have to
be watched closely to prevent shoots
starting from the stock, as such shoots
take the sap and thus starve the scion.
The expert who constantly can watch
his plants maybesuccessfulwith grafted
and budded roses, but the average
grower would do best to use own-
rooted plants, even though they do not
grow so fast. The few varieties that
succeedonly when grafted should not
be tried until the grower has become
expert in handling roses. Climbing
roses are grafted less often than hy
brid perpetuals,hybrid teas, and teas.
Plants are propagated under glass
and in the field. The field-grown plants
are usually rather more robust and
more likely to withstand adverse con
ditions.
The size or age of the plant to use
is largely a matter of choice. They are
offered in various sizes, from 1 to 3
years. The plants from cuttings are
smaller than the other plants of the
same age and variety. Three-year-old
plants give the quickest results. Two-
year-old plants can be transplanted
more successfully than older ones and
are rather more satisfactory. One-year-
old plants have to be grown for a year
before any real results are obtained in
the way of bloom. The first year the
flower buds should be picked from
this small size as soon as formed, to
let all the strength go into growth.

Soil, Drainage and Fertilizer

Cut-flower roses thrive in a well-
drained soil that is not too dry and
is well supplied with organic matter.
The hybrid perpetuals succeedbest in
clay loam or in a soil with a clay sub
soil. They do not succeedso well in
gravel soils. Many of the tea roses
and their hybrids succeedin very light
lands if well suppliedwith organic mat
ter and water, although the ideal soil
is a loamy one. A well-enriched soil
and one reasonablyconstant in its abil
ity to supply the plant with moisture
is the chief requirement. On the other
hand, it must be well drained, as roses
will not grow when water standsabout
their roots.
In heavy clay soils or whereverwater
is liable to stand, it is desirableto pro
vide artificial drainage. This is best
done by excavating to a depth of 3
feet,placing a 12-inchlayer of stonesin
the bottom, coveringthesewith inverted
sods, and then refilling the bed with
well-preparedsoil. This layer of drain
age should be connected with some
proper outlet for carrying off the
water. A drain of a similar layer of
stones, 1 foot or more wide, or a tile,
should lead to some main drain, a
sewer, or to an opening on lower land,
so that surplus water will be carried
away immediately. In well-drained
soils such special precaution is not nec
essary. Sometimesthe layer of stones
without the outlet drain will be suf
ficient.

Archibald Rutledge.
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CORTO RADIATOR shown
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American Radiator Company
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THE SPRING GARDENING GUIDE

OF
course, one really never stops working
in the garden. Ice and snow have no ter
ror; the work goeson just the same. Much

of it is paper or greenhousework—mainly paper,
for the time to put the final touch to the plans
for this year's gardenis in February and March.
That is why House & Garden's big springgarden
ing number is dated so early. The schemeof it
is to provide information on the planting and
maintenanceof gardenswhich will be of serviceto
both beginnerand experiencedalike. A lot of it is
cold, hard facts; a lot, inspiration. Both are nec
essary-.
The gardensaround Bar Harbor, with which
the issue opens,may appear simply inspirational
until readerswho live in that latitude or under
comparativelythe sameconditionsbegin to make
gardens,when they find thesepicturesof the ut
mostpracticalimportance. So are the pagesshow
ing the trellisedgardenand the truly remarkable
English topiary garden that was grown to full
perfectionin a slight thirty years. To this issue
Mrs. Francis King contributesanother of her de
lightful and helpful gardening articles. There
will also be a definitiveand comprehensivearticle

Among the Bar Harbor gardens
in the March numberwill be this
one designed by Mrs. Farrand

on dahlias and on another page the problemsof
how to obtain, selectand managea gardenerare
discussed.
To make the practical gardeningcompleteare
the three pagesof the Spring Planting Guide, in
which the whole story of beginningand handling
flowers, vines, shrubs and vegetablesis tabulated
in conciseform. In addition to this is the com
pleteplanting table for a shrubberyborder.
In all therewill be sevenhousesdisplayed,one
by Charles Piatt, a Long Island farmhousetype;
a moderatesized English houseof Georgian char
acter, designedby Richardson & Gill, the Prince
of Wales' architects,and five smallerhousesin a
group ranging from a comfortablecountry home
in Seattle to tiny suburban houses situated in
the East.
For thosewhose interest is primarily the inside
of the housecomea page of curtain designs,the
decorativeuse of candlesand candlelighting, the
charmof porcelainbirds, and, of course,the Little
Portfolio, which will contain some really remark
able interiors. The Collector's article, seeingas
St. Patrick's Day comes in March, is on Irish
silver.
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Hartlne

ARCHITECTURE AND PEOPLE
Behind the Dutch door stand many centuries lecture has some such associations, and in
of pleasantassociations. It brings up thoughts planning a house it is well to rememberand
of simple living, of sunlight splashed down retain them when we can. Architecture
quaint halls, of welcomes called through the should be a thing of beauty and a joy for-
opened top panels, of men and women and ever, but it becomesa more personal, more
children behind it awaiting a footfall on the living thing and a rarer joy to us when we re-
dooryard path. Almost every detail of archi- memberthe peoplewhose lives it has enriched
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TRANSPLANTING ARCHITECTURE
To Approximate the Feeling oj an Old-World Home Is the Most Advisable Plan,

As Witness This Home in the Elizabethan Style

MANY
of us, while visiting the older

countries of Europe, have been impressed

U[xm occasion by the seeming complete

nessof some of the smaller homes. They seem

tobe so much a living part of the landscape.

Especially are those who plan to build

homeshere in the States impressed. They
lookupon these old-world cottages and wonder

whatgives them their charm. And then they

ask why this charm cannot be imparted to

housesof like character here in America.
Would such houses make good American
homes,fulfill our requirements?

"House" and "Home"

There is a subtle difference between the

generally accepted meaning of the word

"house"and the word ''home". A "home" has
invariably been the primary factor in a man's

desireto build, and yet, as we go about the

country, how many instances do we find of

peoplesetting out to achieve a home, who only

succeed in producing a

house.'This is a distinction
with very much of a dif
ference,and in the explana

tionof it lies the answer to

those questions one feels

when he sees old world

homes.

The old homes of Euro

peancountries were built to

live in. Generation after

generation lived in them.

When the original house
grewtoo small it was added

to. Often the additions

took the character of the

contemporary style, quite

different from the early de

sign, as one can see in
countlessvillage homes in

Kent or Surrey. The age
of the house is gauged by
thesechanges and additions.
On the other hand, only
in rare instances do Ameri
cans build for generations
to come. The prospective
builder usually has one eye
on the real estate market.

EDWARD T. LA RKINS

If his family grows too big, he seeks another
house. When the neighborhood begins to pall,
he moves to a new one. This constant migra
tion robs the house of an atmosphere which

long living gives older European houses. And
it is also apt to rob it of the atmosphere of

a home.

Behind the charm of these old-world houses

lie many conditions-—the geographical con
dition, which greatly determines the style of

the architecture, in fact, is the determining fac

tor; climate and weather vagaries, which react

upon the design and construction ; and the geo

logical conditions, which provided native ma

terials and to a large extent influenced the

development of the local style. Religion and

social and political influences can also be noted

in early architecture, although they do not have

so prominent an influence on the design of

the house.

Compared with age in Europe we are a

young people and our houses, even the oldest,
are new. The weathering that gives charm to

The home of Chapin S. Pratt at Bronxville, N. Y., is along the lines of a smaller
Elizabethan country house, executedin stucco and stained clapboarding.with the

occasionalrelief oj half-limber. Bates & How, architects

old houses on the other side cannot be repro
duced here without being obviously what it is.
It is impossible to make a perfect counterfeit
of Time's patina.
Indigenous architecture, native materials,
time and contentment are the four factors that
give these old-world homes their interest. Con
tentment comes with age, and contentment is a
virtue the American people might well acquire.
But of the other elements, how can their charm
be transplanted to the American countryside
and suburb? How much of it can be trans
planted and still remain charm?

Our Borrowed Types

The United States occupies a unique po
sition in that it possesses no local traditions
or historical associations going much further
back than a few hundred years. We cannot
be said to have a native architecture. Nor can
we ever expect to have a typical American arch
itecture because of the diversity of climates and

soils in this vast country.
Our architecture has, of
necessity, been borrowed,
but by reasons of the geo
graphical and geological
conditions, it would be ob

viously wrong even to at

tempt to make an exact rep
lica of a home from any

part of Europe.
As Mr. Guy Lowell has
found, only few locations in

this country really make

Italian villa architecture
appear comfortably at home.

In the same way a Pennsyl
vania Dutch Colonial farm

house would look out of
place in the flat lands of
Arizona, just as an Arizona

ranch house would appear
awkward on a New En
gland hillside.

It is the work of the
architect, after having noted

the site of the proposed
house and having taken into

account the climate of that

particular part of the coun
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Some of the Elizabethan
simplicity oj the exterior
has crept through the
walls. The hallway is
generously proportioned,
with a simple broad
stairway of characteristic
Elizabethan details. The
floorsare 5" oak planking
and the walls of rough
hand finished plaster

try, to help the client choose the style of archi

tecture that most nearly approximates those

conditions. Then he must make the design of

the old-world house and modify it so that it
conforms to the temperament and requirements
of the modern American family and also make
the design with due regard to the necessary
changes of materials.

Transplanting architecture from a foreign
country to the United States is not so different
from transplanting foreign plants. The plant
has to be acclimated to the new soil and va

garies of temperature, but before many seasons
it takes on an appearance quite different from

what it was in its original location. So with
transplanted houses. They will never look,

exactly like the original; we must be satisfied
—and it is right that we should be satisfied—
if we approximate the feeling of the original.
When we speak, then, of an English cottage
in America, we mean a cottage constructed

along English lines and approximating the

English feeling in American materials.

An Elizabethan Design

An example of transplanted architecture
that successfully approximates the lines and

feeling of a small English country house of
Elizabethan sources is found in the home of
Chapin S. Pratt, at Bronxville, N. Y., of
which Bates & How were the architects. It
produces, not something new, but something

good in a spirit as old as domestic art.

The house stands in a suburb, with other

houses not far distant. In laying out the gar
den and situating the house on the lot it was

desirable to make the most of the limited
privacy. From the road, shielded by flower

ing shrubs, a stone-flagged path leads between

grass lawns to the terrace where the main

entrance is situated. Another terrace is in the

rear of the house, off the living room. Along
the axis of this rear terrace a flagged path

brings one to a fonnal garden laid out around

a central sundial. The end of the path termi

nates in a simple pergola with a background

of trees and shrubs. On the right of this, and

in view of the sun porch, is a formal rose

The gardens are to be laid out behind the
house—a formal grouping on the axis of the
living room terraceand terminatingin a per
gola, with a rose garden on one side and a
hedged space and rock garden on the other

A houseof 'his charactershould be visualized
with its planting all in place. The walls need
vines and the foundations some shrubbery.
Border plantings will help tie the houseto its
site and give color to the completed picture
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garden. These gardens, lawns and the trees

comprise the setting of the house.

The walls of the house are covered prin

cipally with stucco in combination with dressed
stone,and partly relieved by simple half tim
bered work, reminiscent of the Elizabethan

period, stained a dark nut brown. The large

gablesare of red cedar clapboarding well oiled

and left to weather. In time the elements will
soften and enrich the colors. The roof is of

dark stained shingles. Two well-proportioned
brick chimney stacks relieve the roof line. The

variety of gables, the overhang of the eaves

and the grouping of the windows give a diver

sity of interest to the facades.

Something of the same simplicity that char

acterizesthe exterior is found in the disposition
andfurnishing of the rooms. There is a slight

irregularity in the plan that promises com
fortable living. The hall extends from side

to side, a generous hallway. Off this is a
living room on one side and the dining room

on the other. A paved sunroom adds to the
possiblesize of the living room. The service

quartersare across the terrace and beside them

comesthe garage. Paved terraces are a char

acteristic Elizabethan touch. Upstairs is a

master'ssuite of chamber, dressing room and
lath, with another chamber behind. Two other
bedroomsand a bath fill the middle section.
Spaceis saved by the hall running along the
rear wall to the service quarters.

The Furnishings

The floors downstairs are of 5" oak plank
ing and the trim of oak., wax finished. This
is in keeping with the suggestion of the Eliza
bethanatmosphere desired. The walls and ceil

ingsof the hall and main rooms are of hand-
finished plaster with an irregular surface the
color of old parchment. In the living room
the ceiling beams are exposed—two main
beams 12° square with exposed rafters be
tween. They are of pine left in its natural
color and oiled, the edges being finished with

quaint chamferings. These walls give a warm

background for the draperies, furniture and
(Continued on page 70)

No attempt is made to
"decorate" the living
room, as me generally
know that term. Its
charm dependsupon its
architecture— the bay
window, the beamedceil
ing, the rough walls and
the wide plank floor.
Curtains give a touch of

color

One of the achievementsin the plans is the
housing of the garagewithout disturbing the
generalroof lines. It opens on a rear drive,
the same which gives accessto the kitchen

entrance

The descentto the gardenswill be gradual—
the house terrace, the grass bank and then
stone-flaggedpaths. It will give the housethe
sort of intimate garden behind, that the type
of architectureand the site require



The garage is built
into the house, a
modern necessity
that doesnot destroy
the illusion of the
architecture. It is
close to the kitchen

end

The house is L-
shaped, one and a
half stories in one
end. The end shown
here contains the
living room. It has
a rough wall with
roundedeaves

LITTLE ORCHARD FARM
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

FRANK J. FORSTF.R, .Architect

Rough troweledstucco covers the walls,
giving them a pleasant variety of light
and shade. The roof is of shingleslaid
to simulate thatch in effect and left in
their natural silver color. The bed
roomsare in this end with the casement

dormer windows
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The feature of the
plan is Ihecombined
living and dining
room, with its rough
plaster walls, ex
posed beams, cot
tage furniture and
gay chintz

There is nothingim
posingabout the en
trance door—just a
little corner shad
owed by a flat awn
ing and marked out
by a pavement
approach

AN ENGLISH COTTAGE
ADAPTED for AMERICA IN

STUCCO and SHINGLE

A path of flagstoneslet into the grass
leadsup to the entrance,thegrassgrow
ing between the stones. Around the
foundation is a planting of colorful
perennials. The house sets low, well
shadowedby trees. It is an exampleoj
successfully transplanted architecture
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ON KEEPING WHITE ELEPHANTS
You May Give These Domestic Pachyderms Away, You May

Secrete Them in Attics Until They Become Fashionable Again,

But the Best Scheme of All Is to Make Them Change Their Hides

ONE
knows of plenty of virtuous houses with no skeletons in their

cupboards, plenty of new ones with no mice in the attic or black
beetles in the basement; but it is difficult to think of a single one

that does not suffer, more or less, from a plague of white elephants.
Offered a choice between black beetles and white elephants, a wise
man will choose black beetles as the lesser evil. For black beetles can
be got rid of; a few ounces of boracic powder will do the trick. But
for clearing a house of white elephants, there is no dependable remedy.
It is all very well to say "Throw the old things out of the window,"
or "Call in the junk man," or "Give them to the Salvation Army."
Few white elephants will allow7 themselves to be dismissed as easily as
that. They attach themselves to their homes by links which, being
more than merely physical, cannot be broken by merely physical means.
A white elephant only becomes really white and truly elephantine when
reasons of sentiment make it utterly impossible to drive it away.

THERE
are many species of elephants. There is

,

for example,
that class of elephant which has been in the family for generations,
and which cannot be parted with without what almost amounts

to a breach of faith with one's forebears. Who does not know that im

possible furniture that belonged to a grandmother, those hideous tables

fraught with precious associations, those dismal brown portraits by no

body in particular which one has not the heart to sell?

Then there are the white elephants which one has acquired oneself

in moments of mistaken zeal or at a time when one's taste was different.
These, too, it is hard to get rid of, partly because of old association,

partly out of a foolish pride which does not admit itself mistaken.

Those first enthusiasms are rather dangerous. You stroll into an
auction room, and your eye lights on something that seems particularly-

amusing or charming in the confused mass of things to be sold. You
are attracted, you bid, and in the excitement of competition you become

more and more firmly convinced of the beauty and value of the object

for which you are bidding.

Finally, flushed with victory, you carry home with you an object
which proves to be not only useless, but out of harmony with the rest

of your possessions, and which duly takes its place with the other white

elephants of your domain.

Then there is that third type—the present from a friend. Doubtless
there was not a household in the land that on Christmas morning did

not see some domestic white elephant led out from its paper wrappings

and installed among the household effects. This type is just as diffi
cult to get rid of, at any rate for a considerable period, varying in direct

ratio with the retentiveness of the friend's memory-. Such white ele

phants are the worst of all. They begin with a place of prominence in

the house and, by gradual steps, descend into the utter darkness of the

junk heap. Someone ought to do a set of plates after the manner of

Hogarth showing "The White Elephant's Progress."

NOW"
there are many things that can be done with white elephants,

and in this day of thrift (sometime in January, by the way, we
are starting a Thrift Week) it is well to consider them.
You can, if you are heartless, visit them upon newly-married nieces
and nephews. Their blood will be on your head, and rightly so.
Or, if you have an ample attic, you can quietly lead these white ele
phants up there and hide them away. It is strange what time will do
to hidden white elephants. About ten years ago there was held in New
York an Exhibition of Bad Taste, and the whole town chuckled over the
clever idea of the organizers and laughed uproariously at the exhibits.
Today some of those very things that were held up to scorn are being
used by "smart" decorators. This in one short decade! Of course,
monstrosities always remain monstrosities. It is difficult for that sort
of white elephant to change his hide, but popular taste changes and if
you will only live long enough, some of the domestic white elephants
may come in fashion again.

A third solution, and this we offer as our contribution toward Thrift
Week, is to look the white elephant directly in the teeth and convince

yourself that, sentiment to the contrary, it no longer is going to be either
white or an elephant. Take the chisel firmly in hand, mix the paint,
and when you have stripped off its decorations and varnish, reduced it,
in fact, to the mere shadow of its former self, then you can begin and
make of it something worth while, something that will fit in harmoni
ously with your other furnishings. This will require ingenuity and no
little skill with tools and a paint brush, but it is the easiest solution
of the situation.

THERE
are many worse hobbies a man might have than carpentry.

It keeps him home, it keeps him amused, will give him sometiiing
to do on Blue Sundays, and eventually may save him money.

One always reads, in the romantic stories of collecting, how broken-
down and impossible pieces of furniture were sent to a dear old cabinet
maker who, for a mere song, made the old things over into something
new and glorious. That race of cabinet-makers and country carpenters
died out a long, long time ago. Today they work on the cost-plus basis
and can't be bothered with old furniture. Consequently the household
which is endowed with domestic white elephants of undesirable charac
ter is obliged to turn to itself and make them desirable.
If they can't be given away, destroy them, destroy them ruthlessly.
But if they show promise under their white hides, then set to work and
make the most of that promise. The process may take time and the
householder show the amateur touch at first, but eventually, if the
hobby is persisted in, it will prove an interesting and profitable diver
sion. And there is always the camp or the summer cottage to which
such pieces may be consigned when they are finished, places where
they will look perfectly at home and can serve out the remainder of
their immortal years.
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Gillltl

THE CHINESE FEELING
An unmistakably distinctive note is given a blue pheasants. The walls are paneledin yel-
room when thereis introducedinto it someob- lour. Chinese lamps have black and white
ject of Chineseart. In theNew York homeof shadesof Chinese silk. The rug is Chinese-
Chester A. Dale, the decorationsof the living yellow, blue and white. Against this back
room were made to accord with a Chinese ground have beenset a Hepplewhite sofa and
panel in black and white with two brilliant two unusually attractive chairs and consoles
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A fine exampleof \9th
Century Crown Derby,
a tureen and platter
with floral medallions

THE PAST OF CROWN DERBY
The Collector Will Find Its Beginning Obscured and Its Career Checkered

But It Is Well Worth the Hun'ing

GARDNER TEAM.

I
N the famous Mrs.
Thrale's "The Wonder
Years" we read how

''Dr. Johnson goes to 'drink
tay' with Mrs. Thrale and over

his eleventh cup he berates the

foolish costliness of 'chaney'.

He smacks the table: 'Ma'am.

I visited the Derby pottery,
and I protest I could have ves
sels of silver as cheap as what

are made of porcelain there!'
"

Horace Walpole would never

have complained! But good

old Dr. Johnson followed the

progress of the high cost of

living with the same enthusi
asm that the master of Straw

berry Hill followed the joys
of collecting.

Derby porcelain is one of

the most sought and one of the

least written about of the En

glish wares, although William
Bemrose's ''Bow, Chelsea and

Derby Forcelain'', a book is

sued in 1898 and not easy to

obtain, gives us an excellent

survey of the Derby porcelain

through its different periods.
Much mystery surrounds the origin of the
Derby potteries. Before 1750 there were pot

works there under the ownership of John and
Christopher Heath, which works, however, ap

pear to have been established in 1751 by
W illiam Duesbury of Lougton, Staffordshire.
Duesbury himself was living in London, but

Examples oj Chelsea-
Derby porcelain are
eagerly sought by ce
ramic collectors. The
saucerin the lower right
corner exhibits the
French sprig decoration

his work book informs us that
in the years 1751-1753 porce
lain figures manufactured in
Derby were being sent down to

London for Duesbury to
enamel there, as he was also

enamelling the Bow and Chel

sea figures. If Dr. Johnson's
plaint to Mrs. Thrale was
made at that time we might
find foundation for it in the
fact that whereas a pair of

Bow or Chelsea figures such

as Jupiter and Juno sold for
4s. 6d. Duesbury was asking

nearly twice as nint h for Derby

pieces of the same genre.
A privately printed brochure
by J. E. Nightingale, F. S. A.,
issued in 1881 (''Contributions
towards the History of Early
English Porcelain'") has this

to say of Derby porcelain:
"The earliest notice I have
found of this manufactory is

contained in an advertisement
of a sale by auction several

times repeated, in the 'Public
Advertiser' during the month

of December, 1756. . . . To
be sold by auction by Mr. Bellamy. By order
of the proprietors of the Derby Porcelain

Manufactory, at a commodious house in
Princes St., Cavendish Square. This and three
following days. A curious collection of fine
figures, jars, sauceboats, Services for deserts,
and a great Variety of other useful and orna-

(Left) "Cupid Dis
armed," an unusual
group in \Sth Century
Derby biscuit or un-
glazedclay, modeledby
Spongier after a design
by AngelicaKauffmann

Classicmotifs influencedboth the shapeand
the decoration of Crown Derby at one
period, as witnessthis cup and saucerdat
ing from about 1800. Gold was usedwith
the colors for banding and enrichment

The festoondecorationis found in someo]
the early examples of Crown Derby, as
this covered bouillon cup and saucer.
This and other photographs by courtesy
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

Fluted cups and saucerswith the French
sprig, or blue cornflower decoration, were
characteristicof many of the early Crown
Derby tea and coffee services. Patterns
after the style of Japanese Imari ware
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This Crown Derby biscuit figure of
Lord Lyndhurst, datingcirca 1810,is
one of the most interesting of the
porcelain figures of this period

mental Porcelain after the finest Dresden

Models all exquisitely painted in Enamel, with
flowers, insects, India plants, &c. . . . This
and the following days will be sold some of
the finest of the Derby Porcelain and Foreign
China'." But even here there is room for
doubt as to the figures which were referred

to actually having come from Derby

Llewellyns Jewitt, F. S. A., pos
sessed a deed of partnership made be

tween William Duesbury, enameler,
John Heath, gentleman, and Andrew
Planche, china maker, dated January

1, 1757. From this we glean that the

Derby porcelain was now well under

way, and we know that by 1763 a con

signment of over forty-one boxes of

porcelain was sent from the company's

Nottingham Road manufactory to Lon
don, a consignment whose valuation, ac
cording to Mr. Frederick Litchfield
("Pottery & Porcelain") was placed
at £666 17s. 6d.

In 1769 Duesbury acquired the Chel
sea porcelain works and for a period
of fifteen years the Chelsea and the
Derby factories combined and

their wares were known as

Chelsea-Derby porcelain, mod

els being interchanged by the

manufactories. In 1786, short
ly before his father's death,
W illiam Duesbury entered the
firm. An improvement in
Derby porcelain followed, and
it was patronized by Royalty

and the Court, the Duke of

Newcastle, Lord Lonsdale and

Lady Spencer taking an espe
cial interest in it. When the
younger Duesbury died in

1796, a Mr. Kean managed
the firm until his place was

taken by William Duesbury's
grandson.
From the assumption of
management by Robert Bloor

kilns.
Two early \9th Century Crown Derby
plates, with floral decorations and blue

borders

Above is a Jap
aneseflower mo
tif done in late
l&th Century
Crown Derby

A fluted bowl of
Crown Derby of
late 18(ACentury
make is shown
at the left

Rich colors and gold were used in the decoration of this late 18th Century
Crown Derby tea set. William Billingsley, a native of Derby, was the leading
Derby decorator,flower designsand landscapedecorationscoming readily to his
hand. The Crown Derby ground colors are lilac, pale blue, deep blue, green,

pink and a rare canary yellow

Contrastedwith the biscuit or uncol-
ored and unglazedfigure opposite is
this early Derby porcelain figure of
QueenHenrietta Maria

in 1815, Derby porcelain declined as rapidly

as Bloor's fortune increased. At his death in
1849 the stock was sold off and the manu

factory's buildings demolished. On a new site

Messrs. Locker & Co. continued the Derby
porcelain, being succeeded in 1859 by Messrs.

Stevenson, Sharp & Co. Later the firm be

came known as Stevenson & Hancock and on

Stevenson's death in 1866 Mr. Samp
son Hancock became sole proprietor.
The present Derby porcelain is pro
duced by the Royal Crown Derby
Porcelain Co., Ltd., the Duke of Dev
onshire having procured for the revived

industry the Crown patent for the use

of the word Royal. The early Derby
patterns and decorations have been re

produced and the modern pieces attain

a high degree of excellence that lifts
Crown Derby far above the slump of

the Bloor period.
The paste of old Crown Derby is

very beautiful, being fine and white

and soft. The original Derby paste

was probably more glassy. The dull
ivory Derby biscuit, a worthy rival of

that of Sevres, seems to have

been a secret that died with

the old manufactory. In seek
ing to re-discover it

,

Mount-

ford invented what is known

as the Parian Derby. After the

time of Duesbury and of Kean

the biscuit body used for fig

ures appears to be just the

regular Derby porcelain body,

left biscuit, with its chalky

effect and not having the de

cisive texture of the original

Duesbury biscuit.

The decoration of Crown

Derby is beautiful. For some
twenty-two years William Bil
lingsley, a native of Derby and

a pupil of Zachariah Bowman,

a celebrated artist of the Dor-

{Continued on page 5&)
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From the orchard one looks toward the lemon
house through whose arched passageway is a
glimpseof the garden beyond. The lemon house
forms thesouth boundary of the gardenand gives
ampleprotection to the shade-lovingplants which

are growing in its lee

The vie& acrossthe gardenfrom
southeast to northwest shows
two of the accenting palmetto
treesand a corner of the villa
beyond. The arrangementmight
be called informally formal

Though it is not a part of the
garden,the view from the north
doorway of the villa through a
gap in the hedgeto the valley
of the Arno is a noteworthy
feature of the place
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ARDEN OF CONTENTAN ITALIAN
Behind the Villa San Martino Is a Little Walled-in Space from Which

We in America Can Draw Lessons for Our Own Gardens

H. D. EBERLEIN & ROBERT B. C. M. CARRERE

THIS
title may, at first glance,

seem whimsical. It is not.
On the contrary, it is alto

getherlogical and truly indicative

of theensuing purport. What fol

lowsis especially intended for the

manywho are confronted with the

problemof making the most out of

a limited garden space.

To be explicit, the little garden

of contentreferred to is the garden

of the Villa San Martino, near
Florence,and a careful study of its

character and arrangement will
supply more than one suggestion

thatmay profitably be put into ef

fectby architects and garden mak

ersin America. The area of the

gardenis 99' 6" by 90' 6". On the
north side it is bounded by the

villa itself; on the south by the

lemonhouse, which serves a multi

plicity of other purposes as well;

ontheeast and west it is bounded

by walls which separate it from

farmingland, on the one hand, and

fromthe vegetable garden on the

other. It is thus wholly enclosed.

The walls all round are about 14'

high.
On the north side the villa gives
completeshelter. This barrier and
thewalls on the east and west suf

ficeto keep off all chill winds of
autumn,winter and spring and give
full play to the sun, whose warmth

is thus conserved. The high wall

of thelemon house along the whole

southern boundary yields ample

protectionto shade-loving plants, even during

theheat of summer. The scheme of arrange

mentin this way provides a suitable place where

anysortof plant that will grow in the latitude
of Florence can find congenial conditions.

A Symmetrical Design

In its general plan the garden is symmetrica]
—one could scarcely call it "formal" in the
usualacceptation of that term— being cut into
four approximately equal parts by two axes.

Thesetwo axes are the two main walks which

intersectat the center of the area and run re

spectivelynorth and south, and east and west.

Fourother walks, around the four sides of the

garden, frame in the whole composition and

clearlydefine the subdivision of the plot into
fourprincipal sections. These four chief parts
of the layout, although they conform in out
line to the general symmetry of plan, disclose
a wide diversity in their individual internal

arrangement. Taken all together, they embody
what might be styled the principle of "infor
mal formality."

The villa with its flower-hung walls doses the gardenon the
superbbackgroundfor the planting as one seesit on passing

thegateinto the lemonhousearchway

It is a completelyenclosedgarden. At the
west end of the crosswisewalk a little gate
in the wall leads to the vegetablegarden

The northwestern section (one of
the two nearest the house) is cut

into by a tile-paved terrace (fig. 10

on plan, page 68), shaded by a

wistaria arbor. Low stuccoed walls
enclose the angle of this terrace,

and the portion of the wall facing
the south affords a suitable back

ground to an architectural pump
which masquerades as a fountain —

the pump handle is ingeniously
concealed behind the wall—and
also supplies a warmth-reflect

ing back to a raised bed for

seedlings. This bed is walled and
is raised about 2l/2' above the

ground. The subdivisions of this

section are arranged according to

utilitarian convenience. The other

three sections, although each dis

plays a different plan, maintain a

more regular aspect. As central

features of the two southern sec
tions there are circular plantings,
indicated by figures 11 and 12 on
the plan. On axis with 11 and 12

are four palmetto trees, indicated

by foliage like rays of a starfish.

Trellis and Walks

At the eastern end of the broad
walk before the house, and in a

measure balancing the tile-paved
terrace with its wistaria arbor at

the opposite end, is a trellis covered

by a grape-vine (figure 4).
The broad walk or terrace (fig
ure 1) in front of the house, upon

which the doors and full-length windows di

rectly open, is paved with gravel, as are also
all the other walks. The broad central walk

(10' wide) running north and south, from the

house at one end to the lemon house and gate
way into the orchard at the other, is graced at

its intersection with the east and west path

(6' wide) by a little well (figure 3) with a

stone curb and an iron railing.
The small circles on the plan shown sur

rounding the well, along the middle of the

north and south walk, and in other parts of

the garden also, indicate potted plants which

the gardener disposes at discretion, in rows or

in irregular groups, according to variations in

exposure or conditions of bloom and the mass

ing of color. Those familiar with Italian gar
dens know how fond Italian gardeners are of
this pot grouping and what pleasing effects

they produce by it. The large circles, whether

in the beds or on the walks, indicate lemon

trees in large red earthen pots, some of which

are 3' in diameter. These potted trees, of

course, are stationary during warm weather,

(Continued on page 66)

north, a
through
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About the early de
signsthereis a remark
able simplicity that
gives them charm

A DETAIL WORT HjY OF ENRICHMENT
The Old Designs of Rain-water Pipe-heads Can Be Used

to Decorate the Exterior of the Country House

HARRY C. RICHARDSON

THE extent to which decorative
rain

water pipe-heads have been made use of

by our architects in designing country

houses is but little appreciated by the Ameri

can public. The real reason behind this Tack

of appreciation lies in the fact that our pipe-

heads have almost always been prop

erly designed and used—that is to
say they have always been in keeping
with their surroundings and never

insistent. They may be beautifully,
even richly, ornamented and de

signed, but they must always be sub

ordinated to the architectural design
of the house which they are to adorn

else they will stand out too promi
nently from the' house mass.

As a note of exterior decoration
few objects can lay claim to so dis
tinctive a value as the rain-water
tank with its attendant gutters,
down-water pipes, pipe-sockets and
goose-neck. To be beautiful and yet
wholly utilitarian is a combination
which always demands careful study-
in design, whether the subject be
dormer, portico, stair-railing or just
gutter pipes.
In the case of gutter pipes we
must keep in mind the material of
which the wall is built and the vari
ous reliefs to flatness offered by such
breaks as windows and doors. The
old English designers of Jacobean

and Tudor houses visualized the completed
faqades in full detail, for in only the rarest in
stances do their gutters, pipe-sockets and pipe-
heads look out of place. The color of the lead

blends in with the brick or stone walls and of-

i happy contrast to the green of the vines.

Yet these rain-water adjuncts were a vital
necessity, a purely utilitarian object enriched.
Had we used, here in this country, our rain
water shed for the household water supply
during the past few hundred years we would
no doubt be blessed with a crop of the most

outrageous cast iron rain-water sys
tems that fancy could conjure. For
tunately, we have been spared this
orgy and are permitted the use of
the rain-water head as a decorative

accessory to the necessary gutter sys
tem. True it is that almost all our
houses are equipped with gutter and
down-water pipes, but they are for
the main part of so simple a design
and are so utterly lacking in indi

viduality that we always accept them
more as a necessary incumbrance
than as a thing of useful beauty.
Our best American designs are
found in old Georgian houses, al
though, because Georgian architec
ture did not permit of as much origi
nality as Tudor and Jacobean, the
expression is more restrained.
Various materials have been made
use of in the construction of rain
water pipe-heads, among the most
desirable being cast iron, lead, cop
per and wood. Lead, however, is
the material with which this article
deals mostly. It is, and always has
been, the most satisfactory material

This simple designjor a small
housecan be executedin lead,
copper or cast iron

In England we find our best examplesof lead rain-water pipe-heads.
Some have been in position many centuriesand the modern work
generally copies the old designs. This example is in Worcestershire

While lead is the usual ma
terial for pipe-heads,this de
sign can be made in cast iron
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art apart,

for the purpose of conduct

ing waste water. In the
first place lead is a pliable

and workable material for

handcraft, this virtue alone

giving it superiority over

any other medium. Then,

too,lead requires no paint

ing, no finishing and little

repairing, being more re

sistant to the effects of

waterthan any other of the

usablematerials. It weath
ers beautifully, turning to

a lovely shade of silvery-

gray, streaked with darks

and lights. Lead also of

fers the unique distinction

of being capable of orna

mentation,particularly with reference to bright

tinning. Color may even be used in rare in
stances.

Lead rain heads seem to have been a pecu

liarly English device. There are to be found

examplesascribed to as early a date as 1525,

while references are found in historical writ

ingswhich would indicate the use of lead as a

rain-water discharge medium some two cen

turies earlier. Examples of full rain-water
svstemsof lead are available from 1670. In

the old times lead work was an

like carpentry or cabinet work; it

borrowed neither from stone nor

wood in its designs. Mediaeval

lead,as one authority expresses it,

was wrought like a colossal gold
smith'swork.

17th Century Heads

The first few years of the 17th

Century brought further heads of

charminglydecorative design, many

of thembeautifully delicate and of

the most excellent craftsmanship.

Designs with checkers, chevrons,

andstrapping, all brightly tinned,
were exceedingly effective, espe

cially after weathering. Intricate

designswere pierced into the most

lacypatterns and applied flat, giv

ing, in the sunlight, a remarkable

play of light and shade. Flat
piercedpanels of bolder but no less

lovely designs were often used,

especially in the making of pipe-
sockets. It is to this period that
weone much of what is best in the
basisof our modern designs.

Heraldry and coats-of-arms, as
well as turrets and Masonic em
blems were of course among

We have becomeso accustomedto the rounded trough and the galvanized pipe
that we often miss the possibilities in decorative pipes and gutters. The formal,
elaborate designs require, of course, a formal house of pretentious size, but even
small housescould afford a simpleelaborationat thesepoints. The two designsabove
are for lead gutter piping, copies of old examplesfound in English houses. These

would serveadmirably to finish many types of eaves

schools

socketThe pipe
elaborated. At the point where
pipes join or changetheir course
a design such as this in lead or
cast iron could be used

the house has
overhanging

eavesa designsuch as
this is employed, and
can be elaborated to
suit the architecture

the earliest designs used.

Almost none of these de

tails, however, is of any

value to our American

usage, fascinating as they

undoubtedly are in their

own environment.

The usual way of mak

ing the earlier heads was by
the application of layer on

layer of sheet lead, or "sim

ple plumbing". Nor does
our modern craftsman work

differently, except that
molded heads have become

more common, especially
where a number of similar

heads are to be used.

Molded leadwork, how:ever,

lacks much of the charm of the built-up work

for it always has a sanded surface and lacks

the hand-made touch.

Modern Systems

The usual modern lead rain-water system
is comprised of several parts, all of which are

open to decorative treatment. Even the gutter-

pipe may be decorated, its possibilities running
all the way from a simple rope border to

of brightly tinned little fishes swim

ming thoughtlessly along and dis

appearing down the hungry goose
neck which leads from the gutter
to the pipe-head.
It is the pipe-head, of course,
which must receive the most careful

design, if the system is to be a
success. The pipe-head may be

considered as a separate piece of

design or it may be combined with

the goose-neck and the two parts
treated as a whole.

Decorative down pipes and pipe-
sockets complete the system to the

ground where the water is received

either into a decorative cistern or
a ground drain.

For the fine country house where
expense is not a fundamental con

sideration there is to be found the

greatest wealth of decorative possi

bility in the use of these lead rain

water discharge systems. Particu

larly effective are those heads de

signed for special places, such as

elongated heads for occasional use

between dormers or ells. Corner

heads are unusual, too, and are

adaptable for use with either outer

or inner corners.

(Continued on page 54)

Gutters,water-headsand pipe socketsall give oppor
tunity for the owner to put his own stamp of indi
viduality upon his house. An heraldicmotif, the date,
the symbol of his hobby, any of these could be

worked into the decorationsand the whole design
worked out in harmony with them. This example
is designed for a seashorehouse or the home of

a man especially interested in ships
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A NEW ENGLAND GARDEN BY THE SEA

Below the retain
ing wall urith its
sheared privet
hedge are the
clipped turf walks
and formal flower
beds bright with
delphinium, lilies,
phlox and many
other plants. A
thick hedgeof ar-
borvita surrounds
the whole and,
with the trees,
forms an effective
background

In front of the
house a long
stretch of ground*
hasbeenconverted
into a formal gar
den. A Druid feel
ing is given by an
old wooden sun
dial set in a circle
of turquoise and
flame slate flags,
with curved stone
benches and bay
trees on either
hand in symmetri
cal arrangement
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CURTAINS YhAT ONE REMEMBERS
Color as Much as the Quality of the Fabric Lends

ANEW
era has arisen in America in in

terior decoration. It might be called
The- After- the-War Period and it relies

for its existence solely on the broad usage of

splendid color. W'e have been subservient to

line for so long that it is a little startling to
realize a factor has come up that makes even

line fall into the background. As a proof of
this witness the ugly monstrosities made pos
sible by a few coats of paint; the barns and

stables turned into attractive living quarters,
and the mid- Victorian furniture made almost

graceful by a clever use of painted decoration.

So in the last analysis the most important
element to be taken into consideration in deco

rating is color. It is the thing we are conscious
of first and remember longest about a room.

Also it is rare. For years we have been afraid
of it

,

accepting drab color combinations as

being beautiful and right simply because we

had grown used to them. It was a case of
mental laziness and only recently have we had

enough daring and initiative to break away
and blaze a new path, demonstrating anew that

In the room shown at the right, the
casementwindows are simply curtained
with a deep,reddish-orangesilk, a strik
ing spot o

f color against neutral walls

Distinction to Modern Hangings

MARGARET McELROY

sheer color is among the foundations of hu

man happiness.
There is also satisfaction in knowing this

does not necessarily mean expense. In the
jungles of the old and new world, it is not

always the rare birds that flaunt the most

brilliantly colored plumage. In fact, quite
the reverse is true. And a small cottage can
be made charming, livable and unusual through
the use of comparatively inexpensive hangings
and upholstery that are remembered chiefly for
their radiant color.

There are many ways of introducing this
element into the general scheme of decoration.

A bright vase in a dark room will instantly
focus attention; a vivid hanging on the wall

can make one oblivious to the surrounding set

ting and will be remembered long after the
rest of the room is forgotten.
The most natural and graceful way of bring
ing about interesting color effects is by means

of hangings. For the summer cottage which
relies for its charm on a certain distinctive

simplicity nothing could be a better choice for

curtains than gingham. This fabric is inex
pensive, durable and a welcome change from

the ever-present chintz.

In a cottage bedroom that has cream walls,
plain French blue gingham edged with yellow

(Continued on page 54)

In the room belowtwo figuredmaterials
have beenused, the bold design o
f the
hangingsin no way impairing the effect

o
f the thin, shimmeringunder-draperies
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MAGNOLIAS TO BLOOM IN THE SPRING
Some of the Best oj These Flowering Shrubs and Trees Which Are

Adaptable to Many Situations

E. BADE

THE magnolia season is an annualsurprise that never grows old. So

early in the season that they com

panion the golden flower bells of the

forsythia, the first blossoms appear,

great pink or creamy saucers poised on
branches still bare of leaves. Many-
kinds are fragrant, all are strikingly
beautiful even without the long, glossy
leaves which follow and persist through
the season.

The species of magnolia which are

generally grown as ornamentals are
either bush or tree forms. The small

est can be successfully planted in a

very modest space.

Carious Species

Perhaps the most com

monly seen magnolia is

M. Soulangeana, a cross
between M. denudata and
M. liliflora. Its bell-
shaped flowers are often

purple without and white

within. They appear in

May after M. SteUata has
bloomed and while M.
glauca still has its flowers
closed. If the four small
er species, M. Stellala, M,

Soulangeana, M. glauca
,and .1/. Thompsoniana, are

planted one will have flow
ers from the end of March

to and through June. Un
der some conditions Sou

langeana flowers in late

summer—that is, when it
was excessively pruned or

when the flowers were in

jured by drought. This spe
cies has a number of varie

ties, the most important of

which are Lennei, nigra.
Alcxandrina, N obertiana
and speciosa. They differ

from the type species in

having blossoms of a slight

ly different color or opening

at a different time. The

flowers of Lennei are crim

son instead of red. Alex

andrine is purplish outside,

while speciosa has white

flowers striped with purple.
None of these varieties is

as hardy as the species.

Magnolia glauca and M.
tripetala have produced the

variety Thompsoniana, but

this is not as hardy as the

two species from which it

One of the hardiestmagnoliasis M. Kobus,
with flowers 4" to 5" across. It is a tree

form, sometimes80' high

M. Soulangeana
has white, often
fragrant flowers,
purplish on the
outside

A particularly
showy sort is M.
Yulan,with flow
erswhite or pink

ish

was derived. It is a bush or small tree
form with fragrant white flowers which
appear in June and on into July—the
last of the magnolia varieties to bloom.

Other Good Sorts

M. stellata, which is also known as
M. Halleana, grows broad and bushy
and develops its flowers while still
young. They appear in March, before
the leaves. This species should be
planted in light shade so that the early-

buds and flowers will not be frost-
killed. When it has plenty of room,

stellata will develop into a
well formed bush without

the necessity of pruning.
The flowers always appear
on the new wood. The

known and recognized va

rieties are rosea and flore
pleno.
White and reddish flow

ers are produced by M.
parviflora, an inhabitant

of Japan, and M. Watsoni,
both flowering in June.
These species are compara

tively hardy.
Both the species and va

rieties of M. glauca thrive
best in a damp, boggy
soil, where they develop

into small trees. For more
or less dry places, M. ma
crophylla is the best fitted.

This species is more deli
cate and its flowers are not

so beautiful. M. acumi
nata is suitable only for ex

tensive grounds, as it grows

into a tree sometimes up

ward of 80' high. Its flow
ers are neither large nor

striking, but its coral red

fruit makes the tree more

beautiful and ornamental.

M. kobus develops into
pyramidal form and grows
to be a small tree covered

with white flowers early in

spring. M. Yulan, or con-
spicua, is also comparative

ly large, as is obovata, the

best known red magnolia.

Planting

Although the majority of

bushes and trees can be

successfully transplanted in

the fall as well as the
(Continued on page 58)

The flowerabove
is M. Yulan. It
is fragrant and
when open is 6"
across

The earliermag
nolias flower be
fore the trees
leaf out. Below,
Soulangeana
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS

Tke color scheme
in this city living
roomis especially
attractive— green
•xaUs,plum col-
orfdcurtains with
narrowcording of
grten, sofa and
chairin old green
and blue chintz,
windowbenchesin
fray striped satin,
iin upholstered
ckair in yellow.
Mrs. Emott Buel,
decorator

English Lancashire
chairs and a gate
leg table seem to
goparticularlywell
against a back
ground of old cot
tagepaper. In this
dining room the
rug is Chinese,of
blue and gold, and
the woodwork
white. Bits of
brassand old china
give further color
notes. J. L. Mills,
architect
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Walls hung with light blue tapestry, jurniture in gold with lighter In this samehome, the residenceo) Mme. Henry Esders, the dining
blue decorations,violet cushions and a curtain of mauve—theseare room is also executedin the modernist style, which includesa black
some of the color elementsin this unusual Parisian boudoir in the and white checkedcarpet, walls of midnight blue relieved by large
modernist style. Instead of an over-manteldecoration is a window, black treesand touchesof gold, and furniture in blue and gold. The

the fireplaceflues being set in the side of the wall lighting is concealed,mainly in the rail over the paneling
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In this entirely modern home the bedroom,generally the one room The salon woodwork is gray with raised decorationsin gold. An
furnished with modern furniture, is completelyfitted with antiques. orangebrocadedsilk coversthe walls. The rug is blue,and the uphol-
Ilere colors and contoursare traditional; in the other rooms they are stery blue velvet on light gray wood. Two reclining chairs, designed
obviously new. Such a combinationof the orthodox and the hetero- by Paul Iribe, are light greenand gold upholsteredin silver with a
dox in decorationgives the housevariety, balanceand distinction black cordingand decorations. The salon was decoratedby Mam
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THE GARDEN SWIMMING POOL
Apart From Jts Obvious Uses It Can Be Made a Decorative

Asset in the Garden Landscape Scheme

CHARLES ALMA BYERS

THE size and location of one'sgrounds permitting, the swimming

pool constitutes a most delightful

garden asset, with both esthetic and utili

tarian value. It is, indeed, doubtful if
any other garden feature affords greater

possibilities decoratively and is
,

at the

same time, capable of furnishing more

appreciable enjoyment. And, incidentally,

it is gratifying to note that its various

admirable points are steadily winning

wider recognition—that the private swim
ming pool is becoming quite popular.

Naturally, it is as a utilitarian asset
of the home that the garden swimming

pool is particularly to be appreciated.

Making it not only possible but invitingly
convenient for one, on a summer morning,

to walk directly forth from sleeping room

into garden and there to take a plunge

in. the pure, crystal-like water of one's own

swimming pool, the feature gives a rare,

genuine delight, indeed. This experience
that it makes a pleasure is, moreover,

beneficial to one's health, for a plunge
into the pool's cool depths always refreshes

and invigorates and thus the better fits

The swimming pool on the estate o
f

George Pratt at Glen Cove, L. I., is

set in a clearing o
f the trees. At one

end the path leads through a gate,
acrossa stretch o

f lawn andup through
the shadows o

f a forest alley

one for the day. In short, such a feature

is everlastingly and conveniently a source
of both healthfulness and enjoyment, and
one that invites participation in its benefits
by every member of the family.
In respect to the decorative possibilities
of such a pool, water alone, whether it

flows in a stream or reposes in a limpid
Ixidy, always adds charm to a garden.
And the swimming pool, with its gleam
ing surface mirroring its environment of
flowers and trees or something architec
tural, to say nothing of the beauty of its
sheen alone, becomes a most delightfully
enhancing garden asset. It also affords
an engaging excuse as a center for various
attractive schemes of gardening. It may
be concealed from view by a screen of

trees, shrubbery and flowers, with perhaps
paved or graveled paths winding among
them; or, also as a means of secluding it

,

it may be surrounded, either wholly or in
part, by something in the nature of a

pergola, rustic or formal, with its columns

and overhead framework possibly support

ing a profusion or a mere tracery of vines.
The possibilities it affords in a decorative

A formal bathing pavilion creates a

background for the pool. The low
enclosingwall is surmountedby a per
gola. Entrance is gained through the
wooden gate. The whole is painted
White. Delano& Aldrich, architects
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Save for the house this California pool
has no immediateprivacy. It is

,

how-
r, the dominantfeature o

f the garden
scheme,adding color and light to the
lawns and border plantings

way are quite unlimited; and, b
y

proper

discrimination, it may be appropriately in

troduced as a feature of almost even' garden
scheme,from informal to the strictly formal.

A pool large enough for swimming and

bathing, and actually to be so used, is,

however, only possible as a feature of the

country home, or of the home surrounded

b
y fairly extensive grounds, located in a

suburban community. This, however, does
notnecessarily restrict it only to the wealthy,

for the pool itself may naturally be greatly

varied as to both size and

construction cost, and the

sum expended upon its sur-

can be especially

to location, the pool,

first of all, should be con
veniently accessible. And,

placed somewhere in the rear

o
f

the house and preferably
not more than a few steps
distant, it should also be so
located as to have a certain

degreeof privacy. Naturally,
the use of trees and shrub
bery, or of something in the
way of garden architecture,

will very materially help to

secure for it this desired se
clusion, but the matter of

location nevertheless deserves
to lie carefully considered in
this respect. And lastly, it is

the pool be

An ideal spot for a bathing pool is a

patio or an enclosed area where the
house wings protect three sides o
f a

corner o
f the garden, as in this New
England country house

placed to good advantage, in a decorative

way, in respect to the general garden scheme.

The swimming pools illustrated here not

only speak more convincingly than words

of the charm and usefulness of such fea

tures, but also will be found beneficially
interesting for the suggestions they have to

offer in the matter of design, construction

and general treatment.

The California pool shown at the Ixittom
of this page is especially elaborate as to

environing architecture. Entirely enclosing

it is constructed an attrac

tive formal arrangement sug

gestive of the classic garden

pergola. The plain, round

columns, the low, neat rail

ing that links them together

at the base and the coping
effect that forms a continuous

girder over their tops are of

pure white; finishing the top
in somewhat pergola fashion,

and extending inward, is an

open wood framework that is

painted green. The pool is

bordered, inside the columns

(Continued on page 70)

The pergolamakesthebest
sort of a surrounding for

a pool. Thus it has been
used on this California
estate, with a space re
servedfor an outdoor liv
ing room, which vines will
eventually roof over
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Sir

]i>A<all.lrimi«

Among the things one
should see in America are
the summerflowers in lit.
Ranier National Park.
Here is the natural habitat
of some of our finest al-
pinii, flowers we carefully
transport to rock and up
land gardens. This vast
sea is of avalanche lilies

July and August are the
months when the moun
tain flowers grow in great
est profusion. These nat
ural gardens spread mile
on mile, a prodigious dis
play of lupinesand daisies,
basket grass and heather
and innumerable other
blossoms, under the.
shadow of mountains

WHY GO TO

SWITZERLAND?

j
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The flufly headsof basket
grassare held high on tall,
that stems. They grow in
greatdrifts in thesemoun
tain-lop meadows, crop
ping up wherever the soil
is kindly. The snow-clad
peaks of the Tatoosh
Range form the wall for
this great natural garden

Reaching far up the ridges
of the mountains, braving
the snows, are out-crop-
pmgs of pink and white
heather. They seem to
thrive on a handful of soil
in pockets of the rocks,
that shelterthem from the
wind. Who would not
have such heather in her
rock garden!

WITH ALPINE

FLOWERS HERE

AsahclCurtis
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WHEN THE FRAME FITS THE PICTURE
The Day of Cut-and-Dried Picture Frames Is Over, for Modern

Art Requires an Individual Setting

PEYTON BOSWELL

OF all the transgressions of goodtaste and common sense that have

been made in the sacred name of art,

those connected with the framing of pic

tures are perhaps the most flagrant. This

country especially has been a hard of

fender. Just as our forebears used to ob
scure the female form in horrible hoop-

skirts, so the)' were wont to ensconce their

pictures in heavy, ornate frames and—

save the mark! —they even hid away both
frame and picture in a tunnel called a

"shadow box". This last named mon

strosity has almost disappeared; it comes
forth only now and then when paintings

are brought out of old houses to be put up

at auction sales. But the ornate and vul

gar frame is with us still, casting its blight

on whatever painting it can find to ob

scure and rob of its true

A picture should be
dressed in a frame pretty

much in accordance with

the same canons as are ap

plied to the dressing of a

cultivated man or woman.

If anything, those canons
should be more strictly ap

plied, because if you take
them as they come, paint

ings are finished with a

great deal more care than

are the bodies of human be

ings—at least they hold
their shape better and keep
their attractions, when they

have them, a great deal

longer. They never become
distended through over-eat

ing and never lose their

complexions unless they are

put in a damp cellar or fall
into the hands of a devil-

may-care restorer.

Sizes and Colors

So it follows that if a
picture is so gaudily and

flashily framed, or is given

a frame that by its size is

all out of proportion to the

picture, it is just as much a

crime against good taste as

if a human being did exact
ly the same thing. It would
be hard to realize a spirit
of harmony in a room in
which such badly set pic

tures are hung.

When it comes to the col

or of frames, equally as

great crimes are committed.

How many times have we
seen subtle color harmonies

effectiveness.

This soft landscape,
"The Enveloping
Mantle" by WUlard
L. Metcalj, is in a
frame designed by
the artist for the
picture. Courtesyof
the Milch Galleries

Among American artists, Childe Hassam is most active in designingthe frame to fi
t

the picture. This small painting has a frame signed by Mr. Hassam; note the "H"
on eachside of it. Courtesy o

f the Milch Galleries

on the canvas absolutely killed by glaring,
glittering gold on the frame?

Artists long felt themselves to be help
less in this matter. Whistler was one of
the first to rebel. To him it was a matter
of first importance that his delicately toned

pictures, with their soft nuances, should
not be stultified b

y discordant frames.

Despairing of any framer putting his pic
tures in the exact settings they should
have, he undertook to make the frames
himself. He designed them, toned them
and sometimes painted them. In order
that canvas and frame should never be

separated— for owners have a way of send
ing their pictures to be newly dressed

every so often—he gave some of his frames
an extraordinary value by actually sign
ing them, with the Whistler Butterfly.
Probably the first artist in this country

to follow Whistler's ex

ample was the landscapist,
Herman Dudley Murphy,
of Boston. So successful

was he in framing his own

pictures that he was asked

by collectors and by brother

artists to apply his ideas to
other pictures. Today
frames that are made to

harmonize with individual
pictures are known roughly
in this country as "Murphy
frames"', no matter who the

designer may be.

Because he is regarded
in a way, as the dean of
individual framers, Mr.
Murphy was asked at one
time to say something about
his artistic credo.

Individuality

"The framing of a pic
ture," he began, "is in every
way as important a factor

in its looking well and re

ceiving the attention it de
serves, as is the suitable and

becoming clothing of a per
son. To frame pictures of
different styles alike in one

design of frame is to kill
their individuality. They
may look well as an aggre
gate, just as a regiment of
soldiers looks wrell in uni
form, but it should be re
membered that the barber

plays an important part in

making the soldiers all look
well in their uniforms. Im
agine a person who has

(Continued on page 62)

Herman Dudley
Murphy is the dean

o
f American picture

framers. One o
f his

designs was made
for this canvas"The
Story o

f the Cross",
by Albert P. Ryder
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The housebuilt on a steep hillside always offers an interestingproblem to
the architect as it usually necessitatesan irregular arrangementof rooms
and a fine economyof space. Such was the problem presentedin building
the residenceof Mary M. McKelvey at Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y. A stucco
housewith occasionaloutcroppingsof stone, leadedcasementwindows and
a shingle roof laid to simulate the irregularity of thatch, it stands on the
edgeof a steep hill. Sufficient level ground was left in front to give the

houseapproach. Julius Gregory, architect

The most is made of
the view, the living and
dining rooms and two
of the chamberslook
ing out over the Hud
sonRiver. So doesthe
owner's sleepingporch.
A balcony is runaround
the corner dotvnstairs.
The garageis below the
living room

A pleasingaccentis given the entrance,
a stone-flaggedpath and platform, brick
sill, a batten door with a leaded light
a top surround in wood carved

decoralively

A GROUP OF
THREE HOUSES
NEAR NEW YORK
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— :

Stucco over hollow tile, half-timber and stone have been combined in
the construction of this house at Elmsford, New York, the home oj
Herman Younker. The stone foundation creepsup the wall and masses
solidly in the chimney stack. Stone is also used for the terrace. On
the sideshown here,which is the rear, can be noted the end of the dining
room and the large chamberabove it with open windows. The rangeoj
casementsdownstairsis in the living room. Buchman & Kakn, architects

p - - <a

Inside the woodwork is while, the hall beingtypi
cal of the finish. A mahoganyhand rail is used
above white balusters. A lantern is suspended
from the secondstory ceiling into the stair well.

All radiators are concealed

An irregular arrangementof rooms adds to the
interestand livablenessof the house. One side of
the living room is opened by casementsabove a
window seat. The fireplaceis in the corner. Til
ing is carried throughout the service Quarters.
Upstairs are three chambers,dressing room, two
baths, plenty of closets,and the servants' rooms

in a separatewing



The residenceof Clareme McDaniel at Hartsdale, N. Y., shows some
interesting features—the long roof lines are relieved by a slight sway,
chimney pots give relief to the skyline, stone crops out naturally in the
stuccowalls,the window sills are red brick and on the entranceand porch
doors the trim is heavy, hand-adzed timber. Julius Gregory, architect

Although the baseof the walls is hollow tile, stone
has been introduced naturally and creepsout in
the foundations and chimney stack. The heavy
timbering of the entrancegives it a strong accent
which is relieved by the small paned doors and

lights

The shape of the lot, which was like a segment
of a pie, necessitatedthe angular shape of the
plans. This has given ample exposureto all the
rooms, affording a living room lighted on three
sides. The garageis on the lower level, the top

serving for a paved terrace
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THE AXIS I N GARDEN DESIGN
Simple Principles and Rules Upon Which the Landscape Arrangement Should Be

Based, and an Example of How They Are Applied

NO garden can be truly successful if itwilfully violates certain simple rules of
design which should be carefully con

sidered before a spade is turned. Its beds and
borders may proceed from month to month
with the most delightful effects of color and

mass; its walls and steps and architectural

ornament may be executed with skill and ex
quisite taste, yet it will remain a meaningless
array of misplaced beauty if it lacks the es
sential relation it should bear to its surround

ings, and if its various parts want a proper
coordination to bring them into focus and to

give them their inherent value. It will be
rather like a marionette without strings.
Stripping off all artistic vagueness and get

ting right down to the bones of garden design,
we find that in this case the strings are nothing
more than the center-lines or axes; and that
a proper arrangement of these, one to bring
into a convincing and logical relation to the

garden the surrounding natural and archi
tectural features, is the skeleton of the scheme.

Upon this structure of strings that ties the

garden to the house and to the dominant nat

ural growths of the site, the actual plan is

made. These imaginary lines—these center-
lines and axes—then become on the plan some
thing more substantial when they define the

direction and location of paths, vistas, boun
daries and borders. It is here that they begin
to work and their usefulness becomes apparent.

The First Plan

A graphic illustration of the evolution of a
garden scheme is given in the accompanying
series of plans. These show the development
of the axial lines and, by means of them, the

subsequent development of the garden on a

place of moderate size where the character of

RICHARD H. PRATT

the ground is consistently level and unbroken

throughout. Plan 1 represents the house and
site before any center-lines are drawn and a

final arrangement seems correspondingly ob

scure. The letters on the plans mark the sev

eral features of the property that must be taken

into consideration in order appropriately to

locate and design the garden. Thus "A" is
the house of which the extremity of the south

wing is a loggia or built-in porch opening upon
a cluster of closely grouped trees. "B" indi
cates the most suitable spot for the flower

garden, "C" the open lawn space, "E" the
vegetable garden, "F" the tennis court and
"G" the garage. The disposition of these vari
ous elements of the plan is arrived at by a

study of the adaptability of the ground for

each. Thus, it is desired to reach the garden

through the loggia, but as there is a greater
wish to keep the space on the east front of

the house in open lawn, and as the space just
off the loggia to the south is far too shady, it

seems best to place it at "B" as shown. Then,
at "D" the vegetable garden will connect with
the service portion of the house and, at the

same time, balance the flower garden on the

opposite side. This leaves a place east of the
gardens and the lawn for a tennis court and

completes the sketching in of all the spaces
that lie in some relation to the garden.
As yet there has been no definite tying in of
these various elements. The gardens, lawn

and tennis court have been apportioned to their

proper places, but there has been no attempt
made to shape them up or to connect them to

the house or to each other. To do this it is
first necessary to draw in the axis lines of the

house group as in Plan 2. This house plan,
being simple and symmetrical, its axes will
bisect the plan in either direction; the main

axis, 1, cutting the principal faces of the build

ing and the secondary axis, 2, cutting the less

important faces at the ends. These center lines

must form a right angle with whatever face

of the house they happen to cut. Axes are

drawn through the garage and kitchen yard

to help in the development of the service por
tion of the grounds.

Axes and Details

The approximate location of the flower gar
den having been already determined, it is

now necessary to devise a system of axes upon
which it may be developed more precisely, and

by which it may be convincingly connected

with either one of the house axes. As there is
in this instance no unusual characteristic in
the topography of the site or an existing
minor bit of architecture from which to

get a start we must use the trees. Of
all those on the property only the ones
designated by letter are of sufficient individual
excellence to warrant their inclusion in the
scheme as units in the design. A high arching
elm is marked "H", two well developed cedars
"J" and "K", and a nicely proportioned white
oak "L". As the elm, "F", might serve as the
keynote of the garden and as it is just about

halfway between the property line and the edge
of the space allotted to the lawn, a line, 3 on
Plan 3, is made to bisect it and, furthermore,
to intersect the secondary axis of the house
with a right angle.
We now have the main center-line of the

garden and have it connected with a center
line of the house, but we want something more
than a backbone and we want to tie in also,
if possible, the two cedars and the white oak.
The cedar, "G", and the white oak are readily
worked into the scheme by connecting them

(Continued on page 60)
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GROUPS IN THE
LARGE HALL

Balance lends digni
ty and an air oj dig
nity is what the
large hall requires.
The balancehere is
effectedby I lie tivo
chairs and the two
silver sconces on
either side of a
Gothic armoire. A
Delia Robbia panel
hangs above

Instead of the console,
one can use a refec
tory table where the
hall is wide. In this
case the background
is Gothic and the an
tique table in har
mony with it. The
same principle could
be carried out with a

table ■
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DECORATING YOUR OWN FURNITURE
With the Aid of Stencils Even the Amateur Can Make Furniture

Old or New Blossom With Color

_ _ , T? VERY time you see a
IfirfiSE -L ' piece of beautifully deco-
a rated furniture in the

v'^vCl snoPs (ir elsewhere, you are apt
J^MW 1 to think with longing of somej old furniture of your own at

home that would fully equal it

if you only had this art of
camouflaging at your finger

tips and could reel off birds

and flowers and unbelievably

straight lines with the best of

them.

There's that corner cupboard

of your grand aunt's, of an un

assuming cherry and badly

beautifully high priced this

would look painted in old blue with an interior

of lemon yellow and decorated on its drawers

and cupboard doors with nosegays of light yel

low, green and gray! Those quaint cottage

chairs, so shabby that you have hid them in

the attic years on end, how gloriously satisfy

ing they would be done in Chinese red, dull
gold accenting their turnings, and new soft-

yellow rush-bottomed seats! And your bird's-

eye maple wedding present would more than

make up for its decade of blatant butter color

by assuming a new dress of a putty tone, with

lines of old rose along the edges, and colorful

decorations where each should Ix;, at head and

footboard of the bed, on dresser drawers, on

the backs of chairs!

But why tempt you with these fond ideas?

You have never painted ? Designing is be
yond you? You know nothing of art, you
say?

worn in spots :

ETHEL DAVIS SEAL

There are two fields for exercising your en

deavor. New furniture you have ingeniously

bought for just this purpose, and your old,

shabby things at home. New furniture in

tended for painting is either procured un

stained, if you are lucky enough to find it in
this condition, or in the form of inexpensive
pieces of excellent lines, in spite of some cheap
and unattractive finish such as shiny oak:
these you buy up for a song when you find
them, promising a speedy new coat which will
fit them for the highest society.
And as it is never wise to put the cart before
the horse, while I know that you are on tiptoe
with impatience to be told how to achieve flow
ers and posies, it is really best for you to know

first how to get the proper

painted background for your
effective decorations. If your
furniture to be painted and

decorated is in its natural

state and has never before

been guilty of even a finish,
it should first be coated with
shellac. This not only fills
the open grain of the wood,
and causes even the first coat
of paint to go on better, but it
seals any imperfection or any
resinous knot that would
thereafter give endless trouble
by oozing inconveniently
when brought in contact with heat, thus spoil
ing the painted surface. So much for abso
lutely unfinished furniture.
If the furniture is old and shabby, and the
former finish broken, cracked or worn, it should
be removed by means of a paint and varnish
remover or thorough sandpapering. After all
the old finish has vanished and the surface is
clean and dry, the coating of shellac should
be applied as for originally unfinished furni
ture.

If the furniture is new and varnished the
finish may be disregarded, except for slight
sandpapering, and the preliminary coat of
paint laid on. Otherwise, if desired, the var
nished finish may be removed, in which case
one has at once unfinished furniture requiring
a coat of shellac as already described.

The First Coats

Experience Not Needed

But I have tempted you with a purpose,
for it is not necessary to be experienced
in any one of these. With faith in your
powers, some colorful paint, the proper

implements, some stencils cut and ready,
these directions that will follow, and the
experience that comes of practice, your
decorated furniture that is to be will rival
all those things you have been gazing at
so long through eyes of envy.

i" Jfifcst

The first two coats of paint required
for furniture may have their chief foun-
of white lead with turpentine and dryer,
but with no oil. This may be freely
mixed with the color pigment to be used
for the final coats if desired, though this
is not necessary. After every coat of
paint is finished it should be allowed to
dry thoroughly, then before laying on the
next one it should be well sandpapered:
every surface should l)e smooth and free
from lumps, drops, or other irregularities;
also it should be sufficiently roughened
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to hold tightly the new coat. After two
coats of paint have been applied, the furni
ture to be decorated is ready for the enamel
finish. This should be eggshell enamel, and
may consist of one or two coats, depending
on the desired perfection of the finished
work, and the appearance of the first coat
when dry. After the final coat of enamel is
dry, if its color is light it should be care
fully rubbed with powdered pumice and
water, but if the color is dark, the powdered
pumice should be moistened with oil instead.
The furniture is then prepared to receive
what flower-like ministrations you feel
qualified to apply.
Before the subject of preparing designs
and stencils is gone into, and while still on
that of the paint medium, the thought of the
actual decorating will be enhanced fourfold
if you know you may be allowed to use
real artist colors squeezed out of tubes upon
a palette. Such is the delightful case; and
with them you should mix a drying oil; and
for brushes you should select oxhair or
sable, unless the surface to be decorated is
of an extremely high polish, when the
brushes should be camel's hair.

The Cut Stencil

For one who has had little experience
with the brush or no skill in drawing, the
cut stencil provides a means to the end of

decorating furniture which is not to be
scorned; especially so since stencils are used

by many professionals able to paint in any
other way, but preferred when a certain
effect is desired. The design to be used
should be traced with care on a piece of

heavy manila or stencil paper, laid on a

In its simplerapplicationspaint is usedin the following way decorations. It may be possibleto make a stencil or copy
on furniture—to givean all-over tone,to breaksurfaceswith the designfrom the curtain fabric. This is applied to the
a contrastingstripeand to accentcertainpoints with colorful furnitureeitherin a flat toneor in color. Courtesyof Danersk

88

8

piece of smooth glass and the design cut out

with a sharp knife. The edges should be

clean and unroughened; the ties holding the

design together should be as narrow as is

practicable and of a uniform width.

Applying the Paint

After the stencil is cut and the colors
mixed, the stencil is held on the piece of

furniture at the desired point and the paint
is applied through the holes. Great care
should be exercised in lifting the stencil so
that the design is not smeared. An apti
tude with the paint brush is now found
useful, as some people treat the stencil mere

ly as a guide and touch up the design by
hand after the stencil is removed.
If you took first prize in drawing at
school another possibility is yours to com
mand. You can copy freehand any design
you happen to fancy, in which case you are
not dependent on stencils, but may reduce
or enlarge designs at will to fit your furni
ture. After you draw out your prospective
design on manila paper, accurately follow
its lines with the well-marked prick of a

pin or needle, so that it is now a perforated
pattern. Fill a small coarse cotton or linen
bag with powdered chalk or charcoal, de

pending upon the light or dark color of the
furniture to be decorated. Hold your perfo
rated pattern in place on the furniture and
rub over it your pounce bag, as the filled

bag is called. Lift up your pattern and
you will find the design transferred be
neath. You may then proceed to paint the
design on your furniture.
A striping brush can be procured for

(Continued on page 70)
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The herbaceous border is a
perpetual delight, when it is
planted with a definite color
successionin mind. It is best
placed in front of tall shrub
bery or trees that will give
the flowers a background.
Such is this border on the
estateof J. K. Secor at To

ledo, O.

Many elementscontribute to
the charm of this pool in the
garden of J. J. Gilbert at
Little Falls, N. Y .—the brick
wall and fountain, the oblong
pool, the brick pavement set
in wide grass bond, the over
arching trees. The architec
ture and greengrowing things
are nicely blended

THREE TYPES

of GARDENS

WILLIAM PITKIN, Jr.
LandscapeArchitect
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An orchard can be
made to grow both
fruit and flowers.
On the Secor estate,
the old trees were
supplanted by new
dwarf varieties.
Then down the
length of the
orchard were run
three wide borders
with open grass
paths between

For the foundations
oj a formal house
evergreensmakethe
best type of plant
ing. They give
pleasantcolor all
the year r o un d.
Here they are used
on the residenceof
J. B. Crouse at
Cleveland, O.
Meade & Hamilton,
architects
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POLISHING YOUR WATER SUPPLY
A Summing Up of the Filter Situation, with an Analysis of What

a Filter Must Be Like to Fulfil Its Duty

" T FOUND a fish in my bath-tub today,"
A said I to a friend.

"Wasn't that the best place in the
house to find one?" was the reply.
"Yes," I said, "but I can't say I enjoy
bathing in an aquarium, and my civic pride
is hurt because I have been so proud of my
city water quality and all of the sister munici

palities which filter or chlorinate or both."
In this anecdote is the crux of the filter
situation.

In times gone by a filter was sold to save
life from polluted waters, from streams, wells,

surface sources, sewage-burdened rivers, etc.
It was a dire necessity and became by its effi
ciency or lack of it a godsend or a menace. If
it were a good filter it needed care and atten
tion in the greatest degree to make it a boon;
if it were a bad filter it continued despite care
to be a curse far more dangerous than the

unfiltered product because it became a collector
and a breeding place for bacteria and doled

out water as pure to the most modest of

drinkers.
But as with every department of living in
this realm, too, things have moved on. In this
case gloriously. For since the municipalities
have taken our lives in their hands the dangers
from bad filters are slight and the need of

good ones necessary but not a life-and-death
matter. In short, the excitement about filters
in the home is dead but their use goes march

ing on.

However, as this story will be read by in
habitants of unfiltered municipalities and
towns, whatever danger and comfort can accrue
from non-filtration or filtration of water will
be evident after a glance at this attempt to
bring it to your mind. Just as this goes to
press we see in the paper that a western town
of Salem has seven hundred and eighty cases
of typhoid in a population of ten thousand.
Here is food for thought!
Hundreds of towns (one firm alone has in
stalled about 163 plants) in the United States
have municipal filtration plants. Some even
oxygenate the water by fountaining it estheti
c-ally skyward and allowing it to entice to itself
oxygen (from the free air), by which it gets
life and polish and becomes refreshing.

SOME
towns chlorinate the water supply.

When water is chlorinated, minute quan
tities of chlorine are added which abso

lutely destroy the germs in the water, but do not
alter its chemical or physical characteristics in
the least. The difference between a water that
has been chlorinated and one that has not been
so treated is that in the first case the germs
are destroyed, but in the second case they re
main in the water to cause possible disease.
This process is rarely used in the home as
the control is too difficult. But in the case
of the elaborate residence with large incum

bencies in the way of model farms, dairy,

ETHEL R. PEYSER

stables, machine shops, etc., it is used. Also
the smallest plants are used in the case of
large swimming pools in and out of fine resi

dences, where, of course, the water has been

found to be bacterially degenerate and where

the work of purification is not done by a

benign municipality.

TO get to the roots of the matter we wantwater (we don't care what the high-
browed engineer does to give it to us) to

be:

1. Colorless.

2. Tasteless.

3. Odorless.

4. Free from suspended matter.

5. With enough oxygen gas to make it
refreshing and give it life.

6. Without germs or food for germs.

What we want to keep out:

1. Suspended impurities: vegetable, ani

mal (such as the fish), mineral, micro

scopical algae (what one sees on stag

nant waters), infusoria, etc.

2. Dissolved impurities.

3. Disease germs: typhoid, cholera, etc.

What we must demand in a filter:

1. All the above.
2. Durability.
3. Simplicity of management.
4. Nearest approach possible to self

cleaning. (The uncertain human ele
ment makes many a good filter fall
down. )

These four things are essential to the lon

gevity of the filter and to you, if you inhabit
filterless vales.

To clarify after its long pipe journey
(probably through rusty pipes, etc.) ; to insure

plumbing (in case of the installed filter in the

cellar) against clogging, incrustations and gen

eral wear, accumulations of material bound to

enter the water on its trip through the pipes to

the house—due to broken water mains, fires
in the city—accidents of any kind; to give the
laundry a clean appearance, for the best

laundry work availeth little if the water is
murky or turbid; to polish water, or render

it free from flavor and turbidity.

When typhoid had its happy hunting ground

in plumbing it was thought quite in keeping

to have typhoid cases in abundance. In Pitts
burgh and other such afflicted towns it is now

felt to be a heinous sin, since filtration has be

come a part of the service that towns render to

their inhabitants. In fact, all boards of health
today feel it to be felony and disgrace to find

a case of such a disease in the community.

So, to public-spirited citizens in unfiltered

regions, your task is cut out for you. You
can get rid of muddy, dirty water by municipal

filtration plants or home filters and care.

For those who live in filtered towns the use
of filters is manifest, too.

THERE
are various kinds of filters in use,

but only two kinds are of interest for use
in the home.

1. The type affixed to spigot (or water
cooler).
2. The installed filter placed in cellar or
other part of the home to filter the whole
water supply.
These are divided into many technical cate
gories, but what we are interested in are the
following questions: Do we need a filter?
What shall we have to know to buy a filter
intelligently ?

Rapidly stated, it is safest to buy a filter
from a manufacturer who says "my filter is
not absolutely perfect but it is the nearest
thing to perfection we can get. We know our
filter can render water from 90 to 100% free
from bacteria, as we have had bacteriological
tests made by competent chemists."
When you want to order a filter, put down
on paper the answers to the following ques
tions, and send them to the manufacturers who
will then give you data and prices. Choose
the best manufacturer and then invest:

1. Are the fixtures all on direct water supply
or are they supplied from an open storage tank
or combination of the two?

2. What are the source, nature and peculiari
ties of the water to be filtered ? Has it odor,
taste, vegetable discoloration, clay or iron
stain ?

3. What sort of water supply system do you
use and what of the water pressure? What is
the size of the supply pipe? (Ask your
plumber.)

4. How many gallons of water are required
to be filtered per minute, per hour or per 8, 10,
12, or 24 hours? (Ask your plumber.)
5. How many bathrooms and other water
fixtures are in the home?

6. Is there a municipal plant in your town ?
What kind?

SINCE
1885 thousands of filters have

been patented. Years ago the smallest
and most unreliable makers would put a

filter on the market and promise immunity from
death and let it go at that, because folks are
anxious to be saved. Today not many more than
six filters are really sold with a guarantee by
reliable firms backing them. Why? Because
most of these filters were cheap and flimsy,
did nothing but strain water and strain their
point as well. These small manufacturers
would spring into being one day and sink
into oblivion the next. The filters, if they did
filter (not strain, only), would become breed
ing nests for bacteria. Physicians feared and
forbade them.

The filters on the market today are in vary
ing degrees reliable, depending greatly on their
functions, on the amount of care and wear,

{Continued on page 56)
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A porch dating from
the latter half of the
l~th Century, is found
on a house in Glouces
tershire. It- is typically
Cotswold in design—
spindles and door
■wroughtin native lime
stone and a box sun
dial above, c type com
mon in the Cotswolds

DOORWAYS
to

COTSWOLD

HOUSES

These triangular
hoods with
wooden fronts
and stone - tiled
tops combine the
utmost simplici
ty with not a
little

The proportions
of the hood and
the vigorous
corbel blocks are
interestingdetails
of this \1lh Cen
tury Cotswold
door
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Long roof lines and wide
overhangingeavesgive this
garage a nice relation to
its site. Touches of half-
timber are witness to the
English source of the de
sign. Two wings form a
commodious court. It is
on the estate of Herman
Younkeral Elmsford, N . Y.

On the bottom floor there
is spacefor three cars, the
lessaristocraticFord being
segregatedin a wing by
itself. Behind this wing
are closets and a work
room. On the other side
is thegardener'stool house,
boiler, coal and storage

Upstairs there is accom
modation for two families
—the chauffeur'sand gar
dener's—each with its two
chambers,living room and
kitchen and each distinct
from the other and each
with a separate entrance.
Exposure and ventilation
are amply provided for

A GARAGE and

SERVICE HOUSE

BUCHMAN & KAHN

Architects
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MIRRORS FOR

MANY PLACES

Theymaybe purchasedthrough
the House & Garden Shopping
Service, 19 West 44th Street,

New York City

A mirror jor a child'sroom
comesin gilt with the fig
ures in the frieze in poly
chromeand the whole an
tiqued. 18"x31". $37JO

(Below) An unusually lovely
mirror finished in antiquegilt
with either a blue glass or
plain border. It is 30" x 42"
outside. S112J0

A modern reproductionoj
an old English mirror
comesin mahogany. It has
excellentlines, is 23" x 36"
over all and is $38

(Below) The decorations of
this delicateAdam mirror are
in dull gilt and the frame is
finished in Adam green. 22"
x 34" glass. $112.50

A mirror that is distinc
tive throughthebeauti
ful simplicity of its de
sign comes in antique
gold. 32" x 40" out
side. $142.50

A Queen Anne mirror with the
woodenframeand compositiondeco
ration finished in dull gold. It is
20" x 34" and may be had jor $45

This mirror is mahoganywith a fine
line of inlay. The decorationsand
beadingaround the frameare of gilt.
33" long and 17" wide. $41
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February THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Second Month

Gruss an Teplitz is
still one of the best
hybrid tea roses.
Rich scarlet

A good tree clipper
is the easiest tool
for pruning high
branches

By the end of the
month branches of
floweringshrubscan
be forced

SUNDAY MONDAY

Likethetintsonacrescent
seabeach
Whenthemoi.nis new
andthin.

Intoourheartshighyiarn-
ingt
Comewellingandsurging,n—
Come.J r ont the mystic
ocean.
Whittlerim m foothas
b«rf—

Someof uscall it longing.
Andotherscall it (!od.—W.H. Cartuth.

6. Have
yon orderedyoursupplyof
seeds? They
shouldbe on
handnow.An
old breadtin
makesa i: I
mouse- proofstorage for
them. Don't
let the seeds
set damp— ucool,dryplaee
Is the Ideal
storage.

13. It Is
mucheasierto
overhaulyour
lawn mower
now in the
garagethanIt
will be next
summeronthe
lawn.At least
thegearboxes
must be
cleaned out
and repacked
with vaseline,
andtheother
bearingsoiled.

20.If you
cannotaffordagreenhouse
thereare nu
merousstyles
of plant pro
tectorsthatare
helpfulto gardening.They
shouldbe or
derednow,as
their greatest
valueis In theearly season.
Classonesare
excellent.

27.Sprays
ofall theearlyflowering
spring ahrubs
canbecutand
placedinwater
in the house
where the
flowers will
quickly develop. Pussy
willow,golden
bell, Japan
quince, etc.,
can be forced
thisway.

7. Haveyouprunod your
fruit trees?Theywill pro
duceif left in
a naturalstate,but notnearlysowell.
Good fruit isproduced
onlywhereIntelligentprun
ing is practised,so your
labor will be
wellrepaid.

M. if you
like golf, you
shouldhavea
practicegreen
constructedonyour grounds
— some
screenedcor
nerwhereyou
can practise
whenyouwant
to.Sowit with
fescue and
creepingbentgrossIn equal
quantities.

21. Haveyouevergiven
a thoughtto
thecomfortsof
our greatestgardenfriends
the birds?Why not get
a few houses
wherethebirds
can nest? A
bath for the
birdswiltgive
even morepleasuretoyou
thanto them.

28. All dor
manttreesand
shrubsthataresubjectto the
attacksof San
Jose scale
should besprayedwith
oneofthesolu
bleoils. Tret*
that are alreadyInfested
musthaveat
least twothoroug h
sprayings.

TUESDAY

1. No one
can garden
wellwiLhdull
orpoorquality
tools.Thisisthe
timetodoanyrepairingthat
maybenecessary.Alledged
toolsmustbesharpened {
keroseneandgrease will
cheektherust
onallthemetalparts.

S. Haveyouprogressedany
further than
your mind
withthatrose
garden you
havebeencon-slderlng all
these years?
Kuchyearthatyou postpone
establishingIt
means that
youarelosingjustthatmuch
pleasure.

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

2. Betterget out the
sashesfor the
hotbed and
cold-frame.and
seethat they
are in good
condition.
Brokenglassmayneedre
placing, and
the wood
should bepaintedtopro
tect it from
theweather.

15. Start
sowingsnowIn
thegreenhouse
of the hardyvegetables
such as cab
bage, caull-llowcr,lettuce,
'celery, toma
toes,etc. Use
flats or seed
pansforgreat
erconvenience,
and provideplenty of
drainage.

22.Stock
plants of all
kindsof bedding subjects
shouldnowbe
startedIntoac
tivegrowthso
that'thenecessary quantity
ofcuttingswill
be ready fortaking when
the proper
timefor them
comesin thespring.

9. Peabrush, beanpolesand to
mato stakes
arenecessities
ofaproductive
garden.A few
hours spent
withanaxein
thewoodswill
furnish you
with these
neededacces
sories.Gather
them beforetheyleafout.

16. Startto
prepareyour
hotbed now.
At least 12
Inchesof good
hot manure
will be necessaryfor mak
ingit. Tramp
this Arm and
coverit with
about4 Inches
ofgoodgarden
soli that has
been well
screened.

23. Sweetpeasmay be
startednowin
thehotbedor
greenhouse.
Paperpotsare
excellentfor
them. After
theseedshavegerminatedtheplantsmustbekept rather
cooltoprevent
their getting
softandweak
stemmed.

3. Plant
stakes arenecessaryevils;
we all wish
thattheplants
wouldnut requiresupport
ing, but theydo, and we
must accom
modatethem.
Order stakes
now. If you
can'tdo this,
cutsomeinthe
woods.

FRIDAY

10. Decid
uoustreesand
shrubsalsore
quire pruning
to keepthem
ingoodhealth.Early flowering subjects
such as the
lilacor spireas
are bestpruned aftertheyhavefin
ishedfloweringalong in the
spring.

17. Now
thatthewaris
over let us
thinkagainofgreenhouse
construction.
Greenhousescertainlyraise
thestandardofany grounds,
whetherthey
befor fruitor
flowers.Earlyplanning
means fewer
errors.

24. Before
workisstarted
outside you
should make
anInventoryofyour tools.Any newonesnecessarymust
be ordered
now.Tooldesignskeepon
being Im
provedaswell
as otherthings,solook
themover.

4. All plants
thathavebeen
In the samepots for any
considerabletime,suchaspalmsandoth
er decorative
things,should
berepottedbe-
fore their
active growing season
starts. TopdressingIs the
alternative.

11. Haveyour trees
looked overcarefullytode
terminetheir
truecondition.
It takesa life
time to growgoodtreesbuttheyare subjectto Injuries
ofmanykinds.
A little tree
surgeryat therighttimewill
savethem.

18. Haveyou studied
themeritsofa
fruit border?
No place is
completewith
outone.Raspberries, currants, goose
berries,blackberries,grapes
—all i nesc
makeexcellent
border plants
for the gar
den.

25. Garden
arborsas they
arenowmade
are very at
tractive andnecessaryac
cessoriesofthegarden.If you
wishto enjoy
themthissum-
iner they
shouldbe or
derednow,as
well as the
rosesor other
vinesforthem.

SATURDAY

5. Summer
floweringbulbs
suchascannus,gladioli,dahlias, caladlum,
etc.,shouldbe
looked overcarefully.Ex
cessiveheator
moisturewill
startthemintogrowth:damp
nesswithalowtemperature
Isapttocausedecay.

12. B a y
treos,hydran
geas, oranges
and otherplantsof this
typethat arc
usedfor deco
rationoutside
In thesummer
should be
lookedoverto
seeif thetubs
will standupthrough an
otherseason's
use.

19. Nogar
den is com
plete without
somewellse-
lected and
properly ar
rangedgarden-
furniture, in
formalgarden
ing potteryis
verynecessary
to the com
pletenessofthe
scheme.Make
your selection
andordernow.

26. Flower
ing plantsof
all kindsthat
arewantedfor
Kastermustbe
startedintoac
tive growth.
By postponing
this and thentryingto rush
themalongthe
plantsare Invariablygrown
toowarmand
in manycases
ruined.

This calendar of the gardener's labors is aimed as a re
minder for undertaking all his tasks in season. It is fitted
to the latitude of the Middle States, but its service should
be available for the whole country if it be remembered
that for every one hundred miles north or south there is a
difference of from five to seven days later or earlier in
performing garden operations. The dates given are, of

course, for an average season.

r\ 'YE knoiv, thar'ssomethin' kinder sneakyaboutcold weather. Not the blusterin', howlin' kind
thatcomesa-ridin' downouto' thenor'weston a fifty-milegale,but thereal bitter,silentsortwe

git this time o*year, 'speciallyat night. Ain't likely to be no wind at all when the mercuryslips
downto fifteencr twentybelow—jus' a still, sparklynightwith a millionstarsbrightas di'mondsan'
theshadderso' the treeslyin blue-whiteon the crust—ye don't realizehow almightycold it is, it
stealsin thateasyan' onsuspectcd.Comin'backfrom the barnafter beddin'downthehosscsfcr the
nightthe snozvsqueaksdry an' fine underfoot,an yer nosestiffensup insidewith cv'ry breath. Ye
stopto drawa pail o*waterat thewell, takin' careyer barehanddon't touchtheiron handleo' the
windlassan' freezefas'. How quietcv'rythin'is—p'intcdsprucesag'in thesky, light from thekitchen
winderstreamin'yelleracrossthesnoze. Then, 'way backyonderin thewoods,a treesplitswith the
frost, a poppin crackin thedistance.Purty soon'nothcrone,louderan' nearer. 'Thout no noisecr
fuss, sayin'nothin'to nobodyaforehe getsa-holt,thecoldis tighteninghis grip. ^—Old Doc Lemmon,

Tulips grown in
fibre insteadof earth
can be flowered in

doors

Sweetpeascan soon
be started in pots
indoors for early
setting out

The soil for early
seedplanting should
be made light and

fine

Whenwateringseedlingscaremustbe taken
not to wash the soil from their roots. A

fine spray is needed

The polyanthus narcissi, of which the
paper-whiteis bestknown, flower six weeks
after planting in pebblesand water

If the greenhousewalks are of concreteit
is a goodplan to hosethemsoas to increase

themoisturein the air
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Wagner Flowers G/z^agner Service
-will change your yard into a
Garden by Magic- ^^^>

WAGNER
Hardy Flowers, Roses, Bulbs, Vines, Shrubs, Ever

greens, and Ornamental Trees, if put into the ground this spring
will make your lawn a joy to you and to every passer-by.

( )ur plants are vigorous and full blooming. They will bring to your
garden exquisite colors and delightful perfumes.

To make your grounds a harmonious whole, we offer you a Land- _
scape Garden Service. Whether you have a modest suburban lot or
an extensive estate, our experts will help you develop all its possibilities
for beauty. They will make your grounds a riot of bloom from spring
time until frost, and a svmphony of greens and white when the snow
falls.

The broad principle of Wagner Landscape Garden Service is to
create a garden of originality and loveliness that will be permanent.

The delightful garden you have been dreaming of, may cost you far
less than you expect.

If you are a flower lover, of course you will want our new catalog.
It also gives information regarding Wagner Landscape Service. It is
free. Please ask for No. 212.

WAGNER PARK NURSERIES, Box 12
Nurserymen, Florists, Landscape Gardeners

SIDNEY, OHIO
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New Fabrics for the

Spring and Summer Wardrobe

ONLY
when you choose your own dress-

fabrics are you sure of securing individu
ality of dress.

You will find that McCutcheon's latest importa
tions of French, Swiss, and English dress fabrics
—a niunber of which are exclusive with "The
Linen Store"—suggest a delightful variety of
smart new styles for spring and summer frocks.
Uniquely interesting patterns and new unusual
textures, make their particular appeal for the
costume of distinction.

ENGLISH PRINTS offer dots, scrolls, figures
and the quaintest of color designs in as many
as fifty various patterns that are delightfully
smart.

ENGLISH SATEEN— Plain shades as well as
figured color designs, make this soft, rich fabric
particularly suitable for street or afternoon wear.

TROPICAL PRINTS in Batiste weight are en
joying much popularity as a dainty and practical
fabric for the warmer days.

FRENCH SATEEN comes in small geometrical
and novelty printings and chic color-effects that
are distinctly of French origin.

IMPORTED ORGANDIES— Crisp Swiss and
French Organdies in a host of plain shades and
in the stamped and floral printings now so popu
lar in Paris.

GINGHAMS continue to be the smart fabric
for Spring wear. McCutcheon's Ginghams, in
checks, plaids, stripes, and plain colors, have
established a reputation for quality and beauty.

VOILES—This summery material, in many new
printed, woven and embroidered color-effects,
makes its special appeal for the dainty frock.

HANDKERCHIEF LINEN— A complete range
of the newest plain shades of "McCutcheon
Quality" Pure Linen.

DRESS LINENS —Linens always lend enviable
elegance to the simplest made frock. "Non-
Krush," French Linen, and Linen Crash, in
White, Cream, and all the prevailing Spring
shades, can be had at McCutcheon's.

Samples of any of the abovefabrics mailed on request.

Registered
Trade Mark

Established

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Sts., N. Y.

A Detail Worthy of Enrichment
{Continuedfrom page 27)

Special heads and gutters for roofs
with other than overhangingeavesmay
be classed in interest with those de
signedfor usearound curved or angular
bays, to which they impart an amazing
sense of structural fitness. Finally, if
the house warrants its use, a whole
network of interlacing piecesof decora
tive lead work may be employed to
make up a system in infinite beauty
and grace.
In so far as symbolism is concerned,
there is nothing in antiquity to show
that water forms were ever made use
of as decorations for rain-water sys
tems, unlesswe except the cockle-shell.
It is quite probable then that the great
est opportunity for our modern de
signers lies in the use of conventional
waves, fishes, shells, ship panels and
ship details.
For suburban homes and smaller
country houses simply designedheads,
with or without decorations, will be
found amply interesting, even when
used with the conventional round or
rectangular (but never corrugated)
piping.
When equippinga small house,if lead
is felt to be too expensivea medium,
very satisfactory results may be ren
dered in cast iron, always remembering
that cast iron has an individuality of
its own and should never be used to
imitate leadwork. There are a good
many examplesextant of Colonial and

post-Colonial cast iron heads, some of
them of excellentdesign, but they ac
cumulate within a deposit of rust that
must ultimately cause their disintegra
tion. Copper and zinc also can be made
use of and even wooden heads fitted
with metal containers are perfectly,
adaptable.
In studying photographs of newly
erectedhouseswe are often struck by
the way the ordinary down pipes pro
trude their ugliness upon the facade.
Little or no effort seems to be made
to enrich their stark utilitarianism.
They are boldly pipes—and nothing
more, and they contribute nothing to
the beauty of the house. Often they
detract from it. The simplest solution
is to make those necessaryand useful
adjuncts things of real beauty.
It is probable that more people are
today interestedin home building than
ever before, and they are certainly
spending more time in decision than
they wereeverwont to do before build
ing prices rose to the present rates.
The wise buyer must exercisethe great
est care, if he is to realizeon his invest
ment in years to come. It is, then,
practically certain that many details
such as the rain-water drainage system
will receivefar moreattentionthan they
have heretofore. This prediction is
especiallyapplicableto the many super
fine small houses which present-day
conditions have made desirable.

Curtains That One Remembers
(Continued from page 29)

cotton fringe makes charming curtains
and bedspreads. A shaped valance of
yellow and blue striped gingham,wick
er or painted furniture done in bright
yellow, cushions covered in the striped
materialand a two-toned tan rug would
make an attractive ensemble. Jade
greenpottery lamps with yellow parch
ment shades are the interesting color
contrast the room needs.
In a living room that gets plenty of
sun, the walls and woodwork are
painteda pale gray-greenand the furni
ture is done in a deepershade of this
same restful color. Here the hangings
are of orangeand gray striped gingham
with tie-backs of plain gray gingham.
The chair seatsare covered in a heavy
linen a deepershadeof gray-greenthan
the furniture and the cushionsare cov
eredwith the striped material. Chinese
red jars with gray silk shadeslined with
orange make the lamps and a black
and white rug completea striking and
interesting room.
Lavender is a charming color for a
summerbedroomand a welcomechange
from the stereotyped blue and pink
combinations we have grown used to.
Against a plain, pale lavenderwall, yel
low checkedgingham curtains make an
effectivespot of color. Paint the furni
ture lavender, decorate it with sprays
of yellow and blue flowers or simply a
fine line of yellow and cover the cush
ions with the gingham. Fill a powder
blue pottery vasewith daisiesand put a
yellow, black and lavender rag rug on
the floor and you will be surprisedand
contentwith the effectof the room.
A room that I remember well de
pended chiefly for its interest on the
blue-greenginghamhangingsat the win
dows. This was a peculiar, vivid shade
and was excellent in the room which
was rilled with sunlight most of the
time. Thesecurtains were finishedwith
buff colored tasselssewed at intervals
to the edges. The walls were buff col
ored and the slip covers of black and
buff striped linen with the cushionsand
rug of the samelovely blue-greencolor.

For a young girl's room, nothing
could be more attractive than pink and
white pin-check gingham hangingsover
ruffled dotted Swiss glass curtains and
against a white wall. Plain pink linen
should be used to make the bedspreads
and chair covers, with cushions of the
gingham. The furniture should be
painted ivory color and decoratedwith
baskets of old-fashioned nosegays; the
rug, pale gray. Forget-me-not blue
lamps with rose shades and a yellow
bowl filled with flowers would make an
effective room and one easy to live in.
In a little kitchen that had pale green
walls, a deeper shade of green was in
the checked gingham curtains. The
linoleumwas black and white, the cook
ing utensilsaluminum, all combining to
make a cool and attractive interior in
which to work.
Gingham has solved the problem for
many of the summerhangings. Interest
ing coloreffectscan be obtained through
its use at a comparatively small outlay
and its durability and laundering qual
ity make it a welcome addition to the
list of summerfabrics for the household.
For more striking effects, silk offers
the largest choice of colors. Here the
field is limitless, but caremust be taken
not to decreasethe apparent size of a
small room by the use of the wrong
colors. Dark, sombre tones in uphol
stery and hangingsshould be used only
in spacious rooms, while light, more
delicatecolors will increasethe apparent
size of a small interior.
In the room pictured on page 29 the
hangingsat the casementwindows are
a warm, reddish-orangesilk, making a
brilliant spot of color againstthe neutral
walls. Here the interest is centeredin
the color effectwhile in the other room
shown at the bottom of the page, de
sign added to color has been relied on
for interestin the curtains. These show
the possibility of two designs being
used together. In the over-curtains the
figure is bold and striking which in no
way interferes with the effect of the

(Continued on page 56)
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o/ oArtistic
Window draping
—first
I write for the Kirsch Rod and
Window Draping Book — it's
free. Pictures effective win
dows for every room, and gives
latest information on mate
rials, colors, etc.

— and then
I hang my curtains on

FLAT Curtain Rods
They fit every window. Single,
double or triple rods secure
any effect; extension style or
cut-to-length.

No sag—no rust—no tarnish

The FLAT shape gives sag-
less strength; holds headings
erect; makes smooth hems.
The graceful curved ends give
shade room and permit drap
ing clear to casing, shutting
out side-glare.
Kirsch Flat Rods are beautifully
finished in velvet brass or white.
Stay like new for years. Sold by
better dealers everywhere.

Write today for
your Free Book

—the new 1921 Kirsch Rod and
Window Draping Book. In writ
ing, won't you please mention it
if you have received previous
editions of our book?

Kirsch Manufacturing Company
24 Prospect Street, Sturgis, Mich., U. S. A.

Remember Tb Ask For
JtZiAcA Flat Curtain Rods
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Estateof S. D. Van Rensselaer,Ft. Washington,Pa.

How to Maintain Beautiful
Lawns at Minimum Expense.

FOR
a number of years Ideal Power Lawn Mowers have

beendemonstrating their efficiency in caring for large lawns.

Many of the largest and best kept grounds in the country are

cared for the Ideal way.

Because actual use by thousands of Ideal owners has shown

conclusively that this combination power mower and power

roller keeps beautiful lawns in better condition than was ever

possible with hand mowers or horse drawn mowers.

Not only doesthe Ideal permitbettercare,but alsoeffectsa genuine
economyin upkeep. For onemanwith an Ideal PowerMowercancut
from four to five acresof grassper day with little effortand at small
cost. Then the fact that the Ideal is also a powerroller practically
doublesits usefulness.
It providesexactlywhat is neededfor the early springrolling, and
keepsthesodin excellentconditiontheseasonthrough.

Ideal Power Mowersare usedin caringfor the grasson industrial
grounds,privateestates,public parks,cemeteries,golf courses,college
grounds,schoolgrounds,pologrounds,etc. Hereare just a few names
fromthethousandsof Idealusers:ArchibaldM. L. Dupont,Montchanin,
Dela.; Dr. C. S. HooverAllianceO.; DetroitGolf Club. Detroit,

Mich.;
Public Parks Dept., Hartford, Conn.; CypressI-awnCemetery,

Colma,
California.
With riding trailer the Ideal makesone of the most practicaland
economicalridingmowerspossibleto procure. Furnishedeitherwith or
withoutriding trailer.
Specialputtinggreencuttingunit canbe providedfor work on golf
courses.
Any of our dealerswill gladlydemonstratethe Ideal for you. Special
illustratedcataloguponrequest.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company
R. E. OLDS, Chairman

403 Kalamazoo St. Lansing, Mich.
Chicago.111..533S. DearbornSt,
NewYork.N. Y.. 270WestSt.Boston,Mass..52X. MarketSLPhiladelphia.Pa.,709ArchSt.

IxjsAngeles.Calif.,222N. LosAngeles
St
Portland.Ore..55X. FrontSt.
Toronto.Canada,17TemperanceSt.

SolomonB. GriffithEstate,Springfield,Mass.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER.

live hand mowers

Curtains That One Remembers
(Continued from page 54)

delicate pattern in the shimmeringun-
der-draperies.
In a bedroom that had an all-over
chintz paper, vivid blue taffeta hang
ings were used. This color brought out
the blue in the wall paper and was the
striking note the room needed. An
other room had striped blue and gold
silk curtains against a blue wall and
pale gold silk gauzeglasscurtains. The
furniture was upholsteredin blue velour
and the lamps were bright yellow jars
with parchmentshadesdecoratedin blue
and black. This was a room where the
blue walls were more than offset by
the golden glow createdby lamps, cur
tains and accessories.
The hall is usually neglected,espe
cially if it is small and dark. I re
cently saw a hall that had been com
pletely changed and made attractive
through the judicious use of paint and
hangings. It was very dark so the walls
were painted orangeand the woodwork
gray, striped in orange and green. At
the one small window orange gauze

glass curtains were used with a gray
and emerald green striped linen for
over-draperies. This same linen cov
ered the two gray chairs on either side
of a wrought iron console that had an
old gilt mirror above it. The lighting
fixtures were painted black. The small
hall had becomesmart.
Another hall had a mulberry and gray
color scheme. The woodwork and walls
were painted light gray and the hang
ings were a lovely shade of mulberry
silk. A fitted valance was made of a
mulberry, gray, green and black cre
tonne which also covered the chairs.
The rug was a deeper shade of mul
berry and the lighting fixtureswere dull
silver.
In all these rooms color was the
dominant factor. Its great value in
decorationlies in the fact that it makes
for individuality and this, provided it
is attractive and not merely freakish,
is what we must aim for if our
homes are to have distinction as well
as charm.

Polishing Your Water Supply
(Continued from page 48)

and how they are used. For example,
coarse gravel as a medium through
which to purify water might be good to
take out bits of sediment—big bits—
but it would not act op the bacteria.
In general,the materialsusedin niters
through which the water must pass
to be purified are: sand, quartz, char
coal, cloth, paper, etc. Another classof
filters passesthe water through a bougis
or candle made of unglazed porcelain
(Kaolin), natural stone,artificial stone,
asbestos,diatomaceousearth, etc. The
pores through which the water flows
catch the bacteria and sediment.
With this list before us we must ask
ourselves if we need only a strainer.
Is our water free from bacilli? Have
we a municipal chlorinating plant or
filter plant? If so, any good filter
will do to strain out suspendedmatter;
but if we are very anxious to have per
fect water we cannot go wrong by hav
ing a filter which will catch bacteria
which may haveaccidentalentry, in any
community whatever.
If we know we have dirty water and
no municipal plant we cannot be too
careful as to what we use in rendering
safe the water from well, stream or
any other source.
The most reliable faucet filter is the
diatomaceousearthencandletype which
is simply cleaned by brushing off its
soft surface and boiling occasionallyto
kill furtive bacteria. The great draw
back to this type of filter is that it is
not a reformer and cannot force the
user to keep it clean. Therefore it is
up to the user,and as its agenttold the
writer, "Filter use in a city like New
York is a matterof temperament.Some
peopleenjoy caring for a filter in order
to make a splendid water supply fool
proof, others dislike the care and do
not mind the slight risk in any city
water supply or the discoloration that
is often inherent."
Filters, whether installed or attached
to faucets,arc built to fit the occasion.
It is interestingto realize that nearly
every fine home in New York, especially
on Fifth Avenue, has a filter, despite
the city's excellentwater supply. Not
so much to save life, as it so often
does owing to frequent invasions of
germsinto evenexcellentwater, but for
the feelingof clean,unflavored,unfishy,
unwoody water and for the insurance
of long life of the plumbing system—
and to save deterioration in plumbing
is a thing devoutly to be wished.
Sand or quartz is the usual medium
for filtration in the home. Bone char is

often added to them to destroy taste,
for there is nothing as disagreeableas
water with a decided taste.
There are a few filters today which
when installed in the cellar consist of
one or two vertical tanks attached to
the water supply. In one tank is quartz
through which the water passesand in
the other is bone char to carry away
flavor.
In one case the filter has a simple
lever which when set at a certain spot
on the dial washes out the filter beds
and frees them from contamination.
As the impurities in the water are
removed by a filter they accumulatein
a massor cake on top of the filter bed.
If this cake or matted formation is not
broken up and thoroughly disintegrated,
it will roll up during the washingprocess
and not only clog but contaminate a
filter bed, utterly destroying its effi
ciency as a purifying medium, steadily
diminishing the water supply. Hence a
cutting plate is placed immediately
above the bed of quartz. As soon as
the operating lever is moved to the
point "Washing", the washing current
is introducedat the bottom of the filter,
the filter bed is lifted bodily upward
and forced through the cutter, which
literally tears the matted film of im
purities into fragments. At the same
time it thoroughly breaks up the bed,
separatesand perfectlyscourseachgrain
of filtering material, by the force of the
reverse current of water in a space
twice the size it occupies during the
filtering process.
The impurities having beenseparated
from the bed and broken up into mi
nuteparticlesare carriedout of the filter
through the waste pipe by the reverse
current of water. During this process
a screen at the top of the filter pre
vents the filtering material quartz from
escapingout of the filter.
In this way by the least effort—the
turn of a handle—once a week—the
filter becomesa boon and not a menace.
After the cleaning processis over, a
matter of from ten to twenty minutes,
the lever is turned to another point
"designatedin the bond" and the filter
goesback to normal. The agitatedsand
and char are calmed down and ready
to chastenthe next lot of water.
In some localities where the water
(though it may be chlorinatedand bac
teria-free) is dark and turbid and full
of the finest sediment, the usual sand
or quartz (even with the tiniest of
spacesbetweenthe grains) cannot pre-

(Continued on page58)
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WE RECOMMEND

little 2Tr«c jFarms

BABY TREES AND

LARGER TREES
FOR

4 FOUNDATION PLANTING-

4LAWN SHADE AND DEC

ORATION 4 ROADSIDE
PLANTINGS 4 HEDGES

4 BORDER PLANTING
AND BACKGROUNDSr-

4 SCREEN PLANTING —

4 WINDBREAKS AND SHEt

TER BELTS 4GENERAL
TREEPLANTING 4 EVER
GREENS EOR POTS,TUBS

AND WINDOW BOXES—

4 A LITTLE TREE GARDEN

Send for Book
of

Hittle Cree farms*
— beautifully Illustrated.
Containing new ideas of
landscape decoration and
Just what you want to
know about trees and
shrubs —their planting,
care, etc. Used in schools
as a reference work.
Listed in library of U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture.

little tEtree Jfatms

FOUNDATIONPLANTINGOF EVERGREENS
HARMONIZING HOUSE AND GROUNDS

BEDDED EVERGREENS DECORATE-
ALSO SOFTEN ARCHITECTURAL LINES

INTRODUCTORY LITTLE TREE OFFER
6 Choice Evergreens i8"ro24 high *5°2
Selection includesONE White Spruce, TWO Douglas Firs, TWO Arborvitae and ONE

Juniper.— the "just right" evergreensfor planting around the house. All are of regular

Citllr iErre Jfarma quality with the bestof topsand big, healthy roots.

Price includes packing and delivery to Express or Post Office, Framingham, Mass.

Average shipping weight 25 lbs. Remittanceshould accompanyorder.

If yours is a "LITTLE HOME" like one of those pictured above these six evergreens
will make a splendid beginning for its artistic and distinctive decoration. Or if you have

an extensivelandscapeproblem they will show you, better than words can express,what

quality of stock you can securefrom us at reasonableprice.

American Forestry Company little'tree farms /JHlN
Dept. K-2 15 BEACON STREET, BOSTON, MASS. V^^i

Gardens That You

Long To Possess
"hose real "homey" gardens, where

you ramble at will and at every turn

find something new—are the gardens
where perennials and an

nuals grow in happy com-

•^^^^^ panionship.

wKflm But to have-such a garden

°"^^^P you
needmore than a list of

common things. You wish a
broad field from which to se
lect the bulbs, seeds, and
plants, that are to make this
"homey" garden.

Good Hold Garden
Book for 1921
contains the longest list of
good Gladioli ever issued—
all the new Ruffled varie
ties, plain-petaled sorts,
and Primulinus Hybrids,
are given, and hundredsof
the older favorites.
Rare Perennials, from all
lands—Hardy Asters, Campanu
las new Violas, Peonies, Pop-
pics, Larkspurs—make my list
indispensableto everygarden.
Flower Seeds— annualsand
perennials—round out my com
plete service to garden-makers.
-A postal card mailed today
II bring promptly a copy of
is book.

Ralph E. Huntington
GoodHold Farms

Box 212 Mentor, Ohio

An Endless Story

THE,
longer you own a garden the more you will love

your perennials—and the newer you are at gardening,
the more .desirable it is for you to plant them I For

they give the biggest return for the least care, hardly ever
go back on you, grow tall and profusely and handsomely,
and offer an endless variety of form, color, fragrance, and
storied charm. It is easy enough to plan a perennial border
or garden that will give you never-failing bloom throughout
two-thirds of the year a brilliant procession from the early
Columbine of April, through the Irises, the Peonies, and the
Phlox to the Anemones and the Chrysanthemums of late
November the "swan-song" of the floral pageant.
Imagine the constant supply of cut flowers of the most
fascinating variety that such a perennial garden would give
you for indoor adornment—and for your friends! And the
fragrant story will repeat itself year after year with hardly
a thought or a care on your part! Write us today for our
price list of perennials and our planting suggestions.

Moons Nurseries
THE WM. H. MOON CO.

MORRISVILLE PENNSYLVANIA
which is I mile from 7renlon.N.J.
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Polishing Your Water Supply
(.Continuedfrom page56)

vent this hyper-fine sediment passing
through into the filter. In order to
catch this impure water with its fine
sedimentalum is often introduced into
the filter to coagulatethe fine sediment
(as you have seenthe white of an egg
coagulate coffee grounds) and permits
it in the "flock" to be caught as it
passes through the interstices of the
filter bed.
Here you can easilyseewhy you must
be careful to give the filtermanufacturer
a graphic description of your water
supply.
There arc some filters on the market
(this caution is for the unfiltered com
munity) which only strain. Those fitted
with paper, cloth, cotton, etc., are fine
in their places,but you must know their
places.
One filter, for example,is said to be
very speedy. However, in this case
(this filter is attached to the faucet)
you are admonished to let the water
run for about half a minute, because,
as the water ran through before, the
collection of germs must be given a
chance to flow out. In this filter the
water flows in at one end through bone
char and quartz and the next time it is
used the current is reversedand flows
back through the filter bed, self-wash

ing but carrying with it the bacteria
collectedon its last passage. Therefore,
if you forget to let the water run for
a time, you may get your stomach full
of more potent germs than if you used
the ordinary water with its occasional
bacteria.
Good filters in the last analysis spell
"safety first" wherever they may be.
For despite municipal intervention ac
cidents will happen, and even though
the trouble be correctedin a short time,
fifteen minutescan prove a real menace.
Filtering, unlike sterilizing, does not
take the life out of water or make it
readily absorb odors and flavors.
Remember, that some filters remove
bacteria and the finest sediment only
(the bougis type). Others removesedi
ment of all sizes and bacteria, too;
while still others kill flavor to boot.
Discuss the point with your plumber,
architect, doctor and manufacturer and
water department. As with clothes so
with filters: buy what suits the need
and buy carefully after securingall the
advice available.
One might say pompously that the
purchasingof a filter may be the pur
chaseof life itself, or—facetiously—that
the good filter takes the "imp" out of
impure water.

Magnolias to Bloom in the Spring
(Continued from page30)

spring, magnoliasshould be set in the
spring only. They are quick growers,
but require a good soil as well as
abundant light. The young plants are
not hardy, and it is well to provide a
winter covering for the roots, at least
for the first five years. Although the
wood can withstand considerablefro6t,
the flower buds are easily injured by
cold.
Magnolias do best where they are
protectedfrom the cold north and east
winds by windbreaks of pine. When
they are planted in a deep, loose soil
containing a little clay or loam, with
good drainageprovided, they should do
well indeed. In times of drought the
plants should not lack moisture,as they
require a large amount of water during

their period of growth. They should
not be treated with animal fertilizer.
Magnolias are propagated by seeds
sown as soon as possibleafter ripening.
The seedsare placed in boxes or pots
containing light, sandy soil. The con
tainers are then kept at a moderate
temperatureand the soil maintained in
a moist condition. The young plants
have to be hardened off before they
grow too old.
If the layeringinsteadof seedplanting
method of propagation is tried, several
yearsmust elapsebefore the layers have
struck good roots. Such layers are
girdled in the usualway before they are
placedin the ground. It is also possible
to graft magnolias,but this is seldom
accomplished.

The Past of Crown Derby
(Continued from page 23)

cester manufactory, was the leading
Derby decorator. His flower designsare
hardly to be surpassedand his landscape
decorationsare equally admirable. The
landscapeand figuremedallionson plain
colored grounds are much sought after
by collectors. Lilac, pale blue, deep
blue, green, pink and the rare canary
yellow are especially characteristic old
Crown Derby ground colors. The tea
and coffee sets with borders of rich,
transparent blue in combination with
gilt are one of the distinctive features
of Crown Derby. Fluted patternswere
also favorite cup-and-saucer forms in
the earlier porcelain. The sprig pat
tern was also one of the featuresof old
Crown Derby. Kean probably intro
ducedthe patternsafter the style of the
Japanese Imari ware and these contin
ued through Bloor's regime.
Before 1770 Derby pieceswere un
marked. In this year Duesbury adopt
ed a trademark in the form of a capital
letter D in script. In 1773this D was
surmountedby a crown and was printed
in blueand occasionallyin puceor gold.
From 177Sto 1784we find the D re
placed by an anchor, and in 1786,the

crown alone with the word Duesbury
above it and Derby below it. These
form the marks of the First Period,
1756-1786(Duesbury I).
The Second Period, 1786-1794(Dues
bury II), marks begin with the crown,
under which are printed crossedbatons
with six dots and the letter D below,
also factory numerals. In 1788, the
mark continued, varying in designand
printed in blue, puce or vermillion. In
1788,we find it in gold, in 1790, the
number prefixed with the abbreviation
number.
The Third Period, 1795-1809(Dues
bury II—Kean) combinesa K with the
D, and we find also, in this period, the
mark qf W. Duesbury (Duesbury III)
in 1803,having the mark of the Second
Period and the name and date, "W.
Duesbury, 1803,"added above it.
The Fourth Period, 1809-1811(Dues
bury III), marks have unjewelled
crowns with crown, baton, dots and D,
with crown, D alone, or with crown
and the word Derby.
The Fifth Period, 1811-1828(Bloor),
marks have the crown above and words

(Continued on page 60)



One ofmany distinguished antique
specimens and reproductions of
Italian, French and English models

on view at this time

Inquiries solicited through
your decorator or dealer

Tim Orsenigo Company, Inc.

112 West 42*? Street
AewYobkCity

Qenuine S@eed?7umiture
Exclusive Selections

for Homes of Refinement, Clubs and Yachts

Since we specialize in Reed Furniture of
Unusual Character you have theadvantages

of Distinctiveness and Exceptional Quality

CRETONNES. CHINTZES. UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

-m REED SHOP. Inc.
581 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25cpostage

The

EHRICH GALLERIES

Announce an Exhibition

of

Scottish and "Newport

LANDSCAPES
by

J. Stewart Barney
January 24 to January 29

inclusive

707 Fifth Avenue, New York
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Sparkling Soft Water
from Every Faucet

Clear, clean, drinkable water that is
actually softer than rain, can be had
from every faucet in your house.

No tanks or cisterns to build, no
pumps, no motors to buy—just a simple,
clean, compact apparatus that connects
anywhere in your piping system and
miraculously turns the hardest water
supply into delightfully soft water.
There are no chemicals added to the
water, no muss, no bother.

Permutit is a ma
terial that looks
something like sand
and possesses the re
markable property of
taking all the hard
ness out of any water
thatpasses through it.

It is stored in a
metal shell connected
into your water sup
ply line and about
once a week you
wash out the accu
mulated hardness
with a brine made up

from a small amount of ordinary salt. The salt
cost does not exceed a few cents a day and that
is absolutely all the running expense there is.

Permutit has been used for years to remove all hard
ness from the water supply in textile mills, dyeing
plants, canning factories, hospitals, residences and
places where exact, dependable results are imperative.
Thousands are now in daily use, and you too can have
wonderful, sparkling soft water in your home no mat
ter how hard your present supply.

Write us for booklet Soft Water in Every Home

TheOermutil Company
1440 Four&Ave. NewYork

The Past of Crown Derby
(Continued from page 58)

"Bloor" and "Derby" below, or a B
in the centerof a sun-like Detailedcir
cle. Bloor's finest pieces,such as ser
vices for Royalty, were sometimes
marked "Robert Bloor & Co., 34 Old
Bond Street."
The later marks have the words
"Bloor" and "Derby" (1830), Derby in
a scroll under crown (1830), scroll alone
with word Derby (1830), or more or
less elaborate crowns with D below.
The Locker mark bears Locker's name,
and under Stevensonand Hancock the
batons of Duesbury gave place to
crossedswords, six dots, the letters "S"
and "H" either side, D below and a
crown above.
Occasionallyoriental marks were em
ployed,as in Bloor's servicefor the Per
sian ambassador, decorated in 1819.
Early Crown Derby marks werepainted
on the porcelain. Later ones, from
Bloor's time, were printed on. Various
colors -vereusedfor the marks, but gold
was confinedalmost entirely to Chelsea-
Derby pieces. One occasionally comes
upon a fine piece of Crown Derby on
which the letter "N" or the letters"No"
in largescript are impressedin the piece.
This was done to indicate fine paste or
glaze. The Royal Crown Derby porce
lain of our own time is marked by two
interlaced script D's beneath a crown
with the words "Royal Crown Derby"
above and "Trade Mark" below. The
mark of the New Crown Derby Manu
factory of 1875 had only the crown
above and the interlacedD's.
This brief historical sketch of Crown

Derby may serve to deepenthe interest
of American collectors in the subject.
Crown Derby is not, however, to be
found lurking under a bushel every
where! A pair of Mansion House
Dwarfs in Derby porcelain, decorated
by Coffee,which cost 18s.at the manu
factory in 1874,sold at auction for £36
a few years ago and probably would
bring much more now. Happy indeed
will be the collector of old Derby if
he chancesto "discover" such a treas
ure as the little Derby figure of a
Dwarf which came into the collection
of Lieutenant-Colonel Powney, and
which bore this inscription, "Dr. Fudge-
heim Will give a course of lectures on
Phrenology, Astrology & Necromancy.
By the formationof theskull he will tell
the Fortune of any Lady present in a
superior style to any Fortune telling
Gypsy—lectures on the Brain & will
prove the strength of the Brain by his
newly invented Brainometer—Lectures
on Physiognomy & how to prove good
and Bad Character. All who attend the
Lectures must have a gold Ticket or
they cannot be admitted. Novelty &
credulity strengthened—Poverty & Com
mon Sense insulted—Several poor peo
plesheadswanted—A goodstout Resur
rectionist May have a good situation &
paid according to merit. Apprentice
wanted with premium."
Such was the humor of early Derby,
though rare indeedare the piecesof this
sort which have survived Time's fickle
ness. When one is found, a red-letter
day can well be marked.

The Axis in Garden Design
(Continued from page42)

to the established main axis of the
gardenby meansof lines4 and 5; their
intersections forming right angles. If
the cedar, "H", were drawn into the
schemewith still another minor cross
axis, the garden would be brought too
far within the heavy shade of the tree
group; so that it is better to connect it
to the other crossaxeswith a line paral
lel to the main center-lineof the garden
with the hope that this connectionmay
be of some value later on.

Paths, Boundaries and Pool

The next step in the evolution of this
particular problem is the shaping up
and the adding of flesh to the meagre
carcass,and it is probably the most fas
cinating step of all. In Plan 4 we see
how the differentelementsof thescheme
have been proportioned and how the
paths and boundarieshave beenlocated
by means of the axis lines previously
sketched in. The cross axis of the
house, line 2, has formed the basis for
a path which leads from the loggia to
a pool in the paving of the path, mark
ing the intersectionof the main garden
axis, then on to a seat, where it termi
natesat the high boundary of the prop
erty line. This pool is a sufficientac
centuation in the path from the loggia
to designateconvincingly the intersec
tion of the two axesand to divert the
attention down the path leading to the
gardenon the line that endsso effective
ly at the large elm. It is largely a
matter of tastewhether or not to mark
with some ornament the intersections
of the cross axes, lines 4 and 5, with
the main axis of the garden. They
have served their purpose in defining
to someextent the limits of the garden
and in creatingthe crosspaths. Line 6,
tying in the cedar, "H", has becomethe
reason for the longitudinal path on the
north side of the gardenand, for sym
metry's sake, this path has been re
peated on the opposite side. There is

a tremendous satisfaction in looking
along these paths and seeing at their
ends, centered upon the vistas they
form, somewell establishedobject stop
ping pleasantly the view. Such plan
ning gives an enviableair of age to the
garden and with it a reason for the
form which it takes.
It is not always well to take advan
tage of every opportunity of this sort.
One falls here so easily into errors of
commission. And there is an art so
subtly concealingall evidenceof effort
that the effect is one of having been
accidentallyaccomplished.For example,
in a carefully studied garden scheme,
the deliberate offsetting of an object
from the center line of a path or vista
leading in its direction, is sometimes
more satisfying in the compositionthan
the conventionalprocedure. This, how
ever, is a stunt to be carried out with
a great deal of assurance. For the
same reason constant repetition of the
obvious in the designing of a garden
takes from the result a charming qual
ity of surprise that might be retained

if
,

for instance, a path leading to some
object on its axis were diverted for a

space,to return to its original line be
fore reachingits end; thus breakingthe
monotony of a continuous line, yet
leaving enough intact to carry the eye
to its objective. The ability to break
these rules effectively, however, will
come only after they can be skillfully
followed.
Stevensonhas said somewherein his
essay on Style that one has a natural
dislike of tearing apart the methods of
his craft to expose its first principles,
and there is a faint touch of a similar
feeling in a discussion of center lines
and axes. A gardenplacedintelligently
upon its site, making a logical use of
its surroundings and giving something
of itself to them, yet all without a feel
ing of sophistication, is a work of art
and a successful application of these
principles.
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Empire furniture, with its simple,re
fined lines, was developedunder the
Empress Josephine. The groupings
pictured were done in deep cocoa
brown and parchment. They arealso
beautiful in soft gray-greenand goli.

Furniture especially decorated for your rooms

Send for the Danersk C-2, a free
bulletin illustrating decorath'efurni
ture. For 10 cents we will send a
more elaborate brochure illustrating
fully the furniture we make.

MORE
lhan ISO years ago the brothers

Adam and Hepplewhite, who drew
their inspiration from classicsources,

establishedavogue for color in English furniture.
Danersk decorative furniture gives you an
opportunity for color—and the color of your
own choice. Each group of Danersk furniture
is finished for you in the color and designthat
you selectas most effectivefor your home.
In designingDanersk furniture we havegone
to the sourcesin every instance. The Danersk
Empire group embodiesthe graceful forms of
an earlierday, combinedwith delightful motifs

of eighteenthcenturydesignin lieu of themore
ornate ormolu that was characteristicof the
period.
Danersk furniture is made in the natural
woods—mahogany, walnut and oak—as well
as in the painted finishes. We also make
luxurious overstuffed pieces. These may be
covered in your own fabrics, or in Danersk
block prints and chintzes, made in England
and France from old designs.
Let us help you plan your rooms. You can
buy Danersk furniture through your dealer,
decorator,or from us direct.

DANERSK
ERSKTNE'DANFORTH CORPORATION 2 WEST 47TH STREET, NEW YORK

r^dPOTERY
GIVES BNDURING CHARM

GRACEFUL
Pottery Forms delight the

eye and will add pleasing spots of in
terest to your garden.
Our collection includes Bird Baths. Sun
Dials, Gazing Globes and Benches as well as
Flower Pots, Vases and Boxes, strong and
durable pieces that will enhance the beauty
of your flowers and plants.
Cataloguewill be sentupon request.

GauowayTerra GSTta Co.
3218WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

Pinkham
Hand -Braided

An Old Art Perfected
The folks down in Portland
have done hand-braiding for
generations. Interiordecorators
and the more importantstores
all over the country come to
themfor rugs. To orderdirect,
send a description of your
rooms,and color sketcheswill
be submittedshowing designs
especiallycreatedto harmonize
with your furnishings.

(36flGAL-ORiefl7AL RUGS
Wovenentirelyin onepiece

Ferdghonstudy
Verydeepmulberrybackground;manyblue*,sages,taupe*
andgoldcoloringsproduceanesquiiitelysubduedeffect.
Sendforcolorplate*andnearestdealer'sname.



Our new trade mark!

Two Great National Industries Unite
in Producing the Finest in Wrought
Steel Hardware and Carpenters' Tools

BECOME
acquainted with these

dependable products. STANLEY
Wrought Steel Butts, Hinges, Drawer
Pulls, Bolts, Brackets, Screen and
Garage Hardware, will be a constant
source of satisfaction. Any architect is
glad to specify them.

STANLEY Carpenters' Tools are first
in the minds of good carpenters. The
ownership of a STANLEY Hammer,
Screw Driver, Plane, Rule, Level and
Bit Brace will afford you many pleasing,
profitable hours.

Catalogs of the above on request. Another
STANLEY product is Storm Sash Hard
ware; ask your dealer to show it to you. Or,

if more convenient, write us for folders H2.

Main offices and plants:

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
Branch offices:

New York Chicago San Francisco
Los Angeles Seattle

"The Flower
Girl", by the
late J. Alden
W eir , in a
frame designed
for it by Her
manDudley
Murphy

When The Frame Fits The Picture
{Continuedfrom page38)

always worn his hair rather long, as
Paderewski, for example, being put in
the close-fitting uniform of our army.
You would laugh at the incongruity,
and feel the need of clothes of a dif
ferent shape, or else the close cropping
of his hair.
"Would you have all the women do
their hair alike and dress in the same
clothes? Would the clothes of your
mother of sixty be becoming to your
daughter of eighteen, or vice versa?
Why not?
"Do you think it a mere matter of
fashion that a quiet, refined old lady
looks her best in dignified black or sil
ver gray, with white lace repeatingthe
note of her white hair? Not at all!
Every individual finds some clothes
more becomingthan others. The more
pronounced the persona]characteristics
are, the more necessaryis it that the
clothes shall best set off those char
acteristics.
"You may spoil absolutely the effect
of a fine pictureby an unsuitableframe,
just as you may make an almost poor
one look distinguishedby a proper set
ting. Put a delicate, subtle Whistler
nocturne in a glittering, heavily orna
mented frame and hang it on a wall
with a lot of other pictures and you
will never see it. Put a simple flat
frame of parallel lines upon a sumptu
ous Venetian subject of the style of
Titian or Veroneseand it would at once
cheapenthe picture and make it look
almost tawdry.
"But it must not be forgotten that it
requiresan expert properly to harmon
ize frame and picture. The choosing
of a frame to bring out the best quali
ties of a picture is a matter requiring
the personalattention of a man trained
in this particular field of art. For this
reason it is possible for a person to
chooseone of the new style of frames
and still have the effect turn out to be
as incongruous as if he had employed
one of the tawdry frames of the past.
The copies that are made of frames
designedfor particular picturesbear the
same relation to the originals as copies
of Corots, Rembrandts-or Titians bear
to the originals. However, to thosewho
do not know the differencebetweenan
originalCorot andan auction room forg
ery they pass very well, though they
often costmore than the real thing with
the personal attention of the designer."

The Purpose of Frames

The original trouble with picture
framing—the primal misconception—
seems to have been that paintings
neededa house to live in, rather than
a mere dress. This figure is made apt

becausefor so many years frameshave
been consideredalmost solely from the
architecture viewpoint. A man who
wanted a house decided whether he
would have Tudor architecture, Co
lonial, French chateau, or what not.
And when it cameto a painting he de
cided whether to give it a Renaissance,
Florentine, Flemish or some other sort
of frame. These different styles got
their architectural features from deco
ration and furniture of the periods of
the same name. You can see how
utterly lacking in individuality this
method was. It was likely enough to
put an ornate, decadent Renaissance
frame on an impressionistlandscapeor
a Louis XIV frame on a Winslow
Homer marine.
However, in very old pictures there
really can be an historical appropriate
ness about frames, and in many cases
it is absolutelynecessaryto follow his
torical precedent. This precedent is
usually artistically correct. An old
Florentine painting certainly looks right
in a paneled and architectural Floren
tine frame, and it would not look right
in any other sort of frame. Just so an
old Spanish picture looks at its best in
a frame of old Spanish design, full of
broad effectsand color. But theseare
very exceptionalcasesand have nothing
to do with the thousands of modern
and contemporary pictures that in
homesoutnumber the old masters.

Separating Picture and Wall

In framing the greatmassof pictures
it is first necessaryto recognize that
the frameis merelya spaceof demarka-
tion betweenthe pictureand thewall on
which it hangs. In times of antiquity
when pictureswere painted directly on
walls a marginal line sufficedto hem in
the composition, as can be seen in the
ruins of Roman residencesat Pompeii
and on the walls of Egyptian temples
of 3,000 years ago. The frame, per
forming this function of demarkation,
should relatethe picture to the wall and
make an easy transition from the one
to the other. If, however, it attracts
attention to itself becauseof its garish-
nessor its ornateness,it is a failure and
a register of bad taste. If it attracts
no attention to itself, it is a success;
and if

,

without attracting attention to
itself, it can set off and enhance the
qualities of the picture, as a gown does
the beauty of a woman, it becomesan
artistic triumph.
Besides Herman Dudley Murphy,
other artists, with the aid of sympa
thetic frame-makers,have achievedthis
result in America. Notably amongthem

(Continued on page66)
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The Electric DishWasher
for Fine Homes

The -WHITE HOUSE" Line-™- Kffi

SideUnit L, / No. 50Hresser \ fi Rroomcloset "
ThisCombinationoccupiesa spaceof8 ft.6^ in

What could be more useful in your kitchen?

STEEL DRESSERS-WHITE ENAMELED
Manufactured in a Unit System

Photographsof installationsof otherWHITE HOUSE Units sent on request

Janes & Kirtland
133 West 44th Street
NEW YORK

BOUDOIR DECORATION
—and the joy of
doing it yourself!

FOR
anyone who

makes a personal
hobby of making his

or her home more attrac
tive—this unusual Nature
Studio service will in
stantly appeal.

That bedroom you
intend to decorate
can be made the most ex
quisite room in the house
with very little effort—
and at a very moderate

U'^'j * W ' " expense.

Everything worked out

by a skilled decorator
The little innovations that simply make a room—your selection from
four wall papers of the rarest design—the hand decorated shades—
the unusual shade pulls—all delivered to your door—ready for the
paperhanger to start— isn't this worth knowing more about?

cBoth 'Boudoir and Nursery Conceptions
are now ready for your inspection—upon request and without
obligation.

The Boudoir combination contains:
1 HandpaintedWall VanityCase,15"high.$12.00

"5810Rolls exquisiteWall Paper@ $2 roll... 20.00
3 HandsomelydecoratedWindow Shades.24.00
3 Hand paintedsilk cordedShadePulls.. 2.00

Togetherwith completeinstructionsas to where proper
furniture-—rugs—-drapes— etc.,canbe securedif desired.

Write todayfor descriptiveliteratureandwall papersamples—FREE

NATURE STUDIO, Sendall correspondenceto
523 N. Charles St., Baltimore. Md.
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RASPBERRIES
Big,
juicy,
sweet
berries,

the most
delicious
you ever
tasted,
and, all
you want.

Uvm dune toNovember
The Wonderful Everbearing

LA FRANCE
RED RASPBERRY
is a strong, rapid grower and
the bushes are covered with
deliciously flavored, big,
sweet berries, from June
until freezing weather. The
fruit is the same large size
and flavor from first to last.
The fruit is much larger and
has fewer seeds than any
other raspberry.

Do not confuse La France
with any other so called
"everbearin-g" raspberry.
None other compares. It is
the kind grown in the gar
dens of J. P. Morgan. Glen
Cove, N. Y. ; P. S. du Pont,
Wilmington, Del. ; Chas. M.
Schwab, Loretto, Pa.; Wil
liam Ziegler, Noroton,
Conn.; J. J. Hill, Lake
Geneva, Wis. ; Senator Fre-
linghuysen, Elberon, N. J. ;
and others who demand the
best.

The La France Raspberry is perfectly hardy. It was carefully
tested for years, to absolutely prove its merit before this public
offering.

Fruits early in July, the first season planted and continues con
stantly in fruit until frozen up. The berries are the same large
size and delicious flavor throughout the season. Plants multiply
rapidly. Free from insects and disease.

A Great Money Maker for Berry Growers
Awardedmedalsand certificatesby leadingAgriculturaland HorticulturalSocieties,includingMassachusettsHorticulturalSociety,Horticultural So
cietyof New York, The AmericanInstituteof New York, etc.,etc.
Order at once to insure plants the comingseason. Strong plants now
offeredat, „.^

$1.50 Each
$16.00 Per Dozen By prepaidparcelpost

1li 45678
11II 11)1415
MB nan 2

JohnScheepers
Ik.

522 Fifth
Avenue
New York
N. Y.

RaspberryFarms
at SoundBeach,
Conn.,and
GlenHead,
N. Y.

RASPBERRY NOTES FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

THREE
important factors which

should be consideredin the selec
tion of a site for raspberry bushes

are the soil type, the moisture supply,
and the air drainage.
Although the raspberry will succeed
on a wide rangeof soil types provided
suitable moisture conditions prevail, the
best results will be secured only by
studying the peculiar requirements of
the different varieties. A fine, deep,
sandy loam is perhaps the most desir
able soil for growing raspberries, be
cause it is managedso-easily. Equally
good yields of some varieties will be
secured on clay and on sandy soils if
they are well managed. In general,
however, though the black raspberries
seem to do best on sandy soils, they
are grown extensivelyand succeedwell
on clay soils. Among the red rasp
berries the Ranere does best on sandy
types, but the June prefers a clay soil.
Other varieties, such as the Cuthbert
and King, succeedon«a wide range of
soil types.
The most important, perhaps, of all
the factors entering into the growing of
raspberriesis the moisture supply, and
where thereis the possibility of a choice,
the soil which will furnish an ample
supply of moisture at all times should
be chosen. At no time, however,should
there be wet places in the plantation.
Thorough drainage as well as a full
supply of moisture is essential.
Another important factor is air-drain
age. Cold air settlesto the lower levels,
and plantations situated on land ele
vated above the surrounding fields will
not be as subject to the extremecold
of winter as plantations on the lower
levels. Winter injury to the canesmay
often be avoided by choosing a site
higher than the surrounding country.
Furthermore, plantations on the higher,
elevations are not as subject to frost
injury in late spring as those not so
favorably located.
In the Southern States, a fourth fac
tor in the selectionof a site is of some
importance. If raspberries are to be
grown in those States, a northern or
northeastern slope is preferred for the
plantation, as humus and moisture are
retained better in fields on such slopes
than on southernslopes.
For home gardens, the chicken yard
is frequently a desirableplace for the
raspberry patch. Poultry keep down
weeds and enrich the soil, and do not
often injure the berries.

Planting

The time of planting raspberriesva
ries in different parts of the United
States,accordingto the local conditions.
In general, however, the plants should
be set in early spring in the eastern
part of the United States, but on the
Pacific coast they should be set during
the rainy season, whenever it is pos
sible to do the work.
Because better plants of the black
and purple varieties can be secured in
the spring, that is the best season for
settingthem. Red raspberries,however,
may be set in the autumn with good
success in sections where the winters
are mild or where there is a good cov
ering of snow to protect the plants.
Three systemsof culture are used in
growing raspberries,the hill, the linear,
and the hedgesystems. The term "hill
system" is restrictedto that method of
tillage in which the horse cultivator is
used on all sides of each plant. When
the cultivator is run in only one direc
tion and only the plants originally set
are allowed to fruit, the term "linear
system" is used. If someof the suckers
which come from the roots of red rasp
berriesare left to form a solid row and
the cultivator is run in one direction

only, the term "hedge system" is em
ployed.
The distance between the rows in
each of these systemsshould be deter
mined by economy in the cost of culti
vation and in the use of land. Where
the area of land available for planting
is not limited, usually it will be found
most desirable to make the spacesbe
tween the rows wide enough to allow
the use of 2-horse implementsin culti
vation. Where the area of land is lim
ited, the rows may be placed closer to
gether and 1-horseimplementsused.

Planting Distances

Under the hill system of culture the
plants usually are set about S feet apart
each way. This, however, allows the
use of 1-horse cultivators only. The
hill system is used to some extent in
New York and other States in raising
red raspberries. It has the advantage
of requiring less handwork in keeping
out grass and weeds, as the cultivator
can be run in both directions; and the
berries can be "more easily harvested
from fields under this system.
If the hedgeor linear systemis used,
the horse cultivator can be run in. one
direction only and more hand hoeing-is
necessary. Under thesesystemsthe red
varieties usually should be set from 2
to 3 feet apart in rows which are 6 to
8 feet distant. In the eastern United
States 6 feet is the most common and
desirabledistancebetweenthe rows for
the shorter caned varieties, such as the
Ruby and Marlboro, and 7 and 8 feet
for the tall-caned varieties, like the
Cuthbert. To use two horsesin a plan
tation the rows must be at least 8 feet
apart. In the Pacific Northwest, where
the canes grow very tall, the planting
distance for red raspberries is usually
2'/2 by 7 or 8 feet. In parts of Colo
rado and other States where irrigation
and winter protection are necessary,the
plants are usually set in rows which
are 7 feet apart.

, Setting the Plants

Before planting, the tops of the plants
of all types should be cut back to 6
inches or less in height. To make it
easy to handle the plants and to indi
catethe rows after setting,4 to 6 inches
of the cane should-be left. If a garden
patch is being planted, it is better to
cut the canes back to within a few-
inches of the leader buds. The plants
should be set slightly deeper than they
formerly grew. Sometimes it is well
to set red raspberries as much as 3
inches deeperthan they grew, in order
to protect them from- drought. Black
and purple raspberry plants should be
set not morethan an inch or two deeper
than they formerly stood, as there is
dangerof smotheringthe tips.

Moisture Supply in the Soil

From the time raspberry plants are
set, they needan ample supply of mois
ture, and they are affectedmore quick
ly and seriouslywhen it is deficientthan
most other fruit plants. In the sections
where the highest averageyields of red
raspberries are obtained, often 6,000
quarts of fruit per acreare secured.The
averagefor the whole country, however,
is not more than 1,500quarts, and this
difference is due alnfost wholly to a
difference in the moisture supply. In
the sections referred to as giving the
highest yields, a deep soil furnishes a
uniform i \m pie supply of moisture
at all time To securethe best results,
therefore, the grower should, by tillage
and by supplying humus, maintain a
uniform and ample moisture content in

(Continued on page 82)
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Hardie Sprayers

HARDIE SPRAYERS
are made in a large variety
of sizes and styles, from the
largest power sprayer for park
and forestry spraying down to

the small hand outfit for small estates.

Hardie Sprayers fill every spraying need. They are noted
for their simple, practical design and for the fineness and
accurateness of their construction —the best that has been
developed in our twenty years of exclusive sprayer and
sprayer equipment manufacture.

Save Your Trees
and Shrubs

The flower, shrub or ornamental tree is the prey of insect or
fungus disease as well as the orchard and should be protected
against their ravages. Protect them by thorough spraying.
Improve the appearance of your gardens, shrubbery and
trees.

The Triplex Power machine shown here is large enough for
a 40 acre orchard. It is equipped with heavy duty engine—
smooth, easy running. Triplex pump, has big capacity and
is economical in operation. The underslung frame with
consequent low height permits working under low trees.

The hand outfit is particularly adapted to use on small
estates. With its large light wheels it can be moved over
the lawn and throughout the grounds —gives plenty of pres
sure to thoroughly spray and kill pests. It can also be used
for spraying whitewash or cold water paint.

Our knowledge of spraying gained through twenty years
experience is at your service. Let us tell you how and what
to spray. Send for our booklet on spraying and sprayers.

HARDIE MANUFACTURING CO., Hudson, Michigan
For 20 years the ioremost,exclusivemanufacturersot handand power
sprayers,including the FAMOUS HARDIE ORCHARD GUN

Branches at:
Portland,Ore. LosAngeles,Cal. KansasCity,Mo. HagerstownMd. Broekport,N.Y.

For Crisp
and Tender
Vegetables
Keep your home
garden well culti-

ated with a Planet Jr.
o one thing in garden

ing is more important or more often
neglected than thorough cultivation.
Vegetables which without it are
small, tough and stringy, with culti
vation rapidly grow to a larger size
and delicate quality.

Planet Jr.
Garden Implements cultivate thoroughly
with the least possible labor. Fifty years of
study and experiment have resulted in several
types which combine in the highest degree
unsurpassed usefulness with ease of handling
and wear-resisting quality- By using one of
these tools, you can be sure of fresh, luscious
vegetables and garden fruit all through the
summer and early autumn.

No. 4 Planet Jr. Combined Hill and Drill
Seeder, Wheel Hoe, Cultivator and Plow sows
all garden seeds, spacing each kind as required
in hills or rows, cultivates and hoes, opens or
closes a furrow, and plows— all by arrange
ment of the various teeth and attachments. It
will make a wonderful difference in your
garden.

S.L.ALLEN&CO., Inc.
Box 1U0K, Philadelphia

Write today for the free illus
trated catalog, describing all
Planet Jr. Im
plements a n d
telling how to
bring the best
results from
their use.
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itBULL-DOG" Adjusters
mean satisfactory casements

Appearance: It is a big part of the
'BULL-DOG'S' merit that it does
not intrude. In the above installa
tion the adjusters are invisible when
sash are at rest—open or closed.

Efficiency: But when you want to
change the position of the sash, the
'BULL-DOG' is all there. Note
powerful leverage of telescoping
handle (patented). No need to
touch the screen.

Strength: At anv desired angle the
'BULL-DOG' holds the casement
noiselessly, surely.

If you are interested in building we shall be
glad to mail you gratis a copy of our illustrated,
interesting Casement Window Handbook.

The Casement Hardware Co.
1 SO. CLINTON ST. CHICAGO. U. S. A.

Pioneer manufacturersof modem casement hardwareand
only organizationspecializingon quality adjusters

for out-swungsash

When The Frame Fits The Picture
(Continued from page 62)

arc Childe Hassamand William H. Met-
calf, each of whom seesto it personally
that his canvasesare placed in a har
monious setting. In the casesof many
other artists, the picture dealers take
the responsibility and co-operate with
the frame-makers. But it is just as
much the part of the art-loving public
to insist on the correct framing of pic
turesas it is to insist on the good taste
of anything else that goes into the
home.
As has already beensaid, the ancients
had no framesat all for their paintings,
which were executed directly on the
walls, with lines for demarkations. In
fact, there is no record of a picture
frame before the 16th Century, unless
it can be said that works painted on
panels in carved altars were framed.
But when they did come into use, their
developmentwas rapid and the art was
soon in full flower.
At first frames were carved by hand
exclusively, and pigment of gold leaf
was applied direct to the wood. This
was the golden age of frame making,
when every picture was given an indi
vidual setting, designed and carved
especiallyfor it. Most of the so-called
antiquedesignsnow in use—or misuse—
date back to this time. These designs
were beautiful as works of art, and
were quite proper when seenwith the
pictures for which they were made.
But somebody came along and in
vented a composition that could be
molded, then attached to a wooden
background, after which the laying on
of gold leaf hid the processand made
themlook very much like carvedframes.
This proved the death knell of origi
nality in designing frames. Thereafter
frame making becameliterally "cut and
dried". Henceforth the person with a
picture to frame could look at an origi
naland say,"I'll take that", and, presto!
it was done. The framing of pictures
by dealers,artists and laymen became
simply the act of choosing something
out of a frame-maker'sstock, giving an
order, waiting a few days and getting
the frame, ready for the picture to be
inserted. It was almost as simple as
buying a pound of cheese.
Out of this sloughof universalitysuch
men as Whistler and Herman Dudley
Murphy pulled modern pictures. Stan
ford White had his share in the good
work, for, even before Murphy, he
designeda simple and beautiful frame,
consisting of row after row of Greek
ornamentation,with repeat patterns of
such motifs as darts, scrolls, or laurel
leafs,with no ornamentsin the corners.

Whistler's ideal was a reededarrange
ment, reminiscentof early Greek design,
with one terrace after another, the
whole purposebeing to hold the eye to
the picture and to get light and shade.
The Hassam frame is likewise quite
simple, mainly a flat surface with an
unobtrusive carved and raised molding
binding it on the outsideand aWhistler
like margin within. The modern idea
is to get away from ornate moldings.
The last type of the "stock" frame,
and onewhich is much usedat present,
is the Barbizon frame. They consist
of scroll and leaf forms, worked in high
relief, and advancing forward several
inches from the picture. They are in
almost every home. When the color of
the gilding is correct, toned so as to
complement the picture, they are not
bad, although they could be better. In
steadof being bad, they are good when
they surround Barbizon paintings—such
as works by Corot, Rousseauand Diaz,
or their American followers, Inness.
Martin, Ranger, Tryon and men of the
older school. But when we come to
impressionistpicturesand works by the
moderncolorists, thereis nothing in the
whole past of framemaking that is ap
propriate. For such paintings we can
not consider old French frames, either
Barbizon, Empire, or any of the Louis
periods. Ornate and bold Italian Re
naissancewill not do, nor will columned
Florentine. English, with Hogarth
moldings are impossible. Nor is Span
ish, with its exaggeratedroughness,nor
Flemish, nor Dutch, nor sharply-cut
German, a whit more useful. Gothic
with its panels and polychrome color
ings, of course, is unthinkable, and so
is Colonial, which is reminiscent of
ancient Egyptian design.
The best frames are covered with
leaf gold, which is afterwards,by means
of chemicals, toned to any hue that
harmonizeswith the picture. The use
of gold provides the "high lights" that
are necessaryin a frame. It is remark
able what color effects, even, can be
produced. Some of the old Spanish
frames are marvelous, rich symphonies
in color. One striking effect was ob
tained by the use of red pigmentunder
the gold.
The new movement in framing is in
consonancewith the spirit of the age
in art. Old things are no longer ac
cepted simply becausethey were once
liked. The moderns demand to know
for what esthetic reasona work of art
lays claim to acceptance. It is this that
is driving solecismand sterility out of
picture framing.

An Italian Garden, of Content
(Continued from page 25)

but are moved into the lemon houseat
the approachof winter.
The beds in all four sections are
edged with low-growing plants, indi
catedon the plan by the broad lines in
lighter tone, while the inner portions of
the beds are reservedfor larger plants
and shrubs. In somecasesthe edgings
are composedof violets, of sweet alys-
sum, or even of strawberry plants,
while in others they are formed of
clipped box. The idea of a retaining
or defining band has been adhered to
throughout, but the nature of the band
has been varied.
At the center of the eastern side of
the garden is a greenhouse(figure 9),
of simple but architectural character,
on axis with the garden gate (figure 2),
at the opposite end of the east and
west path, which opens into the vege
table garden (figure 14). Beds at each
side of this greenhousefill the space
betweenthe wall and the easternbroad
path. These beds are raised within a

low retainingwall, similar to that which
enclosesthe bed by the wistaria arbor,
and the earth in them is level with the
top of the retaining wall.
In the southeastangle of the garden
walls is a great oleander,growing in a
stepped circular bed with a stuccoed
brim which is raised high enough to
carry through the lines of the adjacent
raised beds. Smaller oleandersare es-
palieredagainst the east wall. Nearby,
and terminatingthe vista of the eastern
path, is a steppedplatform of stuccoed
brick (figure 6), againstthe south wall,
upon which tiers of potted plants may
be set.
The high south wall of the garden ,
formed by the north wall of the lemon
house (figure 8), is covered with ivy.
Seven tall clipped yew treesare planted
close to this wall. Their perpendicu'ar
linesand their pointed tops rising above
the coping carry a strong vertical em
phasis and modify the long horizontal

(Continued on page 68)
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A Light, Sturdy,
Efficient,
Economical
Power Lawn
Mower

Better Lawns at
Less Cost

Instead of having your gardener
spend most of his time in cutting
the lawn, let him do it with a
Moto-Mower. He will do the
work in one-fifth of the time, and
do it better ; your grass will be cut
when it should be and your gar
dener will have more time for
other work.
The Moto-Mower is built to meet
the demand for a light, depend
able power-driven lawn-mower
that is so simple in operation and
construction that it can be put
into the hands of any gardener
and give entire satisfaction.
The lightness of the Moto-Mower
makes it possible to operate over
ground too soft for heavy power
or horse-drawn mowers, and on
hillsides or terraces. It is as easy
to get into corners and close to
trees and flower-beds as with a
hand lawn-mower.

Write for Descriptive Catalog

The Moto-Mower Company
2033 Woodward Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

A Jeweled Setting
For the Home

FOR
over twenty-eight years B. F. Barr &

Company have specialized in jeweled settings
for the home. Their corps of landscape architects
is expert in creating beautiful and original designs.
Their nurseries supply only the finest quality stock,
home grown.

To you, who wis]) an effective setting for your
home, whether it be bungalow and lawn or mansion
and estate, B. F. Barr & Company extend a hearty
invitation to consult their Landscape Architectural
department. A fee is charged for designs and
planting plans, but this is refunded on receipt of
your order for the required stock.

The planting season is now fast approaching.
The careful study that is necessary for the proper
laying-out of your land and selection of stock
makes immediate correspondence imperative. Write
our Landscape Architectural department today, or
if it is only stock you require, send us your order
now. Illustrated catalog sent on request.

B. F. Barr & Company
KEYSTONE NURSERIES
100 Ban- Building, Lancaster, Pa.
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Carters Tested Seeds
Famous for a Century

«•

Dta/jj Cottul Tip 5miivruj
TRADEMARK

Known and grown in all parts of
the world by the Leading Gard
eners and Horticulturists.

To assure your success in the
Flower or Vegetable Garden, use
Carters Tested Seeds—Selected—
Harvested — Cleaned and Tested
with the greatest care for Purity,
Quality and Vitality. The finest
strains obtainable, they reproduce
true to type.

Carters Tested Grass Seeds sold in one
and five pound packages. Used in pro
ducing quality turf on the foremost Golf
Courses of America and England.

Price 55c per pound

By the Bushel (25 lbs.) $8.50

CARTERS 1921 CATALOGUE "GARDEN AND LAWN"

MAILED ON REQUEST

Carters Tested Seeds* I NC.

Address: 106 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Boston

Main Office: 25 West Forty-third Street, New York

Philadelphia Toronto London, England

The cross-walk is a bower oj growing plants. Lemon trees in
large red earthenpots are on either side. They are taken indoors

jor the winter

An Italian Garden of Content
(Continued from page 66)

line of the wall behind them. They also
give the effectof projecting pilastersof
orderly foliage. The spaceat the foot
of the wall between the yew trees is
filled with a lush tangle of ferns,myrtle
and ground ivy with small leaves.
The whole aspect of this south wall
is not only cool and restful, with its
dense mass of luxuriant dark green,
which contrastssharply with the bright
er tones prevalent in the rest of the
garden; it is also distinctly architectural
in character, and the central stress of
the compositionis supplied by the urn-
surmountedgatewayand archedpassage
(figure 7) through the lemon house,
with its framed vista of the olive
orchard (figure 13) beyond.
The gardenof SanMartino commands
no far and splendid vistas, such as one
may expectfrom a place of more pala
tial extent. If one wishes a long vista,
viewed with a free, deep-drawn breath,

he can have it by going to the nortn
front of the villa and looking out,
through the openingin the laurel hedge,
across the broad valley of the Arno
below. Nor does the gardenafford op
portunity for great, spectacular mass-
ings of gorgeouscolor, blazesof purple
and crimson and gold, too dazzling and
overpowering for close view. To at
tempt a broad massedcolor display in
so small a gardenwould be like making
one listen to the blare of a full orches
tra in a small chamber. Such chromatic
emphasesof planting, admirableas they
are in their proper place,demandbroad
spaces and adequate distances from
which to be seen. They are at their
best in gardens of the scale one may
find at Versailles or Hampton Court,
where the environment is glorified by
them and yet mellows them at the
sametime, but they are not for limited
compass.

Symmetry in generaldesign is a characteristicof the plan.
Potted plants can bemovedfrom placeto placein the broad

walks. Drawn by Robert B. C. if. Carrere
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In Keeping with the Rest
of Your Housereprmmenta-

mmswhere
Rmfrigera-
i and :

Curtis."Jampi
Newport,K.1.

VincontA»1or
Rhlnabeck.N.Y.

L.C.Tiffany
ColdSpringHarbor
E.J. Marshal"
Pasadena.Calif.

8.RaitingBertron
NewYork
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NewYork
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NewYork
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Washington
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NewYork
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Mrs.JohnHayCleveland,0.
JohnBorden
LakeGeneva.Wis.PayneWhitney
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YOUR
home is the symbol of yourself.

In every detail it should reflect your
discrimination and innate good taste.
Obviously the purchase of decorative fur
nishings is a matter of your own judgment.
But when technical equipment is involved
the counsel of an architect is invaluable.

Perhaps you have not thought it neces
sary to give the selection of a refrigerator
the same care you de
vote to more conspic
uous equipment, yet
complete refrigeration
is the very essence of
culinary hygiene, of
perfectly prepared
meals, of real domes
tic science.

Leading architectswill
tell you that in residences
where only the best can
gainadmittance,theJewett
is invariably preferred. Its
patrons constitute an im
pressive group of repre
sentativeAmericans. This
distinguished patronage
has been accorded the Jewett not merely becauseit
is the most expensiverefrigerator in the world, but
becauseit is incontestably the finest.

Write for this Booklet
Whatsizercfrioerator;whyover7596
of iceusedis ordinarilywasted;why
iceshouldnot becovered;theseana
manyotherquestionsareansweredin
theabovebooklet.Writefor a copy.

THE JEWETT REFRIGERATOR CO.
Established1849

123 Chandler Street Buffalo, N. Y.

EWETT
SOLID PORCELAIN REFRIGERATORS

The Jewett—In addition
to itsonepiece,VA*thick,
seamlesschinacrocklining
inboththeiceandfoodcom
partments—haswallsover5
inchesthick,insulatedwith
purecork,whichmosteffec
tivelylockouttheheat.

Dunham
Packless
Radiator
Valve

Dunham
Radiator
Trap

Steam Heat at

Teakettle Pressure
Eight ounces steam pressure will

heat your home! —if you have a two-
pipe system with a Dunham Trap on
every radiator.

The low pressure steam circulates

freely, heats every part of every radiator

without noise. The Dunham Radiator
Trap makes this possible for it auto
matically removes the air and water

that act as stumbling blocks to steam.

HUNHflM■^HEATING SERVICE

The trap is only one unit of the complete

Service which removes the cause of heating

troubles. Your architect knows of Dunham

Service, which co-operates closely with all who

specify and install good heating systems.

In writing, state what kind of a house you
want Dunhamized —also if you want your
present system changed over into an efficient

Dunham system.

C. A. DUNHAM CO., Fisher Building, CHICAGO

Factoriest
Marshalltown, Iowa
Toronto, Canada

Branches in 36 cities in
United States and Canada

London: 233A, Regent Street, W. I.
Paris: Establts. Munzing & Cie^ 47 Rue de la Fontaine-auRoi
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DodsonPurpleMart In
Hoiue.(cottagestyle)compartments,32 x -<
lnc-hca.Price $16.00.I
Otlierstylesupto$78.00.I

Prepare Now for Our
Returning Songbirds
RIRD

houseserectednow and ready for the
birds on their return from migrationwill
insuretheirbeingoccupied.A fewweeksofweatheringwill helpto makethemmorepopular

with thebirds,and will causethemto blendwith
the natural surrounding.

Erect Dodson Bird Houses
theyare scientificallybuilt by Mr. Dodson.who
has spenta lifetime in studyingthe songbirds,
their habits,and in attractingthemto heautiful
"Bird Lodge",his homeand bird sanctuaryon
theKankakeeRiver.
DodsonBird Houseswill add to the beautyof
your grounds,and the songbirds,besidessinging
for you, will protectyour trees,shrubs,flowers
and gardens.

Orrlf»r Nrvur Frcc Bird Book sent on re-V-/IUCI l^UVr quest, illustratingDodson
Line, givingprices;KRER alsobeautifulcolored
bird pictureworthyof framing.

Joseph H. Dodson a^SS
731 Harrison Avenue Kankakee,Illinois
SparroKTrapguaruntftdto rid yourcommunity
of tke»tQwirrrlnomtptntu,price$8.00

Transplanting Architecture
(Continued from page 17)

rugs. At the windows hangsan English
printed linen of putty colored ground
with a close,broad floral pattern in old
blue and crimson. The furniture is
mostly of oak. relieved with an occa
sional piece of walnut. The rugs are
oiientals with a soft profusion of color.
In the treatment of bedrooms it has
beensaid that the French desirea room
in which to go to sleep, the English
one in which to awake. Those in the
Pratt residencehavebeenbuilt and fur
nishedon the latter principle. There is
ample sunlight in each chamber and
eachis roomily comfortable. The wood
work is white and the walls recedeinto
a putty color. Draperiesare of printed
mohair.

The livable atmosphereof this house
is evident. It is not over-furnishednor
are its windows over-draped. There is
no attempt made at stage setting the
furniture, which, by the way, is one of
the criticisms lodged against a great
deal of our contemporary pretentious
decoration. The house is comfortable
architecturally. It is a good type of
architecture for the country or the
suburb and it stands as an exampleof
what can be done in transplanting the
atmosphere of an old-world home to
this new-world environmentwithout be
ing a frank copy of the archaic or an
unwieldly and questionablegrafting of
old-world details on to a new-world
design.

The Garden Swimming Pool
(Continued from page 35)

and railing, by a wide cement-paved
walk; and at the further end of it,
particularly deserving of notice, the
materially narrowed enclosure is ex
tended into a roomy and charming
lounging retreat—comfortably and at
tractively furnished in wicker and re
servedly decoratedwith potted shrubs
and plants—into which descend steps
from a graveled garden walk.
The pool itself is comparativelysmall,
being about 10' wide by 18' in length.
It is

,

of course,walled and floored with
concrete,and graduates in depth from
about 2

'

at one end to 7
'

at the other.
The water level is so regulated as to
remain within approximately 6" of the
top of the basin, and the edge is fin
ishedwith a metal hand-rail. Equipped
with intake and outlet pipes, the water
supply is constantly refreshed.
The swimming pool illustrated at the
top of page35 is comparativelysimple,
with nothing in the way of screening
architecture or nearby trees, save on
the side opposite the house, to shield

it from view. However, it is located
in the rear grounds,and there are trees
and foliagesomewhatremovedfrom the
pool that help to seclude it from the
street. A red brick walk, edged with
cement, borders it on three sides, and

a short space back from one end. with
the ground underneath paved, is an
inviting semicirculargarden seatbacked
by a box hedge that, with the small
table included, constitutes a pleasant
little retreat for resting or for refresh
ments. The pool is about 12' wide by
24' long, and, walled and floored with
concrete,graduatesin depth from 2

'

at
oneendto 7

'

6" at theother. Hereagain
intake and outlet pipes keep the water
cleanand fresh. The convenienceof its
location deservesto beespeciallynoticed.

In the construction of swimming
pools it is

,

of course, particularly es
sentialthat therebe provided intake and
outlet pipes for a constant refreshing
of the water. This does not mean,
necessarily,that the water is to be kept
flowing to and from the pool continu
ously, but the supply should be more or
less changedeach day. Frequently the
pool is, incidentally, connectedup with
the irrigation system of the garden,
when it becomesa sort of reservoir,
and when this is the arrangementthe
renewing of the pool's water supply is

made a very simple matter, practically
automatically. And besidesthe intake
and outlet pipes, there should be as
sured, if the latter pipe will not ac
complish it
,
a means for completely
draining the pool occasionally, to the
end that it may be cleaned.
While concrete, cement surfaced, is

generally employed for the walls and
floor of swimming pools, a tile-finished
basin is also often found. The depth

is usually graduated, something after
themannerof the pools here illustrated,
and frequently a spring-board, placed
over the deep water, will be included
in the equipment. In most parts of
the United States, outdoor bathing and
swimming are, unfortunately, possible
or enjoyableduring but a comparatively
small portion of the year. Hence, in
order to lengthen this period, some
buildersof private swimming pools pro
vide a special system for heating the
water. This commonly consistsof hot-
water pipes extendedhorizontally along
the sidesof the basin,beneaththe water
surface—one perhaps near the bottom
and anotherabout midway of the depth.
In this way the temperature of the
water may be raised to almost any
degreedesirable.

Decorating Your Own Furniture
(Continued from page 45)

putting on those unbelievably straight
lines which so enhancethe appearance
of decoratedfurniture, and it will well
pay to master its use, even if a lesson
or so is necessary. The principle of the
whole matter lies in holding the handle
of the brush with the thumb and first
two fingersof the right hand, so placing
the last two fingers that the edge of
wood near which the line of color is

being painted will act as an undeviat-
ing guide, and since the position of the
hand is unchanged,becomingviselike in
its grip, it is pulled alongby thestrength
of the upper arm, the even stripe of
color appearing magically from under
the dragging brush.
If decorated furniture is artistically
planned from the beginning, its final

effect is assured. One of the prettiest
conceits is to paint all the outer sur
face of a piece of furniture, such as a

chest of drawers, a dull flat decorative
color,—blue, green, black, putty, and
to paint its interior, which in the case
of the chest would mean the entire
drawers with the exceptionof the outer
front, a brilliant hue, such as Chinese
red, orange, amber, mauve, peacock;
decorating the outer surface, which is

the dull color, with a design formed of
bright bits of contrastingcolor.
In bedroomfurniture it will be found
effective to paint all the pieces a soft
putty color, except for the tops of the
bureau, dressing table, chest, desk and
table, which may be a peacockor dull

(Continued on page 72)
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The RESIDENCE of
BOOTH TARKINGTON
Author —Kennebunkport, Me.

is

Kelsey
Health Heated

"The System has proven entirely satis

factory during the coldest weather

we have known here: 16° below.

Yours very truly,

BOOTH TARKINGTON. Esq."

The Kelsey is Noiseless, Dustless,

Burstless and Leakless

We will gladly send further information

upon request

The ^exslv
I WARM AIR GET7ERATOR I

JZm-Clay£PES° fixtures1 Jglumbxnq

WERE
it possible for you to cut through a

section of an All-Clay "Tepeco" Porcelain

Bath you would quickly realize why this product

is so generally acknowledged to be the best
and

most sanitary plumbing fixture material. You

would see a solid body of clay. You would see

how the intensity of the firing had caused the

glaze to seep into and become a part of the clay

body itself. With what results?

SCRUB
and rub, with any toilet or cleansing

preparations that you mind to use, you cannot

wear down the surface of a "Tepeco" Bath. It

will always be just as smooth, just as white, just

as clean as the day installed. So hard and im

penetrable is the glaze on an All-Clay "Tepeco"

Porcelain Bath that a dampened cloth alone will

remove any trace of stain or soil. And instead

of having to remove your tub, after a few years,

buy another, pay the plumber's labor again, you

have a permanent investment.

THERE'S
another point also worthy of men

tion. Porcelain is a heat resistant material,

practically a non-conductor of heat or cold. In

stead of having your nice hot bath become luke

warm from heat transmission through the sides,

your "Tepeco" Porcelain Bath helps retain the

temperature you wished.

'"T^EPECO" Plumbing fixtures lighten house-
A work, create more sanitary conditions, in
spire pride of ownership and are ultimately

economical. Its cost does not increase the total

plumbing bill more than 10% at the most. There

is a "Tepeco" Plumbing Fixture for every place
and purpose. It pays.

THE TRENTON
POTTERIES COMPANY
i&JrViSSSi TRENTON, N. J.

BOSTON NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

// you intend to build or renovate
your plumbing, terite for our instruc
tive book, "Bathrooms of Character."
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Decorating Your Own Furniture
(Continued from page 70)

A Better Bathroom
at a J^floderate Cost

YOU
would say that this bathroom was better

than the average? It is, yet it costs no more.
The Mott light-weight tub revolutionized the
manufacture of solid porcelain baths. There is

nothing better, though it is not expensive.

The Villard lavatory is moderate in price yet it is

a marvel of the Potters' art in vitreous china.

The Silentum toilet is all that the name implies,
and it has an unusually large bowl and water area:

While this is not an expensive bathroom, it has a

certain style and refinement characteristic of Mott
plumbing.

For almost a century the name of Mott has stood
for the best in plumbing equipment. It is your
guarantee now for quality and dependability.

Send for our latest Bathroom Book. It is just off
the press and gives many valuable suggestions in

the selection of plumbing equipment for the home

in addition to various designs and color schemes

in tile, especially prepared by our Tile Depart
ment. Write today. Address Department A.

The J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Trenton, 'N.J.
New York, Fifth Avenue and SeventeenthStreet

•Boston•Chicago
•Lincoln,Neb.
•Jacksonville.Fla.
•St.Paul.Minn.
•DesMollies
•Detroit
MOTTCOMPANY.Limited
•Montreal.•Toronto,Winnipeg,Canada.
MOTTCO.of PENNA.•Philadelphia.Pi.

•Toledo•Indianapolis
•Daytoo. Ohio
•St.Louis
•NewOrleans
•KansasCity.Mo.
•SaltLakeCity
Cleveland

Pittsburgh
•Washington,D. C.Columbus,OhioHouston,Texaa•Portland,Ore.
EI Paso.Texas
•Havana.Cuba

MOTTSOUTHERNCO.
'Atlanta.Ga.
MOTTCO.of CALIFORNIA
♦SanFrancisco,
LosAngeles.

'Showroomsequippedwithmodelbathrooms.

rose. A use for the striping brush may
be found here, for a black line three-
quarters of an inch from the edge,and

a quarter of an inch wide, may be run
on three sides of all the tops, excluding
the back edge. Another quarter-inch
stripe, this time matching the color of
the top, may be run around all panels,
knobs, and drawer edges;and a design,
such as the largest basket stencil, in
blended colorings such as rose, blue,
green,brown, ivory and black, may be
applied in the middle of the second
bureau drawer, and on the head and
foot of the bed.
To render a design at times more
effectivetry first laying on a medallion
or squareof deepivory paint, and after
this dries stencil the design in colors
upon this background. The small de
sign at the bottom of the page, at the
left of the ribbon and flower festoon,
may be handled this way if desired.
First cut a stencil the shape of the
outer edge of the entire design, the
dotted line making this clear. Through
this stencil paint in the ivory. Prepare

a secondstencil,disregardingthe doited
lines, simply cutting the blackenedpart
of the design, and stencil it onto the
ivory ground; the foliage of the tree

might be dark blue, the trunk brown,
the grassbright green,the tiny windows

a Chinese red. This design may be
usedas a separateunit or as a border.
Black furniture may be given a
Chinese note if decoratedwith narrow
lines of gilt. The design at the top of
page 44 at the left of the oval may
form the half of a nearly square design
to be placed in the panel of the head
and footboard of such a bed, in colors
dark rose, dark blue, tan, gray-white
and green, with the outer line of gilt,
with matching gilt lines on the edgeof
the bed panels. The other piecesof the
suite may be done likewise. This de
sign may also be used for a border, or
as a separateunit as it stands,or hori
zontally on chair backs and various
other places.
Two-toned furniture is also effective.
Mouse-colored pieces may be stenciled
in Vandyke brown, putty stenciled in
deepblue,greenstenciledin ivory, black
stenciledin dark blue with gold centers
to the flowers. Once started in this
fascinatingundertaking,many new and
varied combinations and ideas will be
suggested,and each month the coming
of a new magazinewill be fraught with
exciting and novel suggestions.

NOTES OF THE GARDEN CLUBS

THE
GardenClub of St. Louis, Mo.,

whose president is Dr. Hermon
von Schrenk, has a limited mem

bership of 54 men and women, a ma
jority of whom are married couples. A

requirementof admissionto the club is

that one should have a garden,be inter
ested in gardens,or in the growing of
plants and shrubs. From October to
May meetingsare held monthly in the
homesof members,many of whom pre
pare original papers. Notable in the
club membership are Dr. George T.
Moore, Director of the Missouri Botani
cal Garden (Shaw's), Dr. B. M. Duggar,
in chargeof plant pathology at Shaw's
Garden, and the President, Dr. von
Schrenk, a scientistof note.
In May, 1920, the First Annual
Flower Show was held in the Floral
Display House of the Missouri Botani
cal Gardens. Any person living in St.
Louis or within twenty-five miles of
the Court House, was invited to exhibit
cut flowers, potted plants, branches of
flowering treesand shrubs,wild flowers,
edible mushrooms and kitchen herbs.
The purposeof the Show was not only
to stimulategreater interest in horticul
tural excellence,but to demonstratethe
large varieties of plants which could be
grown in and near the city. Seventy-
two varietiesof perennials,cut in bloom,
appearedon the list offered for prizes,
as well as over a dozen annuals, all by
May ISth. Fuchsias and Lantana were
among the potted plants listed for
prizes. In addition to many ribbons of
feredto amateurs,was a largevariety of
prizes, including garden tools, a trellis,

a bird house, a bird bath on a pedestal,
stakes, a basket and cutting knife for
the best asparagus, a hand cart, books
on gardening,"fitted" and other garden
baskets,flower containers,etc. A silver
vase offered must be won three con
secutiveyearsto be retained. The com
mercial growers received $1,500 or
$1,600 in awards. One of the entries
for competitionwas the best pansy bed
25' square. No charge was made for
entries or admission,and the Show was
most successful.

THE
North Country Club of Long

Island was organized in 1913,and
the President is Mrs. Beekman Win-
throp. There are 44members,men and
women, many coming from the large
estatesat Oyster Bay, Glen Cove, Mill

Neck, Westbury, Cold Spring Harbor,
Huntington and Syosset. The Club has
ten social summer meetings, with no
formal program for the season,and the
businessmeeting in April. One of the
members,Mrs. Harold I. Pratt, hasbeen
especially interested in roses, on which
shewrote an article which was published
in the Bulletin of the Garden Club of
America. The rosegardenof Mrs. Aaron
Ward, at Roslyn, has beenfamous. The
late Mrs. Doubleday (Neltje Blanchan)
was a former president, known and
loved for her books, "Nature's Garden",
"The American Flower Garden", etc.
The Club has contributedto local flower
shows, and during the war also sent
funds to the Royal Horticultural Society.

THE
Garden Club of Trenton, New

Jersey, was organized in 1912,and
the president is Miss FrancesM. Dickin
son. The Club is composedof 29mem
bers, women, most of whom are active
gardeners. The Club meets monthly
from October to May, and many of the
programs are original papers by mem
bers. Miss Anne Mcllvaine's articleson
"The Broadening Use of the Garden
Club" receivedthe prize from the Gar
denClub of America in 1916,and during
the war, shewas Chairman of the New
Jersey Committeeof the Woman's Land
Army.
Occasionally professionalsdeliver ad
dressesto the Club, and with the pro
ceedsof the lectureby Dr. Reik of New
York in 1920,shrubbery and box-wood
were planted in the grounds of the
"Barracks", built in Trenton in 1758,and
which are an important Colonial land
mark. During the war the Club co
operatedwith a committeecarrying on
vacant lot gardens, and in addition a
gift of shrubbery was sent to the
grounds at Camp Dix.

THE Garden Club of Ulster County,New York, was organized in 1914.
The President is Mrs. John Washburn,
and there are 40 members,all of whom
do gardening;also therearc three"sum
mer" and two "honorary" members.
Meetingsare held every two weeksfrom
March to November,and two field days
are arranged,one for Kingston and the
other for Saugerties. Prizes are awarded
for exhibitions of flowers displayed in
shop windows, as well as for exhibits in

(Continued on page 74)
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Roses that assure the

beauty of your garden
The prize-winning Columbia or the snow-

white Frau Karl Druschi—the' yellow Sun

burst or the soft pink J. L. Mock —it matters
not—if it is a genuine Conard Star Rose, it

will BLOOM or we will refund your money.

For ConardStar Rosesarehardyfield-grownplants
raisedby rose specialistsnationallyknown. On
every rose you Ret our Star Tag Guarantee—a
durablelittlecelluloidtagwiththenameof therose

printedon it. This is the symbolof
our guaranteeand is alsoa permanent
identificationof the rose.

It's nottheguarantee
rosesbloombut the
plantswhichenables
us tomaketheguar
antee.

Ourlittle book,"Sue
centwith Itonm."it
worthdollar*.Priceto
you.lnr. S-nil !<nit.
Our beautifullyilluM-
trattdcatalogof over
200 rarietienin free.
Writeforit today.

whichmakesour
quality of our

CONARD * ROSES& JONES COMPANY
BOX 126, WEST GROVE, PA.
RobertI'yle,Prre. A.Wintzer,Viee-Pret.
Backedby over 50 years'experience.

^1 GARDEN &
FL0RAL

"GUIDE
FREE A WORTH WHILE BOOK WRITE TODAY

For vegetablegrowersandall loversof flowers.Liststheoldstand-bys;
tellsof manynewvarieties.Valuableinstructionsonplantingandcare.
Getthebenefitof theoldestcatalogseedhouseandlargestgrowersof
Astersin America. For 72 yearsthe leadingauthorityon vegetable,
flowerandfarmseeds,plants,bulbs,andfruits. 12greenhouses.500acres.
Vick QualitySeedsGrowtheBestCropstheEarthProduces
Thisbook,thebestwehaveissued,isabsolutelyfree.Sendfor
yourcopytodaybeforeyou forget.A postcardis sufficient.

JAMES VICK'S SONS, 18 Stone St.
Rochester,N. Y. TheFlowerCity

Special Offer of Tested Seeds
If youwritenowfor our1921Catalogue,
wewill sendtheFamousHENDERSON'
Collectionof Seeds—onepacketeachof
PonderosaTomato, Big Boston Let
tuce, White Tipped Scarlet Radish,
Henderson's Invincible Asters, Hen
derson's Brilliant Mixture Poppies,
Giant WavedSpencerSweetPeas.

HOW TO GET THEM
Simplystatewhereyou sawthis advertisement,encloseten centsfor mailing
thebigDiamondAnniversaryCatalogue,
andtheseedswill besentwithoutextra
charge.

EMPTY ENVELOPES
COUNT FOR CASH

Thesetestedseedscomein a couponen
velopewhich,emptiedandreturned,will
be acceptedas a 25-centcashpayment
on any order amountingto $1.00or
more. Don't delay;write at once.

1921CATALOGUE
NOW READY
Biggerandbetterthan
ever,themostbeauti
ful andcompletehorti
culturalpublicationof
theyear,a bookof

168pares

8 colorpages.Over
1000beautifulengrav
ings showing actual
results. A mine of
valuable garden in
formation.Sendtoday
for this helpfulguide
to a bettergardenand
the specialseed col
lection.

p_ 35 37
IjlJ CORTLANDT ST.*"*"" New York City

Gardening Knowledge
Brings Garden Success
Increase your success and enhance your pleasure by master

ing the fundamentals of gardening. You can do this easily
and pleasantly in your spare moments by availing yourself
of our Home Study Course in Gardening. It will help you to
grow more delicious vegetables, more luscious fruits and more
beautiful flowers.

This Home Study Course
under the direction of the well-
known authority, Arthur Smith,
teachesyou the "why andwhere
fore" of every gardening opera
tion. It gives you a deeper un
derstanding of plant life and of
its needs— an understanding
which assures success.

One of these helpful lessonson
a seasonable subject relating to
the home garden appears regu
larly in every issue of the Gar
deners' Chronicle. This is a
monthly magazine devoted ex
clusively to practical gardening
in all its phases.

The Gardeners' Chronicle
will be of inestimablehelp to you in your
gardenwork. It is bothpreciseandpractical,
givingdetailedmethodsthatanyonecancarry
out. It Is like havinga veterangardenerat
yourelbowfor adviceIn everyemergency.
The specialarticleseverymonthare from
the pensof America'sforemostgardenersand
horticulturists. The reviewcolumnsInform
you regardingthebestgardeningliteratureat
homeand abroad. Everygardenloverneeds
this magazine.

12 Lessons $2
The Gardeners' Chronicle will be sent
you every month for one full year upon
receipt of only $2. Each issuewill con
tain a completelessonon homegardening,
also a wealth of other material.

Send $2, check or money order. Order today and start the Home
Study Course before outdoor work begins.

Gardeners' Chronicle, 288 Fifth Ave., New York

Let Evergreens
Increase the Charm
of Your Home

IMAGINE
that home in

the photo without ever
greens/ Wouldn't its ex
terior be so much bricks
and stone and mortar?
Thecharmevergreensgive
doesn'tfadewhenOld Jack
Frost thrustsforth his with
eringhand.
Thereinlies thepermanent
ornamentalvalue of well
chosenevergreens.

•But—besureto choosewell.
Wearereadyto supplychoice
specimensfromthelargeststock
of evergreensin theworld. And—atamodestprice—qualitycon
sidered*

HILL'S
—theproudproductofa familythathasmadebetterevertrreensits on*bu*\nt,»fororer60yean.AnyLandscapeArchitect,NurserymanorMoristyouconsultwillaffirmthis.SendinyournameandaddressforaComplimentaryCopyofour1921
Hvrntr.-.Bo*. TleD HorjerTC(>.BperrretnSpecialistforonr60in

l301CedarSt.,DUNDEE,I
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Fills Through
the Spout

This is only one of the unusual features of
West Bend Aluminum Tea Kettles. Rising
steam and splashing water, which frequently
cause scalded hands, are entirely avoided by fill
ing the kettle through the spout. Projecting ears
hold the handle free from the kettle surface,
preventing its becoming hot.

The West Bend Tea Kettle exemplifies the
high standard of workmanship, originality of
design, and beauty of finish which discriminating
housewives appreciate. Like the 200 other items
in the West Bend line of aluminum ware, the
tea kettle is stamped from a single sheet of 99%
pure aluminum without seams or joints. It is
built especially heavy and strong where strength
is needed. West Bend welding is guaranteed
permanently sound. West Bend spouts will not
break off, even under hardest usage.
The "Sim Ray" inside finish, which facilitates clean

ing, is an original West Bend feature. It gives aluminum
ware the brilliant lustre of sterling silver.

If your dealer docs not carry West Bend ware in
stock, write us—we'll see that you're supplied.
West Bend aluminum ware bears the star of approval
of Good Housekeeping Institute, signifying that
authorized investigation finds this ware to be strictly
first class and all that its manufacturers claim for it.

Send in your name and address, and name of your
dealer. We will mail you Kitchen Kraft, a booklet filled
with helpful information on the use and care of alumi
num cooking utensils.

WEST BEND ALUMINUM COMPANY
Dept. K. WEST BEND, WIS., U. S. A.

Notes of the Garden Clubs
(Continued from page 72)
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private residences. Members exchange
plants and seeds through an exchange
committee.
The most important enterpriseof the
Club in 1020 was a competition for
dahlias raised from seed. Besidesthis,
school gardenshave been organizedand
interest was stimulated in beautifying
the county.

THE
Garden Club of Greenwich,

Connecticut, whose newly elected
president is Mrs. Luke Vincent Lock-
wood, was organized in 1913,and has
60 members, women whose eligibility
for the Club dependsupon their work
ing in the garden. There are monthly
meetingsfrom April to November, with
extra field days on which sometimesas
many as four or five gardensare visited.
The last annual Flower Show was held
at the home of Mrs. E. Dimon Bird.
At a recentmeetingof representatives
of Garden Clubs of Greenwich,Bedford,
Larchmont, New Canaan,New Rochelle,
Rye and Ridgeficld, it was decided to
hold a joint show to be called the
Flower Show of Westchesterand Fair
field Counties, in June, 1021. Following
a generalsuggestionof the Garden Club
of America, a number of members'gar
dens have been listed with the secre
taries who issue cards of admission to
visitors from affiliated clubs.
The Garden Club of Greenwich has
receivedso much public appreciationof
its planting of the grounds of the local
hospital that a committeewill endeavor
wheneverpossible to-extendplanting to
the grounds of other institutions, the
next one to be undertaken being the
Y. W. C. A. One of the members,Mrs.
Frederick Golthold, hashad a diversified
garden including one of the earliest
water gardens and also a rock garden.
Another memberis Miss Lilian C. Alder-
son, a gardendesigner.

THE
Garden Club of SomersetHills,

New Jersey, whose president is
Mrs. Francis G. Lloyd, was organized
in, 1014. The membershipis composed
of 70 women,a number of whom work
in their gardens, and who meet twice
a month from May to November, ar
ranging exhibits of flowers and veg
etables,and occasionallya lectureby a
professionalis provided. In June, 1020,
the members joined with the clubs of
Summit, Morristown, and Short Hills,
in holding a Rose Show at the latter
place. Onemember,Mrs. S. S. Wheeler,
has hybridized amaryllis, and another
member, Mrs. William A. Hutcheson
(Martha Brooks Brown), is a profes
sional lecturer and designerof gardens.
The Club supervisesvillage planting in
three places, including the grounds of
the Bernardsvillc Bank, and has planted
a simplegardenat the Clinton Reforma
tory for Women.

THE
Garden Club of Middletown,

Connecticut,was organized in 1016,
and the presidentis Mrs. Robert Hern-
don Fife. The number of membersis
limited to 30 women,most of whom are
practical gardeners. Two meetingsare
held in May and two in June, and the
rest of the year monthly. The program
this year has included papers on the
gardensof New Orleans, California and
Hawaii.
The president (Sarah Gildersleeve
Fife) is the author of "A Diary of Flow
ers". The Club provides gardenbooks,
and catalogsof nurseriesand seedsmen
for a shelf in the local public library,
thegroundsof which it hasplantedwith
shrubsand flowers,with the doublepur
pose of beautifying this place and of
demonstratingthe possibilitiesof main
taining a small garden in a town. The
chief achievementof the Club has been
the important part it takes in the An
nual Garden Fete, which is conducted

by. a committee representing all the
charitable organizations in Middletown.

THE
Garden Club of Norristown,

Pa., was organizedin 1913,and has
a membership of nearly 200, open to
menand women. The presidentis Mrs.
Randolph Wright, and meetings are
held in the Regar Museum every month
in the year. The dues were originally
only 25 cents but have recently been
increasedto $1.00.
A printed program is issued in which
are included monthly reviews of maga
zines on gardeningand forestry, as well
as papersby the members. Occasionally
professionalspecialistsaddressthe Club.
The subject for this year's program is
Trees. There are two Field Days, or
Pilgrimages,eachyear, when visits have
beenpaid to thebestnurseries,Bartram's
Garden, the Rose Garden of George C.
Thomas (now removed to California),
the Botanical Gardensof the University
of Pennsylvania, to Dr. George Wood
ward's to seehis Wall Garden, to Edwin
Gribbel Dreer's, to seehis collection of
all the varietiesof treesadapted to the
climate and conditions of that section
of the country, and to a rare natural
habitat of the closed and fringed gen
tians.
Spring and Fall Flower Shows are
held, the last one having been in the
Ersine Club, and are open to the public.
The exhibits of flowers are sold and the
proceeds applied to the purchase of
prizes, which included a sprayer, labels,
stakes, books, a garden magazine sub
scription, flower containers,etc. Prizes
are offeredto the High School pupils for
the best poster to be used to advertise
the shows. At the Annual Plant Ex
change, the townspeopleare invited to
cooperate by bringing plants to ex
change.
Most of the membershave small city
gardens,somenot over 15' or 20' x 50'
or 60'. The garden of Miss Bertha
Harry, founder of the Club, is of this
type, yc't it contains roses, and nearly
fifty varietiesof perennialsand annuals
from which not only the housewas con
stantly suppliedwith flowers,but in one
seasonnearly 200bouquetswere sentto
the local hospital as well asweekly flow
ers to a chapeland someto a Philadel
phia hospital.
The Club sendsflowers each week of
the growing season to the Flower Mis
sion of Philadelphia, and, at Christmas,
plants to shut-ins. The periodicalstaken
by the Club are passedon to the library.
During the war vacant lot gardening
was started for all interested and sales
of flowers were held in the Public
Square, the receipts from which were
contributedto theWar Chest,Red Cross,
The Camp Garden Fund, and an Arme
nianandServianorphanwere"adopted";
also an orchard was planted in France,
and boxesof plants were sent by mem
bers to Camp Dix and the Philadelphia
Navy Yard. Recently two memorial
trees have been planted on the High
School grounds in honor of Norristown
heroes.

THE
Garden Club of Essex Fells.

N. J., organized October, 1919, is
composed of thirty-two women who
meet once a month. Mrs. Condict is
President. She has done original work
garden planning, etc. Although such a
new club, it has already inspiredwomen
to make gardens for the first time, as
well as supply older gardeners with
definite information as to better choice
of flowers, etc. Mrs. Frank Richards
Ford, of New York, is especiallyinter
ested in securinglecturers for the Club.

THE James
River Garden Club,

Richmond, Va., Mrs. Thomas S.
Wheelwright, President, was organized

(Continued on page 76)
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IMAGINE
a golden stream

of morning sunlight
pouring into a room con
taining this dainty break
fast set!
Windsor chairs, drop-leaf
table and consoleharmonizeto
perfection. Obtainableeither in
antiquefinish or seafoamgreen:
hand decorationswith both
styles.
At all first class furniture
shops.

tEobfjtmter JWantete
EARLY ENGLISH & COLONIAL REPRODUCTIONS

biiiik?

FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT
It is roundthe hearththat somanyhoursof relaxation
arespent,in theenjoymentof afternoontea,readingor in
conversationwith friends.
Is your fireplacefurnishedas suchan Importantdecora
tivefeatureof yourroomshouldbe?
Fromthewealthof thepastwehaveselectedthechoicestami
mostInterestingoriginalpieces,reproducinguieniby forgeandanvil,in themannerofformerdays.
ANDIRONS—GRATES
FENDERS—BELLOWS
FlRETOOLS(insetsorsinglepieets)
LOGHOLDERS—SCREENS
HEARTHBRUSHES
COALSCUTTLES
FIRE-BACKS—TRIVETS
CRANESANDTRAMMELS
TOOLRESTSANDSTANDS
JAMB HOOKS
Illustrationsuponrequest m

ARTHUR TODHUNTER
Showrooms101ParkAve,(corner4CthSt..)NewYork

Braus Galleries, inc.
ANNOUNCE

Opening of their New Building
AT

422 MADISON AVENUE
BETWEEN 48th & 49th STREETS

You are cordially invited to view a newly as-

The

newly
of chosembled and extensive collection ot choice

Paintings Prints Mirrors
Frames Lamps and Shades Period Furniture

Sicard and other Potteries and Art Novelties
422MADISON AVENUE
Bet.48th& 49thSts.

358FIFTH AVENUE
N. W.Cor.34thSt.

MILCH GALLERIES
Dealersin

AMERICAN
PAINTINGS

and

New Illustratedbooklet"Art
NoUts"senton request

SCULPTURE

ioS West 57th Street

"MOONXIGHT" byWlllanl1..Mrtr;ilf . NEW YORK

ROOKWOOD
This groupofRookwooolvaseswasexecuted
inOx-bloodredglaze.Rookwoodart-objects
may be seenat the variousRookwood
agenciesthruoutthecountry.

Writefor literature

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY COMPANY
Fine TilesandPottery
CINCINNATI.O.
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^pees
Seeds
Grow

Burpee's Annual
The Leading American Seed Catalog

Burpee's Annual is a complete guide to the
vegetable and flower garden. It fully describes
the Burpee Quality Seeds, with a hundred of the
finest vegetables and flowers illustrated in the
colors of nature.

Lower Prices. Wherever possible we have re
duced the price of seeds by the pound and have
increased the number of seeds contained in the
packet. You will find much lower prices in
Burpee's Annual for 1921.
If you are interested in gardening, Burpee's
Annual will be mailed to you free. Write for
your copy today.

Just tear off the coupon and fill in the spacebelow.

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., Seed Grower*, Philadelphia

Gentlemen: Please send me a free copy of Burpee'* Annual.

Notes of the Garden Clubs
(Continued from page 74)

1915. There are fifty-seven members,
women, who almost all work in their
gardens. Meetings are held,at irregular
intervals throughout the year excepting
in July and August, and there are ex
changesof plants and sales of flowers.
Last spring exhibits were held of a
large variety of daffodils and irises.
Garden produceand flowersweresold
last spring, first on the curb, and later
from a market stall—a large sum being
netted for European relief. A separate
flower sale was also conducted. Mem
bers prepare papers for many of the
meetings and Mrs. M. C. Patterson,
Mrs. Frank Duke, and Mrs. Wheel
wright have written for one of the
leading garden magazines. Lectures at
meetingswere on "Practical Gardening"
by Mrs. Edmund, State Garden special
ist, and Mr. Duncan Lee.
This year experiments have been
made in forcing French endive in a
cellar, and in fall planting of Chinese
Celestial radishes. In 1920 members
planned a city lot in a contest judged
by Mrs. Charles F. Gillett, landscape
architect, who had given the Club in
struction in mappingand planting. The
most important part of the Club's pro

gram for the current year is writing up
and illustrating "Historic Gardens of
Virginia", and last fall, planning and
planting with a border of two thousand
plants the grounds of the Children's
Free Hospital for Cripples. In 1920,
the Club has established twenty-five
Junior Flower Clubs in three public
schools and distributed more than 500
packetsof seedsand about 2,000plants,
1,500 coming from the garden of the
President. Fifteen dollars is offered in
prizes to the Junior Clubs.
So far as the members know, their
Receipt Book for Conservationof Food,
published before America went into the
War, was the pioneer of such literature
in America. Other War work of the
James River Club included help in the
Victory Loan Drive, a school prize of
510 to Richmond School gardens,a $25
scholarshipin the Women's Land Army
Training School, at the University of
Virginia, and responding to an appeal
from Europe for garden seed, imple
ments, etc. In the city of Nisch, Ser
bia, there is a school garden tended by
little children, known as the James
River Club, which supports the garden.

Ellen P. Cunningham.

ARE THESE YOUR PROBLEMS
In the pastyear House_& Garden'sInformationServiceansweredover six thousandinquirieson mattersfalling within the scopeof themagazine. A fee of 25 centsforeachquestionis regularlycharged. The questionswhich follow are examplesof those

whichwe haz:cansweredand standreadyto ansreerfor you

Name

Street or R. F. D.

Postofifice State.

I have purchased a house and am
making some changesin it. My prob
lem is the outside. I want it painted in
a two tone combinationand would like
to have some of your advisers suggest
harmonious color combinations. I am
enclosinga photograph. The househas
now a yellow body and dark brown
trim. Thanking you in advance for
any suggestionsyou can give me, I
remain, .
Answer—An attractive color scheme
showsa greenshingledeffectwith white
trim throughout. Stain theroof agolden
brown, paint gablesand body tan, bor
dering on chocolate,and make the sash
a deepbrown and the porch floors dust
color. Or you might have the house
deep yellow with white trim, black
sash, soft harmonizing green for gables,
mossgreenroof and red chimneys. Still
another arrangement when the lower
and upper part of the house are dif
ferent, is to paint the lower story red
and the upper body gray, the trim in
either case to be self colored; sash,
white, roof, natural wood shingles,
blinds, dark green.
The following are somecolor schemes
for body, trim and sash:
Pearl gray, pure white, maroon.
Cream, light brown, dark bottlegreen.
Ivory white, pure white, maroon.
Pure white, dark bottle green,black.
Medium drab, ivory white, maroon.
Chocolatebrown, pure white,maroon.
French gray, pure white, maroon.
Colonial yellow, pure white, white.
Bronze gray, pure white, maroon.
Fawn, pure white, maroon.
Stone color, ivory white, chocolate
brown.
Slate, pure white, warm brown.

Inquiry— I am a reader of your very
interestingmagazineand being in need
of some advice have decided to avail
myself of your generosityand ask your
help in the furnishing of my dressing
room. This room has an eastern ex
posure and is paperedin a very pretty
and unusual but cold gray paper. This
paper has a somewhat bluish cast and
makesthe room cold and uninviting.
The furniture is dull mahoganywith
a little carving.
My chief problems are curtains and
draperies—the color that will best har
monizewith the paper. Whether a day
bed or chaise longue would add to the
room and what kind of lighting fixtures
would be the most effective.
And one other matter. Can you ad
vise me where to purchasetwo painted
wooden chairs for the living room?
Answer—I would sugegst that you
have rose-coloredtaffeta hangings over
the palest of pink silk gauzesash cur
tains. These will counteract the effect
of the gray paper and will give a
charming light in the room.
I think a chaise longuewould be the
most appropriate in this room and I
would adviseyou to have it upholstered
in a gray and rose cretonne and piled
with cushions covered with pink taf
feta.
In the matter of lighting fixtures,
plain dull silver would harmonize with
the paper and be effectiveand in keep
ing. I would also suggest a powder
blue pottery jar for a lamp, with a
pale rose-coloredshade.
I am enclosing a list of firms that
have a large variety of lighting fixtures
and also somemanufacturersof painted
furniture.



Kunderd's Marvelous

Ruffled Gladioli
offer something entirely new
and original for your garden.
Far removed from the com-

Pmon
sorts in type and ex

quisite coloring, their ruffled

petals carry a stamp of beauty
as well pronounced as it is

undefinable.

Our splendid new catalog will
be sent free on request. It de
scribes eighty new sorts introduced
this year for the first time, and
illustrates many of them, eight in
natural colors. In addition it in
cludes valuable cultural informa
tion that you should have. 44
pages of Gladioli matter—all of it
interesting—send today for a free
copy.

A. E. KUNDERD
TheOriginatorof the
"RufHedGladioli"

Box 2, Goshen, Ind., U.S.A.

SYRACUSE RED RASPBERRIES
Largest and in every way the best raspberry grown

today. Plants are northern grown, very hardy, ever
bearingand abundant producers. The fruit is twice as

largeas ordinary raspberries,bright red and very sweet.
Illustration showsactual size of SYRACUSE Red Rasp

berriesgrown on no finer bushesthan you receivewhen
you order from Green'sNursery Co.
Othernewfruits of rarequalityarc CACO,a
wonderful,largered crape;the ROCHESTER
peachandtheHONEYSWEETblackcaprasp
berry.
Everythingfor the Gardenand Orchard
Our treesare True To Name. Bestvarieties
of apple,pear,peach,cherry,nut and shade
trees; strawberryvines, gooseberry,black
berry,raspberryand currantbushes,shrubs,
vines,rosesand ornamentals.
Over40 yearsof growingbetterplants. Buy
direct and savemoney.Send for our free
cataloguetoday.

GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY
Box 108 Rocheater,N. Y.

Water Lily Pools
are Easily Made
Expert labor is not needed.
You or your gardener can su

pervise, and a day laborer can do
the work. My 1921 catalog gives
working plans and directions.

Rare Water Lilies
and water plants are picturedand describedin
this booklet; factsabout their colors,blooming

time,habits, and how to grow them, are carefully stated. Send today for
a copy.

William Tricker, Water Lily Specialist
Box G Arlington, New Jersey

READY
to mail to you

<ttarrs&J<amsoni

In this catalog we describe accu
rately the sturdy-growing varieties
that have helped us build the larg
est seed and nursery business in the
world. For 67 years we have listed
only the strains that we were sure
deserved our support. S & H
seeds and nursery stock will surely
please you, however criticalyou are.

Write— TONIGHT— for your copy of
this interesting, •well-illustratedcatalog.

The Storrs and Harrison Co.
Nurserymen and Seedsmen

Box 47 Painesville, Ohio
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These
Wonderful
New Flowers
the sensations of 1921— should
be in your garden this year.
You will be proud of every
one of them.

/. A New Bedding Petunia
"Purple Queen"
An exquisiterich, clear purple,over
laid witha velvetysheen—an entirely
new color in petunias.entrancingly
beautifulin bedsor clumps. Like the
"RosyMorn"petunias,theplantsbloom
very freely and continuously. They
arealwayscoveredwith flowers,aver
agingin sizeaboutfour inchesacross.

Pkt. 50c.

2. Queen Anne's Blue Lace
Flower
The illustrationHivesbuta faint idea
of this lovely flower,whichmustbe
seen to be appreciated.The finely
lacedflowersareof themostexquisite
light blue shade,and are gracefully
borneon longstems. Beautifullydec
orativein a vaseor bowl. Pkt. 50c.

BLUE LACE FLOWER p

J. The New Dahlia- j
Zinnia

Monstrousdoubleflowers
with broad, long petals
overlappingeachotherin
dense formation,giving
the hugeflowersthe ap
pearanceof a Decorative
Dahlia. No trouble to
grow. You canstartit in
the hotbedor sow out
doorswhereyou want it
to grow—andyouwill be
ableto cut thesemarvel
ous flowers from June
until frost. Pkt. 50c.

Special Offer to House & Garden Readers
All three of the above novelties, together with our "Book for
Garden Lovers"—an invaluable guide for selecting just the
seedsthat will make your garden your pride and joy. $1.00

MAX Schling SEEDSMEN, INC.
26West 59th Street, New York

iiiiiii;
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4\edn)ood
has aplace in eveiy home
There is a place for Redwood in the constructionof ev

ery horhe, whether it be but "four walls and a ceiling" or
an architecturalmasterpieceof designandplanning. In many
parts of your new home Redwood will be best adapted to
architectural design and builder's construction practice in
ways that will assureyour greatestsatisfactionin its useand
your protection from the expenseand annoyanceof repairs
and replacements.

oAdaptable to Every
oArchite&uralStyle
All throughtherangeofdesign,
fromhousesofbungalowandsemi-
bungalowstyle,upto thespacious
mansions,Redwoodmaybeadapted
to thedesignandplanin perfect
harmonywith all othermaterials
used,whilegivingbetterserviceand
longerlifewhereverit is installed.

Jts usein thebungalowtypeof
homeis a naturaloutcomeof the
conditionsandplaceof itsgrowth,
— California.As thisstyleofhome
is becomingmoreandmoreof a
nationaltype,it is everywhereac
ceptedthatRedwoodisnecessary
to itsconstructionif thestyleand
"atmosphere"bemaintained.

But it i3nowknown that the
utilityandlonglifeofRedwoodgives
evenbetterreasonswhyitshouldbe
usedinthemoreelaborateandspa
cioushomeswherethebuildingin
vestmentissomuchgreater.Itisin
thesehomesthat repairsandre
placements,dueto the decayand
rotin thewoodused,soonincrease
the buildingcost to astounding
figures.

This increasedcostwill not be
necessaryif Redwoodisusedwher
everthereiscontactwithweather,
wateror earth.

Resists Nature's ^Destruction
in oAll Climates

Redwood,unlike mostother
woods,isfreefromresinandpitch,
andcontainsa naturalpreservative
thatpermeatesthetreesfromcore
tobark.SoeverypieceofRedwood
thatgoesintoyourhomehasa re
markableresistancetoall formsof
rotanddecay,andismoreoverun
usuallyslowtoignite,— apoorfood
for flames,andeasytoextinguish.
Jn textureRedwoodisof close,
evengrain,witha surfacethathas
beenaptlycalled"paint-tenacious,"
whilethebodyofthewoodcontains
innumerablesmall,regularlyformed,
longitudinaldryair-cells,whichgive
highinsulatingqualitiesagainstheat
andcold.This allowsthenatural
absorptionandevaporationwithout
expandingorcontractingthewood,
— thus preventingwarpingand
splitting,-—socommoninordinary
woods.
Nomatterhowhotor cold,dry
ormoist,theclimate,or howrad
icalthechanges,Redwoodhasa
placein theconstructionof every
home.For porchcolumns,posts,
flooring,sidewalls,roofandside
shingles,eaves,gutters,doorand
windowframes,mudsills,rails,fenc
ing,—whereverthereisatendency
torot,decayandfirehazard,—Red
woodis thebestwoodto installin
yourhome.

Pacific Lumber Go.

REDWOOD
ThelargestManufacturersandDistributorsof CaliforniaRedwood

SendforRedwoodInformationSheetNo.iron"Residen
tialBuildings/'Aliotellusthenameofyourarchitect
andbuilder,forwhomwehavespecialRedwooddata.

SANFRASCISCOzJffCaliforniaSt. LOSJSGttLBSi CentralBankBldg
EasternSalesOrganization

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO. OF ILLINOIS
1111 Lumber Exchange Building, Chicago

NEW YORK:$23Jlh Av,.
KANSASClTr: GrandAv,. TimfhBUr.

The fixturesore
as portable as
pictures and
can be moved
from onesocket
to another

The device is
so made that
the fixture can
be"pluggedin"
easily and
quickly

The shield of
thefixture cov
ers wall recep
taclecompletely
and does not
appearportable

PORTABLE LIGHTING
FIXTURES

N1
EVV home conveniencesare ever
welcome. And one of the most
welcomcableof these is a recent

invention which makes possible the
utmost flexibility in the lighting of the
home. '

This new arrangement,originatedby
Cantelo White, a New York lighting ex
pert, is greetedby architectswho have
seenit in useas one of the greatestre
cent electricalstrides.
Electric lighting fixtures need no
longerbe fixed,sincethe introduction of
this new method of wiring the home.
Instead, they may be as portableas pic
tures. With the new plan, a tenantmay
have as many or few lighting fixtures in
a room as suit his needor tastefor any
occasion. When he desiresto removea
light, he lifts it from the wall with the
samemotion as he would to takehis hat
off a hook. If he wishes to place it in
anotherpart of the house,he hasbut to
thrust it into any one of a number of
outlets, situated at various places—as
easily as pluggingin an electric iron for
use.
A new kind of outlet or receptacle
and a new typeplug, with curvedblades
insteadof the usual straight ones,to fit
into it, form the basis of the new in
vention. The wall outlet looks much
like the ordinary baseboardplate and is
installed in a similar way. The ceiling
receptacleis marked by a small brass
plate, the center of which is a rounded
triangle,containingthe two contactslots
for the curved blades of the plug.
These outlets are placed at the vari
ous placesabout the housewhere lights
may be required. Here ends the work
of the electrician. He need never be
called in again whenever shifts of fix
tures are necessary. The householder
can do the changingas easily as hang
ing pictures. The outletsare inconspicu

ous and will not mar the harmony of
any decorativeeffect.
The new type plug is attachedto the
fixture, in the caseof wall lights. This
is easily plugged into the outlet, the
curved blades pointing upwards. Thus
the electrical and mechanical connec
tions are made at the same time. The
curved bladesare strong enoughto sup
port the heaviest fixture.
The plug for the ceilingfixture is made
so one-half of it is inserted at a time,
the curved blades extendingin opposite
directions like the prongs of an anchor.
A hook on the lower end of the plug
holds the chandelier. The harder the
pull, themore firmly the plug holds the
chandelier.
This new arrangementwill make it
possible to bring a light where it is
needed and remove the light conve
niently from places where it is not
needed,without leavingany gapingholes
or any dangerousdanglingwiresto touch.
Another advantage is the ease with
which fixtures may be taken down for
cleaning, or when a room is cleaned.
An important electricalmanufacturerre
cently said that the reason why most
householderswere fussy and hard to
pleasewhen selectingfixtures is because
they realize when a fixture is once in
stalledunder the presentmethodit is up
for good.
Another commendablefeature is that
whena building is oncewired under the
new method,it is ready to be passedon
by inspectorsand underwriters before a
fixture is in place or even selectedby
the tenant. Fire insurance companies
will welcomea systemwhich eliminates
the possibility of loose joints at the very-
point in the wiring of a housewhere a
defective joint is most objectionable.
The devicewill be on the generalmar
ket early in 1921.
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YELLOW
FREE
STONE

USUALLY BEARS FIRST YEAR PLANTED
Always the
Second Year
Breaks Records
the Third Year
Do you ask stronger
evidence, read this:

403 Perfect peaches
on 4 year old tree.
Mr. C. E. Strawbrldge,of
Lima, Ohio, writes us under
date of August 25, 1920,as
follows: "On April 10.1916,I
setoutoneof yournewRoches-
ter Teachtrees. Last yearwe

AUGUSTwicked5 peachesfrom It, each
averagingthesizeof anaverage
teacup THIS YEAR WE HAVE
PICKED EXACTLY 403LARGE
PEACHES FROM THIS ONE
TREE. Manypeoplehaveseenthistree,andcanhardlybelievetheir
owneyes.Oneof itsadmirerswas
PostmasterJ. K. Sullivan,who
wantsmetoputhimin rmichwith
the "FELLOWS WHO HAVE^ » SUCHTREESFORSALE."

TREES planted In Spring. 1918.bore 150 to 200 peaches past summer
THE EARLIEST FREESTONE PEACH KNOWN

"RochesterIs greatestmoneymakingpeachin the world"—Statementby large
orchardlst.
OriginatedIn Rochester,NewYork, tree Is a strong,uprightgrower,has stood
sixteendegreesbelowzeroandproduceda full crop,whiletheElbertaandCrawford,
underthesameconditionsIn the sameorchard,producedno blossomsand conse
quentlyno fruit.
Mr. Yarker,Greece,N. Y., whohas an orchardof 500trees,reports17peaches
pickedin Augustfroma treeplantedthepreviousspring.
Mr. C. M. Thomas,215W 40thSt., Savannah,Ga.. purchaseda RochesterPeach
fromus last February,andpickedthefirst fruit in July.
Price,Mediumsize.3-4 feet.$1.00each;$10per 12; $75per 1(10.Extra size,
4-6 feet.$1.50each;$15.00per 12; $110.00per100.
IMPORTANT —For descriptionsandpricesof a completelist of Glcmcoodproducts,
sendfor a copyof our 1921catalogueof DependableTreesand Plants—it's free.
".s# We are headquarter* for genuine Rochester Peach

GLEN BROS., Inc., Glenwood Nursery, Established 1866
2116 E. Main Street, Rochester, N.Y.

ROCHESTER

^Improved European Jilbertj

CATALOG FREE
Plan for a beautiful garden this year.
We can help you. Our RoseSj Hardy
Flowers, Shrubbery and Seeds in large
variety at very reasonable prices, delivered

free everywhere. Write today for illus
trated Catalog No. 18.

THE SIDNEY FLORAL CO.
Dept. 19 Sidney, Ohio

The Only Thing of the Kind in the United States
A Great Nut Delicacy,Big, Meaty Filberts, (Hazel Nuts)

Grow Them in Your Own Garden
CombineBeautywith Profit

Theymakehandsomeshrubsfor thelawnandhavean ImportantplaceIn ornamentallandscapepiantliifts.Setoutalonetheedgesofwalksor drivestheywill soonrivalthecelebratedNut BordersofEuropeanGardens.
Plants bear the secondor third year after plantingandat
thetenthyearyield20 to 25 poundsperbush.

ThriveIn anymoderatelyrich,well drainedsoil, with verylittle
cultivationandsucceedovera widerangeof territoryandlatitude.
AreHARDYandADAPTEDTO THE MORENORTHERNSTATES
whereotherkindsofNutTreeswillnotfruitsuccessfully.
Customersin practicallyeveryStatereportCompleteSatisfactionwith
theseplants-
WriteforFREECATALOGtellingall abouttheseImprovedEuropean
FilbertsandourCompleteAssortmentof FRI IT andORNAMENTAL
TREES.SHRUBS.ROSES.BERRY PLANTS,etc.

L. W. HALL COMPANY, Inc.
America'sExclusiveProducersof ImprovedEuropeanFilberts

466CutlerBldg..Rochester,N. Y.

r ■ 1 ^
SplendidMirsery Stock ofallkinds^

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
For Early Spring Planting

OF all the gardens that have been planned andmade, I believe a garden of Hardy Perennials
gives the most real deep down satisfaction and joy.
There will be radiant Peonies and gorgeous Irises in
May and June, Phloxes, Delphiniums, Digitalis, Aquilegias,
and a host of others that make up the succession of flowers
in the garden of perennials.
Most of the desirableperennialsand shrubscanbe shippedand planted
safelyin spring. Hereat Wyomissingwe havetheold-timefavoriteshrubs
and a scoreof the new introductions—French Lilacs. l.cmoine'sDcutzias,Philadclphus,Rock Plants; Evergreensfor specialuses—as well as Farr's
WyomissingIrises, Phloxes,Peonies,Anemones,all of whichcan betrans
plantedinearlyspring,andwill givecharacterto yourgardenthe tirstseason.

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
Seventh Edition

a bookof 1.12pagesand plates,accuratelyclassifiesthe finestvarietiesof
landscape-makingmaterials. There arc fourteenplatesin full color, and
manyphotographicreproductionsof flowersandgardens. It is a comprehen
sivetext-book,andwill be thecompanionof bothamateursandexpertswho
delightin hardyplantsandfloweringshrubs. This bookis toovaluableand
costlyfor promiscuousdistribution,hut will bemailedto anyaddressfor $1.
With thebooki senda certificatewhichentitlesyou to an allowanceof (1on vourfirstorderamountingto$10.

BERTRAND H. FARR
106 Garfield Ave.,

-Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
Wyomissing, Penna.

%
You'll Be DelightetT
With Our Large -Size
E VERGREENS
They are magnificent specimens with thick masses of foli

age from tip to base. Every Harrison Evergreen has a

liberal root ball securely sewed in burlap. These fine,

large-size trees are priced surprisingly low, quality con

sidered. Here are

A Few of Many Bargains
Variety Size Price

AmericanArborVitae 8to10ft. $8.00each
BlueVirginiaCedar 8to10ft. 8.00each
CanadianHemlock 6to 7It. 6.00each
Plume-likeRetlnospora... .7to 8ft. 7.00each
Koiter'sBlueSpruce 7to 8ft. 14.00each

It is really economicalto buy these
large-sizetrees direct from our nurs
eries. You saveyears of waiting and
care. The value of your property is
immediately enhanced several times
the outlay.

Order direct from this advertise
ment. Write today for free Planting
Guide describing a complete line of
Evergreens, Shade Trees, Shrubbery.
Fruit Trees and Small Fruits.

Box 51 Berlin, Maryland

"Largest Growers of Fruit Trees in the World
'

■xr
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Hardware
Harmony

HARDWARE
should not be

chosen for utility alone. Its
decorative features should also be
considered. Care should be taken
that your hardware does not clash
with its surroundings.

In Sargent Hardware you are
sure to find just the pattern to har
monize with your architectural and
decorative standards. You will also
find in Sargent Locks and Hard
ware that solid quality which as
sures protection and durability.

We have prepared a book for the
convenience of architects and home-
builders. In it are shown the many
tasteful patterns created by Sar
gent designers. Write us for a
copy and select with your architect
the design that will harmonize with
your new home.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water St. New Haven, Conn.

Sargent Day and Night Latch

ThehandyPush-Button
Stop is an exclusiveSar
gentfeature.

IN
your present home, store or
office, you need the extra
security given by Sargent Day
and Night Latches. They should
be on the front door, cellar
door, back door, and on out
buildings. Made extra strong
and sturdy to resist entrance of
the lawless.

This dainty hand embroidered linen pillow
caseis 13" x It may be had for $2.50

SEEN in the SHOPS
Which may be purchasedthroughthe House & Garden
ShoppingSert'ice,19 West 44f/i Street,New York City

(Above) A thirteen-
piece Italian needle
point luncheon set of
hand woven, natural
colored linen. The
square centerpieceis
24", the doilies 10"
and 6". S37.SO

The bedspreadat the
left is of batiste,hem
stitched and embroi
dered. The single bed
size, 72" x 108", is
$16.75. A larger size,
90" x 108", comesat

$18.50

For a refectory table comes an excellentluncheon set of seven
piecesin hand woven linen with Italian handwork. The runner is

18" x 54", the mats 12" x 18". It is $30

S A R G E NT
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WILL YOU ACCEPT

Three Fine DAHLIAS

AS A GIFT?
You may have them in time
for Spring planting.
Ningret, Rich, Dark Red,
Clouded and Striped Lighter.
Powhatan, Dark, CrushedStraw
berry. Beautiful shading. Free
bloomer.
Frances Lane, Light Lavender,
Red. Very wonderfully shaded.
To rapidly increase the con
stantly swelling tide of the grow
ing list of membersof the Amer
ican Dahlia Society,a strong root
of each of these three grand
Dahlias is offered to new mem
bers. The regular price is one
dollar each, three dollars for the
three roots.
Membership in the American
Dahlia Society includes:
1. The QuarterlyBulletin, Riving
DahliacultureandDahlianotesand
newsof theworld. Somesaya single
issueIs wortha year'sdues.
2. A seasonticketto theSociety's
greatDahlia Show.
The annual duesare two dollars,
with nothingmorewhateverto pay.
If you wish the three Dahlias de
scribedabove,remitthe amountof
the annual dues, two dollars, and
fifty centsextrato pay theexpense,
andthe threedollar Dahliaswill be
deliveredanywherein the United
Statespostpaid,and your namewill
be enrolledas a memberwith all
duesfor the year fully paid.
TheDahliasweregrownby oneof
the largest and best growers of
Dahlias in the world. Needlessto
say, the offer must be withdrawn
whenthe supply arrangedfor has
beenexhausted,so pleasebe prompt
In ordering. Address,

EDWARD C. VICK. Secretary
American Dahlia Society

20SElwoodAve. Newark,N. J.

Country
Homes
The dignified estate,
the delightful place
near town, the cozy
bungalow, all are ad
vertised in the Real
Estate Mart of House
& Garden.

Now Is the Time
to Buy

More real estatebargains are
being offered now than re
cently. We are in constant
touch with brokers who spe
cialize in selected localities
throughout the country. They
can find you what you want if
it is obtainable.

Call upon us if we can serve
you—there is no charge—the
service is for the benefit of our
readers.

Manager Real
Estate Mart

House & Garden
19 West 44th Street

New York City

PREENS
GARDEN BOOK 1921

IS
the one different kind of a Seed and
Plant catalogue. In addition to listing,
picturing and describing every worth

while Vegetable and Flower, it tells you how
to successfully grow them. These valuable
cultural directions were written by famous
American experts, especially for Dreer's
Garden Book.

No matter whether your hobby is Vegetables
or Flowers or both, you will find that by
using Dreer's Garden Book for ready-refer
ence, you can make your garden both pleas
urable and profitable. Contains 208 pages,
six color plates, and numer
ous photographic reproduc
tions of the best of the recent
novelties and all the old-
time favorites.

A copy of Dreer's Garden Book
will be mailed free to anyone
mentioning this publication.

HENRYA.DREER
714-716 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ltt/
"
£ I V
\ Sturdy as OaksROSESn_ .„^^^^ stockthatcanbe plantedanytime.Old favorites,new

^^t^r and rare varieties the creamof the world'sproduc
tion—"Dingee Roses" havebeenknown as the best

for 70years. We guaranteesafedeliveryanywherein the United
States. Write for

Our "New Guide to Rose Culture"
for 1921. It's FREE

Illustrateswonderful"DingeeRoses"in natural
colors. It's more than a catalog—it's the life
timeexperienceof theOldestand LeadingRose
Growersin America. A practicalwork on rose
and flower culture for the amateur. Describes
over 500 varietiesof roses and other plants,
bulbs and seedsand tells how to grow them.
Edition limited.
Established1850. 70 Greenhouses

THE DINGEE & CONARD COMPANY
Box 172, We»t Grove, Pa.

BOX-BARBERRY
is a dwarf, upright form of Bcrberis Thunbergii, and

lends itself most happily to edgingsfor the formal garden,or for low
hedges. It is perfectly hardy, thriving whereverB. Thunbergii grows.

Sendfor descriptivecircular,andcompletecatalogueof Kim CityNurseryproducts.

The Elm City Nursery Co.
New^ie'Bowr"1" Box 194, New Haven, Conn.

The Lovely

ROSY SHOWFLOWER,

or Lythrum, Rose Queen

One of the very finest peren
nials we ever grew and as hardy
and robust as an oak. In early
summerplantssendup a dozenor
more slender wirey stems from
eachcrown to the height of four
or five feet. These carry beauti
ful foliage and about three feet
of lovely star-like blossomsand
buds. Color rosy scarlet, very
showy and brilliant. Thesegreat
flaming torches of bloom show
for two months. A freeand easy
grower anywhere. Strong, two-
yearplantswhich will bloom fine
ly this season.
40c each: 3 for $1.00; 7 for
82.00; 20 for $5.00.

AUTUMN GLORY
( Helianthus Quest ifolius )

This has proved to be the most
magnificent very late flower we
havegrown. It bloomslong after
frost has killed everything else.
In fact,it doesnot beginto bloom
till about time for frost. It then
standsfive to sevenfeethigh and
the great massivebranchesburst
out into a sheet of solid bloom
of the clearestand richestgolden
yellow, like our famous Golden
Glow but still moreshowy. Grows
readily from seed,also from roots.
From seedit bloomsthe first sea
son,attaining full sizeand perfec
tion. There is nothing like it. It
is positively the greatestintroduc
tion of recentyears.
SeedHelianthusAutumnGlory—
Per pkt., »5c; 3 for 60c. Sure to
bloomfinelythis fall.
Plants—30eeach; 4 for $1.00;12
for $2.80.
SFECIAL OFFER:—For $1.00we
will mail 3 strongplanusLythrum.
and 1 pkt. seedeach of Autumn
Glory,PienersNew3 lb. Tomatoand
Catalogue.
BIG CATALOGUEfree. All flower
and vegetableseeds,bulbs, plants,
and berries. We grow the finest
Gladioli,Dahlias,('annas,Irises.Peo
nies, Perennials,Shrubs, Vines.
Ferns, Roses. Sweet Peas, Asters,
Pansies, BeeLs. Beans, Cabbage.
Onions.Tomatoes,etc. All special
prizestrains,andmanysterlingnov
elties.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS. Inc.

Floral Park, N. Y.
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cAn IndianaLimestoneKfsidtnct

"Homeisaresort
Of lovetofjov,ofpeaceandplenty;where
Supportingandsupported,polishedfriends
Anddearrelationsmingleintobliss.'*

SOME
day you will build a home in which

your love of the beautiful in architecture,
and your ideals of charming interior dec-

oration will find their fullest expression.

And around it you will plant a garden, filled
with a riot of flowers and box hedges and trees
that bring one so close to nature, and make of
one's home a real sanctuary.

But to carry your plans to fruition, the home
should be built of beautiful Indiana Limestone,
which has not the cold, hard look and character
istics of ordinary building stone, but possesses a
warmth of tone and a velvety texture that at once
places it in a distinct class by itself.

And whether you contemplate building an im
posing country house or a little English cottage
just filled with love and pretty things and books,
with a wide fireplace and the cheerful glow of
crackling logs, it can best be built of Indiana
Limestone.

For the cost of Indiana Limestone houses is
not higher than of those built of any other per
manent material. And they are so much more
beautiful, with a beauty that endures and grows
more mellow through the passage of the centuries.

Our 'Booklet,"Designsfor Houses"Built
of IndianaLimestone,

" niill bemailedto
youon request.

INDIANA LIMESTONE QUARRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Box 782 Bedford, Indiana

METROPOLITAN SERVICE BUREAU, 469FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Raspberry Notes from the Department
of Agriculture
(Continued from page 64)

his soil, not only during the growing
and ripening of the fruit but also while
the canesare developing. Somegrowers
make it a regular practiceeach year to
mulch their fields to a depth of several
incheswith straw, leaves,or greenhay.
When this practice is followed, the cost
is great but the moisture supply is re
tained well.
In the humid sectionsof the Eastern
States, irrigation should be used chiefly
or entirely during the growth and ripen
ing of the fruit and will pay only when
an ample moisture supply can not be
maintainedby tillage. As the raspberry
ripens its crop during the summerwhen
droughtsare likely to occur,somegrow
ers have found irrigation profitable.

Systems of Training and Pruning

The bestsystemof training and prun
ing the differenttypesof raspberriesde
pends largely upon their manner of
growth. All types sendup shoots called
"turions" from the leader buds which
usually are formed at the base of the
old canes. Sometimes only one such
bud is producedon each cane,but usu
ally at least two are formed, and some
times three or more appear. Thus, if
two canes grew the first year after
planting and each produced two buds,
four canes would appear the second
year, eight canesw 'uld be formed the
third year, and by tne fourth year there
would be 16 canes. However, some of
the buds do not start and many of
those that do start make weak canes,
so that whenplants are in bearingabout
the same number of strong canes are
produced the first year after the plan
tation comes into full bearing as dur
ing each of the following years.
The new shoots of all types of rasp
berries complete their development in
size the first season. The second sea
son small side branchesare sent out on
which the fruit is borne. As soon as
the berries ripen the cane dies and is
cut out. Thus the canes are biennial,
that is, they live for part of two years;
and the roots are perennial, living for
many years. A few varieties of red
raspberries,amongwhich is the Ranere,
bear fruit on the tips of the new canes
in the summerand autumn of their first
year of growth. Such tips die back,
and the parts of the cane which have
not fruited bear the following summer.
In addition to producing canes from
the leader buds, red raspberries send
up shoots called "suckers" from their
roots, but the black and purple va
rietiesdo not sendup suckers. Someva
rieties of red raspberriesproduce suck
ers in large numbers; others produce
few. Deep cultivatingmay cut the roots
of the red raspberry and causean in
crease in the production of suckers.
Therefore, if some system of training
were not used a red raspberry field
would soon becomea dense thicket of
canes,each competing with others for
food, moisture, and light, and the ber
ries could be picked only with difficulty.
Becauseof this the methodsof pruning
and training of red raspberries differ
from those employed with the black
and purple types.
The system of training and pruning
varies not only with the type of rasp
berry, but also with the vigor and na
ture of the variety, with climatic con
ditions, with the cost of materials,and
with the preference of the grower.
Thus, the Ranere red raspberrymakesa
densegrowth of comparatively slender
canes, while others, like the Marlboro
and Ruby, make fewer canes,which are
much stouter and more erect. The
Ranere is not a tall-growing variety, but
the Cuthbert canesgrow very tall. Va
rietiesof the black and purple types do

not show such great differences in
growth as the red sorts.
Under the conditionswhich are found
in New England, canes of the Marl
boro red raspberry usually grow from
3 to 5 feet high, yet in Washington and
Oregon they may grow to a height of
10 to 14 feet. Similar differencesoccur
when other varieties are grown in such
sections and make it necessaryto use
training and pruning systemsespecially
adapted to local conditions.
Where the canesare stout and from
3 to 5 feet tall, growers often allow a
solid row or hedge2 to 3 feet wide to
form. This system is very common
over all the eastern United States and
is adapted to such short-canedvarieties
as the King, Marlboro, Herbert, and
Ruby. A modification of this system
is used extensively in New Jersey in
growing the Ranere. The canesof the
Ranere are comparatively slender, and
in early spring growers cut the tops
back with hedge shears so that they
can support the crop in an erect posi
tion. Sometimes the Cuthbert also is
grown under this system.
The hedgesystemis modified further
in some sectionswhere the canes grow
taller or are not stout enough to hold
the fruit in an erect position. Under
such conditions a "horizontal trellis" is
madewhen the plantation is 1 year old
by stringing two wires along each end
of crosspieceswhich are attached to
postssetevery IS to 30 feet in the rows.
The wires support the canes, so that
they are not broken by pickers or by
thosedoing the cultivating. No pruning
back in done.
The best form of the hedge system
for most sectionsis that called the nar
row hedgesystem. Suckersare allowed
to grow up only in the rows between
the plants originally set, and all others
are kept out. The rows then will be
about 12 incheswide, and a large part
of the tillage can be done with a culti
vator. Wire trellisesare usedwith this.

Removing Old Canes and Thin
ning New Ones

In nearly all sections,under all sys
tems of training, the fruiting canes
should be removedas soon as the crop
has beenharvested. If this is done the
young caneshave more room in which
to develop and will have more sun
light. Also it is supposedthat by the
removal and burning of the old canes
on which may be insects and diseases,
the plantation will be kept in a healthier
condition.
At the same time that the old canes
are cut out the young canesand suckers
should be thinned. Where red rasp
berriesare kept in hills, all suckers and
all the weaker new snoots should be
removed. Ordinarily S to 7 strong,
vigorous canes should be left, but as
high as 8 or 9 canesmay be safely left
in vigorous hills where the plants are
set 5 feet apart each way. In the irri
gated sectionsof Colorado, however, it
is consideredbest to leave8 to 12 canes
per hill of the Marlboro variety. The
Ranere in New Jersey makes a large
number of small canes,and as many as
10or 12may be left to eachhill. Some
times, in order to secure a large crop
on the new canesof the Ranere in late
summer, all canes are cut off at the
ground in early spring and the strength
requiredto maturean early crop forced
into caneproduction. Four or five canes
per hill of the black and purple rasp
berriesshould be left under all systems.
When the hedge system is used the
canesshould be thinnedso that they are
not closertogetherthan 8 inches. When
several canes appear from the same
crown, the more vigorous should be left.
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AS TO INTERIOR DECORATIONS
IT
is said that there are more nervous break
downs among interior decorators than in any
other calling. An amazing mass of details go
to make up each completedarticle. Assemblinga
decoration issue of House & Garden is not unlike
that. There are so many possiblethings that ought
to be spoken of or explainedor exhibited that the
task is bewildering. And yet, as this April number
begins to take shape in the proof book, it seems
that a great number of subjectshave beencovered
in its pages.
There is that first article on the newer forms of
curtains by Ruby Ross Goodnow. The last word
in curtain design and fabric is explained. Or the
article on satinwood, one of the more decorative
forms of antique furniture. Or the story of chintz,
by Aaron Davis, a well-known fabric authority,
in which chintzes old and new are displayed and
explained. Or the five pages of interiors, show
ing a great variety of rooms in both America
and England, all of them the work of representa
tive architects and decorators. Or, finally,—for
we must stop somewhere,—the page of chair legs
of the French periods, an invaluable guide. These
are only a few of the many decoratingsuggestions

A house on a hillside is among
the illustrations of the April

number

in this issue, a few of the details that go to make
up the completed number now being assembled.
For April brings other interests besidesdecorat
ing. Garden, for instance. Here are two pagesof
gardengates,quite unusual. Beyond, is a remarka
ble garden. Farther on the Editor of the American
Rose Annual writes of new single roses. Beyond
that we cometo an article on boxwood,then one on
garden walls and shelters and finally an excellent
little contribution on delphiniums by Frank Gals
worthy, the English flower painter and brother of
John, the novelist.
Of the housesthat will inspire prospectivebuild
ers is a beautiful little designin Wilmington, Dela
ware, a Georgian house from England and the
group of small houseswhich has becomea feature
now of the magazine.
In addition to these—yes, thereare more things—
is the discussion on collecting American pottery
and the page of bird houses and the household
equipment contribution on brushes and, for a last
filip, the new designs in country house writing
paper.
You see, it is not merely an interior decoration
number.
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A STUDY IN GARDEN TEXTURES

Nature is generous to the gardens of Bar
Harbor, However hot the day, evening al
ways brings a cool dew to refresh the plants
and assure sturdy growth. Moisture blows
in from the sea, giving life to the trees and
green to the lawns. This accounts for some
of the rich growth in the gardenof Mrs. John

S. Kennedy, a spot that affords a pleasant
study in garden textures. Here is the velvet
of a rich, deep lawn, here the endlessplay of
light and shadeamong the phlox, delphiniums
and marguerites. Above the wall Lombardy
poplars sweepeloquently and the turfed alley
leads gently toward the vine-roofed pergola
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SOME GARDENS AT BAR HARBOR
Where the Climate and Soil of the Maine Coast Make Possible a Variety and Perfection of

Flower Growth that Can Hardly Be Rivalled Elsewhere

THE thing that kept Diocletian downwas his lack of travel. Could he have

sailed around the matchless rock head

lands of Mount Desert, Maine, and landed

and strolled through Bar Harbor, his cabbages
would have suffered, but how the man would

have gained! For it is not possible to be de
voted exclusively to cabbages when you can

walk through your garden in the cool of the

evening and observe your foxgloves rising six

feet and more high, your larkspurs attaining

MERVIN JAMES CURL

eight and even nine feet. Unfortunately for

the emperor, no regular line of steamships was

running to Mount Desert in his time; but for

such gardens as Bar Harbor can show, well
might he have abdicated a throne.

Among the well known gardens are those of

Herbert L. Satterlee, Murray Young, and Mrs.

John S. Kennedy of New York City; Mrs.
Edgar Scott, Mrs. John Markoe, and Miss
Coles of Philadelphia; Mrs. Farrand of New
Haven; Mrs. J. T. Bowen of Chicago, and

Mrs. George Yanderbilt of New York City.
Of these the senior Olmsted designed the Van-
derbilt gardens; Mr. James L. Greenleaf, the
Blair garden; Mrs. Farrand, her own and those
of Mr. Satterlee, Mr. Young and Mrs. Scott;
Mr. Herbert Jaques and Mr. Joseph Curtis,
the Bowen garden.
Well might the finest designers spend their
efforts here, because floriculturists declare that
the climate of Mount Desert is the finest along
our eastern coast for the growing of flowers.

The Bar Harbor region is a land of wooded hills and blue water,
oj jar-reaching views and the romantic wildnessof a North that
strongly suggeststhe Scottish coast. Informality is the keynote

everywhere. From here, on the summit of the Beehive, one
looks down upon the Satterleeestatewith its gardensand bunga
lows hidden away among the trees. Great Head lies beyond
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W hatever the reasonable

demand of the gardener

may be, here is his satis

faction. If he ask for
health and vigor of

growth, for brilliance of
color, for a reasonably

long season and a large

variety, here he will find
what he asks for. And
if he should request a
romantic setting, a gar
den that is a very part
of the sun and the air
and the soil of this ro

mantic northern island,

he will find no denial.
There is a reason for

this perfection of gar
dens. Where wild flowers
grow in profusion and

strength, there will a
well-watched g a r d e n
thrive. Mount Desert is
the very home of wild
flowers. Professor M. L.
Fernald, of Harvard
University, wrote after

twenty-five years of in

vestigation, "This ex
traordinary accumulation
within one small area of
the typical plants of the
arctic realm, of the Ca
nadian zone, and in
many cases of the south
ern coastal plain, cannot
be duplicated at any
point known to the
writer."

These wild plants of
various latitudes, which find their home on
Mount Desert, are always sure of cool nights.
However hot the day may have been, after the
sun sets the cool air sweeps in from the sea
over the island, the dew is heavy, and the
plants are refreshed. So they are never weak
or puny. Plentiful moisture comes in again
by day from the sea. The heavily wooded
reaches of spruce, pine and hemlock aid by
retaining much moisture in the soil. When
cultivated, the wild flowers attain much greater
size, like the Solomon's seal of the Farrand

Whenwild flowers,like themeadow
rue in the Farrand garden, are
transplantedwith care they attain
wonderful size and profusion of
bloom. Against the dark green of
the forest wall they show to per
fection. Mrs. Farrand herself de
signed the garden scheme

The charm of different levels is
evident in the gardenof Mrs. John
S. Kennedy. Three old millstones
have been set m as steps, flanked
by a low retaining wall with gera
niums beddedat its base. Here, as
in other Bar Harbor gardens,trees
form the background
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garden, which is as at

tractive as if imported
from distant lands. To
this felicitous climate is

added a kindly soil of
powdered granite, shale

and slate with plentiful
humus from the falling
leaves of succeeding au

tumns.

And the result: note
the meadow rue in the

Farfand garden, which

rises a good two feet

above the gardener's
head; note the bluebells

reaching almost to his

shoulder, considerably

over four feet; note in

the Kennedy garden the

larkspurs along the wall,

about nine feet high.

Everywhere a growth that

would be rare in other
gardens is in these the

normal thing. Not only
size, which is a good but

not exclusive virtue; the

number of flowers to

each plant is here much

larger than usual. The
great pools of bloom in

the Scott garden are not

the result of many and

large plants only, but

also of the vigor of the

individual plant. A
noted gardener has re

marked that in Bar Har
bor plants thrive, where

as often in more southern

gardens they merely grow. Surely he is right.

But even the most brilliant, most sumptu
ous blooms fail of their full effect when set
in the midst of a naked waste. A background,
a frame, a setting must be had, else something
is lost. Mount Desert gardens always have

this setting. The red spruce, which here
reaches well toward its southern seaside limit,

rears its almost black branches in great pro
fusion. Against such a black-green rampart
wall veiling the romance of the garden, the

(Continued' on page 70)

Mrs. Scott's garden has all the
charmof completeseclusionwith
in its wall oj birchesand spruce,
as well as a fine amplitude of
lawns, the colors oj the flowers,
and the jriendly gables oj the
house showing above the trees

Where the little stone bird bath,
the bluebells,the meadow rue and
other lesserplants unite to jorm a
pleasant place oj intimacy against
the evergreensthat surround the
Farrand garden. Here bird life
centersabout the constant lure of

water and seclusion

The planting among the rocks that
circle the Sieur de Mont's spring
is of native grasses and flowers
like thoroughwort and hardback,a
scheme of simplicity and great
charm. The spirit of the North
is apparent in all the surround

ings
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A broaddrive approaches
the front of the house.
The entranceis accented
by a portico. At each
endare living roomswith
light from both sides,
and with sleepingporches
above. The garden is
laid out in the rear
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THE SPRING AND FALL OF MAN
Is Gardening a Mild Form of Insanity?
Could a Constitutional Amendment Put an

End to this Annual Corruption of Mankind?

IT is recorded that man was first tempted in a garden, and tothis day the temptations of the garden are the most alluring that
can be presented to him. Once he eats of the fruit of the tree that

grows in that garden, his innocence is gone. Thereafter he is eternally

conniving, figuring, laboring, indulging himself. He takes up with

queer companions. He spends his money like a profligate. He even
speaks a strange tongue. Would that a new Milton might arise to
write this Spring and Fall of Man!

THE
first evidence of the temptation comes about the beginning

of February. It is accompanied by seedsmen's catalogs and price
lists of pots, watering cans and manures. If these can be kept

out of his hands, there is a fair chance of his resistance functioning.
Once he has opened them, however, there is little hope that it will.
A man on our street has this catalog complex. A nice fellow; trades
in leather. He isn't precisely what you would call a bookish person,
although he has a library. Two whole shelves are given over to seed
catalogs—and you know what a messy appearance catalogs make. His
wife pleads with him to keep them out in the garage, but he is adamant.

If you ask him why one catalog isn't enough, he assumes a learned
air and shows you. ''Now Dreer lists only five varieties of aquilegia —
that's columbine—but Sutton shows twelve! Or take calceolaria—
three varieties in Dreer, sixteen in Ferry! Think what I would miss!"
Or delphiniums. "In Henderson only four. Imagine it! Turn to
Wells of Merstham, and what do you find? Fifty-five, my boy, fifty-
five!"

"Are you going to grow all fifty-five in your garden?" you meekly
ask.

"Well, ah. . . ." And he dodges the question by leading off into a

rhapsody on the flowers that Peterson carries.

Venusburg is tame compared with this catalog temptation. Cards and

drink and roistering and vermilion Sundays are as child's play. There
is no devastation like the complete corruption of a man under the spell
of gardening catalogs.
A man of my acquaintance (he has since gone into the Church) once

paid $48 for a single narcissus bulb. When it came to choosing be

tween a new hat for his wife and a new dahlia for himself, he got the

dahlia. Even when he was in debt that man would blithely hand over

practically his last cent for some miserable packet of seeds that were

more choice than those I could afford.
It was strange, too, about his vocabulary —asparagus was its terminus
to the east and in the west he would not go beyond witloof; he knew

nothing farther south than abronia, nothing farther north than zinnia.

I used to respect his judgment, but my regard began to wane when I
saw him lose his balance over the pictures in the catalogs. He actually

believed that onions could grow as big as a hat, carrots like thighs
and lupins as tall as a steeple. It was fortunate that he caught religion.

THE
second temptation becomes a veritable field day, a saturnalia,

an orgy, an hilarious bust. Let the maples begin to leaf, and he

drops his old, steady life, his regular habits, his friends of long

standing—and he disappears.
Planting, he'll explain. Nothing of the sort. He's gone on a seed

drunk; that's what he's done. He's bought far more seeds than he

could afford, far more than he ever can bring to flower, and he's sticking

them into the ground.
There's my friend, S , the editor, who went to France last year,

ostensibly on magazine business. The gay lights of Paris had no
peculiar temptation for him; in fact, his wife assures me that he was

in bed before ten almost every night. So far as she knew, he escaped

Paris unscathed. Ah, but how he had deceived her! In December
there arrived three mysterious parcels from a seedsman in Versailles.

He opened them boldly in front of her. Seventy packets of various

aster seeds, fourteen of gaillardia, eight of marigold, six of Baby's
Breath, twenty of poppies, and a lot of other things. That's what he
had been doing in the daytime in France. No wonder he wanted to
hide his head under the coverlets before ten!
I asked him what in thunder he was going to do with all those seeds.
You wouldn't believe it, but he talked precisely like some poor half-wit
in an asylum who thinks he is endowed with omnipotence. He solemnly
told me that he was going to give up an entire acre of his country place
to raising those seeds, that he would make it blossom like Paradise !

This is a desperate case, but even in this stage there is hope for a

man's recover)'. He may overwork and become satiated and in his
satiety revolt against the autocracy of gardening. My friend perhaps
never will ; he has the constitution of an ox.

THE
third temptation is to speak a strange language. His native

tongue no longer suffices; he needs must converse in Latin. Does
he talk about marigolds? No, he calls them calendulas. The

good old name of candytuft, which satisfied generations, he dubbs
iberis! Come on him unawares, and you'll hear him murmuring sensu

ously, the way a small boy rolls a sour ball around in his mouth, such
succulent word as "salpiglossis", "scabiosa", "sphenogyne". In his
exalted moments he will show what a great man he is by pronouncing
"sisyrinchium'', "hemerocallis", "portenschlogiana", "escscholtzia", and
"mesembryanthemum".
When he has reached the Latin stage, his family and friends may
as well give him up. He no longer cares for fine clothes or whist or
social progress or making lots of money or becoming a power in the
land, to which normal people devote themselves ; from that time on he'll
earn his bread by the sweat of his brow—and be proud of it! He'll
count his capital in potatoes. He'll rejoice in rotted manures and
blabber about mulch. His dream will be delphiniums towering behind
madonna lilies and three heights of snapdragons flirting in the sun.
His ideal will be the columbine that always comes true, and his Paradise
the garden where there is no winter.
Mad, utterly mad!

He makes a sorry figure. His hands are always dusty and his
trousers bagged at the knees. He writes letters to people in distant
parts, long communications about geums and how to treat them, and
what to do for aster beetles and why you can't keep phlox from losing
color.

He is easily flattered, too. Tell him that his iris pumila are the
smallest you've ever seen, he'll swell with pride and talk miles over

your head on iris. Mention rock plants to him and he'll talk alpinii
till you cry for help. Of discussing nymphae he has no end. The last
state of that man is far worse than the first. He has become even more
terrible than ruined, he has become a bore.

THIS

is a very serious condition, this spring and fall of man.

It is an annual insidious devastation of the manhood and woman
hood of America. How can it be stopped ? How can the tempta

tion be removed?

If we reformers vote a new amendment to the Constitution forbidding
the sale of seeds, hell grow them at home. If we lock him up, he'll
raise a flower in the crack of his prison walk.

Frankly, there is no solution for this terrible indulgence. We have
to bow before the reality of the fact. These men are tempted more

than they are able. And if, as the cynic says, the only way to get rid
of a temptation is to yield to it

,

then the only way for normal people
to handle these floral drunkards is to become garden slaves themselves.

Strange, my brothers, but there's no getting out of that Eden once

you've passed inside its gate.



WHEN YOU THINK OF A HOUSE IN THE COUNTRY

When you think of a house in the country
you think of just such things as are pic
tured here—long windows letting onto a
garden, a bedroom with a balcony, the
shade of trees,and roses clamberingup a
trellis. Well, this balcony does happen to

be off the master'sbedroom; and the gar
den scents are wafted indoors through
shady Venetian blinds. And one can step
from the living room onto the turf path.
It is the home of Meredith Hare at Hunt
ington, L. I. Charles A. Piatt, architect
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These two loving cups
and the cup and cover
date from the end oj
the 18th Century

THE OLD SILVER O F ERIN
In the Times of Her Peace Ireland Produced Famous Silversmiths Whose

Wares Collectors Seek Today

GARDNER TEALL

IN the perennially refreshing "Last Essays of Elia", Charles Lamb brings to
mind the joys of sacrifice on the part

of a collector of the interesting things of days

gone by. There you will find Cousin Bridget
saying, "Do you remember the brown suit
which you made to hang upon you, till all
your friends cried shame upon you, it grew so

threadbare—and all because of that folio
Beaumont and Fletcher, which you dragged
home late at night from Barker's in Covent-
garden ? Do you remember how we eyed it for

weeks before we could make up our minds to

the purchase, and had not come to a determina

tion till it was near ten o'clock of the Saturday
night, when you set off from Islington, fear

ing you should be too late — and when the
old bookseller with some grumbling

opened his shop, and by the twinkling

taper (for he was setting bedwards)
lighted out the relic from his dusty

treasures— and when you lugged it
home, wishing it were twice as cumber

some—and when you presented it to
me—and when we were exploring the
perfectness of it ('collating', you called

it)—and while I was repairing some
of the loose leaves with paste, which

your impatience would not suffer to be

left till daybreak—was there no pleas-

From Cork, being the design of
William Reynolds, came this beau

tiful tray

ure in being a poor man? or can those neat

black clothes which you wear now, and are so

careful to keep brushed, since we have become

rich and finical, give you half the honest van

ity, with which you flaunted it about in that

overworn suit—your old corbeau—for four or
five weeks longer than you should have done,

to pacify your conscience for the mighty sum

of fifteen—or sixteen shillings was it?—a
great affair we thought it then—which you had
lavished on the old folio. Now you can afford
to buy any book that pleases you, but I do not
see that you ever bring me home any nice old

purchases now. When you came home with

twenty apologies for laying out a less number

of shillings upon that print after Lionardo,

which we christened the 'Lady Blanch'; when

you looked at the purchase, and thought

of the money, and looked again at the

picture—was there no pleasure in be
ing a poor man ? Now, you have noth

ing to do but to walk into Colnaghi's,

and to buy a wilderness of Lionardos.

Yet do you?"
Would, dear reader, that I could hold
out the hope of obtaining any bit of
old Irish silver antedating the mid-

eighteenth century, at even the sacrifice

which Cousin Betty and her cousin

were called upon by their acquisitive

The work of the Irish silversmiths sometimestook elaborate
forms, as in this epergneor brancheddecorationfor the center
of a table. It datesfrom the ISth Century and shows remark

able beauty of workmanship

Candlesticksare not an
unusual form to find in
the work of the Irish
silversmiths two cen
turies ago

As in the caseof most silverware, the history is read through the marks. Ireland had
her own silversmiths'guild and its work bears individual markings. The marks on

thesetrays and creamerplace themas beingmade in the 18th Century

This pair of candle
sticks dates from the
18th Century, a prolific
era in the making of
Irish silver
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Potato rings are round circles of silver, not unlike enlarged napkin rings except
that the base is slightly larger than the top. The potato bowl was set in them.

They gavean excellentopportunity jor the silversmith'sskill

The first is a coffee spoon showing
unusual decorations on handle and
bowl; the second a sugar spoon.
Both from the ISth Century

longings to make! Would that I could
honestly tell you it would be safe to

deliberate over the projected purchase
of such a piece if one came upon it!
Alas! Times have changed, Cousin
Bridget, have sprightly changed,
Charles, since those who had nothing to

do but walk into Colnaghi's didn't, and

you could flatten your noses against the

panes and run a slow race for your
heart's desire, almost sure to win.

Times have changed! Those who can
walk into Colnaghi's do, and into every
other place under the sun where the

Tankards are
not an unusual
form to find in
Irish silver

Lion feet give
this creampitch
er its unusual
aspect

The sugar sifter, which is of elabor
ate design,and the coffeespoon both
were made in the 18th Century by

Irish silversmiths

treasures they seek are apt to be found.
We may still discover precious books,
rare prints, delectable china, a thou

sand and one other things dear to the

collector's heart here, there and else
where in Bargain Land, but old Irish
Silver before 1750— it seems cruel to
break faith in miracles.

How be it
,

may there not chance to
exist those who can find some satisfac
tion in collecting with the Inner Eye?
Some too who may discover in their

ancestral or nearly ancestral posses-

(Continued on page 78)

In this group are found some o
f the more ambitious pieces o
f Irish bread basket, a punch bowl, two standingcups with coversand a sal-
silver, all o
f it from the rare 18th Century. Here is an epergne, a ver. Illustrations by courtesy o
f the Metropolitan Museum o
f Art
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HOW TO MAKE LIVABLE ROOiMS OF GkEEN
By Choosing the Right Shades and Combining With Them Harmonious Colors

Something of Nature's Softness is Produced

ETHEL DAVIS SEAL

THERE
is something about

nearly every green room that

is hard and depressing, and

something, too, that we decorators

might call "Thin". There is no
subtlety of atmosphere between you

and the green chairs and sofas; the

green walls are unchanged in their

bleak harshness of tone as the day

waxes and wanes; the green rug is

as unimaginative as a frozen field,

camouflaged with the lushness of

June; and the best that can be said
for the average green room is that it

duplicates the fixed and fading green

smile of late midsummer, with, how

ever, none of the allure of spring.

What you should strive after in

your green room is this same charm,

this lightness, airiness and grace of

spring. In this most delightful sea-

Oysterwhite walls, a mauvefloor,
a green, black and lavender
hooked rug; lavender furniture
trimmed with black and jade;
bedspreadof jade green taffeta
quilted in mauve; cretonnedrapes
of green,mauve and rose. Thus
the bedroom has been done

son there is no harshness of color,

no cumbersome masses, no soggy
luxuriance: the miracle of an em

erald field is thrown into strange re

lief by the surrounding drabness of
tone; the pale green leaves hover

over the trees like a perfume; the

dead vines of winter clinging to the

sides of the houses quiver with life
and a faint aura of green creeps in
the wake of the sun; green shutters

loom into prominence as decorative

notes that blend with the vines, the

fields and the trees; shy flowers

spring out of the turf, blossoms

hide in the woods close to the gray

trunks of trees, pushing blue and

pink faces through the dead brown

leaves of winter. And over all, the

sky, blue, gold, rose, or gray, be-

(Continued on page 72)

In this living room a dark leaf
greenhas beenusedon the floor
with an oval braidedrug in gray,
green and black. The tallboy,
setteeand table are two tonesof
green—the green of a lilac leaf,
soft and tinged with a delicate

silvery gray
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Where the main garden gives on the grassy slope of the orchard a little fan-shaped space of brick lies beneath the
shelter of two flanking apple trees. Here, m spring, daffodils and tulips, puschkiniasand dwarf iris help to make gay-

one of those garden meeting spots of which one loves to dream on winter evenings

RANDOM NOTES IN MY GARDEN
Wherein Are Recorded Some of the Little Things that Count in Building Up the Garden

Scheme, and the Large Pleasures They Afford

MRS. FRANCIS KING

TO the eye of a gardener, snow is nowinding sheet, none of the covering of

death; it is the warm wrapping mantle
of beauty asleep. Beneath the whiteness lie

endless radiances of color, wonders untold in
flower, plant, tree. How can those who do
not garden, who have no part nor lot in the

great fraternity, who watch the changing year

as it affects earth and its growth, how can

those keep warm their hearts in winter ? They

are as those who have no

hope. A winter day of the
coldest may glow and shine

with thoughts of summer,

but always provision must

have been made for the

summer by burying the

bulbs, by covering the ro

settesof the Canterbury bell

or the cut stalks which mark

the delphinium root's por
tion of the garden. These

things properly accom
plished, the fancy may hap

pily dwell in winter upon
the rosy tulip, the golden
daffodil, the campanula's
full round bells and upon

"Larkspur lifting turquoise
spires

Bluer than the sorcerer's {"
Me shadow

j. ,, blue blossoms
fires—" ph

And then the first signs of spring, those
days in mid-January when daylight lasts an
hour longer than in December; that blue of
the January sky which hints intangibly of
bluer skies to come; the warmer sun. On

such days I venture forth into a snow-covered
garden, look carefully over shrubs and trees

here and there, scrape the bark, of a rose or

thorn, hoping to find beneath that faithful
strip of green, the proof of life and strength.

beneathshrubs, and overtopped by Ariadne narcissus,May finds the
of mertensias. Scarcely eight inches high, but they gleam like sap-
ires, eachflower panicle beautifully rich in color and effect

So walking, I come to a spot which, almost
hidden by snow, is a source of warm delight;
and it is only the mind that makes it so, the

memory and the imagination.
On a hot August day of last year, I sud
denly realized that a pair of Cox's Orange
Pippin trees flanking the entrance of the main
garden to the grassy slopes of the orchard
were really grown. They cast full-grown
shadows. At once chairs were brought, and

a garden tea table, and the
true enjoyment of those trees

began. Two garden benches
then were set along the

edges of the gravel walk,

just within the garden, and

also beneath the pippin's
shade. The popularity of
this sitting place was at

once established. Where

the two chairs stood just
outside the garden, they
were backed by tall lilacs

growing almost to the height

of the young apples, by

Spirea arguta and by a few

deutzias, well grown.
But now the frequent oc

cupation of those chairs be

gan to leave its mark upon
the grass, worn spots ap-

(Continued on page 62)
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VanAnda

The trellis is used either to enclosea
garden,or to separatethe various parts
so that each can serveits own purpose.
On this estatethe problem was to plot
the drives and planting so that the
serviceend of the house,which is at a
lower level, could be easily reached.
Consequently, a forecourt was created

The picture above shows the southeast
corner of the forecourt in which are
planted rhododendrons, azaleas, ferns,
heather and other shrubs especially
thosewith heavy foliage. The rear of
the south side of the lattice, shown to
the right, fences the service road. It
supportsDorothy Perkins roses,clematis
paniculata, Lonicera Japonica and Ce-
lastrus scandens. The charm of both
these views is due, of course, to the
design of the lattice itself. A variety
of motifs has beenused,giving a back
ground that doesnot grow monotonous
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To the left is the forecourt; to the right, the
service road. The photograph shows how com
pletely the serviceroad has beenscreened. From
this view can also be appreciated the value of
the white painted lattice against the background

of the trees

The plan shows the nice economyof spacewhich
has been effectedby plotting unusual drives and
paths so that both the houseand serviceentrances
an- reachedin the easiestpossibleway, while the
front entrance is given the enclosedgarden that

it requires

A direct route from the front drive to the serviceis gained by a path that
leads through an arched gate. As the housestands on the brow of a kill,
at this point the land drops about 6' from the level of the forecourt. The
garden view is to the north of the house. This glimpseof lattice and gate
is quite one of the most charming on the place. The planting is set out

in pleasantrelationship to it
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THE QUALITY OF CANDLE L I G H T
Since No Other Form of Light Possesses Its Peculiar Character the Candle Will Always

Find a Place in the Decorative Scheme of the House

LEONARD CHITTENDEN

SO many generations of good,
honest service, of poetry and ro

mance lie behind it that we are

apt to take the candle as a matter of

course, and taking it that way we are

apt to overlook the important role it

can play in the modern house. Yet
candles persist, despite our vast im

provements in lighting systems; they
are being used more and more. The
reason for this lies in the romance that

surrounds the candle, in the nature of

the candle form and in the peculiar
quality of its light.
No imitation electric or gas fixture
can ever approximate the candle suffi

ciently to deceive one; in fact, the aver

age imitation candle is such a poor imi

tation that it had better not be used.

The shape may deceive for a moment,
but the light never does. Both of them

are constant and unchanging. Part of

the candle's charm lies in the fact that
it isn't permanent, that it is gradually
consumed, that its wax runs down the shaft

in grotesque stalactites.

CANDLE
light is a yellow light and it is

soft. It is not a constant power, and that
accounts for much of its interest and beauty.

Its glow increases in a pleasant, gradual cres

cendo, flares lustily for a moment and dies off

as the wax floods up the dam of the candle

rim. Dimmer and dimmer grows the light un
til, the wick seems almost engulfed and the
flame strained upward as if being suffocated.
Then the dam breaks. The hot wax spills
merrily down the shaft—and the flame springs
into life again.
Something very human in this—like incon
stant endeavor, like the changeable interests of

a woman. It is not a steady current, but a
pulsation of light; it has a beginning, a climax

and an end; a zenith and a nadir. Its soft

ness is the softness of a caress; candlelight

does not hurt the eye. Its full flame is at
once consuming and consumed. The cycle of
its glow is rounded, complete and satisfying.

No other light possesses these qualities.
Others are doubtless more efficient, less trouble

to care for, safer—but! But complete effi
ciency lacks romance; many of the beautiful

things in the home are manifestly a bother,

and we have pushed the Safety First campaign
too far.

Candles have a distinct role in the lighting
system of the modern home and definite pro

vision should be made for them. Unless one

wishes to reproduce an archaic interior there is

no reason to do all the lighting by candles; in
fact, this is inadvisable. It is best to consider
candles simply as decorative adjuncts to an

installed lighting system, to be used on occa

sions of festivity or when unusual spots of

naked flame are desired in a room.

THE first room in which they naturallyfind a place is the dining room. Custom

today calls for wall fixtures to afford the

general light and candles on the dining and

service tables. The old-style dome that flooded
the dining table has gone out of good usage,
and it is well that it has. Sitting at a meal

under its glare was like eating in a spot light.
Now dinner should be a pleasant ritual and the

persons concerned should appear at their best.

The gourmet might have relished a flood of

light to eat by, but he did not make a pleasant

picture. The fairest woman in the world pre

fers a soft light on such occasions, and she

is wise in her preference. Not alone people,
but objects— napery, silver and. crystal—blend
more harmoniously in a kindly glow. Conse
quently the dome has been relegated to the

undesirable; its place is taken by candles.

The use of shades on the dining table can

dles is merely a matter of preference. Covered,

they give a pleasant, colorful glow, but there

is much to be said in favor of the naked flame.

An electric light hidden in an imitation candle
shaft would serve alxuit the same purpose if a
shade is used. They are suitable for a restau

rant when the refinements of service are not

exacting, but in a home one can scarcely con

ceive of their being adopted for table use.

The naked flame of a candle is its point of in

terest; why then hide it under a shade?

One general criticism can be leveled at most

of the candles found on dining tables—they are
too low, they remind one of boudoir lights.

They can be seen in dozens of houses—dinky
little silver candlesticks, one at each corner of

the table, with the top coming at about the

eye level of the guests. When you speak

across the table you have to talk through flame.

It is far better to have the lights clustered
in a more pretentious candelabra that will hold

the flame up above the heads of the

diners. This type of candelabra will
also give the table an air of great dig

nity. Visualize such a table set for,

say, six. It is long enough to support
two candelabra for six or seven candles

each, set toward the ends of the table.

An interesting center piece of Italian
majolica or Wedgwood stands in the
middle between them.

White twisted candles are preferable
to the colored variety, although at

Christmas time one might follow the

excellent Polish custom of using red

candles, which give an added air of

festivity. We prefer the twisted variety
because plain candles are too reminis

cent of religious ceremonies, and the

one thing the hostess does not want to

do is to make her dinner table look

like a high altar.

HE living room presents many
opportunities for the use of can

dles. There is usually a mantel shelf on which

candlesticks can be placed or even a three-

branched light. In rooms which tend towards
the Jacobean or Italian one may use floor can
delabra of wrought iron in which many candles
can be lighted. Certainly in this room the
flame should not be covered. When such

groups are being burned, there is no necessity
for a great deal of general light. The candle
should never be obliged to compete with a

plenitude of electric bulbs; in fact, these two
kinds do not mingle any too pleasantly.
Candlesticks and candelabra for the living
room can take such a variety of shapes that
one must exercise care in the choice of candles

for them. A candlestick without a candle is
a contradiction in terms. We must have can

dles, and we should have them suit their hold

ers exactly. A great pair of Italian altar lights
standing on the mantel shelf, for example, re

quire the thick, sturdy type of candle used for

Mass lights. They can be purchased at stores

dealing in ecclesiastical wares. A Colonial
candlestick may require a bayberry dip, and

these can be purchased in the shops almost
anywhere.
Cautious housewives might be inclined to

rail at candles in a bedroom, and yet there is
no light in the world more pleasant to read

oneself to sleep by. But if caution denies the
candle as a night light, then at least give us a

candle to light us to bed.

Come up the stairs of a country house and

find a row of candles on a table on the land

ing. They look so simple, so kindly, so wish

ing you a pleasant rest. You light yours and
wander off to your room. They make you
feel that life is a little less complex, these
night candles; they remind you of the men and

women who, if we can believe history, found
living a simpler matter than we do.
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Coorf architecture always
takes into account the ex
isting features o

f the site,
and if those featureshappen
to be noble trees, then half
the beauty of the finished
picture is already accom
plished. At times it is even
advisableto changetheplans

o
f a housealtogetherrather

than destroy the trees

TREES AND
THE HOUSE
A Study in
Southern Colonial

The house illustrating this
point is a dignified inter
pretation o

f SouthernColon
ial, a type that requires the
immediatepresence o

f large
trees and the approach of
broad lawns. It is the resi
denceof Dr. Harold Spring
er, at Centerville, near Wil
mington, Delaware. Brown
& Whitesides, architects
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THE PLANTING FOR THE HOUSE FOUNP^>/ON
General Principles and Specific Details for the Attainment

of Good Results — Two Plans and Their Final Effects

CHARLES S. LE SURE, Landscape Architect

T? OUNDATION planting, at first
A thought, seems a simple problem, and of

course it really would be if we accepted
what we see extensively in different residential
sections of our cities. It is a simple problem
to the landscape architect, but to the house

holder it becomes difficult if he attempts its
solution in the right way. It is easy enough
for the amateur gardener to turn over a few

pages of past gardening methods and duplicate

on his own place some such arrangement of

plants as a stiff row of cannas or a few dozen

gaudy salvias. But it is a different matter to

plan and plant the base of die house accord

ing to certain definite principles which will
produce the desired effect.

Annuals of all kinds rightly
belong to a garden which

should be enclosed on at least

three sides. More than this,

they are impractical and ex

pensive when used about the

house. A type of plant should
be selected which will give

Straight, hedge-like effects
should be avoided in foun
dation planting. The plan
at the right embodies the
sort of curvesand irregulari
ties which should exist

some effect during the bleak months of winter

as well as in the growing season. The best

reason, however, for not using them is that

they are considered to be in poor taste in land

scape art, except where they are combined in
masses in regular garden beds or scattered in
natural clumps among the shrubs in a large
natural border.

The best materials we have for use in die
foundation planting are the hardy flowering
shrubs. There are many beautiful varieties to

select from, and besides, they offer the perma

nency so much desired against the house. Ex
cellent effects will result from their proper use.
Generally, as we find foundation planting,

it presents a certain monotony which is tire
some, especially when the same uninteresting
effect is repeated for blocks at a stretch. The
monotony is the result of using one or two

kinds of shrubs in a hedge effect immediately
adjacent to the foundation. The only effect
is a regular band of green about the house.
One writer referred to this method of planting
as the "feather boa style". Frequently it con

sists of a hedgerow of Spirea van Houttei faced
with another hedgerow of Japanese barberry.
Yet when used in the right way, there are no

better all-around shrubs than these two.

Foundation planting, it seems to me, is an

essential to the completed house and should be
done as soon as the building is

finished. A new home without
an effective planting on the

outside is almost as incomplete
as the interior without the pic
tures on the walls or the drap
eries. Neither is absolutely

necessary for physical com
fort, but all are needed for

A photograph of the actual
planting indicated on the
plan shows the effectiveness
of variations in height as
well as ground space. Seven
sorts of shrub are used
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The great aim of foundation
planting is to tie the house
to its site. Without shrubs
the house would look bare
and uninviting

complete mental enjoyment.

Just a word now about the

principles used in this or al

most any style of good land

scape planting. In the first
place, simplicity is most im

portant in the solution of the

foundation problem. The rea

son so many places are spoiled
is because of a desire to have

every kind of plant advertised.
This results in a botanical col

lection rather than a land

scape garden. There must be variety and har

mony in the planting. Varieties should be

selectedwhich blend easily together to form the

general mass effect. Attention should be given
to the form of the planting, or the contour

of the shrubs. Variety in this respect is

secured by setting taller growing varieties

at the corners of the house and on either side

of the entrances. The other spaces may then
be filled in with somewhat lower growing sorts

and the taller or accent shrubs faced with low

er plants like the Japanese barberry, snow-
berry, Indian currant, or dwarf spireas and
deutzias.
In planting, seasonal effects should be kept
in mind. Shrubs should be so selected that the

general beauty will be year-round. There
should lie good flower value in the spring and

early summer attractive summer foliage, bril
liant autumn leaves, colored fruits and barks

tit
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for fall and winter. There are only about a
dozen varieties of shrubs ordinarily used in
foundation planting which are refined enough
in texture. There are many other good kinds,
but most of them are better for border or other

types of planting. The twelve varieties are

appended at the end of this article.
The shrubs should be planted in thoroughly
prepared and fertilized beds of pleasing out
line, long, smooth curves being the best. The

plans indicate this idea clearly. The distance

apart to plant varies with the different shrubs.
The spaded beds should be kept cultivated dur

ing the growing season until the mass occupies
the entire area.

Autumn is the generally recognized season

for deciduous shrub planting, for the reason

that bushes set then can become thoroughly
established before any demands upon them are

made by the season of natural active growth.

Only six kinds of shrubs are
used in securing this effect.
White kerria and snowberry
flank the simple hooded
Colonial entrance

There is no reason, however,

why spring planting cannot be

successfully carried out if cer
tain rules are followed.

The shrubs should be set as

early in the spring as the
ground can be worked. In the
interval between their arrival
from the nurseryman and
actual planting their roots
should not be exposed to sun
or drying winds which would

injure if not really kill the
If they cannot be regularlysmaller feeders.

planted for several days after receipt it is a
good plan to "heel them in"—lay them on
their sides along the edge of a shallow trench
and cover their roots with earth.
Tall Shrubs Distance Apart
White kerria

Aralia pentaphylla 3'

Spiraea van Houttei 2>]/i
Regel's privet 3'

English Privet 3'

Persian lilac 4'—5'
Low shrubs
Japanese barberry 2'—2^4'
Snowberry 2'

Indian currant 2'

Spirea Anthony Waterer 2'

Deutzia gracilis 2'

Spiraea callosa alba 2'

Stephanandra flexuosa 2'
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CONSIDER THE GARDENER
What He

IN America today, unless the gardens areof the intimate form and size in which

many of our colonial ancestors and later

such enthusiasts as Celia Thaxter joyed to

labor, the ubiquitous pest of which not even a

quarantine ruling of the Federal Board of

Horticulture can rid our Edens is the labor

problem. Gardens may have to be simplified,
if they are too large for the sole care of the
owner, because a wealth of literature and visits

to perfected old-world gardens have stimulated

taste beyond the physical power to apply it.

How can we escape the wilderness unless more
skilled gardeners come to the rescue?

Whatever the nationality of workers at pres

ent listed on the family tree as gardeners, they

may apparently be anyone shouldering a shovel

as a symbol. The dictionary justifies this

classification, for it defines "to garden" as not

only "to lay out, to prepare, to cultivate land

as a garden, to practice horticulture", but "to

labor in a garden." So "gardener" is inter

preted in various human forms.

Wf E have found that a gardener may be an
untrained day laborer who ignorantly fol

lows or fails to follow directions as he pleases,

possibly weeding out even rose bushes without

prick of thorn or conscience and hoeing up

the precious self-sown seeds. He may be a

sporadic worker—perhaps a Norwegian sail
ing-master, driven to shore tasks by the sink

ing of so many of his country's ships during

the war, and who climbs down from a painter's
ladder patiently to extract miniature bulbs from

the sod where they have become naturalized.

Or there is the odd-job man who with a little
general knowledge and experience contracts to

care for a place by the season, but who takes

no special interest in any particular one, as
his attention is distracted by the claims of

other places.
Then we have the resident handy man who

serves as bathing master in the summer and

caretaker in the winter, working in the gar

dening incompletely— for when some flowers
are missed from the beds, they are found lying

indoors in their original packets. Again, an

ex-blacksmith of Herculean stature, deprived

of equine customers, essays kitchen-gardening,

growing fruits and vegetables to scale with

his own bulk and admitting that he can, where

flowers are in question, only distinguish a

cabbage from a rose. Finally, there is the
chauffeur gardener, who is likely to be called
at any moment from the intricacies of me

chanics to those of horticulture. Fortunate are

the flowers if he is country-bred, and to be
pitied if he has been raised in the city.

J N some places the old family gardener still
exists, perhaps too illiterate to read or prop

erly pronounce the names of the flowers with

which he works such wonders, and skeptical

Should Be and What He Often Is—His

Relations to His Work and Employer

ELLEN P. CUNNINGHAM

of everything in print, declaring that you can

put anything in books but not in gardens—if
he can help it! He respects only bought or
home-grown plants, ruthlessly destroying, no

matter how beautiful they are, all native vege
tation which he calls wild, saying self-right-

eously that he is "a poor hand to save weeds".

Seldom visiting flower shows to absorb new

ideas, he sees no necessity for replacing old

plants and shrubs with improved new varieties.

He has never heard of color schemes, yet by

familiarity with local soil, climate and the

family taste he is enabled to produce satis

factory results of a certain kind, and he is so

devoted to his flowers that he will spend por
tions of even Sundays transplanting tiny seed

lings with his pen-knife. Surely such a man

can say "I count not hours by dollars, but
with flowers". To this class of gardeners we
owe a lasting debt of appreciation for faithful
service to the best of their ability. They toiled

early and late, in heat and cold, rejoicing in

the pleasure of the family as much as in the

beloved flowers.

The garden consultants, often highly edu

cated women who assist in ordering and ad

vising as well as in the manual work of plant

ing, are a new type of gardener. And then,

our large estates are especially indebted to the

scientifically trained private gardeners who

have come from Denmark, Germany, England,
Scotland, etc., where a man aspiring to be

come a superintendent is expected to serve

years of apprenticeship before assuming the

larger responsibilities. In the United States
one of the well-known seed houses said that

scarcely any young man applying for a posi
tion wishes to go as an assistant; every one

wishes to be a head gardener, with high wages.

\\T HY are intelligent, -trained private gar
deners so scarce ? Mr. William N.

Craig, President of the National Association
of Gardeners, offers several answers. First,
that the war has depleted the ranks of gar
deners, as of other professions. Second, that
salaries for superintendents have not risen pro
portionately to pay for less skilled workers,
and many expert men have gone into more

lucrative occupations. Third, it is increasingly
difficult to recruit the ranks of gardeners from
American boys who are unwilling to give so
many years to preparing themselves profes
sionally. Nurserymen and market gardeners
are not considered at the moment.

Evidently, if high standards of gardening
are to be maintained, more of our young people
must be interested in scientifically training
themselves as horticulturists and as managers
of large and small estates. Nature study
classes and school gardens are awakening spe
cial powers of observation and emphasizing
the practical value of patience and diligent

perseverance. As the minds of the boys and

Rightful

girls expand, let us further open their eyes to
the joyous possibilities of self-expression in
outdoor life, before youth is stifled in the
commercial confines of the city where, amidst
the ever-increasing roar of industry, the call

of the country is heard too late. Public and
private enterprise must combine to throw

searchlights on the path to be chosen, revealing
the mysteries of science as related to horti

culture. Even soil, when discoursed upon by
such a man as Professor Button of the Farm-

ingdale, L. I., State School of Agriculture,
teems with history, science, poetry and re

ligion, as he explains how destinies of nations

depend upon the character of their soil, and

how, by altering it scientifically, the trend of
civilization is changed. Furthermore, poetry
and religion draw their inspiration from the

beauty of bloom issuing from the soil.

Q NCE the desire to study gardening is cre
ated, how is it to be gratified? Glimpses

at home, and abroad show some of the methods
of training gardeners. In Europe there are
special schools. In England alone, last sum
mer, Miss Elizabeth Leighton Lee, Director of
the School of Horticulture for Women at
Ambler, Pa., visited a dozen of the many
schools for women in Great Britain. On the

Continent, familiarity with three modern lan

guages is sometimes required, and a health
certificate, as conditions of admission to
classes, thus hinting at the high standards for

gardeners.
In this country, in addition to the public
opportunities offered by colleges and botanic

gardens, the garden clubs are not only edu

cating thousands of their members in practical
planting of public and private grounds, but,
like the Woman's National Farm and Garden

Association, are giving scholarships for the

training of women gardeners. For two sum
mers a new departure has been successfully
made by Mrs. James Duane Livingston, who

opened her place, "Garden Home", at Barn

stable, Mass., to young women coming from

such elaborate homes that the multiplicity of

gardeners and domestics prevents the future
mistresses of estates from learning gardening
and household management.
Another opportunity for training is offered

by Mrs. Samuel T. Bodine of Villa Nova, Pa.,
whose extensive estate and eminent superin
tendent-gardener, Mr. Alexander McLeod,
have formed an exceptional combination.

Young girls are received here for practice and
instruction, are partially paid while learning,
and have model housing accommodations. Mr.
C. T. Crane's estate, at Ipswich, Mass., has
also employed young women under the super
intendent-gardener, Mr. Cameron. An Oc
tober conference at the Massachusetts College
of Agriculture is said to mark a new epoch in

(Continued on page 62)
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS

Linen-fold paneling
was the graceful
product of a digni
fied era in furniture
creation and its use
in this library helps
to create the digni
fied atmospherethe
room deserves. It
is surmounted by
old reddamask. The
table is Elizabethan

Leaded windows set
in stone frames form
onesideof thisGothic,
dining room. An
other is paneled in a
number of motifs
characteristic of thai
age. Jacobeamchairs
are used here with
an Elizabethan table.
The ceiling is of
molded plaster



Franceof the l&th Century
had an elegancewhich, ex
pressed in furniture, can
readily be adapted to the
town or country house of
today. We find that spirit
crystalized in this living
room. The walls are pan
eled and painted yellow.
The furniture is of the
epoch, some pieces being
pronouncedly Directoire

Another view of this living
room shows the gold taf
feta hangings,the Toile d?
Jouy screenand the cab
inet painted in dull green
The mantel is Italian. On
the old painted day bed,
which is gray and gold, is
a satin cover of striped
gray and green. Fakes,
Bisbee, Robertson, Inc.,

decorators
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In another living room by
the same decorators is
found the spirit of ISth
Century Italy. The walls
are pale green. The sofa,
m urinecoloredvelvet, has
for background a Renais
sancetapestry. The light
ing fixtures are modern
Italian iron. Tan linen
hangings are embroidered
with crewel work

The Directoire atmosphere
is createdin this bedroom,
where yellow walls form a
ground for the Directoire
bed in gray and gold,
canopiedand coveredwith
gold taffeta of purple and
blue stripe. Toile de Jouy
hangings of yellow and
lavender are edged with
gold. Fakes, Bisbee, Rob
ertson,Inc., decorators

jg0
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EXPERIENC ES WITH D A H L I A S
JOSIAH T. MAREAN

For the past twelve years Supreme Court Justice Marean has
made the growing of fine dahlias his especialhobby. In the
creationof new varietieshe finds a delightful pastimeand that
deep satisfaction which comes to one who, though well past
threescoreyearsand ten, is still active amonghis own flowers.

DURING
many years of

gardening one of the

first tilings that I have
learned is that it pays to con
fine oneself to the really su

perior things. When one

considers the time and ex

pense given to growing plants

and flowers, the initial cost
for the procuring of the ma

terial pales into insignifi

cance and therefore plays no

important role whatsoever.

It has therefore been my prin
ciple to purchase for my pri

vate gardens always the

choicest that money can buy,

rather contenting myself with

fewer flowers, if necessary,
so long as they be superior.

This principle I followed
some fifteen years ago when

I became interested in dahl
ias of the better sorts as then

available. Soon the growing

of these plants became a great
hobby with me and I began
to realize what a source of

pleasure and excitement it

would be to create a new

strain, finer than any exist

ing, through careful selection,

segregation and patience.

Indispensable Flowers

After amusing myself for

a few years with my dahlias,

they became a great fascina

tion, and, particularly at the

autumn of my life, I have
become enamored of these

beautiful flowers, which, in

my opinion, are indispensible
and which make the garden

gay throughout the fall until
the heavy hand of the frost

descends upon them and

ruthlessly destroys in one

night that which it has taken
an entire season to create.

From year to year I have grown at my coun
try place at Green's Farms, Conn.—which is
in a very beautiful, rolling section of country

l>etween Bridgeport and Norwalk on Long
Island Sound, with a wonderful view of Long
Island in the distance—three or four thousand
seedlings, using only the best seed procurable

from my own plants. This scheme I am still
pursuing; it affords me the same sort of ex

citement which as a boy I found in my matinal
visits to the fish-lines set the night before.

Xow and then something worth while was

pulled out of the water.

A great man is born once in a while, but

Lcvlck

The view through
the arch into Judge
Marean's formal
garden shows the
effective way in
which the dahlias
are combined with
other flowers

His flowers have won many prizes and amply justify the pncte
of their creator in them. It is a privilege and pleasure to be
able to present to the readers of House & Garden this
article from a man who has done so much for the develop
ment of one of our finest garden flowers.— Editor.

the majority of children,

whatever their parentage,
turn out to be just plain
'•folks". Dahlias follow the

same law, and out of the mass

I have found each year only
a fewr worth saving. These

I remove from the seedling
garden and try them out in

my ornamental gardens be

fore selecting further.

Hybridizing

When one gives some

study to the natural laws

which govern the evolution

of a superior strain of dahl

ias, which I have done for
some ten or twelve years, one

will find that what is called
the hybridist, who laborious

ly combines two existing va

rieties, is wasting his time.

No matter what their parent
age, not more than one in
five hundred new varieties

thus obtained is in any way
superior to, or the equal of,
its immediate parents. The
rest are just common stuff.

The matter of hybridizing
may just as well be left to

the bees, only seeing to it
that none but the best exist

ing varieties are growing in

the neighborhood. Out of

the twenty-five thousand
seedlings which in the last
twelve years I have grown
from seed taken from the best
of my plants, I have obtained
only about fifty varieties

which I consider superior.
Whether they are superior or

not I leave to their record in
the American Dahlia Society
Shows of the last six years.
I doubt very much whether
the deliberate hybridist can

exhibit any better results.
Of course, new varieties of some sort are easily
produced by any amateur. But the evolution
of a superior strain is a work that demands
a long period of time, infinite patience and

great expense.
It seems impossible adequately to describe
dahlias as to form and color; none is of any

pure prismatic color and few adhere strictly
in form to any of the types which have been

arbitrarily adopted for their description. I
have divided my dahlias into two classes—
those of superlative and unrivalled merit for

both size and beauty, and those which fall a

(Continued on page 76)

"Hercules", a dahlia
of enormoussize, is
tangerine color
blended with deep
yellow. This and
other photographs
by courtesyof John
Scheepers,Inc.
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From left to right, "Mrs. E. T. Bedford", "Judge Marean"
and "Le Toreador", three of the Judge's splendid dahlia crea

tions, all of the decorative type

A single plant of "Mrs. Josiah T. Marean". The blooms are
of the peony type, old rose in color with golden shadings

showing at their bases

wZJ- !Lt "pfa n> if u £ fn
' MePhKt°Phele* < rnute *°lden P°ints °» **« Petals; chromeyellow with darker shad-Welter1 and Peg O Me Heart All are very large and colored, tngs; and old rose shadedgolden yeUow. Imagine the display valuerespectively, creamy white suffused with lavender; ruby red with o

f such splendidvarieties in the form J garden beds
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Small gardens,especial
ly thoseintimately con
nected with the house,
are coming more and
more into favor. This
one is close enough to
the house so that the
living room windows
overlook the vividly
colored picture of
blending flowers

Advantage is taken of
the view. The curve of
the shore around the
bay and the distant
stretch of sea are com
manded by this broad
brick walk beside the
house. It breaks the
hedgeon the shoreside
and opens up the gar
den's vista

In this tiny plot a wind
break is provided by a
high brick wall on one
side, the house on
another and a privet
hedge on the third.
Back of the wall are
planted Lombardy
poplars. The flowersare
planted in beds around
a central sundial

The GARDEN of RODMAN

PAUL SNELLING NEAR

BEVERLY FARMS, MASS.

ROSE STANDISH NICHOLS,

Landscape Architect
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HOUSE & GARDEN'S GARDENING GUIDE
*

A■ ■ A Condensed Ready Reference for the Year on Culture and Selection of jflr^ ■
'.

fl
| Vegetables, Flowers and Shrubs and for Planting, Spraying and Pruning W^Wtfm!

SHRUBS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

SHRUB COMMONNAME HEIGHT COLOR SEASONOF
BLOOM DIRECTIONS

For MassesandBorders

Buddleia Butterflyshrub
Strawberryshrub
Sweetpepperbush
Deut/ia
Pear!bush
GoldenBell
TartarianHoneysuckle

6'-8'
4'-6'
tf-T
4'-6'
5'-6'
4'-5'
4'-6'

Pink,lilac,violet July tofrost
May

A newfloweringshrub,butoneoi thebest;sunnypositionandfairlyrichsoil.
CalycanthusFloridus Brown Flowersaiedelightfullyfragrant.
Clethra White July-Aug.

June
Oneofthebestofthesmallershrubs;veryflagrant.

Deutzia White,pink Veryfreeflowering;a greatfavoritefoigrouping.
ExochordagrandiHora White May-June

April
Goodforcutting;besteffectobtainedthroughmassingwithothershrubs;charmingflowers.
Largeyellowflowersblossombeforetheleavesappear.
Moststrikingwhenclumped;stronggrower;freeblossoming.

Forsythia Yellow
Loniceratartarica White,pink,yellow, May-June

Philadelphus Mock-orange
Floweringplum
Sumach

6'-l<y
S'-IC
15'
4'

red
White
Deeppink
White
Yellow
White
White
Lilac

JuneMay
Profusebloomers;a valuedandfavoriteshrub.

Prunus Flowersof a beautifulshade.
Rhus July-Aug.

April-May
May-June
May-June
Aug.-Sept.
June-July

Suitedfordampplaces;brilliantin thefall.
Ribes Floweringcurrant

BridalWreath
Snowball
ChasteTree
Weigela

Fragrant;nicefoliage;growswelleveninmoistspots.
Spirea 4'-6'

12*
5'-6'
6'-8'

A shrubofexceptionalgracefulness.
Viburnum Therearemanyvarieties;eachhassomegoodpoint.
Vitex Gracetul;longspikes;flowerslateinsummer.
DierviHa Red,white,pink

ForIndividualSpecimens

Of robusthabit,bloomsprofusely,andeasygrowth.

Althea RoseofSharon
Japanesemaple
Angelicatree
Groundselltree
JudastreeWhitefringetree
Dogwood
Smoketree

8'-12'
6'-l<y
1(V-15'
10'-12'
W-\2'
8'-12'
15'-2C
12'

Rose,white
Foliage,various
White

Aug.-Oct.

Aug.

Amongthebestoftallshrubs;veryhardy.
AcerJaponica
Araliaspinosa
Baccharis
Cercis

Leavesofmanydistinctshapesandattractivecoloring,especiallyinearlyspring.
Uniquetropicallooking.
Whitefluffyseedpods in fall.

Rosypink
White
White,red
Smokecolored

April-May Flowersbeforeleavesappear;veryattractive.
Chionanthus
Cornus
RhusCotinus

Tune Verydistinctiveandattractiveinappearance;flowersresemblefringeddecoration.
Notsymmetricalinshapebutverystriking;foliagehighlycoloredinautumn.
Verydistinctive;flowersin featheryclusters.

May
July

ForHedgesandScreens

Althea
Berberis

Crataegus

RoseofSharon
Japanesebarberry
Hawthorne
Hydrangeapaniculata
Privet

8'-12' Rose,white Aug.-Oct. Seeabove;plantclose,15"to18".
v-v Absolutelyhardy;foliagelightgreen,brilliantinautumnwithscarletberries.

Veryattractive;manydifferentforma;longlived. Coloredfruits.12'-15' White,red
Whitetorose

May-June
Aug.-Sept.Hydrangeapaniculata

Privet
e'-ic Colorchanges;veryhardy;oneof thebestlatefloweringshrubs;enormousflowerpanicles.

Mostpopularformalhedgeplant;plantclose,8" to 10, pruneto shapefrequently.NewTo 8'
varietieshardierthanCalifornia.
Set15"apart;makesa densehedge;requiresa littlepruning.Pyrus

Spirea
Syringa

Japanquince 6'-8'
6'-8'
15'-2C

Brightscarlet
White

EarlyMay
May-June
May-June

Spirea PlantXWto 2
*

apart;verygracefulinformalhedge;especiallyforboundaiylines.
Plant2'to3';veryfragrant;goodforalongwalls,etc. Japonicalatestblooming.Lilac White,pink,lilac

VINES

VINE COMMONNAME FLOWERS REMARKS

Actinidia Silvervine Whitish,withpurplecenters;A. Chinensis,yellow Veryrapidgrowingwithdensefoliage;goodforarbors,trellises,etc. Ediblefruitsafterflower
ing.

Akebia
Ampelopsis

Akebia
Bostonivy

Violetbrown;cinnamoncenterinspring
Foliagehighlycoloredin fall

Goodwheredenseshadeis notrequired;verygracefulinhabit.
Mostpopularofallvinesforcoveringsmoothsurfacessuchasbrickandstonewalls,etc. In

Bignonia Tiumpetvine Veiylargetrumpetshape;redororange
settingoutdormantplantsprunebackto6".
Semi-climbing,especiallygoodforcoveringroughstonework,tallstumps,porchtrellises,etc.

Oematispaniculata Virgin'sBower FragrantpurewhiteflowersinAugustandSep
tember

Uniqueandattractivefo'iage.
Extremelyhardyandlobust;mostsatisfactorylatefloweringvine. Especiallygoodforporches.

Evonymus
Honeysuckle

Evonymus
Woodbine

Foliage,greenorgreenandwhite
Red,yellowandwhite;veiyfragrant

Flowersfollowedby featherysilverseedpods.
Extremelyhardy;goodinplaceofEnglishivyincoldsections.Evergreen.
Oldfavorite;oneof themostpopularforporchesandtrailingcovers.Sunnyposition;good
variegatedfoliage.

Wistaria Wistaria Purpleorwhite;immensependentpanicles

SUMMER FLOWERING BULBS

Oftwining,notclinginghabit,especiallygoodforpergolas,etc.Attainsgreatheightwithsuita
blesupport.Sunnyposition;richsoil.

FLOWER HEIGHT COLOR SEASONOF
BLOOM

DIRECTIONS

Anemone
Begonia
Call a

12"-18"
12"-18"
18"-24"

White,crimson,pink,blue
Pink,yellow,red
Yellow,white

July-Sept.
June-Sept.
June-Sept.

PlantinMayinshelteredposition,ingroups,about6" x G". Hardy.
Start in heat,orplantin rich,lightsoilinopen.Waterfreely.
Plantsuitablevarietiesin richwarmsoil. Plentyofwater;storeforwinterinwarmtempera
ture.

Canna 2'-6'
18"-5'
2'-6'

Pink,yellow,red,white
(Foliage)greenorvariegated
White,pink,yellow,red,variegated

June-Oct. Startin beat,oi plantdormantrootsin richsoil. Storeforwinter.
Sheltered,semi-shadedposition,lightrichsoil. Storeinwarmplace.Caladium

Dahlia June-Oct. Startin heator outdoorsafterdangerof frost,in deep,richsoil;thinanddisbudfor good
blooms.

Gladiolus 2'-5'

2
' Pink,red,white,yellow

White,yellow,scarlet
Red,yellow,scarlet
Blue,pink,yellow,scarlet
White
White,pink

July tofrost SuccessionofplantingsfromApriltoJuneforcontinuousbloom;storecoolforwinter.
Singleanddoubleforms;easilygrown;goodforcuttings.Ranunculus May-June

Montbretia 2'-)'
18"
2'-3'
8"-10"

June-Oct. Culturesimilartothatofgladiolus.Plant3" to6"eachway;takeuporprotect.
Culturesameasabovebutshouldbestoredforwinter.Tigridia June-Oct.

Tuberose July-Sept. PlantoutinMay,orstartinheat.JuneandJuly plantingforlateflowers.
Goodformassesorborders;planttwoclumps,inearlyspring.Storelikegladioli.Zephyranthus June-Sept.
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AMERICAN ANTIQUES IN ITALY
Points of Similarity Between Italian and American Furniture Made These Pieces Appear

at Home in Their Unusual Setting

H. D. EBERLEIN and ROBERT B. C. M. CARERRE

CARRYING
coals to New Cas

tle can scarcely be called an act

of wisdom. Neither would the

carrying of American antiques to Italy
seem any more to be commended on

that score. However, under the sav

ing grace of '"exceptions that prove

the rule", one may find justifiable in

stances contradictory of almost every

thing that is usually deemed the wise

or proper thing to do.

The transporting of American an

tiques to Italy to be used in the partial
equipment of an Italian house, in the
case under present consideration, was

quite justifiable on the grounds of

personal attachment to the objects

which the American owners wished to

keep about them in their new home

overseas. It is always a wrench to
sacrifice one's Lares and Penates, and

a sacrifice that ought not to be made

save under stress of the direst neces

sity. It was quite justifiable, too, on
the score of decorative propriety, as

the illustrations show. Good taste and

tact in combining the American pieces

with supplementary Italian acquisi
tions produced results agreeable and il

lustrative of certain sound principles.

The House

The Villa Ruspoli, just outside of

Florence, is much like other moderate-

sized Tuscan villas except

that being of modern con

struction it has rather more

coherence of plan than the

older dwellings, which often

represent a long period of

growth with sundry addi

tions made from century to

century. The house is L-
shaped with the entrance at

the angle. To the left, upon
entering, at the elbow of

the L, is the service portion
of the establishment, while

to the right are the draw

ing room, dining room, li
brary, and several smaller

apartments.
The house is comfortably

spacious and, as is fre

quently the case in the mod
ern villas, there are no door

nor window trims with

molded projections of stone,

wood or plaster, but all the

openings are merely sharply

rectangular penetrations in

the plaster surface of the

walls. The doors are often

The niche on the stairs was jormerly painted black and the
walls had a striped dado and frieze. All this was eliminated
by painting the walls cream with a plain dark base line

Combined with Italian pieces in the library are American antiques—a Queen Anne
walnut lowboy, upholsteredsofa and chair and little mahoganypedestaltables. The
polychromedecorationsof the ceiling,painted on the fiat surface,remainas originally

set back a few inches within the jamb.
Sometimes, in this type of house, a

doorway boasts a broad, flat, and ab

solutely unadorned stone architrave,

projecting about half an inch from
the wall surface, but this is the utmost

elaboration and by no means univer

sal. The window reveals are slightly
splayed and the casement woodwork

is as plain as a pipe stem.

Walls and Decorations

Thus the background to begin with
was favorable in that there were no

architectural features at all of a pro
nounced character to interject a pos

sibly disturbing or limiting element.

The only intractable feature was the

painted decoration—polychrome da
dos and stripings, with paneling

painted in perspective, while the niche

on the staircase glowered in gloomy
black. All of this was promptly
eliminated —it was the only possible
thing to do—and the walls from top
to bottom were uniformly painted a

pale cream color, with a plain dark

base line extending about 9" above

the floor.

The polychrome decorations of the

beamed ceilings in the drawing room,

library, and dining room were allowed

to remain untouched. The doorway

decoration in the drawing room—
which is not in relief at all
but painted on the perfectly
fiat plaster surface—was
also retained. Up to this
point one may seehow much

could be accomplished by
merely neutralizing the
background. The painted

ceilings and the tiled floors,

so characteristic of all Ital
ian work, yield a note of

cosmopolitan interest that is

not in the least objection
able or incongruous.

The Drawing Room

When we come to analyze
the furnishing of the draw

ing room, we find, at one

end, an American Empire
mahogany sofa, an Ameri

can mahogany Chippendale
chair, near it a mahogany

Heppelwhite armchair; in
the nearer foreground an

Italian painted chair of
Heppelwhite affinities, a

painted commode or lowboy
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with cabriole legs, standing
beneath an American Em

pire triple mirror with gilt
frame, and an all-over up
holstered chair which might
be of either British or
American origin.

'
At the

other end of the room, at

one side of the door, is a

late 18th Century painted
Venetian settee of marked

Heppelwhite affinities, be

yond the door an uphol
stered chair of no particular
national stamp, a low
painted Venetian table, an

other Italian Heppelwhite
painted chair, an Italian
walnut secretary of Heppel-
white relationship, an
American Sheraton mahog

any hanging corner cup
board, and another Ameri

can Empire gilt-framed
mirror. The painted Ital
ian pieces have polychrome
decorations on a pale green

ground.

Unifying Influences

This inventory sounds
exceedingly heterogeneous

and not altogether promis

ing. As a matter of fact,
however, there are three

factors that have contrib

uted to produce a very com

fortable sense of corporate

unity, notwithstanding the

very divers individual items
in the ensemble. First of
all, the room is large enough

so that the objects can be

kept sufficiently far apart to avoid

any jangling conflict between utter

ly dissimilar pieces, conflict that

closer proximity might precipitate.
In the second place, there are certain
points of similarity and contact be

tween some of the American an

tiques and some of the Italian pieces
—notably between the mahogany
Heppelw-hite armchair and the

painted Italian chair of related de
sign—to serve as a unifying bond.
It is largely due to the same spirit
of design that simultaneously in

fluenced all the better furniture
made on both sides of the Atlantic

in the latter part of the 18th Cen

tury and created a certain family

resemblance, making it easy to re
concile local differences. Thirdly,
the uniformity of upholstery stuff
— the ground is old blue with a
fine light tan foliated figure—exerts
a potent effect in tying things to

gether. The flower panels in uni
form frames of old dulled blue and

gold might indeed be considered a

fourth element in the production of

unity.

Two views of the drawing room show
American and Italian piecesused together

in perfectaccord

While the high-post bed is Italian it has
strong affinities with the American Em

pire pieces

In the library the Ameri
can walnut Queen Anne low

boy, the comfortable uphol
stered sofa beside the fire

place, and the little walnut

pedestal table with serpent's-
head feet are of distinctly

American provenance, while

the Empire mantel and the

Empire mirror above it
,

though actually Italian,
have so many American

counterparts, that the tone

of the room is thoroughly
consistent. The unmistak
ably Italian sconces and the
lamps made from old Ital
ian candlesticks add just

enough of the Italian ele
ment to give a note of dis

tinction and piquancy.

The Dining Room

The dining room, save
for the drop-leaf table of

Queen Anne kinship, is a
l

together Sheratonesque. The
sconce above the sideboard,
though characteristically
Italian, merely serves as a

foil to emphasize more
strongly the dominating
Sheraton accent of the

room's composition. The
ceiling is beamed and

painted, like the ceilings in
the drawing room and li

brary, but the tones and

pattern are so subdued and

unobtrusive that its effect is

simply an influence of quiet

enrichment.

One of the bedrooms
also illustrates the harmonious man

ner in which Italian and American
antiques can be made to dwell to

gether. The dominant piece in the
room is an Italian four-post bed.
The bed itself is quite low and mas

sive and the posts rise high above it
,

deeply carved and with decorated
terminals. In the same room are
used pieces of the American Empire
era. The bed has such strong affini

ties with the American Empire type
that it accords admirably with the

American pieces in the room. The
mirrors are Italian, too. The walls
and ceiling are plain.
Throughout the whole house one

perceives not only a sense of balance
and discriminating restraint in com

position, but also finds justification
for transplanting antiques that have

proved their fitness as instruments
of a pleasing cosmopolitanism in in
terior decoration. They have shown
that American antiques in Italy need
not be like fish out of water any
more than well-bred and well-be
haved Americans are out of place in
like surroundings.
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hi the spaceat the fool of
the bedcan often beplaced
a chair, couchor table. In
the bedroom to the right
the small table breaks the
vertical lines of the four-
poster and affords a place
for flowers in a vase—the
last things to look upon
at night and the first in
the morning

A daybed or couch is al
most an essential in the
bedroomof a busy house
wife, who should retire for
her forty "finks in the
afternoon. This sparesthe
bedand givesan addedair
of luxury to the room. In
the room below the day-
bed is a fitting adjunct to
the jour-poster

Small, low chairs placed
in bedroomshavebeengiv
en the pleasant name of
slipper chairs. When they
are at the foot of the bed,
as in this Colonial room,
they are reminiscent of
childhood, when you were
taught to fold up your
clothesat nightsand place
them on a chair

The air of harmony in the
bedroomto the left is pro
duced by using the same
pattern chintz at the win
dows, for bedspreadsand
on the couch at the foot.
The seeing housewifewill
probably criticize this ar
rangementbecause the
couch has to be moved
when the beds are made
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Shinglesas an outside wall covering
havemany advantagesin addition to
their length of life and moderate
price. They can be painted,as here.
They can be laid with an occasional
narrow course,thus breakingthemo
notony of the wall surface. This
home,a residenceat Spokane,Wash
ington, also presentsan interesting

study in gables

Upstairs the hall space is kept at a
minimum, giving plenty of closet
room, making the chambersof ample
size. The exposure of these rooms
and their ventilation has been well
handled. A featureof the plan is the
nursery, which in time can become
the child's bedroom. It is a livable
house for a small family with one

servant

MOM ll-S^

y

Practically one half of the bottom
floor is occupiedby the living room
and its attendant sunroom, which
commands the garden view. The
entranceis effectedthrough an out
side vestibule, with a lavatory
placed behind it. Service quarters
are in the front and side of the
house,placing the dining room at
the rear facing the garden

A GROUP of FIVE
SMALL HOUSES

In Which Shingle and
Stucco Have Been Suc

cessfully Employed

The roof is deeply indented,
dormerscrop out unexpectedly,the
shingle of the roof spills over the
shingle of the walls, yet the whole
effect is pleasant. Color is given
this wall by the rough stone chim
ney stack. The windows through
out the house are casements,the
entrance lavatory being protected
by a casementgrill. Whitehouse

& Price, architects
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The Dutch Colonial style has beenfollowed in
designing a small, livable' house for A. J.
Bleeckerat Tenafly, N. J. A sturdy chimney
of native rubble stone displaysa great variety
of colors, separated by wide joints. The
shingledwalls are finished with an old white
washed effect and the roof shinglesstained a
weathered brown. Blinds and shutters are
pumpkin color. In locating the house the ex
isting treeswere sparedand will form a valu
ablepart in the composition. Vines and shrub
bery will help to completethe exterior. R. C.

Hunter & Bro., architects

The plan is compact and convenient.
A living room extendsthe depth of the
houseand the hall and dining room are
of good size. The secondfloor provides
four bedrooms, two baths and ample

closet space

jmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

A small house,but eminentlylivable, is the home of H. L. Braisted at Engle-
wood, N. J. By bringing the roof down to the first story the house is given
a low appearance. The wide dormer provides comfortable bedrooms

Fireplaces on the porch and in
the living room are servedby one
chimney. The dining room is of
ampleproportions and thekitchen
is well lighted. The dining room
walls are paneled. On the second
floor are three family bedrooms,
all of good size, a bath and ser
vant's room with lavatory. R. C.
Hunter & Bro., architects
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Upstairs are three bedroomsand a bath, to
getherwith storagespaceover the shed. This
plan would serve for a small family. What is
now a shedcould easily be transformedinto a
garage, thus combining under one roof the
essentialsof a small suburbanor country house

The outsidewalls of this Massachusettscottage
are finishedin grayish creamstuccowith brown
stainedcypresstrimmings. The roof is of dark
red shingletile. Inside thewoodwork is cypress
stainedon the first floor and paintedwhite on
the second. Chapman & Frazer, architects

By reversingthe plans the layout of the
rooms fits Ihe photographmore readily,
the shed forming the ell shown in the
view. There is accommodation down-
stairs for a kitchen, dining room and
living room, with a small hallway

A livable plan is found in this homeat Potts-
ville. Pa.—large living and dining rooms, con
venient kitchen, an upstairs library and sun
room, with guestand masterchambers. C. E.
Schermcrhornand Watson K. Phillips, associate

architects of the house

The houseis built along Italian lines, of hollow
tile with cream colored cement stucco finish.
The roof is of shinglesstained several shades
of green. Two servant's rooms, bath and
store room are provided on the third floor,

no plan of which is shown
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THE DECORATIVE QUALITY OF POTTERY BIRDS
Valuable Accessories That Combine With Flowers in Creating Spots

of Interest and Color

MARGARET McELROY

IT is not strange that in the very beginning birds were one of the main motifs
in decoration. They had so much to

offer—color, form and the endless variety of
motion. That the designer was quick to see

and seize the tremendous decorative value of

these qualities is shown by the bird motif

that has come down the ages.
Ancient Egyptian decoration was essential

ly gay, perhaps to counteract the sombreness
of their architecture. Color was used lav

ishly and in many instances we find graceful

and strange looking birds in the frescoes on

the walls of their tombs and palaces. On

the side of the sarcophagus of one of the

wives of King Mentuhotep III. birds are an
important part of the carved design and a

famous Egyptian frieze shows three species of

geese, exquisitely drawn by some artist in

the Third or Fourth Dynasty, six thousand
years ago—a decorative record, indeed.

Their Influence Today

So it is to the decorator, perhaps more than

anyone else, that birds have been the greatest

source of inspiration the

world over. There is prac

tically nothing that goes

into our homes today that

has not been touched and

enhanced by their graceful

forms, from the countless

designs on china and chintz

to the little silver pheasant

salt shakers or the majestic

eagle poised proudly on a

Georgian mirror.

Of late the wonderfully
decorative quality of pottery

and china birds has been

rediscovered and they hold

a deservedly prominent
place among the unusual

accessories that lend dis

tinction to an interior.

Their success is legitimate.
With the exception of
flowers, nothing so quickly

satisfies the demand for

something truly beautiful as

a graceful bird in porcelain,

exquisitely colored.

Fortunately, these birds

can be used successfully in

a variety of places. They are

as charming an addition to

an 18th Century boudoir as

they are a successful part in

the decorating scheme of the

most modern interior. They

are adaptable and often

lend just the note needed—
that elusive something that

Gray, green and rose-col
ored Chinese porcelain
birds harmonizewell with
the old Spanishmirror and
console. Courtesyof Darn-

ley, Inc.

immediately stamps a room as individual.

The}' cannot be used indiscriminately.
The surroundings must be carefully consid
ered, especially the background. If you are
using a pair of brilliant cockatoos, do not
.put them against a color that does not abso

lutely harmonize. A dull, neutral tone would
be far the best and one only has to visualize
the effect against the deep green of their
native haunts to realize the value of a one-
tone background. This was peculiarly ex
emplified in a country house morning room.
Against a span of casement windows had
been placed a refectory table. There was
nothing on it but a large yellow bowl filled
willi spring flowers and two porcelain parrots,
placed at the right interval on either side.
The windo s were open and the birds had
for background a green expanse of velvet
lawn which deepened to almost black in the
trees beyond. It was a charming picture as
one entered and demonstrated the immense
value of birds in a decorating scheme, espe
cially when placed in so natural a setting.
li is in sun rooms that they can be used
perhaps the most effectively. The object of

this kind of room is to bring
the outdoors inside the

house, and here gayly col
ored birds are more than a

decorative accessory; they
are a natural part of the

surroundings and may be

placed on a table, or a ledge

flanking a little fountain;

they may rest amid a mass
of foliage or swing non

chalantly from a perch, or

may be used simply as wall
holders for trailing ivy.
Hut however placed, they
are an attractive and gay
addition to any sun porch
and can be had in colors
that will complement prac
tically any scheme of deco

rating that is desired.

liable Decorations

It is not alone in sun
rooms that these porcelain
birds are used successfully.
In one of the loveliest din
ing rooms that I know, the
whole color scheme was
based on the deep blue of

two china cranes that stood

Chineseblue peacockson
a strip of goldclothanda
profusionof colorful fruit
make an effective table
decoration. Darnley, Inc.

A brilliant bird makes an
unusual a n d attractive
wall pocket for trailing
ivy or a cluster of grace
ful peacockfeathers. From
Darnley, Inc.
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1

Ilutlug

The soft tones of tapestry are an excellentbackground for
the cream colored Wedgwood used here. The b.rds are
Italian pottery and the candles orange colored. Courtesy

of Darnley, Inc.

on the side table flanking an alabaster urn of
flowers and balanced by a pair of lovely old
crystal candelabra—the whole reflected in a
mirror. Another grouping consisted of an
Adam console used as a serving table on which
had been placed a central dish of fruit, a pair
of gray-green birds that admirably matched
the color of the paneling and two tall silver
candlesticks.
On the dining table itself many charming

groupings can be evolved with the aid of pot
tery7 birds. They can be made to harmonize
with many forms of table decoration and are
often just the color note needed. A pair of
cream-colored birds, of that lovely shade

Wedgwood discovered would be effective used
in connection with some colored Venetian
glass. Or four little parakeets might be ar
ranged around a crystal vase of fragile glass

An especiallygracefular
rangement has been ac
complishedherewith the
aid of two little colorful

parakeets

flowers, providing an en

semble individual and pic
torial if frankly artificial.
A pair of these birds are
especially attractive used in

groupings on refectory
tables. Placed either side

of a bowl of fruit or flowers

they are usually what is

needed to break the long

inc.

In other rooms they find
many places. Often one or

two tiny china birds are

just the accessories needed

to balance a lamp or fig

urine on a marquetry table,

and for a mantel they are

the ornaments par excel-

(Continurd on page 76)

Fruit, birds and flowers
combine well in any
scheme of decoration.
The Chinese chanticleer*
shown here completean
effective grouping
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THE KNIFE-LIFE OF THE KITCHEN
Very Important Adjuncts to the Proper Management of tlie

Cuisine Are These Simple Tools

ETHEL R. PEYSER

I WOULD like to have avegetable knife," says a

woman to the salesman.

"Yes, Madam," says he, hand
ing her a knife.

"Thank you," says the cus
tomer, not even looking at it. Then
she goes home and tries to pare a

pumpkin with the dainty little

flexible knife that she has bought
and finds that the task is quite im

possible. Why? Because she has
used a knife not designed at all
for anything but a potato or an

apple.
Such things are very frequent
because the purchaser doesn't real
ize that "vegetable knife" as well
as "motor car" spells many types,
and that the knife is even more
diversified in design than the car
to meet various kinds of work.
What carpenter would think of
cutting across the grain with a
plane meant for cutting with the
grain? The carpenter realizes the
range of design in his tools, how
ever. So should it l)e with women
if they wish to save their nerves,
their hands and their time and
make their food look worthy of its
cost.

A very simple device for hanging up the larger knives is to use
a narrow notchedshelf above the work table, on which the knives
can be suspendedblade down and always within reach

The averagekitchen table drawer
is a Reno for the knife. Instead
of huddling all the knives to
gether, give them separatecom

partments

The background of the knife
and fork is surrounded with his

toric significance and romance.

The knife seems to be the first

born of Father Cutlery and the

fork a late development as a table

essential; and the spoon comes so

late that it isn't even romantic.

First of all, cutlery was de
veloped from the hunting knife in
various guises. Then it became

the sword of history. Not until
the Middle Ages were knives used
on the table, and then only one or

two. Not until two or three hun
dred years ago were they used by

each individual! And this first
took place in Italy.
Ordinary cutlery was really first

used in the form of the sheep

shears, very much like the shears

used in the Rembrandt painting:
The Old Woman Cutting Her
Nails.
Before steel was used, bamboo,

shell, then copper, bronze, tin and

copper and the so-called "steel" of

Damascus were the materials out

of which the knives and swords

were built.

As forks were a late develop-
{Continued on page 90)

Tight springs can also be
arranged to hold knives.
The larger knives are
kept far apart and the
smaller close together

The old coil spring can
also be employed for a
knife rack and presents
one of the easiestsolutions
of the problem

A complete gamut of
kitchen cutlery runs from
a small paring knife to a
broad spatula for cleaning
pots and includesa variety
of knives and two forks.
Courtesy of the Harring
ton Cutlery Co.
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A gathering basket
o f hand- wroughttin, enameled in
black with painted
decoration in vari
ous designs. 14"
deep. Price $14

TO HELP the FLOWERS
Thingswhichmaybepurchasedthrough
theHouse& GardenShoppingSeri'ice.
19 West 44//i Street. New York City.

A charming flower
basket,16" long and
12"wide. In natural
wicker it is $3.
It may also be had
stained any color,
price $3.50

BLOOM in the SPRING
They are practicalor indispensable,or
both, and should be in every flower

gardener'sequipment.

A serviceablegardening apron of gaily
colored chintz. $3

Kneeling pad
andbag of black
oilcloth, with
weeder, trowel
and flower scis
sors. S3

Painted watering
can in pink, blue,
yellow or green.
According to size,
$2, $2.75, $3.50
or $4 each

For the garden lov
er comes this box
containing four ex
cellent plans, a doz
en packets of seeds
and three little luck
birds. $5 is the
pricefor theset

Garden line and reel
for marking out
bedsand straighten
ing edges of paths.
Two sizes,$1.75and
$2.75. 100' of line,
$2.50. Pruning
gloves, 75c

Celluloid garden la
bels, $2.50 per doz.
Strongly woven
brown wicker bas
ket containing all
necessary tools,
bundle of raffia and
package of labels.
$12 complete
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March THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Third Month

Spring priming of
the hardy roses
should be done be
fore growth starts

The sweet pea
trench can be pre
paredas soon as the
frost is out

The coldframehelps
gain several weeks
on the producing
season of plants

SUNDAY MONDAY

Wornb /inwinterrugofwhite.
Antlin thesnow-barespateonce
more.Glimpsesoffaintgreengrasstrtsight,-- <
Spring'sfootprintsonin?floor.
Springhere-—bywhatmagician's
tolieIf
'Twaswinterscarceanhouragi.
AndU't1shouldhaveguesseditsmuch,--
Thosefnutprintsin thesmart
—Fran!.DempsterSheri,ia.t,

6. Chanera
of all kinds
wherethemoving of plants,
sod, hedges,
etc.,Isinvolved
mustbecarried
Into execution
at once. This
alsoappliestogardenwalks
whleh.lfalteicd
ineailyspring,
settlebysummer,becoming
permanent.

13. Makea
habitof heelingInyournur
serystockthe
instant11ar
rives. Stock
thatIsallowed
toHearoundIn
thewindand
sunis certain
toshowheavylosses,because
lisrootswillbe
driedoutand
the smaller
oneswill die.

7. All the
exoticplants,
suchaskentlos,
dracaenas,
cocos,arecas,
etc.,shouldbere-pottedat
thistime.Use
potsabout 1
inch larger
thantheplants
now occupy.
Thesoilmust
be light,containingplenty
oflealmold.

14.Sowingof
all the more
commontypes
ofannual(low
ers shouldbe
attended to
now Asters,zinnias,calendula,balsams,
salvia, mari
gold,scablosa,
panslee,stocks,
etc.,aresome
or the many
varietiesthat
maybeplanted.

20. This Is
the time to
thinkofMowers
fornextwinter
in the green
house.Primula
ortheChinese
or Obcontca
type,cyclamen
andantirrhin
umarethreeof
thebestsorts.Theyshouldbe
started from
aeednowunder
glass.

27. Mostof
thediseasesto
whichpotatoes
are heir are
causedbydry,
hot weather.
Potatoeslikecool,moistsoli.
Preparespiece
of groundand
plant themnow,orassoon
asthesoilcan
beworked.Anearly start
makessuccess.

21. All the
variousgarden
toolswill socn
beinuseregularly.Arethey
in j.ropercon
dition? Good
workis Impos
siblewithpoor
or dull tools.
Gooverallthe
Implements,
removingany
rustamisharpeningthecut-lingedges.

28.All trees
and shrubs
that arc sub
jectto attacks
of San Jose
scaleshouldbesprayedwith
oneot thesol
uble oil mix
tures before
thebudsswell.
At leastforty-eighthoursarc
needed to
smotherthese
pests.

TUESDAY

1. Chrysan
themumsfor
nextfallmust
be propagated
now. If thespaceIs avail
ableItIsagood
practicetoput
in a batchol
cuttingsevery
fourweeksun
til Junetoas
sure a longperiodofbloom
well Info the
autumn.

S.Whereab
solutelynecessary,baytrees,
hydrangeas
andotherorna
mentalplants
shouldbe re-
tubbed.Others
canbere-fortI-
llzedbydigging
outsomeofthe
oldsoilwitha
trowelandtilling in witha
rich, fresli
mixture.

15. A n ychangesIn old
plantings or
newpiantscon
templatedlor
the perennial
bordershould
befinishedup
at theearliest
moment.Those
which are
plantedearly
in the season
willflowerlate
this co
summer.

22.Thetop
protectionon
therosebushes
cannowheremoved;digthe
wintermulehof
manurewell
under.Aliberal
applicationof
bonemealto
the soil willproduceworth-
while resultsduringthedowering season
thisyear.

29. Manure
applied to
lawnslastlall
mustnow be
rakedup. All
lawns should
berakedclean
and tolledor
tamped.A topdressing of
woodashesand
bonemealwillhelptoproduce
a goodvigor
ousgrowthorgrass.

This calendarof the gardener'slabors is
aimedas a reminder for undertakingall
his tasks in season. It is fitted to the
latitudeof theMiddleStates, but its ser
vice should be available for the whole
country if it be rememberedthat for
every one hundredmiles north or south
thereis a differenceof from five to seven
days later or earlier in performinggarden
operations.Thedatesgivenare,of course,

for an averageseason.

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

2. All thenecessary
pruningmust
beattendedto
now. Foliage
trees and
shrubs,all thedoweringtypes
that blossom
on the termi
nalsofthenew-growth,suchas
rosesandfruiis
ofall kindsre
quire atten
tion.

0.HaveyoueverythingIn
readinessfor
theopeningof
thebiggarden
drive next
month?Seeds,garden line,
plant labels,
measuring
stick, pea
brush, bean
polesand to
matosupports
an-afewessen
tials.

Ifl.Specimen
ti ees of all
typesthat,are
not growingsatisfactorily
canbeinvigor
atedbycutting
a trenchen
tirely around
thetreeabout
lour feetfrom
thetrunkandfillingit inwithgoodrichearth
well tamped
down.

23. If you
areconsidering
newlawnsthis
springgetthe
groundready
forseedingJust
as soonas it
canbeworked.Early sowings
willprovetobe
muchfreerof
weeds than
thosewhicharc
madeduring
the summer
mouths.

3.Asparagus
is one vege
table that
starts growthveryearly,sodigthewinter
mulch undernow,hillupthe
rowsontheold
plantings,and
applysaltllbcr-
allytothebed.
NewplantIngs
shouldbesiatt-
ed now from
i goodroots.

10.Better
makearrange
menusnowto
useyourgreen
housefoisome
usefulpurpose
this summer.
Pottedfruits,
cnrysanlhe-mums,melons.Englishforcing
cucumbers,
etc.,aresome
of the manypossibleprod
ucts.

17.Small
fruitsofthedif-
ferent types
canbeplanted
now. Grapes
raspberries,
blackberries,
etc., can be
trainedonwiretrellises, or
stakesmaybe
used.Thelat
ter areneater
andmoreceo-
nomlcal of
space.

30. Boards,
straw,burlap,
cornstalksand
other wintercoveringma
terialsforbox
woodamisuch
tenderplants
must be re
movednow.If
possible,select
dull, cloudy
weather forcarrying on
thisimportant
operation.

24. All the
best varieties
ofdahliaroots
should be
started intogrowthsothatcuttingscanbe
I madeof those
desired.If tho
rootsare laid
upon a few
inchesof sand
and wateredfreelytheywill
soonstartInto
growth.

31.Rhubarb
shouldnowbeshowingsome
growth.Bar
relsplarcdover
theplantswillgiveearlierand
better stalks.
Bedsthatwere
not mulched
shouldhaveagood applica
tionofmanuredugIntothem
at aboutthis
time.

FRIDAY

4. If you
have not alreadyplanted
them,seedsofcabbage,cauliflower,celery,
parsley, lei-
tuce,tomaiues,
egg-plant,pep
pers,leekand
onionsshould
besown. Seepage4!*forde
tailedinforma
tion on this
work.

SATURDAY

5. All newplantings olhardy stock
mustbesetout.
The earlierin
the planting
seasonthis is
donethe less
lossesyouwill
have.Just as
soon as the
frostleavesthegroundIs the
properlimefor
work of this
sort.

11. Cannas.especiallythe
newerorbettertypes,should
bedividedbycuttingtheeyes
separately.
Theycanthen
he rootedby
placinginsharp
sand,or they
maybepotted
up in a veiylightsoilmix
tureIfyoupre
fer.

IS.Beforethe
budsburston
the deciduous
trees andshrubs, tho
wholegrowth
should he
looked overcarefully for
anycaterpillar
nests, which
can easilybedestroyedby
burningwith
outInjuringtheplants.

25. Sweet
l>easmay be
sown out of
doorsnow.Dig
trenchesabout
two feetdeep
andthewidth
ofaspade.Kill
thetrenchwith
goodlop soil
and manure
wellmixedand
sow the seed
about two
Inchesbelow
thesurface.

12.Cuttings
ol all thevari
ous typesofbeddingplants
shouldbestart
ed in sandin
thegreenhouseearly this
month.Coleus,
geraniums,Ian-
tana, helio
trope,agerat-
um, etc., are
some which
come under
thisheading

19.Thecovering on iho
strawberries
shouldbe re
moved and
burnedandthe
manuremulch
canbedugun
der. In cases
whereforsome
reasonno fall
mulchwasap
pliedthe bed
shouldbewell
manuredand
dugIn.

26.Mulches
ofallkindsappliedtoshrub
bery borders,perennial
plantings,flow
er beds,etc.,
shouldbedug
tinder.Indoingthis, get the
manureasdeep
aspossibleand
seethat It IsthoroughlyIn
corporated
withthesoil.

Hemustgo— go— go
awayfromheri!
On theothersidethe
icorldhe'soverdue.
'Sendpourroadbeclear
beforeyouwhenthe
oldSpring-fretcomes
o'eryou.
AndtheRedGodscall
foryou!—Kipling.

/SEE
in thepaperwhereonto'theseherecommutercussesdownPcnnsvlranyway'sbenpuuin'celeetriclightsin htschicken

coopso'*ththens'd thinkit wasdaylightall thetimean'
keeponlagin'accordin'lp.Sumshehadtolet'emhatesome
sleep,but'tiearn'tonlyafewhoursa night,
I)urnmeantrUk.I callit.tofoolthempoorhensthataicay.Buttheygotontohimpurtyquickan'wouldn'twakeupwhenhe
switchedonthelightsatthreeA. Si. Thenhegoesan'gitshima
whalin'bigalarmclock,setsit ferGordknowshowearlyin themcrnin',an'putsit onashelfin thecoop.'Cordln'tothepaver
it workedfine,an'thehensgittoscralchin''roundan' layin*
ttcr.-threehoursafcresun-up.
Don'tit healallhowornerymeansomefolks'Ugitjus'ferthe
sakeofafewmoreeggst —OLDDOCLEMMON.

For early flowering,
start antirrhinums
indoors this month.
Courtesy of Dreer

Thorough cultiva
tion with a rake is
a necessaryprelimi
nary to good crops

Shells or broken
crocks over the hole
in the pot bottom
prevent clogging

The improved large-flowering dwarf zinnias
come in a vide range of colors—canary,
orange,scarlet,white, etc.. Courtesy of Henry

A. Dreer

A new double dahlia-flowered
zinnia grows 3' tall, with
flowers b" across. It is to bs
had in many colors. Dreer

Before the seedlings begin to crowd they
should be transplantedto other pots or boxes
wherethey will have room to developproperly

before setting out
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^he (Merits

of attrdciiiv.inlcriors,simpleor

ahorateasdesired,gratisuponrequest.

(WS often .happens nowadays, a single piece of
Furniture may suggest, by its unusual charm,

the decorative scheme for an entire room.

tf|T The dignified English Dining Room illustrated here
is a case in point: the beautiful Walnut Furniture

was inspired by an original Early XVIII Century
console. It is in the creation of just such delightful
ensembles as this — from a seemingly unrelated piece
perhaps — that the extensive exhibits in these Galleries
invariably prove an unfailing source of inspiration.

tfjf The pleasure of acquiring Furniture so uncommon
in design, yet true in its character to historic

precedent, is heightened here by the fact that its
cost is in no instance prohibitive.

EARLYENGLISH.FRENCHANDITALIANFURNITURE
ANDDECORATIVEOBJECTS REPRODUCTIONSAND
ANTIQUES:.ORIENTAL RUGS AND TEXTILES
RETAILEDEXCLUSIVELYAT THESEGALLERIES

Jf
e

mTJorft (Mprii?
Grand Rapids Itirninire Company

I NCOP PO RATED

4R-421 MADISON AVENUE
48 T-M-49™ Streets - - New York City
Formerly of West 32 ± Street
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J. E. Caldwell & Co.
jewelers - Silversmiths - stationers

ARE MAKERS

AND SELLERS OF

Receptacles

for
Flowers

CENTERPIECES

DECORATIVE VASES

FERNERIES

EPERGNES

JARDINIERES

GOLD, SILVER

SHEFFIELD PLATE, CRYSTAL

CHINA, PORCELAIN

PHOTOGRAPHS UPON REQUEST

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

CHESTNUT AND JUNIPER STREETS

PHILADELPHIA

Consider the Gardener
(Continued from page40)

the advance of women in agriculture
and horticulture. Boys have worked
during the summer under Mr. Craig,
superintendentfor Mrs. Edward Bran-
digee's Faulkner Farm, Brookline,
Mass., and Mr. Untermeyer and Mr.
Dupont have agreed to receivegroups
of boys on their places.
Should there be any question of ade
quate pecuniary reward if gardenersare
properly qualified? Certainly in few
other professions is the laborer more
worthy of his hire. Americacannot,any
better than an individual can, live by
bread alone, and never has there been
greaterneedof the spiritual refreshment
coming from the beauty of gardens
which dependso much upon thepersons
caring for them. In spite of this, Miss
Ellen Eddy Shaw, head of an educa
tional department of the Brooklyn
Botanic Gardens, states that the most
frequent question she receivesis "How
little can a woman be secured for?"
Not "How much should be paid for the
best woman?" She believes the pro
fessionof gardeningowes itself suitable
standards of salaries to ensure the re
spect of the public, as well as to pro
tect the workers from the deadening
economicpressureof under-pay. Fur
thermore, it would not be justifiable
to persuadeintelligent personsto enter
a profession which would not furnish
a living wage. Here, it seems,is a case
for educating the public to pay for
value received,even though the artist
of the out-of-doors as well as the in
door fields of literature, etc., receivesa
compensationin happinesswhich is all
his own, and may think first of the
work and last of the reward. Im
provements in housing and recreations
may be counted on as additional in
ducementsfor the right personsto take
up gardeningand apply trained intelli
gence to it.
Finally, however, after the last word
has beensaid on educationand salaries,
the most delicate and difficult part of
the problem remains—the adjustment
of temperamentand point of view, the
human relationships. No matter how
well laid out or flourishing horticul-
turally our land may be, it will be im
possible to achieve our heart's desire,

the perfect garden, unlessthere is har
mony betweenemployer and employee.
For instance,a certain owner wearied
of the ceaselesslamentsof her gardener,
inconsolable for the frost-blighting of
his weigela hedge, the glory of whose
bloom illuminated a large part of his
calendar. Then, suddenly, she became
sympatheticas she realized that, much
as she loved her beds and borders, her
disappointments found distraction in
travel over the entire globe, while the
gardener's joys and sorrows were in
tensified within his hedge-hemmed
world.
The cloven hoof of avarice occasion
ally leaves its prints in a paradise, as
when some artistic woman's soul is
starved and skimped for flowers for
which her well paid gardenerever insists
there is neither time nor fertilizer, while
vegetablesare raised far in excessof
the family needs, the surplus going to
over-fed employees. Another owner
despairsof having her favorite flowers,
which her gardener insists are not
adaptedto the soil which, nevertheless,
can grow all his favorite specialtiesfor
exhibitions. On the other hand, an
exampleof extremely friendly relations
is afforded by a gardener who walks
miles, in his spare time on Sundays, to
aid in labor beyondthephysicalstrength
of a former employer whom changeof
circumstanceshad forced to let this man
seek another place. He refusedall pay
for his generous services, threatening
never to return if money were men
tioned!
Mutual consideration is the true
touchstone,and Mr. Walter Wright, the
English author and Kent County-Coun
cil gardener,intimatesthat co-operation
in plans from the beginningwill go far
toward their success,as the gardener
is then more interestedin assumingre
sponsibilities with his employer. So
many problems occur, requiring both
points of view, that it may be worth
while occasionally to hold forums for
employers and gardeners,where on a
platform of knowledge,taste and sym
pathy, discussionwill promote complete
understanding,without which we can
never attain the true definition of a
garden—"a delightful spot".

Random Notes in My Garden
(Continued from page 33)

peared, and as I considereda remedy
for this, an experimentflashedto mind.
Why not, said I, take the note from
the small brick sill which marked the
endingof gravel walk and the beginning
of grass? Why not lay a little plat
form of brick below the chairs? Then
why not give this platform a little de
sign? Two large deutzias were taken
out to make more room, the apple
boughs lifted a little and tied into po
sition by means of heavy twine, with
lengths of old garden hose around the
bough itself, and a fan-shaped space
lay below to be paved.
The line was carefully marked—the
flat side of the open fan next the gar
den, the curve outside toward the lawn,
the brick laid herring-bone in sand.
At once the tree shadowsfound a love
ly background for themselves in the
warm tones of the brick, and then a
little decorative planting suggestedit
self. Six plants of Evonymus vegetus,
lusty and shining, were brought from
a border where they were really wast
ing themselves, and set around the
curves of the platform, to be staked
and trained as a low evergreenhedge
perhaps a foot high. Below this, and
closeto the edgeof the brick, also only
against the curves,we placed a narrow
line of Iris pumila, the deepviolet one.

Beyond this little platform, I shook
out bag after bag of bulbs of daffodil
and tulip, Orange King, for a spring
picture to be seenstretchingaway from
this little newplace.Puschkinia is already
naturalized there, tulip Kaufmaniana
gives an early glow to the earth below
the lilacs, and now and again a cluster
of speciestulips, the remnant of gen
erous plantings of years gone by, Clusi-
ana, Greigii, Viridiflora, make their own
interest, too.
I leave the reader to judge if snow
can cool the prospect of the spring
when one has managedto plan just one
small meeting-placelike this. It should
be really poetic, but one can hardly
plan for poetry—that happens or not.
A little focal point for friends to use
amongflowers,that must result in some
thing happy. This reminds me of one
of the most charming invitations of
my life, an invitation given in a Cali-
fornian city, the words said in that
sweetestof American voices, the voice
of the South: "Come and see my
Daphnes." It has hauntedme as a line
of poetry will do.
Who is not familiar with April cold—
that chill in the air which in our North
ern States seemsmore unsuitable be
cause of the marvels of color every-

(Continued on page 64)
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Desiring to practise genuine thrift at home, many
thoughtful people have decided that it is wiser to in
vest once in a Hoover than to invest repeatedly in new
rugs. For this efficient cleaner saves rugs from wear hy
gently beating out all nap-cutting, embedded grit. It pre
serves rug beauty by lifting crushed nap and reviving
dulled colors as it electrically sweeps up all clinging litter.
It suction cleans. Only The Hoover does all these things.
And it is the largest-selling electric cleaner in the world.

VheHOOVER
It Beats — as it Sweeps — as it Cleans
For operationon farm lighting or private eleAric plants The Hoover is equipped with special
low voltagemotors at no extra cost. Write for booklet, "How to Judge an Electric Cleaner."

The Hoover Suction SweeperCompany,North Canton, Ohio
T\e oldetimakersofelectriccleaners

Alio madein Canada,atHamilton,Ontario

TheHooverlifts therugfrom
floor,likethis—gentlybeatsout its
embeddedgrit,andsoprolongsitslife
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BESIDES
obtaining a

tone rich, true, ex
pressive, matchless in
beauty and charm, in the
Sonora you secure a phono
graph that is a delight to
the eye.

Above is shown the
Sonora Duncan Phyfe.
fashioned after an original
made by America's greatest
designer early in the nine
teenth century.

You can choose from
twenty-four superb period
Snnoras and seven capti
vating upright models.
Sonora won highest score
for tone at the Panama
Pacific Exposition and
plays all makes of disc
records perfectly without
extra attachments.

For important features
Sonora is unequalled.

Prices: $75 to $1800.

Send for General Catalog 48 or Period Catalog 48.Y

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, INC.
GeorgeE. Brightson,President

New York City: 5th Avenue at 53rd Street—279 Broadway
CanadianDistributors:I. Montagues& Co.,Toronto DealersEverywhere

ENJOY THE PRIDE OF POSSESSING

The Highest ClassTalking
Machine in the World

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A BELL

Random Notes in My Garden
(Continued from page 62)

where on the landscape—those mists of
carmine on the swamp dogwoods, that
"mealy redness" of the elm blossom,
the willow's golden clouds, all backed
by distancesof smoky blueand canopied
by a clear blue sky? It is not when we
are wrapped around by warmth that
such pictures exist. They come into
being through that force which only the
spring knows. They compensateone
for the cold winds and chilly airs of our
April, which as Horace Walpole said of
May in England, comes in "with its
usual severity".
Well wrapped against the weather,
April has its peculiar pleasures. Here
snowdrops and the earliest speciescro
cuses have been gathered long since,
and now we searchthe bordersand not
in vain. It is the eighth of May; the
first green leaf of the year is every
where; do all gardenersrejoice as I do
over the look of the garden as it is
now? Not a flower in it, but grass
edges have been trimmed, sod added
where those edges were overwhelmed
last year by the spilling over of laven
der, Nepeta, Ageratum and other things
which do their creeping-out so softly
and surely. The grass is mowed, the
beds of the gardencultivated—by hand
where lilies are supposedto be. Tufts
and mounds of all shades of green
appear above the line, smoothly tiled
earth. These are the first growths of
all the beautiesof early and midsum
mer in perennial flowers.
All is in low relief, but in perfect or

der, an order which is enchanting be
causea living plan is spread out before
one—drawn in dazzling green and rich
purplish brown—with the surrounding
hedges,shrubs and trees picked out in
their own first greens, from Norway
maples'wondrous light yellow green to
the silvery leavesof shadbush. On the
old apple trees there are but pin pricks
of that sweetestof all greens,their leaf-
buds. Puschkinias and crocuses are
faint now, fading, and in unexpected
places, under delicately leaved shrubs.
Daffodils come into their own, a golden
flood.
In one such spot today, I found a
colony of Narcissus Ariadne in full
bloom over a group of little mertensias
of a much darker bluethan it. virginiea.
This must be, I think, Merlensia Uutceo-
laia—very early; in the shadow, below
shrubs,the flower, almost like sapphires.
An interesting flower this, about eight
inches high, with a deep rose colored
bud, the whole panicle of bloom made
richer in color and effectthan the com
monly used lungwort of Pennsylvania,
Delaware and Virginia.
But over the garden picture in late
afternoon come the long rays of a
brilliant spring sun; then the pattern
stands out as almost too dazzling; then
beyond the garden the blue-greensof
bush honeysuckles against the black-
greens of pine and hemlock in the
shadow, show the beholder one of the
glorious momentsof this lovely month
of May.

SIMPLE SURGERY in the ORCHARD
HUGH FINDLAY

HAND
in hand with the growing

interestin gardeningwhich recent
years have witnessedhas come a

greater appreciation of the possibilities
of the home orchard. Even though the
planting consistsof but a few trees,we
have learnedto look upon each limb as
a source of visual pleasureas well as a
producerof fruit. The savingof broken
branchesand the rejuvenation of sickly-
onesarousesin the owner of a few trees
an interest which the orchardist who
works on a large commercialscaleoften
does not feel.
There are a number of causesfor the
breakingdown of large limbs, the most
common one being an over-production
of fruit. This often takes the form of
breakage at the crotch which might
havebeenpreventedif the treehad been

started right with alternate instead of
oppositelimbs. It might also have been
preventedin many casesby thinning the
appleswhen they are about the size of
a quarter, or shortly after the June
drop. Usually only one apple is left
to develop on a spur and the apples
are spacedon the limbs about 6" apart.
Where the limbs are alternate and the
tree is heavily fed, thinning may not be
advisable.
Another cause of breakage is the
weather. I have seenapparently strong
limbs split at a crotch after a wet fall
of snow followed by severe freezing
weather and high winds. There may
be other causessuch as the brushing
against a weak limb while cultivating,
the action of fungus and insectsin the

(Continued on page 66)

A bad crotch plus wind was the
causeof the damage. The bark
of trunk and limb has not been

entirelysevered

The limb in place, the wound
sealedwith grafting wax, and the
scions which will serve as braces

inserted
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ECLIPSED-
Though Awarded Gold Medals and High
est Honors wherever exhibited, out of and
beyond competition, MAREAN
DAHLIAS do not need this visible sign of
man's recognition of MERIT.
Supreme creations of a sublime flower,
they will be a monument to a man's love for
the Dahlia, when scores of now popular
standards will be but a memory.

Merely the SURPLUS of Judge Marean's
Private Collection is made available to
amateurs, and exclusively through the
House of Scheepers; a beautifully printed
book, showing some of the magnificent flow
ers in natural colors and size, is ready for
distribution amongst true Dahlia Hobbyists
who desire the finest.

May we hope to count you among those
who, this coming season, will share the de
lights of exclusive Dahlia connoisseurs
everywhere?

JOHN SCHEEPERS, INC.
522 FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK CITY

Suckers from the baseof the trunk grafted to weak branchesto
bracethemand lend addedvigor to their growth

Simple Surgery in the Orchard
(Continued from page 64)

crotch, and the strain of severestorms.
If the limb is down, the thing that
concernsus is whether to cut it off and
make the tree one-sided,or try to save
it by a bit of simple tree surgery. Cer
tainly, if a little of the bark is still
adhering to the limb and the parent
trunk at the base of the break, there
are hopesof settingthe broken arm and
having it continue to grow and bear
fruit.
If you decide to save the limb, take
a sharp chisel and cut away a little of
the corewood so that the limb may be
fitted back to the parent tree. The core
wood should never be hollowed so that
water might lodge in the cavity and
causedecay.
The next step is to prune back the
tip of the broken branch, cutting away
almost completely the young growth
and pruning out small limbs wherever
possible. This will help to insure the
life of the limb by cutting down the
demand for moisture and food as well
as lightening it so that it may be han
dled more easily.
All of this work should be doneearly
in the spring, just about the time the
sap begins to flow. Lift the limb into
position slowly and brace it to the tree
with wire. Use bits of rubber hose or
auto tires to prevent the wire from cut
ting into the bark. If the limb is lifted
into position when the bark is dry and
there is much frost in the air, there is
always a danger of severing this bark
connection,which makes the saving of

the limb almost impossible. A bolt with
washers at each end may be used in
young trees to hold the broken limb
secure.
After the limb is fastenedin position
and its bark and that on the trunk of
the tree fit perfectly, you are ready to
insert the scions or live braces. The
twigs used for these should always be
of the previous year's growth and long
enough to reach from the trunk about
2" below the base of the break to the
samedistanceabove the wounded area.
All eyes or buds of the scions must
be carefully removed without injuring
the bark. Then cut the scion wedge-
shapedat both ends, preferably at the
buds becausemore cambium or grow
ing tissue is exposed at these points.
Make an incision in the bark, cutting
through it and a little into the wood.
Insert the wedge-shapedscion into these
incisions so that the cambium tissue
of the scion may come in direct con
tact with the cambium tissue of the
parent tree and limb. Be sure that the
scions are right end up, as they grew;
otherwise they will dry up and die.
A scion may be inserted every V/i"
to 2" apart. It may be advisable to
drive a fine brad into the scion at th:
point of connectionin order to hold it
firmly, but great care should be exer
cisedto preventinjury of the bark with
the hammer.
The next and a most important step
is to apply grafting wax at each point

(Continued on page 70)

Burlap is
wrapped around
thecompletedre
pair to prevetft
the scions being
dried out by ex
posure
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Tub Orsenigo Company, Inc.
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ampghire fefionerij
SOME

of the letters you write will be
kept and cherished. The paper they

are written on is part of the record thus
preserved.
Time may blur the enthusiasmsyour
letters aroused, but the Old Hampshire
.Stationery on which you write will never
ceaseto evoke a suggestionof something
fine.
May we sendyou some free samplesof
the Old Hampshire letter paper and en
velopes?

Fine StationeryDepartment

HAMPSHIRE PAPER COMPANY
South Hadley Falls, Mass.

Makers of Old Hampshire Bond

Qenuine S@eed?7urmtu/e
Exclusive Selections

for Homes of Refinement, Clubs and Yachts

Since toe specialize in Reed Furniture of
Unusual Character you have theadvantages

of Distinctiveness and Exceptional Quality

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

TRi REED SHOP, Inc.
581 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25cpostage
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The final touch
that means longer wear
The new home of cement or stucco is not com
plete until Bay State Coating is applied. For
Bay State turns the original dull gray color
to a pure, rich white or one of many beautiful
tints.

And in beautifying, Bay State Coating also
protects. It sinks into the surface and literally
becomes a part of the wall it covers.

Bay State waterproofs all houses of brick,
cement or stucco. Dampness will not seep in.
Driving rains cannot beat through it. Broil
ing sun or heavy snows have no effect on Bay
State whatsoever.

Old houses grow young after one or two appli
cations of Bay State Brick and Cement Coat
ing. It forestalls repair bills. Architects and
owners, agree that it is the master coating.

We should like to send you a sample of white
or your favorite tint. Booklet No. 2 shows
many homes made beautiful with Bay State.
Your request on a postal will bring you both.
Write today.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paint and Varnish Makers
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

New York Office,

Architects Bldg.
Philadelphia Office.
1524 Chestnut Street.

THEBAYSTATER

BAY STAT E
Brick and Cement Coating

HOME HANGARS FOR THE 'PLANE
OR FLYING BOAT
GEORGK W. SUTTON, Jr.

AS the sport of flying becomesmorer\ and more a part of our social
life, the question of private han

gars is going to receivemore and more
attention. It is quite true that for your
airplane or flying boat you needa stor
age spacesimilar in many ways to the
garagein which you house your auto
mobile. But, except in very rare in
stances,the motor car garage is in no
way adaptable to the protection of the
flying craft. The airplane takes up
much more room than the motor car.
Spare parts, such as wings, rudders,
propellers,and so forth are considerably
larger than motor car parts and neces
sarily require greaterspace for storage.
With the land machine the housing
proposition is not so serious as is the
absoluterequirementfor a long,smooth
space in which to land the machine.
More of that anon.
In the older days of motoring it was
the custom to build a garage to con
form to the generaldesignof a country
houseand to buy a machineto tit the
garage. Now, however, in laying out
an estatea man has a pretty definite
idea of the car or cars he is going to
possessand his garage is built accord
ingly. It is constructed with much
thought to the storage of gasoline,oil
and heavy equipmentand other things
which take up spaceand which, if left
out of the consideration,must be stored
outside or in a leanto against the
garage,an unsightly, bulky and incon
venient arrangement.

Two Kinds of Craft

There are two kinds of flying ma
chines for our consideration. One is
the land craft, the other the water craft.
The personwho has a home on a pro
tected body of water has a compara
tively simple problem in housing his
hydro-airplane or flying boat. The
question is hardly more intricate than
that of providing suitable quarters for
a motorboat or small yacht. The wing
span of sporting airplanes and flying
boats varies from 25' to 40', the length
from front to rear is usually from 25'
to 30'. The height varies from 12' to
18'. Several designersof aircraft are
now building machines with folding
wings in order to amelioratethe hous
ing problem. This development,how
ever, has not come into common usage
as yet, so in any discussionof hangars
we must consider only the 'plane or
flying boat with rigid wings. In the
case of the boat you need a skid or
runway from the hangar direct to
the water's edge; the water in which
you launch your machine does not
necessarily have to be deep, as the
pontoons or hulls of a flying boat or
hydro-airplane require only 2" to 4"
draft.
In considering the height of your

hangar, it should be rememberedthat
many times it is necessaryto climb a
stepladderand work on the top wings.
This is very important, as the machine
must be inspected thoroughly before
every flight.
The land 'plane is usually of larger
dimensions than the flying boat and
hangar space should provide for from
35' to 40' wing spread. The doors
should be sliding and so constructed
that when they are pushedback the full
front of the hangar is open. It has been
found that a concretefloor with a drain
in the center is the best arrangement.
Since you must care for a flying ma
chine as you would a motor car and
wash it frequently with soft soap and
lukewarm water, it is essentialthat suffi
cient room be left around the machine
and above it to do this work without
cramping.
The danger from the exhaust from
an airplane is greater than that from a
motor car; therefore,gasolineand other
explosivematerialsshould be stored un
derground,or at least outsideand away
from the garage. The fabric of an air
plane is combustible when exposed to
a direct flame. This fabric is easily
damagedby tools and other hard ob
jects falling on it. A special room
should be provided for the storing of
tools, of which there are two distinct
kinds. One set entailing the useof sev
eral hundred instruments is known as
the rigging set and is used on all parts
of the 'plane exceptingthe motor. For
the motor, an ordinary set of me
chanic's tools is adequate. The tool
room should be equippedwith a good-
sizedwork benchand lockersand draw
ers for the storing of tools in an efficient
manner. The workroom should also be
equippedwith a vise, a blow-torch and
other paraphernaliabecauseit is found
necessaryto replacewires, turnbuckles.
cotter-pins and other bits of metal
about the 'plane.

Materials and Construction

The hangar must be windproof and
solid. Sheetiron has beenfound a very
good lining for airplane hangars be
cause of the simplicity of construction
and the easewith which it can be al
tered. If one'shangar is near a munici
pal landing field, with which many cities
are now equipped,the entrance to the
hangar should be from a very broad
roadway leadingto a main road so that
you can wheel the machine or "taxi"
out to the flying field. If there is no
flying field near your hangar, you must
provide one with at least a 100' run in
every direction.
The architectural design of a hangar
may be any one of a number of diver
sified types. Probably the best for all
practical purposes is that with leanto
*ides.
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ThewheelwrightinventedtheWindsorchair
by addinga backto theancientSaxonstool

DANERSK
FURNITURE

The Windsor set is finishedin
walnutor the beautifulDanersk
lacquercolors

THERE
is an inherent romance about Windsor

chairs that attachesto no other style or period.
Originatedby the wheelwrightsof old Windsor in the
days of Queen Elizabeth, they were an evolution of
the ancient Saxon stool. The wheelwright added a
comfortableback built on the principles of a wheel
with spindlesand a bent bow in place of the spokes
and fciloc. He also inserteda splat in the back with
piercedwheel as the sign of his craft.

The Danersk Windsor Bed, Chairs and Chaise
Longuc are built according to the true principles of
ancient handiwork. The postshave long tenonsthat
come clear through the seats and are wedged from

the top. Spindles are hand-split and shaped from
straight grained hickory. AH turnings are made by
hand and the Chests and Bureaus to go with them
are of the same early period. The Windsor set is
finishedin rich-toned walnut or the beautiful lacquer
colors. You can purchase for immediate delivery
either through your decoratoror dealer,or direct.
Danersk furniture is made for all the rooms of the
house. The serviceswe render in point of individual
decorativeschemesare without added cost.
Before you purchase, send for our Danersk C-3
and visit, if possible,our display of unusual groups,
finished to go with the new imported fabrics.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street, New York 1st door west of 5th Avenue, 4th floor

Braus Galleries im
Established1686 $-Light Brass

Sconcefor can
dlesonly$8.50.356 Fifth Ave. at 34LhSt

422 Madison Avenue
Height 12".

Between 48th&49ihSts.
New York

T Width 111$*.

Paintings, Mezzotints
MirrorsXamps.Shades
Period Furniture
Hangings, Framing fi

Lamp and *
Shield15"high
(total).
Shield—Hand-
Decorated
Linen Glace.
Jap porcetaine
basein Blue.

Interior Decorating

Corn and Yel
low$11.00com
plete—electric.

MILCH
GALLERIES
SPECIAL EXHIBITION'S of

PAINTINGS
by

ROBERT HENRI
February28—March12

GARI MELCHERS
March14—April o
"ArtNot**"onr

108West 57th Street New York 'TheJoyoftheWntera"bvHarrimtFrUhmuth

36AGAL-ORien.7AL RVGS
l*s M. of Oriental Rugs

OMR

Mediumdarkbluebackground:Jeepgoldscrolls,peonyin many
amactive.harmoniousshades.Borderbackgroundmellowgold
Send10centsforporifottoofcolorplatesaudnearestdealer'sname.
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a c7rance Giant^ Everbearing'

Simple Surgery in the Orchard
(Continued from page68)

^ROWN
in tin gank-ns <>iJ. P.*"

s'2e OF
V_J Morgan, Glen Cove, N. Y. ;
lolm D. Rockefeller, Pocantico Hills,

N. Y. ; P. S. du Pont, Wilmington, Del.; Chas. M.
Schwab, Loretto, Pa. ; James J. Hill Estate, Lake Geneva,
Wis.; Henry Ford, Dearborn, Mich.; and others who de
mand the world's best.
The La France Red Raspberry is perfectly hardy. It
has been carefully tested tor years, to absolutely prove
its merit.
Fruits early in July, the first sea
son planted, and continues in fruit
until frozen. Free
from insects and
disease. A dozen
plants will sup
ply the average
family all sea
son, year after
year. Plants
multiply rapidly.
The bushes
grow rapidly,
and are covered
with firm, lusci
ous, wonderfully
flavored berries, with few
seeds, from July until
freezing weather. The
fruit is twice the size of
other raspberries and of
the same delicious flavor
from first to last. Im
mense branches covered
with berries are constant
ly ripening.
It is thi' best for home gardens
and a great money maker for
marketing.
Awarded medals and certifi
cates by leading Agricultural and
Horticultural Societies, including
the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, Horticultural Society of
New York, The American Insti
tute of New York, etc., etc. It
pays to buy the best.

Strong, field grown, bearing
plants $1.50 each, $16.00 per
dozen, by prepaid parcel post.
Safe delivery guaranteedin proper
timefor plantingif orderednow. Cir
culars on request.

John D. Scheeper
Ik.

522 Firth
Avenue
cor.44thSt.
New York
N. Y.

RaspberryFarms
a t SoundBeach,
Conn.,and
GlenHead,
N. Y.

1931

1
2345678
110II 1?11Ml!

of connection of the scion with trunk
and limb. Also cover the wounds of
the limb where it split from the parent
tree. Grafting wax should be usedfree
ly so that all moisturemay be kept out
of the crotch of the tree. If the scions
are now left exposed to the weather,
they frequently dry out. Therefore it
is advisable to wrap burlap or some
other material around them to protect
them from the direct rays of the sun
and the drying winds. It is to the ad
vantage of the tree to leave this pro
tective covering on for at least a year.
The tree should be wrapped with great
careand stakesdriven around it so that
the scions will not be disturbed.
The following spring the scions will
have made the proper connectionsand
the coveringmay be removed. In a few
years the scions expand and not only
supply the necessarysap to the broken
limb, but completely heal the wound.
All fruit should be kept from the broken
limb for at leasttwo yearsso that there

will be no undue strain on these living
bridges.
Often the lower limbs of a tree are
sickly or weak. In this case, suckers
may be used as scions. If suckers do
not develop at the base of the tree—
andthey shouldnot if the treeis planted
properly—one may remove from 1"
to 4" of soil from the baseof the tree
so that the air and light can reach the
wild stock into which the desired va
riety has been grafted. In this way
suckersfrequently appear. After one or
two years'growth, cut out all buds and
cut the tips of the suckers"wedge-shaped.
Insert these tips into incisions made in
the sickly or weak limbs and cover the
wounds with wax. Frequently the
suckers are bound with tape to hold
themin position. This operationshould
be performedearly in the spring, about
one week before the buds start. The
suckerswill grow vigorously and supply
an extra supply of sap to the sickly
limbs as well as form natural braces.

Some Gardens at Bar Harbor
(Continued from page 25)

gardener can secure his delight. The
white of meadow rue, the red and the
blue of other flowers make their most
eloquentgesturesagainstthe evergreens.
Nothing of effect is lost when such a
screenstands behind the flowers.
Best of all, the wall has exquisite
texture of its own. Upon the spruces
and cedars around the Murray Young
garden, for example, the light falls in
dark or in light masseswhere twig tips
spread it in silver gleams or recesses
of branches dye it black. The wall
thus is significantly beautiful itself.
This generalcharacter of the natural
setting has deeply affectedthe style of
the gardens. One who stands on any
of the mountain peaks and sweepsthe
surface of the island with his eye sees
at oncehow shaggy,how romantic, how
wild it is. Thus the view of the Sat-
terlce bungalow and its surrounding
forest.
Though somegardensare herewholly
formal, and others have sections of
formal planting and architecture, the
generaltenor is informal. As a famous
gardenerhas remarked, it is impossible
to make this northern island look like
Italy though one spenta million dollars
a year. It simply won't be made into
what it is not. When one spiesthe ex
quisite spring house of the Sieur de

Mont's Spring, in the LafayetteNational
Park, near Bar Harbor, for a moment
theresweepsover him the delusionthat
here is Italy, but he is quickly recalled
to his northern surroundings. The ef
fect is more truly that of the Scottish
coast. The gardeners have therefore
obeyed,most often, the demands of a
strong landscape,and have conformed.
Some of the gardens, being on the
edge of the rocky seashore,make no
attempt to wrench the coastline into
new forms, but adapt their own to what
they find. In the same way the gar
dens do not contend with the walls of
treeswhich are readyto makethe frame,
but conform to the winding edgesthat
the treesallow. By so doing they often
gain in winning charm. The fine free
dom when plants creep snugly into all
the little recessesamong the trees but
give way for the thrusting growth
wherever it serves, makes a perfect
transition from garden to natural
growth and unites the whole landscape
into a complete composition.
To the gardener'said in this finely
informal work comes the chance for
paths and stonework from the granite
that the island so richly holds. A step
from the porch leads into the lawn.
The eye catchesthe light from the gray

(Continued on page 72)

The gardenpath must invite the feel if it is to be a
real success. Along this path of steppingstonesin the
Farrand garden the landscapedesignerand the stroller

alike realize their dreams
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The VVonderful New

ROCHESTER PEACH
Bears the First Year

HARDIESTTO PLANT EARLIESTTO BEAR RICHEST IN QUALITY

THE
bestPeachto plant

for the farm,for thecity
home,for thecountryestate.
Plant an orchardif you can,
butevena few treeswill bea
greatacquisition.
The RochesterPeach is the
mostwonderful,mostdelicious
peachobtainable—yellowand
red free-stone—stoneverysmall.
Foreatingandcanningit cannotbe
surpassed.
The newRochesterPeachhasan
exquisite,delicate,distinctiveflavor.
Its fleshis of therichestyellow,
highlyflavoredandlusciousthrough
andthrough.
The newRochesterPeachis a
strong,uprightgrowerwithawell-
developedtop. Itcomesintoripen'
ingthemiddleof Augustandbears
thefirstyear. Standsshipmentas
wellasanElbertaHardiereven
thananElbertaorCrawford.Has
stood16degreesbelowzeroand
producedafullcrop.

V V l\l I 1—SpringCatalogue,
illustratedin color,describingthis
remarkablePeach.Bearing-agefruit
trees. Blueberries,Everbearing
Raspberriesandothernurserystock.

J. G. MAYO &- COMPANY
World'sBestTrees PlantsfortheHomeGrounds
900EllwangertVBarryBuilding

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

LOOKSTEADILYAT THIS DISHOF ItASl'IiKliltlESFOHA FEWSECONDS,THENTHINK OF THE DEI.H'lOlS MELTINGFLESH,
FI LL OF KICII CltEA.MY.IL1CE. DID YOUltMOITH WATER?

Erskine Park Everbearing Red Raspberry
The early 'till late berry

SHOULD BE PLANTED IN EVERY GARDEN
Conceivethe iob and satisfactionof havingsuch berrieson your table
nil throughthesummerandautumn,thesourceof wonderto yourneighbors,
thatyoucanpick thefinestraspberriesfromthe latterpartof June until the
snowflies. On November20thwe cut a largebranchof the Erskine Park
with blossoms,greenberriesand ripe fruit uponIt.
The plant is by far the strongestgrowingraspberrywe haveeverseen.
It brancheslike a tree,andit alsolias the largestandmostrootsof anywith
whichweareacquainted.
It was first discoveredon the beautifulestate,"Erskine Park," of Mr.
OeorgeWcstlnghouse,Lee.Mass. This estateIs In themidstof thebeautiful
BerkshireHills, with a temperaturein winterof 30or 40degreesbelowzero,
so that the hardinessof this berryIs unquestioned.
Whetherit is berries,or fruit trees,shrubsor roses,evergreens,hedge
plants,or ornamentalshadetrees,weareheadquartersfor a largestockin
unlimitedassortment.Sendfor our generalcatalog—it describesall—it's
yoursfor theasking.

GLEN BROS., Inc., Glenwood Nursery
Established 1866 ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Carters Tested Seeds
Famous for a Century

»»

TRADEMARK

Are the product of generations of
careful selection, scientific propa
gation and testing for Germina
tion, Purity and Vitality. This
assures a certainty of results not
possible with seeds of less definite
parentage.

For better vegetables — for fine and FREE
flowering plants, sow

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS

They cost no more than the ordinary
kind, and results considered, are the most
economical and profitable to use.

Carters Tested Grass Seed sold in one and
five pound packages. Used in producing
quality turf on the foremost Golf Courses
of America and England.

Price 55c per pound

By the Bushel (25 lbs.) $8.50

CARTERS 1921 CATALOGUE "GARDEN AND LAWN'
MAILED ON REQUEST

Carters Tesied Seeds* I NC.

Address: 106 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Dept. A, Boston

Main Office: 25 West 43rd Street, New York
Philadelphia Chicago Toronto

London, England

Evidence of the successmet by flowers under cultivation at
Bar Harbor is given by theseplants of native Solomon's
sealwhich are far larger than othersgrowingin thewild stale

Some Gardens at Bar Harbor
(Continued from page70)

stepping stonesas in the Farrand gar
den that beckonoff into the delightsof
flowers. When stepping stonesare not
desired, when the wish is rather for
grass walks, the gardener is equally
fortunate, becausethe cool nights and
the sea mellownessmake turf such as
may well be his pride. With incidents
such as stone scats or bird baths in
order, the granite awaits its use. Tae
beauty of this work is that around and
behind and beneath the seats native
ferns will thrive, making the fine com
bination of strength and solidity and
lacey delicacy that New England can
so well boast. The bird bath of the
Farrand garden, sunk in the ground,
appears to be of primordial age. Be
tween it and its surroundings there is
no quarrel.
In someways the finest thing about
thesegardensis their vistas. Note the

invitation in the Murray Young garden
to raise the eyes to the crests of the
mountainsthat loom above the spruces.
In other gardens the eyes gaze down
long alleys where the roses shine,
sometimespast them and out to sea,
sometimesinto the heart*of the woods,
sometimesto a gleaming pool at the
end. For many people this intimacy
with the woods and the sea is priceless.
The rocks of the northern and the
easternshoresare high and rugged. Be
low them the sea churns and sobs or
roars and pounds. Through gaps one
catchesthe blue-greenwatersof French
man's Bay or the Atlantic. Now and
then a stately white sail moves among
the islands. The tang of salt is in the
air. Romancestirs the pulseand whisks
the beholderaway to the land of heart's
desire, the perfect land of flowers and
of dreams.

How To Make Livable Rooms of Green
(Continued from page.32)

nignly accepting these tributes up
lifted to its pale glory. So, too, might
the green room be. . . .
But leading to the accomplishmentof
any miracle there is a slow path of
patient plodding: the honest study and
experiment of effects, the wielding of
transforming paint brushes, the prick
ing of the needle as the thread of
flaming amber wool slides vividly be
tween its fellows of green; there is the
contemplation of texture and its effect
in this color; the importance of the
decorativebreaking up of surfaces,the
peepingof flowers, the judicious placing
of delicate green tones charmingly
againstsombergray ones; the tall slen
der grace of green furniture.
To know how to accomplisha really
successfulgreen room is to know and
appreciatecolor and form, plus acquir
ing the ability to capture a certain shy-
beauty, perpetuatingits charm without
losing its fresh sweetness. This may
not be accomplishedby sheer expense
of materials, neither by brilliant ex
panses of color: such effects are too
clearly not to be bought by the yard.
This we know intuitively, but never
do we realize it so poignantly as when
we stand, as I did just lately, in the
room fairly reeking with rich unctuous
green. The floor was covered with a
thick-piled, moss-green carpet.— not
moss-greenin shadow,but the insistent
ly brilliant tone of a mossystream-bank

momentarilycaught by the sun; a tone
that is beautiful in Nature becauseof
its rarity and briefness, but which is
deadly spreadall over a floor in a bril
liant fixed stare. By and by the floor
permittedone to glancepainfully at the
rest of the horror: the rich creamwalls
nearly bilious in color, at the windows
the long floor-length curtains of moss-
green velours, the fatly overstuffed
chairs resembling the stream-bank in
color, textureand form,—rolling, bland,
moss-covered. And yet the pride of
possessionkept the well-meaning in
habitant of this greennessfrom realizing
the thin obviousnessof the scheme.
But the joy that may be gotten from
the green room brought about on this
wise! Misty gray walls, which are just
as they imply, the color of a misty
early morning; gray woodwork of a
slightly deepertone, and, sincethe room
is a dining room, a built-in corner cup
board, from which peep out alluring
lemon yellow china things from between
the soft greencurtains; at the windows
greencurtains, too, of a pleasantrough
silk; the buffet and drop-leaf table of
leaf green decoratedin a dull mustard
yellow nearly the color of gold, the
interior of the drawers of the buffet
lined also with this; on the yellow
Chineselacquer tea wagon a pewter tea
service, and on the buffet a pair of
pewter candlesticksand a black bowl

(Continued on page82)
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Sparkling Soft Water

from Every Faucet

Clear, clean, drinkable water that is
actually softer than rain, can be had
from every faucet in your house.

No tanks or cisterns to build, no
pumps, no motors to buy—just a simple,
clean, compact apparatus that connects
anywhere in your piping system and
miraculously turns the hardest water
supply into delightfully soft water.
There are no chemicals added to the
water, no muss, no bother.

Permutit is a ma
terial that looks
something like sand
and possesses the re
markable property of
taking all the hard
ness out of any water
thatpasses through it.

It is stored in a
metal shell connected
into your water sup
ply line and about
once a week you
wash out the accu
mulated hardness
with a brine made up

from a small amount of ordinary salt. The salt
cost does not exceed a few cents a day and that
is absolutely all the running expense there is.

Permutit has been used for years to remove all hard
ness from the water supply in textile mills, dyeing
plants, canning factories, hospitals, residences and
places where exact, dependable results are imperative.
Thousands are now in daily use, and you too can have
wonderful, sparkling soft water in your home no mat
ter how hard your present supply.

Write us for booklet Soft Water in Every Home

The©ermutit Cbmpany
1440 FourthAve. NewYork

es
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Creates More Interest in Cooking

The unsurpassed quality and con
venience of West Bend aluminum
kitchen utensils wins enthusiastic
praise from appreciative housewives
everywhere.

The West Bend percolator embodies
| many of the unique and exclusive
: features of the West Bend line, such
| as superlative beauty of design, extra
strength of spout and handle, every
piece stamped out of a solid sheet of
aluminum 99% pure. No seams,
joints, crevices or inside corners.
I Cleaning made easy. A hot well in

I the base starts percolation instantly.

|
A spreader upon which the water falls

I and is evenly distributed over the
coffee grounds insures perfect per
colation of all the coffee. Automatic
valve in spout makes percolation con
tinuous and even. These features are
' found only in West Bend percolators.

1 Our original "Sun Ray" inside finish
| givesWeit Bend ware,the lastingbril-

| liancy oj sterling silver. Very beauti
ful and easier to keep clean than or
dinary finishes.

Ask your dealer for West Bend
aluminum ware. If he cannot
supply you, write us giving his
name, and we will see that you
are supplied.

Send for "Kitchen Kraft," a
booklet telling how to use and
care for aluminum, and illustrat
ing many of the 200 aluminum
utensils which make up the
West Bend line.

WEST BEND
ALUMINUM CO.

Dept. K

West Bend, Wis.

A
A

1
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Luxunous Batkrmg
What is more luxurious than the delightful and invigorat
ing effect of the needle and shower bath?

It appeals to the women as well as to men, who as a rule
have always preferred it to the bath tub.

The Raynor needle and shower is equipped with that
wonderful little instrument, the Leonard Thermostatic
Mixing Valve, which insures absolute safety and comfort.

Adjustable rose sprays, with their refined appearance due
to a minimum of brasswork, make it unnecessary to wet
the head unless desired.

The glass door eliminates the soggy curtain and is in itself
a thing of beauty.

The expense also is not so great as for the old ring type
needle.

Visit our showroom in your vicinity for a demonstration.

Send for our latest Bathroom Book. It is just
off the pressand gives many valuable suggestions
in the selection of plumbing equipment for the
home in addition to various designs and color
schemesin tile, especially prepared by our Tile
Department. Write today. AddressDepartmentA.

The J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Trenton, 'N.J.
New York, Fifth Avenue and SeventeenthStreet

•Boston■Chicago
"Lincoln,Neb.
•Jacksonville.Fla.
•St. I'aul. Minn.
"De*Moines
"Detroit
MOTTCOMPANY,Limited■Montreal,"Toronto.Winnipeg.Canada.
MOTTCO.OfPENNA.•Philadelphia.Pa.

•Toledo"Indianapolis
"Dayton.Ohio
"St. LouU
•KansasCity.Mo.
•SaltLakeClfNewark,

•City
X. J.

Pittsburgh
•Washington.D.Columbus,O.Houston,Texas
Portland.Ore.
El Paso,Texas
•Havana.Cuba

MOTTSOITHERNCO."Atlanta,tia.
MOTTCO of CALIFORNIA
"SanFrancisco,
LosAngeles.

•Showroomsequippedwithmodelbathrooms

8 ounces steam pressure
will heat your house

YOU
can get more heating

comfort per ton of coal,
with steam at lower pressure
—if you put in a two-pipe
Dunham system.

The secret of the Dunham
system is the Dunham Radi
ator Trap— a thermostatic
device which automatically re
moves the trouble-making air
and water from each radiator.
These obstacles removed, the
steam finds no difficulty in
noiselessly reaching every coil
of every radiator.

The Trap is only one unit in
Dunham Heating Service—a service
which begins by cooperating with
your architect and never ends until
you are fully satisfied with the job.

State what kind of a house you
want to Dunhamize : whether it is a
new house or whether you want
your old steam heating system
made over into an efficient Dunham
system.

mi *

TheDunhamRadiatorTrap
is part of a systemwhich
permanentlyremoves the
causeof heatingtroubles.
It has been endorsedby
architects and builders

since 1903.

Factories

A. DUNHAM CO., Fisher Building, CHICAGO
Marshalltown, Iowa 52 Branch and Local Sales Offices
Toronto, Canada in United States and Canada

London: 233-A, Regent Street, W. 1.
Paris: Eslabhs. Mtiming & Cie., 47 Rue de la Fonlaine-au-Roi
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TEPECO Water Closets
for Every Place and Purse

PEOPLE
are glad to visit homes where their

finer sensibilities are considered and where
they are not embarrassed by noise escaping

from the bathroom when the closet is flushed.
Point for point, the Silent Si-wel-clo sur
passes the best louder-flushing toilets made,
for, besides its quiet operation, the Si-wel-clo
is unequaled in appearance and sanitary quali
fications.

We assumethat everyone's natural inclination would be to install
the Silent Si-wel-clo in their house. Unfortunately, we cannot
manufacture this toilet at a price within the means of everybody.
But we always have made other closets. "Why not," thought we
a couple of years ago, "perfect one closet of each type as it has
never beenperfected before, so that people who cannot afford a

Si-wel-clo can be assured of getting the best
value for their money."

So we have named each one of them, priced
them F. O. B. Trenton, and have placed
them in the hands of the plumbing contrac
tors awaiting your call. We lay no claim to
attempting to turn out cheap water-closet
combinations, but we do say that they are
the nearest thing to "no-trouble" you can
buy, and you will find a reputable manu
facturer in back of them.

BOOKLETS — So that you may
learn why some closets cost more
than others we have prepared
booklets showing the difference be
tween the types. We ivant you to
send for them, also for our bath
room plan book — "Bathrooms of
Character," Edition H.

Prices:
White Seat. .$108.35
MahoganySeat99.60
F.O.B. Trenton

The Trenton Potteries Company
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

BOSTON NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

World's LargestMakers of All-Clay Plumbing Fixtures

A larecbowl,large
water surface and
stronR action demon■
stratcthe superiority
of Tepeco construc■
tion. TheMerit isour
ReverseSyphon Ac
tion typeand is, we
think,the best in its
class.
Price . . $57.50
F.O.B.Trenton

TEPECO
Water Closets
for Every Purse

«A/T11Itvls« Thc welHnjf is a
WH I INil SJph<11jet, thesamen LLUn*1 as the Si-wel-clo.
but docs not include its noiseless
feature. For manyyearstheWell
ing hasbeenconsideredby sanitary
expertsas theoutstandingexample
of fine syphon-jetconstruction.
Price . . . $65.65
F.O.B. Trenton

A A mens-

demonstratethe superiori
ties of the Saxon over
other closetsof syphon-
actionconstruction.The
Tepecotank fittingsmean
a freedomfrom thepetty
annoyanceshouseholders
encounterat all too-fre
quentintervals.
Price . . . $53.15
F.O.B. Trenton

*ToganModel 104

TOGAN
GARAGES

Sold by
Retail Lumber "Dealers

CJ Some people buy Togan Garages because
they are good looking. Because they
are well designed

CJ Then again others buy them because
they are inexpensive. The Togan way
of building at the factory makes possible
a greater value. More for your money

CJ And many more prefer Togan Garages
because you buy them as you buy furni
ture; complete, ready to use. You select
one the same way. When you find what
you want, you order it delivered — the
job is guaranteed

Aportfolioshowingsomeofthemorepopular
Toganmodelsvtll besentyouonrequest.

TOGAN-STILES
1612 Eastern Avenue
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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BUILD NOW
And let Sargent Hard
ware addthe final touch
of beautyandsecurityto
your home.

"Yes, every
detail is
correct"

HOMES
that people admire

don't "just happen." You
will usually find that every
detail is the result of careful
planning.

Take hardware for example.
Some folks consider "door
knobs" a mere incident in build
ing a house. Others realize
that the hardware can also add
a touch of genuine beauty—

they choose Sargent.

Sargent Hardware is made in
designs to harmonize perfectly
with the architectural and dec
orative scheme of your home.

Sargent locks give the kind of
security that is so certain that
you cease to think about it.

Write for the Sargent Book
of Designs to discuss with your
architect.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

Protect your home throughout

The Sargent push
buttonstop is a con
venientandexclusive
feature.

Inside as well as outside doors

should be equipped with Sargent

Day and Night Latches. Linen
closets, clothes closets, cellar, at

tic and other doors should be pro

tected to make the security of

your home complete.

S A R G E N T

Pottery birds are especially effective as
mantel decorations. Here cream white
parrots balancea bowl of trailing ivy

The Decorative Quality of Pottery
(Continued from page 57)

Birds

lence. They may be placed at either
end; or one can be used as a focal
point from which the other things are
arrangedsymmetrically. Here the back
ground is as important as the object
to be placed against it, not only as to
color but in size. If the spaceis small,
do not usea tall craneand a low pheas
ant with a spreadingtail againsta great
wall expanse.
In an old Southern house I saw a
mantel that was easily the most in
teresting spot in the room. Over a
black marble fireplace had been hung
a rather elaborate gilt mirror. In the
center of the shelf was a beautifully
carved little statue of Buddha in ivory ;
on either side had been placed a bril
liant greenporcelainbird a trifle smaller
than the statue; at the ends were high

Venetian decantersused as vases, filled
with marigolds. This mantel group as
to color and arrangementwas exactly
right. Another room had a white mar
ble fireplace, gray paneled walls and
delicately colored chintz hangings. On
the mantel in the middle was a low
sea-greenbowl filled with hydrangeas.
At either end was a prim stork, slim,
graceful and of a lovely shade of gray
blue that harmonized with both walls
and flowers.
So a graceful pottery bird can be
come an important elementin a room,
making a delightful spot toward which
we look and linger in quiet satisfaction.
The appeal is somethingmore than one
of outward color and form, for it has
the power to evoke memoriesand sug
gest dreams.

Experiences With Dahlias
(Continued jrom page 44)

little short of that but are yet worthy
associates,differing only as great ability
differs from genius. Theseall have been
growing only for their effect in my
ornamental gardens side by side with
the whole range of other effective
flowers.
I do not plant my dahlias in rows;
I group them with other flowers and
they lend themselvesadmirably to this
decorative effect. Some of them are
at their best early in the season; others
are at the zenith of their perfection
late in September, standing defiantly
and boldly, flamboyant and dashing,re
plete with evidenceof their fiery Span
ish ancestry, challenging with their
might and beauty the expectedseason
which will destroy them.
My gardens are terraced; in certain
parts there is a considerableslope and
always a wash, and there my dahlias
seem to display themselves in their
greatest splendor, which would prove
my contention that no artificial or
chemicalfertilizer is required to produce
fine plants and flowers. I do not per
mit the use of any such fertilizer and
my gardenerdoesnot use it. I prepare
my gardens in late fall with natural
stablemanure,and that is all the feed
ing they get.
There is nothing new about the plant

ing and culture of dahlias; I believethat
they require only the samegeneral care
that every plant does, if the best re
sults are to be obtained. My gardener,
John Harding, knew nothing about
dahlias when he came to me. From
close study and observation he and I
have learnedwhat we know about them
today, and he now knows the growing
of dahlias as very few gardeners in
this country do. Any lover of beauty
in flowers, able to define qualities of
superiority, can succeedwith them pro
vided he or she will give some study
to their requirements and, of course,
the cultivation, weeding and general
care demandedby virtually all of the
larger garden flowers.
I plant my dahlias about May 20th.
They will begin to bloom about the
middle of August, but if August is hot
many blooms are generally not very
perfect, the later flowers being far su
perior. I will harbor no plant that does
not grow freely, producing strong,
straight stems; I immediately discard
any variety showing the least sign of
weakness. They must have beautiful
colorings,must be fineof form and have
distinct merit, or they do not long re
main in my garden.
A dahlia of large size, provided it
(Continued on page 78)
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Heatedby a batteryof oneNo. 30 and
oneNo. 18KelscyWarmAir Generator

Ask Your Doctor
About This

Do you know why there is so much more illness
in winter than in summer? Not because of the
strain put upon the vitality during the cold months,
but largely because of the lack of fresh air, the

cheapest thing in the world, the most essential —and
the most neglected.

Your house may be comfortably warm, but unless
there is a constant and sufficient supply of fresh air,

your health must suffer, and with it your mental
and physical efficiency.

The Kelsey Warm Air Generator supplies ample
heat, easily regulated (warm rooms for the old
folks and cooler for the young), and with it an
abundance of fresh, humidified air—and uses less
coal than any other system we know of.

If you are building a new home, or if your present
heating apparatus needs renewing, consider the

matter from the standpoint of health. We shall be

glad to talk or correspond with you about it and to

give you full information.

New York Office
103-K

Park Avenue
The ^e.lsev
I WARM AIR CEHE.RATOR !
237James Street,Syracuse,N. Y.

Boston (9) Office
405-K

P. O. Sq.Bldg.

H E AT

ft

14

V
V

Dodson Bird Houses
scientifically built by Mr. Dodson, who has
spent a lifetime in studying the birds, their
habits and how to attract them to beautiful
"Bird Lodge", his home and bird sanctuary
on the Kankakee River, should be

Erected Now
The first of the featheredtravelersare beginning
in arrive,andtheDodsonHousemeans"home"to
them.Theywill immediatelyoccupythem,andnot
only staywith you,but attraettheir fellowsong
stersas theyreturnfromtheirmigration.

Don'tdelay.EreettheDodsonHousesnowandlei
themweatherandblendin with thegeneralBUT
rounding. Theywill keepthebirdswith youall
summerto proteetyour trees,shrubs.Mowers,and
gardens,andcheeryouwith theirbeautyandson

r\„J„„ M^*- Free Bird Book senton re*Wider ilOW cpjest,illustratingDodsonLine
givingprices; FREE also beautifulcoloredbird
pictureworthyof framing.

J_ L II p\^ J^ _ PresidentAmericanOSepn 11. U OUSOn AudubonAuoeUMm
731Harrison Avenue Kankakee,Illinois
DodsonSparrowTrapguaranteedto rid ttatircommunity
of thesequnrrtltiomeputts,price98.00.
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Some rmprmimnta-
tivmhomm&where
Jewett Refrigera
torsarmused:

ArthurCurtis*JotneiNewport,R.L
VincentAster
Rhlnebcck.N.Y.

L. C.Tiffany
ColdSpringHarbor
E.J. Mat>hull
Pasadena.Calif.

S.ReadingBcrtron
NewYork

GaerrtMyCurran
EastNorwich,L. 1.
Corm-liusVanderbilt

NawYork
Mrs.L. Z LeiterBeverlyFarms.Mass.
Wm.Fahnestock
Katonah,N.Y.

Mrs.W. L.McKee
Bristol,R.I.

SamuelMather
Cleveland.O.

Mrs.R. II. Townsend
WashirfftonGeorgeEastmanKocheHter,N.Y.

JohnD.Rockefeller
PocanticoHills,N.Y.
WilliamR.CoaOysterBay,L. I.
SirMortimerB.Davis

Montreal
JohnD.Rockefeller,Jr.

NewYork
Sen.W.A.Clark

NewYork
JosephLeiterWashington
CharlesM.Schwab

NewYork
J. OgdenArmour,
LakeForest,111.

A. J. LichtstsrnGlencoe,111.
Mrs.JohnHayCleveland,0.
JohnBorden
LakeGeneva,Wis.PayneWhitney
Manhasset,

Wm.V. Kelley

You Naturally Expect a
Jewett In Such Homes
IN
America's finest homes —where quality
is considered before cost, you invariably
find Jewett Refrigerators. On the left are a
few names from the long and ever-growing
list of distinguished Americans who have
selected the Jewett because they appreciate
its preeminent merit.

The fascination of all real craft products lies in
their emancipation from restrictions. If amaterial is
the finest the world pro
duces,it is used irrespective
of cost. If aprocessmakes
possible greater refine
ments, it is employed no
matter how laborious. This
infinite attention to detail
naturally results in a prod
uct of unapproachable ex
cellence.

v
"J

JewettRefrigeratorsarees
peciallyefficientwhenused
with electric refrigerating
machinesbecausethesuper'
insulationretainsan even,
low temperatureat a mini
mumcostforcurrent.

This craftsman attitude
has made the Jewett a
superlatively worthy pro
duct for four generations.
As an illustration, the
Jewett's solid, seamless,
inch thick porcelain lining
alonecostsmore than most
complete refrigerators.

Wherever the criterion is simply "the best"—in
mansions, clubs, and hospitals—there you will al
ways find the Jewett.

Writefor thisbook
Investigationshowsthatnotonehousekeeper,
butlerormaidin tenknowshowto securethe
bestresultsfromarefrigerator.Our littlebook
letexplainsthisandmanyotherpointsof inter
estandvaluetoeveryhomeowner.

THE JEWETT REFRIGERATOR CO.,
Established1849

123 Chandler Street Buffalo, N. Y.

JEWETTSOLID PORCELAIN REFRIGERATORS

Experiences With Dahlias
(Continued from page 76)

standson a stiff stemwith strong neck,
makes itself felt in the garden. If you
will once walk through my gardens,
where ten thousand blooms thrust their
insolent beauty in your face, you will
agreewith me. Beauty is enhancedby
size, and mere size without beauty ex
cites emotions. For my part I have
always preferredthe eagleto the canary,
and the elephant to the jackass.
Many thousands of dahlia lovers,
many thousandsof Garden Club mem
bers from all over the country visit my

gardens in autumn. I shall be very
glad indeed to receive anyone who
wishes to come to my place to seemy
dahlias and share with me their won
ders. Horticultural Societies and Gar
den Clubs, who came last season,shall
again have permission to visit me and
wander through my gardens. It is only
two hours from New York by motor—■
Post Road through Norwalk and West-
port, Conn. My place is a mile east
of Westport betweenthe Post Road and
the Shore Road.

The Old Silver of
{Continuedjrom page 31)

Erin

uons objects not to be found carelessly
grouped in the ensembleof an antique-
man'sshop? You may consider that I
offer you an avid occupation, a forlorn
hope, but let me whisper a secret to
you:
One day—and it was not so very long
ago— I chancedto be discoursingon the
interestinghistory of Irish silver to one
who knew nothing about it. My friend
was blessedwith the Inner Eye, how
ever, and some photographs I had
shown were visually taken possessionof.
I had discoursed,too, of the marks on
early Iriih silver and had made a few
rough sketchesof someof them. These
too were seizedupon by the Inner Eye
and, so equipped, it chanced that my
friend began to rummage around the
family silver. Fortunately it was a
large family, an old family, a careful
family and an unsuspecting family.
But I doubt if any of its memberscom
bined the diplomacy, the acuteness,the
suasionand the Inner Eye that madeit
possible, when next I dined with my
friend, for him to presenton his board
five pieces of Irish silver—five!—suc
cessfullygatheredwithin the patriarchal
precincts. An achievement.
And so, dear reader, there is no fu
tility in cultivating the Inner Eye, noth
ing hopelessin the thought of setting it
to work. What one cannot acquire
from the cold outsideworld does many
a time await the homeexplorer. At any
rate if you can be convinced that this
is worth believing, you will, perhaps,
not think it entirely a waste of time to
give further perusal to these para
graphs.

The Fate of Old Plate

The troublous times which have at
tended Ireland's progresshave been the
causeof the rarity of early silver by the
Irish makers. Again and again, in
times of stress,much of the old plate
has been melted up, again and again
much of it has been practically confis
cated. In 1686,for instance,two years
before the Revolution of '88, the Pro
vost of Trinity College sold a great
quantity of the Collegeplate, almost all
of its domestic plate having been dis
posed of the precedingyear. No new
plate, or at least very little, was ac
quired by the College until after the
Battle of Boyne, 1690. Most of the
College plate was acquired, piece by
piece, by gift, from what one might
term as special students, or non-cor
porate membersof the College, a gift
more in the order of an entrance tax,
which afterwards it seemspractically to
have been. Such a piecewas the fluted
cup, ex dono, presented in 1690 by
"Jacobi Caulfield", son of Lord Charle-
mont.
At oneperiodTrinity Collegedisposed
of some four thousand ounces of its
plate in order to obtain funds for the
purchase of an estate. It is probable
that a goodly portion of this consign
ment found its way to the melting-pot.
It may be that in the transactionwere
included the dozen silver spoons costing

£4 and the two silver salts costing
£3-6 which figured in Provost Alvery's
expensebook for 1605.
Of the early history of the Irish sil
versmithsvery little is known. But we
do know that the Goldsmiths Company
of Dublin had completedirection of all
Irish goldsmiths and silversmiths, an
organization, or guild, correspondingto
the famous Worshipful Company of
Goldsmiths of London. The original
articles of incorporation of the Dublin
company,granted in 1638by Charles I,
show it to have been founded by nine
teen Dubliners (the list presentsboth
Irish and English names) and two Hol
landers. The companywas held in high
esteemand we are told by Mr. Arthur
Butler that in 1649, when the Gold
smiths Company of Dublin consented
to take part in a Dublin civic procession,
it was considereda great condescension
on the part of that guild.

Early Marks

Between the years 1697 and J720
there appears to have been no silver
of as high a standard as that which is
known to us by the name of Britannia
silver made by the Irish silversmiths.
Just what were the marks on the earli
est piecesof Irish silver it doesnot seem
possible to discover. In the reign of
Elizabeth the mark may have been an
Irish harp, as in the reign of James I.
We can be reasonablycertain that prior
to 1638letters of the alphabet were in
use as silver-marks. When Charles I
granted charter to the Dublin company
the puncheonto be usedwas designated
as "The King's Majesty's stamp called
Harp—Crowned now appointed by his
said Majesty."
The first division of marks which we
can follow in Irish silver extends to
1638to 1658. Through this period a
series of Roman capital letters, used
consecutivelyyear by year, maintained.
The A (1638) is the only letter of this
serieswithin a fancy shield.
The second division marks extend
through 1658-1677,and consist of Old
English capital letters, while those of
the third period, 1678-1697,consist of
Old English capital letters of a more
pronouncedtype. We are told that be
tween 1684-1693only the letter E ap
pears on extant pieces. There are, says
Butler, gaps in letters which indicate
loss of pieces between 1701-1705and
between1711-1715.However, it is pos
sible that certain lettersmay have stood
for several years different of fabrica
tion insteadof for just one. From 1715
until 1720the shield in which the letter
appearsvaries in base. In 1718letters
in Court Hand appearsbut do not ex
tend beyond the letter C. Thereafter
the Old English alphabet returns. But
ler says that between 1746-1795it is
difficult to date piecesfrom their marks
definitely. In 1730the figure of Hiber-
nia seatedwas introduced as an addi
tional mark and still another punch was
added in 1807—the King's Head. By
this it will be seenthat the Irish Hiber-

(Cont'.nuedon page 82)
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Bird Baths
are a source of endless pleasure.
The birds they attract to your
garden bring life, color and de
lightful entertainment.

Erkins Bird Baths
areto behadin a varietyof distinctive
designs,andare renderedin Ponipelan
Stone,a marbte-likecompositionthat
is practicallyeverlasting.

17paa ofPnmpeian
StoneGu-den
Ornaments.

34th St.,
New York.

®
DARN LEY

A
34E. 48th St.

Smokers
STAND— IN
WROUGHT
IRON WITH
GLASS ASH
TRAY—
ANTIQUE
IRON FINISH
—36 in. HIGH
$1550.

Nkw York

A mahoganymirror with line of
inlay and decorationsin dull gilt.
It is 33" long and 17" wide. $41

Consultthe
SHOPPING SERVICE
of House and Gorilm
19We»t44-thStreet,NewYork
whowill gladlyhelpyou to
secureany articlenecessary
to your decorativescheme.

THE MACBETH GALLERY
PAINTINGS by

CHARLES H. DAVIS
W. ELMER SCHOFIELD

ANNUAL EXHIBITION

SOCIETY OF ANIMAL
PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS

MARCH 1st—21st

Thecurrentissueof ART NOTESwill bemailedon request

WILLIAM MACBETHINC OP>POFkATED
450 Fifth Avenue f„im st„d New York City

MacBRIDE
or

"The house op Three Gables"
9 EAST B4TH ST., NEW YORK

DECORATIVE INTERIORS

P. JACKSON HIGGS
SPECIALIST
IN

PERIOD FURNITURE

PERIOD FURNITURE
THAT BEARS THIS NAMEPLATE IS FOUND
IN RESIDENCES WHERE CORRECTNESS
SUPERIOR QUAL1TY6GOOD TASTE ARE EVIDENT

PURE PERIODDESIGNSIN LIVINGROQM.DININGROOM
6BED ROOM FURNITURE AT NORMAL PRICES

ANTIQUES
REPRODUCTIONS
OBJECTS OFART

RJACKSON HIGG5
Jurmritr.'/>vitoini,/ ';r<:!Aiuca&tifythi/ JW."

15TiAor 64 Street
N).WYork-

ELSIE COBB WILSON

SheratonChinaCabinet—WalnutTable,tambourglide—WalnutTabic,threedraictrs—l'airBlueandWhiteChinaFate*

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City
Washington.D.C— 808SeventeenthStreet.N.W.

TUSCAN FEAST BENCH
A SPECIAL AT i, 45.00

©tttaPagerga ofStalp
Incorporated

iflamifartnrrra and Smpnrtrra

SellingAgentsforRadillo-PclittiCo.

French,Italianand English
Furniture.Antiques.Paintings.
Decorations.Objectsof Art.

432 iHaiMium Anrunr

Nero Ijtuk

SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

Mrs.MaryBakerC.E&du
Size13%xl7& ©BpS.J. WOOLF

Paintings Engravings Etchings
AnyEtching*orEngravingsquotedonrequest

14 East 46th Street
New York City
OTPOBITBKITZ-CAULTON

Sendfor
illustrated
Bookltt
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GIVES ENDURING CHARM

You can enliven your favorite nook
with a bird bath that will bring the birds
twittering and splashing about and add
interest to your garden with attractive
pottery.

Galloway Pottery is strong and dur
able Terra Cotta usually made in Light
Stoney Gray, a finish harmonious in all
surroundings. Red, buff and other col
ors will be made on order.

NO.227

Our collection includes reproductions
from the antique and many beautiful
Bird baths, Fonts, Fountains, Vases,
Flower pots, Boxes, Ferneries, Sun dials,
Gazing globes and Benches.

A portfolio of suggestionsfor the gar
den will be mailed upon receipt of 10c
in stamps.

GaiiqwayTerra GoTta Co.
3218WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

NO.642.60"LONG

v.

For Beauty Plus Economy
Fine simplicity, and a striking note in the beautiful red of its roof
are achieved in this Colonial home. Here is living testimony to
the unlimited possibilities for artistic treatment with time-defying
°<CREO"DIPT" Stained Shingles.

The soft gleam of the Dixie White 18-inch *<CREO"DIPT'*
Stained Shingles, used so effectively for wide exposure on the side
walls, is heightened by the charming red 16-inch "fcREO"DIPT"
Stained Shingles on the roof.

SendtodayforPortfolioof FiftyHomesbyProminentArchitects,aswellas
colorsimples. Ask about'tREO-DIPT" ThatchedRoofsand24-inch
DixieWhiteSideWallsfor thetrueColonialWhiteeffect.Pficesgreatly
reduced;askyourlumberdealer.

CKEO-EDQIFT C©RflPAMY. Dme.
1012Oliver Street North Tonawanda, N. Y.

StainedSignifies
usedonIhisHomeofBertS.Herkimer,MountVernon,N.Y.

Portfolio
of Homes CREO-DIPT

Stained Shingles

!

ndrttdualisfrv -
in. Goodyurnitur^

Rich in thechastebeauty,
delicacyof designand col
oring for which the Broth
ers Adam were famed,this
cabinetwould add a touch
of graceand charm to any
home.

WHITE COCK
WEATHER VANE
A WEATHER VANE imparts a touch ofrare individuality to private estate,
kennel or country club.
This is an especiallyattractivesubject—a jaunty
white cock with his red wattlesand proud eye
seemingto bid defianceto all theworld.
Madeof Auto Steel,weightedto balanceperfectly.
Paint raisedto looklike feathers,andsovarnished
as to makeit weatherproof.

Cock is life size and in natural colors.
Arrow, stand,etc., in green.

Sent carefully packed on receipt of price, $23.50

NATURE STUDIO
523 N. CHARLES ST. BALTIMORE, MD.

THE

SaVo
ALL YEAR ROUND
GARDEN

Steel

Flower
and

Plant
BoxFor Windows, Porches,

Sunparlon

MOVE SAVO BOXES INDOORS OR OUT AND HAVE
BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS THE YEAR ROUND
SELF-WATERING and SUB-IRRIGATING

Perfect air circulation and drainage. Aluminum or Dark Green
Enamel finish. Most Efficient, Durable, and Artistic Flower
and Plant Box made.

LEAK PROOF AND RUST PROOF
Ask Your Dealeror Write for Free Booklet

SAVO MANUFACTURING CO., Dept.C, 39So.La SalleSt.,Chicago,ID.
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DeaneElectric and Coal CombinationRangeNo. 140

Electricity and Coal in One Range
Almost Instant heat at the turn of a switch. Absolute clean
linesswithout smoke,soot or ashes. Such are theadvantages
of cooking by electricity in this DeaneFrenchRange.
Then, thereis a completecoal range,so you reallyhavetworangesalways ready. Fire-box can be equippedfor wood or
soft coal.
Deane Rangesare built better than other kinds and arepricedaccordingly. They are designedfor homeownerswho
demandperfection in kitchen equipment.
A folder featuringthis rangeand "The Heart of the Home,"
our portfolio of modernkitchen installations,await your request. Send for them.

'IT'ITH!II|I|HH!I1IIIII1!«III'I

HAND WROUGHT HARDWARE •FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT

These grates for coal or wood*arc hand forcedreplicas of Interesting old ortrflnals

Hiiuiiiiiiwiiiiim

Put Your Feet
On This Radiator Foot Rest

COMFORT
You'll never know how much real
comfortyou havemisseduntil you in
stall a RAD-A-REST on your steam
radiator.
Let the cold winds blow outside;
the rain and sleet patter against the
window—what do you care, your feet
are on a RAD-A-REST and the stimu
lating heat from the radiator is set
ting your bloodaglow.
There you sit and enjoy your daily
paper or favorite magazine. What a
comfort it is to be at home!
TheRAD-A-REST is easilyattached
to any size radiator. Just a fewmin
utes' work and you're ready for a whole
winter's comfort of warmth and rest.—and $5.00is all it will cost you. Send
us your order today—-now is a good time,
while you are thinking of it.

THE BEATON & CADWELL CO.
New Britain, Conn.

RAD 'A-REST
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O^irst in the industry
foremost since —

ThomasMaddockplumbing
equipmentis alsousedin the
plantsof theFederalRubber
Company.Cudahy.Wis . the
WinchesterRepeatingArms
Company,NewHaven.Conn.;
f'l■Anheuser-BuschCompany,
•St.Louis.Mo.; and in many
otherveil-knownmanufactur
ingplantsin all partsof the
country.

orvmostin making
thobathroom safe
for health

m•J*
.1

JUST
as Thomas Maddock

fixtures assure the utmost
in sanitation for large instal
lations, so does the Madera-
Silent Closet, shown above,
provide the highest degree
of health protection for the
home.

This closet has sanitary fea
tures that insure a maximum
in health protection with a
minimum of cleaning. And,
because of its structural de
sign, it is silent in action—

the sound of flushing cannot
be heard beyond bathroom
walls.

Like all Thomas Maddock
fixtures, this closet is made
entirely of glistening, pure
white, almost unbreakable
vitreous china— a material
that is always associated with
the highest ideals in the
manufacture of sanitary
equipment.

Ifyou are interested in equip
ping a new home or in re
modeling an old bathroom,
write for our booklet, "Bath
room Individuality."

Thomas Maddock's Sons Company
Trenton, New Jersey

ThehomeofFimkTirmi,Chicopee
Falls, Mast. , is equippedwith
ThomasMaddock fixtures

The Old Silver of Erin
{Continuedfrom page 78)

Rememberthe importance of the plumber in protecting the family's

nia antedated the grant of the Scotch
Thistle standardmark by some twenty-
nine years.
Hibernia was added to the Harp and
Letter marks to denote a tax on silver
of 6d. per ounce, and the King's Head
mark as an additional tax of 6d. per
ounce. These two duty marks were not
removed until 1890.when silver duties
were withdrawn. When the tax of 1807
was imposed, no allowance was made
for the earlier tax whose payment was
indicatedby the stampingof the Hiber
nia mark, and so the Hibernia puncheon
was disregarded although we find it
with the King's Head mark accompany
ing it.
It is not the writer's intention here
to go into the intricacies of the multi
tude of marks on Irish silver, but it
may be added that for about a hundred
and fifty years from the establishment
of the Goldsmiths Company of Dublin
the escutcheon on the crowned harp
puncheonremainedpractically the same.
There were different forms of the crown
from 1700to 1785,and then from 178S
till 1072an oval was adopted for the
crowned harp, from 1702till 1800giv
ing placeagain to an oblong escutcheon
with sharp right-angle corners. Thence
onward the shield varied little though
sometimes it exhibited rounded and
again clipped corners. The samestyles
were followed for the escutcheonsof
the Hibernia mark.
While the Dublin company controlled
the Irish silver manufacturers,a gold
smiths company was formed in Cork as
early as 1656, adopting as its distin
guishing mark a large galleon and a
single castle, both within escutcheons
following the outlines of their emblems.
Makers' initials were added, and at a
later time the word Sterling sometimes
also appeared. There were also other
silver centers in Ireland, notably those

of Yonghal and of Limerick, but the
local marks upon these pieces arc rare
and I do not know that they have yet
been deciphered. Finally mention
should be made of the Swiss Protestant
refugeesfrom Genevawho emigratedto
South Ireland and worked as silver
smithsnearWaterford 1783-1784. Their
settlementwas called New Geneva and
they were granted certain powers by
the Crown and an assayoffice,but dis
cord having arisen, they fled the coun
try and I know of no record of any
plate bearing their marks, which are, I
believe, confined to watches of their
fabrication.
The earliest piecesof Irish silver ap
pear to have been communion plates,
alms-dishes, flagons, bowls, salvers,
coveredcups,macesand the like. Then
there are the great massive tankards,
piecesof great beauty, such as the pair
bearing the date 1680, now owned by
the Merchant Taylors Company of
London, to which guild it came upon
the dissolution of the Dublic Merchant
Taylors Guild. Later domestic silver
was produced in quantities. Among
these pieces the Irish silver potato
rings, 18th Century circular stands for
the wooden bowls in which potatoes
were brought to the table, are eagerly
sought by the collector. Those marked
with the initals C. T. were made by the
Carden Terrys, father and son, famous
for piecesof this sort, and fortunate in
deed is the collector who chancesupon
a piece from their hands.
Fortunately for the love of old silver
we have in our American public collec
tions some exceptionally fine pieces
which can there be studied. The Irish
silver in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art presentsan unusually fine group of
examplesand the writer is indebted to
this Museum for the courtesy of the
accompanying reproductions.

How to Make Livable Rooms of Green
{Continuedfrom page 72)

of yellow freesias,on the table a pewter
bowl of fruit. Mealtime in sucha room
would be far from a horror, but rather
as refreshing as a woods in spring.
Unless one has a certain sort of a
house, or a certain sort of taste, one
should refrain from the green living
room, for unintentionally it is apt to
grow into the repp, velours and tapes
try dullard that breedsa morbid mind.
But granting a sunny out-of-town liv
ing room, or a city room with a view
of a river, or up near the clouds, one
may go as far as one likes in this new
treatment of green.
Quite the talk of the town was this
unusually pretty living room of a low-
eavedDutch Colonial house. The walls
and woodwork were a tone no darker
than ivory, but grayer and softer; the
floor was painted a dark leaf green,
with plenty of gray in the mixing so
that it would avoid either an olive or
bottle green effect; and on this leaf
green floor there was an oval braided
rag rug in gray, green and black, with
a faint picking of ivory. So far, noth
ing unspringlike in the setting, you see.
Then in this room the furniture was
green,but with what a difference! The
tallboy was in two tones,with two other
piecesmatching it in this particular, the
table and settee,but the tallboy was the
only piece that was decorated with
flowers; thesewere done in rose, yellow
and green,with basketsof dull gold and
gray, and the drop handleson the draw
ers were of silver, matching the wall
sconcesholding their three orange can
dles. The greenof the furniture was as
nearly as possible the color of a lilac

leaf, and every one knows what a beau
tiful green that is

,

and how the front
and the back sides are slightly different
tones,which had beenduplicatedfor the
two tonesof this lovely greenfurniture.
At the windows and at the doorway
there were hung curtains of green
groundedcretonne,with flowers of rose,
orange and yellow with black leaves;
the glasscurtainswere of a delicatesun
set-colored silk gauze. One chair, the
wing, was upholsteredin a soft-finished
linen canvas embroidered in wool ; the
other upholsteredonewas done in green
linen with appliqued bands of the cre
tonne; the legs of both chairs were
painted the lighter tone of green used
on the painted furniture ; the green-
painted stool has a cushion of orange
velveteenin a burnt tone; the cushions
on the setteewere respectivelyyellow,
jade green, rose and black; the cushion
on the linen chair,was of black with an
edge of yellow and a flower of rose.
The lamp, with its gray base, had a

shade of dull yellow with Chinese em
broidery panels; the books on the table
had dull rose leather bindings tooled in
gold ; the bonbon box was peacockblue,
and the flower bowl was of orange
luster.
How long, I wonder, has green been
considered a fitting accompanimentto
ponderousfurniture, to scroll mahogany
sofas and Empire chairs, to bulbous
overstuffsand the company room ! But
now one always chooses a slender and
graceful chair for the covering of green,

a tableof dainty proportions to interpret
this color, a tallboy of elegantline; one

{Continued on page 84)
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Plans for the New Home
""THERE is no equipment that will so perfectly insure
comfort, convenience and economy in your new

home as

TtH/VeAPOCtS"
tf£atRegulator

"The Heart of the Heating Plant"

Automatically regulates the drafts and dampers of
any style of heating plant burning coal, gas or oil.
Has maintained even temperatures and saved fuel
in thousands of homes for 36 years— lasts a lifetime.

Writefor bookletgivingcompleteinformation.

Minneapolis Heat Regulator Company
MainOffice!2790FourthAvenueSo.,Minneapolis,Minn.
SERVICEBRANCHESINALLPRINCIPALCITIES.

S T A N D S FOR THE FINEST IN
LIGHTING FIXTURES

A REPRODrCTTON OF AN
OLD GEORGIAN CANDLE-
SCONCE SILVER WITH
EBON-YLINES. PRICE $47.HO.

THE comfort
and attractivenessof your home de

pends upon its correct illumination. A Cassidy
fixture adds distinction to an uninterestingroom.

'

Inspect our many interesting galleries and study our
fixtures designedby Cassidy artisans from models from
mun> of the Historical Epochs.

Cassidy Company
Park Avenue at 40th Street

New York City

I

ROOKWOOD FAIENCE
The bathroommaybemadein harmonywith the apart-
mentssurroundingit by a judicious use of Rookwood
Tiles. RookwoodPotteryhasa highdecorativevalueand
thecostis moderate.

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY COMPANY
RookwoodPUce CINCINNATI.OHIO

The Greenhouse Knows No Seasons
"Ah, MarchI Weknowthouart

Kind-hearted,spiteof ugly look.sand threats.
And, outof sight,artnursingApriTs violets."

— HelenHunt Jackson.

Wilh a greenhouse,thoughit be March out-doors, it
. may be June

within: it maybeanymonthyoulike,sofar asyour flowersare con
cerned. A goodgreenhousegivestheseasonsinto your own hands,
todowith asyouwill.

And theV-Bar is a goodgreenhouse.Bothownersandgardenerstell
usso;andwe admit it

,

becausewe knowhow it is bm1 1
.

We shouldlike to talk with you aboutbuildingyour greenhouse,
designingandplacing it so that it will mergeharmoniouslywilh its
surroundings.

BN
eBEEMW/HOUSES

W. H. Lutton Company, Inc. 512 Fifth Ave., New York
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(Continued from page 82)

Plan Now to Give Your
Lawn Better Care

NOW
is a good time to begin laying your plans for the care

of your lawn. Do a little investigating in advance; find

out for your own satisfactionjust what benefitsyou could

derive by using Ihe Ideal Power Lawn Mower to care for your

lawn.
You will find that the Ideal is a splendid machine to have ready

at the very beginningof the grass cutting season,when sufficient
rolling and frequent cutting are so vital to the health and vitality

of the grass.
For the Ideal giveayou in onemachinea powermowerand a power
roller. You havea machinewith whichonemancancut largerareasof
grasswithouteffortand at smallcost. And theproblemof keepingthe
sod well rolled is immediatelysolved.
Bestr>fall, the Ideal is highlyperfectedandhasdemonstratedits useful
nessby actualservicein the handsof thousandsof users.
Ideal TowerLawnMowersareusedon privateestates,golf courses,polo,
grounds,collegegrounds,cemeteries,schoolgrounds,hospitalgrounds,
municipalparks,ball parks,etc. Here areJust a few namesfrom the
thousandsof Ideal users: Edsel Ford, Detroit; Lehigh University,
Bethlehem,Pa.; H. H. Timken.Canton,Ohio; Bausch& LombOptical
Co., Rochester;Geo. W. Perkins, Rivcrdale,N. Y.; C. H. Crumley,
Denver,Colo.
With riding trailer the Ideal providesthemostpracticaland economical
riding powermowerpossibleto procure. Furnishedeitherwith or with
out riding trailer.
Specialputtinggreenmowerscanbe providedfor workon golf courses.
Any of our dealerswill gladlydemonstratethe Ideal for you.
Specialillustratedcatalogupon request.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER COMPANY
R. E. OLDS, Chairman

416KalamazooSt. Lansing,Mich.
CHICAGO,ILL. 5338. DearbornSt. NEWORLEANS.LA. 130CampSt.
NEWYORK. N. Y. 270WestSt. PITTSBURGH,PA. 103WestParkway
BOSTON.MASS. 52N. MarketSt. CLEVELAND.OHIO 1500LakesideAve.
PHILADELPHIA,Pa. 709ArchSt. DENVER.COL. ISth&WazzSts.- * ** *T "nnift Mn 412-414N.4thSt.

17TemperanceSt.LOSANGELES.CAL.222N.LosAngel.sSt. " LOUIS MO.PORTLAND,ORE. 55N. FrontSt. TORONTO.ONT.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWERr

associatespainted surfaces with green;
soft, smooth-finished light weight ma
terials, such as linens, taffetas,pongees,
rarely anything heavier than a velvet
een; one thinks of green in its rare
tones, the leaf greens, jades, apple
greens and pickle greens, with occa
sionally a dull olive and sage. One
relieves green surfaces with adorable
splashesof rose and yellow, blue, black,
gold, and silver: one weavesin the story
of green the joy of living, the power
of new growth.
Quite in line with this principle is
this bedroom furnished in green: the
walls are oysterwhite, the floor mauve,
four or five tones darker than the fur
niture, which is also of this color but
heavily trimmed with black and jade
green; the interiors of the chest draw
ers are bright jade color; the mirror
gold framed. The hook rug is of green,
black and lavender, the bedspread of
dull jade greentaffetaquilled in mauve,
the cretonne window drapes are pre
dominantly green, mauve and rose.
Rose is another delightful color with
which to combine green, but one must

avoid the pink and green idea of child
hood; the roseshould be surroundedby
areas of white, cream, or palest gray,
there must be some contrast of black,
and a few notes of yellow do but. en
hance the scheme. Silver and pewter
blend better with green than do gold,
brass, or copper.
If green is handled lightly and deli
cately, there is no room in the house
in which it may not be used, if de
sired. Olive green woodwork and but
tercup yellow,curtainsmakea charming
kitchen; green furniture and rose-
sprigged chintz delight the kiddies in
the nursery; in the dining room it is
refreshing,in the living room it is rest
ful, in the hall it is calm and spacious,
in the bedroom it is full of peace. The
only thing one must do, however, to
obtain these results is to approach the
color from the proper angle: which
means to surround it with a neutral
pale tone, to combine it with the bright
colors and sober masses of spring,
and invariably to select for its interpre
tation delicacy of texture and slender-
nessof line.

Rejuvenating A Grapevine

Does Thework,ot five hand mowers ]|| |

AGRAPEVINE is one of the veryfew forms of vegetablelife which
will immediatelyand satisfactorily

respondto a little attention on the part
of the gardener, even if this attention
is not given until the vine has shown
actual signs of decay. In this respect
a grapevine is unusual; and I should
say that its powers of recuperationbor
der on the wonderful. What tree, for
example,if cut off short to the ground,
will send up a new tree as fine as the
old, and as heavy a bearer of fruit?
Yet the grapevinewill do this.
Often, after a vine has borne for a
dozen years, and is full of old, hard
wood, the thing to do is to cut it off
a few inchesabove the ground,and then
take care of one or two of the finest
shoots that are sure to appear from the
stump. But there is another method
which is lessdrastic and which doesnot
rob the grower of a seasonor two of the
vine's bearings. I mean the rejuvenat
ing process,which can be applied to any
vine anywhere. And this processshould
be applied every three or four years to

any vine, so that the forces of decay
will not have an opportunity to attack
it in a weakenedcondition.
During the autumn or early spring,
clear the ground thoroughly in a 10'
circle about the root of the vine. Rake
away a little of the top soil ; the fibrous
grape roots will not be injured enough
to hurt them. Then apply a heavy top-
dressing over the entire space. Th!s
dressingshould consistof a light cover
ing of good loam to replace the earth
removed; then pack down rather tightly
1' of rich, strawy manure. When this
is in place,a further light dressingeither
of bone-mealor of nitrate of soda will
supply further valuable fertilizer.
Having thus taken care of the roots,
trim the vine back severely, removing
all dead wood, and at least half of the
bearing canes,cutting back the bearers
retained at about two buds.
This rejuvenation of a grapevine is
no experiment. It is an easy and a
pleasant task; and its results are cer
tain and gratifying.

A. Rutleuce.

Roses for Arbor and Trellis

THE
character of the foliage and

hardiness should be important
considerationsin choosing types of

climbing roses for covering arbors,
trellises, pergolas, "pillars and similar
structures. Roses used in this way are
usually in conspicuous places and
flowers can be dependedon for orna
mental effects for a relatively short
period only during the year. Climbing
roses with a poor leaf developmentor
those especially liable to attack by in
sects and diseases,therefore,make but
a poor appearance.
The climbing roses are divided
roughly into two divisions. The pillar
roses are those not growing more than
6 or 8 feet high. The more vigorously
growing roses of the group are the
climbers or ramblers.
Of the trellis and arbor roses the
members of the Wichuraiana or Me
morial group are among those most
resistant to disease and insect attack.
They have foliage pleasing to the eye
throughout practically all seasons. The
blossoms are white and single. The

Multiflora climbers flower in clusters.
Many of them, however, especially the
so-called ramblers, are subject to mil
dew and insect attacks. They are rea
sonably hardy in the North. Roses of
the Laevigata group, representedby the
Cherokee,on the other hand, require a
warm climate. This is true also of the
roses of the climbing Noisette group
representedby the Marechal Niel and
Lamarque. These rosesare suitable for
culture only in the warmer sections
where the winter temperature seldom
falls below 10° F. above zero.
Climbing roses require large quan
tities of plant food. The body of good
soil available should be equal to a mass
3 feet square and 30 inches deep. A
hole of this volume should be dug and
filled with good garden soil mixed with
well-rotted manure. Climbers, like all
other roses,require good drainage. No
roses will thrive where water stands
about their roots. Planting should be
done carefully, as in the case of roses
for landscapepurposes.

—U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
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Be Prepared For
The Spring Drive
We mean the spring drive of the peaceful,
industrious lovers of nature who rob none yet
enrich themselves and their communities by
every delicious morsel of food or delightful
flower they help into being in field or garden.

You will be prepared, if you get our FREE
GARDEN BOOK FOR 1921, a complete
guide to quality seeds, their culture and
worth-while garden requisites.

BECKERT'S SEED STORE
105 Federal St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Complete. Service and Quality since 1877.

The Home Beautiful
BEAUTY

outside and inside, and a charmed atmos
phere that comes only with the fragrance of

flowers. Is your home like this?

For over twenty-eight years B. F. Barr & Com
pany have been transforming bare grounds and mo
notonous lawns into magic carpets of shimmering
color. Their landscape Architectural Division employs
the same skill in beautifying your grounds with a
harmony of plants and trees, as does the interior
decorator in furnishing the inside of your home.

Cottage and lawn, mansion and estate, whatever
yours may be—our Architects invite your correspond
ence. They will he guided by your individual taste
in their suggestions and plans. Write them today—
also ask for our illustrated catalog. We will send it
by return mail.

B. F. Barr & Company
KEYSTONE NURSERIES
100 Barr Building, Lancaster, Pa.

E
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IT KILLS ROSE BUGS
Protect Your Roses by Killing the Bugs

MELROSINE
Sold by Seedsmen and Nur serymen

Manufacturedby

THE GARDEN CHEMICAL CO. ,46,hN^ ^kPcr,kyA,e

MOTOR A LAWN
DRIVEN MOWER
Does the Work of4*5Men
THE

4-Acre Power Mower is sturdy, com
pact and exceedinglysimple to operate.
It has a cutting capacity of four to five

acres a day. Fuel costs less than 40 cents a
day.

A powerful air-cooledmotor of specialdesign,
gives a speed of 2l/2 to 3J^ mUes an hour.
Traction power always under control from
steeringhandle. Miniature differential simpli
fies steering. Makes backing and twisting un
necessaryin close quarters. Runs in a circle
as easily as straight away.

Independentclutch automaticallystops cutting
reel and preventsbreakagein caseof obstruc
tion. Light weight (180 pounds) on roller is
sufficient to smooth lawn without excessive
packing. Metal enclosed driving gears and
muffled exhaust make operation practically
noiseless.
SurprisinglyreasonableIn price.
Write for catalogand completelnfor
niatlon.

The Jacobsen Manufacturing Co
15th & Clark Sts.

Racine, Wis.
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QUEEN ELIZABETH
The Ideal Peony Flowered Dahlia

The most exquisitely formed center. Absolutely perfect —
the photo speaks for itself. No collection is complete
without it.

Our new catalogue: "THE WORLD'S BEST DAHLIAS," not
only reproduces this superb new dahlia, and "Golden West Cactus"
in natural colors; but tellt the plain truth about the world's new.
rare and standard varieties, including TEN WONDERFUL
CREATIONS, NOW OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME.
The leading Dahlia catalogue. FREE.
If you have not received a copy, write to-day. A post card, with
your name and address will bring you copy by return mail.

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS
BERLIN NEW JERSEY

gmpees
oweet reas
THE

first waved Sweet Pea in
existence was introduced to

America by Burpee. The House
of Burpee is famous the world
over as American Headquarters
for Sweet Peas.

Burpee's Sweet Pea seedis grown on Burpee's
Floradale Farm in California. To introduce
Burpee Sweet Peas to new customers we have

prepared the special Floradale Col
lection, listed below :—

Floradale Collection for 25c
Floradale Fairy —rich cream.
Orchid —one of the best lavenders.
Fiery Cross—orange scarlet.
Cherub —cream edged with rose.
Margaret Atlce—rich glowing pink.

This Floradale Collection of
Sweet Peas is worth 60c but it will
be mailed to your door, postpaid,
for 25c. We want you to grow
Burpee's Sweet Peas. Send a quar
ter today and the Floradale Collec
tion will come to your door by re
turn mail.

Burpee's Annual, the leading American
Seed Catalog, will be mailed to you free.
Write for your copy today.

W. Atlee Burpee Co.
Seed Growers Philadelphia

Bobbink/KAtkins
WORLDS CHOICEST
GREENHOUSE PRODUCT
RUTJfERFORZt Jf.J.

NURSERY AND
GROWN IN AMERICA
TEL.RUTHERFORDTOO

ROSES
EVERGREENS
RHODODENDRONS
TREES AND SHRUBS
OLD-FASHION FLOWERS
FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES
SPRING - FLOWERING BULBS

LILACS and ROCK GARDEN PLANTS.—
Ask Ior our special lists. You will be interested

in the large collections we hate of both cf these.

Visit Nursery— Ask for Catalog

Nurserymen and Florists
RUTHERFORD NEW JERSEY

Kunderd's New

Ruffled Gladioli
Probably every true garden
er knows Kunderd's specialty
by this time, but not all of
them know that his 1921 offer

ings include eighty new Glad
ioli never before introduced.
These new sorts are entirely
distinct in type and coloring,
and you should not fail to have
some of them to embellish
your garden for 1921.

Kunderd's 1921 Catalog
describes these new introductions
and illustrates many of them, eight
in natural colors. It includes 44
pages of descriptions and cultural
directions ; truly a most welcome
aid to anyone .who likes flowers.
Copies are free while they last;
send now if you wish one.

A. £. Kunderd
TheOriginatorofthe"Ruffled Gladioli'**

Box 2,Goshen, Indiana, U.S.A.

31
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Qarden in l^entucky

cWagnerVlans
TSeautifiil Qardens
WAGNER

Nurseries make it possible for you to have
exactly the kind of a garden you wish — at a very
reasonable cost. In addition to offering you a most

charming assortment of roses and hardy flowers, vines,
shrubs, evergreens, and ornamental trees, we also offer a
most reliable Landscape Gardening Service. You can
avail yourself of this service by mail if you wish.
No matter whether you have only a small lot, or an
extensive estate, you can utilize Wagner Plans and
Wagner Flowers to the best advantage.

Send today for our nciv catalog 213.

WAGNER PARK NURSERIES
Box 13 Sidney, Ohio

LandscapeGardeners Florists

Dahlia"PatrickO'Mara"GreatlyReducedluSize
The flowcr<)aro 8 inchesor morehi a
diameterborneon Ions, strong,erect &stems,firmlyset at rightanglescloseto
the stems. This makeathesesuperbly
beautifulflowershivaluablefor decorativepurposeswhencut.or for ageanddisplay
in thegarden.Thecoloris anunusually
soft and pleasingshadeof orange-buff,
slightlytingedwithNeyronrose. A rare
Autumnshadethatwill be in greatde
mand.The flowersarefull to thecenter

Our Large-Size Trees
Add Immediate Value

WHEN
you make your home

more attractive you also in
crease its market value. Harri
sons' Large-Size Shade Trees and
Evergreens add many times their
cost to the immediate value of
your home. No years of tedious
waiting for results.

Just now we offer thousands of
magnificentspecimensat prices within
easy reach of any House & Garden
reader.
Variety Size PriceEa.NorwayMaple 2'•.to3in.dia. $7.00

OrientalPlane 2i/2to3 in.dia. 5.00
Carolina Poplar 10to 12ft. 1.00LombardyPoplar... 14to 16ft 2.S0AmericanArbor
Vitae 8to IOft. 8.00
BlueVirginiaCedar.8to 10ft. 8.00
CanadianHemlock..6to 7ft. 6.00
Plume-like
Retinospora 7to 8ft. 7.00Koster'sBlueSpruce.7to 8ft. 14.00
Order direct from this advertise
ment. Every tree is guaranteedto be
a healthy and well-shaped specimen.
Write for free Planting Guide and
complete list of nursery stock includ
ing Shrubbery, Fruit Trees and Small
Fruits. Get the benefit of our thirty-
five years' experience.

Oriental Plane has a beautifully
mottledtrunkandattractivefoliage.

Box 51 BERLIN, MARYLAND

Largest Growers of Fruit Trees in the World"
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiimiiiimmmmmiiiiiii \umw iiiiiimmmniiiimriiiimiiimiiii]iiiimiiitiiiimiiiiiimimtiiLiitf£I

THE WONDERFUL NEW DAHLIA I
"Patrick O'Mara"

The sensation of the §
New York Show of the |
American Dahlia Society. |
Featured and praised |
alike by the daily papers |
and the horticultural |
journals.

Received Silver Medal, |
Society of American Flor- |
ists, 1920; Gold Medal, j
American Dahlia Society, §
for best new variety, 1920; 1
Medal, Toronto Horticul- |
tural Society, 1920. Ameri- I
can Dahlia Society Certifi- §
cate of Merit 1920. §
"W-Hishest score at the Trial f
Grounds of the American Dah- =
lia Society, 1920,at the Connec
ticut Agricultural College, under f
ordinary held culture, which is =
thereal testandshowswhatmay |
be expectedin any ordinarygar- q
den. |
as perfectflowersshouldbe. The petals §
arofirmandIn everywayIt ia a perfect=
flower.It laa splendidshippinganda long =keepingDahliawhenthe flowersarecut, =
Nonebetterfor commercialuse.
Prof.Geo.W. Krasrr.ConnecticutAgrl- =culturalCollege,iu chargeof theDahlia =
Trial (.rounds,says:"Its growing,keeping=
andshippingQualitiesareexcellent.Grow* =
erswill AndIts habit,color,etc.,something= \ :thathasbeengreatlyneeded."

'^'''^'''^I'^II'IIIIIIIIINIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII| Ill]||||l||l||j||||||ll|[|||[||||||tj|!||||■iiiij'if■i»Krir.ir:ii.-|ir!iiiiiiiBiiiiiiMiE!ii<iirjar«i.»Tti;fiiiiiriiiiii'ii;n;iirii£jiiiiiiiiftiMi;s-

Order*bookednowandplantsshippednextSpringIn the rotationIn whichordersarePrice,$10.00perplant,$100.00perdo*. Tuberswill besentonordersfromfarreceived.
distantpoints.

Illustration in natural sizeand color uponrequest.
Safedeliveryguaranteed.Cashto accompanyorder.

Richard Vincent Jr. & Sons Company
White Marsh, Maryland

Morethanfortythousandpersons,in oneday.fromall overtheUnitedStates,visitedour
vastDahliafieldslastautumn.

Flowering Shrubs and Plants
For Spring Beauty

Philadelphia.Newlargefloweringvarieties,including Norma, Banniere, Albatre, Romeo;also thedwarfs,Gerbed'Neigeand Bouled'Argenl.
FrenchLilacs. Nonebut thebestsingleanddoublevarietiesare In our collection—the unworthysortshavingbeeneliminatedafter testingin our trialgrounds.
Deutzias. Dwarf varieties,exceedinglyvaluablewheregraceful shrubs are neededIn foundationplantings. In addition,we have the magnificentOeutziacrenatamagniflca,oneof the finestwhitefloweringshrubsin existence.
CotoneasterFranchetii. A newvarietywith rose-coloredflowersand brilliant orangefruits. Thereare many other varietieswhich are exceedinglyvaluable.
Magnolias. Nearly a scoreof varietiesarc offeredin sizesvaryingfrom8 to 5 feet,andat pricesthatwill be entirelysatisfactory.

An exceptionally choice collec
tion of flowering Shrubs, Ever
greens,Boxwoods, Perennials, in
cluding the famous Wyomissing
collection of Peonies and Irises
will be found accurately listed
and described in the seventh
edition of

Farr's Hardy
Plant Specialties
a real handbook and gardener's
companion, too expensiveto be
distributed promiscuously, but
will be sent on receipt of SI,
which may be deductedfrom the
first order amounting to $10 for
plants, trees, or shrubs.

BERTRAND H. FARR
WYOMISSING NURSERIES CO.
106Garfield Ave., Wyomissing,Pa.

gj:;;i!ifr1' 'IIJIIIIIllUIIIUIIIIIINIilllNIIIW IIIIIIIIIMIIminimiI ^lli!N!lnini[IIIWII!llll!ll!!!l!llll!IIIIIINIIIIIIIII|l||llnr^
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Your own vegetables
for winter and
summer

DO you realize that ahome garden of moder
ate size will yield delicious
vegetables all through the
growing season and enough
beside to store away or pre
serve in jars for winter
use? You not only save
money, but have a supply of
superior garden produce
throughout the year.

To get such good results from
your garden, you must cultivate
well and often. Planet Jr. Im
plements make the work easy.
They break the soil thoroughly,
killing all weeds, and in so short
a time, with so little labor that a
few minutes a day will keep the
ground in perfect condition.

W rite for the free illustrated
catalog describing all Planet
Jr. farm and garden imple
ments.

No. 17 Planet Jr. Single Wheel
Hoe does all needful forms of
hoeing and cultivating. May
be used by man, woman or
child.

S. L. Allen & Co.
Incorporated
Box 1110K

The glass front and top of the box
admit the maximumof sun warmth,

and retain it

A WINDOW FORCING-BOX
"T71 ARLV'isa word a
to conjure with
in the vocabu

lary of the garden en
thusiast,—early toma
toes, early corn, and
that dishful of early
peas triumphantly
servedat least twenty-
four hours aheadof the
man across the street.
But to realize these
hopes in the case of
those vegetableswhich
are "set out" one must
do some very early
planting, even the mid
dle of February being
none too soon, unless
one enjoys the prospect
of paying fifty, sixty,

35 1

A narrow recessed
molding prevents the
front panes of glass
from slipping

covered. This over
hang facilitates han
dling and also guards
against draughts dur
ing the periods of ven
tilation.
For the best results
the forcing box should
be placed in a south
or southeast window
and high enough to
permit the sunlight to
fall directly on the
pots. The temperature
of the room may be
quite low, for it will
be found that even on
hazy days the heat in
the box will be several
degrees higher than
that outside while full

or seventy-five cents a dozen in May sunlight converts it into a veritable hot-
for greenhouseproducts. bed. The young plants must have
Another condition which must be met plenty of fresh air from out-of-doors
if really good resultsare to be obtained and there is hardly a day, exceptin the
is that the growth of the young plants case of a bitter cold storm, when the
be as conUnuousand rapid as possible, window may not be safely opened
For those who have a greenhouseor a little and the protecting glasses of
conservatory this condition presentsno the box lifted by meansof small wood-
difficulties, and the problem is quickly en wedges in as many directions as
solved for those who can have a sue- varying conditions demand. The first
cessionof hot-beds,but the simple little trace of mould on the earth or the
contrivance shown here will solve it damping off of even one seedling is
also for the man who has an ordinary an S-O-S call for more air and should
sunny window in an ordinary everyday be heededat once,
room. It may be put into operation
by Washington's Birthday, or even the Planting and Watering
Lincoln anniversary, if one is particu
larly patriotic and impatient. If it is Place an inch or two of broken earth-
then supplemented by one hot-bed, enware, small stones, or cinders in the
made up the last of March or the first bottom of 5" pots, fill with any good
of April, in which the seedlings,already not over-rich loam mixed with about
well started,may be forced for five or one-third coarse sand if possible, firm
six weeks, so much the better—if not, well and soak thoroughly. Scatter the
very good results may still be realized seed thinly over the surface, covering
by transplanting into larger pots and with the required depth of earth which

should be dry. enough to spreadevenly,
press down and place the pot in a

richer earth as fast as possible.

How It Is Made

The size of the box will be deter
mined by the amount to be grown in
it, the principle of light and ventilation
being the samein all cases. Care must

saucer,shading the surface from direct
sunlight until the seedshave sprouted.
Keep the soil moist but never wet by
filling the saucer with as' much water
as will be readily absorbed. This meth
od avoids the caking of the earth and

be taken, however, to allow plenty of the danger of water standing about the
room for the growth of the plants, stems of the seedlings,and also does
Fig. I shows the solid end with reen- much to keep the air moist,
forcing strips (a-b) and the narrow ex- Transplanting should be done as the
tension in front (c) on which the second,third, or even fourth leavesap-
slanted glass rests. In Fig. II the di- pear, according to the rapidity and
vision of the glass is illustrated by the sturdinessof the growth, about half of
dotted lines and it will be clear that the the tap-root being pinched off to in-
greatest possible amount of space is duce formation of good bunchy roots
obtainedwhile admitting plenty of sun- and heavy stems. Eggplants, peppers,
light in a nearly direct line. The ques- etc.,should be set in the fresh soil about
tion of ventilation is very important, as deepas they stood before,but toma-
but can be readily taken care of by the toes or anything else that forms root-
use of three piecesof glass, one across lets along the stem should be put in
the top, and two on the face, slightly deep enough to leave only one pair of
overlapped in the center, all of them leaves above the ground,
about 2" larger than the area to be Mary N. Lemmon.
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little (ttieejfarm^
INTRODUCTORY

Little Tree Offer
6 CHOICE EVERGREENS

1 8 to 2 4 Inches High $5.00
SelectionincludesOne White Spruce,Two
Douglas Fir, Two Arborvitaeand One Juni
per,—the "just right" evergreensfor planting
aroundthe house. All are of regular Little
Tree Farms quality with the bestof topsand
big, healthy roots.
Price remittancewith order includespack
ing and delivery to Express or Post Office,
Framingham,Mass. Averageshippingweight
25 lbs.
These sampleswill show you better than
wordscan express,what quality of stockyou
can securefrom us at very reasonableprice.

Send for "Book, of
Cittlp Urn 3Fanmf

Beautifully illustrated. Containing new
ideas of landscapedecorationand just what
you want to know about trees and shrubs—
their plantingand care. Used as a reference
work. Listed in U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
library.

littleWvttfixm&
AMERICAN FORESTRY
US^l. COMPANY u s A-

Oor a Garden
of Gladtolt==

RARELY
are flowers of the highest merit the most

easily grown and surest of success. But such is
the case with the gladiolus. If there is room for but a
single flower in the garden, it should be this.
As a cut flower it is supreme. Its spikes, frequently bearing
twenty buds, if cut as the lowest
opens and placed in water, will TheCoverof our1921Catalogue
keep frcsb until all open. A plant- iuu.trated below
ing of bulbs, dug each fall and
carefully stored, will constantly in- WT^&H ^oar^Mich.-
crease. ganfarm.

Our fields of gladioli in Michi- 50 ColoredPlate*of Flowers
gan and Illinois cover hundreds of bcsides articl„ b nationaI
acres. I hey include all the finest authoritieson gardening,arc
varieties, many originated by US, containedin this homegarden
with a wonderful range of colors handbook-

in innumerable combinations, and Sent with every order, or a
giant blossoms of all the beautiful po*t-cardbring* it to
types. your door, free.

Our RAINBOW MIXTURE, 1 'frfy •*
' *

all larpo bulbs, 1% to 1V-2. \^\\SBOWBmS!k^\inches in diameter, prepaid to x (J
600 miles from Chicago or New m (g^gjgjj

El—20 bestkinds,eachdifferent..$1.00
E2—3 setsof El (60bulbs) 2.50
E3—125bulba.30 kinds 5.00
E4—Homewoodmixture.50medium
bulbs,but all bloomers,not
less than 5 colors 1.00

// you live more than 600milesfromChicagoor New York, ADD 10CENTS
FOR EACH DOLLAR'S north ordered.

VAUGHAN'S SEED STORE
10-12 W. Randolph St., Chicago

41-43 Barclay St., New York
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OnnnoRa
Guaranteed Sunfast
Draperies & Upholsteries

YOU PROBABLY HAVE BEEN TOLD THAT
no draperies are absolutely sunfast and tubfast. Perhaps

you have purchased so-called "Sunfast" draperies and found
they soon faded on exposure to the sunlight or in washing.

That is why we say not to ask merely for "Sunfast"
draperies, but for Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies.
Insist on seeing the Orinoka Guarantee Tag attached to
every bolt. Then you will be sure of the colors.

Hang Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies at your
sunniest windows ; wash them as often as you please, they

will hold all of their exquisite colorings and lustre. A
special process in dyeing, used by The Orinoka Mills,
makes their colors—no matter how delicate—permanently
sunfast.

Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies come in a wide
variety of colors, designs, weaves and weights, from sheer

est casement cloths to heavy velours. Their lasting colors
and wear make them most economical.

You will find Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies at
all of the better stores.

GUARANTEE:
"Thesegoodsareguaranteedabsolutelyfadeless.If colorchangesfrom
exposureto thesunlightorfromwashing,themerchantisherebyauthorized
to replacethem with new goodsor refund the purchaseprice."

THE ORINOKA MILLS, New York

Poultry bone clippers come in handy
size, with one tooth-edgeblade and one
sharpened. These,and sharpenerbelow,
by courtesy of Landers, Frary & Clark

The Knife-Life of the Kitchen
(Continued from page 58)

ment and were usedat first
only as a means of helping
the diners from the central
dish, it was necessary for
the diners to wear gloves to
shield them from the rigors
of hot foods. Therefore,
with such methods it was
necessaryto recover in sani
tary fashion and to this end
servitors would meet each
diner with a bowl of water
and a towel. Thus has
the finger bowl descended
unto us.
For some time after the
knife and fork were used
generally,eachpersonwould
carry his own beautiful set
in a handsome case at his
belt or girdle. During the
18th Century when the
fork was commonly used it
was with the knife superbly
fashioned of jewels and
metal work. For the most
part forks were two
pronged, and not until Louis XV of

The knife sharpener
is an essential

one which this article is
dealing with, does not in
terest itself in silver plate
and all the cutlery so beau
tifully made for table use.
The same general principles
apply, but there is too little
spacehereto go into the de
tail of pattern, brands and
general details of table cut
lery.
However, the blades for
most cutting articles are
made of shear steel,and for
this crucible cast steel and
forged steel are used.
The essentialparts of the
process of cutlery making
are: (1) forging; (2) har
dening and tempering; (3)
grinding; (4) polishing; (5)
assembling,honing and the
finishing touches; and these
are subdivided into many
divisions, making nearly a
hundred in . some instances
and more in others.

The last division is the one which
France did the four-tine fork come into the "cutler" does today. In the 18th
being. Century the cutler did the whole work
So from the hunting knife and the of making a knife, but today the pol-
crotched wooden stick was born our isher polishes and the grinder grinds,
own diversified cutlery. Not only in etc. The hundreds of processestoday
steel of fine temper and hardness,but in the courseof the manufactureof one
recently of steel with the added quali- piece of cutlery are in the hands of
ties of stainlessness. nearly as many workmen.
Although Sheffield,England,in thepast Of course, the value of modern cut-
has had the reputation for the finest lery is in the finesseof manufactureand
cutlery in the world, and althoughShef- the quality of steel that is used,and in
field must be given the credit for father
ing the craft, yet the United States to
day is making some of the best cutlery
and bids fair to outmakeand outsell the
world in quantity and quality.

Kitchen Cutlery

The subject of kitchen cutlery, the

the perfection of its varying parts and
their assembling.
Knives are meant to cut.
Knives, therefore, must be so made
that they will keep their cutting edges,
so proportioned as to fit the thing to
be cut; so limber or so stiff as to be
comfortably wielded; so assembledas

(Continued on page 92)

Stainless, non-rusting steel keeps a fine edge and does not require
polishing. Hot soapsudsand water are sufficient. This kitchen set
of knives are shown by courtesy of the American StainlessSteel Co.
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Those Wonderful Poppies!
A New Double Hybrid Poppy. As big as a Peony
—lasts a week in water, while all other Poppies
will last but a few days. Gorgeous in coloring, a
giant in size, long stems beautifully fringed, and
altogether the finest double Poppy in existence.
Pkt. 25c.
A Lilliput Poppy. Imagine these sturdy little
bushes, only 12 inches high, completely covered
with lovely pink Poppies of a dainty size, with as
many as 120 flowers on one plant, constantly in
bloom throughout the summer. A delightful
novelty. Pkt. 75c.
A Glorious Sun-Kissed Golden Yellow Tulip-
Poppy, held upright on sturdy stems 14 inches
long. Wonderful for cutting—just like a tulip.
Lasts a long time in water. Pkt. 15c.
The Wild French Poppy. The wondrous wild
Poppy that our soldiers saw growing in a riot of
color among the grain fields of France and
Flanders. Seeds difficult to secure and in great
demand. We have a limited quantity. Pkt. 25c.

Special offer of all 4 for only $1.
Quantity limited, better order at once.
Ask for your free copy of our "Book for Garden Lovers."
Our Special Offer of 3 wonderful new flowers, in the Febru
ary House & Garden still holds good. Better order at once.

24 West 59th St.
$cKlii\g$ $eed$

New York City

MAIDS
UNIFORMS

arealwayscorrect.
They sei a standardfor quality.
Completeassortments at your
dealer or write Dept. H'G for
servicebooklet.

HAYS and GREEN■■■■■MINCOWOHATlDBiBB^BBBBBa
3S2 FOURTH AVE NEWYORK

^ Adding to the Charm of your Garden it1
Cerra Cotta &rt <§ooba %
COMPLETE line of all kinds of animals, such as Deer,
Dogs, Foxes, Elephants, Monkeys, Snails, Rabbits, Wolves,
etc., a great variety of birds, of life size, dwarfs of various
types and sizes, groups, such as "Red Ridinghood with
Wolf," "Hansel and Gretel"—Mushrooms, etc.
—all beautifully finished—in natural colors
—absolutely color and weather
proof
—wonderful pieces of work
manship
—nil! delight the eye at all
seasons

TERRA COTTA ART CO.
>C Show & Sales Room at 126E. 41st St., cor.LexingtonAve.,New York ^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ,<

«

w^mmwk

Pinkham
Hand -Br aided

iiJWay Down East
the fifth generationof experts
is braidingtheserugs, in which
Colonial simplicity becomes a

fine art. The more important
storesand interiordecoratorsall
over the country dependupon
this source of supply. Send
descriptionof your rooms and
color sketcheswill be submit
ted, showingdesignsoriginated
to blendwith your furnishings.

"There's Poetry

u

in Pie

t may be expressed ir

skilful preparation <

d as well as in the
tion of a painting or
usical masterpiece.

Wear-Ever'
AluminumCookingUtemili

easy for one to

the fine art of
cooking. Clean, s

silver-like, they a

pride to own and a j

to use. And the food
prepared in them loo

so appetizing and tas
so good.

Replaceatetuilt thatwear
withutensilsthat"Wear-i

Writefortcokkl" The'Wear
Kitchen."AdireuDept.

TheAluminumCookingUteniilCo.
NewKensington,Pa.

In Canada;NorthernAluminum
Company.Ltd.,Toronto

Lookforthe* * Wear~Ei)€T' ' trade
markonthebottomofeachutensil

WEAR-EVER
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What is under the Paint?
Some day the house you are planning to
Duild may become the house you want to sell.
Now, of course, it is the house you have
planned for years— the house that will fit the
needs and desires of your present family.
Conditions, and the desires of your family
may change,— thousands of "owner built"
homes are in the market every year. And the
owners must find buyers who feel the same
about those homes as the owners did when
they built them.

So, now, when your new home is to
be built,— isn't it a good time to give
thought to whether anyone elsewould
want that house, if you should desire
to sell it?

"What is under the paint?" Ask
yourself that question, as the next

buyer will surely ask you. Because

| I the answer too often is just "wood,"

Lr
j

buWdy our home sp that your answer
V will be—"a wood that Nature made
M self-preservant, that resists rot, decay

and fire. Tha t wood isRedwood — free from resin
and pitch, and containing a natural preservative
that permeates the entire wood structure."

Redwood is the wood that meetsall specifications
andanswersmostsatisfactorilythe question—"what is

underthepaint?" Andeventhoughyouneverhavetoask
anyonebut yourselfthat question,—howsatisfyingto
knowyou haveprotectedyourselffromworryandyour
bankaccountfromunnecessaryrepairbills, by building
withRedwoodwhichresistsrot anddecay.
Put Redwood,"under the paint," especiallyin porch
columns,porchpostsandflooring,exteriorsiding,eaves,
gutters,doorandwindowframes,rails,roofor sideshin
gles,mud sills, fencing,—whereverthere is exposureto
moisture,earthandclimaticrigors,in allextremesofheat
orcold.

WritetoChicagofor RedwoodInformationSheetNo. IX
on"ResidentialBuildings."Also tell us thenameof your
architect,for whomwehavespecialRedwooddata.

Rot and decay
startunderporch
columns p̂orch
Postsandfloor
ing,exteriorsid
ing, eaves,gut
ters, door and
windowframes,
rails,rooforside
shingles,mud
sills— wherever
thereisexposure
to earth,air or
water.

Pacific Lumber Co.

EEDWOOB
'TheLargestManufacturersandDistributors o

f

CaliforniaRedwood

SanFrancisco
J/7 CaliforniaSt.

LosAngeles
CentralBankBldg.

EasternSalesOrganization
THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO. OF ILLINOIS
1111Lumber Exchange Bldg., Chicago
NewTori KansasCity
521Fifth Ave. GrandAve.TempleBldg.

The Knife-Life of the Kitchen
(Continued from page 90)

m

to keep their handles fastenedto them;

and so balanced (even as a golf club)
as to be not only easy but pleasant to
use. Pleasant tools make light work.
The knife has three or four main
parts—the blade; the tang (that part
which fits into the handle) ; the handle
itself, or haft, as it is sometimescalled;
and in somecases a metal ferrule. Much
dependsupon the way these parts arc
made and fitted; they must be so mar
ried that nothing can divorce the knife
from the handle, so that they will pre
serve their oneness indefinitely. The
great Reno for the knife is the huddled
drawer in which it is for the most part
kept, but more of this later.

Variety in Knife-Life
The kinds of knife in which the
housewife is particularly interestedare:
carvers, vegetable slicers, parers, fruit,
cleavers, etc. Subdivided, they are:
paring, bread, meat, poultry, carving,
cake, boning, paring (small pocket type
style), spatula,lemon,grapeand orange,
curved in French, German and Ameri
can fashions, cleavers and scrapers.
Where it is necessaryfor a knife to
conform to shape in paring, a flexible
knife is more comfortable than a stiff
one. Therefore, if you want a vegetable
knife for slicing potatoes never think
of buying a long stiff one becauseyour
work will be seriously impeded. If you
have the right tool the job of paring,
or what not, will be as much fun as
carving is for the artist who in his turn
always has the correct tool.
"Gracious, I can never slice a ham
that it doesn't look as if some one bit

it up," said a friend of mine.
As gently as I could I told her it was
becauseshe was trying to do the im
possible. She used a knife for bread
and cake,broad and short, and expected

it to do the work of a long, thin blade
slightly curved off at the end. The
heavy, wide-bladed knife cleavesto the
surface of the meat and makes it a
practical impossibility for any ordinary
mortal to push it through. The narrow
blade is what you must have, as it re
quires less strength and cuts therefore
more efficiently. The knife with the
almost scimitar formation makes it sim
ple to cut around a bone.
Most everybody has a bread knife,
so we need not bother about that fa
miliar object, but the only thing neces
sary is that the bread knife should be
kept for bread (and' kept sharp) as far
as possible,unless it is adaptedby hav
ing a medium wide blade, to cut meat
and cake.
For hot meats a rather flexible, but
not too flexible, knife should be used,
especiallyin the caseof hot steaksand
ham. It is a real comfort to have a
good knife for these things; the meat

is not chewedbefore its time and is not
wasted in formless gobs.
For the person who must economize
on the number of utensils, a knife about
8" or 9" long with rather wide blade
can be bought which can very comfort
ably be used for cold meat slicing as
well as bread and cake. A set of six
knives, two spatulasand two forks, will
fill most kitchen needs. Other knives
and forks can be added as specials.
Here is the 2" paring knife, 3" for split
ting. The general household keeps a

fork with the French pattern blade for
general work and the heavy 6" blade
for cutting vegetablessuch as turnips,
pumpkins, squashes,etc., where a thin
blade would snap; the fork has har
dened blades with needle points. The
spatula for pastry works as well as the
wide spatula. The carving knife in 8"
short blade,and the flexibleslicing knife
with 9" blade usable for cold meats,
cake,bread, etc.,and the generalutility
knife.
For tough cutting and broad surfaces

the narrow, stiff knife is best, for
crumbly broad surfacesthe broad, stiff
knife. For rather tough, small surfaces,
to be pared and trimmed, the medium
flexible, narrow blade is best. Use the
narrow and stiff and short knife for
tough small surfaces like squash and
turnips. With thesesimple logical sug
gestions the knife problem is easy.
"Had I only learned the use of the
spatula in cooking school I should have
thought my course to be a lifelong
economy." This was said somewhat in
jest, but it shows just what the value
of the spatula is. It is an economy.
It is not a cutter but a very flexible,
bendy blade with round comers which
can assumethe curve of any vesseland
pick up dough or anything left behind
in bowl or pastry board which is worth
saving. It is a scraperand saver. You
need not waste a bit of the precious
egg on the sides of your dish or a bit
of batter if you use the spatula. It
also lifts comfortably the egg, griddle
cake, fish, etc., from the pan. It is

really a joy unbounded.

A larger sized spatula is a conve
nience, too, for scraping and cleaning
large kettles and also for a cake or pie
lifter. Being larger it is a trifle stiffer.
One corner of the end of this blade is
sharp and the opposite corner is round.
The reasons are obviously for attack
ing cornersand not scratchingsurfaces.

Home Butchering

In some homes a certain amount of
butchering is done in the kitchen, some
times to save expenseand sometimes
for certain very fine results if the chef

is a jewel.
To this end there are somegood im
plements on the market : strong, well
balancedand riveted to give good ser
vice. Knife blades for this work range
from 5" to 14" in length and are in
various styles.
The cleaver is a good thing to have
should the butcher sometimesneglectto
break a furtive bone. These come in
pleasant weights and dimensions, the
one with blade 6" long by 2y2" wide,
weighing in all one pound.
In connection with knives for fruits
and vegetableswe cannot but tell the
story of the late product of steelwhich

is so fast coming to the markets of the
world. It is stainless steel. A steel
(with an admixtureof chromium) which
resists rust, does not corrode or scale,
and is impervious to food acids (with
the exceptionof the mustard plus vine
gar plus salt combination which makes

a muriatic acid, which is the acid with
which steel is etched).
It keeps a fine edge and is of fine
temper and hardness when made by
accomplishedmanufacturers. The steel
we use now is a carbon steel. Before
the war, both in England and America,

it was rapidly coming into our markets,
but the value of suchsteelwas so patent
to governmentsthat the war and con
struction departmentsused it all. Now,
however, it can be bought even in some
departmentstores.
Think of not having to scour or
polish your knives. Think of the knife
having an indefinite life and always
looking highly polished. Soon, too, even
the handle will be made of this steel
and the knife will look like a highly
polished silver utensil.
No cleaning powders must be used
to clean this steel; only warm water
and a mild soap. Its advent reminds
oneof the early days of aluminum uten
sils, doesn't it? The manufacturersare
planning to makekettles,pots and pans
of it

,

as they will wear well, and will
not scaleand wear as do iron ones.
As this steel is non-staining,the hands
are not stainedas much when it is used
with fruit juices; the factor of the juice

(Continued on page 94)
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GlenItidgc,.V.J.
Architect.

FrankGoodwillie.SewYork

Natco Homes
Cost Less

Cost less to construct and
less to keep up—eliminat
ing such expenses as paint
ing and repairs. Leading
architects advocate and

specify Natco Hollow Tile
for residences and all

moderate size buildings
not only for their clients,
but also for their own

occupancy.

FOR STUCCO

NATCO •HOLLOW -TILE
FOR BRICKVENEER

Send a postcard now for our
newbook"NatcoHomes."Filled
with Illustrations,plans and de
scriptionsofmoderatepricedNatco
Homes. InvestigateNatcoHollow
Tile beforenotafteryoubuild.

NATIONAL FIRE ■PROOFING
COMPANY •

k824Federal St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
N-12

fa PJ3eaut\
CJ%i tUI

<5nJure\Living
Room Charm ^

Herein the very heartof the homeone
seeks,above all, the dignity of quiet
beauty,an atmosphereof warmth and

To attain that you mustbeginwith the
walls, forafterall,walls aretheroom.
ThesoftglowofLiquid Velvet,thewash
able flat wall enamel,strikesa definite
yet unobtrusivekeynoteof beautyand
comfortthatbringsliving roomcharm.
Let ourdepartmentofDecorativeService
adviseyouon your problemsof interior
decoration,free. Write us fully.

Sendtencentsin coinforbooklet," That
Magic Thing CalledColor."

O'BRIEN
VARNISH CO.
514WashingtonAve.
SouthBend,Ind.
VarnishMakersfor
Haifa Century" ^

Gardening Knowledge
Brings Garden Success
Increase your success and enhance your pleasure by master
ing the fundamentals of gardening. You can do this easily
and pleasantly in your spare moments by availing yourself
of our Home Study Course in Gardening. It will help you to
grow more delicious vegetables, more luscious fruits and more
beautiful flowers.

This Home Study Course
under the direction of the well-
known authority, Arthur Smith,
teachesyou the "why and where
fore" of every gardening opera
tion. It gives you a deeper un
derstanding of plant life and of
its needs—-an understanding
which assures success.

One of these helpful lessons on
a seasonable subject relating to
the home garden appears regu
larly in every issue of the Gar
deners' Chronicle. This Is a
monthly magazine devoted ex
clusively to practical gardening
in all its phases.

The Gardeners9 Chronicle
will be of inestimablehelp to you in your
gardenwork. It is bothpreciseandpractical,
givingdetailedmethodsthatanyonecancarry
out. It is like havinga veterangardenerat
yourelbowfor ndvicein everyemergency.
The specialarticleseverymonthare from
the pensof America'sforemostgardenersand
horticulturists. The reviewcolumnsInform
you regardingthebestgardeningliteratureat
homeand abroad. Everygardenloverneeds
this magazine.

12 Lessons $2
The Gardeners' Chronicle will be sent
you every month for one full year upon
receipt of only $2. Each issuewill con
tain a completelessonon homegardening,
also a wealth of other material.

Send $2, check or money order. Order today and start the Home
Study Course before outdoor work begins.

Gardeners' Chronicle, 288 Fifth Ave., New York

REDUCE
ThreeSlices
of Basy Bread a day,
Help reduceyour weight
in a natural way.

Doctors'EssentialFoodsCo.Orange.N. J.
DearSirs:
Youwill recallthata loaf
ofBasyBreadis duemeowing
to itsbeinglostin themail.
I valuethebreadveryhighly
andit hasdoneall thatyou
claimfor it. Kindly keep
myshipmentsup.
Yoursverytruly.
H. B. M., Tulsa,Okla.

Easily . . .
Naturally

YourfriendsmusthavetoldyouaboutBasyBread,nowarecognizedstandardweightreducingration.
BasyBreadIs not a medicineor drug,but a wholesome
anddeliciousfood—scientificallyprepared.
ThereIs no unpleasantdieting—no Irksomeexercisesin
the BasyBreadcourse.Legionshavereportedremarkable
reductionsin weightwith gainsIn strengthand health.
Youwillbeverymuchinterestedin theBasyBreadbooklet
whichgivesreliableInformationonobesityandhowtoreduce!
Writefor yourcopyto
day. Sent in sealed,
plaincover,postagopre
paid.

DOCTORS' ESSENTIAL
FOOD CO.
35 OakwoodAve.
Orange NewJersey

%egular
Specialsarenotalwaysre
quired.Thevarietyin stock
designsis thereforemostat
tractive.

Special
Stockdesignsdonotalways
belong.Norrtstoneabilityto
produceyourideasin special
designsismostappealing.

^omstoncCutCastgranite
Fountains,BirdBaths.Benches.Pedestals,Pots,Urns,Etc.

Send60c1forbookofactualphotos.
^iprristontStudios,Rochester,"NgwYork

MORRISTONE Carder, Furniture

Leavens Furniture
The careful, discriminatingpur
chaserplansa homethatwill become
morebeautifulas the yearsgo by—
which both in exteriorand interior
appearancewill take on additional
charmas it growsolder.
He selects
Leavens
Colonial
Furniture

for Interiorsknowingthat like the
houseitself this wonderfulfurniture
will grow old gracefully—remaining
alwaysin vogueand satisfyingeven
the mostfastidioustaste.
Personalpreferencemay be exer
cisedIn thematterof finish.Wewill
gladlysupplyunfinishedpiecesIf de
siredto befinishedtomatchany In
terior.
Writefor setNo. 4 of illustrations
and Leavensstains.

WILLIAM LEAVENS iTCO. rwc.
yi CANAL STREET,
BOSTON.MASS.

IF YOU ENTERTAIN
— or

just want Good Things to Eat
—you will find excellent sugges
tions in every copy of

American Cookery
A Household Magazine which
tells you how to make and serve

"Vanderbilt Salad"
"Butterfly Salad"
"Planked Steak"
"Chicken a la King"

How to select and cook your
favorite dish, how to serve it and
what to serve with it ; forty or
fifty choice and timely recipes
in each number, many of them
illustrated.

VanderbiltSalad"

"American Cookery" also gives
menus for every possible occasion.Formaland Informal Dinners,Lunch-
eonsj Wedding Receptions,CardParties, Sunday Night Suppers,etc.,
etc
If you havea familyyou needthisMagazine,for using it will help you
to seta bettertablefor lessmoney.
AMERICAN COOKERY is $1.50ayear, but if you will send us OneDollar (check,moneyorder, bill orstamps)we will send you AmericanCookery for the rest of 1921,commencingwiththeMarchnumberwhichcontains "Vanderbilt Salad" ami
"Chickena la King."

AMERICAN COOKERY
21SColumbus Ave. Boston, Mass.
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Kitchen

MOTO-MOWER
own

ers value this power
awn-mower not so much
for its 80% saving in labor
cost as for the positive
improvement it makes in
the appearance of their
grounds.

The Moto-Mower is light,
efficient, and dependable.
It is simple and sturdy in
its construction — there
are only eight moving
parts,—and Timken and"
Boundbrook Oil less"
Bearings give protection
such as is found in the
finest automobiles. The
Moto-Mower is surpris
ingly easy to handle. And
the price is reasonable.

The Knife-Life of the
{Continuedjrom page92)

combining with the elements in the The housewifeerrs in no place quite
steel is absent. There are some people so much as in the care of her cutlery,

whose hands stain from certain juices In nine and one-half housesout of ten
whereasthe hands of others do not, but the good blades are huddled and hus-
generally speaking, there will be less tied into a drawer where they loosen
hand staining with this newer steel. from their handles, nick, scratch and
The few years of its servicemay not hammer each other to their own de-
have revealedall of its good points or struction. What good,ask we, is therein
someof its bad points. Only time will having good materials if they are to
tell, of course. But as a fruit knife be stored in this manner?
at presentthe stainlesstype seemsto be Consider the carpenterhow he stores!
a fine thing, though the ordinary steel He hangseach tool in a certain groove,
knife, if sharp and well made,is no less and as he desiresa certain thing he ex-
of a joy than ever it was. Manufac- tracts it. He can't afford to have auto-
turers are adopting the stainless—even destruction—it is too extravaganta dis-
those who think that it isn't as good ease. Yet ii is the hardest thing in the
as it is claimedto be. world to make the housewife hang up
Vegetableand fruit slicersand parcrs her few knives and keep them forever
come in many sizes and styles. They in good shape.
are usually small and light with narrow Clean them after every using. It's
bladesand sharp. They are to be had easier then. A little scouring powder
in stainlessand carbon steel in setsand now and then will keep them in condi-
in singles,and when boughtwisely make tion. Do not usescouringpowderswith
the kitchen maids' job an artistic one. stainlesssteel, as it reduces the polish
Grape-fruits and orangeshave knives —the very thing which maintains its
for their very own. Manufacturershave imperviousnessto stain,

given much time and thought to the All new knives should be so finished
easiestmethod of preparing these fruits when you buy them that they need no
easily,without loss of juices and flavor, further edging. The bestmanufacturers
and without waste of time on the part see to this and have a departmentjust
of the operator. And so there have to hone and makeknives ready for use.
been born a few of theseknives which
are excellentand live up to their glow- Sharpening
ing advertisements.
Their characteristicsare: Two-edged, The housewife's best method of
like the great swords of old. They cut sharpeningor rather keeping the edges
from either the right or left with ease; straight and keenly cutting is the steel,

the blade is curved to fit the fruit and When the knife really gets dull it
has roundedpoints so as not to lacerate should be ground. The useof the stone
the outer skin and waste the juices and or carborundum by the ordinary oper-
spoil the shapeof the fruit. The blade ator often wears the steel. However,
is exceedingly sharp and honed care- if the use of the grinder or the stone
fully like a razor—the sharper it is the or the carborundum is really known,
swifter it will do its work. The blade time and money will be saved in the
must be securelyfastenedin the handle, sharpening process. Sharp knives save
The handle must be light, of comfort- temper,save food to a great degree,and
able shapeand well balanced. In a few therefore if you can't sharpen knives
words, the knife must be able to get yourself sendthem out to be taken care
down and under the center, cutting the of once or twice a year,
side segmentsas well and making the There is a specialstoneon the market
tough walls "fade away" easily. for stainlesssteel sharpening; it is well
The knives are made in stainless to get this for your stainless utensils,

steel, in nickel-plated steel and in the Follow the directions with it carefully,
ordinary-and fine vanadiumsteel. Your AH sharpening steels should have a
fruit when prepared with such a knife guard for the hand in case the knife
may look as if hands never touched it. s'ides ba.k toward the fingers.

Never hold the knife on edgeon the

Handles steel,for it should be quite flat; remem
ber you are trying to flatten the two

The questionof handles is interesting sidestoward the edge,and therebymake
becausethe knife without the handle, it a better cutter.
however sharp it may be, is of little use. There are good rotary grinders and
The main question is of ease in grip- polisherson the market, and knowledge
ping, in the balance, and in the dura- of them and their use is very valuable,
tion of time that the blade will stay There are also stonesflat and stones in
firm in the handle. handles, all for keeping knives sharp.
There are many ways of accomplish- They are yours if you want them and
ing thesethings: in somecasesthe tang realizethat you must know how to use
of the blade is cementedin the handle, them to save rather than destroy your
This is done where the knife is used cutlery.
with little pressureand strength, such The story of forks is almost the same
as the feather-curlingknife of the mil- as that of its confreres,knives,
liner; there are some knives which are The tines must be rigid and sharp
riveted such as butchers'knives because enough to pierce immediately and not
much force is used with them; house- drop their prey by dull points,
hold knives are pinned and pinned and Forks were not meant to open cans
cementedsometimes,and in the caseof or lift lids. Many a perfect fork has
home butcher knives as many as three had its life history snapped by this
pins are usedto keepthe handlesteady, usage.
With knives like the corrugatedtypes, As with the sharpeningsteel,so with
there are often metal wire handles the fork which accompaniesthe carving
drawn out on them. The corrugations knife—it too should have a guard to
on these blades are to obviate tearing prevent the knife slipping and injuring
and reduce, some think, the pressure the left hand.
necessaryin cutting. If you buy the best cutlery from the
Handles themselvesare made of vari- most representativefirms you will have
ous things,—woods, rubberoid, celluloid, the best results and be well repaid,
metals, stag and in the case of table Good cutlery, like everything good, is
knives, mother-of-pearl, shell, silver more expensive than cheap varieties,
over nickel, etc. Good cutlery may stand up longer un-
The kitchenknife handlemust be able der bad usage than poor cutlery; but
to stand all heats,be impervious to hot don't tempt it and waste your money!
water, be smooth and comfortable in A little care with cutlery will curtail
shape, and must be nicely finished so your bills, give your food a better ap-
as to give the worker a feeling of pearance and your maids swifter ac-
worth-whileness in his job. Sloppy complishment,for, after all, the kitchen
tools make for sloppy work. work is mostly cutting up.
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"Just as every Attic has a past,
so every Cellar has a future" —with
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Q^ewIDEALTypel
HeatCMadnnt

Comfort and Economy
AN

average fuel saving of 33-j-% is shown by the tabu-
. lated results of several thousand IDEAL Type "A"

Heat Machine installations. IDEAL Automatic Heat Con
trol assures uniform comfort day and night. The consump
tion of fuel is reduced, care-taking simplified, labor saved.
The result — qualitative comfort and quantitative economy.

The handsome and compact, dust and gas-tight construc
tion of the IDEAL Type "A" Heat Machine makes it possi
ble to convert the basement into an attractive and more
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Write for catalog with test-chart records of efficiency and economy.
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THE NEXT TEMPTATION
AMONG the relief? to the winter of our dis-
A\ content is thinking of how we are going to
refurnish that country house for next sum

mer. It is a pleasureto spendhypothetical thou
sands even if, after all, we only buy new curtains
for the guest room or a few new piecesof smart
wicker for the porch. Being a magazineof con
stant domestic temptations,House and Garden is
deliberately filled with all mannerof alluring ideas
for that house next summer. The time to think
is now. As the issue will be on the newsstands
by the 20th of April there will be ample time to
study it

,

make your selections,and buy. Just a

few of the temptations are—
A pageof new willow and wicker chosenfrom
the latest stocksand with very reasonableprices;

a page of new curtaining fabrics, equally enticing
and equally fresh ; a page of garden baskets that
would make a Maud Muller of the most hardened
city devotee. With these are suggestions for
furnishing country cottages,showing two types of
interesting treatments and a double spread of
porches enclosedand open,and breakfast terraces.
Then a splendidly suggestivearticle on arrang
ing furniture to the best advantage. For a filip
come two pagesof suggestionsfor painting floors,

There is something immensely
livable about Orchard Farm, the
English country house shown in

the May issue

delectablefloor color schemesthat will give new
interest to country house rooms. Feeling that
theseideaswere not quite enough,we have added
an article on books in the guest room— a subject
that has immensepossibilitiesfor delight in read
ing and the practice.
And while we think at this time of refurnish
ing the country house,the country garden presses
hard for recognition. Here again are temptations.
After you have seen the pools and water gardens
in this number you will not rest content until
you have laid out a pool or run a canal the
length of your lawn. Window boxes,anothergar
den temptation,are illustrated with three unusual
types.
Have we mentionedthe Italian patio? Or the
article on Spring Cleaning? Or the beautiful old
house from England with the glorious big living
room? Or the collector'sarticle on Vienneselace?
Or the house by John Russell Pope? Or the
group of four small houses? Or the article on
pines and how to propagatethem? Or the Little
Portfolio?
These comprise most of the temptations. The
only way to rid oneselfof a temptation,of course

is to yield to it.
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THE WALLS of a SMALL STUDY

This small study which is in Vernon House,
the London residenceof the Dowager Lady
Hollingdon, owesits decorativeeffectalmost
entirely to the vivid coloring and design
of its Japanese watt paper. The ground is
duck's egg green and the pattern of birds
and vines is carried out in reds and greens.

A cornice and low paneledwainscot frame
the paper at the top and bottom. In the
designof the Georgianmirror hangingover
a carvedmantelof the sameperiod is found
an Oriental tendency which is quite in
keepingwith its background. Sir Ambrose

Foynter was the architect
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A CINDERELLA ROOM AND SOME OTHERS
Illustrating the Decorative Use of Exceptional Wall Papers in

Completing Town and Country Houses

T N April the decorator's idea of heaven
A is a- mansion of countless rooms, and

countless lovely and suitable papers
with which to hang them. An angelic and
an infinite task! But even rooms as they
exist, and wall papers as they exist, are thrill
ing in Spring. I often wonder
if there is a pleasanter job in
the world than that of the

paper hanger, who waves his

slap-dash brush and realizes a

miracle. What a thrill it must
be, this producing a garden
out of nothingness. I like to
sit quietly in the corner of a
room in process of being pa
pered and watch the amazing

orderly business of pattern
meeting pattern. Few pro
cessesare more' encouraging to
the beholder, for rooms also

may be Cinderellas.
Take, for instance, the trans
formation of a dull room in a
great city house, a drab poor
relation of a room among a

dozen charming neighlxirs, an

uninteresting oblong box with
a grim northern exposure, no

sunshine, no fireplace, no ac
cent of interest. Its two win

dows looked out upon brick
walls with not a tree- to break

iheirmonotonous red. No room
could have been less promis
ing, and yet, through the

miracle of a blossoming wall

paper, through the inspiration
of rainbow masses of birds
and flowers and grasses in
fresh pale color, this room be

came the gay young child of
thehouse. It was-planned like
a garden, with a deep green
carpet for greensward, and
palest blue painted ceiling for

sky, and thisi delicate 18th

Century paper for flowering.
This wall paper was found
in an old trunk in a London
attic, rolls and rolls of it

,

very
early Victorian in design, and

delicately thin in texture. But

RUBY ROSS GOODNOW

once safely on these solid walls it became an

eternal hanging garden, a proof of the per
manence of the flimsy. The room in which

it was used was a sort of left over, probably
intended for a. maid's room in connection with

the large bedroom into which it opened. But

A small box o
f a hall has Us wall spacespaperedin plain green-blue

bordcringsat cornice and corners cut from a Directoire wall paper
yellow, green, blue and white

fortunately it also had a long narrow corridor

connecting with the main hallway of the house

and a connecting bath as well, and so it was

possible to make it into a guest room which

might be used ordinarily by the mistress of

the house as a sitting room.

When the color of the room

had been determined (deep

bronze-green carpet, faint blue

trim and ceiling from the

ground of the paper) it still
remained a difficult, if lovely,
box. But there is a sort of

divine luck which grows out

of such difficulties, for every

thing brought into this room

seemed more than right.
The collection of Frieseke
paintings, budding orchards

and red haired women and

muslin babies, which seemed

to belong nowhere, found them

selves here in exactly the right

setting. A piece of silk made
before the war, thick cream

faille, striped broadly in. rose

and yellow, made delightful

curtains. The hideous radia
tor placed under one window-

necessitated a cover, so two

small cabinets were made, one

to be used as a cabinet for

books and the other to screen

the radiator. Pale yellow

paint, striped in green, and

yellow marble tops and great

turquoise colored Persian jars
of flowers, brought these cabi

nets up to the mark of the

room.

On the wall space between

the two windows an old com

mode of glowing marquetry,

with marble top, was placed

and this also was massed with

flowers—all kinds of flowers in
all kinds of vases. Above this

commode a large Venetian mir

ror, tarnished and faintly gilt,

was hung. Old mirrors are

particularly lovely against
brilliant paper, so two old
English appliques, with their

and wide
printed in
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mirror backs engraved with peacocks were

placed on this wall space. Two fine white
and gold Adam chairs with blue brocade seats,

were used to complete this wall.

Against the long wall opposite a great Louis
XV daybed of the most gracious curves was
placed. The frame of the bed was light green,
aged to a finer tone. A new covering was
necessary so a deep brown-green moire was

found at the dress goods counter, very much

the color of the carpet. The largest of the
Frieseke paintings was hung over this bed, and

now when one comes into the room there is
always the question: "Was the room evolved
from the painting, or from the paper?"' A
comfortable lot of small tables and chairs com

plete this grouping. The other wall spaces are
broken by two doors each, leaving smallish

center panels. One of these is background to

a flat French desk, furnished with lamps and

books and flowers, with another Frieseke paint

ing hanging above it, and the other is an

arrangement of a small commode, Frieseke's

painting "The Bride," and a pair of delicate
white Battersea candlesticks.

Flowered Papers

It is difficult to understand why there are
so few flower)- patterns of wall papers to be

had, when the appeal of flowery things is so

universal. We have ransacked dozens of wall

paper houses in an effort to find a paper as

gay as the paper used in this Cinderella room,

and yet surely there are hundreds of just such

dismal rooms waiting for color and charm. A
request for a canary yellow paper patterned
with waving green branches was merely the

exasperation of our disappointed imagination,
and after that we amused ourselves by invent

ing papers we'd like to have and demanding
them of bewildered dealers—papers of hya-
cinthine blue clouded with white and yellow
butterflies ; papers of pinky-violet thick with

London anemones—pink and purple and
white; papers of sky blue dotted with gold
stars; papers of pale green spotted with stiff

bouquets of moss roses; all the entrancing

things that should be and are not. In the
basement of one wholesale house we found a

lot of old paper (ten years old, perhaps, not

really "antique") of the desirable gayety—a
fresh, baby blue ground, spotted with bouquets
of pink and red geranium flowers—which the
dealer was glad to sell for twenty-five cents a

roll. In a Fifth Avenue shop we found a set
of chemise-pink paper, a reprint of a Georgian
one of Chinese design, at ten dollars a strip,
but at prices between these, nothing. The dull
doctrine of safety first is still favored by most

wall-paper makers, and among a thousand

imitations of tapestries and grass cloths and

such uninteresting subjects one finds few fresh

stripes and polka dots, few designs of any

real merit.

Fortunately, there are still enough old papers
reproduced to meet the modern needs, and from

France we get occasional shockingly nice new

ones. The last time we investigated the Paris
shops we not only found the most beautiful

of the 18th Century toiles de Jouy reproduced
in paper, but also a generous lot of new de

signs that made us sigh over the paucity of
ideas of American designers. Among the re
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prints there was a Watteau shepherd scenic

one, in red inks on white; a Directoire one of

beaux and belles dancing and swinging, in

violet on white; a spirited hunting scene, very

English, in red on white; and a dramatic red

and white one of great ships in full sail, and
islands where Indians and elephants and

donkeys were amicably disposed. This last
one I used in an old room in my Connecticut
farmhouse, a low ceiled room of unexpected
doors and windows and alcoves, with a great
old-fashioned fire place. The small wall
spaces are too lovely, with their exaggerated
red ships. No pictures are used in this room,
but many bookshelves go from floor to ceiling,
the varied colors of their contents furnishing
those differences in tone and pattern furnish

ing the needed relief to monotony.
Totally different is the use of a toile-de-Jouy
paper shown in one of these illustrations. This
is printed in snuff colored ink on a deep yel
low-cream ground. The room in which it is
used is Louis XVI, paneled, with its wood all
painted the deep cream color of the paper, a

faun colored carpet and snuff colored curtains
of crepe-de-chine. The lighting fixtures in
this room are not French, they are old Georgian
ones of carved pine, aged to a soft snuff color,

lovely in this room. A mixture of furniture has
l>een used, but pattern has teen avoided. A
screen made of marbleized paper, pale blue

and rose, bound with gray ribbon, is a pleasant

spot that is found in this room.

At "Vestiges'

The decorator of taste loves to admit rules,
because then there is a pleasure in breaking
them. An architectural axiom successfully
ignored is like dissonance in music, a delight
to him who appreciates it. ''Vestiges,'' the

reclaimed farmhouse of Paul Chalfin at

Greenwich, is full of subtle accomplishments in
use of wall papers. There is a low ceiled din

ing room, for instance, where Mr. Chalfin has
first exaggerated the horizontal lines of the

room by breaking the walls with a wainscot,
and then boldly used a paper of conventional

design, great scrolls enclosing vases of flowers,

all printed in yellow and brown inks on white,
to fill the spaces between wainscot and ceiling.
At the very top of the wall an inch wide paper
border of black and gray beading is used like

a fine accent. This old room would have been
very correct and charming with a modest

striped paper and a straw matting, but with

these great yellow scrolls and a lovely flowered

Aubusson carpet it becomes a good room plus.
Mr. Chalfin has emphasized the extreme sim
plicity of the shell of the room. The wainscot
is made of plain planks, the mantel is the

original one of the cottage, the floor is made
of plain Ijoards, but he has by the introduction
of this finely designed wall paper made a

proper background for furniture of his own
taste, a mixture of 18th Century things from

many countries. The carpet is French. The
curtains are of old Italian yellow silk, the
table is a simple drop leaf American one, the
chairs are Italian walnut, with rush seats.
The two great gilt consoles and the magni ficent
paintings hanging over them are fine masses
of color and gilt in a room that seems simple

(Continued on page 90)

Yellow scrolls
and flowers are
used between
while ceiling and
while wainscotin
a low room

A pleasant use
of pattern
againstpatten:—
red and white
loile -de - J ou y
against gray and
white paper—in
Paul Chalfin's
house

An old toile-di-
Jouy reprint in
brown ink on
creamfills panels
in a Louis XVI
bedroom
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Apart from England, few foreign countries
have much modern domesticarchitecture that
we can adapt to advantage in the United
States. One of the reasons is that American
architects are today outstripping the world
in designsfor livable houses. The Burnett resi
dencefollows somewhatthe type of the modern

British effort

The RESIDENCE
of PHILIP BURNETT

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

BROWN & WHITESIDES, Architect*

A slight irregularity lendsinterest to the plan downstairs.
One end is occupiedby a large living room, placedon a
level below the hall. The dining room is pleasantly
lighted with a row of casementwindows and its door
openson a dining terrace. Service is in the rear

The owner's suite occupies the space above the
living room—a chamber,dressingroom, bath and
separatehall. A guestroom and bath en suite,an
extra bedroomand a maid's bed and bath occupy
the remainder of the floor. There are plenty of

commodiousclosets
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There are two entrances, the
mamone shown hereand a rear
door leading from the hall to
the terrace and garden.A pleas
ant vestibule opens at the head
of the hall. It is accentedby a
slight ornamentation and a

beamed ceiling

The keynote of this house is its simplicity and restraint. The architects have dependedupon
shrubbery planting and vines for their ultimate effects. The walls are whitewashed. The win
dows throughout are metalcasementswith leadedpanes. Slate of variegatedcolors givesa rich

roof. The chimney stacksare solid and imposingand the slight finish at the top gives just the
desired shadow and variation of line. The house is as simply furnished as it is in design

a_0

The site presentedno difficult problem; it
was oblong and flat. The housewas locat
ed at one end, with an entrance in the
farther corner by the street. A drying yard
occupiesthe other corner. A paved terrace

runs along the other side

A planting of evergreensand shrubbery
screens the entrance from the street and
gives the house the gradual approach that
is desired for a house so close to the
property line. This contrast between
shrubbery and white walls is ideal
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DO ANTIQUES FEEL HOMESICK?
Their Romantic Past Lays a Burden of Responsibility and Respect Upon the New Purchaser

PAUSING
before the windows of the Antiquity Shopkeeper's we

often wonder, as Omar Khayyam wondered about quite a differ
ent set of venders, what they buy "one-half so precious as the
stuff they sell." Some of the things are not valuable, of course, but
even then they have been part of family life, part of romance, part of

history, perhaps, and just a little of their old atmosphere must hang
about them.

That rather ugly bead bell-pull, for instance, will have been touched
by trembling fingers as Angelina parted forever from Edwin in some
mid- Victorian drawing-room and signified to her Abigail, waiting in
a black and white marble paved hall, that the front door was to be

opened for the last time to him.

Those quaint, hideous candle-sticks, made to represent male and

female Moors in full gilt panoply holding aloft cascades of dangling
glass, most probably stood side by side with great Southern shells and

Northern whales' teeth on the Best-Room mantel-piece of a coast-town

cottage, and have seen the joyful meetings of wives with husbands newly
returned from "going down to the sea in ships."
These old-fashioned, yellow ivory yarn-winders on their carved

stands must have turned and turned to the gentle hands of old ivory-
faced grandmothers in warm, fire-lighted parlors, while they took
"blind man's holiday" and meditated upon the socks they had knitted
for their children and were about to knit for the newer generation.

T"^
O the people who part with their old things miss them properly?
Do the people who acquire them really want them?

Do they mean just bread-and-butter to the seller, and a caprice to the

buyer? Does the former owner realize that a bit of himself and his

ancestors goes with them,—or does he feel the loss of nothing beside
the article?

And does the new one understand that he has bought all sorts of

home-memories with his purchases? That there are faces and faces,
with the background of their familiar rooms, coming to him with his
dim mirrors? That long library windows, overlooking sheltered
lawns or brilliant flower-beds, form themselves behind his brown-
stained globes?
This little Chinese cabinet, black and gold lacquered, with its trays
and its drawers, came from the celestial country, no doubt, what time

Perry was opening Japan to an acquisitive world, and the young lieu
tenant who brought it back to his sister-in-law, also brought back the

red and white carved chess-men under their glass dome. They prob

ably lived on a gold-and-brown chess table of their own in the corner

near the conservatory door, and "were considered too wonderful for

ordinary use. Will the ,new master of them ever think how many
childish noses have flattened themselves against that dome, while the

eyes belonging to them saw the knights charging the elephants and

castles? Perhaps he will let his own children play with them care
lessly, after he has brought them home and found his Mathilda dis

approved of them, and they will go down to shattered oblivion under
the shock of battle with the tin soldiers and lead cannon of today.

'T* HERE is much to be said for preserving beautiful things; quaint,
interesting, curious things; and if they are sold by people who do

not value them to people who do, one likes to think of them flaunting
their dignity of age and position among the new arrivals from modern
places, happily appreciated. But if those who loved them were starved
into selling them,— if the dealers bought cheap and intend to demand
a terrible toll from people who will only buy because the price is high
and the craze fashionable, then how much rather would we think of
them as dying with the old rooms in the old houses they belonged to!
Before we touched them brocades should hang in tatters on the walls of
the Italian palaces where their reflections had so rosily tinged white
shoulders and thrown into fine relief so many proud, dark heads! The
delicate, graceful French furniture, —chairs with their fine tapestry,—
bureaus with their exquisite inlay, should dry-rot in their dear and
slowly fading surroundings. Great pictures of great persons from the
hands of the English Masters should cling to their oak panelling in
the halls and galleries of the English country houses till both crumbled
together.
To have intimate possessions of that kind, family appurtenances, and
personal acquisitions of the wise, or brave, or beautiful, or sweet,
familiar people of our own race and to think of them in the houses of
strangers who only estimate them according to the money paid and the
amount of satisfaction a new ego absorbs from ownership, is to wish we
had broken or burned them with our own hands!

\\T E often wonder whether the altar laces, made by swift, pious
fingers in sunny convent gardens, shrink when they take their

places among hot eyes and bare arms at the modern dining table; the
cool, old laces, with the scent of incense in every thread! Or how the
copes and chasubles, and church vestments generally, feel as they hang
upon unclerical walls, or over civilian sofas, or even from the hand
some shoulders of lay persons, far distant from the solemn roll of the

organ and the high intoning of the Mass. Do they dream of the
cathedral arches and the jewels of the colored windows there among
the chairs and tables of the collecting citizen's home ? Or have* they
no more memory of where they came from than he has?

How do the old books like their new quarters on our shelves? Many
second-hand libraries are coming over the seas to us, and when we
touch the mellow reds and dull greens of their smooth leather bindings
and look at the names so elegantly written on the first pages,— the
stilted little presentation sentences, the intimate affectionate words, or
perhaps just the book-plate of the family founder from whom they
came,—how can we help thinking that if every volume does not go
where it is honored, it had much better have mouldered comfortably

away in its appointed niche in the carved bookcases, possibly beside
those same long windows where the brown-stained globes had stood.
Sometimes we long to be like the Bride, in the "Mistletoe Bough"
and, getting into our own oak chest, snap-to the lid and stuffily expire
among our own goods and chattels rather than run the risk of being
forced to sell them to friendly aliens.



THE HOUSE ON A HILLSIDE

Too much of sentimenthas beenwastedover the
cottage in the dell. Such cottagesare apt to be
damp, muggy in summer and stuffy in winter.
Their only redeemingfeature is that they look
picturesque. It is far better to build your house
on a hillside, where there is a free play of air,
a commandof view and where the gardenshang

' one above the other on enchanting levels. The
cottagein the dell is easierto getat, but the house
on the hillside is much more wonderful when you
reach it. That is one, among many, of the out
standing advantageswhich characterizethis home
of George W. Olmstead, Esq., at Ludlow, Pa.

A. J. Bodker was the architect
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J

American Rockingham
ware oj 1850is illustrated
in the mottled brown and
yellow hound-handlepitch
er to the right, the dogand
Swan Hill pitcher

EARLY AMERICAN HOUSEHOLD POTTERY
The Lead Glazed Earthenware oj Post- Revolutionary Days Affords

a Pleasant Hobby for the Collector

M. HOLDEN

EARLY
American household

earthenware, fashioned on the

potter's wheel, glazed with lead,

sun dried or fire burnt, represents the

extent of the product, skill and craft
of the early potters of America, from

whose hands they passed into the homes

of this land, serving well the humble

purpose for which they were made.

Now after years of faithful service,
such examples as are extant have come

to lie sought by the collector who has an

eye for their unassuming beauty of

color and form, and also for the story

they tell.

Common household utensils of clay

they are, but they ''tell a tale of early

days and of things as they used to l>e".

They tell of the homes of the colonist
in early Colonial days. They tell of

the pioneers and early settlers who

Early American Dutch pottery is found in the Hudson
River valley and adjacentcountiesof New Jersey and Con
necticut. These exampleshave a black glaze

built new homes, ever westward from

the sea, all over this land; and to me

they tell of the old farm home where

pottery utensils such as these were used
in grandmother's time,—row upon row
of preserve jars on the shelves in the

cellar, milk pans on the old bench on
the stoop, pie-plates and bacon-platters
in the kitchen cupboard,—and in the
evening when the snow drifted deeper
outside and the log fire burned higher
inside, there on the dining table (a
table set for twelve) would be the

earthenware pitcher filled with cider,

and the bowls of apples, while the

shadows that danced on the log cabin

walls were surely those of good cheer.

Earthenware household utensils were
needed most and largely used in the
farm homes from the earliest Colonial
times until the Civil War. They were

A horse and hounds
design in Rocking
ham ware

These examplesof early Pennsylvania pottery show two of many types made. The
flower pot and two plates on either side of it are sgraffito ware or mersedpottery.

The others are slip ware, so called from the type oj glaze

Washington is pic
tured on this Rock
ingham pitcher

The three jugs are of early Maine pottery, the balanceare from the
pottery of Jeremiah Burpee. The milk bowl to the left is mottled

greenslip ware and the other of yellow slip

This group is of early American Dutch ware—pie plateswith inscrip
tions, a bacondish with zigzagdecorations,jelly mouldsand an apple

bowl, all representativeof the kind and period
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An interesting group of early
American Dutch pottery shows
preservejars on the ends, pickle
jar in thecenter. Theseare glazed
deep red with brown spots. The
butter crocks are light yellow
with brown markings. Above
hangs an early picture of New
York with tiles from old New
York houses made in that city

before 1700

A Rockingham ware pitcher showing
the huntsman design is to the left;
the jar in the center is early Massa
chusetts pottery, made at South
Danversaround Revolutionary times.
Another Rockingham to the right

of course used in the homes of the cities, towns
and villages but not nearly to the same extent

as in the farm homes. For two hundred and

forty years the potters with their small pot

teries scattered over the country supplied this

household need, making lead glazed earthen

ware household pots. After 1735 they com

menced to make salt glazed stoneware as well,

which required larger plant machinery and

capital to produce their earthenware.

Both earthenware and salt glazed stoneware

were manufactured after the fashion of the

Dutch, English and German pottery of the 17th

and of the 18th Century. Hence our early pot

tery has so large a range and is so varied ; for

it combines all the knowledge, skill and crafts

manship of the potters who came here with the

early settlers from these
three countries, while Amer

ican potters added thereto

designs and decorations dis

tinctively American as time

went on.

All too few are the pieces
of American-made pottery

dating from Colonial times

in our museums and private

collections, — examples of
Pennsylvania earthenware;

earthenware originating in

Peabody and South Dan

vers, Massachusetts; earth-

(Below) The two Rockinghampitch
ers show a stag and a Columbia de
sign. This pottery lakes its name
from the English Rockingham and
was first madehere in Jersey City in

the year 1845

Except the pitcher to the right, which is of Parian
ware, white pitted on a blue ground, this group is of
Bennington, Vt., flint enamelware. The Bennington

lion is famous

en»vare mantel tiles from New Amsterdam

(New York), among the pieces from known
localities of original manufacture. American
potter>-made from 1800 to 1865 is the sort the
collector is most likely to come across. After
the Civil War, tinware, chinaware and glass
ware displaced earthenware household utensils,
and the days of the small individual potters
were over (excepting of course the revival of in
terest in ceramic handicraft in recent years).
The early earthenware potter)' found in the
farm homes of the Hudson River counties and
Long Island, New York, also in the adjacent
New Jersey counties and Connecticut localities
along the Sound, is of great beauty and strong
ly exhibits the Dutch influence. This earthen
ware is glorious in its coloring of orange red

and olive, splashed with
dark brown markings; also

single colors of yellow and
black and mottled green
were combined with other
colors. No more beautiful
earthenware was ever made
in America than this early
pottery with its Dutch
shapes and the orange of
the flag of New Amsterdam
in its glaze. It originated
in New York State, then
afterwards it was made in

(Continued on page 74)

Jugs and mugsof red and black glazeshow the rangeof the early Amer- naled in New York State and afterward was madeht New Jersey and
ican Dutch pottery, characteristicallyDutch in shape. This ware origi- Connecticut. All the illustrations are from the author's collection
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THE PIPE ORGAN IN THE
While an Insignia of Aristocracy the Pipe Organ
Can Now Be Built to Suit Homes of Moderate Size

CHARLES D. ISAACSON

HOUSE

1HAVE
had the privilege of

writing for House & Gar

den on several different occasions

and have referred to the importance

of the music room as an essential

part of the modern home—a music
room that not only contains instru

ments but puts them to use. I have
discussed the piano, the harp, the

instrumental ensembles. I have
shown how it is possible to retain

the period atmosphere of the home

or the room with all instruments

and especially and particularly

with the phonograph.
Now I come to what I consider
to be the zenith of musical possi

bilities, the pipe organ.

I have observed that while the
piano is found in nearly every

home of the slightest beauty, the

(Right) The organ in the resi
denceof S. Harold Greenat New
ton Center, Mass., is built over
and back of the fireplace. The
consoleis located at the opposite

end of the room

pipe organ for obvious reasons is
limited to the special elect. In the
residences of such men as Charles

M. Schwab, George Eastman, the
late George Wool worth, the pipe

organ is a living entity in the daily
routine of life. For Mr. Schwab,
the organ has become his greatest

hobby, the opening spirit in the

great scheme of philanthropy which

has made Andrew Carnegie's suc

cessor a figure of history. Charles

M. Schwab has learned to play the
pipe organ himself, and while he

is very modest as to the quality of

his performances, his w-eek is nev

er complete without his day at

home in which music is the sole

subject and object of his attention.
"I would feel lost," said Mr.
Schwab to me one day, "if that day

(Below) The rear wall of the sun
porch screensthe pipes of the or
gan in R. E. Forrest's house at
Rye, N. Y. The large Italian
living room givesample spacefor

organ sound
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of music were denied me.

It revitalizes my whole be

ing, gives zest to my mental

activities, suggests new
ideas. My pipe organ for

myself, and more particu

larly when it is played upon

by the visiting artists at my

home, my pipe organ I con
sider to be the livest mem

ber of my family outside of

my wife and myself. That

pipe organ has changed my

whole attitude on art—not
only on music—indeed, it
has changed my attitude on

life and seemed to shout at

me: 'if you can have this

joy of music, why not oth

ers?'—and so I jumped at
the opportunity of support

ing the Bethlehem Bach

festivals (in which the vil

lagers participate), I in
augurated bands and chor

uses and classes for my fac

tories, and if there is one
extravagance of my life, it
is music, aided and abetted

by my organ."

In each of Mr. Schwab's
homes the pipe organ is a

prominent element. Some-

Where one hasa specialmusic room, Ihe console
can be placed in one corner, as in the room
above, and the pipes behind the screen in the

farther corner

body waggishly said that in planning a residence,

Mr. Schwab instructs the architect to place an or

gan and build around it!

Take the case of George Eastman, the famous ko
dak man. His residence in Rochester has one of

the finest private organs in America. It was built

into the house a long time after the place was con

structed. I mention this fact and will comment on
it later. The essential idea about Eastman is that
the pipe organ became such a factor in the life of

that great business man, that he engaged an organ

ist to live with the instrument — and a button con

necting with Mr. Eastman's suites, brought the artist

to his keyboard at any time of the day or night, gen

erally both ! It was Mr. Eastman who recently
(Continued on page 70)

The console of the organ in George Marshall
Allen's residenceat Morristown, N. J., is placed
in a hall gallery and the pipes across the hall.
Photographs from the Estey Organ Company
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From the upper terrace one looks across the stretch of the
lower planting to the farther reachesof the hemlock wind
break. The nearer paths are laid in flagstonesbetweenbeds

of fragrant heliotrope bordered with petunias

The heliotrope planting comes up to The house garden is fenced in with
the houseterraceand the shady loggia split palings brought from France,

where tea is served of afternoons. Against this is a wide herbaceousbor-
Oleanders in jars mark the opening. der. Mr. ChesterAldrich, thearchitect
Above is the sleepingporch with its of the house, assistedMrs. Wittpenn

window boxes in planning the garden

The GARDEN of MRS. OTTO WITTPENN

BERNARDSVILLE. N. J.



Green Heys, the residenceof G. H. Garrett, at Snape, Suffolk, England, is a modern
housebuilt in the QueenAnne style, but following the Suffolk tradition in the detail
of the plaster work. The relative proportions of the Queen Anne type are retained
while the quasi-grandioseeffectgenerally associatedwith Queen Anne architecture is

avoided in adapting this classicmodel to modern requirements

THE QUEEN ANNE STYLE APPLIED
TO A MODERN HOUSE
DUMBAR, SMITH & BREWER, Architects

The back of the house, seen from
the stable arch, shows the variety
of types of windows used. Yet the
group is completely harmonious
sinceperfect balanceis maintained

in their disposition

Although it bearslittle or no trace
of the Queen Anne tradition, the
hallway has a distinct individual
ity. The dark furniture accents
the while walls and green and

white marble floor
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THE CHINTZ IN YOUR CURTAINS
Behind It Lies the Romance of the East and the Clipper Ships that Makes the

Designs Even More Cheery and Interesting

AARON DAVIS

SOME
DAY a man

will write a book,
and it will be called

"The Glory of the Com
monplaces," and on its

pages will be listed those
humble things that are hum

ble only because the lives of

many men and the passing
of many years have made

possible the wide use of

each item. And in this list
will be those printed cloths
that serve to make homes

hospitable and gracious.
Chintz, the word, is from

the Hindoo "Chint," mean
ing "full of color." During
the early part of the 19th

Century "Indienne" was a
trade term for printed cali

coes, and the great cloth-

printing works near Rouen

are still called 'Tndien-
neries." Thus India, so far
as we know, was the orig-

Chintz is especially use
ful for country house
touch covers becauseof
the brightness of design
and color. W. &■ J.
Sloane, decorators

inal source of printed cloth.

The merchant marine su

premacy of England started

with the British East India
Company. This corpora
tion was founded to fetch
native wares from India and
distribute them in the com

pany ships to the great mar
kets of the world. Among
die chief articles of rare
merchandise which these

bluff-bowed vessels carried
were the glorious old hand-

painted calico curtains, sold
into England and France,
to lend a foreign savor to
the manor house and the
chateau. These original
curtains were of large pat
tern with no repeat to the

design, and were primarily
intended to drape the ban

quet hall of some Oriental
nabob. Their use was lim
ited Ijoth through the size

Curtains of glazedchintz,
reproduced in England
from an old Italian pat
tern were used in the
room below. Mrs. Mo-
nod, decorator

The designat the lop is "Harwich Bowl"
and that at the bottom "Queen Anne
Lace", both English chintzesrich in col
or and pleasing in design. Courtesy of
the Erskine-Danforth Corporation

The "Carlisle Butterfly" and the "Lion
Crest" are two designsin old chintz re
produced for modern decoration, being
especiallyadaptableto country housein
teriors. Courtesyof Erskine-Danforth
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of the curtain itself and its large expense.
But the charm and gaiety of this new ac

cessory to household decoration were so

great that industry overcame the limita

tion of the originals by producing what we

call ''yard goods." So the chintzes and

cretonnes which you purchase today have

a truly noble ancestry.
Glazed chintzes have been a staple ar
ticle of trade of England and the Conti

nent for above a hundred years. One of

the managers of a large glazing establish

ment in Manchester stated that in his be
lief the glazing or calendering of textiles

originated in Holland during the days of
the Dutch East India Company. Holland
cloth is still the name for a filled cloth
used for roller shades.

Glazed chintzes can properly and ef

fectively be used for almost all purposes
to which the unglazed material is put.
When the glazed surface wears away, as
it will in time, the fabric can be cleaned.
You then have a chintz that is practically
new, since the glazed finish has actually
prevented dust and dirt from getting into
the fabric itself and rotting the cloth.
The process of glazing is of itself a

simple one. The fabric, plain or figured,

is first immersed in a starch solution and

then run between heat and friction cylin
ders. If you asked the Chinese laundry-
man to put a polished finish on a dress

shirt or collar he would go through prac

tically the identical process.
Glazed chintzes do have a mellowness

of color that adds immeasurably to their

charm of design and ground. And then

there is a quaint primness in the way a
glazed fabric hangs that coincides won

derfully with the informal and livable

rooms which most of us wish for.

Oberkampf was the genius of France

who raised the cloth-printing industry of

his country to international fame. Those

delicate and dainty Toiles, depicting pas
toral and classic scenes, were the product
of his print works near Versailles. So

great was the reputation gained through
his craft that the Emperor Napoleon when

inspecting his plant took a medal from off

his own coat, and, pinning it on the breast

(Continued on page 86)

This hand-painted calico curtain from
India was originally designedto orna
ment the walls of the banquet hall of
a native rajah. Such panels were the

ancestors of our chintz

Chintz is so useful that today our roomscould scarcelyget along with- colors suggesthuesfor wall finish and the details of binding, cushions
out it. Here it suppliescurtainsand bed valancesfor the four- posters. and lamp shades. The pattern used here is from printing blocks
A design can be taken from it and painted on the furniture. Its which are over a hundred years old. Erskine-Danforth, decorators
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The drawing room,
which occupies the
entire front of the
second floor, is fur
nishedtn the Georgian
style. The sofa is cov
ered with blue and
greendamaskand the
chairs with red and
blue needlework

Pale green paneled
walls form the back
ground of the draw
ing room. The door is
accented by a Geor
gian arch. In placing
the furniture a bal
ance has been main
tained, which adds to
the room's dignity
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Three large, arched, double windows fill the house-front side of the
drawing room. At these blue curtains are hung, contrasting with the

pale greenwalls and light trim. The rugs are Orientals

The overmantelin the study is a
Ckinesepainting mounted on old
red Chinesefabric with dark blue

damask behind it

Another corner of Mr. Trevor's
study shows two more Chinese
paintings, part of a large and

valuablecollection

THE NEW YORK HOME OF
MR. AND MRS. JOHN TREVOR
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AMONG THE NEW NATURAL ROSES
The Forebears of Our Infinite Rose Family IVere Simple and Single, Qualities Which Are Still of

Great Garden Value and Characterize a Number of Splendid Modern Sorts

J. HORACE McFARLAND, Editor of the American Rose Annual

HOW
did Dame Nature make the rose?

Did she produce offhand the sweet La
France, the queenly Druschki, the glowing

"Jack," and with them gladden the eye of the
first man who glimpsed the rose?

Not at all! The first roses, the purely
natural roses, are the so-called "wild" roses,
native in all the arable lands of the earth, and

spreading mostly by mere chance as the seeds

are sown by the winds and birds.

Count the petals of the

wild rose—the lovely Rosa
setigera of the east and of

the prairies, the sweetbriar

of England. They are five

in number and the rose is

therefore single, having but

one row of dainty and more

or less colorful petals. Then

tear apart, if you are suf
ficiently hard-hearted, a

modern greenhouse rose,

and your count will show
twenty-five or more petals,

up to ninety or so on the

very double varieties.

Old Double Roses

The rose has, it seems, a
natural tendency toward

varying into the production

of 1more petals, for double

roses were known to the

gardens of long ago in
Europe. For a long while

the estimation of the value

of a variety was in close

proportion to its doubleness,

and the open rose was al

most despised and alto

gether disregarded. The
bud received all the atten
tion; the search for rose

perfection a generation and

more ago, and even yet in the estimation of

some growers, would be at an end when a

variety had been produced that would be "full
double," and would remain as a bud, without

opening, until it faded.

I can remember how, as a boy, I was con
sidered unconventional and somewhat queer

because I loved a certain rose which remained
but a few hours in the bud form, quickly

opening into a glorious flat ivory-tinted flower

showing a golden heart of stamens. That

lovely old Sombrieul —I haven't seen it for a
full two score years!
The more completely double roses are not

now in the greatest favor, even with the folk

who know only what the florist forces for or

on them. The looser Killarney type has taken

deep hold on the preferences of the rose-buy

ing public, and in gardens such semi-open
sorts as Gruss an Teplitz, Ecarlate, Los An

geles, Willowmere. Mrs.
Aaron Ward, Duchess of
Wellington and many
others are now cherished.

New Single Sorts

But this is a story of
natural roses, of single
roses, and not of the ]X'tted
greenhouse sorts or of the

scarcely less petted garden

hybrid teas and the more

rugged garden hybrid per-

petuals. I want to tell of
some newer forms of these

natural roses, and to urge
their proper placing and

planting, as shrubs for the

driveway and border, hold

ing place with the lilacs
and spireas and hydran
geas, or climbing wide and

high over trellises and
fences, or serving as hedges.
North America has nearly
a score of these native
roses, several of which are
not hardy north of Ten
nessee. They are all de
scribed and many of them
are illustrated in the 1921
American Rose Annual.
The familiar prairie rose,
R. setigera, is a good shrub,

.4 climber of far-reaching power, but which may readily
be trained to post or pillar, is Paradise, large and oj uncon
ventional jorm, in color a light but not pale pink. It is one

of the newer natural roses

The hybridizing of our fa
miliar prairie rose with the
Japanese R. Wichuraiana
has produced American Pil
lar. Its flowers are of
white-eyed crimson to pale
pink, with golden stamens

"W. M. 5," one of Dr. Van
Fleet's creations n o t yet
available in the trade, bears
superb 2-inch blossoms in
clusters which combine the
crimson of Moyesi with the
while of Wichuraiana
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A splendid natural rose is Hugonis.
■withbuds and blossomsof clear yel
low set closely along arching stems.
The joliage is good and the blooming
season begins very early. One of
West China's rose contributions

but with a tendency not to hold its peculiarly

pale green foliage all the season. Its exquisite

pink flowers fairly flood it for its one great
bloom experience, and it earns its garden way

quite as well as any lilac does. Very aptly
named is a hybrid of this robust natural rose

with an equally robust trailing natural rose of
Japan, R. Wichuraiana; the hybrid, also ro
bust and with far better foliage than either of

its parents, being American Pillar. With
great flowers of white-eyed crimson to pale

pink, with a glowing center of sunny stamens,

this rose is certainly a prize for trellis or hedge

or pillar, or as a trained shrub. It will hold
its good leaves to the time of frost, and its
thick, upstanding canes denote its vigor.

Other Good Sorts

The other American native roses that seem

generally happy as shrubs are R. nitida and

R. Carolina in the East, and R. Woodsii and

R. nutkana in the West. I suggest their use,
with certain foreign sorts, in the larger shrub

plantings rather than in the intimate garden.

The exquisitely fragrant sweetbriar or eglan
tine of England, R. rubiginosa, is a delight,
and there are vigorous hybrids of it

,

known

as the Lord Penzance sweetbriars, which pro
vide varied hues of most pleasing flowers.

Taking a long look around the world, we

find the natural roses of Japan and China
providing us here in America with colors, fra

grances and foliage very different from those

of the Occident, and very desirable to have.

I have mentioned one in describing a hybrid,
the Japanese parent of which, R. Wichurai
ana, is of a trailing rather than climbing dis
position, and with glossy foliage. The only
common name for this beautiful white-flow

ered rose is a gruesome one— it was largely
sold in America as the "memorial rose" be

cause of a fancied fitness for decorating

graves! This is hardly better than the awk-

Another o
f the Van Fleet unnamed
hybrids is "W. S. 18," a blend o
f

Soulieanaand Wichuraiana,of odor a In
and setigera. In June it is covered
with wonderfully numerouspure white
single blossoms. An excellentvariety

ward botanical cognomen, in memory of a cer
tain Baron Wichura of Japanese fame. The
rose is lovely in itself, but it lives for us par

ticularly in a class of hybrids to which it has

imparted good foliage and a vigorous climbing
habit. Indeed, the best of our larger flowered

American climbing roses, are crosses with R.

Wichuraiana (pronounce it comfortably Wy-

choor-eye-anna, if you please), including Sil
ver Moon, Climbing American Beauty and

other prizes. But they are double, and not

within the scope of this story.

Rosa Rugosa

Also of Japan is Rosa rugosa, a chiefly
beautiful and useful natural rose. Named

for its rugose or wrinkled foliage of deep
green, it has also to commend it very- large
flowers of a hue nearly the objectionable ma

genta in some forms, but varying easily to

bright pink and pure white. Great vigor, an

upstanding bush form, and rugged hardiness

also characterize this natural rose, which is

useful as a striking shrub in the border, as a

splendid hedge plant, and directly in the gar
den if it is occasionally pruned severely or cut
off right at the roots. The rugosa roses are
early in bloom, and tend to be continuous

throughout the season, while their seed

(Continued on page 66)
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TO KEEP the BIRDS in the GARDEN

Thesemay be purchasedthroughthe House fif Garden
ShoppingService,19 West AMh Street, New York City

A bracket wren house of
rustic cedar with a one-
inch hole to keepout spar

rows. $1.50

A hanginghousefor wrens
that was copied from a
bamboo Japanese lantern.

It is $1.75

A housefor bluebirds,both
attractive and practical, is
made of sweet- smelling
Jersey cedar. $1.75

1

/A

It is said sparrows do not
trouble a swinging house.
This one is for wrens or
bluebirds.$1.75

(Above) Purple martin
houseof sassafras,evergreen
and red cedar woods. 28"
high, twelve chambers.$36

(Below left) An unusually
attractive homefor a wren
is made of rustic cedar.

$1.50

The house shown
below is for blue
birds. It is well
made and practical.
It comesfor $6

A nesting station to be placed on trees or
the sides of dwellings. Fitted with screen
holders for four kinds of nesting material
and a cone screw for fall and winter feed

ing. 18" x W*". $1.50

A nestshelterfor robins and barn swallows.
To attract robins, it should be placedon a
tree trunk with the front side turned away
from the prevailing winds. 16" high.

Price $2
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO of GOOD INTERIORS

It is a mistake to supposethat an effective
furniture arrangementdependseither on a
striking color scheme or on the emphasis
oj any one period. In the corner of this
back drawing room of a city house,a room
usually difficult to furnish, a number of
good pieces in different styles have been

happily combined becausethey happen to
be sympatheticin line. The mirror is Vene
tian, the cabinet an Italian piecein lacquer,
the table is QueenAnne and the upholstered
chair French. Placed in harmonious rela
tion one to another they createa graceful
a::d balanced grouping for a small room



——w——
While the Gothic style may
not seem appropriate jor
bedrooms, its austerity can
be relieved by the furnish
ings and by decorations on
the vjalls. In this chamber
a plasterdesignwasmodeled
onto the chimney breast.
Another design adds to the
interest of the sunny recess
that servesas writing corner

The peculiar charm of the
Georgian interior lies in the
dignity of its paneling and
in suchaccentsas themantel
and the cabinet. It is an
architectural interior, bal
anced, classicaland not too
delicate. It is an unsur
passed background, as in
this living room, for furni
ture of good line and color
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Paris, London and New
York each has its own ex
pression of modernist dec
oration. The work of Mr.
G. F. A. Voysey in London
comprises a school in itself.
In the roomabove thewain
scot marks the designer's
individuality. It is of green
slate. Allegorical flower
pictures, framed in silver,
are let into it

The refectory table is a type
that appears to advantage
when placed off center in a
room. Thus in this simple
dining room, it stands close
to the window. The case
ment windows, the molded
plaster ceilingand the Jaco
bean oak sideboardcombine
to createan harmonious at
mospherefor the table.E. J.
Kahn, architect
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SATINWOOD FURNITURE
The Furniture Which Marks the Highest Achievement of

\9>th Century Cabinet Making

THE 18th Century has beencalled the Golden Age of

English cabinet-making. It was a
time when luxury was allied to re

finement and good taste; the stand

ard of workmanship was high,

originality of design and idea was

passionately sought for. From the

Adam Brothers on to poor Thomas

Sheraton (the last, and, perhaps,
the greatest of the 18th Century's

designers), carpenter and painter,
craftsman and designer were all

artists working together to produce
beautiful or fitting things for the

wealthy and profoundly fastidious

dwellers in the homes of that

period.
Of this Golden Age it is hardly
stretching a point to call satin-

wood furniture the consummate

achievement. True, the satinwood

period is towards the end of the

century; it goes linked with She

raton's name. But Chippendale,
whose name is linked with ma

hogany, used satinwood quite soon

after its first arrival from the East
Indies, and it was employed by
other makers, eminent in their day,
whose names are now forgotten,
and whose work is attributed to, or

merged in, greater names.

Light-colored woods were just

A large card table typical of the period is inlaid with a border
and centercircle oj darker wood. The border is decoratedwith
a painted design of roses, jasmine and polyanthus

coming into fashion; mahogany,

though still used, had become less
inevitable. This change in fash
ion was chiefly due to the Brothers

Adam; dark, heavy-colored woods

were inconsistent with their classic

white rooms and marble mantel

pieces. If Robert Adam could
have had it all his own way he

would most likely have furnished
on the stone and marble lines of
ancient Rome. But, although his
influence was enormous, and his
adopted style permeates the whole
of that period, it was too cold and

severe for comfort, and certain

modifications there had to be.
Light-colored wood at all events
was essential, and the newly-im
ported satinwood was timely.
Two kinds of satinwood are
used for cabinet-making: East
Indian and West Indian satin-
wood. Botanically considered, the

trees are not closely allied, but
the wood of one bears so close a
resemblance to the other that it is
well to note the points of differ
ence.

East Indian satinwood (Chlor-
oxyeon Sunetenia) is cut from a

fairly large deciduous tree, allied
to mahogany, growing in central
and southern India and Ceylon.

A fruit and
flower designhas
beenusedto dec
orate the top
and graceful ta
peringlegsof the
semi - circular
console

Nasturtiums,cro
cus and red cur
rants form a
decorativeborder
for the top of
the painted sat
inwood table to
the left

(Left) The ground color of
this small console is a very
beautiful pale gold
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A screenwhich lifts up at the back
of this Sheratonwriting table enabled
a lady to sit closeto the fire without
fear of scorching her complexion

This lady's drawing and writing
table, the work of Sheraton, has a
movable desk, which is made to
slide forward when usedfor drawing
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THE ALLURING GARDEN GATE
It Stands a Symbol of the Beauty Hidden Behind It and Brings

Garden Contrasts into Greater Relief

MARY H. NORTHEND

GREAT
changes have taken place in the

enclosing of our gardens since the days
when the Colonial picket gate swung back on

its hinges and through it one passed down the

box-bordered central gravel path to the vine-

clad arbor beyond. Perchance, sauntering

along, one imbibed the sweet odor of cinnamon

pinks, or watched stately hollyhocks uncurl

their silken petals, shaking out the tucks and

wrinkles of their buds like newly awakened
butterflies.

There was dignity in the square wooden
posts, a charm in their carved balls, urns, or

torches, which architects to-day are reproduc

ing in the entrances to our 20th Century-
gardens.
With the introduction of wrought iron into
modern art Italian Renaissance designs have
been revived in planning the gateways that

open into many of our present day estates.

This material seems eminently fitted for gar
den entrances as it is durable, withstands the
ravages of winter, and, like the garden itself,

gains charm with every passing year.

As a staunch support is necessary, gateposts

of brick or stone must be

constructed but with a
foundation several feet be

low the surface so that they

shall not be thrown out of

plumb by frost. Corre

sponding always with the

exterior of the house and

strong enough to allow the

insertion of iron hinges on

which to swing the gate, a

gatepost of this type im

parts an air of distinction

to the entire garden.

Various Types

Nothing produces so nat

ural an effect as the rustic

gate set to break either a

stone wall or a rustic fence.
A vine-covered rustic arch
is especially appropriate
for a simple garden.
The gate typifies the gar
den and the taste of the

owner and should be a part
of the scheme that ties the

house to the garden. Fram

ing a vista, it lures the vis

itor to enter.

In planning the garden
enclosure the paling fence
is not to be despised, par
ticularly where an old-

fashioned garden is in evi
dence. In olden times the
palings were set close to

gether; now they are often

This wrought iron gate betweena kitchen
and a flower gardenbearsa symbolic panel

of fruit

several inches apart to allow a better view of

the garden plot. The gate occasionally shows
an inverted arch, the standards varying in

height. The gateposts here are smaller and
less classical in design while the urns depart
from the usual small, delicately shaped post

caps, becoming elongated.
An archway gives dignity to the Colonial
gate and forms a support for twining vines

and rambler roses, green even in off seasons.

If ferns are planted at the foot of the post
they hide the base of the vine which often

grows straggly as the season progresses.
Then again, we find the wooden gate used

in connection with a well head and brick posts
and walls after the Italian type of garden en
trance. A charming example shows a gate
way. Hung on iron hinges, the latticed gate,
painted a soft gray, contrasts pleasantly with
the brick. Instead of vines trees have been

planted to meet overhead, the soft green leaves

proving an effective foil for the red of the
roof. Pottery baskets of bright colored flow

ers lend a touch of joyousness needed to light
up the dull tones of the brick.

Often the combination of
brick and wood is desirable,

the latter being used for the

roof, supports, and the gate,
while the wall and posts
are of brick. This com
bination affords a pleasing
contrast.

Ornamentation

Many of these gates are
hung by iron or brass
hinges, the latches being de

signed to correspond. Oc

casionally we find a motif
let into the gate, often des

ignating the name of the
estate, such as the dainty
little iris that forms the
central feature of the en
trance into "Iristhorpe".
Instead of wooden posts
this is set between field
stone columns connected by
a latticed pergola. For color
scheme, vines have been
planted that wind around
the posts and will later cov
er the pergola top so that
one enters the gateway
under a bower of soft green.
Unusual gates can be de-

This roofed gate after
the Italian manner leads
into a walled garden.
The gate itself is painted
gray, contrasting with

the bricks
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signed to give charac

ter to an estate and are

much more effective
than the ordinary type.

Take as an instance, a

wooden gate with
strapped hinges that
leads into a duck yard.

Cut out the figure of a

duck in the lower
panel, which may be

silhouetted in black by

the placing of a thin

piece of painted wood

underneath, and it at

tracts the attention the

moment one enters the

garden. Carrying out

the old-fashioned idea

this gate demands a

(Can't on page 66)

Whereasthe gatesoj Eng
lish manorial estates bore
the owner's coat of arms,
the American garden bears
the symbol of the owner's
favorite flower. Thus
"Iristhorpe," the gardenof
Mrs. Homer Gage, a t
Shrewsbury,Mass., is sym
bolized m the convention
alized iris of the gate.
Mrs. Gage's garden is
well known for its iris

Quite an unusual interest is given the minor gar
den gatesif the symbol of theplaceto which they
lead is marked. This little wooden gate with
strap of iron hinges and a duck ornamentation
opens into the duck yard of a garden at Oster-

ville, Mass.

For an old-fashioned garden especially there is
no type of fenceor gate to equal the Colonial post
and paling. Whereasthe paling usedto be placed
quite close together,it is now the custom to use
them farther apart, affording a glimpse of the
garden beyond. The gate posts can be finished
with ornamentalurns. This gate lets on the old-
fashioned garden of the William Brewster Page

house at Fitchburg, Mass.
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MY GARDEN IN MAY AND JUNE
Notes of the Spring and Early Summer Flowers and the Effects
They Render—The Mixed Plantings of Hyacinths, Tulips and Daffodils

MRS. FRANCIS KING

SOME years ago,
I

had given to me a few

roots of the old single

white fragrant violet. By

clearing out space for this

darling of the spring, we now

have several little colonies in

open ground below lilacs;

and nothing is more valued

or more welcome than this

small old-fashioned flower.

It seems as though no florists'
violet could compare with it

in scent, so rarely sweet it is,

and the groups of little

flowers are like a tiny milky

way upon the ground when

their time is ripe for bloom.

Hyacinths now are to the

fore, also. Of these I have not
many; but Oranjeboven run

ning in and out of that pale
crocus, Scipio, is very nice,

pale coral and pale lavender.

And while we are on crocuses,

Scipio again, threading its

way between the very pale
lemon green leaves of Hemer-

ocallis Florham, is a charm

ing sight. The delicate tones
of crocus and lily foliage
prove excellently related.

Among other hyacinths is

Grand Maitre in streams of
rich and lusty violet, bloom

ing with daffodils of various

names, chiefly Katherine

Spurrell, blossoming thickly
all about. There is here a

very simple but very nice

combination of flowers, one

which the smallest of gardens

might afford and which the

garden's owner would be cer

tain to enjoy to the full.

The Daffodils

I come in from the garden
on May 16th with my small
copper watering pot, capacity
about two quarts and with

hooped brass handles, filled

with choice labelled daffodils,

every one new to me this year.
Of these, most have graced
tables in English shows for

some years past, and some
American amateurs have had
them in their gardens for al

most as long; but these of

mine were bought in 1919
and it is an excitement of
some intensity to watch the
varieties as they open. Tres-

serve is a glorious clear yel
low trumpet of great size, a
most conspicuous daffodil;
Fiery Cross has the richest
stain of orange rimming its
yellow cup; Great Warley,
Miss Willmott, among the
Incomparabilis tribe, are very
fine. Sirdar is a magnificent
flower. But the three out

standing ones to me are:
Tresserve, Loveliness, and

Salmonetta. Loveliness is a
slender straw colored trumpet
of most beautiful form and
color, perianth white, a flower
one would notice anywhere;
and Salmonetta is a little
Poet of great distinction.

Combinations

As I was carrying my pot
of treasures down the garden
walk in the evening light my
eye fell upon a line of a
dozen glorious tulips, the

single early Illuminator. This
tulip is of a flaming orange,
a superb flower. At once, I
thought I must hold my pot
of daffodils near Illuminator
and see which becomes it the
best. Salmonetta's wonderful

orange cup won this distinc
tion for itself. Use this daffo
dil—with tulip Illuminator,
a carpet of single rock cress
below, and a backing of

Spirea arguta now coming
into bloom—and a smiling
spring picture is created, a
picture which upon a day of
cloud and shower will catch
and hold its own sunlight.

(Continued on page 86)

Especially bold and good is
the effect of Valeriana of
ficinalis, its silvery flowers
rising well above the nearby
plantings. I have arranged
Ihem in eight balanced
spaces around the garden

Long, loose groups of violet
and lavender hyacinths
among the daffodils, with a
few yellow tulips to rein
force the latters' color, trail
down a slope beneath Jap
anese quince and cedars
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THE ARISTOCRAT OF SHRUBS
Is the Boxwood, Old-Time Favorite and Now Eagerly Sought When One Attempts

to Re-create the Garden Spirit of Earlier Days

DOWN
through the centuries with bits of

history and romance still clinging tena
ciously to it

,

has come the boxwood tree.

Xo other tree or bush seems to have the same
tendency of re-creating our childhood dreams,
or recalling to our mind's eye the pictures of

the courtly days and ways of our ancestors.

Well is it called the aristocrat of shrubs,
and well that it should be sought after and

treasured; because in these days when habits
and customs are changed so lightly and ab

ruptly we should foster in our gardens some

thing which will bring us the charm and beauty
of the old order. A gnarled oak, or an old
elm with far-flung shade and lofty branches
inspires within us a feeling of veneration, but
there is something more intimate, more domestic

and more personal in a venerable specimen of
box which clearly shows its antiquity, and be

speaks the petting, the coaxing and the cher

ished care of generation after generation of

garden lovers.

The use of box is very, very old. We are

told by the Jesuit poet, Rapin, in one of his

H. STUART ORTLOFF

quaint old poems, that Flora's hair hung all
undressed, neglected "in art-less tresses" until
in pit)' another nymph "'around her head
wreathed an boxen bough," which so improved
her beauty that trim edgings were placed ever

after "where flowers disordered once at random

grew." Pliny tells of box in his Italian gar
dens. Historians of England have associated

it with many old events and customs. It was
popular because it was so wide spread, so hardy

and thrifty, and so varied in its use. There
were no better shrubs for borders and edgings.

And it was so effective both in winter and in
summer. Then when the craze for topiary
work descended with all its awful force, it was
discovered that the box would cut into grotesque

shapes and train very easily. One can almost

appreciate the feelings of a young husky box

bush as it went under the shears and came out
from the ordeal in the borrowed form of beast,
bird, or fish.

Then there were the utilitarian functions. It

was early discovered that if my lady's linen
was spread on the broad flat tops of the box

hedges it would bleach wonderfully well. It

was a day of ceremony, this wash day, for it

was an annual affair. The large linen chests
held a huge supply, and only once a year did

it all see the light of day and bleach in the sun.
Many are the tales which the good housewife
could tell of the gangs of men who made it a

business to prey on the hedges of linen on these

great days.

With all these uses in mind is it little won
der that when the sturdy Pilgrim fathers loaded
their household gods on the good ship May
flower, which was to bear them away from

their native land to one which promised peace
and liberty, they should remember to stow

away carefully some little sprigs of box and
nurse them tenderly?
You can easily imagine the Puritan mother
with a far-away look and tears in her eyes,

planting the little sprigs near her cabin door

when the first warm breath of spring came.

It reminded her of the hedgerows of old En
gland, and friends. The stern religion of these

(Continued on page 84)

An air o
f venerableage clings to the boxwood, a heritage,perhaps, from

the centuriesthrough which this bush has come down to us. From the
sun-steepedleaves rises a pungent, spicy odor whose appeal cannot be
denied. By courtesy o

f Lewis & Valentine, landscape contractors
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BRUSHING U P O N BRUSHES
A Practical Exposition of How the Different Kinds of Brushes Are

Used and What They Are Made Of

ETHEL R. PEYSER

HOUSEHOLD
work is drudgery unless it

is put on as nice (I say "nice" advisedly
in its purest sense) a plane as any other

craft. The best way of doing this is to have
tools that are adapted to the different kinds of
work—and furthermore, and quite as impor
tant, tools you are proud of, proud enough to

keep well and advantageously.
The carpenter does not use one kind of tool
for everything—he does not use a chisel where
a plane could be used not only to better the job
but for his own comfort or pleasure. The same
thing can be said of the painter, who would not

use a whitewash brush for a var

nish job. But the housekeeper
seems to think it part of her duty,

somehow, to use a one-for-all tool,

and then wonder why her work is

irksome and her job ill done.
Brush work in the home is the

most pregnable of citadels, but one

that can be easily fortified against

calumnies by a little attention to

what a brush is, does, and can be.

Of course, a brush is meant to
brush. The two main classes of
brushes in which we are interested
are the household and personal. Of
these two we will discuss the house
hold and just touch in passing the
personal brush (such as nailbrush,
clothes, etc.), and will not enter
into the paint-brush story even

though the paint-brush is in house-

(Below) The first is a general
utility brush of hair, the middle
for a radiator, the third, a gen
eral shelf brush of fibre

hold use on a surprising number of occasions.

Bristles and fibres and hair are the brush
of the brush. The finest brushes are of bristle
and hair and the less fine are of fibre save

where bristle would not function any better for

the job than fibre. Hair is used in some
brushes where fine work and delicate surfaces

are involved. For example, the shaving brush
is of hair, the silver brush of bristle, the whisk

of fibre. A room wall brush, too, is often of
hair to save the paper or wall finish.
Bristles come from the hog's (or boar's)
back, and the colder the country in which this

A dependablescrub brush is at top, with
nail, sink and scrub brush below it, all of
fibre. Courtesy of Wanamaker

quadruped roams the longer and tougher the
bristle. Therefore, the Siberian bristle has al

ways been the toughest— and the Chinese have
come a close second. We get bristles, too, from

France and Belgium. The bristles from the
United States are not tough, as we kill the hog
too soon— for bacon. However, for a soft brush
these bristles are very fine. Japan imports
bristles and so did Austria before 1914.

The resilient, springy quality in the bristle
cannot be duplicated in any other brush ma

terial. Due today to the disorganized trade

conditions with Europe and Asia, the bristle
brush is almost a luxurv.

The Americani brush has been
conceded to be as fine as the Euro
pean or magically ''imported"
brush, as there is not any place

today where the home is being
studied by the brush maker as it is

being done in America.

Bristles don't break if bent—and
the longer the bristle, the stiffer and

stouter is the butt end by which it

is securely fastened. Therefore all

hail the wild old hog!
Horsehair, badger, camel's hair,
etc., are ideal materials for some

brushes. Many household brushes
are made of horsehair, shaving
brushes of badger, and the artist's

brush is made of camel's hair when

it can be had. Hearth brushes are
sometimes made of the mane hair

{Below) from left to right, a gen
eral utility furniture brush of
hair, a radiator brushand a brush
for silver, of white bristles

i

I <■

A self-reversing dry mop has a handle
set in a rubber neck. Courtesy of Lafay

ette Brush Co.
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of the horse, wall brushes, too; sometimes goat
hair is used. Among other brushes made of
horsehair frequently are the crumb (table),

pastry, bottle and dish washing (white hair).
The very best white horsehair comes from the
Russian pony and is very nearly as stiff as
bristles. The black horsehair of the finest
grade is also imported, as the domestic is not

as good. Other horsehair

comes from China, Austra

lia, South America.

Fibre or Bristle

When you buy a brush, if
you don't know a fibre from

a bristle, ask your dealer.

He may say: "No, this is
not bristle, it is made of

Bass" (or Bassine, Kitool,
Palmyra or Palmetto or Rice
Root, or mixed fibres, or
union, or union marble,
etc.). If he is a good dealer
you need not fear; if his
price is not very low you
need not be suspicious, be

cause no good brush is in-

expensive today and no
cheap brush is a saving.
Of all the fibres Tampico

(from Mexico, Central
America largely), the prod
uct of a species of cactus

plant, is probably the best

fibre. Palmyra, too, is an

excellent fibre, and comes

from a plant indigenous to

regions near the Indian
Ocean and the Valley of the

Tigris. What geographical
scope we have in our homes !

There are trade names
for fibres such as Ox fibre,
a fine quality of fibre from

the cabbage palmetto, and

many other trade named
fibres which must be pro
cured by ye purchasers only

from purveyors of royal
lineage.
Brushes are made of mix

tures of bristle and hair,

such as some flesh brushes or hand brushes,

the bristles taking the brunt of the action and

holding the water better, yet protecting the

hair. Fibre and bristles are sometimes used in
combination, too.

If you buy an "all bristle" brush you don't
want a mongrel variety. If it is a mixture you
are getting a usable and amply priced brush.

Black bristle is often made into pipe, win

dow, stove, wall, radiator, milk bottle and per
colator brushes.

The color, black or white, of bristles doesn't
stamp quality. In some cases black bristles
are bleached for esthetic reasons. For exam
ple, a white toothbrush is more attractive. The
natural white bristle usually comes from China

and the natural black from

Siberia.

Fibres in browns and

whites, blacks and whites

are mixed in brushes for ap
pearances. Color in brushes

is a matter of attractiveness

and does not alter the use

fulness or the wear of them.
The number and variety
of brushes on the market
are tremendous — one firm
makes sixty-nine ordinary
household brushes, and be

sides this has others tucked

away, to say nothing of the

personal, industrial and'pro-
fessional classes of brushes.

Thousands is not an exag
gerated figure to apply to

the variety of brushes for all

uses on the market today.
Another firm shows twen

ty-nine different kinds of
scrubbing brushes (all of
fibre—Palmyra, Rice-Root,
White Tampico, Ox Fibre,
Palmetto, etc., etc.) of vary

ing shapes, sizes and color.

The object being in even'
case for the purchaser to buy
the brush that fits the hand

and the job.

Brushes Must Brush
Only

Brushes, like any other
implement, should do their

own jobs only and nothing

else. A brush that gouges
and does a chisel's work is a

poor brush, no matter what

quality the fibre or brush

(Continued on page 80)

Not until one beginsto buy brushesdoessherealize their amazingassortment
or the diversity o) their uses,methodsof make and material. In this group
the lop set is as jollows (Left to right), bowl brush of bristle, desk mop
of cotton, cotton duster,scouringbrush of fibre and flask brush of bristle and
hair. Below come a pastry brush of bristle and hair, cotton duster, bottle
brush of white bristle and hair and a sink brush of cactus. Courtesy of the

Fuller Brush Co.

For cleaning the drain pipe in the ice
box comes this highly specializedbrush.

From Wanamaker

This bottle brush, of fibre, reachesthe
utmost corner and guaranteesa thor

ough cleansing
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The style of Louis XVI (1774-
1793) shows a departure from
the styles of the precedingLouis.
The chair legs are uniformly
straight and round. The orna
mentation is classical and yet
delicate and the construction,
while never lacking in grace, is
heavier than that of Sheraton,
who combinedthe delicacyof the
Adam designs with the contour

of Louis XVI

This page of period chair legs,
togetherwith a similar one in the
January issue, comprisesa con
densed guide to judging the
period of chairs. In that num
ber some five English periods—
Sheraton, William and Mary,
QueenAnne and early Georgian,
Chippendale,Jacobean and Caro-
lean. Here we have Adam, Hep
plewhite, the three Louis and the

Empire

THE CHAIR LEGS of SIX PERIODS
As Developed in French and English Styles

In the row above the four
to the left are Adam de
signs (1762-1795). First a
square leg with block foot
and flower relief; then a
fluted column round leg
of delicate construction:
next a square tapered leg
with spade foot, showing
use of the Saltrine stretch
ers, and finally a flutedcol
umn with simple turnings
at the foot and classical
teaf carving above

The Hepplewhite style
dates from 1765 to 1795.
The first two illustrations
aboveon theright areinlaid
and carved legsfor sofa'or
setteeends,showing Adam
influence. The chair next
is a square leg with block
foot showing Adam origin.
The next is a more usual
designand the last is dis
tinctively Hepplewhite—
veneer and outline mold
ings and decoration

The group in the center
above are Empire legs,
dating from 1793to 1830.
The first on the left is
English Empire, heavy in
front and the back legs
beingrathergraceful. The
next is French Empire, a
rather unhappy translation
of Louis XVI. The other
two are American Empire.
They were either curved
or straight and turned,
without ornamentation

Louis XIV and XV are
representedin this group.
At the left, a Louis XIV
cabriole leg with cloven
hoof, carved decorations
and molded flat stretcher;
an early Louis XIV, square
with carved ornaments; a
Louis XV cabriole show
ing the Rococo manner;
and a well-proportioned
cabriole leg typical as the
base of the best work of
the Louis XIV and XV
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The house for Miss Rodman is in the Cots-
wold style. Windows and doors are ar
rangedin groups and bays on tkis southern
exposure,giving an abundance of light and
air and yet retaining the blank wall surface
characteristic of the Cotswold manner

Retaining walls are usedto createa variation
in ground levels, which give both the house
and its grounds the privacy found in old-
world architecture. Native stone laid in
wide bond gives thesewalls a rich coloring

and diversity of texture

•, ! ' Po^-chti LivingI

T <Lr r- a c e

The garageis not an isolated unit, but a valuable
part of the general composition, being connected
with the house by walls enclosing the service
yard. There are a house-depth living room, a
smallerdining room and hall and kitchen

THREE HOUSES AT CHESTNUT
HILL, PA.

ROBERT R. McGOODWIN, Architect
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The entranceis as far separatedfrom the living side of
the house as is possible in so small a plan. Thus the
owner'sprivacy in his gardenor on his loggia cannot be
disturbed by an unexpectedvisitor. This loggia and the
porch are decided features of the plan. The library is
a commodiousroom faced by a wide hall. The dining
room is in the rear bay extension, thus putting the
kitchen and servicequarters on the entranceside

In the houseof Norman Mackie a loggia
forms the connecting link between the
first floor rooms and the garden. From
these rooms one may step here to be
outside the house and yet be protected
from the weather. The garden paths
are laid out in rough stone, the cross
axis from the loggia being marked by a
bird bath. A low foundation planting
ties the housecomfortably to the ground

The warm gray, sand-finished plaster
of thewalls forms a pleasingbackground
for the evergreens,vines and flowers in
immediateproximity to the house. This
texture of the walls, which has been
carefully studied, will weather quickly
to an appearanceof age and be har
monious with the surroundings. One
of the interestingfeatures of this view
is the varying roof lines
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7"Ae residence o
f Walter M.

Schwartz is a type o
f modern do

mestic architecture that combines
the quiet and hospitable formality

o
f the Georgian period with the

freedomandlatitude o
f designmore

prevalent in earlier periods. This
view shows the southern exposure
and library bay window at the

nearerend

When the season is hot and pro
tection from the sun is desirable,
brilliant colored awningsare swung
out over a part o
j

the terrace,
thus enclosing an outside living
room. The terrace extends to
the dining room and its porch.
Rounded-top doors and low win
dows under the eavesare a feature

o
f this facade

As the house is locatedon a hill top

it is so placedas to give every liv
ing room a view o

f the garden and
the southern exposure. All these
rooms open onto the flagstoneter
race and garden. The library is

quite isolated. A serviceyard wall
ties the garage to the housegroup
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These four views are
of an English walled
garden, a garden set
on a hill exposed to
winds that made walls
a necessity. The gar
den is on the place of
Mr. Thackeray Turner,
near Godalming,Surrey

(Below) From the seat
in this sunny recessin
the wall one can sec
through an arch into
the garden behind.
This arched niche
promises a windless
spot where one could
sit in cold weather

When the sun be
comes overpower
ing one may retire
to a little stone
porch that makes a
cool oasis in the
midday heat. Con
trasted with its
shadowed darkness
is the blaze of
Shirley poppies

A garden architec
ture that shall seem
a natural outflow
ing of the earth
is the ideal of Mr.
Turner's school of
landscaping. These
walls are of rough-
hewn stone fledged
with plants
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This tennis house,
standingat the end of a
main gardenpath, is an
elaboration oj the low
retaining wall which
gives a level table jor
the tennis court be
yond. Ralph M. Wein-
richter, landscapearchi

tect

GARDEN WALLS AND SHELTERS
How the One Can Be the Outgrowth of the Other In
Completing the Framework of the Garden Picture

WHILE the functions of garden wallsand garden shelters are quite different,

the one is so often a part of the other

that it is advisable to consider them together.
The garden wall may merely enclose a gar
den from the wind and the curiosity of out

siders, or it may divide the different parts of
the garden, such as the kitchen garden from

the flower garden, or its presence may be made

necessary by the contour of the land.

The garden shelter, on the other hand, is

a feature more or less architectural, accord

ing to the nature of the garden. If it is a
formal garden, laid out with the precision

and balance one sees in the magnificent work

of La Xoitre at Versailles, then the shelter
will require a decidedly formal and archi
tectural character. It may be a garden
house or a Temple of Love such as the his

toric example in the garden of the Petit

Trianon. At the other end of the pole stands
the rustic summer-house, which is perfectly

at home in the informal and wild garden
or in a garden that is laid out in the imme

diate presence of many trees. Midway are
those garden shelters of cypress painted

white and fashioned in delightful designs

of rose arch, grape arbor, pergola and tea

house that we find in so many American
gardens today. The white of their paint
forms a pleasing contrast to the green grow

ing things about them. Midway, also, we
find the various types of garden shelters

built as part of the garden wall or as an

elaboration of it
,

such as those illustrated

here. These represent more unusual de

signs and have a value because each is the

result of a separate landscaping problem.

The fact that they come from both America
and England adds further to their interest.

The English example is from the home of
Thackery Turner at Godalming, Surrey- The
site is somewhat exposed, and in designing the

garden Mr. Turner found that a plentiful sup
ply of walls and shelters was a necessary pro
vision against the effects of the wind. He has

turned this necessity to very good esthetic ends.
The walls and shelters are built of irregular
blocks of soft sandstone. This has been
weathered to a pleasing mellowness.

A new developmentin the H. H. Rogers gardenat
Southampton, L. I., is marked by a rise in level,
reachedby low brick stepsand pronouncedby a wall

The building in this garden is in no sense
architectural, as in old French and Italian
gardens. The walls are not meant to impress
the eye by the fact of their geometrical hard
ness and symmetry; it is not intended that the
work of man should be sharply contrasted with
nature. They are essentially an organic part
of the nature around them—walls of roughly
hewn local stone, fledged with living plants.
The shelters are of the least elaborate
character—an angle of the wall covered in
with rough stone roofing serves as protec
tion from the rain. Another shelter takes
the form of an arched niche built into a

bank. In other cases the shelters are built
out from the walls and roofed with tiles.
The two American examples have equally
disftnctive character. In the garden shown
at the top of this page the main garden axis

terminates in a building which is a natural

development of the low retaining wall. This
wall supports the level of a tennis court, and
the house serves the logical purpose of spec
tators' shelter and tea house. Its heavy tim
bers and broad, low roof make it very much

a part of the garden. Herbaceous borders

line either side of the path and the planting

is brought up close to the steps of the house.

More pronouncedly an elaboration of the

wall is the new garden shelter on the estate

of H. H. Rogers at Southampton, L. I. A

level space has been walled in and is called

the Children's Garden. At one side brick
steps lead up to a flat terrace that reaches

the level of a shelter. Through this one can

go into the other parts of the garden behind.

The combination of brick walls and cement
walls is very pleasing. Hydrangeas in pots
mark accent points in the garden path, and

(Continued on page 84)
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The stalely beauty of the delphiniumsshows to perfection against the tree background in Mr. Galsworthy's garden in Surrey, Eng
land. Among them are many of the tall hybrid varieties, their spiresrising well above the broad massesof the herbaceousborder,

fitting accents in the garden picture

HYBRID DELPHINIUMS IN AN ENGLISH GARDEN
Their Selection, Care and Place in the Garden Picture—Some Notes on Culture

Which Are of Interest to Flower Lovers Everywhere

T N the warm summer days when the
A garden smiles with joyous color and on

every hand the flowers are competing
with each other to attract the bees that are

working from dawn till dark, it is pleajant to
sit, as is my custom, and paint the blooms

growing and sparkling in the sunlight. There

are few flowers in my garden that have not had
their portraits taken at some time or other.
I think this is the best way to learn their
characteristics and their beauty, and certain

ly the best way for a student to become skilful
in flower painting. The lights and shades are
so constantly on the move with every breath
of air that it requires greater effort to get their

shapes, colors and shadows into the mind,
after which it will be a comparatively easy task
to make a picture of a bunch of cut flowers in

a vase standing in the still and unchangeable
light of an ordinary room or studio.
One day I was out-of-doors painting a rath
er fine spike of a very blue delphinium called
Florence, long since discarded in nurserymen's
catalogs for better varieties. I had done about
half of it and was wondering whether I should
have the perseverance to continue the almost
monotonous repetition of the same shape until
I arrived at the bottom of the spike, when I

FRANK GALSWORTHY

One of the most pleasingof Mr. Galsworthy's
flower paintings is a group of delphinium
trusses,violet, heliotrope,and blue

was suddenly aware of a great to-do and com

motion around me, and a fat bumble tee flew

upon my painting, there alighted and wandered

about with some noise and, I suppose, dis
appointment.
Of course this pleased me tremendously, for
I felt sure at the time that the bee was paying
me a great compliment, and that the painting
must be good in order so to deceive it. But I
know better now, or am more modest, for I
have found out that any bright color is very

alluring to bumble bees, and it was the color,

not the skilful deception that had attracted it.
I caught that bee under my hat and procured a
glass in which it was made prisoner until I
had painted its portrait hovering in the air

by the side of the blue flowers.

The pleasing recollection of this incident,
one among many pleasant happenings which

frequently occur to those who quietly study

nature, has left an undying affection in my

heart for these beautiful larkspurs, and I grow
them not only for myself but for the apprecia
tive bees.

There are many species of delphinium, most

of which are grown only by gardeners who in

terest themselves in rare plants, but the most

(Continued on page 74)
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COUNTRY HOUSE NOTE PAPER
Some Vnusual Designs tor Correspondence That Lighten the Task of Letter

Writing In the Informal Time of the Year

SUMMER
is primarily the season of

gaiety, a time to break away from many
staid habits and conventions and revel

in 3. certain amount of delightful informality.
A country house reflects this spirit in its

furnishings, its cuisine and even in the many
charming designs made for note paper. The
variety and originality of these surely must go
far toward lightening the task of letter writing.
A design that tells all the story and is de
servedly popular with dwellers off the beaten

paths who welcome visits from their friends, is
illustrated here. It consists of a funny, old
fashioned engine attached to a train of cars,
express wagon, envelope and telephone with
the respective address after each. This design
is engraved in the same manner as a mono
gram or crest and can l>edeveloped in a varied
color scheme, in one tone, or in black. It is
the best solution for a country place with a
different railroad, post office and telephone
address. Owners of private cars can use an
other form of the same idea by having a tiny
replica of the car engraved on their paper.
Of course no address is

used here and a letter

written on this kind of

stationery has invariably
an element of interest

apart from its contents.

One immediately starts 'to

wonder— then imagine !
All dull letter writers
should use this type of

paper.

Probably the most indi

vidual form is a photo

graph of one's country house or some cher

ished corner of the grounds at the head of the

letter paper. This can be reduced to the prop
er size and pasted on, which is not very satis

factory from point of appearance, or it can be

printed directly on the paper. The picture at
the head of the group on this page shows a view

of a house with sweeping lawn and trees in

front. On one side is the telephone number,

on the other, the railroad address. Sometimes

only the name of the place is used, or if no
name and address are desired, just the picture
alone. This form is the most satisfactory for any
one desiring something peculiarly one's own.

Above is shown a photograph printed
on the letter paper. From Black, Starr
& Frost. To the right is paper the
color and texture of birch bark, and the
crouching panther silhouetted in the
corner is taken from the name of the
place. From Dempsey & Carroll

Photographs are not the only medium for

picturing a country house on paper. After the

photographer, the artist comes into his own

and often a little sketch, by its very simplicity,
will go far toward suggesting the charm of
some wooded spot or garden close that would

mean nothing in a photograph. Every large

stationery firm has an artist on its staff able

to carry out any idea brought him or to submit

original designs. At the bottom of this page
is shown a sketch of a tiny cottage, the pine

trees in the distance immediately suggesting

the type of surrounding country. The, paper

just above this is interesting from the fact that

in color and texture, it is a faithful reproduc
tion of birch bark. For a camp in the Maine
woods, nothing could be more attractive or ap

propriate than this paper, ornamented with a

little sketch of a log cabin in among the trees,

or a strip of lake seen through some pines. Or
the design may be taken from the name of the

place, as the black panther shown here. Or

again, if you are featuring a certain flower in

your garden, why not incorporate it in your
note paper? Here many

charming color schemes

might be worked out Sues'
cessfully to add variety.
There are countless pos
sibilities for attractive and
unusual designs in note
paper for the country
house. It is a matter of
artistic ingenuity and al

though a little thing, one

which adds immensely to

the gaiety of life.

EN ROUTE

(Left) A sketch can suggestcharmingly
some cherished spot. (Above) Most
useful is the design showing the rail
road, post officeand telephoneaddress.
From Gilbert T. Washburn. Owners of
private cars can have delightful note
paper. The design above from Cartier
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April THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Fourth Month

The sweetpeatrench
must be deeply dug
and very thoroughly
enriched

Where new ground
is to be usedfor the
gardenthe sod must
be removed

A straight board
will serveas a guide
jor even edging of
the lawn area

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

Everyclodfedsa stir ofmight.
An instinct
icithtnUthat
reachesand
towers,
And, oropingblindlyabove
U for light.
Climbsto a
soulingrass
and/towers.
—Lowell.

3. Rasp
berries,blackberries, cur-
rants andgooseberries
that were
burledlastfall
cannowbeun
earthed. Anapplicationof
Roodmanure
worked Into
thebordernow
will materially
Improve the
fruir.

10.Haveyou,
stakesonhand
fordahliasand
othertallflowers, raffia or
Jute cord fortying,anarbor
for thegardenroses,asundial
for the flower
garden?Youare
sureno essen
tial has beenforgotten?This
Is thetimeto
checkthemup.

17. Do not
letyourgreen
housebe Idle
all summer.
Therearemanyworthy crops
whichcan be
started now,
suchaspottedfruits,melons,
tomatoes,
cauliflowerandchrysanthe-
mums.Donot
let the house
beempty.

24. Do notneglect the
sweet peas
whentheyate
small—seethattheyareproperly h111ed
whenabout4"
high.Support-
i ng them
shouldnot bepostponedun
til they have
beenflattenedbywindorrain
and damaged.

This calendarof the gardener'slabors is aimedas
a reminderfor undertakingall his tasks in season.
It is fitted to the latitude of the Middle States,
but its serviceshould be available for the whole
country if it be rememberedthat for every one
hundredmilesnorth or south there is a difference
of from five to sevendays later or earlier in per
forming gardenoperations. The dates given are,

of course,for an averageseason.

4. Straw
berriesshould
nowbeuncov
ered for the
season. The
winter mulch
of manurecan
be forkedun-
der . If no
mulchwasapplied,however,
givethebedagoodtopdress
ingwith bone
meal beforedigging.

5. If you
have notpruned thehardyrosesit
must be at
tendedto atonce, because
rosesstartinto
activegrowthvery early.
Prunethehy
brid typesto
threeeyes,but
leaveabout4"
of new wood
ontheteas.

11. If properly hardened,
plantsof the
more hardy
typesofgarden
vegetablescan
besetoutnow,
such as cabbage, cauliflower,lettuce,
onions, etc.
Cover them
withplantpro
tectorsorpaper
ondangerously
coolnights.

18. Fiames
for themelons
mustbesetIn
placenow.See
Mat the hills
are well prepared Insidethem, using
plentyof good
manure and
choppedsod.
Theseedmay
besownJustas
soonasthesoil
is thoroughly
warmedup.

25. Bean
Coles
cannow

eputInplact-
ior the llmas.
Dig liberal
sizedholesforthem,working
plenty of
manure Into
the soil whenrefilling. The
mound.or hill
should be
about4"above
the adjoininggrade.

12.Thesecret
ofsuccesswithpotatoes 1bearlyplanting;
theseplantsare
quickly destroyedbyhot,
dry weather.
To avoidthisdangerplant
now, so that
the crop will
cometomaturity beforethetryingweather
strikestt.

. fl. Thatunproductiveor
chardcan be
madeto yield
abundantlyIfyou resortto
theproperuse
of covercrops.
To provethis,
sownowamix
tureofCanada
fieldpeasandoats,andplow
them under
whentheyare
about2' high.

19. This is
thepropertime
to start some
plants from
seedfor flow-erlng next
winterin thegreenhouse.Primula,cycla
imn.snapdiag
on and many
others should
bestartednow
and grownduringsummer
in frames.

26. It is a
mistakenotto
make whatsowingsarenecessarytogive
a continuous
supplyofquick
maturingeiops
suchas peas,beets,carrots,
spinach, etc.
The common
ruleIs to sow
whentheprecedingsowingis
aboveground.

13.Theperen
nial border
shouldbeover-
hauled. Anyexistingvoids
mustbe filled
In either by
newplantsorby dividing
thosewhichare
left.Digunder
some good
manureorgive
thebedsatop-dressingofraw
crushedbone.

20.Keepthe
soil constantly
stirredbetween
the garden
rows. Seeds
that are slow
In germinating
canbeprotect
ed by placing
tho lime be-
tween the
labels.Solicul
tivationIsmorenecessarywith
young plants
thanold.

7. If theasparagusbed
was mulched
lastfall It can
be turnedun
dernow. Hill
thesoil up to
therowsif you
like yourasparagus
white.Saltin
liberalquanti
tiesshouldbeappliedtokeep
down the
weeds.

14.PlantsIn
tubs Intended
as specimens
iorthegrounds
should be
wateredfreely
with liquid
manures.
WhereIt Isnot
convenientto
makeor usethis, a top-dressingofpure
cow manure
canbeapplied
to

27.Haveyousprayingma
terialsonhand
forthehostof
bugs and
diseasesthat
are certainto
visit you this
summer?Spray
the currant
bushes now
with arsenate
of leadto destroythegreen
currantworms
whilesmall.

21. Starthardeningoff
the bedding
plantsin thegreenhouseor
framenow. It
Iscertaindeath
to set outcoleus,gerani
ums,etc.,un
lesstheyhave
beenproperlyhardened,
whichordinarily takesabout
twoweeks.

28. This Is
thopronertime
to have thegreenhouses
overhauled.
Broken glass
shouldbe replaced,looseglasscanbere
set, and the
woodwork
shouldbepro
tectedby at
leastonecoat
ofgoodexterior
paint.

FRIDAY

1. Early
plantinglathe
first essentlal
tosuccess.Fin
ish all plantingsofdecidu
ous treesand
shrubsat the
firstopportunity. Firmtheplantswell In
the soli and
don't allow
themto suffei
from lack of
water.

8. Thelawn
should be
looked overcarefullytoas
surea velvetygreen sward
this summer.
Sodanysmall
baldspots,andspadeandseed
down large
spaces.Anap
plication of
bonemealor
woodashesis
advisable

15. All bor
ders or openspacesaroundplants should
t>ckeptloosen
ed up with adigging fork.
This admits
the necessary
air to thesoil
and also pre
ventstherapidevaporationof
themoistureIf
theweatherIsdryandsunny.

22.Anylarge
treesthathave
been recently
transplanted
must not be
neKlected.Lib
eralwateringIsessential,andheavymulch
ing Is also agoodpractice.
Makesoiltests
toseethatthe
soil belowthe
roots is sufficientlymoist.

29. if you

f
rowanycrops
or the llvt-
stock theground for
them should
bemadeready.Mangels,car
rotsandsugar
beets arestaplesandcan
be sownnow,althoughcorn
mustwait for
warmer wea
ther.

SATURDAY

2. Weather
conditionsvary,butusually it Is safe
tostartsowing
seedsof the
more hardytypesof vege
tables now.Peas,spinach,
i ad l shes ,onions,pars
nip,beets,carrots, Swisschard,etc.,are
allseasonable.

9. Before
the treesand
shrubsleafout
it is advisable
togooverthemcarefully,destroying any
caterpillar
nests beforetheyhatch.An
asbestostorch
isthebestweapon to use;
slight scorchingwillnotinjuretheplants.

16.Seedsof •
themorehardy
flowerssuchassnapdragon,
asters, alys-
sum,calendula,
centaur ea,
pansles,violas,
scablosa.etc..maybe sown
outsideat this
time.Havethe
soliwellpulverized,asflow
er seedsareveryfine.

23.Summer'floweringbulb
ous plantsasfdadloll,mont-bretlas,bego
nias,etc..needvery little ef
fort and are
worthya place
in anyHarden.Theymaybe
planted any
timenow.thegladioliat bi
weekly inter
vals.

30.Thinning
out crops Is
more import
antthanmany
suppose.Plants
thatareallow
edtociowdbe
comesortandspindly and
canneverde
velop health
ily. Cropsthat
require thin-ningmustbeat-
tendedtowhenverysmull.

/T'S
beenrainin' all day,oneo' themsoft, fricn'ly. s'uthcrlyrains that kinder talk to the earthan'
makeit stir 'roundan' sing to itself so loxvye can't hearnothin' but only sorterfeel the sound.
Tharain't hardlybeennowind, thoughwhenthecloudslightenedup enoughfer ye to tell t'otherfrom
whichye couldseetheywas a-racin along like the wholestren'tho' the springpushin'up from the
s'uth'ardwasdrhin' 'em. Xow an' ag'in they'dthin outan' the sun Purty nearcomethrough,an' then
ye couldfeel thewarmthon yer faceas ye lookedup to seeif thesiormwasreallygittin' over.
I like a rain like that, 'speciallyat night. It's mightysoothin'to lay in bedan lis'en to the drops

rustlin' on the shinglesjus' over yer head. The winders'reopen,an' ye can-hear the trillin' o' the
peeperfrogs daxvnin the swampmedders,thin an' fine an' tinkly. A screech-ozvlwhimpersout in the
darksome'res,overan' overagin. Thenoneo' fixehossesout in thebarnkicksthesideo' his boxstall
—ker-thump! I cal'Iatehe's thinkin' o' how the grassan' clover are a-startin'to grow, an' gittin'
impatientfor thetimewhentehy'llbetall enoughfer him to crop. —Old Doc Lemmon.

The cottage and
Darwin tulips grow
much taller than the
old-fashioned kinds

If any of the roots
of new stock are
broken,cut them off
before planting

The back of a rake
maybeusedto cover
over the planted
vegetable rows

Glass bell jars, 6r one of the other good types
of portable forcers, will hurry along individual
vegetableplants or hilled crops. They catch and

hold the sun's warmth

Hardy violets are among the
best of the early spring
flowering plants. Here they
are in blossom in April

If space permits, be lavish with the narcissus
bulbs. They are admirably adapted to border
planting, to the edgesof the shrubbery groups,

or, as here, to naturalizing
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CORRECT DECORATION AND HOME FURNISHING
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IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC RUGS AND CARPETS

DRAPERY AND FURNITURE FABRICS

ANTIQUE AND MODERN FURNITURE
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OBJETS D'ART
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A.S specialists, closely identified with the actual production of
our merchandise, we possess that true sense of values proceeding from

first hand knowledge, rather than from second hand information.

This also enables u$, in selecting merchandise from sources

other than our own, to pronounce judgment, instead of having to

solicit it.

The benefit and protection of such knowledge exacts no pre
mium in our prices.

Visitors are always welcome even though no immediate purchase

is contemplated.

1508 "H" STREET, N. W. 216-228 SLITTER STREET
WASHINGTON, D. C. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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irresistible "age-of-innocence"

charm is one of the most delightful

features of the Children's Department at

McCutcheon's.

Somehow the desired simplicity of the

child's wardrobe has here been carefully

guarded, while the workmanship itself

has lent a distinctiveness that is all the

more delightful because unpretentious.

Smocks, frocks, rompers—Oliver Twists
—all have a rare individuality, sometimes
in handwork, often in daintily contrasting

colors—always the materials are of the
finest quality.

SUGGESTIONS for Layettes and Infant
Outfits with accompanying cost gladly

sent upon request.

Reg.TradeMark

James McCutcheon & Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Streets, N. Y.

Satin wood Furniture
(Continued jront pagr 47)

Jl

a tine polish, and are durable, but with
a slight tendency to split.
For the satinwood furniture that is
made to-day, for the decoration of
cabins in passengersteamersand so on,
the West Indian kind is used almost
exclusively, but in the 18th Century it
was the East Indian satinwood that was
held in highest esteem and used for
most of the finest furniture.
Its satiny grain and figure accorded
well with the Adam treatment, but the
peculiar value and charm of satinwood
was in the color. Whether inlaid with
devicesof rose and purplewood, band
ed in tulipwood or holly, applied fan-
wise as a veneer, or painted by such
decorativeartists as Angelica Kauffman,
satinwood seems perfectly to embody
the spirit of the age.
It was a costly wood, which demand
ed the most skilful workmanship. Care
ful seasoningwas neededand the prep
aration of its surface for painting was
a tedious and delicate business. Yet
it would seem as if the craftsmen of
that age not only delighted in over
coming difficulties, but loved adding
new complexitiesto their task; the in
teriors of their cabinets are often
miracles of ingenuity and skill.
All this fine work was stimulated by
the interest which the aristocracy
showed in it. One of the first books
on furniture of that century had for
its revealing title : "The Gentlemen's
or Builder's Companion." Sheraton's
'"Drawing-book" had a huge list of
subscribers which was by no means
confined to the cabinet-makers,uphol
sterers,and general artists, to whom it
was addressed. Ladies of fashion, not
to be behindhand in the prevailing
taste, ordered plain satinwood furniture
to be made for them, and painted and
decorated it themselvesin the popular
style of sentimental classicism. Some
times they useda little Bartolozzi print
of Pergolesi or Cipriani and applied it
as a centerpieceor panel, varnishing it
in so cleverly that the illusion of paint
ing was nearly achieved.
Tracing the course of cabinet making
in satinwood, it is possible to learn
more than a little of the modes and
mannersof that age.

Uses and Manners

It was an era of candlelight and
cards; the pomps and vanities were
flaunted; hours were spentat the toilet,
and Ihe dressing table often doubled
the functions of the secretaireand side
board. Early rising was unfashionable
and the fine ladies received morning
callers in their bedrooms. One of the
rare examplesof satinwood used solid
and carved is found in the pillars of
a bed. Quantities of secretaries,dress
ing tables, and cabinets were designed
to meetthe requirementsof theseexact
ing fine ladies and gentlemen;a typical
piece, designed by Sheraton, veneered
in the finest satinwood, and painted by
Zucchi, is best described in his own
words: "A cabinet to accommodatea
lady with conveniencesfor writing and
reading, and holding her trinkets, and
other articles of that kind." Such
combinationswere exceedinglypopular,
and had infinite variety. A table of
fine West India satinwood, with the
writing slope lined with old velvet, has
immediately under the slope a sham
drawer fitted very compactly with a
mirror and compartments for powder,
patches,haresfoot, and red. For men,
the sham drawer would contain a spirit
decanter, and a three-bottle cellaret
with drainagehole all completeis con
cealed in one secretaire-bookcaseve
neeredwith satinwood and bandedwith
rose.
For these bandings, borders, and in
lays, many different kinds of wood

were used, some of which are now
rare, as, for instance, Zebra wood,
which is a light, yellowish brown, with
dark vertical lines almost like a zebra
stripe. Tulipwood, which was so much
employed with satinwood, is beauti
fully striped, and distinctly pink when
new. Kingwood is something like zebra,
but more red in tone, and darker, and
marked with fine dark lines. Hare-
wood is sycamore,in the same cutting
as that used for fiddle backs, stained
with water, to which oxide of iron is
added, to an ashen gray, which fades
to a yellowish color with age. The
greenstainedwood, which was so often
usedas inlay for leavesand husks, was
pear or beechwoodstainedbright green
by an oxide of copper, but of its bril
liance only a faint olive now remains.
Boxwood and holly were also fre
quently used, cherry, laburnum, yew,
purplewood,which turned almond black,
ebony, and the rare Coromandel and
Amboyna.

Sheraton and Satinwood

Sheraton delighted in these elaborate
pieces, with their dignified and ex
quisite exteriors, and their unexpected
and hardly lessexquisiteinteriors, often
miracles of mechanism and fittings.
Valuable papers, jewels, and money
were kept in these secret drawers and
recesseswith hidden springs. Some of
the Harlequin tables seemedmademore
for a freak than for any particular use.
In Sheraton's "Drawing-book" the
amusing titles tell their own tale: "The
Sisters' Cylinder Bookcase (with a
short waistline pair of sisters each oc
cupied at her side of the desk and
separated by the bookcase), "Horse
dressing-glassand writing-table," "Con
versation chair," and so on. The peer
lesscard tables of satinwood, Pembroke
tables and chairs of that epoch, which
were painted with a fine disregard of
the damagewhich sooner or later over
takes chairs and tables, are entirely
typical of the age— reckless in pursuit
of beauty at any cost.
After the dawn of the 19th Century
a period of decadenceset in which
lasted over fifty years, when there was
a revival of interest in satinwood. The
firm of Wright & Mansfield, who had
begunto make it, sent a fine cabinet to
the International Exhibition in Paris
1867. It was decorated with Wedg
wood plaques after Flaxman, and its
workmanship was of a high order. Col
lectors now began to look for Sheraton
satinwood (as it was called), and when,
by and by, demand occasionally ex
ceededthe supply, as usual the forgers
"got busy."
The old designs were requisitioned,
and the satinwood itself was carefully
treated (sometimeswith coffee) to give
the look of age.

Originals and Imitations

It may be said that a clear deep
yellow indicated old wood, and that
the silky grain, which gives to satin-
wood its peculiar charm, is found larger
in the 18th Century pieces than it is
to-day. But, further, there is in gen
uine 18th Century satinwood an in
describable softness, almost a trans-
lucency that is

,

in point of fact, in
imitable. The forgers were clever
people,and they did pretty well. Some
timesthey realizedgood sums,but they
failed and always will fail to render
that one essentialquality that time, and
only time, can give.
On account of its light color and the
fineness of its texture satinwood fur
niture needs greater care than mahog
any or oak. Old piecesshould be dusted
with a soft cloth kept for the purpose,

(Continued on page 66)
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HAVING
enjoyed the seclusion of its quiet surroundings,

one no longer wonders that such a room as the Georgian
Study sketched above is to be found today in a growing
number of American homes.

tf|T Well chosen, its appointments will accentuate the feeling
m of warmth and intimacy always associated with the Library
or Study: the deep seated Sofa and Chairs echo the friendly
spirit of treasured volumes and evoke communion with one's
books and thoughts, while the stately Secretaire and sturdy
Walnut Table contribute an equal measure of usefulness and
distinction.

£U There is a wealth of suggestion for just such engaging
j] interiors as this awaiting the visitor to these Galleries
—not alone in the exhibits of beautiful Cabinetry but in all
those accessories essential to the well considered decorative
scheme. Withal, the countless objects of uncommon character
on view here are none the less charming because of their
moderate cost.

De luxe prints of attractive interiors, simple or
elaborate as desired, gratis upon request.

INCORPORATED

4ir-421 MADISON AVENUE
-t8T-?- 49 T-MStreets - - New York City
Formerly ofWest 32 -Street

^nxminn : ^rotation : Antiquities
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Satinwood Furniture
{Continuedfrom page 64)

and polished with a piece of old soft
silk. None of the bees-wax and tur
pentine preparationsshould be used for
satinwood. If the furniture has been
allowed to becomedry and lustrelessa
little pure olive oil may be applied all
over the surface; but here judgment is
needed,as the natural tendency of oil
is darkening,and after a few minutes it
is necessaryto go over it all again with
a clean piece of old linen. Stains of
long standing are difficult to remove

satisfactorily, and it is not always wise
to make the attempt. But if the fur
niture has been neglectedand allowed
to become dirty, it may be washed,
using a chamois leather, wrung out in
warm water, to which a little Castile or
other pure oil soaphas beenadded,that
is to say, soapwithout a trace of soda.
This cleaning must be done quickly,
and the moisture removed at once.
An old silk handkerchief,warmed,should
be used for the final polish.

The Alluring Garden Gate
(Continued from page49)

long latch and bars across to hold it in
place. Sometimesthe gatewill represent
the figure of a horse, and again sheep
are shown. While these are odd yet
they are effective and tell at a glance
what one may expectto find in the in-
closurebeyond.
Instead of ordinary posts use orna
mental onesand add a pergolaarchway
to frame in the wrought iron decora
tion. This schemeis worked out in a
vegetable garden where a basket of
fruit has been insertedas a motif. This
shows brick posts with cement orna
mentation and a decorativearchway of
wrought iron from which a lantern de
pends. Italian vasesare placedat either
side, with charming effect. Through
this gate one views a well head which
breaks the center of the path, while at
the end a wall fountain defines the
background.
Xot all wrought iron fences are as
decorative as these, for often they are
designedwith simply a panel effectand
lack the polychrome decoration. Again,

they are simply bars of iron with little
thought of figure insertion.
Natural material is coming more and
more into use, and we find rubble
walls constructed from stones and
bouldersleft sometimesrough and again
filled in with red cement. The entrance
posts follow this sameline of treatment
but are often left hollow, packedsolidly
inside with small stones to keep them
in place, the top filled in with rich
soil and bright blossomingplants intro
duced. This gives a charming bit of
color that acts as a foil for the soft
gray of the stones. With a rough stone
pillar it is sometimes in good taste
to have a solid wooden gateway, pos
sibly of oak. This can be bolted to
gether that it may be in keeping with
the ragged character of the wall or it
can be elaborated with wrought iron
strapped hinges in character with the
architectural design. These are much
more attractive the second year when
they have weatheredinto a picturesgue
pearly gray.

Among the New Natural Roses

(Continued from page 41)

"heps" of bright scarlet extend the at
tractions of the species.
As a parent, rugosa is a success,and
I would tell of the glorious blooms of
some of its progeny if that would not
lead me too far afield.
Both Japan and China own as na
tive the natural rose describedbotani-
cally as R. multiftora, and in country
wide evidenceas the specific parent of
the over-planted Crimson Rambler,
which, indeed, is probably a natural
variation of long ago in some Chinese
garden. Multiflora, many-flowered,
means also cluster-flowered, and so is
the great bush that this natural rose
soon becomes. Its tall stems,eight feet
and more in height, are crowned with
a cloud of small white flowers, followed
by clustersof red fruits or "heps."
Far better in the garden is the rare
Cathayensis form of the multiflora, of
purely Chinese origin, and desirable
cither as a climber or as a trained bush
which in June will be covered with
lovely wands of dainty pink blooms,
much larger than the true or basic spe
cies. My Breeze Hill plant of the
multiflora Cathayensissingle rose is one
of my cherishedprizes.
Multiflora, too, is a potent parent,
giving to its progeny the cluster-
flowered habit of Lady Gay, White
Dorothy, and others of the so-called
rambler type of climbers, though they
do not ramble any faster or farther
that the large flowered forms of Wi-
churaiana parentage.
West China, "six weeks up the
Yangtse-Kiang," in the travel phrase,
has sent us in the past decade some
wonderful natural roses, new to us,
but probably as ancient as mysterious
Cathay itself. Of these I may mention

only a few, the first of which is the
very different Rosa Hugonis.
"Father Hugo's rose" is the transla
tion, but Hugonis is easier to say. It
is an astonishing natural rose, in its
foliage, in its bloom color, in its earli-
ness. May has hardly settled into her
bloom stride when one morning I see
unrolling dainty little close spirals of
clear and definite yellow into bright
blooms of the same rare hue, about an
inch and a half across,and setso closely
along the arching stems of the plant
that they provide an almost symmetri
cal double row, the flowers touching
eachother for a foot, two feet or more.
The pale green foliage, small and
dainty, is just what thesedifferent flow
ers seem to need, and the attractive
oddity of the whole vigorous plant is
enhancedby the red hue of the younger
shoots.
Here is a true shrub among roses,
providing flowers weeks before any
other rose dares open, and with a
graceful arching habit resembling that
of the well-known Spirca Van Houttei.
The blooms persist for nearly three
weeks in an ordinary season, and in
the fall the foliage sometimesturns to
a deeppurple before frost strips it from
the plant.
Hugonis seemsgenerally hardy, and
it is surely a very real advantage to
have it in any gardenthat can give it a
place to spread to six or eight feet
through and as high.
Its hybrids—ah, I must restrain my
enthusiasmand my pen! But they are
coming, and in entrancing forms, these
Hugonis hybrids, worked out by Dr.
Van Fleet, a very real wizard with the
plants he loves.

(Continued on page 70)
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Tub Orsenigo Company, Inc.

112 Wjbst 42?? Street
jNewYorkCity

flEROLUX
VENTI LATI IM G
PORCH SHADES

Make Your Porch
Your Summer Home
Convert your sunny porches into cool,
airy, secluded, outdoor rooms where you
can read, play, lounge or entertain in de
lightful comfort — no matter how hot
the day.

You can have such a porch hy installing
Aerolux Ventilating Porch Shades. They
keep out the sun's heat and glare yet
admit cooling breezes. Easily hung —
cannot flap in wind.

Send for this Book—FREE
See how others have made their porches
cosy, attractive, homelike. Gives you
valuable suggestions.

The Aeroshade Company
2143 Oakland Ave.
Waukesha, Wit.
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How Would Tour Room
Be Affected ?

THE
first room above is an example of

localized lighting with the usual bright
spots of light and dark shadows. Two mem'
bers of the family might read in comfort. In
the lower view the same room is lighted by
a Duplexalite which, while harmoniously

inconspicuous, spreads a glow of warm light
through the entire room, making it possible
to read in any part of the room. It brings out all
the beauty ofcolors and texture of furnishings.

Send for the Duplexalite catalog and name
of nearest dealer.

DUPLEX LIGHTING WORKS
of General Electric Company

6 West 48th St., New York City

Duplex-a-lite
"<7Selig/Si to live ioit£" " inside

An 11" vase lamp
comes in old blue,
rose-red, jade green
or orange potterv.
$18. Shade $12'

A seven light, mov
able solid brasscan
delabra, IVA" high,
$6. It also comes
Vj/2" high. $10

Metal jardiniire,
painted Vermillion
black and green .
Removable metal
plant. $25

SEEN IN THE SHOPS
And to be purchasedthrough the
House Jv Garden'ShoppingService.
19West 44thStreet,New York City.

A silkottshadeof
parchment with
decorations in
Egyptian black.
$1.50each.There
are six designs.
Above is shown
the Mayflower

These shades
come in various
designs. Here
are Priscilla and
John Alden

Walnut drop-
leaf table, 22"
high, 18"x21"
open, $26. Pack
ing charge $2

For the card table comesthis set of black and red wooden plaques.
They will hold the indispensableash tray, glass or ban bon dish.
Quickly attached and removed. The set of four, boxed, is $10
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FOUR NEW AMERICAN HYBRID-TEA ROSES
The cream of the new varieties and should be in this year's garden of every lover of Roses. The first three
varieties are the production of the same growers who originated the beautiful Los Angeles Rose.

WILLIAM F. DREER
A beautiful Rose which, for delicacy of coloring, is not comparable to any other

variety. The flowers, which are similar in shape to Los Angeles, are beautiful in all
stagesof development and are at their best in the half -expanded flower. These, in
expanding, are of a soft, silvery shell-pink, the base of the petals of a rich golden-
yellow which gives a golden suffusion to the entire flower. Particularly brilliant
early and late in the season. Strong two-year-old California-grown plants, $2.50each.

MISS LOLITA ARMOUR
The unique coloring of this novelty is a combination of tints difficult to describe.

The flowers are of large size, full double and delightfully fragrant. Color, deep
coral-red with a golden, coppery-red suffusion. The plant is a strong, vigorous
grower, and very free-flowering. Strong two-year-old California-grown plants, $2.50
each.

MRS. S. K. RINDGE
This is, undoubtedly, the finest yellow Rose we have. It is a strong

grower and its rich, chrome-yellow flowers become suffused with salmon-
pink as they mature. Strong two-year-old California-grown plants, $2.50
each.

ROSE MARIE
Beautiful buds and well-formed flowers of a pleasing clear rose-pink. We have no

hesitancy in pronouncing it the best bedding Rose of its color today. It produces ideal
long buds which open into large splendidlr formed flowers. Strong two-year-old plants,
$2.00each.

We will furnish one strong two-year-old plant each of the above four
named Roses for $9.00.
rv » /-i i D 1 f IdOl Contains a beautiful colored plate of ROSEOreer S liarden BOOK IOr IV^l MARIE, also many,photo-engravings of other
Ros<s and tells how to grow them. It offers Plants of all kinds, including Dahlias. Hardy
Perennials, Water Lilies, Aquatics, etc.; also Flower and Vegetable Seeds, Lawn Grass and
Agricultural Seeds, Garden Requisites of all kinds. A copy will be mailed free if you
mention this publication. Write today.

714-716 CHESTNUT STREETPHILADELPHIA, PA.HENRY A. DREER.
New American Hvbiud-TeaRoseWilliam F. Dheer

These Large -Size Trees
Afford Immediate Shade

HARRISONS" NORWAY MAPLES grow fast, yet endure
from generationto generation. Our Carolina and Lombardy

Poplars shoot upward with surprising rapidity. Our Oriental
Planes resist the dust of city streetsand busy highways.

You save years of time by planting Harrisons' Large-Size
Trees. Almost from the start, they afford a delightfully
refreshing shade. Any home owner can afford them at the

prices quoted below:

Variety Slzo Price

NorwayMaple 2to2%In.dla. S550
NorwayMaple 2\i to3In.dla. 7.00
CarolinaPoplar Sto10ft. .80
CarolinaPoplar 10to12ft. 1.00
LombardyPoplar... 12to14ft. 2.00
LombardyPoplar... U to16ft. 2.50
OrientalPlane 2to2VsIn.dla. 3.75
OrientalPiano 2V4to3In.dla. 5.00

Order your trees direct from tills
advertisement.Everytreeis guaranteed
tobeahealthy,welldevelopedspecimen.

Writetodnvfnr freePlantingGuideand
completelli»tof
nurserystock.In-eludingEve r - Trustworthyigreens. Shrub-/JHkTrpp, i pi.s£ I

NorwayMaple- the Shad, J* rati ■
Treefor Millions Vrults.

PROPRIETORS

Box 51, Berlin, Maryland

"LargestGrowersof FruitTreeslu theWorld"

The Little Chap Next Door
Seven years of boyish exuberance bounded up on
his new neighbor's porch. Gravely his eyes swept
the long expanse of uninterrupted lawn." Nothin' but grass," he said. " Why don't you
have a garden like we've got, with trees, an' bushes,
an' everything?"
The owner laughed. Rut the more he looked at
his lawn, the more its bareness impressed him. Sev
en years had taught forty. That night, he wrote the
Landscape Architectural Department of the Key
stone Nurseries for advice.
Japanese Barberry, Ampelopsis, .Ilex, and ever
greens—including a Blue Spruce or two —trans
formed his grounds into a miniature Garden of Eden.
Perhaps we can help you, too. We will gladly offer
helpful suggestions. Write for our new 1921catalog.
We will send it by return mail.

B. F. Barr & Company
KEYSTONE NURSERIES
100 Barr Building, Lancaster, Pa.
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Light, Efficient, Dependable-
Easy to Handle

The Moto- Mower is so simple in construc
tion that anyone can understand its opera
tion in a few moments—so easy to handle
that it transforms an irksome duty into a
light, enjoyable task.

The Moto-Mower cuts as close to trees,
flower-beds, etc., as a hand mower. It is
just as easy to guide.

A written guarantee accompanies every
Moto-Mower.

Mechanical Features
Engine, V/2 H.P. ; no gears, cams, or valves.
Motor has only three actual moving parts.
Automatic governor, automatic spark advance
—one lever does it all. Timken Adjustable
Roller Bearings—Bound Brook Oilless Bearings.

Write for Catalog
giving complete specifications, mechanical de

tails, testimonial letters, etc.

The Moto-Mower Co.
2033 Woodward Ave. Detroit, Mich.

Among the New Natural Roses

(Continued from page 66)

The far reachesof West China give
us another very different natural rose
in R. Moyesi, the reddestof wild roses.
Of the speciesI will not write, because
the already accomplishedhybrids are so
superior and so valuable. It is to Dr.
Van Fleet (who works in the Federal
Department of Agriculture) that we
owe "W. M. 5," not yet named, but
combining the crimson of Moyesi with
the white of Wichuraiana in a superb
and striking flower about two inches
across, produced in great clusters on a
husky plant that will climb or work
into a thick bush as you may want it.
It is a prize, and it will soon be in
commerce,I hope.

Another Fan Fleet Creation

Rosa Soulieana is another of these
Chinesenaturalswhich contributesgood
qualities to its progeny. Dr. Van Fleet
has made in his unnamed "W. S. 18" a
rose blend, if such a word may apply,
in which Soulieanaand Wichuraiana of
the Orient, odorata as modified in Eu
rope, and seligera of America combine
to produce a rose covered in its June
season with "wonderfully numerous
pure white single blooms that cover the
entire plant." I know it is lovely, for
my cherishedplant of it so proves itself.
The so-called Scotch or Burnet rose
is another white beauty. Rosa spino-
sissimaof the Altaica form, sometimes
called Rosa Altaica, has very large
white blooms, set off by leavesof bril
liant green,on a rounded shrub or bush
that tends to spread out rather than
up. A most admirable lawn shrub is
this, meritorious not only for its bloom
but for its habit and its early and late
foliage.
That careful rose-worker, Captain
George C. Thomas, Jr., has given us
some lovely roses in the natural or
single form. His Dr. Huey, with im
mense flowers of deep scarlet on a
sturdy semi-climber; his unnamed
"66 H" which has pink-tipped blooms
and a primrose center,and also persists
in repeatedly blooming, and several
others as good, show appreciation of
the few-petaled forms.
The English hybrid tea rose Red Let
ter Day is not quite single, but nearly
so. Its blooms are pleasingly irregular
in form, large in size, and brilliantly
deep scarlet in color. For the rose-
garden, not as a shrub, it is a prize,
and its striking flowers last long when
cut.

Of all these newer natural roses I
think I should prefer, if I had to
choose, the Walsh series. They are
climbers of far-reaching power, but are
readily trained to posts or pillars, or
intertwined into an informal shrub that
will stop any passerbywhen in bloom
with its sheer arresting beauty. Let
us begin with the pure white Milky
Way, the petals of which incurve in
the most lovely way. Then comes
Paradise, also large and in unconven
tional form, the color being a light, not
pale, pink. Following, Evangeline
blushesmore deeply, and the cluster of
golden stamensat its heart—as distin
guishing also all these single roses—
seemsto raise it to a higher power of
beauty.
The fullest depth of color is reached
in Hiawatha, which glows in bright
carmine crimson, with white centers,
and lasts long in bloom.
These four will give garden joy over
a trellis, on a hedgeor fence,up a tree
or porch. They surely establish the
charm of the natural roses.

Culture

Let me write a word or two of cul
ture caution about these natural roses.
They are usually hardy, usually vigor
ous, usually informal in habit. No es
pecial care is neededeither in planting
them or for soil, though like all strong-
growing plants, they are better for rich
soil. The pruning is what I would es
pecially mention to the amateur, so
that he does not cut them back like
hybrid tea and hybrid perpetual roses.
The blooms comeeachyear from young
shootswhich spring from canesof that
year or the year before. The long
shootsof the current year do not bloom
the same year. They are in prepara
tion for the next year.
The pruning, therefore,consists prin
cipally in cutting out at the base the
canesof two or more years of age that
have begun to lose vigor, and in snip
ping off tips that are in the way. If
grown to posts or pillars, pruning may
be more severe,in the way of cutting
back to six or ten inches the lateral or
side shoots from the heavy canes. This
induces a concentration of the flowers
about thesestems.
These newer natural rosesare surely
worth a place in the garden, in the
park, along an embankment, over a
hedge or fence. They are rugged, re
liable and beautiful.

The Pipe Organ in the House

(Continued jrotn page 33)

contributed severalmillions for a musi
cal school in Rochester. The organ
did it!
The late Mr. Woolworth had a music
room in his home, where he spent the
greatest part of his spare moments.
This room containeda magnificentpipe
organ, with special lighting effects,spe
cial musical paintings, which changed
to suit the mood of the master of the
house and the compositionswhich were
played.
Of all instruments the pipe organ is
the most decorative and plastic and
variable. It is not in a single, adamant
piece like the piano. It is large, out
spreading, subject to whim, taste, con
ditions. While the player's desk (the
console) may be anywhere in the house
—on the floor, up in a loft over the
balcony, in sight or out of sight of the
living room, the organ parts may be
quite separated. While the actual
speaking parts of the instrument
(where the player's demands are

changedinto actual sounds) may be in
one part of the house, the decorative
exterior can be in still another place.
From the keyboard, air is sent to the
reedsand tubes. A pipe organ is made
up of many and varying kinds of voices.
It has not just one quality of tone as
in the piano where the hammer strikes
the strings, or as on the violin where
the bow is drawn across the string, or
as on the harp, where the fingers pluck
the strings, or as on the wind instru
ments, where the air is blown through
the stops. On the organ all tones are
approximated—from the hard clanging
of the chimes to the almost human
quality of the vox humana. Flute,
clarionets, 'cellos, basses,oboesare sug
gested in the organ. Whereas the key
is depressedby the finger, that same
note can be played in any timbre or
quality by indicating the "section"
which is to speak. Thus it can whisper
in the pastoral timidity of the oboe or

(Continued on page 72)
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Gives Old Soil
The Vigor of New
You know what wonderful
crops new, virgin soil yields. Old
soil treated with

HSODUSfUMUJ
The Essence ofFertility
becomes like virgin soil. It will
"grow" anything and in abun
dance.

This remarkable natural silt
and leaf loam fertilizer puts new
"pep" and vigor into the growth
of plant life of all kinds.

Nothing equals it for lawns,
shrubs, trees, flower and vege
table plants.

The test of a 2 -bushel sack will
convert you to its permanent use.

It is sweet and odorless.

Read our interesting litera
ture, of interest to gardeners,
nurserymen, estate managers,
greenskeepers and all engaged
in plant culture.

Order a sample
2 - bushel sack

Sodus Humus
Company
192 Main Street

Benton Harbor, Mich.

Fast-Working,Clean Cutting
Unit For Estates and
Suburban Homes

There is no better, more economical, or more de
pendable power lawn mower for the estate owner,
or suburban home owner than the PROVED
UTILITOR.
Based on the unsolicited reports of our owners,

we know that the Utilitor does better work in less
time than horse equipment.
The reasons are simple. The three thirty-inch
mowers are flexibly hitched. They cut a swath 84
inches wide. The machine can be operated faster than
horses, not only on the straight-a-way, but also
around shrubbery, trees, walks and along drives.
This is possible because of the control system.
The Utilitor is equipped with a quick-acting power
control through double clutches. A "foot" control
plus the power control gives a short turning radius,
and can be brought into play, when necessary, with
machine traveling rapidly.
A well-known grounds keeper out west told us re
cently, "I can do a better job in twelve hours with
the Utilitor than I used to do in thirty hours with
horses."
Our dealer will gladly demonstrate. In the mean
time we will be pleased to send you complete in
formation and descriptive literature.

Midwest Engine Co.
141 E. MARTINDALE AVE.
INDIANAPOLIS, U. S. A.

THE DE LUXE MODEL
This modelis designedfor the manwho
makeswork aboutthe placea meansor
recreation.It comesequippedwithgreen
andwhitestripedsunshadeandis trimmed
in heavynickel. A veryattractiveoutfit
atsmallextracost.
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The Pipe Organ in the House

(Continued from page 70)

shout in the clangorous metal of the
trumpet.
The interior of the organ is mysteri
ous,—almost uncanny. It looks like a
collectionof all sizesand kinds of metals
and woods. On close examinationit is
found that some of them are square,
someround, somevery short, somevery
tall. In eachthere is an openingat the
bottom through which the air comes,
from the player. Also at the top an
opening. Somewhere in the middle is
an opening—the lips. I nevershall for
get the first time that I visited an organ
factory. The artisans,old men,were at
work upon the pipes. The metal is cut
to the length, then the lips are carved
out, and the air is forced through.
Finally the voices come—and by the
change of the length, the change of
shape of the lips, the timbre of the
tone is changed.

Combining the Pipes

Generally the pipe organ is made up
in different sections—all the notes of
each quality being together. The en
tire mechanismof the instrument can
then be built in one huge bulk behind
the walls (this part is not seenat all).
But the general practice is to separate
the different sections and place them
judiciously in various parts of the house.
Thus one set of notes might be in the
cellar, another in the attic, the most
delicate reedsclose at hand, the chimes
out in the laundry, the echo at the en
trance to the garden. One gentleman
had a set of chimesset out severalhun
dred yards from his house, so that
when visitors came or went, the pres
ence of this gentleman was realized
from the sound which issued from the
great emptiness of space.
Quite apart from the actual mechan
ism of the organ that speaks,is the ex
terior or decorative mural. Here are
the golden pipes you see,the frieze, the
fret, the rich coloring. Here is the
architect and the painter's skill. The
exterior of the organ can be placed
anywhere, in as limited or broad a
space as desired. Its design can be
made to blend with the spirit of the
room in which it appears,to curve and
shape itself to the spacein which it is
placed, to adopt the color, the emblem,
the design which is most characteristic
of its surroundings. Or it can suggest
and dominatethe spirit of all size which
is placed within its ken.

Placing the Exterior

Thus, I have seen the pipes crown
ing the fireplace,or mounting the curv
ing steps,as they look down upon the
humans underneath with quiet con
descension,or entirely covering the four
walls of the living room or auditorium.
I have seenthe elimination of pipesand
instead the introduction of a grill with
fretted designs. I have seena pipe de
sign carried through an entire home,—
on every floor being the repetition of
the same grouping of the tapering
memories of Pan.
In this respectthe pipe organ is the
joy of the architect and the interior
decorator. It is so amenableto change
and adaptation, so suggestive in its
possibilities for the rest of the decora
tive additions.
Picture yourself, with your guests,
after dinner, retiring to the living room.
The organist goes to the console, and
first whispering from what seems to
be the far distance,are trembling notes.
Gradually the tone increases,and as if a
celestial choir had descended,the room
rocks with the mighty diapason of
voices.
To be sure, many have been hesitant

to consider the pipe organ because it
seemsalmost prohibitive in price. This
is a great error. It is possible to make
an organ to suit one's requirements in
all senses. While it is possibleto spend
half a million dollars on an instrument,
it is also possible to make a showing
with a very few thousands of dollars.
While it is the height of luxury to en
gagean organist with the organ, as one
has a chauffeur with one's car, never
theless this is unnecessary. Practically
everybody who plays piano can make
something of the organ at once. Of
course closer study and acquaintance
develops the special nuances and deli
cacies of shadings and subtle effects,
which are reminiscent of Sullivan's
sentimentsin "The Lost Chord."

Playing with Rolls

Then, it must be also remembered
that, with modern progress, it is pos
sible to play the organ with rolls, after
the manner of the player-piano. Special
recording made by the most famous
organscan be played upon the pipes, by
turning on the current, and these per
formances are most satisfactory. The
repertoireof the cataloguesis large and
practically everything worth while in
the classicsand modern music is avail
able.
The time has not yet arrived when
thousandswill instal organs, fortunately
for those who seek to keep something
for the exclusive. But it is interesting
to observethat several inventors are 011
the threshold of a mighty development.
What they seek to accomplish is this:
Using the ordinary piano as the key
board, it is hoped to add an attachment
which will operate the pipes. The goal
is not impossibleor even difficult to im
agine. The pipes are now operated
from a special keyboard. If the piano
keyboard can also be used, with one
instrumenta homewill be able to make
piano or organ music.
But fortunately that idea has not yet
arrived, and it is likely that it will not
be a factor to be reckonedwith in the
presentgeneration.

Latitude of Choice

Nevertheless,the desireto own a pipe
organ can be fulfilled. In the purchas
ing of a pipe organ it can be cut to
measure. You can have as few sec
tions or as many as you care to buy.
You can start with a part and add to it
as you go along, just as with the sec
tional book-case. This makes it so
much more inviting to the gentleman
home-owner who does not choose to
load himself with a great expenditure;
the personal and intimate value and
pleasure to himself he cannot really
judge until he has found in use. Take
the phonograph as an instance. After
the instrumenthas becomefamiliar and
has assumed its definite place in the
household the call for records is in
creased.
Nevertheless, I believe I can state
conservatively,that the introduction of
a pipe organ into a home, operates a
change in the whole house, upon the
furniture, the pictures, the draperies—
and almost particularly the peoplewho
live there. If it were possible I would
enter upon a metaphysicaldiscussionof
the effectof the tall, majesticpipes, the
thrilling, clear, celestialtones—upon the
life of the people who are in contact
with the organ through two of their
senses—hearing and seeing.
But it would scarcely be in place.
Let me repeat that one sure insignia
of certain aristocracy which is unmis
takable is the pipe organ in the private
residence.

WHITTALL
RUGS
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Gladioli
"Jack London"
"Anna Eberius"

"Thomas T. Kent"
"Mrs.H.E.Bothin"

The four greatest varieties of Gladiolus in existence.
They have won the greatest admiration wherever
shown and will soon be grown by the million.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE, showing some of our Gladiolus and
Petunias in natural colors and describingour manyother novelties,
as well as instructions for the growing of same, is now ready.
It is free. Write for it to-day.

Petunias
Diener's Ruffled Monsters (Single)
The finest and largest varieties of Petunia ever created. Seed
comes in separatecolors as follows: pink (strongveinedcenter),
red, variegated,white, red (with black center), pale lilac pink
(large veinedcenter),and mixed.
The followingsomewhatsmallerthat theRuffledMonsters: Colors:
fresh pink frilled ("Pear! of Kentfield"), purpleor blue, andwhite
frilled (dwarf).

Price per package, $0.50

Richard Diener Co., Inc.
Originators and Growers of the Largest and

Finest Gladioli in the World

Kentfield, Marin County, Cal.

Carters Tested Seeds
Famous for a Century

Oftt/jj Gome iLjj) 5TIuiirtlg"
TRADEMARK

STRIVE FOR AN IDEAL

Make your Garden express your taste and

individuality. Plan for succession, har

mony of color and profusion of flowers.

The many years of experience which we

have had in raising, selecting, propagating

and testing all varieties of both flower and

vegetable seeds assure the fullest measure

of success to all users of Carters Tested

Seeds.

Carters Tested Grass Seed sold in one and

five pound packages. Used in producing

quality turf on the foremost Golf Courses
of America and England.

Price 50c per pound

By the Bushel (25 lbs.) $8.50

SEND FOR CARTERS 1921 CATALOGUE

"GARDEN AND LAWN"

MAILED FREE ON REQUEST

Carters Tested Seeds* I NC. i

Address: 106 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Dept. A, Boston

Main Office: 25 West 43rd Street, New York
Philadelphia Chicago Toronto

London, England
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V

THEY
will protectyourtrees,shrubs,andgar

densfrom noxiousinsects.The bluebirdeats
166differentkindsof Insectpests;theflicker

and thehousewren69kinds. The purplemartin
will catch and eat 2.000mosquitoesa day be
sidesotherflying Insects. DodsonHousesattract
themand other valuableInsectivorousbirds.
Put the sturdyDodsonHousesin your garden.
Theywill toneby weatheringto a delightfulhar
monywiththesurroundings.Thebirdswill return
to themyear after year,cheeringyou with their
beautyandsong.
DodsonBird Housesare a permanentinvestment.
Theyarebuilt of thoroughlyseasonedRedCedar.
Oak,Cypress,andselectedWhitePine. Nails and
cleatscoatedto resistrust. Onlypureleadandoil
paintsused.

OyJar ATnul Free Book-Your Bird Friends,rucr 1VVW sentonrequest,illustratingBird
Lodge and Dodson Line, giving prices. Also
beautifulcoloredbird picturefree.

IT rv_ PresidentAmericanJOSepn rl. UOUSOn AudubonAssociation
731 Harrison Avenue Kankakee,Illinois
DodsonSparrowTrapguaranteedto rid yourcommunity

of thesequarrelsomepests,price$8.00

Hybrid Delphiniums in an English Garden
(Continued from page 60)

popular and certainly, in my opinion,
the most effectivekinds are the tall hy
brids, some of which are figured in the
picture on page 60. These are the
perennials which make a brave show
in all herbaceous borders and which
have been grown of recent years to
such perfection and in such varied hues
that they may be said to be one of the
favorite flowers of summertime.
Many nurserymen in America and
England specialize in these glorious
things and anyone can select and buy
them who so desires,but my particular
experienceis thit it is better to raise
them from seed. For several years
after I had started a garden I used to
buy a dozen or two plants from a nurs
ery, gettinggood clumpsof eachvariety,
selectedin the hope that they would re
ward me the following summer with a
fine show of bloom. The first year I
found they did but indifferently; the
following year most of them died out
entirely, and it was not until I had
many failures that I discovered that
"good clumps" do not like being re
moved, and that a well establishedold
plant is best left alone.
People are generally in too great a
hurry, and the desire to possess and
grow plants without a due amount of
waiting and of care will often end in
disappointment. The best way to pro
cure a quantity of good delphiniums is
to grow them from seed,and any flow
er-seed merchant will supply a good
strain which will yield a varied mixture
of colors. If sown in spring in frames
or a glass house and potted up about
March, one seedlingin each pot, they
canbe planted in their permanentplaces
about two months later. It should be
in good rich soil deep enough to allow
their roots, in dry weather, to go down
to the moisturebeneath. Some of these
plants will flower the first year, but it
is unwise to judge of their merit until
they have beenbetter established.

Pests

The cultivation is quite easy,as every
gardenerknows, but when the plants are
young it is well to be constantly on the
lookout for slugs,which eat and destroy
the shoots. In my garden I do believe
all the slugs from the neighborhood
come to eat my young delphiniums1
They lurk in the long grass and under
stones and come out in the night to
do their obnoxious work. I am at per
petual warfare with these unpleasant
creatures, and find the best way to
keep them off is to shake a ring of
Sanitas disinfecting powder around the
plants when in growth.
My first introduction to the wonder
ful flowers shown in the picture was at
the garden of a friend in Lincolnshire
who has for over thirty years selected
and grown delphiniums from seed,sav
ing his own seed from his best plants
and sowing it every year. He selected
from his seedlingsonly a few of those
he considered best, and seldom more
than a dozen were kept out of about

two hundred young plants. He used to
set the seedlingsin rows in a field and
ruthlessly tear up and throw away, as
they came into bloom, all that he con
sideredwere not up to his expectations.
The chief points he aimed at were large
individual flowers (sometimes in cata
logs given the foolish name of "pips"),
the truss well furnished with bloom and
without gaps, and the blossomshaving
one color only to eachflower.

The Delphinium Painting

The illustration at the bottom of page
60 was painted from the result of all
theseyears of work and selection. The
dark flower on the left, all the petals of
which were of a deep violet with a flat
ivory-colored eye, was, in my opinion,
one of the most effective delphiniums
ever grown. The one next to it on the
right was a pinkish heliotropecolor, and
its individual flowerswere quite two and
and a half inches in diameter,and very
closetogether. The third onewasa clear
sky blue, as good a blue as the well-
known Belladona, without even a sus
picion of violet.
The next smaller truss I took from a
fine plant of a very deepblue color with
a dark brownish eye in the middle of
each flower, the effect of which, in the
garden, was a very pleasingcontrast to
the more usual light centeredones. The
smaller flower bent over on the extreme
left was put there becauseit was the
pinkest delphinium in the garden and,
I imagine,anywheregrown. But it was
not a good pink, beinga rather washed-
out looking creature, and personally I
don't like it. In time, however,we may
raise a really good pink, one which will
be a great addition to a collection con
taining every shade of blue and violet
and mauve. There is a so-calledwhite
delphinium and I have seenit—a dirty-
looking white, as if it had been dipped
in mud and washed with a syringe. I
hope amongstthe one hundred and fifty
seedlingsI brought up last summerthere
will be none of this sort. If there is,
it will certainly be among those elim
inated and thrown away.
It is the custom for the nurseryman
to split up or take rooted cuttings from
his good plants and sell them under a
name he has given to each seedling.
These can, of course,be made to flour
ish and give satisfaction, and indeed it
is the popular way of procuring a del
phinium collection, but I have never
so bought them, for I find it gives a
much greater pleasure and a greater
variety to raise them from seed. I have
succeededrecently in so interestingmy
gardenerin this that his admiration and
enthusiasm have caused him to plant
rows of seedlingsin the kitchen garden
to the exclusionof so many mere cab
bagesand potatoes. You can buy veg
etables,but you can't buy suchdeliphin-
iumsall a-growing anda-blowing in your
garden! The smallamountof patiencere
quiredfor theprocessiswellrewarded,and
I would recommendeverygoodgardener
to start at once this fascinating hobby.

Early American Household Pottery

(Continued from page 31)

New Jersey and in southern Connecti
cut. The quaint slip ware pie-plates,
with their mottoesin yellow slip, smack
of Colonial farm days—"Hard times in
Jersey"; "Good for Amelia"; "Money
Wanted"; "Chicken Pot Pic"; etc.,while
the pie-plates with central medallion
portraits of George and Martha Wash
ington and of Lafayette were made in
numbers by GeorgeWolfgang at River
Edge, Hackensack,N. J., about the year

1830. All of this early Dutch pottery
is well worth collecting.
The early earthenware of Massa
chusetts,Virginia and the Carolinas was
fashioned somewhat after the pottery
made in England during the 17th Cen
tury, to which it bears a strong re
semblance.
In Colonial Massachusetts earthen
ware was madeat Peabody, Weston and

(Continued on page 78)
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The subject really deserves
your serious consideration,

since the health of the entire
household may be under
mined by a poorly con
structed water-closet out
fit. A shallow water seal
may permit sewer gas to
escape into the room, per
meating the whole building.
A lack of water surface
may constantly leave soil
adhering to the surface. A
constricted trap passage
may clog with the inevitable
hurry call for the plumber.
Or perhaps you cannot tell
whether the tank is of
china, as it should be, or
some other material, liable
to stain or leakage. Again,
the tank fittings may be the
kind you've been used to in
the past— frequently getting
out of order, replacing rub
ber balls, floats and wash
ers. So many things can
happen !

Tepeco water closets offer
no price advantage. But
sanitary engineers tell us we
are offering what you can
not be sure of getting else-

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY

BOSTON
Trenton, New Jersey, U. S. A.

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

TEPECO Water Closets
for Every Place and Purse

THE
Trenton Potteries Company is in

a peculiarly favorable position to win
your confidence when you need a water
closet. Unlike most other makers. who
produce but one or two types, the size of
our plants enables us to economically
manufacture all leading types. We do not
come to you advocating one particular
style but impartially offer all, pointing out
the advantages of each.

where — a combination of
closet construction which
the measuring tape demon
strates to assure the best
water closet, a tank of glist
ening white china with its
surface unaffected by stain,
acid or soil, and tank fit
tings of the sure "stand-up"
kind.

So we have named each one
of our four leading types,
priced them F. O. B. Tren
ton, and have placed them
in the hands of the plumb-
i n g contractors awaiting
your call. If the plumber
you call on does not happen
to have the Tepeco closet
in stock that you want, that
is no reason why you should
accept something else, for
he can quickly get it.

We have published a new book
let showing the difference be
tween types of closets and why
some cost more than others.
We want you to send
for it

,

asking at the
same time for our ,

bathroom plan book
— "Bathrooms of
Character," Edition
H.

World'sLargestMakers
ofAll-ClayPlumbing
Futures

BUILD NOW
And let Sargent Hard
wareaddthe final touch
of beautyandsecurityto
yourhome.

The first impression

o
f your home

\tMj\
THIRST impressions often restI on details. The hardware on
your front door for instance,
while not obtrusive, does not
go unobserved. It should be a
thing of beauty as well as se
curity, and it will be if you
choose Sargent Hardware.
There are Sargent designs
to harmonize perfectly with
your architectural and deco
rative standards, inside or out.
Always beautiful and always
secure.

Select your hardware with
care. Discuss it with your
architect. Remember, that al
though a comparatively small
item of total cost it is a big
factor in final appearance.
The Sargent Book ofDesigns
will help you select the proper
pattern. Send for a copy today.
SARGENT & COMPANY

Hardware Manufacturer*
31 Water St. New Haven, Conn.

Sargent Door Closers
Doors that stand ajar or doors that
slam are equally objectionable. Sar
gent Door Closers keep doors closed
surely but silently. There are closers
for light inside use as well as the type

for heavier doors.

S A R G E NT
A N HARDWAR E
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N
TTAGE

A Togan Cottage on a cool, shady
spot by a lake or up in the mountains
will give you rest and enjoyment

Give you new vigor for business

A little place all your own, far
away from the noise of crowded, high
priced summer hotels

That's the life

Factory Built complete, your Togan
Cottage is easily erected any place

you desire

A Brochure showing photographic illustra
tions of Togan Cottage* sent on request.

SOLD BY RETAIL LUMBER DEALERS

TOGAN-STILES
1613 Eastern Avenue

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Also Manufacturers of Togan Garages

"You do not need
to force the fire!"

High steam pressure is unnecessary
when you have a two-pipe system fitted
with Dunham Radiator Traps. The
traps automatically remove the air and
water which would otherwise interfere
with the circulation of the steam.

Low pressure steam circulates freely
and without noise. Eight ounces pres
sure is enough to heat a home. The
Dunhamized Woolworth Building uses
only one half to one and a half pounds
pressure.

You can get more heating comfort
per ton of coal if you put in a two-pipe
Dunham system.

DUNHAM■^HEATING SERVICE
Dunham Heating Service co-operates with
your architect and builder. It supervises the
installation, and inspects it until you are
satisfied.

State what kind of a house you want to
Dunhamize: whether it is a new house or
whether you want your old steam heating
system made over into an efficient Dunham
system. Information to meet your needs will
be mailed promptly.

mi M

Cures the Cause

Dunham Service remedies the cause of
heating troubles: it does not simply treat
the symptoms of noise, half-hot radiators
and leaky valves. Ask your architect.
He has known the Dunham Trap and
Dunham Service for many years. In the
small illustration, the Dunham Trap is
shown attached to the end of a radiator.

C. A. DUNHAM CO., Fisher Building, CHICAGO
Factories. Marshalltown,Iowa 52BranchandLocal SalesOffices

Toronto,Canada in the United StatesandCanada
London: 233A, RegentStreet, W. 1

Paris: Establts.Munxingo\ Cie., 47Rue de la Fontaine-au-Roi
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cAn IndianaLimestone''Residence

WHEN
you think of building a home it would

be well to inquire about the many advantages
that beautiful Indiana Limestone presents as a build

ing material.

Home builders all over the country who are striving
after the beautiful in architecture are using the varie

gated Indiana Limestone, which gives from the first
an antique effect very much the same as that so much

admired in the old English manors and cottages that
have been mellowed by the hand of Time.

Indiana Limestone, too, is the most suitable stone
for garden statuary and furniture, sun dials, bird baths
and all outdoor stone work, because it retains its color
and is so readily amenable to sculptural treatment.

And it is really a most economical stone to
use—more so than most stone, particularly if it is to
be embellished with sculpture, which its texture allows
to be carried out in the most exquisite designs at an

outlay much less than is possible with any other stone.

JVe wiir begladJo sendyouout
booklet"Designsfor Houses'Built

of Indiana Limestone/'You will

find it interesting.

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association
Box 782 Bedford, Indiana

METROPOLITAN SERVICE BUREAU, 489FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

ResidenceD.H.Murphy,Hartford, ItF. Luce,Architect
This HouseEquippedWith Lunken Windows

Health, Comfort, Convenience and Economy
These Combined Advantages in

LUNKEN WINDOWS
DISAPPEARING SASH AND SCREENS
For the Residence— Hospital— Hotel— Apartment Building

Lux ken Windows
easily installed in any
type of new building,
their construction ad
mits of any desired in
side or outside trim or
decoration.

Delivered from Fac
tory Complete—
glazed, fitted, screened,
hung, weather-
stripped, tested and
guaranteed — ready to
set in wall. Manufac
tured from the highest
grade of materials pro
curable.

Our Architectural and
Engineering Depart
ments are at your ser
vice. Grant
us the priv-
i 1 e g e of
sending de-

Lunken Windows
provide any degree of
ventilation up to 100%
of opening — Copper

Weather-
strippedZero
Tight
when
closed—
saves
heat, ex-
eludes
dirt and
dust.

Metal frame copper
Screens cover entire
opening and like the
sash, these may be
raised into the box
head for winter storage
— invisible, but instant
ly accessible and se
cured against deterio
ration or damage —
eliminating annual ex
pense of screen removal
and replacements.

tailed in-1
formation.
Write to
day.

The Lunken Window Co., 4001 Cherry Street, Cincinnati, Ohio :

Some Good Territory Still Open for Reliable Distributors

SEND THIS COUPON FOR BOOKLET

The Lunken Window Co., 4001 Cherry Street, Cincinnati, Ohio :

Dear Sirs—Please send me detailed information pertaining to
LUNKEN WINDOWS. I am planning to build— Yes II No [ ]
My Architect or Builder is

Name
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Early American Household Pottery

(Continued from page 74)

Does Your Refrigerator Shame You?

repreeenta-
hommmwhere
Refrigera

tor*armneed:

ArthurCurtis*James
Newport.R.I.

VincentAstor
Rhlnebeck.N.Y.

L. C.Tiffany
ColdSprWHarbor
E.J. Marshal"
Pasadena.Calif.

S.ReadingBertron
NewYork

GuernseyCurran
EastNorwich,L. I.
CorneliusVanderbilt

NewYork
Mrs.L.Z LoiterBeverlyFarms.Mass.
Wm.FahneHtock
Katonah,N.Y.

Mrs.W.L. McKee
Bristol.R. I.

SamuelMather
Cleveland.0.

Mrs.R.H.TowniendWashington
GeorgeEastman
Rochester,N.Y.

JohnD.Rockefeller
Poeantic-oHills,N.Y.
WilliamR.CoeOysterBay.L. L
SirMortimerH Davis

Montreal
JohnD.Rockefeller.Jr.

NewYork
Sen.W.A.Clark

NewYork
Letter
Washington
M.Schwab
NewYork

J. OgdenArmour,
LakeForest,111.

A. J. Llchutern
Glencoe,111.

Mrs.JohnHayCleveland,0.
JohnBordeu
LakeGeneva,Wla.PayneWhitney
Manhasset,L. I.

Wm.V. KeOey
LakeForest,111.

PEOPLE
of breeding are concerned with

more than externals. The things the
world sees are no more important than
matters of which only you are conscious.
That is why you devote as much attention
to intimate apparel as to your outer gar
ments. For your own satisfaction, you de
sire your own personal belongings to be as
worthy as more visible things.

There is one object in
your home that guestssel
dom see but is yet truly
vital for their well-being
and yours. Would you be
willing to let visitors see
the place in which your
food is stored?

Perhaps careless ser
vants have found the re
frigerator too difficult to
clean properly. Perhaps its
variable temperature has
permitted the first slight
suspicion of decay.

But if thejewett guards
the food, its solid imper
meablewalls of purest por
celain are immaculate, its
unvarying frigid graspdefies the outer air.
When America's finest mansions have found the
Jewett indispensable, don't you owe it to yourself
to securesimilar food insurance?

Wrile for this book
Owing to the present shortage of skilled
domestics,manyhouseholds of necessityem
ploy untrained assistantswho have no idea
of the proper use of a refrigerator. We will
gladly send without charge our illustrated
booklet which gives detailed instructions
on this matter.

THE JEWETT REFRIGERATOR CO.
Established1849

123 Chandler Street Buffalo N. Y.

TheJewettislinedthrough-
out—includingtheicecom
partment—withasolid,one-
piece,seamleschinacrock
W thick. The so-calledporcelainliningsofotherre
frigeratorsaremerelyenam
eledonthinsheetmetal.

JEWETTSOLID PORCELAIN REFRIGERATORS

South Danvers. The two specimens
illustrated have a deep black glaze on
red earth and weremadeat South Dan
vers. With the pottery of Danvers is
associated the story of Jothan Webb,
the local potter, who was married on
the eveof the Battle of Lexington. Near
the end of- the wedding feast, when
called to join his company, he declared
he would go and fight in his wedding
suit and the next day he was amongthe
first of his comrades to fall on the
battlefield.
The Massachusettsearthenwaremade
since 1800at Somerset,Whateley, West
Amesbury and South Danvers is very
beautiful, and one may find many tav
ern, buckwheat-batter and cider pitch
ers,glazedin singlecolors of red, brown,
yellow, olive and tan of this pottery.
These tavern pitchers are reminders of
the old stagecoach days and of cross
road inns, while no New England farm
house kitchen of those days was com
plete without its buckwheat-batter and
cider pitchers. The bean-pots went so
often to the oven that no good speci
mens of those made in early days re
main.
The early potters of Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont have given to
America some very beautiful household
earthenware. In a land of so much
scenic beauty, a countryside of valleys,
mountains, forests, lakes, rivers and
streams,it seemsnatural that art should
vie with nature, even the potter's art.

The Bennington Factory

At Bennington, Vermont, sceneof the
famous battle, William and John Nor
ton commencedmaking earthenwarein
1792. After 1800 they made stone
ware, then in 1849one of their descend
ants, along with Lyman Fenton, pro
duced the famous Bennington Ware.
This ware has a flint enameledglaze,
which for depth of richness of glazing
and the glory of its color, has never
been excelledin any household pottery.
In some pieces the browns, yellows,
greens,orange and blue are beautifully
combined, the rocks and autumn col
ors of the Vermont forests. This Flint
enameled ware is dated 1849 and is
eagerlysought by collectors. The Ben
nington factory also produced Rocking
hamWare with ordinary glaze,and was
the first factory in America to produce
Parian ware. This Bennington Parian
ware was of excellent texture. As a
rule, the designwasmarked "U.S.P.Co."
On a ribbon scroll—United States Pot
tery Company.
Some lovely pottery was made near
Portland, Maine, around 1820. It is of
mottled greensand yellows with smoke
balls floating around them in varying
hues of brown and orange.
About 1825a potter named Jeremiah
Burpee made a trip through the Merri-
mac River valley, New Hampshire,seek
ing a bank of suitable clay for making
earthenware. Finally his search was
rewarded by the discovery of one near
Pennacook in Boscawen Township.
There he establisheda pottery, calling it
"The Valley of Industry Pottery". Like
a prophet of old, he saw in a vision the
future of the Merrimac River valley,
how it would cometo be a great valley

of industry, from the White Mountains
to the sea. At that time there were
only the virgin forests, the distant
mountains and the Indians in their
canoespassing down the river to Con
cord to trade. For thirty years Burpee
made an excellent red earthenware
glazed with an iridescent slip ware
glazed of green, yellow, brown and
black that now, after use and age,
shows in the sunlight all the colors of
the rainbow with an iridescence as
beautiful in sheenas a humming bird's
wing. Burpee's product consisted of
large deepmilk bowls, pitchers, shaving
and drinking mugsand other household
utensils. After making up a wagon load
of thesehe would then hitch one horse
to the wagon and go peddling his wares
to the settlersof the surrounding coun
try, taking farm produceor wool in ex
change. No doubt he also gave pot
tery money banks and miniature pot
tery pieces to the children as toys, as
other pottery peddlersdid in the early
days in lieu of mealsor lodging, which
the settlersgave gladly, refusing to ac
cept payment. Jeremiah Burpee is a
type of the early potters of America,
who tried and succeededin giving ex
pression to the beauty of their sur
roundings to the common clay in which
they worked.

Rockingham Ware

Another interestingAmerican-earthen
ware is Rockingham pottery. This re
semblesthe ware made in Rockingham,
England. American Rockingham was
first .manufactured in Jersey City in
1845, and later in Bennington, South
Amboy, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Potts-
ville, Pa., East Liverpool, Ohio, and in
several other localities. The pitchers
have over twenty different raised de
signs of American scenesand person
agesupon their sides,and for their his
toric illustration they will be collected
and preserved. The first "Rebecca at
the Well" teapot in Rockingham ware
was made at Baltimore in 1852. The
subject has been a favorite one ever
since,and is still produced by the hun
dreds of thousands. As somemay wish
to know where the Rockingham ware
spaniels were made, I have been in
formed that nearly all of them were
made at East Liverpool, Ohio. Ben
nington made French Poodle dogs with
basketsof flowers in their mouths, and
one small spaniel as a paper weight.
Pennsylvania ware has been so learn
edly written about by the late Dr. At-
lee E. Barber and other writers, that it
is unnecessary to say more about it
here than that it adds great lustre and
fame to our early American products
in earthenware. Some of the mottoes
on the Pennsylvania pie-plates read like
the maximsof Benjamin Franklin, while
others are philosophical or religious.
Here are a few translations:
"Out of the earth with understanding
the potter makes everything."
"To paint the flowers is common but
God above is able to give fragrance."
Sing, pray, go on your way, perform
what thou hast to do faithfully."
"I like fine things evenwhen they are
not mine and cannot become mine, I
still may enjoy them."

Gardening Lectures

To garden clubs or individuals desiring to securelectures

on flower or landscapegardeningtopics we will be glad to

make suggestionsas to competentspeakers. There is no fee

attached to this service—all we ask is that postagefor our

reply be enclosed.
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ESTABLISHED 1810

POTfERY
GIVES ENDURING CHARM.

You can enliven your favorite nook
with a bird bath that will bring the birds
twittering and splashing about and add
interest to your garden with attractive
pottery.

Galloway Pottery is strong and dur
able Terra Cotta usually made in Light
Stony Gray, a finish harmonious in all
surroundings. Red, buff and other col
ors will be made on order.

Our collection includes reproductions
from the antique and many beautiful
Bird baths, Fonts, Fountains, Vases,
Flower pots, Boxes, Ferneries, Sun dials,
Gazing globes and Benches.

A catalogueof suggestionsfor the gar
den will be mailed upon receipt of 10c
in stamps.

GauqwayTerra GdTta Gt>
3218WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

This is the home ol
a typical user of trie perfect

wATEilKGlEMs
Suburban and Countru

nomes and for every project
which r&guires an abundance
or water.
Tr\is compact, automatic
unit is the aristocrat

"
of

wate r sys terns /our
urban. Country or -Summer
Home. If you are looking
for the BEST send us your
name and we will direct you
to our Branch Office which will
:afee pleasure in serving you.

wring cfMfs>.Ca
Main Of f ice<5hdfactory :
No. 1724North Harrison street.
Fort Wayne. Indiana.

4inches
wid«\

<t$ inchp-
ilrep.will be
sent pre|ini«f
$1.00to -how
Warner<[iml.
ity.

(KAl'TY and charm of finest
silverware; delightfully orig
inal designs; perfect finish;
these qualities make Wagner

Cast Aluminum W»re incompara
ble among cooking utensils. Each
piece is cast solid — no rivets to
loosen — and of sufficient thickness
to insure proud ownership "from
generation bo generation."
You may purchase Wagner Ware at
landinghardwareand housefurnishing d<:
partnirnts. Booklet on request.

THE WAGNER MFG. CO., Sidney,(

"From GenerationtoGeneration"

Effective — and Economical

THIS
beautiful residence indicates how effectiveis even a lim
ited use of "CREO-DIPT" large 24-inch Shingles. Here
you see the wide shingles on exposure on the upper side-

walls— with an interesting roof treatment of 'CREO-DIPT"
16-inchWeathered-Brown.
"CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingles should be specifiedwherever

long life is exacted,not only for the body but also for the beauty
of color, of shingles.
Send today for Portfolio of Fifty Homes by Prominent Ar

chitects,aswell as color samples. Ask about "CREO-DIPT"
Thatched Roofs and 24-inch Dixie White Side Walls for the
true Colonial White effect.

1012Oliver St.
COMPANY. One
N. Tonawanda, N. Y.

"Creo-Dlpt"SainedShingleRoofamiSide
Walls. Residenceon
WalshEstateCincinnati,O. Arch..G.C.Burroughs,Cincinnati.

Portfolio
O/Homel ti

^aul Systems are
iadt in many su&s for
very need.

•CREO-DIPT"
StainedShingles r
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Residenceof J. B. Book
385Burns Avenue,Detroit. Mich.

J. G. Steffens.Architect

A Permanent Beauty for
Old Homes and New

TO
all homes of brick, cement and
stucco, Bay State Brick and Cement

Coating offers beauty and protection.

It chases signs of age from old
houses and adds the finishing touch to
new ones. It transforms the dull, drab
color of cement or stucco to a pure, rich
white or one of many beautiful tints.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating
is a lasting protection. It creeps into
every pore and permanently seals your

walls against dampness. Driving rains
cannot beat through it. Snow, sleet,
hail, wind or burning sun will not harm
it in the least.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating
comes in white and a range of colors.
Samples of white or your favorite tint
will be sent on request. Booklet No. 2
shows many Bay State coated homes.
Write us today for both.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Largest Paint and Varnish Makers in New England

BOSTON, MASS.

THEBAYSTATER
NewYork Office
Architects'Bldg.

Philadelphia Office
1524Chestnut Street

BAY STAT E
Brick and Cement Coating

Brushing Up On Brushes
(Continued from page 5i>

mark. The brush you buy for your
wall or your hardwood floor must not
scratch, and must have nothing in its
construction that can scratch. Like
wise, the brush you buy for your toilet
bowl must not scratch or wear the
enameland the bristlesmust be bristles,
for if of fibre you will have your brush
acting like a blotter. Your brush must
dean and brush, it must not becomea
bacterianestling haven.
Brushes bought for the radiator can
get under the piano and into small
spaces,but they are still brushesand the
more things they brush the better, of
course. Furthermore, bristles in a stove
brush should not be stiff enough to en
grave designson the nickel-work on the
stove.
The same may be said for the pot-
scouring brush. It (if made of fibre or
bristle) must not chip enamelor alumi
num by any part of its construction.
The brush that fits its work saves
time. For example, the brush that is
meant for the toilet bowl should be
shapedto fit the toilet trap. It should
be so built that its wire will not rust;
after it is shaken out it ought not to
drip when hung up; the bristles should
not mat or separateand should be so
made as to bend to your will. If it is
of fibre, this brush will mat and become
of no avail in short order. Such a
brush canbe usedas a bath-tub cleaning
brush and will not break the back when
functioning-
Baldness is the worst diseaseof bad
brushes. Bristles and fibre must be
stitchedand anchoredso as not to shed.
The frosting brush would be a danger
if a bristle were swallowed with a bite
of cake. You probably know the agony
of a clothesbrush that shedsbristles.
The backless iwisted-in-wire brushes
give brush area on all sides,and are so
secured that the bristle is fixed indefi
nitely. The brush that is all brush,
which has no emergingback to scratch,
and which brushesat every angle,saves
time and extra effort, too.

The Protean Vegetable Brush

One of the most useful brusheson the
market is the vegetablebrush. A little
brush whose uses are many. If there
are a few in a household they can be
used for washing vegetables,scraping
silk from corn, scrubbingpoultry, scour
ing pots and pans, cleaningwhite shoes,
sprinkling clothes,for they hold enough
water, and scrubbingdishes.
For the kitchenette today the sink
brush and dish-washingbrush with their
long handles are a boon for the house
wife, as she can keep her hands in con
dition by not getting them into hot
water so constantly. Thesebrusheshave
various other obvious uses besides.
Don't use paper to grease pans or
glaze cakes; use a pastry brush. Of
course this brush must be madewithout
glue or cement so that it can be fre
quently washed in scalding water and
the bristlesstill be wherethey shouldbe.
A brush small enough for the perco
lator tube is to be had. It is good for
teapot spouts, gas burner holes, type
writer interstices,etc.
Among other brushes to which you
may rfeedintroduction are:
Wicker-Reed. This gets in the tiny
placesso annoying to clean with mam
moth tools.
Refrigerator (or pipe brush). This is
a fairy wand to keepoff plumbersfrom
your estate. Almost a pipe-dreamin its
generalpipe-cleaningskill.
Hearth Brush. A good utilitarian tool
for those owning not only a home but
a hearth.
Radiator. Gets around a radiator as
if it loved it. Can be usedunder piano,
etc. Good for chandeliers,under oven
or gas stove,etc.

Remember there are hundreds of
brushesand that they are designedfor
every kind of thing, and best of all,
thereare companieswho exist just to fit
you out with brushesand who will ad
vise you just what kinds to get.

Mops and Dusters

Just a word or two aboutmops,which
are more and more coming to be made
of cotton which, though not technically
absorbent cotton, does absorb the dust.
They are not oily, but chemicallytreated
and so will not hurt the rugs. They
should be ctfwire construction,no parts
exposedso as to scratch. They must be
of strong, enduring cotton, reversible,
washable,with an adjustable long han
dle, usable for ceiling, walls, doors, win
dows, pictures, baseboardsand floors ;
good for corners. The handle should be
at least long enough to obviate all back
bending.
Of course there is a dish mop for
washing cups,pitchersor dishes,and the
light weight wet mop, with long handle,
of washable, reversible, corner-hunting,
absorbentcotton yarn.
The duster that dusts and does not
smudgeis what is needed. The one that
can dust finger marks off polished sur
faces,absorb the dust and can get into
difficult placeswithout breakingtheback
or — more important still — the heart.
Theseand many other brushesare to be
had for your comfort and for the ask
ing—and paying.
Many times in the useof fibrebrushes,
whether for personalor householduses,
it is wise to immersethemcompletelyin
water for one-half minute and set them
asideto dry, restingon the fibre face of
the brush insteadof the wooden back or
on one of ithe ends. Laying the brush
flat down permits the entire surface to
drain in the shortestpossibletime. The
object of dipping the brush in water be
fore use is to overcomea factory defect
which is possible in some factories, for
once the fibres of the brush are dipped
in water, the water is drawn up into the
hole by capillary attraction and rusts
the staple which is of iron wire; and as
this staplestartsto rust, it forms a bond
with the wood that makes the anchor
ing permanent. Should there be one or
two loose tufts, they will be cured by
the rusting process.
After using the brush, shake out the
water and place it face downward or
standing on the bristles so that it will
drain and dry.
We are not particularly interested in
the manufacture of brushes, except to
get what we pay for.
The handles of our brushesmust be
comfortable, smooth, long enough in
some instancesto save our backs from
pain and short or small enough to fit
our hands. In all cases they must be
firm and reliable. The handlesare pref
erably not joined with a swivel joint, as
this is apt to turn. The clamp is a
better fastening.
In the best grade of householdbrush
most of the handles are of wood or
twisted wire, treatedso as to be practi
cally rustless.
The nail brush and tooth brushes,of
course, are often of French ivory and
the handleis somadeas to allow no dirt
to remain in the handle. Often, too, the
bristles can be taken out to be cleaned
or replaced. (The hair brush is a story
in itself.)
Brushes must be easily cleaned and
cared for.
Brush racks can be bought or carpen
tersmakethemvery simply.
Above all, we want a brush that
brushes,whose bristles or fibres are an
chored to stay, whose utility goeswith
years,not months, whose death depends
not on usebut abuse,and to whoseem
ploying we look forward with pleasure.
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SABEY AWNINGS
"Period" Awnings

for Homes of Distinctive Character

THERE
is a stylein awnings

thatis goodandcorrect,just
asthereis styleandcharacter

in goodold furnitureand oriental
rugsof genuineorigin.

In awningsthisstyleand character
areexpressedbytheircut, their fit
andtheircolorings.

SABEY AWNINGS are made
for homesof distinctivecharacter—
homeswhosestyleof architecture
is such that they requireawnings

thatwill harmonizewiththewhole
schemeof things. They are cus
tom made and yet they are not
"expensive"awnings.
The coloringsof SABEY AWN
INGS are exceedinglyattractive
andareso fixedthattheywill not
fade. SabeyAwnings are made
froman extrafine qualityof can
vas, stitchedwith the strongest,
lasting thread, and mountedon
framesof the highestqualityrust
proofgalvanizediron.

WRITE for catalogue,samplesand prices.
The FRED F. SABEY COMPANY, Inc.

EARLY ENGLISH AND COLONIAL REPRODUCTIONS

ARE YOU BUILDING?
In the interior work of your home there is nothing
more important than the selection of the mantels

ASK YOUR ARCHITECT
Plate 3 illustrating different typeswill be sent upon request

ARTHUR TODHUNTER : Showrooms—101PARK AVE. NEW YORK

Qenuine Sfceed^urniture
HIGHEST QUALITY

BUT NOT HIGHEST PRICED

The superior quality and charm of our
distinctive Reed Furniture is easily
recognized. We make a specialty of un
usual designs for homes of refinement,
clubs, and yachts.

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

TR5 REED SHOP. Inc.
581 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25cpostage
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Tobey

THE
clever adaptation of overlay carving and

polychrome decoration of the Italian High Ren-

aissance mark the Alberti desk as a good specimen

of Tobey -made furniture. We shall be pleased to
send you our brochureW.

The Tobey Furniture Company
Wab ashAvenue Fifth Avenue

For overhalf a centuryCASSIDY COMPANY HAS DESIGNED
and manufacturedlightingfixturesfor themostexactingclientele
andhaverightfullyRainedtheirreputationof producingfixturesof
exquisitedesignand workmanshipat reasonableprices.
A rare exhibitionof chandelierwall brackets,floor lamps and
andironsare on displayin our galleries.

Specialdesignssubmittedon request.

CASSIDY CO. INC.
101 Park Avenue at Fortieth St..

BeriGAL-ORieaTAL Rugs
World's Most Renowned Reproductions of Oriental Rugs1

'iVrxx-nentirelytnonepiece

"\ can'taffordOriental rugs and there is
nothingto taketheirplace." Thismayhave
been so ten yearsago. but now Bengal-
Orientalrugshavebeenreproducedfromthe
besttypesof handwovenrugs.
Theytookl'k€ Orientals,theyfeel like
Orientalsand theyWearlike Orientals.
Bengalscostmorethandomesticrugsbutare
onlya thirdtoa fourththepriceofOrientals.
Send10cforportfolioofcolorplates.
Nearestdealer'snameuponrequest.

JAMES M. SHOEMAKER CO.,
»thSt.at FifthAve.,16-18W

Brans Galleries
Established1800

358 Fifth Ave. at 34*St
422 Madison Avenue
Between 48th C49th Sts.

New York

Paintings, Mezzotints
MirrorsZamps, Shades
Period Furniture
Hangings, Framing

Interior Decorating
ADAMCONSOLESETTable,3G"long.
15"vide—$70.00.Mirror.27" I 41"
outside—S80.00(Mitreml plan).Lan
tern*.60 Itiijh{electric),S-15.00each.

FILET NET
CURTAINS
$10
00 Pair Up

THE
most beautiful of all cur

tains. Hand madein exclusive
designs. They hang straight,
wear well, launder perfectly.
Made on English Nottingham
looms.Threads to match.Designs
to order. We can also supply

NET BY THE YARD
THREAD BY THE SKEIN
Send for Circular of Designs
MaterialsExclusiveto the

Harriet deR. Cutting Studios
6 East 37thStreet,NewYork City
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Tell us the furls you
intendto uteandthe
ofpeopletobe

earedfor. Wewill sub-
mit suggestionsand
tendyouourcatalogues.

SpecialCoalandOatRange,andCookt
Tabledesignedlor AdolphLcirisolm,
NewYork. Architect,C. P. H. tiilbert.

DEANE
RANGES satisfy every

kitchen requirement, because

they are designed with a knowledge of
conditions. The number of people to
be served, the fuels used and the space
available are some of the things we
should know before we can submit

suggestions.
Being masterrangebuilders,it is our aim
to make the best. Naturally a Deane
Range is more costly than an ordinary
range, but it is preferred by thosewilling
to pay for a superior product.
Like Pierce-Arrow and Tiffany, Deane
is synonymous with quality.

Bramhall, Deane Co, /
163-265 West36*StNewYorh.N.Y K

231

CI PinkhamHand-Braided

Rugs
Quaint Charm Plus Adaptability

for roomsrequiring dignity; bright,
gay colors for less formal rooms.
The moreimportantstorescan show
you examples of Pinkham Rugs.
Or the makerswill be glad to sub
mit specialdesigns;sendsamplesof
draperies,wall-paper,etc.

In a Pinkham Braided Rug
blended all the charm, quaintness
and simple beautyof the Colonial.
Our Associate Designers are con
stantly achieving new effects in
color schemes to harmonizewith
other decorations;rich, deep tones
PINKHAM ASSOCIATES, Inc., No. 3MarginalRoad,Portland.Maine

Regular
Specialsarenotalwaysre
quired.Thevarietyin stock
designsis thereforemostat-

Special
Stockdesignsdonotalways
belong.Norristoneabilityto
produceyourideasin special
designsismostappealing.

^prristoneCutCastQranite
Fountains,BirdBaths.Benches.Pedestals,Pots,Urns.Etc.

Send6ocforbookofactualphotos.
^prriitontStudiot,-Rochester,^\e»York

/VORRISTONE Care/en rurrx'iture

Radiator Obtrusiveness
Overcome

There are ways — attractive
ways — of overcoming the ob-
jectionableness of radiator ob
trusiveness. Ways that can be
planned when the house is
built; or worked out after
wards.

How easily and effectively it
can be done is told in our book
let "Radiator Enclosures."
You are most welcome to a
copy.

TUttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
2 West 45th St. New York

"Pearl" YOUR PORCH
Protectyour homeand the healthof your treasures
againstgerm-carryinginsectsnight and day. Flies
and mosquitoesare the greatestcarriersof disease
known. Keepthemout. Screenyourdoorandwin
dows; screenyour porches,and especiallyscreen
your sleepingporch—with PEARL WIRE CLOTH.
PEARLWIRECLOTHis a healthaswellasa comfortnecessity. Its patentedmetalliccoatinggathersnodirt—keeps
it clean—makesit sanitary,beautifulandlasting. Lastslunger,andsois thereforemosteconomical.
Buyonlythegenuine.Twocopperwiresin theselvageand
ourredtagoneveryroll.

Callonourlocaldenierorxcritcdirectforsample*andliterature
if you'reinterestedin screenmaterial.AddressDept."K"

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.
NewYork Georgetown,Conn. Chicago KansasCity

G&B PEARLismad*-in tiroireifjhts—regularandextraheavy
Thebesthardwaredealerin yourcitysells"PEARL"
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Your Grass Cutting
Problems Simplified

Thework of takingcareof largeareasof grassis greatlysimplified
whereIdealPowerLawnMowersareused. For onemanwithan Ideal
caneasilydo as muchworkper day as five hard workingmenwith
handmowers.Bestof all, theIdeal,besidesprovidingthis bigsaving
In labor,alsodoesbetterwork.
Moreover,any lawn that is caredfor the Ideal way Is alwayswell
rolled,becausethe Ideal is a powermowerand powerroller in one,
andthesod is rolledeverytimethegrassis cut Authoritieson lawn
care agreethat rolling Is a vital necessityto any well kept lawn.
That the Ideal Is of greatvaluein caringfor largelawnsIs plainly
evidencedby thethousandsIn useon privateestates,municipalparks,
collegegrounds,golf courses,ball parks, Industrialgrounds,school
grounds,cemeteries,etc. Hereare just a few namesfrom the thou
sandsof Ideal owners: Geo.W. Perkins,Riverdale,N. Y.; Spring
field Park Dept., Springfield,Mass.; City and County of Denver,
Denver,Colo.; MidlandGolf Club. Midland,Ont.; Atkins Residence.
Indian Hill, 111.; Dr. C. E. Burt, BeverlyHills, Calif.; Princeton
University,Princeton,N. J.
With ridingtrailer,the Idealmakesthemostpracticalandeconomical
ridingmowerpossibleto procure. Furnishedeitherwith or without
riding trailer.
Specialcuttingunit can be furnishedwith mowerfor work on golf
courses.
Any of ourdealerswill gladlydemonstratethe Idealfor you. Special
Illustratedcataloguponrequest.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER COMPANY
R. E. OLDS, Chairman

416Kalamazoo St.

Chicago.111..5.138. DearbornSt
NewYork.N. Y., 270WestSt
Boston.Mass., 52N. MarketSt
Philadelphia.Pa.. 709ArchSt
LosAngeles.Cal.,222N. LosAngelesSt
Portland.Ore.. 55N. FrontSt

Hartford.Conn.. ColtMemor

NewOrleans,La.. 130CampSt.
Pittsburgh.Pa., 108WestParkway
Cleveland.Ohio,1.100LakesideAve.
Denver,Colo..18thandWazeeSts.
St. Louis.Mo.. 412-414N. 4thSt
Toronto,Canada,17TwnperenceSt,

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER.

At one spot in the new H. H. Rogers garden,flat brick stepscreatea
terrace for a garden shelterwhich is placed naturally, as part of the

gardenwall

Garden Walls and Shelters
(Continued from page59)

vines are fast covering the walls.
Even from theseunusualexamplesone
can very well read the lessonof handling
even so simple a shelteras a pergola or
a rosearbor seat. In too many of our
gardenswe seethem set out in the open
without any apparent connection with
other structures on the place. If the
garden is not fenced in with a lattice
wall, or with a hedge, then the stark

nakednessof suchgardensheltersshould
be tied to the ground by shrubbery
planted around them to give approach
and background. Nor should thesesim
ple garden shelters be placed without
regard to the lines of the garden itself.
They should form the natural terminus
for a garden walk or the end of the
cross axis or the crossingof the two or
more gardenaxes.

The Aristocrat of Shrubs
(Continued from page 51)

peopleforbade the pleasuresof a garden,
but it was in the well ordered beds of
"simples" and herbs that the box found
a homo.
Later "company gardens" found fa
vor, and eachdooryard had a box-lined
walk, and beds neat edgedwith the stiff
twigged box, and filled with the humble
flowers our grandmothersloved. Some
of these gardens still exist. The rigors
of thewinter winds and snowshave not
downed these sturdy plants.
In the South the climatic conditions
were less severe and we find the box
more abundant. But we must also re
member that the people who founded
their homes there did not turn their
backs so emphatically on the mother
country. Therefore they used more of
the plant material with which they
were familiar, and planted it after the
fashion which was prescribedas correct
in the 17th Century. The parterres
were all box bordered.
One of the most popular designs in
the southern gardenswas a huge circu
lar garden with a fountain or a large
bush of box in the centerwhere the hub
of a wheel would be, and paths radiat
ing from it like the spokesof a wheel,
marking the box-bordered parterres.
Then around the whole a hedgeof box
like a tire. Another popular form was
to lay out a huge sundial with the fig
ures made of small box plants.
But now when the cry for the antique
is loud, long and insistent, these old
gardens are not to be found, because
they are not. For although fragments
may linger here and there, the old-fash
ioned garden in its completenessis a
thing of the past. In Washington and
other older cities of the South one may
behold a sturdy bush thriving in a
dirty, unkempt backyard, its pungent

odor noticeableabove the smellsof such
a place. Again we find a tangledjungle
where once was beauty and joyousness.
Overgrowth and decay have laid their
heavy fingers on it and stripped it of
its loveliness, but the box still lives.
Antique box, like old furniture, should
be inherited. If it does not grow in
your garden through the foresight of
previous generations, there is but one
way to procure it: the nurseryman.
Old box is now greatly sought after
to produce immediate effects in elabo
rate garden schemes. People vie with
each other in procuring beautiful speci
mens. Some of the prices are enor
mous. The more aged, perfect, or his
torical the specimen is

,

the more it costs.
One of the old box hedges is that
which Betsy Patterson and her gallant
and courtly lover, Jerome Bonaparte,
brother of the great Napoleon, planted
in their garden in Baltimore, before the
shadow of a throne came between to
mar and shatter their happiness.
Through all these years this tragic
romancehas clung to the old hedge,and
evennow, when it has beenmoved from
its old home, it is known as the Bona
parte hedge. Story has it that when the
evening shadows creep up from Long
Island Sound, and steal across to the
gardens where this old hedge now
stands, the spirits of the bygone days
slip out from the cool shadows of the
old bushes and re-live the vanished
scenesof happier days.
But be this as it may. we must ad
mit that the pungent, bitter, spicy odor
of box steepedin the sun exerts a pe
culiar influence on our senses. It hyp
notizesus and awakenswithin us heredi
tary memories. We re-create the days
of yesteryearand feel the romance and
witchery of the olden times.
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Nature and the Greenhouse
"NowNaturehangshermantlegreen
Oneverybloomingtree.
Ana1spreadshersheetso' daisieswhite
Outo'erthegrassylea."

—Burns

It's simplya matterof climate. And mansupplementsthework of
natureby buildinga greenhouse,in which the climateis whateverhe
wills Sohegrowsroses,and violets,and orchids,and chrysanthe
mums,or whateverhe pleases,wheneverhe pleases,regardlessor
nature'slimitations.

And, speakingof climate,thereis nogreenhousebuilt thatgivesmore
completeclimaticcontrolthantheV-Bar, nor thatstandshigherin all-
aroundadaptabilityand efficiency, li is economical,too.bothas to
operationandup-keep.

You will find our photographsand plansinterestingand instructive,
andwe shallbegladto showthemtoyou.

b\Wr
W. H. Lutton Company, Inc. 512 Fifth Ave., New York

A Planet Jr. means
a well-kept garden
Cared for with a Planet Jr., your garden not
only yields better but also looks better. The same
treatment brings quick growth and good appear
ance. A Planet Jr., by keepingdown the weeds,
strengthensthe plants and givesa neat, even look
to the rows; by turning and breaking up the soil,

it givesto the roots a proper balanceof air, sunlight and moisture,
at the sametime leaving that soft, crumbled surfacewhich makes
well-kept soil almost as beautiful as lawn. The healthy growth
of the plants is in itself a pleasingand inspiring sight.

Planet Jr.
No. 25planet.Tr. CombinedHill andDrill Seeder,
DoubleandHlncleWheelHoe.CultivatorandPlow
unitesmanygardentoolsin one,hasattachmentsfor
all kindsof sowing,weedingandcultivating.
If youharea' homegarden,
whichtnplantone.writeforoulustratedcatalogdescribingand
to useall kindsof PlanetJr.

S. L. ALLEN & CO.
Box 1110K Philadelphia

You Need These Books
Worth Many Dollars. Costs You Only 10 Cents

Fruit for Your
Home Grounds
What would you give to have
a friend on whom you could ab
solutely depend, tell you what
to do and what not to do, to
makea successof fruit growing?

Here, in the form of a book
by a leading authority, is such
an ever ready friend to ever}'
grower and would-be-growerof
fruit. Its name is ''Fruits for
the Home Grounds."

Besidesall the rest, it is filled
with invaluableinformationasto
careandfare. The only book of
its kind yet published. Worth
many a dollar; sent for so little
as io cents.

Your Home Grounds
How to Plant Them
Liberty H. Bailey, of Cornell,
has been induced to write an
other of his delightfully inform
ative planting books.
In it

,

he tells you exactly the
thingsyou mostneedto knowto
successfullyand lastingly beau
tify your grounds with shrubs,
vines and trees.
In an almost mystic way he
has anticipated and answered
just the things most folks want
to know, but don't know where
to find out.
At last. then, here is a book
that gives you real help, in a

way easyto follow.

Sent for 10 centseach,throughthe courtesyof The
AmericanAssociation o

f Nurserymen.Write for them

r at once to the Secretary'sOfficeat Princeton,N, /.

.Trustworthy
\Trees& Plants

Members
American Association
of nurserymen

MOTOR A LAWN
DRIVEN /reg MOWER
Does the Workof4*° 5Men
THE

4-Acre Power Mower is sturdy, com
pact and exceedinglysimple to operate.
It has a cutting capacity of four to five

acres a day. Fuel costs less than 40 cents a

day.

A powerful air-cooledmotor of specialdesign,
gives a speed of 2'A to 3!/2 miles an hour.
Traction power always under control from
steeringhandle. Miniature differential simpli
fies steering. Makes backing and twisting un
necessaryin close quarters. Runs in a circle
as easily as straight away.

Independentclutch automaticallystops cutting
reel and preventsbreakagein caseof obstruc
tion. Light weight (180 pounds) on roller is

sufficient to smooth lawn without excessive
packing. Metal enclosed driving gears and
muffled exhaust make operation practically
noiseless.
Surprisinglyreasonablein price.
Write for catalogand completeInfor
mation.

The Jacobsen Manufacturing Co.
15th & Clark Sts.

Racine, Wis.
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The Chintz In Your Curtains
(Continued jrom page 37)

Merit tempts
imitation

Jenkins Valves arc made
only by Jenkins Bros,
and have the name and
Jenkins Diamond cast
on the body as shown
below—a valve without
this identification is not
a Jenkins.

Leaky valves are costly

A DAMAGED floor, a spoiled rug, adiscolored ceiling, and uncertain

regulation of heat are some of the evils
of cheap light weight radiator valves
which make such valves mighty costly.

A radiator valve must have strength and
weight to stand the strains of expansion
and contraction of pipes. And Jenkins
Radiator Valves have this strength and
weight. They are better valves, and now,
as for over fifty-seven years, they are in
stalled when it is the desire to make a

heating system the best in every way.

You, too, can have Jenkins Valves on
your radiators —valves that do not leak;
that can be opened easily and closed

tightly, always — valves that will keep
good a good heating system.

And considering freedom from trouble and
freedom from costly damages to a home or
furnishings, Jenkins Valves are most economi
cal, although their first cost may be a little
more than that of the light weight valve.

Permit your architect to specify and your con
tractor to install genuine Jenkins "Diamond
Marked" Radiator Valves. Send to any Jen
kins office for booklets on Plumbing and Heat
ing Valves.

JENKINS BROS.
80White St New York
524Atlantic Ave Boston
133No. SeventhSt Philadelphia
646WashingtonBlvd. Chicago
St. Louis Pittsburgh Washington
San Francisco Havana

JENKINS BROS., Limited
103St. RemiSt., Montreal.Canada
6 Great Queen St., Kingsway,W.C.2,

London, England
FACTORIES: Bridgeport.Conn.
Elizabeth,N. J., Montreal,Canada.

of the artist, exclaimed, "You should
wear this, for it is you who are doing
more to defeatEngland than I."
The English never developedsuch a
distinct type of designas did the French
under Oberkampf, but they did adopt,
improve and modify thosepatternsthat
camehome to themacrossthe high seas
of the world. A student of design can
discoverin the pattern of a fine English
chintz a conglomeratemixture of mo
tivesnative to a scoreof lands.
During our earlyColonial days chintzes
that camefrom England and India were
the most important items for drapery
usage. And today no material is quite
m>lovely for homesof Colonial and En
glish Cottage tradition as the reproduc
tions of the old printed goods. Given
someyards of chintz and a little white
paint, a dreary room will blossom like
the rose.
Let your imaginationgallop for a mo
ment and perhaps you can hear the
chanteysongsof the capstan-baror the
tales of the clipper-ship races from

Shanghaito Baltimore, from Bombay to
London, laden with the new spring tea
and fine cloths. And when the shipwas
securely berthed, there was the captain
riding to his homewith a treasuretrove
of gifts from foreign ports; a dinner set
of Canton ware, a fan of carved ivory,
twenty yards of cream silk for a wed
ding dress,and enough chintz to drape
the hall or drawing room.
When next you look through a range
of chintzes, one of which is to make
your homea bit more cheerfulandmake
your life a little sweeter,try to remem
ber this: that you are not purchasing a
yard of woven cotton and an ounce of
dye, but that you are obtaining some
thing that will give your homean effect,
and back of that effect are the age-old
traditions of commerceand adventure,
the study of chemists,mechanicalengi
neers,artists and real craftsmen.
Dated Sept. 5, 1663,the following en
try is found in the Diary of Samuel
Pepys, "Today I bought my wife a
Chint for to line her study."

My Garden in May and June
(Continued from page SO)

It is someof the older, cheapersorts,
however, that if I could I should buy
by the thousand, to set hyacinths
streamingthrough them in color combi
nations to charm the most indifferent
eye. Katherine Spurrell, Mme. de
Graff, Ariadne, Flora Wilson and with
thesethe five hyacinths with which we
have tried this spring a very successful
experiment, a group of colors from
deepestviolet to "lavender-bluetouched
corn-flower blue"—a true color descrip
tion from the list of a good dealer. The
hyacinths were Enchantress, Schotel,
Grand Maitre, King of the Blues and
Lord Derby. Fifty of eachwere set in
long, loose groups among other loose
groups of the daffodils, running down
a slope beneath Japanese quince and
cedar with a few yellow tulips to rein
force the color of the daffodils. This
planting is only some sixly to seventy
feet from the southeast corner of the
houseand lies in and out of an almost
invisible wire fence and very near the
sidewalk for a distance of about fifty
feet.
Many are the passers-bywho have
enjoyed this picture with us this year.
We seethem stopping to gaze. Motors
go slowly by this spot too, for this
reach of flowers makesa bold, brilliant
foreground for the gentle rise and fall
of greenlawn beyond,and in every light
it is an exampleof fine color. The play
of morning and late evening light is
especiallyinterestingon theserich violet
flowers.
No finer spring hasever dawnedupon
our small place than that of 1919. A
cool, wet May until about the 26th,
when with suddenheat, waves and bil
lows of bloom broke over the old bush
honeysucklesand lilacs. There is noth
ing softer than the bloom of theseTar
tarian honeysuckles—the pink and the
white, especially the latter, which with
the deep color of its fading has a gen
erally creamy appearance. The lilacs,
cloudsof purple, mauveand white, have
droopedunder their weight of color and
scent except those like Ludwig Spaeth,
which havethe stiff habit of treeswhose'
newer stems,even, are woody. Tulips
have also showed what they could do,
but, under a hot sun, their day of glory
has beenbut a day. I have liked some
fine groups of yellow tulips, raising
themselvesabove the lavender phloxes
of spring—Mrs. Moon, Avis Kennicott,
Flava, Miss Willmott, Retroflexa su-
perba,all beautiesamongspring flowers.

For a pink tulip, there was a time
when I thought Inglescombe Pink the
loveliest of all. I have now fixed the
opinion upon the lovely Cottage tulip,
Mrs. Kerrell. Is there any one unap-
preciative of the beauty of rose color
as it appearsin the soft clustersof buds
and flowers of Bechtel's double-flower
ing crab? Let me say that this tulip,
Mrs. Kerrell, blooming with me this
spring below this crab-apple, is one of
the sweetestof all May pictures. The
relation of color is true, the relation of
form is a delightful contrast. The tulip
is one of great eleganceof form, and,
partly becauseI have it in half shade,
of fine lasting qualities. Twelve bulbs
are all I own. I could wish this number
multiplied by tensand hundredsif I had
place for them.
Under a drooping apple bough I sit
at twilight of the last day of May. Be
fore me is a plant grouping of much
variety and charm and the air is filled
with the fragrance of lilac and of lily-
of-the-valley. The lilacs now, some
twelve feet high, are in clouds of white,
mauve, and purple bloom. Delicate
whitish Persian lilacs are interspersed
with those of French descent; the effect
is a sumptuousnessof bloom which can
not be surpassed. In what might be
called a bay in thesetall lilacs, a space
sometwelve feet wide and running back
into the tall blooming trees for say six
feet, this arrangementoccurs. Against
the tall lilac treesstandsa young speci
men of Syringa pubescens,a speciesof
lilac heavy with delicate lavender-white
bloom. The bush is about five feet in
height and stands on an almost solid
carpet of forget-me-nots. Before the
lilacs are massesof bleeding-hearts in
full flower—to the right, Clara Butt
tulips. In the foreground of all this, a
soft round mass of ribbon grass, with
Clara Butt rising now again through the
striped leaves; to the left, and also in
the foreground, tall forget-me-nots in a
long blue drift, and beyond these, lily-
of-the-valley, blooming whitely to their
tips against their stiff green leaves,
"each one," as a remarkable English
writer has it

,

"tented in its little pa
vilion of green." The myosotisand the
convallaria have naturalized themselves,
run into each other, pink tulips and
dicentra overhanging.
As I sit on the little platform of a

June afternoon looking through the
tracery of apple-leaves to the brigkt

(Continued on page 90)
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DIRECTORYo/DECORATION & FINE ARTS !■
SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

"HvnnotChildren" I iA mezzotintbitM. Mnrbeth-Racburn
Aftertheoriginalpaintingbit
1. Wright,ol Dnbu

Paintings Engravings
Etchings

AnyEtchingsorBngravingtQuotedonrequest

14 East 46tii Street
New York City ffctftedOPPOSITElilTZ-CARLTON Booklet

ELSIE COBB WILSON

A mahoganymirror with line of
inlay and decorationsin dull gilt.
It is 33" long and 17" wide. $-11

Consultthe
SHOPPING SERVICE
of House and Garden
19Weat4-lthStreet,NewYork
whoWittgladlyhelpyou to
secureany articlenecessary
to your decorativescheme.

EmpireSofa,grrvnandgold—EmpireFlowerStands,blackandgold—DirectoirePanel,oneof a setof four.

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City
Washington,D.C— 808SeventeenthStreet.N.W.

'UplandandValley"

Loan Exhibition

PAINTINGS

by

J .Franc isMurphy
April 12—May 7
I Q 2 I

IllustratedCataloguewith
Appreciationby C L. Buchanan

will be mailed
freeon request

WILLIAM
MACBETH
I ncorporatetl

450 5th Ave., New York

*\W aintwiDMiKiniitiiiiuiuuiRiuiwnmini mi > iuiHiitniiuiuiui»ututiu uiiimtiiiiiu iniiiiihuii ^ m

P.JACKSON HIGGS
FormerlyPr**idmntof''Th«H&iumofPhilipQrUl,Inc."

ANTIQUES
Reproductions Decorations

An exceptionallyfine type

of Chippendale Chair,
which will improve the
appearanceof the living
roomor library.

15 EAST 54th STREET
New York City

<@>

DARN LEY
Inc.

Wrought iron desk lamp in black
and gold; complete with parch
ment shade, 10,inches high,

$16.25

34 E. 48th St. New York

Incorporated

JBatutfartttrrra anu JJmportrra

SellingAgentsforRadillo-PclittiCo.

French.Italianand English
Furniture.Antiques.Paintings.
Decorations.Objectsof Art.

432 JBaMantt Aurtuir

■Xrm\J urk

Bird Baths
are a source of endless pleasure.
The birds they attract to your
garden bring life, color and de
lightful entertainment.

Erkins Bird Baths
areto behadIn a varietyof distinctive
designs,andare renderedin l'onipelan
Stone,a eomposltionthat is practically
everlasting.
Sandforcat-
Dim £fc

tr.tim •n^jsjiK^r-' ——
tv »fCCsir«-VC' -.i < >' j j
StonoGmrdon^~^L -ri^"^"

—
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little 8ReeJfarm£
INTRODUCTORY

LITTLE TREE OFFER
6 CHOICE EVERGREENS

18 to 24 INCHES HIGH $5.00
SelectionincludesOne White Spruce,Two
DouglasFir, Two Arborvitaeand One Juni
per,—the "just right" evergreensfor planting
aroundthe house. All are of regular1-tttlf
<0rff3TamUiquality with thebestof tops and
big, healthyroots.

Price includespackingand delivery to Ex
press or Post Office, Framingham, Mass.
Averageshippingweight25 lbs. Remittance
with order.
These sampleswill show you better than
words can expresswhat quality of stock you
can securefrom us at very reasonableprice.

Send for "Book of
Cttttr BFm 3Farma**

Beautifully illustrated. Containing new
ideas of landscapedecorationand just what
you want to know about trees and shrubs—
their plantingand care. Used as a reference
work. Listed in U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
library.

little Iwe Jurmsi
AMERICAN FORESTRY
b»ston rOMPANV »■» £

It's Getting Late
Garden Lovers

How about the plantingof
your garden?
How about those hardies,
those shrubs, those trees,
you weregoing to plant?
It's getting late.
Your salvation now is the
Ten-Ten Book.
Easy to find things in. Big
type, easy to read. It will
saveyou oodlesof both time
and money.
The ten best of every
thing are listed to save you
trouble in ordering. Every
thing can be dependedon to

make your gardenmake the
most for you.
There's an illustrated in
dex, a really interestingone.
where you'll find all your
old gardenfriends with their
descriptions and prices.
Here you can pick out the
things you may want that
are not included in the Ten-
Ten groups.
Send for it. Seehow much
contentmentit will give you
in time saving and joy mak
ing.
You can dependon us for
shipping promptly.

YOU CAN
HAVE

Fine, velvety lawns,
luxuriant shrubbery,
free blooming powers
—through the use of
the Fertall Gun and
Ball Fertilizer.

THE FERTALL
GUN and BALL
FERTIL
IZERTHE

FERTALLGUN

is a unique
invention. It is
made of brass— like
the nozzle —and can be
attached to any ordinary
garden hose or sprinkler.

Fertall Balls are sparkling, all-soluble, no-waste, odorless
plant food.

Anyone Can Use It
Load the gun with the balls, attach to your garden hose
or sprinkler and sprinkle in the usual way. The fertilizer
will be distributed evenly and effectively in dilute liquid
form wherever you wish to apply it, keeping your lawn
fine, healthy and weedlessthroughout the summer.
Onechargeof six bulls will tlioroughlyfertilizean averagehome
lawn or garden,20 by 40 feet, one time.
Fertall containsno Nitrate of Soda,hencewill discouragethe
growthof weeds,andwill eventuallycrowdthemout.
Fertall Gun $2; Fertall Balls, onecharge(6 balls) 10c.

Combination Offer—The Fertall Gun
and 12 charges, 72 Fertall Balls
—sufficientfor aseason'sfeedingof an averagehome

lawn. By Parcel Post Prepaid.

Whenordering,kindly give your dealer'sname.

THE FERTALL CO.
9 Campbell St., Newark, N. J.

MAIL ORDER COUPON
Fertall Co.. Newark,N. J.
Knrlosedla $3.00forwhichsendmeyourguaranteedFertallfiunand12chargesof Fertall
Hiii- bymall,postpaid,withprivilegeof returnwithin30 daysif notsatisfactory.
Name
StreetandNo

$3

.City Slutc.

Olde jStonesfleld $pofe
and Flagging

IF
you would know their present day charm
and past history, dating back to England's
ancient Cotswold nouses, then send for our
booklet on Olde Stonestield Roofs.
Roofs that are really stone thatches.

THEJOHN D. EMACK CO.
Philadelphia Office I ■ ~) New York Office
1M So. 16thSt. //> / 15E. 49thSt.

1 .(Cria(«3|
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TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass-Cutter on Earth
Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the waves.
One mower may be climbing a knoll, the second
skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Drawn by one horse, and
operated by one man, the
TRIPLEX MOWER will mow
more lawn ih a day than the
best motor mower ever made,
cut it better, and at a fraction
of the cost.

Drawn by one horse, and
operated by one man, it will
mow more lawn in a day than

The Public is warnednot to purchase
No. 1,209,519,

any three ordinary horse-
drawn mowers with three
horses and three men. (We
guarantee this.)

Does not smash the grass to
earth and plaster it in the mud
in springtime, nor crush out
its life between hot rollers and
hard, hot ground in summer,
as does the motor mower.

mowersinfringingthe TownscndPatent
Dec. 19th,1916

Send for catalog illustratin g all types of Townsend Lawn Mowers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.

Jacobs Bird-Houses

The fameof JacobsBird-Houses
Is knownin everyland

INDORSED by the
BIRDS EVERYWHERE

Colony houses for the Purple Martin.
Individualnest-boxesfor Bluebirds,Wrens,
Chickadees,Woodpeckers,etc.
Food Sheltersand other feedingdevices
for Winter birds.
GovernmentSparrow Trap for ridding
your place of the sparrowpest.
GovernmentBird Banders'Trap.
Direct from our factory to you, the bird
lover.
Jacobs Pays the Freight!
Send for our FREE bird-housebooklet
andask for copyof theAMERICAN BIRD-
HOUSE JOURNAL.
Over 38 years' experiencewith house
nestingbirds.

JACOBS BIRD-HOUSE
AND MANUFACTURING CO.

Waynesburg, Pa.

Free
Book

RDEN lovers will find the

Write todayfor our large,illustrated
catalogNo. 214. It will suggesthun
dredsof plants and shrubs suitable
for gardensandgroundsof all sizes.

ble for reference in planning
beautiful gardens. Now is the
time to select the plants, bulbs
and shrubbery that will add
beauty and value to your home
surroundings next Spring. It
also explains our Landscape
Service Department. Write us
today asking for Catalog 214.

The Wagner Park
Nurseries Co.
Box 14, Sidney, Ohio

Florists NurserymenLandscapeGardeners

Grow Prize Winners
It's easy where you have the
Skinner System to help.

The finest flowers, the most suc
culent vegetables, reward those
who garden this way.

One user aptly says, "I get bet
ter, earlier and more, every year
with my Skinner System.

There's a lot of new joy to be
had in your garden this year—the
Skinner System will put it there.

Catalog of unusual interestready
for you. Mention size of garden
if you care to.

Especially glad to hear from the
"bug" with a little back yard
garden.

The Skinner Irrigation Co.
STREET ^dflfk- TROY, OHIO

The Gateway to Satisfaction
Carefully grown under rigorous northern climatic con
ditions—a well seasoned,hardy, finished product—our
treesand shrubs never ask you to wait, but take hold
and deliver their full, live beauties to you from the
moment they reach your grounds.

Send for our handsomeBook
"Beautiful Home Surroundings"

WYMAN'5
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* The Trade Mark Known In EveryNome '

UNIVERSAL

Yours for Better Cooking
—Easier Cleaning

IT requires
an iron constitution to lift,

carry and clean heavy pots, pans and
kettles. Universal Seamless Aluminum
Ware is too light to be a burden. Meal
after meal, day after day, year after
year—'"Universal" will take the heavy
and hard work off your hands and leave
only the light and easy.

"Universal" Aluminum is light but
thick — loo thick to wear thin in years of
use. It has satin-like smoothness, silver
like lustre. But beneath the gleaming

surface is the lasting ser
vice — the thickness of
metal that lengthens its
wear.

"
Universalize"
Your Kitchen

Quick <p Dry
T TSE "Universal" and you'll have^ the pleasure of cooking better
meals without the drudgery of
cleaning heavy utensils. Let this
light, lustrous ware give your
kitchen that polished look. Let it
do away with the clutter and clatter
of cooking— the toil and moil of
cleaning.

Sold by Hardware, Department and House furnishings Stores.

Write for Booklet No. 103 "The Universalized Home'"

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK New Britain, Ct.
. THETRADEMARKKNOWN A

Look for the name"Univer
sal" stampedon thebottom—
alsothe

WHITE LINE
on Knohs and Handles,
Whereveryou find thesedis
tinctivemarksyou'll findthese
qualityfeatures.
Seamlesssurfacesandrounded
corners for easy cleaning.
Tightly rolled rims fur still
ness. Cool handles,doubly
braced for double strength.
Pure aluminum spouts, se
curely welded. Sanitary in
everydetail, insideand out

My Garden in May and June
(Continued from page 86)

gardenbeyond, I am struck by the vast
improvementmade this year by the in
troduction of valerian in eight balanced
spaces. Especially bold and good is
this becauseits silvery flowers rise be
side spires equally tall of the purple
Campanula lactiflora, also in full flower.
Geranium grandiflorum'slow moundsof
brilliant violet flowers form a lovely
foreground from where I look, for these
two taller subjects. This year I have
this hardy campanulaall over my gar
den. It is only threefeet tall at present,
due to fall moving, and next year it will
probably exceedheight limits; but for
the present it is giving a most lovely

effect. The clear-cut flowers, the fine
pointed upright buds, the uniform
bright color of the bloom—these attri
butes make this perennial campanula
valuable. Through a seriesof mishaps
I have this year no Canterbury bells,
but they are hardly missed, thanks to
this vivid substitute from their own
tribe. As C. lactiflora grows old, as it
becomes established in its appointed
place, there is a tendencyto monotony
of height in flower stem. Then we
have a more or lessuninterestingbarrel-
like effect of bloom. The remedy for
this is division and movingin the early
autumn.

A Cinderella Room and Some Others
(Continued from page 25)

UNIVERSAL
IN EVERYHOME

and spacious,despite its ornate belong
ings-
Another room in this same house
which shows a successfuluse of pattern
against pattern is a bedroom papered
with a delicately designedpaper of pale
gray on white, faintly checked panels
spottedwith a pastoral group of a shep
herdessand her sheep. This paper also
is finished at the ceiling with a narrow
borderingof gray. The bed in this room
is a very narrow Portuguese one, of
walnut, with an interesting oval head
board exactly filled with a pattern of
old red and white toile-de-Jouy. The
flat valances and the plain bedspread
are of toile-de-Jouy, which is very
sophisticatedin its beautiful design,very
French in spirit, and yet absolutely
pleasing against the restrained grisaille
wall paper. The curtains, also of red
and white toile, bordered with narrow
cotton fringe, are merely graceful
draperies around the windows. They
are not used to screenthe room from
light, but to frame the sunlit, muslin
hung openings agreeably.

In the Hall

The hallway of this house is very
small, a mere passageleading into din
ing room and other hallways, but it
instantly declaresthe unusual charm of
the houseto the visitor. Its wall spaces
are plain green-blue paper, with wide
borders cut from a Directoire paper.
The one large wall space is filled with
an old walnut seat covered with red
velvet, and the entire floor spaceis cov
ered with a circular Aubusson rug, a
fragment of some old carpet, finished
with a dark red wool fringe. The gilt
barometer, very rococo in curves, is
lovely against the dark blue wall. Small
candle holders of white and gilt tin are
the wall lights. This small space is a
triumph in decorating,for there is noth
ing to beeliminated,nothing to be added.
Another charming treatment of such
a small box-like room, whether it be a
hallway or telephonecloset or powder
ing room, is to cover the walls with a
brilliantly coloredpaper of large design,
and to frame the spaceswith narrow
bandings. Mirrors are always lovely
againstpictorial or flowering papersand
plain borderings of color and gold give
an air of great chic. One such little
room was paperedall over, ceiling and
walls, with the twenty-five cent paper
we found in the basement,the light blue
spotted with pink and red geraniums.
The tiny room was only large enough
for a dressingtable and a pair of stools,
but it simply spills over with color, and
we have only to leave the door open to
bring spring into the oak hall from
which it opens. The paper goesover its
surface bandbox fashion, but where it
touches the wood trim of doors and
windows it is bordered by a dotted
j greenband, an inch wide. The onewin

dow is hung with generouscurtains of
bright pink muslin, borderedwith dou
ble rufflesof the widest footing we could
find. The dressing table is a wooden
box hung with petticoats of the same
muslin and above it is a mirror in a
rather coarse gilt frame. The toilet
things are of red glass, some old, some
new.

A City Dressing Room

Very different is the dressingroom in
a city house recently done. This little
room opens from the main hall of the
house, which is Empire in treatment,
and a certain amount of Empire feel
ing has been brought into the guesfs
dressing room. The walls are papered
with a plain white paper, the ceiling is
whitewashed,and the decoration of the
room comes from a brightly colored
border of old Italian paper, cerise and
sapphire and pink and yellow swags
and fringes and garlands. The dress
ing table is a curving shelf, fitted into a
mirrored recess. This recesswas an ac
cident of building, and was utilized in
this way. The shelf is covered with a
blue and yellow and cream striped silk.
The two lamps used are of toile, black
and gilt, with yellow silk shields. Old
greenglassvaseshold bouquetsof many
colored flowers, and a few piecesof old
glassand a small pin cushion repeatthe
gay cerise and blue of the wall paper
border. The pictures used in this little
room are old French color prints, with
blue striped mats. The one chair is of
black lacquer, covered with Victorian
silk, sapphire blue, with bouquets of
flowers in black medallions. The rug
is a specially made one, of black fur.
The washstandis an old Empire one of
walnut and gilt which has been fitted
with modern plumbing and a black
lacqueredbowl.
The plain white walls and ceiling
spacesmake the successof the brilliant
paper border, which is the sourceof all
color used in the room.
You can do surprisingly good things
with these deep borders and narrow
bandings. Rooms of large wall surface
that ordinarily suggest wooden mold
ings becomemuch more interesting if
panelledwith narrow bandings. In my
old house in Connecticut I have useda
number of these old-fashioned borders
with totally different effects. The long
double drawing-room,with its six chintz
hung windows, its sky-blue ceiling, its
whitewashed walls, and its bare floor
of wide boards, seemedexactly the right
place for an eighteen-inch Victorian
border of blue swags,yellow tassels,and
pink roses. This gay border is the only
paper used in the room, and is applied
directly to the rough whitewashed
walls. It looks as if it were painted
on, and is tremendouslygay in the cool,
scantily furnished room.

(Continued on page 92)
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NewbyChaise
andHarewoodTable

ornfort
with Cjood 'Jaste

MUCH
furniture of pleasing

design is uncomfortable, and
much comfortable furniture is
wretched in design. The distinctive
feature of Max- Ray furniture —
besides its matchless quality — is that
it completely combines the quin-
tessence of good taste with the
utmost in comfort.

MAXWELL^RAY COMPANY
25 West 45thStreet,New York City
FactoryatMilwaukeeWisconsin
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Qalleries ISST

MODERN PAINTINGS
INNESS DEGAS

WYANT PISSARO

BLAKELOCK SISLEY

WEIR CHARRETON

Ca talo I on request

45 West 44th Street
mmmeamm :rain;:i:n:i;;i

NEW YORK |
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MILCH
Galleries

EXHIBITION OF

LANDSCAPE
PAINTINGS

by

Willard L. Metcalf
April q to 30

Newbookletonrequest

108 West 57th St., New York
"TheJoyoftheWaters"fryHarrietFruhmuth

ROOKWOOD
ARTISTIC POTTERY and TILES

WRITE FORDESCRIPTIVEMATTER

The Rookwood Pottery Company
Rookwood Place Cincinnati. Ohio

JOHN G. HAMILTON, inc.

INTERIOR DECORATIONS

ANTIQUES

6 East 45th Street, New York City
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Hot Water! Instantly!
from

the automatic heater with 77 less parts

/^\PEN any faucet—day or night
— and your Hoffman will pro

vide an inexhaustible supply of
steaming hot water. It will flow
at an even temperature as long as
you desire.

No annoying delays. No bother. No
fuss, '('here's nothing to do hut turn the
faucet and revel in the joyous luxury of
complete and abundant hot water service.

Then close the faucet and the gas is
shut off automatically. No waste. No
needless expense.

Remember that this daily necessity is
available through the improved and sim

plified automatic heater. The Hoffman
has 77 less parts. Thus it is the depend
able and efficient heater .for you.

Hoffmans are made in several styles
and sizes to meet every requirement.
There's one for your home. Send the
coupon for full information. Send it
now, please.

The Hoffman Heater Co.
1305 Oberlin Ave. Lorain, Ohio

Branches in all important centers

The HoffmanHeaterCo. is an independentorganiza
tion,not affiliatedwith anyotherheatercompany,pay
ing no royalties.

[IoffmaN means-
Instant Hot Water
* THE HOFFMAN HEATER COMPANY '

130SOberlin Ave., Lorain, Ohio

I Pleasesendme
yourHot WaterServicebookandinformationaboutthe sii.iplified I

HoffmanHeater. I
I •
■ NAME t

I STREET I
t •
- CITY STATE •

A Cinderella Room and Some Others
(Continued from page 90)

Two other rooms in the same house
were papered in imitation of paneling.
One of these,a bedroom,had plain beige
colored paper on the walls and ceiling.
The wall spaces were papered with a
two-inch paper "molding" of light
brown and deepgreen,in panelsas care
fully drawn as if they had been, of
wooden moldings on a wooden wall.
On the ceiling, circling the spacewhere
a light was dropped, I made a wreath
of wall paper flowers and applied it.
The floor of this room was painted in
imitation of a Directoire Aubusson car
pet, in pale biscuit brown, with white
stars at irregular intervals all over it

,

and a three-inch border of dark brown
following the wall. This floor was given
severalcoatsof shellac,and is a hard and
lovely background to a few small bor
dered rugs. The curtains in the room
are of brown glazedchintz coveredwith

pink and red rosesand hugegreenleaves.
The dining room is paperedwith the
samebeigecolored paper, but this room

I wanted to suggest a classic, rather
than a whimsical, artifice, so its panels
were formed of two-inch molding of
pale blue and gray, in a Greek Key
pattern. This room has a mixture of
furniture, mainly a huge oblong walnut
table and rather heavy white and gold
Italian peasantchairs, and a bare floor
of waxed boards. There are no pic
tures on the plain walls, but one heavy
gilt mirror hangs over the mantel, and

a small table in the corner holds a dozen
pots of flowers, and a length of peach
colored brocade is used on the table be
tween meals, so that there is color a-
plenty. But the restraint of the pale
tan walls and the cool blue and gray
borderings is very desirable in a coun
try housedining room.

House & Garden's Bookshelf

"THE COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE
OF PHILADELPHIA"
By Frank Cousins and Phil. M. Riley.
Little, Brown and Company, Boston.

THERE
has long beenneed of just

such a book as the admirable vol
ume on "The Colonial Architec

ture of Philadelphia," with text by Phil.
M. Riley and copious illustrations from
photographs by Frank Cousins. It is a
layman's book as well as a book for the
architect.
We have, in the past,had many books
touching upon early Philadelphia archi
tecture, but thesevolumeshave devoted
themselves, primarily, to the lore of
Colonial days in the old city, in which
the surviving edifices had been con
cerned, rather than to the architecture
of the first capitol of the United States
as a main theme. The present book
follows the latter plan and the pros
pective home builder and his architect
will welcome it ; nor can the visitor to
Philadelphia help finding an interest in
the Quaker City enhancedby a study
of these clearly written and beautifully
illustrated pages.
In their foreword the authors say,
"Interesting as was the provincial life
of this community; absorbing as are
the reminiscencesattached to its well-
known early buildings; important as
were the activities of those who made
them part and parcel of our national
life, the Colonial architecture of this
vicinity is in itself a pricelessheritage—
extensive,meritorious, substantial, dis
tinctive. It is a heritage not only of
local but of national interest, deserving
detailed description, analysis and com
parison in a book which includes his
toric facts only to lend true local color
and impart human interest to the nar
rative, to indicate the sources of af
fluenceand culture which aided so ma
terially in developing this architecture,
and to describelife and mannersof the
time which determined its design and
arrangement." The authors have suc
ceededin presentingsuch a volume.
The first of the chapters in the book

is an outline of Philadelphiaarchitecture
in general, followed by chapters on
Georgian brick countryhouses,brick city
residences,ledge-stone country houses,
plastered stone oountry houses, hewn
stone country houses, doorways and
porches,windows and shutters,halls and
staircases,mantels and chimney-pieces,
interior wood finish and public build
ings. Fortunately the Philadelphia of
today has not only a distinctive archi
tecture in its brick, stone and wood
work, but a diversified architectureem
bracing both the city and country types
of design and construction, a priceless

heritage which makes it
,

in extent,
unique among American cities.
The illustrations are unusually fine.
Their clearnessand sharp focus reveal
the detail essential to the student and
every one of the ninety-five plates is

interestingand a valuable record. The
volume's index is carefully worked out,
one of the most useful and satisfactory
among the architecturalbooks that have
come the reviewer'sway this season.

OLD BRISTOL POTTERIES
By W. J. Pountney.
An import by E. P. Dutton & Com
pany, New York

THE
appearanceof W. J. Pountney's

"Old Bristol Potteries" will fill the
hearts of collectors and connois

seursof pottery and porcelainwith de
light. This new work is truly a monu
mental one and it will supersedeHugh
Owen's "Two Centuries of Ceramic Art
in Bristol," published in 1873, excel
lent as that pioneer work is

,

for Mr.
Pountney supplementsas well as covers
the field of the earlier work.
It has long been regretted that more
excavationshave not beenundertaken—
often this has not beenpossible—on the
sitesof the early English potteries.For
tunately Mr. Pountney has been led
both by his enthusiasmand his scholarly
instinct to examine and make excava
tions on the sites of the old Bristol
potteries, with gratifying results, as
noted in this book. The author like
wise appears to have dug into his
torical archives as assiduously, and a

wealth of material discovered in conse
quence is embodied in these chapters.
As Bernard Rackham points out in a
foreword which he has contributed to
the volume, the wares of the early
Bristol potterieswere by no meanseasy
to distinguish from some of those of
their Dutch fellow-craftsmen of the
period who were then employing the
same technical methods, including the
yellow lead-glazeon the back of dishes
as a meansof economy in tin, and very
similar formal designs,down to the blue
dasheson the rim, a featurewhich prob
ably was introduced from Italy. Mr.
Rackham says : "A pattern which the
menof Bristol seemto havemadepecu
liarly their own, and perhapstheir most
effectiveone, is that of tulips, fritillaries
and other flowers springing from the
lower edgeof the dish or arranged in a

vase, a theme unknown on the Con
tinent, and probably not certainly to be
associatedwith any other English pot
teries." Bristol delft ware enjoyed a

wide and international popularity at the
zenith of its manufacture. Notwith-

(Continued on page 96)
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The White House Line
STEEL DRESSERSWHITE ENAMELED

It is a matter of history, that
during the Civil War, we built
the dome on the U. S. Capitol at
Washington. It is one of the fin
est of its kind and has gained a
nation-wide reputation. We are
''carrying on" that reputation
with The White House Line.

A small
installation of
WHITE HOUSE
Units

Replacing wooden
cupboards

The WHITE HOUSE Line also includes portable Kitchen
Dressers with equipment.

Manufactured in a Unit System
Catalogue sent on request

JANES & KIRTLAND
133 West 44th St., New York

A NEW TYPE OF FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT
A HUMPHREY

Padiantfirp
A scientificallyconstructedfireplacefire. An achievementin househeating
morewonderfulthananythingyouhaveeverseen.

HEAT RAYS LIKE SUNRAYS
—positivelywithoutodor. Numerousdesignsandfinishesmakingit adaptable
to all stylesof architectureand characterof decoration. Illustrationshows
nur new Del.uxe, a real work of art, beautiful in outline and finish.
Harmonizeswell with themostelaboratesurroundings.
Tell your architectto hold his specificationsuntil he has investigatedits
merits. Full informationsentwithoutobligation.

GENERAL GAS LIGHT COMPANY
NEW YORK KALAMAZOO SAN FRANCISCO

Do You Need a Starter?
Do jou like to travel? And hate to make plans?
Would you rather stay at home than go to the most
beautiful spot in the world if you had to wrestle with
the hows and whens and wheres of getting there?

Do you want diversion? But no responsibility? Then
you'd better write to House & Garden International
Travel Bureau.

State how many there are in your party. Tell us when
you want to start We'll pick out routes for you, tell
you what hotels are the best, which climates are
famous for what, and what sort of clothes you'll want.
We'll give you, free, all the information you want, but
can't be bothered with getting for yourself.

HOUSE & GARDEN
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL BUREAU
19 West 44th St. New York City

Exclusive !
1. Adonis Aleppica.
A rare gem—somethingto boast
about. Grows 16 to 20 inches
high and producesfrom sixteen
to twenty main stems. From
thesemany lateralbranchesarc
sentout, eachendingin a well-
shaped8-petaledflower. A fine
(larkblood-red,enhancedbyveryhand
somecosmos-likefoliage. Pkt. 75cts.
2. Evening Star Chrysanthemum
Magnificent single Chrysanthemums
like hugedaisies,on stems18 inches
long. Wonderful flowersfor cutting.
Grown as easily as a zinnia. Deep
goldenyellow. Pkt. 25 cts.
3. American Beauty Aster.
A remarkablenewtype,with immense
doubleflowerson long stems,of per

from 6
P
I!M

feet rose form, often AdonisAleppica
ameter. Moot stemsare not un-
>mlate. Excellentfor tall vases,
as the American Beauty rose.

hesin <

usual. 1
5
1
<

Same colo
Pkt. 25 ct
4. New Annual Blue Anchusa.
Like a giant spray of Forget-me-notof thedeepestblue,on stemsfully 18 incheslong;just lovely in the garden or for cutting;
bloomsall summer. Pkt. 25 cts.
All 4 of above Rare Novelties
($1.50 value) for $1.00

Schling's Perpetual Spinach.
An exclusive novelty! A delicious big-
leavedSpinachfrom whichyou can cut andcut againright throughtheseasonuntil hard
frost. The only variety that will give you
an abundantsupplyof real Spinachthrough
out the season. 2 oz. pkg.,enoughfor theaveragefamily,$1.00.
FREE, 75c pkt. of our new Lilliput Poppy.the flower sensation, if you order BOTH the
4-NoveltiesCollectionandthePerpetualSpinach
($2.00). Our "Book for GardenLovers*'(25cts.) alsoFREE with everyorder.

(25 m

$cKliiNg$ Seeds
26 West 59th St.

lIiiiiiiniiLi"0 i ,\
.
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* New York
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Gladioli—-New Primultnus Hybrids
These Hybrids gained by
crossing the species
Primulinus with the
larger varieties of the
Gandavensis type, have
retained the dainty and

graceful form of their
Primulinus parent even
to the hood, formed by
the drooping of the petal
and have an added
beauty of exquisite col

oring from the softest
primrose to the palest
rose.

They are among the fin
est bulbous plants for
early Spring work and
cannot be too strongly
recommended to any per
son who is not acquaint
ed with them. Can be
planted any time during
April or May.

For $3.00 we will mail one bulb
each of twelve named varieties

BECKERT'S SEED STORE
101-103 Federal Street
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Quality Service Reliability

Send for Free General Catalogue

HORSFORD'S HARDY LILIES
and Cold Weather Plants

When you get nursery stock
from Vermont you can be sure
that it is hardy. Our Hardy-
Plants, Wild Flowers, Lilies,
Orchids, Hardy Ferns, Vines,
Shrubs, and Trees which we
grow here have always given
satisfaction when properly set.
Trees and Shrubs that we have
found tender in severewinters
have been discarded from our
lists. Ask for our New Annual
before making up your list of
wants.

F. H. HORSFORD
Charlotte Vermont

Does a Horse's Work Better and Faster ]
i. ■■

Works for eight centsan hour in the field—four centsfor 4 H. P.
belt work. Plows, harrows, disks, cultivates, plants, pulls mower,
wagon, etc. Perfect power for narrow row cultivation. Goes
exactly where you want it.

America's First Successful Small Tractor
Proved by four years' actualuse. Write
for lettersfrom users— gardeners,florists,
orehardists.farmers,ownersof big estates
and suburbantracts. Sec your Beeman
dealeror write for handsomefolder.
BEEMAN TRACTOR COMPANY

304Sixth Ave., South,Minneapolis,Minn.

You can have
a perfect lawn

Two weeks earlier than your neighbor

Wonderlawn Grass Seed is the result of 10
years scientific experimenting; to perfect a
mixture which would quickly produce a per
manent, sturdy turf of indisputable quality.

Wonderlawn Grass Seed transforms the
grounds into a luxurious lawn which remains
green from early Spring to Christmas.

Your local dealer will gladly give you a test
ing sample. Should you not know where to
get it

,

write us and we shall l>edelighted to
send you the name of the nearest dealer to
your home, who carries Wonderlawn Grass
Seed.

ATLANTIC GRASS SEED CO.
46 West Broadway
New York

TRADEBRAND m*«k
CONCENTRATED
MANURES

the best fertilizer for under
glass or plant field soil-
equally good for the lawn,
flower and vegetablegarden,
shrubs, trees, fruit and field
crops.

NATURAL FERTILIZER
direct heat dried and sterilized—weed and grass seed
effectively destroyed—safe—dependable—convenient.
Wizard Brand will make your gardening efforts a

real pleasure and success,because it gives the soil
what it needs to make things grow.
Insist on Wizard Brandby nameat your
seedstoreor write direct for bookletand

prices.

TR Y IT THIS SPRING!
The Pulverized Manure Co., g^E^,. Chicago, 111.

Multi-Service Tractor J

Kunderd's Marvelous
Ruffled Gladioli

offer something entirely new and original
for your garden. Far removed from the
common sorts in size and exquisite color
ing, their ruffled beauty will make any
garden distinctive.

Our 1921 catalog describes ninety-two new
sorts introduced for the first time, and illus
trates many of them, eight in natural colors.
44 pages of Gladioli descriptions and cultural
directions—send today for a free copy.

A. E. Kunderd
The originatorof the "Ruffled Gladioli"

Box 2, Goshen, Indiana, U.S.A.
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APRIL 25th IS ENGLISH WALNUT DAY
Plant some English Walnut Trees
this Spring —Order now.

Here in the north, thousandsof English Walnut trees are thriving and
bearing delicious nuts—you are safe in planting our hardy northern grown
treesin localities where the winter temperatures are not too severe for
peach trees—in almost every locality, north, east, south or west, you will
find bearing English Walnut trees—wherever peach trees will grow, our
hardy English Walnut trees will succeed.

We offer small treesas low as S1.00each, but send for our beautiful
catalog, which describes the different varieties, the different sizes with
prices, also a multitude of other hardy nut trees, fruit and ornamental
trees, roses, shrubs, evergreens, hedge plants, etc., for while we have
the largest assortment,and the largest stock of northern grown nut trees
in America, we are also growers and have been for more than half a cen
tury, of a general line of hardy dependablenursery stock.

// you intend to plant an orchard—// you intend to beautify your
grounds —no matter how much or how little you intend to plant,
start with "Glentcood Crown" trees. Send for that catalog to-day—

it's our only salesman.

GLEN BROS., Inc., Glenwood Nursery,
Established 1866, Rochester, N. Y.

"RUN LITE"
GARDEN CULTIVATOR

Only a little larger than a hoe and
doestheworkmorerapidly andeasier
than hoeing. Eliminates backaches
andblisters. Insuresmaximumcrops
of best quality.

k Keeping the soil surface frequentlystirredadmitsair to therootsof plants
and releasesplant food whichmakes
plantsflourish. This operationretains
the soil moisturewhich theplantsre
quireandis thesoilmulchrecommend
ed by everyAgricultural College.
TheRunlite is a scientifictoolneeded
in everygarden. Its cost is quickly
repaid in time and labor saved.

; ffe .00 Works closeto therowsandbetween? —̂ * narrowrows. The teethare operated
a ■ _ ■> j > t_ ■ a c bv strong springs which absorb theDeliveredAnywherein U. S. shock. The oscillating teeth is an
entirely new and valuable principle. Fully guaranteed.
"The Runlite Cultivatorcultivatesdeeplyand is easy to run. It doesnot
jar the body, which causesheadachesas hoeingis apt to do. It is well
worth themoderatesumit costs" Marion P. Thomas,Utica, N. Y.
Sold by HardwareDealers,Seedsmen,etc. Order from the factory if your
dealer cannotsupply. Completewith handleon receipt of price of $300.
Circulars on request.

RUNLITE COMPANY, Ithaca, New York

■You'll Never Tire of
A Pool of Water Lilies

The distinctive growth of the plants and the unusual beauty and
wonderful colors of the blooms will hold your interest from June to
October. Nothing in your garden will prove so attractive.

Water Lilies
can be had in many different varieties,with colors from waxy white to
crimson and royal purple. Anyone can have a water-garden; the require
ments are so simple. Ask for our catalog, and let it show you how—
sent free on request.

Independence Nurseries, Box H, Independence, Ohio

In these extra-large,
twice transplanted trees I
have put the benefits of

all my skill and experi
ence. The long tap roots
common to Pecans have

been eliminated by re

peated transplantings; the

grafting necessary to fruit

ful production has been
carefully performed. They
will grow well from the
time they are planted.

These trees will bear
several years earlier than

any other nut trees on the

market; in fact, you can

obtain transplanted Pecan

Trees .nowhere else. And

the cost is very reasonable

when size and develop

ment are considered. Send

today for my catalog and

price list of transplanted

nut trees. You will find
it extremely interesting.

Rosedale Specialties
RoSCS in matly varieties and in large sizes

for immediate effect. Also Fruits
(dwarf and standard).

EvCTffrCdlS in varieties and many sizes,^ up to 25 feet. Frequent trans
planting assures compact root
systems that stand moving well.

Deciduous Trees, Shrubs and Vines
in great variety, including extra sizes
for immediate effect.
We will issue two helpful catalogs
February and August. Send us your
name and address.

Rosedale
Box H

Nurseries
Tarrytown, N. Y. The MajesticDouglasFir
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Home Costs Are Reduced
When Redwood Is Used
WHEREVER

and whenever you build, you can
reduce the cost of your home by investigating

the different woods available. There is as much dif
ference between long lived Redwood and ordinary
lumber as between granite and sandstone. Outside
walls and roofs of Redwood sidings or shingles mean
permanence, economy, safety and comfort for many
years to come.

PERMANENCE, because every fibre of Redwood is
impregnated with a natural preservative that prevents
the growth of the various forms of fungi which cause
most woods to quickly decay, especially if exposed to
moisture and severe climatic changes, or when in eon-
tact with the ground.

ECONOMY, because all grades of Redwood are freer
of knots, splits, sapwood and blemishes than other
building woods. Therefore there is less waste. Red
wood's grain is close, straight and true and the texture
is soft— therefore easy to work. Redwood is also light
in weight, though of sufficient strength. Moreover, it
has an exceptional painting surface. Most important,
it lasts longer than other woods—Redwood shingles
and sidings will outlast the nails.

SAFETY, because Redwood is unusually fire-resist
ant. There are no highly inflammable resinous sub
stances in Redwood. It is hard to ignite, burns slowly,
and is easily extinguished. Redwood lumber yards get
a twenty-five per cent reduction in fire insurance pre
miums because of this. Wherever a fire-retardant
wood adds to safety in construction, Redwood alone
meets the specifications.

COMFORT, because Redwood is a natural insulator
—keeps cold out and warmth in, or heat out and cool
ness in. It does not shrink or swell because of its
uniform cellular structure which provides layer on
layer of dead air pockets which block the passage of
cold, heat and moisture. In homes otherwise struc
turally good, this quality of Redwood will add to the
home's value.

Get Thin Redwood Information Sheet

Write today for Redwood Information Sheet No. 11, "Resi
dential Building Materials." Please send us your architect's
or builder's name and address. We have some interesting
Kedwood data for him. Kindly address all inquiries and
communications to our Chicago office.

Tfce Pacific Lumber Gx

lEiWOOID)
1111 Lumber Exchange Building, Chicago
NewYorkCily,N.Y. KansasCity.Mo.
THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.

SanFrancisco,Cal. LosAngeles,Gal
TheLartntManufaclnrmsandDistributorsofCaliforniaRulwaod.

House & Garden's Bookshelf
(Continued from page 02)

standing this, fine pieces of the ware
are uncommon enough and eagerly
sought by collectors. The Brislington
pottery, circa 1650, was probably the
first either in or near Bristol to produce
delft ware, while the earliest porcelain
works were startedabout the year 1745.
The twenty-eightchaptersof the book
are supplementedby an apprenticeship
list of Bristol potters, a list of potters
in the Bristol Burgesslist and a schedule
of deeds of the temple pottery. Over
ninety excellenthalf-tone reproductions
and a map of Bristol in the 18th Cen
tury, showing the principal potteries, il
lustrate what must be regarded as a
very important contribution to ceramic
history.

OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE AND
ITS SURROUNDINGS FROM THE
RESTORATION TO THE REGENCY
By Maclver Percivai
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

IN
his new book, "Old English Fur
niture and Its Surroundings,"
Maclver Percivai shows himself

thoroughly qualified to treat of the sub
ject. While the 203 pagesof Mr. Per-
cival's work neither pretend nor can be
expected to be exhaustive, they do,
nevertheless,presenta clear and definite
outline of old English furniture from
the period of the Restoration to the
Regency. The four divisions of the
book—I. The Restoration, II. The End
of the Seventeenth Century and the
Early Eighteenth, III. Early Georgian,
IV. Late Georgian—each contains pro
fusely illustrated chapters on furniture,
permanent decoration, upholstery, in
cluding wall and floor coverings, table
appointments and decorative adjuncts.
We have not had a book on English
furniture on this plan until the appear
ance of this volume by Mr. Percivai.
The illustrations, fortunately, are of
typical specimensof the style in vogue
at their respectiveperiods, wherein lies
their especialvalue to the student who
wishes to follow the evolution of the
English interior through the periods
here considered.
The last third of the 17th Century,
as Mr. Percivai points out, found Eng
lish domestic architecture in a state of
transition. The influence of the Re
naissance was reaching forth to Eng
land, which had been slower than the
Continent to come under its dominion.
Pepys, Evelyn and other diarists of the
period, give evidence of this fact in
their observations,and also of the taste
in interior decoration which accom
panied the architectural innovations.
Mr. Percivai tells us much of interest
of panelling, stairways, floors, ceilings,
fire-places, in the Restoration chapters.
In the second division of the book
we learn how, beginningwith the King
and Queen, who were adding to and
generally refurbishing Hampton Court,
all ranks of Society were taking stepsto

housethemselvesin accordancewith the
new ideas of beauty. Defoe, in 1722,
expressesamazementat the number of
houses that had been erected at the
beginningof the century, which gave to
London "almost a new face." The fur
niture of this secondperiod was also of
great interest, although showing great
divergence. However, a fine feeling for
proportion and an appreciation of the
decorative possibilities of wood (nearly
always walnut until the introduction of
marquetry c 1675), as a material dis
tinguished it. The beginning of the
Early Georgian period found architec
ture thriving, and every gentlemancon
versantwith "The Orders." Interior fit
tings witnesseda changeof fashion and
the introduction of mahogany gave a
wood best fitted to expressthe English
version of Rococo. The late Georgian
period dates from about 1760and the
new spirit in domestic architecture—a
classical type but more graceful and
relaxed—was met on the threshold by
the ideas of the Brothers Adam, fol
lowed by a host of imitators. The fur
niture which was demanded with the
changesof 1760was later to crystallize
into what we term Sheraton, although
Chippendalewas so firmly rooted in the
affections of householders that the
newer furniture gained ground some
what slowly, despite Sheraton's some
what spiteful pen. All of these things
Mr. Percivai dwells upon at length in a
delightful manner and informative way
and the book is blessedwith an excel
lent index, a virtue which cannot be
encouragedtoo greatly.

TEN GOOD BOOKS ON INTERIOR
DECORATION

"Interior Decoration." By A. L. Rolfe.
Published by The MacMillan Com
pany.
"Interior Decoration for Modern
Needs." By Agnes Foster Wright.
Published by Frederick Stokes& Com
pany.
"Practical and Artistic Home Fur
nishing and Decoration." By Alice
M. Kellogg. Published by Frederick
StokesCompany.
"The Art of Interior Decoration." By
Grace Wood and Emily Burbank.
Published by Dodd Mead & Company.
"The House in Good Taste." By Elsie
de Wolfe. Published by The Century
Company.
"The New Interior." By Hazel H.
Adler. Published by The Century
Company.
"The Practical Book of Interior Dec
oration." By Eberlein, McClure &
Holloway. Published by J. B. Lippin-
cott & Company.
"A History of Lace." By Mrs. B. Pal-
liser. Charles Scribner's Sons.
"A Lace Guide for Makers and Col
lectors." By GertrudeWhiting. Pub
lishedby E. P. Dutton & Company.
"The Lace Book." By N. Hudson
Moore. FrederickStokes& Company.

Notes of the Garden Clubs

THE
Bedford (N. Y.) Garden Club

was founded in 1011, and the
President is Mrs. Rollin Saltus.

There are 100 members,women repre
senting Mt. Kisco, Bedford Hills and
Katonah, who meet monthly from
March to November inclusive, and
whose qualification for membershipde
pends upon their actually working in,
or planning and planting their gardens.
The program for 1020 included a
paper by Miss Katherine Mayo on gar
den books and one by another member,
Mrs. Frank Hunter Potter, on an
nuals, for which she supplied a planting
plan offering a plan for the best bed of
annuals grown by any one in the local

ity. Mrs. Potter's article was published
in the local newspaper. A meeting,held
in the Community House, and open to
the public, was addressed by Mr.
Fletcher Steele, on "Village Gardens
versus NeglectedReal Estate," and the
Garden Club offereda prize for the best
plan for developing the grounds of the
Community House, the accepteddesign
to be used by the Club in planting the
grounds.
Most of the meetingsare held at the
homes or in the gardens of members,
and upon one occasion stereopticon
slides of their gardenswere shown, the
slidesbeinglater donatedto the Garden

(Continued on page 08)
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TIma
Oaks
Maples

BIG trees, 15 to 20 years old, can be transplanted now,so that you can have shade and quiet this year.

Car-loads, truck-loads, or single trees, are ready for moving
this spring or in summer. Hicks' methods of digging with a
big ball of earth makes success certain. Come to the nursery,
select the trees you want—or select them from our book
"Home Landscapes."

New and Rare Plants
Cotoneasters, Styrax, Japanese Turquoise Berry, and the new-
fashioned cover plants are found at Hicks. These can be
planted at any time—and with entire safety.

Home Landscapes
one of the Hicks books,tells how Time-savingtrees,shrubs,and cover
plants, can be used around small suburbanhomesand large estates.
Would you like a copy? Then sendus your nameandaddress.

Hicks Nurseries, Box H, Westbury, L.I., New York
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SIZE
GREATLY
REDUCED

GOLDEN WEST
A CaliforniaVarietythat is in a
classby itself, in its color—that
rich bronzy yellow, with the

scarletshadingat the baseof the petals and the centre. A wonderful
grower,strongand sturdy,with heavy,cleanhealthyfoliage,and branch
ing habit; producingthe giant flowersfreely on long stiff stems. It is
the greatestseller,as a cut flower; a winner for exhibitionand a wonder
asa gardenplant. Shouldbein everycollection. Strongroots$1.00each.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE, THE WORLD'S BEST DAHLIAS not only
reproduceGoldenWest (cactus)and QueenElisabeth(peony), in natural
colors;but, tellstheplain truth abouttheworld*sbestnew,rareand stand
ard varieties,including 10 WONDERFUL NEW CREATIONS NOW
OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME.

The Leading Dahlia Catalogue. FREE
If you havenot receiveda copywrite'to-day. A postcardwith your name
and addresswill bring you a copyby return mail.
MentionHouse& Gardenand receivea coloredplate,size 10by 12 inches,
cf theGrandnewDahliaPatrichO'mara.

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS
BERLIN NEW JERSEY

Have You a

Vacant Corner
in Your Heart?

It doesn't take much
room for a puppy. He

can creep into a very

crowded heart — a very
sophisticated burglar-
proof heart. You mayn't

have loved a soul in

twenty years. . . .

1le just wags his tail and

walks right in.

Of course it must be the
right puppy. (But we

know him.) And the

right heart. (But you've

got it.) Just drop a line

to

THE DOG MAN of
HOUSE & GARDEN
19WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

-rill':
BOEH9I
COLLECTION
KKW YORK CITY

Dlrectolre--antiquewalnutflptsh.
BridgeChairCaneor rusliseat.
LouisXVI
ChairsldeLamp-stand

$32.00

$45.00

—walnutfinish. Three
topdrawersfalse—leaving
openingfor cigarettes,
matchesor books—bot
tomdrawernulla.
—parchmentin colorto *4r aa
harmonizewithbase. JlU.UU

Bas*»—Reproductionof
Rouenalselottery?as©
decorate.)in yellowand
oldblue. Colorsto yournpeeIfiVatton—'IT****addi
tion. $20.00

thwroughtironj

AGNES
FOSTER
WRIGHT

INTER I OR
DECORATIONS

42 East 48th St.
New York

English Chintms
Antiques

•OR COUNTRY HOMES

Get this Ready- to- Plant

HARDY BORDER
TWENTY

varieties, ISO
healthy plants. A wealth of

gorgeous bloom from May to
November ! Makes stunning
border 25 feet long and 6 feet
wide. Planting diagram with
every shipment. Merely follow
directions and enjoy wonderfully
decorative garden effect.

Price $25f.o.h. Baltimorese
curelyboxed.Ordersreceived
nowwill bethefirst prepared
for shipment.HandsomeGar
den Bflok on request.

LOUDON NURSERIES
INCORPORATED

H. Clay Primrose, Prei.
3906 FREDERICK AVE.
BALTIMORE, Md.
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Sparkling Soft Water

from
Ervery Faucet

Clear, clean, drinkable water
that is actually softer than
rain, can be had from every
faucet in your house.

No tanks or cisterns
to build, no pumps,
nomotors to buy— just
a simple, clean, com
pact apparatus that
connects anywhere in
your piping system
and miraculously
turns the hardest
water supply into de
lightfully soft water.
There are no chemicals

added to the water, no muss,
no bother.
Permutit is a material that looks something like
sand and possesses the remarkable property of
taking all the hardness out of any water that
passes through it,

It is stored in a metal shell connected into your
water supply line and about once a week you
empty a small amount of common salt in the
apparatus which regenerates its hardness re
moving properties. The salt cost does not exceed
a few cents a day and that is absolutely all the
running expense there is.

Permutit has been used for years to remove all
hardness from the water supply in textile mills,
dyeing plants, canning factories, hospitals and
places where exact, dependable results are im
perative. Thousands are now in daily use, and
you too can have wonderful, sparkling soft
water in your home no matter how hard your
present supply.

Write us for booklet Soft Water in Every Home.

HieOermutit Company
1440 FourthAve. NewYork

Notes of the Garden Clubs
(Continued from page 96)

Club of America's Library of Slides. In
June an exhibition of flower arrange
ments was held in the Court House,
opento everyone,a popular vote award
ing the prizes; and in September, at
the Flower Show, a special feature was
theexhibits by school children, to whom
the club had distributed seedsin sixteen
districts, and giving prizes for the best
specimen and collection of vegetables
and flowers. In October several neigh
boring Garden Clubs were entertained
and shown the gardens of the hostess
club. It is planned to arrange a joint
flower show, probably in Rye, under the
auspicesof sevenGarden Clubs, in June,
1921.
A number of the club membershave
written for publication or lectured,
among them being Mrs. Arthur H.
Scribner, who is an authority on ,bees,
and Miss Delia Marble, who was chair
man of the Executive Council of the
Women's Land Army. The club co
operates in maintaining the flrst camp
of Farmerettes in the country. The
most important achievementof the club,
apart from its horticultural activities,
was the establishing,during the War,
of the first community dehydrating
plant in the East.

THE
Garden Club of Lookout

Mountain, Tennessee, of which
Mrs. T. H. McClure is the President,
was founded in 1916, and is com
posedof about 50women,who all work
in their gardens.Meetings are held once
a month, and exhibitions are arranged
at the homesof Club members,someof
whom have unusually lovely flowers, as
for instanceMrs. Z. C. Patten, Jr., and
Mrs. W. M. Lasley. A flower show is
to be held for the first time this spring,
and a dahlia show in the autumn. Mrs.
Francis King has recently addressedthe
club on proposed plans for the future,
and the chief project contemplated is
the protectingand the developingof the
great natural beauty of Lookout
Mountain, by preventing the placing of
any advertising billboards on or about
the mountain and by planting evergreen
and suitablesupplementaryshrubsalong
the roadsides,and also by seeing that
the sidewalksare consistent.

THE
Garden Club of Southampton,

L. I.
,

was founded in 1913by the
late Mrs. Albert Boardman and Mrs.
Hoffman. There are 40 members,
nearly all of whom do practical garden
ing, and meeting every two weeks
during the summer season. The Pres
ident of the club is Mrs. Harry Pelham
Robbins. The 1920program was partly
as follows:
In June a competition for the flower
arrangement for a luncheon table ; in
July an experiencemeeting, at which
severalmembersread accounts of their
personal work and its result; and in
August Miss Marian Coffin, the land
scape architect, delivered an address.
Also in August, a garden excursionwas
planned. The Garden Club has aided
schoolchildren in the immediatelocality
to beautify their places.

THE
Garden Club of Kenilworth,

Illinois is composedof threegroups,
"The Anchusa," "The Bergamots," and
"The Candytufts"—25 members in all,
the first chapter (The Anchusa) being
organized in 1915and named in honor
of the nom de plume of Mrs. Viber
Spicer who acts as President of all the
members, when required, and keeps
them in touch with the Garden Club of
Illinois and the Mid-West Branch of
the Woman's National Farm and Gar
den Association, to which she belongs.
The chaptersmeet separately,fortnight
ly, from May to October,but sometimes
unite. There is an exchangeof plants

and theseare also donated to salesar
ranged by other clubs.
The memberstake special interest in
visiting each other's gardens, socially.
The Kenilworth Club co-operatedwith
the Chicago Chapter of the Wild Flower
Preservation Society of America's Loan
Exhibit, held at the Art Institute of
Chicago, in December, 1920, and Jan
uary 1921.
Besides special articles on gardenings
Mrs. Spicer has published two volumes
of verse. One, entitled "The Skokie,"
contains a number of poems relating to
gardens, and is named for the vast
marshy districts northwest of Chicago.
Mrs. Spicer's garden is only 100'xlSO',
but is very artistic, planted three deep
and is constantly in bloom.

THE
Garden Club of Oak Park and

River Forest, Illinois, of which the
President is Mrs. Harry L. Clute, was
organized in 1917, and includes both
men and women in its membershipof
200. Meetings are held once a month,
usually in the afternoon, but sometimes
in the evenings. The dues have been
one dollar, but were increased Jan. 1st
to two dollars. A guest fee of twenty-
five cents is also paid, and to supple
ment the funds of the treasury, salesof
flowers have beenheld in storeson Sat
urday afternoon, and in addition there

is every fall a sale of winter bouquets
made of dried flowers artistically ar
ranged. Mrs. W. R. Corlett, one of the
members,has written and lectured on
the possibilities of using dried material
decoratively.
The program for the 1920 meetings
included, besidesthe more familiar hor
ticultural subjects, Flower Legends and
Music, Garden Poetry, and Flowers of
Field and Forest. One eveningmeeting
was devotedto a lectureon "The Forest
Preserve" by Mrs. J. C. Bley, illustrated
with a stcreopticon by Mr. Rosenfeld,
and on another evening "Happy Com
binations and a Few Cultural Direc
tions" was the subject treated by Mrs.
James H. Heald (a member),who illus
trated it with stereopticonviews of the
member gardens. Mrs. Russell Tyson,
President of the Mid-west Branch of
the Woman's National Farm and Gar
den Association, in December talked on
JapaneseGardensshehad visited, show
ing views she had taken of them her
self.
On field days excursions have been
conducted to "The Dunes," blue with
lupins in May; to the extensiveestate
of Mr. W. C. Egan, rich in rare shrubs
and with thousands of beautiful ferns;
to the highly developed grounds and
gardens of residents along the Lake
Shore, such as at Mr. Harold and Cyrus
McCormick's, where there is a lovely
stairway of rocks, beautifully planted
with rock plants, leading from the top
of the bluff down to the water. At
Mrs. Walter S. Brewster'splacean after
noon was enjoyed in studying the series
of separateseasonalgardens unified in
the entire landscapedesign. The Club's
chief plan for the current year is to
establish a bird sanctuary in an oak
grove betweenthe villages of Oak Park
and River Forest. The grove is owned
by the Forest Preserve commissioners
of the County who will co-operatewith
advice,etc., concerningthe contemplated
planting.

THE Garden Club of
Harford, Md.,

of which Mrs. Bertram M. Stump

is President, was organized in 1914and

is composed of 30 members, meeting
fortnightly in summer, sometimes in
cluding men as guests. Practical work

is done by all the membersof the club,
which has done much to increase in
terest in gardeningand garden planting.

(Continued on page100)
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The Height of
Dahlia Splendor

The wonderful new
Decorative Dahlia.
Patrick O'Mara, is
now offered for the
first time.

The flowers are a
rare and beautiful
autumn shade of
orange-buff, slightly
tinged with Neyron
rose, 8 inches or more
in diameter, on strong
stems that support the
flowers well above the

plants.

At the trial grounds
of the American
Dahlia Society, at the
Connecticut State
Agricultural College,
1920, Dahlia Patrick
O'Mara received the
highest score, in com
petition with .the
world's best dahlias.
This was under ordi
nary field culture. All
flower lovers can easily
equal or exceed this re
sult in their own gar
den.

FREE
Beautiful Picture,
suitable for framing,
size 10 by 12 incbes,
of this Dahlia in natu
ral size and colors,

sent on request.

Richard Vincent, Jr. & Sons Co.
White Marsh Maryland

A Catalogue
That's Worth
One Dollar

NOT
often is this true of a catalogue,but it
describeswith fidelity Farr's Hardy Plant
Specialties,seventhedition. To peoplewho

carefor flowers,and like to knowsomethingabout
their familiesand types,this book will be found
morevaluablethanmost text books.
It lists andclassifiesalmostsix hundredPeonies
(the largestcollectionin America), giving size,
color, typeand degreeof fragrance. It describes
hundredsof Irises, perennials,floweringshrubs,
shadetreesand vines.
For example,it lists ninetyvarietiesof Lilacs,
thirty-eight varieties of Deutzias, and presents
other shrubs in extensiveassortments.Fourteen
full pagecolor platesand manyblack and white
reproductionsof gardensand specimenblooms
makeit a valuablesourceof reference.

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
Will be sent postpaid for $1
With eachcopywe mail a certificategood for
one dollar on the first purchaseof ten dollars,j
The book is really worth a dollar without re-;
hate; somepeopleconsiderit far morevaluable
A copy will be sent promptly upon receiptof
remittance.

BERTRAND H. FARR
Wyomissing Nurseries Company

106 Garfield Ave.

^^B^Wyo missing. Pemia.

A GRAND NEW
BEDDING PLANT AGERATUM Fraserii

A splendid new bedding
plant, unequalcdfor borders.
The plants are from 7 to 8
incheshigh, formingspreading
balls, coveredwith a massof
bright blue flowers the entire
season.The individualflowers
are half an inch in diameter,
bornein trusses3 inchesand
morein diameter.This is the
best of the ageratums,which
havealwaysbeenexcellentfor
beddingandfor potplants.

Price 25 cents each: $2.75
perdozen;$20.00perhundred

Sendfor catalogueof BeddingPlants,etc

Richard Vincent, Jr. & Sons Co. Established1870
White Marsh, Maryland

Ruth Collins
INTERIOR
DKC'ORATIOXN

V THiUMl'AL WIS I>» IX O
(1IFTH A 8PKCIALTY

Importedzvillou-chair, light
green— $48. IVrought iron
bridgelamp,goldsilk shade—
$35. Walnut table,22" high,
29" long, 23J4" wide—S60;
Wrought iron ash stand33"
high—$15.Taffetapillowwith
appliquefigure, any color—
$22.

740 Madimon Avkm ]
JrtBW York City

An AttractiveWindowfor Boudoiror
Morning Room

An Artistic Window
is the Making of a Room

THE
windows arc the "soul"

of a room. How a tastefully
draped window or an artistic

window shade brightens the
room ! Then there is the ques
tion of wall paper and the dozens
of dainty and exquisite touches,
by which the woman who knows
how, makes the room express her
own individuality —becomea very
part of her.
The Nature Studio puts at
your disposal the experience of
skilled decorators, so that with
little effort and moderateexpense,
you may make your house truly
a home.
Beautiful hand painted window
shades,madeof highestquality cam
bric, as shownin the illustration,are
furnishedin variousstylesto harmon
ize perfectlywith any type of wall
paper,flowered,plain or striped.
The Nature Studio serviceoffersa
wide variety of artistic decorative
schemesfor boudoir,denand nursery.
One of the Boudoir Combinations
contains:
3 Handsomelydecorated
windowshades $24.00
3 Handpainted s.lk
cordedshadepulls 2.00
3 Artistichanddecorated
windowboxes 24.00

togetherwith completeinstructionsas
to the properfurniture, rugs, drapes,
wallpaper,etc.,for anartisticrnifmWf.
In nurserydecoration,themesdear
to the childishheart,suchas Alice in
Wonderland,Mother Goose,gnomes,
etc.,predominate.
Literaturefree on requestor send
50cfor theNatureStudioPortfolio of
actual photographsshowing artistic
decorativeschemes.

NATURE STUDIO
523N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
An Alice in WonderlandWindowfor

the Nursery

50
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The Dogwoodin Bloom

Flowering Trees
FOR

a riot of springtime glory—a sure touch of
decorative beauty for your lawn—cheerful color

in the dull autumn days—and many other land
scape charms, there is one prescription that never
fails: plant Flowering Trees. Certainly for the slight
trouble and the small cost, the reward is munificent.
How often you have envied the foresighted neigh
bor whose home is panoplied in a gorgeous shower
of springtime blossoms— just when you hunger for
it most! Don't miss your opportunity now— especi
ally with this advantageous offer of the choicest of
Flowering Trees:

The following five trees, one of each, for the special
combination price of $17.50 (^{JJ*)
The beauty of these Flow
ering Treea is enhanced by
group planting. The Dog
wood the favorite of the
poets is especially recom
mended. Plant a group of
Dogwood if you plant noth
ing else!

PINK DOGWOOD. Perhaps the
most popular flowering tree
because of the delicate pink
flowersthat brightenthe land
scapeduring the early spring.
It makesa handsomeindividual
specimen when given suffi
cient space. 5-6' high. Price,
each $4.00
WHITE DOGWOOD. Although a
forest native, this is a valu
able tree for lawn decoration.
The flowersareattractivedur
ing the spring and the foliage
assumes brilliant autumnal
tints that make it effective
during the fall months. On the
older trees, the berries remain
well into thewinter. 6-8' high.
Price, each $2.00
PARKMAN'S CRAB APPLE. The
branchesof this treeare fairly
coveredwith bloomduring the
spring. Becauseof its irregu
lar growth its beauty is best
displayed in group or colony
plantings. 6-8' high.
Price, each $5.00

Cherry Blossoms

FLOWERING CHERRY, white.
Its largedoubleblossomsmake
it especiallydesirablefor lawn
decoration. Few treesattract
more attention during the
flowering season. 8-10' high.
Price, each $7.50
VARNISH TREE — KOELREU-
TERIA PANICULATA. Very
rare, this is a valuable tree,
worthy of being included in
your collection. Flowers dur
ing the summer when few
other treesare in bloom. 8-10'
high. Price, each $3.50

$17 50
ALL 5 OF THE
ABOVE TREES FOR

(OR THE NEXT SMALLER SIZE,
ALL FIVE TREES FOR $12.50)

.Isk for our CompleteCatalog

Moons
'

Nurseries
THE WM. H. MOON CO.

MORRISVILLE PENNSYLVANIA
which is I mile from 7tenlon,N.J.

Notes of the Garden Clubs
(Continued front page 98)

THE
Garden Club of Danville, Va.,

wasorganized1918,andMrs. William
D. Overby is the President. There are
30 active women members, and 10
honorary, some of whom are men.
Meetings are held every two weeks, the
nine gardeningmonths of the year, with
springand fall exhibitionsheld at homes
of members, the flowers being after
wards sent to the City Hospital and the
vegetables to the Orphanage, the
grounds of which the Club hopes to
lay out and plant soon with flowering
shrubs.
A number of the members of the
club have designed their own gardens,
and prepare papers for the year's pro
gram which includes such subjects as
grapes, vegetables,special flowers, etc.,
also the old English garden, the rock
garden,and water gardens. One of the
members,Mrs. Brimmer, after crossing
the Beefsteak and Ponderosa Tomato,
for years, has placed a new tomato on
the market, and one meeting was de
voted to explaining the culture of this
new variety which Mrs. Overby has
grown to the length of 14', cutting out
all suckers,and gathering tomatoesav
eragingone pound and a half and run
ning as large as two and a quarter
pounds each. The late Maurice Fuld
gave two lecturesfor the club to which
friends were invited, and upon another
occasion it entertained the State Fed
eration of Clubs. The arousing of in
terest in gardening is considered the
chief accomplishment of the Garden
Club.

THE
Garden Club of Evanston, Illi

nois, of which the President is Mrs.
Leslie Hildreth, was founded in 1915,
and is composed of SO active women
members,and includes men on the list
of associates. Professor Waterman, the
eminent authority on the Dunes, and
Professor Atwell, the specialistin trees
and their protection,are honorary mem
bersof the Club. At the monthlymeet
ings the speakersarefrequentlyfrom the
University of Chicago and the North
western University, though sometimes
from more distant places, even from
England. When there is a subject of
general interest the public is invited to
attend. Topics which have been con
sidered are gardens in relation to the
home, color in various aspects, soil,
scientific plant-feeding, botany as the
foundation of agriculture, by Professor
Henry Coles, and War Gardens. On
field days a group of gardens may be
visited by previous arrangementor per
hapsa whole day is spentat one of the
members'places,as at Mrs. Clay Baird's
extensive fruit farm, which she has
planted with plums, peachesin succes
sion of about three months,and choice
apples, all growing successfullyon vol
canic soil.
Another day a motor trip was made
to Grass Lake, where a motor launch
enabledthe Club to view the lotus field.
Two of the most successfulof the nu
merous exhibitions held were arranged
in a park in the center of the city, and
there is an annual exhibition of asters,
the flower selectedby theschoolchildren
of Evanston to perfect,prizes of money
and ribbons being awarded. The Gar
den Club also conductsa spring garden
market, where, in addition to the choic
est perennials,sweetherbs,etc., annuals
from the tiniest seedlingsat a cent each
to those in bloom, are sold so cheaply
that even the poorest can buy, and the
streets are joyous with flowers carried
by young and old. There is a bargain
table of surplus stock from members'
gardensso that all who wish can have
a hardy border.
Original garden work has been done
by many of the memberson their own
grounds, including Mrs. William Nich-
olls, Mrs. Alfred Gross and Mrs. Gabriel

Slaughter. Mrs. Evans planned thegar
den of the Woman's Club and several
schoolgardens. Mrs. Clinton Day plant
ed a border on the Westmoreland goli
grounds,and for yearsMrs. David Noyes
has had chargeof the lovely gardensof
the Glen View Golf Club. The chief
concreteachievementof theGardenClub
has been the ShakespeareGarden plant
ed as part of the tri-centenary celebra
tion and given to theNorthwesternUni
versity, for whose grounds it was de
signedby Mr. Jens Jensen, the landscape
architect, the planting being done by a
memberof the Club and her associates
from a list of plants verified by the
Shakespeare Society at Stratford-on-
Avon. The Club maintains the gift.
The most important new plans of the
Club are the planting of some railroad
banksand of memorial treesfor the new-
high school. During the war bulletins
were printed for schoolgardensand for
some of the foreign residents. Also,
money has been given to city gardens
and for preparatorygarden training for
women.
The Evanston Garden Club belongs
to the Illinois Audubon Society and the
American Gladiolus, American Iris, and
American Rose Societies.

THE
Garden Club of Youngstown.

Ohio, of which Mrs. R. P. Hartshorn
is President, was founded in 1915,and
includes49 activeand 18associatemem
berswho almost all do practical garden
ing, and who meet monthly, excepting
in Decemberand August. The program
is rather allowed to take its suggestions
from the seasons,a specialsubject, such
as strawberries, bulbs, etc., being as
signedto eachmember,who is expected
to' be prepared to supply information
and possiblygive a talk on her specialty.
At one meeting a landscape architect
talked on lilacs and similar lecturesare
planned. Mrs. Willis Warner, one of the
members, has especially studied the
shrubssupplying birds with food in win
ter, on which she wrote a paper for the
Club. Another member, Mrs. Martha
Kneass, has done professionalwork, one
of her chief examplesbeing the design
ing and planting of the McKinley Me
morial at Niles, Ohio.
A sale of plants and bulbs is held in
October, the last one being arranged in
the entrance arcade of a department
store, and the funds realizedhave been
contributed towards a scholarship for
training an Ohio girl at the State Agri
cultural College; also part of the money-
has been contributed to the Woman's
National Farm and Garden Association,
of which the Club is a branch. During
the war many of the memberssuper
vised communitygardens,which also re
ceived their financial support, and Mrs.
GeorgeClegg,the Presidentof the Club,
organizedand managedthe Community
House in which the girls lived while
working on the farm. In addition, the
memberssent a large sum of money to
France to be used for agricultural re
construction.

THE
Horticultural Society of New

York is offeringat the International
Flower Show in New York, March 14th
to 20th, two $50 silver cups to be com
peted for by Member Clubs of the Gar
den Club of America. One is for the
best bird bath with planting, not to
exceed50 square feet of floor space,or
7' by 7'; and the other for the best vase
or basket of cut flowers, not less than
2' nor more than .V in diameter.
The Garden Club of America, whose
acting President is Mrs. Samuel Sloan,
is also offering on the same occasiona
gold medal for the best exhibit at the
Show. On the committeeto judge this
exhibit are Mrs. Arthur Butler, of Mt.
Kisco; Mrs. Pepper,of Philadelphia; and
Miss Marian C. Coffin, of New York.
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What other motor car, selling at any
where near the Oakland's figure, offers
so much in power, utility, comfort, equip
ment, and reliable service atminimum cost?
Are not these the things that constitute true
automobile value? Note how generously the
Oakland Sensible Six embodies every one,
and again, at how moderate a cost to you.

OpzmCar. $1395;Roadster,$1395;Four Door Sedan,$2065;Coupe,$2065
F. O. B. Pontiac, Mich. Additional for Wire Wheel Equipment,$85

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan
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GARDEN FURNISHING NEXT MONTH

TrIERE
isn't much usehaving a gardenunless

you can sit in it, and the only way to sit
in a garden is to sit comfortably in some

shady bower placedat a vantagepoint that com
mands the range of the garden. Because this is
so necessaryan enjoyment we devote an issue
each year to the things that go into a garden to
make sitting there a pleasant pastime, to make
the view from your coign of vantagea constant
vision to delight the eye.
Among the things you see are garden paths,
and in this issuequite a number of different types
are shown, with flowers planted in them or beside
them. Another thing you may see are delightful
oil jars, such as are used in Italian gardens. They
are becoming quite popular here. Consequently
we have an article on them. There are also dove
cotes and a page of unusual garden furniture, a
page of garden statuary by Paul Manship and a
garden by Ralph M. Weinrichter in which some
unusualproblemsof landscapinghavebeensolved.
To open this issuewe have a play to be given
in a garden. It is by Clarence Stratton, well-
known for his one-act plays, and is written espe
cially for House & Garden. The costumingand
casting is such that it can be given by a local

1

One of the garden walks, with
flowers growing in the interstices
among its stones, which will be
shown in the June number

garden club in connection with its midsummer
show.
Continuing our policy of having authoritative
articles on flower species,the gladiolus is chosen
this month. A constantly increasing interest in
the "glad glads" makes this timely.
Since we cannot be always in the garden, just
a little of this issue turns to the house. Ruby
Ross Goodnow writes delightfully on white rooms.
Miss Northend writes on mirrors. There is an
article on the two elementsof hospitality, and a
pageof card tablesand games. The niche in dec
oration is also considered, illustrated with some
unusual examples. To complete the interior we
have two pagesof tiles for the decorationof the
terraceand loggia.
Six housesare shown in this number. One is the
home of the presidentof Smith and in the group
of small housesare five of varying sizesand types
of architecture,all livable and all built. Apropos
of this you may have noticed that House & Gar
den almost invariably shows photographs of
houses that have been executed. We feel that
this is fairer to our readers. The sketch of the
projected houses carries less conviction and is
often deceivingin its pretty promises.
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THE ROOM AS A STILL LIFE

All well-decoratedrooms are studies in the
composition of furniture, whether the sub
ject besomebrilliant expressionof the Ital
ian erasor the simplerand sturdy arrange
mentfound, as here,in a remodeledand re
stored English country house of the Cols-
wolds. Behind the charm of the composi

tion lies an appreciation of furniture and
its uses,an understandingof light and shade
and the harmonious contrasts of line,
and the natural knack for grouping inani
mate objects so that they delight the eye.
A room properly composed is pleasant to
live in becauseit is pleasantto look upon
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The circulargardenpool is
linedwith a "waterproof
concretemixturereinforced
with woven wire. Inlet
andoutlet pipesinsure the
waterbeing maintainedat
theproper level.A sloping
bottom provides various
soil depths for different

plants

WATER GARDENS AND THEIR MAKING
Their Place in the Landscape Scheme, and the Plants Which Help Them Fill It—

The Matters of Planting, Maintenance and General Care

THERE
is no sort of garden more de

lightful than the water garden, and none
which, contrary to the general opinion, is

so easy to make or to maintain. For those who
have a natural pond, or a brook from which a
pond may be made, at their disposal, this is
obvious; but under no circumstances is it -diffi
cult for the lover of water lilies to gratify his

AMELIA LEAVITT HILL

tastes, and from no other form of gardening is

it possible to obtain such rapid and profitable
returns.

For those who must construct their water
gardens from the beginning, various courses

are open. If a large pond be desired, it is pos
sible to excavate the required size to a depth
of about 2', and then to turn cattle into the

space so formed. If the soil be of stiff clay, in
a few months a bottom sufficiently hard to hold

water will be obtained.
If a smaller pond be desired, it should be
dug to a depth of a little over 2', the sides

slanting out as they approach the top, and the

bottom paved in stones. A rough mould, which
will run parallel to the sides of the hole, but

An unadorned,formal combination of water and turf is often effective
within an inclosure of clipped yew or even privet. The whole design

in such casesshould be distinctly geometrical—a matter of angles,
circles and straight lines—as is evidenced in this English garden
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AU the photographs illustrating
this article are of English water
gardens. The one above is at
Bridge House, Weybridge, Sur
rey, the residenceof Mrs. Trower.
At the end of the little canal is
an Italian tea-houseflanked with
creeper-cladcolumns.Mr. Harold
Peto designedthe garden

The arch forming the inlet to the
water parterre, in the illustration
below this, is built in dry stone.
The treatmentof the curb, which
is edgedwith flagstones, should
be noted, since it avoids a too
sharpedge in an ingeniousmanner

(Left) At the end of the lower
terrace in Mr. Prince Smith's
garden at Whinburn, Keighley,
Yorkshire, lies this pool. White
valerian grows in the dry bank,
but nothing breaks the calm sur
face of the water savetwo sparse
clumps of reeds. Designed by
Mr. 0. Maxwell Ayrton

The water parterre which runs
the entire length of the centre
terraceat Whinburn, Keighley, is
of unusual and interestingdesign.
Iris grows within its narrow bor
ders, and foxgloves hide the top
of the dry-built terrace wall

~ —
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6" or 8" from them, is then

built of boards. Chicken wire
should be inserted in the space
between the earth walls and

the mould, and the space filled

with concrete. This work re
quires no technical skill, and
can be done by practically any
"Italian-by-the-day." The
bottom of the pool should also,
of course, be covered with con

crete, the stones here acting as

reinforcement. Concrete which
is not reinforced, or which is
less than 6" or 8" in thickness,

cannot be relied upon to stand

the frost of our northern

latitudes.

In making the pool, it is
well to provide compartments
in which to plant the lilies.

They may, of course, be

planted in soil spread loose

upon the bottom, but this

method is less desirable, especially in small
water gardens, on account of the tendency of

the plants to spread. It also makes the clean
ing of the pool more difficult. Wooden boxes

may be used instead of concrete or stone com

partments, but they make a rather ungainly

appearance. In cleaning the pool, however,
they have the advantage that it is possible to

move them about. And when the lily pads

Glass or wooden boxes to hold the soil in the bottom o) the pool permit the
easy shifting of the plants. Varying depthswill allow the use of a wider range
of planting, and a few goldfish will keep the water free from mosquito larvae

begin to spread, as they do in a wonderfully
short time, neither boxes nor compartments are

visible.

The average water lily requires about ten
cubic feet of soil. A box or compartment,
therefore, should be about 3' square and 1'

deep, and its top should be about 1' below the

surface of the water. Fill it with earth which
has been thoroughly enriched—about one part

of well-rotted manure to three

parts of heavy rich earth or
humus. Mud from an old
pond, or leaf mould, will not
be found to give such good
results as this combination.

It is, of course, also possible
to make a small water garden,
from which much pleasure
may be had, from several tubs
sunk in the earth, the divisions
between them being hidden

by water plants. Generally,
however, the water lily enthu
siast soon wearies of the lim
itations imposed by gardening
on so contracted a scale, and
either gives up aquatic plants
altogether, or—which is more
probable— turns to some more
elaborate arrangement where
his plants will show to better
advantage. The tub garden
may be made very pretty, but

is a makeshift, at best, and when a satisfactory
pool is so easy to obtain, is not, in my opinion,
to be seriously recommended.
The l>estway to secure lilies is to buy the
plants of a reliable dealer. It is, however, inter
esting to try to raise one or two from seed, for
one's own satisfaction if nothing more. Put a
few inches of rich earth in the bottom of a bowl,

(Continued on page 78)

A border planting of funkias, iris, ferns and ornamental grassesmay
serve to mask the pool at a distanceand add the charrn ôf slowly

revealeddiscovery as one approaches. Water lilies alone grow here
and therein the pool itself, their padsand blossomsirregularly grouped
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One generallythinks of the Georgian style of architectureas
pompous becauseit is formal. In its modified expressions,
however, it can still maintain much of the formality and
still be simple. This exampleis executedin rough, brown
ish-red brick with a gray-greenslate roof. Being built on a
hillside it required rather a large roof and chimneys. This

is the rear view

The entrance is pronounced by yellow sandstonecolumns
supportinga heavy lintel, with a broad window above. The
turn-around serves both the front door and the kitchen
wing, the gate at the left leading to the kitchen gardens,
with part of the grounds separatedfrom the forecourt by a
high brick wall. The rough sandstonecornice and columns

relieve the color of the brick walls

A terrace runs along the
front of the house and
commands the slope of
the grounds down to the
road. This meadow is
left in its natural state.
The entranceto the ter
race is a little loggia with
a narrow bit of roof and
an interesting wrought
iron balcony above
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Some of the Georgian spirit has come through the walls to
give dignity to the living room. It is a room of fine propor
tions with a generousexpanseof shelvesand wall space. The
trim is of the simplestcharacter,painted while. Equally simple
and dignified is the furniture—mainly old English pieces with
some American Duncan Phyfe tables. The floor is dark and

the rugs of a neutral tone

A GEORGIAN HOUSE AT
GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

JOHN RUSSELL POPE, Architect

By using this recesseddoorway in an opening
of more pronouncedsize, the general effect of
a large opening is given without actually being
too formal. It is a solution for the type of
housewhere it is desirableto attain simplicity
without sacrificing the spirit and style of the

architecture
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THE CLOSET COMPLEX
Showing that Closets, Being Symbols of Domestic Wealth, Are ihe Real

Reason jor Spring Cleaning and Its Little Sister Spring Furnishing

SPRING
cleaning is the annual nightmare in most American

households—that, and its little sister spring furnishing. One

looks forward to it with dread, the male of the species just as much as

the female. For both it means work, endless confusion and eventually
having to get acclimated to new surroundings. Granted that the mop is

mightier than the sword, we ought to be able, by now, to evolve a way
of doing spring cleaning and refurnishing without making the home

look like Kansas after a cyclone has gotten through with it. At least,
we can get our philosophy straight on these matters, we can think them

out in an orderly fashion even though disorder must accompany their

accomplishment.
As this is being written by a man, with the hope that some men

may read it
,
it is not placing too much of the onus on women to say

that both spring cleaning and spring furnishing are expressions of femi

nine tendencies.

Between women and closets is a definite and marked affinity.

Something in the tissue make-up of a woman finds sympathetic relation

ship with the make-up of a closet. Perhaps one of these days Havelock

Ellis or W. L. George can be persuaded to turn upon this problem his

searching comprehension of women.

Why is it that, when a woman is shown house plans, she condemns

them forthwith if not enough closets are provided? Why is it that she
will forego a beautiful view, high ceilings and a three-years' lease on a

remarkable apartment if the closets do not suit her? Why is it
,

when

she comes into a hotel bedroom, the first thing she does is to look around

and ask, "Where is the closet?"

These are searching questions.

THE passion for changing things about, for taking things fromone place and putting them in another finds the peak of its ex

pression in spring house cleaning. It is even a more persistent passion
than the desire for domestic cleanliness.

The feminine person who guides my destinies in this present incar
nation gave me, shortly after marriage, a strange clue to the secret of

this closet complex. She asked me to get her several large, strong

clothes boxes. After much trouble I managed to procure them. Then
my woes commenced.

She calls it ''regulating". It consists in taking things from one box
or drawer and putting them into another. 'It attacks her regularly in
Spring and Fall and almost invariably on holidays when I do not have
to go to the office and count on having a quiet day at home to read. She

starts b
y looking for a handkerchief, the casual handkerchief that any

one could pick from a top bureau drawer blindfolded. The handker
chief will suggest a piece of lace somewhere. She searches for the lace
and in searching for it needs must turn over a pile of underwear. Turn

ing over the pile of underwear gives her the notion that perhaps the

underwear might be handier in the second drawer where the blouses are.

Shifting the blouses down from the second to the third drawer gives her

a like notion about stockings. In a few minutes the regulating is going
full blast and chaos has descended upon her habiliments and mine.

Thereafter the household, knows no peace.

I am called from my book at a crucially interesting point and asked
to help take down those boxes from the top shelf of the closet. She

spreads them out in piles around my chair and begins shifting the con

tents of one into the other and vice versa. Apologetically she asks me

to print new labels for them, and, seeing that the day is ruined, I ac
quiesce with Christian meekness.

You see, I made a great mistake the first time she had an attack
of spring regulating. In a frivolous moment I wrote the labels in

alleged free verse. Of course I've had to do it ever since. Things like
this— . , ,

1 Ins doth contain,

Much to my soul's wonder and her amazement ,

None else than

The relic o
f last winter's purple tricotine skirt

And three silk knickers, rosy as the dawn,

A brassiere with lace and
My immortal flannel trousers.

By nightfall on regulating days I've usually out-Amyed Amy
Lowell and all the free verse poets. The story forgotten, I turn my wits
to writing epitaphs that read after this fashion —

Beneath This Lid Lyeth
Until The Last Day

A Velvet Evening Frock

Of Pale Blue
Ruined By A Taxi Door
Born 1920— Died 1921

"And They Rent Their Garments."

I know no other way to cure this passion for spring cleaning
than to provide the mistress of the house with an unconscionable num
ber of closets and boxes, to humor her when the spring urge comes, to

accept it as part and parcel of the mystery of marital life.

WHILE spring furnishing is akin to spring cleaning, in that

one engenders the other, there seems to l>emore logic about

changing the house over. It is a reflection of the change that comes
over the face of Nature in the springtime, the urge for lightness, color,

open spaces and the breath of the outdoors. Some are fortunate enough
to have both town and country houses, and with them spring furnishing
constitutes one sort of a problem. Those of us w:ho are tethered to one

spot find that spring furnishing means an entirely different kind of

experience. The country house may merely require a little renovating,

a freshening up of curtains and rugs, a new chair here, an added piece
of terrace furniture there; but in the suburban home where one remains

the year 'round it taxes the ingenuity to make an entirely new appearing
house for summer months.

People tire of their homes because they tire of the things in their

homes—the same chair in the same position, the same curtains week
after week, the same piano in the same old corner. We need a change

every so often in the house. We ought to take a day off and shift the

furniture around in the living room, banish a chair or two that we're
tired of looking at, hide some of the ornaments, throw a new cover over

the sofa, turn the piano around another way. It is amazing what a

difference such little changes make in a room. And if they can be done
in one room, they can be done in the entire house.

SPRING
furnishing means spring elimination. In wintertime we

may enjoy the close and intimate touch of many objects and pieces

of furniture; in summer we crave the coolness and freedom of open spaces.
Now in order to accomplish this, we needs must have a place to

hide away those things we temporarily discard. And that brings us back

to the closet. The closet, then, lies at the lwttom of successful spring
furnishing.
The closet is the symbol of domestic wealth. Possessing many and

generous closets assumes that we have' many things to put away in them.

This must be the reason why women prefer closets to views, why they
would rather have fifty-five hooks in an orderly row than all the

eighteen-foot ceilings in the world.
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THE LANDSCAPE PICTURE
To complete the natural setting of the residenceof Frank
B. Wells at Burlington, Vt., pine treeswere moved near the
house, thus filling out the picture begun by the natural
woodland oj hardy pines on the bluff before it. Ralph M.
Weinrichtcr was the landscape architect of the place
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THE ROMANCE OF POINT DE VENISE
Few Laces Have Such a History or Offer so Alluring a Field for the

Collector of Elegant Adornments

GARDNER TEALL

Characteristic
buttonhol
ing can be
seen worked
in this nth
Centurycollar

THE
memories of a

world of romance

cling to the folds of

old lace. In the history of
textile ingenuity, where do

we learn of any marvels

comparable with these ex

quisite bits of filmy web,

which scarcely could have

been outmatched by Titan-
ia's fairy looms? And of
all the laces Point de
Venise must be crowned

queen.

Needlepoint lace had its

origin in the 16th Century.
The earliest lace of this
character was made in Ven
ice. There is an old poem
written by Agnolo Firenzulo

about the year 1520,
"Elegia sopra un Collar-
etto," in which ''This collar
sculptured by my lady in
such reliefs as Arachne

could ne'er excel" starts

forth a description of a

marvelous piece of Point de Venise. When
Arachne dared to compete with Minerva in the
art of needlework, the furious goddess trans
formed her into a spider condemned to weave

webs. Only poor Arachne's skill could, I
think, have approached that of the early
makers of Venetian Point.

Early Venetian Needlework

The Venetians have always been renowned
for their needlecraft. In the mosaics of San
Marco we see delineated needlework borders
(fregio or frixatura) such as we find the
tailors of Venice noting in their charges of
the year 1219 as being twice as expensive
as fur borders for robes. The English king,
Richard the Third, wore at his coronation
a robe with bands of gold and silk passe-
ment which had been ordered from Venice.
Savonarola preached in Florence against
the vanities between the years 1484 and

A Point de
Venise speci
menof the nth
Century

A fragment of
a nth Century
Venetian piece
of lace

*****
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1491 and he did not spare
mention of the laces of
Venice. Records with early
mention of Venetian needle

work abound, and works of

the early masters of paint

ing depict various laces in

the portraits they brushed.

Then there were early Vene
tian and other Italian
books on lace-making, rare

tomes, indeed, and eagerly

sought by the bibliophile,

although a number of them

have been re-issued in fac
simile. Among these treas

ured volumes may be noted

those by Alessandro Paga-
nino, 1527; Tagliente,
1531; Nicolas d' Aristotile
dit Zoppino, 1530 and

1537; Pagan Malle, 1546
and 1550; Andrea Vavas-

sore dit Guadagnini, 1546;

Cesare Vecellio (nephew of

the great Titian), 1590 and
1600; Serena, 1594; J.
Parasole Isabella Catanea,

1600, and Lucrece Romaine, 1620—to mention
by no means all of the authors of these early
pattern-books for Venetian and other Italian
lace-makers. Fortunate, indeed, it is we have
them, since thus are preserved to us many
hints and processes that otherwise we could
have had no knowledge of. As their very

genre naturally was not conducive to their

preservation in libraries, having, as they did,
hard workshop usage instead, these volumes

have become excessively rare.

The Earliest Needlepoint

The earliest of the needlepoint laces was
that named Reticella, which evolved from

cutwork and drawnwork, having at first a

fabric base with buttonholed design held

together at intervals by brides (buttonholed

bars) and picots (loops or knots on the

design's edges). Later the cutwork gave

Guipure bars
connect the
patterns in
this example
of 17th Cen
tury work

Franco, 1596;

The difference in the handwork
and the machine-made can be
seen by comparing this example
of modern Swiss imitation Point
de Veniseand the others

(Left) Ivory Point or Punto ad
Avorio, of which these are ex
amples, has a close stitching and
low relief Dial gives the effectof

carved ivory

{Right) The patterns for Punto
ad Avorio were often taken from
the graceful scroll designs and
floriations of the intarsia, or in-
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(Above) The feature
of rose point, as in
this cape, is bars
placed to form a
hexagonalnet ground

The nth Century marked
the peak of Point de
Venise production both in
quality of design and exe

cution

place entirely to needlework.
From Reticella laces was de

veloped the Punto in Aria
(which may be translated
broadly as'iace worked in air"'
or ''stitched in air"). This was
the first of the Points de Venise.
In Punto in Aria we find the
flower scrolls, animal designs and the like exe
cuted in tiny stitches of the very finest thread.
The foundation threads of the design were
entirely buttonholed over, after which the de
sign was completed by filling in between these
outlining threads. Purled loops or guipure bars
served to connect the various parts of the de

sign that were worked up separately from the

original buttonholed thread base.

Making Venetian Point

Venetian point, as has already been
remarked, was made en

tirely with the needle. The
design was first carefully
drawn upon parchment, so

tinted as to form a dark

background against which

white threads would show

up clearly to the lace-

maker. Several very fine

threads twisted together, or

else a single coarser thread,

were sewn around the

whole pattern, following ex

actly the lines of the design.
This outlining thread was
applied with exceeding

care, but with the fewest

stitches required. These

fastening stitches had later

to be cut away.

The second step in the
process consisted of closing

in the figures of the design

with various stitchery, and

the ground was then devel

oped into a fine net .with

tulle-stitch like Burano

(Right) An
enlarged sec
tion of a piece
of Gros Point

(Left) A very beau
tiful exampleof nth
Century Venetian
Point is found in this
chalice veil

(Below) A
nth Century
Point de Ven
ise f I ounce

The old lace shows that
indefinabletouch and indi
viduality which can be
given only by skilled and
careful hand work

Point or with purled guipure
like Point de Venise.

The third step consisted in

buttonholing over the founda

tion stitches which were first

applied to outline the design.

This was accomplished some
what elaborately in order to

produce the relief effects desired. After this

was completed the holding threads were cut

and the lace section removed from the parch

ment working ground. Of course, a number

of these sections was required to complete a

strip of lace and these had to be joined together

in proper fashion. Especially skillful needle-

workers finally received the strips of lace and

added the finishing stitches to them. These

last lace-workers undoubtedly added the

definitive artistic touch to the production.

Generally some six different needlewomen

were occupied with the making of a piece of

lace, each lace-worker be

ing highly skilled in her

particular stitch—one to do
the thread outlining, one to

do the buttonholing, one to

do the brides, one the picots,

one the ground net, and one

to do the final stitchery.

The highly developed skill
of these workers produced

marvelous results, laces of

indescribable beauty, of
microscopic construction.

Different Effects

It is interesting to note
that in so extraordinarily

delicate an art as that of

lace-making, the laces pro

duced in different localities

by the same methods from

the same patterns exhibit

quite remarkable differ

ences in effect. The threads
seem sensitive to their

{Continued on page 88)
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Where the bedroom is quite large, one end can be made into an alcove for the bed. Space will
be left on eachside for closets. The side walls of the alcovewill contain book-shelvesconveniently

locatedfor the guest

BOOKS FOR THE GUEST ROOM
The Thoughtful Hostess Will Provide Her Guests With a Varied Choice of Literary

Snacks to be Nibbled Before Retiring

MONTROSE J. MOSES

SHALL
I put a bowl of flow

ers in the guest room, a dish of

candy by the bedside and a

book upon the shelf? Shall I give
any thought to those deshabille

moments of the visitor, calculating

that he is like the average mortal

when clad in loose garments—
eag°r for faint breezes that flutter

the curtains, for the rich aroma of

confidence in private correspon
dence, for intimate diaries recount

ing rivalries of men and women,

seasoned with intrigue and slan

der? Shall I let my own vagaries
dominate the room, and on taking
a backward glance as I am about
to close the door find that the pre

ponderance of yellow-back French

novels is quite out of keeping with

the color of the curtains, and that

either they or the hangings will
have to be changed ?

It is not such a casual matter,
after all, making your friend com

fortable for the night or for the

week-end or for a long visit.

Sheets are sheets and coverlets are
coverlets, and windows are built so

you cannot move them, but the

"last moment" touches to a room

juSjtsbefore the train is due or the
car speeds up the path are what
count in the courtesy of hos-

it
t r

MHU-IIurUug

pitality. There are some visitors
who carry their books with them,

as they do their shaving-stick or
their cold-cream. But somehow a

guest room is usually governed by
the humor of the hostess: a book
culturist or horticulturist is easily
determined at first glance. Whether
or not you are a good visitor often

depends on how readily you bend
your taste to the vagary of those

you visit. The hunter of mush
rooms, the lover of birds, the be
liever in "new" thought, will ex
pect you to listen to them.

Then, of course, in these un

settled days, I doubt whether any
of us would dare omit from the

magazine table some of the radical

papers—we want our visitors to
know that we are in touch with the

latest revolutionary ideas, that we
too have our opinions about Rus

sia. And as for the drama— is not
the theatre a toy thing to be im

proved by everyone, and are we not
all reading plays— if not writing
them— and do we not dip here and

The simplest arrangementis the
bedside table with books. One
has then merely to reach out for
a volume. The hostess should
choose the books with regard
to her guest'stastes
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there into Hungarian drama and

Spanish drama and Scandinavian

drama as nonchalantly as the bee
pucks? These are topics every
week-ender must know!

You must always put a dash of

romantic novels into the guest
room, but it is evil to confess an

ignorance of the realistic move

ment from Dostoievsky to "Main
Street"; we "moderns" must apolo
gize for the left-over books from

the last generation,— for Tennyson
and Arnold and Morris suggest
antagonism to Amy Lowell, and
Sandburg, and Frost. We must be
modern to the last degree in the
week-end visit!
I recently came across a letter
written by Clyde Fitch to a friend,
soon after her visit to his country
place in Westchester. "0!M!!"
he exclaimed, "I am just reading
the book you read in your room
here last winter ! ! ! ! ! !0 ! 1 AM
surprised ! I must be more care
ful what books I put in your
roomMMO!!" Such panic sug
gests French Court scandals, the
kind of small talk one finds in
Madame de Sevigne, Madame de
Genlis, and the other examples of
feminism that flourished with the
Louis furniture. In such a mood
Anne Bracegirdle, Nell Gwynne,
Dora Jordan and others of their
ilk might biographically assemble
by the bedside. The pink curtains
of the bed would hide our blushes.

Perhaps one has had a brilliant
evening, beginning at the dinner

Chaucer'splan of plac
ing books at the bed's
head is a convenient
schemefor the modern
bed chamber. They
can beplacedon a shelf
at the lop or side

mm
a.mti>ybook-
"H*roe/above.tbioeown
[Tho*tundcriMfcti,.thy/ri«ndj
Art 4i hoir»-

Mllls-llarting

Book-shelves let mlo
the walls on either side
the bed and a night
stand for books are
convenient treatments.
Book plate by Demp
ster Murphy

table. The pair of gleaming shoul
ders next you have suggested a

Herrick mood, the naive young
girl opposite you has set you sing

ing inwardly, "Where is Sylvia",
mine host has volunteered that

within healthy tramping distance

there is a trout stream, and your
mind is set thinking on artificial

nature minnows. On your retire

ment you would welcome a range
of books from the "Hesperides" to

"The Compleat Angler", and even
Louis Rhead's "Fisherman's

Lures" or Walter Eaton's Berkshire
sketches would not be out of place.
Of course, any hostess to whom
books are a necessary furniture in

a room would scarcely omit from

the book-shelf some sheaves of free

verse; Amy Lowell's volumes, deli

cately tinted boards, would match

any coverlet of silk, and all these
tendrils of verse afford you an op

portunity of discussing with the

young poet— every neighborhood,
even if the population consists of
only two, contains a poet and a

dramatist —the latest theories re
garding polyphonic prose or poly
chromatic verse, or any of the

hybrids which have resulted in the

helter-skelter marriage of the dac

tylic and anapestic families: a
new-fashioned meeting of old-fash

ioned metre!

The guest room book-shelf proves
often an aid to week-end conversa

tion. In the morning you come to
the breakfast-room glowing with a

{Continued on page 86)
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For the purposeof screeninga tennis court on the
adjoining property, a section of the north garden
was given a pergola background. It is painted
gray green. The brick walks are bordered with
box and the flowers are, for the most part, an
nuals—snapdragons,larkspur, phlox and such. On
the outside are small evergreensand a dense

growing arborvitae hedge

THE GARDEN
of

H. G. DALTON

CLEVELAND, OHIO

ABRAM GARFIELD
Architect

Beds of rosesare at this end of the garden, with
peonieson the sidesand arborvitae. The marble
seat and four columns that form the exedra of
the garden were brought from Florence. Ram
blersare trained over them. Behind thesecolumns
arborvitae forms a thick hedgeshielding the gar

den from the street
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At the south end of the garden is a long, narrow
pool, gracedby a delightful little figure by Mac-
monies. The pool has a coping of pink Tennessee
marble and in the bottom is a geometricalpattern
worked out in pink, yellow and lavender mosaic
with a border of dark green and white marble.
Around the outside of the pool is planted a nar

row strip of tulips and candytuft

Perhaps the most delightful vista in the gardenis
that of the lake from the eastporch of the house.
The picture is framed in the foregroundby marble
columnsand in the distanceby the trees. A flight
of rough stone steps leads down the bank to
a breakwater which protects this side of

the garden
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PORCHES INSIDE THE HOUSE AND OUT
No Longer Is the Porch Grafted on the House; It is an Integral Part of the

Design and Useful Throughout the Year

OXE of the indications
of

increasing good architecture

in America can be found

in the handling of the porch.
Whereas it once was a detail

literally "stuck" onto a house, it
is now built as an integral part
of the house structure, made per
manently useful by being enclosed

with glass for winter. The
Georgian and Colonial types of

houses have been mightily im

proved by this porch treatment.

In Italian houses the loggia takes
the place of the porch. In many
types of houses based on English

designs the terrace plays the role

of the porch. Even in Southern

The color schemefor the
porch of Mrs. GeorgeQ.
Palmer's house at Port-
chesler,N. Y., was taken
from the old tile placed
over the fountain —
orange,brown and blue

ELLERY JOHNSTON

states, where the porch is a neces

sity for comfortable living, there
are indications that the porch is

being built as a part of the house
itself.

But whether a porch, a terrace
or a loggia, that factor of transi
tion between the garden and the
house is desirable. One should
not have to come into the house

abruptly; the progress should be
gradual, from the full sun of the
garden, to the half-shade of the

porch, thence on to the cool depths
of the house itself. With a loggia
and a porch this is possible; it is
made possible on the terrace by
the use of awnings.

Brown is found in the
fibre rug, the table is
black marble with a
wrought iron base, the
curtains green,the chintz
orange. Mrs. A. Van R.
Barnewall, decorator
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One corner of the terrace of Mrs. Otto
Wittpenn's houseat Bernardsville,N. J.,
is furnished for outdoor dining, with a
marbletableandpaintedchairs. Blue and
while linen is used and colored glasses

Even as the porch itself marks the transition
between the inside and the outside of the
house, so does its furnishing. This, too,
should mark a transition, sharing the nature
of the house and the nature of the garden, the
two pleasantly mingled.
The first two illustrations show an enclosed
porch in the house of Mrs. George Q. Palmer,
at Portchester, N. Y., where the garden element
would seem to dominate. The fountain and
its surrounding trellis, the fibre matting, the

wrought iron tables and plant stands, the

rough cast wall—all are of the garden. The
upholstered sofa and chairs and the lamp
are of the house. This is a room permanently

By building a low
wall a terrace was
created in this city
backyard. It has a
brick floor, a back
ground of brick and
trellisand commauds
a prospectof shrubs
and perennials

11

■M 1

■J2

furnished for all year use according to
the requirements of a climate that has

a real winter. Its color scheme—orange,
brown and blue— is taken from the old
tile over the fountain. Another porch—
that of O. S. Young—simpler in treat
ment but equally comfortable, is fur

nished with wicker, has a red tile floor

and on one side a striped awning.
Wicker, willow, reed and painted

cottage furniture give a wide range of

choice for the porch and terrace. These

come in such delightful shapes and colors

that with them one can hardly fail to
make a really livable and picturesque
outdoor room. The variety of rugs for
such uses is also great—fibre comes in
an amazing number of color combinations

and sizes which accord perfectly with the

(Continued on page 76)

Red tiles laid in a wide bond afford
a pleasant contrast to the white
woodwork on this porch in the home
of 0. S. Young at Great Neck, L, I.
Wicker has beenused for furnishing
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IN THE DOOR IS
CRYSTALIZED THE
ARCHITECTURE
OF THE HOUSE

In adapting)the spirit
of the smaller French
chateaux to an Ameri
can house of moderate
size the architect, who
was Eugene J. Lang,
has applied French
classicmotifs to the en
trancedoor. The effect
is dignifiedand unusual

The Germantown hood
is found in houses of .
Dutch Colonial and
Pennsylvania architec
ture. A penthouse or
projection runs along
the facadeand over the
door is elaborated into
an archedhood. Frank
J. Forster, architect

A Colonial design,com
mon to old houses in
the United Stales, con
sists of a wooden Jan
over the door and long
lights on eachside. The
door is paneled, or, as
in this modern example,
of glass. W. Lawrence
Bottomley, architect

Inspiration for this door
is found in the Palazzo
Veneziaat Rome—aBa-
roque window framing
above a Classical door.
Thus the Italian Ren
aissance is adapted to
an American Italian
type house. Lewis Colt
Albro, architect

This portico entrance is on the
wing of a Georgian houseand is
pronounced harmoniously by be
ing surmountedby a motif adapt
ed from the Georgian—a broken
pediment and urn detail. The
square columns, of course, are a
modern conception. Walker &

Gillette, architects
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS

*

The living room at the top oj this page is the result o) several Contrasting with the country houseliving room above is this
experiments,which proved satisfactory. The timbered ceiling living room in a New York apartment, where a less usual
is painted green and the walls ivory. The simplicity of the treatmenthas beenused. Walls are paneledand painted deep
stonemantel-pieceis relievedby lead bosses,and by the brick ivory and the hangings are blue taffeta with orange gauze
hearth finishedwith a brassguard rim. The shelf in the deep curtains. The chintz on the davenport is yellow, mulberry
window gives opportunity for a drawer beneath it. Guy and blue and the cushions orange and blue. Devah Adams

Dawber, architect was the decorator
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Cream paneled walls
form the background
oj this bedroom. The
hangings are striped
blue and buff taffeta
and the inner curtains
striped net and rose
gauze. Peach colored
taffeta is used for bed
spread,where it has ruf
fles of old blue. Mrs.
A. Van R. Barnewall,

decorator

A drawing room of dis
tinction has been cre
ated in the New York
home of William C.
Potter. Against walls of
soft maize color are
curtains and sofa in
blu e- green damask,
small chairs in French
brocade of cream with
roses.The carpetis deep
fawn. John G. Hamil
ton, Inc., decorator
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The dining room of the
Potter house has the
merit of dignified sim
plicity. Its rug is black
with a green border.
The walls are old ivory.
The chairs are uphol
stered in vari-colored
needlework. The cur
tains are green. The
room is further en
riched by a screen of
antique embroidery

Soft yellow and brown
damask form the cur
tains in the library of
the Potter house. Here
the walls are a deep
fawn color brought out
with antique d gold.
The furniture is cov
ered with needlework
and old damask. As in
the other rooms, the
decorator was John G.
Hamilton, Inc.
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FABRICS
FOR COUN
TRY HOUSE
CURTAINS
Theymaybe purchasedthroughthe
House & GardenShoppingService,
19West44thStreet,\'ew York City

For certaininteriors nothing is
more charming than dotted
Swiss muslin curtains. This
material comes in pastel
shadeswith white dots. $2 a
yard. In white with colored
dots, $1.85 a yard. It is 31"
wide. The ruffles may be of
the samematerial or of white

organdie

Like a French flower engraving is this print
with a cream ground and design in pastel

shades. 32" wide. $4 a yard

(Center) Striped chintz in green
and tele de nigre with design in
bright colored field flowers

Fine French percalewith French blue ground
and figures in cream and spruce gum color.

50" wide. $6.75a yard

(Left) This chintz would be
charming used with green walls.
36" wide. S3.75 a yard

XX XX XX X X * X * X >

6»\x x x x * x yx**

Cretonnewith black ground and figures in deeporchid. 30", $1.80. The ton
lattice pattern has flowers m blue, orangeand black on a buff ground. 31".
$1.45. The third is mauve,greenand tan on a buff ground. 30". $3

French lattice glazed chintz in blue with fine tracery of darker blue. The
same design also in soft yellow. 24". $1.35. A gay chintz has orange,
henna,mustardand black with stripesin green,yellow and brown. 50". $2.75
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At one end of the cortile
or courtyard of Cigliano
San Casciano, Vol di
Pesa is a deeploggia with
a vaulted ceiling. The
wires under the eavesare
for a sliding canvas cur
tain which is drawn dur
ing the heat of the day

Thewindow looking from
the courtyard into the
garden is made pleasant
by the seats within the
window embrasure. This
is a common feature in
Tuscan villa architecture
and windows and seatsof
this type are often found

INSIDE AN
ITALIAN
COURTYARD
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A REMODELED HOUSE IN THE COTSWOLDS
The Architectural Factors that Create the Charm of Orchard Farm at

Broadway in Worcestershire

H. D. EBERLEIN

ORCHARD
FARM, at Broadway in

Worcestershire, the home of the

Lady Maude Lyon, embodies in its
fabric a great share of what is l^est and

most alluring in the Cotswold style of

architecture. The house, as it now stands,
exhibits a well preserved and carefully

cherished old body, a bit of intelligent

and consistent remodeling, and a small

portion of modern growth very logically

added on to meet current requirements.
That it may afford to home builders, or
to those about to remodel and adapt old

houses, a stimulus clearly understood and

of definite direction, we must closely ex

amine the ensemble and reckon the factors

that go to make up its undeniable charm.

And in order to do this understandingly,

let us first note the particular features of

the structure, indicating what is old, what

is adapted to new uses, and what is new.

The entrancehall shows the mod
ern leadedglassand insideshutters,
a touch of restoration in the Cots
wold style. Another view of the
hall can be seenin the frontispiece

of this issue

Most of the lxxly of the house seen from
the road is as it was originally. Even
within this portion no very radical altera
tions were attempted. Though apparently
of considerable extent, Orchard Farm, as
was the wont with very many old Cots
wold houses, was only one room deep.
This plan, of course, had the advantage
of ensuring ample light and ventilation
from two sides. But the house would not
have been large enough, even for a small

family, according to present day standards
of living. Salvation, in this instance, lay
in the proximity of the old bam which
almost adjoined the house at right angles
on the southwest.

To meet the needs of the case, therefore,
the barn was connected with the house by
building up the small intervening space,
and was converted into a long, spacious
living room on the ground floor and a

The living room occupiesthe entire
floor of what was formerly the
barn, now attached to the main
body of the house. The varying
levels and furniture groups are
worthy of interesting study
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On the west side lies the gardenenclosedby a
low stonewall. Beyond this is a broad stretch
of turj with a circular pool and fascinating

little lead figure fountain

series of bed chambers above. This addition
between the old house and the barn was uti

lized for a comfortable staircase and for cup
boards, and also afforded room enough for a

little paved cross hall with doors opening, at
one side, upon the west terrace and garden; at

the other, upon the court. Up to that time,
strange as it may seem, Orchard Farm had
never boasted a staircase but, as in some other

From the hallway, shown opposite, one goes
through this door to the paved terrace of the
south court. The entrance is pronounced by

semi-circular steps

early Cotswold dwellings, the upper floor was

reached by what was virtually a ladder fixed
against the wall.
Before the restoration and remodeling took

place, the western wing (at right of illustra

tion) had been made into a separate dwelling

and a door with a sash window beside it

had been crowded in, on the ground floor,

(Continued on page 74)

The old barn, now the southwest wing, was attached to the house. A broad gravel path and two wide bordersof turf separatethe house
The outside stone stairs have beenpreserved. This wing contains the from the road. Privacy is further given the house by a low wall
living room .on the ground floor and bed chambersabove which definesthe property
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FURNISHING THE SUMMER FARMHOUSE
The Marriage of Town Comfort and Rural Simplicity

Makes for Ideal Interiors

WEYMER MILLS

THE man who acquires an oldfarmhouse in New England or

almost anywhere in America as a retreat

from summer heat usually feels that it
should look as it did under the rule of

its first inhabitant. If the house is pre-
Revolutionarv, with an imposing quality

of the American manor house, its new oc

cupant longs for the fine flower of Ameri

can antiques, Queen Anne maple furni

ture, Willard clocks, the glassware of
Baron Stiegel, and perhaps the priceless
silver of Paul Revere; if it is just a
simple, picturesque shanty of uncertain

date, a few rickety Windsor chairs are

the first feature of a miniature galaxy of

Colonial discomforts. At any cost of
money or time the new possession must

have the proper "atmosphere"'. The
"atmosphere" that is sold in the astute

decora tor "s shop.
Did those dear, delightful ancestors
of ours, whose names we seldom remem
ber and whose head-stones we have never

seen, really live in a state of stiff-backed,

stiff-necked misery, with no antidote but

an engulfing feather bed, or a bottle of

three- voyaged Canary? This is the
question that one could ask one's self on

entering most old farmhouses recently ac

quired and newly furnished.

Early American Truths

The average American country cottage
of a century or so ago was

a very distant cousin of a

yeoman's home in the
mother country. In Eng
land no home was ever

too remote for the cries of

London not to make an

echo on the King's High
way and creep in a front

or back door, but I ven
ture to say few ancient

bumpkins of our Colonial

period ever saw a gentle
man in powdered wig,

«ver heard of Chippen

dale, ever coached it to

New York, in fact scarcely
thought of anything much,

during their allotted dec

ades, but the weather and

its effect upon the soil's

fruition. Vet like men of

better parts they must have

sought their little oils for

daily living, they crept as
near town modes and town

luxuries as its harvests

made possible.

It is this blending of

Barling
As there would seemnever to be enough flowers in the
cottagegarden,hang pictures of long-vanishedflowers on
the walls. Here panels of old Japanese chrysanthemums
in brilliant reds and yellows are in a farmhouse hallway

Well-born pieces of furniture, like well-born people,usually agree in assemblage. They
give a peaceful impressionat least. In this simple cottagedining room the straight legged
Sheraton type table does not disparage the fatter legs of the Queen Anne chairs. The
walls are cream in this room, the woodwork ivory and the curtains a rich yellow bound

with blue fringe

town and country that makes a country
house livable. A marriage of town com
fort and farmhouse simplicity usually

produces ideal interiors.

How shall I furnish the cottage? This
is the plaint of these early spring days
when even the birds have begun a cam

paign for summer lodgings. The an
swer of the wiseacre is: select a few

things you are fondest of in the town

house and pack them in a May day van
for the country house. They would bring
a welcome to the welcome awaiting one

there, a surety of peace in familiar sur
roundings. There would be no mutter

ing at quickly gathered strange gods.

Household Gods

The sense of home engendered by daily
contact with loved and lovely objects that

have become almost the shadow of one's

self should never leave one. The mere
mental picture of such a dusty van creep

ing to its destination brings contentment.

The favorite chair, the old oak chest of
drawers famed for its sunk panels and

arcaded stand, known as one's sacred

repository, the Lancashire Georgian settle

with its soft down bolster, the great fea

ture of the hall in town, the hook rug
with its Nankin blue vase of pink and
white roses on a cream and purple

ground, which cost a fortune at a New

York sale— the favorite lares et penates.
They are coming with one,

and they can go back at

the end of the summer—
if one goes back! In
Spring such S* fate does

not seem possible to the

real country lover.

As the movers unpack
the van the new house

holder can stroll in his

garden knowing that noth

ing can impede the flow of
those waters of Juventius.
On the face the windy
garden freshness dissolves

all memory of hot streets
and the grim contrarieties

of marts. Nothing to

worry about ! A new world
outside for god-like exer

tions, and inside by the

candle light, only rest,—
the strange contentment

that comes from inanimate

things, those lutes that

play and yet are silent.

No matter how many
town houses or apart
ments one has had or
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where one hopes to pitch a hist city tent

away from "long unlovely rows" and dis

cordant city ugliness, there is always a

back alley in one's dreams where one finds
the perfect little American summer shelter,

surrounded by a bit of tangled garden. I
can shut my eyes and see mine, and most

men can do likewise and see theirs. The
visionary house has a gambrel roof and its

clapboarded walls are gray and time-
stained. It has- many windows suggestive
of kind old eyes still taking a fresh and
vivid interest in passing events; up around

the vast attic they are half circular in
shape, which makes them slightly quizzi
cal. Ancient domiciles do impress the

sensitive mind with their personalities and

mine reposes under its elms, a sleepy,

Quaker sort of creature with a humorous

Georgian tolerance, glad enough to let the

world pass by, but never spurning it. In
side I should strive to keep all the sunlit
color and joy of summer, a very reflection

of the garden's face, for

rain is sure to come some

times and blur the case

ments, and cold and east

wind shut one indoors.

The Color Scheme

The most perfect color
scheme for the interior of
a country cottage, what

ever its period or shape, is

a very pale cream yellow,
a buttermilk tint, and
fresh poison green, the
Chinese color of ecstasy.
All my walls would be this
cream color and my wood

work from living room to
scullery the never-failing
freshness of young foliage.
Here is the background
for summer and. the pro
cession of flowers. The
cream walls remain sug
gestive of obming sunlight,
whether the day is fine or

not, and the green sur
rounds, and throws into

high relief the pinks and
blues, the purples and
whites of peonies, lark
spur, petunias and lilies.

As there are never flow
ers enough in the cottage garden, I would
hang pictures of long-vanished flowers on

my walls, Oriental allurements and Euro
pean fantasies, the backgrounds pale blue
gauche or deeper sapphire. The very few
gros-point and hook rugs would have

flowers also, soft faded things, as if the
ghosts of flowers formed a sub-strata for

the living.
All my floors would be stained or painted
a shadowy yellow, a dim yellow that might
be yellow at noon and take gray shadows
as the day advanced until twilight fell and

flooded it with pools of mystery.

"Do design me some very smart country-
ish rooms like the Duchess of X— might

(Above) A
gray, roseand
green paper
hasbeenused
on this farm
house bed
room. Cur
tains are pink
organdie

have in her little place in Sussex," said a

famous New York woman to her London
furnisher.

"I must create an 18th Century Ameri
can room with precious American things
for my Long Island house, but I want the
same feeling hers gives me."

"That is impossible, madam, for the
duchess is smart enough to be unsmart,"
was the rebuke.

The period room, the nightmare" of the
ignoramus, is a terrible fallacy. Nobody
who was anybody ever had one. The
rooms in great English country houses fur
nished in the time of the Second Charles

(usually the first period more or less in

tact) or later always have garnitures and

caresses of other periods. Generations
have lived in them, and although they may
not have had the desire or the wherewithal

to disturb a costly beauty, they have left

their little impress. "No famous English
room ever looks famous without some

souvenir of Victoria," was
the witticism of Lady
Paget.

Furniture

As to furniture, who
can tell a man just what

to purchase when his ideal

of an interior may be

some glittering hieroglyph
of costly Russian ballet or

namentation, bounded by

huge silken -grotesques in
the way of cushions? Or
again, he may sigh to live

among antique shop win
dows, slightly confusing

perhaps in a land where
there are so many. One

need not be a sentimental

ist about family posses
sions and dwell with the

pet horrors that stultified
the mind of a grandparent,
but I see no need of put
ting to death the things
one liked simply because
the richer neighbor strug
gles toward perfections.
The real secret of suc
cessful country cottage
rooms—in the living room,
especially—is a mellow,

inviting quality. The furniture may be
oak, walnut, maple or pine—or a catholic
meeting of a little of everything—the cream
walls, the flat green paint and the flowers

supply the fresh youthful note, but the
chairs, tables, sofas and all essentials must
have lived. Take a half dozen pieces of
furniture born with grace in different lands
a century or so ago, and if they chance to

{Continued on page 88)

Another view of the same room shows
an attractive, somewhatformal curtain
ing of the windows. The house con
tains a variety of furniture and com
bines the comfort of a city housewith
the simplicity of a country cottage

(Above) A n
old-fashioned
paper,hooked
rugs and a
F r a n k I i n
stove have
been used in
this farm
houseroom
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As this gardenwas laid out in an old orchard, the
existing trees were carefully observed. This old
apple stands on the axis with gravel paths and
grassplots about it enclosedby a low stone wall

THE GARDEN OF
GEORGE B. AGNEW
SOUTH SALEM, NEW YORK

CHARLES D. LAY
LandscapeArchitect

The level spacesof the garden are divided
in wide oblong beds with borders of turf
and narrow gravelpaths laid betweenthem.
These plots are planted with perennials.
Another perennial bed runs along the front
of the wall. The garden extends,at the
slightly higher level, over the rise of the

meadowbeyond

An arbor stands at the end of the cross
path, on the lop of a slight rise. The
path-sideis planted to ferns. Vines are
trained to cover the walls. It is a natural
garden made with a nice feeling for na
tive stoneand the informal setting

On a level below the massivestone work
of the gardenwall lies a lily pool, irregu
lar in shape, rimmed about with stone
slabs and planted to ornamental grasses
and creepingplants. Shrubbery is massed

in the farther corner
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It is not necessarythat the fireplacebe surroundedby couch, tablesand chairs. Since it is the jocal
point of theroom one often finds it advisableto haveonly an easychair and a table besidethe hearth

THE NATURAL POSITIONS FOR FURNITURE
Fewer Pieces Better Placed Would Make Our Interiors

Look Less Like Showrooms

EDWARD T. LARKINS

IT HAS been said that of making booksthere is no end. This is equally true of
the "placing of furniture," but it is sur

prising, when we think in comparisons, how

many rules that govern the writing of a good

book, have similes in the arrangement of a
home. The book is, in the
first analysis, a collection

of words, each formed of

letters which have a se

quence and meaning. The
words are arranged by pre
cise rules of grammar into

sentences giving expression
to the author's thoughts

which are conveyed to the

readers in such form as to
enable them to follow with

perfect accuracy the com

pleted work.

In the case of the home
we find that it is, in the
first instance, a collection
of units — of furniture —
each of which should have

been chosen with due re
gard to its use; a chair, for

instance, is only justified if
it fulfills its primary mis
sion— that of being com
fortable to sit or recline in.

Failing this, however ar

tistic it may appear, its presence in the

borne is as illogical as a misplaced adjective
in literature. Following this line of reasoning
our units must be arranged into groups or

sentences—our groups into the finished rooms
or chapters and so to the completed home.

The hall is the first glimpse one generally
has of the interior of the house, but it is the

place that usually receives the least considera
tion. Even in the gorgeously decorated man
sion one often finds the furniture placed in
stiff and uncompromising positions. In smaller

homes its equipment con
sists generally of a more
or less uncomfortable chair
or two and perhaps a con
sole table. Could anything
be less inviting? The hall
should be looked upon as

the opening chapter of a
book and its furnishings and

atmosphere be one of wel
come. Formality should be
avoided in every way, more

especially the geometrically
exact balance of furniture.
A small cabinet containing
drawers such as one often
finds reproduced from a

good antique model will be

(Continued on page 80)

Beside permitting con
venient avenues of ap
proach to the fireplace,
the furniture in this liv
ing room is so grouped
as to give space for a
desk set at right angles
to the wall
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THE PAINTING AND STAINING OF FLOORS
Either Left Bare or Partially Covered With Rugs, the Painted or Stained

Floor Amply Merits Consideration

CHARLES WOLFE

BARE
floors need not look uninteresting;

well kept and well polished, with good

rugs about, they can look better covered

and more interesting than many an arid stretch

of carpet. Much can be said in their praise;
the eye is satisfied, so also are the claims of

hygiene; perhaps economy comes into it
,

too.

But a bare floor demands the right treatment,

otherwise it is much better left alone.
Stain is one form of treat

ment, paint is another; yet
while few people ever con

sider the use of paint for

their floors, all believe that

they know about stain.

Ready-mixed varnish stain

is the usual medium em

ployed. This has a glaring
shine when fresh, which

soon wears off at the doors,

and grows dull along the
skirting, and since no

amount of polishing can

give it the right look, we

can only apply a fresh coat

of stain; and so it goes on
till the grain of the wood

is obliterated by a thick,

opaque, greasy brown that

has no charm. This is

"staining" in its worst form.

Proper Staining

To begin at the begin
ning: The object of stain

is to deepen or to alter the

color of the wood, also to

emphasize the beauty of the

grain. Parts of the wood

are softer and more porous
than others, and absorb

more color, so when stain

is applied it will reveal
lights and shades and vary

ing depths of tone which

are scarcely perceptible in

the raw wood. The colors
used for a stain, then, must
be transparent, and either

oil or water may be used
to mix the dry pigments.
Certain dyes mix better in
spirits of wine, methylated, or naptha, than

with the other mediums. Otherwise "spirit-
staining" is much the same as oil-staining.
There are other processes, but for most floors

one or other of these is generally the best.

Oil stains, on the whole, are safest for wood
that has already been treated.

Water stains are the cheapest and easiest

to make, but they have a tendency to roughen

up the wood, which must be seen to. In such

a case fine sand-paper rubbed along the grain

(never against it) will be necessary to smooth
the surface. For either medium the floor must
be cleaned so that no trace of grease or wax

remains. The stain should then be put on,
evenly and fairly liquid, one or two coats,
according to circumstances.

The floor should now present a flat surface
of color, through which the figure of the wood

shows up clearly with all its contrasts of light

The painting o
f

floors is a much longer and more exactingprocessthan staining. The
floor may require three or four coals o

f paint followed by two coats o
f hard varnish.

But the result more than justifies this trouble. Color schemescan be createdto suit
the furniture and the type o
f room. An interestingand original treatmentin the room
above consistsof alternate boards painted deep blue and emerald green

and shade so fully revealed, that in certain
woods there is an appearance like watered silk.
Having achieved this, the staining has done
its work, and must on no account be repeated ;

regular polishing with wax or oil will do
the rest.

Both wax and oil tend to enrich and deepen
the color, while they also act as a preservative.
When signs of wear appear, a little of the

dry color, Vandyke brown or indigo, etc.,

should be mixed with the polishing wax and

rubbed well into the wood, then polished over
with the rest till the worn spot disappears. Of
these two—wax and oil—wax gives the
brighter polish, and it is, on the whole, the
most practical for floors. Oil is undoubtedly
slower in effect, and more troublesome to use,
but it certainly produces a beautiful soft shine
and quality. Such a floor is an abiding joy:
nothing can really spoil it

,

except prolonged
neglect.
With new boards the
colorist may, if so minded,
abandon nature and let
himself go with strange hues
and aniline dyes. They
will not be garish; more
often the trouble with a

stain is to get the color vivid

enough. For example, if

the floor is to be stained
cerise or violet, the wood

should be "blued" first in
order to neutralize its yel
lowness. This can be done
with bluing applied boiling
hot, and, while still flowing-
wet, wiped off with rags;
this gives a beautiful clear

surface for the cerise. Two
or more thin coats of any
color must always be used
in preference to one; by
this we avoid streakiness

and hardness, and ensure

the right tone and the depth
that you can "see through."

Other Colors

For the subsequent pol
ishing of a cerise floor white

wax is best; beeswax for

a yellow floor, and so on.

A little experimenting is

advisable before embarking

on these colors; aniline

dyes are tricky sometimes

to deal with, and the differ

ent kinds and qualities of

wood give different results.

Blue, on pitch-pine, gives

really wonderful effects ;

green, over yellow deal,

produces (especially by artificial light) a curi
ous metallic glitter when polished; a black-

stained floor is not recommended, but if the
wood is first stained a vivid green, and then
given a thin glaze of black, the grain ought

to show up clear with a very beautiful and

unusual effect.

Practically all colors for staining can be
bought dry and mixed at home, or by the oil
and paint dealer, according to recipes. Aniline

dyes are sold in tubes and packages, or by
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the ounce. There are also

the specially prepared
stains, which are perfectly
dependable.
It should now be fairly
obvious that stain can only
be succesfully used on a
floor which is in reason
ably good condition. When
the floors are old, and poor
in quality, with gaps to be
puttied and holes to be
patched, or when they
have been spoiled by suc

cessive applications of bad

old stain, then is the time
for using paint. There is
nothing new about this
process. So far from

wearing off, the painted
floor is very much more
durable than the usual
varnish stain. It does not
look odd; it lends itself to
any scheme of decoration,

and it is the most efficient disguise for de
fective flooring. Further, while it gives the

"furnished look" that some people desire, it
also does, in some degree, deaden the sound

of feet which is one drawback to the bare
floor. Certainly it costs more than stain, and

(equally certain) it is not a speedy process,
and cannot be hurried over with any prospect

In this room,
violet,
where the walls are gray and the curtains a combination,
the floor is painted violet with narrow strips of daffodil

of success. First the boards must be cleaned
thoroughly; all gaps between them must be
filled, and nail-holes stopped, and any rough
ness should be planed away. Three, or even

four, coats of paint must then be applied, and

each coat must dry iron-hard before the next

goes on. Finally, two coats of hard varnish,
the second not to be laid on until not the faint

est trace of stickiness is
left on the first.

If these conditions are
observed, a painted floor
will keep in perfect con
dition for years. As a rule

waxing is not necessary at
first; later, the floor may
get a little dull with use,
and then regular waxing
and polishing in the usual
way will keep its lustre up
to the mark. The test of
a really bright floor lies
in the strength and clear
ness of its reflections. Pale
colors undoubtedly tend
to get dirty after a time;
when this happens the
floor can be washed with
out any risk of damage.
Soda must be used spar
ingly for fear of removing
the varnish, for once that

protection is worn off the

paint begins to go too. But with soap and
warm water, and plenty of clean rags to rinse,
and plenty more to dry as you go along, and
a good wax polishing the next day, your floor
will be like new again.
With regard to colors, the choice is entirely
a matter of taste. Black, dark blue and yel
low are all very good and practical.

of yellow and
yellow

Where the floor boards are in good enoughcondition stain is preferable wood has a distinctive graining that should show. In this room the
becauseit makesa mellower floor. This is especiallyadvisablewhen the grain of the deal boards is preservedby a deep, translucentbrown stain
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FOR THE SUMMER
WINDOW BOX

The Plants to Use Under J'arying

Conditions of Sunlight

and Shade

THE
success of the summer window or

veranda box depends more on the choice
of the plants which fill it than upon any

other one factor. Soil may be of the best,

watering done never so wisely; but if the
wrong plants are used the results can never
achieve the maximum.
The selection of varieties hinges first of all
upon the exposure. For boxes which receive
abundant sunlight, sun-loving plants like

Paris daisy, coleus, geranium and double
petunia make a good display for the back of
the planting, w7ith lower growing golden
feverfew, sweet alyssum and white leaved

cineraria for the front. For vines to droop
down, vincas, nasturtiums and German ivy are
all good choices. Strong growing ferns, Ger
man ivy, grevillea, narrow leaved dracenas and
Rex begonias are all good to use in boxes which
are situated in the shade.

Northen(I
The window or veranda box should
never be too conspicuous. Boxes and
planting alike must adorn rather than
obtrude. Here the rustic character of
the boxes harmonizes well with the
abundant exposed woodwork oj the

house

Long window gardens that avoid any
suggestionof stiff and formal lines are
the best. When low, ashere,theyshould
always be supplementedby a suitable
foundation planting. In this casehouse
and box are the samecolor
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The home of 0. S.
Young at Great
Neck, L. I., is de
veloped along
Dutch Colonial
lines in shingleand
stone. Carl L.
Otto, architect

A balanced plan
gives house-depth
living and dining
rooms, with a
Porch and a service
wing at the ends
and a breakfast
room behind

Four bedrooms,
two baths and a
servant'sroom and
bath are on the
secondfloor, mak
ing a livable plan
for a small family

The wide over
hang of the roof
gives a sheltered
porch both before
and behind. Lat
tice at the ends
is a pleasingdetail
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In the home of Lewis I. Sharp at Man-
hasset,L. I., a simple, balanceddesignhas
been executedin shingle. As the house
massedup fairly high, it was desirableto
give it a horizontal effect. This is created
by the broad horizontal lines of the
shingles, by keeping the chimney fairly
low, by the low line of the porch and by
the broad arc of the portico

The plans show a compactand pleasantly
livable disposition of rooms on the first
floor. The stairs are kept to the back
of the hall. The entrance is through a
i>estibule. The kitchen and pantry arc
conveniently arranged. Upstairs are four
bedroomsand two baths,eachwell lighted
and ventilated. Arthur W. Coote was

the architect

A slight variation exists between the original
first floor plan and the house as executed,in
that the extensionsdiffer. The garageis set on
the level below the enclosedporch. At the
end of the hall, reachedby two steps, is a den.
The servicequarters are located in the farther

corner of the house

The residenceof John J. Fisher, at Paterson,
N. J., is of frame construction painted while
and with a variegated slate roof. The main
entranceis pronounced by an open porch, and
this facade is further enriched by the cornice
and the balustradessurmounting theextensions.

C. H. Benjamin, architect



This little roadside cottage,designed
by Alfred Hopkins, is executed in
native fieldstone which shows the
benefit of sympathetic handling by
the mason. Half-timber work gives
relief to the design. The leadedpane
windows, the dressed stone loggia
entrance, the terrace wall laid dry
and the grovebehindareall elements
in a very pleasant, unpretentious
architectural composition

The rooms are laid out around a
court, always a livable and happy
schemebut seldomusedin this coun
try. It makes a private outdoor
spacewhich is especiallydesirablein
a house so close to the road, and
affordscrossventilationand an abun
dance of light to all the rooms

While the design has certain Tudor
indications, the plan of the house is
American. The ranges of casement
windows and the loggia are details
that give the facade a lively interest
and lift this little house far above
the commonplace. It is an example
of distinction in small work
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THE PASSING O F THE I C E MAN
In This Survey of Home Refrigeration Are the Salient Facts for

Purchasers of Iceless Systems

"T T OW would you like to be the ice
XTL man?" is the lyrical refrain to an

ancient ditty that is getting more and

more obsolete every day, for there is a mechan

ical conspiracy to oust the ice man from his

age-long position as purveyor to the home. So

do ice men, gladiators and dogs have their

day and- relinquish to machinery their evanes

cent glories.

Nowadays everyone knows that there are

domestic refrigerating plants for home use that

displace the ice man and in which pure ice

for table use can be made. Many people, how
ever, do not realize the reliability of such
equipment, the simplicity of its operation, and

the satisfaction to be derived from its use, nor

yet that there is an actual saving in its use.

These facts will, however, be borne out by
thousands who have freed themselves from the

bondage of the ice man.

Even though few will care just what con
tributes to making the coldness, it might be

well to give a simple explanation of the prin
ciple of making ice, in order that the prospec
tive purchaser will know what she is getting.
When we wash our hands they feel cool if
we do not dry them. We say they are cool

because the water evaporates, but the fact is

that the evaporation takes place because the

water is drawing on the heat from the air and

our hands feel cool in the process. And so
in simplest terms engineers have found refrig
erants or liquids which vaporize or evaporate
at low temperatures, and as they turn from

liquids to gases they use up the heat and leave

the air cold. Some of diese refrigerants are

sulphur dioxide, chloride of ethyl, ammonia,

etc.

There are two ways of having refrigeration
in the home:
1. The mechanical refrigerator (which is
permanently cool with the machinery a part
of itself) —one unit.
2. The domestic refrigerating plant (for
making ice and steadily producing even, low

temperatures) which you can have installed

in your own refrigerator —two units.
The general system of home making-ice
refrigerators consists of the brine tank with

copper coils within, a motor driven compressor
and a condenser of copper piping. The com
pressed liquid passes through an expansion
valve into the brine tank where the pressure

is reduced and it changes into a gas, flows out

through and is condensed by the condenser,

changed back into a liquid, is pumped back

again by the motor and starts its cycling again
—indefinitely. In the best ice-making plants
there is a heat control which turns on the motor

when the temperature in the refrigerator gets
too high and turns it off when it is sufficiently
low.

In one refrigerator there is a device by which
the food compartments are kept at any tem

perature you desire, usually around 40°, while

ETHEL R. PEYSER

the temperature of the ice-making compartment
is never allowed to rise above 20°. By this
arrangement it is possible, and very often the

case, that ice will be made in the ice compart
ment without running the electric motors for

hours, while food is kept in the food compart
ments at slightly above freezing point. Fancy
the health insurance that the best ice-less

processes guarantee in the home— infant's
food, for example, can be absolutely fool

proof.

ALTHOUGH
the above technical libretto

is of some use, the things that most

people want to know and are asking are

these :

1. Is ice making at home practical?
2. Is it messy?
3. Can I use my old refrigerator?
4. Are they to be had in a special refrig
erator ?

5. Will I save money?
6. Will it save time and annoyance?
7. What's the use anyway?
A good refrigerator is a jewel, and it is the
first requisite to be considered. It must be
insulated well enough to keep out hot air and

hold in cold. It must be seamless and smooth
in its linings. The air circulation must be
continuous. The temperature inside must
never be higher than an average of 45° and

rarely that. In such a refrigerator one should
be able to keep matches dry and butter must

never absorb any of the charm of the onion.

If you have such a refrigerator, keep it by
all means, and install the ice-making machine.
The installation is simple, and the initial ex
pense is readily made up in the future saving

of ice consumption. But do not install an

excellent ice machine in a poor refrigerator, as

the electric bills will climb the Alps. Yet even
in a poor refrigerator the refrigeration bills
are lower than if you had iced refrigeration.
If you have no refrigerator, it is possible to
buy a refrigerator which has in it the ice-mak

ing machines. But before you buy the outfit

you must be very careful to know whether this

refrigerator comes up to the most stringent
tests of the ordinary first-class refrigerator, for

this reason: The average refrigerator in which
ice is used has to be efficient because it must

keep itself dry with actual ice evaporation go

ing on, it must keep a cold chest with an actual

diminishing ice supply, it must keep ice melt

ing yet staying in spite of weather and sur

rounding atmosphere. To make the circula
tion of air effect these processes a refrigerator

requires fine construction.

THE refrigerating
manufacturers have

put the most superb effort into making a

first-class refrigerator, and if you are
not convinced that the combination outfit has

as good a refrigerator as you can get with the

installed outfit, it is wisest to buy the refrig

erator and install the ice-making machine.
There are excellent refrigerators on the mar
ket; apply rigid tests and accept nothing short
of the best.

The machinery can, in some instances, be
put on top of the refrigerator or in the cellar
or in the next room or right next to the refrig
erator. In some cases the machine, consisting
of pump and condenser and motor, takes up
no more room than \l/2' x 1%' x il/2'. This
can be put in place as simply as installing a
new gas stove.
In the best of the iceless machines the re
frigerator maintains a lower temperature than
the iced ones in both winter and summer. At
a cost of ten cents per kilowatt hour, and with
ice at fifty cents per hundred pounds, it Is
cheaper per day to use the iceless refrigerator.
There is, too, less dampness in the iceless
refrigerator than even in the best iced ones,
due, of course, to the absence of the ice itself.
This lower percentage of humidity should not
be taken as a reflection on the low percentage
of humidity that can be maintained by the
iced refrigerator of the best make, which is a

percentage low enough to dry towels and keep
matches dry.
The iceless refrigerat does these things:
1. Reduces the cost of refrigeration.
2. Maintains a constant low temperature
regardless of weather, and automatically starts

up "cold making" when you raise the temper
ature by opening the doors.
3. Operates automatically when once in
stalled and is reliable, clean and noiseless.
4. Permits you to make neat little cubes of
ice for your tumblers, which give your table
distinction.

5. Gives you ice of which you know the
clean source.
6. Operates by electricity.
7. Needs no refrigerant for years.
8. Is oiled very seldom.
9. Is easily kept clean.
10. Obviates the uncertain ice man and

his dirty boots trailed across the kitchen floor.

11. There is no ice box drain to clean, no

water drippings to worry about and therefore
no extra effort.

12. Consumes from \l/2 to 2 kilowatt

hours per day—if it is run from 6 to 8 hours
per day.
The purchaser of an ice-making refrigerator
or a domestic refrigerating plant should be

warned of the following:
1. A poor refrigerator will mean more
electricity to keep up a sufficiently low
temperatuFe.
2. Don't let a manufacturer tell you that

a freezing refrigerant, such as sulphur dioxide,

will escape and corrode the pipes. It has been
tested out and in the best machines has neither

escaped nor worn out its pipings.
3. Rememberthat opening and closing doors

{Continued on page 76)
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THE CARE AND PROPAGATION OF CONIFERS
Among the Cone-Bearing Evergreens Are Found Landscaping Qualities of Which No Other Trees

Can Boast and Which Render Them Especially Worthy of Consideration

E. BADE

THE
monotonous

form of the cone-

bearing trees is a

strong contrast to their

severe and regular beauty.
In unvarying straight
lines rise their trunks, at

uniform angles the twigs
build one set over another.
Those loose lines and

changing shapes of the

hardwoods are never
found, and the shrubs of

the conifers are dark,

mysterious, and girdled
with immovable points. In
these the botanist is able

to find the leaves, though

Pinus peuce is a hardy
pine of dense, regular
but slow growtk

the layman calls them

needles. And it appears
as if these needles were
impervious and insensible

to both light and life.

Spring and winter pass
them by as if they were
forgotten. Should they
fall at some future day,
uncounted others will
have taken their places.
But that which makes

the conifers undeniably
attractive in spite of their

geometrical regularity for

garden cultivation is their

evergreen covering. Such

(Continued on page 84)

The Pyramidalis form
of Juniperus chinensis
is bluish green

In grafting a
pine , a V-
shaped piece
is cut from
the stock to
receive the
scion

Abies concol-
or is thewhite
fir, of which
the Colorado
form is best
to plant in
the East

When stock
and scion
cuts exactly
correspond,
the smaller
piece is in
serted

Among the
hardy spruces
is P ic e a
Amorika, a
dense, nar
row pyramid
when young
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BASKETS FOR

SPRING

FLOWERS
They may be purchased
through the _House#&<iardenShoppingService,
19West44</>Street,Netc

York City

A chest to hold
all the flower
tools fits in the
corner of this
loggia. The deco
ration is repeated
on the cushion

Above is an unusually grace
ful French flower basket. It
is well made, of fine reed.
In green or brown, $3

The picking bas
ket below is gray
with flower dec
oration and a
pink border. 17"
long, 5" high.
All colors. S6.50

(Left) A practi
calgatheringbas
ket of finely wo
ven willow is 23"
long, and 12"
wide. In green
or brown, $6.35

(Below) A sturdy
culling basket18"
long and 14"
wide comes in
green or brown
for $3. Stained
to order, §3.50

A Japanese,metal-linedbas
ket is painted black with a
poppy design. The handleis
gilt. Other colors. $5

(Above) A charming basket
for flowers may be had in any
color with contrastinghandles,
border and flower decorations.
It is 14" long and 10" high.

$7.50
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MY GARDEN IN
MIDSUMMER
July and August Blossoms
and Color Combinations

MRS. FRANCIS KING

IT HAS suddenly burst upon my innervision that the pale and bright pink
climbing ramblers have no place to

gether in my perennial garden, unless used

as they sometimes are most happily, tumb

ling over walls in great masses, near equally

sumptuous masses of pale blue delphiniums,
with few or no other flowers to distract.

The thing which brings me to the afore

said unpleasant conclusion is the present

appearance of one of the gates of our

garden. It is a dull green wooden gate,
with an upper arch and a solid door. The

frame of the gate is of trellis, and today
this trellis is completely smothered by, to

the left, Excelsa, and to the right, Lady
Gay. Masses of these little round roses are

blooming as the gentle cow gave milk in
the nursery rhyme, with all their might.
Below this arch of roses lies the little formal

garden, with many things in bloom, del

phiniums dark and light, lilies, Shasta
daisies, violet salvias and petunias, phloxes

coming and also gypsophila and a few pale
pink ramblers. The expanse of color on
the gate posts is out of place. It gives the
look of the cover of a seed catalogue of

about 1890. No, this is no place for my
ramblers, fine though they are in themselves.
I walk to the upper garden from this
lower, turn to the left, where at each end

of a short walk of brick hedged with clipped

spirea Van Houtteii there are two of the

same well designed arches, such as I have
mentioned. These two are wreathed in
pink ramblers, Lady Gay and Paradise;
beyond this walk is not only smooth turf,

but a fine growth of dwarf mountain pine—
and it is here that the little rose conies into

its own. It is seen only near and against
green—or as one looks at it from another
angle, perhaps against the blue sky itself—

(Continued on page 72)

At the end of a short brick walk hedgedwitk clipped
Van Houtte's spirea is a dull greenwoodenarch over
which climb pink rambler roses. At the left, as you
look through the gatewayfrom the spaceof turf and
dwarf mountain pine without, is Lady Gay, and at

the right, Paradise

With the setting of the sun the incomparable
fragrance of Lilium Regale, fresh and delicate
as that of heliotrope, pervades the garden.
Thus crowning the glowing trumpetsand white
pointed petals of the blossoms,it makesRegale

the finest of the lilies
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(Center) An oval wicker tea
table, 24"xl6", with a de
tachable glass tray is $20.
The chair without cushions
is $24. Stained $25.50.
Enameled $26.50

(Above) The newest thing in
willow is the Windsor type of
chair. It would be effective
stained in two colors. $24.
Stained $3.50extra

WILLOW AND WICKER
FOR THE SUMMER PORCH

// mavbepurchasedthroughtheHouse&Ciarden
ShoppingService,19Wed 44</iStreet.New York
City. These prices include packing charges.

Sometimesa small chair is
neededto tuck into a corner.
The one above is attractive
and practical. $14. Stained
$15. Enameled $16. In two

colors, $17

(Center) Another form of the
graceful peacock chair has a
back 50" high. It is priced
at $50. Stained$53.50.Enam

eled$57

J \5
I

(Above) A beautiful chair
of fine, French enameled
cane with interwoven
strands in orange, black
and Royal blue or in two
shadesof soft greenis $85.
Other pieces to match

(Above) A Japanese chair
of heavy tan colored rat
tan with decorations in
black would be a welcome
addition to any porch
or sun room. The price

is $35

The hour-glassstool is $7.
Stained $7.50, enameled
$7.75. The chair is heavy
willow with a modified
hour - glass base. $35.
Stained SI.00 extra, enam
eled $2.00. In two colors



MattlcEdwardsIlcwltt
One of the charms of wicker furniture is
its adaptability. It can be used success
fully indoors and outside it gives just the
air of informality necessaryto the charm
of a summer porch. Here two varieties
have beencombinedeffectively

The fan back chair by its graceful propor
tions createsa spot of interest wherever it
is placed. This one has a back 38" high.
In natural willow $48. Stained $53

There is nothing more delightful on a lazy
summer day than a comfortable chaise
longue to read and dream in. The one
shown at the left is 48" long, of heavy
willow. In natural color $45. This price

does not include cushions

Prom the Philippine Islands comes-this
chair in tan colored rattan, interwovenwith
decorationsin black and gold. The back is
5' high end 4' 4" wide. $45

Single sticks of willow have been
usedwith good effect. The design
has lightness and grace. $49.
Stained $2 extra. Enameled $4
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May THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Fifth Month

With a scuffle-hoc
you can kill the
weeds between the
vegetablerows

Deep digging and
enriching of the soil
are neededfor roses
and asparagus

Seedlingsneed thin
ning out and trans
planting as soon as
they begin to crowd

SUNDAY

1. Theearly
sowings of
vegetables
mustbeproperly thinnedout;plantsthat
are unduly
crowded be
comethinand
spindly and
neverdevelop
Into healthyvigorousspeci
mens. Thin
theplantswhen
small.

MONDAY

8. All the
summerflower-Ing bulbousplantsmaybe
set out now.
To assure a
continuoussupplyofgladioli,theycanbeplantedat biweekly Inter
vals. Therule
Is to plantall
bulbstwiceasdeepas their
diameter.

15.Rosesforfloweringinthegreenhouse
noxt wintershould beplantedin the
benchesnow.
Use a rich,
heavysoil forthem,firmthe
bedsthoroughly afterplanting, and top-
dressoccasionally with raw
bonemeal.

22. Do notneglecttokeepup successionsowingsin thegarden,as ad
visedelsewhere
in this Issue.Corn, beans,
spinach,peas,
radishes,lettuce, beets,
carrots.ehervil,
cucumber,
cress,kohlrabi
andturnipare
all timely.

29. If the
weather ap
pears settled,
the beddIng
out of geraniums,cannas.salvia, coleus
andotherbed-
piants may
bestarted. If
a delayedcoldspell should
come along,
cover theplantingswith
oldsheets.

2. I f t he
weathercondi
tions are set
tledthewarm
vegetablecrops
may be sown
at this time.Beans, Hmas,
corn, squash,
pumpkins,
okra. melons,etc., are all
considered
warm crops.
Sowthemout
doorsnow.

TUESDAY

9. Maple
treesshouldbeprunedjustas
the buds arebursting:there
Is nodangerof
theirbleeding.Anylargescars
whichmayre
sult shouldbepainted withproper treepaint to pre
servethewood
until the cuts
heal.

16. Makea
smallseedbed
for theaccom
modation of
late cabbage,
cauli fIower,kale, Brusselssprouts, etc.
These should
be sownnow.Keep theyoung plants
In separate
bedsuntilIt Is
time to plant
themout.

23. A few
dead flower
stalks will
makeanother
wisegoodgar
den appearveryordinary.
Keep the tall
flowers sup
ported withIndividualstakes, thegrass edges
clipped, and
remove old
stalks.

30. Formalevergreensandhedgesshould
nowbeclipped.Hedge shears
are the best
tooltopreventany voids In
the trees.
Branchesandtipsthathave
been burnedbythesuncan
be removed
withthepruningshears.

3. It Is un
wise to post
pone potato
planting any
longerif you
wantgoodre
sults.Potatoes
area coolcrop
andlateplantings of them,
howeverwell
caredfor, are
rarelysuccess
ful . Use a
fertilizerwith
1% potash.

10. Carna
tionsintended
for forcingIn
thegreenhouse
next winter
can now be
plantedout In
the garden.
Have theground well
fertilized,keep
them pinchedback,andsee
that the soil
betweenthem
Iscultivated.

17. Just be
forethegeneralfloweringsea
son beginsin
the perennialgardenIt Is agood practice
to top- dress
the bedswith
bonemealor
other concen
trated ferti
lizer.Scatterit
on thesurface
andrakeIt Into
thesoil.

24. If the
weatheris dryyou will be
troubledwith
theattacksofgreenfly and
other plant
lice. Peas.lettuce,egg-plant
andothersoft
foliageplants
are especially
susceptible.
Spray withstrongtobacco
solution.

WEDNESDAY

31.Keeptheground be
tween thepotatoesconstantlystirred,
and look out
for thepotato
beetles.If any
areInevidence,spraywithar
senateof lead.
Bordeauxmix
turealongwith
the lead will
prevent at
tacksofblight.

4. Do not
stop sowing
those crops
that mature
quickly,suchas
spinach,peas,
radishes,lettuce,etc. Fre
quentsowings
inusablequan
tities are the
first step to
ward success.
If thereis anysurplusit can
becanned.

11.Theedges
of walks,flow
erbeds,shrubbery borders,
etc.,shouldbe
trimmedcleanly and neatly
with a turflng
Ironeveryfew
weeksthrough
the season.
This finishing
touchis necessary to com-plete your
grounds.

18.A barrel
of liquid ma
nure in Borne
convenient
cornerof thegardenwill be
a valuableaccessory fortreatingplants
that are notdoingwell.Al
ternateappli
cationsof this
with solutions
of nitrate or
soda.

25. Dahliasmaybeplanted
oulnow.Makedeepholesforthem, setting
theplantssev
eralInchesbe
low thegrade
to allow forfilling In the
soil as theygrow. Use a
little sheep
manure or
bonemeatIn
thebottom.

THURSDAY

5. Tubbed
plants of all
kinds used
around thegrounds for
decorationmay
be takenfrom
their winter
quartersand
moved Into
placenow.Tomaintaingrowth, theseplants should
begivenliquid
manure.

12. Do notdelay cutting
thelawnuntil
thegrassIs solongas to ne
cessitaterak-
1ng. Good
lawnsare the
resultofliberal
fertll izatlon
and frequent
mowing, the
latterin some
casestwicea
weekin grow
ingweather.

19.Leaf-eatinginsectswill
also soon beworkingIn thegarden. For
thema poison
spray on thefoliageIs thething to use.
Cover the
squash vines
withnetsmade
outofmosquitobar,toprotect
from squash
bugs.

26. Wintercelerymaybe
sown now.
Make a seed
hedfor it and
sowbroadcast.
When large
enough to
handle,dibble
thelittleplants
off Into well
preparedsoil.
Whentheyare
4 Inchestall
youcanplant
themout.

FRIDAY SATURDAY

6. Most of
themorecom
mon annual
flowersmaybe
startedout of
doors now.
Have the soil
In whichthey
areto gowellpreparedfarenoughahead
so thatit will
pulverizewhenbeingworked.
Bow the seedthinlyindrills.

13. Weed
killersareverynecessaryIn
stonegutters,
blue stone
walks anddrives, and
other places
whereIt Is un
wiseto usea
hoe. Oneapplicationnow
willdestroyall
undesirablegrowthfor the
season.

20. Leaf
beetlesofvari
ous typeswill
soonbeattheir
destructive
work. Spray
the currantbushes,goose
berries, elms,
cherries,etc..usingarsenate
of leadas the
mostadhesive
of any of theregularpoison
sprays.

27. When
the various
fruit treesare
in bloomtheyshould be
sprayedwitha
combinationof
Bordeauxmix
tureandarse-
nate of lead.
This will destroythevari
ousinsectsthat
ruin the fruit,catchingthem
as theyhatch.

This calendarof the gardener'slabors
is aimedas a reminderfor undertaking
all his tasks in season. It is fitted to
the latitude of the Middle States, but
its serviceshould be available for the
whole country if it be remembered
that for everyonehundredmiles north
or south there is a differenceof from
five to sevendays later or earlier in
performing garden operations. The
dates given are, of course, for an
averageseason.

7.Cropsthat
aremoreorless
Inactive and
are not grow
ingwellshould
be stimulated
with anappli
cation of ni
trate of soda
or someotherstrongfertilizing element
usedIn liquid
formto bring
about quick
results.

14.Nowthat
the garden
workis in fullswing. Inviteyourselfto get
acquainted
withtheuseof
a wheel- hoe.
These imple
mentsdo thenecessarywork
of cultivation
moreefficiently
and with less
effortthanany
other.

21. It Isun
wise to postponethesowing of farmcrops any
longer. Man
gela, sugarbeets,carrots,
turnips, etc..should be
sown.AssizeIs
the Important
factor with
these crops,early sowing
isneeded.

28. Aftertheyhavefin
ished flowering,butnotbefore,thelilacs,syringas,deut-
zla. forsythia,splrea, snowball,pearlbush
andotherearlyflowering
shrubsshould
bepruned.Cut
outtheold,un-
productive
wood.

Thenwearyis
the strett
■parade.
And wearybooks,and
icearytrade;
I'm onlywish
ing to goa-
fishing—
For this the
monthofMay
wasmade.
—Henry
VanDyke.

IJESE herebusinessmenas writesto themagtzincsall 'bout-whatwhalin big successesthey'vemade,
can say what they like 'bout the biggestjoy in life bein' hard work withoutno let-up,but they'll-1.1- —„^,.-„^«„ " n li " ;,..//.,- "/-)„-'«■ .,>./ jr.' j"Don't never let up! Fix your mindnever be able to convinceme. "Drive yerself," they holler,
on thegoalan' keepafter it. Use yer ŵill-powerall the time!'
Shucks! What's the use o' workin1if ye can't be lazy oncein a while, er o' havin'will-powerifyc can't delib'ratclynot use it? I cal'latcI've seenpurty near as mucho' life as mos' men o' my

age—I'm shadin' seventy-six,yc know—and 1 want to tell ye that the real fun ain't in drivin', driznn'
awayat the job eternally,but rather in stoppin fer a spell an' loafin'after ye've 'complishcdsomethin'.
A man oughtergive himselfa chanceto ketchhis breath,an' rest up, an' look backan' seeif what
he's doneusreally worth while, after all.
I ain't claimin'that hardwork an' plentyof it ain't neededto git ahead,'causemos'gencr'ly it is.

What I do mean,though,is that ye owe it to yerself to set backnow an' ag'in an' say to yer will
power: "Here—you run awayan' flay fer a while, er go Hshin',er somethin. I won't needye today;
an' b'sides,ye'll feel a blamesight betterwhenye comeback." —Old Doc Lemmon.

The raspberry canes
sh ould be tied to
some support to
prevent breakage

Lettuce should be
transplantedin small
batchesfor continu
ous supply

The warm-weather
vegetablesthat were
started indoors may
now be set out

One of the great advantagesof the dwarf
fruit trees is the easewith which the neces
sary spraying and pruning can be done

The spring-flowering shrubs should not be
pruned until their bloom is over. But the
work must not be postponedafter that time

The apple trees ought to be sprayed with
arsenate of lead before the petals fall, to
destroy the eggs of the coddling moth



THE
SUMMER HOME is far too important to be furnished in a haphazard,

indifferent way. Appropriate furniture, fabrics and floor coverings are

essential to insure its comfort and enjoyment.

AS SPECIALISTS with unique facilities and long experience, we can offeril at most reasonable prices furnishings delightful to the eye, appro
priate to the use, and sound in construction.

W & J SLOANE
FIFTH AVENUE AND 47™ STREET, NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON
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Proper equipment
for easier gardening

LIGHT
TOOLS for

/tender flower
beds; heavy tools for
vegetable rows; weed-
ers, sprinklers, grass
hooks — in fact every
practical need for plant
ing, cultivating and har

vesting the garden
patch around your home
may be obtained at

Lewis & Conger's.

HAXD TOOLS
Gardentoolsof sturdyEnglishsteel-withsecurelyat
tachedhandles.Handtrowel
60c,daisygrubber75c,and
spadingfork 60c.

WATERING CANS
Dainty handpainted
watertngcmns for
flower gardens. 2
quart size $2.38. 8
quartgalvanizediron
cans$2.63.

GARDEN BASKET
Containstoolsfor trim
mingand nursingthe
early flowersof your
garden. Includesscis
sors, pruning shears,
spool of wire, wire
clippers, twine, and
pliers $18.25complete

i

KNEELING MAT
You cankneelon this matand
take the strain out of garden
work. Made of wovenstraw
with waterproofbottom$1.50.

GARDEN SETS
Four durable tools comprise
thesesets. The rake and fork
havestrong,sharp teeth. The
hoe and spadehavegoodcut
ting edges. $10.

DE LUXE BASKET
Finely finished,con
tainingtrowels,fork,
hammer,flowerscis
sors,weedhook,dib-
bier,knives,cutters,
shears,wire and
twine,all of exceptionallydurablequal
ity. Price $27.00
Withouttools$17.50.

SHOULD
a visit here be inconvenient, your

orders by mail will be given the same
prompt and careful service that patrons invariably
receive when they come to Lewis & Conger's.

^WIS&^ONGEH
9 Floors of Home Equipment

45th Street 8b 6th Avenue, New York

My Garden In Midsummer
(Continued from page 67)

r

where ramblers like fruit blossomsare
always seenat their loveliest. But the
teaching here is that the rambler rose
calls for a background of green and
of smooth dark greenif possible,clipped
aborvite, clipped spruce or other rich-
hued non-deciduous tree or hedge. In
England it is

,

of course, the yew that
encirclesthe loveliest rose gardens; it is

against that wall of greenthat the ropes
and festoons of gay pink roses swing
and smile.
"It is delightful," says Lady Eden in
"A Garden în Venice," "to pick one's
strawberries and cut one's tea roses
from the same bed." This delight is

not reserved for Italy but is our own
experiencein Michigan. Eighteen fine
bushes of rose Los Angeles skirt our
four rows of that luscious strawberry,
John H. Cook, than which, incidentally,
a finer berry never grew to the propor
tions of a youthful tomato, or reddened
to the color of one. The combination*
of the gatheringand plucking of seeds,
flowers and fruit is irresistible.

The Lilies

To look on lilies in the garden'sgreen
spaces, and as one looks to hear the
sound of falling water, is an ecstacy
in midsummer which is new, for these
are not ordinary lilies. These are not
the lovely candidum, or the gracefully
hanging Nankeen lily, though both are
in bloom now in my garden in scattered
groups. No, this is that glory of a

lily, whose noble adjective is Regale,
and I have it this year in profusion. I

do not envy even the charming writer
of "A Garden in Venice" as she de
scribes her Madonna lilies, often with
eight to twenty flowerson one stalk and
the stalk five feet high. These virgin
lilies have their own pure pale beauty,
and that beauty none will deny. The
Nankeen lily has a quaint charm of
form, habit and color too; so has
L. Henryii, a vivid and graceful flower;
so has L. elegans,that fiery upstanding
bloom; but Regale surpassesthem all.
That glowing trumpet, that slenderrosy
bud, those rich white pointed petals,
and to crown all, that incomparable
fragrance—not heavy like L. auratum's,
but as fresh and delicate as that of
heliotrope. So soon as the sun drops
in the West, before even twilight has
come on, this matchless perfume rises
on the eveningair in the "dewey light",
and all the garden seems of an un
earthly sweetness. I like these lilies
planted above low subjects at the op
posite ends of narrow beds; while in
bloom they serve as accents, their
slightly bending stems and handsome
flowers clear cut then against green
sward. The play of light and shade
upon-such flowers is one of the most
lovely minor sights to be seen in July.
Occasionally four flowers open on the
top of one stem—more often two or
three. I am so lucky as to have about
one hundred L. Regale in bloom this
year; and neven have I seen these
squares of green turf so admirably
flanked by perfect flowers as at this
moment.
The eleganceand charm of a little new
Rambler Ghiselaine de Feligonde are
beyond putting into words. The flame
colored bud opens well in water and
the variety of tones of color is re
markable in a cluster of say six roses,

a few half open buds and two or three
small onesstill tight, but showing color.
Three of the open flowers are pale

sulphur yellow with outer petals spread
well back. The newly opened roses
have an enchanting pale copper hue
which sets this rose apart; and the half
openedbuds show the deepcolored cen
ter where petals are still folded, the
outer ones of the light copper again.
The foliage is of a medium light green,
leavesmore slenderperhapsthan on the
averagerambler, flowers averagingeight
and ten to the cluster.
Against low clipped privet, delphini
ums, taller than ever before, raise their
blue spires. In placesAnnchen Mueller
or Ellen Poulsen dwarf ramblers send
forth sprays of glowing pink blooms,
thesemelting into the pale rose-colored
massesof Canterbury Bells beside them,
the two most excellentnear each other.
As for heucheras (the only color blot
on my garden this season,but so lovely,
flaming delicately about the darkest red
Sweet Williams, that I simply have to
leave them in the garden beds) , they
have flowered in a manner truly im
pressive. I must conclude that they
too love space and air. There has
seemedto be no check at all from a

recent replanting; in fact, everything
we moved has prospered under the
process. Even the one precious plant
of Delphinium Moerheimi which we di
vided into four, with some hesitation,

is sending up three white flowered
stems. Phlox Arendsii in its varying
soft colors of pinkish lavender and of
white, is now, July first, in full bloom,
and back of its rounded groups are
whitening the buds of the madonna lily
held high on their tall stems. Shasta
daisies are opening'below, budding sea
holly and some of those luscious violet
petunias, known as Karlsruhe Balcony,
are opening in secluded spots as if to
prove their August and September
worth. Delphinium blight, which
seemed to hover seriously over this
garden last year, has been gotten well
in hand now, thanks to the lime and
tobacco treatment recommended by
Miss McGregor of Springfield, Ohio.

Dwarf Ramblers

It is seldom that I find myself with
two opinions about a flower; but two

I hold concerning the dwarf crimson
rambler rose. That harshcrimson,almost
as difficult to place as the over-bright
hue of Azalea amoenain spring, and so
painful to contemplate as its clusters
take on the purplish hue which fore
tells their end—that same'crimson when
set near the violet Salvia virgata nemo-
rosa, becomes a crowning beauty on the
garden'sbrow. No finer perennial plant
for late June in our latitude can there
be than this purple salvia. Entirely
hardy, its inflorescencea multitude of
upright spikes of small violet flowers,

it has the effect of violet velvet in
certain lights. Its glory however reaches
a great height when the dwarf crimson
rambler neighborsit. These plants, like
happy lovers, seemmade for eachother.
The rose and the salvia'coincide in time
of bloom. There is an agreeablecon
trast in the form of leaf and flower
massesand no sumptuous velvet cloak
of a Venetian Doge could show a
prouder splendor of color than is

brought forth by this coupling of
flower groups abovegreenturf. I there
fore recommend to owners of dwarf
crimson ramblers the securing of this
superb perennial salvia-to give meaning
and beauty to what is otherwise a

troublesomepossessionin plants.
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/TtANY of the most delightful country houses in America
are those inspired by the traditions of Georgian

England.

fl]T About these dwellings there is an
atmosphere of

5* livableness typical of American country life today
—well exemplified in such interiors as the sunny Morning
Room shown above, its graceful Furniture of XVIII
Century origin finding an ideal background in the broad
casements looking out upon the garden terrace beyond.

tfl That this interior, as well as others of like charm, may
J" be reproduced within one's own surroundings, becomes
obvious upon a stroll through the interesting Galleries of
this establishment. Here one may acquire Furniture and
decorative accessories tracing their genealogy to all the
historic Periods — each object invested with the pervasive
charm of Old World artistry, though by no means
prohibitive in cost.

De luxe prints of attractive interiors, simple or
elaborateas desired,gratis upon request.

JfaTfoefe (Metier
INCORPORATED

4R-421 MADISON AVENUE
48T--49T-M Streets - - New York City
Formerly of West 32 - Street

Furniture decoration Antiquities
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It Beautifies, It Protects
It Lasts for Years

TO
the fine old home that shows the
touch of years, Bay State gives

youthful beauty—a beauty that is sug
gestive of culture and good taste.

To the new home of stucco or cement,
Bay State adds the final touch that
makes perfection. For Bay State trans
forms the dull color of cement or stucco
to a pure, rich white, or one of many
beautiful tints.

As it beautifies, it protects. It water
proofs all buildings of brick, cement,
and stucco. Bay State Brick and
Cement Coating fills every pore and
crevice. It permanently seals your
walls against dampness.

Driving rains cannot beat through a
Bay State coated wall. Snow, hail,
wind or scorching sun do not harm it
in the least. It lasts for years.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating
comes in white and a complete range
of colors. Samples of white or your
favorite tint will gladly be sent on
request. Booklet No. 2 shows many
homes made beautiful with Bay State.
Write us today for both.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Largest Paint and Varnish Makers in New England

BOSTON, MASS.

New York Office
wCBMsriatri Architects' Bldg.

Philadelphia Office
1524Chestnut Street

BAY STAT E
Brick and Cement Coating

The fireplacein
the north room
shows interest
ing carved de
tail

A Remodeled House in the Cotswolds
(Continued from page 53)

beneath the dripstone, where the range
of casementshas since been replaced.
The wholly new part of the fabric is
the low wing at the left, set back from
the road and parallel with the main
body of the house. This addition ac
commodates the kitchen, pantry, ser
vants" hall and servants' bedrooms.
The building of this wing made it
possible to convert what was formerly
the kitchen into a dining room (the
room with the two mullioned windows
facing on the road, to the left of the
house door) and make the erstwhile
living room (the part with one window
to the right of the house door) into a
spacious hall. This metamorphosis of
living room into hall showedan appre
ciation of dignified convenience and
comfort, and concurrently a refreshing
disregard of the "efficiency fallacy"—
that troublesomemania which so often
possessesthe ultra-modern, prompting
him to abhor what he calls "waste
room," and urging him to exact a
visibly "practical" service from every
cubic inch of space, until all senseof
dignity befitting a gentleman'shome is
compromised and one's comfort im
periled.
The inside oaken shutters in the hall
are modern, and the leaded glass in
the casementsis of recent introduction,
but in this bit of restoration old Cots-
wold precedent was punctiliously ob

served. This item is extremely impor
tant, for upon the nature of the glazing
depends much of the character of the
whole composition. Seen from within,
the lines of the leadinggive the window
openingsa pleasingpattern without in
terfering with the vision. Seen from
without, they materially aid the eye in
carrying on a senseof the continuity of
the wall texture, which large panes of
glasswould only unpleasantly interrupt
and mar.
The mullions and trims of the win
dows are of exactly the same stone as
the walls and this, again, assistsin pre
serving the general harmony of effect.
Other detailsworthy of specialexamina
tion are the doorway—which is one of
the finest in the Cotswolds—the little
pierced finial atop the small gable in
the jog of the road front, and the fire
place shown in one of the illustrations.
The doorway presents an admirable
instanceof the fusion of style influences
that often produced excellent results.
The four-centred arch, with its rosetted
and laureled spandrels, and the label-
shaped dripstone with returned ends,
are reminiscentof Tudor Gothic, while
the form of some of the moldings and
the little dentil coursebeneaththe drip
stone bespeak incipient Renaissance
tendencies. The same fusion of style
currents may be seen in the fireplace.
The little pierced finial deservesa word

in passing for it is typical

I of a delightful method of
ornament common in the
Cotswolds. The masons
played with these finials
and used them as one
meansof imparting diver
sity and interest, giving

I

withal a certainblithesome-
ness without any of the
consciouslevity one some
timesseesindulgedin now
adays for the same intent

^>\ Considered in all its
\ aspects.Orchard Farm is a

satisfying embodiment of
architectural seemliness.

The small gablewith a piercedfinial is
a portion of the housefacing the road.
To the right is the housedoor
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"Known the World Over"

ANNUAL

May Sale
NOW PROCEEDING

No.
Hemstitched All
Linen Tea Napkins
Size 12x12 in.
with embroidered
letter,boxed complete

Sale Price $10.50
Doz.

No. 57
Filet Finger-
Bowl Doylies
Six in. $7.00 Doz.

Exceptional
Reductions

in all

Departments

Sale List
on
request

No. 5
VERY
SPECIAL.
Imported
Bath Mats
in Blue,
Pink or
White.
Sale Price
$5.00 each

WB 19—All Linen plain
Hemmed Huckaback Towels
Size 19x36 in. Usual Price
$17.00 Doz. Sale Price

$10.25 Doz.

WB 44—All Linen Hem
stitched. Huckaback Towels.
Size 18x34 in. Usual Price
$21.00. Sale Price $15.50

Doz.

WB 4—Three Piece Tray Set in AH Linen Crepe, Comprising One
Cover 16x24 in. and Two Napkins, 14x14in. Complete With
Monogram and boxed. Sale Price $6.75

All goodsdeliveredfree to any part of the U. S. A.

Ifi-ftk Pf-ve. coy. 35$ Syt.J&w!X>r£
Also 587 Boylston St., Boston, Mass., London and Dublin

On the porch of Mrs. Charles H. Sabin's farmhouseat South
ampton, L. I., glazedchintz shadesgive a pleasantsilhouetteof

color and design

Porches Inside the House and Out
(Continued from page 45)

color and type of floor. Everyone
agrees, of course, that tile and brick
floors need some sort of covering and
even the painted porch floor is more
livable for a rug or two.
One of the problems in furnishing an
enclosedporch is the choice of curtain
fabrics or fabrics for shades.One should
have this protection against glaring
light, and the colors on the porch will
blend and become mellow when the
sunlight is tinted by a fabric. Sunfast,
which comes in a range of colors, is
the natural first choice. Theatrical
gauzewith a wooly block fringe in rich
colors is another non-fading fabric to
use. Cretonnes and linens all suffer
more or less from the temptation to
fade, but if the price of replacing them
every few years is not considered,they
afford the widest range of choice and,
when some of the upholstery is of the
samelinen, a pleasingharmony is given
the porch. Roller shades of glazed or
painted chintz have the merit of color
ful silhouette. In choosing fabrics for
the porch, do not hesitateat gay, full,
rich, natural colors. Here is the su
premeplacefor them.
In furnishing the terrace and loggia
one may add wrought iron furniture
to the wicker and reed. The old cast
iron benchesone used to find in ceme
teries and ancient gardens have been

succeededby delightfully light tables,
chairs and benches of wrought iron
with seats and panels of rattan. The
tablesare especiallydelightful with their
dark blue and green marble tops sup
ported by wrought iron legs. If marble
is found too expensive,the top may be
wood painted to simulatemarble. One
of the illustrations—Mrs. Otto Witt-
penn's house—shows a white marble
garden table used on the terrace for
dining. It fits in perfectly with its
background of house and garden.
Creating a livable terrace for a city
housethat standson a narrow lot fenced
in with high walls seems almost an
impossibility. Fortunately, in New
York City developmentswhere whole
blocks of old brownstone houses are
being remodeled,thesefencesand walls
are being torn down and the area be
tween the houses made a big garden.
Where that is not possible one may
apply such a simple treatment as is
suggestedby one of the illustrations—a
low wall enclosesa brick terrace. The
garden path is of stone laid with wide
cracks for crevice plants. Herbaceous
plants and low shrubbery fill the beds
on either side. Window boxes and
vines, lattice on the walls, statuary—
all contribute their share to making this
city terrace and garden a delightful
spot for summer living.

The Passing of the Ice Man
(Continued from page 64)

raisesthe temperatureeven in the magic
icelessparadise,and thereforeusesmore
electric power to keep the temperature
down.
4. The best machines maintain the
ideal and theoretical low temperature.
5. Expect service from the manufac
turer.
6. It is best to have the gasair-cooled
and not water-cooledbecausethe intro
duction of water makes for the con
fraternity of gas and water—a trouble
some mess.
7. Demand the temperature-controll
ing automatic device which starts the
refrigerating when a temperature gets
up around 39°, and cuts it off when the
temperature is low enough to do its
work. This saves electricity and wear
and tear on the machine.
Some iceless refrigerators make little
cubes of ice by putting trays of
your favorite drinking water into the
brine tank compartments. In thesethe
temperature ranges from 20° to 27°.
Desserts,too, can be frozen firmly and

surely when placed in these trays.
The brine tank fits easily into the ice
compartmentof the well-made refriger
ator. The brine tank, compressor,con-
densor and pump come in three sizes,
correspondingto an efficiencyof making
two hundred, three hundred, four hun
dred pounds of ice per day. Actually
thesethree typical sizes of refrigerators
can only store ice to the amounts of
one hundred and fifty, two hundred and
threehundred pounds,a differencebeing
allowed for melting.
The condensor,compressorand motor
of some types of ice machinesdo not
take up any more space than that of
30" x 16" x 18" high. This can be in
stalled anywhere.
When ordering an ice-maker for your
home refrigerator, it is well to measure
its interior, regardlessof its compart
ments. Get the width, depth and height,
and multiply them together. This gives
the cubical contents and the manufac
turer can then estimate as to the cost
and size plant that you need.
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Reproductions

THROUGH YOUR
DEALER OK DECORATOR

The, Orsenigo Company, Inc.

112 West 42*? Street AewYofkCity

SABEY AWNINGS
"Period" Awnings

for Homes of Distinctive Character

T-1ERE
is a stylein awnings

that is goodandcorrect,just
asthereis styleandcharacter

in goodold furnitureand oriental
rugsof genuineorigin.

In awningsthisstyleandcharacter
areexpressedby theircut, their fit
and theircolorings.

SABEY AWNINGS are made
for homesof distinctivecharacter—
homeswhosestyleof architecture
is such that they requireawnings

thatwill harmonizewiththewhole
schemeof things. They are cus
tom made and yet they are not
"expensive"awnings.
The coloringsof SABEY AWN
INGS are exceedinglyattractive
andareso fixedthattheywill not
fade. SabeyAwnings are made
fromas extrafine qualityof can
vas, stitchedwith the strongest,
lasting thread, and mounted on
framesof the highestqualityrust
proofgalvanizediron.

WRITE for catalogue,samplesand prices.
The FRED F. SABEY COMPANY, Inc.
176-180South Avenue, Rochester,N. Y., U. S.A

For the Summer Home

IUXURIOUS
assortments of Linens thatJ will add immeasurably to the pleasure

of summer entertaining are now being
featured at prices that have been revised to

our customers' great advantage.

Estimateson completeoutfitting* gladly submitted.

James McCutcheon 8C Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Streets, New York

Reg.TradeMark,
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Water Gardens and Their Making

(Continued from page 33)

and cover it with sand. Fill the bowl always be avoided by deep planting—
with tepid water, and when it becomes they withstand any ordinary conditions,
clear, drop the seed upon the surface The hybrid varieties arc easier to care
of the water. It will sink when wet, for than the tuberous and the odorata,
and sow itself naturally. which are strong growers and require
In a week a little sprout will be seen watching lest they crowd the others,
rising from the earth; in another a leaf- Hardy lilies are to be had in all colors
let will appear; and during the third save blue, and it is well to secure this
week you may expect to see the first color by the purchase, each year, of
tiny pad make its way toward the top the tendernymphea Pennsylvania. This
of the clear water. If the plants be- is a very fine shadeof blue, and a strong
come too crowded, move some to other and rapid grower. It establishesitself
bowls. If they are sown early in Feb- quickly, blooming profusely and at once,
ruary, they will be ready to set out by until the weather becomescold. One
the middle of May, and by mid-sum- plant, in a small pool by itself, is a joy
mer will delight you with their bloom, to the eyesall summer.
The seedof the tender varieties should Mrs. Edwards Whitaker is another
be used for this purpose, especiallythat lovely blue tender nymphea. The flow-
of the nymphea Zanzibarensis. er is borne on a stema foot above the
When the time comesfor planting the water, and often attains a growth of
garden—which should not be until all 13" in diameter. It remains open all
dangerof frost is well over—each plant day, and is very fragrant,
should be set in the box or compart- The Nymphea Capensis and the
ment provided for it

,

and the earth en- Nymphea Zanzibarensis are other good
tirely covered with white sand. This blue lilies belonging to this class. The
ensures clear water. The pool should flowers of eachare some6" across. The
then be filled. Although every water Zanzibarensismay also be had in pink,
gardener will warn you of the danger
of chilling the lilies by placing them in Night Blooming Nympheas
too cold water, my experience is that,

if a warm day be selectedand a garden The night blooming nympheas open
hose of moderate size be used, the early in the evening and do not close
growth of the plants will not be inter- until the day is bright. Everyone knows
fercd with to any appreciable extent, how much sweeter the perfume of the
But do not set them out too early. garden seemsby night than by day, and
The plants put in, your work in the the water lily pool is no exception to
water garden is at an end. You need the general rule. At night nothing is

only visit it each day and see what more beautiful than a white lily, of
surprises it has in store for you. It which the Dentate superba is one of
needs no weeding, no cultivation, no the finest. There are, however, very
care. And there is a fascination in see- beautiful red and pink varieties,notably
ing each bud, as it is formed, rise up- the old and well-known rubra rosea
ward through the water, and eachfaded (red) and the rose pink Bissetti.
blossom sink back to the depths again, Among the hardy nympheas,the Eu-
in seeing the actual "working" of the genia De Land (odorata) should be
lily plants. mentioned, with its great floating flow-
Lilies, as must be taken into consid- ers of deeppink. Paul Hariot, the blos-
eration in planting them in a natural soms of which are originally yellow,
pool, or in one formed from a running turning to pink as they grow older,
brook, require stagnant or nearly stag- almost produces the effect of blossoms
nant water. If, in an artificial pool, a of three colors—yellow, pink, and
fountain be introduced, it should not be shaded—growing from one plant. The
permitted to run over much. This does marliaceachromatella is one of the best
not however, mean that the pool must of the yellow lilies, which are, perhaps,
becomecovered with alga, or serve as the loveliest of all, with its stamens

a breeding place for mosquitoes. The of dazzling orange; while the marliacea
presenceof a few goldfish will always rosea is an equally striking flower of
keep it cleanand fresh. The lonely two deep rose. For the sparkling whiteness
that you first put in—two goldfish are which cannot be surpassed, although
enough to start with In any pond, un- from habit we are apt to consider it in-
less it be a very large one—had evi- ferior to the more uncommonpinks and
dently never seenanything larger than blues, comes the marliaceaalbida, or—

a bowl, before you poured them into which really can hardly be improved
your garden out of a tin pail, and were upon—the odorata variety of our native
obviously greatly taken back at first, lakes. The free blooming Robinsoni
In a few days they cameup for crumbs and the beautiful shell pink William
as cheerfully and retired to the depths Doogue are also good,
as quickly, however,as if they had lived For small gardensparticular mention
there all their lives. And before the should be made of the dwarf lilies,
summerwas over, wherever you peered The Nymphea pygmcea is the smallest
through the lily pads, you were sure to water lily grown, and perfect in its
catch sight of some of their numerous miniature. The blooms are from
descendants. to 2" across, in white or yellow.

The real glory of the water garden,
Tender and Hardy Kinds however, is not the lilies, perfect though

they are, but the nelumbium, or lotus.
Tender water lilies are usually con- It is impossible to say too much in
sidered superior to hardy ones for cul- praise of these flowers. They are per-
tivation. They are larger,more quickly fectly hardy like the hardy lilies, if

growing, and on account of their habit the roots be not frozen. They require
of growth, each flower rising well out very rich soil, but beyond that no care,
of the water, are preferable for cutting. The large leaves, whicVi stand several
There are two varieties,the day and the feet out of water, in color are a dull,
night blooming. On the other hand, pale green, upon which drops of water
without skilled assistance it is almost roll about like globules of mercury,
impossiblefor theamateurto carry them The enormousblossomswhich are borne
through the winter. upon stemssometimes 4

'

high, are pink
In my experience,the hardy varieties or white in color with an extraordinary
are perfectly satisfactory. They are yellow seed pod in the center. The
beautiful, and quite rapid enough of Osiris and the speciosumare good pink
growth for any pool which is not very varieties, while the album grandiflorum
large. They do not harrow the feelings is an excellent white. There are also

of the lily enthusiastby dving eachyear some double varieties, notably the

at the touch of frost. If their roots Pekinensis rubrum plenum.
be not actually frozen—which can (Continued on page 80)

Guaranteed Sunfast
Draperies & Upholsteries

A FEW friendly books; the cool, quiet green of agraceful fern ; bright, happily-colored draperies at

sunny windows; perhaps a silky contented kitten

basking in the sunlight —what a cheerful, homey rest-
fulness there is in a room like that !

Beautifully colored draperies do more to complete

a room than any of the other furnishings. And if your
draperies are of Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast fabrics,
they are essentially beautiful. And not alone are they
lovely in appearance—but a special process in dyeing
makes them absolutely sunfast and tubfast.

You can hang Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies
(even the most delicately colored ones) at your sunniest win
dows, tub them occasionally, and they will not fade, nor lose
a bit of their soft lustre. Because of their wonderful color-
fastness and exceptional wearing qualities, Orinoka Guaran
teed Sunfast Draperies are most economical.

There are any number of charming designs, and weaves,
from sheerest casement cloths to heavy velours. Specify
Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies and insist on seeing
the Orinoka tag with the following guarantee attached to
every bolt:

GUARANTEE
"Thesegoodsarcguaranteedabsolutelyjadclcss. If colorchangesfrom
exposureto thesunlightor fromwashing,themerchantis herebyauthor
isedto replacethemwith newgoodsor refundthe purchaseprice"

THE ORINOKA MILLS, New York
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Gorgeous New Climbing Rose

PauPs Scarlet Climber
WITHOUT

question this is the most important addition to our list of Climbing
Roses in many years. No other Rose in any class can compare with it for brilliancy

of color, which is a vivid scarlet that is maintained without burning or bleaching, until
the petals fall. The flowers are of medium size, semi-double, very freely produced in
clusters of from three to six flowers each on much branched canes, the plants being
literally covered with flowers from top to bottom. It is of strong climbing habit and
perfectly hardy. This Rose has beenmost highly commended by the English horticultural
press. It was awarded a Gold Medal by the National Rose Society and an Award of
Merit by the Royal Horticultural Society of England, and was also awarded during the
summer of 1918 the much coveted Gold Medal at the Bagatelle Gardens, Paris. Extra
strong two-year-old plants, $2.00each.

Dreer's Select Hardy Perennial Plants
The old-fashioned Hardy Garden Flowers which are now so popular largely on account of the

varied changes which take place throughout the entire season in a well-arranged hardy border. We
have prepared a special leaflet, with plans and list of suitable plants for positions either in sun or
shade and will send it free to all applicants.

Dreer's Garden Book for 1921

Offers a complete list of the best varieties of Hardy Perennial Plants, Dahlias, Roses, Water
Lilies, Aquatics, etc., also Flower and Vegetable Seeds, Lawn Grass and Agricultural Seeds, Garden
Requisites of all kinds. A copy will be mailed free if you mention this magazine. Write today.

II 17M D V A nDCCD 714-716 Chestnut Street
OH. INK I A. UKII1IL.K, PHILADELPHIA, PA; New Climbing Rose

Paul's Scarlet Climber

Write
to-day

for
Free

Catalogue

MARY STEFFENSON
So beautifullydistinct from any other dahlia. The soft colors and tints
blend so harmoniously. Color at base,citron yellow, outer half creamy
white, both yellow and white mottled and overspreadrosolane pink.
Many petals snowingfaint yellow alongmidvein. All dustedover withtiny glistening crystal-like particles as of gold dust. Blooms erect to
facing on long canestiff stems. An ideal dahlia for cutting, gardenor
exhibition. Roots $10.00each. That you may know our Dahlias we
makethe following:

Special Introduction Offers \ESTi!^ BSift2 GiantCentury,2 uniqueCollarettes,2 Ball, 6 in all $1.00
5 Paeonydahlias$1.00,I Pkt. newDecorativeDahliaSeed S1.00Above5 offers,eachDahliacarefullylabeled,trueto name,andmybookon
The Dahlia,all postpaidfor $5.00.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE, THE WORLD'S BEST DAHLIAS, not only
shows the paeonydahlia Queen Elizabeth and Golden West Cactus in
naturalcolors,but TELLS THE PLAIN TRUTH aboutthe bestnewand
standardvarieties,including 10WONDERFUL NEW CREATIONS now
offeredfor the first time. THE LEADING DAHLIA CATALOGUE,
FREE.
Write today. A post cardwill bring you a copyby returnmail.
Mention House & Gardenand receivea coloredplate, size 10 by 12inches,of the newGold Medal Dahlia Patrick O'Mara.

1.00
1.00

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS
BERLIN NEW JERSEY

WE ARE THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD
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5 1 ffey Sunfust Draperies

Radiant in joyous spring colorings
and silky texture KAPOCK fabrics
will express your perfect taste in
draperies.

KAPOCK is really so economical
because the double width permits
of splitting and is guaranteed
against fading from sun or tubbing.

Be sure it's KAPOCK.
Genuine has basting
thread in selvage.

"Kapock Sketch Book" in colors giving
you newest ideas in home furnishing will
be sent upon receipt of dealers name.

A. THEO. ABBOTT & CO.
PHILADELPHIA

Dept. C

Water Gardens and Their Making
(Continued from page 78)

The Victoria Regia, though interest
ing, is not adaptedto the averagewater
garden. The enormoussize of its leaves
makes it impossible of culture, save
in large ponds, and even where space
is available, unless the summer be very
hot, it is possible to care for it ten
derly without the reward of a single
bloom. It is

,

of course, not hardy.
Of other plants suitable for the water
garden or its vicinity, there are still a
few of which mention should be made.
The Eichhornia crassipesmajor (water
hyacinth) floats upon the surfaceof the
water and doesnot root in the soil. The
blossom is lavender,and in form some
what reminiscent of the ordinary hya
cinth. One or two of theseplants are
all sufficient, as they multiply so rap
idly that they tend to become a nui
sance. Three plants were once put, in
May, in a pool about 8

'

by 16'. In
September I have pulled out enough of
them to make a heap some 2

'

in height
and 3

'

in diameter—and left an abun
dancein the pool. The plantsare rather
decorative,however, if one can harden
one's heart and take them out ruth
lessly.
The water poppy (Limnocharis Hum-
boldti) is an attractive little plant, the
bloom of which somewhat resembles
that of the California poppy
The Myriophyllum proserpinacoid.es
(parrot's feather) is a very luxuriant
growth coveredwith massesof feathery
foliage. In the case of a water garden
composedof sunken tubs, this plant is

useful in hiding the unsightly rims of
the tubs. It is a prolific grower.
In connectionwith the pool, the dif
ferent varieties of iris are pretty and
appropriate, as well as our own wild
cardinal flower (Lobelia cardinalis).
The Cyperus papyrus, which sometimes
reaches a height of 8', is also worthy of

mention. The hardy bamboos, which
reach a considerableheight, and which,
in addition to their decorativequalities,
make a pleasantsound as their branches
rub together in the wind, are valuable
from an ornamental point of view, and
act as a windbreak. The hardy grasses
such as the Arundo donax (Giant reed)
and the Erianthus ravennas (Pampas
grass) should not be forgotten, while a
place should certainly be saved for the
hibiscus or giant rose mallow, which
brightens our country marshes in Au
gust, and which well repays cultivation.
Wintering? If your pond is natural,
plant deep and do no more. If it is
artificial, do not empty it. It should
be covered with a double platform of
boards, over which is spread a load of
stable litter. In spring, when all dan
ger of frost is passed, this covering
should be removedand the pool emptied
and thoroughly cleaned. The water
which comesfrom it will, diluted, make
excellentmanure water for your roses.
For this reason I have not thought it

necessary,as do some other water gar
deners, to suggest plans for an elab
orate system of drawing off the water
of the pond, and for filling it again.
Every gardener knows the value of
manure water, and here, each spring,

is as much as you can use of this ex
cellent fertilizer ready to hand. It can
be baled out in pails, the pool cleaned,
and fresh water put in by the hose,
with little trouble, and with the addi
tional advantageof lessoriginal trouble
in the building of the pool. The water
garden, by the way, will be found to
keep perfectly sweet and fresh, and the
flowers to bloom better, becauseundis
turbed, if the pool be cleanedbut once

a year. And when the gardenhas filled
again, you needonly wait for a little to
enjoy it for another summer.

The Natural Positions of Furniture
(Continued from page 57)

always useful, not only as a receptacle
for gloves,mufflers,etc., which have the
knack of getting lost if kept in the coat
closet,but will form an interesting fea
ture against an otherwise blank wall
spaceand at the sametime give an op
portunity for color through the medium
of a vase of flowers on the top or a
picture hung above. Even both may
be used if the subject of the latter is

chosen accordingly. If space permits,
group the furniture so as to form not
only a place of reception but a living
hall in which one is tempted to linger
in comfort. By so doing an extra room

is gained from a space that is otherwise
merely a passage.
The one room in the averagehome in
which we find the greatest number of
errors in arrangement is

,

strangeto say,
the one mostly in use— the living room.
This generallycontainsa fireplacewhich,
still using our illustration of compari
son, is the climax of the chapter. This

is often seenwith a large setteein front
backed by an equally large and absurd
table. A variation being two smaller
settees,one on each side of the fireplace
at right anglesto the wall with a group
taking the place of the large setteeand
table. The consequenceof such an ar
rangement is that people, especially in
cold weather, form a restricted crowd
around the fire to the elimination of the
rest of the room. It should always be
borne in mind that every part of a room

is for useand furniture should be placed
accordingly but at the same time no
group or piece should detract from the
usefulnessof another or dominate the
room. The placing of furniture in a

room of this description should be so
schemed that as many people as pos

sible can see the fire, at the same time
leaving logical avenuesfor traffic. Per
haps the room has a dark corner—why
not take advantage of this to instill
that which will be most often used in
the evening when artificial light is nec
essary,as for instance a collector's folio
or table or a cabinet? A window may
have a beautiful view; then place con
veniently one or two comfortable chairs
and a small occasional table by which
means the group itself invites one to
sit down, and enjoy the scene.
Another common error is in locating
the writing deskor table. This is often
placed facing the light which is very
trying to the eyes especially during
bright weather. Why not place it so
that the light faUs from the left? It

is often possible so to arrange it that
the writer sits with the back towards a

wall. This is not only more comfort
able,but at the sametime givesa great
er senseof privacy.

A corner is also an ideal position for
a grand piano, thus allowing the sound
waves to be directed immediately into
the room instead of being deflectedby

a wall, as is often the case.
To illustrate more fully the logical
furnishing of a living room, two repro
ductions are here given. In each of
these rooms strict conformity and bal
ancehave beenobservedbetweenfurni
ture and decoration,but the keynotehas
been simplicity, and an atmosphereof
invitation and comfort is manifest.
Of all the rooms in a home the din
ing room is of necessitythe most con
ventional, not only becauseof its gen
eral planning but of its use, for in a

large and increasing number of houses
(Continued on page 84)
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Sparkling Soft Water

from

Every Faucet

>£;~f-:L--.-t-T

Clear, clean, drinkable water
that is actually softer than
rain, can be had from every
faucet in your house.

No tanks or cisterns
to build, no pumps,
nomotors to buy—just
a simple, clean, com
pact apparatus that
connects anywhere in
your piping system
and miraculously
turns the hardest
water supply into de
lightfully soft water.
There are no chemicals
the water, no muss.

U
added to
no bother.
Permutit is a material that looks something like
sand and possesses the remarkable property of
taking all the hardness out of any water that
passes through it.

It is stored in a metal shell connected into your
water supply line and about once a week you
empty a small amount of common salt in the
apparatus which regenerates its hardness re
moving properties. The salt cost does not exceed
a few cents a day and that is absolutely all the
running expense there is.

Permutit has been used for years to remove all
hardness from the water supply in textile mills,
dyeing plants, canning factories, hospitals and
places where exact, dependable results are im

perative. Thousands are now in daily use, and
you too can have wonderful, sparkling soft
water in your home no matter how hard your
present supply.

Write us for booklet Soft Water in Every Home.

TheOermutit Company-
1440 Fourth. Ave. NewYork

'My dear, your home
is perfect!"
Homes that inspire such ad
miration are usually correct in
their details. A single door
knob out of keeping with its
surroundings may spoil the
whole effect.

If you would be sure that
the locks, knobs and escutch
eons of your home are correct,

choose Sargent Hardware.
These articles of utility will
also add the finishing touch
of beauty—if they are Sargent.

Remember that, for all hard
ware is not Sargent. You must
specify it by name.

The Sargent Book of De
signs will help you to select
patterns in harmony with the
architecture of your home.
Send for a copy to discuss with
your architect.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

Sargent Day and
Night Latch
There are manydoors
in everyhomethatshould
beprotectedwith Sargent
Latches. Linen closets,
clothesclosets,basement
and attic doors,and all
outsidedoorsof course.
The handypush-button
stop is an exclusive
feature.

BUILD NOW
And let Sargent Hardware
add the final touch of beauty
and security to your home.

S A R G E NT
_Jr. Q C K S _ A N.p.._H A R D W A R_E _J\
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DcancFrenchRangeNo, 160burn
ing hard or soft coal and wood

In the Up -to -Date Kitchen
Deane French Ranges are designed to meet every
requirement. The fire starts quickly, bums evenly
under perfect control, and practically envelopes the
oven, with heat.

DcancRangesbuilt of thebestmaterialsobtainable,will out
wearseveralordinaryranges,andby theireconomicaluseof fuel
soonpay for themselves.Theyhaveno uselessfancywork and
arecleanedquicklyandeasily.

DcancRangesare adaptedto burnhard and soft coal,wood,
andnaturalor artificialgas. Specialrangesusingany combina
tion of thesefuels and electricityaredesignedto order.

Catalogue34 describesseveralpopular rangesthat should
interestyou. May we sendyou a copy?

Bmammall, Deane Co,
263-265 West 36th St,NewYorh.N.Y.
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Electric Light and Running Water
FROM ONE PLANT

Before you install a water and light plant in your country home—
know Kewanee Systems. One simple, compact Kewanee plant will
supply you with all modern conveniences for a lifetime. Kewanee
systems are Real Private Utility Plants, built by expert engineers
with nearly a quarter of a century's experience. More than 150
sizes and models insure your getting a plant that fits. Thousands
of beautiful estates, isolated country homes, country clubs, public
institutions, schools, etc., etc., have Kewanee light, water and
sewage disposal systems. Learn about these high-grade, depend
able plants. Send for the Kewanee Booklet—Free to home owners.

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO.
401 S. Franklin Street Kewanee,Illinois

KEwaneC
Water Supply,Electric Lighting Plants, CombinationElectric Light and

Water Supply, SewageDisposal Systems

j ii yii^i

StamrdiriihVabui'st'rvoeutiStain*,li. P. Johnnvn,Architect.I'anatttna,Cat.
Save 50 % of Your Paint Cost

You can do this and at the sametimecet richerand handsomercolorsandthoroughpreservationof thewoodby using

Cabot's Creosote Stains
They cost lessthanhalf as muchas paintand canbe put on twiceas fast,halvingthe labor cost. Anyonecan put themon, with a wideflat brush,orsprayingmachine.Theyaremadenf the finestand strongestpurepigments,
thoroughlygroundIn linseedoil, andrefinedCreosote,"thebestwoodpreserva
tive known,"whichpenetratesthewoodandpreventsdecay.

YoucanactCaboV*Stnimall overthecountry.Send
for stainedteoodnampWsandnameof ncareitagent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists, 11 Oliver Street
Boston, Mass.

24 W. Klnzia St., Chicago 525Market St., San Fr

Pinkham&%gs
Interiorfrom
LongleUov'n
birthplan

When interiordecoratorsuse Pinkham
Rugs, they usually place a large rug in
the most open space in the room and
small rugs beforetheprincipal piecesof
furniture. The PinkhamAssociateswill
makeyou setsof from3 to 8 rugs,har
monizingwith eachotherandwith your
furnishings, in sizes that group attrac
tively. Color sketcheson request.

PINKHAM ASSOCIATES,
No. 3MarginalRoad
Portland,Me
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flEROLUX
VENTI LATI IS G
PORCH SHADES

Make It a
HOMELIKE PORCH

Live outdoors as much as possible during the summer season—amid
cosy, homelike surroundings. Make your porch a cool, secluded
retreat where the entire family can lounge, play or entertain in
cool comfort.
Aerolux Ventilating Porch Shades screen you from the sun's glare
and inquisitive eyes. Superior to stuffy awnings. Cannot whip in
wind. No other shades like them.
Send for this Free Book showing how others made their

porches cool, attractive, homelike—gives you
valuable suggestions for beautifying your
porch.

THE AEROSHADE COMPANY
2144 Oakland Avenue
Waukesha, Wis.

When You Screen With "Pearl"
In a well screenedhousethereis /norehealththan inmany a Doctor'svisit. Protect your homeand the
healthof your treasuresagainstgerm-carryinginsects
night and day. Keep themout with PEARL WIRE
CLOTH.
PEARL WIRE CLOTH is a healthas well as a comfort
. necessity.Dueto a specialprocessmetalliccoatingit
is cleanest,mostbeautiful,and mosteconomical—for
it is longerlasting.
Buy only the Genuinewhich has two copperwires In
theselvageandour red tagon everyroll.
Callonourlocaldealerorwritedircetforsample*andliterature
if you'reinterestedin screenmaterial.AddressDept."A""

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co.
NewYork Georgetown,Conn. Chicago KansasCity

G it
,
B PEAIILismadein twoweight*—regularandextraheavy

Thebesthardwaredealerin yourcitysells"PEARL"

DANERSK FURNITURE
"VVTHERE the sun is brightest, there color is most needed.
VV Our gardens give the key tothesituation. A breakfast room
or sun room is the next step to out-of-doors. Bright fabrics, tile
floors and furniture full of inspiration and charm strike us
instantly as appropriate.
Danersk Furniture is made for those who are the most

familiar with the canons of good taste. From the dignified
designs of Old England to the dainty sets for informal rooms,
we manufacture from the wood to the finished product for all
the rooms of the house.
Call now and let us help you solve your specific problems.

True individuality and modest prices are compatible in Danersk
Furniture. Buy through your dealer or direct from us.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION

2 W. 47th Sr.,New York. First door west of 5th Ave.— 4th floor
Sendfor "The Danersk" (C-5 )

, a bulletinillustratingdecorativefurniture

4
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4

4
4

4
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The Finest Estates in America
Are Equipped with

L "Buffalo" Portable
Fencing System

Fire Fenders, Spark Guards and Fire Place Screens

With "BUFFALO" Portable Fencing System ■
you can build enclosures of any size for chick- ^ens, ducks, geese, dogs, rabbits and other
small fowls or animals. These enclosures pre- ■
vent flowers from being destroyed and permit rotation of yards.
"BUFFALO" PORTABLE FENCING SYSTEM is light,
strong and neat in appearance. It is easy to put up and easy to
shift. No heavy work to be done.
WRITE for illustratedBookletNo. /o-R -whichshowsdesigns,sizesandprices.

^Maileduponreceiptof 6cpostage.

"BUFFALO" FIRE FENDERS, SPARK GUARDS andFIRE PLACE
SCREENS cannotbe comparedwith flimsy,cheap ones. They are of
goodandcorrectdesign,strongand durable,and madeby the most skill
ful workmenfrom thebest"BUFFALO" qualityof finemeshwire cloth.

We makethem to fit anysizefire placeopeningand
in any desiredfinish.

We alsomakehighgradeVINE TRAINERS, TREE
GUARDS, GARDEN FURNITURE andWIN
DOW GUARDS Informationgladlyfurnished.

WRITE for completecatalogueNo. 8-BD. aileduponreceiptof loc postage.

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS COMPANY
475 TERRACE (Formerly Scheeler'sSons) BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Behind the Scenes—What?
THE

dining room is the sanctum of the
household gods, the real heart of the

home. There the service, appointments and
food bespeak the true skill of the hostess.
The things that meet the eye may all be
perfect of their kind.

But behind the scenes complete success
may hang in the balance. If the food has
been robbed of its full savor by imperfect
refrigeration, or slight
uncleanliness has add
ed its subtle, tell-tale
flavor, then the hostess
has not done justice to
herself.

In a matter so vital
to the pleasure and the
very health of family
and guests, will any
thing short of perfec
tion suffice ?The Jewett
never relaxes its cold,
clean vigilance over
food. Its brilliant,
seamless walls of solid
porcelain defy lurking
dirt and hidden germs. That iswhyAmerica's
notable mansions, fine hotels and first-class
clubs constitute the Jewett's patronage.

Write for this Book
Owingtothepresentshortageor'skilled
domestics,manyhouseholdsofnecessity
employuntrainedassistantswhohaveno
ideaoftheproperuseof a refrigerator.
Wewillgladlysendwithoutchargeour
illustratedbookletwhichgivesdetailed
instructionsonthismatter.

THE JEWETT REFRIGERATOR CO.
Established1849

123 Chandler Street Buffalo, N. Y.
Ansoriatcdicilh

TheCanadianJetccttiicfrigeratorCo.Bridpeburg,Canada

Some
five homeswhere
Jeutett Refrigera
torsare used:

ArthurCurtissJamesNewport,K.I.
VincentAatorRhlnebeck,N.T.
L. C.Tiffany
ColdSpringHarbor
E. J. MarshallPasadena,Calif.
S.ReadingBertron

NewYork
GuernseyCurran
EastNorwich,L. I.
CorneliusVanderbilt

NewYork
Mrs.L. Z.LoiterBeverlyFarms.Mass.
Wm.Fahnestock
Katonah,N.Y.

Mrs.W.L.McKeeBristol,R. I.
SamuelMatherCleveland,O.
Mrs.R.H.TownsendWashington
Eastman
_ochester,N.Y.

JohnD.Rockefeller
PocanticoHills,N.Y.
WilliamR.CoeOysterBay,L. I.
SirMortimerB.Davis

Montreal
JohnD.Rockefeller,Jr.

NewYork
Sen.W,A.Clark

NewYork
JosephLeiter

Washington
CharlesM.Schwab

NewYork
J. OgdenArmour,
LakeForest,III.

A. J. LichtsternGlencoe,111.
Mrs.JohnHayCleveland,0.
JohnBorden
LakeGeneva,Wis.PayneWhitney
ManhaBset,L. I.
V. KelleyWm,1
LakeForest,111.

0m

TheJcwcttislinedthrough
out—includingtheicecom
partment—withasolid,one-
piece,seamlesschinacrock
l'V thick. The so-called
porcelainliningsofotherrc-
friReratorsaremerelyenam
eledonthinsheetmetal.

SOLID PORCELAIN REFRIGERATORS

The Natural Positions of Furniture
(Continued jtom page 80)

this room faces the garden over which
a great amount of care is generallyex
pended. Why not, if numbc.s permit,
place the dining table over towards the
window, where the meal is made even
more enjoyable by the pleasant prox
imity of flowers and landscapework?
If breakfast is also taken here it is sur
prising what an effect on one's mental
attitude is createdby such an arrange
ment. The setting can often be en
hanced,if onehas sufficientingenuity to
take advantageof thegardenwater sup
ply by constructing a fountain by or
near the window. There is a peculiar
charm in the music of running water.
In bedroomsone generally finds that
the arrangementof furniture, especially
the beds, is more or less governed by
the plans for which the architect is
mainly responsible. Consequently,when
a new home is being considered,a care
ful criticism of plans before acceptance
will give the owner a greater oppor
tunity for a satisfactorysolution. It is
always best to avoid these conditions
which compel placing the beds so that
they directly face a window. In the
caseof the singlebed, this can often be
placed lengthways against a wall. It
will be readily appreciated that such a
position will give a much larger clear
floor space with the opportunity for
placinga convenientreadingtableat the
head of the bed togetherwith an arm
chair. An added advantage is that in
smallerhomes,when spacefor a boudoir

is lacking, the atmosphereof one can be
easilycreatedby throwing a couch-cover
over the bed during the day and using
it as a day-bed, distributing the rest of
the furniture accordingly. The position
suggestedpreviously regardingthe writ
ing table is equally true in regard to
the dressingtable, with the exceptionof
courseof placing the chair with its back
against a wall. The ideal place for a
dressingtable is acrossoneend of a bay,
so that not only the face receivesthe
light, but also the reflection in the mir
ror. If one possessesa chaise longue.
be careful that its position is such that
the light reaches it from the head or
slightly to one side. Nothing is more
tiresomethan to have an article of fur
niture which one uses for any purpose
of readingor writing placedwithout due
regard to light.
It is impossible to give precise rules
for the placing of furniture, owing to
the fact that all circumstancesare gov
erned by constantly varying conditions,
but it is a matter not merely of good
taste but of precise logic. Every part
of the equipmentof a homeshould have
a reasonand a purpose. Just as in the
kitchen utility is made the first consid
eration, so in every other room of the
home the furniture and its disposition
should be primarily consideredfrom the
point of view of usefulness; nothing
should have a place without a purpose.
From this starting point proceeds the
presentdevelopmentof domestic art.

The Care and Propagation of Conifers
(Continued from page 65)

an individual, carelesslyplaced in the
midst of hardwoods, is out of place;
it seemsforsaken and is not effective.
An entirely differentpicture is produced
when conifers are placed in groups or
when a few of them stand alone. Then
their imposing and effective decorative
qualities are brought forth. The effect
is heightenedwhen they are groupedto
gether; in fact, they are especially
adapted for this sort of planting.
Many enemiesmust be fought and
overcomeby these trees in the garden.
Dust, smoke and gaseswhich are lib
erated from coal only too often suf
focate them. During the winter they
are easily damaged by a heavy snow
fall collecting on the branches and
leaves. When thesetreeshave damaged
or broken shoots, a branch from the
highest lateral shoots may be bent up
ward and tied in place. This will de
velop into a new vertical shoot.
All conifers should be transplanted
with the root balls intact, after which
they are to be generouslywatered. The
most favorable time for planting is
August and September, but they also
can be transplantedduring the months
of April and May. The holes in which
they are to go should be made rela
tively deep,but manure of any descrip
tion is undesirable,and fresh manure is
distinctly harmful. If the soil is to be
enriched, humus should be added. The
roots are not to be cut back, and only
those that are damagedare cut off.
As a rule conifers are propagated
through seeds,but it is also possible to
make cuttings when young shoots are
taken. Cut off a twig near the stem,
place it in damp sand, keep well shaded
and cool with the soil sufficientlymoist.
Better plants are securedthrough seeds,
but these are often not capable of
germinating. This is especiallythe case
with the pines. Germination can be
hastened by a careful treatment with
sulphuric acid. The age of the seeds
has much to do with the ability to
germinate. Thoseseedswhich germinate
with difficulty often remain a year in
the soil and germinate in the second

spring. On seedbedsthe seedlingsoften
suffer from parasitic fungi so that as
high as SOper cent are lost. The seeds
which are sown in the fall arc best
placed in seedbeds containing a rich
sandy soil and protected on the north.
The grafting of young pines can not
be carried out in the open while the
trees stand in the garden or the field.
They must be grown in flowerpots, and
have good root systems. Here it is
very important to graft related species:
Pinus is graftedon Pinus, AbiesonAbies,
Picea on Picea, Thuya on Thuya, etc.
When the coniferous trees' have their
needlesstanding in pairs, they can be
grafted on Pinus silvestris; should they
have threeneedlesin a bunch, they can
also be grafted on Pinus silvestris.
Those species which produce their
needles in bunches of fives, can be
grafted on Pinus slrobus. The short
leavedAbies are successfullygrafted on
Abies pectinata; for thosethat are long-
leaved, stocks of Abies nordmanniana
are used. The most successfulperiod
for grafting is Septemberand October.
The stock should not be older than
four years, and the scion should be
young, contain many needles,and not
hard wooded. The stock is cut on one
side and a triangular piece about 1"
long taken out. The scion is cut so
that it fits snugly into the cavity, bark
touching bark; then it is tied in place,
but not too tightly, with cotton. Here
it must be observed that the scion is
not any thicker than the stock, and
that the scion is grafted as low as pos
sible on the stock. The grafted plant
should be kept either indoors or under
glass for a few months. It should not
be kept too damp nor the air too moist.
When the scion begins to grow, the
plant should be slightly aired and grad
ually hardened. At this time the lower
branchesare removed one by one until
none remain.
The "bandage" remains on the tree
until the scion has made a strong and
vigorous shoot. The spring of the year
should see the grafted conifer trans
planted to the open.
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Junxiiur^
— is completely satisfied by
this mahogany and maple
Sheraton cabinet with in
laid border and exquisitely
hand-painted doors. The in
terior contains sliding trays,
which suggest its use as a
music cabinet, linen chest
or chifferobe.

An Historic Old Shop
is coming uptown

THE
GIFT SHOP of

Fifth Avenue" will
be at 32nd Street for but a
short time.

On June 1st, it will blos
som out in its new building
at 39th Street and Fifth
Avenue.

The fine distinctive char
acter of Ovington's will be
preserved, the same high
standards of merchandise
will be held and the same
75 year old standards of
sound value will still be
with us.
Incidentally, prior to coming uptown, some
rather unusual purchasing opportunities are pre
sented and discounts of 10%—20% —30% —40%
and 50% are offered on all Ovington wares.

OVINGTON'S
"The Gift Shop of Fifth Avenue"

312-314 Fifth Avenue Near 32nd Street

The newOvingtonbuild
ing is at 39thStreetand
Fifth Avenue,diagonally
across from the Union
LeagueClub.

MILCHGalleries
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r~FHE lustrous white porce-
lain steel lining, the un
usually efficient insulation
and the Bohn syphon system
of air cooling in the

BOHN SYPHON
REFRIGERATOR
have' given it an indispen
sable place in the modern
kitchen.
The words, "I have a Bohn Syphon
Refrigerator," so often heard are
always accompanied by that thrill
of satisfaction that comes with the
pride of ownership.

Adopted by the Pullman Company and
dining car service of all American Railroads

BOHN REFRIGERATOR CO.
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

New York Exhibit
53West42ndStreet

Chicago Exhibit
68E. WashingtonStreet

Books for the Guest Room

{Continuedfrom page 41)

topic; you drag it into the small talk,
you have rubbed the book in with the
lather while shaving; the subject glows
with the suffused tint of your cheek,
even though it might be rubbed off.
You think you have discovered some
thing to-talk about, but in reality your
hostesshas "planted" the book in your
room for a purpose. She has just been
to hear Chesterton lecture, she has just
met Leacock, she has just heard from
an English friend about the League of
Nations, a relative traveling in Japan
has written her "the truth" about the
future supremacy of the Pacific— the
tell-tale marks are on your book-shelf,
though they seem to be gathered cas
ually.

Unappropriateness
There is a danger, of course, in try
ing to be too impressivein the guest
room. Somehow Wells' History of the
World — the much-talked-of "Outlines"
—is not out of place: here is anhistorian
who writes like a novelist; it's a book
everyone should at least touch. Then
Keyne's "Economic Peace" gives an
"I've been there" lightness to the sub
ject, and your hostesshas marked it
here and there for her club paper on
current events, and it is essential that
you tell her how interestingher pencil
cullings are. But in the bedroom it is
just as well to rememberthat you don't
wish to solve problems; you are no
longer a citizen, a social reformer, a
philanthropist—you are just human,and
you slip out of your social self into
your dressing-gown. All evening you
have been pinched in your tight-fitting
fashion—now you are in a flowing state
of airiness,in no mood for the encyclo
pedia. The arms of Morpheus suggest
literature that appeals to the emotions.
If you are by the window seat,over
looking the garden,book-shelvesshould
be within reach; the misty colors of
night, the moonlight, the fragrance
draw you toward small volumes—selec
tions from the poets,anthologiesold or
young. Personally, at such moments,I
like to come across odd assortmentsof
essays: it may be a chance meeting
with Vernon Lee's "In Praise of Old
Houses" or Pater or Patmore, with a
chance to turn to Agnes Repplier and
Katherine Gerould and the genial Dr.
Crothers. If you must have the truths
of life in the week-endguestroom, they
must sit lightly on the eyelids. That is
why every visitor is sure to run across
Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus and Emer
son in "nugget" form. One likes in the
quiet of one's room to be hit lightly
by profundity. Besides, small books
make less noise and are less likely to
waken you should they drop from your
hand as you try to read.
And a book may mar the pleasure
of your dreams, if you have no care
in their choice. I recall a week-end
spent with a Scotch friend of mine—
an elderly man who was spending his
odd momentsin compiling a monumen
tal work on the druidical remains of
the British Isles. Near my bed was a
cumbersomevolume on the subject,—
a hard granite pillow for me to go to
sleep on. I was awakened with the
thought of obelisks falling on me. An
other week-end host left me Euripides
in Greek, though I could not read it,

and Freud on psychoanalysis,which en
lightenedme so that I began to fear it

was improper for me to sleep at all.
At another friend's, I made my first
acquaintancewith the "Later Letters of
Edward Lear", and thesesetmeto look
ing whether by chance a volume of the
Nonsenseverseswere around. For you
may be sure that in the majority of
casesthe friends who visit you have a

touch of the child still left in them,

and Maxfield Parrish's "Arabian
Nights" pictures or Arthur Rackham's
picturebooks—especiallyhis Grimm and
British Ballads—will amuse you. Re
member, there is a danger of boring
your guest. I recall another hostessof
mine who used to catechiseme as to
the latest things I had read, and used
to crush me with an "Oh 1

"
if I failed

her.
There are week-enders and week
enders; thesevariations require a shift
ing of the books in the guest room.
For example, I can imagine one's Aunt
Julia —with a displacementof two hun
dred pounds—requiring careful arrange
ment of the book-shelf. Perhaps even
you will have to give up your own bed
room to her, for it is on the side of
the housewhere the sun does not shine
too brilliantly at six o'clock in the
morning, and where the birds are dis
creet enough not to chirp her awake.
A yellow novel is a red rag to her;
she has sent you Uncle John's copy of
Keble's "Christian Year", and has un
earthedfrom a garret her own copy of
Mrs. Gatty's "Parables from Nature".

I always, as a boy, shied at spending
week-endswith an uncle who gaveme
Cobbet's "Advice to Young Men" and
Smiles's"Self Help".
There shouldbe good taste,not heavy
taste, in filling the book-shelf in the
guest room. I recall that one of my
hosts had on a table near the window
a Royal Worcester vase, with a "host
of dancing daffodils" in it. He had
selecteda book to lay at this shrine in

harmony both in binding and in con
tent. I don't believein ordering a yard
of red books or blue books or green,
as I know somedo, who have the five-
foot shelf habit, but I do think pretty
bindings are a tonic to the eye.

I am a believer, also, in catering to
the "bold bad butterfly" spirit of man:
have a sprinkling of those perfectly
damned books not spoken of in society
but eagerly devoured in privacy. A

stray collection of the "Decameron"
may still bear the tell-tale mark of ash
from your cigar between its pages,or

a hairpin still remains where it has
snoopedbetweensomeuncut leaves. In
such a mood one is ready for any spirit
ual experience—all the circles of Dante's
Purgatory—Francesca, Paul and Vir
ginia, Tristan, or Fiona Macleod. On
such a night no priest is more ready
than you to listen to a tale of sin.

Placing the Book-Shelf
Now, where shall the book-shelf be
placed ? If the bed is closeto the wall,
then there can be built a cupboard-like,
carved closet, and much as a glorified
sailor in his bunk, you can rummage
among the books without exertion. If

the bed is betweenwindows, the shelves
may hug the sills on either side. The
reading lamp is hung just so, or placed
at your elbow. But I have a way of

finding the lamp still alight at four
o'clock, when a flower petal, falling
from the vase, awakens me and is the
only stirring thing in the wide, wide
world outside or in.
Some little attention, these days,
should be paid to the political nerves
of your visitor. I can't imagine wish
ing a Republican pleasant dreams, and
havingat his bedsidea volumeof Wood-
row Wilson's Addresses; nor would a

Democrat have sweetreposeon Lodge's
explanationsof Article X. But Roose
velt's "Letters to His Children" would
be good entertainmentfor anyone, and

I believe Charnwood's "Lincoln" would
go well side by side with Drinkwater's
play. Such are the diplomatic consid
erations of week-ends.
Now, if you have a particularly at-
(Continued on page 88)
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SIMM
*Jfiemostvaluablepianoin insworlds

f IKE a true friend, the Steger Grand at its sympatheticresponse. Your af-
Piano gladdenseach momentby its fection for your Steger—your pride in
presence. You takeundyingpride in its it—will grow deeper, fuller with time,
rich appearance;you revelin its beauti- A faithful, lifelong companion is the
ful, singing tone; you marvel endlessly Steger.

STEGER & SONS PIANO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
FactoriesatSteger,Illinois FoundedbyJohnV. Steger,1879 StegerBuilding,Chicago,111.

If it'saSteger—it'sthefinestreproducingphonographin tht>world.

A New Hint on
Overcoming Radiator Obtrusiveness
In a recent issue of Country Life, there was a de
lightfully informative article, filled with interesting
suggestions on overcoming radiator obtrusiveness.

It told how old furniture has been successfully con
verted into grille enclosures. Tables, chests, settees
and the like.

This table for example could have a separategrille
frame that would obscure the radiator and still pre
serve intact the choice lines of the old piece.

Send for our booklet on Radiator Enclosures.

In it you will find a wide range of suggestions for
both new houses and old.

TATTLE & Bailey Mfg Co.
2 West 45th St. New York

^^urtf^norat/on
Furniture

IT
IS said that it takes three gener

ations to make a gentleman or

gentlewoman — but that at least four
are required to achieve complete

appreciation of the finest things of
life. It takes at least four generations
of culture to truly value the unique
quality of Max- Kay furniture.

Max-%iy
MirrorandKcnmore
ConsulTable

MAXWELL-RAY COMPANY
25 West 45th Street.New York City
FactoryatMilwaukee,Wisconsin

Qenuine Sfeeod^furniture
HIGHEST QUALITY -

BUT NOT HIGHEST PRICED
Our distinctive Creations have won the
highest recognition for excellence and
incomparable decorative quality. We spe
cialize in Reed Furniture for homes of
refinement, clubs, and yachts.

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

Tfii REEP SHOP, Inc.
581 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of
25c postage
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Books for the Guest Room
{Continuedfrom page 86)

tractive guest room,—if in a way you
are a collector, both for the city house
or the country house,it is never out of
place to have a book on period furni
ture somewhere around. Dyer and
Teall, modern tyros on the subject,will
hold your interest, and if you read
about colonial bedsteadsbefore retiring,
you are likely to note the style of the
one you have just slept in while put
ting on your shoesin the morning. It's
almost an insult to your hostessnot to
comment on the Sheraton four-poster!
Personally, I should like as much va
riety in my room as possible. If you
must have Tagore's "Gitanjali" there is
no reasonwhy you should not also have
the ginger flakes of Arthur Guiterman's
"Chips of Jade" and "Bettel Nuts"; if
you have Galsworthy's "The Dark
Flower", there is no law which pro
hibits the inclusion of "The Little
Flowers of St. Francis". In other
words, give your guests latitude, not
platitude. I could stand as good cheer
Masefield's poetry, especiallyhis "Rey
nard the Fox", becauseI love the pass
ing squire elementin life which suggests

village types and broad fields for the
chase. The "hunting we will go" spirit
is disappearing; and even in our mod
ern bachelor quarters, the sporting pic
ture, if it is there, is a tradition of the
decorator,not a taste. I want a goodly
sprinkling of novels—a romantic dose,
a rattling tale of the sea by Conrad or
Jacobs, something that goes rapidly,
pushed by interest.
For the truth is, we don't go away for
week-ends to do much reading. There
is the car calling, the golf clubs in the
hall downstairs—or there is a tramp
across country. The guest room book
shelf should be a cracker jar of litera
ture,—just for a bite here and there.
I have a nervous friend who can be
calmed by "The Education of Henry
Adams"; I have a calm friend who is
made nervous by Sir Oliver Lodge's
"Raymond". One cannot sleep after
reading a ghost story, another cannot
stay awake if she readspoetry at night.
Seriously, this is a subject to be taken
seriously. I have only suggestedit here,
but the next step in the study of house
decoration is books!

Furnishing the Summer Farmhouse
(Continued from page 55)

meet in the sameroom, they will settle
into a pleasing composure. Well-born
pieces of furniture, like well-born per
sons,usually agreein assemblage.They
give a peaceful impression at least. If
their storiesare vastly differentthey tell
themwith suchsoft unobtrusivenessthat
the place they meet knows no discord.
Do not be afraid that the William and
Mary dresserwill curse the exquisitely
shapedchair signed Riesener. One may
talk of Dutch William and his tulips,
and the other of the frailty of Jeanne
Becu, but they understandeach other's
language. Neither will the straight,
eight-leggedSheraton type sofa, where
two or three friendly souls can sit so
comfortably, want to be disparaging
about the fatter turned legsof the Queen
Anne walnut stool opposite.
Generations come and go and houses
gather the fruit of their expenditures.
Where there is fine feelingfor furnishing

Time breedsharmonies. Country house
rooms should suggestto the chancevisi
tant that a host of charming humans
have flitted through them.
If making a strangeplace one's own,
and striving for that caressing, restful
quality beautiful old places have, be
ware of the new chintz and all new
fabrics. Beware of any garish elegance
that has not been humbled by long
usage. Beware of the strange and the
"monkey". Carry the garden into the
house. Use moss color—the browns of
faded leaves— take stuffs that sunlight
has faded. Have nothing too new.
Imagine the place the loved habitation
of cheery fox-hunting men who greeted
each dawn and the returning stars with
friendliness, and gentle day-dreaming
women who cared for white rose trees
and cape jessamineand flitted in and
out of cool, well-filled pantries and
scented,still rooms.

The Romance of Point de Venise
(Continued from page 39)

surroundings, and the lacesof different
countriesproducedby the samemethods
seem yet to be endowed with natural
characteristics. As for Point de Venise,
it would almost seemthat poor Arachne
had been sent thither by Minerva, more
delicatelyto shapethe lacesof the Queen
of the Adriatic than could the workers
of any other land.
The secondsort of Venetian Point is
the Punto ad Avorio (Ivory Point), a
16th Century lace of great beauty. In
this the stitching was exceedinglyclose,
the relief low, and the effect produced
that of carved ivory. Punto ad Avorio
was, in reality, a variety of the Punto
in Aria. The patterns of Punto ad
Avorio wereoften taken from the lovely
designs of the intarsia (inlaid wood)
workers, the graceful scrolls and floria-
tions lending themselvesadmirably to
this Ivory Point.
Punto dei Nobili, also called Cardinal
Point, was an especially elaborate and
rich Venetian Point made for great oc
casions, private and civic, and as gifts
to foreign potentates. The designswere
intricate and often depictedhunting and
battle scenes,warriors, castles, towns,
goddesses,mermaids,coats-of-arms,car
dinal's hats, etc. Precious indeedare the

piecesof this Punto dei Nobili that have
descendedto this age.
The exquisite Flower Point, Punto
Tagliato, presentsscroll-and-flower pat
tern in extraordinary richness. As the
Countess di Brazza Savorgnan pointed
out in her handbook to the Italian laces
exhibitedat the World's Columbian Ex
position, this lace seemsalmost to be
"carved in flax". No other Venetian
Point is so rich. Originally it was
worked in threads of silk and gold and
silver in addition to linen threads. The
base was Punto in Aria which was
brought to Flower Point by stitcheson
stitches, buttonholing on buttonholing,
innumerable microscopic picots, five or
six, or even more, rows deep. Mention
may here be made of various modifica
tions of Punto Tagliato: Punto di
Spagna (made in Spain) ; Grand Point
de France or Point Colbert (introduced
into French lace-makingby Louis XIV's
minister) ; Punto di Neve or Snow
Point, having a ground of starred
threads; Punto di Rosa or Rose Point,
having bars closely placed and forming
a hexagonal net ground bearing many
tiny scrolls and flowers in relief; Punto
a Fogliame or Leaf Point, having flow-

(Conlimied on page 90)

These Miller fixtures are made from
improved, indestructible MlLLERMETAL,
which is of superior quality and takes
a remarkable finish.
The prices quoted represent remarkable
values for high quality fixtures.

Even if you are not contemplating a new
house, these fixtures will "dress up" an
old one.

They can be seen at all Miller dealers.
Write us for name of nearest one.

No. 72, 5-light Fixture, $24.50
Weil of RockyMountains.$26.00
No. 712, 1-light Bracket, $6.75
West of Rocky Mountains.S7.50

Finishes: Venetian and Gold, Verde and Gold — for
living room. Silver and Black for dining room.
Prices do not includeglassware,bulbsor installation

Edward Miller & Co.
Established 1844

Meriden, Conn.

No. 712
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This is trie home of
I user of the perfect

WATEffiRdEMs
For Suburban and Country
Homes and lore-very project
which requires an abundance
of water.
Tf\is compact, automatic
unit is the aristocrat' of
water systems for your Sub
urban, Country or -Summer
Home. If you are looking
for the BE5T send us your
name and we will direct you
b our Branch Office which will
take pleasure in serving you.
fortWayne Engineering &M£e. Ca
Mam Office «xJ Fact&y ■ S
No. 1724North Harrison street.
Fort 'Wayne. Indiana .

Paul Systems are
rpade m many sizes for
every need.

iUDENSINi
iiaiiih'ir'L'iisus

Qalleries
~

SPECIAL EXHIBITION OF
RECENT PAINTINGS BY

I VICTOR CHARRETON |
DURING APRIL |

1 Catalog on request

j 45 West 44th Street :: NEW YORK |
iiiuiiiiiiiiiiiBiuiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^

Brans Galleries
Established1806

356 Fifth Ave. at 34LhSi
422 Madison Avenue
Between 48lhC49th Sis.

New York

Paintings, Mezzotints
MirrorsXamps,Shades
Period Furniture
Hangings, Framing

Interior Decorating
QUEENANNE CHAIR— HootTupeitru JG9.50AdjustableWroughtIron ChairLamp 16.00
HandDecoratedLinenShade... 13.00

CLEVER NEW USE FOR TUSCAN NET
Curtains of great charm are these of fashionableecru Tuscan net, with
narrow,soft, goldenbrowngrosgrainribbonsimply drawnthroughthe meshes.
Any unobtrusiveoverdraperycanbe used. The one shownhere is of heavy
lilac-coloredlinen—makingthewholeeffectoneof unusualdistinction.
Booklet "ConcerningWindowDraping" by GraceR. Wilmot on request.

QUAKER LACE CO.
New York Salesrooms:
890 BROADWAY

Mills:
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Art — with Economy
Grey—threeshadesof it, light,mediumanddark—for thedelightfulsweepof roof! TrueColonialWhitewherethewallsareshingled!Canyoupictureit?
Byusing18or 16-inch"CREO-DIPT" StainedShinglesfor thecharmingvariegatedroof,and" DixieWhite" 24-inchStainedShinglesforwideexposureon thesidewalls—ArchitectH.M.Woolseyachieved,in hishomeat Rye,N. Y., notonlyrareexteriorbeautythatisrousingconsiderablecommentandadmiration—but economyand durabilitybesides."CREO-DIPT"StainedShinglessavelaborcost,likewiserepairbil's.

Sendtodayfor Portfolioof FiftyHomesbyProminentArchitects,as well as ColoredSamples.Ask about
"CREO-DIPT**ThatchRoofsand24-inch"DixieWhite"SideWallsforthetrueColonialWhiteeffect.

CREO-D8PT COKfflPAWY. Bnc
1012OliverSt. N. Tonawanda,N. Y.

ArchitectWoolsey
used"CREO-DIPT"
Stained Shijigles;
Variegated Grey
Roof, DixieWhite"
SideWalls.

Portfolio
of Homes CREO-DIPT"

StainedShingles
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LivingRoom,Harbour
LittleHave,OakKnoll
Drive,Warren,Ohio

Yoav Home is anExpressionof\btrrsetf
-theWall Decorations Especially.
"Would you Preserve their Beauty 7

Life is self-expression. "That
which is not expressed, dies,"
said Henry Churchill King.

Woman finds self-expression
in her home. If the walls sag
and the plaster cracks, if they
discolor and ruin her decorations
— is irritated beyond measure.
A crack, unseen by the casual
eye, glares at her.

It isn't necessary. Plaster
doesn't have to go through the
traditional cracking stage while
the walls settle — not if the
plaster-backing is Bostwick
"TRUSS-LOOP" Metal Lath.
Trowelled deep in the meshes of
those wonderful trussed steel
arches, the plaster is literally
locked on. You would have to
chip it off with a cold Chisel!

Moreover, Bostwick "TRUSS-
LOOP" is fire-proof and preserves the
beauty of your interior decorations.
Write for illustrated booklet and insist
that your architect or builder use

THE BOSTWICK STEEL
LATH COMPANY

NILES, OHIO

KmS TRUSS-LOOP
METAL LATH

"Makes Plaster Permanent"

The Romance of Point de Venise
(Continued from page 88)

crs and tendrils with a profusion of
picots giving the design something the
effectof the serratedmargins of leaves;
Punto a Gioie or Jeweled Point, a va
riety of lace frequently mentioned by
old Italian writers, althoughno example
of it has come down to us. Into this
lacepearlsand other gemswereworked,
and also Venetian beads, the whole
given a setting-off by gold and silver
threadsand further enrichedby silk re
lief. Portraits of some of the Medici
picture them in jeweled lacesof perhaps
this sort.
In connection with Point de Venise
one should call attention to a sort of
mixedpoint called Venetian Guipure, so
often depicted in the portraits painted
by Lavinia Fontana. In this the design
was outlined in pillow-lace (distin
guishedfrom lacemade by needlealone,
point lace, by being made with inter
lacedbobbins worked on a pillow) with
needlepointfor the filling in and the re
liefs. The ground consisted of purled
bars, and was often of silk threads. The
very early lbth Century Venetian laces
always contained a guip to form the
pattern. The word guipure means "to
roll a thread around a cord".
In passingmention may be made of
an early Venetian lace, the manufacture
of which has been revived in Venice,
called Merletto Polychrome or Parti
colored lace, a lace invented by the
Venetian Jews, worked in silk of dif
ferent colors, the designsbeing of fruit
and flowers. This was the lace particu
larly affectedby the inhabitants of the
old-time Giudecca.
The Venetians love to tell a little
story of the origin of the Punto di Rosa
lace. They say that once upon a time
lace-making had become so much an
occupation and a pastime that every
other woman in Veneziawas engagedin
this sort of needlework. It was then,
when the sailor-lovers brought home to
their sweetheartswhen returning from
distant voyagesmementosof "frutti di
mare"—seaweeds,corals, shells and the
like, telling these faithful ones not to
put out their eyes with weeping when
again they must leave them, but to em
ploy their needles deftly, instead, on
their bridal veils. The fancy then took
shapein making lace patterns from tiny
sea-shells, seaweeds, star-fish, sea-
urchins, corals and the like in compli

ment to the mementos the sailor-lads
had brought their loved ones. Thus
originated this Punto di Rosa lace (so
they say). These and all the precious
Venetian laces had special metal boxes
devised for their safe-keeping, recep
taclescalled verghetti,and I suppose the
Venetian quartes called Dei Verghetti
may have derived its name from some
extensive manufactory there of these
particular boxes for storing laces.
The inordinate love of the Venetians
for Point de Veniseled to such extrava
gances on the part of the citizens of
the Republic that laws to suppress its
extravagant use were promulgated by
the Senate. As early as 1476 it was
decreed, says the Countess di Brazza
Savorgnan,that no Punto in Aria either
in flax or metal thread should be used
on the garmentsor on curtains and bed-
linen in city or provinces, but women
were accustomedto disobey such laws
and rebelledagainstLorenzo Guistiniani,
Patriarch of Venice, who, in 1437,
dared forbid, under threat of fines and
excommunication,costly jewelry and all
superfluousadornment. The Pope was
appealedto, the women"struck" against
attendingmass,and finally ambassadors
were sent to Rome and the Pope was
induced to direct the Cardinal Arch
bishop to withdraw his ban and re
store peace.
The wives of the Venetian Doges
took great interest in lace-making. The
Dogaressa Giovanni Dandolo, wife of
Pasquale Malipiero, may have founded
a lace school as early as 1414; at least
Rossi, the historian, speaksof the great
encouragementshe held forth to the
Venetian lace-makers. Molmenti says,
"It seemsonly natural that a woman
should have been the first to promote
the art of making these valuable and
fanciful designs,which have always re
mained, amidst the varying caprices of
fashion, the type of the beautiful, and
of elegant adornment without vulgar
display."
Collectors of lace will find a further
study of Point de Venise fascinating.
The public collections of America, such
as the remarkable one in- the Metro
politan Museum of Art, New York, are
rich in examplesof Venetian point of
the rarest quality, admirably arranged
for viewing by the collector and lover
of old laces.

Notes of the Garden Clubs

AT
the Eighth Annual Interna
tional Flower Show, held under
the auspicesof the Horticultural

Societyof New York, and theNew York
Florists' Club, at the Grand Central
Palace, New York City, March 14 to
20, 1921,Special Classeswere open to
the Member Clubs of the Garden Club
of America, one for the best bird bath,
with planting arrangementat base not
to exceed 7' by 7', and the other for
the best vase or basket of cut flowers
(any greenor foliage to be used) not to
exceed3' or to be less than 2' in di
ameter.
The first prize, a silver cup from the
New York Horticultural Society, was
awarded to the Garden Club of Somer
set Hills, of which Mrs. Francis G.
Lloyd is the President, for their exhibit
of an antique marble bird bath resting
on a pedestal of the same material
standing about 3yi' high and around
which twined a little ivy. The back
ground of this arrangement (and of all
the others, with one exception), was of
conifers. A pale yclfbw acacia drooped
over one side of the bath. Iberis
sempervirens was placed towards the
back on one side and towards the front
of the foreground,with three clumpsof
Darwin tulips of soft cherry red and

pale mauve at one side of the pedestal.
The entire surface of the base was
sodded.
The Garden Club of Short Hills, of
which the President is Mrs. John A.
Stewart, won the secondprize, a silver
medal, from the Flower Show Man
agement Committee, and also the
Schling Gold Medal was received for
"The best exhibit in the Show of the
Garden Club of America", a sweep
stakes award. A figure of the youth
Narcissus kneeledover three pools, con
structed one above the other, sur
rounded by mossand ferns, which also
covered the base, and in this were
planted naturalized snow-drops, dwarf
Iris, violets, primroses, and forget-me-
nots. Six small birds wereplacedamong
the planting and conifers.
The statue, by the sculptor, Miss
Angelica Church, was designedespecial
ly for this exhibit, and was of a com
position,but may be repioducedby Miss
Church in any material. On the moss
lay a card bearing a printed copy of a
poem written for this occasion by a
memberof the Short Hills Garden Club,
Mrs. Oswald Yorke ("Annie Russell",
the well-known actress), who described
the transforming of Narcissus,"Spring's

(Continued on page 92)
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GIVES ENDURING CHARM

You can enliven your favorite nook
with a bird bath that will bring the birds
twittering and splashing about and add
interest to your garden with attractive
pottery.

Galloway Pottery is strong and dur
able Terra Cotta usually made in Light
Stony Gray, a finish harmonious in all
surroundings. Red, buff and other col
ors will be made on order.

Our collection includes reproductions
from the antique and many beautiful
Bird baths, Fonts, Fountains, Vases,
Flower pots, Boxes, Ferneries, Sun dials,
Gazing globes and Benches.

A catalogueof suggestionsfor the gar
den will be mailed upon receipt of 10c
in stamps.

GAiiowAsrTerra OoTta Qd.
3218WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

'1^** NO.642.60*LONG

HUMPHREY

Radiant firp
For Your Unused Fireplace

Floods your room with glowing radiant heat positively without odor.
Combines highest efficiency with architectural distinction. For the
homedesiring beauty as well as comfort there is nothing to compare
^vithit. Appropriate styles and finishes to harmonizewith any char
acter of decoration. Write for folder explainingits scientificprinciples.

TODHUNTERMANTELS
Early English ^Colonial
jjti^r* T{eproductions c^s^

Fireplace AddeMorieS . Metal WbrJC

GENERAL GAS LIGHT COMPANY
"NewYork San Francisco

From Quaint Cape Cod
A mantelof perfectproportions,distinguishedby its cleancut
mouldings,with fireframeand andironstypical of New England,

HAND FORGED METAL WORK
FOR THE COLONIAL HOUSE

ThumbLatches,Hinges,Bolta,ShutterHooks,BellPulls,WeatherVanes.Lanterns.FootScrapers

Plate 10illustrating Colonial Hardwarewill besent uponrequest

ARTHUR TODHUNTEFv Showrooms:101ParkAvenue,New York,Cor. 40ihSi.

DECORATE°WITH°LIGHT

A HAND OECORAT.ED
PIECE OF ITALIAN
POTTERY FORMS THE
THEME OF THIS IN
TERESTING FIXTURE
OF WROUGHT IRON.

SUBTLE IN COLOR
AND CHARM. IT
PORTRAYSEXOUISITE-
LY DECORATIVE
ILLUMINATIO N
MODERATELYPRICED

CASSIDY CO.
MANUFACTURERS a DESIGNERS Or LIGHTING FIXTURES

101 PARK AVE. at 40th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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Shut Off Instantly

I

without rushing
to the cellar

N the time of needthere is nothing for
which you will be more thankful than
Jenkins emergencyshut-off valves.
Should a faucet or other fixture develop
troubleand leak, you can stop the flow im
mediatelywithout rushingto thecellar. Con
trol of the supplyto eachoutlet is independ
ent of the supply to other outlets,and water
can be shut off at any point without dis
turbing the water to other parts of the
bouse.
Controlling the supplyat eachoutlet with
Jenkins emergencyshut-off valves is much
more satisfactoryand convenientthan shut
ting off water in the cellar and not being
able to draw a drop any place in the house
until a leak has beenfixed.
For more than half a century Jenkins
Valves have beenspecifiedwhereit has been
the desire to make plumbing the best in
every way. They are made of the best
brass,are heavierthan other valves,and can
be dependedupon to give lasting satisfac
tion under all conditions. Attractively fin
ished in polishedbrass and nickel.

And consideringfreedomfrom troubleand
freedomfrom costly damagesto a homeor
furnishings,Jenkins Valves are most econom
ical, althoughtheir first cost may be a little
more than that of the light, cheaply con
structedvalve.
Permit your architectto specifyand your
contractor to install genuine"Jenkins Dia
mondMarked" Valves. Send to us for free
copies of bookletson plumbingand heating
valves for the home.

JENKINS BROS.
80 Whit*Pt NewYork
524AtlanticAve Boston
133No. SeventhSi Philadelphia
S46WashingtonUlvd Chicago
St. Louis Pittsburgh Washington

Fig. 310 -
Jenkins Brass
GlobeValve
with Brass
Wheel.

SanFrancisco

Notes of the Garden Clubs
(Continued from page 90)

Havana
JENKINS BROS., Limited
103St ItemlSt.. Montreal,Canada

6 (5reatQueenSt.,Kingsway,W. C. 2, Loudon,Eng.
FACTOItlES:

Bridgeport,Conn.; Elizabeth,N. J. ; Montreal,Canada

fSSili SINCE 1864

incarnate youth", into the flower that
bearshis name,
"That ever lives and diesand lives again,
For Sign and Symbol, that Beauty does
endure forever."

Mrs. Charles H. Stout arrangedthe ex
hibit.
The third prize, a bronzemedal,went
to the Philipstown Garden Club, of
which Mrs. Vanderbilt Webb is the
President, and who assisted,with Miss
Rogers and others, in making the ar
rangement,consisting of a pool in the
moss-coveredbase, in which were nat
uralized Iberis sempervirens,Christmas-
roses(Helleborus niger), forget-me-nots,
ferns and pink primulas, while against
the background of conifers stood two
pink crab bushes, and at the outside
corners were pink azaleas and white
hyacinths. A bluebird on the edge of
the bath pool was one of several intro
duced into the composition.
All of the other competing Garden
Clubs were "highly commended." The
exhibit of Allegheny County, Pa., whose
President, Mrs. Henry Rea, attended
the Show, was arrangedby Mrs. Henry
Oliver, of Sewickley. A lead bird bath
rested on the grasscoveredbase,and a
small lead figure of a child reachedto
wards a little bird of the samematerial,
perched on the basin. At the back a
white lattice about 4'/:' high was draped
with ivy, and in front of this on one
side stood a Japanese flowering cherry
with white narcissus at the foot. On
the oppositesidewas placeda pink crab
bush,with pink primulas besideit. Vio
lets formed the edging of the grasscov
ered base, in the two front corners of
which were groups of yellow primroses.
The Bedford Garden Club, of which
Mrs. Rollin Saltus is the President,used
a well laid brick pavementabout a foot
from the floor for its "base", on which
stood a low old English six-sided lead
bath with threedecorativedolphins, and
in betweenthebricks sprangup crocuses,
purple and white, ferns, etc., while ivy,
vinca and other small vines hung over
the pavement. Birds were to be seen
in the conifers forming the background.
Mrs. George Chapman was Chairman
of the Exhibit Committee.
The Garden Club of Easthampton,
whose President is Mrs. William A.
Lockwood, used a blue glazed bath
mountedon a sort of iron tripod, about
V/i high, with ivy twining around it
and over which at the back drooped a
climbing single rose, supported on a
rustic trellis. ' On the base, which was
sodded, grew forget-me-nots on either
side of the bath, to which led a narrow
path of stepping-stones,bordered with
box and Bellis perennis (pink daisies),
and in the foreground, in the corners,
were yellow primro:es. Mrs. Robert C.
Hill and Mrs. Samuel Seabury were
among those assisting in the arranging
of the Club's exhibit.
The North Country Garden Club of
Long Island, whose President is Mrs.
Beekman Winthrop, showed a marble
shell-shapedbath resting on the moss-
covered base, which was enclosedwith
a hedgeof arborvita; and blooming for-
sythia, with tall branchesof pussy-wil
lows against the centerof the evergreen
backgroundand at the front cornersof
the enclosure,in which were planted in
formal groupsof doubleorangeand pink
tulips, blue and pink hyacinths. A path
led to the bath. Mrs. Walter Jennings
arranged the exhibit.
In the Special Class open to Member
Clubs of the Garden Club of America,
for the best vaseor basket of cut flow
ers, the first prize, a silver cup from the
Horticultural Society of New York, was
awarded to the Greenwich, Conn., Gar
den Club, of which Mrs. Luke Vincent
Lockwood is the President. The con
tainer was a Chinese basket, in natural
color, filled with acacia,white and flame

pink snapdragons,double orange tulips,
blue lupins and delphiniums, pink ver
bena, and slaty mauve Darwin tulips,
combined.
To the Garden Club of Easthampton,
of which Mrs. William Lockwood is
the President, went the secondprize, a
silver medal for an arrangement, in a
low two-handle pewter container, of
tall spikes of delphinium in different
shadesof blue, with creamy pink roses
on the upper side of which were white
lilacs, towards the top. The sameflow
ers also drooped over on the opposite
side, resting on ferns on the table.
The third prize, a bronze medal, was
awarded to the Garden Club of Alle
gheny County, Pa., whose President is
Mrs. Henry Rea, for its arrangementof
acacia, blue lace-plant (Didiscus), and
blue lupins, with salmon and yellow
snapdragons, violets and iris, all in a
silver oblong container.

THE
following exhibits were made

by other Garden Clubs:
The Garden Club of Hartford, Conn.,
the President of which is Mrs. Robert
Gray, showedan informal arrangement
of spraysof single red roses,with stalks
of singlewhite stocks and blue cineraria,
in a soft basket with handles.
The Philipstown Garden Club, whose
President is Mrs. Vanderbilt Webb, ex
hibited in a yellow two-handled urn-
shapedjar a combination of yellow and
buff orchids, with acacia and blue iris.
The North Country Club of Long
Island, Mrs-. BeekmanWinthrop, Presi
dent, arranged pink snapdragonsin an
amethyst glass container.
The Garden Club of SomersetHills,
whose President is Mrs. Francis G.
Lloyd, exhibiteda coppercoloredbasket
filled with flowers from the estate of
Mr. F. J. Dryden, the arrangementin
cluding pink primroses,pink and white
roses and carnations, calla lilies, and
maidenhairfern.
The Garden Club of Rumson, N. J.,
of which Mrs. Samuel Riker is the
President,showedsnapdragonsand pink
sweetpeaswith Primula malacoidesand
white lilacs, in a gold basket.
The Garden Club of Summit, N. J.,
whose President is Miss Kate Romers,
exhibiteda low round glasscontainer in
which glass holders supported white
primroses,calla lilies, stocks and narcis
sus with maidenhair fern. Miss Helen
Wadell had chargeof the arrangement.
The Garden Club of Wilmington, Del
aware, Mrs. William C. Spruance.
President, entereda purplish jar shaped
container with wistaria drooping over
one side and a combination of jasmine,
yellow narcissusand stocks.
The scale of points for judging were
20 points each for Artistic Arrangement,
GeneralEffect, and Color Harmony, and
40 points for Quality of Blooms.
The Judges' Committeewas composed
of Martha B. Hutcheson, Landscape
Architect, F. C. W. Blown of Cleve
land, and A. M. Henshaw,a grower.
The Gold Medal offered by the Gar
den Club of America, whose President
is Mrs. S. V. R. Crosby, for the best
Exhibit in the Show was awarded to
Mr. Adolph Lewisohn for his planting
of 500 square feet with 37 varieties of
flowers in an artistic manner. The
judgeswereMarian C. Coffin, Landscape
Architect; Martha Mercer, Anna R.
Butter, GeorgeAsmus, Max Schling and
Thomas Roland, President of the So
ciety of American Florists.
Mr. Lewisohn also receivedthe Gold
Medal from the International Garden
Club, of which Mrs. Charles H. Hoff
man is the President.

Ellen R. Cunningham.

Photographs of someoj theseexhibits
are shown on page 96.
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which for the first time makes possible
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This skill in construction guarantees likewise
the utmost refinement in heating expression and
automatic control, with a recorded average fuel
saving of one-third.
The open winter has emphasized the great prac-

tical advantage of the Ideal insulated jacket, which
retains the heat and contributes to the remarkable
efficiency of this heating boiler.
Investigate the claims of the Ideal Type "A"
Heat Machine. The record of thousands of in-
stallations will convince you of its superiority and
incomparable economy. We will be glad to furnish
proofs of these statements.
Write for catalog and see the IdealType

'A 'Heat
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JULY — AND TWENTY-ONE!
WITH

the July issue House & Garden ar
rives at the voting age. It will enter its
twenty-first year. We hope to buy our

selvesa birthday cake—just a medium-size cake,
twenty-one candlesand plenty of thick icing.
This attaining our majority should lead to
solemn resolutions, if this were the age for such
things, but we are rather inclined to forego the
repentanceand expendour energy pressingon to
bigger and better attainments. Betweenthat first
issue, which must have made the founder-archi
tects of the magazinefeel like proud fathers, and
to this busy, hectic month of economic transi
tion, the world has changeda lot externally, but
the fundamental traits of human nature are the
same. The basic human appeal on which House
& Garden was founded has not changedin these
twenty years. Wars and gigantic developments,
discoveries and defeats, crime, fanatic legislation
and the fall of kings—none of these happenings
has changed in one iota the fundamental love
of home, the love which makes it the ideal spot
for the living of a full life.
But there have been changes in these twenty

A dining room in a remodeledPhila
delphia house,from the July issue

years,and the changehas beena matter of degree
rather than of kind. Taste has developed. There
is an increasinginterest in the proper decoration
and furnishing of the home. Inventions have
made the managementand maintenanceof the
home more of a pleasureand less of a burden.
In the garden world interest is spreading to a
remarkable degree. To have a home without a
garden is a contradiction in terms today. A gar
den has becomea necessityand a knowledge of
flowers the real test for the initiate in the home.
As for the exterior of home—what changes! Cer
tainly we have moved farther from under the
shadows of bad architecture in these twenty
years. The small house, which used to be a
jigsaw nightmare, has evolved its own distinc
tive individuality and the larger houses both in
town and country are causefor just and merited
pride.
We like to feel that House & Garden has played
an influential part in this lifting of taste from
the banal to the beautiful. In fact, we know it
has. That is why we are going to buy ourselves
that birthday cakel
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A COTTAGE GARDEN FOR SPRING AND FALL

On the estateof ClarenceS. Hay at Newbury, N. H.,
is a little cottagefor spring and fall occupancy. The
garden that surrounds it is filled with herbaceous
plants that bloom profusely both early and late.
Prentice Sanger was the landscape architect
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THE HIGHWAYS AND BY-PATHS OF THE GARDEN
When Its Walks Fall in Pleasant Places and Are Engagingly

Made the Garden Is a Success

H. R. WILKES

IN any successful garden each element
makes its own distinc

tive contribution. There isa

glory of the perennial bor

der and a glory of the rock

garden and a glory of the

pergola with its vines, and

a glory of the paths. Each

requires an individual
study and treatment in
order to make the garden

ensemble a thing of beauty

and an abiding place of

peace. A balance must be
maintained between these

various elements so that

one does not dominate the

other to its esthetic hurt.

This is especially true of
paths.
There should always be

a reason for a path— it
should have a definite ob

jective and the place to

which it goes and the man

ner of its course should be

designed to command the

greatest possible number

of desirable garden
glimpses. If a straight
path, it will furnish a
vista and be laid out on an
axis from the house or a

point of vantage; if it
winds, then there must be

some existing features such

as great boulders or trees

or water to give this wind

ing course a reasonable
justification.

Steps, too, should be
considered a part of the

path and should continue

or elaborate the general
nature of the path. And

there will be as many dif
ferent kinds of steps as
there are kinds of paths.
The grass path, which is

In many instancesthe gardenstepsshould be consideredas an integral part of the path,
and share the nature of its construction. Thus a grass path can have grass steps, sup
ported by risers of stone, the gravel path can have treadsof gravel, the brick path, steps
madeentirely of brick and the path of rough hewnstonestepsof the samekind of stone.It is this uniformity that gives the senseof peace,of quiet and pleasing interest to the

steps in this garden

an ideal treatment for a

walk between perennial

beds, will find a natural
continuation in grass steps
— the treads of grass and
the risers of stone support

ing the treads. In some
English gardens the all-
grass steps are not uncom

mon. The stone path, of
either broken or shaped
stone, will rise in stone
steps laid in the same
manner as the path itself.

Flowers planted in the

crevices will give a diver
sity of color interest. The

brick path finds logical

steps in brick, and the
gravel path can have steps
of a combination of stone

risers and gravel tread.

In a formal garden the
steps will share the archi
tectural nature of the gar
den balustrades, but they
still will reflect the type of
the path.
Before looking into the

actual construction of gar
den paths, let us list the

flowers that can be grown
in the crevices lxjtween

stone walks or in the shel

tered corners of garden

steps. We have seen gar
dens where a Gypsophxla

flore pleno filled the corner

of a wide tread with the

cloudy masses of its bloom

and another where Gyp

sophxla repens was so thick

as to make steeping there

almost as difficult as hop-

skip-and-jump. For the
full sun one may plant the
crevices and corners of

the stone path and its steps
with the following:
Gold Dust (Alyssum
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Hi

/l gratt £a(A acrossa lawn may be
borderedwith flagstoneslaid so as
to make a straight outer edge but
leaving the inner edge uneven

saxatUe) —yellow, 1' high; Maiden
Pink (Dianthus deltoides) —trailing,
pink; Double Cushion Pink (Silene
acaules fl

. pi.)—pink, 3"; Double
Rock Cress (Arabis alpina fl. pi.)—
white, 1

';

Creeping Speedwell (Ve
ronica repens)—pale blue, creeping;
Stonecrop (Sedum album) —white,
low; Wild Columbine (Aquilegia
Canadense) ; Moss Pink (Phlox
subulata) —various colors; White
Cinquefoil (Potentilla alba) —white,
6"; Rose Moss (Portulaca grandi-

flora)—2"-3" high.
Where the path runs in shade one

may concentrate on plants such as—
Wintergreen (Gaultheria procum-

bevs) ; Partridge Berry (Mitchella
repens)—creeping; Bird's Foot Vio
let (Viola pedata) — light blue;
Wake-robin ( Trillium grandiflorum)
—white, 6"-8"; Wood anemone (Anemone
nemorosa) —white, 3"-6".
The rules for the planning of garden paths
hold good in all districts, whatever the conve
nient local material for making them may be,

and the design of the path is governed by its

use. Should a path be needed to stroll along,

and be bordered by beds, it should be wide, 6
'

or more. But should it be a path which one

would use to reach some more attractive part

of the garden, or a path for utility in the

kitchen garden, it may be narrowed, 3
'

or 4'.

Again, should it be a mere track crossing an

orchard or some similar enclosure, it may be

only 18" wide, just sufficient to pass over.

The line of the path is governed by circum
stance, but nearly always a straight path is

best, though sometimes a gentle curve is more

suitable. The days of the meandering villa
path are over, and vistas which lead one on

Small rock plants—silver madwort,
rock cress and moss pink—grown
in the crevices o

f a flagstonepath
give it diversity o

f color and line

to explore should be the aim of the

garden architect.

The materials of paths will be
governed by the district, but un

doubtedly the most charming for the

flower garden are grass and stone.

Grass paths should be wider than

those of stone, for when much used

they tend to become worn in patches.
Stone paths may be either of flag

stones, or of broken random paving;
the former is the better and more

economical. The surface should be
flat and evenly laid straight on to
the soil, well beaten down. Brick-
paving should be laid flat, or brick,

on edge, on a layer of sand, with a

lower foundation of tamped clinkers

and ashes. Second-hand brick can

be used for this purpose. In laying
the center should be raised 1".

Gravel paths, at present, are not popular, ex

cept for kitchen garden use, and are only used

in the flower garden where expense bars the use

of stone. Hard, broken bricks, clinkers, and
other furnace slag, coarse stones, or even ashes,

may be used as a bed for a thin covering of

gravel. When using this rough stuff many
do not fill up the interstices, thinking that by
leaving the bottom loose they secure free drain

age. This causes the gravel on top to shift after
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(Beloiv) For a path which is meant to
be in constant use,brick is almost the
best material. This path is of brick
laid crosswise, with a brick-on-edge

border

Where herbaceousborders fringe a grass
walk it is best to have no formal edging
to divide the flowers from the turf. For
paths not subject to constant use the

grasswalk is desirable

the path has been in use a short time, but when

the foundation is firmly packed, constant traf
fic only consolidates and improves it. In some
cases artificial draining is necessary, but in
ordinary gardens, on a porous subsoil, a good
V-shaped bed under the surface is sufficient,

particularly when it slopes a little. There is
nothing better than fine ashes for holding the

slag, as it sets firmly, but it should be very

well rolled down.

There are gravels and gravels, ranging from
utter worthlessness to a value which is almost
priceless. It is absolutely

necessary that it should be

of good color and thor

oughly binding, and should

coat the surface to a depth

of not less than 4". It must
be raked level, and immedi

ately rolled firmly down.

After every shower repeat

the rolling until smooth.
A gravel walk should al
ways be raised a little—say
1"— in the center; crushed
stone and sand surface

walks are similarly treated,
but grass paths may be kept
flat, for the water finds an

outlet as it falls. It is a
common practice to form

turf walks of solid earth,

without any regard to the

sub-strata, and the method

invariably succeeds on por
ous soil. The turf should
be not less than 4" thick,
and be placed on a good
layer of strong loam, which
will support the roots in
dry weather.

An unusual path across a paved yard
can be of old millstones. Or, if the yard
is grass,the stonecan be set in a narrow
walk of pebbles or sunk into the turf

itself, almost flush

Edgings should be divided into those that

form part of the bed and those which are

part of the path. A stone path usually needs
no edging, although a row of bricks on edge
gives color. A box edging is delightful, but
it is really part of the bed; the same applies
to other low hedgings.
Brick paths should have an edging of brick
placed on end, well buried; these will help to
keep the path in place, and prevent the bricks
from lifting. A stone edging is permissible, but
expensive, and of no particular advantage.

^^^^^^^^^^ Grass paths look delight
ful when edged with either
brick or stone, and make a

pleasant feature in the gar
den. The brick should be

set on edge, with the surface

just below the level of the

grass, so that it does not

interfere with the mowers.
Gravel paths may have
almost any border, although
one of grass will be more
trouble than it is worth.

Stone, either flat or laid on

edge, is good, and when

bordering gravel may be

left a little irregular for

low-growing plants to trail
over.

The edgings which form

part of the bed are very im

portant, and, as in most

(Continued on page 66)

The feature of this box-
edgedgravel walk is the
stonecoping betweenthe
two, which servesto keep
the grai el from encroach
ing on the box
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At the win
dows are plain
green glazed
hangingsbound
with black. A
gjy chintz has
been used on
the settee. In
jrcmt of the
windows aregraceful
wrought iron
dower stands

This summer
arr an gernent
consists oj a
rear top room
and the roof
behind it. The
walls are gray
and decorated
with painted
canvas cur
tains. Fibre
rugs and rat
tan furniture
are used
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A PORCH ROOM
ON A CITY ROOF

For Those Obliged
to Stay in Town

FAKES, BISBEE, ROBERTSON,
INC., Decorators

Looking out through French
doors onto the roof garden one
sees the little enclosure made
attractive and livable with lat
tice, flower boxes,wrought iron
and cement furniture inlaid
with old Spanish tiles. An
awning the color of a Venetian
sail casts a reddish glow over
this cool little summereyrie

♦♦♦♦♦* ♦#
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ »♦♦♦* ♦* ♦♦ .■♦♦♦* • * v •

While the proximity of housesdoes
not permit a view on all sides,tall
lattice gives a pleasantbackground
to this roof porch. Against this
greenlattice and the brick wall and
slate of the house iron furniture,
ivy and potted flowers and green
jars in wrought iron stands make
a delightful ensemble
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FLOWERS THAT ARE FORGOTTEN
The Changing Styles in the Garden Bring Us New Varieties

But Many Lovely Blossoms of the Past Are Lost

THE snows of yesteryear and the old loves of Villon's poem
are

nought compared with the flowers that have been forgotten.

Turn back to some ancient herbarium or to the pages of Paxton's
Magazine of Botany (a divine series for lovers of old garden books)
and see the varieties that one never even hears of today. Some have

been improved and doubled out of all recognition— lovely, tender
little blossoms, slim virgins, now grown to middle age and obese with

florescence. Some have had their forms so developed that the fra

grance is all but gone; we have ruffled the zweet pea at the sacrifice

of that delicate odor that clung to the early varieties. Other flowers

have just faded out of sight; they may be harbored from year to year
in hidden corners of old gardens, the way one harbors a down-and-

out friend in an attic bedroom, and some day a florist will re-discover
them, give them a fancy name and wax fat on the proceeds. Still

others felt the scourge of disease, proved too much bother for the gar

dener and consequently were dropped. Some flowers, like some people,

are very difficult to get along with, and one finds oneself seeing less

and less of them until they are lost to sight altogether.
Flowers are forgotten for innumerable reasons and perhaps the most .

significant reason is the fact that there are fads in horticulture just
as there are fads in clothes. The styles change gradually, but they
change none the less. And this is as it should be. The changing

interest gives a chance for forgotten flowers to be revived and the

newer improvements to be tried out. Certain old standbys we cannot

do without, but the "novelty" class must be tried, tested, and given

every opportunity to prove itself worthy of garden acceptance. These

changes of interest come in big cycles, the process is slow and there

is none of the flashy touch-and-go of such fads as henna hair dye

and short skirts. Styles in gardens and flowers are not made over

night. We do not hang on the word of some Parisian couturiere or

the dictate of a Bond Street tailor. But the changes happen, just the

same, and gardeners are cognizant of them.

ONE
of the most wicked blows ever dealt at flowers, a blow that

has caused some radical changes in American horticulture, is
contained in the Government ruling known as Quarantine No.

37. Designed to keep diseased stock out of the country, to prevent

pests from being imported with foreign plants, this ruling has only
succeeded in making the name of America anathema to growers in

other parts of the world. It may, on the other hand, oblige American
horticulturists to create their own varieties; meantime, garden lovers

here must wait and accept whatever they can get. Hundreds of

varieties do not come true to seed, so that there is no benefit to be

derived from importing the seed, which the ruling permits. The

ruling is quite absurd in many ways. One type. of bulb is permitted

past the customs and another, equally capable of resisting disease, is

forbidden entrance. The lovely orchid falls into the same forbidden

category as good liquor and bad drugs.

Only the other day I stood on the wharf watching a boatload of
people come in from Bermuda. They carried armfuls of cut flowers

and each package was rigorously inspected lest one of the flowers had

a root by which it could perpetuate itself in this country. The cus

toms officers, alive to their duties, took away the plan's. So flowers

are classed with whiskey! I could have wept! For they were taking
away the whiskey, too.

THE current change in the style of landscaping is one of themost interesting that garden lovers could wish to see. The
pendulum that once rested on bedding plants has swung to the

opposite extreme. We are now going through the throes of Naturalitis.

Speak to a landscape architect about flower borders and he will counter
with massed evergreen plantings. It seems that color in the garden is
now considered rather a plaything for sentimental women. W ild

gardening and massed shrubljery and tree-moving are the present-day
passions of landscaping.
One cannot but sympathize with the endeavors of our land-

scapists. They hope to make a new heaven of these United States
and a new earth— and they will do it eventually. They can see a
place as a whole, they can, by very simple changes, give a property
unity of design and unusual interest. To them is greatly due the
honor for making America a country of beautiful gardens, which it is

becoming, our English cousins to the contrary. They are also teaching
us to appreciate our own native shrubs. But— and here I set down
both feet—I think it a great mistake to run to extremes in garden
design. Wild gardening and massed shrubljery can be overdone, can
be out of place, can be as vicious in their way as ever the old-fashioned

bedding was in its. When fads run to an extreme there is inevitably
a reaction, and there will be an eventual reaction to this present style.
Spare us, O spare us the stiff beds of annuals! Spare us the iron

stag browsing in concentric circles of anemic pink and baby blue
asters! Spare us the carpet bedding of lawns with red salvia and
lavender ageratum ! But let us have gardens where a sense of balance
and fitness are observed, where wild gardening will find a place be
cause it is logical and the site demands it

,

where shrubbery will be
used with fastidious reserve, where the herbaceous border will cease
from troubling and the annuals be at rest!

VERY gardener, however hardened, feels the temptation of these
changing styles. He also finds an almost irresistible lure in
the pages of "novelties" that illumine our seed and plant catalogs

each year. His principle in life is that he is always willing to try a

thing once. Having tried it
,

he is quite ready to put it in the class of
forgotten flowers and fruits, if it does not prove up to expectations.
The trouble, of course, lies in the fact that we all cast our garden

expectations too high, and for this the writers of seed catalogs are
very much to blame. They seem to have inherited from the press
agent of the circus the gift for superlative and glowing descriptions.
Harken to this seductive rhapsody on a new cucuml>er: "It is dark-
skinned, very handsome in shape, most prolific, and of splendid flavor.

It has hardly any neck, but a nice sloping shoulder." What if the
hopeful gardener's cucumber grows with a squat neck and big shoulder!
Under such circumstances he most certainly would want to forget it!

Designedfor a gardenfoun
tain decoration, this group
by Willard Dryden Paddock

is convenientlyelastic,as the
figures can be arranged in
many ways. The two little
figuresat the baseare play
ing with fish which are the
outlets for the fountain



THE GARDEN CORNER OF REPOSE

Let the reposeful corners of the garden be
shut away from the world. If there be
any breaking of that silence,let it be with
such music as Nature makes—the trickle
and flash of water, the sweep of giant
limbs in the breeze, the conversation and
songs of birds. This corner of repose is

in the garden of Clement Studebaker, Jr.,
at Rye Beach, N. H. Large elms form the
background, with evergreens and dog
woods. The lower growth is of rhododen
drons and dwarf evergreens. This spot is
a scant three hundred feet from the ocean.
Ralph M. Weinrichler, landscape architect
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THE CHILD I N THE ATTIC
A Fantastic Needlework World Created by a Little Girl of Long
Ago Who Set an Example for Future Generations of Children

WEYMER MILLS

THE house
—a dreaming,

ancient crone of a house
— isneartheKingsHigh-

way behind a high red brick

wall. About the worn door step

and blurred windows that have

the look of watching eyes—-old

eyes, understanding and mus

ingly wistful —gaunt lilac
bushes stretch forth brandies

as if longing to touch the
passerby. The homely place
so mellowed and worn by the

sun and rain of a century, so

drowsy with bees and winds

tamed by great boxwood
hedges, seems always half
asleep, and yet questioning of

sleep. The house like all old
dwellings that have lived on un

changed has a ghostly quality
—a soft fragrance. One knows
that gentle shades come back

to it. Some had loved it so

much in life that they are a
part of its being, its very heart.

Eliza Fernie is one of these.
Up in the attic, its jumbled
cobwebby head confused with

the dust of a procession of gen
erations, we found her. In a
cowskin box with the label

'Twyfoot' was tangible proof of

her one-time sublunary exist

ence. There under the must of

lavender and decimated cam

phor lav a bundle of her quaint
child dreams.

Oh, Eliza, in all the wide
realm of child stitchery no

other girl of eight can match
the fairy wisdom of the little
brain that drove your creative

scissors and needle! Other

quaint beings may have been

more industrious with their

thousands of minute eye-blind

ing stitches, but none of them

In the attic of the housethat seemsalways half asleepwe find such wonderful
things as this 1825doll with her watchfid eyes; eyes that have seen many
generationscome and go. The little house beside her is as demure as she,

and the sampler gives the best advice

can reach frail hands to your
thought. I see you over the
years in your trim brown na

bob of East Indian mull, sit
ting in your grandma's big

stuffed chair, and munching

one of the stern old lady's pep

permint drops, I hope, as you
fashioned a world of your own
—a delightful world where no
body could find you! They
might say, "La, look at what
the chit has done!" But they

did not really guess or know.

. . . How few of us ever know
those secret places where the

fresh thought takes root and

flowers. Eliza's was a fair
country where there were no

sorrows — a panacea for the
hours of forced industry, the

standings in corners, the Fools'

Caps, the wearinesses that ma

turity once thought seemly for

the budding female, the old-

fashioned method of bending

the twig.
The story of child needle-
craft in the 18th Century and

the beginning of the 19th

would fill many volumes. Girls
and often boys began their first

sampler at the age of six.

Bible precepts enshrouded each

small cradle. A needle and
thread was the very emblem of

girlhood. Industry was the

first golden rule, and the off

spring of the virtuous knew it
perhaps over well. I never
touch an old sampler that

shows weeks and months of

patient toil by sun and_candle

light without feeling the pathos
of it. Each one has been wet

by hot blinding tears at some

moment of its fashioning. Sky
lark chases, waiting hoops,
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dolls longing for fine madam fal
lals, pets wanting cosseting. Small
wonder there were rebellions. And
yet, the stitches went on—cross-
stitches, interlacing, plaiting,
scroll work, applique work, stump
work, raised work, small stitch

and large stitch. One cannot even

visualize the multitudes of mock

flowers, the euphuistic affecta

tions, the strange fruits, the

known and unknown animals, the

calls on the Deity, the bits from

Psalms, the unrhymed and mis

spelled poems— the wonderful
medley of youth—all that it was
taught and all that it tried to

teach. We hear its lisp and see
its pious grimace.
Eliza Fernie's bundle of crea
tion at the age of eight shows a

futuristic tendency nearly a cen

tury before the arrival of the cult.

One wonders if her precocity made
her languish and pause forever un

der a weeping willow tree at nine,
or if she lives on today in some
Chelsea or Montmartre studio.

From the number of hearts in her
embroidery she evidently was of

an ardent sentimentality. I think
she might be the adopted child of
a nice old lady like Miss Matty
of Cranford. One feels she was
almost always happy, although
she lived in a ram-rody age. Her
fancies, which she cut out of bits
of silk and chintz and then em
broidered, are from the depths of
her first realization. Her mates
at the Dames School, with the aid
of the dames' dash of fine learning might be
led off on excursions with the Chinese phoenix
and the chaotic Orient, but Eliza was quite
satisfied with a robin red-breast. Houses,

mothers and children, brides and bridegrooms,
ladies taking the air, cows, rabbits, horses and

above everything, clocks, made the theater of

her emotions. Father Time himself must have

loved her, for she evidently feared any wanton

misuse of him. In the shadowy hall near the
tall clock that came from York by frigate in

Queen Anne's day one places her little flitting
shadow. She ran to and fro bobbing curtseys
to the hours.

Quaint
middle,

beings, giant butterflies, hearts, double and single, and in the
a clock, are here cut out in silk or chintz, and carefully embroi
dered on the satin by the quaintest of childish hands

Surely no other girl of eight could match
the magic stitchery that appearedin this

rural family picture

She played, perhaps, at battle

dore and shuttlecock to take the

cramps out of her small fingers
and the chill from the end of her
small nose. She hated the back

board, which was to make her

straight, and the spinet, which

was to make her accomplished.
She speculated upon the possibil

ity of her ever attaining the up

right and unbending spine of Aunt
Mathilda, or the delicate preci
sion of Aunt Maria's touch upon
the keyboard, and very likely she
did not aspire toward either per
fection in the dreamy recesses of
her demure, fanciful little heart,
whose corners were completely
and comfortably hidden away
from her sedate elders.

Discipline of deportment and
lesson-book were hers. Fine writ
ing as well as fine stitching had
to be acquired. Old-fashioned

drilling made for model manners
and docility of character, and the

simple families of the past were
more easily managed than the

single child of the present. One
asks oneself whether sampler and

embroidery did not train eye and
hand, attention and temper, in

ways that were quite as valuable
to the disposition as are the kin
dergarten pursuits of more modern
times? Was it of no advantage
in after life that children were
taught to obey rather than coaxed
to employ themselves?
In examining this newly dis
covered record of the industrious

child mind of yesterday one wonders if the
children of today would profit by one of her
forgotten needles and the threads of sweet wis
dom—self-restraint, the joy of accomplishment
—the making of an early friendship with
quietude and not calling to the moon, the moon
that is always a little out of reach. Oh, Eliza,
one imagines you looking out at the Kings
Highway, just as the old windows of your one
time dwelling place look out on the same scene
today. Did you forget the awakening dreams
of one frail year in the road winding away, or
do you haunt the place with the budding lilacs,
the spirit of a fanciful child?

Eliza Fernie, the maker of all this, must have loved beasts,birds and trees almost as much as she loved human beings and (probably)
hated the discipline which forced such industry when she was longing to play with her pets, nurse her doll or roll her hoop along the

box-hedgedpaths of the dreamy old place she lived in
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The openingsceneis a Greek pastoral eject and may be depictedby even such a simple device as a shepherdlad driving his sheepacross
the lawn before the shrubbery background of the garden spot

A N AFTERNOON I N A R C A D Y
A Pastoral Play to be Given by a Garden Club in a Garden

on a Sunny Summer Afternoon

CLARENCE STRATTON

ALL of the elevenroles may be per
formed by women.

If fewer than eleven per
formers are available, the

number may be reduced

by doubling, as follows:

Aphrodite and Myrrha ;
Youth and Clinias; Ares
and Cleon; while the two

soldiers may be reduced to

one. When the roles are

taken by men and women

the same doublings may

be assigned. Timon, per

haps, should always be

played by a girl.
The number in the
groups may be varied

widely. If few jjersons
are used, change of cos

tumes will provide for all
differences. If men dan
cers are difficult to secure

to attend Ares, a group of Amazons will serve.
The processions should suggest the beauty
of Greek friezes; the dances, the grace and

vivacity of decorations on antique urns. Their
number and length depend entirely on the

length of time desired for the performance.

While lighting changes add to the effect,

they are not absolutely necessary. The imagi
nation of any audience will follow the acting
and speech of the performers. The play may
be produced under the clear light of a summer

afternoon.

Nearly every director will be able to choose
appropriate music, but the following sugges

tions may be helpful. For the processions:
War March of the Priests from Athalia by
Mendelssohn, Spirit of Independence by Holz-
mann. For the warrior dance: Marche-Mili-
taire, Schubert, Opus 5, No. 1.

For dances: Intermezzo from Naila, Delibes.
Forest Spirits by Chalif. Stephanie Gavotte
by A. Czikucka. Voglein by Grieg.
The characters of the play are:
Agathon, an old man

Timon, a boy

1Soldiers attending
f Cleon

Melitta

Aphrodite
A Youth
Ares

Clinias
Cleon

Meton

Jason
Myrrha, mother of Melitta ;

villagers; shepherds; shep

herdesses; nymphs ; war

riors or amazons.

The pleasant open space,

bordered by shrubbery and

trees, and marked here and

there by a fallen log or a

tree stump or a cluster of
bushes, remains bare for a.
short time; then there ap

pear a few animated, chat

tering youths and maidens,

and older villagers in
groups, who cross from one

side to the other, disappearing among the trees

in the distance. Some of them are shepherds
and shepherdesses preceded by a few sheep or

followed by dogs. One leads a donkey, laden-
with faggots for the hearth. After these vari
ous groups have passed, there is a slight in
terval; then- there hobbles into view a wrinkled
old man. From the way he ambles along it is
plain that he would rather lie down than go

off to the fields. He stops, shades his eyes
with his hand to gaze after the others, then
looks back to sec who is following. His face
lightens; his expression indicates that he has
a plan. He waits just an instant until Melitta,
a winsome young girl, and Timon, a slip of a
boy, stroll into view. She is finishing some

story which holds the lad entranced.

Melitta: He dared not gaze-
Upon the monster's face, but in his shield
He caught his horrible reflection; and struck.
Again —again; the creature gave a roar
Like bellowing thunder; smoke poured out
like blood;

He fell;—the brave young man had wonL
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In various parts of the country the pastoralplay basedon classicallines has becomequite popular for summer garden presentation. The
costumesare simple, inexpensiveand easy to make. Where chorus or crowds are not required the number neednot be as great as in this

scenefrom a recent rural performance

Agathon: Timon, my lad, come here.
Tim on (not heeding; to Melitta): And did
he win the maid to wife?

Agathon: Timon, give heed to me!
Timon : Did all end happily ?
Melitta: Of course; for that's the moral of
the tale;—
Be brave and true, and you will win the

prize.
Agathon (mocking her): Be brave and
true, and you will win the prize!
Stop filling up the young lad's brain with
tales

Of things which never happen now. Come
here.

Go hurry after those who're at the stream,

Tell them to cross, and go beyond the crest
Of the hill on th' other side. There is a

pasture
For the afternoon. I'll
join them when I've

slept.
Be off. (Timon hur
ries away. Agathon

turns to Melitta.)
Why will you fill the

youngsters' minds

With tales of those old
things which come no

more?

They're dead and gone.

Each day the world

grows stale.

Weaklings and senti

mental fools possess

it now.

But in my time— (he
sighs over the change.)

Melitta : You have
yourself to blame. For
it is you

Who thrills my mind

with all those glorious tales

You tell to me, when men were heroes, why,
They even fought the gods. And you—
Agathon (angrier and angrier at the decline

of the world) : Ay. That was long ago,
when men were men!

But now;— it makes me sick!
Melitta: Don't blame me for the tales I tell
the young,
For they are only what I hear from you—
Your wild adventures, travels, perils, love;
Your craft to outwit the other charioteers;
Prisoners you seized in foreign lands at war!
Agathon: And now, to think that I, a char
ioteer,

Should for my little food and shelter roam

About these hills and dales to find out pas
ture

For the sheep, and carry faggots for the
hearths

Before whose fires I tell my tales to get
An extra drink, or crust of new-baked
bread !

Melitta: Come, come! The story of the
chariot race!

Agathon: You know it all.
Melitta: That day you raced for more than
gold.

Agathon: That's true. I drove for just one
woman in the crowd.

Melitta: She was afraid to turn to you—
Agathon : Because her father just before he
died

Had pledged her to the bully of the stables;
And she was timid—
Melitta (drawing him on): But you were

brave for both.
Agathon : She would not
let me stick a knife be

tween

His well-kept ribs. But
I did for him at last !

Melitta: And in the
races where she saw

your triumph.
Agathon (more interest

ed) : And fairly, too.

The fault was his alone.
Melitta (as he pauses) :
At the last turning, just
as you—
Agathon (He will let no
one else tell his story) :
Had brought
My horses up beside his
shoulder, so

He saw that I was on
the inside, had
The right of way— for
(Continued on page 86)
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At one terminus of the axis line on
the upper terrace are composition
jars groupedwith flowers againstan
immediatebackgroundof arborvitae.
The break in levelsis further marked
by brick steps with stepping stones
beyond. A striking sky-line hasbeen
achieved by removing the lower
branchesfrom the trees, thus open
ing up the view and retaining the
tufted,leafy crownsagainsttheclouds

THE HOME OFCLEMENT
STUDEBAKER, Jr.

RYE BEACH, N. H.

RALPH M. WELNRICHTER
LandscapeArchitect

EDWARD B. GREEN & SONS
Architects

A reverseof the
view in the up
per corner of this
page shows the
steps leading up
from the lower
garden to the
grass terraceand
the broadportico
of the housegiv
ing upon it

The lower gar
denfrom the ter
race. The ever
green hedge on
the right will
grow to 4' and
give added pri
vacy. Here, too,
are perennials
and annuals .
Evergreenshrubs
arc on the oppo
site bar.k
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From the ocean side
the ^propertygives a
feeling of spreading,
comfortable easeand
hospitality. The fore
ground boundary is a
rough stone wall
which serves to
deaden the sound of
motors passing along
the highway and pro
vides a low trellis for
climbing roses along
its inner side

The garden three
monthsafter planting.
Its well established
appearance has been
greatly helped by the
shrubs on either side
of the brick walk and
the tubbed hydran
geas in the middle
distance. The prop
erly is fortunate in
having an abundance
of large trees which
neededonly trimming
to fit them into the
general scheme
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Collecting while for this bedroom began -with the
fragile old lace shawl that hangs above the white and
gold Louis XVI bed with the terminal swans holding
the shawl in their beaks. The walls, ceiling and
woodwork are yellow-pink, the undercurtains a thin
pineapple tissue of cream while and the draperies

silvery gauze

When one specializeson a color and adopts it as her
favorite, its presencein a room would seemto dominate
all others. In this room the rug has white stars that
greatly outshine—to the owner—the violet and pink
rose in the medallion of the rug. The Louis XVI
over-mantel panel was originally white

A combination of
real white satin
curtainsand painted
curtains has been
used in this bath
room. The arm
chair is painted
white and covered
in white silk plaided
in dark and light

blue

In the room with
the white Italian
four-poster I h e
white satin curtains
are simply made
and finished with
pleated ruffles. The
while satin is hung
over the pink taf
feta, giving a warm

light
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COLLECTING OLD WHITE FOR DECORATION
In China or Furniture, Paintings or Curtains, the Ivory of Age

Lends a Fascination to the Modern Room

RUBY ROSS GOODNOW

A LOVE of old white things seemsto be as old as romance, for on an

ancient ivory- coffret of the early 11th

Century one finds this quaint and loving
inscription: "It is more beautiful than
a casket adorned with diamonds. It
serves to contain spices, musk, camphor,
and ambergris. There is nothing for me

so admirable as the sight of it. It in
spires me with a constancy to support
the troubles of my house." What a com

forting discovery for one who covets old
white things, and bewails her hunger for
these admirable objects!
I can't remember how I began to col
lect old white things— I think by dream
ing over unattainable white treasures of
other people, for certainly my first loves

were priceless things like old Chinese

porcelains, and ivories, and pearl-broi-

ln using white, it should be disposed
about a room sparingly lest its value
be lost by too great repetition. In
this living room corner the desired
effect is obtained by the small white
objects set at distances apart

dered satins, and Whistler paintings.
And when once your eye is trained to

the appreciation of a special quality, that

quality becomes the outstanding thing in

any composition. An old yellow silk-
hung chamber where a great white lac

quered bed held the place of honor, like
a fine lady in a fine room, always seemed

to me the room of the white bed, rather

than the room of the yellow silk. My
Aubusson carpet—a delicate pale colored
thing, its mauve field irregularly spotted
with white stars, its great circular white

medallion holding a violet and pink vase
—seems to me not the rug of the vase,
but the rug of the white stars. One sees

what one likes to see in objects of art, and

perhaps some of my choicest white loves

might be to you anything but white.

(Continued on page 82)

{Below) A white bedroombuilt around
an old Italian four-poster has fascin
ating touches of while—lyre fixtures
strung with pearls instead of crystals,
while satin curtains at the windows
hung over deeppeach-pink taffeta

Ilartlng
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A red brick wall lacedwith ivy
forms an excellentcolor back
ground for a planting of glad
ioli in cream, pale buff and

■whileshades

THE journey from Nile
Land,

Lower Guinea and Mozam

bique to Indiana is long, and

the descent from Mt. Kenia to Ips
wich a sharp one, but such changes

of habitat for the adaptable gladio

lus, whose parents hail from Abys
sinia and the South Coast of Africa
as well as from Asia, are of no con

sequence. It will make itself at
home in a Chicago vacant lot with
the same ease with which it deco
rates a Newport garden, and no more

obliging flower accepts our neglect

or rewards our trouble than the gla

diolus; moreover, none spreads out

a gayer or more varied palette for

the gardener's choice. On it he may
find strong, bright hues or subtle,

delicate shades to complete any color

combination he is striving to create,

for there are gladioli to companion

any flower that blooms—that is, that
blooms after the middle of June.
It is about six weeks from the date
when the bulbs are set out to the

time they flower, and by planting
them at intervals as soon as the frost

is out of the ground until the first of

July, their correct appearance can be
regulated. They are for this reason

the very best of fillers-in, or of emer

gency crops. Nothing hides better

THE GLADIOLUS, A SUPER-
FLOWER FROM AFRICA

RUTH DEAN

Gladioli are admirably adapted
to border planting along walks.
Here they are combined with
the showy heads of Sedum

spectabile

than the gladiolus the midsummer

raggedness of peonies or lupines or
for that matter of almost any peren
nial which has bloomed valiantly in
the early summer, and needs a period
of recuperation before it begins to
spruce up again in the fall. A few
bulbs slipped in around these peren
nials while they still look well, will
come up and bloom about the time
the latter begin to be fringy, and
because the gladiolus is tall and

straight and has few leaves, it does
not take up enough space to hinder
the growth of the perennials.
Before planting gladioli in this

way, one must look over one's plans
and recall what is to be blooming in

the garden at the time the bulbs come
into flower, and choose varieties ac

cordingly. If the garden will be
running to rosy pinks and purples,
as so often happens with midsummer

borders, then the flame-colored, red,

deep salmon and orange gladioli
must be avoided. The soft pinks of
America, Glory of Holland and Pa
nama are safe; in fact, these three

with the dark purple of Baron Hulot
as an accent are a fine pinky com

bination, with no yellow or red tinge
to disturb the peace of a rose and

{Continued on page 70)
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIOR

When a -windowor a group of windows is madea
feature it should be carefully curtained. Espe
cially is this advisablewhen the windows form a
bay and both the light and the view must be con
sidered. The charm of this bay window depends
upon the net glasscurtains,which soften the light
and reducethe prominenceof the frames, and the

glazed chintz of terra cotta, black and green on
buff which gives color to the ensemble. The fur
niture is Sheraton. Walls are painted Italian
yellow and the woodwork Venetianred. This and
the four other views in the Portfolio are in the
home of Mrs. S. R. Hollander, Hartsdale, N. Y.
"Au Quatrieme", John Wanamaker, decorator
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In the drawing room the
wallsandwoodwork are blue
green, with hangings and
some pieces upholstered in
old blue damaskwith a gold
thread run through. Other
chairs are old Venetian
painted blue and gold and
coveredwith gold satin. The
lamps have powder blue
and Chinese red baseswith
shadesof red and gold

It is not easy to create the
sense of balance and for
mality in a small hallway.
Here they are given by box
ing in the radiators with
Italian cabinets. The walls
and woodwork are cream.
Against these hang curtains
of tele de nigre satin edged
with vari- colore d wool
fringe. Old Venetian por
traits decoratethe walls
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Against walls and woodwork
of a faded terra colla color
has been placed the dining
room furniture— reproduc
tion of 18thCentury Italian
designs in green and gold
covered with ashesof roses
and gold damask. The side
board glassis blue. Oriental
rugs in pastel colors are
used in this room and all
over the house
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OIL JARS AS GARDEN ORNAMENTS
Their Romantic Origin and Ancient Garden Use Make Them Adaptable

to the Modern Landscape Picture

E. ARMITAGE McCANN

THE
most famous oil

jars are perhaps those

of the Arabian Nights

entertainment, in which the

forty thieves were hidden

and duly killed with boil

ing oil by Morgani; or the
widow's cruse, which Elija
caused to fail not, in the
time of drought and famine.

But when one thinks of

oil jars, the vision of an old
formal Roman garden first

comes to one's mind—angu
larly divided by low, square
hedges with the loggia or

summerhouse, a fountain
for coolness, and a tree or

two for shade. The oil jar,
point in the ground, con
tains a choice plant, or is

raised to show the beauty
of its line. It is natural
that one should find many
of them in Italy, as, until
recently, they were in
daily use for the storage of oils and wines.

Pottery is, of course, one of the prehistoric
arts, most likely the first, but as far as we
know the Egyptians were the earliest people
to use glaze and so make vessels suitable for

containing oil or other liquids. They made
them both plain and decorated with brilliant
glazes glowing with iridescent color.
Oil jars were much used by the Greeks, and
some of the best and earliest examples we
have were found in Crete, which is a

In the gardin of G.
S. Van Gilder at
Knoxville, Tenn., a
tall pottery jar stands
at eachend of the lily

pool

productive olive oil country.
The Roman jars, though
best known, because they

are more numerous, were

much inferior to the Greek

and were largely imitations

of metal work. They were
called Doliums and were

made on a wheel, or built

on a frame, if very large.
The art of making them
beautifully was lost from

the fall of the Roman Em
pire until the 12th Century.

It is the Persian crafts
men of the 10th and 11th

Centuries who have given

us our finest examples; as

in the other arts, they were

preeminent. They were
masters of decorative design

and color and possessed a

sense of the forms proper

to clay, so that they made

true clay shapes and not

imitations of metal work.

Nowadays when beauty of form and line

is being increasingly recognised and appreci

ated, we are using original designed jars or

reproductions of older ones from our museums,

for decorating our gardens and houses. They

are placed in positions where their flowing

lines will serve to relieve a monotony of plane
surfaces and angles, where their cool colors,

standing out against a dark background of

verdure or glowing or soft color, will give

(Continued on page 66)

The curves of these
jars afford a pleasant
relief to the straight
lines of the pool's rim
and the precision of
the lattice

Among the gardenstat
uary that Paul Manship
designed for Charles
Schwab'sgardenat Lo-
retto, Pa., is an oil jar
executed in a- pewter
like material

Copied from an ancient
Egyptian alabaster jar
is this reproduction.
Courtesy of Galloway
Terra Cotta Company

Oil jars, empty or with
flo.wers,are most effec
tive when placedas ac
cents on terrace walks
or tomarkgarden stebs
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As it is the official residenceof a collegewith 2,000students
this new homeoj PresidentNeilson is designedfor entertain
menton the first floor with a guestroom quite separatefrom
the family's living quarters,which are on the secondfloor

THE HOME of the PRESIDENT
OF SMITH COLLEGE
Northampton, Mass.

JOHN W. AMES, Architect. LOUISE D. P. LEE, Decorator

The rear facade
is a meritorious
pieceof design
ing, with its
shallow bay
windows and
portico sup
ported by tall
columns, and
its wrought
iron balcony

The house
stands on the
top of a little
hill and com
mands a view
of the wide
stretchesof the
Connecticut. A
formal entrance
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DECORATIVE TILES INSIDE AND OUT THE HOUSE
The Banal and Hideous Products of a Previous Generation Have

Been Supplanted by Really Beautiful Creations

HANNA TACHAU

IN the dark era of ugliness from whichwe have just emerged, so many materials,
both decorative and utilitarian, were mis

conceived and misapplied that to our own

age has fallen the privilege of reviving and

bringing back to recognition some of the arts
which were known and utilized so gloriously
in the past. During the discouraging period
of yellow oak and commer

cial stained glass, many of

us received our conception
of tiles from the hard,

highly glazed products that
wreremanufactured in those
days, whose sole claim to

recognition was their hy
gienic qualities which rele

gated them to the bathroom
and kitchen.

But we are now begin
ning to realize the infinite

possibilities of tiles when
they are used distinctly as a

decorative factor in the
home, and as our under

standing of and delight in
color and texture grow, we
will more fully appreciate
this plastic material.

Tile Making Progress

In the last thirty years or
so, America has been pro
ducing tiles that give the
craftsman scope for perma
nent artistic expression, and
also make it possible for
these delightful bits of pot
tery to lend themselves to a
more imaginative and deco
rative treatment. Formerly,
what is known as "dry
press tile"— those pressed
from a die by machine—
were manufactured for utili
tarian purposes, and, as in
all machine-made products,
their surface is both hard
and unsympathetic; but the

plastic tile allows the crafts
man freely to model his de

sign in the clay, and tiles
emanating from these hand

made moulds possess unique
individuality and charm.
The Grueby Pottery Com
pany was perhaps the first
in this country to attempt to
design tiles that would re

deem their rather negligible

reputation and place them

once more in the acknowl
edged position they once

occupied. The soft dull finish, so velvety in
texture, was accomplished by firing, which was

a distinct departure from methods hitherto

employed, and the modeling then, as now, was

done by hand. But it is to the scientific ex
periments of Mr. Henry Mercer, archaeologist,
anthropologist, traveler, explorer, curator of

American and prehistoric archaeology at the

A gardenwall entirely constructedof glazed tile would be undesirable,but when tile
is mixed with other mediumsit producesa charming effectout-of-doors. The rough
stone of this garden wall is relieved by the tile insert of the swan and other parts

of the fountain

University of Pennsylvania, who afterwards

became a master potter, that we owe our first

real revival in tile making. When gathering

together a collection of apparatus used by the

early Pennsylvania German potters for the

Bucks County Historic Society, he became

keenly interested in resuscitating their beauti

ful but lost art and in the process of experi
mentation, in which Mr.
Mercer himself learned to

master the potter's craft, he

determined to carry out his
tests in his own potteries.
He soon found that the na

tive red clay, too soft for
making clay household
utensils, was splendidly
adapted for tile making,
and he felt that, with the

restoration of open fire

places in the home, there
was a growing need for or

namental tiles rich in color

and interesting in design
and texture.

Realism and Beauty

Though he introduces hu

man figures and objects as

sociated with human life,
and often tells a story or
traces the progress of a life
of a people, as is depicted
in the pavement of the

Pennsylvania State Capitol,
Mr. Mercer always creates
his effects by presenting the

decorative scheme as a

whole, the details becoming
but a part of the ceramic

tracer}'; and when one looks

more closely, one finds not

realistic presentations of
people and things, but sug

gestive forms that are es

sentially decorative in char
acter. Thus, when the

individual units of design
are placed in their setting of

concrete, the effect is like
the scintillating brocade pat
terns in ancient tiles, yet
with a freer play of light.
The Rookwood Potteries,

so well known in the ar

tistic world for their unique
and beautiful departures in
ceramics, have also de
voted their energies to the

production of tiles that are

perhaps more delightful in

design than varied in tex
ture, but their colors, rich in
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The textureand color oj tiles in a corridor leading
to this garden loggia mark a transition between
the more sombre tones of the house and the
greeneryof the out-of-doors. Their shape gives
a pleasant diversity of design to the floor

Tiles used in conjunction with
marble have given this hallway floor
a relief of color and form that tile
alone or marblealone would scarcely
have given. Such a floor affords a
contrast with plain plaster walls, the
proper environment for tiles

yellows, browns and reds, take theii
quality from the clay which is entirely
American, coming mostly from the Ohio
Valley. California contributes the
Batchelder tiles that are equally persua
sive whether glazed or unglazed, and
The American Encaustic Tile Co. is
showing designs that bring fresh hope
of what this country is capable of pro
ducing if given the proper opportunity
and stimulation. Many of these de
signs are inspired from old patterns,
adapted to the more modern demands.

(Continued on page 84)

In both their native land and in
Spain the Moors used tiles exten
sively for garden enrichment. They
are high in color and intricate of
design. While it is not advisable to
use them too extensivelyin Ameri
can gardens,they have a place that
no other decorationcan fill
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THE NICHE IN THE SCHEME OF DECORATION
It Is An Architectural Detail That Can Be Used for the Enrichment

of the House Both Inside and Out

PAUL HOLLINS

THE decorative value of theniche has been appreciated
ever since the time of the Romans.

Architects have used it in every po
sition and in almost every type of

building. The niche has its place
both in public and in domestic
architecture; it can be used on the

exterior of a building or within it;

it is as effective in a church as in a
private house. The domed top and
concave back satisfy the eye with

their rich yet simple forms, what

ever may be the size of the niche or

wherever it may be introduced into
the architectural scheme. Its value
lies, of course, in the relief it gives
to a blank wall or facade. It cre
ates a pocket for shadows and af

fords the sense of a desirable third
dimension.

The accompanying photographs
illustrate the felicitous employment
of various types of niches within

the house. The one exception shows
the use of niches in what is neither
the interior nor the exterior— in the
area-way of a town house, where

the deep, narrow ravine of an area
with a forlorn outlook has been
transformed into a sunken passage
way of unusual architectural beauty.

In New York houses of the old
brownstone era the tall, shallow

stairs niche was quite common.

Originally designed to hold a piece
of statuary and to give the expanse
of the stairs wall some dignified
relief, it is now rather scorned as

belonging to a dark age of archi

tecture. For a matter of fact, this
stairs niche is a pleasant detail.

The interior can be gilded or sil
vered, throwing a spot of light into

the darkness of the hall. If a
piece of statuary or a vase in color
to harmonize with such a back

ground is placed in this stairs

niche an interesting and unusual

effect is given.
The corner niche that serves for

a china closet is quite common in

our early houses and in their mod

ern reproductions. It is a classical
detail and, as in all classical ex
pressions, great care should be

taken to have the details refined—
the scale in proportion and the
decorative elements of a fitting

delicacy. Otherwise a niche of

this sort will dominate the room
and be inharmonious.

Of the details used in these
niches the shell top is the most

Of all unpromising subjects
an area in a city house is
surely one of the most seem
ingly hopeless. This forlorn
spot was transformed into a
passageof unusual merit by
niches adorned with vaseson
pedestals. Sir Edwin Lutyens,

architect

(Left) Into the middle of a
row of cupboards in a store
room was introduced this
niche for china. The doors
on each side are decorated
and the back of the niche
is left uncovered,giving it a
greater sense of depth

(Right) The tall, shallow
stairs niche is quite common
in houses built around 1870.
Although we are apt to scorn

it
,

this type has decideddeco
rative value when it is filled
with a piece o

f statuary or an
unusual vase
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popular. It can be either plain
or elaborate according to the
style of the room. In this type
especially is refinement of detail
requisite.
An example of such refine
ment of detail is found in the
niche designed by Leoni in 1720
for an English drawing room.
It is a remarkable specimen of
18th Century work set in a per
fectly designed classical envi
ronment. The plaster moldings
and ornaments all serve to set
off the curved recess and its
beautiful shell-patterned dome.
The uses to which niches can
be put are various. They should
not as a rule be left empty; a
niche is meant to accommodate
something. Statues have their
place, especially in exterior
niches.

Interior niches may be treated
in several different ways. One
sees examples of niches contain
ing clocks or a single tall china
jar, which correspond to the tra
ditional statue. Many people
prefer to fit their niches with
shelves, sometimes even with a
glazed door, and to fill them
with a collection of rare china
or glass. One such niche has
been very effective used in a liv
ing room where the interior of
the niche was painted Chinese
Vermillion to give background to

49

an unusual small collection of
green Chinese ceramics.
In many dining rooms it
serves naturally as a china
closet, a pair of niche cupboards
in opposite corners giving a
pleasant balance to the room.
Some niches are extremely
difficult to fill adequately with
anything but a statue. The
difficulty is, of course, to find
your statue. Modern marbles
are not always satisfactory, and
in their stead one might pick up
occasionally at sales of antiques
pleasant examples of 17th or
ISth Century stone work. Un
fortunately most of such work
is better fitted for out of doors,
in the garden, or in exterior
niches. Bronze statuary, where
price is not a problem, can find
B fitting background in a niche.
For ordinary occasions, however,
one must fall back on the big
china vase or jar. If it has no
especial merit as a ceramic, the
jar may be kept filled widi flow
ers and with dried grasses in
winter. No especial rule can be
laid down for the treatment of
the niche save that it be
given sufficient architectural
prominence in a room, neither
overshadowed by other details
nor so predominating in the
room as to detract from other
decorative details.

The shell-patterneddome is an ancient enrichment
of the niche and it and its variations are often
found m modern ■work. This example is in anEnglish drawing room and was designed in 1720

by Leoni

The successor failure of any niche de
pends upon the refinementof its detail.
Too much ornament or too little will
spoil it. Flower swags ornament this
niche sketched6v Katherine G. Hart-
shorne of the New York School of

Fine & Applied Arts

Applying the niche design to a
corner cupboard was a favorite
device in early American houses
and is properly reproducedtoday.
It is usually built of wood and
fitted with shelvesfor china

To relieve the wall in a paneled room
one might introduce a niche. In a
drawing room the shelvescould hold a
collection of rare china or jade and
Chinese crystal. From a design by D
Satels of the New York School of Fine& Applied Arts
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THE PAST AND PRESENT USE OF MIRRORS
So Obvious Are These Worthwhile Reflections that We Often Do Not

Appreciate Their Value in Decoration

MARY H. NORTHEND

THERE
is fashion in mirrors just as

there is in furniture. Five centuries

ago they came into vogue, and they have

remained distinctive in style ever since. So

important a feature have they proved that

the greatest designers of all times, realizing
their worth, have given much thought to

evolving odd shapes and unusual frames.

The latter range from plain wooden ones to

gilt filigree, and from picture designs to

Chinese representations done in color with

black lacquer frames.

It is the evolution of the mirror that has
given to the designer of the present day a

varied groundwork upon which to elaborate,

and although we realize that they have

sometimes been changed to conform to mod

ern requirements, yet underneath each and

every motif one is able to discover some

trace of the old-time art.

We are often tempted in furnishing our

homes to turn to the odd types of the present

time, but we do not by any means neglect

the old Colonial looking-glasses that were

so popular in great-grandmother's day, for

we know that the master craftsmen of yes

terday have never been superseded in their

art. Fortunate is he who has treasured,

possibly tucked away under

the eaves, one of these genu-

ine antiques, for even

though it may have become

defaced with time and hard

usage it can be restored to

its original beauty through

the use of a good wood pol

ish and a coat of paint or

gilt. And there is a fasci

nation, not only to the anti

quarian but to the modern

enthusiast, in the tracing of

the ancestry of many of
these old mirrors which
have been connected with

history and are surrounded

with a wealth of interest

ing legendary lore.

Early Types

The first looking-glasses,
which were of Venetian ori

gin, were simple panels of

glass used as inserts in the
wall. Today we frequently

discover in the large plain

sheets of glass which orna

ment our chimney breasts,

framed only by a panel, the

same thought, enlarged
upon to give life and char
acter to our rooms.

Not all these chimney
breast mirrors are plain in

surface. Rather are they

Unusual reflections are given this hallway by the
octagonalmirror and its perspectivemirror frame

broken into small panes and ornamented
with tiny gilt rosettes, and they generally
top an elaborately carved mantel, often
decorated at either end by pictorial flower
themes or polychrome ornamentation. This
type of mantel glass can be produced by-
utilizing old mirrors that have long lain
dust-covered under the eaves, for the deco
rator of today has discovered the art of cut
ting out the unbroken places to fit them into
mirrors such as these. There is a historic

atmosphere surrounding a mantel glass of
this type, and it is in the employing of dis
carded bits kept only for sentiment's sake
that the modern housewife rejoices.
Mirrors, more than any other feature of
the house, lend themselves to the successful
working out of decorative schemes, produc
ing effects that add much to the interior
finish. Let us take for instance an apart
ment. Through the use of a mirror judi
ciously placed, reflections are made that
give to the small room an air of spacious
ness and depth, while to a dark, gloomy
room a touch of brightness is added. Pos
sibly in the latter case a beautiful vista of
an outdoor garden or a far-flung landscape
effect may be reflected in the mirror's sur

face. Just a bowl of flow
ers or a single rose right
ly placed will throw a glint
of color into the mirror sur
face that seems to light up
the whole interior.

Modern Uses

First aid to the toilet, as
in olden days, is no longer
the primary use of the mir

ror, and it is therefore not

imperative that it be placed
solely on the wall, over

hanging the dressing table.

Dashes of color lend en

vironment to any room, no
matter what its location,

and a mirror should be so

arranged that it will catch
some attractive object rather
than show a plain surface.

Sometimes the mirror
acts only as a foil to show
off an elaborately carved

frame or possibly a Dutch

picture introduced into the

upper panel.

Originally mirrors were
madeonly in small pieces.
Today these small-piece
mirrors are combined to
make a large grouping.
Rosettes mark the cor
ners. It is a French style
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For Colonial homeswhere early Ameri
can furniture predominates and space
permits the Constitution mirror makes,
with a chest, a charming hall group

Mirror frames are of the greatest impor
tance and should be carefully considered in
conjunction with the furnishing of a room.

Fortunately we have a great variety to

choose from, making it possible to secure

one suitable for almost any decorative

scheme. Not necessarily need the mirror
conform to the period of the room furnish

ing. It would be absurd to say that a
Colonial mirror should be used only with
that type of room, for there are many other

instances where it is most appropriate. This
is especially true of the Constitution mirror

which came into vogue just after the Revo

lution. This type is very popular for hall
decoration and fits admirably into panels,
but it needs underneath it a low piece of

furniture such as a handsomely carved Ital
ian chest or possibly a period chair. As

the frame is mahogany with gilt ornamen

tation, naturally a mirror such as this stands

out most prominently against a plain wall
surface, a figured paper detracting materially
from its charm, for, like a painting, it de

pends upon the background to individualize it.

The plain banded wooden frame of the first
era of mirror use is seldom found now, for it

lacks the ornamentation which is considered so

necessary at the present time. It is also prac
tically impossible to procure a frame of glass,

although crystal is often introduced into a

A Colonial mirror with an etchedglass panel above,
hung over a late American Empire console table,
comprisesa combinationthat is reminiscentof thepast

wooden frame to give it sparkle and life.
Brass, ebony, carved oak, olive and rosewood,

all of which have been fashionable for frame

design in the past, are still in use, the wooden
ones being much more effective when gilt or

painting in strong tones is employed.

Chinese motifs, which are occasionally

Plate glassmirrors set in a corner with
out frames above a draped and well
appointeddressingtable have both utili
tarian and esthetic advantages

found, are generally confined to the Queen
Anne period, and are finished with dark

backgrounds to bring out forcibly the vivid
colors of the paintings. We may consider
that we are introducing a new idea when

we design frames with polychrome orna

mentation or when we finish them in color
to harmonize with the color-note of a special
room, but we have only to go back to old

Italian pieces to realize that painted frames
are not a modern "innovation. Gilt and
colored lacquer mirror frames were also

popular in the Adam period.
When mirrors first came into existence
mirror glass was scarce, and this fact ac-
'
counts for the divisions found in the early
ones. Then, as glass became more plentiful,
large sheets cut into various forms and de

signs were used, although the small ones
still remained in favor.
As frames grew larger and more orna

mental in finish, small-sized mirrors were

much sought after, for space had to be
taken into consideration. This style is very
popular to-day and is used both in antiques
and reproductions. Considerable variety is to

be found in such mirrors, so they are avail
able for many situations.

There is only one place in the hall where
mirrors can be hung, and that is at one side

(Continued on page 70)
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NATIVE SHRUBS FOR AMERICAN HOMES
Some of the Sorts Which Are Especially

Adapted to Use in Effective Plantings

H. STUART ORTLOFF

IT is said that a prophet is without honorin his own country, and the lover of Na
ture can very easily apply this saying to our

lack of appreciation for native plant material.

We have been under the spell of the silver

tongue of the nurserymen's catalog for so long

a time that we have only just begun to realize

that many of the garden favorites of Europe
which we have admired and imported origi

nated in this country, although their value as

plant material was first realized by the nur

serymen of Belgium and Holland, who have

lined their pockets with snug fortunes which

by rights could and should have been in this
country and to the credit of our American

nurserymen. Now that the Government has
clapped on a strict quarantine in order to pre
vent the possible spread of plant disease which

might come in on imported stock, we have to

look around and take an inventory of what we

have at hand to beautify our gardens, and to

add new charm and interest.

The result must be somewhat of a surprise
to those of us who have depended so long on

the judgment of others and accepted as final

what the market offered, and who, conse

quently, had no idea that we have such a

wealth of beautiful things in our woods and
meadows. It is true that some have realized
and made use of the possibilities. Olmstead,

Senior, one of the fathers of American land

scape gardening, used the meanest and hum

blest of native shrubs and plants to plant large
masses of color and obtained his wonderful

compositions. It is the followers of this leader
who are striving to give to America a distinc

tive style of landscape gardening, the honestly
"naturalistic" style.

Both pink and
while dogwood
blossoms will
lighten the
plantings in
early spring be
fore the leaves
appear. These
two varieties
are native
American trees
well worth us
ing, especially
in informal ar
rangements

Where an evergreenbackground
with varied skyline is desired,na
tive cedars will prove excellent
material. They are perfectly
hardy and wind-resistant, and
hold their color well

Our gardens have Ix'come rather
monotonous ljecause we have been
content to use over and over again the
usual spirea, deutzia and syringa,
which the nurseries have been hand
ing out year after year, never varying
because the market never did. The
surest way to compete with and rec
tify such a condition is to bring be
fore the gardeners new materials, and

have them become thor
oughly conversant with
them. Then they will be
gin to demand these things
from the grower, and as his
business success depends
on public demand, he will
begin to grow and supply
us with these things. It is
possible to dig up many
native plants and bring
them home with a little
soil and care, but how
much more convenient it
is to purchase them from
the nursery and not di spoil
the beautiful native scen
ery of our hedgerows.
(Continued on page 68)

The
grow

moolh sumac
from i' to 5'

high and bears dense
pyramidal clusters of
flowers in June and
July. Its leaves turn
scarlet in autumn
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PLEASANT PLACES for the PRIVACY of GUESTS
Comfortable Corners Where Those Who Value Solitude Even in a Crowd

May Enjoy a Few Moments of Peace Apart

CAROLINE DUER

NO matter how much hostslove their guests, or guests
their hosts, there are mo

ments during every visit when to

be alone in some quiet place is
most refreshing to the minds of

both. Hosts can easily obtain se

clusion. The house and its habits
are theirs and they can disappear
with a suggestion of being, like

Eve, "on hospitable thoughts in

tent." But if the -guest disappears
for any length of time, and is
found shut up in his room, he is

likely to be considered ill, or dis
pleased, or simply bored by the

way he is or isn't entertained, and
the impression created may be un

fortunate. Of course modern man
ners are much easier than anything
calling itself manners used to be,but
even modern manners may demand
a more constant gathering of the

company as a whole than is entirely
agreeable to each member of it.
How pleasant, then, to be domi
ciled in a house where there are
certain corners in which the soli

tary find a welcome solitude. Few

people are at their social best in the

morning, and for those who do not

The desk,chair
and waste-pa
per basket in
this library are
all Empire. The
curtains are
green and
brown

care to breakfast in their bedrooms

(as some hospitable families do) or

downstairs in company (as some

other hospitable families do) an

upstairs sitting room, with plants
and flowers about and one's fruit,

egg and chocolate temptingly ar

ranged on a charming little table,

would have a calming effect. It
would raise the spirits and give
the most hermit-crabbish of guests
a good send-off for the day.
Then a desk in the library, with
a window to the left of one—as a
window near any writing-table
should be— is a convenient thing;
and a comfortable chair and large
waste-paper basket seduce one into

reading and tearing up all the let
ters one has put off reading and

tearing up for a week. The well

appointed desk with plenty of el-

tow room invites long delayed an

swers, and perhaps they will be
pleasanter answers for being writ

ten in such charming surroundings.
One hopes that among the books

on the shelf above one's bowed

head there may be a dictionary to

help those to whom spelling has

ever been a bar to composition.

Rose hangings
and rose bro
cade on the
chair, an Em
pire table and
table-service
makethis room
charming
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THE DOVE COTE'S PLACE IN THE GARDEN
In England and On the Continent We Find the Earliest Examples

of This Architectural Pigeon Box

COSTEN FITZ-GIBBON

DOVE
cotes or pigeon boxes, both in

their way are distinctly useful. One

can be beautiful and useful, and the other

may be an eyesore. There is no intent in

this place to present a treatise on "keeping

pigeons for profit." One cannot refrain, how

ever, from submitting the suggestion, espe

cially in these days when the feeling is so

strong that everything must be turned to ac

count, that the keeping of birds is a domestic

enterprise that may be well worth while from

the purely material point of view and, at the

same time, compatible with architectural in

terest and enhancement.

In this respect, we may profitably take a
leaf out of the experience of past generations

and apply the lesson to very good purpose.

On the first score, one need not do more than

remind the reader that pigeons and squabs

afford a delicious item of food supply and

that their rearing does not involve an inordi

nate amount of trouble. On the second score,

it is not amiss to point out that one probable
reason that pigeon keeping is not more in

vogue is the notion that their housing is wont

to necessitate an unsightly structure on some

part of the premises.

It is exactly in this latter connection that
attention is directed to the

accompanying suggestive il
lustrations, which should be

sufficient to dissipate that

fallacy. The dove cote as

an architectural feature is

usually the sign of an eco

nomic system of many cen

turies' growth, so that for

the best examples we natu

rally turn to England and
the Continent. The great
Norman colombiers are al

ready famous, so that we may

focus our attention upon

equally interesting struc

tures of England and Italy.

Pigeons and Crops

The pigeon ever had the
reputation of being a bird

injurious to the farmer*s
crops so that it was a recog
nized necessity, in the days

when intensive farming,
prolific production, and sci

entific feeding were not un

derstood, that a limit should
be placed upon its numbers.

The building of a dove cote,
therefore, was a privilege

reserved to the lord of the

manor, or for those to whom

he might give a special per
mission, and the presence of

The Norman style of colombier has been repro
ducedon the estateof Otto Kahn at Cold Spring
Harbor, L. 1. Delano & Aldrich were the archi

tects

a dove cote almost always indicated a resi

dence of manorial rank. Under present con

ditions of farming and feeding it is not diffi

cult so to regulate pigeon keeping that
whatever depredations the birds commit will
be outweighed by the advantage they bring.

Early Types

As the pigeon was an important food item,

especially in winter when fresh meat was

difficult to obtain, the dove cotes were de

signed to accommodate a large number of
birds. One of those illustrated will house
two thousand. The common shapes of dove
cotes are square, oblong, round, hexagonal or

octagonal and, as the illustrations show, they
were built with an eye to architectural values.
The doors were usually low so as not to
interfere more than necessary with the

nesting space. The walls outside were com

monly of unpierced masonry, save for one
or two windows, while within were many
nesting holes.

In some instances the nests were reached
by a revolving ladder attached to two hori
zontal arms—set in different planes to give
the ladder the requisite angle—and the arms

turned upon a central up
right post. This contrivance
could be swung to any posi
tion desired. In other cotes
straight ladders, resting on

the ground, were moved
about as needed, or the nests

might be inspected by
climbing up the face of the

wall, the holes themselves

serving as hand and foot

holds. The birds went in
and out by way of the lan

tern at the top or, some

times, by way of windows

when there was no lantern.

So much for the mechanism
of the structure.

Now for the purely archi
tectural side of the matter.
It is perfectly obvious how
appropriately buildings of
the type illustrated may be

used, quite independently
of their utilitarian function,

either as garden adjuncts—
in much the same way as

gazebos—to give desired
architectural balance and

emphasis to a scheme or to

In Italy one often finds
the dove cote in the
upperstory of a paz'ilion
wing, as in this example
at the Villa Emo at Fan-
zolo, near Treviso
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terminate a vista, or else as effec
tive units in the composition of
farm building groups, a branch of

planning that might well receive
more study than it generally does
from the laity.
Where it may not be desirable
to construct separate cotes, dove
holes may be provided in the
walls of barns or outbuildings
and it is possible so to dispose
them that they form a diapered
pattern of emphatic decorative
value, as in the barn shown in one
of the pictures. Or again, when
it is preferable to use a small
building in conjunction with some
other purpose, it can be so ar
ranged that the upper part can be
assigned to the pigeons while the
lower is devoted to other uses.
In Italy, instead of erecting
dove cotes as independent struc
tures, it was a frequent practice
to utilize turrets, the upper part
of towers, or the top story of
flanking pavilions —as at the
Villa Emo at Fanzolo, or the Villa
Giacomelli at Maser—in which to
domicile the birds.
In whatever way one elects to
employ the dove cote, we must
recognize in it an element of combined utility
and architectural value not to be overlooked.
As a factor in the landscape scheme the
dove cote can play a pleasing role. It is often
placed at the back of a kitchen garden, pro
viding a sunny south wall for espalier fruits.
Its unbroken facade furnishes a good surface
for vines and a background for shrubbery
planting or ranks of the higher perennials.
And because of its manorial associations it
gives to a country place a desirable sense of
age and an air of completeness.

(Below) By mak
ing dove holes in
the gable of a
barn or outhouse,
provision is read
ily afforded for
pigeons. This was
the simple device
usedon an English
farm in Glouces
tershire

In England and the Continent
a building was often especially
built for doves. This English
example houses 2,000 birds.
They enter by the lantern in
the roof. The door is low,
saving spacefor nesting holes

(Left) The Norman type is
circular or turriform, a pat
tern also found occasionally
in England. The dormerwin-
dow is for light and air. An
open lantern at the peak
affords entrance to the birds

A decorativenote is given this English dove cote by the four
tiers of dove holes running in a checkeredband across the
wall. Slits afford sufficient air circulation. This might be
applied to an American barn. It is not advisable to use it
in a garagewhere noise and oil fumes would disturb the birds
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CARD TABLES AND
THEIR ACCESSORIES
Theymaybepurchasedthroughthe
House& GardenShoppingService,
19West44thStreet,New York City.

This revolving mahoganycase
holds 200 poker chips and 2
packs of cards and has a
leatherettecover. $17.75

A stand for 4 packs of cards
comes in colored calfskin in
pastel shades with gold line
decoration, §14.75

(Above) A smoker's
stand 36" high is of
wrought iron with a
glassash tray, ?15.50

This mahogany table
has a green baize top
and set in score pads
under glass, $26.50

gilt lamp, 64" high,
with decorated parch
ment shade is S25

Hammered silver-
plated clip-on ash
trays are $3.15, which
includes the 15c tax
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A GROUP

of SMALL
HOUSES

For a small fam
ily, where a
maximumof liv
able rooms is de
sired, the Dutch
Colonial design
is suitable. This
example is the
home of Gordon
Stewart, Beech-
hur st , L. I.
Frank J. Forster,
architect

A simpledisposi
tion of rooms on
the first floor
makes for com-
fortable in
teriors. The ar
bor at one end
is a pleasantde
tail. It balances
the living porch

The house is ex
ecuted in dark
red Colonial
brick, clapboard
and with a shin
gle roof. A wide
overhang of the
roof gives pro
tection to front
and back facades
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The Georgian type of house is es
pecially pleasing for suburbs be
cause of the dignity of its design
and the generalbalanceof its plan.
Here it is executedin brick with
white trim and a slate roof. A
generousliving room with its at
tendant sun parlor and veranda
are features of the lower floor.
Above it are a master'ssuite and
two other chambers and a bath.
William T. Marchant, architect

On the first floor of this small stucco house
provision is made for a music room, the
service being behind it and connectedby
a pantry with the dining room. A veranda
practically doubles the size of the living
room. Upstairson thesecondfloor are four

chambersand two baths

A wide overhang of roof between the

floors gives this houseUs pleasantappear
ance of breadth, a desirable feature for a
house on a narrow lot. It is executedin
stuccoand hasshingle roofs. The entrance
is pronouncedby a wide portico. William

T. Marchant, architect
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Stuccoover ex
panded metal
or hollow tile
makes a per
manent house
with a pleasing
wall surface.
William T.
Alarchant was
the architect

The master's
suite occupies
half of the sec
ond floor with
an additional
chamber, bath
and sewing
room. Servant?
roomsan'anthe
third floor

For a little housethe first floor plan gives an
excellentand unusual grouping of rooms. The
living room occupiesan extension. The dining
room, pantry and kitchen fill one side of the
house. The porch and entrance hall give an

added air of spaciousness

This housewas designedto createa distinctive
small house for a reasonablesum. It is exe
cuted in shinglespainted white, a shingle roof,
greenpainted shuttersand red brick chimneys.
Lattice gives the front porch the relief of de
sign. Aymar Embury, II, architect
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In the Bobbink &
Atkins garden the
chief color effects
were obtained with
azaleas. Looking
down the shorter of
the two axis paths
the view was termi
nated by a white
pergola over which
climbed a, lavender
wistaria in full
bloom

FLOWER
SHOW
GARDENS

Two Exhibits at

the 1921 Inter
national Flower 8
Show, New York

City
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Only by Well Fitting Screens of Up-to-Date Make Can This

Household Torment Be Eliminated

ETHEL R. PEYSER

RY my glasses," coaxed a
A kind old lady, when her
young friend broke her own bone-
rims. And she did. But she was
far from happy-*-in fact, quite
miserable; and her eyes took a long
time to recover from the ravages of
the ill-fitting glasses.
Naturally nobody should use
glasses made for another. Glasses

that have been more than carefully
fitted to the individual's eye are none

too good if comfort and eye ease are
desired.
So it is with the installation of

screens. It may sound queer to com
pare eye-glasses and screens, but

nevertheless the analogy is nearly

perfect. As the eyes vary, so do the
apertures of the various homes.

Therefore, unless screens are fitted

carefully to each window, door or

porch there will be discrepancies, and
if one fly or insect can get in others
can and there will be not only dis
comfort but probably disease dis

tribution.

Swat the fly? No! Don't give
yourself a chance to swat it. Keep
it out!

Therefore if you have a house to
screen do it the best way you can
or the money spent will be a dead
loss. They must be bug-tight even

Wirec/off/rolbiirfoffy'itm

Screen raided{oapyfie^if y
S
r

ad/dsrivevf' yVirpoi^,

Roll screensare usedwith either sashor casementwindows. The
monel metal screen is clampedtaut by teeth fixed along the edge
and rolls up into a box attached beneath the head board o

f the
window casingor set in the casing itself

as a ship is water-tight; unless they
are, you will be the host at con
tinual insect balls and chairman of

the rust convention and store up for

yourself an irritability unprecedent
ed. For there is no more annoying
thing in the home than recalcitrant

or obstinate screens.

It is strange that any missionary
work need be done alx>ut screens be

cause almost everyone agrees upon
their uses in health prevention and

comfort assurance, yet withal the

purchasing of them is done ignor-

antly and as carelessly as the young
woman who uses anybody's glasses
for her own particular and peculiar

eyes.
To begin with, do not order
screens to be made "right away";

they cannot be done in less than a

thirty-day month and be made with

any finish. Order early enough af

ter you have received estimates from

the best screen makers; then take the

estimate which gives you the best

value after you have either seen the

models, actual installations, or are

satisfied that you will get the thing
that you need for your particular

case. The skilful screen men treat
your case as individually as the ocu
list treats your eyes.

(Continued on page 72)

Pivot-hung metal frame casement
screens are especially made for
housesthat have fine wood or stone

window frames

The screendoor to the left shows a

decorative bottom guard which can
be applied to almost any type o

f

stock door

A decorative guard permitting pas
sage o

f air and giving the house
number can be attached to a wood

en or metal door
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Standing at one end of the
Charles Schwab garden at
Loretlo, Pa., is this figure
of an Indian crouching, just
having released the arrow

from his bow

"Day and the Hours" is a
sundial in bronze executed
for the gardenof E. 0. Hot
ter, Ml. Kisco, N. Y. Fig
ures of the zodiac encircle

the base

GARDEN STATUARY
BY PAUL MANSHIP
In Which Archaic Forms Are Modernized

in a Pleasantly Sophisticated Manner

At the other end of the
Schwab garden, a compan
ion piece to the Indian, is
this pronghorn antelopejust
struck by the arrow. Both
are heroic size

Another figure in the
Schwab garden is a sundial
of Hercules sustaining the
universe. The sphere is en
riched with symbolic deco

rations

"The Duck Girl", a life-size fig
ure, is pleasantly reminiscent of
Greece. The drapery,theposeand
its action fi

t it eminently for a

place in the garden

The lines o
f the "Spear Thrower"

are obviously archaic,but in small
details such as the hair and the
decorations,one finds Mr. Man-
ship's sophisticatedtouch

"Atlante", a figure 30" high, is

designedto give activity to some
quiet spot in a garden. A row
of dolphins forms the decoration

o
f the.circular base

An armilary sphere
representing,in the fig
ures at the base, the
cycle o

f life, is a re
vival o

f the old form

o
f sundial found both

on the Continent and
in China
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FOR THE GARDEN

WALL and TERRACE

Articles whichmaybePurchasedthrough
the House & Garden ShoppingService,
19 West 44th Street, New York City.

A
A graceful wrought
iron flower stand holds
a 12" pot. $7.50. In a
10" size, $6.75

The canary yellow Spanish pot
tery jars, effectivefor a terraceor
doorway, are 18" high. The
landscape decoration is in blue
and green. $45 for the pair

XT

A cast stone bench with acanthus
leaf carving, 4' long, is $24. 5' long
S28. In Italian marble $172

This stonewall fountain completeis
$53. The separateparts: lion head
spout,$10; shell$25,support,$18

A cast stone bird bath, in
white, gray or buff, is 18"
wide and 28" high. $22.50.
34" wide and 42" high,§45

An iron garden chair of
delicate pattern and dur
able qualities is painted
leaf green. Especially at
tractive is the lattice de
sign of the seat. $35

Graceful iron garden fur
niture copied from a
t rench design is painted a
soft green. The side chair
is $35,arm chair $50,table
with 26" top, $50
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June THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Sixth Month

The leaves of the
young cabbages
should be clipped
before transplanting

As soon as the pole
beansbeginto climb,
help them with
raffia ties

At the recentFlow
er Show in New
York was a bowl of
tulipsgrown inwater

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

This calendarof the gardener'slabors
is aimedasa reminderfor undertaking
all his tasks in season. It is fitted to
the latitude of the Middle States, but
its serviceshould be available for the
whole country if it be remembered
that for everyonehundredmiles north
or south there is a differenceof from
five to seven days later or earlier in
performing garden operations. The
dates given are, of course, for an
averageseason.

5. Lookout
for rosebugs.
Go over theplantseachday
with a smalt
canofkerosene,
shaking the
flowers over
the can andcausingtheIn
sectstofallInto
the kerosene.
This will de-stroy themquicklyandeffectively.

12.Care
hhou1d be
takenwithallnewlyplanted
hardy stock
thatIt benot
allowedtosuf
ferfor lackof
water. Thor
ough soaking
of theground—not a mere
sprinkling—
followedby aheavymulchIs
needed.

19. Tall
flowerssuchas
hollyhocks.del-
phlnlums,bell-
anthus, etc.,
shouldbesupportedbeforeanydamageIs
donebystorms
and heavy
winds.Proper
stakesshould
beput In and
theplantscan
be tied Id to
them.

26. Carna
tions In the
fieldwhichare
Intendedfor
plantingoutingreenhousesfor
bloom next
wintershould
besprayedoccasionallywith
Bordeauxmix
tureIf thereIsany Indication
of rust. This
willmakemuch
differencelater.

6. Do not
omit spraying
the potatoes
with arsenate
of leadat the
first appear
ance of the
potatobeetle.
Hilling thepotatoeswhenthey are in
flowerisadvis
able. At thisstagetheyoung
tubers areforming.

13. All thehedgecutting
shouldbedone
now.Frequent
trimmingisre
quiredInorder
to avoidmaking a number
of unsightly
voids.Hedges
thathavebeenneglectedfor
sometimemay
beImprovedbytyingIn shape
beforecutting.

20.Theflow
er garden
should be
looked over
and any dry
stalks should
be removed.
Plants thatbloomthrough-
out theentire
seasonshould
betop-dressedoccasionally
withsomegood
fertilizer to
maintulnvigor.

27. Keepa
sharp lookout
foraphisofall
kinds If the
weatherIs at
alldry. If the
plantsare in
fested spray
themfor three
successiveeveningswith
a reliableto
baccosolution.
De sure thespray reaches
theundersides.

7. If they
have finishedflowering,theearly spring
shrubssuchasforsythla.deut-
zia,etc.,should
bepruned.The
bestmethodIs
to cutoutentirelyseveralof
the very old
branches.Bypruningnowno
flowerswill be
sacrificed.

14. It is agoodplan togo over the
tomatoplants,
reducing the
quantityofun-productlve
vinesandsupporting those
left to carry
the crop. It
matterslittle
whatsystemIs
employedtokeepthefruit
supported.

21.It Isgood
practiceto go
overthe bedding plants,
pinching the
tips of their
growth frequently.This
willcausethem
tobecomemore
sturdyandto
developmore
quicklyandIn
better form.Only the tips
needremoval.

28. It Isad
visableat this
time to take
largequantltles
of chrysanthe
mumcuttings.
ThoseIf rooted
nowwillmake
tineplantsfor
fl" or 7" pots,
or whenbed
ded out will
make stems
about3' long
withgoodsized
flowers.

WEDNESDAY

I. Beforeapplyingamulch
to the straw
berriesto pro
tectthe fruit
fromdirtIt isa
good practice
to give theplantsan ap
plication of
strong liquid
food.Thiswill
greatlylncrease
thesizeof thematuringber
rles.

8.Theclimbingrosesshould
belookedovercarefullyandanyheavy,ro
tau s t new
growthshould
be tied into
proper posi
tion. Pruning
shouldbe de
ferred untiltheyhavefin
ishedflowering,
whenthe old
woodIs cut.

15. Oneof
the essentials
In producinggood fruit Is
the proper
thinningofthe
crop.Thetrees
shouldbegone
over carefullynow,reducing
thequantityof
the fruit by
aboutone-half.Largerandbet
terfruitwillbe
theresult.

22. Besureyou keepthe
limabeansandpeasproperly
supported;thepeasbystaking
andthe llmasby tyingIn to
their poles.
Bush llmas
shouldbesupportedbysmallpea brushplacedIn the
row. Suchat
tentionrepays.

29.Crops
suchas potatoes, celery,
tomatoes,etc.,
will be Im
provedbymildapplicationsof
fertilizer.Scat
ter the fertil
izer on thegroundaround
the stemsof
the plants,workingIt well
Into the ^oll
withn hoe.

THURSDAY

2. Sownow
kale. Brussels
sprouts, cabbage, celery
and cauliflow
er.Thesewhenlargeenoughto
handleshould
betransplanted
Intootherbeds
andsetabout
4"apart.From
heretheycan
bemovedInto
the garden
later.

9. Tomatoes, cucum-
b er s andmelons,aswell
asothergarden
productsthat
aresubjectto
blight,should
besprayedatbi-weeklyperi
odswithBor
deauxmixture.
Leavesthatare
affectedshould
beremovedat
once.

16.Onion
maggotsareverydestruct
iveat thissea
sonoftheyear.
It Isgoodprac
ticetotopdress
the soli thoroughly with
soot to keep
themIn check.Thoroughat
tentionIn this
matterwill be
wellrepaidby
a bettercrop.

23.Thinning
out all thecrops In thegardenIs ad
visable. This
shouldbedono
whentheplants
aresmalland
beforetheroots
areInterlocked,
or numerous
desirable
plantswill beremoved,
Waterwellbe
forelifting.

30. Lettuce
will frequently
run to seedat
this seasonof
the year.
Boardsorothercoveringma
terial placed
overtheplants
willtendtore
ducethe loss
from this
source. Re
moveall suchcoveringduringwetspell?.

FRIDAY

3. A topdressing ap
plied to the
lawnnowwillencourageroot
actionthatwillhelpthegrass
toresistthedry
weathersureto
comelater in
the season.Sheepmanure,
bonemealor
woodashesare
excellentma
terialstouse.

10.D on ' tneglecttokeep
upthesowings
In the vege-
able garden.Corn, beans
andcucumbers
shouldbesown
twice this
month.Inter
croppingmay
beresortedto
In manycases
with the pur
poseofincreasing the yield.

17. NowIs
the time tostopusingtheasparagus,as
thereareother
vegetables
availablenow
to take its
place.Keeptheasparagus
dustedduring
the summer
with a poison
to destroytheasparagus
beetle.

24. Don'tneglectto soak
the soli thoroughlywhenIt
Is necessaryto
resortto arti
ficialwatering.
Evenings orearlymornings
are the best
time for this
work.Cultiva
tionshouldfol
lowsoastorc-
establlshthe
dustmulch.

SATURDAY

4. Do not
neglecttospray
thefruit trees
whentheyare
inflower,using
a combination
of Bordeaux
mixtureandar
senateof lead.Spray thor
oughly fromdifferentangles.This
willdestroythe
manyharmful
Insects.

11.Fruit
treesthathave
reached theproducing
stageshouldbesprayedregu
larlywithBor
deauxmixture.
This protects
thefruit from
the parasites
andfungi.Suc
cessivegenera
tionsmustbedestroyedastheyhatch.

18. Do notneglecttowork
thegardensoil
deeply and
often.Thisnotonlykeepsthi;
weedsincheck,
but preserves
thesoil mois
turefortheuse
of theplants.
If this Is not
donethemois
turefromthe
soilwillquickly evaporate.

25. Azaleas,genistas,aca-
c1as, etc.,
should be
plungedInbeds
out of doors,
wheretheycan
be well pro
vided with
water and
sprayed.These
plantswill be
makinggrowth
atthistimeandformingnext
year'sbuds.

Theflushof lifemaywellbe
seenThrillingbackoverhillsand
valleys:

Thecowslipstartlesin mea
dowsgreen.

Thebuttercupcatchesthesun
in its chalice.

Andthere'snercra leafnora
bladetoomean

Tobesomehappycreature'spalace.. .—Lowell.

1KJOW an' ag'in I hear someo' themcitv folks -whathas summerplacesover to the Lake gasstniV 'bouthow little life an' hustle they find out here in the country,an' ev'ry time I docs I kinder
snort. I wonderif anyo' themthattalksthaiawayheseverlaid ontheir backsunderan appletreefer

a spell, 'long 'boutthe timetheflowers're in full bloom? Ain't no placethat'sbusier'nan orchardthen.Ftrst-off,as ye look up into the branches,they don't seemto be a blamething stxrnn 'cept the
drifts o' petalseddyin'off to the cast'ardwhenthe breezepuffs up a bit. But dirce'ly ye've hunched
'roundto git comftable,an' kindersettledyer headdownon a extry soft tuft o' grass,ye beginto noticethings. Up yonderin thebig crotchis a nestfull o' squealin'youngrobtns.hankerinfer theirMa to come
backwith a beak-fullo' worms. On a deadtwig at thetopo' the treea phoebc-birdsets,tectermhis tail
an' dartin off intotheair ev'ryminutecr so to nipa fly on thewing. Redstartsan' summerycller-birdsgo
hoppin'an' skippin'an' singiti' 'mongthebranches. Bees'rcev'rywhcrc.
Yep, an apple orchard'sa busy place,but taint the kind o' busynessthat gits on yer nerves.

Rather,it setsve to da\-dreatniu'. an' tirs' thingye know,ye don't knotvnothin 'ceptthat ye' ve
slep'a coupleo' hours,thesun'sso lew. OLD DOC LEMMO.\.

The hardy garden
pinks are one of the
best low edging
plants we have

Don't forget to
spray the tomato
plants against cater
pillar attacks

m

Dwarf Japanese lil
ies were among the
exhibits at the New
York Show
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SpekeHall
Lancashire

ATypical Timbered
Edifice of England
in the Sixteenth
and Seventeenth
Centuries.

Beoun in 1490by
William Norris
Completed in l603

Chis beautiful old
English home. rich in
its tapestries, painting
and furniture possessed
a chest similar to
the one reproduced by
W&J SLOANEwiXh

a
ll

the interest o
f

detail

and variety o
f

woods

o
f

the early seventeenth

century original.

W6j SLOANE
FIFTH AVENUE AND 47° STREET

NEW YORK
SANFRANCISCO WASHINOTONDC;
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Kitchen
Helps for
Summer

WHETHERyou plan to
furnish your

new kitchen com
pletely — from sink
brush to refrigera
tor—or merely need
an odd dishcloth or
saucepan to replen
ish last summer's
kitchen — come to
Lewis & Conger's.
Our nine floors con
tain every house
hold article you will
require, and all are
of the quality that
serves you long and
faithfully.

Pyrcx Waregoesinto the
ovenand out to thetable
•—a conv cni ent way of
servingmeats,vegetables
and desserts. Casserole
$1.75. Pie plate90cents.

Enjoy the fresh air while yourmealscookin this firelesscooker,
30incheslong,15incheswide,18
incheshigh,$36.50;withoutlegs

$33.

M

White enamelledsink unit hangs
aboveyour sink and holds brushes,
powders,and other accessoriesfor
cleaningand polishing. $32.50.

Why dry dishes
when they will

No stoopingnecessaryto
openthisSanitaryRefuse
can. The pedalopensand
closesthe lid. $4.75.

try .withmirrorgloss
iness,in a sani
tarydishdrainerf
White enamelled
$3.25.Aluminum
$4.

\

lee Creamwithout turn
ing a crank. You put in
your ingredientsand take
out your deliciousicesor
ice cream. The Auto
Vacuumfreezer1 qt. size
$5. 2 qt. $6. 4 qt. $10.

Mail orders given accurate service.
Write for pamphlets of any article shown.

JWIS&QfflGER
"Nine floors of household equipment"

45th Street and 6th Avenue, New York r

The bricked path should be slightly higher in the center
than at the sides, in order to provide drainage. Bricks

on edgeform a good coping for it

A Variety of Garden Paths and Edgings
(Continued from page 27)

casesthey are less expensivethan brick
or stone, are extremelypopular. With
stone or brick paths, or grass paths
edged with stone or brick, practically
any edging is effective. Box, box-bar
berry, aubretia, saxifrage, pinks, Alys-
sum saxatile, etc., make delightful
edgings,but should the path be raised
above the bed, taller plants should be
used. If the path be lower than the
bed, fiat-growing plants may be used,
and they may be allowed to encroach
slightly on the path. Grass pathswhich
are level with the beds might be edged
with box or box-barberry, santolina,
nepeta, and large-growing saxifrage.
Fine-growing species of plants should
be avoided, for they are apt to get
mixed with the grass, and their foliage

provides too little contrast with it.
Gravel paths offer the widest scope
for edgings,sincepractically every form
looks well, but if a growing edging is
used, it must be protected from the
gravel which will otherwise spread
about its roots. With box or similar
low edging an inconspicuous edging
should be concealedunder the plants.
Brick or stone, on edge, is good, or
even thick tiles may be used. For
mossy-growingplants, such as saxifrage
or aubretia, stone on edgemay be used
for them to trail over. This not only
helps to give a thicker effect to the
border, but the porous nature of the
stone retains moisture in summer, and
so tends to keep the roots and foliage
of the plants fresh.

Oil Jars as Garden Ornaments
(Continued from page44)

variety to a monotone. Others, again,
are used to hold a choice plant on the
short pillar at the top or bottom of
a flight of steps to the garden.
They look well at the door posts of
a summerhouse,on a low pedestal in
the middle of a wide garden path, or
in the center of a lawn; at the corners
of a squarely built fountain, at the
ends of a pergola, in fact, in most
placeswherea graceful curve is required
to break up straight lines.
Indoors the smaller kinds look well
in a corner, or in the fold of a screen,
either empty or containing some bull-
rushes,willow branches,fruit tree blos
soms, iris or any tall decorativeflowers.
Among the fascinating designs is the
strawberry jar, which came first from
Italy. Doubtless, holes were originally
knocked in a crackedoil jar and straw
berries planted therein, but now the
jars are molded for this purpose, with
regularly placed holes and lips or rings

to each. They give a pleasing effect
with the strawberries pendant from
the holes,and, incidentally, produce fine
clean fruit, thus combining the ideal
of the useful and the ornamental.
They can also be used for other plants,
such as vines or ferns, and look well
when both are grown.
It requires no great stretch of imag
ination to visualize how perfectly oil
jars fit into the landscapescheme. The
garden path slopes down either side
to an open spacewith a lily pond and
small rose clusters in the corners. At
the farther end of the pool is a step
down to the water, on either side a
short brick pillar with an oil vase of
the palest yellow or white, and behind
these, the lines of a vine-entwined per
gola. Nothing is in or on the vases.
They are beautiful in themselves.
Would not one wish to linger there?
And would not the vasesmake perfect
this impression?
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INTERNATIONAL
STERLING

PANTHEON
DESIGN

AMasterpiece
of the Classics

IN
the creation of International
Sterling, classic and modern art
istry have designed and wrought for
today and the ages to come.

International Sterling —wrought
from solid silver— is the response to
a natural appeal for the regeneration
of an art in which beauty, sentiment,
utility and investment value are for
ever interwoven.

Your Jeweler has the Pantheon
Design in complete table service.

Write for Book 104, illustrating the
Pantheon Service in all its beauty.

This craftsman's mark identifies the genuine.

Solid Stiver

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.;

Meriden, Conn.
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Qhoose for
your Upholstery a

zM~o/h//r 'Velvet

— with colors guaranteed suntast.
— with the beauty and harmony ofquiet

Native Shrubs for American Homes
(Continued from page 52)

There are a few nurserieswhich have
already foreseenthis trend of thought,
and have been helping it along con
siderablyby addingnew native varieties
to their list each year. Some of them
have much valuable information in re
gard to native plants and their uses,
which they are giving to the people
through interestingand descriptivecata
logs. The idea of this article is to in
troduce and bring before the reader a
few of the many shrubs which are na
tive and hardy in this country, espe
cially in the northeasternsection of it.
These shrubs have wide and varied
usesas well as great beauty, but unfor
tunately they havenot beenwell known,
and thereforenot widely used.
Perhaps one is safe in saying that
Nature has nothing more beautiful or
effectivethan the drifts of snowy white
blossomswith which the flowering dog
wood (Cornus ftorida) fills the woods
in early spring before the leaves are
out. And then again after the first few
frosts, it tints the landscapewith the
wonderful touches of gold, scarlet,and
crimson of its leavesand berries,which
last until spring. There arc few things
which are as decorativethe year 'round,
so hardy and so widespread in our
woodlands, and so little used and ap
preciated. The dogwood which we see
growing in the woods is very beauti
ful, but even so it is not at its best, for
the other things crowd it and shut out
the sunlight. When it is moved into
the shrubbery or planted as a specimen
it developsand rounds out into a per
fectly formed small tree with an abun
danceof bloom.
Another member of this family, and
one with much the samecharacteristics,
is the Japanese dogwood (Cornus
Kousa). This, while not a native, is
very hardy, and givesa longer period of
bloom than its American cousin.

Shrubby Cornus

The above mentioned Cornus are
small trees. A larger share of this fam
ily is of shrubby growth. These have
practically the same characteristicsin
coloring and leaf habit, but the flowers
are not as showy. They serve as ad
mirable "fillers" in the shrub border, or
as plant material for moist and partially
shadedplaces. Their bright stemsand
brilliant berries are welcome additions
to the scenein winter, as they show up
wonderfully well against the somber
background of leafless bushes, ever
greens,or in the snow. Silky dogwood
(Cornus sericea) has flowers in flat,
close clusters in June, which are fol
lowed by a blue fruit. This shrub
grows well in moist situations,which is
also true of the red osier (Cornus sto-
lonijera), which also has brilliant stems
in winter, and the peculiar habit of
spreading into clumps by means of
sendingout long, wand-like shoots.
Red is the most cheerfulcolor in win
ter and this is the color of the stemsof
the red-twiggeddogwood(Cornus alba).
The alba refers to the fruits of this
plant, which are white and interesting
against other foliage in winter. The
stems of this shrub are more red than
those of the red osier becausethere is
an absenceof purple which the former
possesses.An interestingthing in these
red-stemmed shrubs is that they lose
this color in summer, when the stems
are bright green, but as soon as the
leaves begin to fall the red returns.
Cornus sanguineasoundsmore red, but
this also has a large amount of purple
in it; however, it is a good grower and
an interestingshrub to plant.
The panicled dogwood (Cornus pani-
culata) has very showy blossoms in
small, loose, cone-shaped clusters in
May and June, followed by white ber
ries the size of a pea on scarlet stems.

Another family of native American
plants which are suited and adaptable
to nearly every garden are the vibur
nums. No garden is completewithout
them; in fact, hardly any garden is
without them, for the popular snow
ball or the Guelder Rose of the English
garden belongsto this tribe, as do also
the snowberry, coral berry, and bush
honeysuckles.
The viburnums are valuable for
their thick leaf-masses, their pleasing
massesof creamywhite bloom in spring,
and their interestingberries in the fall
and winter. They serve as good fillers,
as screeningmaterial in the border, they
grow aswell in shadeas they do in sun
light, they will adapt themselves to
moist places,and with their fruits they
attract the birds in winter.
The flowers of theseshrubsare inter
esting. They remind oneof a hydrangea
bloom gone wrong. The outer ring of
flowerets is composedof large showy
ones, while the inner rings are formed
of smaller flowerets which do not ap
pear to be fully developed. The large
showy onesserveas advertisersand at
tract the insects. This advertising idea
has been carried to the extremein the
case of the snowball, and that is why
the blossomsof that shrub are so large
and showy—they are all developed.
The snowball is the developedfo.rm
of the common high-bush cranberry
(Viburnum opulus), which grows from
3' to 10'high, is very handsomein leaf-
mass, and has attractive scarlet fruit
which is often used as a poor substi
tute for the cranberry.
Dockmackie or maple-leaved vibur
num (Viburnum acerijolium) is a shrub
3' to 6' high, and resemblesa young
maple sapling. It grows very well in
shade,as it is a native of the woods. In
the autumn its foliage turns to a bril
liant crimson, while its fruit, which is
at first pink, turns to a dark purple.
Arrow-wood (Viburnum dentatum) is
very widely used as a filler and as a
mass planting in moist shady places.
The leavesof this shrub are deeply in
dented,while the stemsare long, arrow
like shoots. In fact, this was one of
the best sourcesof arrow material for
the Indians. It grows from 5' to 15'
high and has a blue fruit in the fall.
Withe-rod (Viburnum cassinoides),
which blooms in May, is followed by a
pinkish fruit which slowly turns dark
blue, is persistentthrough winter.
Nannybcrry (Viburnum lentago) has
a very abundantbloom of white in May
and a pleasing blue fruit in October.
It grows from 5' to 15' high.
There arc a number of other varieties
in this family, but they do not have in
terestingenough characteristicsto place
them in a very favorable position as
plant material.

The Sumacs

Still another family of native mate
rial which has long gone begging in
foreign countries is the sumac. The
American landscapewould lack a great
deal if we did not have the brilliant
flashes of gold, scarlet and crimson of
this shrub. It grows luxuriantly along
our country roadsides and in our
thickets. It prefers the sunlight but is
not partial as to soil conditions. It
makesa good variation in heightamong
the other shrubs in the border; it gives
a change of color, and also adds as a
valuable plant in screenplantings.
Perhapsthe bestknown of this family
is the stag-horn sumac (Rhus lyphina ),
for this variety grows most commonly
and its large spikes of scarlet, velvety
fruit in the fall make it noticeableeven
at a distance. This plant has been
known for its utilitarian qualities rather
than for its landscapeeffectsfor a long

(Continued on page 70)
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The Story of a Friendly Little Shop
Told again on the occasion of "The Gift Shop
of Fifth Avenue" entering its new shop on
the south-west corner of Fifth Avenue and
Thirty-ninth Street, diagonally across from

the Union League Club.

SHOPS, as they grow large,often lose in their growing,
the personality which has been
responsible for their first success.

So the story of Ovington's and
of its new home is told here to
show to you something of the
spirit that pervades the place; to
display, if we can, the personality
which has been undisturbed by
growth — the unique character
which makes Ovington's so out
standing.

Seventy-five years ago, Oving
ton's was neither large nor famous.
It was a young shop in those
days—back when Polk was
President, but it displayed,
even then, the same two
characteristics through
which it has grown and
grown.

First— charming things
at sound values

In those days money was
dear and goods were cheap,
and the housewives of the

And had Ovington's been
founded upon any other than the
principle of substantial values, it
would, then, have withered be
fore it bloomed.

But wither it did not. Grow it
did. And the judgment of what
was charming and unique, com
bined with judgment of good
values, has made it grow and
grow throughout the years.
Always, too, it was a friendly
little shop — a shop where no
haughty attendants urged its

day were thrifty. The new shop—Fifth Avenue at 39th Street

patrons to buy; a shop where
hostesses of three generations
felt free to come, to compare and
to consider.

The shop grows:
The spirit remains unchanged

Ovington's has greatly grown
since 1846. Now it is in its new
home — its home for many years
to come. Its offerings are more
varied, more distinctive than ever.

Today, distinctive lamps and
shades, odd furniture, sturdy
Sheffield and mirrors of good
line and above all, the
smartest of gifts may be
had—as well as the fine
china and glassware. .

But the spirit of friendli
ness, of unobtrusive wel
come and help is still here.
The old, old idea of good
values, good taste and good

choice is with us yet.

You are always welcome
at 438 Fifth Avenue.

OVINGTON'S
"The Gift Shop of Fifth Avenue"

Fifth Avenue at 39th Street
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Get Hoffman Hot Water
as Easily as Light

Hot Water! Instantly!
get it for every use
with the simplest heater

CTEAMING hot water for any purpose at any^ time. Steaming hot water in unlimited quanti
ties at the mere turning of a faucet. Steaming hot
water from a heater of constant dependability. It
has 77 less parts.

Hoffman hot water is quick, sure, inexpensive.
It's "right on the dot—water, HOT!" It's ready
for any daily task or emergency.

Hoffman hot water is controlled by the faucets in your
home. Faucets open ; gas turned on and steaming water
flows. Faucets closed ; gas turned off. You pay to heat the
water you actually use. You do not pay to keep it hot.

A lifetime of dependable hot water service is contained in
every Hoffman. And every Hoffman is generously guar
anteed. Full information should be yours. You can get it
For every home by sending the coupon. Please send it

now.which has gas

The Hoffman Heater Go.
1337 Oberlin Ave. Lorain, Ohio

Branches in all important centers

The Hoffman Heater Co. is an independent
organization, not affiliated with any other
heater company, paying no royalties.

HoffmaN
+ * means- K \
Instant ?::;■'!

' ~
^
■
r

THE HOFFMAN HEATER COMPANY
1337 Oberlin Ave., Lorain, Ohio

Pleasesendme your Hot Water Servicebook and informationaboutthe
HoffmanInstantaneousGasWater Heater.

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE

Native Shrubs for American Homes
(Continued from page 68)

time. Its long branchesserve to make
quills to run sap through in the maple
sugar orchards. The berries, distilled,
make an effectivegarglefor sore throats,
while the wood makes a yellow dye.
The smooth sumac (Rhus glabra) is a
smaller shrub with densepyramidal ter
minal clusters of flowers in June and
July. It grows from 3' to 5' high and
in autumn its leaves turn a very bril
liant scarlet.
The dwarf sumac (Rhus copallina) is
also called shining sumac because the
leaves are bright and reflect the light.
It grows from 3' to 5' high and serves
as a good edger for the larger "leggy"
shrubs. The stems between the leaves
have a peculiar winged effect, which
with the constant changing in foliage
and blossom makes it an attractive
shrub for the border.
Another interesting member of this

tribe is the sweet or aromatic sumac
(Rhus aromatica or Canadensis). The
leaves of this plant when crushed give
off a pungentodor which is not unpleas
ant. It grows from 2' to 6' high and
also servesas a good edging shrub for
the front of the shrub border.
One of the reasonswhy the sumacs
have been slow in finding favor is be
cause they have a black sheep in the
family, a poisonous member, poison
sumac (Rhus vcrnix or veneata) ; but
this can be easily distinguishedfrom the
stag-horn and the smooth sumacs be
cause they have indented and uneven
edgesto their leaves,while the poison
sumachas a smooth and entire leaf. It
can be distinguished from the shining
or dwarf sumac by the absenceof the
winged stemsbetweenthe leaflets. The
aromatic odor from the aromatic sumac
also serves to mark that.

The Past and Present Use of Mirrors
(Continued from page 51)

on the wall. They should never be used
independentlybut always in connection
with someother decorativeschemesuch
as a low table, a chair, or possibly a
chest, placed directly underneath the
mirror and coveredwith a bright scarf.
On either end may be set candlesticks
or bright china ornaments, while as a
central feature a colorful bowl filled
with flowers is most artistic.
Mirrors, regardless of their placing,
should be in sympathy with the archi
tecture, hangings and furniture of a
room, although they neednot be of the
same period. It would, of course, be
out of place to hang a first era mirror
on your living-room wall if Louis XV
period furniture prevailed. Rather
would you turn to a more elaborate
type such as the late Renaissanceor
ChineseChippendaledesignswhich show
elaborategilt carving.
We have grown to feel that the only
proper place for a decorative mirror is
over the mantel, but here again we err,
for although this spot is admirably
adapted for this treatment, yet other
parts of a room also lend themselves
to its charm. Often we find them hung
in pairs on the same side of the wall
just above a table or with pictures be
tween them. Again, sconcesare so used
in conjunction with mirrors that it is
almost impossibleto think of one with
out recalling the other—the light play
ing on either side of the surface brings
out charming compositionswhich would
otherwise have been lost.
In the library, if it is finished in dark
rich woodwork, the looking-glassshould

be framed to stand out conspicuously
against the dark background. A ma
hogany frame would undoubtedly blend
into the wall treatment and therefore it
is better to utilize a gilt or other frame
that will catch the eye pleasantlyas one
enters the room.
The dining-room lends itself more
than any other to varied suggestions.
For the white paneledwall the mantel
mirror is charming, more especially if
it is balanced on either side by brass
sconces. Mantel treatment is the most
effectivein this room, as it reflects the
table, its setting,and the guests. Should
an English style of architectureprevail,
gilt, bright-colored, or polychrome
frames are more suitable.
Many mirrors can be usedattractively
in the chamber, the dressing table one
being the most prominent. The triple
mirror is generallyusedfor this purpose-,
although a most unique idea is the use
of a four-sided mirror without framing,
the advantage of which is that when
seatedin front of it one is able to ob
tain a front and back view at the same
time. Then, an over-mantel mirror is
charming in this room if so placed that
it catches the sunlight as it glimmers
through the curtains, or pictures the
waving branchesof trees, the blue skv,
or possibly the moonlight on a soft
summer night.
So mirrors form a little field of their
own, and combine so many interesting
featuresthat we have grown to feel that
as careful attention should be paid to
their purchase and placing as to the
hangings,rugs and furniture.

The Gladiolus, a Super-Flower from Africa
(Continued from- page'40)

lavendergarden. Mary Fennell, a pink
ish orchid, would also be safe in a gar
den of phlox, veronica, platycodon and
their July friends.
If, on the other hand, the rosy pinks
have been excluded from the garden,
much gayer combinations are possible.
A group about which I am personally
very enthusiasticis headedby Gil Bias,
a deep salmon with individual sprays
of extreme beauty. Niagara, a pale
creamy salmon; Loveliness, a more
ruffly version of Niagara with a slightly
pinker tone; and Schwaben, a glorious
flower stalk of big, pale yellow flowers,
make a.combination which is the espe
cial delight of those who like a golden
range of color. This group planted so
as to bloom with the lavenderEchinops
ritro and the deep blue purple of Mr.
Huebner's single petunias, with rose
Lady Hillingdon and the creamysprays

of thalictrum woven all through the
border, are like old lace and amethyst
kept from languishing by the hardy
loveliness of the gladioli. Schwaben,
with the slight, graceful Iris Spray, a
gladiolus having the pale bluish purple
of Spanish iris, is again a delightful
combination. Schwaben in any case is
a kind of super-flower—a big, pure,
cool yellow stalk whose color never
seemsquite real. Its cold yellow solidity
is the best sort of contrast for the deli
cate loveliness of Iris Spray. Nursery
catalog enthusiasmis difficult to avoid
in describingone'sfavorites, for no true
flower lover knows the meaning of re
straint. Indeed, adjectives are not
plentiful enough nor sufficiently varied
to last out a gladiolus description of
any length.
On the subject of reds,however, there
(Continued on page 72)
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REPRODUCTIONSMADEBY US SHOWNIN THE EXHIBITIONOF THE ARCHITECTURALLEAGUE
AT THE METROPOLITANMUSEUMOF ART

ITALIAN, EN <(.'.If. ISM, ANBD
ff1£EN<DBI ANTIQUE FURNITUIEIEANB I* E Id 1* O I> ¥7 C T 3 O N S
AIRE A1L.SO ON EXHIBITION AT

INQUIRIES SOLICITED THROUGH YOUR DEALER OR DECORATOR

Tji ii Orsenigo Company, Inc.
112 West 42?? Street

Aew YorkCitv

flEROLUX
V E M Tl LAX I M G
PORCH SHADES

A Cool Inviting
Porch

]\ /TAKE your porch a well ventilated,
1VX secluded, outdoor living room—
breathe the healthful fresh air all day
long. Add a cheery room, a shady re

treat for summer days— an outdoor sleep
ing room at night.

Aerolux Shades keep out the sun's heat

and glare. They make your porch shady,

airy, secluded and 5 to IS degrees cooler.

Send for this Free Book
You cannot realizehow enjoyable your porch
can be made until you read the "Aerolux
Book"—handsomely illustrated, giving definite
suggestionsregardingporches.

The Aeroshade Co.
2145 Oakland Ave.
Waukesha, Wis.

There are very few of
the old-time varieties in
the modern candy box
If some one should give you a box of your
favorite candy of a few years ago, you
would be disappointed. It would seem
old fashioned and ordinary.

There are few varieties of assorted chocc
lates in the candy box of today which have
not been greatly improved in recent years.
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The Gladiolus, a Super-Flower from Africa
(Continued from page 70)

is no temptation to be lavish, though
the form of Cracker Jack, and its clear,
fine color, almost persuadeone to create
a setting for its exclusive use. With
Mrs. A. C. Beal, a white flower with
a red tongue, or with Willy Wigman
it would be excellent. Indeed, one of
the best gladiolus plantings I ever saw
was on a vacant lot in Chicago where
were great massesof cosmos not yet
come into bloom, and piercing the soft,
indeterminatemassof their foliage, the
flame-colored spikes of Mrs. Francis
King.
Reds after all are not to be dismissed
with a word. Prince of India, a mottled
red and purple, makesan extremelyin
teresting combination with the orchid
Mary Fennell. It is oriental in char
acter, and needs,like the other reds, to
be isolated.
The planting of gladioluswith cosmos
brings up the point of supplementing
crops which flower at the oppositeends
of the calendarfrom the onesmentioned
before. —.namely, the fall-flowering
plants. Gladioli planted early near the
chrysanthemums,the Japaneseanemone
or the late monkshood,will supply mid
summer flowers in a spacewhich with
out them it would be hard not to regard
as lost during all the first part of the
summer.
If near these autumn flowers are
planted clumps of aconitum, Sparks va
riety, which blooms in July, its glisten
ing jewel-like caps will be lovely with
the solid mass of the salmon gladiolus
Gil Bias or the coral Halley, with a
late white phlox like Independenceto
lighten the contrast.
A later summergroup, one smaller in
scale,are the primulinus hybrids in all
shades of salmon and orange, masses
of feverfew and the clear little blue
annual verbena, as an edge. If one
can contrive to have with this a few
belatedlarkspurswith their blue—price
lessin midsummerwhen the gardenhas
turned to lavenders and purples— so
much the better.
The primulinus hybrids are compara

tively new; somewhat lighter and more
delicatein form than the other gladioli,
and for the most part ranging in color
through the salmons and apricots to
orange and even bronze. There is no
such thing as a poor primulinus, and
onebuys a mixture of the seedlingswith
the assurance that they will all be
lovely.
For the first of Septemberthesemay
be planted near Salvia azurea, whose
blue delicacy needsthe foil of a coarser
mass of color near it. Schwaben again
is very goodwith the blue of the salvia,
or it may be replacedby Yellow Prince,
which is deeper in color and not so
magnificent in form. By this time also
the snowberries have swelled on their
long bending stems, and their waxy
whiteness is pleasant with the salvia-
primulinus combination, or with the
secondblooming of larkspur—a particu
larly handsome combination whose
beauty does not suffer by the addition
of yellow and orange gladioli, or the
coral pink of Halley.
A groupwhich embodiesthe magenta-
yellow-blue color scheme with which
gardeners have been playing the last
few seasons, is blue salvia, gladiolus
Sunrise, buddleia in the background
with gladiolus Baron Hulot contribut
ing a rich purple note. And another in
which gladiolus Hortense supplies the
magentanote (not that we have to seek
far to find this troublesome hue!) is
Hortense, the delightful cream phlox
Drummondi, and the blue annual ver
bena.
The very best way for a novice to
familiarize herself with varieties, with
out having to go to all the trouble of
planting and waiting for results, is to
write for several boxes of cut gladioli
which the growerswill send for a nom
inal sum during the season. Each va
riety is carefully labelled, and one may
study the crisp flower stalks in this way
and arrangecompositionswith the flow
ers in the garden,making up recipeson
the spot for combinations to plant an
other season.

Ostracize the Fly
(Continued from page 61)

Your screensshould be: (1) Simple
to manipulate, should pull up, lower,
raise or thrust out, easily and happily,
and should be simply removedfor stor
age if necessary and uncomplicatedly
re-applied.
(2) All the hardware should be in
separablefrom the body of the screen
—that is: catches,bolts, locks, etc.
(3) All the metal work should be
rustless and adapted to the region in
which you live.
(4) Frames must be rigid and wire
cloth taut, well fastenedat every point
in the frame, not sag, and be rigid.
(5) Wooden frame screensmust be
of kiln-dried, seasonedwood, and when
expedient,of hard wood.
(6) Renewal of wire cloth must be a
simple matter without an armory of
fancy tools.
(7) All should be neat, attractive,
matching the window, door or porch
trim where they are placed.
(8) They must be a pleasureto use,
not limiting the use of the window or
door screened,nor breaking the back
or arm when in use.
Screenframesare madeof metalsand
of wood. Due to the architectural de
sign of some windows or doors it is
necessaryfor a wood frame to be used,
and for the samereasonit is often wiser
to use a metal frame. Wherever metal
frames can be used they are the best
to buy, as they will stand up longer,
and, if the best be bought, they will

need less renovation, as they can be
made rigid at only half the width of
the wood screen. Furthermore, you get
more ventilation than you do with the
wood-framed screen. Of course, you
want air and as much as you can get
of it; therefore the narrower the frame
the more perfect the screen.
The metalsused in frames are pretty
much up to the quality of your screens'
maker. They are to be had of bronze
and various concoctions of bronze de
pendent on the patents of your pur
veyor; of brass finish, copper finish,
steel enameled; steel painted; steel
grainedto look like the wood trim, steel
galvanizedand steelregalvanized; monel
metal.
To be honest, there are two better
classificationsof screens:those that are
rustlessand those that are not.
Monel metal is used for seashore
houses,as the salt air does not corrode
or corrupt it. Variations of the bronze
screenare also adapted to seashoreuse.
The painted steel screen has to be
painted over and over again to keep it
from rusting and wearing out. The
galvanized screen is practically rustless
and the regalvanizedis quite positively
an insuranceagainst rust.
Be sure that when you buy a bronze
frame it is not simply a bronze steel
frame. Steel invites rust, and the way
to have a rustless screen is to make
steel an absenteeor galvanize it.

(Continued on page 76)
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jWction {Picture Came/xi
Get Action and Life into Your Pictures

Re-create the Past Joys

Summertimepleasuresarerich in action; vihrantwitha
wealthof life. Stillpictures—snapshots—arealwayssostill,
lifeless,withoutthe irresistiblesparkleandanimationof
Nature'ssummercharms.
Canoeingalongsomeinlandriverorlake:motoringacross
country:castingaswishingflyin themidstofsomebabbling
mountainbrook;all areredolentwithscintillating,flashing
actionthatonlythemotionpicturecameracanadequately
catchandpreserve.
Eventhechildren'svivacityandbuoyancyof spiritmake
butdullanduninterestingpictureswhentheactionis lost.
Yet, as herbabies—always"babies"to her—matureinto
youngmenandwomen.Motherwouldexperiencea quiet
rapturetobeableto treasureup theirchildishfrolicsand
revelin theirmemories.

OAYLIGHT LOADING
An eveningcannotbe morecntertaioingly
spentthanin showingon thescreen,bymeans
of theNew PremierPathescopeprojector,the
scenes,eventsandfrolicsyourmotionpicture
camerahaspreserved.
No onewill questionyour"fish story"as
yourownmovietellsit. You will live over
againthedaysat thehuntinglodge,ason the
screen,flashthegrinning,unshavenfacesof the
dark-shirted,baggy-trousered"gang,"withyour
selfloungingin themidst.
The bright,clear,flickerlesspicturesofthe
NewPremierPathescopeamazeexpertcritics,
it issoexquisitelybuilt.Simpletooperate.Uses
onlysafe,slow-burning"SafetyStandard"film,
approvedby the Underwriter'sLaboratories,
Inc.forusewithoutafire-proofbooth,by any
one,anywhere,anytime. Operatesfromany
electriclightcurrent,or fromastoragebattery.

Cometoany Pathescopesalonand let us demonstratethesewonderful machines. Selectyour own
picturesfrom thegreatPathescopefilm library and operatetheNew Premier Pathescopeyourself.

Father's"ownlittlegirl" blossomsintoa"sweetyoung
thing"—andfatherwouldn'thaveitdifferent—butthereisa
needlesspangin thepassingofchildhood'slove. Needless,
becausetheNewPremierDaylightLoadingMotionPicture
Cameracanpreservethesefleetingjoys andpleasuresfor
everfresh.
Noexperienceisrequiredto operatethismotionpicture
camera.It loadsindaylightjustaseasilyasthelittleBrownie
boxorKodakthechildrenplaywith. It will makefaithful,
life-likerecordsof simple,movingeventsor"shoot"a sev-
cral-rcclamateurscenarioaspretentiousasanyprofessional
"movie."

Two models■
and$200.

•pricesastonishinglyreasonable— $125

The Pathescope Co. of America, Inc.
Willard B. Cook,President

Suite 1828, Aeolian Hall, New York City
Agendo In Principal Cities

The Loudon Adjustable Flower Stand
PATENTED

The abovepictureshowsa Bostonfern heldat an angle
of 45° facingthe roomfor decorativeeffect. This stand
enablesthegrowingplantto beadjustedto the bestpossi
ble positionto obtain sunlight and a uniform growth.
Especiallydesignedfor growinglargefoliageplantsin resi
dencesandsunparlors. It is an idealstandfor yourPorch.

Send for bookletshowingthe many
usesof theLoudonStandandprices.

Marietta Hollow-Ware and Enameling Co.
Marietta, Pennsylvania

A
FISKLOCK"
HOUSE

F. O. Zenke

D. J.
Architect

Here You Expect "Fisklock" Brick
Obviouslya high standardwas set for this home. You easily imaginea
beautifulinterior,for thestructureis so substantial,sopermanent,soendur-
ingly beautiful,andfire-proof.

Hut unseen,themultitudeof "dead-air"cells in the "Fisklock" wall add to
thecomfortin summerandmakeit easierto heatthehousein winter.

And the insideof thebrick wall is of thesamehigh qualityas the face
for every"Fisklock" brick is a header,extendingto the inside.

That therewasa savingin first cost is knownto all who realize
that a "Fisklock" brick is equivalentin size to a facebrick
and a commonbrick—only abouthalf as manyunits were
handled.

The labor savingis so great that the architectspeaks
volumeswhenhe saysof this brick: "It's not what
brick costsper thousand,but whatit costsin the
wall."

FISKE & COMPANY, Inc
BOSTON, MASS.

New York Watsontown,Pa.

"Tapestry" Brick
REQ.U.8.PAT.OFF.

Face Brick Fire Brick

HAHOONCOURT-
FISKCPATIftTl

FISKLOCK"
UFO.U-8.f>«T.O".
BRICK
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1 Exclusive!

Superior Work From a Successful
Machine for Suburban Homes

and Estates

Any man who knows anything aboutgasolinemotors,
can operate the Utilitor Mowing Outfit with ease.

This outfit is especially suited for work on country
or suburbanplaceswhich vary in size from an acre on

up to the largestestate.

Everything about theUtilitor unit hasbeendesignedto
makeit practical and safeto usein fineyardsandgardens.

The machine is controlled with easeand precision.

A foot control and a double clutch power control en
able theoperator to negotiatecloseto flowers, shrubbery,
trees, fountains and walks without endangering the
property.

The machinewe aresellingnow—theNEW model—
has some featuresthat no other machine of this type
possesses.

One of these featuresthat is especially applicable tc
the Utilitor as a mowing unit, is the speed governor.

This devicekeepsspeedconstantunderdifferentloads,

When tall grassor suddengradesare encounteredthe
carburetor opensin proportion to the load and the speed
is thereby maintained.

From the standpointsof first cost and operatingcost,
the Utilitor outfit hasno superior. We areable to make
one of the bestmowing outfits in the country for less
moneybecausecutting grassis only oneusefor theUtilitor.

We would suggestthat you seeour dealerand let him
explain the advantagesof this machine. He will be
pleasedto demonstratewithout obligatingyou. Really,
the machine in actual use will surprise you by the
wonderful way in which it performs.

The name of our dealer will be sent on request.

PROMPT DELIVERIES

MIDWEST ENGINE COMPANY
161 Martindale Ave., Indianapolis, U. S. A.

Dop en c/aBIo%^_ ^^F* owe —

1. A New Tufted Pansy
(Pansy Violet) (Lord
Beaconsfield)

Has the combinedper
fumeof thepansyandthe
violet. The colorof both
upperpetalsis dark pur
ple—pansy-violet—a very
beautifulcolor. The three
lower petals are pure
white, shading into
creamywhite towardthe
edges. This combination
of colorsis very effective.
Unlikethepansy,thiswill
bloom all summer,and
holds its size, evendur
ing the hot summer
months. Pkt. 50 cts.

LORDBEACONSFIELDPANSY

§H 2. Fringed Moonpenny Daisy
A beautiful white perennialMargueritewith
petalson long stems;superbfor cutting. Pkt.

H 3. New Siberian Hardy Wallflower

pi
50
lume-shaped* cts.

laciniated

This exquisitenew variety fills the long-feltwant for a really hardy
Wallflower. It will surviveour severestwintersand is a plantof great
beauty with its gorgeousorangeflowersand shiningdark-greenfoliage.
Grows about 15 incheshigh, branchesfreely and bloomsthe whole
season. Pkt. 50cts.

^ ta ALL THREE FOR $1.00Don't
wait until July to sowyour Hardy Flowers—start themnow. You take
advantageof bettersoil moisture,get bettergermination,strongerplants
andmanymoreflowersthanyou wouldif you delay. Our Book jor Gar
denLovers (25c) is sentjrce with above$1 collection.

26 West 59th Street New York City

n:J.!!]!!l:[!:;iJ!l!ii:!:!!l!T!l!lffi
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BoothTark\ngtonyOwner,
Kennebunkport,Maine.

FrederickWallick,
Architect.

June Air
in December

Think what it would mean to you next
winter to have the air in your house as
fresh and sweet as it is now. It means
exactly that to thousands who have
installed Kelsey Health Heat.

The Kelsey is a Warm Air Generator,
entirely unlike the ordinary furnace. It
is built with a series of zig-zag tubes,
which send—not a small amount of hot
air, but—a large volume of warm air
into every room in the house.

And the Kelsey Humidifier adds just
the right amount of moisture, so that
you feel the warmth at a moderate
temperature.

If you are about to build a new house,
or if your present heating plant needs
renewing, let us send you full informa
tion about Kelsey Health Heat.

WARM AIR GENERATOR

237James St., Syracuse,N. Y.

New York Office
521-K

Strauss Bldg.

Boston (9) Office
405-K

P. O. Sq. Bldg.

Screen Door
Music

SLAM!
BANG! Every time your screen

door slams it leaves its imprint on your
nervous system. Slam! Bang! All summer
long. Day in, day out.

Don't go through this experience this
summer. Treat your nerves right. Put a Sar
gent Noiseless Screen Door Closer on your
doors and enjoy the quiet and calm of the
drowsy summer evening.

Use them on other doors too. There is the
coat closet in the front hall, the downstairs
lavatory door, the bathroom door, the pantry
door, the kitchen door, the basement door and
others, in the home and at the office.

Doors equipped with Sargent Noiseless
Screen Door Closers shut quickly, gently and
quietly, without rebound, which means less
wear on doors, locks and hinges; more order
and dignity in the home.

Sargent Screen Door Closers are easily at
tached. They are sturdy and dependable, like
all Sargent Products.

II not at your hardware store, write us lor descrip
tive iolder and the name ol our nearest dealer.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

Sargent Day and Night Latches
Add security to quiet by install
ing Sargent Day and Night Latches
throughout the house. Linen closets,
clothes closets, basement, attic and
other doors should be protected as
well as outside doors.
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MILLER}
Lighting Fixtures
These MILLER fixtures are made from
improved, indestructible MlLLERMETAL,
which is of superior quality and takes
a remarkable finish.

The prices quoted represent remarkable
values for high quality fixtures.

Even if you are not contemplating a new
house, these fixtures will "dress up" an
old one.

They can be seen at all Miller dealers.
Write us for name of nearest one.

No. 72, 5-light Fixture, $24.50
Weil of Rocky Mountains,$26.00
No. 712, 1-light Bracket, $6.75
Weft of Rocky Mountains.$7.50

Finithei: Venetian and Gold, Verde and Gold — for
living room. Silver and Black for dining room.
Prices do not includeglassware,bulbsor installation

The hood screensolvesthe problemof
screeningpivoted windows in transoms

and cellars

Ostracize the Fly
(Continued from page 72)

All the hardware must be of non-
rusting metal. No doubt, as soon as
the rustless steel is on the market in
large quantities, screen men will be
using it instead of galvanizing, paint
ing, etc., and using it and bronze and
monel metals for hardware.

Some Details

The corners in the metal (and in the
wood frame as well) have to be of ex
quisite workmanship. The best types
have no screws or rivets or plates or
projections of any sort, yet are of a
perfect interlocking or welded construc
tion and hold the screencloth at every
point with infallible tenacity.
There is no aperture so shaped that
it cannot be framed in screensby the
ablest screen makers. In the case of
the metal screenthe bent work is really
a work of art, in that they are not
puckered or pinched, but are sans
humps,sansbumps,sanseverythingbut
beauty, rigidity and conformity to con
ditions.
Every screen manufacturer has his
own scheme for fastening the screen
cloth firmly in both metal and wood
frames. The idea is that the cloth must
not sag in the frame, on the largest
openings in doors or windows, porches,
etc., that when either whacked by the
children or inadvertently struck by
adults, the cloth will remain taut and
rigid and stay in place in the frame.
The tubular metal frame in this con
nection seems the most logical metal
frame. It is lighter and as strong as
the other types of metal frames. It is
so admirably contrived that the cloth
can be removed without an extra tool
and the springs and slides can be very
conveniently and admirably fitted.
The tracks or slide upon which the
metal frame works must be a slide and
not a series of sticking points. This
meansgood workmanship.
Another advantage the metal frame
has over the wood frame is that it does
not need the disfiguring hinges; if
hinged, it can be hung on the pivot
hinge which leaves no scar, and is in
serted in the casing of window and
leavesno trace. When it is to be taken
down for the winter it is simply lifted
out—no pins to come out of hinges
and no unscrewing.

Varieties of Metal Screens

The type of screen is of course de
pendent upon the kind of window or
openingyou have to screen. The usual
types are: sliding and rolling, casement
and stationary.
The sliding screensare usually used
on the double hung window and slide
on a slide. The best slidesare of metal
backedby wood. A double hung win
dow can be screenedby a single screen
or a double one, dependenton the wish
of the purchaser. The double slide is
necessary,of course, in the caseof the
double screen.
In this connectionit is interesting to
note that there is a new type of window
lately on the market that arranges in
the head of the window a space into

which not only the screencan disappear
but the window itself, and be out of
the way. This of course allows for a
completely open window even more so
than the casement.
The pleasureof the slide screen is in
the fact of its sliding and not catching
in a seriesof strugglesto make it work.
Springs and tubular grooved frames
complete this type. If the springs get
out of order in a tubular grooved frame,
they can easily be taken out and re
stored without special tools. They are
protectedalso from wear and rust and
made so as to withstand atmospheric
ravages. A safety deviceshould be pro
vided to prevent the spring from acci
dentally disengagingitself.
If the screenis hung inside the win
dow, one hand lift is sufficient. If it is
hung outside it is well to have another
on the inside to be of servicewhen re
moving them for winter storage.

Rolling Screens

The acme of screenperfection is at
tained in the rolling screen. At present
this type is creating the interest it de
serves, as it is adapted to every kind
of window and can be kept on the win
dow throughout the year.
The screen is of metal and rolls up
on a roller like a window shade; it is
of simple construction, durable and
non-rusting. It is light and rolls with
great dispatch. Some of these shade
like frames can be raised and lowered
at any point on the window frame;
they are rigid, do not sagon the broad
est of windows and are equipped with
non-rusting metal, and are either of
monel or bronze in fittings and framing.
The track in which they slide is also
non-rusting and holds the screen well
in place. The screen cloth is of the
best mesh and is tightly fastened at
every point in the frame.
The fact that thesescreensare inside
the window leaves them free from the
ravages of the elements,which is an
other point in their favor. Some of
these screensare supplied with a cord
just like a shade and that pulls up and
down the same way. Some of these
roller screenshave employedzinc on all
exposedparts, and this is a rust pre
ventive. The same brand employs a
waterproofed fabric less expensivethan
metal, also bronze, copper and monel
metal.
One especial type of rolling screen
presentsan advantagethat is very de
sirable— it has a patent side grip for
the edgesof the monel screencloth and
a perfected runway in which travels a
series of metal clips holding the cloth
and so arranged as to roll up without
difficulty. The screenroll is assembled
in a zinc casing,madeexactly to fit the
window, which is easily attachedto the
"stops" at the top of the window frame
and, when painted or stained to match
the trim, looks like a part of it and is
almost invisible. The two side "run
ways", also of zinc, are screwed to the
window "stops" like weather strips and
are painted or stained in similar man
ner making them entirely inconspicuous.

(Continued on page 78)
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Residence— Highland Park. Illinois
RobertScyfarth,Architect,
Chicago.Illinois

Exteriorof RedwoodSawnShingles

Build Your Home of REDWOOD
and Preserve its Personality

IN
mansion or bungalow, the use of Redwood
for exterior construction and finish will do more
than any other one thing to preserve the per

sonality of a frame, or stone and wood house.

Redwood resists rot

Every fibre of Redwood is impregnated by nature
with a preservative which prevents the growth of
decay-producing fungi. Properly seasoned. Red
wood is subject to a minimum of warping, shrink
ing and swelling. Climatic conditions and earth
moisture do not weaken or rot Redwood.
The good appearance and soundness of your house are as
sured when you build with Redwood shingles, sidings, water
tables, porch posts and columns, railings, roof boards, gutters
and window frames— for these parts of the buildings are ex
posed to the weather, or in contact with the earth, and should
be built of the best lumber.

Also resists fire

Redwood reduces the fire hazard, because it is free from
pitch and other highly inflammable resinous substances,
therefore is hard to ignite, slow-burning and easily extin

guished.

Economical, too

Being unusually free from knots, splits, checks and other

imperfections, there is little waste in Redwood lumber. The
builder's time is saved in working with Redwood. Having a
close grain and smooth texture, Redwood takes and holds

paint well. In a Redwood house, repair and up-keep expenses
are reduced to a minimum.

Information on Redwood every home-builder
should have

If you are planning a home, you will be interested in know
ing more about Redwood —why and where it should be used
in your new home. Our Chicago office will be glad to send you
this information. Write for Redwood Information Sheet No.
11, "Residential Building Materials."

%c Pacific Lumber Gx
OF I LLI NOI S

REDWOOD
2081McCormick Bldg., Chicago

NewYorkCily.N.Y. KansasCity,Mo.

THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.
SanFrancisco.CI. LosAngeles,C*L
TitLarftUMamufactartrlandDislritmtmofCaliforniaRidu.aU

Silent Sentinel ofHealth
Some rtpretcnta-
tive Aorwi wharm
JmwmttRefrigara-
for* are u$md:

ArthurCurtis*JamesNewport.R.I.
VincentAstor
Rhlnebeck.N.Y.

L. C.Tiffany
ColdSpringHarbor
E. J. MarshallPasadena,Calif.
B.ReadingBertron

NewYorkGuernseyCurran
EastNorwich,L. 1.
CorneliusVanderbilt

NewYork
lira.L. Z.LetterBeverlyFarms,Mass.
Wm.Fahnestoek
Katonah.N.Y.

Mrs.W. L.McKee
Bristol,R.I.

Samuel.latherCleveland,O.
Mrs.R.H.TownsendWashington
GeorgeEastmanRochester,N. Y.
JohnD.Rockefeller
PocanUcoHills.N.Y.
WilliamR.CoeOysterBay,L. I.
SirMortimerB.Davis

Montreal
JohnI).Rockefeller,Jr.

NewYork
Sen.W.A.Clark

NewYork
JosephLetterWashington
CharlesM.Schwab

NewYork
J. OgdenArmour,
LakeForest,III.

A. J. LlchtsternGleneoe,III.
Mrs.JobnHayCleveland,O.
JohnBorden
LskeGeneva,Wis.PayneWhitney
Manhasset,L. I.

Wm.V. Kelley
Lake~

1

IN
ALL ordinary refrigerators, metal
linings are used in the ice compart
ment —which is actually the hardest
place to keep clean. Every woman
realizes the difficulty of keeping metal
linings absolutely sanitary and con
sequently appreciates the practical
beauty of the seamless, snowy white
porcelain lining (of
both ice and food
compartments),
found only in the
Jewett.
This china crock
without crack, crevice
or joint, assures abso
lute cleanliness, amost
essential feature to
proper preservation of
food, and is but one
of the many exclusive
features of the Jewett
Refrigerator. When
almost every notable mansion, fine hotel
and well-managed club selects the Jewett,
its superiority must be unquestioned.

Write for this book

There is a reason why milk, butter and
meat should be kept on the lower shelf of
the refrigerator; do you know it This and
other points concerning the use and care of
a refrigerator are contained in our illus
trated booklet. May we send it to you ?

THE JEWETT REFRIGERATOR CO.
Established 1849

123 Chandler St. Buffalo, N. Y.
Associatedwith

The CanadianJewett Refrigerator,Bridgeburg,Canada

TheJewett—in additionto
Its one piece,Inch thick,
seamlesschinacrocklining
—providesa perfectsystem
ofcold,dryaircirculationto
properlypreservefood.

JEWETT\^ SOLID PORCELAIN REFRIGERATORS
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The Trade Nark Known In Every florae

UNIVERSAL
HOME JS

Ostracize the Fly
(Continued from page 76)

ACK up your housework trou
bles and turn them over to
UNIVERSAL Home Needs. In

stead of worrying about work, the UNIVER
SAL housewife plans for her pleasures. Her
able UNIVERSAL assistants are always ready
to lighten heavy burdens—shorten long tasks.

JO woman tan afford to be a weary house
keeper when she can be a happy home-

maker. UNIVERSAL helps do more than
perform daily tasks quickly and well. They
bring order out of chaos and create in the home
an atmosphere of cheer and refinement.

THE woman who usesUNIVERSAL HomeNeeds lives long and keepsyoung. She docs
the necessarywork without unnecessarytoil and
thereby keepsin radiant health and spirits.

WHAT you
get out of your home de

pends upon what you put into it.
The making of a better home will be in
your own hands when you use UNIVER

SAL Aluminum Cooking Uten
sils, Bread Makers, Food Chop
pers, Cutlery and UNIVER
SAL Electric Appliances. The
time they saveis the time you'll
have for rest and pleasure. The
hard work you have done in
the past is the work they will
do in the future.

The window shade is then replacedjust
below the screencasingand neither in
terfereswith the other. The screen is
so adjusted that it easily pulls down or
pushes up at will, automatically locks
itself on beingbrought down to the sill,
and, after being released by a slight
upward push remains in whatever po
sition it is left. It covers the whole of
every window and is so simple in con
struction and direct in action that, once
installed, it should never get out of
order. In caseof damageit can easily
be removed,new parts obtained and as
I easily be relocated. In new houses,
I under construction, provision can easily
be madeto "sink" the screencasingand
side runways into the window frames
so that they are almost invisible.
If the rolling screenis not used, the
casementcan be coveredwith top-hung
outside screens,side-hung, double-door
style, or single from one side or sta
tionary on the outside, if the window
opens inside. When possible the case
ment screen should be hung on pivot
hinges to permit easeof detaching for
storage,and, as we said before, to leave
the window without the marring of the
hinge there or removed. However, fre
quently in thecaseof theunusuallylarge
screenthe use of a little strap hinge is
sometimesnecessaryto carry the extra
weight. In marble window casing the
hinge of course is an impossibility.
A couple of side levers on either side
of the screen for releasing the pivots
when the screensare to be taken off
for the winter make the matter of
removal as easy as "falling off a log''.
The top hinge screen on the outside
of the window which pushesout from
the inside has to be hung very securely
and the bolts and pivots and handles
and adjustershave to be made to per
fection. The adjuster for pushing this
window out or openmust be a pleasure
to use or else this type of screenwill
be a curse. There is an adjuster now
on the market that is put on the win
dow in such a way that the screencan
be openedor closedwithout openingthe
inside of the window. A double in
surance against inroads of bugs while
opening the window to adjust screen!
Put up to "stay put" stationary
screensare fastened with bolts which
are removedwhen necessaryto store.

Wooden Frames

The story of the wooden frame is
about the sameas the metal, only that
the wood frame can't rust, but canwear
out if not seasonedand kiln dried and
given all the care in manufacture that
long life in woods necessitates.
Here, too, the corner construction
must be perfect, must be able to bear
the weight of the screen and take out
the jars. The frame must be rigid, light
and strong. The wire cloth must be so
fastened at every point that there is
no sagor bagginessin the broadestwin
dow. Now all this is possible in the
best wood frame screensand with good
workmanship. Everyone thought for a
long time that the metal screen could
not incorporatetheir goodpoints. Don't
be fooled by someonesaying that the
wood screen cannot be made "fool
proof", for it can and is. Here again
every maker has his own device for
catching the metal cloth; here again
the metal cloth must be rustless; here
again the metal work and hardware
must be rustless,the screenmust make
easy manipulation possible.
The screen door question, too, is
rallied round with the sameprovisos of
manufactureas metaland wood screens.
There arc the two leaf door and the
| one leaf.
The new thing on the door is the
fact that the whole door may be
I screenedor only one-half screened,the

rest of wood or metal. Yet it is far
better to have the whole door screened,
but for the sakeof beauty and lack of
monotony the lower half can be guarded
with a metal panel which will not only
look well but protect the wire cloth.
Sometimes,too, in the wholly screened
door just a metal guard rail is applied
to prevent injury to the wire cloth on
the full expanseof a door.
If half the door is of wood, there
again you lose the free entry of air, so
it is advisable to screenthe door com
pletely and usethe guard metal work to
beautify and protect it.
Some of the lower portions of doors
(as is the case with French windows)
are beautifully carved to be in keeping
with a handsomewood interior.
Doors, too, should be equippedwith
a good check to prevent them from
banging and close tightly.
Locks or no locks, are questions to
be decidedby the buyer, but all hard
ware, bolts, catches, pins, hinges, etc.,
should, of course, follow the "no-rust"
regime,and be of the most durable stuff
and match up with the surrounding
hardware.
Even though the frame and its hang
ing are of vital importance, yet what
would the screenbe without the screen
cloth? And, of course, there are as
many kinds of cloth in this quarter of
the world's work as in any other and
we have to know somethingof the va
riety in order to know what we are
buying, to buy advantageously. Here
again we play the old tune: Rust-
Iessness.
The cloth must be of a meshnot too
fine for free entry of air, and fine
enough to prevent the smallest insects
from entering. But here one must use
discretion. If your home is in the
Adirondacks where black flies and mid
gets precede the mosquitos, then it is
the better part of wisdom to usea finer
mesh; if you are at the seashore,the
ordinary coarsermesh is sufficient.

W ire Cloth Varieties

There is also choice here. One can
have:
(1) Painted steelcloth which must be
repainted often in accordancewith its
exposure and in regard to where it is
exposedand whether it is hung inside
or outside of the window.
(2) Galvanized steel mesh: This is
often blackenedfor eye ease.
(3) Monel metal (an alloy of copper
and nickel) guaranteedrust proof, used
mainly at seashoreresorts but good for
any place.
(4) Bronze and patented bronzes:
Used as is the monel wire cloth. Here
a coat of paint to dull the bronze glare
is of real service to the eye.
(5) Copper: A coat of dull paint
here, too, will take off the glare.
Manufacturers have various bronze
cloths and they are sold under various
names. Its great use is imperviousness
to rust but it has to be of the best
manufacture to insure this paradisiacal
condition.
The porch that is screened with
pernickety screensnever is screenedin
time to reject the insectworld. So here
is another casewhere they must fit and
be made to order.
What is a sleeping porch without a
screen? Without a functioning screen?
One swallow may not make a summer,
but one fly can make torture out of
night.
Somemakerswill key your screensso
that each screenhas its tag for replace
ment and there is no loss of effort and
time in resettingthemnext year in their
proper places. This can be done in
windows, door and porch work. Of
course,with the rolling screen—they are

(Continued on page 82)
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Do you seeanything in this interior that would fit
into your country home>If so,why not let us send

you particulars?

barton, $rice anb flKHtlteon 3nc.
Interior Decorators

3ivt East ytftg-foiirtlj frlrrrt
Nrm fork, 5f. %

Aitluinra
Arrljttrrtural IflmiiutuirU

Art ©bjrrta
ffirjtrutiurtimtH
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JSeHUMPHREY

Padiantfiip
The Solution to Your Heating Problem

Providesan almost completesystemfor theprice of oneheavymasonry
fireplace. A simpleventilating flue takes the place of brick chimney.
Producesradiant heat—positivelywithout odor. A practical demonstra
tion canbe had in your city by our local representative.Write for book
let showingmany stylesand sizes to selectfrom.

New York
GENERAL GAS LIGHT COMPANY

Kalamazoo San Francisco

SPECIAL PRICES
on Hand -Wrought Iron
CONNOISSEURS choose Johnson-
Meier wrought iron as the finest
produced —here or abroad.
It is exquisitely made and beautifully
finished— the designs are original but
always in harmony with their period.
For a limited time we are offering
prices far below the ordinary.
As wedding gifts nothing could be
more appropriate than either of the
lamps shown.

Get your
order in early.
Ten days ship
ment assured
if order reach
es us prompt
ly. Write for
photos of
other pieces
at special
prices. Money
back if not
entirely satis
fied.

TkJl beautifulTorchlere—hand=§|wroughtIron.68 Incheshigh.
Finishedin rich antlciuopoly
chrome(subduedreds,softblues,
tarnishedgoldanddull black)
or naturalbeateniron If pre
ferred. Completelywiredfor
4 electriccandles. A very_
unusualvalue $85.00 f=
PriceIncludespackingbutnottransportationcharges.

■11
HandWroughtIronCandelabra.beautifullyproportioned, 18
incheshigh, 10 Inch spread.Completelywiredfor twocan
dles. Naturalfinishor richpolychrome,ourspecialprice
Priceincludesparkingbutnottransportationcharges.

$30.50

I

Johnson -Meier Company
155 Wendell Street

Chicago
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Away from City Cares
Get a Togan Cottage; for you and your family to
live in this summer.

Good looking, well arranged; built to give you all
the rest and comfort of life in the open.

YouLow priced; built complete in our factories,
can do the erecting yourself if you like.

Write for catalog "Away from City Cares." It tells you
how to get your cottage quickly and economically.

TOGAN-STILES
1615 Eastern Ave.

Grand Rapids, Michigan
Also togan Garages and Bungalows

. The Finest Estates in America |
Are Equipped with

"Buffalo" Portable

Fencing System
Fire Fenders, Spark Guards and Fire Place Screens

With "BUFFALO" Portable Fencing System
you can build enclosures of any size for chick
ens, ducks, geese, dogs, rabbits and other
small fowls or animals. These enclosures pre
vent flowers from being destroyed and permit rotation of yards.

"BUFFALO" PORTABLE FENCING SYSTEM is light,
strong and neat in appearance. It is easy to put up and easy to
shift. No heavy work to be done.

IVRTTE for illustratedBookletNo. ?o-R "whichshowsdesigns,sizesandprices.
^Maileduponreceiptof 6cpostage.

"BUFFALO" FIRE FENDERS, SPARK GUARDS and FIRE PLACE
SCREENS cannotbe comparedwith flimsy,cheap ones. They are of

Sjd
andcorrectdesign,strongand durable,and madeby the mostskill-
workmenfrom thebest"BUFFALO" quality offine meshwire cloth.

We makethem to fit anys
in any desiredfinish.

: fire placeopeningand

We alsomakehighgradeVINE TRAINERS. TREE
GUARDS, GARDEN FURNITURE andWIN
DOW GUARDS. Informationgladlyfurnished.

IVRTTE for completecatalogueNo. 8-BD. bailed uponreceiptof loc postage.

BUFFALO WIRE WORKS COMPANY
475 TERRACE (Formerly Scheeler'sSons) BUFFALO, N. Y.



J correctpatternin
™.«1833
!*•WALLACEMCAV.E3T
Silver Plate
Teaspoons,Setof Sia
$3.U. Co»thinatiov*iiChests,$30.00,up. Guar
anteedwithnuttime

TN THE MONTH OF BRIDES and the breath of orange blossoms, the new
*■ Wallace pattern is most happily announced: the "Hostess" — in honor of the
bride of today who is the hostess of tomorrow!

It is symbolic of all that the name "Hostess" implies— graciousness, dignity and cor
rectness. Its pure simplicity of lineand ornament form a design of chaste beauty. The
"Hostess" typifies the distinctiveness and enduring charm of every Wallace pattern.

As a wedding gift, the "Hostess" pattern is ideally suitable. It is presented in
flatware service and hollow ware, including tea and coffee sets, dishes, trays and
other pieces to match.

J. picturesjustwhateverybootesi«houUknow. Profuselyillus- RAVaxlace u Sons Mfg. Co.• S^tpoMwdfarSUceuo.Auurew 'Hta 11in (jf<>id — Q>n™CtICllttratedwithnrrtttt.xbleitttine
HostessOcparinieut,BoxN SILVERSMITHS

DRAWNOYNEYSAMCMEIN
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Sendforourfreebooklet,
THE PERFECTFLOOR"
oakfloorsshouldbe

laid,ftniihtd,tartdfir.

Homey Homes—
the Spirit of the Times

NEXT
to the pleasure of building a new home after

your own ideals there's the pleasure of remodeling
an old one. Look at the cottage in the picture.

Imagine it without dormers, without the terrace porch and
its pergola roof, without casement windows, or flower
boxes— you have left a very commonplace house, far from
a home in the true sense of homcyness.

But this house was built originally of the natural home-
building material— LUMBER— and, transforming it into
an attractive home was comparatively a simple operation.
And lumber is the most economical building material you
can buy today.

For Lumber of Uniform Higb Quality
Ask Your

Lumberman for LONG-BELL Lumber

Southern Pine Lumber and Timbers; Creosoted Lumber,
Timbers, Posts, Poles, Piling, Ties and Wood Blocks; Califor
nia White Pine Lumber, Sash and Doors; Standardized Wood

work; Oak and Gum Lumber, Oak Flooring.

The TpnG-Reix T umber Camparm
U.A.LONG BUILDING Lumbermen since 1875 KANSAS CIT^V, MO.
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Qenuine Sfceed'zfurniture
HIGHEST QUALITY

BUT NOT HIGHEST PRICED

The superior quality and charm of our
distinctive Reed Furniture is easily
recognized. We make a specialty of un
usual designs for homes of refinement,
clubs, and yachts.

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

TRS REED SHOP. Inc.
581 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

"Suggestionsin ReedFurniture" forwardedon receiptof 25cpostage

Paintedfurniturefor BedRooms*
DiningRoomsandPorches

AGNES
FOSTER
WRIGHT

INTERI OR
DECORATIONS

42 East 48th St.

New York

English Chintzes

Antiques

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FURNITURE FOR COUNTRY HOMES

PiriMiartTK/ Rugs
TO achievethat lightnessand dignity of furnishing which is essentialto the countryhouse,use
Pinkhamhand-braidedrugs. You may obtain them
at all the better stores in colors suitable for bed
rooms,living rooms,halls, etc. Or senddescriptions
of your rooms,and we shall submit color sketches
of appropriatedesigns.

PINKHAM ASSOCIATES, Inc.
No.3 MarginalRoad Portland,Maine

About Radiator Enclosures
Both the Built-Ins
and Built -Afters

We have a booklet for you.

A delightfully helpful booklet giving you
a goodly lot of suggestions on the at
tractive enclosing of your radiators with
grilles. Enclosures that can be built after
your house is built, or built right along
with its building.

You are welcome to the booklet.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
2 West 45th St. New York

ndividndHsrtY-
in Good

~Jumitur(^

^-is a combination of distinction
and good taste,of quiet elegance
and refined
expressedby ti

y, such as is
Adam bench.

With hand-carved mahogany
frame and upholstered in Italian
vclour, it has proven one of The
Elgin A. Simonds Company's
most favored patterns. Sold at
all leading furniture shops.

Write for our illustrated folio
H. G. : it contains many sugges
tions of artistic home settings.

Elgin A. Simonds
Company

Syracuse New York
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Cror £verlasting CconornyJ

Pride in a
Fine Home

No costly furnishings, no elaborate
decorations give the warmth, the
color, the richness of Oak Floors.

In cleanliness, in ease of cleaning,
in durability, in beauty, in economy,
they have no rivals.

Unwieldy, unsanitary, dusty carpets are out of
date. Spotless, dustless Oak Floors with rugs are
the modern ideal.

Oak Floors cost less than ordinary floors, plus
carpets. Any dealer's figures prove this statement.

No home is too grand for Oak Floors—for there
are none better. No home is too modest—for they
are a real economy. Once laid they are good for a
century. Ask any real estate man how much they
increase selling and renting values.

Our free booklets, in colors, contain much inter
esting and valuable information on Oak Floors and
their uses.

Among other things they explain how our special
thickness of %-inch Oak Flooring can be laid over
old flooring, at a small cost. Send for them today.

OAK FLOOWNGJ^m^OPr gh^
1047Ashland Block, Chicago,HI

The trade-markbelow
is alwaysyour guaran
teeof Oak Flooring of
the highest quality in
everyrespect.Stamped
on everystick.

Ostracize the Fly
(Continued from page 78)

never taken down and much labor is
saved.
Screensare not a luxury; they are a
health measure. When we get more
civilized we will probably have our
screens inspected to see that they fit,
and the boards of health in the various
towns will keep a close watch on them
for diseasesare rapidly being traced to
the minute insect carriers. Typhus and
yellow fever are the last results. Think
what Central Europe would have been

spared had it been properly screened!
Contrary to usual opinion screenscan
be most attractive and fit in with the
surrounding wood trim, and be a de
partment of house furnishing not to be
belittled. And don't fail to realizethat
a lot of trouble can be saved and un-
sightlinessbe avoided, if the screen is
thought of beforebuilding your home—
and if the roller type is installed, you
have no storage care, or removal and
reapplying slavery.

Collecting Old White For Decoration
(Continued from page 39)

Collecting a color is good fun, because
collections of objects are usually hard
to place. No matterhow exquisitequeer
snuff boxes may be individually they
are difficult to display agreeably. That
is why collecting a color is so much
more fun—becauseit may be the key
note, the secret basis, of all your dec
oration. Given a collectionof old white
things—fabrics and ivories and paint
ings and such—your soft white becomes
a pervading glamor, which spreads it
self over your rooms, coloring every
thing. The ageing of white is exactly
opposite to the ageing of color. While
colors constantly lose their intensity,
white takes on a thousandlovely tones.
Perhaps it seems a little mad, this
amateur collecting of a color, and yet
surely there is a Providence that directs
the passionatecollector to the objects
of her longing, to the undreamedthings
that give her surpriseand enchantment.
The elementof surpriseis as preciousto
the collector as the joy of finding things
sought for. Certainly I never could
have imaginedor anticipatedthe posses
sion of my now most coveted belong
ings, and therefore I must believe that
my love for them, like a magnet,drew
them to me. As they revealed their
existencesto me I made them mine,
which was much more amusing than
seeking definite things. When I found
an old pair of white kid gloves of the
Directoire period, with naive pictures
and Spanish versesprinted on them in
black ink, with their edges minutely
scalloped and yellowed white ribbons
laced through the wrists, I had a much
greater thrill than if I'd found a snuff
box or a fan or a bandbox. My lovely
pair of old gloves were kept in a box
for a long time, but now they have a
proper place in my bedroom, beneath
the long sheet of glass that covers my
pink and white brocade-hung dressing
table. Their cost, I think, was five
shillings, but their charm is priceless.
Indeed, most of my white finds re
presentso much fun and so little money
that I feel my passion must be an in
spired one. And when I find irresistible
white things that I cannot possibly af
ford, I buy them for some more for
tunate one who may have the right
room and the adequatedollars and the
proper appreciation. When I found a
quilted petticoat of white satin, of the
Louis Seizeperiod, I could not possibly
afford it myself, but I bought it and
covered a small old sofa frame with it
and used it in a drawing room, just
beneathan old flower painting, in which
white flowers shone against a dark
ground. When I found a fragile tri
angular white lace shawl for fifteen
dollars I kept it for myself, and made
a hanging for the head of my bed, a
perfect hanging, and yet utterly un
dreamedof. This bed is a lovely, grace
ful white and gold one, Louis XVI in
feeling, with a slight additional sug
gestionof the Directoire. Its four very
thin white columns terminate in gilt
swans. The swans at the headboard
hold this old lace shawl in their beaks.
I have planneda festoon of old ribbons

and strings of lace for the two lower
posts, but that has not come to pass.
The bedspread-to-bealso is a thing of
dreams—it must be of yellowed white
satin, faintly painted. But at presenta
perfectly plain length of pink moire
servesas bedspread.
My bedroomis full of white, but each
white spot is so separatedfrom another
as to count fully. The room is like a
hugebox of yellow-pink, with walls and
ceiling and trim all the sametone. The
dark polished floor is coveredwith the
Aubusson rug of the white stars. The
windows are hung first with glass cur
tains of a thin pineappletissueof cream
white, patterned with butterflies and
bound with narrow white satin rib
bons, and then there are large full cur
tains of a silvery gauze, with valances
of Directoire brocade,old gray-blue silk
with yellowish white flowers over them.
Between the two windows, on top of
a narrow walnut bookcase,is my ivory
tower, which delights me none the less
becauseit is actually of bone, and not
of ivory. The illustration which shows
this tower and the white and gold bed
also shows a lot of lesserwhite things
which are special treasures; a water
color, supposed to be by Blake, of a
youth and maiden making an offering
of a great basket of white fruits to
Pan; a small Chineseprocelain lady sit
ting beneath a mirrored jar of white
stocks; an old black and white vase on
the dressingtable; a white figure with
convenient cups for matches and cig
arettes,and a pair of red glass bottles,
coveredwith gold stars, in ivory coast
ers. In the same London basement
shop where I found my star carpet I
found the Louis XV chairs,oneof which
sits at the foot of the bed. The white
frame of the chair has becomeso worn
that it takes a true lover of the shabby
to forgive it

,

but the wine colored
Aubusson covering, with its great pink
and white lilies, is brilliant still.
The dressingtable (simply a wooden
shelf fixed on the wall, exactly opposite
the mantel, with a huge mirror inset
above it) is hung with pink brocade
flowered in white and red, a beautiful
old stuff that I dreadedto cut, but felt

I must enjoy.
The white panel which hangs over
my mantel is an old Louis XVI carving,
so worn that it can only be calledwhite
by courtesy. Its original white paint is

almost gone, and placed against a clear
white wall it would be a mass of gray
and tan, but against the deep yellow-
pink of my room it is a marvelousar
rangementof whites. Some day, when

I have a little house, I shall build it

into a little dining room. The ivory box
beneath the panel is another proof of
collector's luck, for it is of the same
Indian designas the coasterswhich hold
my star bottles. I found it in a Boston
junk shop, at a ridiculous price.
The furniture grouped about the
mantel is of all sorts and colors, but
all of it is relieved by white. One
bergere is covered with mauve linen
checked in white, the other in brown

(Continued on page84)
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Stonecraft Garden Furniture

Hewn from the solid, natural
stone, by expert craftsmen,

this furniture has a dignity
and beauty of design that can

not be equalled by artificial
processes. Every piece indi
vidual and made to order. Send
for descriptive literature and
prices on sun-dials, benches,

decorative pillars, etc.

G. H. YOUNG COMPANY
SAINT PAUL MINNESOTA

TodhunterMantels
Early English ^Colonial
•cfii^s T{eproductions

Fireplace AdCej'jorteS Metal WorJC

A simplecarvedGeorgianmantelwithburnishedsteelandbrassregistergrate

ANDIRONS, GRATES, FENDERS, FIRETOOLS, SCREENS
WEATHERVANES, LANTERNS. FOOT SCRAPERS

ARTHUR TODHUNTEP.. Showrooms:101ParkAvenue.New York.Cor. 40ihSt.

Homes*

I WATEI^RilDlEMS
j7his compact equipment, placed in upur basement or
other convenient location, uiill automatically, pump an
adequate supplu; of soft or hard water to anvj part of
upur home or property, keeping it under pressure
for immediate use, the same as a citq supply.
Sendusi/ournameandwewilldirecti/oubourmostconvenientbranchoffice
whichwillhiepleasureinservingyou.ThousandsinuseinMatesofQuality.
FortWayne Enoimeerimg & /Afo. Co.MAIN OF^ICeAND FACTORY—
No. 1724 North Harrison St., Fort wayns. Indiana
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Wm.H. Noll Residence,Fort Wayne, Ind.
Chas.R. IVeatherhogg,Architect

BUILD YOUR NEW HOME WITH

INDIANA LIMESTONE

Many of the world's finest edifices — including five

of the seven new United States Federal Reserve

Banks—are built of Indiana Limestone.

But the grandeur and beauty of this material is

not limited to public buildings of great size. It is

magnificently adapted for home building.

Whether you contemplate erecting a moderate

sized residence, or an elaborate mansion, we sug

gest that you familiarize yourself with the true

merit of Indiana Limestone.

The cost of Indiana Limestone houses is not

higher than of those built of any other permanent
material, and the warm, velvety texture of the

stone becomes more beautiful with the years.

Upon requestwe shall be glad to sendyou

ourspecialbookletghing designsformoderate

sized homes built of Indiana Limestone

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association

Box 782 Bedford, Indiana

Metropolitan Service Bureau, 489Fifth Avenue, New York City

Collecting Old White For Decoration
(Continued from page 82)

toile de Jouy patterned in white. The
screen is of book-paper, black ground
spotted in white and pink. The ward
robe is painted in imitations of tortoise
shell, with little white lines suggesting
ivory, and white butterflieson its door.
The graduation of differencein white
is limitless: for instance, there is the
difference of degree, or digestion. A
fresh white muslin curtain in a freshly
whitewashedroom has charm and sim
plicity, but it cannot be compared in
degreewith a yellowing satin curtain in
an old room where white paint has
taken on the polished quality of ivory.
A glass—two glasses—three glasses of
buttermilk are refreshing, but a glass
of creamwould be surfeiting. It is all
a matter of quality. White must be
used sparingly, preciously, to remain
the motif of an arrangement,and not
be lost in too great repetition. One re
calls the amusingtrial of Whistler, when
the critic testified that a certain Sym
phony in White contained many other
colors—green,and brown, and so forth.
"And does a Symphony in F contain
only F—F— F?", asked Whistler, "f—
f—f—fool!"
A collection of white is best shown
against some definite tone—canary, or
pink, or gray, or blue—but some tone
that itself, in combination with deeper
color, suggestswhite. White not too
insistent, each white object being a
subtle support, should be used like a
recurring motif, a delicate repetition,
of another white object. The play of
tones and colors in white is great, but
one has learned that it is more suc
cessfulto use a lighter white against a
deeperwhite than vice versa. A white
porcelainfigure-—of itself a shining clear
white—is fine against a yellowish stuff,
or againstdeepcream. My living room,
for instance, is very faintly cream, its
white marbie mantel is bluish white,
and the two large jardinieres are of
pinkish white, and yet there is no sug
gestion of one white melting into
another. The painting above themantel

is from an old Italian screen,and shows
a gorgeous blackamoor leading in a
proud white horse. On the mantel shelf
beneathare two little blackamoors.
One of the white rooms I most en
joyed doing was a bedroom in a New
York house built around a lovely old
bed of white and gold. I have never
seensuch paint, as smooth and shining
as a bowl of thick cream. This old bed
is Italian, with four posts of equal
height, and a great hanging head board
with the monogram of the owner
carved and gilded within an oval. This
bed has a beautiful polished look, and
its gold is as smooth as its paint. The
bedspreadis madeof an old brocadeof
white ground patternedwith little Wat-
teau-like groups in yellow and pink and
violet. A valance of pink silk hangs
under the bedspread.
This room also has many notable
touchesof white againstwhite, the most
amusing being the lyre-shaped fixture
strung with pearls instead of crystals.
To the appreciative eye these pearls
makeno more claim to preciousnessthan
do crystal. They are no more an af
fectation than are the white satin cur
tains at the windows. Imitation pearls
are beautiful things: why not usethem?
White satin is always beautiful, and
age but mellows its beauty. I recall a
set of old white satin wall hangings of
the Queen Anne period, yellowed to a
lovely frail texture and color, painted
with perpendicular bandings of single
rosesand simpleleaves. Every one who
loves things has a few deeply cherished
memorieslike this—and always I've had
a dream of a room paneled in painted
white satin. But I have only approached
its realization in these white satin cur
tains, which are as simply made as
muslin ones,great shining white masses
of plain finished with pleated ruffles.
These curtains are hung over a deep
peachpink taffeta,so that the light may
be kept warm. The usual rules were
disregarded. Instead of pink over white
we usedpink under white.

Decorative Tiles Inside and Out the House
(Continued from page 47)

of the architect and decorator; others
againare new and original in conception
and harmoniously achieve their mission
as pure decoration. In the Enfield tiles
there is a boldnessand feeling for orna
mentaleffectthat makesthempeculiarly
fitted for outdoor use and they carry
with themmuch of the charm that chal
lenges the attention in the Moravian
tiles.
So far in its broadest sense,America
has not succeededin developing a dis
tinctly national art type and it is prob
able that our arts and industrial crafts
will vary from European types more in
spirit than in actual expression. And so
in decoration. We have developedno
style peculiarly our own, so for a time
we harked back to specific periods,
studying and copying them as nearly as
we could while we were in the processof
discovering just what was best fitted
for our particular mode of living and
what would best lend itself to our own
particular environment. In our search
for adaptable material we have the
golden fruits of all the ages to choose
from, and in our presentmood we are
tendingtowardsa revulsionfrom neutral
tints and smooth texturestowards colors
more positive and vibrant, and surfaces
expressiveof the nature of the material
from which they are evolved. Plaster
is rough cast and left to display its
natural tone and wood is no longer dis
guisedwith varnishingbut is allowed to
reveal the value and beauty of its grain.
But there are spaces that require a
richer and more splendidtreatmentthan

rough cast work and open timber, and
to produce this neededcolor enrichment
tiles are being introduced, sometimes
massedto get the effect of a body of
solid color as required in certain walls
and floors, or they may be distributed
in small numbersto produce interesting
spotsof color or to supply color balance.
They have been used most successfully
in various ways in the structure and
decorationof someof our most interest
ing homes. In Mrs. John L. Gardner's
palatial house in Boston several rooms
and corridors are maderesplendantwith
tiled floors and walls. One floor is of
deeprich red tiJes and their soft velvety
texture is as beautiful as an oriental
rug but more in keeping with the dis
tinctive characterof the room. Another
floor in this house is of blue tiles, a
haunting, vibrant blue that sounds the
dominant color note in the room. Old
Moorish tiles embellishthe walls of the
apartmentand they are as extraordinary
in their decorativeeffect as a rare old
tapestry.
Texture also plays an equally neces
sary role in decoration and the texture
of tiles is quite different from that of
any other material. To producea good
effect,the fixed backgroundupon which
they appearshould be in characterwith
its ornament—rough plaster, concrete,
and stone are most frequently used—
and an outdoor living room, a conser
vatory! a loggia, a swimming pool or
breakfast room though treated in the
simplestway, will, by the addition of a

(Continued on page86)
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Hand paintedscreenand deskaccessoriesfrom Rool^woodStudios

ROOKWOOD
ARTISTIC POTTERY and TILES

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATEDMATTER

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY CO.
Rookwood Place Cincinnati. Ohio

DANERSK FURNITURE

WITHIN
the mind of each one of us is our conception

of the perfect room. Quaint furniture with the indefin
able charm of early American craftsmanship, homes of dear
association and impressions gained from many sources are
composite in our ideal of what a home should be.

As manufacturers of furniture we cannot picture in our
illustrations the perfect room, but we do offer you pieces so
carefully made, so varied in their forms and finish that it is
easy for you to work out a scheme for each room that is
full of imagination and charm.

We specialize in early American designs and finishes to go
with our own importations of block prints and chintzes.

Buy from your dealer or direct from us.

Sendfor "The Donersk" C-6 a bulletin illustrating
decorativefurniture

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 W. 47thSt., New York First door westof Fifth Ave.— ith floor
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Assure heating comfort
by using foresight now

IN
THIS season of building and remod
eling, to get the best out of your heat

ing system, have the radiators equipped
with Jenkins Valves.

A heating plant may be the best, but it will
not give the utmost in comfort and satisfaction
if the radiator valves are of the light, cheaply
made type which cannot stand the strains of
expansion and contraction of piping, and leak
and develop trouble after installation.

For over half a century Jenkins Radiator
Valves have been used where it is the desire to
have a heating system the best in every way.
They are heavier valves—contain more and the
best steam metal, and can be opened easily, and
closed tightly. Made in various attractive
finishes.

Economy)
The first cost of a
Jenkins Valve may be
more than the light
weight valve, but its
absolute dependability
and the satis/action it
gives make a genuine
Jenkins Valve theleast
expensive in service.
The mark below ap
pearson everyJenkins
Valve—it is a guaran
tee and sign of genu-

Permit your architect to specify and your
steamfitter to install genuine Jenkins "Diamond
Marked" Radiator Valves. Send to us for inter
esting booklets on Plumbing and Heating Valves.

JENKINS BROS.
SOWhite St New York
.124Atlantic Ave Boston
133No. SeventhSt Philadelphia
646WashingtonBlvd Chicago

JENKINS BROS , Limited
Montreal,Canada. London,England.
FACTORIES: Bridgeport.Conn.: Elizabeth,N. J. ; Montreal,

Canada.

Decorative Tiles Inside and Out the House
(Continued from page 84)

tiled floor, a wall, a fountain, attain a
dignity and a richness of artistic ex
pressionthat lifts it out of the realm of
the commonplace. Used on a loggia
floor, the warm, harmonious tones
rather prepare one for the gay hues of
flowers and shrubs outdoors, and the
stretchesof velvety lawns are reflected
indoors in all the toneswhich appear in
the tiled pavement.
Tiles sound a warmer, more personal
note than marble, they can better ex
press the sentiment of the craftsman,
but splendid results have often been
achieved by using these two materials
in combination, as is exemplifiedin the
delightful hall shown on page47 where
the floor is of marble with tile inserts.
But we are just beginningto turn our
attention to the use of color on the ex
terior of buildings—to study minutely
color location, to experimentwith color
when it is applied to other then geo
metric form and to try to achievewith
it a real and vital decorative result.
Becausetiles are so well adaptedto out
door use, and becausealmost any color
note can be soundedby them, they will
more and more play a large factor in
helping toward the solution of this new
problem.
In gardens, the use of applied color
must be restrained if flowers fling out
their gayest banners, but where there
aregray walls and dusky pathsand long
stretches and bowers of green, what
could be more delightful than to come
upon a fountain whose blue tiled basin
and walls seemto reflect the azure of
the sky, or green tiles the cool of the
ocean? Another ingenious way of in

troducing colors to crown a neutral
toned garden wall with a coping of
shingletiles which can be glimpsedhere
and there betweenvines.
For interiors, the more utilitarian uses
of tiles are becomingpopular. They are
made to take the places of wood or
stone in door trims for instance, con
necting them perhaps with some other
architectural feature in the room, and
they are also used in a decorativeway
to conceal registers and radiators— the
pierced arabesquesof the design allow
ing the full volume of heat to enter the
room. Much can be said of mantels
and fireplacesand hearths and the ap
propriateness of the materials from
which they are constructed. Stone and
brick have long been successfully used
but many delightful conceptionsare now
being carried out in dull toned tiles in
which as much or as little color can be
used as one desires.
These Chinese, Persians, Spaniards,
Moors, Italians and Dutch realized to
the fullest the possibilities of these bits
of clay that they coloredand bakedwith
such magic skill, and we of today turn
to the old Persian tiles for inspiration
when we wish to achievebeautiful pas
sagesof color. When the problem calls
for more restrainedtoneswe may study
those of the Italian Renaissance. But
we cannot successfullyutilize exact re
productions of classictypes becausethe
scale of our ornamentationdiffers from
that of the ancients,so we can only try
to grasp the essenceof their art and
adapt it as far as we can in spirit,
changingsizeand dimensionsto suit our
own forms of embellishment.

An Afternoon In Arcady
(Continued from page 35)

SINCE 1864

so the track rules say—
To pass him then if I could from
that place;—
Unless he distanced me by driving
past
Until his wheels were clear in front
of all
My horses' heads—why then—just
with the vicious
Trick that is often done with timid
men
To force them to the rear, he swerved
a little
To the left. I saw this forearmmore.
But I
Was keen, and closely watched his
unfair trick.
I lashed my horses forward to the
narrow
Gap, when my axle struck his full.
His horses
Felt the blow; it turned them just a
little
To the right. Their speed just drew
the chariot far
Enough aside to open half a hand's
length.
Small you may say—but wider by
the width
Of your two little thumbs, as I was
driving.
Then I lashedthem through, and beat
his trick by my
Own skill. The case was plain
enough. Had I
Not risked a fall, his dirty, low-down
trick
Might have succeeded. It was plain
enough
To all the crowd. They turned
against him, jeered him,
Hooted, threw things—and the girl
was mine!

Melitta (yearningly): Would any
man do so for me!
Agathon: Now, see. You made me
tell the tale I would not !
You have some craft within that
head of yours,

That might make lovers do great
things for you—
But none are here.
Melitta: I wish someman would do
great deeds
To win mel
Agathon : Here, with farmers, shep
herds, wood-cutters? (He laughs).
Melitta: Now tell me how you sailed
to Egypt!
Agathon : I've done1 You get no
more of me.
Melitta: Please, just that talc!
Agathon: No; — I want to sleep. (He
looks about to seewhereshadeis and
will be, puts down his staff, and pre
pares to lie down.)
Melitta (with her usual device): When
news arrived
That all good soldiers who had spent
a year
In Egypt were allowed to keep one-
half their spoils,
You could resist no more. (She
pauses.)

Agathon: Well, I can resist you now.
I'm not caught twice. (He stretches
out, partly concealedfrom view.)
Melitta (persevering): Then when
you fought the Abyssinian Prince,
And seized his treasures. (She
pauses. There is no response.) Re
memberhow the silk-stuffs glittered?
(No sound.) The food? (The best
bait.) The golden and ruddy wines?
(There is not even a grunt. She ap
proaches. She picks up one of his
feet. It drops heavily.) Are you
asleep? (He givesa protestinggrunt,
rolls further over, emits a heavy
snore, then sinks into blissful silence.)
He's just as good as dead now.
But when he wakes he'll yearn to tell
me that,
And scores of others. Oh, if some
such thing
Could stir my blood to want some
man! Small chance,
(Continued on page90)
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jlwWay toMse Brick
iReduces Cost One-Third

%v

1■

II

"Ideal" Wall Gives Permanent, Fire-

Safe Construction at Cost of Frame

T^HE new "Ideal" wall positively cuts the cost of wall
construction one-third by saving Brick, mortar and

labor. A simple, ingenious method of laying Brick, which
gives you permanent, attractive, lire-safe construction at
the very lowest cost. Makes the
strongest hollow wall—2% inches of
solid material at its thinnest point.
It is dry—thoroughly so—being ex
tremely well ventilated. In summer
it is cool; in winter warm and frost
proof. Uses any standard Brick ;
any wall thickness. An excellent plaster base; no fur
ring required. Unquestionably, "Ideal" wall is greatest
single construction development of century. Acclaimed

and approved by Architects, Builders and
Building Authorities. Will save home
Imilders millions yet give them superior
construction. Don't proceed with your
plans until you learn how much it will
save you. Send postal now for full par
ticulars.T IlE F. circular

givesall thefacta

The Common Brick Industry of America
1303 Schofield Building

Cleveland, Ohio

Theutronycttandcheapent
hollowwalleverconceived.

Residenceof W. W. Orcutt
C. C. & S. J. Chapman,Arch, andBldrs.

Los Angeles,Calif.

Does Your Home Need
Bay State Protection?

If the exceptionalbeauty impartedby Bay State were its only
feature,it would still be the first choiceof discriminatingbuyers.
For Bay Statemakesconcreteand stuccohomestruly beautiful.
But Bay Stateprotectsas it beautifies. It waterproofsall houses
of brick, cementand stucco. Dampnesswill not seep in. Driving
rains cannotbeat througha Bay State coatedwall. It lasts for
years. You can get Bay StateBrick and CementCoatingin
white, and a range of colors. Let us send you samples.
Booklet No. 2 showsmanyhomesmadebeautifulwith Bay
State. Write todayfor samplesandbooklet.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paint and VarnishManufacturers

BOSTON, MASS.
New York Office PhiladelphiaOffice ,. „
Architects'Bldg. 1524ChestnutStreet »«J Stater

BAY STAT E
Brick and Cement Coating

Olde jStonesMd JJoofe
and Flagging

R. B. frabb.
residence at
Cincinnati,Ohio

G. C. B u r -
roughs, Arch.

They Are Tapestries in Stone
To call a stoneroofa tapestrymaysounda bit far fetched.
But whenyou seethe delightfulmlnglingsof colorand gradationsin
formandthicknessof theOldeStonesfleldStones,you'llfully agreewithus.
Evenas they are fitting crownsfor your home,thevmakecharming
flaggingfor yourterraceor walks. Sendfor bookletNo. 27.

THEJOHN D. EMACK CO.
HOMEOFFICE:

112So.16thSt.,Philadelphia
NEWYORK OFFICE
15East49thSt.

"Delightful Thatched Roofs"
A thatched effect is the most artistic roof ever designed.
"CREO-DIPT" Thatch Roofs are made possible by our ingenious
method of sawing the shingle butts in special thatch pattern —
to lay without selection — and bending across as well as with
grain of wood to round over eaves or gables.
A large Book of Beautiful Homes with " CREO-DIPT " Thatch Roofs by
Prominent Architects on request. Architects, ask for working drawings with
standard specifications.
For regular " CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingle Side Wall and Roof
work, ask for our beautiful Portfolio of Fifty Homes by Prom
inent Architects aswell as color samples. Ask about " CREO-
DIPT" 24-inch Dixie White Side Walls for the true Colonial
White Effect.

CREO-MPT COMPAMY. inc.
1012 Oliver Street N. Tonawanda, N. Y.

Portfolio
</Hon>.1 •»

'CREO-DIPT"
StainedShingles
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We'll Buy You a Sun-Dial—or a Package of Seeds
There isn't anything too important —or too small
—for House & Garden to buy for you. It will buy
a splendid and irreproachable stand-there-through-

the-ages sort of stone base for your sun-dial. Or
it will make sure that you get a package of sweet-
pea seeds that will blossom next summer into pre
cisely the shade of salmon pink you want. You
can sit on a garden bench bought by House &
Garden if you like and watch them do it. There
really isn't anything about your house, inside or
out, that can't be had through the

House & Garden

SHOPPING SERVICE

Now that spring's here, the Shopping Service ex
pects to be asked for garden furniture and clip
pers and trowels and hardy annuals—and advice
as to how to use any and all of them.

But the spring urge is felt in chintz hangings and
verandah tables as well as in herbaceous borders
and tulip beds. The Shopping Service can hardly
keep out of the shops long enough to answer its
letters—there are so many new things to buy.

You know very well it's your economies you re
gret—not your extravagances. How about that
wicker chaise longue you wanted—and didn't get
because you had a sudden rush of New England
conscience to the pocket? House & Garden knows
where it can get you the most comfortable —and
becoming —chaise longue in the world. Do you
want porcelain birds for your mantel? House &
Garden knows where the most brilliant and Orien
tal of them gather. Bird houses for your garden?
The Shopping Service is a real estate agent for
bird houses.

You have a house, and a garden, — and a cheque book— and you need
things for both of them. And here we are with the shops at our door,
and a lot of experience. Aren't we just the people you want?

House & Garden Shopping Service 19 West 44th Street, New York
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Your Own Domain
—the bit of Nature that surroundsyour home,and that you
tend and cultivate so carefully, should have the protec
tion of

» f Barriers ■ t of Steel
Afcorences

The illustration above shows our Afco Non-Climbable Vce-
Mesh Fence,with barbedwire overhang. The meshis close
enough to keep out the neighbors'chickens—strong enough
to discouragemidnight prowlers.

We build or furnish fences of many other styles in any
height desired,including gates,ornamental lamps and other
fixtures. We build not only for permanence,but for artistic
effectas well.

Write Dept. E lor theAfco Wire Lawn FenceBooklet

AMERICAN FENCE CONSTRUCTION CO.
130 West 34th Street, New York

June Flowers in January
"And what is sorareasa dayin June?
Then, if ever,comeperfectdays:
Then Heaventriesearthif it be in tune.
And overit softlyherwarmear lays.''—Lowell

NatureinventedJune, andman'sinventivegeniusreproducesit atwill,
by thesimpleprocessof imitation.He usesthehiddenforcesof nature
tocreatewarmthandmoisture,shutsout thecoldandletsthesunshine
in; andtheflowersandfruits—andvegetables,too—whichknowonly
climateand not themonthsof the calendar,growand thriveat his
pleasure.
The greenhouseis theinstrumentthruwhichhecarriesonandamplifies
theworkof nature;andthereis nonethatwill servehim betterthan
theV-Bar Greenhouse.
We shall be greatlyinterestedin discussingwith youthedetailsof a
V-Bar Greenhousedesignedtomeetyourparticularneeds.And thebest
limetobuildisrightnow.

bVr ,

W. H. Lutton Company, Inc. 512 Fifth Ave., New York

1
1

MDWAY

NO.227
tO"X M*

NO.592
to"X40*

GIVES ENDURING CHARM.

You can enliven your favorite nook
with a bird bath that will bring the birds
twittering and splashing about and add
interest to your garden with attractive
pottery.

Galloway Pottery is strong and dur
able Terra Cotta usually made in Light
Stony Gray, a finish harmonious in all
surroundings. Red, buff and other col
ors will be made on order.

Our collection includes reproductions
from the antique and many beautiful
Bird baths, Fonts, Fountains, Vases,
Flower pots, Boxes, Ferneries, Sun dials,
Gazing globes and Benches.

A catalogueof suggestionsfor the gar
den will be mailed upon receipt of 10c
in stamps.

GaTJQWAYTERRA GDTtA Gtx
3218WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

Triplex Motor Mower
HIS powerlawnmower,with everyadvancedim-
I provemcntand manyexclusivefeatures,makesit* possibleto keeplawnsand fairwaysinperfectcon
ditionwithlesslaborcost. TheOTTAWA issimplein
constructionand very rugged.Evenan inexperienced
helpercaneasilyoperatetheOTTAWA. Thepriceofthe
OTTAWA TriplexMotorMowerisverylow,butverylittle
morethantheaveragecostof horse-drawnmowers.Be
causeof itssimplicity,ruggednessand low cost,theOT
TAWA isprovingtobethemostsuccessfulmowermade.

Cuts An Acre An Hour
tanylawn;goesanyplacehorse-drawnmowersgo.

It rollsasitmows.Practicalon lawnsofoneacreormore.
Haspowerful4-horscpowermotor,givingmuchsurplus
power;magnetoequipped.Highlyendorsedbyownersof
Estates.ParkBoardsandGolf Clubs You canhave■
betterlawnorfairwaybyusingtheOTTAWA. Youcan
t it at a surprisinglylow
foreyouchooseany

Get theseLowprices

Illustratedfolderandverylowpricestiddly
i responsiblei

OTTAWA MANUFACTURING CO.
4005Green!
BuildersOf*I

thatcutalimit crc triplel
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An Afternoon In Arcady
(Continued from page 86)

Reproduction from photograph showing

Cornell underground system in operation

WATER SUPPLY AND

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

FOR PRIVATE ESTATES

The Cornell Systems of Irrigation—

underground, overhead and portable
—are used in the grounds of many of
the largest and best known estates

throughout the world.

The Cornell Irrigation Systems will
make your lawns noticeably more
handsome, flowers more profuse, and
gardens more productive.

The Cornell Systems may be installed
at any time without injury or unsight-
liness to lawn or garden.

Write today for illustrated booklet
describing permanent and portable
outfits for country estates, country
clubs, and gardens.

Systems of Irrigation
W. G. CORNELL COMPANY, Union Square, New York City

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
PLUMBING, HEATING, LIGHTING

Chicago Boston Kansas City
Baltimore Pittsburgh Cleveland
Washington Norfolk Newark

Philadelphia

While here I live with simple folk
like these;
My one good friend a wrecked old
yarning man,
Whose tales—even if they're false—
still give to me
A glimpseof things that men at least
have done,
Though now no more;—at least, not
do for me.
(To Agathon) :
If you will sleep, sleep on. But I
shall wait
Until you wake. Refreshed, you'll
tell me all
The glorious tales I love to hear. If
I should sleep,
Perhaps I'll dream some prophecy
of my
Own fate! I'll try. (She adds hesi
tatingly.)
Yet, if adventuresare

To be my lot, I would not see them
first.
Sleep,tell me not too much.
(She sinks back into heavy reverie,
and finally sleeps. Her sinking into
slumber is symbolized by the gradual
dimming of the light until just for a
secondthere is completedarkness. In
the gradual increase of light which
follows this, their dreams begin. To
the just perceptiblestrains of happy
music, beautiful Nymphs dart from
one covert to another, then appear in
the open space, where—now under
quite bright lighting—they dance a
vivacious dance of girlish abandon.
At the conclusionof their dance they
gather in a group at the rear, then
flutter forward like a moving flower,
which unfolds its petals, disclosing in
its center the beautiful figure of
Aphrodite, around whom they dance
again.
Suddenly one of the Nymphs per
ceivesa figure among the trees. She
indicates it to others. Several dart
away. In a second they return,
drawing a youth after them, around
whom they have thrown their scarfs
and garlands of flowers. He comes
hesitatingly, until they draw him in
view of Aphrodite. He stands trans
fixed, then is drawn towards her by
the compelling power of her beauty.
He stops before her. She stretches
out one hand to him to bring him
closer. As he standsgazingat Aphro
dite, the Nymphs dance round them,
gradually leading them toward the
rear.
Suddenly there is a flash of light
ning, followed by an ominous roll of
thunder, and the booming of a deep
drum. The nymphs cover around
Aphrodite and the Youth.
Into view dash Warriors or Ama
zons, clashing their short swords to
gether and upon their metal shields.
At the close of their martial dance
they seizethe Nymphs, who willingly
finish the last figure of the dancewith
them, leaving Aphrodite and the
Youth alone at the rear.
The dancers disappearat one side
for a moment only, dashing back
again at once, to usher in the chariot
of Ares, drawn by horses,or by four
beautiful women, his captivesin war.
The chariot stops in the center of the
group. The Youth steps forward as
though to interposebetweenthe Cod
of War and Aphrodite. Ares woos
Aphrodite, who moves towards him,
seeminglyconsenting. The youth fol
lows. Ares inducesher to mount the
chariot, then he, walking beside it

,

points the way before them. As the
chariot moves off, Aphrodite keeps
her eyes fixed on Ares, but stretches
out one hand to the Youth who fol
lows after, a struggle o

f love and ap
prehension expressed by his coun
tenance.
The Warriors and JNymphs dance

about the open space, then dash off
after the chariot.
The light grows dim. For an in
stant there is darkness,then the light
increases. Agathon, dreaming o

f Ares
and the chariot, begins to fling his
arms and legs about, and calls out in
his sleep.)
Agathon (in the half-light): On,
Speedy-one! Forward, Fleet-of- Foot !

Hurl the spear 1 Cut them down !

Steady !

Around that stone ! Grab the woman !

(He is on his feet now, driving.)
Good horses! On! The woman for
the soldier!
(Fully awake, he stops suddenly, rub
bing his eyes. Then he adds con
solingly.)
Of course the warrior took the girl !

Melitta (awakened by his shouts, but
still under the spell o

f the dream) :

Good youth ! To the chariot ! Throw
him down I

Cling to the maiden! She is yours !

(She realizesthat she is awake. The
dream remainswith her.)

Agathon (teasing): Adventures even
in dreams!
Melitta: They were yours, too. For
now I know it was
Your cry that awakenedme. "Woman
for the soldier!"

Agathon (amazed) : Could we have
had the samedream?
Melitta: A youth wooed a beautiful
maiden—
Agathon: Mine beganthat way.
Melitta: Then when he had won her—
Agathon : A warrior like Ares, god of
battles—
Melitta : Dashed between them in a

chariot—
Agathon: Mine went that far—
Melitta: And faded.
Agathon : Then I woke !

Melitta: And called out. Now I'll
never know if love or force retained
the maid.
Agathon : I know. The warrior kept
the girl.
Melitta: You cannot know. Your
dream broke off.
Agathon (craftily): But I have lived,
and know !

Melitta: He was a handsomeman !

Agathon: They always are—in dreams.
Melitta: If I could know the ending
of that dream!
Agathon (patronizingly): I'll tell it to
you when I wake again. An old
man'ssleepthe gods fill full with life.
Melitta: I wish I knew. And yet if

I should sleep
And saw the warrior steal the young
man's love—

Agathon: Then stay awake. In
dreamsand life the same!

Melitta: The poor young man!
Agathon : I'll tell you how he drowned
himself for grief.

I wish my waking hours would bring
adventure
Back to me. The world is growing
stale ;—
The good old days—when men were
men! My dreams
Alone give me the thrill of struggles!
Rest assured;
He drowned himself.
Melitta (protesting): No—he would
fight for her! Oh, well, sleep on.
(He lies down again, and in, a short
lime is asleep.)
Perhaps the old need solace for their
loss
Of the pulsing life I feel within my
veins.
I'll think my story ends the way I

wish !

(She starts slowly off ht the direc
tion o

f the hill beyond which her
comrades are tending the grazing
sheep. She has almost passed from
view when Clinias appears. He is

(Continued on page92)
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The Milbradt
Power Lawn Mower

The perfect riding Power Lawn Mower.
Simple and durable in construction.

Easy and economical to operate.
Cuts 38" wide. Capacity eight acres per day.

Daily gasoline consumption two to three gallons.
Works over rough ground or smooth ground, climbs
30% grade and does a clean job under all conditions.

Shipped subject to approval. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Price $600.00
Complete descriptive catalog furnished on request.

MILBRADT MANUFACTURING CO.
2410-12 N. TWELFTH ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Keep Your Flowers Blooming the Year- Round

The S5V3 Steel
FLOWER and PLANT Box
with its Self-Watering and Sub-Irri
gating featureswill give you constant
blooming Flowers the year around.
Leak Proof and Rust Proof. Perfect
air circulation and drainage.

The SAVO combination Box
and Stand

are beautifully finished in Dark Pull
man Green and are very attractive
indoors or out.
Ask your dealer or write
for FREE Booklet

SAVO MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. C 111W. Monroe St., Chicago

Compact—Simple—Efficient
This rear view shows how
compact is the 4-ACRE
Power Mower. Trouble-free;
always ready for straightfor
ward work. Your house is

your jewel ; your
lawn the setting. Use
the 4-ACRE and
keep your picture
bright.
Catalog and infor
mation on request.

The JacobsenManufacturingCo.
15thandClarkStreeta, Racine,Wis.

OurDisplayattherecentInternationalFlower
Show,awardedtheGrand SweepstakePrize

John Scheepers Inc.
ONE OF OUR SPECIALTIES:

One thousand Breeder, Cottage, and Dar-
win Tulips—One hundred finest named
varieties, in colors that will harmonize, $80.
Half collection, $45.

This special offer is exclusivelyfor
ordersreceivednotlaterthanJuly first.

Other attractive offers in our BULB BOOK sent gratis upon request.

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-FOURTH ST., NEW YORK CITY

TheWhite House Line- STEEL DRESSERS
WHITE ENAMELED

FOR
THE
KITCHENETTE

A small all metal Dresser
with the complete equip
ment of the largest
"WHITE HOUSE"
Dressers.

SANITARY
FIREPROOF
MOISTUREPROOF
VERMINPROOF
DURABLE

Catalogue of The
"WHITE HOUSE" Line
Sent on request

JANES & KIRTLAND
Dresser No. 27 _T. „

Width 27^"— Height 87" 133 West 44th St., New York
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Clean Soft Water

from
Every Faucet

NO
matter how hard, how unsatisfactory
your present water supply is, you can easily

transform it to clear sparkling water that is
actually softer than rain. And you can do it
without changing a single pipe in your present
system.

All because we have de
veloped a scientific water
softener that is wonderfully
adapted to household use;

that actually softens water
without the use of chemicals,
by just passing it through
Permutit.

Permutit is a granular like
material on the order of sand
that possesses the remarkable

property of abstracting all
the hardness from whatever
water is passed through it.
For years this extraordinary
power has been utilized in

dustrially in mills, hotels, laundries, hospitals and
similar places, to render water pure, soft and
clean for various exacting purposes. Hundreds
are in daily use in private homes.

A Permutit Household Water Softener is noth
ing but a metal shell or tank containing Permutit
material through which your water supply flows.
It is connected to your present water supply sys
tem, in the basement or other convenient spot and
operates under the ordinary water pressure with
out any additional pumps or motors.

When the Permutit has taken up its full capacity of
hardness from the water, you regenerate it with common
salt, which drives out the hardness that has been ab
sorbed, leaving it as fresh and active as before. The cost
of salt amounts to but a few cents a day.

Water thus treated is wonderfully adapted to house
hold use. It is clear, clean and absolutely soft, yet it is
suitable for drinking and will perform wonders in your
bathroom, kitchen and laundry. It is free from all the
dangerous contaminations found in rain water cisterns.

Let us send you our booklet "Soft Water in Every
Home." No obligations we assure you.

TheOennutil Company*
1440 Fourth Ave. Newark

Filters Water Softeners Special Apparatus

An Afternoon In A ready
(Continued from page °0)
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disturbingly like the Youth oj her
dream, yet he is not quite the same,
even though the sameactor may im
personate both. Clinias is browner,
more rugged. He carriesa shepherd's
crook. He stops as he catchessight
of her.)
Clinias (calling): Oh, maiden!
Melitta (returning a short distance):
Yes, Stranger?
Clinias: Then I was right. I thought
I heard the sound
Of your sweetvoice,and distant sheep
bells tinkling—
And yet no sheepI see.
Melitta: They are beyond the hill.
The breezescarry
The sound above this valley to the
roadside.

Clinias: But your voice? Were you
praying to the gods
And did I interrupt? I seeno one.
Melitta: Hush! (indicating Agathon)
The old man there.
He had a dream and shouted it at
me. (Pause.)
You seek some one?
Clinias (blurting it out): You are
very beautiful!
Melitta (afraid, yet fascinated): Do
not come near!
Clinias: Why not?
Melitta : I do not know you. Who
are you? Stranger here?
Clinias: I wander through the coun
tryside for fortune!
Whether it be gold—or work—or
woman— I
Know not. But life is glorious to
me. Day,
Crowded with risks and danger; or
calm and sweet,
As this which bringsme sight of you ;
—all good!

Melitta: How do you live?
Clinias: The gods are good to birds,
why not to me?
When I have need,I tend some flocks
a while,
Or sing a song, or tell a tale, so
sleep;—
Then on.
Melitta : Then great adventuresmust
have befallen you!
Clinias (laughing) : No more than to
be pelted off with stones
By angry shepherdswho may seeme
pass.

Melitta: Cowards!
Clinias: The gods must be proud of
your face. A masterpiece!
Melitta: Stranger! You must not
speak to me so.
Clinias: Why not?
Melitta: My mother often warns me
not to listen
To wanderersalong the country roads.
I should go now to join my comrades,
tending
Their sheep beyond that hill.
Clinias : Your mother'sfearswere not
'gainst me, but for
Those savagemen who sweep across
the land,
Sword in one hand; spear; shield
upon the arm.
They would be fearful, cruel, to you,
the weak.
How could I harm you, child? Upon
my back
My sheep-skin, in my hands my
lowly crook?

Melitta: Your words are sweet. Yet
I am told
When words aresoftest,sweetest,then
fear treachery.
Most snaring when a young man
utters them.

Clinias: Will you answer me one
question?
Melitta: Yes.
Clinias: What were you thinking
about, when I called you?
Melitta: I cannot tell you.
Clinias: You need not.
Melitta: Why not?

Clinias: I know what it was.
Melitta : What was I thinking about?
(Approaching her. She also draws
closerto him.)
Clinias: Of your marriage.
Melitta: Oh! Who told you? How
could you know ? Did my face show
it? Could you read in my heart? In
my eyes? I will turn them away!
Clinias (moving to face her) : Let me
see them again.
Melitta: I will cover them with my
hands. (She turns away.)
Clinias (standing before her and tak
ing her hands): Let me look into
your eyes again. Sec;
Look into mine and seetheir message.
Melitta: I dare not. (She frees one
hand, and draws away.)
Clinias (following her, holding her left
hand): Why do you tremble so?
Melitta (pause): Because;— I do not
know—
Clinias (winningly) : Think. Is it not
happiness? (pause) Happiness?
Melitta: Perhaps— I do not know.
You must not look at me so.

Clinias (drawing her back): Happi
ness?
Melitta (almost in spite of herself):
Yes.
Clinias (joyously) : You beaudful
girl!
Melitta (struggling to free herself) :
No ! No ! Let me go! Let me go !
I do not know you ! You are hurting
my wrists! Let me go! Let me go !
Clinias: Maiden of the beautiful eyes
and flashingcheeks,1 would not hurt
you. See, I let you go.
(Melitta retreats towards the side
of thehill, Clinias following her plead
ingly.)
But do not leave me. Say you
blame me not.
(During the pauseafter this, Cleon
dashes on from the direction of the
road. He resembles Ares of the
dream, but wears less armor. He
bears a small shield, carries a spear,
and has a short sword at his side.)
Cleon: Hold! Let the girl alone!
(Clinias turns quickly, grasps his
shepherd'scrook firmly, and advances
to meetCleon, who looks on, amused.
Melitta turns apprehensively. When
she seesthe warrior she cries out.)
Melitta (half-aloud): The dream!
Cleon (reassuringly): Have no fear,
my little swallow. I will not let him
harm you. Do you hear? If you
annoy her more, you'll make amends
to me.
Melitta (before Clinias can say a
word ) : Annoying me? Not he! He
would not do me harm.
(She moves toward Clinias, who is
betweenher and Cleon.)
Cleon: He'll have no chance. I mean
to make you mine.
Melitta: You cannot mean that!
Clinias (at the same time): You
scoundrel!
Cleon : My lad, you'd better exercise
your legs.
Clinias: I run from no man. No, not
you !
Melitta: You'll surely do no harm?
Cleon (insolently): Not if he stands
aside. To interfere
Betweenme and the thing I want is
death.
We soldiers, fresh from war's priva
tions, feel
The power still within our arms; we
seize
What we desire. You're mine be
cause I want you.

Clinias (quietly) : You have not won
her yet—from me! In fight,
You know, the end is certain only at
The end. You eat your food before
it's cooked.
Most men taste only air that way.
Cleon (measuring him disdainfully):

(Continued on page94)
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HIS DIRECTORY0/DECORATION & FINE ARTS

VAN DVSEN

Reproduction
of an
Early
American
Tin
Sconce
815.00 Pair

^l^o Mailion Avenve,
New York.

Bird Baths
are a source of endless pleasure.
The birds they attract to your
garden bring life, color and de
lightful entertainment.

Erkins Bird Baths
are to behad in a varietyof distinctive
designs,andare renderedin Pompelan
Stone,a compositionthat is practically
everlasting.
3«odforcataloguefllaa-
trat:riK a11tjpai of
Pompcfan

The

Erkins Studios

Established
1900

2 4 0 Lex-
i n g t o n
Ave., at
34th St.,
New York.

An unusual wrought iron table for
a garden or sun room is 24" high
The top is 11" x 14". $16.50

This may he purchased through the

House & Garden Shopping Service
19West 44th Street
New York City

ELSIE COBB WILSON

SheratonWritingTableonntand—pair 18/ftCen-rwyGlobes—FruitandFlowerPicture,goldframe

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City
Washington.D. C.— 808SeventeenthStreet,N.W.

PAINTINGS
by

AMERICAN

ARTISTS

VISITORS TO NEW
YORK WILL BE
CORDIALLY WEL
COMED THROUGH
OUT THE SUMMER

In thePineWood* EmitCarlmn

WILLIAM MACBETHINCORPORATED
450 Fifth Avenue at FortiethStreet New York City

P. JACKSON HIGGS
_ FormerlyPresidentoj
'"She$onst of JJhilip ©rtrl."£nc.

ANTIQUES

PARTOFA SUPERFINESETOF
LUXURIOUSWILLOWFURNITURE
FORTHE COUNTRYHOME

REPRODUCTIONS DECORATIONS
15 EAST 54th STREET
NEW YORK

DARN LEY
Inc.

Wrought Iron Sconces for
candles or electricity —as illus
trated, $17.50 the pair. Forone
candle, $15.00the pair. Height.
15inches.

34 E. 48th St. New York

SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

"TheTrio"byWm.LeeHotkey

Paintings Engravings
Etchings

AnyEtchingsorEngraving*Quotedonrequest

14 East 46th Street
New York City
OPPOSITERITZ-CAHLTON

Bendtor
Illustrated
Booklet

MacBride
OF

"The House of Three Gables-'
9 EAST 54TB ST., NEW YORK
DECORATIVE INTERIORS

PolychromeIronCandleStick$16.50.Bellsilk shade112.50.WroughtIron Mitred
Mirror(77.00.OldItalianRoseClockJ85.00.
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An Afternoon In Arcady
(Continued front page 92)

The upperpictureis an
architecturaldesignofthe
homeshownIn thephoto.

R. H. DOBELL
Architect

Hoquiam.Wash.

Modernize theOld Home
with Red Cedar Shingles
Here's an example of a good old-fashioned house, modernized with
Red Cedar Shingles.
Red Cedar Shingles are being used for this purpose on thousands
of homes, because home owners the country over realize more
and more their infinite possibilities for remodeling and modern
izing. They adapt themselves to practically any style of architec
ture—both old homes and the modern colonial and bungalow types.

And the Cost is Surprisingly Low !
Any contractor will tell you that Red Cedar Shingles for side walls
are the most economical of all standard siding materials. And it
is a fact that because of their peculiar insulating qualities, there is
a substantial saving in the cost of heating a Red Cedar shingled
house.
Here are the things that recommend Red Cedar Shingles—economy
in first cost, minimum upkeep, no paint or repainting, long life and
architectural beauty.
The Rite-Grade Inspected trade-mark is a co-operative inspection
mark, the property of over one hundred associated mills, manu
facturing more than 31 ? million squares annually. The Rite-Grade
mark on a bundle means that the shingles are produced by a
member of our Association from first-class cedar trees, and are
guaranteed by official inspection to be up to grade as to thickness,
grain, selection, uniform size and covering capacity.

Let us send you our Distinctive Home Booklet. It contains many
suggestions for building economically with Rite-Grade Inspected
Red Cedar Shingles.

RITE-6RADI-I
INSPECTED
RED CEDAR
SHINGLES
^The HoofofAyes
Shingle Branch: West Coast Lumbermen's
Association,Henry Bldg., Seattle,Wash. The
ShingleManufacturers'Associationof British
Columbia,MetropolitanBuilding, Vancouver,
B. C.

You mean you'll fight?
Clinias: And win!
Melitta (terrified): Oh, no! You
must not risk your life for me! He
cannot mean it! Help must come.
My friends! Agathon! Agathon!
Up and warn the villagers! Prevent
this duel—this unequalmatch! I will
be heard! Begone!
(Agathon, starting up at her first
cry, stumbles sleepily forward, then
becomeswide awake as he takes in
the situation. Cleon gives him one
scornful glance,then turns toward the
side from which he came.)
Cleon (calling): Meton! Jason! Here!
(Two soldiersdash into view. They
slop for an instant to receive their
orders.)
Cleon : The old man! Seizehim! Tie
him tight 1
(The two approach him, passing
Cleon and Clinias. Suddenly Clinias
darts behind Cleon to reach his left
side. He swings his shepherd'scrook
through the air. Cleon wheelsjust in
time to receive the blow upon his
shield.)
Agathon (as the blow falls): Your
master. See! Well struck, young
stranger! The gods above! And I
prayed for adventure!
(The two soldiers turn quickly
toward Cleon. In that second'spause
Agathon darts nimbly away to call
the villagers. Clinias has sprung out
of Cleon's reach.)
Cleon (to soldiers): Fools! After
him! And take him, too.
Meton: But are you safe?
Jason (at the sametime) : We thought
that blow—
Cleon: Be off before I split your
heads!
(They dash after Agathon. Cleon
takes aim, then hurls his spear high
into the air after the fleeingAgathon.)
Melitta (watching the spear): Aga
thon! The spear! Beware the spear!
(She pauses.) Turn to the right!
The spear! (pause) He's safe! (A
distant mocking laugh shows that
Agathon is speeding on. Cleon, be
tween Melitta and Clinias, now turns
to the latter. He clearly intends to
drive him off in the direction opposite
to the villagers. By the samerusehe
can draw Melitta away from them.)
Cleon: Now then—for you! A little
dancing foot-work ! Then the thrust!
(The unequal duel begins. Clinias
thrusts with his crook to keep Cleon
at a distance. Most of the blows
land upon the shield. Once, ventur
ing too near, Cleon has his right
wrist caught by the hook of the Shep
herd'scrook. He shakeshis arm free,
but moves a little more cautiously.
Melitta follows every movement.)
Melitta (under her breath) Goddess!
Spare him ! Spare his life for me!
Cleon: Maiden of the sparkling eyes.
Choose one
Of three! Flee from this spot;—I'll
kill your lover!
Or stay, and see him slain! Or
promise me
To give him up, and yield yourself
to me!

Clinias: No; not the last! Choose
none—but hold your peace!
Melitta: I cannot give him up! I
cannot seehim slain!
Clinias: Say nothing! Silence helps
me! Only watch!

(For a few seconds the duel con
tinues. A fierce light spreads over
Melitta's face. She steals closer be
hind Cleon,unwinding herscarf. Quick
as a serpent she darts forward and
throws the scarf across Cleon's eyes.
Bewildered, he stretchesout his arms.
Clinias strikes his sword from his
right hand, and as Melitta pulls the
cloth light, he picks up the weapon,
seizesCleon by the throat, and forces
him to his knees.)
Clinias (triumphantly): Now yield to
me1
I told you you would dine on empty
air.
You're at my mercy now !
Cleon : Take off that bandage from
my eyes. I am
A soldier. Let me see the death I
meet.
I am no coward. Strike, but let me
see
The sword, (moaning) My own
sword.

Melitta: Spare his life. Your hands
must not shed blood
For me!
(Cleon risesand movesto the rear,
defeated. The voices of the ap
proaching villagers can be heard.)
Melitta: Stranger—Shepherd! You've
done a marvel here.
Clinias: You savedmy life!
Melitta: You fought for me.
Clinias: I could not give you up.
(The villagers rush in. One group
leadsMeton and Jason, disarmedand
bound. Among the first is Myrrha,
mother of Melitta.)
Myrrha: My daughter! Melitta,
daughter! (Embracing her.) Safe!
Melitta (indicating Clinias) : Mother,
my husband.
Myrrha (throwing her arms about his
neck): Son!
(Agathon hobbles on, almost ex
hausted, carrying Cleon's spear. The
villagers cluster about him as he
shows it, and about the prisoners.)
Melitta (blushing): My husband;—
what is your name?
Clinias (abashed): Clinias—and yours,
my wife?
Melitta: Melitta. (trying it.) Clinias!
Clinias: Melitta! (They move into
each other's arms.)
(The scarf has been removed from
Cleon's eyes. Young girls bring it
forward and gayly wind it around the
lovers. To the strainsof joyous music
the villagers dance about the pair,
finally moving off in a measuredpro
cession. The children jostle one an
other to be near the prisoners into
whose faces they peer wonderingly.
Behind the betrothed walks Myrrha
in motherly complacency. Just as the
last person is about to disappear
Agathon rises stiffly from the stump
on which he has been resting, looks
after them, then up at the sky, then
all about him. He shakeshis head.)
Agathon: She was right! He didn't
go drown himself.
(He shakeshis head again.)
The gods above! And to think I
prayed for adventureI
(Then using the spear as a staff he
hobbles after the procession,and the
pleasant open space is bare again.)
Note: The acting rights are reserved
and may be had by applying to House
& Garden, 19 W. 44th St., New York.
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CleansCloset BowlsWithout Scouring
''From Generation to Generation"

THE "WAGNER CHEST"

Makes a
Spotless Closet Bowl
WITHOUT SCRUBBING, Sani-Flush
dissolvesstains and incrustationsin the
closetbowl, removessedimentfrom the
trap and by thoroughlycleaningdestroys
all odors. Sani-Flush doesall of thehard
work for you. Sprinkle a littleSani-Flush
intothebowl accordingto thedirectionson
thecan. Flush. The bowl andhiddentrap
areasshiningwhite,asspotlesslycleanand
odorlessas new.

Sani-Fluehis sold at gro
cery,drug,hardware,plumb
ing, and house-furnishing
stores. If youcannotbuy it
locallyat once,send25c in
coin or stamps for a full
sizedcan postpaid. (Cana
dianprice,35c; foreignprice,
60c.)

The Hygienic Products Co.
Canton,O.
CanadianAgents:

Harold F. Ritchie & Co, Ltd, Toronto

Leavens Furniture
The careful, discriminatingpur
chaserplansa homethatwill become
morebeautifulas the yearsgo by—
which both In exteriorand interior
appearancewill take on additional
charmas it growsolder.
He selects
Leavens
Colonial
Furniture

for Interiorsknowingthat like the
houseitself this wonderfulfurniture
will grow old gracefully—remaining
always in vogueand satisfyingeven
the mostfastidioustaste.
Personalpreferencemay be exer
cisedin thematterof finish.Wewill
gladlysupplyunfinishedpiecesif de
siredorfinishto matchany Interiors.
Writefor setNo. 4 of Illustrations
and Leavensstains.

WILLIAM LEAVENS SfCO. nsc.
32CANAL STREET,
BOSTON.MASS.

fsplendid gift for the bride.
The Wagner Cast Aluminum
•Cliest is a realhomegift- always

delighting a woman, whether she is a
bride, or is already established. It is
noted for its beautiful original designs
having the distinction of fine silver;
also for its superior cooking qualities
because Cast Aluminum holds and
evenly distributes heat. It lasts from
"generation to generation."
You may purchase Wagner Ware
from leading hardware stores and
furnishing departments. Book-
request.

THE WAGNER MFG. CO
Sidney.Ohio

Enjoy Motoring With Baby
in a GORDON
MOTOR CRIB
More pleasure for you when
motoring with baby tucked
snugly in this convenient crib.
"The safest way, the doctors
say." Crib easily strapped in
any touring car. Spring ar
rangement absorbs all shock
over roughestroads. Hood when
raised,protectsagainstweather.
Fold crib flat or detach when
not in use. Sold everywhere
or sent parcel post prepaid.

GORDON MOTOR CRIB CO. 219 N. State St.Dept.22,Chicago

titaimdwiihVuoot'sVrtotvteStains,li. D. Johnson,Architect,I'tuadvna,Cal.

Save 50 't of Your Paint Cost
You can do this and at the sametimeRet richerand handsomercolorsand
thoroughpreservationof thewoodby using

Cabot's Creosote Stains
They cost lessthan half as muchas paint and canbe put on twiceas fast,
halvingthe labor cost Anyonecan put themon, with a wide flat brush,or
sprayingmachine.They are madeof the finestand strongestpurepigments,
thoroughlygroundin linseedoil. andrefinedCreosote,"thebestwoodpreserva
tiveknown,"whichpenetratesthewoodand preventsdecay.

YoucangetCabofa8taintall overthecountry.Send
for staineduroodaamplcaandnameof nearestagent.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists. 11 Oliver Street
Boston, Mass.

24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 525Market St., San Francisco

THIS BOOK
ON HOME
BEAUTIFYING
FREE

Gives complete in
structions for finish
ing wood — hard or
soft— old or new.
Tells how to secure
beautiful enameled ef
fects with Johnson's
Perfectone Enamel
and stained effects
with Johnson's Wood
Dye.

The donors of this
book are the manufac
turers of the famous

OHNSOKTS
PREPARED
WAX
J
It is the work of experts,
illustrated in color. We
will gladly give this book
free to persons interested
in home beautifying. It
is invaluable if you are
building or decorating.
Fill out and present the
coupon to your best deal
er in paints. If he is un
able to furnish the book
let, mail the coupon to us
—we will send you a
copy, free and postpaid.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
"Tile WoodFinishingAuthorities"
Dept.H. G. 6, RACINE, WIS.

Mr. Paint Dealer—Please furnish
me free a copy of Johnson's Book
on Wood Finishing "The Proper
Treatment for Floors, Woodwork
andFurniture".

Name

Address

Note:—If yourbestdealerin paints
is unable to furnish the Johnson
booklet, mail this coupon to us,
giving thenameof your dealer.

(Dealer'sName)
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Ask your hardware

dealer to show you

STANLEY
Garage Hardware
in Sets

and send for complete Garage

Hardware Catalog, showing

sets for all requirements. Ask

for H6.

THE STANLEY WORKS
Main officesand plant:
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

Branchoffices:
NewYork Chicago SanFrancisco
Los AngelesSeattle Atlanta

The Best Mattress is Made
Better by Using a

Quilted Mattress

Protector

It's like sleeping on air to
sleep on a Quilted Protector.

They are made of the finest

materials money can buy.

Quilted in the Excelsior way

that keeps them light, soft

and fluffy even after long use

and washing. Made in all
sizes to fit all beds and cribs.

Because of their many features,
they are especially suited to use
on Baby's Crib. They protectthe
child as well as the mattress—

save time and labor.
Endorsedby Physicians and Used
by the Best Families Who Know
SeethatTrademarkis stitchedin cor
ner of everyProtectoryou purchase.

The Excelsior Quilting Co.
15 Laight St., New York City

Rain "When YouWant It

Y

Luther Burbank Says:
It Has Everywhere
Given Satisfaction
E. P. Norwood,of Del Valle,Texas,wanted
to be sure he was RettiiiKthe very best
possiblewateringdevice,beforebuying a
Skinner Systemequipmentfor his garden.
He sentout a questionnaire,one of which
cameto Luther Burbank, the Wizard of
California.
Here are Mr. Norwood's questionsand
Burbank'sanswers.
They will convinceyou. So, let us say
wecanshipat once.

"I am thinking of installing a
Skinner Systemof Irrigation, and
would appreciate some informa
tion as to its meritsand successful
operation.
"Please point out to me, its de
fects or merits, from a user's
standpoint."
Answer: It has no defects; is
perfect,and has everywheregiven
satisfaction.

Send us the size of your plot and we will
make suggestionsfor how best to water it.

I have used it extensivelyfor ten
years.
"Have the Systemsyou know of,
beena successor not?"
Answer: Everywhere.
You will like it. A water and
time saver.
Think I would quit businessif I
could not haveSkinner System.
(Signed) Luther Burbank,

Santa Rosa, Cal.

The Skinner Irrigation Co.

231 Water Street Troy, Ohio

VDVBON'
BIRD-BATH
A NEWLY patentedbird-bath—decorativeandpermanent;designedwith scientificrcRard
bird habits,endorsedand recommendedby
NationalAudubon Society.

PERCHES
with shallowwateron oneside,deepwateron
theother;a gentlyslopingbottom;anda center
pieceto holdfood,or if connectedwith running
water,to spreadthe flow andmakea

SHOWER BATH
Sendfor illustrated"Bird-Bath" Circular.
Sun dials, wall fonts, and every variety of
moldedstonegardenfurniture. Specialdesigns
to your order.

You can now have all the
convenience and comfort that
come with electric light and
running water in your country
home no matter where you are
located. One complete, com
pact system furnishes them
both.

©KEwaneE®
COMBINATIONSYSTEMS

save money on the first cost,
last longer, require fewer re
pairs than any other installa
tion, and never fail to give
absolute satisfaction year in
and year out. There is a
Kewanee System to fit every
need.
An abundant supply of run
ning water under strong pres
sure is always ready for use.
Electric light and power for
every purpose is yours at the
turn of a switch.
Write for bulletins on Run
ning Water, Electric Light and
Savage Disposal.

KEWANEE
PRIVATE UTILITIES CO.
401S.FranklinSt,Kewanee,III.

J. C. Kraus Cast Stone Works, Inc.
373LexingtonAvenue NewYork

HODGSON&'S'l
A little cottagein thebills. Weatherproof,
comfortableand inviting. Put up between
dawnand sunset. Sturdyenoughto provide
a year *roundresidenceif you desire. In
otherwordsa HodgsonPortableHouse.

You can erecta HodgsonHousein a few
hoursby followingthe simpledirections.A
coupleof handymencandothe job. All the
botherandannoyanceof buildingis avoided

HodgsonPortableHousesareused
everywhere as bungalows,offices,
club houses,garages,play houses,
etc. Write for illustratedcatalog.

E. F. HODGSONCO.
Room226,71-73FederalSt..Boston.Mass.
6 East39thSt.,NewYorkCity

Home Attractions
Suitable and Suggestivefor Beau
tifying HomeGround* with
Pergolas,RoseArbors,Lattice Fen
ces,Garden HousesandGarden

Accessories
Our illustrated catalogue con
tains just the things required to
lend cheer and pleasure to the
surroundings of home.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Factory.
Showroom
andMain
Office:
2155-87
ElstonAve.Chicago.III.
EasternOffice|Showroom:
6 E. 39thSt.
NewYorkCity
(Whenwrlt-
i ng enclose
10candask
for catalogue
"F-33".)

'-lis
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MELRDSINE

Dreer's
Water Lilies
THE month of June is theideal time to plant the gor
geoustenderor tropicalNymphaeas.
We offer strong,pot-grown plants
of a grand assortment of both
day and night blooming varieties
in all colors; alsoVictoriaTrickeri.
Hardy Nymphaeas and Nelumbi-
ums can not be supplied at this
season.
All are describedin Dreer's Gar
den Book, which also gives full
information on growing Flowers
and Vegetables of all kinds. A
copy free if you mention this
publication.

We offerfree to ourpatrons
theadviceof our expertsin
devising plans for ponds
and selectingvarieties.

HENRY A. DREER
714-16 Chestnut Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

T KILLS ROSE BUGS
Saves roses in unblemished beauty. Pleasant and harmless to
use. Kills rose bugs, other insects and prevents disease. Recom
mended as the most effective rose bug destroyer by many eminent
rosarians. Pt., 31.00; Qt., $1.75; Half-gal., 33.25; Gal., ?6.00.

Order from your seedsman or nurseryman.

THE CARDGN CHEMICAL COMPANY
NEW Y □ R. K CITY. M.V.

THERE
is happiness in a

hobby—most of us are so en
grossed in the little affairs of
every day that we never take
time to find out what we are
really aiming at and why we do
not get more out of life.

Why not cultivate a hobby for
a beautiful garden—one that will
give pleasureto others as well as
ourselves?

You will find many more sugges
tions in our catalogue;write lor it

THE FISCHER & JIROUCH CO.
4817SuperiorAveeue Cleveland,Ohio

ANDOPM

Trees and
shrubs, dis
tinctive in
quality and
large size
whichwill
produce an
immediate
effect

% compktetheset-
tingofbouse and
garden

ANDORRA

Have you seen
ANDORRA?

Expert advice through
a visit toyour grounds
Right selectionof plantsand shrubsand an
Intimateknowledgeof theeffectswhichcanbe
obtained are essential in planting your
groundsadvantageously.
For four fenerationstheMeehanshavelivedandworkedamongplants,gatheringthisIntimateknowledge.TheirexperienceIs of InestimablevalueInthesolutionof plantingproblems.
Mr. S. MendclsonMeehan'a advice-andassistancewillassurethemostsatisfactoryselectionsforvariedsoil conditions,andhelpto bringaboutthemostpleasingefTects.
Mr. Meehanis nowonan8 weeks'itinerarywhichcanbealteredin orderto includeadditionalcalls.For anappointment,involvingnoobligation.

5. MendeltonMeehan

PioneerNurserymenof America

Nvnerymen̂ jjt)Haitiinihiliata

6740ChewStreet.Germantown, Philadelphia

REDUCE
ThreeSlices
of Basy Bread a day,
Help reduceyour weight
in a natural way.

Doctors'EssentialFoodsCo.,
Orange,X. J.
Gentlemen:
Duringthefirst9 weeksI
havelost20jxnindsandfeel
fine,belterthanever.Kindly
informmehowto remainatnormal,

Mrs.A. L. F..
NewYorkCity.

Easily. . .
Naturally

TourfriendsmusthavetoldyouaboutBasyBread,nowarecognizedstandardweightreducingration.BasyBreadis not a medicineor drug,buta wholesomeanddeliciousfood—scientificallyprepared.
Thereis no unpleasantdieting—no irksomeexercises,inthe BasyBreadcourse.Legionshavereportedremarkablereductionsin weightwith gainsin strengthand health.
Youwillbeverymuchinterestedin tbeBasyBreadbooklet,
whichgivesreliableinformationonobesityandhowtoreduce.'
Writefor yourcopyto
day. Sent in sealed,plaincover,postagepre
paid.

DOCTORS' ESSENTIAL
FOODS CO.
35 OakwoodAve.
Orange NewJersey

#
f\ Thrive and bloom wonder

fully in soil that has been
made rich and fertile with

PULVERIZED
SHEEP MANURE
The ideallawn,flowerandvegetable
gardenfertilizer for home,golf orcountryclub. Effectivelysterilized—
noweedsor chemicals—safeandsure
for amateuror professionalgardener.

Insist on WIZARD BRAND trademark on everybag whereyou buy
seedsandgardensuppliesor writeusfor bookletandpriceson a bagor acarload. Preparedonlyby

THE PULVERIZED MANURE
COMPANY

o. 25 Union
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Economical
and Durable

When you contemplate re-covering
your roofs, porch floors, sleeping
balconies, etc., it will be to your
advantage to investigate the merits

CON-SER-TEX
Canvas Roofing
This is a chemically treated, heavy
cotton fabric that will not leak,
buckle, crack, stretch, peel or rot.
It is water-proof, weather-proof —
not affected by the action of sun,
wind or rain.

In addition to being a high-grade,
attractive covering, it has the ad
vantage of being comparatively
moderate in cost. By using Con-
Ser-Tex, you also save on labor
cost because it is so easily laid.

Illustrated bookleton request

WM. L. BARRELL CO.
50 Leonard Street New York City
ChicagoDistributors:Geo.B. Carpenter& Co.,

430-440NorthWellsSt.
CaliforniaDistributors:Waterhouse-WilcoxCo..

SauFrancisco& LosAngeles

Plan It Now!
T)GAN your future homenow. Be*■all readyfor thedaywhenbuild
ing pricesare normalagain. Don't
wait until the very last minuteand
then find you'veleft out something
or other.
Send today for a deluxe copy of
"CraftsmanBungalows"— the most
authenticplan book Issued. It will
helpyouplaneconomicallyandwise
ly. Containspicturesand plans of
nearly 100beautifuland distinctive
homescostingfrom $1000to $9000
to build. 112pages. Nothingelse
like it. Showsexteriors,interiors,
floorandroomplans; givescosts,etc.,
of homessuitablefor any climate.
The many helpful and practical
buildingsuggestionsgivenwill save
dollarsfor prospectivehomebuilders.

Price $1 postpaid
Smallereditionexclusivelydevotedto
ColonialBungalows,only50c.
Sendforthesetwohelpfulbookstoday.
Moneycheerfullyreturnedifdissatisfied.

Yoho & Merritt
The CraftsmanDesigners
506Empire Building

Seattle Washington

Make Your Garden a Present
The Book of Gardens is full of suggestions for your
garden. You will find in its pages practical ideas that
you can work out— groupings of flowers, arrangements
of paths, unusual planting by garden pools, flagged ter
races leading to long slopes of lawn.

There are more than 400 illustrations in this book.
Every sort of garden is in it. The formal box-hedged
and the splendid landscape variety, the common-or-
garden garden, all full of work and affection and hardy
annuals, and those twice beautiful gardens whose love
liness is mirrored in water.

The House & Garden
Book of Gardens

This Book of Gardens is compiled from the finest
garden photographs shown in House & Garden in the
last five years.

The articles are by authorities and every photograph
represents the work of some well-known garden lover.
The names and addresses of these contributors, over
50 of them, are listed in the back of the book. A com
plete planting and spraying table and gardener's
calendar for the entire year is also given.

Garden lovers, sign on the dotted line ! Omar

Khayyam would have mailed us this coupon!

HOUSE & GARDEN
19 West 44th Street, New York City

Yes, I wouldliketo havethatBOOK OF GARDENS in mylibrary,ready
to belookedat wheneverwearemakingplansfor our garden. Here'smy
chequefor $5. I understandthatyouwill sendmemycopyat once.

Name

Street

City State
H&fi 6-21

WILL the newhouse be a real
home?
It will if you give com
fort and convenience the
fullest consideration,
making it complete with
the service secured by the
installation of

yWl HettTRCGULATOf*
"TheHeartot theHeatingPlant"
It is entirely automatic
in its operation maintain
ing exactly the tempera-
t u r e desired day and
night.
The "Minneapolis" has
been used successfully for
36 years on every type of
healing plant burn
ing coal, gas or oil.
Saves fuel and lasts
a lifetime.
Write for Booklet

MinneapolisHeatRegulatorCo.
2790FourthAve.So.
Minneapolis,Minn.

ServiceBranchesIn allPrincipalCities

StatementoftheOwnership.Management,ete.RequiredbytheActof Congressof August
-4. 1912,of House& Garden,publishedoncea monthatNewYork.N. Y'..April I,1921.Stateof NewYork.Comityof New-York,s8.: Beforeme,a NotaryPublicIn
and for the Slateand countyaforesaid.PersonallyappearedF. L. Wurzburg.whohavingbeendulyswornaccordingto law.deposesandsaysthathe is thebusinessmanagerof House& Garden,andthatthefollowingis. to thebestof his knowledgeandbelief,a truostatementof theownership,management,etc.. of the aforesaidpublicationfor thedateshownin theaborecaption,requiredbytheActof August24.1912,embodiedin section443,PostalLaws
endRegulationstowit: 1.Thatthenames
and addressesof the publisher,editor,
managingeditor,and businessmanagers
are: Publisher.ComicNast.11)West44th
St.. NewYork.X. Y\; Editor.RichardsonWright.19West44thSt.. XewY'ork,X.
Y.; ManagingEditor.R. S. Lcmmon.19
West44thSt.. XewYork.X. Y.: BusinessManagerandGeneralManager,P, L. Wurzburg.19West44thSt.. NewY'ork.N. T.
2.That theownersare The VogueCompany,19West44UlSt, NewYork.N. T.
Stockholders:CondeXast.470ParkAve..NewYork.X. Y.; P. L. Wurzburg.Bronx-
vllle.XewY'ork:E. 11.Stimson,109East
71stSL. XewYork,X. Y\: M. S. Turnure.2 East 45thSt.. XewY'ork,X. Y*.; M.DeWltt,2S7East18thSt..Brooklyn.N. Y.
.1.Thattheknownbondholders,mortgagees
andoiliersecurityholdersowningorholding
1percentormoreof totalamountofbonds,
mortgagesor othersecuritiesare:Xone.4.
Thatthetwoparagraphsnextabove,giving
thenamesof theowners,stockholders,and
securityholders.If any,containnotonlythe
list of stockholders,andsecurityholdersastheyappearuponthebooksof thecompany
butalsoin caseswherethestockholderor
securityholderappearsuponthehooksof
the companyas trusteeor In anyother
fiduciaryrelation,thenameof theperson
or corporationforwhomsuchtrusteeIs acting.Is given; alsothatthesaidtwoparagraphscontainstatementsembracingaffiant's
full knowledgeandbeliefasto thecircum
stancesandconditionsunderwhichstock
holdersandsecurityholderswhodonotap
pearuponthebooksof the companyastrustees,holdstockandsecuritiesIn a ca
pacityotherthanthatofa bonafideowner:
andthis affiantlias no reasonto believe
thatanyotherperson,association,or cor-
poratlonhasanyinterestdirector Indirect
in thesaidstock,bondsor othersecurities
thanassostatedbyhim. F. L. Wurzburg.
BusinessManager.Sworntoandsubscribed
beforemethis26thdayorMarch.1921.
(Seal) FlorenceT. Xilsson.NotaryPub
lic. QueensCountyXo. 400. XewYork
CountyXo. 32. NewY'orkRegisterXo.
2026.My CommissionexpiresMarch30,
1922.
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Suitable Fence
for Every Property

T^UK town houses, bunga-Ji lows, summer cottages,
suburban homes and coun

try estates, there is a Stewart
Iron Fence that will exactly
meet your requirements.
Stewart Fence designs have
the artistic and substantial
quality that have made them
the choice of the finest estates
in America.
If you desireto makeyour place
moreattractiveandat thesametime
furnish protectionto your property,
write for theStewartbooksof Fence
designs. You will very likely Anda
designtherethatharmonizeswiththe
architecturallines of your building,
but if not, we will preparespecial
designsfor you.

The Stewart Iron
Works Company, Inc.
TheWorld'sGreatestIronFenceBuilders.
218StewartBlock. Cincinnati,Ohio
Salesand ConstructionIti-prcsentatlves

In principalcities.

BEAUTIFY m HOME
with hanging baskets

without the annoyance of of

fensive leakage and bother

some attention

The NO-DRIP basket
makes this possible

The patented irrigator and

NO-DRIP feature of the
Little Wonder NO-DRIP
hanging basket eliminates all
dripping on your rugs and
floors, yet gives the plant
perfect drainage and plenty
of air which is so essential
to the best growth of all

plants.

Baskets, complete,
ready for plants— j
Moss-covered—
Prices Each
4 inch size.. .$ .85
5 " "... 1.00
6 " "... 1.25
7 " "... 1.50
9 " "... 2.00,
14 " "... 3.00/
Reed-covered
4 inch size$1.25
6 inch " 1.75
9 inch " 4.50
Prepaid

NO-DRIP BASKET SHOP
2920 North Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass-Cutter on Earth
Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the waves.
One mower may be climbing a knoll, the second
skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Drawn by one horse, and
operated by one man, the
TRIPLEX MOWER will mow
more lawn in a day than the
best motor mower ever made,
cut it better, and at a fraction
of the cost.

Drawn by one horse, and
operated by one man, it will
mow more lawn in a day than

The Public is warnednot to purchasemoivcrsinfringing the Tou-nscndPatent
No. 1,209,519,Dec. 19th,1916

Send for catalog illustrating all types of Townsend Lawn Mowers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO.^SSS? naTuo

any three ordinary horse-
drawn mowers with three
horses and three men. (We
guarantee this.)

Does not smash the grass to
earth and plaster it in the mud
in springtime, nor crush out
its life between hot rollers and
hard, hot ground in summer,
as does the motor mower.

Regular
Specialsarenotalwaysre
quired.Thevarietyin stock

: thereforemostat-

Special
Stockdesignsdonotalways
belong.Norrisioneabilityto
produceyourideasin special
designsismostappealing.

NorristoneCutCastGranite
Fountains,BirdBaths,Benches,Pedestals,Pots,Urns,Etc.

Sendforcatalog.
NorristoneStudios,Rochester,NewYork

SUGAR PINE LOGS FOR
YOUR COUNTRY HOUSE

ARUSTIC exteriormakesan Idealsummeror countryhouse. Sugarpinelopsmake
the most artistic of rustic exteriors.

Theselogswerecutwhenthesapwasdown,
hencethe tawny bark will firmly adhere.
Theyare sawnon threesidesand thework
was accuratelyand carefully done. They
are 4 inchesx 6 inchesfrom 12to 30 feet
long and straightas an arrow—thoroughly
seasonedand readyfor construction.
This materialwas personallyselectedfor
theerectionof a $50,000summerlodge,buta
changein plansenablesmeto offerthis un
usual opportunityto anyonecontemplating
theerectionof a beautifulcountryhouseor
huntinglodge.I havea supplysufficienttoerect
a structure30feetby60reetby 12feethighto
theeaves.Samplesectionandpricewill befur
nishedto thoseinterested.Address

SUGAR PINE LOGS
438Rialto Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

norristone:

TfiE dependable
kind.

"
Guaranteed to

give the best results.
Both wrapped and
braided construction.
Carried in stock for
immediate delivery.

Maltese Cross, 3 and 4 ply
Ridgewood 3 and 4 ply
Wallabout 3 and 4 ply
G. P. (Moulded) 2 and 3 ply
Tempest 7 ply
Tornado 5 ply

Furnished in fifty
foot sections complete
with couplings.
We also carry
nozzles, sprinklers and
hose reels in stock.
Send for latest prices.
THE GUTTA PERCHA
& RUBBER MFG. CO.
126-128 Duane St.
New York City

DAHLIAS
"Plant in June
for Finest Bloom ' '

Special Introductory Offers:

Five beautifulCactusDahlias,$1.00
Five grandDecorativeDahlias,$1.00
Two giantCentury,Two unique
Collarette,Two Ball (6 in
all) $1.00
Five Paeony Dahlias $1.00
One root each: Mrs. C. H. Rrcck,
yellow and carmine; May Queen,
best pink, and L. Kramer Peacock,
best white $1.00
Above 5 offers, each Dahlia care
fully labeled, true to name, and
my book on The Dahlia, all post
paid for $5.00.
OUR NEW CATALOGUE, THE
WORLD'S BEST DAHLIAS, not
only showsthepaeonydahliaQueen
Elizabethand GoldenWest Cactus
in naturalcolors,but TELLS THE
PLAIN TRUTH aboutthebestnew
and standardvarieties,including10
WONDERFUL NEW CREATIONS
nowofferedfor the first time. THE
LEADING DAHLIA CATALOGUE,
FREE.
Write today. A post card will
bring you a copyby returnmail.
MentionHouse& Gardenand re
ceivea coloredplate,size 10 by 12
inches, of the new Gold Medal
Dahlia Patrick O'Mara.

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS
(Largest in the World)

BERLIN NEW JERSEY
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What Our Friend the Architect Told Us
^Tacts that Tvery Tfome 'Builder Creeds on Construction

\
Hall

and Stairway
Plaster on
Metal Lath

J .B.Benedict
Architect

Not a Plaster Crack in 29 Years
{Statement by a Public cBuilding Inspe&or)

"You want the plaster in your house put on
so that it will never crack," said the Architect to
his friends. "The only way to be sure that you
will not have plaster cracks is to usemetal lath."
. "Has it been proved that metal lath will give
us walls and ceilings that will never have plas
ter cracks?" asked the wife.
" It is proved by many years ofuse," replied the
Architect. "I have brought some records to show
you. Abuilding inspector of Illinois writes here—

'"The partitions in the county court house at
Decatur, put up twentynine years ago on metal
lath, show no signs of cracks or deterioration.'
"Think of that ; plaster up nearly thirty years,
always in perfect condition, and never needing a

penny spent on it for repairs."

Never Heard of a Crack
When Metal Lath Was Used
"A great firm of plastering contractors which
has done the work on many of the biggest hotels
in New York writes—
'"We have yet to hear of a complaint of
cracking or other trouble on any work we put
up on metal lath.'
"Another great New York firm writes —

"'We have used metal lath on such buildings

as the Hall of Records, the Grand Central
Station, and thousands of others with never a
come back."'

Impossible to Crack

"Long years of experience in all kinds of
homes and public buildings give the same kind
of proof that metal lath makes permanently
beautiful walls," continued the Architect. "Here
is a letter from the Minneapolis AthleticClub —
'"The wall of our handball court, put up on
metal lath, hasundergone very hard usagefor more
than three years.We find it impossible to crack.'
"Another Minneapolis builder writes —

'"Metal lath and plaster walls up fourteen
years have proved durable and crack proof"

Not a Crack in Stucco 22 Years Old
"A middle-west builder writes of— 'stucco
twenty-two years old, put up on metal lath and
in perfect condition, showing no sign of cracks or
other deterioration.' Whether for interior plas'
ter or as a basis for exterior stucco, metal lath
means no cracks."

Metal Lath Stops Fire
" Don't forget that metal lath is fire protection

also. Here is a photograph of an elevator shaft of
plaster on metal lath that stood, although the

building burned to the ground around it in Boston.
"I could give you hundreds of other instances
ofbuildings, homes and lives saved by metal lath.
Think of the lives saved by that
metal lath elevator shaft. For safety
build with metal lath."

Booklet Will
Be Sent on Request
"A booklet on this subject has
just been published," concluded the
Architect. "It will be sent you free
on request. It is not an adver
tising booklet. It is full ofvital
information that you want
before you buy or build.
Every person interested in
anykind of building ought to
have these facts. Remember
the title of the booklet, 'The
Essentials ofBuilding.' Write
for it today to the Associated TheeUvatorsWt thac
Metal Lath Manufacturers, stoodthoughthebuOdingWaj c*. ■ w wis destroyed.A mon-

AdamS Ot., Chicago. umemtoMetalLath.

Metal Lath • ^Prevents Cracks • Stops Fire
booklet on ^Request: Associated Metal Lath Manufacturers, Dept. 1426, 72 West Adams St., Chicago
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Stucco Textures as an Expression
of Home Building Individuality
ARE you accustomed to thinking of stucco as merely
£\, a smooth'troweled or slightly roughened application
of cement?

Real stucco is more than that. In its application, the
variety of pronounced and individual textures and color
tones obtainable is almost limitless. Properly applied
stucco lends itself harmoniously to architectural design
in smooth, even tones; in soft, mottled effects; or strongly
contrasting light'and'shadow surfaces.

True stucco— made with ATLAS-WHITE Portland
Cement — becomes more than a background for window
and door trim. It can, and should be, made the dominant
expression of home building individuality.

Atlas literature on the building of stucco homes, or the
stucco remodeling of old homes, will be sent on request
addressed to our office nearest you.

THE ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
New York Boston Philadelphia Birmingham
Chicago Dayton Des Moines St. Louis
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A FOREWORD ON AUGUST
IT
doesn't seemfair to write theseforewordsfor
future issues; it is too much like peeking at
your presentsbefore Christmas morning. Be

sides,the articles that may be glowingly described
in thesechill and rainy days of May may not be
so interesting after all in the hot and sleeping
afternoons of August. We can't help enthusing
about this August number, however, becauseit is
so full of editorial high spots.
One of the presentsHouse & Garden received
for becomingtwenty-one in July was an extension
of its editorial pages. Forty-four now, as against
forty in January. That meansa greater oppor
tunity to show more interestingand helpful mate
rial. August takesadvantageof this and it prom
isesto be a really exceptionalissue.
"Household Equipment" is a rather elastic
phrasebecauseit will include furniture in addition
tp the machinery for making the housemore effi
cient. It will touch on varnish as well as smoke
lessfireplaces,discussa bride's kitchen, show new
designsfor kitchen store rooms and exhibit a se
lection of unusual lighting fixtures. If one has an
appetite for gardening, it will be tickled by the
article on raising superb pansies,on the derivation

Among the subjects consid
ered in the August number
is the furniture of our Colo
nial forefathers

of garden flowersand on the role playedby games
in landscaping—how to make a tennis court and
a bowling, green and a croquet green and such.
For the amateur decorator there are pages of
color schemesfor dining rooms, an article on the
useof color in decoration, the Little Portfolio of
Good Interiors and the contribution on Colonial
furniture. The pages of articles selected from
shops will cover such varied fields as occasional
chairs and bathroom accessories,in addition to
the lighting fixtures. A variety of houses is
shown in this number—two houses by Aymar
Embury, II, in his most characteristicstyle. In
all there will be nine houses shown in August.
The ninth is a suggestionfor a house to be built
by degrees.
These are a few of the editorial facts of August.
Combined, they make a pleasant,suggestiveand
practical issue that can be studied to advantage.
That is the aim of every number of the magazine
—to present the greatestpossible aggregationof
inspiring and applicable suggestions. August will
keep up the high standard of illustrations and
rangeof house and gardensubjects that previous
issueshave set.
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THE FIREPLACE SETS THE STANDARD
When you analyze why one room is enrichmentof manteland hearth,a rest-
more pleasing than another you find jul balance of white paneled walls—
that very much depends upon its de- thesedetailsgive this fireplaceits charm,
tails. This is especiallytrue of the fire- and the room its meritorious character,
place, which is usually the focal point It is in the residenceof Miss Helen I.
of the room. It sets the standard for Driggs, Waterbury, Conn. Murphy &
the other details. Simple lines, delicate Dana, architects
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SMALL HOUSE OPPORTUNITIES
Some Plain Facts on the Planning and Building of Moderate Size Homes

of Which the Owners Can Be Justly Proud

HENRY C. TAYLOR

THE
small house is

the logical solution

for the average man

with the normal family and
moderate income because it

is the best sort of financial
investment he can make.

And since building is a
dollar-and-cents problem
that is the way he must

finally look at it. The de
sire to have a home of his

own, the desire for freedom

from landlord and agent,

the dream to build a place
for himself and his family
of which he can be proud—

all of these ideals, beautiful
and necessary in themselves,

must eventually be crystal

lized in the mundane ques

tions of "What kind of a
house shall it be?" and

"How much will it cost?"
In the majority of instances
these two will simmer down
to one—"How much of a
house can I get for my
money?"
There was a time when

the answer to this question

meant poor plans and
shoddy work. Today there

is no excuse for either.

Architects of standing have

set themselves to solving the

problem of the small house.

Quantity production of

good materials, standard

ized to facilitate erection,

brings down the construc

tion cost. When a man to

day asks "How much of a
house can I get for my
money?" he can rest as

sured that it can, if he takes
the trouble to study his

problem, be both a good

house architecturally and a

house convenient and pleas
ant to live in, with a cer-

The Georgian type of housepresentsmany opportunities for small designsin that it is
simpleand dignified,its details are pure and can be given proper value. The entrance
to the residenceof Edward P. Fischer at Englewood, N. J., is an exampleof Georgian
simplicity applied to a small house. The rectangularlines of the door are relieved by
the circular brick platform. Balance is obtainedby the windows above it and the two
on either side. Simple lattice and a string coursemarked in the brick facade complete

the surrounding elements. Aymar Embury II was the architect

tainty of its standing for
many years under reason

able use. He will also find
that it pays him to build
because, in the end, it is
cheaper to build than to pay
rent, even counting the nec

essary charges against the

house for interest on loan,

interest on his equity, insur

ance, taxes and cost of up

keep.
Before he visualizes that
house architecturally, he
should understand this fact
—that the architecture of a
small house is a distinct and

individual problem. The
good small house is not

merely the reproduction on
a small scale of a good large

house. The question of
what sort of style it will be
can very easily be settled by
conferring with the archi

tect. The layout of the
rooms should be settled first.

As one recent publication
on the small house puts it

,

"Don't make the mistake of
choosing your plan from

the 'outside in'. Reverse

the procedure. Select your

plan from the 'inside out'.

Study the room arrange

ments, their sizes, location

of stairs, windows, step

and labor-saving devices.

See that the plan is basic

ally right to serve your
needs. . . .

"Don't be influenced too
much by style. Good pro

portions and beauty in
the placing of the struc

tural features — the roof,
chimney, doors, windows,

porches, etc., will determine
the style. . . . Because a
house may look well from

the outside is no indication
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The Italian style can be applied to the
smallhouseif the owner acceptssimple
plastersurfacesand a designunencum
beredwith attemptsat elaboratedeco
ration. The home of John Charles
Thomas, Great Neck, L. I.

that it is the type of home that will
provide you with satisfaction."
The prospective home builder can

cl). between two methods— accepting

a commonplace plan which offers noth
ing to individualize his home; or well-
designed, professionally prepared plans

that produce a house of architectural
merit which will prove a constant as
set and afford continued satisfaction.

Free plans, plans thrown in by the car

penter or contractor, are always a bad
investment. If the house is worth
building at all, it justifies an initial in
vestment for good plans.
Upon these plans will very much de-

The austerity of this entrance to the
small Italian house of Gene Buck, at
Great .Xeck, has been relievedby the
plaster frieze over the door, the brick
platform and the two cedars. Chester

Patterson, architect

(allies
Ah entrancewith an arbored portico can be
a delightful feature of a small house where
such a portico suits the type of house. But
it should not be usedpromiscuously

pend the ultimate cost of the house. The ma

jority of waste is not found in the construction

of essentials, but in the cheap frills and un

necessary architectural details. Of course, per
sonal taste will govern expenditures, but it is

better to start with a simple small house as a

foundation, use standardized materials and

follow the adopted plans through without ex

pensive changes, which always cost extra.

Whether a contractor is given the job or day

labor is employed, the labor should be figured

to cost 50% the sum total of the house. In

most cases it is best to let a single contract

covering all details and phases of the con

struction. This is likely to speed up the

building and relieve you of worry over

details.

Having visualized the sort of houseyou

desire inside, the adaptation of the type

of architecture follows in logical course.

This, too, has many determining factors
— the climate, exposure, sectional loca

tion of your property and the features of

its site and the styles of houses in its im

mediate proximity. The notion that the

bungalow solves all small house prob
lems is a false one. The bungalow be

longs naturally to warm and mild cli

mates and to build it on an exposed New

England hillside —except when it is to
serve as a summer camp— is inadvisable.
Equally popular are the Dutch Colonial,

Italian. Southern Colonial. Georgian,

Spanish and English cottage types of

houses, but each likewise was originally

the architectural product of a certain type

of climate and, generally, one can only

adapt the general feeling and traditions

of the style rather than the complete style

in all its details. Each of these styles

can be fitted, to a greater or less degree,

to one-story and the story-and-a-balt

plans.
Moreover, the bungalow or one-story
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The bungalow and the story-and-a-half house both presentreasonableopportunitiesfor designsof moderatesize. The
bungalow, however, cannot be used on every type of site. In this instancea story-and-a-half bungalow is placed on a

flat site at Southern Pines, .V. C. It is the residenceof John E. Pushee. Aymar Embury II, architect

house is not always the least expensive to build;
they require extensive foundations, an expanse

of roof and are often expensive to heat. The
story-and-a-half house, as represented by some

Dutch Colonial and English cottage designs,

will give the same number of rooms as the
bungalow, require less foundation and roof,

and afford a greater opportunity to build a

house of individuality. Large dormers and an

increasing pitch to the roof in a story-and-a-

half house create adequate
sleeping quarters upstairs.

The man who builds a
small house must be willing
to sacrifice some of the fea
tures he would naturally

have in a house of extensive

size. An ample bathroom,
a suitable kitchen and gen
erous closets are essential,

but where the family makes
no pretensions at formal liv
ing—and who of us does
nowadays? — it is often pos
sible to eliminate the din
ing-room entirely. In its
stead one can have a large
living room and use one end
for dining purposes, or else
put in a "Pullman seat".
Certainly a "Pullman seat"
dining alcove is not out of
harmony in a small house
where every inch Nof space
must be made to count. It
can serve for all three
meals; in summer the fam

ily may eat out of doors in the garden or on
the porch.
Thrift, in building the small house—or any
house—means wise spending for essentials. In
addition to using standardized stock materials,

good plumbing, good fixtures, one should not

put adequate heating plant and labor-saving
devices in the luxury class, but consider them
as the essential of essentials. Do not hesitate
to spend money for them. If the house is of

A complete view of the Fischer house, of which the entranceis found on. page 19,
shows how the balanceof the Georgian style lends dignity to a small house. Brick

is the best material to usefor this style

timber and paint is required, insist that the

best possible paint is used. It will add to the
life of the wood and give the house a desirable
appearance of being constantly kept in con

dition.

The furnishing of the small house and the
planting of its garden, both essential to its

satisfactory completion, are problems that re

quire more space than the limits of these notes

permit. Build a good house first—a house
good architecturally and

good to live in. If you are
capable of doing that you

are also capable of furnish

ing the rooms in good taste

and planting the grounds,

effectively.
Each of us has in his

mind's eye the kind of small
house we will eventually
build. The more we think
of it, the more the dream
changes. There comes a

time when the house as

sumes the appalling propor
tions of a nightmare. In
order to crystallize our ideas

into something tangible we

require suggestions. To give
these suggestions is the pur

pose of such magazines as

House & Garden and such
books as House & Garden's
Book o

f Houses.

This magazine has al
ways advised prospective
builders to turn their prob-

Coutmit
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By building I he
parage under the
house, yard space
and theerectionoj
. separate struc
ture are saved,as
in the home oj
Henry G. Morse,
architect,at Eliza
beth, N. J.

The studio, being
over the garage,
has a raisedfloor
level to provide
space for the car
beneath,thus also
affordingan inter
esting break from
the hall

lems over to a reputable architect, and it still does. Perhaps some

readers have not found this such a simple matter as it looked.

Architects apparently made no money from designing small

houses. They were willing to criticize the jerry-built, jig-saw

monstrosities that contractors and builders foisted upon the unsus

pecting public, but they did very little to stop it because the meth

ods of stopping it required an unproductive means of making

a livelihood. That this condition has been recently remedied is a

source of congratulation to both the architectural profession and

to the vast body of men and women in this countrv who plan to

build.

The last convention of the American Institute of Architects en

dorsed the Architects' Small House Service Bureau. A group of

practicing architects in Minneapolis were stirred by the ideal
of

giving the American public plans, specifications and elevations

of good small houses at reasonable cost. Hitherto the practice
of

The large living room of the Dithridge househas brownish gray

rough plaster wails with which the dark oak woodwork accords
perfectly. An air of spaciousnessis given bv carrying the

ceiling

tip into the peak. C. M. Hart, architect
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Gray stone and
rough finished
stucco give to the
house of J. D.
Dilhridge,al Great
Neck, L. I., an in
terestingmassand
detail combined
with dignifiedsim
plicity

The door is of
heavy paneledoak
simply set in its
frame, as befitsthe
informal, rugged
character of the
entrance approach
with its evergreens
and rock plants

selling plans was not considered altogether ethical ; with this re

cent sanction the work of the Architects' Small House Service

Bureau becomes an authorized activity. Their designs, now avail
able, constitute a great step forward in improving the architecture

of the American small house.

Never before have there been so many opportunities for small

and moderate priced houses of distinctive merit. With good
plans and specifications now available the owner has merely to

set the date for building. Here again he must consult his purse
and watch the trend of prices. Many people are delaying the
construction of their homes because they hope for falling prices
in materials and labor. This caution is commendable; only don't
delay too long. He who hesitates is lost. The old proverb is as
applicable to building a home as it is to any serious step forward.

The time to build is now. There is no surety of what reductions
the future may or may not bring.

Gablesare effectivein giving an impressionof height. Although
this is but a one-story house,the manner in which the path and
evergreenplanting lead up into the main gable makes it seem

larger as one approachesit
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WE BUY OURSELVES A BIRTHDAY CAKE
WITH this issue House &: Garden attains the interesting ageof twenty-one. It acquires a franchise, and can now vote against

Prohibition, onyx lampstands and other forms of bad taste.
It henceforth is responsible for its debts, excesses and mistakes. It
can, without asking parental consent, marry. In fact, the number of
things this lusty youth can do is only limited by its capacity for doing
them. On such occasions one is tempted to speak glowingly on the
available future. We would rather not. We are too busy laying plans
for the development of the magazine in 1922 to talk about it. So,
then, the irreparable past. « '-

House & Garden was started by a group of Philadelphia archi
tects who felt the need for showing to the public, in an attractive fashion,
the best work in native and foreign domestic architecture and land

scaping.
In those days, you will remember, this nation was beginning to

lengthen her cords. The Spanish War was three years past and we .
had acquired overseas possessions that tore us away from the splendid
isolation of previous years. Becoming a world power necessitated our

taking interest in the rest of the world. One small but important

phase of this foreign interest was the manner in which other peoples
built and furnished their homes and made their gardens, and the way
in which those styles could be adapted to this country. In some
circles this interest had been long established; it required an organ
of publicity to spread the ideas.

Beginning thus as a magazine of architectural interest mainly,

House & Garden found a ready market among general readers and
consequently took on more practical aspects. Subscribers seeing the

beautiful houses and gardens shown on its pages naturally wanted to

know how such houses could be built and such gardens made. Under
a new management House & Garden developed from a magazine of
strictly architectural appeal to a medium of more general interest in

this field. And thus it grew and was evolved through fourteen years.

IN 1915 the magazine passed under the control of Mr. CondeNast, who had already developed Vogue and created Vanity Fair.
Vogue appealed to the desire of women to be dressed in good taste.

Vanity Fair satisfied the desire of cultured people to keep in touch
with the latest expressions of the arts. House & Garden was built
to appeal to those who desired a home in the best taste. Certainly

the desire for a good home is as fundamental as the desire for food.

These facts had been long accepted by publishers but none had devised

a new way of presenting them. It was this new way that brought
success to House & Garden.
There was an old game we played as children called "Follow the

Leader." The principle of this game, which is a principle of life
itself, was applied to the magazine. House & Garden showed what
the leaders were doing, created interest among these leaders and built

up its circulation, around them. Success came in logical order. The

magazine was not edited down to a vast and assorted body of readers,

but edited up to the intelligence of the most appreciative minds on these

subjects. By practical and beautifully presented pages House & Garden
showed how this best work, chosen by minds most keenly apprecia

tive of it
,

could be adapted and applied to many types o
f, homes.

Under this regime House & Garden not alone exhibited the best taste
in architecture, decorating and gardening but became a powerful fac

tor in making interest in good taste widespread. The magazine at

tained a merited prestige. By showing authoritative work for many

years it has today become the authority on such topics in America.

It is one thing to show- a beautiful home and quite another to tell
how that home can be created. It is easy to rhapsodize over a garden
but not so easy to say precisely how that garden can be made. With
out lowering its standard House & Garden has been able to present
these practical aspects. Before we show a house, an interior, a garden
or an accessory we find where one can buy it

,

or how it can be made
or how much it costs. Thus the Information and Shopping Services
of the magazine carry into detailed completion the work begun on the

printed page.
There have been readers who complained that the houses and

gardens shown in the magazine were miles above their purses. The
accusation may be true, but the answer to it is also the secret of

the magazine's success. The best work is usually the most expensive,
and it is best and most expensive because it has drawn on the best

thought, ingenuity and time of its creators. Consequently it contains

the greatest possible number of suggestions for one who wishes to

adapt the general scheme to her own problem. Shoddy work, cheap
work, work of poor conception has the minimum of help to offer the

reader. The best work is always the most practical.

THE
World War and its consequences have produced a peculiar

effect on Americans. Without losing one iota of our cosmopolitan

spirit we are beginning to appreciate anew our own country, its

institutions and resources. This finds expression even in such matters
as furnishing the home and making the garden. Today there is a

marked return to native American forms of architecture and decora

tion and to a wider appreciation of our native plants and shrubs.

Other countries appreciate them; now we, too, must appreciate them.

From the styles abroad and at home we must evolve an individuality
as distinct and complete as any of the styles on the Continent. We

have passed the time when we can blame our gauche taste on mere

youth. The country, as with House & Garden, has become twenty-one !

Along these lines lies the available future of this magazine. Some
time ago an English publisher protested against House & Garden.
"But it is too American." "Sir," we answered, "you could not more
graciously compliment us." However much material it may draw occa

sionally from other lands, House & Garden is always and will always
be a magazine devoted to the enrichment of the Americarr home, and

through the American home the American nation. The strength of this
country lies in the strength of its individual homes. Its standards can
never be higher than the standards of its homes, or its sense of beaut)',
or its appreciation of the things that go to make a fuller life.

APPRECIATING
this responsibility that the magazine has laid

upon itself makes one feel rather solemn on this twenty-first birth

day. The cake that we would buy must be very large. There are
many to enjoy it. Ten times more readers see the pages of the magazine
today than saw it seven years ago; its circulation is more than the total

circulations of all the other magazines devoted to these same interests.
And yet, if it weren't for these loyal readers we could not aspire to
so Gargantuan a cake. Perhaps we would have no cake at all!
The one thing that bothers us at this moment is the icing. Shall

we choose blonde or brunette, chocolate or vanilla? Personally, being

a man, we prefer chocolate.
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A GEORGIAN HOUSE OF A HUNDRED YEARS AGO

Throughout the South one finds in- arc edgedwith box. The formality of
numerable stately residences that, for its setting is akin to the classicalarchi-
all the mutations of time and wars, still lecture of the houseitself. Instinctively
keep their ancient dignity and simple you know that the rooms have fine
charm. The McCormick Neal houseat paneling and delicately carved mantels,
Covington, Georgia, is such a place. and satinwood cabinets and fascinating
Century-old treessurround it. Its paths landscape painted window shades



26 House & GardenJCOLLECTING EARLY
AMERICAN CLOCKS

A Fascinating Hobby .That Will
Also Help Furnish the House

GARDNER TEALL

A favorite design
was the lyre. This
example was made
by Saurin & Dyer of
Boston, about 1815

IT was inevitable that the American colonists should bring over to this country

not only clocks of English make, but

Dutch, French and German clocks as well.

Clocks were mentioned in the Massachusetts

Bay Colony as early as 1628, and again in

1638. Henry Parks of Hartford lists a clock
in his will of 1640, and John Davenport of
New Haven is known to have had a clock in

his possession at the time of his death, 1670,

and we are told that at the death of Mistress

E. Needham of Eynn, Massachusetts, in the

year 1677, it was found that she had made
mention in her will of a
striking-clock, a watch
and a "larum that does

not strike"'. It is probable
these various clocks were

table or shelf clocks.

The oldest clock in
America is said to be one

which originally belonged

to Oliver Cromwell and
which is now in the Phila
delphia Public Library.
The austerity of the
northern colonists prob

ably encouraged only the

simpler cased and dialed

clocks and eschewed any

thing even so frivolous as

the "pretty and solemn"

piece of "clocke-worke"

mentioned by Pepys. Cer

tainly it would have
frowned upon Queen
Elizabeth's clock which

was in the form of "an
Ethiop riding upon a rhi
noceros, with four attend

ants, who all make their
obeisance when it strikes

the hour".

With the growth of the
colonies skilled artisans

found encouragement to
ply their trades in the new

world and hither came

clockmakers among others,

placing early American

clockmaking nearly if not
quite on the level with its

contemporary European

A shelf clock of mahogany
on pine madeby David Wood
of Newburyport, 1800-1825

The banjo was a fa
vorite early design.
This one is in the
New York Histori
cal Society rooms

A tall clock of mahogany
made by Thomas Har-
land of Norwich about

1800

Samuel Bagnall of Bos
ton (1740-1807)was the
maker of this tall ma
hogany clock

competitors. These old clocks from their hands
seem to have disappeared and even the names
of the early clockmakers in America must be
searched for in old town records and the like.

Some of the pioneers of clockmaking in Amer

ica whose names have come down to us were

William Davis (1783), Everardus Bogardus
(1698), James Batterson (1707), Benjamin

Bagnall (1712), John Bell (1734), Augustine
Neiser (1739), Odran Dupuy (1735), Eben-
ezer Parmilee (1740), Gawen Brown (1750),

John Ent (1758), Basil Francis (1766).
These men and their fellow clockmakers were

to initiate the industry
which was, eventually, to

drive from the market the

hour-glasses such as we

find advertised in the Bos

ton Gazette of 1762.

The New England col
onies were the most pro
lific in clock production,
and after the War of Inde
pendence the State of Con

necticut led all other
States in the Union in the
manufacture of timepieces.

Daniel Bumap (1780-
1800), Eli Terry (1793-
1813), Eli Terry, Jr., and
other members of the
Terry family, Silas Hoad-
ley (1808), Seth Thomas

(1809-1850) and Chaun-

cey Jerome (1816-1860)
stand forth as the most

prominent of the early
Connecticut clockmakers.

In Massachusetts the
Willards — Benjamin
(1716 - 1803), Simon
(1753 - 1848), Aaron
(1757-1844) and others

of this famous family; the

Mullikens—Samuel Mul-
liken (1720-1756) and

others of the family; Dan

iel Balch (1734'-1790).
and his sons Daniel
(1782-1818) and Thomas

H. (1790-1818); the Bag-
nalls — Benjamin (1712-
1740), and his son Samuel

Benjamin Bagnall, also
of Boston, produced this
example in black walnut

on pine
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Connecticutbecamea clock
center early in its history.
This example from that
State is dated 1806

This page from an early American Cyclo
paedia illustrates the old-time theories of
horology upon which the early clockmakers

built their -works

(1740-1760); the Popes— Robert (1786) and

Joseph (1788); Nathaniel Munroe (1777-
1816) and David Munroe (1808) and Samuel
Whiting (1808-1817) are the particular shin
ing lights in early clockmaking in Massa
chusetts.
Of the Rhode Island clockmakers the most
prominent were Seril Dodge (1788), Nehe-
miah Dodge (1794-1824); John Cairns
(1784); Caleb Wheaton (1784-1827) and
Calvin Wheaton (1791).

(Continued on page 72)

Thomas Claggett of New
port, R. I., among theearly
American clockmakers,
createdthis example

An unusual assembly of clocks is the Peterson Collection at Eau
Claire, Wisconsin. It includes a great number of bracket and
open-work examples,togetherwith some tall caseor "grandfather"

clocks. The painted door panels and highly decorative faces no
ticeableon some of the items are characteristicof various phases
and styles to be found in examples of American clockmaking

I
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THE GARDENS OF THE JUNGLE
A Whole Gamut of Gardens Is Found in the Tropics, and from Them

We Draw Some of Our Loveliest Plants

WILLIAM BEEBE

A MOST admirable servant of mine oncerisked his life to reach a magnificent
Bornean orchid, and tried to poison me

an hour later when he thought I was going to
take the plant away from him. This does
not mean necessarily that we should look with

suspicion upon all gardeners and lovers of

flowers. It emphasizes, rather, the fact of the
universal and deep-rooted appreciation of the

glories of the vegetable kingdom. Long before

the fatal harvest time, I am certain that Eve
must have plucked a spray of apple blossoms

with perfect impunity.
A vast amount of bad poetry and a much
less quantity of excellent verse has been written

about flowers, much of which follows to the

letter Mark Twain's injunction about Truth.
It must be admitted that the relations existing
between the honeysuckle and the bee are basely

practical and wholly selfish. A butterfly's ad
miration of a flower is no whit less than the

blossom's conscious appreciation of its own

beauties. There are ants which spend most

of their life making gardens, knowing the uses
of fertilizers, mulching, planting seeds, exer

cising patience, recognizing the time of ripe

ness, and gathering the edible fruit. But this

is underground, and the ants are blind.

There is a bird, however— the Bower Bird
of Australia —which appears to take real de
light in bright things, especially pebbles and
flowers for their own sake. Its little lean-to,
or bower of sticks, which has been built in
our own Zoological Park in Xew York City,
is fronted by a cleared space, which is usually

mossy. To this it brings its colorful treasures,
sometimes a score of bright star blossoms,

which are renewed when faded and replaced

by others. All this has, probably, something
to do with courtship, which should inspire

a sonnet.
■

FROM
the first pre-Egyptian who crudely

scratched a lotus on his dish of clay,

down to the jolly Feckenham men, the
human race has given to flowers something

more than idle curiosity, something less than

mere earnest of fruit or berry.
At twelve thousand feet I have seen one of my
Tibetans with nothing but a few shreds of straw

between his bare feet and the snow, probe around

the south edge of melting drifts until he found
brilliant little primroses to stick behind his ears.
I have been ushered into the little-used, musty
best-parlor of a Xew England farmhouse, and
seen fresh vases of homely, old-fashioned flow

ers—so recently placed for my edification, that
drops of water still glistened like dewdrops on
the dusty plush mat beneath. I have sat in
the seat of honor of a Dyak communal house,

looked up at the circle of all too recent heads,

and seen a gay flower in each hollow eye socket,

placed there for my approval. With a cluster
of colored petals swaying in the breeze, one

may at times bridge centuries or span the earth.

And now as I sit writing diese words in my
jungle laboratory, a small dusky hand steals

around an aquarium and deposits a beautiful

spray of orchids on my table. The little face
appears, and I can distinguish the high cheek
bones of Indian blood, the flattened nose and
slight kink of negro, and the faint trace of
white—probably of some long forgotten Dutch
sailor, who came and went to Guiana, while

Xew York City was still a browsing ground
for moose.

So neither race nor age nor melange of blood
can eradicate the love of flowers. It would
be a wonderful thing to know about the first

garden that ever was, and I wish that "best
beloved" had demanded this. I am sure it
was long before the day of dog, or cow, or

horse, or even she who walked alone. The
only way we can imagine it, is to go to some

wild part of the earth, where are fortunate
people who have never heard of seed catalogs
or lawn mowers.

HERE in British Guiana I can run thewhole gamut of gardens, within a few

miles of where I am writing. A mile
above my laboratory up-river, is the thatched

brnab of an Akawai Indian—whose house is
a roof, whose rooms are hammocks, whose
estate is the jungle. Degas can speak English,
and knows the use of my 28-gauge double

barrel well enough to bring us a constant sup
ply of delicious bushmeat — peccary, deer,
monkey, bush turkeys and agoutis. But

Grandmother has no language but her native

Akawai. She is a good friend of mine, and
we hold long conversations, neither of us both

ering with the letter, but only the spirit of

communication. She is a tiny person, bowed

and wrinkled as only an old Indian squaw
can be, always jolly and chuckling to herself,
although Degas tells me that the world is

gradually darkening for her. And she vainly

begs me to clear the film which is slowly clos

ing over her eyes. She labors in a true land

scape garden—the small circle wrested with
cutlass and fire from the great jungle, and

kept free only by constant cutting of the vines

and lianas which creep out almost in a night,
like sinister octopus tentacles, to strangle the

strange upstarts and rejungle the bit of sunlit

glade.

Although to the eye a mass of tangled vege
tation, an Indian's garden may be resolved into
several phases—all utterly practical, with color
and flowers as mere by-products. First come
the provisions, for if Degas were not hunting
for me, and eating my rations, he would be

out with bow and blowpipe, or fish-hooks,

while the women worked all day in the cassava

field. It is his part to clear and burn the
forest, it is hers to grub up the rich mold,

to plant and to weed. Plots and beds are un

known, for in every direction are fallen trees,
too large to bum or be chopped up, and great
sprawling roots. Between these, sprouts of
cassava and banana are stuck, and the yams
and melons which form the food of these primi
tive people. Cassava is as vital to these In
dians as the air they breathe. It is their wheat
and corn and rice, their soup and salad and
dessert, their ice and their wine, for besides
being their staple food, it provides casereep
which preserves their meat, and pivmrie which
brightens life for them occasionally, or dims
it if over-indulged in—which is equally true
of food, or companionship, or the oxygen in
the air we breathe.

BESIDES
this cultivation, Grandmother

has a small group of plants which are
only indirectly concerned with food.

One is kunami, whose leaves are pounded into
pulp, and used for poisoning the water of
jungle streams, with the surprising result that
the fish all leap out on the bank and can be
gathered as one picks up nuts. When I first
visited Grandmother's garden, she had a few
pitiful little cotton plants from whose stunted
bolls she extracted every fibre and made a most
excellent thread. In fact, when she made some
bead aprons for me, she rejected my spool of
cotton and chose her own, twisted between
thumb and finger. I sent for seed of the big
Sea Island cotton, and her face almost un-
wrinkled with delight when she saw the
packets with seed larger than she had ever
known.

Far off in one corner I make certain I have
found beauty for beauty's sake, a group of ex

quisite caladiums and amaryllis, beautiful
flowers and rich green leaves with spots and
slashes of white and crimson. But this is the
hunter's garden, and Grandmother has no part
in- it

,

perhaps is not even allowed to approach
it. It is the beena garden—the charms for
good luck in hunting. The similarity of the
leaves to the head or other parts of deer or

peccary or red-gilled fish, decide the most fa
vorable choice, and the acrid, smarting juice of
the tuber rubbed into the skin, or the hooks and
arrows anointed, is considered sufficient to

produce the desired result. Long ago I dis
covered that this demand for immediate physi
cal sensation was a necessary corollary of

doctoring, so I always give two medicines—one
for its curative properties, and the other, bitter,
sour, acid or anything disagreeable, for arous

ing and sustaining faith in my ability.
The Indian's medicine plants, like his true
name, he keeps to himself, and although I feel
certain that Grandmother had somewhere a

toothache bush, or pain leaves—yarbs and
simples for various miseries— I could never
discover them. Half a dozen tall tobacco
plants brought from the far interior, eked out

(Continued on page 64)
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"The Age of Innocence,"
by Henry Caro-Delvaille,
is a colorful canvas for an
overmantel. It is placed
above an Italian marble
fireplace and surrounded
by old miniatures and
flower bouquets under
glass. Fender and cande
labra by Hunt Diederich

(Left) From various
sources the Art Guild is
assemblingwork which is
grouped in its natural po
sitions in the house. Here
the delicate Louis XV
mantel is in striking con
trast with the more bar
baric Russian panel by
Nicolas Roerich

ABOVE THE MANTEL
Suggestions for Fireplace Decoration

Shown at the Art Guild Galleries

Hurting

Above a mantel of the Direcloire period and
surrounded by furniture of the same era, this
overmanteldecorationby Paul Thevenaz finds
a sympathetic position. It is painted to rep
resent a mirror and is especially suitable for

a small room
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HOW SMALL MAY A GARDEN BE?
Some Suggestions for Small Plots and Slender Purses Which Will

Help Them Achieve Real Garden Charm

RICHARD H. PRATT, 2nd

IT is becoming more andmore a matter of concern,

this necessity for fitting the gar
den within constantly contracting
limits of both space and expense.
On the one hand it is the outcome
of a considerable growth of the

garden urge among those of us

whose not unslender means pro
hibit any sort of extensive devel

opment, and on the other hand it

is the result of the ever diminish

ing size of building plots among
the newer suburban communities.

For one reason or the other a
garden seems often a dubious pos

sibility. At least it is often won
dered just how small a garden

may be and still be a garden. It

is
,

then, to arrive at some solution

for such a situation and, perhaps,
to reassure and encourage those

who find themselves in a similar

quandary that these few princi

ples of small garden planning are

set forth and these various ab

stract examples of diminutive gar
dens are shown.

The Detached Garden

Let us consider first a garden
that is altogether independent of

the house. Here it will not be
necessary to look, to comparative
sizes of house and garden in order
to ward off incongruities of scale

and we can reduce the dimen

sions to extremes of smallness.

Diagram A shows a perfectly
square garden simply designed.

A foot and a half has been al

lowed for an enclosure which is

no more than enough if it is to lje

a hedge. The beds have been
given a width of four feet so that
plant groupings may still be ar
ranged effectively. To reduce this
dimension would be to make any

perennial planting thin and
wholly unsubstantial. The width
of the paved path is three feet

and on it two persons may walk
together or pass. If it were
smaller it would not only be un
comfortable but it would become

out of scale with the rest of the

garden. A pool may seem a tre
mendous waste of space in such a

tiny garden, but the mere fact that

it is an unusually small garden
makes it all the more necessary
that as much interest as possible
be provided. The central space
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All the elements o
f a real garden are included in this little plan

which is but 20' square. Even the sense o
f seclusion is created

by the surrounding hedgeof clipped arborvitae
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An effectivegardenon a hillsidemay be createdin small space if a

path is laid between a planted retaining wall on one side and a

perennial border on the other
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Here is a gardenplanned to be in very close contact with a large
houseand yet remain small itself. The paths are the width o

f the
door openings o

f the house,and the axes converge •

of the garden is large enough to

give a decent perspective of the

whole garden from the seat op
posite the entrance path. Thus
we have a garden measuring
twenty feet in each direction that

is complete in itself, and full of
decorative possibilities with the

planting, the paving and the
water.

There are situations detached
from the influence of the house

that will require different treat
ment, a different shape and dif
ferent materials according to the

nature of the site; but all alike
they will require the quality that
will claim and hold the interest.
This quality will be lost if, in
trying to cut down the size to a

minimum, valuable features are

eliminated and beds and paths
are reduced to insignificant pro
portions. A garden on a hillside
may occupy very little space by

running a path between a planted

retaining wall on one side and a

perennial border on the other. A

seat at one end and a sun dial,

a bird bath or a figure at the other

will give it an air of complete
ness. A garden of this character
need only be thirteen feet wide if

we allow a foot and a half for the
wall on the uphill side, four feet
for a turf path, six feet for a
flower border and another foot

and a half for some sort of back
ground for the planting on the
lower side. Its length should not
be less than thirty feet. Rock
gardens and wild gardens can
not concern us in our attempt to

find a limit of smallness, as their
very definite informality allows

them'to merge into their surround

ings with such ease that they may

occupy a few square yards with

out giving to any great degree a

feeling of compression.

Gardens Near the House

It is less simple to deal with
gardens that are attached to the

house. Here there are other ele

ments to control the size of the

layout in addition to the practical

requirements of beds and paths.
There is a comparative relation

ship in size between the house
and the garden that, as a rule,

must be maintained. It is called
scale. If the garden is out of.
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scale with the house there is at once a lack
of artistic balance in the effect. Now, as effects
of scale must be sensed rather than measured,

it is naturally more easy to feel any discrep
ancy when the garden and the house assume
a more or less equal importance in the scheme
than when the garden is somehow less promi
nent as we view the house. This can be ac
complished in one of two ways: either by
placing the garden at such a distance from the

house or beyond such an intervening screen
that the two cannot visibly be compared to

gether, or by putting the garden so close to

the house by tucking it within an angle, by
setting it between two projecting wings, by
making it a small, carefully de
signed terrace upon which the

garden door may open or by

making it a tiny dooryard garden,

that it is virtually absorbed by
the house and its scale lost sight

of as a distinct mass. We have
considered the garden detached

and have seen that its extreme

of smallness is one that will con
tain enough of the elements of

garden architecture —beds, paths,
water and ornament—and these
of sufficient size to give it inter
est and effectiveness. When the

garden is attached to the house

its shape, its size and its arrange

ment must be adapted to the

house so that its physical and

artistic relation to it may be con

vincing. The limit of smallness,
then, will depend upon the char
acter, size and plan of the house.

Unusually small gardens require an extraor

dinary amount of care in their planting. Gaps

become much more obvious in narrow beds
and an effort must be made to select for the

plant groupings perennials, annuals and small

shrubs that will retain their foliage for a large
part of the time in order that the cessation of

bloom will not result in an unsightly spot.
The use of the dwarf forms of the broad leaved

evergreens—azalea, rhododendrons myrtifoli-
um, punctatum and Wilsonianum, Daphne
cneorum, Japanese holly and the cotoneasters
— among the herbaceous plants will help to
keep the beds full and will not crowd out the
slighter perennials. In small gardens similar

order. In a small garden, too, the area to be
paved is apt to be so slight that the expense
can never be great. If a pool is to be a part
of the small garden the paving itself will form
the best coping, for it will avoid the wasted
space that would attend the using of a raised

coping and will add another note of simplicity
to the treatment. Ornament must be used

sparingly in order that it may be most effective.

The smallest garden should have at least
one seat; it should have a bit of water either

in a bird bath or in a pool. With these comple
ments, with the interesting texture of a good

paving material, with a neat and compact

planting it will not suffer in comparison to
its larger neighbors. If it is care
fully planned its very smallness
will be its greatest asset.

• i • "
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In order to harmonize with the formal nature of the house, this
plan provides a few broad, simplepaths and beds. The result is a

gardenthat is integralwith the house

Formal or Informal

In Diagrams C and D are
shown two types, formal and in

formal, of large houses with very

small gardens attached in such a

way that their comparative small

ness does not seem incongruous.
In the informal scheme it is pos
sible to have narrow beds and

narrow spaces as the house does
not demand the broad, simple

treatment so necessary in the for

mal arrangement. Here, however,

we must limit the smallness of
the beds to four feet except along

the house itself where it is gen

erally more practicable to plant
vines with a clumpy base, such

as Evonymous radicans or vegcta.

We must limit the narrowness of paths to
the width of the door openings in order to

keep the scale of the garden details at one with

the scale of details of the house. In the formal
scheme of Diagram D, where the house suggests
spaciousness, a garden that was at all cut up
with an intricate arrangement of beds and

paths would be altogether out of character.

The beds and the paved or turfed areas must
be as large as the available space will permit.
Here they are arranged in a perfectly simple

panel form as dignified as the house of which

the garden is an integral part, yet there is the

feeling of a complete garden.
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The smallestof gardensshould have at least one seat,and a bit of
water in bird bath or pool. These, with good paving and plant
ing, enableit to comparefavorably with its far larger kindred

to that shown in Diagram D it is best to keep
the height of the plants fairly low so that the
feeling of breadth may be maintained. For
that reason a complete change of plants peri

odically through the blooming season is recom

mended; first the bulbs, then columbine, then

one of the lower chrysanthemums, for ex

ample. It is rather more trouble but the effect
of a simple, even mass is worth it in the end.
The choice of materials is just as important
as the planting. The use of flagstone or brick
in the paths and open spaces is generally

preferable to turf because it presents a more

interesting surface and is easier to keep in

City Gardens

The garden of minimum size
is engaging more and more of the

attention of those city dwellers

whose digging and planting ac

tivities must of necessity be re

stricted to the confines of their
own backyards. Where a few

years ago their only attempts at

growing plants were represented

by a pallid window box or an
anaemic fern or two, today are

found arrangements of paths,
beds and benches which do credit

to the best professional prece
dents. Here is the very essence

of garden smallness, for space is

at a premium in the city backyard.

Yet for all their lack of size they
are true gardens, all the more
appreciated, perhaps, because of

the difficulties that were over

come in creating them.

There need be no hesitation on

the part of those so situated about

setting out to build such a garden.
Plants and shrubs can be selected

which will survive almost any ad
verse condition the situation may

present, provided that the soil in

which they are put has been prop

erly prepared in a physical as
well as chemical sense. The ex-
j)ense need not be great—surely,
it will prove insignificant in com
parison with the pleasure which

will accrue.
While much of the plant ma
terial must of necessity be pur

chased from professional growers, there are still
many things which the garden maker can pick

up for himself in his rambles about the coun

try, especially if his trips are made via the
almost universal motor car. Many of the de
ciduous wild shrubs are well adapted to careful
transplanting in the autumn, provided they can

be reset in suitable soil and light conditions,

and there is a host of wild perennials that can
perfectly well be moved into the garden. Ever

greens, such as the cedars, spruces and pines,
need particular care in transplanting. Their
long, fibrous roots must lje taken up with as

little injury as possible
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A PARLOR REMADE
In a Little House of Old

Philadelphia

THERE
is a' house indigenous to each

city. In Philadelphia it is a brick front
with white marble trimmings. The

Philadelphian mind is much given to prece
dent, consequently the interiors of the houses

are as uniform as the marble trimmings. The
inside arrangement consists of a long hall from
which the stairs rise, a large front room gen

erally avoided but known as a ''parlor' and
back of this room the dining room. Variations

of this plan have an open hall between these

two rooms. The mere mention of the word

"parlor" conjures up spectres of Victorian
horrors—overdecoration, meaningless ornamen
tation, heavy, light-obstructing hangings, black

walnut and ebony furniture of uninviting shape

and much bric-a-brac and so-called handsome

stuff. The weeding out of these rooms has in

many cases been attended to by a younger gen
eration without veneration for their parents'

wedding presents. However, the ground or

rather background needs real turning over.

Such a house with such a parlor room was

the only reasonable offering "apres la guerre".
It had been modern in the other "befo' the war"
days. No structural changes were made in the
interior unless built-in bookcases along one
side and corner of the former parlor could be

so classed. These shelves are the same height

as the door frame, the molding of which is

continued on them. The base of the shelves is

a 2' 6" high cupboard which is divided into

three compartments, one for overshoes and the

others for china, since among the other evils

of houses of the period is lack of closet room.

The New Color Schemes

The woodwork throughout was painted
white. Large figured wall paper was replaced

uniformly downstairs and in the halls by putty
color, rough cast paper. The ceilings are

cream white. A characteristic Victorian cornice
in the living room is painted to match the wall
paper. The floors are covered with plain
ground chocolate colored carpet and several

hook rugs in which blue predominates. Sheer

organdie window length curtains with inch-

wide ruffles along the edge are placed at all

the windows, with tie-backs of the same mate

rial edged on one side with the ruffle. The
virtue of such curtains is that they launder

beautifully without stretching and in a city

house that is important if they are to be kept
fresh. At the two front wkidows Venetian
blinds painted putty color are hung inside the

room with the curtains between them and the

glass. In order to give as much light as pos
sible no inside hangings are used and the color

note of the room is secured at the windows by

covering the tape on the blinds with a two-

inch wide old-blue grosgrain ribbon with draw-

cords to match. In the dining room glazed
chintz is used both for the window shade and

the covering for the four-fold screen placed

(Continued on page 64)
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WHAT A LITTLE

SHRUBBERY

WILL DO

A Before-and-After Study
for the New House

In February, 1918,under the title of
"An Architectural Epigram", House &
Garden published this residence,which
is at Pelham, N. Y. The house had
just been completedand consequently
was treated as an unusual gesture in
small house architecture. Since that
time the shrubbery has been planted
and allowed three years' growth.
Whereas the house originally stood
barren, it is now properly clothed and
fits its site admirably. In fact, the
« shrubbery made the site

While planning to build the owner
should always visualize his property as
a completedwhole and make his plans
accordingly. The growth of shrubbery
will be much slower than the actual
time required for building the house
and hemay, if his pursepermits,trans
plant large specimensto get immediate
effects. Usually, however, he had bet
ter buy small shrubs, spacethemsuffi
ciently and let Nature take her own
good time in bringing a robust growth

One of the pleasant features
of the house,was the entrance
gate, with its effective grill.
The architect had adaptedan
English cottage style and
planned to let the planting
play the samerole here that it
doesin English cottages.Both
woodwork and plaster have
taken on a desirablemellow
nessand afford a background
for the barberry hedge along
the path and the other plant
ing massedaround the foun
dations. Bloodgood Tuttle
was the architect
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Candle shields of sand colored silk
bound with mulberry velvet. When
lighted the design shows through. T/>"
high, $5 each. Any color scheme

A glass candlestick with a mirror base,
makes a charming dressing table lamp.
13" high, $15. Pleated silk shade edged

with shadedribbon, $16.50

A lamp of cream-
colored Italian
potterv, 14" high
is $15. The 13"
shadeis French blue
chiffon lined with
pink silk and trim
med with pale gold
picoted ribbon. $25

A decorative
black Chinese,
porcelain lamp
hasa black shade
with a colored
flower design.
21" over all, $4S

Unusual porcelain lamps come in pastel
shadesand various designs. 9" high, §10.
The Chinesepagoda shadesof Adam green
corded silk finished with gold and green
ribbon and lined are S24 each

LAMPS AND THEIR

SHADES

Whichmaybepurchasedthroughthe Houtt '3
GardenShoppingService.19West44thStreet

yew York City
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS

The living-room in the residenceof Elton S. Wayland
at Waterbury, Conn., presentsan interestingexampleoj
the Tudor style adapted to modern conditions and re
finements. Instead of using oak, the walls are paneled
in ■whitemahogany which has been oiled and waxed,
giving a soft gray tone. Dull red velour hangingsadd

to this a richness of color

To harmonizewith the paneledTudor backgroundof the
room old English furniture has beenused, togetherwith
some pieces reproducing original designs of the period.
A feature of the room is the organ, both pipes and con
sole being placed in the room itself. Over the fireplace
is a skip model executedby the owner. Taylor & Levi

were the architects
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Strolirucyer

That early American
furnishing is well
adapted to present
conditions is proved
by the home of J.
Watson Webb, Shel-
burne, Vt., where the
atmosphere of old
times has been cre
ated in a new house.
The smoking-room
walls are of wide
pine boards stained
brown and waxed

As the living-room
in the Webb house
is quite large, the
ceiling at the lower
end is dropped and
an open beam laid
across, making a
more intimate room
and giving the far
ther fireplace an en
vironment of its
own. The walls are

and painted
old ivory
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7 Ae dining - room,
also of large pro
portions, is paneled
in old ivory. Early
American maple
chairs,old pine cup
boards and table, a
mahogany low-boy,
old china and glass,
and silhouette fix
tures preserve the
atmosphere of Co
lonial times.Schmitt
Brothers, decorators

In the hall thefurni
ture is of the En
glish cottage type,
■whichcombineswell
with our earlyAmer
ican furniture. The
Welsh dresser con
tains a collection of
pewter. Hooked
rugs give color to
the floors. Old glass
bottles and toby
jugs make this an
unusual passage
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MAKING SMALL GARDENS IN TOWN
By Using a Formal Treatment the Back Yard Can Be

Transformed Into a Delightftd Spot

T HE tiny rectangle of ground which isusually all that is allotted to a city
house by way of garden is too often allowed
to degenerate into a mere back yard, with a

dingy grass plot, and, perhaps, two or three

smoke-grimed ailanthus trees for its only
decoration. And yet while its limitations
must, of course, be recognized, within them

quite charming results are possible.
The city gardener should not try to imi
tate the methods of his country cousin with
acres at his disposal. Landscape gardening
is not possible in town, and he who aims at
the unconventional will only achieve un
tidiness. The form and surroundings of the
garden, being artificial and conventional,
demand a corresponding treatment.

City gardening has close analogies with
the scenic art of the theatre, which is an art
not only of presentation, but of concealment
and illusion. High boundary walls in most
cases have to be masked, the weight of sur

rounding buildings to lie mitigated, and
while square feet cannot be transformed into
acres, much may be done by a cunning hand

A tiny pool for goldfish, with rock
plantsgrowing in the crevicesof its rim,
gives charm to this city garden. The
decorativescreenaddsthe desiredprivacy

E. T. DIXON
to create an effect of space that is unwar

ranted by the hard facts of the case.

To lower the walls, the best and most
obvious plan is to raise the beds, an eleva

tion of a foot or so making all the dif
ference in the world. The edges of the bed
should be supported by a dry wall of brick

or stones, which, if small plants are grown
in the earth-filled crevices, can be made

ornamental as well as useful.

A trellis on the top of the wralls, rising
above the level of the eye, will serve as an
effective screen to one's neighbors' bricks

and mortar. Also, by making the boundary
line less hard and definite, it will help to
create the illusion of spaciousness. This
effect is also assisted by covering the walls

with ivy, which, however, needs careful

tending in the early spring, or by masking
them with a privet hedge, while corners may
be softened by filling them with flowering
shrubs.

The trellis may be compared with the
"flies" of stage-craft; it enhances the length
of the garden by means of lined openings.

Often the front yard affords a bit of
space for gardening. Here a dry wall
can hold narrow flower beds about a
flagged walk and little garden figure
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Down the middle axis of this city gar
den runs a little canal. Flowers are
planted against the walls, with potted

treesfor accents

The sense of length is also increased by
the careful use of ornaments, which

should diminish in size as they reach the

end of the garden, thus artificially ac

centuating the perspective. A statue or
vase against the centre of the end wall

may be very effective.

Where it is possible a pool of water,

A sunken garden, however small, gives
an interestingchangeoj levels. The wall
should be laid dry, affording crevices

for rock plants

by reflecting the sky, will help to give
light to the spot. In general, trees are
not to be recommended, for they intercept
the light and drain the soil of nourish

ment, while the drippings from their
leaves and twigs are harmful to the

plants at their feet.

For paths gravel is, perhaps, the most

used, but it is not the best. When new it is of
a crude and garish color, and it requires a good
deal of watering and rolling, besides having to
be relaid every few years. Bricks are rather

monotonous to the eye, and are easily broken

by frost. The most satisfactory material is

stone, for though a stone path is more expensive
to put down than one of gravel or brick, it re
quires little subsequent attention, and improves
in appearance by weathering. If so desired,
small spaces may be left here and there between

the stones for the planting of low, hardy
flowers like moss pink and saxifrage.

The city gardenshould havea formal terminus.
Here a little figure foimtain is set in a niche of
the back wall and flanked by white jars and

wall seats
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Hartlng

The problem of
furnishing the nar
row city house is
solved in the New
York homeof Mrs.
William C. Lang-
ley. In the living
room the walls are
pure while — a
space-giving color.
Hangings are plain
rose glazed chintz,
with chairs in rose
and white toile de
Jouy

The entrance hall
is effectively tiled
in black and white.
The walls are a
neutral tone pan
eled in wide space.
Against thesestand
wrought iron can
delabra and plant
stands. An old
Welsh dresser of
fers a contrasting
note. Mrs. Emott
Buel was the deco
rator
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In the dining room a pleasingset of painted furniture is used.
Both walls and furniture are blue green. A green and black
chintz curtains the windows. Further color notesare introduced
by the old screenand the red bottles on the serving console

IN A NARROW CITY HOUSE
An Effective Sense of Space Is Given by

Well-Chosen Furnishings

1 r
Pale green walls and woodwork give distinction to the
drawing room. The furniture is upholstered in a pink
and gold brocade. The glasscurtains are of salmon pink
gauze. Just enough furniture is used to give comfort
and still afford an openspacein this narrow room

The child's room has a crisp, fresh note. The
dressing table and bedspreadsare of white
Swiss with red dots. Hangings are pink and
while English prints. A chair is in plain rose
glazed chintz. The walls are white and the

carpet gray
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HydrangeaHortensis var. Otaksa is especiallyadaptablefor tub use. The two views hereshow them
in a gardenat South Bend, Ind. Ralph Ai. Weinrichter was the landscapearchitect

GROWING HYDRANGEAS IN TUBS
With Proper Care They Can Be Made

To Thrive in Any Part of the Country

RALPH M. WEINRICHTER

T? AMILIAR to nearly everyone as a
■I- showy and conspicuous shrub in the gar
den during July, August, September and

October are the hydrangeas with their mas

sive heads of white and pink, flowers which

later turn to bronze.

Hydrangeas are classifie '

in two distinct groups.
Under the first group are

the hardy varieties, both

single and double flowering,

which grow in shrub and tree

form. Some are native and

found from Pennsylvania to

Florida. They are general

ly planted along the edge
of borders or in beds. The
corymbs can be used for

decorative purposes weeks

after they have been cut.

They grow best in rich, por
ous and somewhat moist

soil and in partly shaded

places, but they flower more

profusely in full sun if they
only have enough moisture.

The pruning should be
done in the early spring
before the buds develop,
leaving from tw-o to four

buds of the growth from

the preceding year.
In the second group are
the tender varieties, that is,

the varieties which are not

hardy north of Pennsylvania unless well pro
tected and cared for, and these are usually

grown in pots and tubs for indoor and out

door use. In this group are a number of
varieties that were originally introduced from

IIIIMBOTWlin.

The first year these hydrangeaswere planted they bore an average
blooms per plant. Four years later they reachedthe amazing average

The culture was responsiblefor this abundance

China and Japan. Since then several hybrids
have been introduced in colors of pure white

and apple blossom to reddish carmine.
It is the Hydrangea Hortensis var. Otaksa
that is commonly used in this country in pots

and tubs for outdoors.

Whether grown in earthern
or stone pots or tubs, the}-
can be used effectively for
several treatments, as for
accentuating terminal fea

tures in gardens, on ter
races, garden walks and

steps, or at entrance door

ways, at pools, water treat

ments, etc., where they form

an essential part of the

unit.

The size of the plants
will depend upon the mass
required. For a medium
conservatory, 8" to IS"
earthern or stone pots are

generally used. For out
door terraces and garden
treatments, etc., a larger
size is tetter, pots from 12"

to 22" in diameter, and

wooden tubs from one-

quarter to one-half barrel

size.
Where the tubs are to be

used to conform with the

design and be in keeping
(Continued on page 66)

of thirty-two
of 115blooms.
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Instead of the commonplacestyle of bungalow, one might choosea design in the
cottagestyle, with an irregular roof of shingles,stuccowalls and little windows set
up well under the eaves. The sweepof the roof lines gives the desirablelow effect

of house skyline

j-JUJ'JlUflJU?

'A cross section of the living room end shows the
fireplace and its flanking cupboards with book
shelvesabove. The ceiling can be finished as in

dicatedor left open to the top

The door to the left leads to the kitchen. The
sleepingalcove is curtainedoff. Provision is made
for two beds,with cupboards behind them and a

dressingtable below the windows

DESIGNS FOR

A COTTAGE
BUNGALOW

Living Room
13x I

]11[|

ill ,iUi. llll II!

A large living room
givesan air of spacious
nessto the plans. The
kitchen is compact but
has adequate facilities.
Two windows affordthe
sleepingalcovedesirable
cross ventilation and
light. Frank A. Par-
ziale, architect
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The artists of the Renaissanceknew
the decorative value of marshalled
trees with trunks austerely bare and
spreading crowns. This eject, sug
gested by tapestries of the time of
Francis I, has been carried out in an
English garden by an alley of inter
woven, carefully spaced cherry trees

V.

(Left) The pillars for a pergola may
be of stone, brick, cement or timber.
Brick piers coveredwith ivy, a flagged
walk and a rustic lattice roof make
this a pleasant garden cloister. The
regularity of Us lines is happily in
terrupted,by the giant trunk of a tree
which rises through the roof spaces

In a tangled garden
where high trees and
shrubbery form an im
mediate backgroundan
interesting pergola can
be made of untrimmed
postsand a shapedtim
ber lattice. Over this
climbing roses may be
trained. This type of
pergola is set around
the bird bath gardenon
the place of Mrs. Rob
ert Stevens at Ber-
nardsville, N. J.
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The brick loggia of this
houseis roofed with a vine-
clad pergola. On sunny
days the dappledshadowsof
the leaves make delightful
silhouettes on the flat sur
facesof pavementand pillars

Among the functions of the
pergola is to give a vista to
the garden. This effect is
found in the pergola on the
place of Bertram Work at
Oyster Bay, N. Y. Delano
& Aldrich, architects

Hurting

A vine-clad pergola—and the open seabeyond. There is
a picture of Greecethat flashesback into the memoryas
one stands in such a garden. The Ionic columns
sound a note of classicism. The garden is at Setauket,
L. I., the home of W. de L. Dodge. The housealso is

built in the Greek manner

GARDEN CLOISTERS
The Pergola Is an Important

F actor in the Landscape Scheme

Poured concrete pillars sur
mounted by a rustic timber
roof is the style usedfor the
pergola in the garden of
H. H. Rogers at Southamp
ton, L. I. The pavements
and curbing are of brick
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THE HALL O F STARS
In the Lower Passage of a Remodeled New York House

Empire and Chinese Ideas Meet Amicably

RUBY ROSS GOODNOW

THE very word "hall"has a sound of great

height and dignity,

and when one adds such a

lofty word as "stars" the im

pression given is so far from

the real hall I describe that
I feel I must begin with an
apology. For, certainly, there

never was a hall less lofty,
and the stars are not on the

ceiling, but on the floor.

City architecture, like city
life, makes for paradoxes,
and I suppose the exigencies
of rebuilding will ever result

To conform with the dark
floor a mantel of black
marblewas used.The base
board is also black marble.
The lighting fixtures are
Empire, in dark greenand

gilt colors

in strange and opposite ef
fects. If space becomes more
and more precious and we

drop our front doors deeper
and deeper underground we'

may achieve a new sort of
house, where we burrow be

neath the low ceiling of the

entrance floor, and gradually
ascend to lofty ceilings under
the roof.

The particular house in
which I had the great pleas
ure—after great despair—of
remaking a hideous hall into-
a beautiful one, was of the

French and Italian Empire
furniture are combined—

"

Italian chairs in dark green
and gold, French chairs in
old white and an Italian
consolefinished in gilt and
greenish blue

I
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The floor oj the hall is of sojt
blackishgray terazzo. Brass stars
and a narrow decorativeband are
let into it. The curtains are of
white Chinese silk fringed with
bright greenand red

so-called American basement type:

that is
,

you enter on the level of

the street. The house had a fairly
agreeable faqade, but when you

once entered it you left hope be

hind, for you found yourself in a

dark, subterranean looking hall
with a too-low ceiling and a too-

large staircase and absolutely noth

ing of interest to detract from the

sandwich feeling. A miserable

pavement of gray and white marble

chip composition added to the res

taurant effect, and the too-wide

curving staircase started up with a

grand sweep only to be cut in mid-

flight by a totally bare and uninter

esting ceiling. I hope I've made
the hall as ugly as it seemed to me.

Nothing ever seemed uglier.

Halls in city houses may be di
vided into two general classes:

those in which guests are expected

to linger, and those through

which guests are expected to

pass rapidly to more pleasant

The alcove to the right o
f the

entrancedoor was curbed with a

rim o
f black marble designedto

hold plants massedabout the feet

o
f a yellow stone Chineselady of

tranquil beauty

rooms. In country houses the hall

may very easily become the fa

vorite meeting place in the house,
into which all the rest of the house

leads. But this sort of living hall
must have light and air and radiat

ing avenues of approach, and the

city house hall is usually a dim,

dark place, through which one

walks directly ahead as on a path,

receiving a vague impression of

positive or negative hospitality.

My purpose was to break this awk
ward space in such a manner as to

divide the interest, to make the

decoration compelling rather than

incidental, and to divert the eye
from the low ceiling to the floor.

It was impractical to make any
serious structural change in the

house, because these alterations

were done during the war. So I

tried to make use of such irregu

larities as were established, as for

instance, the alcove beside the

(Continued on page 72)
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llaninii

Where one has a
wide living - room
wall spaceto fill a
balancedgroupcan
bemade,as above,
of a couch in blue
damask,flankedby
small tables bear
ing powder blue
lamps with shades
of Chinesered and
gold. Above this,
on walls of blue
green, hangs a
flower painting
with old Venetian
mirrors on either
side. "Au Qua-
triem e", John
Wanamaker,deco
rator

Equally interesting
isa balancedgroup
in the New York
home of Mrs.
Douglas Robinson.
Here the wall is
gray and against
this is placeda fine
old, gold Japanese
screen. The sofa
is gold damask.
On the tables are
old Italian lamps
with champagne
colored gauze
shades. The Ital
ian Empire chairs
are covered with
terra colta dam
ask. Miss Gheen,
decorator

WHERE THE BALANCED GROUP IS EFFECTIVE
A Dignified Solution for the Wide Wall Space
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The home of Dr. Robert H. Fowler, Oyster Bay, L. I., is a native
type. It has wide, white shingled walls and a dark gray shingled
roof. The rounded hood of the portico was copied from an old

English design

The library is placedback of Ihe dining room—a secludedspot for
study. There is a large living room and a generouskitchen. Five
master chambersand two baths are on the second floor, with a

servant'sroom and bath

j r 1.—n=^t«o-^o-c __'r'

THREE COUNTRY HOUSES
/;; Shingle, Brick and Stucco

Although new, the house has a quality of age. This is due to its
architecture fitting the site so perfectly and to the fine respect
given the existingtrees. Edward S. Hewitt, architect
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The entrancehas a commendable
tiurity of design. Its proportions
ire enhanced by the jacl thai
'here are no steps leading up to
'he door. Richardson & Gill
were the architects

On the ground floor the rooms
are admirably proportioned.
Many features,of course,are not
applicable to the American home,
but storagespacesin the service
wing could well be adopted

Americans planning to build country housesoften find in modern
English architecture valuable suggestions for adapting to this
environment. The residenceof E. F. Cecil at Sunningdale,Surrey,
hasall the dignity and comfort of theearly Georgian type on which
it is based. Its simplicity and proportions are a pleasant con
trast to the "quaintness" of most modern Surrey architecture

The plan of the bedroom floor affords an opportunity to study
the difference betweenBritish and American methods of placing
rooms. Only two baths are provided for eight chambers. The
house-length corridor and the compactnessof the stairs are in
terestingfeatures. An extensionhousesstorerooms and servants'
bedrooms. The length of the hall is broken by a glass door

-SfS- " 3*** *
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An adaptation of modern English ar
chitecture has been used in the home
of F. A. Burlingame,Short Hills, N. J.
It is of stucco over hollow tile, with
wooden mullion windows

The ground floor is dominated by a
large living room. While moderate
in size, the dining room is supple
mented by a dining porch. The ser
vice is housed in the wing

An advantage of this style of house is that
it affords space for a covered porch down
stairs and a sleepingporch upstairs which do
not project from the building. This second
floor containsfour master'sroomswith attend
ant baths and four in the wing. Three mas
ter's rooms are on the third floor

A brick terrace extends across the garden
front, with steps leading down to the level
of the lawns. The house is fortunate in hav
ing splendid old oaks around it. The slope
of the land permitted a laundry in the cellar
and a sunken drying yard concealed from
view. Arthur C. Nash, architect



The gardenat Ken Mare has a rich forest background. It is planted in bays of box and evergreensthat
extendirregularly into the lawn, giving shelterand contrast to the flowers. Emile Fardel, garden designer

A BLUE GARDEN BLOOMING IN JULY
Ken Klare, the Garden of Mrs. Clarence Kenyon, Jr. at Glen Cove, L. I., Is Rich

In Suggestions for Both Large and Small Places

ANTOINETTE PERRETT

I USED to think that July was the garden's month off, corning as it does after

the rush of June bloom and before the
brilliance of the August phloxes, but there

never was a greater mistake. And I felt it
last summer, especially on the day when I was
visiting Ken Klare at Glen Cove.
Ken Klare has what you would call a large
garden with all the oneness and sense of inti

macy of a small garden and all the freedom
and sense of breathing space of a large one—
an ideal combination. It is only two years
old, but with its great bays of box bushes and

Mugho pines, with its tall cedars and its sur

rounding of woodsy trees, it has an age-old
look. It looks as though it had always been
there. That's one of the magic things about
so many of our beautiful gardens in this coun

try. They don't look new like the rest of us.

They have the charm that in European gardens

you always feel comes from the stored-up mem

ories of long and beautifully-spent past times.
I was alone at Ken Klare that day, and it is
a lovely thing to be all alone in a garden. You
get into its spirit of peace and quiet and beauty
as you never quite can if it simply forms a

background to human intercourse. And at
Ken Klare, on that warm and brilliant day,
I was especially impressed by a sense of cool
ness and refreshment, for against the dark of

box and pine and cedar there was not a gay

medley of varied colors. No, it was all a lovery
cool blue—nothing but blue flowers, tucked
away in bays, and matted into the lawn, or

serving as tall borders, or lying low about the

lily pool—blue,- nothing but blue.
When you walk about at Ken Klare you
realize how many different kinds of flowers

make up its blue scheme;—ageratum, heliotrope,
verbenas, cornflowers, blue sage, annual and

perennial larkspurs, Veronica, bluebells, for

get-me-nots. And the way they are planted !
Sometimes they're all together, so that you feel

as though you'd have to plant them all to simu

late their charm. Then you'll find a bay of

larkspur all by itself, and find it quite self-
sufficient! It is this quality in the garden that
makes it so valuable to write about, that makes

it so rich in suggestions for everyone, for large

gardens and for small gardens, for just a bit

of a border here or there, for just a bit of bloom

in some odd but much-loved little corner. Take

the annual larkspurs, for instance, and it's

well-nigh incredible what a tall host of fairy-

spikes a single packet of seeds will bring forth
— and then often they will seed themselves for
a second year. Last spring, for instance, I
planted some larkspur seed out of doors that

didn't do very well on account of the rain and

the late season, but larkspurs that had seeded

themselves the year before made up the luxuri
ous bloom of my garden for me. I decided to
plant my new larkspur seed always in fall
after that, but when I spoke to the gardener
at Ken Klare about it

,

he told me that some

times they come up when planted in the fall
and sometimes they don't.
"If it's a toss-up," said I, "I think I'll plant
half in fall and half in spring so as to make
sure of some of them."

I was starting to give a list of the blue flow
ers at Ken Klare, and, of course, I hardly got
started. Supposing I tried again. Imagine,
for instance, starting the list with verbenas and
going right on, when verbenas are so rich in
their suggestion of how varied and subtle the

colors of a blue garden may lie—verbenas that
{Continued on page 62)
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A spirited weathervaneof
hand-forged iron mount
ed on ball bearings is 38"
long and 14" high. $75

The lantern above is es
pecially adapted to a gar
den gateway. It is 21"
high by W/2" wide. $40

This ship sails only in
the direction of the wind.
It is hand wrought iron,
26" over all. SI 10

(Below) A graceful lan
tern for a garden wall is
12" high. Complete with
bracket it is $30

WROUGHT IRON OUTDOORS
WhichmaybepurchasedthroughtheHouse& Garden
ShoppingService,19West44thStreet,New York City

A lantern of hand
wrought metal is
fitted with antique
glass panels. 14"
high. $36 complete

A Colonial foot
scraperof handham
mered iron finished
in flat black is $5.
It is 10" by (>%"

(In center) For a
gateway comes this
effectivelantern and
span of graceful
iron work. $150

This quaint foot-
scraper is V/>" high
and 10" wide. It is
hand wrought iron.
Priced at $15

All the iron work
of this effectivewell
head is hand
forged. The height-
is 85". $375
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THE FACTS ABOUT ELECTRIC RANGES
These Simple Principles of Construction, Maintenance and Use

Should Be Understood Before Purchasing

ETHEL R. PEYSER

THE electric stove is the most
de

pendent on geography of all our

kitchen implements. Because it consumes

a large amount of electricity, the rate of

this as a fuel will decide whether or not
we can use the electricity-consuming

stove. This decision, in turn, is affected
by the rate of electricity for cooking in

every different locality in the country.

The vogue of the electric stove is due
to the convenience and sureness with

which the cooking is done, the control

which may be exercised and the positive-

ness of results. Furthermore, the clean

liness, lack of odors and gases, and the

easy installation and convenience of plac

ing are other important reasons why the

electric stove has come to stay, if elec
tric companies cooperate with the stove

companies to give a cooking rate.

Points About the Stoves

As with the gas and wood stove, the main

principles must apply in picking them out,

with but few additions and omissions. The

electric stove is not bothered with its own de

terioration by the combustion inside it of oils,

woods, coals, cokes, etc., but has, of course, to

be w:ell wired, rust protected and insulated

against mishap and fire. Accidents are con

tingent on anything that uses any fuel. With
electric stoves it is unnecessary to have large

or small storage systems, which makes elec

tricity a convenient fuel for the small "rabbit

hutches", in which the wealthiest and poorest
are forced to live in these days of homelessness.

Then again, if we employ electricity, whether
it is more costly or not, we

don't have to put in so

strenuous a flue system

when building a house,

but just a hood over the

stove as a vent to carry

off cooking odors and a

special wiring system. We
do away, too, with the

draughts necessary for coal

or wood types and all the

contingent engineering

niceties, which harass and

wear us if they are not
perfection.
The body of the stove
should be built of non-

rusting iron. Armco rust-

resisting iron is often used

in the best grades of

stoves. It is free from
impurities which invite

corrosion and rust and has

proved a valuable material

out of which to make a

good stove body. On some

The connectionof the heating unit can be made by
finger-like prongs, as in a lamp socket, the prongs
fitting into sockets below. Estate Stove Co.

Or, in other makes, the connection in the
heating units is effectedby three wires at
tached to the plate. Bramhall Deane Co.

stoves the tops are made of gray iron
castings which, with the black body and

its polished iron trimmings, make a

very stately and harmonious article with
out sacrificing anything of practical

utility.
The top of any stove is the place upon
which are placed the utensils for frying,
boiling, etc. This is true whether the
fuel be coal, gas, electricity or what-not.

The top of the electric stove is no va
riant to this rule. It has the spots upon
which to place the utensil and these spots
are called the heating units. Heat, of
course, is communicated in varying de

grees between the units. These units are

of cast or wrought iron. The tops of any
electric stove must be of cast iron or sonic-

such non-warping rigid material which
takes readily to cleaning. The heating
element should be safe from molestations

and the top of the stove must be smooth

ness itself to hold the utensils with perfect ease

and steadiness. The units' wire connection
must be enclosed to protect the heating element.

The top of the usual electric stove has about
four cooking

' holes" or plates, or heating ele

ments. In some cases the electric connection
is made by the heating units being equipped
with pluglike sets of fingers (as our ordinary

lamp plug) and fitting into a socket under

itself. In other cases, if it be a three-heat
stove, the three wires are directly connected

with the heating element and all that has to
be done in case of bad connection is to raise the
heating element and unscrew the wires. In

other styles when bad connection occurs one

must search the surface beneath the plug, a

little more complicated
operation, but still the
manufacturers of this feel

it is an added protection
to wiring.

The surface units, too,
must come off easily so

that no extra tool is needed

to pick them up.

Ovens and Broilers

There are two kinds of

ovens used in the electric

stove, from the point of

view of heat retention

One of them does not re

tain the heat completely

enough to call itself a fire-

less cooker oven yet does

retain heat to a great de-

This type has four
cooking plates,an oven
and a plate warmer.
Courtesy Edison Elec
tric Appliance Co.
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The distinguishing feature of the type
shown above is the broiler set below
the oven. The cleanlinessand easeof
operation are obvious. Estate Stove Co.

;ree and cooks well after a little time on the

third heat or low heat. The other style guar
antees a fireless system of cooking when the

electricity is cut off.

Strange as it may seem, the largest and most

elaborate and the most expensive stoves are

not made with the retention-heat method be

cause, no doubt, the persons that can pay about

$1000 or even $700 for a stove have chefs and

don"t really care whether they use more or

less electricity.
For ordinary use, however, and for the large
stove which costs today around $140 to $225,

it is well to have the retained-heat oven, the

oven so insulated as to keep in the heat and

keep out the cold, so that

one can cook easily by tire

less and save much elec

tricity.
The oven should be
equipped with top and floor

heating units. These should

l>e controlled by a three-

heat switch and so geared
and wired as to be acces

sible. If one unit burns out
the others will not.
In some stoves the heat
ing unit in the top of the

bake oven is controlled by
the same switch which oper
ates the units in the oven

bottom and is of proper in

tensity to insure good re

sults.

Often this same unit also

serves the broiler. In other
cases the broiler is supplied

The built-in type is permanentlyplaced.
It should be equipped with a hood to
carry off cooking odors. Courtesy Du-
parquel, Huot & Monetise Co.

by an "on and off" switch alone and it is only
made in conjunction with the broiler. In still
other stoves the three-heat broiler with sepa
rate switch is employed.
The broiler must be heavily tinned to pre
vent rust and corrosion and it must have a re

movable drip pan. In one stove on the market,
which has the broiler to the left on the top,
the drip pan is fastened to the broiler so that

when it is drawn out over the stove for any
reason the drippings are caught by the pan
and not spattered on the stove top beneath.

This is a minor perfection but a very nice one.
Some range companies make a unit of a cer

tain size, say "24" or "48", and if you want a
larger size you can simply

say "I want two units" —or
three, or what not. There

are small stoves for yachts
and kitchenettes; in fact,

the electric stove is as adap
table as a telescope. Some

have ovens above, some

have ovens below, some have

broilers above, some below.

Some have everything above,

some everything below.
One can have exactly what

one wants as to price and

style. Some stoves are

also equipped with
(Continued on page 68)

Still another style is
equipped with a fireless
cooking oven. The clock
can be set to cut off the
current at the desired
time. WestinghouseElec

tric Co.
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PUTTING THE GARDEN ON A BUDGET BASIS
Whatever the Size of Your Garden, It Will Cost Something, and Its Best Results

Follow a Calculated Distribution of Funds

TO most ardent gardeners, is not the budgeta dreaded scarecrow, an uncouth figure
of dollars and cents, whose ugly arms

wave away pleasure from the garden? Of
course, for the richly gilded few a budget may
not be needed, but it is indeed a minority who

count no cost, chartering platform cars to bring

old giants of box bushes great distances to

their estates, or electing to have a ready-made

garden laid out by the most expensive land
scape architects and filled with everything

ready to bloom. And yet, do not the majority
of gardens suffer because, although their

owners scrupulously calculate every penny of

expenditure indoors, they will rush recklessly
into garden planning and schemes of arrange

ment and color without thought of whether

their appropriation will see the work through
to completion?
The garden should be put on a cost basis
before operations are started, for then there

need be no enforced stoppage of work with its

inevitable incomplete effects. Whatever as

sures the health of the garden and saves time

ELLEN P. CUNNINGHAM

in caring for it eliminates waste and releases
funds for extras. First the actual requirements
are surveyed— the needs of the soil, cost of
necessary labor, required tools and machinery

(especially those for saving time and labor),

plants and shrubs for replacement purposes,
new seed, etc. As to labor, an estimate of its

cost may be based on a general statement that

one man can care for so much land, although

there can never be an accurate manual for this

part of the budget, of universal application, as

is the case with estimating the number of plants
to a given number of feet. Local conditions
must enter into the labor apportionment.
Tools are a subject for more study than is

imagined by those who read merely garden
books rather than the equipment lists found

in the last pages of good seedsmen's catalogs.
Here again no universal sum can be set down,

since individual conditions affect the number

and variety of implements required. But that

is no reason for the individual omitting a def
inite sum, in advance, which can be set aside

for the tool equipment.

Insecticides and remedies for plant diseases
should also be included in the apportionment
of the budget, as replacing plant materials is

costly. On the whole, does it not pay to begin
at the back of a seed-dealer's catalog, rather

than with the novelties on the first pages?

Assuming that each person knows how much

money went into the budget, and having de

cided how much can be spent for seeds, bulbs
and plants, the method of ordering is worth

considering, as will be seen by a few hints.
Compare prices in different catalogs, thus
sometimes making quite a saving. Further,

much is saved by ordering at hundred and

thousand rates. Thus, order twenty-five in
stead of two dozen, perhaps paying less; and
in the same way order two hundred and fifty
in place of two hundred and twenty-five, as

many dealers allow hundred and thousand

rates for quarter amounts. Also, buy seed at

ounce rates—not by several packets. Co-op
erative buying is another helpful way of secur

ing a saving, when friends, or members of gar
den clubs, combine in securing large quantities.

FOR THE WINDOWS OF A DARK ROOM
Several Interesting Treatments Are Possible to Give Such a Room

Light and a Pleasant Prospect

ON the lower floor of many
small city

houses—and sometimes in suburban
houses too—one finds a room that

appears to be forgotten by the sun. The
close proximity of other buildings or tall

trees cuts off direct light and leaves the

room in a perpetual gray tone for most of
the day. Often, too, the windows of these

rooms present anything but a pleasant

prospect; one has no desire to look out

from them. In curtaining such w-indows
we must both increase the light and create a

prospect, an illusion of pleasantness with

out instead of the drabness of the real facts.

The first is the function of the glass
curtain. Made of shimmery golden silk
gauze, it filters the light and tinctures it

to a warmish glow that spreads over the

room. This would be one choice of treat
ment for the dark, back-of-the-house

pocket. A wide mesh net of coarse weave
dyed to yellow or orange might be another

treatment. For a third one might adopt
a scheme used last year by Parisian deco
rators. Lengths of vari-colored tape are

attached to a rod at the top and bottom of

the window and stretched taut. The pieces
of tape are set an inch apart. Their colors
can be chosen from the color scheme of the

room, following the principles which apply
where regular curtains are employed.

A cut-out design of trees and flowers appliqued on
net stretchedtaut over the window gives a diffused
light and an imaginary outlook to this London

back room

From a London residence—and London
is filled with these dark, back rooms—
comes a suggestion that could readily be

applied here. The window space is cov
ered with a light net on which has been

appliqued a cut-out design of a branch

ing tree. In this treatment the light is
not only filtered but a pleasant prospect
created. To give the w:indow finish, simple
over-drapes are used, pulled well back so
that none of the precious sunlight is cut
off. Instead of the appliqued decoration,
one might use wool and make a rough
crewel work design of tree and flowers and
vines. The foundation net will be stretched
on a frame fitting into the window and,

of course, no shades will be necessary, as
the net accomplishes all the needs of pri
vacy without excluding much light.
The roller shade of glazed chintz also
offers a solution for such windows. The
background of the chintz should be a light
tint—orange or yellow or white—and the
figures more pronounced in color. If the
woodwork of the window possesses good
architectural lines, there is no necessity for

using over-drapes, but if one feels that
over-drapes are necessary, use a fabric

light in texture and translucent —a gauze,
satin or silk. In this way surprising im
provement may be wrought.
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Two sunflowers, both
equally wilted, were put in
water. Of one the stem
was cut and the other not.
The result is obvious

REVIVING THE WILTED
Whether by White or Black Magic the Stem Cut Under

Water Gives the Bloom New Life

JOHN L. REA

FLOWER

THE
distinction between white magic and

black lies in the fact that the former was

never invoked save for the attainment of

wholly virtuous ends, while the latter was in

variably called into play by
the children of darkness

solely for the purpose of

committing mischief or
worse. While we have pretty
generally succeeded in rele

gating the black vanity to

the realm of fiction, usually

of the more lurid sort, many
of us are still prone to run
after charms of one sort or

another. Sometimes, though

not often, what mankind

has taken to be the effect

of magic has proven to be
but the result of some purely

scientific process. On the

other hand, many a crude

attempt at scientific manip

ulation has had, in reality,

no more of reason to recom

mend it than the baldest

charm of them all.

As I look back now it
seems to me that our grand

mothers were depending

altogether more on the

power of magic than any

scientific truth when they

used to add various things

to the water in which cut

flowers were to be placed

to keep them from wilting.

The very length of the list
of supposedly efficacious

substances rather strength

ens the belief that science

had little enough to do

with the matter. They

ranged all the way from

salt to soap suds and in

cluded soda, ammonia,

spirits of camphor and

any number of other thinss. Buttercups and
TU , T , . attention. Half
Though I have not under- cut under

taken any detailed experimentation to deter

mine if any of these were really helpful, yet
my early trials lead me to suppose they all
work equally well, never having observed the

daisies were left without
of the bunch were stem-
water and half not

An hour and a half later the daisieswere
revived and the buttercups picking up.
The others remained wilted

least benefit to the flowers arising from their use.
Experiment has indeed shown that putting
the cut stems into moderately hot water really
did have some theory back of it. The hot

water tends to quicken the
cellular action of the stalks
and to some extent may
prove beneficial. But when
the real remedy for droop
ing blooms is so near at
hand and so simple, I won
der at the very elaborateness
of these all but useless pro
cedures.

The stems of a plant con
tain numerous veins or pas
sage-ways, some or all of
which convey nourishment
in liquid form to the leaves
and flowers above. When a
stem is cut, it usually hap
pens that a small amount of
air forces its way into the
severed ends of part or all
of these tubes and there re
mains, as effective as any
cork in preventing the pas-
s a g e of water where it
should normally be drawn.
The air, however, sel
dom penetrates more than
a fraction of an inch into
the cut veins, even when

they are exposed for some
time. When the stem is

finally placed in water the

only necessity is to make
sure the water will be able
to enter the tubes. What
could be more simple and

obvious than to insert the

ends of a pair of scissors
or shears under the surface

of the water and snip a

half inch or so off the end
of each stem? Here is

science of the simplest sort

writing magic again and

(Continued on page 62)
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'IN THE
I COUNTRY

HOU S E
DINING
ROOM
Articleswhichmaybepurchased
through the House & Garden
ShoppingService,19 West 44f*
Street, New York City

The jar shown in the picture above is of the
lovely, creamy-tonedBassano ware, so decorative
againsta darker background. The delicate,open
work designlends distinction. It is 10" high and

may be had for $7.50

(Left) A brilliant bird is the centralfeature in the
designof this attractive 9" plate. The colors are
soft yellow, green, tan, henna and blue with a
blue rim. They are $10 a dozen. Other pieces

may be had in this pattern

Vivid fruits in a
blue-green bowl
and blue- green
handles decorate
this attractive
tea set. Tea pot
$7, sugar $4.50.
cream $2, plates
$14 a doz., cups
$20 a doz.

Modern Venetian
glass in orange,
green or amber
color. Comport
6" AigA$15. Bot
tle candlesticks,
7" high, $7.50
each. Dolphin
flower holder $2.
Parrot $25

A breakfast set
of English pot
tery is white with
Royal blue han
dlesand line dec
orations. On the
coversis a grace
ful pink rose. It
also comes with
pink handlesand
line. $20,includ
ing tray
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In the picture above is shown some ef
fective modern French faience, cream
colored with a delicate flower design.
Shell fruit dish, $20, candlestick 10"
high $12, urn 14" high including cover
$40, six custard cups on tray $30, small

vase S1//' high $5

The graceful jar in the picture at the
left is equally effectivein living room or
dining room usedfor flowers and is es
pecially attractivewhen filled with trail
ing ivy as shownhere. It is Italian pot
tery and comes in cream color, gray-
blue or green. 9" high $15

(Left) Cream colored Wedgwood with flower
decorationand line in blue and mulberry. Break
fast plates $13 a doz. Tea cups $15 a doz.

(Right) Gay little tomatoes,greenleavesand rim
make this salad set distinctive. Bowl $7.50,plates

$18 a dozen

Little else is
needed in the
way of color on
a table set with
fragile Venetian
glass. Here the
comports,candle
sticks and fruit
dishesare a deli
cate green

On the table
shown at the left
the dolphin com
ports Wz" high
are $12 each.
Candlesticks 7"
high $7.50 each.
Fruit dish $8,
colored glass
fruit $2.50apiece
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July THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Seventh Month

Fine bonemealused
as a top - dressing
stimulates rosesand
perennials

String beans should
b e picked before
they are matureand
consequently tough

Pole limas require
supports but are
more productive
than the bush sorts

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

31. Some
flowersfor thegreenhouse
should be
started now,
suchasstocks,calceolarias,
cinerarias,cal
endulas,etc.
Thesearebut
a few of themany flowers
whichcan be
startednowforfinishingin the
greenhouse.

3. Themain
shootson the
dahliasshould
be reducedto
three. Close
cultivationwillkeeptheshoots
from Increasing.Theplants
must be dis
budded. Do
thisregularlyIfyou want to
have real Iyhigh quality
flowers.

10. If you
havefruittrees
it would begreatlytoyouradvantageto
start now togetacquainted
with summerpruning.This
Istheaccepted
methodwithfruiting trees
and It should
beattendedto
at thistimetoproduceresult*.

17.Afterthe
outsideroses
nave finishedflowering,someattention
shouldbegiven
to thebedtoImprove thequantity andqualityof the
fall flowers.
Withaforkap
ply a liberaltopdressingof
bonetothebed
usfertilizer.

24. The
melon plants
shouldbe fedfreelywith liquidmanures.
First make
Borne holes
aroundthehills
sothatthema
terialwillreach
theroots,thenlayboardsun
der the fruit.
Thiswillassureyoumuchbet
termeloas.

This Calendar of the gar
dener'slabors is aimedas a
reminder for undertaking
his tasks in season. It is
fitted to the latitude of the
Middle States, but should
serve the whole country if
it be rememberedthat for
every hundred miles north
or south there is a differ
ence of five to seven days
later or earlier in perform-
ng gardenoperations.

4. Do not
fall to keepupsowings of
those crops
that requireseeding,such
asbeans,corn,cucumbers,let
tuce,etc.If the
weatheris dry
andhot,water
thedrill thor
oughly. This
shouldbedone
beforeputting
in theseed.

11.Thetime
the climbing
rosesshouldbe
lookedoveris
aftertheyhave
finishedflower
ing. Someof
theoldwoody
shootscannow
beremovedat
the base,and
the lateral
shootscanbe
reducedsome
what.Improvinggrowth.

18. Keepa
sharp lookout
for caterpillars
ofallkinds.All
thesepestsarcvery destruct
iveatthistime
of year, but
thereIs little
excusefortheirdamagingany
thingas they
are easilydestroyed.Mosteasily done
withatorch.

25. What
aboutnextwhi
te r In thegreenhouse?
NowIsthebest
time to start
some of thevegetablesforforcing.
Cucumbers,to
matoes,mush
rooms. New
Zealandspinach, parsley,
etc., give the
bestresults.

5.Thepota
toesshouldbe
sprayed once
more with
arsenateoflead
todestroylatehatchings of
the potato
beetle.Earlypotatoes
shouldnowbereadyfor use:dig themonly
In suchquan
tities as you
cunuse.

12.The lastsowingof corn
shouldbemade
at this time.
Use both theveryearlyand
mediumvarie
ties.Plantsev
eralrowsquite
closetogether
sothat,in late
fall they can
beprotected.Ifneeessary.This
willIncreasethe
amountgrown.

19.Afterthefruitingperiod
isoverthecane
fruitsshouldbe
examinedverycarefully.First
removeall the
old fruiting
canesandthen
tie the new
canesin posi
tion If careis
taken. These
will be your
nextyear'spro
ducingcanes.

2fi.Whynot
startanumber
of perennials
fromseednow?
ThisIstheeco
nomicalmeth
od of raising
theseplantsInany quantity.
If youhaveno
frameto carry
themoverin,they can beprotectedduringwinterwith
boards.

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

Whatwashedoing,thegreatgodPan,
Doirnin thereedsby the
river"?Spreadingruinandscattering
ban.Splashingandpaddlingteith
hoofsofa goat.

Andbreakingthegoldenlilies
afloat
Withthedragon-fluon the
ricer.. . .

—ElizabethBarrenBroirninp.

6. Do notneglect the
flowergarden.Keep all thespacesbetween
theplantswell
loosenedupto
admit air to
the soli. The
tall flowers,
especially,
should bestaked, and
when„this Isdone, remove
alldeadstems.

13. Weedsi
Wcmustmake
war on them
now. This is
thetimetokill
all obnoxiousgrowths as
theyare now
Infulldevelop
ment. Earlymorningis the
best time todestroythem,
afterwardsrakingthemup
In theevening.

20. During
the dry wea
ther thatusuallyprevailsat
this time, it
wouldbeanex
cellentplantostudythedif
ferenttypesofIrrigation.
Sooneror lateryouwill have
one of these
rain machines
inyourgarden.
DoIt now.

27. The
plantingseason
is againhere.Evergreensof
all typesmay
bemovednow.
Besureto use
filentyofwatern this work,
andwherepos
sible,spraythe
foliageIn theeveningforthe
firstfewweeks.
Good results
willfollow.

7. Keepthe
cultivatorworkingsteadily. Deepand
frequentculti
vationwill re
lievetoagreat
extentthenecessityof arti
ficialwatering.
Besuretowork
the ground
aftereachrain
so as to con
servethenat
ural moisture.

14. Rutabagas, beets
andcarrotsfor
winter use
shouldbesown
now. Sow In
the drills and
thinouttotherequireddis
tance. In dry
weather look
out for greenflies,andIf attacked,spray
with tobacco
solution.

21. Wha t
aboutsomefallpeasinthegar-
den? Don't
think becauseyoufailedthe
firsttimethat
It Is notprac
tical.Usema
nure in the
trenchandforgood results
usethe roundtype of pea
such as New
York Market.

28.Keepthe
runners re
movedon thestrawberry
bed. This Is
alsoan excel
lenttimetoset
out newbeds.
If thisis properly attended
to.theyshouldproducenext
season.Spray
withBordeaux
If the leaves
areblighted.

FRIDAY

1. Sweetpeasmustnot
be allowedto
becomedryat
the roots;
heavymulch
ingIspreferred
to surfacewatering. Whennecessarythegroundshould
bewellsoaked.
Usea stickto
determinethepenetrationof
thewater.

8. Whynot
sowcovercrops
on thatwaste
landor in the
orchard?This
la the most
economlcal
meansof soli
restoration .Corn, rye.
clover and
beansaregood
forthispurpose
andmakeex
cellentsummer
covercrops.

15.- Don't
waitfor blight
todestroyyour
plants before
you startspraying.
Melons, cucumbers,tomatoes,celeryand
other soft
plantsaresubject to blight
andshouldbesprayedwith
Bordeauxmix
ture.

22. Coolnightsandhotdaysare mil
dewandblight
breeders.If the
leavesare in
fested, they
should be
pickedoffand
thentheplants
sprayedwithastrongsolution
of copper.Sul
phiteof potas
siumlabestfor
mildew.

29. Carna
tions In the
fieldmustnot
be neglected.
It 1bon the
condition of
these plants
thattheflower
crop of next
winter to alargeextentde
pends. Culti
vatetheground
well andkeep
the plantspinchedback.

SATURDAY

2. Do notneglectthenecessaryprun
ingoftheearly
r I ower 1ng
shrubs aftertheyhavefin
ishedflowering.
Removesome
of the old
shootsat the
baseand re
ducethenum
berof thethin
weak Interior
branches.

9. Set out
someplantsof
the late sort
of cabbage,
caulif 1ower,kale, Brusselssprouts,celery,
etc. Digdeep
trenches forthem, adding
plentyof ma
nure.Watertheplantsforsev
eral days or
untiltheystart
togrow.

16. This Is
an excellent
timeofyearto
look over the
treeson yourgrounds.Any
minorrepairingnecessary
shouldbe at-
tended to.
Paintallscars,
removealldead
wood. Any
troubleshould
beexaminedby
anexpert.

23. This la
thetimeoftheyearwhenthechrysanthe
mumsIn the
greenhouse
should have
someattentlon.Frequentfeedingswithliquid
plantfoodsare
advisable.Use
variousmate
rials so as togiveawell-bal
ancedfood.

30.Sowsev
eral rows of
beans ratherclosely to
getherso they
can be easily
protected in
caseofanearly
frost. Use
water in the
drill to hasten
germination,
and keepthe
groundaround
the plants
stirreddeeply.

/CAL'LATE
I've etmightynearall thekindso' fruits an' thingsin thisparto' thecountrythata feller

cancat, but theyain't oneof 'em,tameer growin'loose,thatcanholda candleto a good,ripe, juicy,cool,wild strawberry. Nor theyain't none that'll do your stummickan' your soul moregood,neither.
Ye knowthebindI mean—themlong,pointedonesthatgrowsin thedeepmeddergrasser longside the

loggin'roadat theedgeo' thewoods. They'rediff'rent,somehow,from the little roundfellersye pick as
ye crossthe hill pasturescomin'backfrom fishin'—brighterred, an' juicier, an' growin' on longerstems
withfine thickleavesthatlet throughjus' 'noughsunlightto ripen'cmgood. I mindhow,as kids,we used
to pickan' string 'cm like beadson smoothgrassstems,an' thentakean' slide thewholestring off into
our mouths,holdxn'the end o' the grasswith one handan' crammin'in the berrieswith t'other. Gosh
a'mighty,but theywasgood}
They'sa dealo' thesperitof earlysummerin a wild strawberry—daisies,an' sunnymedders, an' birds'

singin',an' little breezeswanderin'up thebrook. An' I h'ggerthey'sa lot o' tonicsye couldtakeintoyour
systemwhichwouldn'tdo nearas muchgoodas jus' suchsimple,old-fashionedthingsas them.

—OLD DOC LEMMON.

When watering is
done it should be
done well—soak the
ground

Hilling potatoes
while they are still
small helps the
growth of thetubers

Keeping the dead
flowers removedwill
lengthen the blos
somingseason

The rose gardenexhibit of the Breck-Rob-
inson Co. at the spring show of the Massa
chusetts Horticultural Society and the
American Rose Society, in Boston

Paper rolls tied around the celery plants, or
the regular plant bleacherssold by the seeds
men and garden supply houses, simplify

blanching the stalks

Another effective exhibit at the Boston
Show was that of John S. Ames, and in
cludedazaleas,yew, junipers and ferns in a
rock and water garden arrangement



W. & J. SLOANE
FIFTH AVENUE AND 47™ STREET, NEW YORK

DOMESTIC RUGS
AND CARPETINGS

Being closely identified with the manufacture
of most of our merchandise, the importance
of durability and satisfaction in service in
fluences our selection quite as much as the

artistic merit of the article.

At no time have our stocks been more varied
— more complete — more desirable.

A fabric suited to every need, practical as to

quality, correct as to design and colorings,

can be found in stock, for immediate delivery.

We shall be pleased to furnish any informa

tion regarding your requirements that you

may desire.
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A Blue Garden Blooming in July

For happier times
outdoors

IN summer"The House
hold Furnish
ing Store" sup
plements its
indoor domes
tic wares with
outdoor equip
ment— to help
you enjoy hap
pier times when
you scamper off
on picnics with
rollicking chil
dren or skim the
roads on long
motoring parties.

Prepare now for
your next outing.
Orders by mail will
be given just as
quick and careful at
tention as if you
came here in person.

For outdoor
darknessyou'll
want an Ever-
eady D av / o .
Flashlight 9
incheslong$2.50.

Knock U down or drop it—the
Stanley Vacuum Bottle cannot
break.Keepsdrinkshot or cold. 2
at. she $10. 1 qt. $7.50.*Fine
leathercasefor two 2 qt. bottles
$12;for two1qt. bottles$9.50.

Meals outdoorswithout dishesto
wash or carry back homeagain.
This paperlunchsetcontains1doz.
spoons,forks and cups; 2 doz.
platesin tzvosizes;tablecloth;roll
of wax paperfor sandwiches,and

only costs$1.95.

Fresh tea or coffeewhereveryou
go! A copperteakettleand stand
arepart of this portablelunchout
fit. Also containersfor provisions,
wicker coveredbottlesand table
utensils. A completeequipmentof
fine quality, in durable wicker

basket,$47.75. A refrigeratorwith bracketsand
straps to fasten securelyto your
runningboard—yet lightenoughto
carryoffwhereverthepartvgathers.
Withgalvanizedlining,$22\50.Fine
for bungalowsor smallapartments

as well.

Eighteensandwiches fi
t in thissani
tarynickelbox. $2.25.Smallerbox
for twelvesandwiches$1.50.

"Nine floors of household equipment"

45th Street and 6th Avenue, New York

(Continued jrom page 52)

are here a reddish plum and there a

purple, and then again almost a pale
lavender. It was the same with the
annual larkspurs. They were the sub
tlest color schemeof light rose lavender
and airy lavender blue and rich deep
blue that you can imagine. Even the
little lobelias, that we usually think of
as dark blue, a very ultramarine, were
now dark blue and now light blue and
then again even white. And the sage,
which, for all the royal blue of its little
open butterfly flowers really takes its
effect from the lavender of its buds and
undersides,looked quite grayed behind
the heliotrope,whereasthe anchusaand
plumbago held valiantly to their own
true blue.
"But I don't like plumbago," my sis
ter is always saying, "because it always
looks like a half-open or a half-closed
flower."
"But," I always answer in defense,
"it's invaluable where you need both
bloom and shrub in mid-summer."
In that it is like the blue spirseathat
blooms in September. And at Ken
Klare the plumbago is like a low ground-
covering shrub by the lily pool, abso
lutely delightful in the company of a

few creepingroses.

A perfect garden is curiously never a

garden at perfection. It is always a

thing of growth, of change. So in this
July garden at Ken Klare there were
some flowers that were tarrying, late
comers that were out-staying the rest
of their kind, but not out-staying their
welcome. That accounted for the Can
terbury Bells that were left. There
were, too, a few iris, just hereand there

a belatedJapanese iris, and it was much
the samewith someclear blue perennial
larkspur that was so beautiful the gar
denerwas letting it go to seed,and with
the lupines that had been splendid in
June.
Late-stayers and early-comers are a

l

ways doubly welcome in a garden. In
that a garden certainly differs from a

drawing room ! And at Ken Klare the
blue funkias were among the unex
pected early arrivals.
A garden grows, of course,out of the
hearts of men, but, like the hearts of
men, it's not a rule-of-thumb affair. It

has its own happy vagaries,and so you
have only to plant a true blue garden
as at Ken Klare to seethe kind of thing

a garden loves to do. It grows a true
blue garden, to be sure, and none but
its nearestand dearestwill ever be the
wiser. But if you get very close and
near to it, you'll discoverhereand there

a single cream lupine among the blue.
Again, there will be a few white helio
trope that looked as though they had
faded into that color for an excuse. In
another spot, a few forget-me-nots will
look as though they had turned a pale
pink, and among the larkspurs, for all
their varied blues, you'll find a few
flesh-coloredones. Delicatelittle touches
with a charm of their own, you would
call them ! And only onceat Ken Klare
did the garden grow more daring and
mischievous, and that was really no
fault of its own—for how could it have
suspectedthe claret gladiolus that had
somehow stolen its way in among the
larkspurs like a touch of genius in a
painting? I pass it on to you—blue an
nual larkspur and claret gladiolus, and
when the larkspurs have gone as many
bellflowers to take their place 1

Then there was a new kind of pansy
at Ken Klare— a pansy, I mean,that was
new to me— a frilled pansy, called Sims,
in blue and purple, but who ever heard
of pansies being true to color ! They
couldn't if they tried, except the violas
at Hyde Park, London, that are always
so plainly violet! Pansies get frolic
some in July, small and playful like
Johnny-jumpers, and it's rather refresh
ing to see them so after the luxurious-
ness of their springtime bloom. Re
freshingand poignant, too !

But I hope I have interestedyou, as
Ken Klare did me, in a blue garden for
July, especiallyas it's the kind of gar
den, being chiefly of annuals, that
doesn't interfere with either the spring
bulbs or the late fall perennials, and
because it is the kind of garden that will
be as perfect in a nook, made up of a
single kind of flower, as it will be if

you combine all the blue flowers into

a great garden, into a marvel of their
own cool and refreshing selves. I al
ways like things best when I know we
all can have them if we will !

Reviving the Wilted Flower
(Continued jrom page 56)

producing results quite as startling as
many credited to it.
From time to time during the past
summer I experimented with various
flowers to determine first-hand knowl
edge of the effect of this treatment I

have described. Of a number of these
experiments photographs were made,
severalof which are shown here.
One morning in early June, at seven
o'clock in the thirteenth of that month,
to be exact, I pulled a handful of daisies
and buttercups and with malice afore
thought laid them out to die on a rough
board in the woodshed. They were
soon entirely forgotten. Not until
eleveno'clock the next forenoon, almost
thirty hours later, did I rememberth„'
hateful thing I had done. How limp
and woebegone I found them after the r

long fast! Still, I set about to seewhat
might yet be done by way of resusci
tation.
First I separatedthem into two parts
and put the stems of each into a glass
of water, as the picture shows. The
stems of the buttercups were broken
and bruised in so many places that I

was morally certain nothing short of a

miracle could possibly help them. Al
though I knew they were beyond all
hope. I yet included them for the sake
of the experiment.

After the stemsof the flowers in the
glassto the left had beencut under wa
ter, the camera was trained upon both
and a time exposurewas made, using a

very small aperture and color screen.
The exposurewas of five minutes'dura
tion. The secondpicture was taken an
hour and a half later. This secondpic
ture speaks for itself. The daisieswith
stems properly cut are seen to be in
perfect condition and as fresh as ever.
Those with stems not cut have been
very slowly recovering. I might add
here that when returning to them at six
o'clock I found the flowers in the tum
bler at the right also in good condition.
When I came to develop the first
plate, I was rather puzzled by the
blurred condition of the flowers in the
glass to the left. The explanation, of
course, is that during the five minute-'
exposure these flowers had actually
risen nearly an inch, so quickly did they
respond to the treatment. No trace of
movement is discoverable in the other
group, however.
Another day I was cutting peonies,a
flower that shows signs of wilting in a

very short time after being cut. Com
ing upon a bloom that had lost its first
freshness I cut it and tossed it over onto
the grass at the edgeof the bed, where

(Continued on page64)
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What Would Guests Think?
Som* rmprmtmnta-
tivmhommwwhmrm
JmwmttRmfrigtro
toraarmutmd:

Newport,R.I.
tntAator
Rhlnabeck.N.Y.

L. C.Tiffany
ColdRpringHarbor
E.J. MarahallPasadena,Calif.
S.RaadlngBertron

NewYorkGuernseyCm-ran
Eut Norwich,L. I.
CorneliusVanderbilt

NawYork
Hra.L. Z LalterBererlyFarms.Maaa.
ffm.Fahnestock
Katonah,N.Y.

Mra.W.L. McKeeBrlatol,R.I.
SamualMatherCleveland,0.
Mra.R.H.TowniendWashington
GeorgeEaatmanRoeheater,N.Y.
JohnD.Rockefeller
PocantlcoHllla.N.Y.
WUliaaaR.CoeOysterBar,L. I.
SirMortimerB.Davis

Montreal
JohnD.Rockefeller,Jr.

NewYork
Sen.W.A.Clark

NewYork
JosephLelter

Washington
CharleaM.Schwab

NewYork
J. OgdenArmour,
LakeForeat.III.

A. J. LichtatemGlencoe,III.
Mra.JohnHay

Cleveland.O.
JohnBorden
LakeGeneva,Wis.PayneWhitney
Manhaaaet,L. I.

Wm.V. Kelley
LakeForeat,III.

TV1 Mm
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BACK
from the country club— appetites

keen. An impromptu meal — amidnight
raid on the kitchen sector. If guests should
see the refrigerator, would they be favorably
impressed —or otherwise?

Perhaps careless servants have found it
too difficult to keep immaculate. A faint but
tell-tale odor betrays the fact. Perhaps in
sulation against the outer air has been im
perfect — the delicate
savor of foods has
been impaired.

No such contin
gencies are possible
when the Jewett
guards the food. It is
no trouble to keep its
solid porcelain walls
unsullied. Its massive
construction main
tains its contents in
cold, clean preserva
tion always. Wherever
gourmets gather, wher
ever food is looked
upon as something more than sustenance,
there you will find the Jewett preserving
nature's inimitable flavors. The Jewett is
almost a standard fixture in notable man
sions and really good hotels and clubs.

Write for this book
Whatsizerefrigerator;whyover7596
of iceusedisordinarilywasted;whythe
iceshouldneverbecovered;theseand
manyotherquestionsareansweredinthe
abovebooklet.Maywcsendyouacopy?

THE JEWETT REFRIGERATOR CO.
Established1849

123 Chandler Street Buffalo, N. Y.
AssociatedwithTileCanadianJewettRefrigeratorCo.,Bridget)ur8.Canada.EWETT

SOLID PORCELAIN REFRIGERATORS

TheJewett—inadditionto
its one piece,inch thick,
seamlesschinacrocklining
in both the ice and food
compartments—has walls
over5inchesthick,insulated
withpurecork,whichmost
effectivelylockouttheheat.

Reviving the Wilted Flower
(Continued from page 62)

it lay in the hot sun for a full hour.
Then it was carried to the studio and
placed in a dish of water. This was in
the forenoon. At threeo'clock a photo
graph was made. So far as I could see
no changehad taken place in the petals
since the flower had been picked up
from the lawn and first photographed.
The stem was cut and two hours later
the camera recorded the flower's re
markable rejuvenation.
The rose is another flower which soon
becomes limp unless considerately
treated. Once it shows signs of wilt,
merely putting the stem in water is of
slight use. Wilting may be checked,but
there are seldom any signs of recovery.
Given the simple first-aid treatment I
have described, however, recovery will
be made from any stage of wilting
short of actual breaking down of tissue.
For instance,one of the photographs
showsa roseafter standingseveralhours
in water, having previously become
somewhatwilted. Its companion shows
the same flower a half hour after its
stemwas cut and the water could enter
the so-calledveins.
Roses or any flower to be worn as
corsage decoration should be prepared
by first having the stemscut under wa
ter and beingleft in water severalhours.
They will stand up much better after
this treatment.
The lead photograph is of two sun
flowers, put in water in equally wilted
condition. It is perfectly obvious which
stem was cut under water.
In the great majority of cases this
treatment will prove effective. I have
not, however, experimentedwith woody
stemmedplants. I have been told that
in the caseof lilacs, at least,cutting the
stems in hot water brings quicker re
sults.

Owing to some peculiarity of struc
ture certain flowers have markedly su
perior powers of recuperation. The
pansy is one which merely put in water
will freshen up from an apparently
hopeless condition. Cutting the stems
while not necessaryin this case would
doubtless cause quicker reaction under
the action of the water.
Other experimentswere made. The
limp tip of a stalk of delphinium bloom
straightened almost at once. Colum
bines, perennial phloxes, etc., showed
the samecharacteristic.
One day pot marigolds and zinnias
were the subject of experiment. They
were allowed to wilt and then an at
tempt was made to revive them. The
marigolds promptly responded. But
while the zinnias freshened,they some
how drew too much water. The flow
ers became so saturated with it that
the drops falling from the petalsformed
puddles on the table.
In many cases if flowers are very
promptly placed in water upon being
cut, no further attention is needed.
With varieties that wilt quickly, how
ever, like Shirley poppies, the cutting
under water is quite necessary. Fully
opened blooms may be handled in this
way.
A bouquet of flowers that has stood
for a day or two in water will occa
sionally show symptoms of wilting ; in
many casesthey will recover their first
freshnessupon being treated.
Flowers shipped by mail or express
very often fail to arrive in good condi
tion. How often have we seen them
standingaround for a day or two, only
to bethrown into thewastebasket,when
this simple treatment would have kept
them in perfection condition a week or
more.

A Parlor Remade
(Continued from page 32)

•
in front of the kitchen door. Such a brown and blue foliage in the chintz is
screen is necessarysince the house has particularly attractive and the colors are
no pantry. very soft and lovely. The arrangement
All the gas fixtureswere removed. An of the furniture in this former parlor
old brass ship lantern electrifiedreplaces must be practical and comfortable, for '
the hall fixture. In the dining room side it is now the only living room in the
wall candle fixtures with plain gray house. A Sheratonsecretarydesk placed
parchment shades succeededa hideous on the window side of the mantel bal-
center gas chandelier. The living room ancesa William and Mary highboy on
has low lighting, two double light lamps the other side. One of the lamps stands '

being adequatefor most occasions. The on a gate leg table placed between the
pair of silver three-light candelabra on highboy and the mantel,while the other
the mantel gives an extra festiveness.one stands on a table back of the sofa
The lamp shadesin the living room are placed at right anglesto the mantel be-
of putty color taffeta on the outside tween it and the secretary. Two easy K
lined with corn silk to give a warmer chairs, four side chairs and two small
glow. tables complete the furniture.
In such a neutral background almost Several accessoriesin the room give
any well-designedfurniture would look it distinction—the Georgian silver box
attractive. In the room of the little on the mantel, the needlework screen,
house here pictured the furniture is all the old brigantinemodel with blue hull
antique excepttwo easy chairs, one up- on the highboy, two attractive minia-
holstered in old-blue velour and the tureshung besidethe secretary,the por-
other with a slip cover of the glazed trait over the mantel and several old
chintz, piped in blue silk, which latter prints, the antique chasublein old-blue,
combination is also used on the Chip- brown and silver on the gate leg table
pendalesofa. This chintz binds together and a very lovely Hepplewhite tea-box
the colors used in the room—brownish now devoted to cards on the secretary-
peacockswith blue necks on a putty- The parlor has given way to a very in-
colored and tannish background. The viting and attractive living room.

The Gardens of the Jungle
(Continued from page 28)

the occasionaltins of cigarettesin which
Degas indulged, and always the flame-
colored little buck-peppers lightened up
the shadowsof the benab,as hot to the
palate as their color to the eye.
One day just as I was leaving, Grand
mother led me to a palm nearby, and
to one of its ancient frond-sheathswas
fasteneda small brown branch to which

a few blue-green leaves were attached.
I had never seenanything like it. She
mumbled and touched it with her
shrivelled, bent fingers. I could under
stand nothing, and sent for Degas, who
cameand explainedgrudgingly, "Me no
know what for—toko-nook just name—
have got smell when yellow." And so *

(Continued on page66)



THERE'S A TOUCH Of TOMORROW IN ALL COLE DOES TODAY
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THE CRITERION of MOTOR CAR FASHIONS

GREATER PERFORMANCE EFFICIENCY

COLE MOTOR CAR COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, U.S.A.

(Creators of <p'(cldanc<?d c f(pior (Pars



hererer the Trail May Lead
—over the distant roads or the nearby city
streets — safety, service, and distinctive
appearance are yours with your car
equipped with Vacuum Cup Cord Tires.

It is the upstanding quality, plus the guar

anteed nonskid effectiveness of the Vacuum
Cup Tread on wet, slippery pavements, that

makes possible the ever-increasing popular

ity of Vacuum Cup Cord Tires on better-
grade cars.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY <tf AMERICA, Inc., Jeannette. Pa.
DirectFactory BranchesandServiceAgenciesThroughouttheUnitedStatesand Canada

ExportDepartment,WoolworthBuilding.NewYork City



P. A. Starck Residence, Chicago. Ernest Mayo, Architect.

Build with Indiana Limestone

There is no building material more suit

able for beautiful residences than Indiana

Limestone, for it is adaptable to the most

artistic sculptural treatment or it can be

charmingly carried out in an architectural

design where simplicity and dignity are

combined in the requirements.

The cost of homes built of Indiana Lime

stone is surprisingly moderate and the

warm, mellow tone and velvety texture

of this natural stone assure the owner of

a structure that will become more beauti

ful with the years.

We .shall be glad to send you
our booklet giving practical de

signs of moderate sized homes
built of Indiana Limestone.

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association

Box 782 Bedford, Indiana

Metropolitan Service Bureau, 489 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Madness

NOTHING
will bring it on quicker

than slam-banging screen doors.
Noisy screen doors get on your nerves.
They take the rest and quiet out of life.
Give your nerves a treat this summer.
Put Sargent Noiseless Screen Door
Closers on your doors, and you will have
the quietest, most restful summer you
ever had in your life.
Sargent Screen Door Closers close
screen doors swiftly, firmly and quietly.
There's no rebound to put doors, locks
and hinges out of commission. They
are simple in construction and easily
attached.
When you take your screen doors
down put your Sargent Screen Door
Closers on your storm doors or light
inside doors ! Use them all year 'round
on the coat closet in the front hall, the
downstairs lavatory door, the bathroom
door, the pantry door, the kitchen door,
the basement door and others, both at
home and at the office.

If your hardware dealer
doesn't have them write us.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

Sargent Day and Night Latches
Insure the safety of your home by
installing Sargent Day and Night
Latches throughout. Linen closets,
clothes closets, basement, attic and
other doors should be protected as well
as the front door.

GENT
D W A R E
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How You Can Make
Casements The Most
PracticalWindows of all

THINK
of outswung casements with which

you never have to disturb inside screens—
windows with 100 per cent openings that leave
all the space in a room available for decorations.
You may have such windows in your home simply
by the attachment of the right sort of hardware—
Monarch Control Locks.

Note the illustration of how the Monarch Con
trol-Lock is used. Merely raise the little handle,
and you can swing a window to any position. To
firmly lock the window, wide open, tightly closed
or at any angle in between, just press the handle
down. . .

Flowers, draperies and screens are never dis
turbed in the least. You enjoy the distinct beauty
of outswung casements and find them the most

practical windows of all.

The Monarch Control-Lock is as sturdy as a solid

piece of steel and as ornamental as an artistic

doorknob.

Monarch Metal Products Company
5000 Penrose Street St. Louis, U. S. A.

Manufacturers also of Monarch Metal Weather strip.

At your hardware dealer's—or send
us his name and we'll forward free
printed matter to both of you.

MONARCH
CASEMENT WINDOW HARDWARE

The Gardens of the Jungle
(Continued from page 64)

at last I found the bit of uselessness,
which, carried onward and developedin
agesto come, as it had beenelsewhere
in agespast, was to evolve into botany,
and back-yardgardens,and greenhouses,
and wars of roses,and beautiful paint
ings, and music with a soul of its own,
and versemore than human. To Degas
the toko-nook was "just name," "and it
was nothing more." But he was for
given, for he had all unwittingly sowed
the seedsof religion, through faith in
his glowing caladiums. But Grand
mother, though all the sunlight seemed
dusk, and the dawn but as night, yet
clung to her little plant, whose glory
was that it was of no use whatsoever,
but in months to comewould be yellow,
and would smell.
Farther down river, in the small
hamlets of the bovianders—the peo
ple of mixed blood—the practical
was still necessity, but almost every
thatchedand wattled hut had its swing
ing orchid branch, and perhapsa hide
ous painted tub with picketed rim, in
which grew a golden splash of croton.
This ostentatious floweritis might fur
nish a themefor a wholly new phaseof
the subject—for in almost every respect
these people are less worthy human
beings—physically, mentally and moral
ly—than the Indians. But one cannot
shift literary overalls for philosophical
paragraphsin mid-article, so let us take
the little river steamerdown stream for
forty miles to the coast of British
Guiana, and there seewhat Nature her
self does in the way of gardens. We
drive twenty miles or more before we
reach Georgetown, and the sides of the
road are lined for most of the distance
with huts and hovels of East Indian
cooliesandnativeGuiana negroes. Some
are madeof boxes,othersof bark, more
of thatch or rough-hewn boards and
barrel staves, and some of split bam
boo. But they resemble one another
in several respects—all are ramshackle,
all lean with the grace of Pisa, all have
shuttersand doors, so that at night they
may be hermetically closed,and all are
half-hidden in the folds of a curtain of
flowers. The most shiftless, unlovely
hovel, poised readyto return to its orig

inal chemicalelements,is emboweredin
a mosaic of color, which in a northern
gardenwould be worth a king's ransom
—or to be strictly modern, should I not
say a labor foreman's or a comrade'^
ransom!
The deep trench which extendsalong
the front of thesesad dwellings is some
times blue with water hyacinths; next
the water disappearsbeneatha maze of
tall stalks, topped with a pink mist of
lotus; then comefloating lilies and more
hyacinth. Wherever there is sufficient
clear water, the wonderful curve of a
cocoanut palm is etched upon it

,

re
flection meeting palm, to form a den
dritic pattern unequalled in human de
vising.
Over a hut of rusty oil-cans, bougain-
villia stretches its glowing branches,
sometimescerise, sometimespurple, or
allamanders fill the air with a golden
haze from their glowing search-lights,
either hiding the huts altogether, or
softening their details into picturesque
ruins. I rememberone coolie dwelling
which was dirtier and less habitable
than the meaneststable, and all around

it were hundreds upon hundreds of
frangipanni blooms—the white and gold
templeflowers of the East—giving forth
of scent and color all that a flower is

capable, to alleviate the miserable blot
of human construction. Now and then

a flamboyant tree comesinto view, and
as, at night, the head-lights of an ap
proaching car eclipse all else, so this
tree of burning scarlet draws eye and
mind from adjacenthuman-madesqual
or. In all the tropics of the world I

scarcely remember to have seen more
magnificent color than in these unat
tended,wilful-grown gardens.
In tropical cities such as Georgetown,
thereare very beautiful private gardens,
and thepublic one is secondonly to that
of Java. But for the most part one is

as conscious of the very dreadful bor
ders of brick, or botUes, or conchs, as
of the flowers themselves. Someone
who is a mastergardenerwill some day
write of the possibilities of a tropical
garden, which will hold the reader as
does desire to behold the gardens of
Carcassonneitself.

Growing Hydrangeas In Tubs
(Continued from page 42)

with the treatmentthat they are to em
phasize, it is advisable to have them
specially designed,built of cypresswith
copper lining. A well proportioned
square tub is 1

' 10" wide and 2
'

high
outside dimensions. In all cases pots
and tubs should be adequatelyprovided
with drainage,which meansthat thepots
should have from one to three holes,
y2" to 1" in diameter, in the bottom,
and in the tubs from two to eight holes.
When painting the tubs choose a color
that will blend in well with the other
colors, using either the color of the trim
of the house or the blinds. Where the
tubs or pots are to be set on the lawn,
they should rest on three bricks or
stones,leaving a minimum air spaceof
2" betweenthe bottom and the ground.
During their growing season, the
plants require a great deal of water.
This is particularly true during the
period when the flowers are forming
when it may be necessaryto water them
twice a day. In October and November
they should be watered just enough to
keep the soil in a semi-moist condition.
Give them an application of liquid cow
manure once a week before the flowers
appear.
The housing of the plants during the
winter months is important, and it can
be done through using a cold frame,
that is a pit about 4

'

deepwith wooden

side frames and a glass top. Choose a

location where the water will not drain
into the pit. On the approach of the
first frost, remove the plants from the
pots or tubs but do not shake the soil
off. Place them close together in the
bottom of the cold frame and leave
themexposedto the sun and air as long
as the weather permits. The frame
should be deep enough so that there
will be at least 4" between the top of
the branchesand the glass.
Cover the roots somewhat firmly
with good soil, and over this then
spread a mulching of hay, straw or leaf
mould 1

'

thick. Place glass frame on
the pit and protect it with wooden
boards adding a layer of straw or hay
on top of the boards.
In the early spring after the danger
of frost is over, remove the covers and
glass frame, and after the plants have
been hardened by the exposure for a
few days, choose a dull day for their
repotting, having the pots previously
cleaned and the tubs painted for the
season'suse. Pick off an inch or two
of the old soil and plant in rich soil of

a porous nature to which has been
added a sprinkling of bone meal and
soot. Provide plenty of drainage in
the bottom of the pot or tub. Press
the new soil down in the pots or tubs

(Continued on page 68
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A DECORATIVE GROUPING OF IMPORTED
PIECES IN OUR SHOWROOMS

I*ERMA\'EXT ISXDIlSIiriOX

ITALIAN, IErcGIL,n£>iEI
Amique Ftjrnitijre
and Reproductions

IX<3 rmiKS SOLICITED
THROUGH YOI R

DEALER OR DECORATOR

Til li Orsenigo Company, Ixc.
112 West 42™> Street

iVEMrYORK ClTY"

IN
partitionedprivacy,cooled by
drifting breezes,deep, refresh
ing sleep comes easily to the

occupant of a Vudor Shaded
Porch. All the joys of sleepin the
open, yet fully closed against sight
from the passers-by.

No other shades have Vudor ad
vantages. Canvas drops are stuffy,
heat conducting and they soil and

become unsightly quickly, besides
beinghard to managein spring and
fall. Fragile bamboo screensneither
shadenor protect from view.

Vudor Shadesare self-hangingand
ventilating—they arc madeof wood
slatsbeautifully stained; are lasting
and practical—they make any
porch breezy, cool and comfort
able—day or night.

Sendfor
illustrationsin
colorsand
nameof your
local dealer. Vudor

HOUGH SHADE
CORPORATION
261 Mills St.
Janesville,Wis.

SELF-HANGING VENTILATING PORCH SHADES

Qenuine Sfceed'zfurniture
HIGHEST QUALITY

BUT NOT HIGHEST PRICED

We specialize in Reed Furniture of the
better quality. The artistic creations
we are constantly showing are designed
exclusively for homes of refinement,
clubs, and yachts.

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

TES REED SHOP, Inc.
581 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

"Suggestionsin ReedFurniture" forwardedon receiptof 25cpostage
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£first in the industry,

foremost since
—

"Maddockplumbingequipmentis
alsousedintheplantsoftheFisk
RubberCompany,ChicopeeFalls,
Mass.;theWinchesterRepeating
ArmsCompany,NewHaven,
Conn.;theFederalRubberCom
pany,Cudahy,Wis.,andinmany
otherwell-knownmanufacturing
plantsinallpartsofthecountry.

Anheaaer-Butch Plant, St.
Louis,Mo., whereBevoiamade
—ThomaBMaddock equipped

r

oremost inpro
viding sanitary
protection for
the home
THE

Madera-Silent Closet
combination shown

above, is characteristic of
the many refinements that
prompt the selection of
Thomas Maddock equip
ment wherever the utmost
in sanitary protection is
required.

Like all Maddock fixtures,
this closet has many sanitary
advantages that are the result
of the development which
began in 1873 when Thomas
Maddock pioneered the
industry.

It is silent—the sound of its
action cannot be heard be
yond bathroom walls. And,
being made of glistening,
pure white, almost unbreak
able vitreous china, it is easy
to clean and to keep sanitary.

Anyone interested in equip
ping an old or a new bath
room with fixtures that
insure the maximum in
health protection, should
write for our booklet, "Bath
room Individuality."

Thomas Maddock's Sons Company
Trenton, New Jersey

Growing Hydrangeas In Tubs
(Continued from page 66)

and level it up, leaving a good inch
below the top for water.
Pruning consists of thinning out the
weakly, overcrowded and unripened
growths. These can be distinguishedby
their semi-pulpy and flexible texture.
Where a terminal bud is weak, cut back
to a stronger one. It is not necessary
to guide or stake the individual panicles.
After the plants have beenpotted, set
them close together,keepingthem away
from prevailing winds in a semi-sunny
location for acclimation. Arrange for a
canvas covering in caseof frost. Sepa
rate the plants a few days before re

moving them to their summer quarters.
As the plants maturelarger pots or tubs
are necessary. Allow about 6" between
the root systemand the side of the tubs.
The accompanyingphotographs show
the Hydrangea Hortensis var. Otaksa
planted in speciallydesignedtubs. They
were purchased as one-half barrel
plants from an Eastern nursery in 1909.
The first yearthetwenty-two tubs aver
agedthirty-two blooms to the plant. In
1911 they averaged ninety-five blooms
and in 1913 some of the tubs when
their blossomswere counted, numbered
115 blooms.

The Facts About Electric Ranges
(Continued from page 55)

fiance of the plumber in protecting the family's

practical plate and food warmers.
One very pleasing stove is called a
period stove because it has legs that
curve and cavort like a period bit of
furniture—what period we couldn't say
unlessit be early Edison.
Then, too, there are combination coal
and electric ranges, for there are those
persons who must have both—and as
they are beautifully combined they
make a neat and effective unit in the
kitchen.
There are portable stoves and stoves
that are built-in; that is

,

the stove that
can be very simply moved from place
to place if necessary,and the one that

is backed into the wall and would leave

a scar if it were moved. Of course the
hugestovesare of the built-in type, but
they, too, comewith legsand are better
adapted to removal.

Electric Measurements

For these electric stoves, special wir
ing must be effected. They cannot be
attachedto the ordinary electric socket.
It is necessarywhen ordering a stove to
give the voltage of your electric supply.
The stovesare usually prepared for 110
volts with two-wire service from street
or 110-220volts with three-wire service.
In somestoves the cut-out box is built
on the range directly back of the
switches. This, then, can be easily
opened if anything happens. In the
stock stove an extra charge is made for
voltage exceeding220 or less than 110,
becausealterations have to be made.
The consumptionof watts in the elec
tric stove is a very vital question.
Watts are the unit of electric power,
just as we speak of SOcubic feet of gas
in measuringgasconsumption. The unit
of figuring the cost is not on the watt—
because a watt is too small a figure out
of theunit of one thousandwatts, which

is the kilowatt. So we call the unit of
fuel consumptionthe kilowatt hour and
we say the average stove consumes
about one kilowatt hour per personper
day. If a burner consumes800 watts

it meansyou will be charged800/1000
of a kilowatt per hour.
According to the size of heating ele
ments, the wattageof stoves runs from
10,000watts or 10 kilowatts (which is

the samething) to about 2500watts, or
2l/i kilowatts on a small three-heating-
unit range. This gives its total capacity

if everything goesat once.
It is a little more intelligent for the
housewife to read her meter than not
to. So here is how it is done : There
are four little dials, which you read
from right to left, the opposite manner
of reading this page. The first dial
measuresthe tens, the second the hun
dreds, the third the thousands, the
fourth the ten thousands. Therefore,
the total is found by adding all the
figures at which the dials point and
always readingthe lowestnumberwhich

I the dial approximates. But you must

always subtract your last month's rec
ord from this, of course, to get this
month's average; and this amount mul
tiplied by your electricity rate would
give you what your bill should be.
After all, the cost is the paramount
thing in our purchasingand calculations
as to purchasing. The electric stove is,
on the whole, more expensivethan the
ordinary cook stove. The fuel cost va
ries, as has been said before, with the
locality in which you happen to live.
In many placesthe electric companies
have made a cooking rate much lower
than the lighting rate. In such localities
where the electricity is but from V/2 to

2 cents, the electricity as fuel is almost
equal in cost to gas at one dollar. It
has been generally admitted that, with
care as to fuel consumption,a kilowatt
hour per day is consumedby each indi
vidual in the house. If you have to pay
three cents per kilowatt hour and you
have six personsin the house,your elec
tricity will cost you about eighteencents
per day. In the large, weighty and
"watty" stovesthe consumptionof elec
tricity is about 2 kilowatt-hours per day
per person,but on the stock rangesnot
weighing over 300 pounds with a com
parative low wattage (compared with
the 1200-pound madc-to-order range)
the average is, as was said before, but
one kilowatt-hour per person per day.
One firm, computing 4.2 persons to
average a family, states that in the use
of 26,180 ranges the cost was S4.06!4
per month per family.
The value of electric cooking is not in
the low cost of fuel but in the saving of
labor, food conservation,cleanliness,com
fort and mental or psychologicaldelight
in the shipshape and orderly method.
In cities wherethe cooking rate is the
sameas the lighting rate (around seven
cents) cooking by electricity is expen
sive for the average folk who have to
think a little about costs of living.
It has been said that electric cooking

is expensivebecause it takes longer to
cook by it than by gas. This is being
overcome in three ways: first, by the
proper useof electricity and the turning

it off and cooking on retained heat ;

secondly, by the better made stove in
use today; thirdly, by the useof proper
sized and shaped utensils which are a

very great factor in the rapidity of
cooking and thence economy of elec
tricity as a fuel.

Control and Trimmings

Most stoves are equipped with reli
able thermometersand also many give
charts with the stove to show the cook
exactly what temperatureson that par
ticular stove will accomplish the pop-
over, the roast, or the what-not. This
eliminates any basis of error. Some,
too, have glassovenswhich further add
to the gaiety of rations.
In buying, buy of the best firms, get
{Continued on page 70)



The Pursuit of Happiness—How to Find It
Isn't it so that mostly we search for the things that are
mostly right at hand.

We travel miles for the joys of an unending summer, when
we could have it in our very yard by taking a few steps,
if we had a greenhouse.

We could save the summer's flowers by bringing them in

side. We could stretch out the joys of gardening all through
the long winter months, making every day a glad day.

"Fantastical, imaginative" you say.

But hold—is it? Send for booklet, entitled: "Three and
One More Glass Gardens," and see if the real facts don't
bear out our seeming flights.

Iord,& fitmtham(o.
Builders of Greenhousesand Conservatories.

ColSWell Lawn Mowers
"MAKE BEAUTIFUL LAWNS"

The work lhat
Coldwell Motor'
Mowers do around
shrubbery - and
flowerbeds cannot
he surpassed.

ColdWell Lawn Mower Co.
NEWBURCH.N.Y.US.A.
ILLUSTRATEDCATALOCUEUPONREQUEST

Fertilize Lawn and Garden the New Way
By the use of the

FERTALL GUN and Ball Fertilizer

illustrationshowsballsIn gun. Waterpassingthroughdissolvescarryingfertilizertograss,flowers,shrubbery,or ve *

The FERTALL GUN—$2.50
—A unique invention—made of polished brass, attached to
the garden hose or sprinkler, forms a convenient handle.
Need not be removed.

FERTALL BALLS
8 charges (48 balls), $1.00. One charge sufficient to fer
tilize, one time, 800 square feet.
FERTALL BALLS are sparkling, all-soluble, no-waste, odor
less, stainless plant food that stimulates and revives grass
or garden plants and flowers and discourages weeds.
FERTALL TABLETS for potted plants, box of 12, 10c.

3 boxes, 25c, 144 tablets, $1.00.
Combination Offer
FERTALL GUN and 8
charges (48 FERTALL
BALLS) — sufficient for a
season'sfeedingof amoder
ate size lawn.
By Parcel Post
Prepaid for

The Fertall Co.
10 CampbellSt., Newark,N. J.

Ul .1I11UUCI-

$3.50

MAIL ORDER COUPON HG
Fertall Co., Newark, N. J.
Enclosedis $3.50for which sendme
your guaranteedFertall Gun and 8
chargesof Fertall Balls by mail, post
paid, with privilege of return within
30 days if not satisfactory.

Nam*
Street and Number
City State

IB M : . ::m . ■:.»I «■•-. I »■■■■m « ...... » »:.» ■«... ::■»■■„. jijgjjj »
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Lighting Fixtures
These handsome MILLER Fixtures will lend
enchantment to that new home—or to your
present abode. They harmonize with Colonial
and Georgian period furnishings.

The prices quoted make them irresistible to all
who appreciate the beautiful, expressed in terms
of enduring construction, genuine value.

On display at all MILLER dealers. Write us
for name of nearest one.

No. 71, 5-light Fixture:
Old Brass and Black, $32.85 (West of Rockies $35.35)
Silver and Black or Umber Bronze, $39.40

(West of Rockies $41.90)
No. 711, 2-light Bracket:
Old Brass and Black, $14.00 (West of Rockies $15.00)
Silver and Black or Umber Bronze, $16.80

(West of Rockies $17.80)
Prices do not includebulbsor installation.

Old Brass and Black or Umber Bronze for living room.
Silver and Black for dining room.

Edward Miller & Co.
Established1844

Meriden, Conn.

68 and 70Park PI., New York
125Pearl St., Boston

For a small family a
three-heat stove,
with fireless cooker,
may be sufficient.
Westinghouse Elec
tric Co.

The Facts About Electric Ranges
(Continued from page 68)

guarantees,seethat your wiring is ade
quate and that everything is well in
sulated with asbestosor something of
equal value.
See to it that your oven doors close
without slamming; that when they are
open they won't bend if a weight is put
on them. We have seenonestove stand
the weight of a man jumping on the
6tove oven door when it was lowered.
Many a good cake has been ruined by
banging oven doors.
The switches should be conveniently
placedand not off in some corner. The
fuses should be back-side or back of
range,as they are not particularly beau
tiful to gaze upon and one is apt to
take them for switches when rushed.
But few stoves now put the fuses in
the front. The fusesshould be so con
nectedthat if one blows out all do not.
There is a stove on the market at
presentthat has a fireless cooking tim
ing device, so that when the cook goes
to bed, she can have her breakfast all
cooked for her (if she has stocked the
stove before retiring) at any time in
the morning at which she had set the
clock. This you may consider a trim
ming,but it is a nice bit of modern life's
embroidery.
In most of the stoves the fireless
cooking savestime and savesyour food.
Basting is unnecessary; you get what
you pay for in weight of the roast and
lose less than by any other processof
cookery. In somestoves twelve or five
minutes of electricity are all that is
needed;stored heat then doesthe work.

Dimensions and Care

The heights in stoves vary from a
few inches (table ranges) to about 5'.
Height to cooking top varies, too; the
nearestit comes to 32" the more com
fortable, of course. The new stovesare
being made with especial emphasis on
the height of cooking surfaces.
The depth of stovesalso varies, from
the built-to-order stove which is 33" to
the stock stoveswhich run evenas nar
row as 16", with but three top cooking
or heating units instead of the aver
age four.
As with all new devices, one must
practise with the electric stove to get
the best results. The first few weeks
you may think you are using too much

current. You will be, too, but you will
learn better if you take the following
into your mind:
1. Do not overheat your oven.
Never let the temperature exceed the
thermometer'stell-tale face.
2. Oil your oven occasionallyas you
would your typewriter or sewing-ma
chine, for some "non-rusting" ovens go
back on one.
3. Not only engineersbut cooks often
sleep at the switch. But the cook
mustn't. It would be wise to have a
masterswitch in the kitchen connecting
the range to the electric supply. In
this caseyou can turn off the electricity
and there will be no danger of leaving
a burner turned on when not needed.
The heating plate may crack if the
current is turned on without anything
cooking in a utensil on top of it.
4. Don't removeburners unlessrepair
is necessary. Boiling over of foods
won't hurt the burners. Use nothing
but a light non-metallic brush to rid the
burners of spillings. If you use old
utensils that have becomerich in food
deposits, thoroughly scour before using
on the electricstove. The electricstove
makes no deposit on utensils.
5. Turn down the burner when water
boils. You have three heats. Turn
from high to low at boil. Your bills
will come down 75%. Use as little
water as possible and by keeping the
lids on you will cook by steam. Turn
your switches to low at every chance
you get. Ten or fifteen minutes before
the food is cooked you can turn off
current; there will be enough heat to
cook with if your utensil is covered.
6. When cooking roasts, in about an
hour, depending on the size of your
roast, you can turn off full current on
thetop burnerand cook on retainedheat
or on medium heat of bottom burner.
7. For safety in expense keep one
burner on at Full. Start your cookery
of each thing on Full and then shift to
medium burners. This will saveelectric
bills, as you won't have all your burners
going full tilt at the same time.
8. Flat bottom utensils at least as
large as the heating spaceare necessary
to the economical use of the electric
stove. Use as little water as possible,
thereby cooking by steam and saving
food. Shallow vesselstake lessheat and
therefore less electricity.

The designof Orchard Farm, the English house
on page 52 of the May issue, should have been
credited to Mr. Andreiv N. Prentice, architect.—
Editor.
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About This
Radiator Enclosure

Now that enclosed porches are so indispensable,
their heating becomesa necessityand with it comes
the obtrusive radiator.
Happily it's a simple matter to enclose them.
This one has a home made frame combined with
our metal grilles, the whole painted white to match
the wood work.
For further enclosure suggestions and hints on
how to construct them, send for our booklet ;
Radiator Enclosures.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
2 West 45th St. New York

^Uhe CAlhevti
APPRECIATIVE study of a period
l \ motif is reflected in the design
— skilled craftsmanship is evident in
the cabinet work. The Alberti is a
true example of Tobey-made furniture.
We shall be pleased to send you our
brochure W

The Tobey Furniture Company
WabashAvenue Fifth Avenue
CHICAGO NEW YOMC

iJ

»
<
*

t

QOSSIBLY the plans of your newhomedo not permit the installationJ of a fireplacein a desirable location on account of chimneydraft.The expenseof a special chimneyflue and ash pit is not necessary
for a HumphreyRadiantfire,so permitsyou to install your fireplacejust
whereyou want it and meansa saving of $150.00to $200.00over the
old way of fireplaceinstallation.
The comforts of the Radiantfire can only be realizedby an actual
demonstration,which canbe hadat salesroomof our local representative.

GENERAL GAS LIGHT COMPANY
NewYork Kalamazoo San Francisco

TWO LIGHT BRACKET
INFLUENCE. SUITABL
COLONIAL OR GEORGIAN ROOM

T OF FLEMISH
9LE FOR THE

Cassidy Co.
Incorporated

Designers and Makers of Lighting Fixtures
lOl Park avenue at Fortieth Street

New York J
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Here is a book that will
give the home lover some
idea of the remarkable pos
sibilities for greater beauty
and comfort in the modern
bathroom.

It is practically a text book on a
subject too often neglected—the
selection of the right plumbing
equipment for the home and the
wonderful effects possible with the
judicious use of tile.
It tells you how to secure that de
lightful thing—a well designed and
attractive bathroom—and without
extra cost.
Mott Plumbing has stood the test
of time and has not been found
wanting— it is not an experiment;
the name itself is a guaranty of per
fection.
All that is implied in that much
abused and hackneyed word "sani
tary" is embodied in Mott Plumbing
—and more, there is an excellence of
design and finish that is inseparable
from the name.

Send for your copy now. Address Dept. A

The J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Trenton,^. J.
New York, Fifth Avenue and Seventeenth Street

•Boston•Chicago
•Lincoln,Neb,
•Jacksonville.Fla.
•St.Paul,Minn.
*DesMoines
•Detroit
MOTTCOMPANY.Limited
•Montreal.'Toronto.Winnipeg.Canada
MOTTCO.of PENNA.•Philadelphia,Pa.

•Toledo
"Indianapolis
•Dayton.Ohio
'St. Louis
•KansasCity,Mo.
•SaltLakeCityNewark,N. J.

•Showroomsequippedwithmodelbathrooms

Pfttsburch•Washington,D. C.Columbus,O.Houston,TexasPortland,Ore.
El PatO,Texas
'Havana.Cuba
MOTTSOITHERNCO.•Atlanta,(la.
MOTTCO.of CALIFORNIA
•SanFrancisco
LosAngeles

Collecting Early American Clocks
(Continued from page 27)
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In Pennsylvaniawe find David Ritten-
house (1732-1777); Edward Duffield
(1720-1801); John Child (183S) the
most important among that state's
clockmakers.
Of coursethe collectorof early Ameri
can clocks will come upon hundreds
whose makers are unknown. He will,
too, find the shelf-clocksfar more com
mon than other sorts, while the rara
avis will prove to be an American-made
wag-on-the-wall clock although hun
dreds of them must have been made
prior to 1830.
It was in 1809 that Eli Terry, Seth
Thomas and Silas Hoadley formed the
company of Terry, Thomas & Hoadley,
and undertook the manufactureof wood
clocks. In a year's time Terry sold out
his interest and gave much attention to
perfecting the mechanismof the wood
clock, bringing out one which he con
sidered satisfactory in all respects in
1814. This was a thirty-hour clock with
the dial works placedbetweenthe plates
of the frame instead of between front
plate and dial. It revolutionized the
wood clock. The clocksby Terry which
were of this type were called Pillar
Scroll-Top Case docks and their sell
ing price was then $15. In designthere
were two upright carved pillars at the
front outsideedgesframing the sides of
the clock and supporting a carved

"Scroll" cap. The year 1814witnessed
the supercedingof the long-case clocks
by the shelf clocks as perfected by
Silas Terry, and the old type of brass
clock also gave place to the newer
mechanism of Terry's wood clocks.
Chauncey Jerome set about the con
struction of a brass clock that would
follow, in general, the plan of the per
fected wood clocks, and in this he was
successful. Thenceforward (from 1840)
the wooden works gave place to those
of brass.
The love of old clocks is fascinating
and there is much collectors may dis
cover about early American clocks for
themselvesin connectionwith their col
lecting browsings. Such volumes as
"The Old Clock Book" by N. Hudson
Moore (Frederick A. Stokes& Co., New
York) are within reach of all and con
tain much detailed information.
Many of these old-time clocks keep
excellent time—at least, in their own
fashion. Not long ago one came the
writer's way which seemedunduly ob
streperous until, picking up Charles
Dickens' "Dombey and Son" his eyes
fell upon a passagewhich led to a solu
tion of the clock's regulation—"Wal'r—
a parting gift, my lad. Put it back
half an hour every morning, and about
another quarter towards the afternoon,
and it's a watch that'll do you credit"!

The Hall of Stars
(Continued from page 47)

door, a meaninglessspace which had
been formed by bringing the vesti
bule into the body of the hall. The
awkward rectangle thus obtained was
outlined with huge, dumpy pillars and
pilasters,and was lighted by a window
screened with an ugly wrought iron
grill. The vestibule,which was exactly
centeredin the hall space, was doubly
screenedand darkened by iron grills,
and so the light which finally managed
to penetrate the hall was very inade
quate. So, having little daylight to
begin with, I decidedto sacrifice it en
tirely, and to depend on white paint
and electric light. Deliberate artifice is
often more sensible than making the
best of things, and a heavy white silk
curtain over a dim window is more
pleasingthan someairy thin stuff which
accents an ugly iron grill pattern and
seemsto try pathetically to hide iron
bars.
In order to reducethe too-great space
of the hall I had two dressing rooms
built in, one on the left of the front
door, which took in the left alcove and
ran straight into the exaggeratedstair
case. This made it necessaryto turn
the lower steps so that the direct path
idea was destroyed, and the staircase
seemed incidental and accidental, and
not so compelling. The other dressing
room was placedat the extremeend of
the hall, adjoining the small servicehall.
These two dressingrooms furnished the
hall with two extra doors, which added
to its interest, and also made it pos
sible for gueststo leave their wraps as
they entered,and to do their primping
before ascendingto the drawing room
floor above.
The alcove on the right of the en
trance door had been an unfortunate,
vacant affair holding a lone bench,and
this I decided to fill somehow with
greenplants with at least the effectof a
fountain. This was accomplished by
sacrificinga little space,and making the
recesscircular instead of square. Within
the circle was another circle, a black
marblecurb, which was designedto hold
flower pots and some stone or marble
figure. This curbed space had a drain,
but no play of water, as my intention

was to have a mass of flowers around
some tall object of lead or stone. And
so the Chinese element came into the
schemeof the hall, for the perfect figure
was a yellow stone Chinese lady of
great and tranquil beauty.
Until I reachedthis point of planning
I had never conceivedthe idea of using
Empire and Chinese things together.
Certainly up to this point my plan had
beenabsolutelyEmpire, becausethething
I wanted most in the world to do was
to make a black marble floor spotted
with gold stars. I had but recently re
turned from Italy, where I was so
thrilled by the beautiful pagan floors of
the Sienna cathedral,and as I found it
absolutely impossibleto do a floor with
white bulls and swans and sphinxesin
laid in black marble, I compromisedon
this simple floor of black terazzo regu
larly spottedwith gold stars.
Terazzo, as one uses the term in
America, is a floor made of marble
chips mixed with cement, poured and
polished. The usual effectis too peanut-
brittly for distinction, but by using
black marble chips, and coloring the
stuff in which they are mixed,we got a
beautiful soft blackish gray which be
came lustrous black with oiling. The
stars and the narrow band which fol
lows the contours of the room, are of
brass, and of course had to be set be
fore the terazzo was poured. Having
accomplishedthis lovely floor, we made
a mantel of plain black marble. First
we put on a few brass mounts on the
mantel,but they seemedto add nothing
to the beauty of the plain marble, so
we took them off again.
The walls of the hall were paneled
most carefully and discreetly with the
smallest and flattest possible moldings,
and a plaster frieze of a simple repeated
Empire motif was used. The baseboard
was of plain black marble. The lighting
fixtures were reproductions of Empire
ones, lyre shaped, in dark green paint
and gilt.
The door into the vestibule and the
window in the alcove necessarilyhad
iron grills protecting them, grills of
very ordinary design,and to screenthe

(Continued on page 74)
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You Will Want to Plan Your
Laundry as Well as Your

Kitchen

Today with modernconveniences
every homeshould havea planned
laundry.
Stationarycementtubs are relics
of the washboard. A well designed
laundryincludestheproperarrange
mentfor modernlaundryequipment.
The Daylight Washing Machine
has beendesignedand built for the
plannedlaundry.
We wouldappreciatetheprivilege
of assistingyou in planningyours.
Write for the book on Plans and
Specificationsfor Home Laundries.

Puffer-Hubbard Mfg. Co.
3200 East 26th St.
Minneapolis

Near you there is a
Huyler s Agent

Wherever you live, wherever you travel
this summer, you are entitled to get the
most dainty modern candy. And you can
get it if you will go to the slight trouble
of seeking out the Huylers Agent.
There is one near you. There is probably
not more than one, because it is the Huy
ler policy to be represented in each locality
by one dependable merchant, to whom all
consistent users of fine candy go regularly.

^merJjcas foremost fine, candy

$2.50 per lb. $2.00 per lb. $1.50 per lb.

..JOHNSON"0"

THIS BOOK
ON HOME
BEAUTIFYING
FREE

This book tells how to make
your home artistic, cheery and
inviting — just what materials
to use and how to apply them. Tells how to
secure beautiful enameled effects with Johnson's
Enamel and stained effects with Johnson's Wood
Dye. This book gives full directions on the care
of floors —how you can easily keep them beau
tiful with

Johnson's Prepared Wax
Johnson's Prepared Wax comes in three convenient
forms—Paste for polishing all floors and linoleums.
Liquid, the dust-proof polish for furniture, pianos,
woodwork and automobiles. Powdered for dancing
floors.

Ask your bestdealerin paintsfor a free copyof Johnson's
Instructionbook"The ProperTreatmentfor Floors,Woodwork
and Furniture." If he can not furnish it write us, giving
your dealer'snameand we will sendyou the bookfree and
postpaid.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
**TheWoodFinishingAuthorities"\ Dept.HG7. Racine, Wis.
CanadianFactory—Branlford
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The Hall of Stars
(Continued from page 12)

Umrroit
"dable

Inexpensive to Own and
Easy to Operate

If you know anything about an automobile you
can climb right into the operator's seat of the Mid
west Utilitor Mowing Unit and in a few minutes'
time cut your lawn as well as a professional gardener.
Keen business men know that a product that

bears the Midwest "Dependable Power" name plate
is good enough to use on their country places.
These same men are today finding it a real means

of pleasant outdoor relaxation to care for their lawns
with the Utilitor.
Big estate owners are selecting this equipment

first for its dependability and second because it saves
time and men.
The story of mowing with this outfit is con

tained in a new booklet just issued. Your copy can
be secured from our dealer or direct from us.

Brief Specifications of the
New Model Utilitor
Variable Speed Governor.
Flexible Mower Hitches.
Water Air Cleaner.
Double Clutch Contrbl.
Cutting width, 84 inches.
2 1-3 draw bar h.p.

MIDWEST ENGINE COMPANY
171Martindale Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS, U. S. A.

hall from the street and to hide this
unsightly iron work it was necessaryto
devise some curtain to do decoration
duty only. The low ceiling made two
sets of curtains absurd, so we designed
a plain, straight hanging curtain of very
heavy white Chinese silk, and finished
it at the bottom with a ten-inch antique
Chinese fringe of bright green and
bright red. This marvelous fringe was
on one of those great temple curtains
of Chinese brocade, originally. The
length of the old hanging was exactly
right for the two curtains and proved
again the providencethat protectsdeco
rators. The gracious Chinese lady in
the alcove having given us the lead,
other Chinese treasures began to find
themselves,notably two ancient paint
ings of Chinese ladies, rare portraits on
silk,whichwerehungon largewall spaces.
The ceilings were so low and the
paintings so long that they hung like
tapestries,almost from ceiling to floor.
These portraits were entrancing, and in
the same almost-life-size scale as the
statue in the niche. One of the ladies
wears an arrangement of blues and
greens,relievedby an extraordinary col
lar of delicate, pointed white feathers.
The exaggeratedlength of the hall
and the irregular placing of the fireplace
madeit necessaryto find a long, ornate
piece of furniture for the longest wall
space. We solved this problem by tak
ing two Italian consoles of gilt and
greenish-blue,very Empire in feeling,
and making them into one. This ne
cessitateda new top of green marble.
A largemirror was placedover this long
console,and against the walls, flanking
the mirror, we used two sphinxes of
carved and gilded wood. An amusing
object is the great vase on this console,
an old French pottery jardiniere repre
senting the head of one of Napoleon's
soldiers. He is much too sombre for
ordinary flowers, but great massesof
field flowers and thistles make a very
fine massabove his martial face.
The length of the hall also invited
the use of an extraordinary blue and
yellow Chinese rug, extremelylong and
rather narrow, patterned with a great

twisting dragon and worn to a delight
ful fadedness. Ordinarily I do not like
dragons in Chinese rugs because they
are usually inescapablein their obvious,
brutal design,but this great blue fellow
is so well drawn and is so subordinated
to the rest of the pattern that he is
very pleasing.
The furniture of the hall is a mixture
of French and Italian Empire. There is
a set of extraordinary Italian chairs of
dark green and gold paint, with slip
seats of old blue-green faille held in
place by the gilt wings of the strange
birds that form the decoration of the
chairs. Another lot of furniture—six
chairs and a long sofa—was in the dis
card when we found it. In its first
state it was coveredwith ugly red silk,
its frames badly gilded. We had the
framesscrapedand repaintedold white
and gold, and re-upholstered with a
heavy Italian brocade of yellow and
white and red. The two tables beside
the fireplace have dark green and gilt
pedestals,and are covered with round
silk covers finished with an old Empire
fringe. The objects on the mantel are
a pair of black vasesof Pompeian de
sign,and a bronze bust. There are also
such treasuresas an old barometerand
a greenand gold wall clock in the room.
The two dressingrooms and the ele
vator which open from the hall are all
decorated in the Directoire manner.
The elevator, which was decoratedby
Paul Thevenaz, is paneledwith mirrors
painted in grisaille, charming figures of
women, and balloons, and kites and
parachutes. The dressing-roomfor men
is very long and narrow, its main piece
of furniture being an extremely long
console upheld by two black sphinxes,
the top of the console being green
malachite.
The generalimpressionthis hall gives
is of a great coolnessand dignity, be
cause despite its numerous objects of
different decorative values, unrelieved
spacesof wall and floor are maintained.
One has a feeling, on entering it

,

of
simplicity and serenity, and on leaving

it a pleasant memory of beguiling,
though dissimilar, decorative effects.

ON HOUSE & GARDEN'S BOOK SHELF
CREATIVE CHEMISTRY
By Edwin E. Slosson,
The Century Co., New York City.

HERE

is an unusual book, written
in simple, non-technical terms
of one of the most absorbing of

subjects—chemistry. It is a book pri
marily for the layman, for it assumesno
previous knowledge,on the part of the
reader,of this science. It is not only a

recital of the necessary facts in plain
languagebut an exposition of the sub
ject done in so interesting a manner
that the reader's interest never flags.
It is not a caseof writing down to the
uninitiated but of telling in a peculiarly
vivid way, one of the most fascinating
stories in the world. The part that
chemistry plays in the lives of man
kind, its tremendousplace in the recent
war and its importance to the welfare
of any nation, is shown in this book in
languageshorn of obscuring technical
ities.
Mr. Slosson starts with the story of
nitrogen, and very properly, for it was
this elementthat won and lost the war.
As the essential part of all explosives
from gunpowder down, and as one of
the thirteen necessaryelements to the
preventionof land starvation, it is truly
"the preserverand destroyer of life."
The various subjects dealt with in
clude rubber, cellulose, sugar, cotton,
corn, gasesand metals. In each case is

shown what creativechemistry can and

doesaccomplishwith all thesematerials
and how a little knowledge of this
scienceneed not be a dangerousthing.
The most interestingof all is the story
of coal tar—its myriad uses from the
oils and gasesdown to medicines,per
fumes and all the colors of the rainbow.
From this we learn thetremendousvalue
of the aniline dye industry and the great
stridesmadeby America in a very little
time under the pressureof necessity.
Mr. Slossonhas two qualities rare in

a scientist—imagination and a senseof
humor. Both are apparent in this book
which should please the scientist and
layman alike, for it is packed to the
brim with the wonders of the scientific
world, told in so vivid and entertain
ing a manner that it has the interestof

a brilliant modern novel and is readable
from start to finish.

AMONG ITALIAN PEASANTS.
By Tony Cyriax. Illustrated.
E. P. Dutton & Company, New York.

SOMEONE
has said that Englishmen

all turn aristocratswhen they cross
the Alps. "Among Italian Peasants"

clearly shows that whether this be true
or not, its author, Tony Cyriax, holds
heart-sympathy with the contadini of
Italy and creates for us a remarkable
picture, true in its very essence,of
Italian peasantlife. Muirhead Bone, a

distinguished artist and a compatriot
(Continued from page 76)



The True Tale Of
The Garden That Waters Itself
SUPPOSE

that someday, just
at dusk, it were possible to

rub Aladdin's Lamp, and
promptly your sprinkling can
and watering hose became ani
mated.

Suppose that all through the
cool of the night they went
about in your garden gently, but
thoroughly and uniformly,
watering every inch equally
well. Watering it

,

so that you
found you could actually grow

twice the amount on the same
space.

Or reduce the space to half and
still have just as much.

Well, friends, all these seem
ingly mystic things are exactly
what the Skinner System will
do for you.

When writing, if you will men
tion the size of your garden, it

will help you as well as us.

Send for full particulars.

The Skinner Irrigation Co.
231 Water Street Troy, Ohio

MIOM M ETA LCOLUMNS

Beautify Your Grounds
with a Union Metal Pergola
Nothing adds to the charm of your yard or garden
more than a handsome pergola. It is an ever present
source of beauty and satisfaction.
Perhapsyou havewanteda pergolafor years,but did not
realizethatyoucouldpurchaseonewith enduringpressedsteel
columnsat a reasonableprice.
The columnsin Union Metal Pergolasare madein all de
signsandsizesfromenduringcopperbearingsteel. Theywill
not split, rot or openat joints as woodcolumnsalwaysdo
whensurroundedby dampvinesand shrubbery.

Write todayfor Pergola CatalogNo.
JS-P, showingsomeof the country's
mostbeautifulPergola installation's

THE UNION METAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CANTON, OHIO

UnionMetalPergolaIn gardenof Mr. A. \V. Williamson,Hollywood
Boulevard.IxisAngeles.FrankL. Heline.Architect.

tlntonMetalColumnDc-ilgnNo.240 1
' Doric,

well adaptedto Pergoll
construction.

VnionMetalColumn*andI'nwnMetalLightingStandard*are luted in
Street's,

DANERSK FURNITURE
'"PHE prices of Danersk Furniture are based on
■*■the actual cost of manufacturing. There is a
quality of stability and integrity in the construc
tion and finish of our furniture in which we take
real pride. The pieces that are on our dealers'
floors represent the best value that we can give and
embody all that care in artistry and design that is

the fundamental characteristic on which our enter
prise was founded.

The group illustrated was developed from a

quaint old Spanish bed and is finished in the clear
peasant tones or rich antique parchment glaze.

Whether you purchase of our dealers or direct
from us, all our services in point of special color
schemes for specific rooms are included in the
prices charged.

Call whenyouare in New York. Our brochure,The Danersk
C-7 will help you in your decoratingproblems.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 W. 47thSt., New York. First doorwestof 5thAre.—4thfloor

Olde jStonesfield Jfeofe
and Flagging

In a delightfull;
seem to time

singway, Olde StonesfieldRoofa
riper the building they crown. New

buildings theymellow. Old buildings theyenrich. This
samecharm is presentwhenused as Bagging for ter
races or walks. Send for booklet No. 27.

THE JOHN D. EMACK CO.
HOMEOFFICE:
112So. 16thSt.Philadelphia

NEWYORK
Office:

17East49thSt.

r6he Ones ThatLastALifetime
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Reproduction from photograph showing
Cornell underground system in operation

WATER SUPPLY AND

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

FOR PRIVATE ESTATES

The Cornell Systems of Irrigation—
underground, overhead and portable
—are used in the grounds of many of
the largest and best known estates
throughout the world.

The Cornell Irrigation Systems will
make your lawns noticeably more
handsome, flowers more profuse, and
gardens more productive.

The Cornell Systems may be installed
at any time without injury or unsight-
liness to lawn or garden.

Write today for illustrated booklet
describing permanent and portable
outfits for country estates, country
clubs, and gardens.

Systems of Irrigation
W. G. CORNELL COMPANY, Union Square, New York City

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
PLUMBING, HEATING, LIGHTING

Chicago Boston
Baltimore Pittsburgh
Washington Norfolk

Philadelphia

Kansas City
Cleveland
Newark

On House & Garden's Book Shelf
(Continued jrom page 74)

of Miss Cyriax, contributesthe preface,
wherein he writes particularly of her
illustrations accompanyingthe text. "If
we consider how well we know in ad
vance what an artist means by his
sketchesof Italy, we must confesswhen
thesepageshave beenwell studied,how
little we could have anticipated the
drawings of Miss Cyriax. In place of
j the well-thumbed repository most of us
find it

,

her Italy is a vivid, hard, strange

I new place, peopled by workmen and
peasants,who have a fascination about
them that the picturesque could never
give. They are a living people,who go
about their tasks quite oblivious of this
foreigner among them, who must surely
have been disembodiedto seizesuch an
interior as that of the group round the
table, the unwinking eye of the lamp
keepingcompany with the man turning
over his Corriere for the hundredth
time, too sleepy to give up, wistful to
extract the pinch of marrow his eye
noted some time back. How perfectly

it gives the long-drawn-out ennui of the
Italian peasants'night ! Or, 'After the
Funeral' ["The Mourners"]— is it not
perfect in its way for humor and char
acter? The quarrel which has broken
out at last ["An Altercation"] as every
oneknew it would, is expressedwith the
singlenessof heart and the freshnessof
insight which we associatewith only the
great artists. It is a disarmingly small
sketch,but it is a masterpieceof simpli
fied character, exactly right in its put
ting down. We are all yearning for the
genuinenaif. This artist is brimful of
it. . . . There is a rare temper dis
played throughout these sketches,
breathing a noble democracyand sym
pathy which entitles Miss Cyriax to be
considered a new personality in art."
The five full page color illustrations
and the eleven black-and-white page
illustrations certainly display this fresh
nessof insight and are, in their way, as
untrammeled as the best paintings by
Gaugin. So many painters and illustra
tors of Italian subjectshave seemedto
leave out the real spirit of the people
in attempting to depict portrayals of
the Italians. But Miss Cyriax is com
pletely successful in sympathetically
bringing to the surface in her drawings
and in her writing the tone of the
people with which her art is concerned
in this volume. Indeed, one can well
understand how the little Riccardo of
thesepages divined that she was molta
simpatica.
"Among Italian Peasants" is not a

novel, not a story with a central plot.
Instead, its two hundred and sixty-three
delightful pages—not a dull one in the
book, unless, perchance,to the reader
who craves the hectic—carry on the

simplenarrative of the life of an English
artist sojourning in the farmhouse of
an Italian peasantand his wife, a nook
on the mountain-sidebetweenthe town
below and the village above them. The
daily routine, the hopes, fears, simple
pleasures,the tasks,sorrows,griefs, joys,
quarrelsof the simple folk of this borgo,
—all these things Miss Cyriax records
in a mannerto hold our attention. Here
the characterof the peasantryof young
Italy is revealedto us without the phil
osophizing such as we find in D. H.
Laurence's Italian sketches, incompar
able as these latter are in their field;
but we feelwhen we have put down the
book that we havebeenbrought closeto
the soul of these humble folk. "The
Dance at the Inn" (Chapter II) and
"The Police Court" (Chapter VI) are
two of the best scenesof Italian life
that we have. Miss Cyriax has the gift
of seeing all sides of her characters.
She seesclearly, as does our own Zona
Gale, the little things that count. There

is the contadina Rosina who follows
through the pages,skillfully drawn, her
virtues as well as her faults, that nice
offsettingand balancingwhich, happily,
finds somegood in theworst of us, some
"bad" (soul-saving discovery 1

) in the
best of us. The inn-keeper, Nino, has,
contrary to police regulations, broken
the rules of permitting a dance on his
premises. He must go to court in con
sequence. Rosina, who has enjoyed her
self at neighborNino's party, now per
suades herself that Nino is a martyr,
the object of persecution."Besides,how
unjust to summons the poor fellow for
having his door open! . . . Hadn't the
place been empty of guests? It was
absurd altogether. . . . The police were
ready to take out a summons for any
thing. Madre mia, what a world it

was! Thus arguedRosina as we walked
down the road between the terraces of
vines and olives and around nasty pre
cipitous corners. She had long ago for
gottenthe real factsof the case,the jolly
danceand the scuffleup the back path.
She was most indignant at the way
Nino was being treated."
And then when evidence seemed to
be in Nino's favor, the perplexedmagis
trate turns to the chief of police with

a question. "For my part," the chief of
police answered,"I always believewhat
my men say." Such touches as this
of this "Main Street" of Italian coun
tryside life run through the book. In
literary quality, "Among Italian Peas
ants" may not reach the standard of
rhetoric one wishes,perhaps, it did, but
its charm, its freshnessand its insight
certainly justify its publication and com
mend its reading by those who would
know Italy.

A SUCCESSFUL SMALL GARDEN

WHEN

I tell you of the most suc
cessfulflower garden I ever have
seen, I meanone on Long Island

that is a thing of beauty from the com
ing of the first snowdrop in the earliest
spring until the blighting of the last
hardy chrysanthemumabout the first of
December. One that even through the
scorching midsummer is never watered
except to stimulate exhibition blooms,
yet is a constantly changing,lovely pic
ture.
Can you imaginein sucha spot thou
sands, literally thousands of spring
blooming bulbs alone—daffodils, nar
cissi, lily-of-the-valley and tulips that
remain in the ground all year, yet after
flowering mysteriouslydisappearto give
place to iris, peony, rose, and the mid
summer perennials, well termed the
aristocrats of the garden? And before
the last of thesearegonebegin the reign
of the fall beauties,of which the dahlia

is king and for which the grower wins
many a blue ribbon !

The designer of this little garden
which occupies only the rear of a 30'
city lot is Mrs. Elsie Tarr Smith, a

writer as well as an authority on flow
ers, of Flushing. Here she has done
much through the well-known Park
Garden Club of that place, to stimulate
interest in the cultivation of the finest
varieties both indoors and out, and
takespride in growing flowers the year
around without glass. As the front end
of the lot is occupied by the dwelling,
the rear is left in nearly a perfect
square. The tiny grassplot in the mid
dle maintains that first rule of land
scapeart, "Preserveopen lawn centers";
while the graceful curves of the sur
rounding flower-beds demonstrate the
secondrule, "Avoid straight lines"; and
for the third rule, "Plant in masses,not

(Continued on page 78)
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A FISKLOCK
HOUSE

FISKLOCK
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

More than a Face Brick
because reshaped to reduce freight, and save labor
cost and mortar.

And this new shape gives also the
greatest brick improvement in cen
turies. The multitude of ''dead-air"
cells in the Fisklock wall—three in
each brick—retard the flow of heat.
A cooler house in summer, a warmer
house in winter.
Fisklock retains the standard rectangular
face and all other advantages of the finest
face brick. Your architect knows about it.

FISKE & COMPANY, Inc.f&
Boston, Mass.

New York Watsontown, Pa
Tapestry Brick
NEQ.U.S.PAT.OFF

Face Brick Fire Brick

Hardoncourt-
Fiske Patents

A FISKLOCK WALL

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass-Cutter on Earth
Cuts a Swath 86 Inches Wide

.^ 1WLL

W "I!
■TOWHSEND'STBIPLEX_ JWNSCND'STRIPLEX

Floats over the uneven ground as a ship rides the waves.
One mower may be climbing a knoll, the second
skimming a level and the third paring a hollow.

Drawn by one horse, and
operated by one man, the
TRIPLEX MOWER will mow
more lawn in a day than the
best motor mower ever made,
cut it better, and at a fraction
of the cost.

Drawn by one horse, and
operated by one man, it will
mow more lawn in a day than

The Public is warnednot to purchasemowersinfringingthe TotvnscndPatent
No. 1,209,519,Dec. \9th, 1916

Send for catalog illustrating all types of Townsend Lawn Mowers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO. *\Ssff naTuc

any three ordinary horse-
drawn mowers with three
horses and three men. (We
guarantee this.)

Does not smash the grass to
earth and plaster it in the mud
in springtime, nor crush out
its life between hot rollers and
hard, hot ground in summer,
as does the motor mower.

It Adds Years to the Life of a House
A coat or two of.Bay StateBrick and CementCoating
addsyearsof life to homesof brick, cementandstucco.
It beautifies—and in beautifying,it protects. For Bay
Statecreepsinto everyporeand crevice. It permanently
seals walls against dampness—driving rains cannotbeat
throughit. Burning sunwill not harmit.
Bay State comes in white and a completerange of
colors. We shouldbe glad to sendyou samplesof your
favorite tint. Booklet No. 2 shows many homesmade
beautifulwith Bay StateBrick andCementCoating.Write
for samplesand booklet today.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paint and Varnish Manufacturers

Boston,Mass.
New York Office PhiladelphiaOffice
Architects' Bldg. 1524ChestnutStreet

BAY STAT E
Brick and Cement Coating

Delightful— and Economical
'
I 'HERE is charm in a white-shingled Colonial home— and
i. when the roofing is in soft color tones, the ensemble is truly
delightful.

In selecting 18-inch " CREO-DIPT " Stained Shingles, for both side walls and
roof of the A. J. Bleecker House, architects R. C. Hunter &. Brothers also
assured for their clients an economy as well as a remarkable color and wear
durability.
SendtodayforPortfolioofFiftyHomesbyProminentArchitects,aswellascolorsamples.
Askabout" CREO-DIPT" ThatchedRoofsand24-inchDixieWhiteSideWallsforthe
trueColonialWhiteeffect.

CREO-EflPT COMPANY, Inc.
1012Oliver Street N. Tonawanda, N. Y.

Portfolio
o/-Homes it
CREO-DIPT^
StainedShingles
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Soft Water for Every Home
No matter how hard, how unsatis
factory your present water supply is, a
Permutit Household Water Softener will
transform it to clear, sparkling water
that is actually softer than rain. And it
will do this without changing a single
pipe in your present system.
Permutit is a granular material that looks
something like sand, and possesses the remark
able property of abstracting all the hardness
from any water that passes through it. The
Softener is just a metal tank, containing
Permutit, that is connected into your water
supplyline.in the basement or other convenient
spot, and contains no mechanism or anything
to get out of order. No chemicals are used,
and it operates under your ordinary house
pressure without any additional pumps or
motors. All equipment is fully guaranteed.
When the Permutit has taken up its full capacity
of hardness from the water, you regenerate it with
common salt, which drives out the hardness that has
been absorbed, leaving it fresh and active as before.
The cost of salt amounts to but a few cents a day.

Water thus treated is
wonderfully adapted to house
hold use. It is clear, clean and
absolutely soft, yet it is suitable
for drinking and will perform
wonders in your bathroom,
kitchen and laundry. It is free
from all the dangerous contam
inations found in rain water
cisterns.

Write for our booklet "Soft
Water in Every Home."

TheOenmitit Company*

A Successful Small Garden
(Continued from page 76)

Thisbookletcontainsvaluable
informationaboutthewater
supplyjor yourhome.Sent
free,postpaid,uponrequest.

Filters Water Softeners Special Apparatus

isolated", the owner has caught the true
meaning. Not only does she utilize
every inch of space,but the tops of the
spring bulbs are buried as soon as the
flowers are gone, to allow the bulbs to
mature properly yet leave room over
them for the short rooted annuals and
the nearby spreading later favorites.
Moreover, her Pride of Haarlem, Em
peror, and King of the Blues (for she
knows her plants, like her friends, by
name), appear in wonderful clumps
that are a delight to the eye.
In accounting for her splendid suc
cess,Mrs. Smith tells you that the first
requisitefor a fine gardenis the proper
soil, kept in proper condition. For ex
ample, her tiny wild garden (a 3' strip
bordering the walk between two
houses) with its almost tropical ferns
and a Jack-in-the-pulpit that is prince
for size, has attained its present luxur
ious growth owing to its necessarysour
soil being fertilized regularly but only
with leaf mould, which contains the
phosphoric acid supplied in its native
environment. Likewise, the lilies-of-the-
valley grow to their wonderful size be
cause in addition to their desirable
shadysituation, and leaf-mold diet, they
are nourished by the nodules of nitro
gen releasedfrom the roots of a nearby
pod-bearingwistaria.
A sunken, covered barrel in the cen
ter of the little lawn serves as com
post container, receiving every bit of
grass-dippings, leavesand weeds,which
are turned regularly and allowed to
mature for two years in order to pro
vide her own tonic rich black mold.
Then, besidesgiving certain plants their
regular feedingsof a special compound
(10 lbs. sheep manure, to S of bone
meal and 2 of soot, particularly fine for
roses), she has had spreadon this small
garden every fall for the past fifteen
years, a wagon-load of old, thoroughly
rotted stable manure. A whole spade
ful goes into each hole left by the re
moval of the dahlia tubers, nourishing
the spots for the next season. In the
spring this top dressing is carefully
worked in, so that her bedsat all times
have the finest soil, especially adapted
to the needsof eachparticular plant.
Two other factors are almost equally
stressed by Mrs. Smith—watering and
fine stock. She does not believe in us
ing the garden hose, but immediately
after a rain rakes over the earth to
break the air channels, letting out the
moisture and covering with a dust
mulch that keeps in the dampness.
When necessary to water during a
drought, her hose may play all night,
to soak the ground thoroughly, but not
be usedagain for months. Mere sprink
ling of the surface she pronouncesseri
ously injurious to the roots.
Then (most important in such a lim
ited space) she grows only the choicest
varieties. No room for common things.
There may be only one hollyhock, but
that will be a gem; only three or four
roses,but every one an aristocrat, and
bred for the longest possible period of
bloom. Dahlias alone are grown in
the greatestprofusion, but the kinds are
worth from $.50a seed-packetto $5.00
a bulb. All of which leads directly to
the subject of definite plans and inten
sive planting.

Periods of Bloom

As flowers throughout the entire sea
son are the most desirable feature of
any garden, the different periods of
bloom should be the first consideration.
Naturally one thinks first of the bulbs
and root varieties, and equally import
ant, their flowering time. The dainty
scilla, snowdrop and crocus appear in
March. The lovely LaReine (single)
tulip opensearly in April, although half
a dozen others precede it. The early

doubles follow closely,succeededby the
gorgeous Cottage, giant Darwins, and
the artistic bronze, buff and lavender
tinted Dutch Breedersup to June. And
as even the Byblomesand Bizarres,with
an ancestry dating back to the historic
Dutch crazeof 1635,can be bought for
fifty cents per dozen, anyone that
knows how to buy may enjoy them.
Some narcissi start as early as April,
and many run through May. The
jonquills and daffodils being members
of the same family are distinguishable
by the length of the trumpet and vary
ing leaf. At this time also appear the
hyacinths, followed by the lUy-of-the-
valley.
The iris, however, is one of the most
satisfactory of all theseearly bloomers,
ranging from the 6" dwarfs in April to
the magnificent4' Japanese,of heavenly
shadesin July.
The modern peony is a perfect sur
prise to one who has not followed its
remarkable development in size, form
and color, and it occupiesan important
place on the chart for May and June.
And the hardy lilies—they can be chos
en for bloom from June to October!
The dearly loved rosesbegin in June,
too, and many, including the ever-
blooming, continue up to Thanksgiving.
It is to the perennials,with a couple
of the biennials, that we should look
in the hardy garden, for the greatest
profusion of choice bloom. Starting
early in April with rock madwort, Ice
land poppy, English daisy, we can fol
low in May with the creeping phlox,
blue Virginia phlox (perfectly adorable
with certain tulips), columbine, bleed
ing-heart, Canterbury bells, running into
June with Oriental poppies, hardy
candytuft, baby's breath, pyrethrum,
foxglove and delphinium.

Midsummer Flowers

For midsummer come many of our
grandmothers' favorites — anchusa
(Dropmore variety), Sweet William,
Rose campion, monkshood, lupin, saxi
frage, red-hot-poker, rocket, sneezewort,
spiderwort, forget-me-not, coreopsis,
coral bells and snapdragon (considered
an annual, which may be carried over
if protected) many of which bloom on
into the fall. At this latter time we
can also have the bellflower, the balloon
flower, the perennial phlox, second
blooming of delphinium, meadow sage,
shrubby clematis, Japanese anemone,
leadwort, and blanket-flower. The late
fall brings the wide range of hardy
chrysanthemums, now of particular
beauty. Just precedingthem, as it were
in a class by themselves,are the dah
lias which can be grown so as to flower
any time from July to frost. And the
Christmas rose (Helleborus niger), the
only permanentborder plant with ever
green foliage, blooms in Decemberand
January, even under the snow.
But as no one would think of at
tempting to have them all, and the
chosen favorites leave gaps in color as
well as the blooming season, the an
nuals have an important place to fill.
Among those invaluable come the sweet
alyssum and cornflowers, blooming
steadily for months and reseedingthem
selvesyear after year; snapdragonsand
cosmos,flowering from July to Novem
ber, asters from August to October,
sweetpeas—somevarietiesgood for four
months—and then the wealth of differ
ent poppies,for bloom the entire season.
Then the tiniest gardenmust have its
share of shrubs and vines, and against
the house and fence, for background,
Mrs. Smith has her buddleia, clematis
(Jackmani), spirea (Van Houttei), and
forsythia, with other favorites, many of
which furnish cuttings for a breath of
spring indoors in midwinter.

Olive Hyde Foster.
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Bird Baths
are a source of endless pleasure.
The birds they attract to your
garden bring life, color and de
lightful entertainment.

Erkins Bird Baths
are to be had In a varietyof distinctive
designs,and are renderedin Pompelan
Stone, a compositionthat is practically
everlasting.-
Sandforcat
ftlosueMan
types ofCC^kPompelan̂ *
StoneGsrden
OnmMatB.

The

Erkins Studios-q*^
Established f
1900

2 4 0 Lex-
i n g t o n
Ave., at
34th St.,
New York

MacBride
OF

"The Horsi: of Three Gables"
9 EAST 54th ST., NKW YORK

MirrorwithdecoratedFrame#35.00.IronandglassFlowerSconce{S18.00.OldChineseJar
#50.00.ItalianCommode#135.00.

AGRACEFUL lampfor a drcss-. ing tableor consolecomesin
antiquegreenand gilt metal

on a marble base in both right
and left designs. 13"high. $15.

Consultthe

SHOPPING SERVICE
of HOUSE & GARDEN
19Went44thSt.,NewYork
who will gladly help you to se
cureany article necessaryto your
decoratingscheme.

The MACBETH GALLERY
invites you

to attend the

SUMMER EXHIBITION

of

PAINTINGS
by

AMERICAN ARTISTS

Twodoorssouth
of the library"IDLEHOURS"

1V.BALLAHDWILLIAMS

WILLIAM MACBETHIN UORPOBATED
450 Fifth Avenue atFortiethStreet New York City

IIIIillBUUUIIHIrfSgH

P. JACKSON HIGGS
/*o,/WyPresident0/

"She Vfav^at^ilip 0)rici,"Jim.

AUTHENTIC

ANTIQUES
■w

REPRODUCTIONS
•x

DECORATIONS

OLDFASHIONED
TERRESTRIAL and
CELESTIALGLOBES

15 EAST 54th STREET
NEW YORK

ELSIE COBB WILSON

InlaidCommode,ISffcCentury— OldFlotcerPainting— Pair
DirectoircCandelabra—PairPainted19ffcCenturyItalianChair$

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City
Washington,D. C.— 808SeventeenthStreet.N.W.

VAN DV5EN

Reproductionof an
Early American Tin Sconce

$15.00 Pair

^1,0 Mailion Avenve,
New York.

DARN LEY
Inc.

Wrought Iron Sconces for
candles or electricity—as illus
trated, $17.50the pair. Forone
candle, $15.00the pair. Height,
1j inches.

34 E. 48th St. New York

SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

"AvantlaDonee"byA. Brouet
Paintings Engravings

Etchings
AnyEtching*orEngravingsquotedonrequest

14 East 46tti Street
New York Citv SESAmOI'POSITBuiTz-CAlil.TON Booklet
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For
Country
Estates

Supplying the residences,
barns, buildings, pools, fountains,
and greenhouses on a country es
tate with water entails extensive
plumbing, and requires the use of
hundreds of valves. Valves
are a sizeable item and should be
chosen with utmost considera
tion.
The heavy, strong, and substantial
valvesmadeby Jenkins Bros, arewidely
used in country estateplumbingwhere
it is the desire of the owner,architect,
and plumbing contractor to make the
plumbingthe best in everyway.
Plumbing cannot function properly
with cheaplymade, light weight valves
which becomeleaky with frequentuse
and require replacing.
The initial costof Jenkins Valvesmay
bemorethanthe light weightvalve,but
their absolutedependabilityand the sat
isfaction they give make genuineJen
kins Valves the least expensive in
service.
Jenkins Valves are made in the va
rious sizes and typesusedin plumbing.
Permit the architectto specify and the
plumbing contractorto install genuine
Jenkins "DiamondMarked" Valves.
We shall gladly send to
you interesting booklets on
plumbingand heatingvalves.

JENKINS BROS.
80WhiteSt NewYork
524AtlanticAre Boston
133No.SeventhSt Philadelphia
646WashingtonUlvd Chicago

Montreal Havana London
FACTORIES: Bridgeport.Conn.;Elizabeth,ft

. ].; Montreal.Canada.

A Mother Goose
motif, taken from
the valance, is re
produced on this
nursery window
shade

DECORATED WINDOW SHADES

TO haveshadesboth
practical and

artistic has always beenmore or
lessof a problem. Of late,wehave

tried doing away with them altogether,
substituting layers of gauze, chiffon or
silk for the roller shadesof glazed cam
bric or linen. This method of shading

a window, however, is not always satis
factory and is not adaptable to all
rooms. Glazedchintz shadesare charm
ing end effective but again cannot be
usedgincertain interiors. If figured up-
holsi -ry or hangingsare used, a definite
pattt'in in a window shade is apt to con
flict with other designsin the room and

(f
j

r'ract from the harmony of the whole.

• rOn the bottom of this page is shown
a new type of shadethat can be made
to harmonize with practically any
schemeof decorating. An old-fashioned
figured wall paper has been used with

one of the motifs repeated,in the same
colors, on the white cambric shade.
The picture at the top of the page
shows a window in a nursery and noth
ing could be more charming or appro
priate than the Mother Goose valance
of cloth or heavy wall paper with one
of the designsreproducedon the shade
and window box. There are other de
signs for nurseries. Gnomes, fairies and
elf folk are reproducedon theseshades
and, best of all, is a quaint theme from
Alice in Wonderland. These designsarc
painted on the best quality white cam
bric and there are many possibilitiesfor
unusual effects. The shades can be
furnishedto harmonizewith any type of
wall paper, flowered, plain or striped,
or the pattern may follow a motif in
the chintz. If plain hangingsare used,

a decorated shade will lend interest.

^m? SINCE 1864

Window shades o
f

fine quality white cambric are decorated
to harmonize with any color scheme desired. Here the
hand-painted design is taken from the wall paper. These

shadesare $8
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(Tor Cverlasting CconomyJ

f~ n/1 They beautify —they last f- m a
—they save money

Oak Floors give more dignity and distinction than many times
their cost spent in fine furnishings. They are good for a century.
Easiest to clean. Add materially to selling and renting values.
Oak Floors cost less than ordinary flooring, plus carpets.
They save time, labor and cleaning expense.
At small cost you can cover old floors with a y& of an inch
thickness of Oak Flooring, especially milled for this purpose.
Write for our three booklets, in colors, telling about Oak
Flooring and its uses. They are free.

OAK FLOOMHGJtfXMWt
1047AshlandBlock,Chicago,111.

Clearance Sale of

GARDEN ORNAMENTS
at Greatly Reduced Prices

VERY owner of a country home will be in-
V^>1 terested in this clearance sale of beautiful
things for the garden. We are closing out our
entire stock of marble, terra cotta and stone works

of art at

33 l/j to 50 Per Cent Reduction
from our already low prices, in many cases less than
the present-day wholesale cost of importation

The most complete stock of Benches, Fountains,
Statues, Seats, Weil-Heads, Sun Dials, Jardinieres,
Marble and Alabaster Lamps, etc., is included in this
great clearance caused by the need for more space for
our rapidly growing business in Interior

Decorations and Antiques

Photographsof individual piecescan be seat on application.

The ROSENBACH COMPANY
1320 Walnut Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

273 Madison Ave.
NEW YORK CITY

Redwood Lengthens the Life
of Your Home

Vy'HETHER your new
home be a modest cot

tage or an achitectural
masterpiece — Redwood
should be specified for cer
tain purposes wherever
wood is to be used. Red
wood's long resistance to
rot and decay assures pro
tection against the expense
and annoyance of frequent
repairs and replacements.
Adaptable to Every
Architectural Style

All through the range of
design, from houses of
bungalow and semi-bunga
low style, up to the spaci
ous mansions, Redwood
may be adapted to the de
sign and plan in perfect
harmony with all other
materials used, while giv
ing better service and
longer life wherever it is
installed.
The natural preservative in
Redwood, and the absence of
pitch and resin, are the reasons
why it should be used in the
more elaborate and spacious
homes where the building in
vestment is so great. It is in
these homes that repairs and re
placements, due to the decay
and rot in the wood used, soon
increase the building cost to
astounding figures.

This i n -
creased cost
will not be
necessary if
Redwood is
used wher
ever there is
contact with
w e a t her,
water or
earth.

K
1111McCormick Bldg., Chicago

YorkCity.N.Y. KansasCity.Mo.
THE PACIFIC LUMBER CO.

SanFrancisco,Cal. LosAngeles,CaL.
TheLartrsiManufacturersandDistributorsofCaliforniaRedwood

Resists Nature's Destruc
tion in All Climates

Redwood, unlike most
other woods, is free from
resin and pitch, and con
tains a natural preservative
that permeates the wood,
giving a remarkable resis
tance to all forms of rot
and decay. Redwood is
moreover unusually slow
to ignite,—a poor food for
flames, and easy to extin
guish.

Redwood has a close grain,
providing a surface that
has been aptly called
"Paint-tenacious," while
the body of the wood con
tains innumerable small,
regularly-formed, dry air-
cells unclogged by pitch or
resin, which give high in
sulating power against heat
and cold— thus minimiz
ing warping and splitting
—so common in ordinary woods.
No matter how hot or cold, dry
or moist the climate, or how
radical the changes, Redwood
gives best service for the long
est time. For siding, roof and
side shingles, eaves, gutters,
door and window frames, porch
columns, posts, water tables,
mudsills, rails, fencing, lattice—
wherever there is a tendency to
rot and decay—Redwood is the

best wood to
install.

Please send
to Chicago
address for
Redwood
Informa
tion Sheet
No. 11 on
"Residential
Buildings."

Uu Pacific Lumber G>.
OP I LLI NOIS

DWOOB
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Luscious Strawberries
From your own Garden
Two Months after Planting
The joy of serving delicious fresh-picked straw
berries from your own garden is beyond compare.
Your family and your guests will join with you in
appreciating this tempting delicacy.
With all the taste and flavor of the strawberry
then at its best, just after picking, and the pleasure
and pride at your partnership with nature, you will
have a delectable dish of fruit of which the taste will
long remain.
We have specialized in Strawberry Culture for
forty-three years. Our reputation and the high qual
ity of our plants are recognized from one end of the
country to the other.

Lovett's Ready -Grown Strawberry Plants
To save you time and labor, and to give you perfect bearing
plants, our specialists months ago carefully placed in the soil the
"Mother Plants", choosing just the proper kind of soil; and have
since given them just the right care and attention. Now the
children are ready to travel to your garden and come into bearing
for your home table.r r TV.' P" 11• The following chosen varietiesr or r* ruit i nis r an : are an nne pot-grown plants and
will bear fruit this fall : Champion Everbearing, Francis, Ideal,
Lucky Boy, Progressive, and Superb. These are standard ever
bearing varieties, with the exception of Lucky Boy and Champion
Everbearing, which are new sorts, showing great improvement
over older varieties. They have our hearty recommendation.
We will send six each (36 in all) for $3.75; or a <J?'7 (\(\
dozen of each (72 pot-grown plants in all) for «P I •WvJ

For Strawberries Next Spring: youethe three
wonderful Van Fleet Hybrids, which have created so much favor
able attention the country over : Early Jersey Giant, John H. Cook,
and Edmund Wilson. These will all bear fruit next June. Twelve of
each varieties (36 pot-grown plants) for $3.50; or (fcfl C("fc
twenty-five plants of each variety (75 plants) for ipO.Ov/

j Send Your Order NOW—Before it is too Late
| Time and seasonwait for no one. Sendyour order to-day and
be assured of home-grownstrawberries this fall. You'll never
regretit. Onceyou'vetastedthemyou'll alwayswant them.

Full directionsfor planting-and care sent with each shipment.The
plantsarc shippedwith ball of earth, so they will safely transplant,are
carefullyandproperlywrapper!andcometo youby express.

Sendfor CATALOGUE No. 102,containingcomplete
list of varietieswith descriptionsof unusual clear
ness. Senton request. MentionHouseandGarden.

J. T. LOVETT— Monmouth Nursery
Strawberry Specialist for 43 Years

Box 152, LITTLE SILVER, N. J.

The mesembryanlhemumsare curious creeping
plants which store water in their leaves. They are
grown under glassin winter and outdoors in sum
mer. This is M. depressum,with yellow flowers

THE FIG-MARIGOLD
OR MESEMBRYANTHEMUM

THE South African flora is twofold: one part is representativeof
tropical Africa, while the other is en
tirely different, something that is pecu
liarly its own, and seemsto fit the Cape
Colony. This second is a conglomera
tion of the southern speciesdirectly de
rived from prehistoric ages, a slightly
changedremnant of a former geological
flora. In this classthe mescmbryanthe-
mum belongs.
The beauty of the flowers of the
mesembryanthemum,the peculiar shape
of their leaveswhich, through the thick,
spongy, succulent network are such a
contrast to most of the other flowering
plants, have found numerous friends
among the lovers of plants. Their en
tire shapeand leaf form show character
istic adaptationsto a dry and somewhat
desert-like environment. In mesembry
anthemum the water reservoir is the
leaf, and the cells of the leaf are com
paratively large, its walls thin, and its
protoplasma a thin hollow ring enclos
ing the slimy cell sap which quickly
takes up all the moisture absorbed by
the roots. Then, during periodsof con

tinued drought, water is taken from
these reservoirs as it is needed.
The culture of these interesting and
beautiful plants is very simple if they
are not kept too warm nor lack a suffi
cient quantity of fresh air. During the
winter they should be kept at a tem
peraturerangingbetween40° and 50° F.
Water should be given only on sunny
days and then in moderate quantities,
but in summer, especially during the
vegetative stage, they should receive
more. These plants should be kept in
sunny places, for many of the flowers
openonly when they are kept in the sun.
Mesembryanthcmums are planted in
the spring into quite large pots. At this
time the fine root hairs of the root balls
are cut off with a sharp knife, and then
they are placed in a mixture of humus,
hotbed soil and sand. The flower pot
should receivea good foundation of pot
sherds so that the excess water will
drain off quickly. Propagation takes
place through seeds or from cuttings.
The latter form roots quickly if they
are placed in a sandy hotbed soil.

E. Bade.

Other forms have slender, needle-like
leaves rising 1' or so above the ground.
In all there are over 300 species,most
of them native to South Africa
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Furniture
SANTA BARBARA

■pASHIOXED by hand in
■TCalifornia, the land of
the "siesta"',after distinctive
designs,SantaBarbaraReed
Furniturebringstheromance
and hospitalityof far-away
lands to your home.

This year round furniture
for everyroomof the home
possessesa lastingcharmand
beauty and is very inex
pensive.

In furnishingthehome,let
your thoughtsincludeSanta
BarbaraReedFurniture. An
interestingbooklet,"How to
Furnish Your Home Artis
tically" tells moreabout it.
Sent Post paid for 25c.

F. N. BEBOUT
128 East Carrillo Street
Santa Barbara, Cal.

The Best Mattress is Made
Better by Using a

Quilted Mattress
Protector

It's like sleeping on air to
sleep on a Quilted Protector.

They are made of the finest
materials money can buy.

Quilted in the Excelsior way
that keeps them light, soft

and fluffy even after long use

and washing. Made in all

sizes to fit all beds and cribs.
Because of their many features,
they are especially suited to use
on Baby's Crib. They protectthe
child as well as the mattress—
save time and labor.
Endorsedby Physicians and Used
by the Best Families Who Know
SeethatTrademarkis stitchedIn cor
ner of everyProtectoryoupurchase.

The Excelsior Quilting Co.
15 Laight St., New York City

What do you do with your

WINDOWS?
Do you weekly allow them to be just windows—something
to wash—and let it go at that?

Or do you make them count in the room? And contribute
all that they ought to?

House & Garden has a weaknessfor windows. When they
look out on a harbor where sails flock in at sun-down, it
likes to build broadwindow scatsunder them—so broad and
deeply cushionedthat one might sleep there some summer
night.

Or if it's a matter of somecity window which doesn'topen
on any faery land—forlorn or otherwise— it likes to make
the leadedpanesa backgroundfor sucha Japanesesilhouette
as this.

If you have any windows in your house—casement.French,
or just plain windows—that you think aren't doing all that
windowsmight do, write to the House & Garden Information
Service.

Address . Plans . Colour Schemes . Advice

The House & Garden office is constantly in touch with
decorators and architects, with shops and houses. There
is no question about your house or your garden that
it will not answer cheerfully and promptly. And it will
give you the sort of expert advice that will save you a
delayed decision and perhaps a loss in time and money.
There's nothing like getting a fresh eye on some arrange
ment in the house. House & Garden thinks about noth
ing but houses and gardens —and it would like to think
about yours awhile.

ADDRESS THE

HOUSE & GARDEN INFORMATION SERVICE
19 West 44th Street New York City

iJlEil'lSLIIlE:

REPRODUCTIONS
OF CHOICE ORIGINALS

The_
Lion Vane..
op-

rALLAZZO TODESl
FLORENCE-

Oneof theinterestingdesignsincluded
in ourPlate14ofunusualweather-'
vanes and lanterns, which we
shall bepleasedto senduponrequest
HANDFORGEDHARDWARE

FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT
ARTHUR TODHUNTER

Showrooms:101ParkAve., New York

| Leavens Furniture
The careful, discriminatingpur
chaserplansa homethatwill become
morebeautifulas theyearsgo by—
which both In exteriorand interior
appearancewill take on additional
charmas it growsolder.
He selects
Leavens
Colonial
Furniture

for Interiorsknowingthat like the
houseItself this wonderfulfurniture
will grow old gracefully—remaining
alwaysin vogueand satisfyingeven
themostfastidioustaste.
Personalpreferencemay be exer
cisedin thematterof finish.Wewill
gladlysupplyunfinishedpiecesIf de
siredorfinishto matchany interiors.
Writefor setNo. 4 of illustrations
and Leavensstains.

WILLIAM LEAVENS &TCO. rwc.
32CANAL STREET,
BOSTON.MAS&
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Red CedarShingles
ave
Studythesefiguresand factsbefore
you build. Readwhat you saveon
rafters,roof boardsand otheraccesso
riesovenall othertypesof roofing.

Rememberthe25to40 yearsservice
guaranteethatgoeswithRite-GradeIn
spectedRedCedarShingleswhenprop
erlynailedwithzinc-coatednails.

Do you know thatRedCedarShin
gleshaveinsulatingqualitiesthatretain
the heatwithin theirwallsduring the
winter and excludethe sun's rays in
summer?
I' ll •■<■'?' :' J ,
Remember*also, the greatarchitec
turalbeautyof RedCedarShinglesfor
sidewalls,theirwonderfuladaptability
for colonialpomes,bungalowsand for
modernizingioldhomes.Notethepleas
ingpatternsin layingandthebeautyof
tonewhenstained.

All thesearebuildingfactswhichem
phasizethe superiorityof Red Cedar
Shinglesfor exteriorwallsandroof.

HOW TO GET GOOD SHINGLES

The Rite-GradeInspectedtrade-mark
is a co-operativeinspectionmark, the
propertyof overonehundredassociated
mills,manufacturingmorethan3Vi mil
lion squaresannually. The Rite-Grade
Inspectedmarkona bundlemeansthat
theshinglesareproducedbya member
of our Association,andareguaranteed
by officialinspectionto beup to grade
astothickness,grain,selection,uniform
size,andcoveringcapacity.

Write for copyof our bookletof dis
tinctive American homes. It offers
manysuggestionsfor buildingeconom
icallyandwell.

More Garden Club Exhibits at the International
Flower Show

Secondhonorsand a specialgold medalwent to the exhibit
arranged by the Garden Club of Short Hills, New Jersey

Doubleoverlapof 8
incheaandoveronaide
walla,whichmeantlong'
er life,greaterprolee*
tionfromcoldandheat
andabetter"overcoat"
foryourhome.

\
INSPECTED

RED CEDAR
SHINGLES
ShinglaBranch,W«*tCo*atLarAt>erm«n*aAaaociation.
Seattle,Weehington.orTh«ShingleManufacturer*'
Associationof BritiahColumbia,Vancouver,B. C.

A blue glazed bath on an iron support, twined with ivy,
jocussed the attention in the arrangementshovin by the

Garden Club of Easthampton

The Garden Club of Allegheny County, Pa. used as a central
figure a small lead statue of a child besidea bird bath
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'We ^Ngver Had Such Comfort

and besides, we have burnedone-third less coal with a cor
responding reduction in labor and attention. oAutomatic

damper control Stops bothersome cellar-trips to fix the fire."
The Ideal Type "A" Heat Machine thrives on little fuel
in the blustery storms ofwinter. In mild weather it is equally
economical because of its sensitive, automatic control

Kills the Sting of ZeroWeather
During the coldest weather [or 18% of the heating season] the
IdealType "A" Heat Machine delivers full heating service for
more than eight hours without attention.

Long Periods of Uniform Warmth
During the moderate winter weather [or
82% of the heating season] the Ideal
Type "A" Heat Machine runs without at'

tention on one full fuel charge from ten to twentyfour hours,
depending upon weather fluctuations.

Satisfaction and Economy to the Owner
oA fuel saving ofone-third, freedom from dust and coal'gas,
and minimum of caretaking are benefits which its scientific
construction assures the owner.

Ac\ Now— Be Prepared for a Cold Winter
Provide your family with complete protection from the ills
and discomforts of all future winters by installing an Ideal

Type "A" Heat Machine. Your heating
an esti'
your part.

Write for catalog with test-chart records of
efficiency and fuel economy.

Q%iP THFA T Cfc^p "A" contraAor wil1 gkdly g™5 y°u
JL ItC ±lSi~il IX-r -Ljjf^ <s*- mate without any obligation on y

Heat (^Machine
Write Dept. 23

NEW YORK and CHICAGO American Radiator Company
SMakers of the world-famous IDEAL toilers and oAMERICAN %adiators

SalesBranchesand
Showrooms in all largecities
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THE DOG MART AND POULTRY YARD

„ mia^^ -
.i i.i.' i.i i .

Price $55.00up

Get Our Catalog of Hog

and Poultry Houses

Williams DURABILT poultry
and hog houses have been pro
claimed by experts the best in
the world. Built along scientific
and practical lines. Every cus
tomer is an enthusiastic booster.
Send for your copy of our new
catalog today.

Kirchner & Williams Lumber Co.

Marshall, Illinois

English Leghorns
5-6-7 POUND HENS 7 AND 8 POUND COCKS
WHITNEY-BARRON 3QO EGG STRAIN-*

TRAP-NESTED AND PEDIGREED STOCK
FERTILE EGGS FROM WORLD WINNERS
"A WINTER LAYING STRAIN"

THE WHITNEY POULTRYFARM Inc.

The One - Man Poultry Plant
A 64-pagobookbyDr. N. W.Sanborn,oneofAmerica*!fore
mostpoultryauthorities.This
bookTREE, witheachyearlysubscriptionto theAMERICAN
POULTRYADVOVATE.Twelvebig issuesof practicalpoultryhelps.Senda dollarnowami
we'll mall the bookat once
andenteryoursubscriptionto
startwiththeverynextIssue.
AmericanPoultryAdvocate
Box44,Syracuse.N.Y.

Get our New-
Catalog o/Dutch bulbs
an a 'Beautiful Shrubs

WE have imported only the
highest quality of Dutch
bulbs for twenty-five years.
Any lover of beautiful gar
dens insists on Washburn

products and will have no
other. The flowers of Spring
come from bulbs planted in
the Fall. Send for our new
catalog, giving a complete
list of imported bulbs, beau
tiful shrubs and trees.

A. WASHBURN & SONS
Dept.E

Bloomington, '

III.

PHEASANTS
F°S«ALE

Golden, Silver, Amherst
and Ringnecks.

Swan, Peafowl, Wild and
Ornamental Ducks and Geese

Satisfactionguaranteed
Pricesreasonable

TWIN BROOK GAME FARM
O.W.Holtan,Owner Middletown,N.J.

WE
are now bookingorders for
eg(tafor Springdeliveryfrom the
followingvarietiesof Pheasants:

Silvers, Golden, Ringneck,Mongolian,
Lady Amherst,White Reeves.Swlnhoe,
Versicolor,Impeyan,Soemmering,M.m-
rhuri.-inLinnt-iitcdand Princeof Wales.
GoldenLinneatedand Prince of Wales.
Also Wild Turkeys, Japanese Silkies,
Longtnlls,Mallards,Buff Orpingtonand
R. I. Red fowls.
Weofferfor salefancyducks,crane,swan,
finevarietiesof Peafowl.Deer.Jack Rab
bits. Send$1.50forourcolortypecataloftue.
CHILES & COMPANY
Mt. Sterling, Ky.

Brooderfor5(1to100<■«/<*«Yo.3 PoultryHouselor 60hem—2unit. SettingCoop

EVERY NEED OF THE POUL
TRY FANCIER is met by Hodgson
Poultry Houses. They are sturdy,
weatherproof, vermin proof, prop
erly ventilated, easy to clean and

move. Shipped in sectionsand can
be erectedin less than an hour.

Your hens will thrive and lay their
best if kept in Hodgson Poultry
Houses. Send for illustratedcatalog.

HODGSON B5Sg§ E. F. HodgsonCo.,Room326,71-73FederalSt.
Boston,Mass. 6 East 39thSt., NewYork City,

Co.,Room326,71-73FederalSt.

"Buffalo" Portable

Fencing System
•BUFFALO"PORTABLEFENCING
SYSTEMis ill successfuluseonsome
ofthefinestcountryestatesIn Ameri
ca—as enclosuresfor smallfowlor
animals.This"Buffalo"Systemper
mitsa frequent,simple,quick,inexpensiverotationor expansionof
enclosures.Its usepreventsyards
frombecomingbarrenandunslghUy.
SIZESandPRICES(NetperSection)
.7' lonexr>'high $4.50
2'6"widexV high (gate).. 2.7S
4'G"longxV high 3.75
8' longi 2'high 2.75
6' longx2' high 2.25

RAWHAH*c.cU5[•*'Cf.
Writefor booklet
No. TO-B,which
i ftntr* dcaigna,nlzcgandprices.
Maileduponreceiptof 6 cents
postage. '

PORTABLE
'

BUFFALOWIREWORKSCO..Inc.
(FormerlySehvelcr'sSons)

475Terrace Buffalo.N. Y.

KILLS FLEAS
Sergeant'sSkip FleaSoappositivelykills
fleas,lice,etc. Won'tirritateskinoreyes
normathair but leavesit clean,soft and
fluffy.25ccakelastsIons'time.At dealers
or from us.

FREE
DOG BOOK
PolkMiller'sfamoos
DogBook,64pages,
oncare,feedingand
training,alaopedigreeblank,ailment
chartandSen.Vest's
celebrated"Tribute
to a Dog." Writetodayfor freecopy.
POLKMILLERDRUGCO.

A Medicine
for Every
DogAilment

Have a Beautiful Blooming Garden
from April until October

by planting our reliable

Irises, Peonies and Gladiola
We are growers and importers of the choice
varieties. Over 600 varieties of Irises.

RAINBOW GARDENS
Seventh Floor, CommerceBldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Send today for our free illustrated catalogue

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
Floats over the
uneven ground as

a ship rides the

The GreatestGrass-
Cutter on earth.

Cuts a Swath 86
incheswide.

Send for catalog illustrating all typesof TownsendLawn Mowers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO. 2&0^?£?d°Vje

Anchor Post
FENCES
We offer you the satisfaction
of possessing a fence or arbor,
gate, or trellis, which is well
planned, well made, and erect
ed to maintain its alignment,
strength, and beauty. We have
a catalog of suggestions—do
you wish a copy?

Anchor Post Iron Works
HudsonTerminal Bldg.
52 Church St.
New York, N. Y.

BOSTON.MASS.—79Milk Street.PHILA
DELPHIA. PA—Rial EstateTrustBide.
HARTFORD. CONN.—902 Main Street.
CLEVELAND. O.—Guardian Bldg.CHICAGO,ILL.—S So. DearbornStreet.MINKOLA,L. I„ N. Y..—JerichoTurnpike
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BRICK HOMES CAN BE BUILT TODAY
AT CLOSE TO PRE-WAR PRICES

New Time, Labor and Material-Saving Discovery Known as Ideal Wall,
is Announced as General Reductions Are Made in the Price of Brick.

Don't You Like the Oneida ?

THERE
is one kind of home that can

be built today at a cost within reason
— the home of Brick.

Other factors which have deterred building
construction throughout the country have been
overcome, in the Brick home, by general re

ductions of from 25 to 50 percent
in the cost of this building ma
terial and the introduction of the

Ideal Brick Hollow Wall
which further reduces the
cost of Brick Wall con
struction 33% percent.

of the8-inch
IdealAll-
KolokWall.
Solepositive
breakinmor
tarJoint.

The Ideal Wall is an innovation in Brick
construction. The Brick are laid on edge
instead of flat, in an ingenious manner which
not only insures ample strength, but saves

materials, time and labor.

Bricklayer Lays Greater
Area of Wall Per Day

Fewer Brick and less time are required to
build the Ideal Wall, hence bricklayers lay a
greater area of wall per day. It is a dem
onstrated fact that 33 percent fewer Brick

Numerous Advantages Are
Claimed For Ideal Wall

Ideal Walls are dry and frost-proof.
They maybebuilt in8 in., or 12in. thicknesses.
Any standardBrick can be used—Common
or Face—or combinationsof the two.
You may have any variation desired in the
width, color and treatmentof themortarjoint-
any bond or pattern.
Ideal Walls are simple to erect—bricklayers
lay a greaterareaof wall per day.
They makea completelydry home—Ventila
tion preventspenetrationof moistureor cold.
They insurebeautifuland permanentfire-safe
constructionat the cost of Frame.
There are2% inches of solid materialat the
thinnestpoint in an Ideal Wall, making it posi
tively the strongesthollow wall everconceived.

are used; one-half less mortar; and one-fourth
less labor and time. Ideal Walls also save
furring and lathing. They are absolutely dry
and frost-proof when plastered direcdy on the
brick. The combined savings, due to price
reductions and Ideal Wall construction, cuts
the cost of erecting a Brick home almost to
pre-war levels.

A free circular describing Ideal Walls may
be had from the nearest brick manufacturer, or
will be sent by the Common Brick Industry of
America, 1303 Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, O.

A Service for Home Builders
The Oneida is one of 35 designs from a
book of small house plans which thousands
of people have found to be definitely helpful
in planning their homes. This book is en-
tided "BRICK for the Average Man's
Home". It illustrates and describes bunga
lows, cottages, two -story and two-family
houses and garages. Working drawings and
specifications are available for each plan at
very nominal cost. Perspective illustrations
are in two colors. There are floor plans, bill
of masonry and estimates of cost. This book
will be sent postpaid for $1 by the Common
Brick Industry of America, 1303 Schofield
Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
"Brick, How to Build and Estimate" is another
book out of which the more technically inclined
buildersare procuring many valuable factsand data.
This book is now in its third edition. It is usedby
many schools and colleges as a reference book.
Price 25 cents, postpaid.

TheRoper
Gatewayfrom
TheClou,
Canterbury,
England.This
buildinghat
stoodforthree
andone-half
centuries.

Notethebeauty
andintegrity
ofthe

Doesn't its appearance denote good taste
and refinement ?

A handsome home, truly; in fact, ideal
for a large, wooded lot in town or suburb.
The porch you note is away from the en
trance, assuring freedom from unwelcome
interruptions. It is large and roomy with
flower boxes all 'round. Two groups of
French windows open direcdy upon it from
a cheerful living room.

The interior is well arranged, the rooms
being larger than the average. The living
room is 22/^x12%; the dining room 16x13.
Upstairs are 3 large bedrooms and a sleeping
porch, the latter with double hung windows,
which, closed, transform the porch into a
bedroom. All rooms, as well as porch and
vestibule, have large closets. The modem
kitchen is 13x9K, with all conveniences, and
there is a convenient storage closet just out
side the door.

Is Your City Up-To-Date?
Many leadingcities haveadoptedthe Ideal Wall
construction,which is a brick hollow wall, making
it possibleto erect substantial,good-looking brick
housesat a cost no greaterthan for other so-called
"cheap" types.
These cities have alreadywritten the Ideal Wall
into their codes: Washington, D. C, Cleveland,
Toledo, Cincinnati, Erie, Pa., Augusta, Ga., Wor
cester, Mass., Minneapolis, Minn., Los Angeles,
andmany smallercities.
If yourown city doesnot permit the useof Ideal
Walls, every prospective builder and contractor
should make it his businessto seethat this new
and economicalway to build is takenadvantageof.
The Common Brick Industry of America, 1303
SchofieldBuilding, Cleveland, Ohio.
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SEPTEMBER BRINGS FALL FURNISHING

If
f T'S an axiom that if you stop growing, you're

J dead. If you stop changing, re-making, im
proving the house, your interest in it dies.

You will be finished long before your house and
your garden will. The steady grind of new cur
tains and rugs, new chairs, new borders, new lawns
— it goes on with the inexorable, steady drive of
Time. We can no more avoid it than we can avoid
tomorrow. That is life, becauseeach tomorrow is

constantly offering us something new and fresh
and delightful that makes life fuller. That also is

the lure of each forthcoming issue of House &

Garden ; each number offers an abundance of in
spirations and suggestionsfor the better house and
the more lovely garden. Each turn of the pages
gives a new idea.
September comes with fall furnishing suggestions
and is big with promise. Here are pages on the
use of the screen in decoration, yonder displays of
new wall and upholstery fabrics and small tables
and accessoriesfor the fireplace. The furnishing of
the library is illustrated with many delightful photo
graphs and the article on French trick furniture is

as intriguing as a novel.

French furniture is among
the topicsin theSeptember

number

Of gardens— for this magazine looks upon the
garden as an all-year diversion—you will see dis
played a remarkable English topiary garden only
thirty years old; a garden in Connecticut built on
three levels and plants for a shaded spot. For the
specialist—and what gardener is not a specialist in
some favorite flower?—are two pages on making
an iris garden, and one on a much-neglectedflower
that British nurserymenhave improved, the Michael
mas Daisy. To make the garden measure full you
find a contribution on what Spanish gardens have
given us and on the distillation of flower waters
and the making of flower potpourri.
The building of the house is not neglectedin this
issue. The remodeled Colonial house by Prentice
Sanger and the two beautiful properties developed
in California from designs by Myron Hunt give a

wide range of recent architectural work. Linking
the past to the present are houses of old Georgia
and a charming article about them. For the begin
ning builder the a-b-c contribution on roofs is an
essential. The space is almost gone—and yet only

a handful of the Septemberideas have been men
tioned. But they will come with the magazine.
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THE GARDEN FRONT

The gardenentranceof the houseshould make
no effort to compete with the garden. Let
the jront be ever so elaborate and imposing,
here the door should be low, simple in design
and unobtrusive, affording a quiet transition
to that lovelier beautybeyondof wide, shadow-
dappledlawns, bedsriotous with flower blooms

and stalwart trees. An example of a garden
front designedas it should be is found in the
residenceof Mrs. F. Franklin Wardwell, at
Shippan Point, Ct. Other views are shown on
page22. There the front entrancecan becom
pared with this simple doorway into the gar
den. Aymar Embury, 11,architect
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FURNITURE OF OUR FOREFATHERS
Colonial Designs Both in the Original and in Reproduction

Are Enjoying a Merited Popularity Today

MARY FANTON ROBERTS

THE early American furniture has inherited the quality of the early American
settler—those men and women who sailed

to this country three hundred years ago, be
cause they would not brook interference with
a few fine spiritual ideas, who wanted a life
suited to their own fearless outlook. And just
as soon as they landed at Plymouth Rock from
their little perilous crafts they started out to
build houses and to make furniture, all of
which expressed a very interesting condition —
an old English culture, a recollection of free
years in Dutch surroundings and the impres
sion of a neW land in which there was freedom,
and but little else.

The preachers and the teachers, the farmers,
the sailors and the cabinet-makers all set to
work to build homes, to make furniture, to

develop a life in which they could at least
have absolute religious freedom. And so, out

of the force of difficult circumstances, out of

the memory of a rich, in

dustrial art in England,
out of Holland's free spirit
and love of beauty, the fur

niture of our forefathers

was developed. Naturally,
from such conditions an

environment was created of

the utmost sincerity, per

manency and so far as pos

sible beauty.
Men and women who
build their own houses,
homes they have risked

their lives to achieve, never
introduce an element that

is cheap or shoddy or fan

tastic. With such people
a real need is being met,

serious conditions are be

ing coped with, new inter
ests are being expressed;

and thus one sees in the
old Colonial architecture,
whether in New England,

Pennsylvania or Virginia,
and in the furniture of

those days, a form and de

tail permanently beautiful,
—old world ideals of living
combined with this new ra

diant opportunity for free

dom, and, of course, the handicap of creating
without trained artisans and without devel

oped building materials.

Two different influences pressed down upon
the furniture of this period most definitely;
namely, the rich swashbuckling outline of the

Jacobean idea and later the esthetic de

signs of the Adams brothers. Examples of

the furniture of both these Periods were

brought to America from time to time by the

Pilgrim fathers, and then copied and adapted
to the simple ways of living prevailing in
Colonial times.

Outside of these particular influences, vigor
ous or esthetic, you feel most searchingly in
all the real New England furniture the quality
of the New England conscience. In the mak
ing of those fine pieces, there was no waste,

no superfluous ornament, no catering to the

luxury of the merely idle, no hint in home or

garden or fittings of sweet ladies sighing back

Hartlug
Severeand strong, the early pine period was expressiveof Puritanism. In this group
the desk and Windsor chair are pine. The pine candle stand is quite unique. The
hooked rug, a glass bottle and an uncommon clock complete the setting. Courtesy

of Benjamin Benguiat

of casement windows, or cavaliers lounging in
spacious inns or courtyards. Chairs were

made in these days for the tired worker, for

the women at the loom; well made, to last,

with a rare sense of proportion, a love of fine
textures, the spirit of .the real craftsman.

Great chests were designed, high and low, and

finely wrought, but simple. Beds were carved

as time moved on, and draped with hand-

woven linens, hand dyed and made.

There was a great dignity about the lives of

these pioneer men and women, and there was

a great dignity in their houses and furniture.

If you see a chaise-longue it is usually mod
eled from an old Jacobean piece, made a little

plainer, with a simple Dutch head piece. And

desks were devised in the simplest fashion,

just places in which old letters and curios were
locked. There was no ornamentation for these

desks, and not many of them have survived.

The finest were made of walnut and pine,
severe and exquisitely pol
ished, and there were dish

cabinets carrying a hint

of the more elaborate crafts

manship of the William
and Mary times, and little
low stools, like the old cof
fin rests in England. And
always the most delicately
thought out and exquisitely

wrought iron. Even to use
with the stoutest types of
Colonial furniture, the
wrought iron was inde

scribably lacey, strong,
suited to its purpose, well

made, but with something
of that thin, fine quality
that was in the spirit of the

religious pioneer himself.

These artisans of wrought-
iron had the love of their

craft that one remembers in
the work of the Italian
goldsmiths.

Today we arefeeling more

keenly than ever the charm

of our own "Period" furni
ture—the Colonial. Weneed
it in our modern Colonial

houses, and in the new

houses that are being built
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The New York
apartment of John
Murray Anderson,
the producer of the
colorful Greenwich
Village Follies, is
furnishedin theaus
tere style of Colo
nial days

Casement windows
were used before
the double- hung
sash. In this group
by Benjamin Ben-
guiat they form the
proper background
for the unusual
pieces of early pine

Curly maple was used as far back as ISO
yearsago. This chest of drawers is a fine
specimen. So is the maple, rush-seated
chair. Courtesy of jane Teller

and have not yet been grouped into a style.

We have in America today a very fine type of

domestic architecture, scarcely a decade old,

which is not suited to the Period furniture of

France or the elaborate old polychrome style

of Italy or even to the furniture we know best
in England. And for these houses we need

more than anything else our Colonial furni
ture, our iron work, even the hooked rugs and

wall papers. In the illustrations used in this
article, we are showing how delightfully ap

propriate this old Colo

nial furniture is in the

modern room. It suits
our new types of walls,

whether they are plain

tinted plaster or dec

orated; it suits our case

ment windows with the

lounging seats under

neath, our fireplaces, our

comfortable, pretty ideal

of bedrooms. It goes
without saying that you

cannot combine these

Colonial designs satis-

factorily with the
French Periods, or the

Italian, Spanish and

Greek designs. But for

the new homes that our

domestic architects are

creating, comfortable,

convenient, and pictur

esque, there is no furni

ture so intimate, so har

monious as the furniture

of our forefathers.

No craftsman that we
know has ever handled

walnut more beautifully
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and interestingly than the

Colonial cabinetmakers.
It is a durable wood, that
grows lustrous with age.

It combines with other
styles of furniture far bet

ter than mahogany does,

and if made after the
good old models always
has an air of distinction.
One wonders why the

modern Colonial furni

ture has not been dupli

cated more often in the

woods that are at our com

mand today. Mahogany-
is increasingly difficult to

get, and there is no rea

son why these fine old

models should not be re

produced in the less ex

pensive woods suitable to

such designs, as for in

stance, cypress, chestnut

and eucalyptus, pine,
maple.
Excellent modern Colo

nial furniture is being
made by genuine crafts

men, and it is even pos
sible to secure the more

practical models unpaint-
ed, these to be toned to

suit the special wood

work of individual rooms.

The unpainted pine pieces

Hurting

This curly maple four-poster
with pineapple carving still
has its original tester or can
opy and hand-blocked chintz

spread

(Above) The double comb-
back Windsor is a rare type
of the Middle Colonial period.
Photographed by courtesy of
Wallace Nutting

[Right) The Windsor chair
took varied forms, from the
simplest to the most elab
orate. This example shovis
the braced bow-back, an un
usual type. These Windsors
are available in reproduction

The candle stand and ladder-
back chair in the bedroom
group date from about 1750.
A hooked rug completes the
original atmosphere

(Above) The comb is pecu
liar to some Windsors. In
this round-back type the style
of turning datesfrom themid
dle period. Wallace Nutting

(Below) The cross-leg table,
in its simple lines and con
struction, typifies the spirit of
early America. In this group
is also shown an unusual nar
row pine desk. Courtesy of
Benjamin Benguiat

are often merely finished
with oil and wax well

rubbed in, this process re

peated several times, and

then an outer coat added

of lusterless varnish,
making an interesting
furnishing for a light tone
room fitted with brilliant
curtains and cushions.

There can be no doubt

that more and more our

architects will carry out
in the houses that are de

signed for this country
our old ideas of sim

plicity and beauty, be

cause the early people
built without precedent
the houses suited to the

landscape and their own

need. Now if these earlier
styles are to prevail in a

modified way, the essen

tial furniture to realize

harmonious interiors is

unquestionably the old

Colonial models. Happily
for these houses, wall pa

per is being made today

exactly suited to this fur
niture, and also the old

Colonial wrought iron is

being reproduced with

great conviction and
fidelity.
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The home of Mrs. F. Franklin Wardwcll, at Shippan Point, Ct., is an
admirable exampleof Colonial designapplied to a country house. It is a
combination of shingle and clapboard painted white. The brick chimneys
are also white with dark caps. Pierced white shutters,an occasionalarch-
top window and the decorativeswags in flat panels and the bow window

over the door give this facadedecorativevariety

TWO COUNTRY HOUSES
AYMAR EMBURY II, Architect

A bow window over the entranceis
a deviceMr. Embury is successfully
using. Its first appearancewas in a
house he designed for House &
Garden in July, 1917. The combina
tion of window, door and lanterns
makes a handsomeentrance

Balance is given the fireplacesideof
the dining room by repeatingin the
arched window the design of the
china closet. The walls are paneled
and painted while, affording a dig
nified backgroundfor the simple old

furniture



Another interpretation of the Colonial style is found in the residence
oj

George C Haas, at Ml. Kisco, N. Y. Walls and roof are shingle, the walls

and chimneys being painted while. Among the interestingfeatures of
this

facade is the entranceportico extending from an angle
m the wall. I he

roof lines of the houseand the placing of the
chimneysgive it an admirable

air of permanence

IN SHINGLE AND CLAPBOARD
ALONG COLONIAL LINES

The entrance portico deservesespe
cial study becauseof its fine detail,
one of the admirable characteristics
of Mr. Embury's work. The ceiling
is paneled. There is a successful
balance and play of light and shade

in this design

Wide moldingshave,transformedthe
plaster walls of the dining room into
large panels. These,in turn, painted
white, are harmonious with the
beamedceiling and the cottage fur
niture. The decoration over the
mantelatteststhe owner'sproclivities
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THE DECLINE AND FALL OF SUNDAY DINNER
LET Gibbon write of Rome's decline and Milton of Man's fall;these words are penned in memory of a lost delight—the
American Sunday dinner.

The family arose piecemeal on Sunday mornings and usually
late. From the youngest to the oldest member, an air of futility accom
panied its dressing; there was no use putting on old clothes because you
must change them after breakfast to be properly clothed for church.

But however prepared the family was for church at breakfast time,

it found itself utterly unprepared when the actual, solemn fact of

church itself, hove into view. Suddenly the Sunday peace was broken

by the clash of bells. A hectic rush—some ready, some not ready.
Gloves were lost, hatpins mislaid and children got mud on their

frocks at the last minute. Finally these misfortunes were overcome
and the family huddled into an entity, and thus solemnly arrayed and

arranged, it set forth. In those days there was no such thing as some
members going early and others later; if a man had his quiver full,
he needs must show it complete to the assembled congregation.
There followed the clattering ascent of the church aisle, the separa

tion of small children in the pew by their elders lest the younger gen
eration should giggle during worship, the long addresses to the Deity,
the longer polemics on dogma, the getting up and getting down, the

kneeling, the squatting, the squirming. Then the Doxology. All con
gregations sang the Doxology with great gusto—and there was a reason.
When the family left church it was bathed in a wave of thank

fulness and relief. Church hadn't been half so bad. This mellowing
of sentiment was not due to any higher level to which the service had

raised it; church was only the narrow path that must be trod before

one reached the highway of the gastronomic delights to follow.

OF all the joys in this world (there are many) few could compare with that of sitting down to a gargantuan Sunday dinner
after the lean and penitential fare of Sunday morning church.

Then did Sunday justify itself in broad slabs of roast beef or the ten
der breast of chicken, then did the family feast on all manner of suc

culent vegetables, on potatoes browned in the pan and saute string
beans, on corn and buttered beets; on a devastating array of pies and

ice cream (ground by the hired man in the woodshed while the family
was at church) and the elusive slip-and-go-down junket.
In those days Sunday dinner was the great feast of the week.

Other meals led up to it and away from it. It was the peak of culinary
attainments, the seventh of the gastronomic heavens. Eaten in great
state, with impressive ritual and surrounded by the fine vestments of

best linen and glass, it burst upon the dullness of our week like a sud
den sun-shaft through a darkened sky.
In the old days Sunday dinner afforded an opportunity for enter

taining which was quite unlike the hospitality of any other day. Sun

day dinner was an elastic meal—you could extend the table to its
last leaf and there was always enough to go around. It marked the
weekly gathering of the American family. Cousins, aunts and uncles

might seem intolerable old bores on the other six days, but seat them

at the Sunday dinner table, and the very presence of the meal seemed

to humanize them. For all their stiff and uncomfortable clothes they
took on a fresh and kindlier aspect; the memory one has of them is
colored by this Sunday dinner atmosphere.

With Sunday dinner fallen into decay Sunday hospitality loses much
of its charm. The company still appears, the family still foregathers,
but the gargantuan feast isTeduced to a rattling skeleton of cold dishes

and salads to which guests help themselves like time-pressed clerks.

Likewise does the decline of Sunday dinner give a strange aspect

to Sunday supper. In the good old times supper on Sundays was a
light meal of left-overs, sufficient to stay us to the following morning's
breakfast. It was a pleasant reminiscence of the dinner that preceded

it
,

an echo of its alimentary pleasures. A hot supper on Sunday night,
designed to sate the appetite after a day of golf or gardening, has
none of this elusive interest and charm of an echo meal; it is exactly
like eating dinner after a hard day's work at the office. And the point
of Sunday meals is that they should set the day apart from the meals
of the rest of the week.

THIS decline and fall of Sunday dinner bothered me for a longtime. If we could only have the dinner without the church, life,

I thought, would be quite perfect, but Sunday dinner without
the preceding service falls quite flat; it ceases to be an event and be

comes merely another meal. True, one can raise more of an appetite in
eighteen holes of golf than he can by singing hymns, he can wrestle
in prayer all morning and not have the healthy ache of muscles that
spading the garden gives him, but the appetite is not all that one

requires. The more I thought of it, the more I saw that the decline
and fall of Sunday dinner was due to the decline of Sunday churchgoing.
Do not mistake me; I am not writing azure propaganda, I do not

belong to the brothers of the white tie and alpaca coat, but I am forced
to the admission because, until recently, my approach to Sunday dinner
has had none of the lusty anticipation that once accompanied it. Sun

day morning service becoming an anachronism, Sunday dinner also
fell from favor; it ceased being dinner and was merely lunch.

Being a dweller in the country for a greater part of the year and a

gardener by choice, I have spent innumerable Sundays working with
my flowers. We tried the old-fashioned dinner for a time but were

obliged to give it up. I was sorry, because of the tender memories of
childhood Sundays. Then the local church called a new pastor.

UNDER
the senility of an ancient minister the congregation had

diminished. The new parson was young, and full of ardor. He
belonged to this era and took cognizance of its requirements.

Heeding the scriptural injunction to make friends with the mammon

of unrighteousness, he made friends with the men of the town. It was
to him I owe the restoration of my Sunday dinner.
He made us a proposition —us heathen men and women. Golf

was good and gardening was good and he would be the last to raise -a

voice against Sunday tennis. On the other hand, we all had a spiritual

appetite to a greater or less degree, and there was no way in which it

coilld be so satisfactorily gratified as by going to church. There was

no use trying to gratify your physical appetite unless you first gratified

your spiritual. Why not come to an eight o'clock service of Sunday
mornings? Wear your knickerbockers and your sport skirts. Golf
and garden afterwards.

We took up the challenge, we heathen of the town, and of early

Sunday mornings now you can see a knickerbockered and sport-skirted

congregation pouring into that church. Whereas before a mean,

little handful attended this service, the church is now full. And—
the thing that interests me most—we have restored Sunday dinner to
its erstwhile honored place. We can now sit down to it lustily and rise

from it with satisfaction. It has also given me a new view of religion
— I have learned that religion is not merely the divertisement of dys

peptics and old ladies, but the healthy expression of people with good
appetites, that the enjoyment of roast chicken follows upon the enjoy
ment of a good hymn, that the Doxology covers potatoes browned in the

pan and a vast array of home-made pies.
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THE RESTFULNESS of FORMALITY

There is a formality that is disconcertingand a for
mality that is restful. One occasionallyfinds it in a
room, where a balanced group is dignified without
being stiff. In the New York home of Mrs. Charles
H. Sabin is a fireplace that possessesthis restfulness
of formality. In addition to a colorful portrait.

quaint old-fashioned pictures contrast well with the
richly paneledwalls; unusual lighting fixtures and an
interesting fire screen in no way detract from the
influence of the main object of the group—an un
usually lovely old Louis XV carved oak mantel.
Photograph by courtesy of Diane del Monte
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A modern drawer handle of
beautiful design shows an ef
fective use of Sheffield plate

THE STORY OF OLD SHEFFIELD PLATE
This Ware Which Combines Cheapness With Beauty Affords

A Practical Subject for The Collector

A. T. WOLFE

A pierced sugar
basin with a floral
design. Made
about 1765

HEFFIELD plate
kU has a unique history.
It was discovered at

an opportune moment, by

an accident, and in the

unlikeliest spot for such a

discovery.
In 1742 when Boulsover
hit upon it

,

Sheffield was

a small mean place, and

cutlery of the common

place and strictly utili
tarian kind was the chief industry. The in
habitants were poor folk; they cut their meat
with the Sheffield whittle, as in Chaucer's day.
and ate it out of pewter and treenc or wooden
vessels. Silver table appointments were not

thought of in Sheffield, much less made,

though the people of quality were already

looking out for something more refined than

pewter and less costly than silver for their

homes.

The discovery, by "That ingenious me
chanic" Thomas Boulsover, of plating by

fusion is somewhat legendary. The story goes
that as he was mending a knife made partly
of copper and partly of silver it became over

heated and as a result of his carelessness the

melted silver and copper were inseparably

fused together. Perceiving that there was

something in it
,

he experimented, and presently
the process was established and the accidental

eliminated. He then set up a factory and for

a short time turned out small wares—buttons,
round snuff-boxes and knife handles. It was
impossible that Boulsover could have fully
realized the potential value of his discovery;

lie was a cutler by trade with no knowledge

A simple cream
jug bearing rare
imitation silver
marks

Very late Sheffield work devel
oped a floridity o
f design. This
vase is an example

of hollow ware and its

many uses: his traveller

cheated him; there was no

assay-office nearer than

London and soon we find

him returning, for greater

profit, to his edged tools,

and but for the enterprise
of his apprentice, Joseph
Hancock, the world might
have been poorer for Shef

field plate.
Faithful to the trade of
the town the new material was first used for

buttons and boxes, then'' Hancock astonished
the natives by a saucepan silver-plated inside,
and "led the way from a button to a can
delabra" during the fifteen years that elapsed
before he, too, gave up the manufacture and

turned his attention to rolling the metal for

the plate itself.

By that time the industry was well estab

lished; from 1760 it grew apace and spread to
London, Birmingham, Nottingham and Dub

lin. By 177J, no less than sixteen firms were
working in Sheffield alone. Horace Walpole's

"quite pretty" set the seal of his approval in

England, and the markets of Europe were de

manding more and more. From this time on

The lion and ring handles
found on this late Geor
gian coffeeurn were a fa
vorite device o

f the Shef
field makers

The melon shape is occa
sionally found in Sheffield
urns of lateGeorgianmake.
It has a pleasing decora

tive quality

LF 4

Of these three early pieces— a hot water jug, a chocolate pot and a

beaker with wooden base—the latter two show the same silver marks
sometimesfound on Sheffield



the Sheffield platers went from strength to

strength for a century before the coming of
electro-plating.
Between fused plate and electro-plate
there is a great gulf fixed; the basic dif
ference is that in the latter process the sil
ver coating is applied to the finished article,

while "Sheffield" was cut and fashioned out

of the copper-silvered plate. Reduced to the

fewest words, the long and delicate process

of making this plate was as follows: melt

ing; forging; firing; rolling. Copper with a

small alloy of brass was melted to an

"ingot" about the size of a small brick, and
an ingot of silver was cast in the same way.
The two ingots were next forged (or ham

mered) closely and evenly together; they

were then wired to keep them in place and

fired, till the exact moment when the silver
and copper had melted and fused insep

arably, and then withdrawn. The wires
were then removed and the composite ingot

rolled between steel rollers to whatever thin

ness was required. In the early days this
was done by hand-hammering, but wh^n

larger things were made hand-hammer lg

was found too slow and steel-rolling came

into use. From the sheets all manner of
vessels were cut out, shaped by hand and

joined by beautifully soldered seams.

The Use of Dies

Dies were used in some form by the

Sheffield platers from the beginning. The

buttons (which, with snuff-boxes, were the

chief output of the first seven years) were

probably struck from old Queen Anne dies

which had been made of buttons of silver.

For the candlesticks, which were made in
•quantities through each phase of Sheffield

plating, dies were a necessity to ensure

proper fitting of the parts. The early dies

were of soft metal, made before the die-

sinker's art had reached its subsequent

perfection. They soon wore out

and the impressions were not

always clear and sharp, and the

gadroon borders had sometimes

to be touched up by hand after

mounting. Later the dies were

cut in steel with inimitable deli

cacy and precision, and it is a

bitter reflection on the Philis
tines of the fifties that they de-

The gadroon and shell mounts of this silver
tray contrast admirably with the plain surface

Belonging to the Late Georgian period are
these three examples—a sugar basin with lid,
a hot water pitcher and a tea caddy

A tea caddy of the middle
period (1770-1790)with deli
cate ribbon and medallion

design

A pierced sugar
basin lined with
blue glass

A wine cooler
with lion and
ring handles

stroyed these fine and costly things by the

hundred-weight for the sake of the metal.
At first, when the pieces were small and
simple in design, they were made and fin
ished entirely in the rolled copper plate.
But in the course of time it became evident
that the coffee-pots, trays, candlesticks and

cups had a tendency to wear thin and show

copper at the angles, edges and rims. To
remedy this fault the makers began experi

menting with pure silver, and mounts, bor

ders, edges, handles, and so on were struck

in the pure metal from dies and soldered

on. At the time (about 1789) the large,
handsome and solid pieces were becoming

popular, and the use of silver made pos
sible this new style, with its wide and mas

sive borders and deeply curved and floreated

edges. In course of time silver mounts
became invariable, and a silver shield was

"laid in" or "rubbed in" and on this shield
the coat-of-arms or monogram was ex

quisitely engraved.

The Mount Period

The introduction of silver mounts serves
to mark a dividing line between the first

and the second period of old Sheffield Plate.

The first, from the discovery up till 1790,
has been called the copper-mount period;
from 1790 till the close, the silver-mount
period. Pieces belonging to the first or cop

per-mount period are sometimes divided

into Queen Anne and Early Georgian —and
those of the second or silver-mount period
into Late Georgian; Empire and Late (or

Florid). There are other distinctions and
divisions, but these five are sufficient for a

brief survey.
Well preserved specimens of the so-called

Queen Anne and Early Georgian period are
much sought after, and exceedingly hard to

find. Made almost entirely by the pren

tice hand not yet quite at ease in the new

material, there is a trace of

clumsiness, a hint of inequality
about their native charm which

does not in the least detract from

it—or from their value. Early
chased and embossed pieces fetch

enormous prices today. Coffee

pots, jugs, two-handled por

ringers, tea-pots, salvers and

(Continued on page 62)
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tor practical as well as artistic reasonsthe garage is to be made an
integral part of the house. This accords with the English type of
designdesiredby the owner. The walls will be of stuccoover hollow
tile and stucco over metal lath. The owner is J. L. Meyfarth and

the houseis at Manhasset,L. 1.

BUILDING A HOUSE THAT
EVENTUALLY CAN GROW UP

The Beginning and the Finished Scheme

ARTHUR W. COOTE,
Architect
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So far only the garage is erected. A

f eproof wall will separate this from
ti. . house,the windows beingeventually

filled up

At present there is a combined dining
and living room, kitchen and one-car
spacein the garage. The bed chambers

are on the second floor

Completed,the houseplans will give an
interesting disposition o

f rooms. The
garage will hold two cars. A narrow
service section connects the garageand
the rest o

f the house. Upstairs the
space is well divided, halls being kept

to a necessaryminimum
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THE REVIVAL O F MARBLING
An Old Art in Which Modern Taste Has Found a New

Charm and Countless Possibilities

ALDOUS HUXLEY

THE
different processes of mar

bling, that is, of artificially imi
tating the color and figure of the

many varieties of marble, have been

known and practised for a considerable

period. Marble-painted tombs dated

from early Jacobean times still exist,
while marbled paper seems to have been

used from the end of the 17th Century

onwards. During the 18th and 19th
Centuries marbling was freely practised,

and it is only of comparatively recent
years that this art began to lose its popu

larity. At the present time, however, we
are witnessing a revival of marbling.

Talented artists are devoting their at

tention to the various processes by which

effects of marbling are produced, and
are making free use of it in all sorts of
interior decoration.

Marbling is a form of decoration
which can be applied almost without lim

itations. There is practically nothing in

a house which cannot be marbled, and

marbled with good effect, if taste and re
straint are combined with skill in the
artist. Marbling may be made the pre
dominating feature of the whole deco

rative scheme—the wall surfaces of a
complete room marbled. It may, on the
other hand, be used to bring out such

comparatively minor details in a room

as the woodwork of baseboard and win

dows or the fireplace. Pleasing effects

may be obtained by picking out individ
ual moldings on a door or in other wood
work with dappled marble colors, or else
wall spaces may be broken up by mar
bled panels. It is possible even to mar
ble furniture.

Marbled table tops are quite common

today. Small boxes or trays can also be
marbled with excellent effect. Indeed,
the only cases in which marbling is not

legitimate are those in which a deliberate
attempt is made to deceive the spectator
into believing that genuine marble is be

ing used. To use marbling for this pur
pose is the worst form of snobbery—the
snobbery of wealth. It is simply to pre
tend that the decoration is more ex

pensive than it really is. Marbling
should be used only for its esthetic
value, because the cloudy coloring, the
curious irregular markings found in real
marble are beautiful enough to be used
as a decorative motif. The process should
never be used for merely fraudulent pur
poses, and, indeed, nobody of ordinary
tastes would desire to imitate the practice
of cheaply pretentious hotels and over-
decorated theatres.

It is as well, therefore, to use mar
bling in such a way that it is always
apparent that one is using it only because

(Continued on page 66)

The question of the
color for the trim
of mahogany doors
is always a difficult
one. A treatmentof
marblingin grayand
yellow solved the
problem in this room

(Left) An unusual
room was created
by painting the floor
black, veined with
white, the walls
lapis lazuli veined
with gold, with mo
tifs of marble used
for the frieze

(Right) The classic
manner of 1800
marbling is repro
duced in this door
way, the trim being
marbled in browns,
gray and black and
the doors grained to
imitate wood
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From the time of William and
Mary comes this unusual speci
menof painted Chinesemirror in
a walnut frame. This example
and the others are from the col
lection of Francis Harper

PAINTED CHINESE MIRRORS
Some Exquisite Examples of Oriental Artistry Fashionable in the Reigns of

the Georges and Now Enjoying Renewed Popularity

THE middle of the 18th Century broughtinto the full glare of Fashion the soft
flickering light of the painted Chinese

mirror —the thing that was half a landscape
or garden of allurement —a dream vision that
gave the passing fair only a glimpse of a
smile, a vermillion blush, or an eager eye.
The Lady of Quality and her attendant dilet
tante— the Horace Walpoles and the lesser
Horaces—suddenly came upon a new Oriental
whim. Some delightful maniac lost in a maze

of the artistic expression called "Chinese

WEYMER MILLS

Taste" found a Chinese painted mirror at

"the Chaney Ware House," and straightway
the horde, dubbed barbarians by the Celestial

Empire, sent to yellow traders the said bar

barians designated by the same appellation,
and London shook its feathers before re

flectors that held sprays of sacred blossoms,

strange gardens and gorgeous birds and but

terflies. A mirror that mingled one's vision
with color was an enchanting novelty. And
the beauty of the colors is still held by the
little toys of yesterday. In Chinese terms we

read of them as "liquid dawn grey," "cucum
ber rind green," "blue of the sky after rain,"
"bright blue of the kingfisher's wing," "shell
yellow," "wax white" and "red of ripe
cherry" or "fresh blood."

These mirrors beloved by the modish who

perused each book on "Chinese Taste" as it
saw the light—those scarce volumes on dec
oration by Thomas Johnson, Edwards and

Darley, Ince the favorite of Marlborough and

the Halfpennys have reached, after two cen

turies, a prodigious market value. The room

2

\t

One of the finest Georgian examplesof this Celestial art shows a
royal huntsman returning to his pavilion. This mirror has sapphire

blue water and a sapphire sky. It is hung in a dining room that
is papered in pale mauve, a fitting environment for such a treasure
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that holds the priceless
Kang-hsi and Chien-lung
porcelain, welcomes them.
Each foot of painted mir
ror is worth hundreds of

dollars, and if the paint
ing is especially fine, a
mirror is sure to bring a
thousand or more. In the
London salesrooms beauti
ful examples in carved
frames by Chippendale
and his followers turn dol
lars into pounds. When
one walks through the Chi
nese Mirror Room in the
House in the Woods at The
Hague one wonders what
such a display would fetch
if offered in an open mar
ket.

England and Holland
are the two chief homes of
these mirrors. In both
countries they became more
of a craze than in France.
They were known in Eng
land in William and Mary's reign. There
was a large influx in Queen Anne's day,
judging from numerous examples found in
untouched walnut frames of the period, but
the Georgians went mad over them.
At the time Lord Macartney visited Pekin
by Royal command Englishmen who sailed
to China had their portraits done on mirrors.
In Old Sun House in historic Cheyne Row
there is a curious mirror with a picture of
our Lady of Sorrows evidently copied from
some book of prayers taken abroad by a

Jesuit missionary.

A little Queen Anne mirror in a black
lacquer frame shows a quaint domestic
scene. Such mirrors are hung above
flower tables to reflect the flowers. The
scenesare painted on the glass, which

is then mirrored

A companion to the mirror of the re
turning huntsman shown opposite de
picts the archers. The walled town in
the background is painted with faithful
realism. The colors are rich and clearly

defined

Students of the Chinese influence on Euro
pean art in the latter part of the 18th Cen

tury have thought that some of the Chinese

artists were brought over to London. Among
Chinese mirrors bearing portraits the late Mr.
Stoner possessed a large oval of a boy after

Gainsborough that was only slightly foreign
in feeling. It is quite possible that some shy
slit-eyed youth with a twelve-inch thumb nail
was captured by an astute purveyor of the
Chinese taste. It is easy to imagine him un
der the guidance of the hectic Ince patiently

weaving the pagoda into a mad Renaissance
of the Gothic. It is doubt
ful if many Orientals were
lured from the spirits of
their enlightened ancestors

in those centuries from Marco

Polo to Lord Macartney.
The message sent by the
Emperor in 1793 to George
III begins — "Thou King
having yearned from a dis
tance for the civilizing in
fluence"—This does not her
ald any great desire to allow
his subjects to depart to such
an unknown quantity as

England. The world was
square and China was its
heart. The uncultured peo
ples on the rims might send
their moneys for mirrors.

Painted mirrors of this
sort deserve an especial
setting, in fact, a room
may be built around them.
Thus this example, which
is rich with gold and
black, would be effective
on a silver wall
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FRENCH
INTERIORS

As . Designed by

Students of the New

York School of Fine
and Applied Arts

A morning room in the
mode of Louis XV sug
gests a cliaise longue in
rose, greenwall, interest
ing miniaturesand a col
orful screen. The small
chair is Louis XVI. De
signed by Mildred Irby

The Directoire style,now
much in vogue,is applied
to a bedroom. The walls
would be green and the
hangingsyellow, a repro
duction of an old chintz
in violet, yellow and
green. By Julia Lipps

Green is the prevailing
wall color in the Louis
XV style. Here it is ap
plied to a boudoir. The
chaise longue would be
yellow. A Louis XVI
table is also used. De
signedby Philip Annable

%sssssasffissssssssss

For a Louis XVI room, the
background is deep yellow,
the marble fireplace cream
and the furniture painted
green with some pieces in
dark wood. This design is
by Winifred Jacobus. These
sketchesare part of an exhi
bition of American student
work now being shown in

Paris
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HOW TO MAKE COLORFUL ROOMS
Upon the Right Selection of Colors Depend to a Large Extent Their

Physical Reactions upon Us and Our Consequent Pleasure in Them

LESLIE W. DEVEREUX

COLOR
plays an important part in our

lives, whether we realize it or not. If
we live in dull and drab surroundings,

we are bound to be affected to some extent by
the fact, and tend to become dull and drab our
selves. If, on the other hand, we live in a
bright and gay atmosphere, our feelings sub

consciously borrow from the brightness of

these surroundings and, often without know

ing why, we are happier and more cheerful.

The effect of a brilliant sunset or even of a
picture or painted scene on the stage well exe

cuted invariably gives us pleasure. We are
wont to notice color much more than we no

tice form, and a room tastefully decorated in
bright tones is more apt to attract our sym

pathy than one soberly done but with fine

architectural detail.

Nowadays the use of color is almost entirely
confined to interior decoration, although in the
days of Egyptian, Greek and, to some extent,

Roman and Italian architecture, it was used
on the exteriors of buildings. The staid Greek
temples which we have come to picture as

colorless masses of beautiful form were in

reality profusely colored with bright pigments.
How much we have lost by not following their

example does not concern us here. Nor will
the systematic decoration of public buildings,
even the interiors, be considered. The pur
pose of these few notes is to give to the aver

ageman or woman who has a home to furnish

some elementary ideas of how to obtain color

harmony.

SOME
people have the notion that if

only one tone is used in decorating a
room the result is bound to be success

ful. As a matter of fact, this is not true. One

color extensively applied without any con

trasting or relieving note must necessarily be

come monotonous, no matter how brilliant or
beautiful is the color in itself.

Not long ago I visited a New York house
which was very handsome in architectural
design and detail. The drawing room con
tained some beautiful furniture and every

thing in it was of the finest quality. But, as a
whole, it was a distinct failure because every

thing, from the rugs and hangings to the up

holstery and lamp shades, was exactly the

same tone. To be sure, it was a rich and
beautiful color, but the excessive use of it not

only killed the effect of the tone itself but
even detracted from the beauty of form of the

furniture. The monotony of the whole pre
vented any single detail, no matter how good,

from attracting notice or attention.

On the other hand, a riot of conflicting col

ors inartistically arranged is worse. The ef
fect of an inharmonious arrangement is dis

turbing. Colors that "fight" get on one's
nerves almost to the point of depression and
cause us mental nausea. If one must fail at
all in decoration, it is better to err on the side

of sobriety. It is not difficult, however, to
strike a happy medium if one but understands
the elementary principles that govern the use
of color.

First of all, one must have some idea of
the color spectrum in order to know which of
the colors are relating or harmonizing, and
which are opposing or contrasting. Black and
white are not colors at all; they are the absence
of it. The three primary colors are red, yel
low and blue, and practically all others can
be made by the combination of these in dif
ferent proportions. The combination of yel
low and red, for example, makes orange; red
and blue make violet; and yellow and blue
make green. Of course there are innumerable
shades of orange, violet and green, but these

are due simply to the preponderance, in dif
ferent proportions, of one or the other of the

primary colors. Various neutral tones, such

as different shades of gray and brown, can be

obtained by combining all three primary col
ors, and thus letting them neutralize each

other. This relation is not difficult to remem
ber if one is really interested in so doing, and
it is very important to know in order to handle
color intelligently.
There is one other factor which should be

understood, and that is the question of
"value." Value is really the presence or ab

sence of light in a color; that is to say, whether

it is light and bright, or dark and sombre. A
high value is one which contains much light;
a low value is one which is almost entirely

lacking in it. Yellow has the highest value
or most light, and violet has the lowest, and

is consequently the darkest and deepest of

colors. It must be remembered in this
connection that black and white are not

colors; for, of course, white is lighter and

black darker than any color. Red and blue

have about the same value and the interme

diate shades vary in proportion as their place
in the spectrum approaches yellow or violet.

The combination of black or white with a color
affects its "intensity," which is another word

for its strength or purity. Thus a color in its
brightest and purest form has its full intensity.
In proportion as it is mixed or diluted with
some neutral shade it loses its intensity.

THESE
two principles once mastered, it

becomes possible to use color intelli

gently, although some people are more

sympathetic with its finer shades of harmony
than others, just as some people have a keener

ear for harmony in music. But even a per
son who has no natural artistic feeling in these
matters can not go far wrong if he but fol
lows the basic principles. He may not achieve
a highly artistic effect, but at least he can

obtain a pleasing relation which will make a
room pleasant and cheerful to live in.

There are two ways to go about decorating
a room: one is to maintain a neutral back

ground in order to bring out more distinctly
the form and color of the objects placed
against it; the other is to use a bright back
ground and thus detract from the other ob

jects in the room. By a bright background I
mean one which has many elements in itself,
such as a colored wall paper. A background
which has only one color but which is, how
ever, of brilliant tone and full intensity may
belong to either of the above classes, depend
ing on how it is handled.

DIFFERENT
kinds of rooms require dif

ferent treatment. One which has little fur
niture is usually best treated by providing an

interesting background. A Colonial hallway,
for example, usually has little furniture other
than the architectural woodwork and a hall
stand, and therefore the wall decoration is
relied upon to create interest. Many of the
old Colonial houses have hallways with white
or cream-colored woodwork and pattern wall
papers to give the interest. The most attractive
wall paper, to my mind, for this type of hall
is the old-fashioned kind, not difficult to ob
tain in reproduction, which represented
a pictorial panorama. Usually the lower part,
just above the white wainscoting, represented
a landscape, with perhaps a river bordered by

trees, and possibly some peacocks or other

birds in the near foreground. The hills in the
background faded away into a blue sky which

covered the upper part of the wall up to the

simple cornice molding. It is possible, how
ever, instead of relying upon wall paper, to
create the interest (in which case the paper
design must be very artistic) by employing a

more neutral background and offsetting it by
pictures or other hangings. This method is
usually the best for an English, French or

Italian hallway. Tapestries and heavy carved
chests and furniture against a dull but mel
low background (possibly oak paneling) are

usually most appropriate for an English Tudor
hall. For a French chateau, bright brocades
and gay furniture of beautiful but delicate

lines create a suitable interest and atmosphere;
while, for an Italian villa, light but neu
tral-tinted walls should set off magnificent

pictures, tapestries and heavy carved furniture.

IN general it is a better principle to keepthe background neutral, and try to create

the interest either in the furniture or in
the pictures or hangings. It is, however, ad
visable to have some color in the background

to give warmth and interest to the neutral tone,

but it should be very subdued and should be

felt rather than seen. For instance, a pure
white wall gives a whitewashed and uninter
esting appearance, whereas if it is slightly
tinted to make it either cream color or some

other scarcely noticeable tone, it will be even
more effective to set off the furniture, and can

{Continued on page 68)
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NEW BOWLS
FOR FLOWERS
OR FRUIT

Courtesyof Kantack,
Heath& ll'arman

In choosing the color of
the glassit is well to con
sider the flowers. Here
ivy and branching pussy
willows have beenplaced
in a seagreen bowl on a
tall iron stand with un
usually striking efect
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LITTLE PORTFOLIO of GOOD INTERIOR

Modern decorationon the Continent has taken
a variety oj forms. Few of the styles in their
entirety are adaptable to the American home,
but many contain elements that are full of
interesting and valuable suggestions. In this
living room a paper with a large pattern in

strong colors has been used up to the door
level, the remainder of the wall and ceiling
beingthecreambackgroundof the lower paper.
One set of portieres is of plain fabric with
over-door valance, the other of figured male-
rial. The rod is fastened to a carved device
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The living room in the
New York apartment of
Mrs. James McCrea has
the interesting color
schemeof creampaneled
■walls,claretcarpet,hang
ings of claret with gold
gauze glass curtains,
black and gold fixtures
and a chintz wilh blue
and green on yellow.
Mrs. Emott Buel was
the decorator

The dining room in the
McCrea apartment has
pale yellow paneledwalls,
furniture painted yellow
and lined with blue, a
plain blue rug, hangings
of plain blue satin with
claret colored gauzeglass
curtains. The fixtures
are blue and gilt with
rose parchment shades
decorated in blue and

yellow
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Georgian green paneled
walls create the back
ground in the drawing
room o

f the New York
home of Morgan Jopling.
The furniture is uphols
tered in a linen medal
lion pattern. Curtains
are soft greenedgedwith
maize; decorated tie-
backs give added bril
liance. Agnes Foster
Wright, decorator

An English glazed paper
gives distinction to this
dining room. The ground

is white and the design
mauve, rose, turquoise
blue and green. The fur
niture is painted tur
quoise blue and green.
Dotted Swiss and over-
curtains of mauve gauze
are at the windows. Miss
Sparks, decorator
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MODERN PANSIES AND THEIR CULTURE
All the Charm of the Old-Fashioned Sort Has Been Retained as a

Background for the Splendid New Varieties

HENRY T. FINCK

MODERN
pansies are what Mark

Twain would have called violets with
a college education. They far excel

that modest wayside flower in size, shape and

infinite variety of coloring, and their fragrance

is even more thrilling.
In view of the fact that there are more than
two hundred species of violets, this last claim

may seem rash and reckless. I haven't nosed
them all and I admit that there are few things
in this world so delicious as the fragrance of

the white Parma violet (pallida plena) or of
the tiny Viola blanda which hides itself along

the mossy, cool banks of trout brooks and

rivulets; but at any rate I feel that the poets,
who are forever raving over the sweetness of

the violets (most of which have no scent at

all), have failed to do justice to the pansy's
entrancing fragrance.

To throw a perfume on
the violet is called by

Shakespeare "wasteful and

ridiculous e x c e s s," like

painting the lily, gilding
refined gold or adding an

other line to the rainbow.

Shakespeare, Miltop and
other poets also refer to the

pansies. They are called by-

various pet names, such as

"love-in-idleness," "hearts

ease" ; but to their fragrance

I can find no allusion in
English poetry.

Modern Development

Why this silence? Prob
ably because the pansy's

fragrance, like its varied,
velvety colors, is a product

of modern civilization and
gradual intensification.
Gerard, a 16th Century

writer, said of the pansies

of his time: "smell they

have little or none." At
that time the only colors

worn by the hearts-ease

were purple, yellow, and

white or blue.

These old pansies, in
truth, were little better than
the Johnny-jump-ups we
find in neglected gardens

today. You have no reason
to envy your grandmother.

She, poor dear, never saw

any pansies bigger or more

alluringly colored than the
common violets of the
shaded roadside, and not so

fragrant. Not till about a

century ago were successful

attempts made to educate this flower into some

thing rich and strange. In the moist, cool
climate of England, and still more of Scotland,
the improved varieties flourished.

In 1830 a man named Thompson, gardener
to Lord Gambier, introduced the first pansies
with the blotches on the lower petals which

now are taken for granted in the finest flowers.

He also succeeded in changing the blossoms,

which before him had been "lengthy as a

horse's head," into the rounder shapes we ad

mire. He took no merit to himself for originat
ing the modern pansy, for, as he said, "it was
entirely the offspring of chance. In looking
one morning over a collection of heaths, I was
struck, to use a vulgar expression, all of a
heap, by seeing what appeared to me a minia

ture cat's face steadfastly gazing at me."

The real Burbanks of the pansy were still to

The old-lime pansiesare far outranked by the modern fragrant sorts with their large,
long-stemmedflowers of white, black, blues, reds, bronze and endlesscombinations.
They can be liad in bloom outdoors in early spring and continueall summer

come. In the middle seventies of the last cen
tury three Frenchmen, Cassier, Bugnot and
Trimardeau, specialized in this flower and got
results which astonished and delighted the
whole world, just as Henry Eckford did with
his new and improved sweet peas in England.
The names of these French pansy educators
are still preserved, as they should be, in our
catalogs of flower seeds. The Trimardeaus are
of immense size. Cassier achieved unique re
sults with blotches in threes and fives. To
Bugnot I feel particularly grateful for special
izing in the new shades of reds and bronzes
which are among the most dazzling of all
pansies. The first cardinal flower I ever had
in my pansy bed was evidently admired very

much by somebody else, for on the morning
after the first blossom had opened, the whole

plant had completely disappeared!

Further Hybridizing

Later hybridizers in sev
eral countries have gone
even beyond these French

men in obtaining larger and

more velvety flowers, a

greater variety of delicate

tints and spots and of queer
faces in the petals. In
place of Thompson's "cat's

faces" we now see in some

varieties of pansies the

quaintest countenances,

some smiling, others almost

grotesque. No one can fail
to detect the Russian peas
ant faces among them. Thus
pansies are the most human

of all flowers. As Harriet
Keeler has put it: "The
bright, cheerful, wistful, or

roguish faces look up at you
with so much apparent in

telligence that it is hard to

believe it is all a pathetic
fallacy and there is nothing
there."

A born flower lover does
not need to know the genea

logical details regarding the

modern high-bred pansy to

be enthralled by its beauty.

Yet, if you are a born
flower lover, you will admit
that your interest is in

creased by a knowledge of
these details. You will cer
tainly, if you know them,
peruse the pansy pages in

your seed catalog with in

creased interest in making

your selections.

(Continued on page 64)



The charm of theselittle old Italian Empire
chairs lies in the delicacyof design. They are
■walnutwith cane seats, $75 each

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
Whichmavhepurchasedthroughthe
House& "GardenShoppingScr-.ice,
19West44(/iStreet,New York City,

The Empire console shown in the picture
above is unusually graceful. It is mahogany
and the brassmountsareespeciallydecorative.

It may be had for $150

(Left) A painted Venetian chair comes in
dull green with taffeta cushion to match
piped in burnt orange,$96. A Venetianlight
ing fixture in the same coloring is $40

Above is shown a lovely old
Italian walnut chair that would
be suitable in many places. The

price is $50

An especially delicate Empire
side chair comes in American
walnut with a cane seat, $61.
The cushion is extra
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PLAYING GROUNDS FOR COUNTRY PLACES
Suggestions for Their Construction, Design and Treatment to Make

Them Ornamental as Well as Practical

RICHARD H. PRATT, II

THERE
was a time when country

places in more or less isolated locations

included, almost without exception,

some definite places for games— for tennis,
croquet or lawn bowls. Each of

these spaces was prepared with

the ends of its own particular

game in view. Sometimes they

were treated as an integral part of

the landscape scheme, but often

the bluntness of their aspect

jarred the sensibilities. Now
their bluntness has disappeared

because they, too, have gone.
Tennis courts remain, though it

is perhaps more for custom's sake

than for a desire to play at home.

The reasons for all this are obvi
ous: motors and country clubs.

But it is regretable nevertheless.

For well organized playgrounds
on even the small suburban places
make for such completeness; with

the garden they extend the possi
bilities for pleasure to the limit
and increase an appreciation for

the grounds of the home as noth

ing else can. And they lessen our
dependence upon the clubs (none
the less a splendid opportunity
for social intercourse) as they en

large the immediate offering we

can make to our family and to

our guests.
The popularity of tennis is un
questioned, yet there is nothing

to scoff at in lawn bowls, clock

golf or croquet. Each, properly

played on a well prepared ground,
rewards skilful effort by produc
ing an exceedingly interesting

contest. Each, too, is a game for

all but the very youngest children whose play
spaces are so often omitted or neglected. And

there is room for one of them at least on the

smallest place. Let us consider then how the

Playing grounds for three dif
ferent games are provided in
the upper plan, and all are so
well arrangedthat they enhance
the landscaped appearance of

the place

The bowling green is especially
adapted to a situation provid
ing a long, narrow space. Aside
from its playing attraction, the
strip of smooth turf is pictur

esque

grounds for these several games may be pre
pared, how they may be arranged as a part
of the layout and how they may be treated so

as to merge easily into the general design.
It is of primary importance to
have the ground for any game
well prepared and then kept in

condition in order that skill, not
luck, may be the deciding factor
in any match. A poor playing
surface soon ceases to intrigue us
and the cost of good construction
is no less in the end than quick
and cheap methods that must too
soon deteriorate.

For tennis and croquet there is
the choice of turf or of a hard
surface. A hard surface of sand
or clay is usually built upon a
foundation of broken stone, the
stones decreasing in size as they
approach the top; each layer of

not more than 3", making al

together a depth of not less than
8", being thoroughly rolled with
a heavy roller, and the whole cov
ered with the final surfacing of

clay or sand watered and rolled
well into the interstices of the

underlying stones. Under this
foundation and on top of the sub
soil open tile drains should be
laid in whatever quantity is nec

essary to carry off the seepage and

prevent sogginess and bulging.
But a court or lawn of a hard

surface lacks the soft appearance
that will help to make the grounds
effective and unless the climate or

the locality is not adapted to the

use of turf the former should not
be used. Turf, on the other hand,
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A croquet court calls for a space30' by 60', inclusive o
f the plank
edging which surrounds it. The positions o
f the wickets and

stakesare here shown

Clock golf is another gamewell suited to limited space. It affords
not only the interest o

f competition, but also excellentpractice for
the regular game
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MattieEdwardsHewitt

Attention to the tennis
backstop will be well re
paid. Here climbing roses
on a woven wire fenceare
practical and ornamental

EX'
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is sightly, easily maintained and

merges into its surroundings with

out a break. It is perfectly suit
able as a playing surface for any
of the lawn games. It is at once
practical and decorative.
A serviceable and durable play
ing lawn may be built at a fairly
slight expense as follows. First
level perfectly and roll well the
subsoil at a depth of 1' below the

final top surface. Then lay 3"
open tile drains on this surface
from 4' to 10' apart, according to the ease with
which the subsoil drains off the surplus water,

running the pipes toward the center line of
the lawn at a slight pitch where they will con
nect with a larger drain which will carry the
seepage to a sump hole or to still another drain.
On this surface and over these drains should
be laid 3" of cinders or ^4" stone chips. Over
this layer should be spread the very best kind
of top soil, free from weeds and thoroughly
pulverized. The surface of this top soil must
then be carefully raked and leveled, two very
important operations. If the surface is to be
seeded, use the very finest lawn grass seed
obtainable and avoid altogether the use of
clover. Sow the seed evenly and generously
when the ground is dry, then roll well with a
roller, rake lightly again, roll again, and hope
for just the right sort of damp weather to
start the tiny roots. If really good sod of
even thickness is obtainable it may be used,
though it offers very slight advantage over
seeding. After it is laid it should be lightly
rammed, then rolled. When it has made con-

I
I

I

I

I 1
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Tennis requires the most
spaceoj all the games.The
single court needs 54' *
108'room for playing, and
the double 63' x 108'

tact with the soil underneath, it should be
rolled again. If the first few weeks are dry
it should be sprayed constantly. To keep a
grass surface in condition for the playing of
games it is necessary to roll, water, mow and
weed it as often as possible.
The dimensions of the various play spaces
vary from the 60' by 120' maximum of the

tennis lawn to the tiny area required for the

sand box and swing that every child should

have. The size and marking of the several
major games of the home grounds is shown in

the accompanying plans. From these it will
be seen which or how many of the games may
be placed on a certain plot or in a particular
layout. Their exact location should be de
termined by the adaptability of the site and

by the arrangement of the other units in the

general design. Tennis lawns require a com
paratively level surface unless the cost of ex

tensive grading is of no particular conse

quence; croquet lawns demand a smaller but

similar 'situation; bowling greens may be

placed in any long, narrow space, across a

fairly steep hillside if necessary,
as their length rather than their

width is the important considera

tion; clock golf requires only a

small level area, and a child's

playground is not at all particu
lar as to the size or nature of its
situation. It is very desirable in
tennis and fairly so in bowls and
croquet that the grounds for these

games be so oriented that the di

rection of their greater length is

as nearly as possible north and

south. By so placing them, the sun's rays

when nearly level in the morning and after
noon are not so apt to interfere with the sight

of the players.
The decorative possibilities of these various
spaces as parts of the general layout scheme

are practically unlimited. There is not the

slightest reason why any one of them should

be awkwardly placed in its relation to the rest

of the grounds design. On the contrary they

may be made to serve as complements to and

improve the appearance of the other units with

which they are arranged. As an example of

an aid to symmetry sometimes desirable, a

hedge-enclosed bowling green might act as a

balancing motif to a hedge enclosed flower bor

der on the opposite side of a formal lawn. If
there is room for a croquet or tennis lawn on

a site where space is limited, either one might

become the open lawn of the layout with its

edges softened by planting, and its function as

a playground become incidental to its function

as a decorative element.

(Continued on page 62)
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THE FOREBEARS OF SOME GARDEN FLOWERS
Wild Varieties from Which Certain of Our Prominent Cultivated Sorts

Have Been Developed — The Irises and Columbines

R. W. SHUFELDT

o NE of the most interestingfields of research in the sci

ence of horticulture has for

its object the tracing of the origin
of our cultivated flowers. With
respect to some varieties, the deri

vation is traced without much dif
ficulty, while in others, for va
rious reasons, it is not so easy a

matter. For example, in the case
of some flowers, the original wild
species have their habitats in va

rious parts of the world— in very
remote parts with respect to not a

few varieties.

A wild species may have been a
very modest little flower in the

flora of Japan, whence living
specimens of it

,

or seeds, were

taken to France; here cultivators

of the garden flowers have experi
mented with it until some very re

markable form has resulted. Next,

examples of this may come across

the Atlantic to America, and in a

few years begin to appear in our

gardens. As time goes on, the

differences of soil, climate and

other factors commence to have
their effects, and in due course the

species changes entirely again in

form, color, size and leafage; so
that, unless some very exact rec
ord has been kept, it would not be
an easy matter to trace the plant
back to the stock wild flower that

(Right) The resemblance be
tween the Dutchman's Breeches

o
f our early spring woods and

that cultivated member o
f the

samefamily, the Bleeding Heart,

is clearly apparent

Bleeding Heart comes originally
from northern China. Over
dozenspecies o

f the dicentra fam
ily are known, all o

f them be
longing to the flora o

f Asia and
North America

originally came over from Japan.
However much we may come to

cross and interfertilize them, some

plants are so distinctive with re

spect to their florescence that there

is no mistaking their species un

der any circumstances. This is

true of such a genus of plants as

we find in Dicentra — a small
group created to contain the typi
cal Dutchman's Breeches and its

two near relatives, the Squirrel
Corn (D. canadensis) and the rare
Dicentra eximia.

Early in the spring I have
found the true Dutchman's
Breeches (D. cucullaria) growing
in masses and most luxuriantly
along the northern banks of the

Potomac River, a few miles west

of Washington. It springs from
curious little seed-like tubers,

which sometimes may be seen

above-ground, so superficial is

their lodgment in it. Dicentra's
pure white flowers are tipped with

a delicate shade of cream-color —
and altogether the plant is a very

interesting one. I know of no
species that has been derived from

this for our gardens, in which the
elegant Dicentra spectabilis from

northern China, generally known

as Bleeding Heart, is so fre

quently seen, its flowers being of

a deep pink. A dozen or more

(Center) Iris prismatica is found
from Nova Scotia to Georgia.
It is a plant of the coastal
marshes,an untamed member o

f

the his tribe that is especially
effective in masses

A comparison o
f this German iris

with the slender iris at the left
suggeststhe great differencesand
resemblances which sometimes
exist betweenwild and cultivated

flower forms
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species of Dicentra are known, the
entire group belonging to the flora
of Asia and North America.
From the intractable Dutch
man's Breeches, we may pass to a

genus of plants that has given us
some of the most marvelous gar
den forms known to us—the col
umbines (Aquilegia). In our
northeastern flora we meet with
the common wild columbine {A.
canadensis), from which not a few

subspecies have been derived.
Then we have the blue form of it
in our gardens (.4. vulgaris),
known to the lover of flowers the

world over. In some parts of New
York State I have found this dark
blue or even purplish species
growing among rocks close to farm

houses, the plants evidently being
escapes from neighboring gardens.
The wild red columbine, lined with yellow,
is often found growing in masses up among
the rocks and scrub pines on the borders of

forests, and it is, as we will all acknowledge,
one of the most beautiful sights in all nature
in the early months of spring. Where it is

accessible, thoughtless people often gather
them in great bunches, only to throw them

away as their lovely flowers droop on the

way home; this practice has nearly exter

minated the plant in many localities. In the
Rocky Mountains and Mexico we meet with

a columbine in which the spurs of the flowers

are several inches in length. Some ten dif
ferent species of columbines occur in our
United States' flora, but they can in no way

compare with the extraordinary species that

flourish in our gardens in the summertime.

Of all the various flowers in nature, in this
country and abroad, no single genus has pro
duced, from the wild species, such a wonder
ful array of garden varieties as the irises or

Fleurs-de-lis. They are the very gems of the
parks and gardens, public and private, almost

the world over, and they are known to every
one taking any interest in flowers. It was Rus-

Relatively small though our native columbine (A. canadensis) is
.

Us
grace o

f

form and the coral and yellow hues o
f its flowers entitle it

to a place o
f honor in any garden

kin who said that "the fleur-de-lis, which is

the flower of chivalry, has a sword for its

leaf and a lily for its heart."

Iris Species

There are over one hundred species of iris
known to botanists, they occurring chiefly in

this country, in some parts of Asia, and in

the North Temperate Zone, while we meet
with others in northern Africa and in some
parts of Europe. Germanica is the most

abundant cultivated species, while the best

known wild one in this part of the world is

the common blue flag (/. versicolor). Iris
prismatica, or the slender blue flag, is a plant
of the marshes from Nova Scotia to southern

Georgia, being found only along the coast;

they bloom in June and July. The Carolina
iris also occurs in the swamps of Virginia and
Georgia, and it is said to have been found

growing in the marshes of some parts of the

State of Louisiana. I have found the slender
blue flag growing in masses, in suitable lo

calities, through southern Maryland, where it

greatly enhances the borders of swampy ponds.

The dwarf, the crested dwarf
and the lake dwarf irises are still
other very beautiful species of this

country, and found in certain lo

calities east of the Mississippi, the
last-named being confined to the

gravelly shores of Lakes Superior,
Huron and Michigan.

A magnificent introduced spe
cies from Europe is the true Fleur-
de-lis, the Iris germanica, now
found growing wild in Virginia
and West Virginia; its "beard" is

bright yellow and pendant, while

its sepals are of a dark violet pur

ple. A great rival in the matter
of beauty is the Charmant iris.

Mrs. M. E. Russell announces
the fact that she has discovered

growing along the borders of

marshes on the coast of Connecti
cut the naturalized Asiatic species,

known as the Oriental iris (/. orientalis) — a

plant wherein the stem-leaves are reduced and

few in number, while the pale yellow or whitish

flowers are really very handsome.

There are many elegant forms of iris
which have been cultivated in Japan. In
Spain, too, we meet with some lovely species

of cultivated ones.

Occasionally, in certain parts of the East

ern United States, one may meet in nature

plants of the yellow iris or yellow flag. I

have usually found it growing along clear

streams and sometimes on the borders of

ponds. When in masses and in full bloom,

it is a most elegant-appearing species, with

its tall, dark green, sword-like leaves and su

perb lemon-yellow flowers. This is the iris
of Europe and Russian Asia (/. pseudacorus) .
In England, its roasted seeds are used as a

substitute for coffee, while old-fashioned

physicians still occasionally prescribe a de
coction made from its roots as an astringent.

The fetid iris (/. foetidissima) of western
Europe, also called "Gladden" or roast-beef
plant, is an unwelcome addition to this other-

(Continued on page 76)
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THE VARNISH FINISH FOR WOOD
What It Will Do and How One May Secure the Best Results —

Methods of Application and Treatment

VARNISH
is perhaps the most sensitive

finishing material in use today, yet it
produces the most beautiful effects, its

transparent coatings magnifying the grain of

the wood and bringing out its inherent beauty.
The reason the experienced finisher gets sat
isfactory varnishing results is because he ob

serves three simple, fundamental rules. First,
the surface must be absolutely clean— free
from dust, soot or grease. Second, the brush

should be of the proper grade for applying the

varnish, and it
,

also, must be absolutely clean.

Third, the temperature of the room should be
between 70 and 75 degrees, Fahrenheit. By

adhering rigidly to these requirements, the
amateur will have no trouble in applying var
nish successfully to his woodwork, floors or

furniture, and he will find the work much more
fascinating than painting or enameling.

IF the surface has been varnished previously, it should be cleaned thoroughly
with ammonia water, using one table-

spoonful of ammonia to a quart of water.

Use a clean cloth and apply freely. Any
grease spots that remain after this treatment

can be removed by rubbing with a cloth

dipped in benzine or high-test gasoline.
If the old varnish has worn off in spots,
which often happens with the floor, these

spots need to be bleached. This is accom
plished by shaking up in a bottle ten parts of
cold water with one part of oxalic acid crys
tals and applying this solution freely to the

spot with./ a rag, rubbing vigorously. Then
wipe off the entire surface with a clean rag

dampened with clean water.

Allow the surface to dry thoroughly, then
sand it off with fine sandpaper until it is per
fectly smooth, and wipe off the resulting dust.

To insure getting all of the dust off and out
of the surface, the expert finisher uses a "tack

rag." This is made by dipping a clean, lint-
free piece of cloth into the varnish about two

hours before using, wringing it out and leaving

it rolled up into a ball.
In about two hours the rag will have be
come sticky, or tacky, and by wiping off the

surface with it every bit of dust is removed—
minute particles of dust that fill up the pores
of the wood and cannot be removed in any
other manner. If the tack rag is not used,
this dust is liable to be picked up by the brush

and dragged through the varnish. As stated
above, varnish magnifies the grain of the

wood. It also magnifies all surface defects,
and small particles of dust are often carried

along by the brush and built up until they
look like grains of sand.
If the surface contains any bare spots that
have been bleached out, they should be primed

with a coat of varnish thinned 10% with tur

pentine. Allow a sufficient time for drying
and then sandpaper lightly.

JASON E. DURST

When the cleaning operation has been com

pleted, the room should be closed to allow the

dust to settle. It is always better to wait
until the following day before beginning the

varnishing.

CALL on the most reliable paint and varnish retailer in your city and tell him
what you want to do. If you are going

to varnish the woodwork, you will want what

is known as an interior varnish; if the floor,
a varnish that will dry hard, yet be so elastic

that it will not crack under ordinary wear
and tear; if a chair, a hard-drying varnish
that will not become sticky in the heat of
summer. There is a varnish made for prac

tically every surface around the house, and

it is important, therefore, that the man who

sells it to you knows for what use it is de
sired. He will also sell you the proper kind
of brush to be used in applying the material.

The brush should be of good quality, flat with

a chiseled edge, and elastic.

Because the brush is new do not think that

it is also clean. It probably contains enough
dust to ruin a whole can of varnish, and pro
duce a rough, speckled finish. Strike it sev
eral times on the edge of some hard surface
and you will see little clouds of dust roll out.
Then whip the bristles through your fingers
to remove the loosened dust, and strike it on

the hard surface again. Continue this opera
tion until no more dust can be dislodged, and
then wash it thoroughly in clean turpentine.
Unlike paint, varnish does not require
shaking or stirring. Open the can carefully
and pour out into some clean receptacle as

much of the material as you think will be re
quired for the job. If any is left in this re
ceptacle when the job is finished, throw it

away. Never pour back into the original can

any varnish into which a brush has been

dipped.

Apply the varnish with a well-filled brush,
and try to give the surface a uniform coating,
neither too thin nor too thick. The brush will
drag heavily on the surface if too thin a coat

is being applied; and if the coat is too thick
the brush will slip along, leaving raised ridges.
After applying one or two brushfuls you will
get the "feel" of the material, and you can
easily sense whether or not you are giving the

surface a coating of the right thickness.

Varnish is unlike paint, also, in that it does
not need to be brushed into the surface, and

it will soon level up to a smooth, glass-like
surface without showing brush marks. If too
much is applied, especially on an upright sur

face, it will form what is known as a "curtain."
Watch the edges and corners of the work

to see that there is no running over, and when

you have covered the entire surface get out

of the room as quickly as possible and lock

the door. Don't call members of the family

in to see what fine work you have done. They
will only stir up unnecessary dust. Keep the
door locked for at least three hours— four if

possible. Varnish requires this period of time

to set up free from dust. But it will not be
perfectly dry for forty-eight hours.

AS mentioned above, the temperature of aroom in which varnishing is being done

should be around 70 to 75 degrees. Fin
ishers have always disagreed as to whether or

not a freshly varnished room should be ven

tilated, but the majority claim that the aver

age room contains enough oxygen to dry all
of the varnish that can be applied in it

,

and
ventilation is unnecessary.
If outside air, especially cold or damp air,

is admitted to a room while the varnish is wet,

a quantity of moisture will be absorbed by the
varnish and it will dry with a clouded effect,
known as "blooming." This appearance, hap
pily, may be overcome by rubbing the clouded
portion with a good furniture polish.
If the surface that has been varnished is a

floor and the varnish does not dry in forty-

eight hours even though the temperature has
been right, it indicates that the proper varnish
has been used; it is an elastic, long-oil var
nish that requires a somewhat longer time to

dry, and it will wear for years.
The most beautifully varnished surfaces are
obtained by several successive coats of var
nish application, and if any surface is worth
varnishing at all it should receive at least two
coats.

When the first coat is thoroughly dry, sand

it lightly with fine sandpaper. Allow more
than forty-eight hours for drying if possible,
to make sure of avoiding any disappointments.
If an undercoat is sanded and another one
applied before it is perfectly dried, the mois
ture remaining in the undercoat will cause
"sweating," and this will produce "pitting" of
the next coat.

After sanding, wipe off all resulting dust,
apply the second coat with as much care as
was given to the former one, and leave the
room quickly. Allow the same length of time
for drying and keep the temperature as uni
form as possible.
When the finishing coat has dried, it may
be left in its natural gloss, or rubbed with
rotten stone and water if a mirror gloss is

desired. For a satin finish, rub with pumice
stone and water.

THE suggestions made thus far have applied mostly to re-vamishing surfaces
that have been previously finished. If

new wood is to be varnished the first require
ment is, of course, that it be sanded off as

smoothly as possible.

Close-grained woods such as maple, pine
(Continued, on page 68)
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BUILDING THE SMOKELESS FIREPLACE
The Principles of Design, Proportions and Construction Which Will Insure

Good Draft and Heat Radiation

HARRY F. C. MENNECKE

MUCH
that might be said concerning fire

places and their artistic elements would

go for naught were the practical side of
building a non-smoking fireplace overlooked.
In order to avoid later disappointment, cer
tain elements are necessary in the designing
and building in order that the smoke shall go
up the chimney, the fuel burn freely, and a

generous warmth be created throughout the
room. And without sacrificing utility in con
struction, the architectural design of a fireplace
can be considered in its relation to the room.
To begin the construction of a practical,
fireproof and non-smoking fireplace we shall
have an ash dump door in the hearth con
nected with a flue to the ash pit in the base

ment, where a door is provided, 2' above
the floor. This in itself is valuable as it
spells cleanliness.

Next we shall consider the fireplace opening
and chimney flue, for these two depend upon
each other, and the size of one must be in pro
portion to the other. The opening is generally
determined before the flue is built, and is gov

erned by the kind of fuel to be burned and
the size of the room. Also if the fire is to
draw well, the height, width and depth of

the fireplace should be in certain proportions
one to the other, as well as to the lines of the

throat and area of the flue.

In a moderate size room the width is usu
ally 30" to 36" and the height generally 30".

The dimensions vary, however, from 30" to
60" in width and 30" to 48" in height, the rule

being that the height of the opening shall be

2/3 to 3/4 the width. The lower the opening
the better the draft, as a higher one permits too

much cold air to enter and prevents a good
draft. Where this mistake has been made it

may be corrected at small expense by a sheet

metal shield or hood carried across the top of

the opening, without marring the good appear

ance of the fireplace.
The depth should never be less than 1/2
the height, 2/3 being better, but never less
than 16" for a coal fire nor 18" where wood

is burned, 20" being better. For a large wood
burning fireplace this is made 24", but to make

it deeper would be poor designing and the
heat would not radiate into the room.
The sides in the interior of the fireplace
should be run back straight about 4" and then

splayed 2" to 5" per foot in depth, so that the

opening into the room is wider in front than
behind.

The back should be brought upward with
a forward slant or a curve, commencing at a

point above the hearth. This will tend to
contract the fireplace toward the top and in

sure the air at this important point being thor
oughly heated, which greatly improves the
draft and causes the heat to be thrown forward
and out, rather than upward. At the same
time it forms the smoke or back draft shelf

above it
,

without which no fireplace should
ever be built, as it prevents and deflects all
downward drafts which cause smoke and ashes

to be blown into the room.

The throat should be built well to the front
of the fireplace and its area should be 1 to

\y2 times that of the flue. Its width should

{Continued on page 64)
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There is far more to a good fireplace than its externalappearance. The other flues—all these must be properly worked out. These drawings
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NEWS O F DOMESTIC AIDS
Twenty of the Best Modern Devices Which Lighten and Make

More Effective the Housekeeper s Labors

PETER DUNHAM

THERE
may be nothing new under the

sun but there is always something in

viting under the roofs of our manu

factories, in these labor, time, and energy
sparing days. Not to keep abreast of the

news is perhaps to lose at least a week out

of your year in time, and a few tons of actual

effort.

There is an ideal mixer on the market

which attacks and synthesizes a mayonnaise,
cream or eggs, mixes cakes, makes bread of

its ingredients, and all in all can almost be
hitched to the stars and change the rotations

of the solar system, extravagantly speaking.
It is modeled on a giant mixer formerly used
in hotels and soda fountains but now adapted
to home use. Furthermore, it is prepared to

annihilate meats, nuts and fruits. It is a
complete power unit and worked by elec

tricity.
Multum in parvo—here we have it. A lit
tle washing machine that can be a sweet

pal of the portable typewriter —less its
weight, not requiring, though, either ink or
hand labor. This tiny wooden washer is
placed under a water faucet and the weakest
stream of water revolves its little cylinder
so that you can wash two or three shirtwaists
and six hankies and seven towels in one opera
tion while you sit and think how lucky you
are. Fancy this little fairy in a hotel room,
in the country, where the wash ladies are

obsolete and your nurse won't wash—or where
you don't want to trust your trousseau to any

laundry resident in your rural haunt. And
it is invaluable for the baby's wash—because
the baby is no respecter of labor and needs

much rehabilitation.

It fits on any wash-stand, is simply made,
easily cleaned and tres bon marche. So your

parlor, bedroom and bath need not be a limi
tation to your wardrobe's perfection.
How many times have you toasted bread at
your morning meal—the meal at which most of

Cream, mayonnaiseor eggsmay be beaten,cake
batter mixed, and meat, nuts or fruit cut by a
manifold mixer which is operated by electricity.
It may be attached directly to a light socket.

Courtesy of Hobart Mfg. Co.

Electric chafing dishes and coffee percolators are
among the table conveniencesnow obtainable.
If attached to the wall outlet with long cables,
they permit considerable freedom in moving
them about. Courtesy of Wagner Mfg. Co.

us are poorly adjusted ? How many times have
we nearly (?) sworn because our magic elec
tric toaster only did the trick on one side of
the bread? Now—there has been born a
toaster which, when one side of the toast is
done, "turns the other cheek" (by a pat of
one's finger on a lever) and in most tradi

tionally ethical fashion, so that you have self-
turned toast, well cooked, waiting for you—
disgruntled or radiant. It's a nice thought—
to have toast without blackened fingers or dis

integrated character.

Every sick room at 'some time or another

needs besides air a gentle deodorant. In ac
cordance with electricity's forward march an

electric incense burner can be bought which

though not in the traditional mode is very
much to the manner of today.
Whether this will appeal to our Greenwich
Village friends who espouse with all their
modernity archaic methods, we cannot tell—

yet would we suggest this device whether

they be incensed or not.

Soon there will be on the market a wee
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electric washette—a portable six shirt
waist or twelve soxer which washes

clothes and will spare the fare on silk
hose or lingerie. Most city and coun

try dwellings have electricity and in

a few months this vital little machine

will be yours for the paying.
Bathrooms today without the shower

would be like the kiss to the strange

maiden who liked it not, were her lover
unmoustachioed. In order to have a
faultless shower—for they are often
built haphazardly so that they leak,

spatter, burn and scatter—a standard
ized shower has been put on the mar

ket which when ordered by the archi
tect can be put into any bathroom. It
can be in curved or square design and
in almost any size. After installa
tion it can be finished in paint, marble,
tile or in whatever uniform your bath
room mobilized. The fixtures are the
most modern, completely covering the
bather with sprays enticing and afford
ing thorough refreshment.

Practically speaking, the electric
washing machine in which boiling
water is put is a perfect instrument.
Yet we can see some instances where
the self -gas-heated electric washer

might be a great convenience if the clothes
are not permitted to have the dirt boiled in
and the gas jets left burning beneath them.

Today, to meet the demand of a self-heating
washer, there are a few being put on the
market.

Along the line of washing machines is a
"filler" which acts promptly and swiftly so
that the washing machine is filled and emp
tied of water with a minimum effort. There
are two or three of these assistants on the
market—two of which are good but one of
which we think better. They can be tried

before purchasing.

Electrified Tables

Furniture is furniture.
That seems rational —it
has beauty but not life.

Yet in the Middle Edison
Period in which we live,
furniture arterially sup
plied with electric current

has come to pass. Table
tipping has gone out, but

electrified tea tables have
come in. There is no limit
to what the electrified tea
table might not be, or

might not contain. Tea,

toast, lectures or music fill
its usual shallow depths.
But now a veritable com

panion to man—not only a
pal but an advisor. Yet
one must be careful lest
the amiable invention ousts
the charm of tea itself. But
all new inventions when
they seem the most peril
ous are the most useful.
Think of the charms of the

The instantaneouselectric water heater is less than a foot
high and is attached to the faucet. Courtesy of the Aqua

Electric Heater Co.

There is on the market an efficient little portable
washingmachinethat attachesto any faucet. Cour

tesy Bernard E. Finucane Co.

The conversion of a pottery jar or vase into an electric lamp may be
accomplishedby means of an adapter that is rigidly and invisibly held

in place. Courtesy of J. B. Timberlake & Sons

electrified toilet table—shaving-water
hot, curling irons ready, lights in

perfect range. It is beyond imagina
tion lovely. Then think of the elec
trified bed!

Overlooking the fact that an

ironing board and iron are pro
hibited in many hotels, they seem

to arrive in other guises. A fold
ing contraption looking delightfully
like a little box has been made

and charmingly cretonned, which is

itself the telescopic board and inside

of whose folds repose the leveling
iron, electric connections, etc.

Sleeping Accommodations

Gunpowder can be made out of the

air, but that isn't what we are looking

for—after all it's a constructive use
we give it— breathing and health. Of
late people are longing for health—
see the new religious sects. So the

home longs for it
,

and devices are con

tinually being made to give the home
more air and better. An automatic
device to make rooms breathe is now

a practical thing. It looks like a little
box of copper wire on one side, open

on the other and fitted with little shutters so
that the warm air escapes and the cool fresh
air is imprisoned in the room. It is put on
outside the window sash and without draft

you breathe clean, fresh morning air.

One can always supply a bed to the new

comer, or make one's living room into a more
livable and sleeping one by the use of the

new beds housed behind a small door in the

wall which swing easily to position at night.
The small door can be near the porch, so the

sleeping porch by day can be free of bedding

and be an upper porch only. Furthermore,

if the door be placed
rightly, the bed can be

swung to the porch or to

the room. Rainy nights or
cyclonic you could sleep

indoors. It is not a fold
ing bed with that device's

many drawbacks. O f

course this is more prac

tically installed when the

house is built, yet it can

successfully be put in

afterward. Its makers also
offer a concealed ironing

board—behind closed doors
—which for a limited home

is a comfort.

Should your home not

have enough electric con

nections which, of course,

it should have—you can
now get electric sockets

with two plug extensions.

This can double your elec
tric elasticity. For exam
ple, a lamp and an electric

piano player can get their

nutrition from one base

plug—and you can put two
(Continued on page 74)
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A lyre-shaped bracket suitable for a
rather formal room is black with crystal
trimmings and drops. The height over
all is 16". It may be had for $45

LIGHTING FIXTURES
INTHE HOME
Theymaybepurchasedthroughthe
House& GardenShoppingService,
19West44thStreet,New York City.

A side fixture that is especiallydelicate
in designis 21" high and 9" wide. It is
of hand-wrought iron and crystal drops.

The price is $52

The lantern at the left is a reproduction
of a Venetian one and would be effec
tive in a hall. It is stripedglasswith an
iron frame in polychrome. 22" x 9". $90
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FOOT-SCRAPERS FROM

COLONIAL HOUSES
That Are In Use To-day

FEW parts of the Co

lonial house show
more clearly than the foot-

scraper how carefully each
detail of craftsmanship was

studied by early home build

ers. The range of design
was limited, and the forms

few. In spite of this, each
individual example was
wrought with a remarkable

feeling for the decorative
value of a flowing or spiral
line. The pattern generally
consisted of a central plate,
flanked by spiral ends.

Whether the Colonial craftsman
painted a delicate piece of wall
paper, carved a superbmantel or
wrought a foot-scraper at his
forge, he look that definite pride
in turning out a satisfactory
product which alone distinguishes
the finest craftsmen

The spiral motif seemsto dominatetheseearly
designsand was executedeither simply or with
more florid finish, accordingto the skill of the
craftsman. This example is from a house m
Hartford, Ct., built about 1830

(Left) While the range of designs is limited,
each of thesefoot-scrapers was wrought with
an individuality that gives it a differencefrom
its fellows. This comes from a house in

Cheshire, Ct., built about 1810

From an old housein Alexandria, Va.,
comesthis example,showing the prev
alenceof the spiral motif in all parts
of the Atlantic seaboard

The flowing lines in this examplefrom
a Long Island farmhouse are char
acteristic of the feeling for decorative
value in theseearly iron workers
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EQUIPPING THE BRIDE'S KITCHEN
The Utensils and Devices Which Will Help Her Avoid the Pitfall
of the Impossible Pie and the Traditional Leaden Biscuit

ETHEL R. PEYSER

WE modems are so up to date that although we expect our women to marry

they know less of the kitchen needs

and the infant's psychology than of the con

stituencies of the planets' atmospheres. So

to correct some of the deficiencies we are go

ing to list in this article the prices of neces

sities of the bride's kitchen at the present,

which you must remember is two months

ahead of the time that this story is printed.

Today prices veer so rapidly that we can

only hope that they will not veer upward be

fore your kindly eye peruses these pages.
Whether you use electricity, oil, gas, or

wood should be part of the determining fac

tors in buying utensils. For this reason we

will, as far as possible, designate the special

uses of these utensils whenever possible or

necessary.

May it be said at the start that aluminum

and enamel (best quality) can be used on

any stove. Aluminum is more expensive but

doesn't blacken up on the stove and lives

longer than enamels. We will not take up

copper, as it is too heavy and costly for the

ordinary kitchen and takes too much labor to

keep in the brightened condition in which it

should be kept.

We favor glass whenever it can be substi

tuted for kitchen utensils as the most ideal

oven utensil. If the purse can stand it and
its initial expense it will save fuel, time and

energy in the end and therefore money.

The Lists

Our omissions in this

listing in any case are

due to personal experi

ence and choice and also

to a feeling that there are

many things that can be

omitted when the kitchen

is started and be put in

later when exigencies ap

pear and the income is

greater.
We have purposely not

added up the list to get

an aggregate expenditure,

as it would mean little

when cheaper or more ex

pensive materials can be

substituted. Therefore we

have given but the indi
vidual costs which can be
combined in the ways the
housekeeper desires. Thus
the list is meant to be a
nomenclature rather than

a hard and fast formula,

a vade mecum rather than

a crystallized rule of

thumb.

You may consider some things unnecessary
in these lists. Again, the list is a personal
compilation, as lists are as yet not machine-

made, and the maker has considered what are

the essentials to culinary habits.

Nor have we mentioned stoves as a con
sideration of the bride's first tool chest, because

the architect or the landlord in many cases

has decided this for her. If the buyer needs
to purchase a stove her choice is usually

bounded by the kind of fuel which is cheap
est in the place her spouse has necessarily to

live.

So, although utensils are dependent on the

stoves and stoves on utensils, we have omitted

the stove, whose costs can easily be ferreted

out by reading past files of House & Gar
den, or consulting stove manufacturers or the

Shopping Department of this publication.

Cabinets and Conveniences

Were we fitting out a kitchen we would

either buy a kitchen cabinet or have one built
in the home of the steel unit type. We have

not included it in the list for fear of being too
commanding, and it can be dispensed with
if the shelving and hanging room is sufficient;
though we venture to say not quite so de

lightful will be the kitchen atmosphere with
out one. The kitchen cabinet in steel costs
from about $92 upward; in wood, $89 up.

Devices on which to hang the pots and pans

and house the knives in frictionless positions

are, too, omitted, because these things vary in

price with carpentering and the amount neces-
sar>Mo spend in room and money. It is the
only «nvto house utensils ... in the open
air where tj^ey are visible and where the arm
can reach anc! where the back is not unrelent
ingly and unnecessarily bent in the perform
ance of the manifold .duties of kitchen usage.
The ice-cream freezer is not included as
this is not an essential, unless the purchaser
thinks it to be one. It is to be had in a two-
quart measure from about $4.90 upward, and
the gallon is available at $7.50.
In some instances we have put an article
under two heads; trays, for example. This is
done to show that the two articles in aluminum
or tin are equally useful and if the cheaper
grade is desirable it is a safe "buy."
The grapefruit knife may be a glaring omis
sion—we hope it is. Yet as it is not strictly nec
essary we have omitted it. If this little joy is
bought, the stainless steel is the best material
in which to look for it. It costs about 75
cents. And as soon as the purse is large
enough and the manufacturers have come to
the point, stainless steel is the best in which to
buy nearly every bit of cutlery, as it requires
little attention and neither rusts nor stains.
Here follow the lists:

UTENSILS IN ALUMINUM
Tea kettle, 3 qts $6.15

Buart
measure 2.00

oubleboiler, 2 qts 4.05
Funnel 90
Ladle 2.25
Pie plate, shallow 53

.62
1.40
2.00
3.75

Pie plate, deep
Saucepans,1qt. "|These .Saucepans,2qts.Shave
Saucepans,6qtsj covers..
Kettle covers,extra
1qt
2qts
6qts
Pitcher
Baking dish
Measuringcup
Dripping pan
Frying pan
Griddle
Roaster
Angel caker
Bread pans
Cake pans
2 Mufhners.6 cups
Steamer—fits kettle
Trays $2.5!
Jelly cakepan
Jelly mold
Waffle mold
Strainer
Dish drainer

.25

.44

.62
7.85
1.30
.60
2.95
3.60
5.55
7.20
1.85
1.15
1.60
1.65
3.15
3.20
1.20
2.90
6.65
1,20
4.00

It is better for the kitchen equipment to be simple and of the best, than more complete
and inferior in quality. Cleanlinessand easeof operation should always be sought, and

unpractical utensils and devices studiously avoided

UTENSILS IN ENAMEL
2nd
Grade

Double boiler $2.20 $2.20
Colander 1.30 1.05
Funnel 50 .40
Ladle 45 .35
Pie plates 55 .40
Measure 1.00 .80
LTncoveredsauce .55 .50
pans 75 .60

1.35 1.00
Basting spoons 30 .28
Tea kettle 3.00 2.55
Mixing bowls 95

1.20
Tea pot 1.75 1.60
Dipper 85
Oval dish pan 2.40 1.85
Soapdish 55 .45
Sink drainer 75

UTENSILS IN GLASS
Three kitchenglasses $.10
{Continuedon page70)
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It has always been a problem, to those
interestedin the enrichmentof the home,
why the American architect has tolerated
the radiator. Some conceal it behind
grills, others leave it exposed without
shame. At last it is covered—and the
covering used as a piece of decorative

furniture

The strict adherenceto period lines, as
depicted in the Directoire design above,
is followed in the Jacobean style below.
Simple woodenpanelscasein the radiator
and there is a narrow grill along the
front just below the lop to permit the
passageof heat and its proper radiation

into the room

For a room decoratedin the Italian man
ner comes a cover with cane panels.
Thus it is essentiallya piece of furniture
that can serve as console or side table
whilst hiding the crass and obvious ef
ficiency of the radiator itself. Such cov
ersare ideal. Photographs by courtesyof

American Radiator Co.

These covers are made of wood with
cloth, cane or wood panels and the inte
rior is lined with asbestosand galvanized
iron. Between lining and panelsare ven
tilated air spacesto give insulation from
the heat. These practical construction
details are concealedeven in the ornate

Empire design below

These covers are so designedas to realize
all the heating capacity of the radiator.
The fabric panels,as in this Italian cloth
design, are removable so that the fabric
may bemade to harmonizewith the color

schemeof the room

RADIATOR COVERS
RAYMOND HOOD,
Architect
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THE SEPTIC TANK SYSTEM FOR SEWAGE
Solves the Problem of Waste Disposal for Those Homes Which Have

No Connection with Municipal Plants

B. FRANCIS DASHIELL

WHEN
the question of building or re

modeling the suburban or rural home

is considered, it is imperative that par
ticular attention be given to the proper dis

posal of waste waters and sewage matters that

are constantly arising in connection with the

use of the home. It is a common and deplored
fact that many rural citizens do not have the

conveniences of modern plumbing equipment in

their homes because the simple methods of

disposal are not taken advantage of.
A simple system to take care of all the house
hold wastes can be easily installed in connec

tion with new or old homes at small cost and

very little operating attention. By following
the general plans for the average home, as
shown in this article, a sewage disposal plant
can be had that will be sanitary, effective and
automatic in its operation. In general, this
system is known to engineers and builders as

the septic tank system for the disposal of

waste sewage matters.

The home may be fitted out with the most
complete modern method of plumbing without
the slightest fear that the waste can not be

taken care of, as there is no limit to the kind
and quantity of waste sewage that this system
will handle. Large plants are often installed
to take care of whole sections as a single unit.
This plant can be built by any mechanic in
a short time, no other mate

rials being required than
sand, stone, cement and terra

cotta drain tile and fittings.

It will require little or no
operating attention other than

a cleaning about once a year.

Tank Operation

The septic tank is a con
tainer for the reception, puri
fication, and disposal of all

kinds of sewage matters.

This matter becomes lique
fied and is rendered harm

less and odorless through the

work of a very minute or

ganism or bacteria known as

the Anaerobiosis which will
develop only in an airtight

and dark chamber filled with

sewage matter.

The drawings show all of
the complete plans and de

tails that are necessary for

the construction, which is en

tirely of concrete and vitri

fied tile drain pipe. First
there must be constructed the

receiving chamber or catch

basin through which the

waste water from the sinks

and tubs passes, to catch the
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soaps and greases which come in such water,
and must be prevented from passing into the

septic tank. Wastes from the toilet soil pipe
line do not pass into this basin but directly
into the septic tank. A slight fall in the drain
pipes from the house is required so that the

sewage will flow freely. Any distance from
the house will be satisfactory for placing the
tanks as there are no odors or unsightly vis
ible portions. In fact, the entire system may
be built right under the lawn beside the house

without any knowledge of its being there, but
of course it is advisable to keep it well away
from the source of water supply. The plans
call for the bottom of both the catch basin and

septic tank to be on the same level and they
need be separated only a few feet or built to
gether with a common wall as desired.
Holes of suitable size should be excavated

where desired and at the proper levels, a
l

lowing for drainage, fall, etc. Forms for the
sides are set up after the floor or bottoms have

been laid and hardened so as to hold light

weight without making indentations. The

top slabs are put on last after the walls are

sufficiently firm to hold the weight. The top
form lumber can be removed through the man

hole after the top has set and hardened several

weeks. A preferable concrete mixture is one
of the proportions 1:2:4, and mixed to a thin

consistency so it will settle
easily, thus preventing voids

next to the forms and also

making a denser surface.

Two tile pipes, an inlet and
an outlet, are fitted in the
catch basin and have tees ce

mented as shown in the draw

ing, so as to allow the water

to enter and leave without

disturbing the top scum of

grease that floats on the sur

face. A length of tile pipe

is cemented to the bottom of

the outlet tee to remove the

liquid from the bottom which

is cleaner and clearer. The
top of the basin is fitted with

a manhole cover so that a

bucket may be let down at

intervals to remove the grease
and sediment that collect
about once a year or less.

Baffles and Covers

Sectional Elevation
Septic Tank.

The septictank is dark and airtight, providing conditions essentialto the action o
f

the bacteria which effect the disposal o
f ail harmful matter in the sewage

The septic tank consists of

one large chamber with the

inlet pipes from the catch

basin and toilet at one end

entering side by side. Par
titions or baffles are provided
so that a crust or scum will

(Continued on page 66)
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In the residenceof W. R. Coe, at Oyster Bay, L. I.
,

are two baths,among many, equippedwith all those
luxurious necessitiesthat our manufacturersand de
signerscreate. In one o

f the shower rooms the floor

is black and white marble. Towel closets range
down one side

LUXURY BECOMES
A NECESSITY

in the

MODERN BATHROOM
Tzvo Examples by Walker W

Gillette, Architects
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ROOM FOR KITCHEN STORES
These Plans Provide for An Orderly and Accessible
Arrangement to Assist the Householder

VERNA COOK SALOMONSKY

THE smooth functioning of the culinaryphase of the modern household is in a

large measure dependent upon the ac

cessibility and orderly arrangement of the

kitchen stores. In fitting up a room to ac
commodate various sorts of provisions required
in the kitchen, the prime necessity is to pro
vide a suitable place for everything; this done,

it will be easy to keep everything in its place.
In the accompanying illustrations the cold
closet is, because of its frequent use, but a step
from the doorway. This is built in two com
partments, each equipped with slat shelves

which allow for a continuous circulation of air

through mesh-covered inlets and outlets at the

bottom and top of each cabinet. Ripening
fruits and vegetables, butter, eggs and a host

of other stores which require a cool current

of air are allotted this space.
On the opposite side of the window are the

cabinets for the storage of cleaning supplies
such as soap, compounds, brushes, waxes and

cleaning fluids. Shallow drawers beneath the

countershelf on the adjacent wall provide a

place for the keeping of such small necessities

as screwdriver, hammers and nails, hooks, etc.,

which are required from time to time about
the household.

The preserves and jellies are set apart be
hind closed doors as it is important that they
be kept away from the light. Below is an

open space intended for demijohns of cider,

vinegar, syrups and other fluids kept in more

or less large quantities, and, on either side,

under lock and key, the treasured brew.
For those who take advantage of the econ
omy of buying in quantities barrels of flour

and sugar may be stored under a generous
countershelf. There is a special pivot on the

market which allows these barrels to be easily

swung out into the room. After use the con
tents are protected by a circular wooden cover

Staplessuch as sugar and flour in
bulk can be kept in barrels that
swing on pivots under the shelves

and the barrel revolved back again out of the

way. Above the barrels on open shelving are

sorted the canned and bottled goods, and, on

the countershelf are air-tight jars or tins for

the keeping of cookies and crackers. Along
side are spaces for a reserve supply of spices
and other staples. Hams, bacon, bunches of

bananas and strings of peppers hang from

hooks in the center of the ceiling.
A detail which constitutes a necessary fea
ture is the portable steps, with one side car

ried up to a height of about thirty inches and

tapered to form a sort of handle, by which they
can be moved here and there with little

exertion.

A room of this character is not complete
unless safe-guarded against rats. This can
best be done by laying a floor of cement or of

composition and by carrying this material up
the side walls at least four or five inches,

thereby forming a cover base. Above the base

the wall should be plastered. A strip of sheet
metal across the bottom rail of the door (which
should close tightly) will prove an effective
guard against rodents and other vermin.

In most old houses the larger supplies of
kitchen and cooking stores are kept in a cold

closet in the cellar. This necessitates going
downstairs.

'
Would it not be simpler, in build

ing a new house, to include this store closet

close by the kitchen? With plenty of outside
ventilation the stores will keep just as cool, and
certainly dryer, than in the cellar.

.
~- 1 ..J

jlpCi

z

On the kitchen ■wallside
are shelvesfor extra pre
servesand canned goods
and hooks for hams and
bacon. The room is
thoroughly ventilated

Pivots can be attachedto
the barrelsof staplesand
swing out or in with lit
tle effort. Above the bar
rel rack are shelves for
canned goods and jars

Preserves in glass are
kept in cupboards away
from the light. The lower
cupboard affords a
counter and space for
vinegarand oil demijohns

A cupboard for ripening
fruit has outside ventila
tion. Below it is a cup
board where one's pre
ciousstock of homebrew
can be kept under lock
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The Spanish style, modified, has been
employed in this small Californian
house. Walls are rough cast, the roof
is of red tile and a number of the win
dows are covered with wrought iron
grilles. Preston S. Wright, architect

A particularly delightful feature of the
plan is the patio. It is enclosed on
three sides by the house and on the
fourth by a high wall. All the rooms
are laid out on one floor, as they would

be in a bungalow

Two bedroomsare on the
second floor of the camp.
This gives a guest room.
The plan can be used for
a gardener'scottage on a
country place or a small
shooting box on a preserve

A GROUP OF SIX

CONTRASTING

SMALL HOUSES

The cabin in the woods
should be substantially
built. High-pitched roofs
will shed the snow in win
ter and keepthe housecool
in summer. The walls and
roof are shingle. Prentice
Sanger,architect
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An unusual hand
ling of the Ger-
mantown hood
connects up the
laundry extension
on the residence
at the right. This
secondfloor is laid
out in simplefash
ion, with four bed
rooms and a cen
trally located bath

(Right) The first
floor of this resi
dence is stoneand
the secondcement,
both finished with
a coat of white
wash. The design
is an adaptation
of Pennsylvania
Colonial motifs.
Savery & Scheetz,
architects

(Below) In the
Wallace residence
the garage is
frankly an integral
part of the struc
ture and balances
the porch exten
sion. Otherwisethe
first floor plan is
perfectly simple,
with a livable dis
position of rooms

*
*

. men
■J

The first floor of
this small Pennsyl
vania Colonial
home finds the
kitchen and laun
dry by the en
trance, with the
dining room fac
ing the garden.
The plan affords a
variation from the
usual type

(Left) The home
of Br enton G.
Wallace at Haver-
ford, Pa., is sug
gestive of modern
French influences.
It is executed in
hollow tile and
ecru cement plas
ter, with a slate
roof. Wallace &
Warner, architects

Three bedrooms
and a bath fill the
secondfloor of the
Wallace residence.
The closetspaceis
adequate and all
the rooms are well
lighted and airy.
The third floor
has two small ser
vants' bedrooms
and a bath
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McCulloch, at Spring
field, O., is a modified
Dutch Colonial design
with interesting end
porches that give the
house a pleasing low
line and additional
size. It is in white
painted shingles with
greenblinds, a satisfac
tory combination for a
Colonial House

There is abundant
space in this five-room
house. Entrance is ef
fected through a front
door opening directly
on the living room.
Upstairs the two bed
rooms are ample and
the stairs are kept
small. The inside trim
finish is cream enamel.
Hall & Lethly were
the architects

Another type of Colonial design is found
in this seven-room house. A house-depth
living room occupies one side, with hall,
dining room and service completing the
ground floor. Upstairs are three bed
rooms, a bath, sleeping porch and an un
usual number of practical closets

The walls are of broad Colonial siding
painted white; the roof, which is of shin
gle, is left to weather. There is a porch
on eachside, giving a balanceto the house
and additional living space. On the third
floor are a maid's room, bath and a storage

attic of considerablesize
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(Above) The little
Directoire stool in
this unusually decor
ative bathroom is
mahogany covered in
glazed chintz, $45.
The bronze dolphin
faucets are $10 each
and the marble basin
and swan support are

$200

THE WELL-EQUIPPED
BATHROOM

All thearticlesshownon thesepagescanbepurchasedthroughthe House & GardenShoppingService, 19
West44fAStreet,New York City

/A

Attractive bottles for a bathroom are
4" high and have green,red or turquoise

blue stoppers,$2.25each

A useful hamper to put in a corner
is white enameledwicker, 24" high,

$18.38

Hand painted bottles 5" high can be labeled to order. The
flower decoration is in blue, rose and green and the labels
and stoppers are French blue. Set of six, $9, $1.50 each

Bath set in all white or white combined with
rose,lavender,blue, or gold. Rug $3.25,cross-
stitch marking $4 extra. Bath towels $21 a
dozen, marking $11; wash cloths $3 a dozen,
marking $5.50. Face towel of striped linen
with scallopededgeand cross-stitchmonogram
to match bath set, $22 a dozen,marking $6.50

The bowl shown at the right holds violet,
potpourri or lavender soup. With brush $6.
12" jar of rose or pine bath salts $5. Alabas
ter powder bowl in shell pink or white $20.

Swansdown puff 7' square$5
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A thoroughly convenient bathroom is shown
above. The tiling is sanitary and decorativeand
the clever placing of fixtures insures complete

comfort

(Left, beginning at top) Guest towel of linen,
mosaicembroidery$4.50,Madeira tut work $4.25,
embroideryand cut work, $4.75,Madeira '•

dery and scalloping,$2.25

The cross-stitch guest
towel at the right with
the scallopedend is $3.65.
With cross-stitch border
$3.50. With filet inser

tion $2.50

A serviceable and
attractive washable
rug for a bathroom
is shown above. It
is gray-blue with
the designin white;
48" x 24",$6; 36" *
68", $13.S0

A bathroom cannot
be called truly com
plete without a pair
of scales. The ones
shown here are of
white enameled
iron with a cork
mat. They weigh
up to 250 lbs., $15

A white enamel
stool 15" high with
rubber sockets is
$3. The little bath
room chair has a
blacking box in
side. It may be
had for $8.50
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August THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Eighth Month

When transplanting
small evergreens,be
sure to preservethe
root svstem

The wheel hoe is
the best implement
for cultivating the
vegetablerows

One of the newer
rosesof the Charles
H. Totty Co., is
Golden Ophelia

SUNDAY

Nature never
did betray
Theheartthai
lovesher:'tts
herprivUege
Throughall the
scenesofthis
ourlifetolead
FromJoytojoy.
—Wordsworth.

7.Vegetables
ofthedifferent
forcing types
maybestarted
for greenhouse
cultivation.Tomatoes,cauliflower,lettuce,
spinach,pars
ley, beans,
Swissehardand
New Zealandspinach arevegetablesofeasy culture
underglass.

14. Hedges
of all types,evergreensthat
havebeencon
finedtoa form
and variousplantsthatareclipped,should
be goneover
nowasgrowth
Is about to
cease.Thiswill
be the finalclipping and
shouldbedonecarefully.

21. This is
the time to
build cold-
framesfor the
fallandwinter.
Brick or con
creteis prefer
redbuta sub
stantialwood
en framewill
lastsometime.
Next to thegreenhousethe
coldframe Is
the gardener's
bestfriend.

MONDAY

28. Gather
theonioncrop
now. When
the topshave
dieddownthe
onionsBhould
be pulledand
left In thesun
todry;thenthetops can be
twistedoffand
the onions
themselves
storedInadry
coolplaceuntilreadyfor use.

1.Strawberry
bedsmay be
setoutat thistime, which
willbeara fullcrop of fruit
next year.
Make certain
that boththe
perfectandim
perfecttypes
are planted.
Thiswillassure
properfertili
zationof the
flowers.

8.Evergreensmaybeplanted
at this time.
These areplants that
needa great
dealof water,
so It Is advis
ablewhenresettingthemto
saturate the
soil thoroughly to restore
andencourageactivityof the

15.Crops
thatremainIn
the ground,
suchas Swisschard, par
snips, etc.,
shouldhaveatopdressingoccasionallywith
a strongfer
tilizer to pre-
vent them
frombecomingtough.Soluble
fertilizersare
moreavailable.

22.Don't
letyourflower
garden runown. Keep
thetallflowers
stakedandcut
outallthedeadflowering
stalks. Keep
theedgestrim
medand stir
thesoilonthe
surface.Thisla
as necessary
nowas in thespring.

29.It Isjust
asnecessaryto
frune
vinesas

t Is otherplants.All old
andunproduc-
11ve wood
shouldbe re
moved. This
will givemore
roomfor theyounger and
morevigorous
shoots.NowIs
the time for
thiswork.

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

2. Latecelery, cabbage,
cauliflowerand
kalemaystill
beplanted.Useplentyofwater
when setting
out theseplants and
makea habit
of watering
them twicedailyuntiltheplants show
that theroots
areestablished.

9.Baytrees,
palms,hydran
geasandother
plantscustomarily usedforpiazzadecora
tionareusually
Infestedwith
variousaphids
and otherin
sects.It isad
visableto use
tobaccospraysregularlyas a
preventiveof
thesepests.

16.R obesshowingasub
stantialgrowth
shouldbe encouragedby
top dressings
of bonemeal
or any goodfertilizing
agent.Though
it doesnotim-
(>rove
thequal-

ty of thefall
flowersit gives
theplantmorevigor.

23. After
gatheringthe
peach crop,
spraythetrees
withBordeaux
mixturetokeep
the variousfoliagediseases
incheck.Trees
afflictedwith
the yellows
shouldbe cut
down and
burnedto pre
ventthespread
of thedisease.

30. Before
cold weather,
look over thegreenhouse,replacingbrokenglass, doing
any necessary
repair work.
Becertainthe
boiler Is Inworkingcondition, particu
larlyinagreen
house that
year.

3. Flowers
intended for
cultivationin
thegreenhouse
this winter
should be
started now.
Seedsof vari
ous annuals
suchas stock,mignonette
andsnapdrag-
on may besown,or small
plantsmaybepurchased.

10. This is
the timethatcuttingsshould
betakenofall
the variousbeddingplants
suchascoleus.
geraniumsand
alternantheras.
Theseplantsif
carried In a
cool green
housethrougfa-
outthewinter
willmakegood
stockplants.

17.ThereIs
still time to
sowsomecoolcrops In thegarden.Sev
eralsowingsof
peasshouldbe
made thismonth, alsospinach,cress,
radishes,let
tuce*turnips,
etc. If thegroundIs dry,
waterwellbe
foresowing.

24. This is
an excellent
timetogoover
andprunethe
shadetrees,as
It Iseasytosee
howthework
shouldbedone.
Remove the
limbs very
close leaving
no shoulders
andpaintthe
woundscarefully. Make
cutsclean.

31. Buds
willbeforming
onmostof the
greenhouse
chrysanthe
mumsat this
time andstrongfeedings
will be necessary If you
want highest
qualityflowers.
Alsosprayoccasionallywith
tobaccoprep
aration.

THURSDAY

4. Earlycelery should
nowbe ready
foruse.Banking this with
earthisnotad
vised on ac
countofthein
tenseheat. It
Is bestto use
paperbleachers
or boardsfor
this purpose,blanchingonly
Inusa*'
titles.

11.BulbsforforcingIn the
greenhouse
shouldbe or
deredat this
time. Boxes,pans,soli and
othernecessary
materialsused
in the forcing
of theseplants
shouldbemadeready,assome
of thesebulbs
are available
now.

18.Thecane
fruits should
belookedover
at this time.
Old shootson
theraspberries
and blackber
riesshouldbe
cut out entirelyas these
do not bearagain. Young
shootsfornextyear should
now be tiedfirmlyInplace.

25. Newly
setout plants
that are notgrowingsatisfactorilycanbe
stimulatedIntogrowthby ap
plicationofni
trateof soda,sulphateofam
moniaorother
materials of
thiskind.After
using thesegood results
willbenoticed.

FRIDAY

5. Thisisthe
timethatspe
cial attention
shouldbegiven
tocabbageand
other greenvegetableson
accountof theleaf-eatingln-
sects. The
Elants
should

e sprayed
with arsenate
of leadto destroy the in
sects.

12. Melonsripeningnow
shouldbekept
sprayedwith
Bordeauxmix
turetopreventblight. It Is a
goodplan to
place small
boards under
theyoungmel
ons to assureripening.Allow
the melonto
leavethevinevoluntarily.

19. If you
want high-grade dahlia
bloomsIt will
benecessarytokeeptheplants
Sroperlydls-udded.This
meansa con
stantandcon
sistentplnch-lng of theyounggrowth
In orderto re
ducethenum
berof buds.

26. It Isad
visabletohave
a small step-
ladder or at
leasta boxto
standonInor
der to get at
thetopof the
poles when
picking limas
or othertypes
of polebeans.
It isusuallyat
the top that
the greatest
yieldis found.

SATURDAY

6. Neglected
groundthatis
intended for
cultivation
next year
shouldbebro
kenup. The
properforking
orplowingwith
thesubsequentharrowingwill
removelarge
quantitiesof
the trouble
somerye and
twitchi

13. New
lawnscan be
seededdown
now. Failure
with lawnsis
often due to
the improper
preparationof
thegroundand
themeagreal-
lotment of
seed.Sowgrassthickly,asthis
will help to
choketheweed
growth.

20. If you
havea green
housemakeup
acompostheap
of all plants.
Use top soil
withagoodsodgrowthadding
manure and
bonemealandstackingIt up
ataconvenient
pointso that
thegreenma
terialwill decompose.

27.Biennials
such as foxgloveandcup-and-sauccr,can
bestartedfrom
seednow.It Isgood practice
to sowquanti
ties of peren
nialsnow,car-rylng them
overthewinter
in the cold-
frameandsettingthemout
inearlyspring.

This calendarof the gardener'slabors
is aimedas a reminderfor undertaking
all his tasks in season. It is fitted to
the latitude of the Middle States, but
its serviceshould be availablefor the
whole country if it be remembered
that for everyonehundredmilesnorth
or south there is a differenceof from
five to sevendays later or earlier in
performing garden operations. The
dates given are, of course, for an
averageseason.

llf A'L, thedrought'sbroke. For Putty nearsix weekstherehadn'tbeena dropo' rain, an' theroadsrr was thatdeepin dust it fair chokedye ev'ry timethe hossPut a hoof down. Coupleo' timeslas'
monthit lookedlikewewasin fer a smashin'shower,but'twarn'tonly cloudsan' thunder. An' then,'bout
teno'clocklas' night,downshecome!
Jiminy cripes,howshedid rain!—like thewholeheavenswasfull o*wateran' bustedwith theweight

of it. Seemslike I neverdid seelightnin'so close;ev'ryminuteer soye couldhearthat tearin',craeklin'zip like somebodywasrippin' clothright nex"to yet ear. The air wasplumbfull o' thewickedstuff—ye
couldfeel it tinglin' throughye, an' eachtime she struck downat a tree there comea kinder smoky,
sulphurysmell into theair.
Fer mebbean hourthestormlastedpelttn'the leavesoff'n the treesan' raisin' the crick cleanout of

its banks. Then gradu'llyit workedoff to the east'ard,rumblin'fainter an' fainter awayinto the hills.
After a while themooncomeout, clearan' washedlike, peerin'downwhitean' calmthroughthe clouds
to seewhatdamagehadbeendone. An' thewholeworld slippedinto thefirs' cool night'ssleepit'd had
fer a month. Old DocLcmmon.

V f
Orchid spray cut in
Belgium and exhib
ited in New York
by Miller, Sealy Co.

Turf taken for sod
ding bare patches
should be cut in
strips and rolled up

Florence Harding, a
white amaryllis, ex
hibited by John D.
Scheepers,Inc.

A splendiddisplay of azaleaLouisa Hunne-
well, faced with heather and aspidistras,
was notable at the Boston Flower Show

Arsenateof lead sprayedor spatteredwith a
brush over the potato plants will effectually
discouragethe destructive beetles

The decorative possibilities of orchids ar
ranged in a basket were demonstratedin
Boston last spring by Julius Roehrs Co.
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IN THE DESIGN OF THE RUG
ILLUSTRATED WILL BE FOUND
DEPICTED, IN INVERTED
FORM, THE WATER URN —

WITH THE AID OF WHICH
THE DEVOUT MOHAMMEDAN

PERFORMS HIS ABLUTIONS BE

FORE ENTERING THE MOSQUE.

ANTIQUE MOSQUE RUG OF XVIIIth CENTURY
KOULA WEAVE

Among the Antique Rugs of the East, the Sedjade or

Prayer Rug more often expresses in its design the indi

viduality of its weaver.

These rugs, woven with a patience and a zeal inspired

by the devotional use for which they were intended,

today stand as interesting examples of the highest art
of that time and people.

Our collection includes many superb specimens of
Mosque Rugs, as well as many others of unusual size
and interest.

W & J SLOANE
SPECIALISTS IN EASTERN RUGS
FIFTH AVENUE AND 47™ STREET, NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON
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The Story of Old Sheffield Plate
(Continued from page 27)

Keeps Out 40% More
Cold Air Than Any
Other Weather Strip
There are two big reasons for the greater effi
ciency and economy of Monarch Metal Weather
Strips. Their floating contact is an exclusive
principle that can be used in no other weather
strip. A tube within a tube further distinguishes
them from the ordinary moulded strip that slides
in a wooden groove.

Comparative tests made by scientists have re
peatedly established the superiority of Monarch
Metal Weather Strips as over 40% more efficient
than any other known strip. They are metal tubes
sliding within a metal tube—no binding or stick
ing—just like putting ball bearings on a window
sash.

The floating contact of Monarch Strips insures a
constant frictionless contact between sash and
frame that keeps out wind, water and dust. Every
one knows that wooden windows shrink and
swell with the weather. No other strip fol
lows the sash and keeps up constant, even contact
as the sash shrinks or warps. Without the Mon
arch floating contact no strip can maintain con
stant contact that will keep out the elements un
der all weather conditions.

Monarch Metal Weather Strips soon pay for
themselves in comfort, health and saving in fuel.
Any Monarch dealer can prove to you that they

keep out 40% more cold air than
any other weather strip, no mat
ter what its cost. Easily, quick
ly and economically installed
because they are fitted in the
factory ready for attachment to
your windows.

An Ulustratumof theexclusivedesignof Mon
archAtctalWeatherStrips.
Thetubeonthesashfitsover the tube on the
frame. The easy-sliding
andweatherproofcontact
betweenthemfloatsandiskeptconstant,regardless
ofanyshrinkingorswellingof woodpartsof thewindows,becauseof theflexible constructionofthe strip on the frame.

Look up Monarch in the telephone
book. If you shouldn't find it.
write direct to the factory, and
we'll mail you full information.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.
5030 Penrose St., St. Louis, U. S. A.
CanadianBranch: CanadianMetal Window

Co., Toronto, Canada.

MONARCH
METAL WEATHER STRIPS

candlesticks were decorated in frank
imitation of the rococo style then in
fashion for silverware and there was
not much in the way of original de
sign till about 1760.
During the next period which is
classified as late Georgian (from 1760
to 1800) Sheffield plate rose gradually
to its zenith, and in that wonderful
decade— '70 to '80, the art achieved
perfection: design, construction, crafts-
[ manship,were all faultless. The makers
would seem to have assimilated all
that was best in other branches of art
and madetheirsworthy of a high stand
ard of taste and culture that prevailed.
The wine coolersand urns were in per
fect harmony with the Chippendale
sideboards they adorned; the classic
lines and decoration of Robert Adam
were repeated in epergne and can
delabra; Josiah Wedgwood's open
work china found an echo in cake-
basket, sugar bowl and cream-pail of
interlaced wire-work; the pierced work
shows the influenceof Paul de Lamerie
and direct inspiration was sought from
Sir William Chambers' drawings of
"Antique Classical Figures."
With the beginning of the 19th Cen
tury, almost abruptly, the ornate sim
plicity of late Georgian style went out
of fashion. From about 1805 to 1815
(the so-called Empire period) the taste
for elaboration which had sprung up
steadily increased. Larger pieces were
demanded,with richer and more mas
sive decoration; the gadroon borders
becamewider and more intricate, em
bellished with shells, dolphins and
leaves. Pierced work was superseded
by a wealth of embossing in high re
lief, flat chasing and many varieties of
fluting, and the work was finished with
a glassy burnish.
In the Late (or Florid period), from
1815 to the end, this taste for richness
increased, the borders became more
floreated,fruit, flowers and figureswere
introduced, and although the predom
inating tendency was modified by the
introduction of an arabesquestyle with
long flowing curves ending in a leaf
or flower, still it cannot be said that
in the final phase, the prevailing taste
in design was quite worthy of the
inimitable craftsmanship which ex
ecuted and redeemedit.
After the Victorian electro-plate had
taken the world by storm— with its
short cuts and simplifications— old

Sheffieldpassedthrough a long term of
neglectfrom which it has emergedonly
comparatively recently to the esteemin
which it is held to-day. Twenty-five
years ago pieces that now fetch high
prices could be picked up cheaply
enough, but although enormous quan
tities were made, especially of the late
Georgian and Florid, there is a limit
and the presentdemandhas created the
usual ample supply of reproductions
and fakes. It is not, however, easy to
imitate the old methods so as to de
ceive the wary.
Of the many tests which tell the dif
ference, borders, edgings and moldings
are among the surest. These, which
characterize old Sheffield, were not
merely added as an ornament in the
modern way, but were necessary to
strengthen the rims and tor cover the
joins where otherwise a red line of
copper might show; they were soldered
into position with a scientific accuracy
that is hard to imitate. When the join
(or seam) was so placed that it could
not be hidden by an edging, then it
was soldered and finished so as to be
almost invisible. But not quite; the
join is always there, and if

,

after care
ful examination, it cannot be found,
the piec? is a modern reproduction or
an old one that has beenelectro-plated,
and spoiled from a collector's stand
point. This "join"' test is useful to
ascertain the genuinenessof an early
piece—before the silver shield mounts
were used, and before marks were gen
eral. Color and texture and durability
also tell their tale to the discerning.
Old Sheffield has a bluish tinge which
cannot quite be copied in electro, nor
can the hardnessand durability be re
peated since it was the result of the
long and steady rolling which tough
enedand renderedthe metal more dense
in a manner unknown in the imitations.
Old copper tea-urns made contem
poraneously with late Georgian Shef
field and very similar in design are
sometimeselectro-platedand passed off
as genuine Sheffield with intent to de
ceive, and very well they do it (this is

an interesting and almost worthy kind
of treatment compared with reproduc
tions), but the mounts, which are not
silver, are riveted instead of being
soldered, and this gives them away as
antique plate, though for tea-urns in
the practical sense, they answer the
purpose well.

Playing Grounds for Country Places
(Continued from page 40)

The accompanying plan showing the
arrangement of the game spaces on a

property of moderate size will give
some idea of the way in which these
various sports may be located without
detracting from the effectivenessof the
place as a whole. Here all the needs
of outdoor suburban life are taken
care of within a small compass, yet
there is no very definite feeling of in
tricacy in the arrangementnor a sense
of its being overcrowded. The tennis
court would be, of course, one with a

turf surface in order that it may serve
esthetically as a broad open space as
well as practically as a play area. The
lines of the clipped hedges should be
softenedwherever possiblewith clumps
of solidly growing shrubbery. These
hedgesshould be allowed to grow to a
height of 6

'

and should be of hornbeam,
arborvitae or some other just as pli
able material. Their soft green foliage
will make an admirable background for
whatever spaces they may enclose or
separate, and they will tie the whole
scheme together without rigidity, but
with neatnessand the least waste of
valuable room.

No other elementof landscapedesign
can equal in simple beauty the long,
unadorned lines of the alley of a bowl
ing green if it is bordered with the
proper sort of enclosure; no other com
paratively quiet sport can equal the
game itself. Any treatment that de
tracts from its inherent simplicity can
only spoil its effectiveness. Croquet,
with its white painted wickets, its col
ored mallets and balls can certainly be
picturesque,and what other gamecom
bines to such a degreeskill and lcisure-
liness? Could any golfer, addict or
amateur, resist the temptation to im
prove his putting on a clock golf green
in his own back yard? The response
to tennis is altogethertoo evident when
ever there is an opportunity. One thinks
of it almost as the universal American
outdoor gamewhere four or two players
are required.
Somewhere there must be a place
for at least one of these gamesand a

garden. Properly planned and placed,
the gamespacebecomesan integral and
decorative feature of the grounds.
There is no excusefor its being other
wise.
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Copyright1921.byTheGoodyearTiretcRubberCo.

GOODYEAR
Tires have always been notable for economy. Year after

year, they have returned their users great service at little cost. Today,

they are better tires than they have ever been before. In the past few
months we have made more improvements in them than in any like
period in our history. Goodyear Tires are now larger, heavier, stronger.
In every size, they are stouter and more durable. If you want on your
car the most economical tire equipment obtainable—buy Goodyear

Tires. More people ride on Goodyear Tires than on any other kind.
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Clair Dubois. Color rich, clear, satiny pink

PLANT PEONIES NOW
The most splendid flower in cultivation. Their delicate
fragrance, elegant shape and form, and the great variety
of lovely shades make them favorites everywhere. Our
collection is one of the largest in the world. We guarantee
our peonies true to name.
The following collections we recommend; they furnish
an infinite variety of type and color.

Lincoln CollectionGrant Collection
This collection includes a list
of choice varieties at popular
prices.
Agida $0.50
Canari SO
Faust 50
Fragrans 50
Charlemagne 50
Duchess de Nemours 60
Zoe Calot .50

$3.60
Special Offer: This entire
collection for $3.00

McKinley Collection
In this collection will be
found the finest of all peonies.
Everyone a masterpiece.

Grandiflora $1.25
Eugene Bigot 2.00
James Kelway 2.00
Germaine Bigot 2.00
Claire Dubois 2.50
Baroness Schroeder 2.50

These peonies are one and all
a triumph of hybridizers' skill.

Asa Gray $1.00
Dorchester 1.00
Eugenie Verdier 1.00
Monsieur Jules Elie 1.00
Masterpiece 1.00

Jules Calot 1.00

Special Offer:
collection for. .

$6.00
This entire

$5.00

Washington Collection
This collection includes some
of the wonderful creations of
recent introduction.
Karl Rosenfield $4.00
Sarah Bernhardt 4.00
M. Martin Cahuzac 5.00
Therese 6.00
Tourangelle 7.50
La France 8.00
Solange 9.00

$43.50
Special Offer: This entire
collection for $40.00

$12.25
Special Offer: This entire
collection for $10.00

"Peonies for Pleasure"
A beautiful booklet "De Luxe" holds a great treat for every
peony admirer. It will properly introduce you into the land of
peonies, give you lots of facts, some fancies and helpful cultural
notes. Send for your free copy today.

THE GOOD & REESE COMPANY
DEPARTMENT 101 SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Largest Rose Growers in the World

Modern Pansies and Their Culture
(Continued from page38)

Unless you have a very large garden
and plenty of gardeners, or wish to
specialize in pansies, you will hardly
find it worth while to buy individual
varieties separately. The best mixtures
sold by seedsmenwho have a reputation
to maintain, usually include the best
varieties.These mixtures of the choicest
up-to-date pansiesare rather expensive;
but to buy cheap pansy seedsis about
as wise as buying the cheapestmedicines
you can get when you are ill. The
finest pansies are, in the seedsmen's
jargon, "shy seeders". Among humans
it is the sameway: proletariansusually
have the larger families.
Pansies are like humans in still an
other way. Someare over-big and loud
and commonplaceand vulgar— I posi
tively hate them. Strange to say (or
isn't it strange?) these coarse yellows
and purples are the ones which, in full
bloom, take up most of the room in the
boxes of plants sold by the thousands
in early spring. Fortunately, most peo
ple are not so fussy as I am. Whenever
I seeone of thesevulgar pansiesin my
garden, out comesthe whole plant. Its
room is more desirablethan its presence.
Tastes differ, and doubtless some per
sons honestly admire the glaring, inso
lent yellows I detest; but I am glad to
say they and the dull purplesare seldom
to be found in the most expensivemix
tures, which shows that the pansy epi
cures who raise the choicestseedsshare
my taste. Some yellows are lovely—
especially those with a light greenish
tinge. Theseare gems,ranking in value
with the snow white and coal black and
sky or dark navy blue and blood red
and pink and rose and bronzesand cop
pers and their endlesslyvaried combina
tions—blotched, flaked and veined in
contrasting colors. I know few garden
experiencesso exciting and fascinating
as watching the pansiesin a new mixed
bed successivelyunfolding and surpris
ing us with novel facesand color shades
and contrasts.
There are two reasonsfor not trying
to raise your own pansy seeds. If you
let the blossoms change into seed cap
sules you will soon have no more, for

every plant thinks it has done its duty
as soon as it has provided for the next
generation. That's one reason; the
other is that in the hands of non-pro
fessionalspansies run down quickly in
size, color and all that makes them
lovely. Therefore, I repeat,plant noth
ing but the most expensiveseeds from
the most reliable firms. Don't balk at
the price. It takes 25,000seedsto make
an ounce; and the best, to say it again,
are "shy seeders". Let the artists— for
artists they are—who originateand raise
the choicestvarieties have a reasonable
profit.
The best time to start pansy seeds is
in August. Plants born in midsummer
(in cold frames or boxes) and trans
planted to the garden when the fierce
heat abates,grow big enough to bloom
a month or so before the snow comes
to cover them. In spring these same
strong young plants burst into full
bloom as soon as the snow melts away,
vying in earliness with crocuses and
Iceland poppies.
The almost universal American habit
of letting pansy plants die in July or
August is deplorable. To be sure, the
scorching sun mercilessly diminishes
their size if allowed to have his way.
But he can be thwarted. You can keep
your pansiesbig and fragrant and happy
all summer if you will. Three things
are necessary: frequent stirring of the
soil, thorough weeding,and daily water
ing. A little liquid sheepor henmanure
added to the water two or three times
a month will do the rest—provided you
pick the blossoms every day or two.
Hens keep on laying only when you
take away the eggs.
It is not best to grow pansiesin the
shadeof a tree or a building. Noonday
shade may be an advantage when the
plants are not freely watered; but when
they are, the best location is in the
open, where the wind can sweep over
the bed, wafting the pansy fragrance
toward your piazza.
A last word. Why do the seedmen
in their catalogs never mention that
pansiesare fragrant, as they do in the
caseof other flowers?

Building the Smokeless Fireplace
(Continued from page45)

never be less than 3" nor more than
4'A" and its length the entire width of
the fireplace opening. If a patented
damper is provided it will govern the
size of the throat. When the throat is
too wide the air passesup the flue with
out being warmed first and checks the
draft, causing the fire to smoke. The
throat should begin 6" above the bot
tom of the arch at the top of the open
ing, should never be more than 3" to
4" wide, as a greaterwidth tendsto de
flect smoke into the room. This can
be remedied by beveling off the ma
sonry to 4" across the bottom of the
arch.
The smoke chamber, starting at the
top of the throat or damper,shouldslant
about 60 degreesfrom both sides, until
the flue size is reached. The bricks form
ing the slant in the chamber should be
chipped or laid so as to present a
smooth surface that will not retard the
draft. No parging mortar or plaster
ing should be permitted in the smoke
chamber. Forms of metal or terra cotta
can be built in to insure this smooth
ness.
The flue should be led off directly
above the center of the smoke cham
ber. If this is not done the draft will
be strongest on the side nearest the
flue and the fire likely smoke on the
obher. When divertingi the vertical
direction of the flue on its course up
through the building, in order to insure

a good draft, this should be done at
an angle of 60 degreesand never less
than 45 degrees. The steeperthe angle
the less possibility for soot and ashes
to form a deposit and clog the flue.
For this reasonwhenbuilding the chim
ney, holes should be left in the ma
sonry at the points of changes in di
rection, and at the bottom of the flue,
so that droppingsof mortar, bricks and
other rubbish can be cleaned out be
fore they set too hard. After theseare
removedthe holesshould be closedwith
masonry. It is understood that all
flues in every building should be
cleaned, all rubbish removed and the
flue left perfectly smooth on the in
side upon completion of the building.
Once a year all flues should be prop
erly cleanedfrom top to bottom.
To eliminate the danger of fire each
fireplace should have its own separate
flue, lined with terra cotta flue lining
for its entire height, built in when the
chimney is being constructed, in order
to insure a smooth interior. No more
than two flues are permitted in the
same chimney space, in which casethe
joints of the lining should be broken
or staggeredat least 6". When more
than two, each third flue must be sep
arated by a 4" withe or division wall.
In fireplaceswhere the flues are ex
pectedto run three storiesor more, the
flue area at the top of the smoke cham-

(Continued on page66)



The Estey Residence Organ

THIS
Company is the oldest firm of organ builders in

this country. It has built organs of all kinds for every

purpose. When it turned its attention to pipe organs for
homes, it had a rich and varied experience to draw on.

This experience is available to any home owner or home

builder who is interested in this noble instrument, or to

any architect who desires to suggest an organ for the house

he is building. Each organ is designed for a particular house,

and it may be played by music rolls or by an organist.

THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont



YTHEAS, A GREEK ASTRONOMER OF ANCIENT MARSEILLES, WAS THE
PIONEER OF THE SCIENCE OF NAVIGATION. HIS SYSTEM, INVENTED
IN THE FOURTH CENTURY, B. C, WAS SO ACCURATE AND FAR SEEING
THAT IT SERVED MARINERS FOR 1500 YEARS. ANOTHER PIONEER,
ONLY OF MODERN TIMES, INTRODUCED ANOTHER GREAT BENEFIT
TO MANKIND, INDUSTRIAL LIFE INSURANCE. ^ _

The Prudential Insurance Company of America
IncorporatedunderthelawsoftheStateofNewJersey

FORREST F. DRYDEN, 'President HOME OFFICE, NEWARK, N. J.
If everywomanknewwhateverywidowknows—Everymanwouldb«insuredinthePrude
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DEAUiR OR IlKtlORiVTOR

INTERESTING ORIGINAL 16THCENTURY PIECES FROM ITALY

The, Orsetvigo Company Inc.
112 West 42«?-Street JVewYorkCity

■;.J^'*

ROOKWOOD
ARTISTIC TILES
and POTTERY

The illustrationshowsRookwoodbowls,vases,lampbases
andcandlesticks.The backgroundis a hand paintedtap
estrymadein theRookwoodstudios.

Writefor illustratedmatter.

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY CO.
RookwoodPlace ' Cincinnati,Ohio

DANERSK FURNITURE
n^HE editor of Printers' Ink—a careful student of
the inner story of many industries —recently

made a tour of the Danersk Factory. He expressed
himself as amazed at the scope of the buildings,
lumber yards and dry kilns, and at the intricacy
of detail in the careful curing of woods.

He saw the building up of laminatedtops for tables and
bureaus; the soundjoinery of the cabinetmakers; the artists
anddesignersat work on individualgroupsfor manycustomers.
He remarkedon the care in finishingand crating and the fact
that here,underone roof, choicepiecesfor all the roomsof a
housewere produced. Finally he said: "If peoplecould but
knowyour product,there is enoughdemandin this countryfor
what you are making to keep busy a factory many times
your size.'*

There are hiddenvaluesin DanerskFurniture. It is not and
neverwill be cheapin the commonlyacceptedmeaningof that
word, but it is adjudgedmoderatein price by peopleof taste,
cultureandappreciationof soundvalue.

Buy throughyour dealeror direct fromus.
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Glorious Days You
Can't Forget!

IS

there anything more beautiful—anything that
brings more joy to the heart of the flower-lover than

a bed, border, or edging of Tulips in full bloom in early
spring?
Single and double, early and late, all are perfectly charming
in the garden—and just think, you can have Tulips in bloom
from April until June if you plant our special selections offered
below !

Plant Bulbs Generously
as many as you can possibly afford—and Tulip time in your
garden next spring will be a period of unbounded joy and
happiness, days and weeks never to be forgotten.
To encourage extensive planting we make the following ex
traordinary offers. All bulbs are guaranteed top sice and of
the very best quality.

Matchless Collections of Tulips
at Remarkable Savings
to Early Buyers!

100SingleEarly Tulips in 10 shadesof Bronze,Orange,
namedvarieties $4.00 Buff andApricot)

(Bloomin April and earlyMay) 100RembrandtTulips in 5

100DoubleEarly Tulips in 5 namedvarieties $5.00
namedvarieties 4.00 (Striped,flamedandfeath-

(Bloomin April andearlyMay) cred. Bloomin May and
100 Darwin Tulips in 10 June)
namedvarieties 4.50 1 00 Parrot or Orchid Tulips
(Immensefiotversonstem: in 4 namedvarieties.. 4.00
2l/2feet tall) (BloomMay and June)

100CottageTulips in 10named SpecialCombinationOffer:
varieties 4.00 One hundredeach of above
(The tulips of Grand- seven types—seven hundred
mother'sgarden,improved bulbsin all, in 49separateva-
and more beautiful than rieties 29.00
ever. Bloom May and The most wonderful offer
June) evermade.

100Breederor Art Tulips in One-halfaboveCombination

5 namedvarieties 5.50 Offer: Fifty each of above
(Tall and statelylike the seventypes—350bulbsin all,
Darwins. In wonderful in 49 namedvarieties 16.00
Included in the above are the wonderful Cottage Garden
Tulips that you see in the old Dutch, Flemish, and English gar
dens where they have flourished for years, treasured by their
owners, hallowed by sentiment, beautiful in their own right
and with the fragrance of sweet memories.
Plant them among the shrubbery and in borders, as well as
in beds. They multiply rapidly, and will last and flower well
for three years. Long-stemmed, graceful, enduring, they are
wonderful not only in the garden but for indoor decoration in
vases, etc. The colors are the most exquisite imaginable.
These collections include varieties which have not yet been
introduced in America. Of some varieties, single bulbs alone
would cost 50 cents apiece. Here is a rare treat indeed for the
garden lover who will act promptly. Better send in your
order to-day, and avoid the risk of forgetting.
Delivery is not guaranteednor will these prices hold good if your
order is not received in August. Bulbs deliveredto you as soon
as they arrive from Holland in September. (Special 5% discount if

you sendcashwith order.)

Our "Bulb Rank" free zvith every order,

Schling's Bulbs
MAX SCHLING, Seedsman, Inc.

24 Weit 59th St. New York

Building the Smokeless Fireplace
(Continued from page 64)

ber should be 1/12 the area of the fire
place opening; if two stories, 7/12; and

a single story but never less than 64
square inches. In the caseof coal fires
these proportions may be reduced 25
to 30 per cent.
All chimneys above the roof should
be laid in cement mortar and have a

brick, concrete or stone cap with a

wash. If the latter is used it should
be cut out of one piece. Allow the flue
linings, if no ornamental chimney pots
are used, to extend at least 1" above
the cap so that water will not have a

tendencyto drain down into the flue and
fireplace.
The following summaryof causeswill
help in determiningwhy a fireplacedoes
not draw well and smokes:

1
.

The fact that all doors and win
dows in a room are closed permits no
leakageof air into the room to supply a
draft to the fire.
2. Depth of the fireplacemay be too
shallow.
3. Some dampers have an insuffi

cient throat opening to accommodate
the draft.
4. It may be due to lack of a wind or
back draft shelf at the throat to pre
vent down drafts.

5
.

The flue may be undersizeand the
proportions of the various parts of the
fireplace incorrect.
6. Faulty construction of the flue, es
pecially at the points of the changesof
direction, causing a choking of the
draft.

7
.

Care has not been taken in ex
tending the chimney at least 3

'

above
the point of contact on a flat roof and

2
'

above the correspondingpoint on the
ridgeof a pitched roof.
8. A decreasein the net flue areamay
have been made by having built the
chimney cap over the flue opening and
not permitting the flue lining to extend
at least 1" above it.
9. External conditions such as tall
trees and adjoining roofs sometimes
contribute toward smoky conditions of

a fireplace.

The Revival of Marbling
(Continued from page 29)

it is beautiful, and not because it

looks expensive. The exact imitation
of real marbles should be avoided.
Artificial marbling should merely at
tempt to recapture what we may call
the "genius" of real marble— its irregu
lar markings, its dappled coloring.
Decorators are now finding that inter
esting effects may be obtained by the
irregular application of paint in other
ways besides marbling. Convention
alized graining in bright colors—grain
ing that does not attempt to simulate
exactly the figure of any wood—can
be made almost as interesting as mar
bling.
The effect of marbling is produced
by severaldistinct processes. The mar
bled papers, used in the bindings of
books are sometimes effectively em
ployed as wall-paper.
There can be no doubt that the most
beautiful and startling effects of mar
bling can be produced by floating on
the colors. But this process is

,

of
course, only possible where the surface
which has to be marbled can be placed
in a horizontal position.
Where marbling has to be applied di
rectly to a wall or to any perpendicular
surface floating on becomesimpossible,
sinceall the color would naturally tend
to run down to the bottom. In this

caseother methodsof marbling are em
ployed. Different exponentsof the art
prefer different methods.
Some produce their effectsas follows:
The whole surface of the wall is given

a plain coat of whatever color is de
sired as the ground tone of the mar
bling. This smooth, even coat is al
lowed to dry, and when it is complete

ly dry another color in different states
of dilution is washed over the top. In
this way pleasing cloudy effects are
produced, the imposed color varying
from almost completeopacity to trans
parency. When the second color has
been applied it is worked, while- still
wet, with a brush or rag, so as to pro
duce the characteristic lining and
blotching of marble. When dry the
whole surface is varnished. Marbling is

generally carried out in oil paints, but

it is possible to produce effects of a
beautiful transparency by the use of
water-colors.
Other artists in marbling do not be
gin by applying a first coat of flat, uni
form color. Their method is to lay a

series of blotches and streaks of pure
thick color on to the wall and then to
work them together so that they fuse
and cross forming the cloudy "figure'"
of marble. When dry the surface is

varnished in the usual way.

The Septic Tank System for Sewage
(Continued jrom page 52)

form upon the top of the waste mat
ter without being disturbed by the in
flowing and out-draining liquids. This
crust must not be disturbed, as that
would causethe bacterialaction to cease
until a new one formed. The baffles
prevent any currents or motions being
transmitted to the surface. A hole in
the top is provided so that the tank can
be cleaned when required, but a per
fectly operating system may not need
any attention for years,dependingupon
the quantity and nature of the wastes
handled.
The outlet end of the septic tank
should connect with a tee fitting, the
upper end of which connects with a

piece of 1" iron pipe projecting above
the ground as a vent. The lower end
of the teeconnectsto the ground drain
age line. This disposal drain, or nitrifi
cation system, as it is called, disposes
of the clarified and harmlessliquid from
the septictank. It consistsmerely of a

line of loosely laid 4" tile drain pipe
about 150' in length and laid with a
slight fall so that the liquid will drain
slowly along the entire distance,seeping
out through the loose joints and far
open end. This line should be buried

4
'

or more deep and covered several
inches with sand, gravel or stone.
In using be careful that no chemicals
are employed, especially chloride of
lime, as they interfere with the bacte
rial action. Plenty of water flushed
through the drains will help, on the
other hand, as it tends to keep the sew
age in a thin watery state which is

much to be desired. Manhole covers
should be kept cementedtight to pre
vent gasesfrom escapingand air from
entering. There will be no danger of
freezing in the coldest climates,as suffi
cient heat will be developed in the
mass. The usual traps should be placed
on all of the plumbing fixtures in the
house.
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It Pays To Plan

For Your Greenhouse Now
Isn't it so, that just as soonas possible,you are going to build that newhome
you have beenplanningso long?
Isn't it also so. that in the generalschemeof your groundsyou havemarked
a spot for a future greenhouse?
Has it, however,occurred to you that perchancethe place you have selected
might not be thebest oneadaptablefor thepurpose?
Had you consideredits essentialrelationsto thepoints of the compass?
Had you consideredthe possible disadvantageof near-by buildings; and in
turn their possibleavailablebenefit?
Greenhousesare just one of the happiestof happy possessions,when given
anything like a fair show.
So to insureyou that eventualjoy of possessionand consequentall-year-round
happiness,let's talk over now, the placementof your greenhouse,so it can
be given the right location on your groundplans.
Entirely at our own expensewe will gladly comeand talk it over with your
good self.
To our Bookletyou are welcome.

ford,& Btirriham(o.
Builders of Greenhouses and Conservatories

IRVIXGTOX
NewYork

B0ST0N-11
Little Bids.

EasternFactory
Irvington,N. Y'.

NEW YORK
42mlSt. Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA
LandTitle Bide

CLEVELAND
407UlmerBids.
WesternFactory
DesPlalnes,111.

TORONTO
RoyalBank Bldg.

CHICAGO
Cont.Bk. Bide

CanadianFactory
St. Catharines,Ont.

Ever Try "Iris Potpourri?"
One of my customers has left with me a standing order
for one bulb of all new and distinctive seedling Irises. I
was curious enough to ask her why.
"Well, there are so many beautiful varieties that you
simply can't grow all of them in borders, so I have one large
bed where all the new ones arc placed. I call it 'Iris
Potpourri'."
The idea appealed to me, and, I believe, will appeal to
many of my friends.

Here's an Excellent Start
CollectionA—Twenty-fiveseparatevarieties,packedand correctly
Libeled,will be sent for $5; CollectionA2 -fifty separatevarieties
for $10. This is at the rate of twentycentseach,but someof
thesebulbsare considerablymorevaluable.

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialtiescontainsovera hundredpages,with
numerousillustrationsin naturalcolors,and manyphotographicre
productions. This book is too costlyfor miscellaneousdistribution,
but a cony will be sent upon receiptof $1, which sum may be
deductedfrom your first order amountingto $10.

BERTRAND H. FARR
125 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Penn

WyomlsslngNurseries
Company

Bobbink & Atkins

Ask for
Catalog

Visit
Nursery

ROSES
EVERGREENS
RHODODENDRONS
TREES AND SHRUBS
OLD-FASHIONED FLOWERS
SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS
FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES

Ask for special list of Pot-growr Vines and Climbers
and of Peonies and Iris.

Nurserymen & Florists

Rutherford New Jersey
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Lighting Fixtures
These handsome MILLER Fixtures will lend
enchantment to that new home—or to your
present abode. They harmonize with Colonial
and Georgian period furnishings.

The prices quoted make them irresistible to all
who appreciate the beautiful, expressed in terms
of enduring construction, genuine value.

On display at all MILLER dealers. Write us
for name of nearest one.

No. 71, 5-light Fixture :
Old Brass and Black, $32.85 (West of Rockies $35.35)
Silver and Black or Umber Bronze, $39.40

(West of Rockies $41.90)
No. 711, 2-light Bracket:
Old Brass and Black, $14.00 (West of Rockies $15.00)
Silver and Black or Umber Bronze, $16.80

(West of Rockies $17.80)
Prices do not includebulbsor installation.

Old Brass and Black or Umber Bronze for living room.
Silver and Black for dining room.

Edward Miller & Co.
Established1844

Meriden, Conn.

How to Make Colorful Rooms
(Continued from page 33)

also play a part in the generalharmony
of the color scheme.
This tint should not be decided at
random; it should be consideredin re
lation to the other colors to be em
ployed in the room. A very good way
to determine what it should be is to
make it a neutralizedcomplementof the
other colors. For example,if the main
tone is to be someshadeof red, a white,
light gray or light brown, almost im
perceptibly tinted with red, will make
an excellentbackground. If two main
colors are to be used, such as red and
blue, a slight and subduedindication of
violet will serve to tie the two together.
Of course two primary colors, such as
red and blue, should never be used in
equal proportions in a room. One must
dominate the other, so that the second
may act as a relieving note to the main
theme. I have heard of an interior
decorator who used to determine the
color of the background by taking the
other tones to go in the room, pasting
them on a circular piece of cardboard,
and revolving them either on a color
wheel or on a talking machine. In ro
tation the colors will blend into one
tone, and that tone which you see is
the most harmonious background for
the colors. This is a very sensibleand
sure way to arrive at color harmony in
a room.
Besides the complementary colors
in a room there should be some
contrasting ones; but these should be
confined to small objects so that they
will form merely a contrasting spot of
interest,and not a conflicting or oppos
ing color to fight with the generalcolor
scheme. This is usually accomplished
with lamp shades,pictures, vases,gold
fish bowls or someother object of about
that size. But there must not be too
many of these,and about the only way
to determine the proper proportion is
by actually trying them in the room,
and seeingwhether they add to or de
tract from the main theme.
There are two ways to go about dec
orating a room. If the furniture and
hangings(or someof them) are already
purchased,the sensiblething to do is to
make the background and color scheme
harmonize with them, if it is possible.
If it is not possible,someof the inhar
monious furniture must be discardedor
used elsewhere. But if there is no ex
isting furniture to be considered,it is
possible to work out an effective and
harmonious schemeof decoration, and
to get the furniture which will best suit
the scheme. The architecturalform and
ornament in the room must, of course,
also be taken into account. If you have
an English room, with beamceilingand

oak wainscoting, it would be ludicrous
to plan a Louis XV type of decoration.
However, it is usually possible to take
the different elements already at hand
and evolve from thema suitableand at
tractive systemof color decoration.
It is impossibleto set down any defi
nite rules which will cover all contin
gencies for such a system, becausedif
ferent conditionsdemanddifferenttreat
ment. But thereare certain basic prin
cipleswhich will admit of a general set
of rules to be followed. It must be re
membered,however,that just as in play
ing bridge rules are made only to be
broken provided the player is sufficiently
proficient to do so intelligently, so rules
for color harmony cannot be made to
cover all kinds of conditions. Usually,
however, the first step in decorating a
room is to decideupon the major color
which is to be usedin the greatestquan
tity, whether it be on the furniture or
the draperies. This having been deter
mined, the next step is to selecta com
plementarycolor which shall be used in
less quantity in the other furnishings—
in the curtains, for example,if the color
of the furniture is the dominant note.
From these two colors it is possible to
select a neutral tone for the rugs and
walls which will, nevertheless,carry a
hint of the tone createdby the combi
nation of these two colors, in propor
tion to their relative importance. This
having beenaccomplished,thereremains
only the task of supplying some con
trasting spots, which can best be done
by trying out the different possibilities.
It will be seen, of course, that the
above elementary rules are very gen
eral, and they must not be taken too
literally. A Persian rug, for example,
might have a dozen colors in it, yet it
will usually have a predominant note
which gives the tone to the whole. It
is this predominant note which must be
consideredin the general color scheme.
The same holds true of a tapestry or
patternedfurniture coveringsor curtains.
Personally I have a preferencefor solid
colors (neutralized, of course) on walls
and floors, but that doesnot mean that
there must be no vibration of tones in
the general effect. In fact, an artistic
vibration of color in a large surface
usually tends to give more brilliancy
to themain or resultingcolor. Thus the
principles for the use of color can be
only generally outlined, and a few
"don'ts" may be cited. But, after ob
taining an understandingof the elemen
tary principles, it still dependsupon the
individual and the special conditions to
supply the little touches to the general
scheme which go to make a highly
artistic result.

The Varnish Finish for Wood
(Continued from page 44)

and fir do not require the use of a
filler. If the wood is to be colored, an
oil stain should be used first, allowing
it twenty-four hours to dry. Do not
sand after applying the oil stain. The
priming coat of varnish should be
thinned 10% with turpentine, and the
sameprecautionsoutlined above should
be taken.
Go over this coat thoroughly with
fine sandpaper after it has dried, see
that the surface is perfectly clean and
apply the secondcoat, using the varnish

without thinning—just as it is in the can
when opened.
A wood filler must be used for oak
and other close-grained woods before
applying the varnish. The filler will
require twenty-four hours for drying,
whereupon it should be sanded to re
move any hard lumps of material that
may have formed on the surface.
After this operation, the varnish
should be applied as above directed for
surfaces that have been previously
finished.
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Note the Beauty
of these Shingled Walls

—Less cost with Longer Life

Could anything be more invitingly home-like than this Red

Cedar shingled house?

Red Cedar Shingles are wonderfully adaptable — they af-
ford simplicity without harshness of line, rich color harmony

without the necessity of painting—simply staining brings
out their richness and grain in a most effective way.

You actually pay less for Red Cedar Shingles than other

standard siding material, and, when properly nailed, they

endure for a lifetime, with practically no expense for up

keep. From the standpoint of long life, architectural beauty,

economy, upkeep—and after all, what more is to be desired

in home building—Red Cedar Shingles measure up to the

most exacting requirements.

See that your shingles bear the "Rite-Grade Inspected"

trade-mark. This mark guarantees, by official inspection,

the grade, grain, thickness, selection and covering capacity

of every shingle bearing the name "Rite -Grade Inspected"

Send for our DistinctiveHome*Booklet. It containsmanyfactsyoushould

know about building economically with Rite-Grade InspectedShingles.

RITE
INSPECTED
RED CEDAR
SHINGLES
^The TloofofAcjes^
ShingleBranch:WestCoastLumbermen'sAssoci
ation,HenryBailding,Seattle,Washington,or
TheShingleManufacturer*'Associationof British
Columbia,MetropolitanBuilding,Vancouver,B.C.

Selectyour hardware
with care

BUILD NOW
AndletSargentHard
ware add the final
touch of beautyand
securitytoyourhome.

THE
hardware fittings of a house

are always in evidence. These
locks, knobs and their escutcheons
are things of daily, intimate, per
sonal use.

Therefore you should make cer
tain that your hardware is Sargent.
For Sargent incorporates the secur
ity of Sargent Locks in the har
monious setting of Sargent Hard
ware—a combination of protection
and beauty.

Discuss this important matter
with your architect. Get his advice.
We will be pleased to send you the
Sargent Book of Designs which
makes choosing easy.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

Sargent Door Closers
Sargent Door Closers keep the doors
closed that should be closed. Not
only the screen door, but the kitchen,
bathroom, back stair and other doors,
light or heavy, inside or out. The
absence of slam-bang adds to the rest-
fulness of your home.

UMISM ■

LOCKS AND HARDWARE
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ALL FAUCET

INSTANTANEOUS
ELECTRIC WATER HEATER

WE
announce the AQUA "All-Faucet"

Instantaneous Electric Water Heater—a
perfected and finished product—a new

departure in the electrical world.
The AQUA will furnish the home which is
water piped, with unlimited hot water instantly in

any quantity, at any time, at any or all faucets.

It is a compact device 22" x 12" x 8", all enclosed,
sealed and installed out of sight, usually in the

cellar. No boilers, no vents, no explosions, no
odors— fool-proof and danger-proof. The AQUA
operates automatically under any water conditions.

When one or more faucets are turned on, hydraulic
valve throws the switch and water passing through
the device and into the pipes is instantly heated.

When the faucet is turned off the hydraulic valve

releases the switch and the electric current is

automatically discontinued. The AQUA "All-
Faucet" is practical, economical and fully guar
anteed. All dangers that exist in other types of
automatic water heaters are eliminated.

Price, $175
Any electrician can install. You simply attach
the AQUA to existing water pipe and wire it up
with the electric current.

We solicit correspondence and inquiries.

The AQUA ELECTRIC HEATER Co.
250 WEST 54 th ST. NEW YORK

Equipping the Bride's Kitchen
(Continued from page 50)

Bakingdish (oval)
Baking dish (deep)
Lemonsqueezerwith holes
Measuringglass
Spicejars
Casseroles(accordingto taste aa to
size and depth) range in price
from 2'/, qts. at
to '/

i qt. at
Individuals'at
Pie dishes, shallow
Breadpans
Layer cakedish, 9J.4"
Custardcups, 4 oz
Fruit jars, 1 qt
Fruit jars, 1 pt
Glassbuttercrock, 1 qt
Classbuttercrock, 2 qts
Classbuttercrock, 4 qts

.35
1.50
.25
.15

3.00
1.25
.75
.90
1.75
.90
.25
1.20
1.05
.45
.70
1.00

EARTHENWARE
Tea pot (mediumsize) $1.50
Butter crock 50
Smallmixingbowls(two) 60
Large bowl 4.50
Casseroles(individual) 50
Custardcups,per doz 1.70

JAPANNED WARE
Breadbox $3.00
Cakebox 4.00
Dust pan 63
Flour bin (10 lbs.) 7.00
Boxes:
Tea 1.25
Coffee 1.25

3 Sugar 1.50
Trays (2) 75
Salt box 1.75

TIN WARE
Flour sifter $ .56
Crater 30
Flour scoop 30
Biscuit cutter 25
Apple corer 18
Nutmeggrater 15
Pastry sheet(10"xl7") 70
Steamer,tits any kettle 4.25

IRON WARE
Carbagepail (galvanized) $1.00
Poker (coal stove) 20
Lifter (coal stove) 10
Ash can (coal) 5.75

WOODENWARE
Mop handleand mop $ .80
Broom 1.70
ChoppingBoard 75
Meat board 1-25
Breadboard 75
Rolling pin 35
Pair of butterpats 35- .50
Spoon 15up
Onion choppingboard(an extraboard
not so calledin the shops) 25
Towel rack 60
Salt box L25
Step chair 5.75up
Table, all wood (3') 10.00up
Knife board 1.00up

Silver nickel

3 knivesat perdoz.4.00

3 forks at perdoz.4.00

3 spoonsat perdoz.4.00
Set of kitchencutleryincluding
One 2" paringknife*' 3" splittingknife" householdknife and fork (fine
point)*' French bladedknife for gen
eral work" 6" bladefor toughvegetables" spatulafor pastry" large spatulafor lifting cakes,
candy,etc. .

Two carvingknives
8" blade,stiff
9" flexibleslicer 5.00

Measuringspoons 3d

HARDWARE
Ice pick $ .20up.
Meat skewers(set) 35
Metalmeshpot cleaner .20
Nut cracker 75 up
Can opener 10up

45

Cl'TLERY
Scissors .$2.25

Cork screw

BRLSHES
Bottle $ .IS
Dust 2.63
Pastry 70
Refrigerator 25
Scrubbing 65
Silver 3.63
Sink IS
Vegetable 12
Stove 2.7S

WIREWARE
Egg beater $ .25
Broiler (coal, oil, woodstove) 2.50
Deepfat basket 1.60
Potatomasher 25
Puree sieve 85 up

FABRICS AND PAPER
Cheesecloth,per yd $ .38

6 dish towelsat 90

6 dustersat 50

3 floor cloths at 40

2 ovenclothsat 15- .25
Roller towels 1-25
Roller towel rack 1.38

6 glasstowelsat 1.25

MACHINERY
(When possibleelectric. Prices here not

for electricdevices)
Breadmixer $ 4.50
Cakemixer 4.50
Meat, nut grinder 4.50
Egg beater 40
Electric fireless, 2 units 46.00
Electricmixing units—Price on inquiry at
electricappliancestores.
Motors—Price on inquiry at electric ap
pliancestores.

GENERAL
Pail (12 qts.) $2.38

{Continuedon page74)

CourtesyWaguerMfg.

A series o
f boxes which contain the whole

kitchen utensil story may solve the problem

o
f what gift to send the bride
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Fig.

Jenkins Brass Angle
Radiator Valve with
union.

Fig. 370
Jenkins Brass Gate
Valve for feedlinesris
ing fromtopof boilerIn
basement.

Fig 352
Jenkins Brass Swing
CheckValve for return
lines enteringat bottom
of boiler.

Biggest asset to heating comfort
Jenkins "Diamond Marked" heat
ing valves throughout the home

JENKINS
Heating Valves give perfect heat regula

tion, for they can be opened easily and closed
tightly. They do not stick, nor becomeout of align
ment. They are heavy valves, sturdily constructed,
and remain true and perfectunder useand evenabuse,
and under the strains of contraction and expansion,
and lifting and settlingof pipes,all of which throw the
ordinary, cheap, light weight valves "out of kilter",
causing leaks and other trouble. Jenkins Valves do
not leak, becausethey are madesteamand water tight
around the spindle.
Warm, comfortablehomesdependon good valves; for
a heating system, no matter how good, is no better
than the valves. Life time service,dependability,and
freedom from replacementand costly repairs prove
Jenkins Valves the least expensive,although their first
costmay be a little more than the ordinary light weight
valve. Jenkins Valves have beenconsistentlymadefor
over half a century, their construction is standardized
and all parts are interchangeable.

Send for interestingbookleton
plumbing and heating valves.

JENKINS BROS.
80WhiteStreet NewYork
rt24AtlanticAvenue Boston
133No. SeventhStreet Philadelphia
li4GWashingtonBoulevard Chicago

JenkinsBros.,Limited
Montreal,Canada London,England
FACTORIES: Bridgeport,Conn.: Elizabeth,N. J.;

Montreal,Canada

■

i he Only
FloorsWorth Laying
The only floors it pays you to spend
money for are beautiful, lasting floors of
oak.

They are moderate in cost, easy to keep
in good condition and the longest wearing.
Oak Floors are a permanent investment for
every home owner.
They take a finish that is easy to keep
clean, which means much in modern house
keeping conditions. They can be laid over
old floors.
Oak floors are naturally specified for the
finest homes, but they are even more impor
tant to the builder of the modest bungalow
who must make every dollar of expenditure
count.

Look for the
Association Trade-Mark

Be sure the Oak Flooring you order has
the Association Trade-Mark on the back of
each piece. It insures uniformity— is the
emblem of responsibility in manufacture.
Two books of interesting and valuable
information concerning oak floors will be
sent free to those who request them. We
urge you to send for them whether you
plan to build or remodel.

OAK FLOORJNG^gO^PT
1047 Ashland Block, Chicago, III.
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Plant Beckert's Bulbs
This Fall

Brighten your home this winter and your
garden next spring with the World's
finest

Tulips, Hyacinths, Daffodils
For over forty years we have specialized
in quality bulbs, sturdy and sure-to-bloom.
Our long-established connections with the
most expert and reliable Holland grow
ers, together with our extensive trials of
thousands of bulbs annually, place us in a

particularly favorable position to help
you make your Dutch Bulb Garden a

glorious emblem of Spring and Sunshine
and a constant source of Delight.

Beckert's Fall Bulb Catalogue
For 1921 is an attractive book, complete and full
of interest for all who make gardens — a reliable
guide to success with bulbs, indoors and out.
Send us your name and address to receive a copy
—Free to readers of "House and Garden."

Write Today.

Beckert's Seed Store
Importers and Growers of Quality Seeds and Bulbs

101-103 Federal St., Dept. H,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

NOTES OF THE

THE
Garden Club of Michigan,

the motto of which is "To gar
den finely," was founded in

1911by Mrs. Francis King, of Alma,
Mrs. Edward Lowe of Grand Rapids,
and Mrs. Benjamin S. Warren of
Grosse Pointe Farms. Mrs. Francis
King was the President for several
years. The President for 1921is Mrs.
Edward H. Parker.
The membershipin the club is lim
ited to 100 women who take "an ac
tive interest in horticulture, or who
own, or give personal care to gardens"
and the following places are repre
sented: Alma, Ann Arbor, Bay City,
Birmingham, Detroit, East Detroit,
Farmington, Grand Rapids, Grosse
Pointe Farms, Grosse Pointe Isle and
Grosse Pointe Park, Lapeer, and Ox
ford. There is one honorary member,
Mrs. E. Chandler Walker, of Wash
ington, D. C. Meetings, including
shows and field days, are held once
each month in the year, and in 1921
there was also a spring picnic at Mrs.
Sarmiento's.
The governmentof the club is vested
in it.- officers, including a librarian,
together with a Board of Gardeners,
and the chairmen of the committees,
namely, of Tulip Show, Daffodil Show,
Publicity and Slides.
Among the topics and lecturers for
the current year are Shrubs, by Profes
sor Buttrick; Japanese Flower Ar
rangement,by a student to be selected
by Dean Jordan, of the University of
Michigan, and The Arnold Arboretum,
with slides from direct autochrome
photographs, by Loring Underwood of
Boston, who was requestedby Profes
sor Sargent of the Arboretum to as
semble the data.
Five guests may be invited to each
meeting, cards being sent by the Sec
retary in the order of application, and
the hostess has the privilege of also
asking five guests. Besideslectures,the
program for the year comprisesan Ex
perienceMeeting,a Daffodil Show at the
Country Club, and a Tulip Show in a
rentedhall, both in May ; also a Visiting
Day (for viewing gardens) at Grosse
Pointe, with subscription lunch at the
Country Club, another day at Birming
ham,with lunch at the Bloomfield Hunt
Club, as guests of a group of club
members. In June Mrs. John S. New
berry was hostessfor a supper on the
lawn.
A book, "The Pronunciation of Plant
Names," was publishedby the Club sev
eral years ago. Mrs. Benjamin S.
Warren and Mrs. Frederick P. Ander
son have written book-reviews and ar
ticles for magazines,and Mrs. Francis
King is the well-known author of "The
Well Considered Garden," articles for
magazinesand lectures,and is reported
to be preparing a book on the Or
ganizing of Garden Clubs. Gardens
have been designed professionally by
membersin Illinois and Michigan.
The most valuable achievement of
the Garden Club of Michigan, in addi
tion to stimulating the interest in gar
dening, was to start the work of beau
tifying the roadsides, for which the
State Legislature now appropriates an
annual amount for the planting of trees
and shrubs along the highways. The
most important plan for the year is
to plant and mark five trees in the
Michigan Central Park, in memory of
relatives of membersof the Club who
died in the Great War.

THE
Garden Club of New Ca

naan, Conn., was organized in
1909. Its President is Miss Myra

Valentine. There are 160 active and
four honorary members, men and
women, who meet every month from
May to October, inclusive, and have
also a mid-winter meeting. The mem
bership is drawn from Belle Haven,

GARDEN CLUBS

Bridgeport, Brush Ridge, Darien, Fair
field, Glenbrook, Greens Farms, Green
wich, New Canaan, Noroton, Norwalk
and East Norwalk, Saugatuck and
Westport. A Year Book is printed,
and in the one for 1918,1919and 1920
combined, the following topics and
speakers appear: Garden Values, by
Miss Lilian C. Alderson, Garden De
signer; My Rock Gardens, by Mrs.
William H. Harris; Wild Flowers of
Connecticut, with slides, by Mr. Nor
man Taylor; Work of the American
Committee for Devastated France, by
Mrs. Valentine Schuyler; and at an
open Meeting in the Town Hall Mrs.
John Wood Stewart, President of the
National Plant, Flower and Fruit
Guild, told of its work and appealed
for co-operation. Also, Miss Ellen
Eddy Shaw of the Educational De
partment of the Brooklyn Botanic
Gardens, spoke of the Development
of Interes' in gardening among chil
dren.
One meetingwas devoted to hearing
papers by four presidents from neigh
boring Garden Clubs. Two field days
were held, one at Stamford and Ro-
wayton, and the other at Rye. There
is an Annual Flower Show held in the
Town Hall and some flower of honor
is selectedeach year for which special
prizes are awarded, in addition to those
for the regular classes. In 1919 the
dahlia was chosen, there being twenty
classes for this alone, and the exhibit
of Mrs. A. M. Gerdes was highly
praised by the judges, Mr. Henry
Wilde, President of the Stamford Hor
ticultural Society, and Mr. Whiton,
President of the Greenwich Horticul
tural Society. In 1920the rosewas the
special flower honored. Last year a
few classesat the show were open to
outside competition, and this year all
classeswill be open to every one.
At the mid-winter meeting, 1921,
slides of members'gardenswere shown,
twenty photographs of which were re
produced in color and included the
gardens of Mrs. Ernest Lee Conant,
Mrs. Frederick Howard, Mrs. Lewis
L. Laphem, Mrs. Arnold Schlaet, and
Miss Katherine Willcox. An Her
barium, illustrated, of over 200 of the
native flowers of Connecticut, has been
made by Mrs. William H. Cary, who
is making a study of the Simples of
that State. The Garden Club of New
Canaan has contributed money, etc.,
through the National Plant, Flower
and Fruit Guild, towards the support
of children's gardens, and has sent the
proceedsfrom sales of seedlingsto the
work at St. Quentin.

THE
Garden Club of Summit, N.

J., was organized in 1916, and
the President is Miss Kate

Romers. There is a membership lim
ited to 30 women, meeting every two
weeks, each month, from May to No
vember, excepting in August. Among
the lecturersin 1920were Mr. Leonard
Barron of Garden City, N. Y., and Mr.
Richard Rothe of Glenside, Penna.
The latter spoke on "Rock Gardens"
at Mrs. John R. Todd's, who was then
President of the Club, and at both of
these meetings members of the Short
Hills and Morristown Garden Clubs
were guests. This year a Slide Com
mittee has been formed, and at one
meeting there was an exhibition of
views of the club's gardens.
Included in the activities of the club
are the planting of the Hospital
Grounds, and of Memorial Trees, also
the care of the landscape and road
sides by campaigningagainst unsightly
sign-boards and untidy picnic parties.
There is at least one Flower Show, the
Chrysanthemum Show in October last
being held at the home of Mrs. J. W.
Cromwell.

Ellen P. Cunningham.
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SPECIAL DESIGNS
FURNISHED ON REQUEST

Cassidy Company
INCORPORATED

'Designers and ^Manufacturers of Lighting Fixtures

101 PARK AVENUE AT FORTIETH STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Qenuine Efceed^wniture
HIGHEST QUALITY

BUT NOT HIGHEST PRICED

Our Distinctive Creations in Reed Furniture
are recognized as the highest type of artis
tic production. We specialize in exclusive
designs appropriate for homes of refinement,
clubs, and yachts.

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating .

TR5 REED SHOP. Inc.
581 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

"Suggestionsin ReedFurniture" forwardedon receiptof 25cpostage

JHeHUMPHREY

Padiantfirp

EFFICIENCY COMBINED WITH LUXURY
The installation of the HUMPHREY RADIANTFIRE in the finer
homesis regardedwith favor by personsof tasteand culture who want
efficiencycombinedwith luxury.
Prominent architects and builders are recommending it to their
clients owing to the fact that it can be installed without the expense
of building brick chimneys, foundations and ash pits necessaryto the
coal and wood fire. An inexpensiveterra cotta or metal vent is all
that is required to produce wholesome and effective heat. Can be
installed in existing fireplaceswithout much expense. A dozen designs
to selectfrom.

GENERAL GAS LIGHT COMPANY
NewYork Kalamazoo SanFrancisco

THE "WAGNER CHEST"

splendid gift for the bride.
The Wagner Cast Aluminum
Chest is a real homegift- -always

delighting a woman, whether she is a
bride, or is already established. It is
noted for its beautiful original designs
having the distinction of fine silver;
also for its superior cooking qualities
because Cast Aluminum holds and
evenly distributes heat. It lasts from
"generation to generation."
You may purchase Wagner Ware
from leading hardware stores and
house furnishing departments. Book
let on request.
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For
happier
times
outdoors

IN
summer "The
Household Fur
nishing Store"
supplements its
indoor domestic
wares with out
door equipment—
to help you enjoy
happier times
when you scamp
er off on picnics
with rollicking
children or skim
the roads on long
motoring parties.

For outdoordark
nessyou'llleantan
Evercady Daylo.
Flashlight9 inches
long $2.50.

Knock it down or drop it—the
Stanley Vacuum Bottle cannot
break.Keepsdrinkshotor cold. 2
at. size $14. 1 qt. $10. Fine
leathercasefor two 2 qt. bottles
$12;for two1qt. bottles$9.50.

Meals outdoorswithout dishesto
wash or carry back homeagain.
This paper lunch set contains25
napkins,1 doc. spoons,forks and
cups; 2 doz. platesin two sizes;
tablecloth; roll of wax paperfor
sandwiches,andonly costs$1.95.

A refrigeratorwith bracketsand
strapsto fasten securelyto your
runningboard—yet lightenoughto
carryoffwhereverthepartygathers.
Withgalvanizedlining,$22.50.Fine
for bungalowsor smallapartments

as well.

Eighteensandwichesfit in thissani
tarynickelbox. $2.25.Smallerbox
for twelvesandzviches$1.50.

You can fry, boil or makecoffee
andteaanyplaceyougowith this
Sterno Kitchenette. The fuel is
storedin smallcans. TheKitchen
ettefolds up compactlywhennot
in use. $2.50. Cans of fuel 10
centseach. (Kettle shownis not

partof theoutfit.)

PREPARE NOW for your next outing. Orders by mail
will be given just as quick and careful attention as if you

came here in person.

JwIS8l^0NGEH
"Nine Boots of household equipment"

45th Street and 6th Avenue, New York

Equipping The Bride's Kitchen
(Continued from page 70)

Scales (with scoop) "."5
Scrapbasket(metal) 2.75
Large needles 35
Labels (per box) 15
Cork-(per box) 15
Clock $2.50up to 9.00
Paper—
(ireasing(1 quire)
Shelves (roll) 85
Drawer (roll) 85
Wax (roll) 50
Napkins (per 1,000) $3.00up

A SET OF UTENSILS IN ALUMINUM
SUITABLE FOR FAMILY OF FIVE
Tea kettle $6.50
Doubleboiler 4.05
Straightsaucepan 4.05
Straight saucepan 2.35
Saucepan and cover 1.40
Preservingkettleandcover 2.35
Strainer 1.20
Steamersection 1.80
Coffeepot 4.15
Fry pan 3.60
Puddingpan .' 80
Puddingpan 1.30
Bread pan 1.15
Tubed cake pan 1.85
2 jelly cakepans(each) 1.20
Corn cakepan 1.65
Roaster 7.20
2 pie pans (each) 62
Measuringcup 60
Mountain cake pan 85
3 boxes "Wear-Ever'*cleanser 1.05

Here follows what a first-classalumi
num manufactory believesto be a com
plete set of aluminum for the home.
This shows another's ideal of essentials:
Tea kettle $7.05
Doubleboiler 4.05
Saucepanandcover 1.40
Straight saucepan 2.00
Straight saucepan 2.35
Saucepanandcover 1.88
Preservingkettle,cover 3.62
Strainer 1.20
Steamersection 1.80
Coffeepot 4.15
Tea pot 5.85
Fry pan 3.60
Criddle 5-55
Wafflemold 3.65
Puddingpan 80
Puddingpan 1.30
Breadpan 115
Tubedcakepan 1.85
Mountaincakepan 85
2 jelly cakepans(each) 1.20

Corn cakepan 1.65
(iem pan 1.60
Roaster 7.20
2 pie pans (each) 62
Measuringcup 60
Tray 1.65
Water pitcher 6.00
Jelly mold 2.90

China

China for the kitchen can be had at
varying prices dependinglargely on the
part of the country you live—from ten
cents upward if there is a dime shop
around. Yet there are inexpensivesets
to be had from time to time at from
$20 upward—and downward.
It isn't always necessaryto buy at
the beginning a whole set of china for
the kitchen. Six of each thing ought
to be plenty for a time, counting break
age,which is perennial.
Platters for the ice box in enamelare
excellent,but if you have extra plates
for kitchen use they might (subject to
easierbreakage) be utilized.

The Cook Book

Last but not by any means least is
the cook book. For what availeth it if
we haveutensilsby the scoreif we know
not how to fill them and managefoods
in them?
There are many books on the market
of fame and good repute, but we have
yet to seeone for the beginnerthat out
does the "Home Science Cook Book,"
by Anna Barrows and Mary B. Lincoln.
Both thesewomen have cookedand lec
tured and taught the scienceof cookery,
and, what is more, they know its prac
tise. In this book are to be found sim
ple, brief, successful,economical recipes
and methods of serving which in their
very simplicity knock terror out of the
culinary life for the matrimonial initiate.
The writer of this article has had eulo
gies heapedupon her by various brides
and even experiencedhousekeepersfor
the knowledgegiven them of this book.

News of Domestic Aids
(Continued from page 47)

bulbs in one plug. A makeshift, of
course, but it doesn't look like one;
and if your home was built in the pre-
electric era you can keep up with the
times with this device.
Lamps seem today to be one of the
newer adjustabilities. A very useful
lamp to fix on the piano to light the
eye to the musical page will be a real
convenienceto the home in which the
piano has to be in the living room. The
whole room can be dark except for
the illumination of the music pages—
the audience can sit in darkness and
have their comfort evolve from the
lighted region. Here is a time when
from sitting in darkness, light, comfort
and good deeds may emerge. This
lamp can be had in all wood finishes
and can be placed on beds or chairs
if wanted in these ways.
Not snubbing other devices at all,
we must lump a few suggestions in
electric apparatus. For example, the
hair dryers, giving cold and hot air,
the violet ray machines,the vibrator—
all three made in convenient size and
light in weight. With thesethree things
one's boudoir is much more complete.
Yesterday the silence eloth of cloth
was all we had to put under our table
cloth. Today asbestos in all its fire
impenetrability is to be had in comfort
able sheets for table use— to protect
the polished surface in entirety and en
rich the tablecloth. We have known
the mats in asbestos—now we have the
table rug.
Jars of pottery can be rapidly turned

into electric lamps by a new device
made to fit down in and raise above a
lamp shade, bulb and complete para
phernalia. Think of the good uses
some old wedding presentscan be put
to! This device comes in sizes to fit
jars with 3", 4", 5" or 6" openings at
the top.
Very nearly meeting the constant
question: "Do you know of an instan
taneous heater?" comes the electric
water heater which when attached to
your faucet gives instantaneousexceed
ingly hot water. It is a small thing
not more than 8" high and it is a boon
of boons.
During the summer the attic gets
overheatedand makes itself an impos
sible place for sleeping. This need not
be, as there is a material that comes
in sheetsto line the walls and ceiling.
For cellars the warmth is kept in; for
attics the heat is kept out. Could
there be anything more simple and
adoptable?
To enclosethis article safely we can
do no more than suggesta ready-made
fence! It has been on the market
years—for pastures—but is now being
introduced for the garden use of peo
ple who don't want to or can't make
a new fence. It is delightful—of
rough hewn wood, 4, 5 or 6 bars,
posted and diagonalled. For a ram
bling place for roses and vines it has
no equal and to be able to buy fences
by the yard for the yard is veritably
both joy and comfort brought to our
very doors.
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The White House Line S7"LE

39" WHITE HOUSE Sink Unit— 18" high, 6"
deep—to hold all sink accessories.

Domestic
Science
Table

48" long, 26" wide,
32" high on legs.
Cupboard and table
in one. Nicolene
counter top. L/\l

1

/a Good Jurnitur^
—created the original of
this William &Mary arm
chair, which was brought
from England by the
Elgin A. Simonds Com
pany and faithfully re
produced by them.
Of antique finish walnut,
hand-carved in a design typ
ical of the period it represents,
it is sold at leading furniture
shops, everywhere.
Write for our illustrated
folio H. G. : it contains many
suggestions for artistic home
settings.

Catalog of other WHITE HOUSE Units on request.

JANES & KIRTLAND
133 WEST 44th STREET NEW YORK

California Bungalow Books

"Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each contain Bungalows and
Two Stories. "Plan Kraft" Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bunga
lows. $1.00 each—all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.
521UNION LEAGUE BLDG. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

ESTABLISHED 1810

Cretan Jar No. 275
Send10centsinstampsforcatalogue

GALibWAYpoirEicr
FOR

GARDEN & INTERIOR
Interesting pottery will add charm to
your garden and home. You may
select from a pleasing variety of Bird
Baths, Fonts, Flower Pots, Vases,
Boxes, Benches, Sun Dials, Gazing
Globes, etc. Made in strong, frost

proof light stony gray Terra Cotta
and red, or in special colors on order.

GaikjwstTerra GdTta Co.
3218 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

Tells how to

THIS BOOK
ON HOME
BEAUTIFYING
FREE

This book tells how to make
your home artistic, cheery and
inviting — just what materials
to use and how to apply them,
secure beautiful enameled effects with Johnson's
Enamel and stained effects with Johnson's Wood
Dye. This book gives full directions on the care
of floors—how you can easily keep them beau
tiful with

Johnson's Prepared Wax
Johnson's Prepared Wax comes in three convenient
forms—Paste for polishing all floors and linoleums.
Liquid, the dust-proof polish for furniture, pianos,
woodwork and automobiles. Powdered for dancing
floors.

Ask your best dealer in paints for a free copy of
J ohnson's^Instructionbonk"The ProperTreatmentforKlonrs,VY .rk and Furniture" ]f lie cannot fur
nish it writeus,givingyourdealer'snameandwewill
sendyou the bookfree and postpaid.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
" TheWoodFinishingAuthorities

Dept.HG8. Racine,Wis.

CanadianFactory—Brantford

I
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C.S.PillsburyResidence,Minneapolis
Hewitt& Brown,Architects

For Moderate Sized Residences

— Indiana Limestone embodies all the
essentials of a good building material,
and may be obtained in the following
shades: Buff, Gray and Variegated.

The Buff has a tone of delicate brown
and ivory; the Gray is a soft, silvery
shade, while the Variegated, with its

subtile play of colors, is a singularly
beautiful blending of Buff and Gray.

This natural stone is
,

in itself, so mag
nificent, that decorative features are sel

dom desired in the design.

We would like an opportunity to ac
quaint you with the economical features

of Indiana Limestone and shall be
pleased to send, without obligation to

you, our booklet giving practical de

signs of moderate sized residences.

JbiJHLRISTOCRAToT

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association
Box 782 Bedford, Indiana

The Forebears of Some Garden Flowers
(Continued from page 43)

wise greatly admired group, which has
so much to recommend it

,

and from
which our horticulturists have produced
so many extraordinary species for our
gardens. The Florentine iris (/. floren-
tina) is the speciesfrom which we ob
tain the orris-root of commerce; this

is also used in medicine for its cathar
tic and emetic effects, in the manu
facture of hair and tooth-powders.
As a genusof plants of the iris fam
ily, it is an old one, as a number of its
extinct specieshave been discovered in
the Tertiary, the deposits of which are
in the Basal Eoecene, some 3,000,000
years old. One of these discoveries
was made in the Lower Tertiary of

Spitzenbergen—indeed, all of them
were made in Europe. These fossil
irises see their ancestors in such ex
tinct plants as /riie5 and Iridium of
the Lower Tertiary deposits.
All this lends additional interest to
iris; and when we now regard any of
its beautiful flowers in' our gardens
or in nature, we may picture to our
selvesits long line of ancestors,and its
hundreds of forms that have become,
from one cause or another, extinct.
And in the years to come, what may
not man yet do in the way of pro
ducing hundreds of glorious iridine
types of still undreamedof forms, col
ors and contours?

THE GENTLE ART OF WATERING

THE
righf amount of water is as

necessaryfor the best develop
ment of plant life as the right

amount of food, but the right amount
of either must be followed by a ques
tion mark; for what is right for one
thing may be far too much or too little
for another. Cyclamen will stand with
its feet in water all day and enjoy it

,

while heliotrope, for example, would
surely take cold under*such treatment.

A very successful gardener once gave
the following rule for growing dahlias:
"Make half of your soil manure and
give themall the water they can drink,"
but lilies and Dutch bulbs, on the other
hand, should have a limited supply of
both ingredients. The same principles
hold good in planting seed,both vege
tables and flowers. Peas rejoice in
plenty of rain and cool weather,where
as if a cold, wet spell comesbefore lima
beanshave germinatedthey will almost
surely rot and make re-planting neces
sary. Corn, okra, pansies and other
hard-shelled seed will sprout several
days sooner if soaked for a few hours
before going into the ground, while
softer seeds would burst under such
conditions.
Summer watering should be done
after the sun has left the garden,"for,"
as the old negro said, "de Lo'd alius
sendsde clouds befo' he sendsde .rain,
an' de Lo'd knows best about his own
things." The amount of water to be
given dependslargely upon the retaining
quality of the soil,porous,sandyground,
of course, requiring more than that
which is well supplied with humus and
clay. One thorough irrigation, given
by filling trenches opened on either
side of the row, will do more real good
than twice the amount of water
sprinkled on the surface. Sprinkling

has its rightful place, however, in fur
nishing moisture and refreshment to
the foliage.
Constant use of the rake and the
wheel hoe is necessaryin order to keep
the soil open, and whether it has re
ceivedwater from the hoseor from the
clouds it should be loosenedas soon as

it is dry enough to be worked and fined
up with the rake. This prevents cak
ing, conservesthe moisture, and admits
air to the roots. It also draws the
moisture from below during dry
weather and some people claim that it

produces better results than the cus
tomary watering. A garden cared for
in this way will of course be entirely
free from weedsand it is surprisinghow
little time it takes if the work is done
regularly every few days.
The first summer is often a critical
period for newly set trees and shrubs,
especially if thfc season be a dry one.
Evaporation from the foliage and the
putting forth of new wood make heavy
demandson the not yet well established
roots, so that by August the leaves
are apt to wilt or shrivel. It is dif
ficult to reach the roots even by trench
irrigation, but the danger may be
greatly lessened, if not entirely avoided
by sinking short piecesof 3" pipe V//
or 2

'
from the base of the tree. The

length of the pipe will depend upon
the depth of the roots to be reached,
but only 2" or 3" need extend above
the surface of the ground. Through
this a generoussupply of water may be
given once a week or as often as
weather conditions demand, and in the
case of larger trees three or four such
pipes may be set in a circle in order
that the root system,and consequently
the top, may develop evenly.

M. N. L.

ON HOUSE ^GARDEN'S BOOK SHELF

AN
adequate and reliable hand
book on "French Furniture Un
der Louis XVI and the Empire"

(Frederick A. Stokes Co., New York)
has now come into an English transla
tion through the publication of a vol
ume of that title by Roger de Felice,
a book that will be read with pleasure
as well as turned to for information,
for M. Felice writes in a delectable
manner. The author explainshis treat
ment of the Louis XVI and Empire
styles under the covers of this work as
follows :

"Empire furniture differs widely
from that of the Louis XVI period;
and yet the two styles are derived
from the same principle applied from
1760 to the Revolution with a great
deal of discretion and respect for the
national taste, and from 1789 to 1815
with the most uncompromising rigor.
This principle is that of the imitation
of Antiquity. That was not merely a

particular circumstance,limited to the
restrictedcircle of the art of the cab
inet-maker,,but, as it is called, a fact
of civilization ; something like—in a
different proportion—what the Renais
sance had been to France in the six
teenth century. This return to An
tiquity, in fact, manifested itself in all
the arts, in literature, and even, a lit
tle later, in the ways and customs of
the French people."
M. Felice makes clear to us that the
Empire was not a reaction against the
Louis XVI style, but its logical out
come. Those who have read M.
Felice's companion book on "French
Furniture Under Louis XV" will find in
'the present volume indications of the
scholarship which marks that work
and will find it equally as interesting.
Nearly a hundred halftone plates illus
trate the text and the low price of the
book places it within the reachof all.

(Continued on page78)
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DIRECTORYtf/DECORATION 8 FINE ARTS
SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

"The Kits"
by Wm.LeeIJankev
Paintings Engravings

Etchings
Ait]/EtchingsorEngravingsquotedonrequest

14 East 46tii Street
New York City
OI'POaiTBKITZ-CAlil.TON

Bendtor
Illustrated
Booklet

Bird Baths
are a source of endless pleasure.
The birds they attract to your
garden bring life, color and de
lightful entertainment.

Erkins Bird Baths
areto behadin a varietyof distinctive
designs,and are renderedIn Pompelan
Stone,a compositionthatis practically
everlasting.
SendforcatalogueIllustratingnil
types of̂
Pompafan
StoneGarden

The

Erkins Studios

Established
1900

240 Lex-
i n g t o n
Ave., at
34th St.,
New York

A N unusual lamp suitable
dressing table is cream colored

Italian pottery with decorationsin
deepblue.$8.50.The attractivepaper
shadeis $3. Height overall 12". It
may be purchasedthroughthe

19

Service
& Garden

West 44th Street, New York

Shopping
of House i

whowill gladly help you secureany
article necessaryto your decorating
scheme.

ELSIE COBB WILSON

EighteenthCenturyWalnutSofa,coveredin redstripedcotton—pieceof oldglazedchintz

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City
Washington,D. C.— 808Seventeen*Street,N.W.

MacBRIDE
9 EAST B4tii ST., NEW YORK

The Lure of theChase
Now offeredfor sale

by A. B. Davies

PAINTINGS by AMERICAN ARTISTS
During the Summer

Twodoorssouthof theLibrary

WILLIAM MACBETHINCORPORATED
450Fifth Avenue at Fortieth Street New York City

Dressing-table$65.00. Stool $30.00.
Mirror $30.00.Metalflowerlamp$22.00.
Cylindershades$14.00each.

m
■MmiiimiiiiiiMiiuiiiiniiiiiiimimim

P. JACKSON HIGGS
ANTIQUES - REPRODUCTIONS - DECORATIONS

A BeautifulServiceofWilliam& MaryDesign

15 EAST 54th STREET - NEW YORK CITY

iiiMiimiiuiiimmiMmmiiimmmnmiiMiiii

VAN DVSEN

Reproductionof an
Early American Tin Sconce

$iy.oo Pair

M.o Mails on Aveivve,
New York.

®
DARN LEY

Inc.

WROUGHT [RONCANDLESTICKS
ANTIQUE FINISH-HEIGHT 15IN.

$17-50THE PAIR

34E. 48th St. New York
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REPRODUCTIONS
°f OLD ENGLISH
andCOLONIAL
WRQUGHT IRON

WOR£and fIRTl-
PLACE FURNISH
INGS/

AHANDFORGED
WEATHERVANE
TO CATCH THE
BREEZES - - -

FOR THE COUNTRV HOUSE
Alantern of quaint designer wrought
thumb latch and old fashioned strap
hinges for the front door, will afford
an added touch of interest.

ARTHUR TODHUNTER
Showrooms—101ParkAv NewYork

The Best Mattress is Made
Better by Using a

Quilted Mattress

Protector

It's like sleeping on air to
sleep on a Quilted Protector.

They are made of the finest

materials money can buy.

Quilted in the Excelsior way
that keeps them light, soft

and fluffy even after long use

and washing. Made in all

sizes to fit all beds and cribs.

Because of their many features,
they are especially suited to use
on Baby's Crib. They protectthe
child as well as the mattress—
cave time and labor.
Endorsedby Physicians and Used
by the Best Families Who Know
SeethatTrademarkis stitchedIn cor
ner of everyI'rotectoryoupurchase.

The Excelsior Quilting Co.
15 Laight St., New York City

On House Sf Garden's Book Shelf
(Continued from page 76)

THE
increasingarmy of those to

whom motoring means some
thing more than burning up the

road in a mad scramble to cover the
greatestnumber of miles in the short
est number of minutes will find Elon
Jessup's "The Motor Camping Book"
(G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York) a
source of no little inspiration and
abundant practical information.
With the ever-growing interest in
sane outdoor life, the motor car has
comeinto its own as the means.deluxe
for getting into the open places, and
innumerabledeviceshave been evolved
to go within, upon and behind it to
make its use for out-and-out camping
as practicableas may be. The best of
these,and the ways in which they are
employed,are gatheredtogether in this
book under such chapter headings as
"The Car and the Pack," "Water Con
tainers," "The Cooking Kit," "Food
Boxes," and "Beds and Tents," "Camp
Furnishings," etc., all profusely illus
trated. Other chapters on where to
go, with maps, and summariesof mo
tor laws in various States and Canada,
complete a volume which we enthusi
astically assert no lover of the car and
country should miss reading and
owning.

MR.
M. S. DUDLEY WEST-

ROPP S "Irish Glass" (J. B. Lip-
pincott,Philadelphia) is a valuable

contribution to the history of glass-mak
ing. Glass-making in Ireland prior to
the end of the 17th Century; Dublin
Glass-Houses; Drumlea and Belfast
Glass- Houses; Cork Glass-Houses;
Newry, Ballycastle, and Londonderry
Glass-Houses,and Irish glass in general
are its chapterswhich are indexed.
Mr. Westropp has been singularly
fortunate in having exceptional oppor
tunities for examining many pieces of
Irish glass and of making comparisons
with those that have an authenticated
history. As the author points out, the
study of Irish glass is like that of
any other manufacture that has long
ceased to exist. The more that is
learned about it the more there is still
to learn. Some theory may be evolved
which it is fondly hoped is correct, then
the next day something turns up that
knocks the whole fabric to pieces.But
Mr. Westropp's study of Irish glass
appears conservative and illuminating,
although there is, as he himself points
out, very little information in the book
telling how to identify or differentiate
between the products of the various
Irish factories.

SOME GARDEN POSSIBILITIES

THE
questionwhich confronts the

owner of the small place is how
to combine successfully art and

utility, how to obtain all the fruit and
vegetablespossible and still keep the
surroundings attractive with flowers
and shrubs.
One of the most interestingpossibili
ties of this situation is the grafting of
one or more varieties of fruit on one
tree. Take apples, for example. Of
course dwarf varieties may be used,
but their crop is comparatively light
and they do not grow large enough to
give very much shade. But if you can
make room for one standard sized
tree, preferably a winter variety as that
will be the main crop, place it where
it will be most effective and set into
it grafts from two or three other va
rieties always including a branch of
the crab. Get your stock from the
nearestreliable nursery and read up on
the process of grafting. It is simple
enough but must be done just right to
ensure success,the age and size of the
tree must be considered,etc. If you
have a well informed friend to call
upon somuch the better.
Another interesting and space-saving
processis training the smallertrees, like
pears,plums, and peaches,flat againsta
fence or trellis. This is done by tying
the young wood to supportsand forcing
the branches to follow the shape de
sired. Any good book on pruning
will give directions for the close
cutting away of all unnecessarygrowth,
and the resulting fruit yield will some
times be so heavy that the branches
would break if not firmly supported.
The grapevine, too, lends itself
easily to ornamentaluses. Of course,it
makesnice shadeover the kitchen door,
but if this is on the north side of the
house the fruit will not do its best.
Very good effectsmay be obtained by-
dividing the front and back yards by
a trellis over which the grape is
trained, and careful trimming will keep
the vines entirely sightly as well as pro
ducing better fruit. The street side of
the screenmay be faced with a peren
nial border of boltonia, one of the
dwarf hardy sunflowers, iris, etc.; or
annuals may be used, substituting cos
mos for the boltonia. This will pro
vide late flowers for the house as well

| Leavens Furniture
The careful, discriminatingpur
chaserplansa homethatwill become
morebeautifulas tbe yearsgo by—
which both in exteriorand Interior
appearancewill take on additional
charmas it growsolder.
He selects
Leavens
Colonial
Furniture

for interiorsknowingthat like the
houseItself this wonderfulfurniture
will grow old gracefully—remaining
alwaysin vogueand satisfyingeven
themustfastidioustaste.
Personalpreferencemay be exer
cisedIn thematterof finish.Wewill
gladlysupplyunfinishedpiecesif de
siredor finishto matchany Interiors.
Writefor setNo. 4 of Illustrations
and Leavensstains.

as hide the untidy appearanceof the
grapevines when they begin to drop
their leaves in September.
Currant and gooseberry bushes also
will serve nicely in decorative work if
two very simple precautionsare taken.
The first is prompt destruction of the
currant worm as soon as he makes his
appearanceon the foliage. Watch for
him on the lower branches in toward
the center of the bush and give him a
generousdose of dry hellebore powder
while the leavesare still wet with the
morning dew. This may be applied
with a small bellows or by holding
about a tablespoonful of the powder
loosely in the hand, allowing it to slip
easily betweenthe fingerssothat it dusts
those leaves on which the worms are
feeding. This uses more powder than
when it is dissolved in water and
sprinkled on but it is much more sure
and the worms will begin to fall in
five or ten minutesafter the application
is made. It may be necessaryto re
peat the operation a week or ten days
later, as there will sometimesbe a sec
ond or even a third hatch of the
worms.
The second precaution to be taken
to keep these bushes in good form is
not to rag the leaveswhen picking the
fruit. Lift each branch by the tip, 1
exposingthe lower side from which the
clusters may be easily gathered with
little or no harm to the foliage.
Further space may be saved on the
small lot by using the Japanese climb
ing cucumber instead of the trailing
variety and training it over a fenceor
trellis, while tomatoes,trimmed to one,
two or even three stalks and carefully
staked, will keep on bearing up in
the air insteadof out over the ground.
Unsightly bean poles will cease to be
an eye-soreif they are set to a uniform
height of 6' or 7

',

the vines being
trained back and forth from pole to
pole. This also facilitates picking, but
only three plants should be left to a

hill.
Many other applications of the prin
ciples of this sort of intensive cultiva
tion will naturally suggest themselves
as conditions of the individual garden
are studied, and the results will fully
repay the extra thought and labor.

Mary Nelms.

WILLIAM LF^VENS SfCO. n*c
2ZCANAL STREET,
BOSTON.MASS.

/.■.'.WWWMW.VWVWIW.W,

TVAQgabut.firDtwkc«tc«r ...L,
CleansCloset BowlsWithoutScouring

Easy to use—and Effective
Do you dread the taskof cleaningthe
closet bowl? There is no need to, for
Sam-Flushwas madeto relieveyou of it.
Just sprinklea little into thebowl, follow
thedirectionsand flush. What could be
easier? And thebowl is clean and odor
less—cleanedmuchmore thoroughlythan
you could everdo it b

y

theold scrubbing
and scouring. Sam-Flush leavesthebowl
andhiddentrapsparklingwhite and abso
lutelysanitary.Disinfectantsarenotneces
sary afterSani-Flush hasdoneits work.

Sani-FlvtihIs sold at grocery.
druK.hardware,plumbing,andhouse-furnishingstores.If youcannotbuy

It locallyatonce,send25cin coin
orstampsfor a full sizedcanpost'paid. (Canadianprice,35c;foreignprice.50c.)
The Hygienic Products Co.

Canton,O.
CanadianAgents:

Harold F. Ritchie& Co., Ltd.
Toronto
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Residenceof Geo. Faeber
Cleveland,Ohio
GusBohm—Arch't

Bay State Imparts a Beauty Enduring
The beautyof Bay State lasts for years. It is the ideal finish
for old or newhouses.
Old homesaremadeyouthful againwith oneor two coats. To
the newhomeof cementor stucco.Bay State gives the finishing
touch that spells perfection. It changesthe drab color of cement
or stuccoto a pure,rich white or oneof manybeautiful tints.
Bay State Brick and CementCoatingwaterproofsall housesof
brick, cementand stucco. Dampnesswill not seep in. Driving
rains cannotbeat throughit. Violent storms or broiling sun do
not harm it in the least.

Send for samplesin white, or your choice of a large
range of colors. Booklet No. 2 shows many beautiful
Bay State CoatedHomes. Write for both today.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paint and Varnish Manufacturers

Boston,Mass.
NewYork Office PhiladelphiaOffice
Architects' Bldg. 1524 Chestnut Street

BAY STAT E
Brick and Cement Coating

M ETA
COLUMNS

ForPorches andPergolas
There is an air of constant invitation and welcome
about the garden where Union Metal Columns are used
for pergolas, porches or ornamental nooks.

These stately, white columns furnish striking contrast
with green foliage and brilliant flowers. And what is of

most importance :—they will not split, rot, or
open at joints as all wood columns do when
surrounded by damp vines, and shrubbery.

Union Metal Columns are made of enduring,
copper bearing steel, formed into the classical
designs of ancient architecture ;— sizes up to
36" diameter and 32' high.

Write for Pergola Book No. 15-Pf>shelving
attractiveinstallationsand full descriptionsof
completepergola,or ColumnBook No. 14,
showingcolumnson porchesand entrances.

Union Metal Manufacturing Co.
Canton, Ohio

E7

"The Ones That Last a Lifetime"

Soft Water

for
Your Home

No matter how hard, how unsatisfactory
your present water supply is, it can be easily
transformed to clear, sparkling water that
is actually softer than rain.

A Permutit Household Water Softener is nothing
but a metal tank containing Permutit material
through which your water supply flows. It is
connected into your present water supply system in
the basement,or other convenient spot,and operates
under your ordinary water pressure without addi
tional pumps or motors. It is fully guaranteed
and no chemicals are added to the water.

Water thus treated is free from the dangerous con
taminations found in rain water systems and is
wonderfully adapted for drinking and all household
purposes. Let us send you our booklet "Soft Water
in Every Home.'" No obligations we assure you.

IheOenmitit Gmmam1
... I 440 FourthAv*.NewYork
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The Small Place,
too, Can Have Its
FLOWER GARDEN
You don't have to measureyour
groundin acres to havea delight-
ul flowergarden. Suburbanlots—
evencity back yards—presentreal
possibilitieswhenproperlytreated.
We furnishplans,plantsandplant
ing instructionsfor small or large
gardens,especiallyplannedfor you
—directionsthat canbe carriedout
under YOUR supervision. Plan
for space approximately50 x 40
feet, with splendid selection of
hardy flowers and shrubs, $150at
Baltimore ready for shipment.
Smaller or larger gardenspropor
tionatelylow priced.
Write for further particu
lars NOW, giving rough
diagram showing dimen
sions of space,location of
house,etc. Plants shipped
in August. Catalogon re
quest. Address

LOUDON NURSERIES
Incorporated

H. CLAY PRIMROSE, Pre..
3906FrederickRd„ Baltimore,Md.

Now's the time
to plant

Evergreens
Too few people realize the

fact that August and early

September constitute the

ideal period for the setting

out of Evergreens of all
kinds ;—when top growth
has stopped and the full

vigor of tree or shrub is

in its roots.
I)nn*t miss your opportunity
this Fall. Look about your
place and you'll discover doz
ens of spots a touch of cheery
"evergreen" could beautify
through otherwise colorless
Winter months.
Our famous hardy stock af
fords you a selection beyond
comparison in variety, beauty,
and quality.

Send for our handsome free
Book. "Beautiful Home
Surroundings."

Wyman's
Framingham Nurseries

Framingham Massachusetts

The opuntias vary from small plants a few inches
above the ground to trees twenty feet or more high.

Attractive flowers characterizethem

CACTI AND THEIR CARE
N°sl

other plant has
such a peculiar form

as the cactus. Its par
ticular shape is very un
usual, and its appearance
is distinctive. Its habitat,
with few exceptions, is
the tropical and subtrop
ical desert regionsof our
continent. The striking
forms of the family give
their native land its
characteristic flora, and
nothing cancomparewith
a glimpse of a sun-
parched waste often
thickly studded with
high, slender pillars or
candelabra-like cacti
stems, with the spiny
balls of the Mamillaria,
the uniquely branched Opuntia, etc
especially during the flowering period
It seemsas if nature desiredto compen
sate, through the luxuriance and profu

these unique plants is
very simple and is espe
cially adapted for the
window garden in the
home.
When the cactus is to
be placed in a flowerpot,
it receivesa soil consist
ing of a mixture of three
parts of sandy humus,
two parts of clay, and
one part of sand. To
the latter a little lime
can be added. The pots
should be small and re
ceive a good foundation
of potsherds for drain
age.
Young plantsaretrans
planted every second
year; older ones can be
in the third or fourth

year. Never transplant a cactus which
shows the formation of buds; it is best
to wait until they have flowered. In

Epiphyllums are
spinelesswith very
showy flowers

transplanted

sion of flowerswhich shinein bright and order completely to remove the ex-
sometimesfiery colors and often exhale hausted soil, the plants should not be
the most delicate odors, the phantastic, watered for a few days, and after they
almost ugly shape which is the natural have been transplanted, a few days
characteristicof the cacti. should elapse before they are again
The cacti are ugly in form, their some- watered. When placing the plant in a
times gnarled or cylindrical, sometimesnew pot, it must not be set too deep;
spherical, sometimes angular or com- the upper roots should barely be
pressed stems, which too often show coveredwith soil.
only the appearance of rudimentary During the summer the cacti should
leaves, are covered with a peculiar be well watered, care being taken not
growth of bunched thorns and needles to give them too much as that will only
situated on ridges. The cultivation of injure the plant.

Melocaclus, the "Turk's Head,"
has a curious wooly top which
bears brown bristles and slender

red flowers

The "Old Man" cactusis Cepha-
locereussenilis, a columnar form
reaching 35' m height and with
odd, hair-like bristles

France
Sends Us
For August
And Sep-
tem b e r
Planting
L i 1 i u m
Candidum
•'Lily of
France" or
MadonnaLily.
The lily parex-
cellence for
H ARDINESS,
Fragranceand
beauty. Pure
white lilies of
tran3cendent
charm. We
prideourselves
on the SUPE
RIOR QUAL
ITY of our
bulbs. Strong
and Vigorous.
NOTE— Our
price includes
delivery.

3 12 50
SELECTED ...$.90 $3.00 $12.50
MONSTER 1.25 4.00 15.00
IN JULY AND AUGUST SOW YOUR
HARDYPERENNIALSEEDS

RarePopples"Pearlsof theOrient"—Radi
antflutedBilkenpetalsIn Flesh.Rose.Lilac
andMauveshades.PkL 50o..trial 15a
PYRETHRUM "CACTUS FLOWERED'-—
Petalsquilledandtwisted,Pkt. 50c, trial
15c.
SCUTELLARIAC0ERULEA—NewPerennial
fromSiberia.Longracemesof Heavenlyblue.VeryAuriferous.Pkt 50c,trial25c.

The3 trial Dkts.50c.
(Sownow for Winterbloomingand earlySpringbedding)

HEARTEASE
New earlybloomingGIANT Pansles.
CELESTIALQUEEN—Azureblue.
HELIOS—Pureyellow.
MARCHBEAUTY—Dark velvetyblue.
SNOWSTORM—Silverywhite,darkeye.
Pkt. 25c—the4 pku. "5c. Trial pkts.15c.
We list manyotherNOVELTIESIn Seeds.
Bulbs.IKIS. Lilies, etc. in our UNIQUE
Fall BulbBook—ReadyJuly smb.

H. H. BERGER & CO.,
70WarrenSt., New York

Estb.44years.

PEONIES
and IRIS
Our Unique Guarantee
We tvill replace with
three any plant blooming
untrue to description.

THE PETERSON
PEONY DIGEST
is to the endless varieties
fered what the Five-Foot
brary is to the literature of
the world.

The Digest will be sent
free upon application.

PETERSON NURSERY
30 V La Salle St.,
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In many homes, particularly town houses or apartments, the space for the
heating boiler is very small and frequently adjoins the entrance hall. The
IDEAL Type "A" Heat Machine is admirably designedfor plans of this character.

Economy of Fuel and Space
"It burned 40% LESS COAL this year."—This statement
from a grateful owner exceeds the tabulated results from
hundreds of installations of IDEAL Type "A" Heat Machines
—which average A FUEL SAVING OF ONE-THIRD.
Besides the fuel economy, this reduced amount of coal requires
one-third less storage space, and caretaking.

The Large Fuel Chamber holds enough coal to run without
attention from 8 to 24hours, depending upon weather demands.

The Revertible Flues and scientifically proportioned
surfaces absorb and utilize the heat, preventing its waste up
the chimney.

The Automatic Regulation prevents waste of heat by
controlling the fire to supply the exact volume of heat needed
— avoiding under-heating and oner-heating.

The Ideal Insulated Jacket, dust-free and gas-tight, per
mits converting the basement into livable, recreational quarters.

We offer testimonial letters from many prominent users.
Investigate today and get an IDEAL TYPE "A" HEAT
MACHINE for your new or old residence. Write for catalog
containing test charts of FUEL ECONOMY and efficiency.
A big paying investment— not an expense!

IDEAL Ti/pe "A Heat Machine
Dept. 23

New Yon:c cr.d Chicago American Fadiator Company
SMakersof theworld-famous

Ideal Boilers andAMERICAN Radiators
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OCTOBER'S PART IN THE GARDEN

THE
autumn is almost as busy a seasonin the

garden as the spring. The gardener'shope
of "Next Year" is stimulatedby the successes

and failures of the past summer. There is always
this available future—and the time to seize it is
now. Plant now for next year's bloom. Plant
abundantly of perennials and shrubs and bulbs.
Having worked hard this autumn in the garden,
the winter of your discontentwill be short indeed.
The October number is designedto act as coun
selor for those who plan to do big things and
little in their gardens this fall. It opens with a
helpful article on how to make the landscape
picture—how to frame views and createvistas in
your garden. The illustrations are unusual and
beautiful. A discussion of the flowering shrubs
shows what a wide and varied range we have to
choose from. The newer narcissi will be told of
in another paper, and in still another a selection
of twelve good peonies for the beginner will be
made. In the Fall Planting Table will be found
the whole story of autumnal activities in con
secutive form. October also starts a series of
articles on perennials—the lower kinds for edging
being considered in this contribution. To make

The simple dignity of tile and
flat wall surfaces is brought out
m this hallway from the Octo

ber issue

the measurefull we pile on a pageof snapdragons,
a flower that deservesmore attention from Ameri
can gardeners.
Autumn is also the time when, having finished
the garden,we turn indoors. So there is a charm
ing article on garden rooms for city houses,quite
a different idea. And there are pagesof new wall
papers and delightful articles seen in the shops.
You will also be amusedby the strangeanimals
John Held, Jr., has created for book ends and
door stops. The Little Portfolio this month will
be especiallyinteresting. You will also find Wal
nut Furniture of Queen Anne's Day a subject
worthy of attention.
There will be sevenhouses altogether in Octo
ber—one large, one medium-sizedand five of the
smaller types. Each representsa different style
and all are examplesof meritorious architecture.
In Septemberwe begin a seriesof articles on the
construction of the house, beginning at the roof.
In October the walls will be explained.
This October issue is a lively number. The
proofs are coming through now from the printer
—and they look very good. You can't afford to
miss it.
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ilattloEdwardsHewitt

A SETTING FOR ANTIQUES
In the homeof W. R. Coe, at Oyster Bay, L. I.,
many distinguishedinteriors have beencreated
by the use of rare and beautiful antiques.
The architectureand arrangementof the rooms
give thesepieces the authentic setting that is
desirable. Thus, in one of the halls the ceil
ing is paneled in oak which createsthe proper

environmentfor the ancient carved doors, the
Gothic tapestriesthat hang on either side and
the oak Jacobean tablesin front of them. This
is one of somefifty-seven rooms furnished by
Charles of London. Another interior from the
Coe house forms the first page of the Little
Portfolio of Good Interiors in this issue
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SCREENS IN THE SCHEME OF DECORATION
A o Piece of Furniture Serves So Many Useful Purposes and Gives

So Much Delight to the Eye

KARL FREUND

SPEAKING
about screens we shall omit

this time the fire screen, the light screen,

the mosquito screen and the partitions
called '"screen" in architecture and on the

stage, and just content ourselves with the

screen called "Paravent" in French and al

luded to in these rhymes :

Je ne suis ni arbrc ni plante,
Et porte feuilles en tout temps,
On ne me voit que quand le froid augmente,
Et je disparais an printcmps.

I resemble neither plants nor trees,
But I bear leaves all through the year,
You see me only when the frosts increase,

And in the spring I disappear.

It is quite clear to anyone that this operatic
appearance and disappearance of the screen no

longer exists. It has lost
its temporary meaning and

proudly remains in its po
sition through hot and
cold as an important piece
of furniture in the room.

To combat the "courant
d' air" is rarely its object.
The chief aim has become
to hide: The pantry from
the dining room or the

diners from the pantry,
the breakfast tray from the

sleepers or the sleepers
from the attendant. It
hides the children, ser

vants, the piano, perambu
lator, phonograph, the
sewing machine and an

infinity of necessities
which are destined to make

us happy by all but their

appearance. It is also
called upon to cover an

oversupply of unbalanced
doors.

The "Paravent" has be
come a "Paralaideur". The
wind and cold weather
screen of yore need not

excuse its existence. It obviously protected
against the draft sweeping through long corri

dors and under cracks of doors and through

great halls with tall windows. It kept the
chimney heat snugly around the hearth and

while its lines remained stilted it warmed one's

heart by beauty of color and design whether

covered with precious brocades or silks, needle

work or tapestries or made of tooled or painted
leather lacquered in the Chinese style or on

wood or canvas with pleasing and gallant

subjects for decoration.

What Screens Do

The thing to be rememljered about the
screen as an object of decoration is its almost

architectural quality. It breaks the line of the
walls; it tempers the too uncompromising vista.

It can be used to create a smaller intimate

When the shape
it the semblance

of the room is complexand unrestjul, screenscan be employedto give
of balancedharmony and to concealunpleasantaspects. Screensby

Karl Freund

alcove within a larger space; it permits the

making of an almost structural alteration in
the shape and size of any room. The sheer
size of the screen makes it imposing as no

other detail of decoration can be. It brings
the picture from the wall, and throws it boldly
into the centre of the room; it lifts the color
and pattern of the carpet, and hangs it per
pendicularly, level with the eye. It creates a
certain air of mysteriousness in an otherwise
candid chamber; it conceals unknown things,
it deepens the shadows in the corners of the
room in which it stands. Its angled surface
offers a peculiar variation of light and shade
that is a decoration in itself.
The Chinese were the first to invent the
screen, as they were the first to invent almost

everything else of value in the world. It is
characteristic of the Chinese attitude to art and
life that they should have lavished all their

skill in the adornment of
these shifting walls. They
liked to bring art into the

intimate details of their
life— into the screen that
sheltered them from the

draught, into the porcelain
that served their tables,
into their fans and clothes,
into everything with which

they were daily in contact.
The combination, easily
conceivable in Europe, of

a picture by a master-hand

hanging on a hideous wall

paper invented by some

obscure patternmaker de

void of any sense of color

or design would be impos
sible among the Chinese.
With them the picture and
the wall-paper would be

one and the same work of

art—a screen.
The screen of today is
conscious of being a con

cealer and in handling this
screen problem the deco

rator has one aim in mind:

make the screen look nat
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Ural, not like the sylph who wears her best

friend's evening gown or the man who rents

his dinner coat for a festive occasion. There

should be no outward feeling of concealment,

but a new purpose overshadowing the orig

inal intent.
In concealing a door placed near a source of
light one cannot avoid shortening the room by
a dark, formless mass, and the transparent

screen will achieve both the purpose of length
ening the vista and softening the light instead

of shutting it out.

One often finds in the

layout of apartments the

mantelpiece hugging a gap

ing doorway which sepa

rates two principal rooms.
To fill this opening with a
double door would crowd

the mantel and make it use

less for all purposes of com
fort and decoration. The

screen now becomes a desir

able solution. It fills the
gaps by swinging back
diagonally and when half
open forms a pleasant shel

tering angle around the fire

side. Transparency will
lighten this treatment and

act as a source of illumina

tion.

Concealing a dark sec

tion of the room gives a

welcome opportunity to the

mirrored screen. It gathers
sparks of light from every-

To frame an entrance in
a hallway one may usea
pair of screens,as these
two examples of black
lacquer are used

While tapestryis not un
usual for screens,the va
riety of theselies in the
fad that such a perfect
pair exists. The tapestry
is Aubusson

where, deepens the vista and

brings happiness to a som

bre corner. Its brilliant pur
pose makes you forget that

you are not to search be

hind its folds. It functions
admirably as an agent of
concealment and intrinsic
decoration.

When the unrelenting
mind of the Giantbuilder

has forced you into a room

of complex proportions
shaped or panelled for the

comfort of the steamfitter or

the fire department, and the

high costs of today prevent
a radical change, the wise

decorator will prescribe
screens to give a semblance

of balanced harmony and

entertainment and thus suc

ceed in concealing the

fundamental discomforts of
the room.

The dining room screen, by far the most

popularly known of the species, should be
avoided although it has become a household

recipe like the hall chair and the piano cover.
One may put up with the mysterious goings on
behind its hinge folds during one's repasts be-
cause some good must come of the hidden com-

(Left) Among the screensadorning the
London house of Mrs. Herbert Asquith
is this fourfold gesso design after the

manner of Daniel Marot
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Hurting

The painted mirrored screen in a
sombrecorner deepensthe vista of a
room by catchingand reflectinglight
and contributing a centreof brilliant
interest. Screenby Karl Freund

motion after all, but to stare at a
broken wall of panels pushed into the
corner of the room and sufficiently
high to conceal the pantry cupboards
or the tallest butler from the farthest

end of the dining room table must

nullify its proportions and spoil the

beauty of the screen itself.

This portentous obstruction can be
avoided by making the pantry door
into a twofold screen which is left un

folded only when needed, and in re

pose acts as a door, panelled, carved,

painted, decorated or otherwise.
The screen is frequently called upon
to create an imaginary form of seclu
sion called "privacy". Low screens
not exceeding 4' in height are placed
near the desk or reading table or

chaiselongue protecting the writer or

reader's head from the outside world.

One finds many handsome and genu
ine lacquer and leather screens to suit
this purpose.

As Wall Decorations

An excellent result is achieved in
the usage of fine old screens of a non

repeating design as wall decorations
and wainscots. In our days of rapid
change of taste and residence, this

method gives an immediate effect with

comparatively little effort and expen
diture. By covering great wall spaces
with a screen of fine color and good
invention one follows the example of
the Chinese. Their screens were es
sentially wall decorations and com

posed as such. Many lovely old
screens painted on silk or leather or

painted, printed or decoupes on

paper will feel more contented
on the wall than exposed to the

eternal wear of being moved

about.

In making use of Oriental
screens it must be remembered

that different types of screens re

quire different surroundings. The
painted Chinese, Japanese, or

Korean screen is often a picture
of the highest beauty and indi

viduality. It should not be
placed in too close proximity to

European paintings; the mixture

of style is often not at all felicit
ous. Lacquered screens, on the

other hand, being for the most

part decorated with more formal

designs, may safely come into

contact with Western art, which

(Below) A fine old Queen Anne
screenin the Chinesetaste,paintedon
tooled leather. Such a screen war
rants use as a wall decoration

Hurting

In concealinga door placed near a
sourceof light, the transparentscreen
both lends distanceto the corner and
softensthe light insteadof shutting it
out. Screenexecutedby Karl Freund

they will set off as a patterned back
ground sets off a picture. Indeed, as a
background for anything —paintings,
flowers, porcelain, furniture, or even
a beautiful human being—there is
nothing so good as a lacquered
screen. Against the shining surface
of black or red lacquer beauty stands
out with more than an ordinary bril
liance. For the portrait painter the
lacquer screen is an almost indis
pensable piece of studio furniture.
But screens should not be placed
in a room consistently furnished in
the spirit of a time which knew no
screens. A Gothic screen is an ab
surdity, and while it may be tempting
to the owner to put a magnificent
tryptich in a sumptuously carved
frame on the floor, it would be bad
taste to do so.

Materials

Screens have been made of every
possible material—of wood, of paint
ed and embroidered silk, of tapestry,
of embossed leather, of paper, of

porcelain, of glass, of anything and

everything that can in any way be
worked into a plane surface and per
suaded to stand on end. Screens of

tapestry and embroidery are eminent

ly suitable for small rooms.

In apartmentswhere the fireplace
is too closeto a door, the opening
may be filled with a transparent
screen which acts both as door
and as screen for the fireplace.
This is the purpose of this screen
.made by Karl Freund
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Hartlng
The drawing room walls and woodwork are a mauve and rose. The curtains are made of the

soft dull green. Against this are used a white same fabric. The bookcasesare an
interesting

marble mantel and old English furniture, with solution of the door-and-wall problem at one
somepieces covered in a chintz of pale green, end of a room

In one of the baths the plaster walls
are painted in scenic panels above a
wainscot of blue picture tiles which are
also painted on. The woodwork is fin

ished in deep blue

The Kennedy house is in Sutton Place,

one of the new East Side developments

of New York, and the house stands
under the shadow of the Queensborough
Bridge. The gardencontainssomeinter

esting iron trelliage
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One goes from
the dining room
through a Dutch
door into the
garden behind
the house. This
window com
mandsa view of
the East River
and its bridge

THE NEW YORK HOME OF FOSTER KENNEDY
HENRY MILLIKEN, Architect
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R U R A

A DISTINCTION always has to be made between the aristocracyof the town and the aristocracy of the country. Clothes and
motor cars and an appreciation of books and music and paint

ing have to do with the one, whereas these things have very little co
do with judging the aristocrat of the countryside.
The country gentleman, as we understand the term, is not the rural
aristocrat. In fact, the rural aristocrat is rarely suspected of being
an aristocrat at all. You may have to know him for years before
he reveals the nobility of his lineage.

DOWN
the road from me, on the top floor of a huge barn, lives an

old man. He has always lived in this Connecticut valley, and his
father before him. He is not especially given to baths, this aris

tocrat, nor does he often enjoy the ministrations of a barber.
The neighbors call on him to do odd jobs; he is handy with tools.
If he sets out to make you a firescreen, he may take two years to com
plete it. Then, when he has brought it in, wonderfully wrought with
his own gnarled hands, he will charge you two dollars —a dollar for
each year that he was tinkering at it. Around his barn are piles of
stones. If you examine them, you'll find that each one has a peculiar
beauty. The old man collects them because, as he puts it

,

some stones

is pretty. *. '

Meet him trudging along the road, and though you've known him
for years, he will not speak to you unless you speak to him first. He
says he doesn't like to interrupt folks' meditations. Which is at once

a pretty thought and a noble compliment.
Having had, in his day, a hand in the construction of most of the
old houses along the valley7, he can tell where many of the planks came
from and where the tree originally grew. If he takes a fancy to you,
he'll make a noon-mark on the corner of your house, so that you can
tell the time of day. *■

This hairy and ancient aristocrat is a friend to birds and snakes.
He holds long conversations with chipmunks. The gray squirrels
dwell amicably in the elm trees about his barn.

AT the foot of our hill, just across the brook, dwells another ruralaristocrat. Ninety-four years—most of it hard labor with the
unkind New England soil—have bent his back into a question

mark. His house is only a step back from the road but in that nar
row strip his wife grows madonna lilies and yuccas and delphiniums
such as the fancy gardeners hereabout cannot approach for size or
beauty.

Many years ago this ancient couple took a sudden plunge into
modernity. They bought a motor car. It was one of the first motor
cars made— a high affair on hard rubber wheels. Of Sundays you
could see this ancient pair ride forth in their high-pooped automobile
with a great fringed umbrella shading them from the sun. They
never needed to sound a horn, for their car en route made the noise
of a boiler factory.

Last year the old man rolled his car into the barn for the last time.
He was too old for the sportin' life. Since then he has had to con
tent himself with the little garden that stretches down the hillside to

the brook behind his house. It is an abundant garden, with only
one mistake; and that is one mistake a true gardener cannot afford

to make—to plant a crooked drill. By some strange miscalculation
he has planted a row of beans off line. It greatly worries him. A

kindly old man this; last year when one of us was sick he trudged all

RACY
the way up this hill to bring his offering of friendship and sym
pathy— a bunch of young onions.

THE
third aristocrat is my gardener. A Swede, with the strange

ocular attraction of Mr. Turpin in the Sunshine Comedies. Out
of Stockholm by Connecticut, to use the horsey term; out of Stock

holm ten years by Connecticut fifty. He still waxes sentimental over his
native land— and I suffer it in peace, for there are three things about
which a man may justifiably be sentimental—his love affairs before
marriage, his love affairs since, and his native land.

To him the straight furrow is the noblest work of man and the

dream toward which he constantly labors is to make that furrow bring
forth its increase before anyone else's furrows do.
He promised me the first peas by the 10th of June and on the
10th of June we had the first peas in this valley. He swore by Calvin
and the pope of the Seventh Day Adventists that we would have new

potatoes for the 4th of July, and on the morning of the 4th he climbed
the hill in his Sunday suit, knelt down on his newly creased trousers
beside the row and produced the evidence of his oath. When I asked
him why he had been so sure in making these promises, he answered

that he knew the soil and could speak as one in authority.

THAT

is the work of the true rural aristocrat—he knows the soil,
he knows the things that grow from it and is comrade to the birds

and beasts that make it their home. The basis of his life is entirely
different from the basis of life of the man who lives in the city. His kind
of aristocracy is diametrically different. He measures culture and

success by other standards.

This rural aristocracy will never become entirely extinct. So long
as wisdom dwells with men, some few of the human race will prefer to
live close to the soil, heedless of material success, neglectful even of

the great progress being made in agricultural methods. These dear
old fellows who plow and plant and reap by moon phases, whose lives

are ruled by rural legends, these men are an authority in their own

world, and we sorely need that kind of other-worldly authority.
There is a danger, however, that they will be crowded farther and
farther out and that newcomers will neglect to appreciate them. The
suburbs of our country towns grow very fast. Our summer colonies
make their encroaching way. The country estate swallows up the
picturesque solitary farmer. Our motor cars whirl past him heed
lessly. We city folks bring with us our own kind of aristocracy- and

impose it upon the countryside. We build noble country homes and

lay out magnificent gardens and think that thereby we redeem the
country from its dark night of hard labor, poverty and difficult living.
The city man who comes to the country can never quite rid himself
of his superiority. And yet in the rural scheme of things the city
man is often of bourgeoise and the lower orders.

In the country the sons of the soil are the true aristocrats, and we
should respect their lineage. As a nation we must do all in our power
to preserve and increase their numbers. Our farm population is not

growing, if census figures are to be believed. The countryside is in
transition. Modern machinery is robbing the rural districts of their

legendary picturesqueness in an effort to make them more efficient and

productive. In the face of this change the old aristocrats are appar
ently outshone. And yet, who knows but what they are the real guar

dians of the soil, the real nobles of the world upon which we must

depend for the bread that is on our tables and the fresh green com?



THE DOORYARD GARDEN
Usually, when we think of gardens,we see them
from the outside, consider them as part of the
picture they make with the house. But we miss
half their charm unlesswe also think of them as
something that lies beyond the door, a picture
framed by the door or window, a colorful, sunny,
animated glimpse in bold contrast with the more

sombre room within. Every house should have
a little garden close by the door—a dooryard
garden. In the country it servesas a floral vesti
bule to the wider stretchesbeyond; in the city
the fencebeds,wall vinesand pottedplants stand
ing about form a refugefrom the noiseand grime
and ugliness of the town pressing close around
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(Left) Among the devices used
by French cabinetmakerswas to
impose one piece of furniture on
another. This small satinwood
table of the Louis XVI period can
be usedas a stand. It hasa mar
ble top and bronzehandles

(Right) With the deskset on the
table we have an ecritoire which
boasts, among other delightful
charms, a secret compartment.
This and the other examplesof
French furniture are shown by
courtesyof Diane del Monte

Uartlrig

(Right) This fairly innocentlook
ing pieceof furniture, slightly re
miniscent of the old-fashioned
washstand, is

,

in reality, a lady's
writing desk o

f the period o
f

Louis XVI. The back screen is

coveredwith yellow taffeta

(Below) This Louis XVI com
mode bureau when closed forms

a decorative contribution to a

room. It is of mahoganyand has
gilt bronze handlesand rings and

a gray marble top with a gilt
bronze gallery

(Left) The desk is seton thetable

o
f the standand the yellow taffeta

screendraws up. Thus the piece
answersthreepurposes—as a desk,
and as a table or "meubled ap-
t>ui,"and finally as a screen to
ep the fire glow from the face

Below) Opened, the commode
becomes a writing desk. The
front o

f the upper drawer lets
down, giving a shelf. The inside
contains three small drawers, the
three lower ones being merely
blinds to balancethe design
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SECRET FURNITURE FROM FRANCE
High Romance Is Hidden in This Cabinetwork That Turns

Out Different from What It Seems

GARDNER TEALL

WHAT would the world of romance bewithout its haunted houses, its secret

chambers with entrances hidden by

panels to give egress only to those who pos
sessed knowledge of the "Open Sesame"!

Horace Walpole, Sir Walter Scott, Mrs.
Radcliffe, Bulwer-Lytton, Mrs. Ainsworth,
Alexander Dumas, Victor Hugo, La Fanu—
how could they have gotten along without
these mysteries! Can you imagine "Peveril

of the Peak" without its sliding panel or
"Woodstock" without the famous "trick"
picture ?
But architecture does not pre-empt con
trivances that deepen mysteries. Furniture

likewise creeps into literature with secret
drawers, hidden receptacles, and other enter

taining devices. Where else could the Muses
have secreted the long-lost wills that should
turn up in time to save the dowager-countess

from taking in washing, or in time to con

front the villainous foreclosure of the excru

ciating chattel-mortgage? I think half the
joy in acquiring an old desk is the hope that

one will come across a secret compartment
wherein some long forgotten treasure will be
hidden away,—La Simonetta's necklace, Pe-
trach's signet, Montaigne's dial, Richelieu's

ring, or Shakespeare's diary, even Dr. John
son's spectacles, or William Pitt's snuffbox.

The upper drawersof this Louis XV marquetrydesk
are locked from the inside by a secretdevicewhich is

concealedunder a sliding panel

At any rate comfort is to be gleaned from the
fact that hiding-places in furniture were far
more common than secret rooms or haunted

houses.

The Italian Renaissance furniture makers

occasionally provided secret receptacles and
these are also to be found in English Jaco
bean furniture and in the Spanish and

Portuguese furniture which Charles IPs
queen, Catherine of Braganza, brought with
her from Portugal to England. Then, the

huge carved English bedsteads of the 16th
and of the 17th Century often were fitted
with secret receptacles. Chippendale de
vised bureau bookcases with drop-down
fronts revealing secret drawers; Hepple-
white, Shearer, Darley and Gillow also em
ployed concealed receptacles, while Sheraton
was a veritable past-master in the art of

fitting furniture with intricate hiding-places
and ingenious devices. In his "Cabinet
maker's and Upholsterer's Drawing Book",

published in 1792, Sheraton pictures what
he calls a Harlequin Pembroke Table "very
suitable to a lady", a table which is fitted
with so many mechanical devices (secret
drawers, secret flaps, etc.), that the name

"Harlequin" was given it as suggested by
the transformations achieved by mechanism
in Harlequin exhibitions. Sheraton also
shows a desk of which he says "the orna
mented frieze under the cornice is, in reality, a
drawer when the bolt of the fall lock is re
leased." Then there are tables concealing ex-

(Continued on page 66)

Whenclosed,this
Louis XVI secre
taire resemblesa
chiffonier. It is
oj burl walnut
with gilt bronze
handlesand locks
and a gray mar
ble top

Opened,thesecre
taire is revealed.
There are seven
drawers inside,
an unusual num
ber for this type
of piece; one of
them is used for
an inkwell
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The most popu
lar beardless
irises are the
Japanese varie
ties, whose large,
wonderfully col
ored flowers
openin late June
and early July.
They should be
planted in rich,
moist soil

MattieBdmrdi Hewitt

GOOD IRISES THAT ARE LITTLE KNOWN
One Does not Have to Be a Specialist to Possess a Garden with All the Charm of the

Old Sorts and the Distinction of the New

JOHN C. WISTER, President American Iris Society

NINE years after the defeat of the Spanish Armada, and shortly before the

death of Queen Elizabeth, John Ge-
rarde, an old botanist, wrote in his "Herbal" :
"There be many kinds of Iris, or flower-de-
Luce, whereof some are tall and great and some
little, small and lowe. Some exceeding sweet

in the roote, some have not anie at all; some
flowers are without any smell and some with;

some have one color, some have many colors

mixed: vertues attributed to some, other not

remembered; some have tuberous or knobbie

rootes, others bulbus or onion rootes ; some have

leaves like flags, others like grass or rushes."

If this ancient worthy were living today he
could truthfully say "there be many too many
kinds of Iris," for many new species have been
discovered since that time and man has pro

duced nearly three thousand hybrid varieties.

This has led to confusion which the Ameri
can Iris Society is attempting to clear up.

A great variety of iris is not necessaryfor the creation of an effective
planting. As with most flowers, good-sizedgroups of each sort make
the bestarrangement,especiallywhere irregular paths intersectthebeds
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Select One of These
Tepeco Water Closets
THERE

is just as vast a difference between the work
ing qualities of certain types of water closets as be

tween high priced motor cars and cheap ones. But each
serves its purpose and should be bought according to the
purse of the purchaser.

The Trenton Potteries Company
is in a peculiarly favorable posi
tion to win your confidence
when you need to buy a water
closet. Unlike most other
makers who produce but one
or two types, the size of our
plants enables us to economi
cally manufacture all leading
types. We do not come to you
advocating one particular style,
but impartially offer all, point
ing out the advantages of each.

Tepeco water closets offer no
price advantage. But sanitary
engineers tell us we are offer
ing what you cannot be sure of
getting elsewhere a combina
tion of closet construction
which the measuring tape dem
onstrates to assure the best
water closet, a tank of glisten
ing white china with its surface
unaffected by stain, acid or soil
and its tank fittings of the sure
"stand-up" kind.

In designing each of these
water-closet outfits our engi
neers have endeavored to pro
duce primarily a better closet.
Si-wel-clo, Welling, Merit and
Saxon—each has a bowl size

fully two inches greater from
front to back than similar types
of average manufacture. Each
has a consequently larger water
surface meaning less liability
for soil to adhere to the surface.
Each has a deep-water seal, the
guard against sewer gas passing
up from the soil pipe into the
room—often a serious menace
to health. Each closet has a
larger trapway than usually
found, which means there is
that much less likelihood of the
outlet becoming clogged and
the fixtures put out of com
mission.

The outside surfaces of these
Tepeco closets are smooth with
out the commonly seen dirt-
catching angles and ledges.

And because the whole is no
better than its parts, we have
perfected a set of tank fittings
that will save you no end of
trouble and annoyance. A
seamless float' that cannot leak.
No rubber balls that will not
seat properly. A supply fit
ting that will fill the tank with
out undue noise and gurgle.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
Trenton, New Jersey, U. S. A.

BOSTON NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

World's largest makers of all-clay Plumbing Fixtures

TEPECO TANK FITTINGS
Whetheryou look in the Silent
Sl-wel-cloor In theSaxonvouwill
find thesemarvelouslyconstructed

fittings. And you
will hare a chance
to forget the days

SEND FOR LITERATURE
Truly thesethingsareworthwhile.
Wedo notpretendto tell youwhat
youcanaffordto spend.
WhfttSWit is, fromtOSMfour
closetsyoucanpickout
whichyoumaybo suro
the bestof its kind,
wautyouto writous for/
our bookletson the sub-^
Jectof waterclosetsand^our other All - Clay
PlumbingFixtures.

We

PLEASANT LIGHTING

Living Roomof Model ElectricalHome lightedby Duplexalite

Unless you have experienced Duplex Lighting, you cannot
imagine how pleasant everything in this room appears at night.

(PhotosCourtesyof TheQuecnsboroCorporation,JacksonHeights,LongIsland)

Dining Roomof Model ElectricalHomelightedby Duplexalite

Duplex lighting makes everything so beautiful that it makes
everybody happy and foorl tastebetter.

PhantomVicze
Showing
Construction

The Duplexalite is easy to install. You can take out an old
fixture and put up a Duplexalite with hardly any muss at all,
and it really makes more difference than repapering the walls—
and most times it costs less.

Sendfor a copyof the Duplexalitecatalog.

DUPLEX LIGHTING WORKS
of General Electric Company

6 West 48th St. New York City

Duplex-a-lite
"The Light to Live with"
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MISS BLANCHE BATES
Uses Quaker Sampler and Sectional Lace in Home Decoration

MISS
BLANCHE BATES — in private life

Mrs.George Creel —has made for herself an

assured place high in the world of the theatre
— in social and political circles.
Her good taste is reflected in the beauty and
restfulness in her own home.
In a corner ofher living-room stands a chaise-

longue of painted willow. On it is a pile of
pillows, made in various odd shapes, of Quaker
Sampler Lace, over pale yellow and pale blue
silk foundations.
Beside the chaise-longue a convenient little
tea-table fairly invites you to tea. And over
the plate of tea-cakes is a cake-cover —made on
a wire frame, like a small, squat lampshade,
cleverly covered with Quaker Sectional Lace.
A charming and original idea— and its sim

plicity is another tribute to Miss Bates' inge
nuity. She has generously consented to supply
us with directions for making both the cushions
and the cake-cover. We shall be glad to forward
these directions to any woman upon request.

Dressing laBie
With Quaker Amerex Lace
in the Dressing Room of

MISS EVA
LE GALLIENNE

Miss Le Gallienne, by her inspired performance
in "Liliom", has given NewYork what is perhaps the
most intellectual conception on the English-speak

ing stage today.
Her performance shows that she has inherited from
her father, Richard Le Gallienne, her sense of poetry.
In her dressing room is the dressing table shown at
the right of this page. Miss Le Gallienne had it made,

especially for this purpose, under her own direction.

Strangely enough, it is made of an ordinary
kitchen table, with a striking over-drapery of flame-
colored silk and Quaker Amerex Lace, dyed black.
Miss Le Gallienne, at our request, has sent us

full directions for the making of this dressing table.
A note addressed to us will bring these directions
to you without charge.

QUAKER LACE COMPANY
Mills, Philadelphia ■ - Wholesale Salesrooms, 890 Broadway, New York
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It is not the purpose of this article, however,

to describe many varieties or to dictate to indi

viduals what they shall plant in their gardens.

It is not my desire to enter into technical de

tails, but rather to point out a few good and

available kinds in the different groups from

which each gardener may choose for himself

according to the space he has to fill and his in

dividual preferences in the matters of color,

form and size. These will be grouped under

three general headings, each covering important

species and varieties of the type in question.

The first is the beardless iris.

Beardless Iris

The beardless irises are

found wild in Europe, Asia and

America and are easily distin

guished by their grassy foliage.

Most of them require rich,

moist soil for best results.

Though many of them are ex

ceedingly well adapted to gar

den culture, they are more

often met with in botanical col

lections than in nurseries or the

small gardens of amateurs.

The most popular beardless

irises are the Japanese varie

ties, which display their large

and gorgeously colored flowers

in the latter part of June and
early July. For centuries the
industrious Japanese have cul

tivated these in their rice fields,

irrigating them just before the

flowering season. In exporting
them the Japanese have badly
mixed the varieties and names
so that at present it is best to

buy by color instead of name.
The plarts should be set in

August 01 early September.
The Siberian irises also are
well known and are exceed

ingly hardy. Emperor, a rich

purple, Perry's Blue and Snow

Queen are probably the three
finest varieties and surpass
practically all the older sorts.
It seems curious that the
Spuria group is not equally
known. There could be no
more charming addition to a
garden, particularly if the
owner is fortunate enough to
possess a small stream or pond
where great masses of the purple, yellow and
white varieties of spuria might be grown. They
are valuable also for cutting, the flow
ers resembling in form the Spanish iris
which, since the advent of Quarantine 37,
has almost disappeared from our gardens. The

lavender-purple type of spuria may easily be
grown from seed, but for other colors plants
should be secured of such varieties as the yel
low Aurea, the white Ochroleuca and Shelford
Giant, or the blue-purple Monspur.
Gardens rarely contain our common swamp
Iris versicolor, or its first cousin, the golden
yellow pseudacorus, the Fleur-de-Lys of
France. No one who sees this at its best can

be surprised that in the 12th Century Louis
VII of France adopted it as the emblem of his
beloved country, thereby making it famous

throughout the world.

One of the most distinct of irises, on account

of its wonderful mahogany brown color, is

fulva. When transplanted from its home in

our southern States, it grows well in our gar
dens, but is unfortunately often a shy bloomer,

and should be given a moist, rich soil and

semi-shady position. It is one of the parents
of the hybrids julvala, julvala violacea, and
Dorothea K. Williamson, which are still al-

MattleEdwardsHewitt
Irises are splendidborderplants,particularly in combinationwith other
flowers. A wisely madeselectionwill give bloom from April to July

most unknown, and which though they lack the

brown, are rich in color and better bloomers.

The rarest species of all is the true laevigata

(not to be confused with Kaempferi), a small

flower of very rich blue.

Crested Iris

Iris cristata, gracilipes and teclorum are the
best representatives of the crested iris group,

the first growing wild in our southern States,

while the other two come from Japan. They

are especially suitable for a sheltered nook in

the rock garden or the wild garden; they will
undoubtedly become very popular as soon as

our gardeners realize that, while they may re

quire a little extra care at first, they are hardy

except in our most northern States. Nothing
more charming could be imagined than a bed
of lavender cristata surrounded by some of our

choicest ferns and wild flowers, on the edge of

a wood. Gracilipes is still smaller and dain

tier, while tectorum, the roof iris of Japan, is
somewhat larger and grows readily from seed.

Bearded Iris

The fame of the iris as a garden plant
of remarkable effectiveness,

however, rests chiefly upon the

varieties of the bearded group.
Though commonly termed Ger
man iris, the wild types do not
come from Germany but from
southern Europe and Asia
Minor, and the varieties have
been developed by French,
German, English and Ameri
can breeders.
In the latitude of New York
the dwarf bearded varieties
bloom in April, the intermedi
ates in May, while the tall
bearded ones give us our chief

garden pictures in late May or
early June.
All of them require full sun
and the driest possible situa
tion. Too few gardens contain
the dwarf bearded varieties,
which come so early in the

spring and make a fine mass
of color. If we made a selec
tion, using Standard as a blue-

purple, Socrates as a reddish

purple, Coerulea as a light blue,
Statelloe as a yellowish white
and John Foster as a bluish
white, we would have practi
cally the entire range in this
section.

Following these come the in

termediates, among the best of
which are Dolphin, Empress,
Ingeborg, Prince Victor and
Royal, giving a wide range of
color, all of them of good form
and free bloom. Only a few
days later comes the old purple
flag; good companions for it on
account of the contrast are Flo-
rentina and the rather rare
though by no means new Ger-

manica alba, both beautiful whites following
each other in close succession, and the rich

purple Kochii.

Blooming at about the time of the interme
diates are the hybrids between Oncocyclus iris
and the bearded iris, which are still almost
unknown. Many of them are more curious
than beautiful, and none of them is suited for

garden effect, but only for odd corners to dis

play their very deep, rich coloring and curious

markings. Of the set of a dozen or more, Dil-
kush, Parvar, Shirin and Zwanenburg are per
haps the best. They form an excellent nucleus
for more extensive collections.

(Continued on page 86)
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A REMODELED

COUNTRY

HOUSE

PRENTICE SANGER, Architect
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THE GARDEN AND THE STILL ROOM
It Is Quite Simple for the Woman with a Garden to Distill Flower

Waters and Make Fragrant Pot-Pourri

SINCLAIRE RONDE

IF the fair lady, who willingly spends large sums on

scents and lotions done up

with all the cunning of the per
fumer's art, so wishes, she can

have delicious rose water every

day from roses of her own gath

ering. Any sweet-scented roses
make rose water, but none are

quite so good as the damask, the

Provence, or the old cabbage

rose. It is best to pluck blos
soms which are not quite fully
blown, and the white heels

should be cut off.

To a pound of petals a pint
and a half of water should be
allowed, and it must be sim

mered gently till all the fra
grance has been extracted. This
will take from three-quarters of
an hour to an hour, but the

water must never actually boil.

Then the petals are to be

strained off and the rose water bottled.

Imagine each guest in a country house find

ing in her room in the evening a tiny jug of

fresh rose water! Certainly no offering could

give a rarer pleasure. Violet or carnation or

wall flower water may all be made in the same
way, but the pan must always be closely cov

ered while the simmering is in progress, or

much of the fragrance will be lost.

Lavender Water

Water in which lavender spikes have been

simmered is, perhaps, the most delicious of all
waters, but to make it by putting in whole

spikes of lavender is an extravagant method.

The lavender should first be
stripped from the stalks, and two

good handfuls of the flowers al

lowed to every pint of water. It
is surprising how much scented

water can be made even from a

garden of modest dimensions if
one never allows any fragrant

petal to be wasted. To make the
water very strongly scented, a

fresh quantity of flowers or

petals should be simmered in the

first making of the water, and

this process may be repeated a

third time. If bottled immedi
ately these sweet-scented waters

will keep good for several weeks,
but if it is desired to keep them
indefinitely the stronger essence

should always be made, and

poured into small bottles with

narrow necks (medicine bottles

washed and dried with scrupu

lous care are ideal), a generous

Many herbsgive pleasantscentsthat can be preserved. The herb garden
plays an important part in any gardenof size. Here it is laid out on lines

from the Italian parterre

teaspoonful of grain alcohol added, and the

bottles corked immediately.
Those who have never tried a bath in which

sweet-scented leaves have been steeped will be
surprised to find how refreshing it is. A pint
of water in which a pound of balm leaves have

been boiled very slowly (and then removed

from it) will, if added to an ordinary bath,
make that bath delightful. And so will water
in which sweet-scented verbena leaves have

been so treated. Thyme and sweet marjoram
will give a bath a clean, aromatic scent.
Then why not give yourself the pleasure of

offering your guests flowers of your own candy

ing? Candying flowers is very simple, but it
calls for time and patience. A strong syrup

From lavender is madefragrant lavenderwater, lavender sachetand it is
an ingredientof good pot-pourri. In sectionswhere the climate is mild
it can be grown without difficulty and is a beautiful perennial

must first be made, a pound of

sugar being allowed to each pint

of water. When the syrup is

ready, the flowers should be put

in and simmered till tender.
This will only take a few min
utes, and then the flowers must

be lifted out and placed, care

fully separated, on fine wire
sieves. They should be dusted

with powdered sugar, and when

perfectly dry put away in air

tight boxes. Carnation petals

so treated make a charming des

sert, but, as with roses, the white

heels must be cut off. A less ex

pensive and effective method is

to dip any flowers or petals in a

weak solution of gum arabic,

spread them out to dry on a wire

sieve, and when perfectly dry to

dip them again and sprinkle
them with powdered sugar. After
this they will take several days

to dry in a very warm room. When they are

perfectly dry they should be put away in air

tight tins until used.

Pot-Pourri

All sweet-scented petals should be kept to
give the pleasure of their fragrance and the

memory of their beauty through the dreary

winter months. No pot-pourri is ever so good
as that which is added to day by day through

out the summer, for it is a blend of every per

fume in the garden. Recipes for pot-pourri

vary infinitely, but the elementary principles

are so simple that amateurs are apt to forget

that only by carrying them out with scrupulous

care can success be achieved.

Flower petals should never be

gathered for pot-pourri if the
previous day has been rainy or

even showery. The flowers may
appear to be dry, but they will
in reality be loaded with suffi

cient moisture to ruin a whole

jar of pot-pourri. The petals
should be picked when the dew

is well off, but before the sun is
at its hottest, and there is no

doubt that the best method of

drying is to spread them—each
one separately—on fine wire
trays in the warmest room in the

house. The air can circulate

freely all round such trays, and

this is the real secret of good

drying. A hot shady attic with
a current of air blowing through
is a perfect drying-place, and to

keep off the dust and prevent the

(Continued on page 66)
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SHALL YOU BUILD, BUY OR RENT?
Facts That Will Guide You in Deciding the Basis

On Which You Acquire a Home

IT is well known that whenever housingconditions are poor, strikes and unrest

occur. Certain cities in the United
States which are notorious for their poor hous

ing conditions, head the list also in the way of

strikes, mobs and disturbed conditions gener

ally. On the other hand, as soon as a family
owns a comfortable home, that family becomes

a part of the community and interested in its

welfare and progress.

A great many times families who have rented
and who have been accustomed to large homes,

find that the}' can get along very comfortably

with less space. Both expense and upkeep are

saved, and in the end everyone is quite as well

off. There are those who have rented for many

years, following the line of least resistance.

There is no particular reason why they should

go on doing this, but they have not quite dared

to assume the obligation of buying or building.

As a rule, the long term renters are of the type

who are gun-shy of responsibility. Most of

them wake up some day, though, to find out

that they have paid out large sums of money

for which the}' have received a temporary roof,

to be sure, but their estates have not been in

creased to the extent of a single penny by the

outlay of the rental money.

The remark is often made with a good deal
of truth, that "It is cheaper to buy than to
build." This depends upon whether you can
find what you want, at a price you want, and

in a location you want. With the present
shortage of houses, there are not buildings

enough to meet the calls of all who are looking

for homes, so a large number will be compelled
to build.

Where it is desirable to buy a home outright,

a moderate payment can usually be arranged

to make one a property owner, the balance re

maining on a mortgage held either by a bank,

an investor, or even the former owner. There

is plenty of money in the country, and many

people who are seeking safe investments for i
t,

so a person of character and reliability will

have no trouble in securing a loan of this kind,

and the money paid for rent will slowly but

surely wipe away the entire indebtedness.

EVERYTHING
considered, there are ad

vantages in owning a home of your own

even now. Many have the idea that

building at the present time is simply pro

hibitive in point of expense, but this is a

superficial judgment. Building involves three

tilings: The possession of the land, the pur

chase of materials, and the hiring of labor.

This is true whether the house is built by "day

work" or on contract.
Land values have been surprisingly stable

for the simple reason that so little building

has been going on that few people have cared

to buy land just to pay taxes on it and have i
t

stand idle. In fact, some of our keenest busi-

EMMA GARY WALLACE

ness minds lay down the fixed principle that

investment property must be yielding property,
for to buy land with the expectation of a rise
in values is a purely speculative venture.
There never was a time when it was really
easier to buy a building lot than at the present,
for many land-promoting companies have seen
the need of more homes and have forestalled
the coming building boom by opening up allot

ments or so-called "parks" or parcels of land
on easy payment terms. These tracts are care

fully chosen, surveyed, and subdivided so as
to allow for streets, community breathing

spaces, and transportation facilities. Many of
these allotments provide for easy and small

payments, so that almost anyone who wishes

may own a lot. The sooner building is begun,
the better pleased the promotion company is,

for it adds to the value of the whole tract to

have people living there.
If there is no such land promotion company
at work opening up new tracts, individual lots
may nearly always be found, or a desirable lot

with a ramshackle building on it purchased

cheaply, the building torn down, and the good

parts salvaged. One man who did this was

able to make enough out of the materials from

the razed building to get his lot without ex

pense except the time and trouble involved.

Even if money is not on hand to buy land
outright and there are no easy payment allot

ment sections at hand, it is still possible for
the person of reputation to purchase desirable

property. There are no less than seven thou

sand building and loan associations in the

United States, and these hold mortgages to the

stupendous sum of two billion dollars. The
combined business transacted by these associa

tions during the past year totals one billion
two hundred and fifty million dollars, and sur

prising as it may seem, this enormous business
was transacted at a cost of three-tenths of one

per cent.

So, if you become a member of a reliable
Building & Loan Association you are a part
of a co-operative concern which is helping you

to become a property owner at a minimum of

administrative expense. Further than this,

local banks are willing to furnish reasonable
sums of money to reliable persons for building

purposes, always, of course, being well se

cured by the property itself; and the Govern

ment is working out other plans to this end

to further the Own Your Own Home move
ment.

NOW
let us look at the cost of materials

and the comparative increase in prices

since the war began. It is but fair to

say that this table of relative increases was

given out some months ago, and in some cases

values have advanced since then, but the ad

vance has about kept pace on the different

commodities, thus maintaining much the same

ratio in the end. Fuel and lighting have in

creased 79%; metal products, 83%; food,
99%; general commodities, 107%; farm prod
ucts, 136 9

^ ; clothing and cloths, 151%;
building material, 58%.
The average individual builds but one home
in a lifetime. It is true that the building of

a home means a considerable outlay of money,
but a house will last, if well built, for fifty
years or more, and the amount of money re

quired by a family for food in twenty-five
years will extend the amount necessary to
build a home. Why put off the home
building?

According to a good many experts in the
field, now is really the time to build, instead
of when the necessities of life have all re
turned to an approximation of the old levels.
When that happens, the purchasing power of

the producer's dollar will be much nearer the
purchasing power of the building supply
dollar.

When we consider the matter of labor, we
will have to be ready to pay more than would
have been necessary in earlier years, but this

difference can more than be made up by two

factors. The first is the real saving possible
on building materials —relatively speaking:
and the second is the simplified home plans
which are now in favor.

JUST
the type of home which is to be

built should be given careful thought,

and to a marked degree the needs of the

family will determine just what this type
should be. Many people favor the bungalow
style, because they think of it as attractive

and inexpensive on account of its abbreviated

size.

The bungalow is somewhat spread out on

the ground and so needs a great deal in the
way of masonry work, and this calls for an
equivalent amount of roofing. If the upright
timbers are only a few feet longer, they will

furnish an upstairs, which makes more privacy

possible, and is a factor also in economical

heating. When all is said and done, the ex
pense of building a bungalow is about the

same as a house of a story and a half or two
stories. An attic is an advantage for storage
purposes and makes a house warmer in winter

and cooler in summer.

Those w7howish to can make arrangements
to borrow money for home-owning purposes
and meet the interest on the indebtedness,

taxes, upkeep and a small payment on the

principal in the form of a monthly rent check.

At all times, their equity in the property will
equal the amount they have actually paid in.

or they will have a claim in just proportion
to the resale price.

It must not be forgotten that those who own
property for the purpose of renting it expect

{Continurd on page 76)
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FABRICS FOR THE ROOM THAT IS DIFFERENT
Decorative in Design, They Can Be Used Successfully

as Curtains or Panels

SINCE
the first hand-painted calico cur

tain was used to screen the apartments
of an Indian princess, gaily printed

cotton, and linen materials have been used suc

cessfully in every room in the house. There is

a gaiety and informality about this kind of

fabric that is especially adaptable to the coun
try cottage and enough dignity in pattern and

coloring to make the usual city house a little

more livable. Also there is color— and end
less combinations of it—which in itself is rea
son enough.
Some new fabrics that are unusual and ex

tremely decorative take their design from a set

of old Chinese wall paper panels, now in Lon
don, and which came originally from an old

palace in Pekin. The theme is the lovely

branching jade tree, one of the earliest exam

ples of Chinese decorative art. There were

originally six different motifs in the series and
these have been reproduced on a fine quality

of South Sea Island cotton that is deep buff

in color. The designs, which are stencilled

by hand, are in the soft tones of the jade tree

originals. Each one is 9' long by 50" wide.

They can lie used as curtains and would be

These fabrics can be used effectively as
curtains or set into panelsin the wall. The
designswere taken from old Chinese wall

paper

effective in a room with woodwork and walls

the same soft buff shade as the background of
the material; or the woodwork might be black

to carry out the general Chinese feeling and to
harmonize with the little teakwood stands in
the design.

They may also l>eused as panels set into

molding much as the original wall paper was
used, and as each design is slightly different,

an unusual and striking room could be made.
Paint the woodwork a deep blue, the blue of
the Chinese bowls in the design and antique it.
Let the furniture be a dull Chinese red and I
should use thin silk hangings of this same
warm color to offset the dark woodwork. The
glass curtains can.be buff colored gauze that
ties up with the background of the panels and
for variey, add a pair of jade green vases.
The room will have color, will be distinctive
and different owing to the interesting use of

the fabric as panels.
This material has all the qualities that have
endeared chintz to us for generations with the
added interest of a new and rather striking

pattern. And the fact that the design of each
curtain or panel is different adds variety.

Jade trees, used early in Chinese decora-
live art are reproducedin all the soft tones
of the originals. Fabrics shown by courtesy

of Erskine Danforth

The curtains are 9'
long by SO" wide
and the design is
hand stencilledon a
fine quality of South
Sea Island cotton

The colors in the
designs are soft
greens and browns
with an occasional
note of red. The
bowls are deep blue
and the little
stands black
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At the right is shown
an attractive fireplace
that is completely and
suitably furnished. The
wrought iron contrasts
pleasingly with the
white mantel

JSSS FOR THE
FIREPLACE
Fittingswhichmaybepur
chasedthroughtheHouse
& GardenShoppingSer
vice.19West44thStreet.
New York City

Above is a reproduction of ibth
Century andirons now in Haddon
Hall, England. They are of ham
mered iron with pierced and
chasedbrass crowns. $95

Above is an English
dog grate wit h a
fretted and chased
brass apron, $130.
Bellows SIS, brasscoal
scuttle S45 and trivet

$15

An interesting fire
back is shown at the
left. It bearsthe arms
of Queen Elizabeth
and is 2' wide by 2'
5" high. The price

is $48

Above is a pair of hand-forged
andirons, 23" high with fluted
brass knobs. The three spit bars
on the posts are interesting de
tails. The price is $50

Oak bellowswith brassor
steel applique and hand-
wrought nozzle are $25

(Right) Andirons $75,
tool rests$26,steel grate
with brass apron $50

A polished steel footman
13" high with pierced
front is $30
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO
// is always a relief to find an unusual
architectural treatment of a hall. In the
home of W. R. Coe, at Oyster Bay, L. I.,
the lower hall has a low gallery running
almost its entire length,giving accessto the
inner rooms. The open rafters,the old newel
crowned with a cock and the flat plaster

OF GOOD INTERIORS
walls make an admirable background for
the antiques rangedalong the wall. While
the lines of this gallery accent the length
of the hall, the effectis sufficientlycounter
acted by the cross beams and braces.
Charles of London was the decorator and
Walker & Gillette, the architects
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The New York home of Cornelius H.
Tangeman offers many suggestions for
simple, livable decorations. In the draw
ing room the focal point is naturally the
fireplace with its marble mantel, Louis
XVI screen and chairs in blue taffeta.
The walls are paneledand painted oyster
white which has been antiqued. Candles

supply the illumination

V.

In one of the bedrooms the
walls are ivory and the hang
ings pink satin. The bed can
opy is of cream colored satin
faced inside with lace. The
rug is rose. The furniture is
painted in tones of blue

The library of the Tange
man residence,in contrast
to the French drawing
room, is in the Georgian
manner,with greenpaneled
walls, rose damask hang
ings and some of the fur
niture covered in a glazed
chintz of rose pattern
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One side of the library
has a balanced treat
ment of sofa and end
tables with chairs at
each side. Balanced
bookshelves are set in
the paneledwalls, with
an old mirror jor the
middledecoration

The library mantelis of
black marble. The rug
is old rose. A black
lacquer screenis highly
decorativein this corn
er. Theseroomsare in
a remodeled house, E.
S. Hewitt and William
Emerson, architects
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Rough stone steps lead down front the upper terrace to the semicircularro%egardenwhose center is laid out with
preciseformality. Each of the six small beds is borderedwith box, and all -convergeat a sundial set in a flat stone

pedestal. H. T. Patterson, landscapearchitect

GARDEN I N THREE LEVELS
How a House on a Hilltop Was Joined
to the Flowers Growing on Lower Ground

LILLIAN C. ALDERSON

A THREE-STORIED gabled house seton a hilltop with ample grounds, yet in

the midst of a more or less built-up

neighborhood — how could the feeling of pri
vacy and seclusion be best obtained in the gar

den, and what form of garden should one choose?

In this instance the problem was solved by
creating a series of levels.

A broad flight of rough

stone steps leads down from

an upper terrace of brick to

the semicircular rose garden

forming the second terrace.

The steps are marked by
tall cedars and the beds be

tween the retaining wall and

the curved brick wall are

filled with a broad band of

pink and white phlox bor

dered by creeping polemo-
nium. Across the front of

the terrace the phlox again
predominates, but the cen
ter is laid out in a precise

design of evident formality. There are six

small beds set in grass and bordered with box,

each shaped like an oyster and filled with

hybrid tea roses. The converging point is a
sundial set in a flat pedestal of stone.

In midsummer the glory of the phlox pre
vents one from noticing that the roses have

This garden,which is at the home of Alfred G. Smith of Greenwich, Conn., demon
stratesthat closerelationshipof houseto planting which is always desirableand can

generallybe obtained on even a hilltop site

passed their full beauty, as we follow the
curved brick path to the steps leading down at
either side to the garden beneath. Below
stretches a wide tapis vert, enclosed by a mas
sive hedge of beech, framing the vista of the
pergola that forms the far boundary as
one looks down the lower garden.

This part of the garden
is only slightly raised above
the ground level and is

separated from the lawn
and shrubberies by a low
stone wall at either side and
a wide open pergola at the
farthest end. The broad
brick walks are box bor
dered and pass between a
wide herbaceous border and
five annual beds arranged
in a geometric design. These

beds are gay with bulbs in

the early spring and are

bedded out later with helio

trope and zinnias.
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Viola palmata's flowers are violet-
purple and from yi" to 1" across. The
plant is adapted to growing under

shaded

Perhaps Ike handsomestof the tril-
liums is T. grandiflorum, whose large
while flowers are borne a foot or
more above the ground

TO PLANT in the SHADED GARDEN

THOSE
shady spots in the garden which receive little or no

sun constitute perplexing planting problems, for the choice of

things which will thrive under these conditions is far from
large. Ivy, the common myrtle, and various ferns will thrive in such
places where other plants will not grow. The wild grape and
the pipe vine (Aristolochia macrophylla) will also grow there.
Among the flowers, those shown on this page are among those

desirable ones which are most likely to succeed.

Lilies -of -the -valley are
trustworthy standbys for
the shadedgarden. A bed
will last for years

The little periwinkle, trail
ing, evergreenand hardy,
bearslilac-blue flowers. It
doeswell in shade

A splendid early summer
flowering shrub for shady
placesis the mountain lau
rel. It looks well all winter

The common blue wild
violet is V. cucullata. It
does best in a moist place
protectedfrom the sun

More showy, and obtain
able in a greater range of
colors than the laurel, are
the rhododendrons

Dicentra spectabilis, the
bleeding-heartof old-time
gardens,is still one of the
besthardy perennials
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(Left) In many Italian villas are to be found examplesof
decorativeplasterwork that could be adaptedfor An
homes. The plaster decoration of the small room in this
Tuscan villa is in low relief. The pictures are paneled in

attachedmoldings

a leafy bower. Such an interpre
tation of the restrained Rococo
stylemight well beapplied to the
loggia or vestibule of a good
sized American country house

Cream colored
and gray chev
ron bandings
with birds form
the design for
this modern
stencileddecora
tion in a Floren
tine villa
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MAKING PLASTER COUNT MORE
The Revived Art of Colored Plaster Decoration Promises to Enliven

Our Flat and Uninteresting Walls

COSTEN FITZ-GIBBON

A PLASTER wall surface in a roomis potentially like a blank sheet of

paper. It gives us almost unlimited
opportunity to execute upon it what we

will. A stone wall, a wall paneled in
wood, a tiled wall, each in its own way
bears the fixed limitations of its particu
lar material and texture beyond which it

is not susceptible of modification. But a

plaster wall, by its very plasticity and the

ease with which one can regulate its ap

pearance at will, invites the exercise of
imaginative ingenuity.

Just because the plaster wall is such a
common everyday feature in our houses,
nine hundred and ninety-nine people out

of a thousand are quite content to take it

as a matter of course, leave it wholly to the
mercy of the paper-hanger or the painter,
and ignore the manifold possibilities of

making it a thing of especial interest.

Low- Relief Decorations

First, the plain white or one-hued wall
may be adorned with low-relief decorations
in a contrasting color.

One of the illustrations

shows the hall of the Villa
Lazzara-Pisani, at Stra,
with decorations of this

sort in a very sane and

conservative Rococo man

ner, executed about 1740,

when the house was done

over according to the pre

vailing fashion of the day.
The ground of both walls

and ceiling is perfectly

plain white plaster, while

the low-relief tendrils,
leaves and scrolls, all deli

cately modeled, are of a

fresh but mellow and un

obtrusive green. Both de

sign and execution are sim

ple but tremendously ef

fective, and one gets the

impression of being in a

light and airy bower. The
whole composition is play
ful, refreshing, and emi

nently suitable for a coun

try house.

This example supplies a
very wholesome lesson in
the use of combined color

and relief. We are so

habitually timid about
color that when the ele

ment of relief is added to

be dealt with at the same

time, we are apt either to

bungle the opportunity

The dining-room in
the New York home
of F. F. Rosen has
beendecoratedin the
modern style of col
ored plaster work.
The walls are deep

ivory

through halting diffidence or else lose our

heads and overshoot the mark with rash

excess. Plenty of low-relief plaster orna

ment there is
,

but in its naked, lifeless

white state it too often has just about as

much value as the icing on a birthday cake,

which it frequently resembles. It could be
vastly improved by accenting it with gild
ing, or parcel-gilding —thus were the plas
ter reliefs on the ceilings of Mount Ver

non originally embellished—but how often

is this done? And when too much color

is applied without due discrimination, the

resulting frenzied kaleidoscope effect de

stroys all the values of the relief, and the

eye fails to appreciate the gradations of

light and shadow which the varied planes
and modeling of the relief ought to convey.

It is in just this respect that the exam
ple under review deserves close attention.

The color is flat and all the shading pro
ceeds from the graceful modeling of the

relief, which is not at all obscured as it

would be to some extent by reflected lights

if the reliefs had been left pure white. The

plaster in which these reliefs are executed is

nothing but the old stucco

duro of the Romans, the

recipe for which is given
in the footnote.*

Relief o
f shadow and
contour is given the
wall by moldedplast
er capitals and the
woodwork. The
woodwork is green
and the parrots in
darker green

The mantel is surrounded by swags o
f molded fruit painted in bright colors harmon

izing with the colors o
f the birds. The wall is heavily enameled. Caro Delvaille did

the decorationsand Herbert R. Mainzer was the architect

A Different Scheme

In a small room adjoin
ing the hall of this same

house, the ground of the

wall is a light lavender-

mauve, while the little spots
of plaster relief, patterned
in the "Chinese taste," are

a deeper tone of the same

color. The ground of the
panel above the door is of

the deeper tone, while the
relief upon it is in the color
of the wall outside the

panel. In the adjacent din
ing-room the plaster re
liefs (upon a white wall)
are in four colors, all flat
and soft in quality, and the
reliefs are brought forward

sufficiently at several points
to form consoles. This
method of decoration per
mits both relief and color
to play their proper parts.
The reliefs may be in one
color or more, and the wall
white or some soft color.
Of course, in England
in the 18th Century, a cer
tain amount of Rococo

(Continued on page 76)
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Against solid walls of dark yew have beengrown specimenstatuescarved in juniper. This forms the termination
of the canal,and is placed in sucha relationshipto the water that the sombrecoloring of the yew is intensifiedand
the light tonesof the juniper madestill more lovely. The gardenwas designedby Mr. Romaine-Walker

ENGLISH TOPIARY GARDEN
In a Slight Thirty Years this Garden Has Been Grown So that Now It Rivals

Some of the Most Ancient Gardens of England

HALFWAY
between the formal, architec

tural garden of Le Notre, the garden of

which Versailles is the splendid model,

and the so-called English garden, with its less

geometrical pattern and its absence of archi

tecture, stands the topiary garden.

The builder and the architect had as great
a hand in the making of a

formal garden as the horti

culturist. Terraces, statues,

walls and arches were more

important in these elaborate

creations than growing
plants.
The topiarist makes the
best of both worlds. He is
both builder and architect,

but the materials he uses

are living trees instead of
inanimate stone. Where the

ordinary gardener must

necessarily work in irregu

lar broken masses, the topi
arist can employ straight

lines, plane surfaces and all

the forms of solid geometry.

At the same time his green
masonry has this advantage

over the architect's stone

work, that it is alive and
diversified by the innumer

able intricate details of a living organism. A
flat surface that is composed of countless little
leaves is more interesting, richer in quality
than the flat surface of a stone.
There are few things more thoroughly satis

factory to the eye than a high wall of yew, well

proportioned, thick as the bastions of a Nor-

On a dry, arid bank is a thick plantation of laurels, clipped to an even surface,while
at the top come the finer foliage and forms of yew.

'
The way leads by thesestone

stepsfrom the forest up to the level open stretchesof the garden

man keep. Whether it recedes from the eye in

long, straight lines, or is broken by projections
and towers and embrasures, or is curved into
the shape of a dark, semi-circular apse of

foliage, the yew hedge is always a thing of

beauty. For broad effects of garden architec
ture, for simple massiveness, there is nothing

to compare with topiary
work.

The topiarist's difficul
ties begin when he ceases to

be content with broad ef

fects and tries to produce
detailed work. Even the

most enthusiastic carver in

foliage must admit that, for

statuary, Parian marble
has distinct advantages
over yew or any other tree.

The very nature of the lat
ter precludes fine detail.
In laying out this topi
ary garden the designer has

made some interesting ex

periments in color varia

tion—yew, juniper, Irish
yew, laurel, golden yew,
box and ivy have been

mingled so as to relieve the

unvaried sombreness of the

plain yew hedge.
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The corner groups are
composed of a box base,
a cup of Irish yew, with
a dome of golden yew
grafted on the top

(Left) The perfection of
form without grotesqueness
has been attained by re
straint in clipping. There
is uniformity of size

Coming out from the dark
yew alleys, the garden
opens pleasantly into a
sunny parterre inter
spersedwith fountains

(Below) An open theater
lias been created at this
point, the turf steps lead
ing to the stage, with a
yew walk for scenery
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OCCASIONAL

TABLES

Which can be purchasedthrough
theHouse<5*GardenShoppingSer
vice, 19 West 44th Street, NtW

Y.rk City.

{Lejt) An exceptionallygrace
ful table that was copied from
an old French one comes in
walnut with antique brass
handles. It is $80. The Italian
walnutchairmay be had jor $60

This sewing table is painted a
delicate green with a flower
decoration on the top. $42.50

An unusually attractive little
drop-leaf table comesin walnut
and is priced at $75

[Below) Nothing is more useful than a stand
for books to place beside a bed or sofa. In

walnut and antique gold, $55

A reproduction of a Spanish coffee table in
carvedwalnut 20" high is $55with $2for crating

mm

A small console in antique green and gold
is $85. The amethystglassvase is $4 and
the crystal borderedmirror 18" square,$55

This mahogany pie crust table26" high is
540. It also comes in walnut color. The

top measures18" across
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MICHAELMAS DAISIES FOR FALL EFFECTS
This Flower Group, Sadly Neglected by Gardeners in Its Native Land,

Deserves a Place Among Our Fall Blooms

TV/T ICHAELMAS daisies, or more cor-
J-'A rectly, the perennial asters, comprise a

very extensive genus of hardy herba

ceous plants. Although many of the species
are among our native plants and are generally
known a.; "starworts", it is a little surprising
that American gardeners have not as yet shown

their appreciation of the value of this splendid

group of plants for garden adornment. Bloom

ing as most of them do at a time when the more
tender flowers of autumn have either been

nipped by frost or blasted by storm winds,

Michaelmas daisies not only merit a place in

the hardy flower garden, but are in

deed indispensable where color is

sought late in the season. For fine
autumnal effects they stand unsur

passed; whether grouped in the

mixed border, or massed in beds,

they are equally striking. The light,

graceful habit of some of the small

flowered-species makes them particu-

arly valuable as potted plants for in

door decoration. As pot plants they

not only possess individual merit

but, associated with the flowers of

chrysanthemums, are very beautiful.

Two Hundred Species

When it is generally conceded that

our perennial borders are character

ized by a lack of variety compared
■withthe number of species grown in

European gardens, it is really a won

der the starworts should lie so grossly

neglected. Here is a genus of more

than 200 species from which to make

a selection, and in addition to this

vast number, innumerable hybrid va

rieties which possess especial merit

and are considered among the most

beautiful of all hardy herbaceous

plants by English gardeners.

Indeed, these plants have gained such favor

across the water, where perennial plants of all

kinds have always received a great deal of at

tention, as to be often given a separate garden.

And in passing we might well confess our
thanks are due the British hybridizer for some

of the most beautiful varieties now in com
merce. It is hardly expected that the average
American will treat Michaelmas daisies so
lavishly and exclusively as to plant them in a

separate inclosure. until he possesses a more

intimate knowledge of their cultural possi

bilities.

To appreciate the worth of this interesting
genus, we must first see a representative col

lection in bloom, and having seen them once in

all their glory when the ordinary garden is

almost flowerless, we shall then realize that

here is a genus of garden plants of the highest

merit. For there are few, if any, groups of

JOHN JOHNSON

plants which offer so much variety in height
and habit, as well as in color. No one could
believe, who has not taken the pains to study
the well defined characteristics of the different

types of starworts, that the plants are worthy
of more than passing notice, but they are. To
know them is to love them, because they give
us a range of color in the hardy flower garden
at a time of year when it is unobtainable from

any other source.

Those who know Michaelmas daisies also

know something of the pleasure of being able

to guess somewhat closely at the parentage of

supply of water during periods of drought. In
common with most garden plants, some varie

ties are a little capricious, or rather, seem to be;

flowering profusely one year and failing almost
utterly the next. It is our opinion that this
flowering habit is largely due to neglect on the

part of the cultivator during the prodigious

blooming period. Many of the starworts attain
such spreading dimensions that water during

ordinary rainfall seldom if ever reaches the
roots when the plants are in full growth. Con
sequently the plants suffer at a time when their

energies are being taxed to the limit. In ex
treme cases a plant may die from

this very cause. When it does not

suffer to the point of death, it is not

unusual for a plant to require a

whole year in which to recuperate.
When plants are in heavy growth a

quickly available stimulant, such as

liquid from the barnyard, will not
only help them at a critical period,
but give depth of color to both flower

and foliage. Where this is out of

the question an occasional dressing
of bonemeal, guano, sheep manure,

or any complete fertilizer raked into

the surface soil about the plants and

well watered in during the growing
season, will help materially toward
insuring a perfect display of bloom

another year. At the close of the

season there is always a tendency to

overlook the importance of watering,
and while at the titne a dire effect

might not be very apparent, it sooner

or later shows.

Planting Seasons

McFarland

There is a light, colorful grace about Michaelmas daisies,and
bloom at a seasonwhen other flowers are scarce. They come

wide rangeof colors and sizes

they
in a

a new variety. Of course the work of hybridi
zation has been so great and persistent during

recent years, that unless one has kept in close

touch with all that is new, even to attempt a

guess at the origin of the latest varieties would

be to hazard disappointment. To treat of more
than an imperfect list of what we consider the

best varieties for garden purposes would be

impracticable, and would doubtless defeat the

object of our text.

Few plants require less attention than the

perennial asters and none shows such a happy

response to a little extra care. They will thrive
under most varied conditions of soil and ex

posure and are generally immune from insect

pests and diseases. This is a great point in
their favor. Certain species endure dryness

with impunity, but generally, Michaelmas

daisies pay for generous treatment in the way

of deep and rich cultivation and an adequate

Michaelmas daisies may be plant
ed either in autumn immediately
after flowering, or in the spring.

Spring planting is preferable be
cause the season of flowering is so late that the

plants can hardly become established in jiew
quarters before too severe weather sets in if fall
planting is adopted. Where at all possible, the
ground should be trenched or at least deeply
dug and heavily manured the autumn previous
to plahting, as it may not be necessary to re

plant for some time. However, established

plants repay lifting, dividing and replanting in
well manured ground, about once in every
three years. For planting in the wild garden,
against a background of shrubbery, or massing
in o]>enspaces of the home grounds, the most

useful species are: Amellus, Arris, Novce-
Angliw, Novoe-Belgii, Aricoides, Cordifolius,
and Vimincus. Of each of the foregoing there
are numerous beautiful varieties well worth a

place in the most exclusive hardy garden.
Aster amellus, a native of southern Europe, is

(Continued on page 88)
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The Coleman housein Macon, Ga., built in 1835,is one of the few housesdesignedby a professionalarchitect. It is ex
ceptionally fine handling dJ the Roman Doric order. All the walls are of brick stuccoed. The columnsare whitewashed

THE CLASSIC HOMES OF OLD GEORGIA
This Pleasant Section When Living Was a Fine Art Expressed

Itself in Dignified Neo-Grecque Types

RUTH DRAPER

THE
world and Mr.

Mencken do not know

that out of the black

ness of what he is pleased

to call "Darkest Georgia"

shine some of the loveliest

lights of American archi

tecture. What remains of

pre-Revolution building —
what fire and the Indians

did not destroy—shows the
usual Georgian qualities

that in the Colonies came

to their flower in Annapo

lis, on the James and in

Charleston. But in the

Classic Revival Georgia
came into her own and

found her stride in a type
that was so perfectly adapt
ed to the requirements of
climate and living condi
tions while satisfying the
desire for beauty which

animated her planter-archi
tects, that they seized on it

In this housein La Grangethe balcony betweenthe bays and the frieze are both inter
estingdetails. La Grangehasmany lovely examplesof theseclassicold houses,showing

wide variations achievedby the planter builders

and made it theirs, trans

lated the type into their

vernacular and vividly ex
pressed themselves.

The end of the 18th and
beginning of the 19th Cen

turies left in Georgia the
sort of dwellings in which
the sons of Mary made of
living a fine art. While
the sons of Martha in New

England were still building
their chaste rectangles with
flat fenestration and thin
ornamentation, the warmer
sunshine of Georgia in con

junction with a more cava
lier heritage had caused a
large receptivity to the
classic furor which had
taken the rest of the world.
There is nothing bleak
about the scene in Georgia.
It is a mellow, rolling coun
try with sweetly lilting hills
(Continued on page 72)
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(Below) In Milledgeville,
once capital of Geor
gia, is found this old
example of the pseudo
Greek Doric order, th
-work of a carpenterde

signer

(Below) A housein Cov
ingtonwith an interesting
Ionic portico, a free-
hanging balcony and de
lightful balustrade. The
lower balustradeis a later

addition

Gable ends
with brick
chimneysgive
balancetothis
old design in
La Grange.
Themainroof
continues out
over the por-
tic o. The
grouped win
dows are un
usual

One of the
jew examples
of the Ionic
order is found
in Milledge
ville. The
wooden capi
tals are beau-
tifidly hand-
carved. The
doorway has
an elliptical
fanlight
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One of the decora-
live advantages of
books is that they

fi
t convenientlyinto

narrow spaces. In
the book room to
the right an effective
use is made o

f pilas
ters to create nar
row spaces. Cup
boards are built in
below the shelves

(Below) The book
room in the New
York residence o

f

William Hayward is

enclosedby built-in
bookshelves sur
mountingcupboards.
The doors o

f the
shelves are glassed
to preservethebooks
from dust. Vernay
was the decorator

(Left) Books rangingfrom floor
to ceilinggive a room a richness

o
f color that is unique and dis

tinctive. The lower shelves
should be for folios and the
others for quartos and octavos

(Below) Fortunate is the man
who has a paneledbook room,
for the flatness of the panels
affords a pleasingand dignified
contrastwith the irregularity in
color and size o

f the books
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BOOK ROOMS OF BEAUTY AND CHARM
Some Suggestions for the Most Practical and Most Decorative

Method of Storing Books

ALDOUS HUXLEY

IN most houses books are apt tobe too much scattered. Each

sitting room will have its book
shelf, and the overflow will find its

way into the bedrooms. There is too

often an unnecessary and generally

hideous multiplication of small and

flimsy pieces of furniture for the re

ception of books. As more books

come into the house—and books are
things that tend, insensibly but

steadily, to increase and multiply

with the passing years—the owners
find themselves forced to acquire new

receptacles to accommodate them.

This is the wrong way of storing
one's books. The method is doubly

inconvenient. When volumes are

scattered by twos and threes, by

dozens and scores, here and there

over the whole house, it is often im

possible, without a great deal of un

necessary trouble, to lay one's hand

on any specific work at a given

moment. To find one book, one
may have to look through ten or a

dozen bookshelves placed in as

many rooms. The other undesir

able consequence of this method of

storing books is that it leads, as we

have already pointed out, to the

multiplication of superfluous pieces
of furniture. The presence of many

little bookshelves dotted here and

there all over the house gives a cer

tain air of restlessness. The books

themselves, seen in small quanti
ties at a time, do not produce their

full decorative effect; the little
shelves are generally uninteresting,
and often positively ugly. Every
consideration, practical as well as

esthetic, emphasizes the desira

bility of forming a book room or,
at least, of turning a part of one of

the ordinary living rooms into a

storehouse for the accommodation
of our literary possessions.

Books as Furnishings

The essence of a book room is

that the shelves shall be a more or

less constructional feature of the
room. The presence of books in

such a room is not fortuitous; they
do not occupy a casual piece of
furniture which might be removed
at pleasure. No; the books and
the shelves that accommodate them
are an integral part of the room,

almost an architectural, furnishing
feature, like a window or a fireplace.
Massed in a single room, one's

An effectivecorner in the Spo
kane home of J. A. Reinhardt.
Mrs. John Adson, decorator

Circular top niches, flanking a
fireplace, afford an excellent
place for bookshelves

books become orderly; it is possible
to find the volume one requires with

out a lengthy search. At the same
time the books are seen to their best

effect, and a room of remarkable

beauty and charm will have been
created.

We have spoken purposely of a

book room, and not of a library, be

cause the words "book room" are the
more intimate, the less solemn term.
The distinction between the library
and the book room is largely a mat

ter of size. The people who possess
enough books—several thousand at
the least—to create a library on the
grand scale are comparatively few.
But innumerable households treasure
the several hundred volumes which

might be stored in a small and inti

mate book room. A library is a
place in which one stores a great
many books which one is never likely
to want to read—books of refer
ence, old folios, complete works of
writers once famous, but now, it
must be confessed, a trifle dull. In
a book room one keeps the books
one likes to have always at hand,
the books that one really reads.

Shelf Spaces

The book room in its most com
plete form is, of course, a miniature
of the library, that is to say, a
small instead of a large room, of
w-hich the walls are completely
lined with shelves. In a great
many rooms the projection of the

chimney leaves two shallow re
cesses on either side of the fireplace
which may easily be fitted with
shelves. This will generally be
found a particularly happy ar
rangement. The bookshelves on
either side of the hearth serve to
bring out the architectural qualities
of the chimney piece.
In houses where there are re
cessed cupboards in the walls, a
very pleasing effect may be pro
duced by fitting one of these cup
boards with shelves, and turning it
into a book cupboard. Niches may
be treated similarly. Indeed, the
problem of what to put in the niche
is, perhaps, best solved in this way.
One great advantage of the con
verted niche or cupboard is the fact
that it can be provided with a
glass door. Books, as any house
wife can tell you, collect dust at a

{Continued on page 68)
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1^

7"Aecoiorj in the design of
the cretonne shown above
are blue and rose. The
ground comesin eithercream

or mulberry

A French cotton material
has a black or white back
ground with the design in
brilliant colors

FABRICS FOR
USE THIS FALL
Fabrics from B. Altman & Co. Room
decorations by Mrs. Emott Buel

A charming toile de. Jouy
comes with the background
either rose or French blue.
It would be effective for
curtains or upholstery

(.Above) A durable striped
mohair comes in taupe, to
bacco brown, mulberry or

blue

——■in Lin i ■111r

Effective striped taffetas
may be had in almost any
combination of colors arid
are a striking note in any

room

{Left) A cotton tapestry,
delicate in effect, has a
gray ground and flowers in
harmonizing tones of blue,
green and rose

(Above) An attractive flow
ered taffeta may be had in
rose, old blue or a delicate

heliotrope

Cotton sun}ast material
can be usedfor curtainsor
chair coverings on a sun
porch. They come in a
variety of stripes

The Chinesedesignof this
effectivelinen comes on a
green, tan, French blue,
cream or restful gray

ground



The residenceof Mr. Raymond B. Mixsell at Pasa
denawas formerly the property oj C. W. Lefflngwell,
Jr., one of the most distinguishedamateur gardeners
in Southern California, and the present owner has
added to the gardens. Wilbur D. Cook, landscape

architect

TWO CALIFORNIA PLACES
MYRON HUNT, Architect

i pleasant touch of the Spanish style is found in the bal
cony with its turned wood balustrade. An abundanceof
vines clothes the house,giving it a desirableair of age

One of the garden paths lies on the axis of the
dining room window. Midway it politely divides

to avoid an old overshadowingtree
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The home,of William G. Mather,
at San Rafael Heights, Pasadena,
is an impressiveexampleof the
brilliant work beingdone by Cali
fornia architects in developing
unusual sites into homes and
gardens of rare beauty. The
housecrowns a high hill, its ter
race commandinga view of the
gardens built on the steep hill
side below and the Sierra Madre

mountains beyond

The climate of California makes constant out
door living a delightful possibility, and Cali
fornia architectshave developedthe porch and
terrace to a high degree. Unfettered by tradi
tion and not afraid of color, they mingle
wrought iron and tile and wood and stucco,
swing richly colored awnings out on medieval
iron standards,and usefor furniture piecesthat
are frankly of bamboofrom the Far East

One of the paths along the top of the hill leads
to the east front of the house. It is flanked on
one hand by a pergola of concretepillars and
rustic roof, and on the other by a h'gh planting
set in a bank held up by the concrete wall.
From this point the land drops away. There is
an iron rail, a slope of garden, filled with lux
urious growth, then the long flight of steps

shown on the oppositepage
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The gardensof the Mather house
are a recentaddition. The house
was first designedbyMyron Hunt
and Elmer Gray, architects. Mr.
Hunt has recently completedthe
gardens,building out the terrace
and its supporting walls and set
ting in the long flights of cement
steps that lead up on each side.
This massingof cementin strong,
substantiallines is highly effective

Building such a long flight of stairs may at first
appear a bold experiment, but one finds its
counterpart in Italian gardenswhere steephills
demand the same treatmentand the overshad
owing foliage is equally luxurious as it is in
California. When the planting on each side of
the wall has completelygrown up, the lines of
the stairs will be softened and the long walls
patternedwith the arabesquesof leafy shadows

At onepoint on the hillside the parapet encloses
a leafy spot that commandsthe stretchesof the
Arroyo Seco and its bridge, with the Sierra
Madres in the distance. All through this garden
effectiveuse has beenmade of potted plants, a
custom that might well be extended to other
parts of the country. Here also is proof that
cement,when properly used, is a desirableme
dium for the building of gardenwallsand shelters
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THE HOME FIRE HAZARD
Rules and Precautions the Following of Which Will Do Much to Lessen the

Huge Annual Fire Loss Throughout the Country

ETHEL R. PEYSER

THE chief underlying reasons for firesin civilized communities are: care

lessness, ignorance and panic.
The immediate causes are: kitchen stove

and range maladjustments; heating stove and

furnace and pipe lapses; trouble in chimney

flues and pipings; carelessness with lamps,

gas, oily rags, cleaning fluids; soot deposits of

soft coal; spontaneous combustion; bad insula

tion; no insulation; cigarettes, etc.; no means

to put out a fire when it starts; and, topping it

all, hidden electric diseases cause almost more

fires than any other one cause.

In rural farm communities there are the
forest and brush fires, which we need consider

but grudgingly here, the many fires which catch

from roof to roof, and the fires from the chim

ney which starts one's own roof afire. Then

there are lightning, incendiary fires by tramps,

kerosene oil lanterns; creosote from the smoke

and soot in wood-burning communities disin

tegrates the mortar in the masonry, and as the

woodwork comes in contact with the chimneys,

fires are the result. To these are added the
other hazards common to all modern life today.
Farmers or those living out of the range of

the fire department should be more especially

equipped against fire than any other groups.

For example, a ladder is a great necessity, and
yet many people who are in isolated places

never spend a little money on a good one that

might save the roof and then the home, to

say nothing of lives.

Dirty lamps with loose connections cause
many a fire and should be thought about seri

ously. Wet days on the farm are great fire

makers, for clothes arc put near to the fire,

and whoop la !—a very warm fire ensues ! Can
dles, too, are handled carelessly and should be

treated as inflammable material when they are

lit. Most ashes will spontaneously burn if set
away, as the fine bits of coal and grease adore

fire. Lanterns plus hay if not carefully used
are another cause of fire. So carelessness really

is the root of 99% of fires, and yet we indulge

ourselves in this ruthless pleasure.

PROBABLY
the kitchen is one of the

best little hatcheries in the home for

fires. Why that is
,

is easy enough to

see. The chief cause here is negligence and

its first cousin, ignorance.

Fires are swift followers of these conven

tions :

Ignition of wood floors under, or walls back
of, stoves; drying wood in ovens; kindling left
over night too near the stove; clothes hung on

backs of chairs too near the stove or on the

clothes horse too near to the stove, especially if

they have been cleaned with gasoline or other

cleaning fluids; thin clothes, flimsy sleeves

catching a flame make delightfully hot and

dangerous fires.

Fires may be guarded against in these ways:

1
.

Metal shields projecting "at least 6" at

the sides and back and 12" in front of ash

pans should be placed under all kitchen stoves

standing on wood floors.

2
. All ranges on wood or combustible

floors and beams that are not supported on

legs, and have ash pans 3" or more above their

base, should be set on brick foundations.

3. Large ranges, if under combustible ceil
ings, should have metal hoods above with a

ventilating pipe passing to the outer air

through a sleeve or asbestos packing.
4
.

Wood stud partitions back of ranges

standing 12" or less away should be shielded

with metal from the floor to at least 36" higher
than the ranges.

5
. It should be remembered that tin, zinc

or sheet-iron used to protect woodwork from

heat should be so placed that there will be an
air space between it and the wall.
6. If a metal is against the wood, jt only
serves to conceal charring without preventing

it
.

Bear in mind that bright tin reflects more

heat than sheet iron.

7
.

Watch stovepipes for parted joints and

rust holes; clean soot from chimneys and

stovepipes at stated intervals; do not allow

plaster back of stoves to remain broken.

8
.

There is now a fine asbestos product
made which is a mixture of cement and wood

and asbestos which if placed under the stove
or even back of it will prevent fire. This ma
terial is not cold to the foot, can be highly

polished and is most delightful in a well

groomed kitchen. This too can be used for
table tops and is polishable by a mixture made

for its express demands.

This asbestos wood is invaluable for parti
tions, obviating very thick and expensive
walls; and due to its lightness it can be used
for light frame houses and insure fire protection.

It is used for switch-board and other insula
tions by electricians, etc. It takes various
stains and finishes in imitation of wood or

marble, is rigid, light and fireproof.

It is the same physically as wood except
that it is fireproof, takes a higher polish and is

harder. It can be used not only for making
walls, floors and ceilings fireproof, but window

casing, partitions, base-boards, cabinets, and

all trim. It is moisture resisting and imper
vious to weather conditions.

THE people that are the most careful ofthe pocketbook seem to forget the ordi

nary fire peril and don't seem to realize

the necessity for concentration on the cures,

probably because they are optimists and do not

think of any trouble—yet why pay so dearly
for optimism?
For example, most stoves should be at least
24" to 30" from these things that combine so

affectionately with them and should be at least
6" off the floor if not standing on metal or as

bestos wood. If lath and plaster are protected
by a metal shield, then the stoves can be within

18" with safety. A fireproof material should
be at least 36" square on the floor to catch

flying embers from stove or fire.

The fire clay linings in the stove should be

watched and seen to be sound, and the fire in

any stove should never be made above the fire

clay linings. Possibly none of us has heard

of these things before and they sound like the

cry of an alarmist. Never fear. It is better
to cry before you're hurt, sometimes, than

afterwards !

Never put kindling into the oven.
Deposit all ashes in metal receptacles or

upon non-combustible floors, removing same

from building at least once a week. Barrels

or boxes should not be used for storing or carry

ing ashes unless they are constructed entirely
of metal.

Before starting fires in the autumn, thor

oughly clean out the furnace and flues thereto,

also the fireplaces. Carefully examine them

and immediately repair or replace any defec

tive part. Don't burn out chimneys and flues

by making an especially hot fire with paper,
etc. Main chimneys should l>ecleaned from
roof to cellar. All stovepipes where entering
chimneys should be provided with metal collars

and rigidly fixed in place. Replace any tile,
crock or flimsy flues and chimneys with sub

stantial brick chimneys.
Gas stoves or other heaters should have a

ventilating flue to carry off the burned gas
fumes, which are poisonous. Do not use port
able rubber or similar tubing, but connect all
gas stoves rigidly and securely with gas pipe.
Examine valves and see that they are tight
and do not leak.

Never permit a stove of any kind to be set

up without stone, brick, concrete or metal pro
tection underneath, or near a partition without

a metal shield and air space. Never run

stovepipes through partitions, or paste paper
over flue holes.
All types of open fireplaces or stoves, espe
cially where there are children, should be pro
vided with substantial spark screens.

Don't throw waste paper on an open fire

unless you watch it more than carefully.

Every period of extreme cold results in nu
merous fires due to forcing the heating appa
ratus. Keep this in mind next winter. Watch

your heater.

Keep hoods and pipes of kitchen range free
from grease and lint by cleaning with hot
water and lye.
Do not hang clothes or bags near stoves, or
on stovepipes or steam pipes or on electric bulbs.
In the case of the recondite furnace whose being
we take for granted, the same principles apply-
as to the stove. For safety, asbestos about the
wood and adjacent places makes safety sure,

{Continued on page 78)
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IF YOU ARE GOING TO BUILD
Start the Study of Your House at the Roof and Survey the Great

Variety of Roofing Materials Available Today

MARY FANTON ROBERTS

TF you want a home that pleasesyou enoughto live in, or
someoneelse enough to buy, you have got to begin
from thevery beginningto study all the problemsthis build
ing a homeactually involves. You havegot to think about
the soil, the location, even the sun and wind. You should
give weeks to your designs,plans and specifications. You
should have a generallywell-informed outlook on building
conditionsand building materials. With this issueof House
& Garden beginsa seriesof articles on the construction of
the house. They will run for severalmonths, covering the
house from ridge pole to foundations. This month the
subject is Roofs. In October we will consider Walls.

THE
house of our dreams is

usually built with its founda

tions in the clouds and its

pinnacles piercing the *sky; with

balconies that look out over the

world and windows through which

the sun is ever streaming. And
about this house the wind blows

with gentle fragrance.

Our dream house rests on the
peak of the world, yet is bright with

human interest. Our friends come

to us there through hospitable door

ways, past deep rose gardens and

lily-bordered paths. From our

kitchen windows up in the clouds

there is a scent of wild thyme,

sweet lavender, and pungent mint.

In the further reaches of this dream
garden there are vegetables in all

the colors of the rainbow, bordered

with lilacs for peace in May, and

honeysuckle for joy in June.

The Roof First

When I think of my dream house
it is always the roof I first see, with
turrets and chimneys and graceful

lines, with windows peering out of

raised, sleepy dormer lids, and

doves murmuring softly and whir

ling about the chimneys, as I re
member seeing them years ago over

the little rose-tiled housetops of

Bruges.
In planning our real home I
think we are apt to think first of

the roof, then of the walls, moving

on down into the foundations. It
isn't the builders' way; but most

women build from their dreams out

to their homes. So, why not plan
a house the way we dream it?

Wood shinglesmay be laid direct
ly on the lath, but a bettermethod
is to cover the rafters with a solid

wood sheathing

The tile roof requiressheathingand
felt, the interlocking of the tiles
being set on lath strips and fast
ened with copper wires

Years ago I decided that the roof
of my home should be bright moss-

green uneven slate, though in those

days they didn't exist in the build

ing world. Today these slates are

being manufactured. They have

come in plenty of time for my
home.

But if you are really going to
build, the best plan of course is to

select roofings that are in the

market; old or new tiles, slate in

any tone or in many combined

shades, shingle thatch, picturesque
and fireproof, wood shingles, also

fireproof, or any one of the many
asbestos roof coverings which imi

tate tile, slate or shingle, and come

in almost any shade you want. And
there is the felt composition roof

ing which looks like a checkerboard

when it imitates tile, but is like a
blanket of moss when left undis

turbed in natural sheets. It is pos
sible today to get illustrated pam

phlets from any of the manu

facturers of roofings, and in some
instances samples will be sent
showing both color and texture.

Color in Roofs

If you are building with a forest
background, the brilliant roof—
green, orange, or rose—will add
greatly to the beauty of the picture.
On a village street the softer tones
or combinations of tones are more

desirable. Think of color when
planning the outside of your house,

for so much interest can be secured
from the tones of the wall or roof.

Part of the joy one has in remem

bering the Riviera, the sea-coast

Slate roofs, especially the
thicker slate,are laid on a
strong roof construction,
over sheathingand a coat
of slater's felt
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Wood shingles can be used with stone,
clapboard or shingle walls. When stone
walls are chosen the color of the shingle
should be one tone, enough variety being
found in the walls. Broken gables, as in
this homeof L. C. Frazer at Ridgefield,Ct.,
give added character to the roof. Gros-

venor Atterbury, architect

I asked a famous roof man the other day
the best methods of hanging modern roofs.

"Why, everybody knows," he said. "Build up to
the roof and just put it on." But that isn't the

way the builder talks. For the tile roof, both
hand and machine made, there is an approved
modern method. The slate maker has a prac
tical way to insure the permanence of his roof.
The wooden shingle today is handled with a

technique of its own. The softly curved
shingle-thatch has intricacies of construction
that first bewilder you and than win your re

spect. The asbestos shingle boasts the simplest
mechanism and is exceedingly picturesque.
Now that the question of permanence in color

is being solved its appeal is boundless. Be

cause the roof is so important, not only for
beauty but for protection and comfort, a care
ful study of each type of roofing and the
methods of construction is essential.

In spite of the absorbing interest the pic
turesque side of roof building may have, if
we are practical home builders we will decide
very early in the game just what material to

use for our walls—concrete, brick, stone or
wood. Most people see their home as a whole

from the very start. They know the way it is

towns of France or Bermuda, is the color of

the walls or roofs of the houses.

You owe it to yourself and to your environ
ment to make the structure which is to be the

expression of your own taste also a joy to the

community. It is not enough these days to
have a home that is a protection from weather

and neighbors. The community spirit demands
also that the shape and color of your roof

should be in harmony with your walls and ap

propriate to the landscape. All of this may
involve a little additional study of architecture,

but once you are a prospective homemaker you

will enjoy reading anything that relates to the
development of your home. And the more you
study about building the more you will realize
that a certain amount of conformity to existing

types in architecture is necessary; not because

these types exist, but because they came into

existence reasonably. The heavy weight of a

tiled roof would seem absurd on a light
wooden structure; slate would be harsh on an

old Colonial dwelling; and thatch, while pic

turesque on an English Cottage type, would

not suit a French chateau or an Italian villa.
Choose a roof that suits your mood and try to

hold that mood through the development of

your home.

Variegated slate above walls of tapestry
brick, face brick laid in patterns or half-
timber work makesa handsomeroof. This
is desirablefor a Tudor house,such as the
homeof GeorgeArents, Jr., at Rye, N. Y.,
of which Lewis Colt Albro was architect.
It is also especiallyapplicable to Georgian

houses
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Steamedshinglesrounded to give the effect
oj thatch are an American interpretationof
the old English cottageroofing. It can be
used above stucco walls. Irregularity in
laying the shingleadds to the effect. This
treatmentwas usedin the home of Robert
Apple'.on at East Hampton, L. I. Frank E.

Newman, architect

going to face, that "apple trees will surround
the back porch", that "the big pine will be
near the front gate", that there will be "roses
on the south wall" and "a window seat that
looks out over the valley". And of course the
walls in this picture are seen definitely as to

color and texture. If you decide that the walls
are to be of concrete, stone, or English half-

timber construction you then select, if you like,
the new thatch roof, which will give you great
satisfaction. You will find it both durable

and picturesque. It is,' in effect, a close

"runner-up" to the old English thatch roof,

which is laid with bundles of rye, but has an

advantage over the old thatch of being fire

proof and a shade more formal in effect, better

suited to houses of dignity than the roofs that

carry flower gardens all summer long, as do

those on the enchanting little dwellings in the

farm lands of England, France, Bavaria and

Holland.

The new American shingle thatch is less

fairy-like than the blooming roofs of the Con
tinent, but it is graceful, interesting and sani

tary. The shingles of this new thatch come
stained in tones most closely resembling old

rye roofs.

By an ingenious method of sawing a shingle

butt and by using the shingles of uneven sizes

and laying each course out of horizontal, in

long irregular waves, an effect of picturesque,
soft irregularity is gained that is immensely
like the old thatch. The width of the exposed
surface of each course varies from 1" to 5".

There are no sharp angles or corners on any

points of these roofs, and the eaves, valleys,

gables and dormers are rounded." With three
shades of color combined on one roof an effect

of soft beauty is gained that is remarkable.

These shingles can be secured in brown, green
and mixed brown, so that an effect can be se

cured of cither the fresh or the weathered

thatch. The life of a shingle thatch roof is
greatly increased over the ordinary shingle be

cause the average exposure of each course is

from about V/2" to 3" instead of from 4" to 8".

Certain protective stains are also used.

The foundation for shingle thatching is first
the rafters, which should be especially strong,
for the many courses of shingles are heavy,

augmented in rainy weather by the quantity of

rain the roof absorbs. Over the rafters there

should be, preferably, a roof-boarding or

sheathing which follows the curves set by the

rafters, and over the sheathing a heavy ply

roofing felt on which the thatch is nailed.

(Continued on page 68)

On the Colonial type of house,wherewalls
are stone and clapboard or brick, varicol
oredwood shinglesarean advisableroofing.
If walls are entirely of stone or brick, then
slatemay be used. Shingle has beencom
binedwith stoneand clapboardin the home
of I. E. Edgar, at Summit, N. J. Charles

C. May, architect
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(Right) Italian pottery can
dlesticks 12" high are $15 a
pair. The bowl is $20. They
may be had in oyster white

or pale green

A pair of thesequaint crystal
candlestickswould be charm
ing in a Colonial room. They
are 6" high and $30 the pair

The crystal lamp shown below
is $35.It measures17"high to
the top of the shade. The at
tractive, three-corneredchintz

shadeis $15

(.Left) A pair of brasscandle
sticks with crystal drops is
£12.50. Flower painting $60.
The pottery figurine is $12.50

A pair of graceful
wrought iron torch
eres is $35. The
Cantigalli fruit dish
is $125 and the 11th
Century Italian wal
nut table, $90
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SEEN IN THE

SHOPS

Thesearticlesmaybe purchased
through the House & Garden
ShoppingService,19 West 44th
Street,NewYork City.

(Above) A graceful five
light candelabra comes in
wrought iron. It is 23" high
and may be had for $20

A flower stand of exception
ally good lines is of wrought
iron and gilt. It is 42" to
the top of the pan. $35

(Right) Walnut table 26"
high, $45. Wrought iron and
gilt lamp with dull blue
gauzeshade,$17 complete

(Above) Deep yellow
pottery lampshaveyel
low parchment shades
decorated in black.
The cost $36 a pair

(Left) Black-eyed
Susans look especially
well in this amethyst
glass vase which is 15"
high and costs only $8

This slim wrought iron
lamp is $25. Shade is pink
chiffon and French blue

ribbon

A painted wooden lamp in
flame color and blue is $25.
It may also be had in other
color combinations. The
taffeta shade in two colors
to match is $25
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September THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Ninth Month

Division of the pe
oniesand other per
ennialscan be start
ed this month

Watering with li
quid manure will
help to keep the
dahlias thriving

Early frosts can be
kept from tender
plants by night cov

erings

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

This Calendarof the gardener'slabors is aimed
as a reminder for undertakingall his tasks in
season. It is fitted to the latitude of theMiddle
States, but its service should be available for
the whole country if it be rememberedthat for
every one hundredmiles north or south there
is a differenceof from five to sevendays later
or earlier in performinggardenoperations. The
datesgivenare,of course,for anaverageseason.

4. It is not
roolatetostart
a Btrawberry
bed for next.season,tfpotted
plantsareused
(or planting.
Use pistillate
andstaminate
types.Put In
plentyof ma
nureandafair
amountofbone
mealtostimu
late strong,
rapid growth.

11. Do notneglectto get
cuttingsof thebeddingplants
beforetheyaredestroyedby
frost.Thisap
pliesto chry
santhemums,
coleus, etc.
Each variety
shouldbekept
separate,.as
mixedcolors
aredisappoint
ing.

18.Ever-
ereensthat,are
being trans
plantednow,
or havebeen
transplantedrecently,must
be kept well
watered.Al-though top
growthhasterminated,these
plantsaremaking eonslder-
ab1e rootgrowth.

25. It might
boadvisableto
builda firein
thegreenhouseoccasionally.
Cold nights
and hot days
areproductive
ofmildew.To
overcomethis
havethepipes
paintedwithapaste made
fromflowersofsulphur and
water.

5. Do notstopeuttingthe
grassuntil allgrowth has
ceased.Failure
to dothiswill
resultInalonggrowth,which
whencarried
overthewinter
willturnbrown
in springand
be hard to
eradicatewhen
thelawnIsput
inorder.

12. This ispeonymonth
In the flowergarden.If you
wantgoodre
sultsnextyear
It will benecessarytoover
haultheplants
now. digginguptheclumps
that are toolarge, cutting
themIntofourpiecesandresetting.

19. Carna
tionsthatwereplanted outmay now beput in thegreenhouse.
The glass
should be
shadedslightly
for severaldays,or until
therootshaveagain become
active.Over
headspraying
Ishelpful.

26. Before
the leavesbeginto fall,
lookthegarden
and grounds
over carefully
withaneyeto
changes in
their arrange-
inent . The
reasonfor this
is obvious-you
can tell now
Justwheremis
takes in the
schemeexist.

6. Vegetables
should 1)e
startedin thegreenhouse
now for next
winter's use.
Cauliflower,
lettuce andstring beans
shouldbesown
about every
three weeks.
Tomatoes
and Swiss
chardneedbut
onesowing.

13. Onions,parsnips,spin
achandhardy
cropsof this
charactermay
besownin the
openwiththe
ideaofcarrying
themoverthe
winter. This
can be easily
done with a
little protection, suchas
salt,hayorsim
ilarmaterial.

20.Chrysan
themumsand
other similar
plantsthatare
in budshould
be fed freely
with liquid
manuresofdif
ferent kinds.
Thisoperation
however,must
bediscontinued
assoonasthe
buds show
colorandsigns
of opening.

27. A great
dealofourso-
called winter
losses,especi
allywithevergreens,is the
resultof theseplantsbeingal
lowedto be
comebonedry
at tills season
whentheyaredevelopinga
root system
to carrythem
overwinter.

7. Evergreens
thathavebeen
confined Ingrowth,hedges
and various
other plants
thatareclipped
frequently
shouldbegiven
a finalclipping
at this time.
Do thisbefore
the foliage
turns on the
deciduousplants.

14.Theflow
er garden
shouldbegiven
afinalclean-up
for theseason.
The walks
shouldbeproperlyedged,all
weedgrowth
and the old
stalksofplants
removedand
burned. This
will destroy
many insect
larvae.

21. Do notneglectto sow
downwithrye
andcloverthe
vacantpatches
in thegarden.Sowings can
also be made
betweencorn,
cabbageand
other crops,
with the idea
of remaining
after thesecrops have
beengathered.

28. Just as
soon as thefoliage turnsyellowon de
ciduousplants
it is safe to
start trans
planting; Infact,theearlier
in thefallthis
is attendedto
the better,as
the rootswill
takehold be
forecoldwea
ther.

THURSDAY

I. Thelastsowingof peas
shouldbemade
theearlypart
of thismonth,
usingonlythe
hard round-
seededtype,
whichIs quick
and vigorous
In growth.If
the groundisdry,waterthe
irllls well be-
rorosowingthe
seed.

8. The or
chardthat Is
notgrowingsatisfactorilycan
be Improved
wonderfullyby
the sowingof
cover crops,
and subse-quentlyturningthemunder
In thecustomary manner.
No orchard
should begrownin sod.

15. Perma
nent pastures
forgrazingpur
posesshouldbe
sownat this
time. Bearin
mind that if
properly put
down,a good
pasture will
last for manyyears.Donot
underanyclr-
cumstancesplant inferior
seed.

22. Celery
should be
bankedwith
earthnow. It
IsbestIf thisis
attendedtofre
quently,asthe
soil should
never be al
lowedto work
ItswayIntothe
heart of the
plant.Holdthe
stalkstogether
whilebanking
them.

29. Wire
grass,ryegrass
and otherheavygrowing
grasses and
weeds growveryrapidlyat
this seasonof
the year,and
If allowedto
overrun yourgarden they
willbeaserious
factorto con
tendwithnextspring.

FRIDAY

2. Pruneall
deciduoustrees
before the
leavesfall,asit
Is mucheasier
thento deter
minewhatpart
of thegrowth
Is to be re
moved. Cut
the branchesclose, leaving
no stubs,andpaint the
wounds Immediately.

9. Where
heatedframes
are available
forthem,there
area number
of cropsthat
canbeBtarted
at this time.Radishes,spin
ach, etc., or
someof the
coolerflowers
suchasviolets
and pansles.
can be sown
In theframes.

16. This is
oneofthebestperiodsof theyearfor seedingdownnewlawns,therea
sonbeingthat
most weedgrowthis over
andHie grass
will get suf
ficientstarttocarryIt safely
through the
trialsofwinter
weather.

23.Mush
roombedsmay
be startedIn
the cellar at
thistime. Be
sure to get
freshdroppings
for this pur
pose,and by
all meansuse
new culturespawn,which
Isofhighquality and the
most depend
able.

30 It would
not be aml3s
withlategrowingcropssuch
ascelery,ruta
baga,carrots,
parsnip and
New Zealandspinach, or
othercropsstillbearing,toap-
ply frequent
dressings of
manure andoccasionally
nitrateofsoda.

SATURDAY

3. Do notneglectthecanefruits,If they
havenot alreadybeenat
tendedto. Go
overthemcarefully,removing
the old canes
at theground
lineandtying
theyoung,vig
orous shoots
intopositiontopreventdamagebystorms.

10.Melon
frames and
other garden
accessoriesthat
willnotbeusedagainthissea
sonshouldbe
repaired,palm
ed and putawayinwinterstorage.When
wellcaredfortheywill last
forseveralsea
sonsof actual
use.

17.Attention
shouldbegiven
now to bulb
planting for
thisseason.If
not already
placed,orders
shouldbesentimmediately,
asearlyplant
ingmeansbet
terresults.Itgivesthebulb
a chanceto
form a root
system.

24.C o1d-
framesthatcan
be protectedthroughoutthe
wintershould
be used forsowinghardy
vegetableslike
cabbageand
cauliflower
with the Idea
of carrying
themoverand
planting out
early In thespring.

What right
have we to
blame the
Garden
Becausethe
plant has
withered
there?

—Hafiz

Lf/ HAT'S this I hear'boutmoonlightbcin'coldan' dismalan' kinderlike a buryin'-groundon a damprr nightf Ain't thempoetsan' such-likezvhotvritethatsort o' trashneverbeenin the countryon a
latesummernightwhentheharvestmoon'sjus' a-washin'theworld in-soft yeller lightf
'Bout eight-nineo'clockof an evenin'shecomesup, theharz'estmoon,climbin'slowan' steadyfrom

b'hindthewoods'wayoff yonderacrossmymedders.Seemslike ye couldpurtynearreachoutan' touch
her,first-offrshe'sthatbigan'round;an' thetwofaceson her—theMan'swith his broadsmilean' kinder
bumpyeyes,an' the Lady'swith her purty nosean' chin tiltedup like shewaslookin'into Heaven—are
mightyhuman.
It's the light, though,thatgits ye themost. 'Tain't cold an' silvery—no, it's morelike pale,hazy

gold covcrin'ev'rythin'. Shcrt distanceslook long an' Ung onesshort. Nothin ain't real, like, but
rathercalman' still an' soothin. An' it all sortersinksintoyer soulandwashesit clean.
Moonlightcoldan' dismalf—Shucks.' —Old Doc Lemmon,

For dignified yet
friendly effectsholly-
hocks are in a class
of their own

Before pulling root
crops, test their
size with the fore

finger

Don't forget written
garden notes to
guideyour plantings
n^xtyear

The thrifty vegetablegardenat this time of
year depends largely upon sane watering

and abundant cultivation

It is a good plan to weigh part of the potato
crop to determine the best variety, with a
thought for what to plant next year

August and September are recognized as
evergreen planting months. New stock
should comefrom reliablenurseries
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house atTtyinham. Essex

Built of varied colored
brickwith stone quoins,
sills, and base mouldings
with afine projecting
wood porch, the details
ofwhich are very refined,
it possesses aquieta/rof
distinction and comfort.
The wrought iron gates
are of the best work of
the early XVIII th century

A good example
of the English
architecture of the
laterT^naissance

It was the furnishing
of homes throughout
England, similar to the
one illustrated above that
inspired the gxtdicabinet
maker ofStrlartins Lane
IhrThomas Chippendale
He designed the original
chair, now authentically
reproduced by owsclves
and shown in the ac

companying illustration

W&J SLOANE
FIFTH AVENUE AND 47th. STREET

NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON D C.
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Now is not too early to think of winter

The Only Weather Strip with
a Constant Floating Contact
Keeps Out 40% More Cold Air
Than Any Other Weather Strip

The service you want is the service you get when
you close the cracks around windows, doors and
transoms with Monarch Metal Weather Strips.
Test after test by foremost building engineers has
proved the fact that Monarch Metal Weather
Strips are 40% extra efficient. The reasons why
are easy to explain.

First: The floating contact provides a constant
weather-proof fit of windows, doors and transoms,
regardless of any swelling, shrinking or warping
of the wood to which the strips are attached. Every
one knows that wood expands and contracts with
changes in the weather. No other strip follows
the wood and keeps the contact over the crack con
stant and even.

Second: Windows, doors and transoms are made
to open and close without the slightest sticking
or binding. The metal tube within a metal tube—
a further distinction from strip which fits in a
wooden groove—makes double-hung windows slide
like they had ball bearings.
Monarch Metal Weather Strips soon pay for themselves

in comfort, health and saving in
fuel. They make a house weather
proof against wind, rain and dust.
Any Monarch dealer can prove to
you that they keep out 40% more
cold air than any other weather
strip, no matter what its cost. They
are easily, quickly and economical
ly installed, because they are fitted
in the factory ready for attach
ment.

An illustrationof theex
clusiveMonarchtubewith-
in a tube. The metal
tubeontheframefitsover
the metaltubeon the
sash. Frietionleeeandweather-proofcontactbe
tweenthemfloatsandisk>ptconstant,regardless
ofanyswellingorshrinkingof woodpartsof thewindow,becauseof the
flexibleconstructionofthestripontheframe.

Look up Monarch in the telephone
book. If you shouldn't find it,
write direct to the factory, and
we'll mail you full information,

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.
5030 Penrose St., St. Louis, U. S. A.
CanadianBranch: CanadianMetal Window

Co.,Toronto. Canada.

Secret Furniture From France
(Continued from page 31)

tension screensto shade the eyes from
sunlight or fire heat, and setsof library
steps that fold into a table, such as
the set which Sheraton devised for
George III.
Ingenious as are the pieces designed
by Sheraton, the French "trick" furni
ture is unrivalled, and Sheratonand his
contemporariesdid, as we know, receive
inspiration from Louis XVI furniture
and undoubtedly their own mechanical
ingenuity received impetus from the
ibinists working in France. Of these
"trick" furniture makersDavid Rontgen
standsat the top.

Lighter Pieces

Goethe's "Wilhelm Meister" gives us
the pretty story of the fairy lady who
journeyed whither her mortal lover be
took himself, safely restive in a little
box which Goethe compared to a desk
constructedby Rontgen in which "at a
pull, a multitude of springs and latches
are set in motion". Under Louis XV
the heavy furniture of the Louis XIV
period was giving way to smaller,
lighter pieces. The great uncomfortable
rooms of the Grand Monarque's reign
were being replaced by apartments of
small roomsof intimate characterand, in
consequence,the style of furniture was
altered to conform to thesenew condi
tions. Little tables for boudoir and
bedroom came into fashion and were
really indispensable. There was the
Poudreuse, or toilet-table, the bed-table
for the early breakfast, the vide-pochf
(a "catch-all" table), and other like
pieces. The reign of Louis XV has been
called the epistolary age par excellence,
and naturally writing tables of all sorts
and descriptions came into vogue. All
thesepiecesof furniture lent themselves
to secret-drawers, hidden flaps, etc.
Some of the writing tables appearedat
first glance to be ordinary tables, but
their tops slid round on pivots, or back
on grooves, revealingwriting accessories
and desk arrangements. There were
game tables of like construction. Then
therewere the desk-tables,the upper or
desk-part of which could be lifted off,
inclined, or thrown back. The variety
of these little "tables tres compost"
was infinite. The Sieur Loriot set his
wits to work to devisea flying-table for
Louis XV, and this the King exhibited
at the Louvre to the admiration of the
Court. A contemporaryaccount in the
Mercurie de France reads as follows:
"M. Loriot has deviseda sort of magic
table. When the company enters the
dining-salon not the slightest appear
ance of a table is visible; one seesonly
a smooth floor (parqueterie), in the
centre of which there is a rose (pat
tern). At a signal the leaves (of the
rose) sink below the floor and a table,
bearing a meal, rises up in the place".
In his Journal, Barbier tells us of the
clandestine visits of the Marechal de
Richelieu to the sprightly Madame de
la Popeliniere by the route of a se
cret passagewhich opened into what
was apparently an armoire with
mirror-doors. This age of gallan
try certainly encouragedingenious fur
niture makers to exert their skill to
provide hiding-places for the epistolary
treasures of the love-lorn, and so the
Louis XV ebenists laid the foundation

for the ingenuities in furniture-making
that were to culminate in the work of
David Rontgen and his contemporaries
of Louis XVI's reign.
Rontgen was born in Herrenhag and
later went with his family to the town
of Neuwied near Coblenz, where he
probably made all his French furniture.
Although a German, he had his ware
house in Paris and was a member in
high standing of the mcUre-ibinists
of Paris. In the year 1772 he took
Kinzing, a celebratedclockmaker, as his
associateand two years later we find
him in Paris, being introduced by Wille.
At this time he traveled about with a
van, peddling his furniture. His fame
becamefairly establishedin consequence
of his journey to St. Petersburg in 1776.
Rontgen had made up a van-load of
fine furniture which he felt sure would
attract the attention of the Empress,
but to his chagrin he found the great
Catherine feeling very poor in conse
quenceof supporting the Russian cam
paign against the Turks. However, the
Empress consented to visit Rontgen's
exhibition and set a day for it. On the
very eve of the projected visit, news
reached St. Petersburg of the Russian
victory at Tschesm6 and Rontgen, a
natural-born salesman,bethought him
self of carving the date of this naval
engagement on a clock which orna
mented the top of a secritaire, and to
which date on the marble a bronze
geniuspointed! The next day the Em
press arrived to inspect the furniture
and was so flattered by Rontgen's
agility that she felt an acknowledgment
of the compliment he had paid Russia
could only be made adequate by the
purchaseof the whole collection!

Rontgen's Royal Recognition

Rontgen became "ibinist-mecanicien
de la ReineMark- Antoinette". He had a
passionfor makingtrick-furniture andhis
little cubinels,etc.,becameveritableboites
a surprises. In theMuseum of theAcad
emy of Sciences,St. Petersburg, Cath
erine II presenteda remarkablereading-
deskmadeby Rontgen, every feature of
which could be transformed, we are
told, into some other. Rontgen hid his
ingenuities beneath inconspicuous exte
riors of simple design. Few of his
pieceswere signed, and these few have
his initials stampedin such a placeas a
middle drawer. Fortunate is the pos
sessorof a pieceof Louis XVI furniture
who comes upon these initials honestly
inscribed! Rontgen was assistedin his
marqueterie work by Cretien Krause,
and it is by this marqueterie furniture
that his fame is most firmly established.
Wille writes of him in 1787as "le plus
cilebre ibenist de I'Europe". At least
he was the most ingenious. But there
are other great ibenists to reckon with
in this period,—Leleu, Saumier, Carlin,
Levasscur,Avril Paprat, Philippe-Claude
Montigny, Beuman, Stockel, Weisweiler,
Schwerdfenger and Reissner among
others. All of them knew the "trick"
of planning for hiding-places in furni
ture and of devisingsurprises,the utility
of which so fits in with the modern con
ditions of the life of our own time that
the Louis XV and Louis XVI furniture
of this sort is greatly in demand and
is perennially in fashion.

The Garden and the Still Room
(Continued from page35)

flowers from blowing about a piece of prevails; if possible some blue flowers
cheese-clothmay be spread over the should be added,especiallyanchusa,for
tray. Flowers vary extraordinarily in blue flowers, though not so fragrant,
the time they take to dry, but if any make the pot-pourri look much more
particle of moisture is left the whole attractive. Pot-pourri is often spoilt by
mixture will be spoilt. the lack of sufficient fragrant dried
In most pot-pourri a reddish tone (Continued on page68)

MONARCH
IETAL WEATHER STRIPS
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ITALIAN FURNITURE
OF THE LATE
XVIII CENTURY

IN
all the history of Furniture there is perhaps no more

interesting style than that created by the Venetian and

Florentine cabinetmakers of the late XVIII Century.

Inspired by the Classic feeling which left so marked an

influence upon the French and English Furniture of that
time, the Italians drew freely upon the motifs of their northern
contemporaries —and with the skill characteristic of their native
talent so well depicted in the Sleeping Room pictured above.

Graceful in form, exquisite in each detail of carving and
ornament and finish, this charming Furniture reflects the

glory of late Italian art in a manner admirably befitting the
well-appointed American home of today.

Correctly interpreting this, as well as every other important

phase of Furniture design, the collection of beautiful
Cabinetry exhibited in these Galleries cannot fail to interest

those contemplating the furnishment of either a single room
or an entire house. Here, withal, one may achieve the end in

view at a cost in no instance prohibitive.

De luxeprint*of attraethvinteriors,simpleor
elaborateasdesired,gratisuponreaucst.

INCORPORATED

4ir-421 MADISON AVENUE
-48T-T-49T-" Streets - - New York City
Formerly ofWest 32 *Street

JRimuturo : jEJctoration : Antiquities
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Fall andWinter Catalog
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JamesMcCutcheonO'Co.

Write now—

for McCutcheon9s

New Catalogue
Q 1 \AINTY handkerchiefs, household linens,
JLs lingerie, negligees, waists, laces— lovely
things which women use and wear—are de
lightfully portrayed in our new Fall and Winter

Catalogue. It contains 32 pages filled with

sterling values.

We will gladly send you a copy free on request.

Everyone knows the high repute of James
McCutcheon 8CCo. for exceptionally fine house

hold linens. But not everyone knows that 'The

Greatest Treasure House of Linens in America"
is also rich in the daintier, more irresistible

articles of feminine wear.

With the aid of our Catalogue you can enjoy
the possession and use of McCutcheon Linens
wherever you live. All orders, whether for
delivery by motor or mail, are filled under our

most careful personal supervision.

A note will bring this catalogue to you at once.
Ask for No. 44

Reg.TradeMark

James McCutcheon 8C Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Streets, New York

The Garden and the Still Room
{Continued from page 66)

leaves, which should form the accom
paniment, as it were, to the melody of
the flower petals. The sweetestleaves
are sweetbriar, balm, thyme,sweetbay,
verbena, sweet marjoram, and young
walnut leaves. The rinds of tangerines
cut in strips and dried are excellent.Or
ris root, coriander seed,grated nutmegs,
and cloves may be added at discretion.
At the end of the summer a mixture
should be prepared of one pound of
kitchen salt, half a pound of rock salt
(well pounded), a grated nutmeg, half

an ounce of storax, six drams of orris
root, half a teaspoonful of ground
cloves, and half a teaspoonful of all
spice. When all these dry ingredients
have been thoroughly mixed one ounce
of oil of bergamot should be added to
them. A layer of this mixture should
then be put at the bottom of the jar.
and covered with alternate layers of
petalsand leaves; the jar must be kept
closed, and though it should be turned
over fairly frequently at first, it must
not be openedon a damp day.

Book Rooms of Beauty and Charm
(Continued from page 53)

greater rate and in larger quantities
than anything elsein the world.
Glass-fronted bookshelves mean a
great saving of labor to those whose
businessit is to keep the house and its
contentsclean. Unfortunately it is not
always at all easy to give one's book
shelves the protection of a glass door.
The niche and the narrow cupboard can
easily be fitted with doors. But when
we come to glazing shelvesof any size
the doors becomeso large and often so
ugly, they take away so much from the
beauty of the books, that we generally
prefer to give the dust free play. Dust

is
,

happily, not among the worst ene
mies of literature. A book may have
slept under the accumulateddust of two
or threecenturiesand still be very little
the worse. From the point of view of
the books, therefore, glazing is not im
perative. The problem must be left to
eachbook lover to solveas he thinks fit.
Some will prefer to sacrifice the full
beauty of their books to the goddessof
cleanliness. Others will swallow the

dust for the sake of the decoration. It

is all a matter of taste, to be decided
assuch.
The form of the shelves is another
point to be considered. Perfectly plain
deal shelves are always adequate and
inoffensive. Where greater elaboration

is desired the beauty or uglinessof the
shelveswill dependentirely on the qual
ity of the moldings employed. Where
the room has a cornice care must be
taken to see that the cornice of the
bookshelvesshall be in harmony with
il, and that the two cornices coming
together shall not produce too heavy
an effect.
The most satisfactory treatment for
the lower part of the shelvesup to dado
height is

,

generally speaking, to close
them in with paneled doors so as to
form cupboards. If the books arc
brought right down to the ground the
volumes in the lower shelvesshould be
the portentous folios of earlier days,
rising through quartos to the octavos
of ordinary life.

If You Are Going to Build
(Continued from page 61)

Of course, as with any other roof, the
life is increasedby having it preserved
with a stain. The wood preferred for
the shingle thatch is usually red or
white cedar, cypress being a little stiff.
If you want to get the best results
and artistic effectsyou must study the
relation of roof to material, texture,and
color of walls, and, of course, to the
type of house. For concrete or stone
walls, or Italian stucco,nothing is more
suitable and picturesque than hand
made tiles modeled closely after the
old "pipe roofing" of Spain and Italy.
Good imitations of these old tiles can
be found here and there in California,
and I understand that there is a hand
tile factory also in Florida. If these
tiles follow the old model they will
be roughly fashioned,molded over the
thigh or knee, colored dull rose and
splashed with gray-blue and blue-
green. The splashingmust be extreme

ly well done to give an effect in the
finished tile of rain shadows or moss
stains. Some architects, who seek es
pecially fine effectsin roofs, import the
old Moravian or the antique Spanish
tiles, or those extraordinarily beautiful
ones from China which are finished
with an exquisitegreen glaze,especially
suited to heavy concrete construction,
on plain or sea-coast.
Of course, therearc also on the mar
ket many excellent and practical ma
chine-made tiles, suited to large public
buildings or desirablewhere community
building is being done and where one
type of roof is desired. They are usu
ally made from clay or terra-cotta, in
rose tones after the old hand-madede
signs, and are very much in vogue for
the Italian stucco when the hand-made

tiles cannot be secured. Roofing tile is

usually made of clay or terra-cotta,
although some notably interesting tiles
have been made of glass of the same
pattern as the clay. They are laid on
felt over wood sheathing and those
with interlocking devices may be laid
on wooden or steel purlins. When so
laid, to prevent the entrance of dirt
or dry snow, the joins should be pointed
on the under side after laying. For
merly tiles, particularly the old. hand
madedesigns,were nailed to the sheath
ing ; this method, however, is rapidly
being supersededby the modern prac
tice of fasteningwith copperwires from

a pierced lug from the lower end of
the tile.
Roofing tiles are also stamped from
sheetsteel,as well as from sheetcopper
and from tin and galvanized iron, and
these are used very widely for roof
covering for factories, etc., but seem
undesirable for the picturesquetype of

a home roof so loved in America.
Slate as a roofing is not more ex
pensive today than machine-madetile,
and when cut in irregular sizesand out
line, made fairly thick, and colored in
the beautiful shades now employed,

it becomes a most appropriate and
oftcr beautiful roof for certain types of
houses, for brick, smooth stucco in the
English Cottage style, and for the low-
bungalow with hip roof. It is also cm-
ployed on the Georgianhouse. Today a

substantial slate is produced by various
manufacturers in quite thrilling colors,
rose, green, purple, red-purple, yellow
and blue. Sometimes a slate roof is

laid in one tone. This is especially
suitable for brick, and purple, red-pur-

(Continued on page70)
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Roadster and
Bearcat Models
$5250 STuTZ Fbur and Six^

PassengerModels
*3350

To you who have said: "I have always
wanted a Stutz," this announcement of a
better car reduced in price from $3,900 and

$4,000 to $3,250 and $3,350, may come as

the realization of your greatest motoring

ambition.

For coupled with the material reduction
in price is a car which will bring a new idea

of the superlatives in riding comfort, ease

of operation and supremacy of the road
even to present Stutz owners.

Larger springs and deeper upholstery

bring new comfort ; a remarkable new clutch

and convenient controls bring new ease of

operation; and all the wonders of sturdy

Stutz performance developed through years

of refinement make this the greatest car

that has ever borne the Stutz name.

The Stutz representative has a new

standard of motoring values to show you

in this new Stutz at the new price.

STUTZ MOTOR CAR CO..OF AMEMCAJNC, Indianapolis
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If You Are Going to Build
(Continued from page 68)

Tapestries
WITH Histories

The value of tapestries for wall decoration,

casement hangings and furniture coverings has
been appreciated for centuries. Lee Tapes
tries, painstakingly woven and hand colored,

are faithful reproductions of historic pieces,
and offer a distinct interest element in addition
to decorative charm.

Inquiries invited through your Decorator

May we sendyou our
new booklet "A"-—
"Tapestrieswith His
tories"

All fabrics imported
from England— Petit
Point,Gros Point and
exquisiteneedlework

ARTHURH LEE 6S0ttS^
Makers of Fine Fabrics

32 SOUTH WABASH AVE. 2 WEST 47th STREET
Chicago New York City

BIRKENHEAD
England

pie, or green are most interesting. But
where the roof is to cover concrete or
wooden walls variegated slate is more
interesting, furnishing a contrast with
the flat tone of the house. Slate now
can be had in so wide a rangeof colors
that it is practically possible to have a
roof on your house in your favorite
color, one that will not only suit your
walls but harmonize with your garden.
Picture a tapestry brick house with a
rich moss-greenslate roof, in uneven
sizes, with irregular edges,the window
and door trim also bright moss green
and the door of Flemish oak with
wrought iron trim; or a concrete
house, warm gray with rose roof and
Holland blue shutters and wood trim.
It has beensaid that slate is the most
permanent roof covering; in any case,
slate roofs over six centuries old are
in existencetoday. And the methods
of laying slate on someof the old Eng
lish housesgive an effect that for pic-
turesquenesscan only be equaledby the
rye thatch. In ordering thatch roofing,
the technical name should be given,
the thickness desired, the exposure to
weather, and the color. In England,
the old roof craftsmen designed each
individual roof by laying the stonesout
on the ground just as they would be
placed on the roof. Pieces of various
sizes, thicknesses,shapes and coloring
were thus woven into a tapestry thatch
of stone with round valleys and won
derful graduated effects. Happily for
the lovers of beautiful roofs today this
same result can be securedin America
by the use of drawings and specifica
tions, which manufacturersare glad to
furnish the builder. The irregular slate
is particularly interestingwith the half-
timber constructionhouse,and of course
with brick it is immensely desirable.
To get the best results from a sloping
slate roof it should be laid on one
thickness of heavy tarred roofing felt,
of a kind approved by the architect.
All slate should be fastenedby galva
nized wire nails of suitable length for
the various thicknesses.
Because of its great practical value
we cannot omit a description of inlaid
slate. This is specially important for
flat roofing that is to be walked on.
Small slates 3" x 6" are pressed into
pure, high-melting bitumen, mixed with
rock asphalt, onto a backing of roof-
felt. Inlaid slate is easily applied over
board construction. Cutting the slate
so small increasesthe strength 50 per
cent. Inlaid slate is not affected by
contraction or expansion and for that
reason some architects substitute it for
copper gutters. It is an especially im
portant roofing on the top of a house
where roof gardensare to be laid out
or playgroundsestablished.

Wooden Shingles

If you wish to securea simplehome
like quality, coupled with a look of
age and interesting color, the wooden
shingle will continue to commend it
self. It belongs to the small farm
house, to variations of Colonial styles,
and can be adaptedto the English Cot
tage type. Now that it can be made
fireproof and durable in color its popu
larity is steadily on the increase. It is
difficult for those who are deeply in
terested in the true Colonial architec
ture to useany roof coveringexceptthe
wide, hand-rived white pine shingles
which are so durable and in a curious
way possessgreat dignity. But these
are not always to be had, and so many
of our new Colonial housesare adopt
ing the machine-madeshingle,—red or
white pine, cypress, redwood, all have
their vogue.
In most localities the staining
and painting of shingle roofs is essen
tial for permanency. And in addition

to the treating of shingles for durabil
ity they are fireproofed, thus becoming
one of the really practical, inexpensive
roofs.
Many people who have a keen color
sense—and the number is ever increas
ing, happily—depend upon their roofs
as well as their flower garden for in
terestingcolor effects. This is especially
true where the house is white concrete
or clapboards painted white. And the
variegatedshinglesin the market today
help to solve your color scheme. Al
most every color can be found, from
rose to purple red, from blue to bright
red, and I understandthat even yellow
and orange are being made permanent.
Almost every maker of shingles has
his own idea today of the wood to be
used and the method of treating the
wood—red cedar from British Colum
bia, close grained and with sapless
heart is consideredvery fine indeed, as
is also red cypress and white pine.
Shingles are sawed thick and thin and
in all standard sizes. They are packed
and delivered in bundles. Many shin
gles today are thoroughly creosotedand
color stained three-quarters of their
length. Laying two or more shingles
at random gives a distinctive and pleas
ing effect; with shingles as with slate,
the mixing of colors in the laying of a
roof brings about a fine old weathered
softnessthat is very much liked.

Shingle Laying

In laying wooden shinglesto the best
advantage the rafters should be cov
ered with strips %" x 2" and these
strips are laid on in the samemethod
that the shingles are. No sheathing is
used, as otherwise the drying process
would not be so swift. The shingles
are laid directly on these strips and
nailed in place. Cypress shingles are
usually 18" long and 7/16" thick at the
butt. Other woods are more apt to be
cut 16" and 5/16" in thickness at the
butt. On hip roofs add 5 per cent for
cutting; on irregular roofs with dormer
windows add 10per cent.
Fireproof roofing has developedenor
mously in this country to meet the
heavy fire loss that has come from our
frame houses and unprotected roofs.
These asbestosshinglesare in the main
made of asbestos rock fiber and ce
ment united under great hydraulic pres
sure. They are fireproof and water
proof and not liable to break from the
timber, and require no painting. They
are so light in weight that a heavy sup
porting structure is not necessary,but
they must be laid on a solid board
sheathing. It is statedwith much pride
by someof the manufacturersof asbes
tos roofing that the shinglescan be laid
directly over an old roof, but I find
that most architectsand builders prefer
laying them on a new wooden surface
covered with felt.
This asbestos roof covering is ex
tremely interesting, made in imitation
of tile as it takes the irregularities of
the old hand-made tiles with style. It
also is made closely to imitate the slate
usedin Tudor England. It is

,

however,
moregenerallyseenin imitation of shin
gles, gray, red, and blue, and in com
binations of red and gray, brown and
green. These shingles,in combinedcol
ors, are most picturesqueand practically
as durable as the shingle thatch or the
ordinary wooden shingle. To people
who think of their roofs in terms of
color the variegated asbestos shingles
offer an opportunity to build a roof
that will suggestan autumn flower gar
den. We are assured that after much
study and investigationand experimen
tation these asbestos roofs have been
made non-fadable and impervious to
wind and rain as well as sun.

(Continued on page72)
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Copyright1921,byTheGoodyearTire&RubberCo.

GOODYEAR
Tires have a unique reputation for wear; you know

that. Their great popularity rests solidly upon demonstrated economy.
This is more conspicuously true today than ever before. For Goodyear
Tires are better today than ever before. They are made larger, now;
they are stronger. They are heavier in construction, and more durable.
Their treads are thicker; throughout, they contain more material. You
have only to compare them with others to see their manifest superior
ity. If you would be sure of economical equipment for your car— buy
Goodyear Tires. More people ride on them than on any other kind*
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THE RIGHT to SURVIVE
If You Are Going to Build

(Continued from page 70)

AcHlEl EMEN IS are Ihe crystalliza
tion of ideas. To endure these must be

founded on the eternal principle of SER
VICE.

In 1813 the United States was at war
to maintain the principles established by
the Revolution and to insure the path of
empire leading west. Scott led at Lundy's
Lane, Jackson at New Orleans. From
Lake Erie camePerry's thrilling message
—"We have met the enemyand they are
ours."

IN
that period men and purposes passed
through the furnace. Genuineness alone

survived.

Under those influences the Seth Thomas
Clock Company began business. Since then four
generations of Seth Thomas Clocks have meas
ured out more than fifty and a half million
moments of this nation's life.

There are hundreds of old mahogany and
walnut Seth Thomases, mellowed by time, still

tick-tocking away in rhythmical release of sec
onds— declaring the principles of steadfastness,
perseverance, reliability and industry.

And it is not the mahogany cases or silvered
dials or deep throated chimes that establish the
worth of the Seth Thomas of today. Rather it
is the continuous renewal of the spirit of those
honest old clock men of '13 who never learned
how to slight their work.

In all these 108 years the house of Seth
Thomas has found no finer investment than the
measured, painstaking workmanship of the
founders of this business.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY

It would not be just to the makers
of interesting roofs to fail to mention
the heavy felt roofings. These are used
both for flat and pitched roofs and
they are made with shingle effectsand
in smooth sheets. The colors in this
felt roofing are so fine, especially the
green, that a smooth sheet of this,
spreadover a roof, givesmuch the effect
of a rich bed of moss, extraordinarily
lovely for a shinglehouse,for a log hut,
for a clapboard dwelling, a bungalow,
or a low concretestructure. These felt
roofings are fireproof, sunproof and
windproof. This roofing comesin rolls,
and fixturesare furnished with the rolls
including cement of the proper color.
With such a variety of roofing it
seems as though we had covered the
whole ground, but this is not true.
There are still composition roofs, and
various sorts that are used for roofing
buildings designed for the more prac
tical purposes.
Of the tin roofing, too, there is much
worthwhile to be said. It is escaping
from its old bondage of being the
cheapest and least picturesque roofing
and its good qualities are constantly
catching the attention of the really in
telligent and practical builder. It is in
creasinglypopular, not only for schools,
railway stations, institutions and its old
smaller activities, but is also being used
today for the covering of large and
small houses. The tin roof is easy to
apply, easy to repair, and clean if you
want, to collect rain water from it. It
can be used for a pitched or flat sur
face and can be painted any color that
suits your house and landscape. Moss
green. Holland blue, and soft, old yel
low give delightful effects.

A Partial L ist of Roofing Catalogs
"Johns-Manville AsbestosShingles"—H.
W. Johns-Manville Co., New York
City.
The ''distinctive roof" is a phrase
coined by the Johns-Manville Co., and
is shown in all its marvel of beauty in
this fascinatingcatalog. Tops of lovely
houses are shown carrying an infinite
variety of fireproof shingles in exquis
itely blended colors. There is a pic
turesque quality about these asbestos

shingle roofs that is usually obtained
only with the kind passing of many
years. I would not like to start build
ing without first studying this catalog.

"The Roof Beautiful"—Ludowice Cela
don Co., Chicago, 111.
In this richly printed pamphlet a
simple and concisestory is given of the
origin of roofing tiles. From the illus
trations, which are from wash drawings,
pen and ink sketchesand photographs,
you gain a genuine appreciation of the
beauty of these particular tiles, so
closelyimitating the picturesquequality
of the old Spanish tiles, now almost im
possibleto obtain. The history of tiles
is as romantic as most fiction—the pic
turesprove this.
"Copper, Its Effect Upon Steel for
Roofing Tin"—American Sheet& Tin
Plate Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The fact that the tin roof has an in
terestingquality, aswell as rare capacity
for service,is well set forth in this book
let. The illustrations are most practical
and helpful, showing in cross-sectionthe
methods of laying tin roof, which give
one a fine impressionof shelterand se
curity. Lightness, durability, adapta
bility, lessenedcost are among the good
qualities claimed for the tin roof.
"Ambler Asbestos Shingles"—Asbestos
Shingle, Slate & Sheathing Co., New
York.
These shinglesare offeredas a protec
tion against fire. They boast a quality
that is equally well suited to icy cold,
damp or boiling climates. Many pic
tures are given in this catalog, showing
the use of theseshingleson housesand
public buildings all over this country.
"Permanence and Protection" is the
watch-word of this concern.
"Thatch Roof"—Creo-Dipt Company,
Inc., North Tonawanda, N. Y.
This fully and beautifully illustrated
catalog presentssome of the most pic
turesquely roofed houses in America.
The shingle thatch has all the homely
qualities of the old rye thatch cottage
of England, but is weather, insect, and
fire-proof. According to this catalogthe
color is warm and variegated,the shape
irregular. Details and information are
given to thosewho contemplatebuilding.

The Classic Homes of Old Georgia
(Continued from page SO)

and a feeling of Umbria-Iong stretches woods akin to the backgrounds Leo-
of lowlands painted in the blue-green nardo loved. There are almost tropi-
of cotton or the gold-green of corn— cal swamps with bay trees and jessa-
sometimesa mountain blue edgeto the mine and maples that flame in the
background, always a rust-red soil va- spring and fall. There are the age-old
negated into white and gray. There oaks and the blackest of junipers and
are dark enchanted circles of pine (Continued on page74)

McComb's Mount, an unusual type, built in 1816. The superim
posed order of the two-story porches is unique. Great chimneys

contribute much to its naive charm
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Fall
Furnishing

In our hand-made fur
niture of authentic de
sign we offer the highest
value in art and work
manship at prices within
moderatemoans.

The grace of line, the
exquisite finish of every
piece sets it apart as of
true heirloom character.

*1

The sfilendidsimplicityof our Cellini dining roomsuite is representativeof that latespecialEighxecnthcenturyItalian stylewhichhad felt the influenceof the prevailing
classicismof westernEurope. The woodis a warm-coloredwalnutwith thesuggestion
of agein thesofteningof sharplinesand the distinctive,hand-polishedfinish.

Wm. A. FRENCH & COMPANY
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Interior Decorators Makers of Fine Furniture

A COLONIAL MIRROR BRACKET IN OLD BLUE AND

CLEAR CRYSTAL WITH ARMS OF ANTIQUE SILVER

Gassidy Company
INCORPORATED

Designers and ^Manufacturers of Lighting Fixtun
101 PARK AVENUE AT FORTIETH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

4 ^oiihttttterj^
EARLY ENGLISH & COLONIAL MANTELPIECES

•imparknorma-'flriB'Unrh I ■ \

REPRODUCTIONS
or OLD ENGLISH
andCOLONIAL
WROUGHT IRON

WOR£and FIRE
PLACE FURNISH
INGS/
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Boo/c-Binding

T'HE
handicraft of the book-binders of

the Mediaeval ages was developed to such

a degree of skill, that now in many instances,
after hundreds of years their work is in excel
lent condition. But for them many of the

greatest books would have been lost to pos

terity.

Theirs is a splendid example

of the worth of handcraft. It

meant the putting of all the skill

and spirit of the artisan into his

craft. Ireland Brothers hand-

woven Fleur-de-Lis Irish linen, so wondrously

lustrous and durable, is eminently qualified

to reflect the skill and spirit of the hand

weaver.

Fleur-de-Lis Hand -woven Irish Linen

Damask Table Cloths with napkins to match

in varied designs are on sale at the best stores.

An illustrated catalogue on request.

^IRELAND BROS.S^INCOWORATED

IRISH LINEN

Fleur-de-LisBrand

Fleur-dc-ln

102 Franklin Street New York City

Mimosa Hall, at Roswell, Ga., is of brick coated
with sand and colored plaster worked into stone

courses. It was built in 1830

The Classic Homes of Old Georgia
(Continued from page 72)

cypresseswhose bony root fingers are
clutched in the black water they haunt.
And in spring there is the living
ecstacy of peach blow flung violently
in the face of phlegmatic man—a
breath-taking pink cloud from one set
tlement to another—even grimy pink
petalsin the smokeof the city. There is
nothing bleakabout the scenein Georgia.
These red hills, the dark pines, the
huge olive-colored live-oaks seemed
predestined to hold the white col
umned houses that belonged to that
period. The Greek porticos framed in
dusky evergreen,the stately colonnades
of the porches made to temper the
white hot sunshineand to cut into ro
mantic sections the cold white moon
light, the whole set round with pat
terned gardens of boxwood parterres
and swept white paths madepoetic evi
dence of a happy alliance of man, na
ture and art.
There were no architects in those
days, with rare exceptionsin Savannah
or Charleston, and the conceptions of
the Georgia builders were taken from
books in their libraries—the classical
education of a gentlemanbeing a mat
ter of course. Though education then
compriseda certain knowledgeof build
ing and a familiarity with architec
tural forms, the results accomplished
lend truth to the quaint statement of
J. Norman, who prefaced his hand
book by saying architecture should be
universally practised, as it is "so easy
as to be acquired in leisure times when
the Business of the Day is over, by
way of Diversion." Their libraries
doubtless contained his handbook,
strayed from New England, or Asher
Benjamin's "Country Builders' As
sistant," fully explaining the Best
Methods for striking regular or quirked
mouldings,but more important to their
influence were Palladio, the brothers
Adam and that most popular of all, "An
Inquiry into the Principles of Greek
Architecture," published by the Earl of
Aberdeenin 1822. Actually theseGeor
gia builderswith much lessthan Thomas
Jefferson's lore followed on his enter
prise in building them houses which
filled their needs,met their desires,out
lined their personalities in creating a
distinct and colorful type.
Fortunately the towns of those days,
built in relation to stage-coach roads
or side-wheelsteamerlandings, are left
somewhat as they were and bear little
kinship to the railroad-created cities
which came later. These little places
have not been razed of individuality
by the modern monster of commerce,
enterprise, bustle. What they have
lost in not growing into Atlantas or
Chicagos is counterbalanced by what
they have kept for us of the glamor of
a bygone age when man had leisure
and a love of fine simplicity.
The houses of the planters, now

often inaccessible, are even clearer
documents of achievementunder diffi
culty. The builders were necessarily
limited in materials to those at hand;
brick made by the slaves, timber cut
from their own forests, woodwork
hand-carved on the spot. In rare
cases,when mantels or finer woodwork
were shipped from England or Italy,
the great cases were hauled by oxen
over rough country roads from the
nearest shipping point on the coast.
The usual home-madeproducts,through
a prevalent feeling for proportion and
felicity of design, achieved a beauty
and simplicity which put to shame our
modern dependenceon stock patterns
and machine-madedetails.
How theseamateur architectsavoid
ed monotony in spite of using fre
quently the same general plan, can be
explained only by the something in
genuous and personal they injected
into their work. Even in towns like
Milledgeville and La Grange, where
great numbers of these entrancing old
housesline the wide shady streets, one
could swear no single hand was con
cerned in building any two of them,
such is their individuality.
It seemsso suited, this neo-Grecque
type, to the dignified, leisurely life of
the times, there is about it so much of
gracious simplicity and nobility that
one forgets to marvel at the restraint
the Georgia builders showed in their
use of it.
Georgia had the true feeling and
knowledge of the form which perfect
and sympatheticapplication give. They
had such flair for effectthat even when
the forms were assembled ignorantly
the whole was apt to be superb. The
type was used for the best and for all
it was worth, there where it seemed
so at home. The values they got from
the black and white of it !—the ap
parently naive way they used their
shadowswhen there was practically no
ornament. The entablature, straight
from some Greek temple (out of one
of their calf-bound classics), carefully
hand-carved by the plantation carpen
ter; turned posts, railings, "capitals
with a conscience,"thesethings seemed
so simple for those days when the la
borer was worthy of his hire (for there
was not any hire) and the workman
loved his work and put the best of
himself into it. The masters seem to
have transmitted their enthusiasm to
their laborers (often slaves). The work
was donewith such loving decency.
Henry Adams says in his cheerful
New England negations "History is
only a catalog of the forgotten." In
thesedays of searchingfor a means of
expressing the best of America, shall
we catalog and forget instead of use
and adapt this heritage—one of our
finest, distinct native developments of
the builder's art?
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The Orsenigo Company, Inc.
112 West 42*?"Street JVew York City

ke
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rmtVtdudltsrri ~
irv Good ^Jurrdtur^
Absolute faithfulness of reproduction is the most
essential demand of those who seek authentic copies
of antique furniture.
An atmosphere of the early sixteenth century
grandeur surrounds this Florentine desk cabinet,
made of solid walnut, with a concealed small com
partment on cither side of desk.
A visit to the leading furniture dealers' showrooms
of your city will disclose many of our other designs
of period furniture.
Write for our illustrated folio HG. A Heating Thought

Worth Thinking
Radiators are just plain obtrusive. They
simply would not be tolerated, were it
not for the comfort they so happily ra
diate. That very obtrusiveness, however,
can be converted into a decorative feature,
while also adding further practicalness.
Do not, however, confuse our decorative
grille with the usual ornamental iron work.
Send for our Radiator Enclosure Booklet.
It is full of abundant enclosure sugges
tions and tells exactly how to carry them
out, in every room of your home.

Hjttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
2 West 45th St. New York

Elcjin ~A. Simonds

^ ^Manujacturvrs ofrurniturc

Syracuse. N.Y.

ioo NewOrleans Portland.Orey ,
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Lighting Fixtures
Any home—old or new—may now be enhanced with
the splendor of these harmonious MILLER Lighting
Fixtures. They blend exquisitely with Colonial or

Georgian period furnishings, and are today priced to
make them positively irresistible to those who recog
nize enduring value.

On display at all MILLER Dealers. Write us for
name of nearest one.

No. 71, 5-light Fixture:
Old Brass and Black. S32.85
West of Ruckics$.15.35

Silver and Black or Umber Bronze. ^39.40
Westof Rockies$41.90

No. 71l) 2-Iight Bracket:
Old Brass and Black, S14.00
Westof Rockies$15.00

Silver and Black or Umber Bronze, S1G.80
Westof Rockies$17.80

Prices do not includebulbs<.rinstallation.
Old Brass and Black or Umber Bronze for living room.

Silver and Black for dining room.

Edward Miller & Co.
Established1844

Meriden, Conn.
08 and 70 Park PI., New York 125Pearl St., Boston

A detail of the
Rosen dining-
r o o m shows a
basket in Italian
blue, with fruits
i n multi-color

Making Plaster Count More
(Continued from page 43)

plaster relief decoration was executed,
someof it with a strong Chineseflavor,
but as most of it was elaborateand in
very ornate houses, it offers little in
centive for either reproduction or adap
tation under present conditions. One
great merit cf the examplesjust noted,
besides their engaging naivete',is that
they are not prohibitively intricate and
they yield the maximum of result for
the minimum of meansemployed.
The section of wall illustrated, show
ing a pattern of alternatecream-colored
and gray chevron bandings, cusped at
the upper points, with pairs of birds in
reverse color, is from a 15th Century
Florentine villa. This particular stretch
of a dingy, plain plaster surfaceneeded
cleansing and embellishment,and the
owner had an ingenious old local arti
san stencil this medieval pattern, an
effectiveand inexpensivebit of rejuve
nation.
A modern exampleof decoratedplas
ter is found in the New York home
illustrated here. The decorations are
painted flat on the wall and then var
nished to a high glaze. The capitals
of the pilasters are molded and dec
orated.
Whatever form of adornmentone de
terminesupon, there are two things to
keep clearly in mind. First, a plaster
surface is not necessarilyin itself mean
or commonplace and to be little es
teemed becauseof the nature of the
material,or becausewe find it on every

hand. It is mean, commonplaceand
of little worth only in so far as we
allow it to be so through our own in
differenceand neglect, or through our
failure to make use of plaster as a ve
hicle of relief decoration, either simple
or ornate, or as a background for
painted embellishment,is just as sus
ceptibleof satisfactoryresults as it ever
was. There are plenty of capable
craftsmen and one needsonly to insist
on the use of the proper materials and
appropriate design.

* "Stuccoduro" Is composedof two-thirds
fine white lime, well slaked,and one-third
finely poundedwhite marble, or marble
dust. It is workedwhen firm In consist
encybut not dry. It may be pressedwith
moldsand finishedby hand,or workedal
togetherby hand. No plasterof Paris Is
used. The colormaybe laid on beforethe
stuccoIs dry.
Another recipe,much used during the
16thCentury,calls for 5 lbs. finely pow
deredmarbledustand 2 lbs. of well-slaked
lime. It is mixedwith water,stirredan<l\
beatento a line paste.
In eithercase,themixturemustbecare
fully compounded.The limemustbe care
fully burnt, and thoroughlyand gradually
slaked. It must also, when mixed, be
beatenwith heavysticksand choppedwith
a hatchettill it is of even consistency
throughand through. If desired,pigment
may be addedto the mixture.
To toughen and regulate the setting
Qualitiesof eithermixtureit is necessary
to add one of the followingsubstances—
juice of figs, rye dough,hog'slard, curdled
milk, whiteof eggs,or rice gluten.
Unless tile stucco is properlyprepared
with greatcare, it will not be satisfactory.
Properly preparedit will givesatisfaction.

Shall You Build, Buy or Rent?
(Continued from page3b)

to get a sufficient income therefrom to
pay insurance, taxes, repairs, and to
leave a profit for the investor besides.
It is the accumulation of this profit
which in time, if properly managed,
gives the man the deed of the home
he has built, for the renter actually
pays all the expensesand a profit to
the owner besides. This is why so
many are deciding to be their own
landlord and to pocket the profit them
selves.
Perhaps a case in point will serve
as an illustration. A young man not
yet twenty-two years of age, inher
ited enough money to buy a lot. He
was able to borrow the money at six
per cent interest to build a house upon

it. Before the house was completed
it was rented at eighty-four dollars a
month. Of course, he had given a
mortgage as security on the property
to those of whom he borrowed the
money. The building is new and so
the upkeep will be very little for a
long time.
The eighty-five dollars per month
rent yielded him exactly eighteen per
cent. By the time he pays the six per
cent on the money tied up in the lot,
he will still be drawing ten per cent
clear on money he doesn't own at all.
This looks so good to him that he is
putting his own earnings and his
profits on the property into payments

(Continued on page 78)
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DANERSK FURNITURE

THERE
is a beautiful and livable idea back of

every group of Danersk Furniture. If you are
given the opportunity of choosing just the pieces
you want for a given room, and can have them fin
ished in some delightful scheme that is just what
your house needs, does this not mean more to you
than mere furniture? Our homes are our ideas made
visible, and Danersk Furniture and all the Danersk
workers are devoted to the carrying out of plans
most suitable for the choicest homes.

We specialize in Early American groups finished
in the natural woods and beautiful decorative furni
ture finished to order.

Purchase through your dealer, decorator or direct
from us.

Send for the Danersk C-9, a descriptive
bulletin illustrating decorative furniture

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street, New York. First door west of Fifth Avenue, 4th Floor

The DILVER
Saves Food—Food Values
Time and Energy

THE
DILVER is a combina

tion fruit, wine and vege
table press, sieve and strainer.
It removes only the natural
waste from food and retains
all the health-giving vitamines,
mineral salts and fruit acids.

The Dilvcr
pays for
itself in a
fewweeks.
Order to
dayor
write at
oncefor
complete
information.

Endorsed by:
GoodHousekeeping
Institute
Women'sFederated
Clubs
National House
wives' League
New York Tribune
Institute
Applecroft Experi
mentStation
Leadingculinaryex
perts. Dietitians
and users every
where

"The DILVER Does It"
No Paring—No Coring—

No Waste
Rices potatoes for a meal in
three minutes; removes skins
and seeds and strains a bushel
of tomatoes for catsup in ten
minutes; presses juice from
grapes without staining the
hands; makes applesauce
from a peck of apples in three
minutes with less than a tea-
cupful of waste. Makes easy
the preparation of nutritious
puree soups, mashed and
creamed vegetables, jellies,
butters, catsup, marmalades
and fruit juices.

Sold throughhomerepresentatives
or direct. The newpriceof the
OliverU $6.50postpaid.$950West
of the Mississippi.The Dllver Is
guaranteedto be as representedor
yourmoneywill be refunded.The
householdsizemeetsall homerequirements.

Dilver Manufacturing Co.
Dept. 23
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VOLNEY
JJavatory
TheVolneyla*-ttoryisillustrated
in thenewMott
bathroombook.
Thisbook lit full
ofinterestingsuggestionsandis a
revelation Inplumbingequip
mentand tiling
for the.modern
bathroom.Illus
tratedin color.

The Unobstructed Floor
Step by step from the tin basin to the wood
encased wash bowl. Onward again in a great
advance to "open plumbing" —culminating in
the beautiful modern lavatory with its archi
tectural lines and well proportioned pedestals
and legs :

Thus has progress been made, while new re
finements in finish and design are constantly
being developed.
The "Volney" wall suspended lavatory is

essentially a Mott creation.
It may be easily attached to any type of wall.
The unobstructed floor is a delight to the
housekeeper.

It is a giant in strength, an attractive, well
designed fixture, made in solid porcelain and
vitreous china.

<Ihc J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, Trenton,^ J.
New York, Fifth Avenue and Seventeenth Street

•Boston
•Chicago
•Lincoln,Neb.
•Jacksonville.Fla,
•St.Paul.Minn.Fargo.N. D.
SiouxFalls,S. D.•Minneapolis,MinnDuluth,Hlnn.

•Cincinnati,Ohio
•NewOrleans
*DesMoines
•Detroit
•Toledo
•Indianapolis
•Dayton.Ohio
•St.Louis
•KansasCity,Mo.

MOTTCOMPANY,Limited
•Montreal.'Toronto,Winnipeg.Canada
MOTTCO.of PENNA.•Philadelphia,Pa.

•SaltLakeCityNewark,N. J.Pittsburgh
•Washington,D. C.Columbus,O.
Houston.Texas
•Portland.Ore.
El Paso.Texas
•Havana.CubaCleveland,o.

MOTTSOUTHERNCO.
•Atlanta.Ga.Charlotte,N. C.
MOTTCO.of CALlFOItNIA
•SanFrancisco
LosAngeles

Shall You Build, Buy or Rent?
(Continued jrom page 76)

•Showroomsequippedwithmodelbathrooms

on the principal, thus decreasing his
indebtednessrapidly, so that he can
take out a small second mortgage on
the house.
With this money he will buy a sec
ond lot and repeat the building opera
tions which were so successful in the
first instance. He estimates that by
this method he can, in the next ten
years, have at least six fine renting
properties and be drawing anywhere
from six to ten per cent on large sums
of money which belong to some other
fellow.
Renters who are paying what
they feel to be a large compen
sation for their accommodation are
prone to ask for many improvements,
but when people own property them
selves they are willing to put up with
the doing of the most necessarythings,
and oftentimes they can do a job of
paper hanging or painting in spare time
themselves.
The family that is renting naturally
expects the landlord to redress the
floors, fix the porch steps, build the
coal bin in the cellar, and furnish a

plumber to clean out the trap under
the kitchen sink. But in the end these
bills are all reckoned in and the renter
pays for them. If you and I own the
house ourselves we are very likely to
figure out how we can do the work in
our own spare time and save any out
lay. It is a good thrift rule to paste
upon your mirror that "If you do a

necessarytask yourself you are richer
bv the amount of what you have
saved."
There is an old saying that it always
costs twice as much to build as people
estimate in the beginning. To avoid
this work out your plans carefully and
make sure that your building estimates
are complete and correct.
If you plan to have the house elec
trically lighted it is cheaperand better
to put in a protected wiring system
when the building is being done. If
you wish a maid's lavatory in the
basement, the time to do it is when
the plumbing is being installed. If
you decideto have a gas kitchen, plans
to that end can be made before the
walls are plasteredand the floors laid,
more economically than if these plans
are carried out later.
If you are going to build be care
ful to choose a good location which
will have three characteristicsat least
in its favor.
First : It should be in a neighbor
hood or locality which is either grow

ing and increasing in value, or re
stricted in its type of buildings, for
nothing can be more disappointingthan
to put up a comfortable home and to
have a chemical plant across the street,
which will continually belch forth noxi
ous fumes; or to choose a lot in a sec
tion where undesirablepeople will con
gregate. Have an eye to the future.
Second: The lot should be healthily
located so as to permit of good drain
age and a dry basement. Find out
somethingabout the health statistics of
that locality, covering a period of sev
eral years. Is the water supply pure
and is the location accessibleor out of
the way? What are the fire risks,
and how much fire protection as a

property owner can you expect? What

is the tax rate? Is the property im
proved or unimproved?
Third: In the event that at some
future time you should decide to sell
the property, would the location of
the lot and the type of building you
are putting up appeal to a good many-
people of moderate means? A high-
priced house which calls for expensive
service limits the probable list of
prospectivebuyers. A very cheap, un
attractive house is rarely a good sell
ing proposition, for the extremely poor
do not have the money to buy, and
those thrifty enough to be home own
ers want something with which they
will be pleased,and which they in turn
can sell.
Consider these points, for they all
have an influence upon final values.
Now that there are so many different
means of rapid transportation, it is.
possible for many city and town peo
ple to go out into some pleasant, airy-
place to build a home. A moderatein
vestment in a car makes it possible to
go back and forth in all weathers,
sometimeseven home for a noon lunch.

A home-owning proposition planned
in a business-like way is an invest
ment, a means of steady and pleasur
able saving, and is bound to yield big
ger dividends in security and satis
faction. In fact, it is no small de
gree of satisfaction to know that "We
are monarchs of all we survey, our
rights there are none to dispute," and
that we cannot be notified some day
that the house has been sold and we
must move on. Then, too, a property
desirable for us will be desirable for
other people, so if it becomesexpedient
to sell we have something worthwhile.
All in all, it pays to own a home.
Figure it out for yourself!

The Home Fire Hazard
[Continued jrom page 58)

and if safety first doesn't apply here
where does it? It will at least keep
the secretive fire below stairs from
breaking bounds.
Where pipes, flues, etc., pass through
woodwork there should be asbestosor
metal protection to the wood or else
hereagain we will be victims of a lapse
of precaution.
Sometimesfires have occurredby the
closingof all registersin a househeated
by hot air and the unnatural heat left
in the furnaceoverheatspipes,etc., to a

dangerous degree. In some homes so
heated there are two registers which
cannot possiblybe closed,and that obvi
atesoverheating.
Inspection of flues to seethat deterio
rated mortar will not permit the exit of
fire to surrounding woodwork will pre
vent many a fire. Very often where
joists and beams rest on chimneys and
are not sufficiently insulatedagainst the
ravagesof faulty construction or wear,
they will catch fire slowly but sure'y.

Faulty joints in pipesare many times
the cause of fire when the rest of the
home is perfectly guaranteedagainst it.
For example,when a stovepipe is fitted
into another there should be at least a
3" lap to make a sure join. Imperfect
junctures of pipe and flue, pipe and
pipe, make for the escapeof sparks and
consequentfire. Stovepipesshould not
passthrough a floor or plaster partition
or any concealed place, lest a parted
joint or rust holes may causemischief.
Nor should any pipe that is likely to
be heated pass through an attic where
fluff is bound to accumulate,unless this
pipe be insulated with asbestosto pre
vent ignition. Neither should a stove
pipe pass through a roof, window, or
s:ding even of a summer kitchen; and
the running of a very long stovepipe
perpendicularly into a chimney is also
hazardous.

A stovepipe or a chimney, no mat
ter how well isolated by zinc or

(Continued on page 82)
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Peterson's Perfect Peonies
"DEONY "Specialists" come and—go, but my
Peonies continue to lead all others in quality and
trueness as they have for the past seventeen years.

3205OakficldAve., Forest Park,
Baltimore,Md., October 15, 1920.

"It will gratify you 1 am sure to know that I havemadea care
ful comparisonof your stock with that of the leadingPeony growers
in this country, including , , , , , , and
others,and, in all frankness,there is no comparison.A comparison
of the samevarieties (which is the only real test) shows the eyes
on your roots to be larger and stouter, and invariably this results
in better and finer blooms from your plants than from the others.
Your soil must be nearly perfect for the growth of peony roots
and I do not hesitateto tell you that in most instances I haveordered
from you regardlessof price because I feel so sure of the result,
both as to quality and truenessto name." jr Barclay

If you felt more or less discouraged the past two Springs
when viewing the damage wrought to plants of various kinds

b
y the unprecedented weather, try the modern Peony. It is

the Mark Tapley of flowering plants and will rejoice and
triumph under the most trying conditions.
And, before ordering, send for a free copy of my special
Peony catalog for 1921 which this year illustrates such
much-talked-of varieties as Le Cygne, Jubilee, Martha
Kulloch, etc.
NOTE —Peonies must be planted in the Fall.

George H. Peterson Rose and Peony
Specialist Box 30, Fair Lawn, New Jersey
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Bobbink & Atkins

Ask for
Catalog

Visit
Nursery

ROSES
IRIS PEONIES

EVERGREENS
RHODODENDRONS
TREES AND SHRUBS
OLD-FASHIONED FLOWERS
SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS
FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES

Ask for special lists of Rock Garden Plants, Pot-

grown Vines and Climbers, Peonies and Iris and Pot-
grown Strawberries.

Nurserymen & Florists

Rutherford New Jersey
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K^t^AcAy —the original FLAT Curtain Rodfe:

Sold by Better
Dealers Everywhere

It Pays to Say "Kirsch"
When you buy Curtain Rods
The FLAT SHAPE of Kirsch Flat Curtain Rods gives SAGLESS Strength
—holds headings erect— insures neatest effects.

The graceful CURVED ENDS permit draping clear to casing, excluding
side glare.

The beautiful finish in velvet brass or white, stays like new.
GUARANTEED not to Rust or Tarnish.

Kirsch Flat Curtain Rods Fit Every Window
Come single, double or triple. Give any draping
arrangement. Extension style or cut-to-fit.

¥7131717 Our Latest Rod and
I4 KiiiE* Window Draping Book

Thousands of women use this booklet. Pictures windows
for every room—gives latest information regarding win
dow draping styles, materials, color schemes, etc. WRITE
FOR YOUR COPY.

(0
)

HUMPHREY

Padiantfirp

An Efficient and Distinctive Fireplace Fire I

The installation of the HUMPHREY RADIANTFIRE in the finer
homesis regardedwith favor by personsof taste and culture who
want efficiencycombinedwith luxury.

Prominent architects and builders are recommending it to their
clientsowing to the fact that it can be installedwithout the expense
of building brick chimneys,foundationsand ash pits, necessaryto
the coal and wood fire. An inexpensiveTerra Cotta vent is all that
is requiredto producewholesomeandeffectiveheat. Can be installed
in existing fireplaceswithout much expense. A dozen designs to
select from.

Writtfor foldershowingvariousdesigns

GENERAL GAS LIGHT COMPANY
NewYork Kalamazoo SanFrancisco

Soft Water

for
Your Home

No matter how hard, how unsatisfactory
your present water supply is. it can be easily
transformed to clear, sparkling water that

is actually softer than rain.

A Pcrmutit Household Water Softener is nothing
but a metal tank containing Permutit material
through which your water supply flows. It is

connected into your present water supply system in
thebasement,or other convenient spot, and operates
under your ordinary water pressure without addi
tional pumps or motors. It is fully guaranteed
and no chemicals arc added to the water.

Water thus treated is free from the dangerous con
taminations found in rain water systems and is
wonderfully adapted for drinking and all household
purposes Let us send you our booklet "Soft Water
in Every Home.' No obligations we assure you.

The^ysnmLi^Gmspasw

I 440 fburli Ave.NewYork



The "QUEEN ANNE
Design 1992—in Twin Pair

He will show

FREE BOOKLETS
ON SLEEP!

Writeusfor "What Leading
MedicalJournalsandHealth
MagazinesSayaboutSeparate
BedsandSoundSleep," and
"Yoursfor a PerfectNight's
Rest."

NEWYORK

Look for the name Simmons

AHOUSEWIFE wouldn't let the family sleep another night ontheir old-style, out-worn Beds if she once realized how much
better rest they ought to be getting.

New beds, by all means,—Simmons Reds— the one name that means
actually Built for Sleep.

Steady, quiet, never a creak or a rattle— how every nerve and

muscle can relax! You get a brand new idea of how deep and
refreshing sleep can be.

For every room shared by two persons, be sure to have Twin Beds
— that fine, healthful principle of a separate bed for each sleeper. One

does not disturb the other, or communicate colds or other infections.

Look at Simmons Beds at Your Dealer's
you the beautiful "Period Designs,"wroughtin the smoothSquare
SteelTubing. This one is the "QUEEN ANNE." Your choice of
Ivory White and DecorativeColors.—And notethepressedsteel
CornerLocksthat keepthesebedstirm andnoiseless.

Or if your Dealercannot show themto vou, writeusandwe
will arrangefor you to sec Simmons Metal Beds, Cribs, Day
Beds, and SimmonsSprings—in every way worthy to go with
Simmons Beds.—Each marked with the SimmonsName—your
unfailingassuranceot restfulsleep.

SIMMONS COMPANY
ATLANTA CHICAGO KENOSHA

MONTREAL
(ExecutiveOffices:Kenosha,Wis.)

SANFRANCISCO

(E)1921,SimmonsCompany

SIMMONS BEDS
Muilt for Sleep



Banzai tnamel
Flaw*J\oof

£namel, the decoration of optimistic good cheer!
It is just as serviceable and suitable in the work room of the
home, as it is distinguished in the drawing room.

Free flowing Banzai Enamel immaculately white or deli
cately tinted makes certain of a mirror-smooth, beautiful
finish, the utmost of durability.

Let us send you a portfolio of beautifully enameled interiors.

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS CO
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L. D.Hudson.Owner
Pelham.N.Y.

The Importance to You
of Deciding onYour
Heating System

Is there any one thing about your new house as
important to you as the heating system? The
style of architecture is important, of course, and
its scheme of interior decoration. They both
appeal to your lastc. But upon the proper selec-
tion of your heating system depend the health and
comfort of your entire family.

Before deciding, look into the merits of the Kelsey
Warm Air Generator. If you prefer fresh air
instead of stale, humidified air instead of dry,
small coal bills instead of large, it will appeal to
you.

It is entirely unlike any other warm air heater.
Its unique zig-zag tubes, forming the fire chamber
and the combustion chamber, present an unusual
amount of heating surface, and force pure, warm,
humidified air in large volumes and at high vel-

ocity into every room in the house, regardless of
the direction of the wind.

The fact that many prominent architects have
installed the Kelsey in their own homes is a most
convincing endorsement.

Let us tell you what the Kelsey Warm Air Gener
ator can do for you.

The
JCelse:

WARM AIR GENERATOR
(TradeMarkRegistered)

237James St., Syracuse, N. Y.

New York Office
565-K

5thAve.,(Cor. 46thSt.)

QUe Responsibility
of Hardware

TradeMark

HARDWARE,
when installed,

becomes a permanent part of
your home. The beauty and
mechanical excellence of Sargent
Hardware make it worthy of this

responsibility.

Sargent Hardware will retain its
charm and usefulness year after

year — as long as the house stands.
There are Sargent designs to har
monize with every style of archi
tecture or decoration.

If you are building now, discuss
this important matter with your
architect. If your dream-home has
not yet taken shape, use this op
portunity of learning more about
builder's hardware. In either case
you should have the Sargent Book
of Designs.

This booklet contains 75 pages
of interest to every builder or pro
spective builder. There are inter
esting facts about hardware and
many illustrations of attractive
Sargent Patterns. It will be sent
to you upon request, without
charge.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

Protect your present home
against intruders,if insecure
locks are on the doors,with
the SargentNight and Day
Latch. Don'tforgetthebase
ment, attic, linen closet and
other inside doors.
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Clair Dubois. Color rich, clear, satiny pink

PLANT PEONIES NOW
The most splendid flower in cultivation. Their delicate
fragrance, elegant shape and form, and the great variety
of lovely shades make them favorites everywhere. Our
collection is one of the largest in the world. We guarantee
our peonies true to name.
The following collections we recommend ; they furnish
an infinite variety of type and color.

Lincoln Collection
These peonies are one and all
a triumph of hybridizers' skill.

Asa Gray $1.00
Dorchester 1.00
Eugenie Verdier 1.00
Monsieur Jules Elie 1.00
Masterpiece 1.00

Jules Calot 1.00

Grant Collection
This collection includes a list
of choice varieties at popular
prices.
Agida $0.50
Canari SO
Faust 50
Fragrans 50
Charlemagne 50
Duchess de Nemours 60
Zoe Calot .50

$3.60
Special Offer: This entire
collection for $3.00

McKinley Collection
In this collection will be
found the finest of all peonies.
Everyone a masterpiece.

Grandiflora $1.25
Eugene Bigot 2.00
James Kelway 2.00
Germaine Bigot 2.00
Claire Dubois 2.50
Baroness Schroeder 2.50

$12.25
Special Offer: This entire
collection for 810.00

$6.00
Special Offer: This entire
collection for (5.00

Washington Collection
This collection includes some
of the wonderful creations of
recent introduction.
Karl Rosenfield $4.00
Sarah Bernhardt 4.00
M. Martin Cahuzac 5.00
Thercse 6.00
Tourangcllc 7.50
La France 8.00
Solange 9.00

$43.50
Special Offer: This entire
collection for §10.00

"Peonies for Pleasure"
A beautiful booklet "De Luxe" holds a great treat for every
peony admirer. It will properly introduce you into the land of
peonies, give you lots of facts, some fancies and helpful cultural
notes. Send for your free copy today.

THE GOOD & REESE COMPANY
DEPARTMENT 101 SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Largest Rose Growers in the World

The Home Fire Hazard
{Continued from page 78)

what not, can set the ordinary shingled
roof on fire by the escapeof fiercely-
burning bits of soot and cinder. Many
a roof has been burned this way, to
say nothing of the whole house.
There is today, besidesthe heavy tile,
metal and composition roof, an asbestos
roofing in the shape of shinglesof any
color and shape that will wear indefi
nitely, and is absolutely fireproof,
moisture-proof and light enough to be
put on any house. Furthermore, if you
don't want to remove the old wooden
roof, this shingle can be put on over it
and make a better roof than without
the old one, as the insulation value of
the wood will keep the attic warm in
winter and cool in summer. There are
many asbestos roofings, the best of
which are made of asbestos fibre, ce
ment; theseare made in all colors, sizes
and shapesand can be put on by any
roofer. There is never any reason to
repaint or repair them, and if they are
a bit higher at first in price than the
ordinary shingle, you save in the lack
of upkeepand the fact that no sparking
can go on betweenyour neighbor'sroof
and your own or betweenyour chimney
and your own roof.
We all have to remove stains on our
garments, and for this we often incur
death and destructionby fire quite read
ily. But death is not necessary if a
few precautions be taken. Keep the
gasoline or whatever you may have in
a can that can be bought for the pur
pose. Then don't deposit it in the stove
or near it

,

but away from it where there

is no chanceof any fire comingin contact
with it. Don't clean your clothes with
thesefluids in the smoking room or the
kitchen. If possibleclean them outdoors.

Fuels

Wood as a fuel is dangerousbecause

it burns rapidly, makesa lot of ash and
has to be replenishedso often. Kero
sene makes a lot of trouble because
there is such crass ignorance in its use.
Some peopleseemto love to fill a lamp
when it is burning. Of course this is

the worst thing that one could do. And
others dote on pouring keroseneon an
open fire. Gasoline is explosive and as

a fuel for the home not at all war
ranted. Water won't be a very good
extinguisherin thesecases,but we will
talk about extinguishers a little later on.
When you realize that six percent of
all fires are causedby lamps it will do
no one harm to learn the following rules
by heart and by brain:
Keroseneshould always be handledby
daylight and away from all flames and
fires. Under no circumstanceswhatever
should a lamp be filled while its wick

is lighted. After filling a lamp both the
burner and the reservoir should always
be carefully wiped free from oil films.
When a lamp is not burning it is well
to keep the wick a little below the top
of the tube. This helps to prevent oil
from working over upon the burner
and reservoir.
Lamps should be filled as often as
they are used. Especially do not light

a lamp when the oil is low in the reser
voir. Never use a burner which fits
looselyupon the rest of the lamp. Never
use a lamp wick which does not fit the
tube provided for it. Never blow out a

keroseneflame downward. Turn down
the wick a little and let the flame go
out of itself.
If you must blow it out blow upward
through the burner or across the top of
the chimney. Both of these methods
produce an upward draught.
Do not try to carry a blazing lamp to

a place of safety. The least agitation
may cause an explosion. When the
lamp is well filled there is small chance
of gas forming in it; but as the oil is

consumedexplosive gases form.

A burner that is kept cleanand bright
radiates heat, while a dirty one con
ducts heat to the lamp.
Glass lamps are especially dangerous.
The dropping or breaking of lighted
lamps and the spreadingof burning oil
annually bring havoc to many hundreds
of homes.

Medicaments

As well as cleaningfluids the presence
of medicineand linimentsmadeof ether
and chloroform and alcohol are always
causesof fire when not properly housed
in the right kind of metal medicine
chest and not directly over or near a
gas jet or oil lamp. So remember to
use carefully anything with thesechem
icals or camphor, varnishes, turpentine,
benzine or gasoline. Keep them in tin
cans, which are to be had for them.
Use them in daylight.
Never leave rags around saturated
with oils, medicinesor greases,because
spontaneouscombustionwill take place.
According to the National Fire Pro
tection Association, the attic, cellar and
all closets and outbuildings should be
cleaned at least once every year, and
all uselessmaterial and rubbish removed
therefrom and burned. These unneces
sary accumulations are dangerous, and
are the causesof many fires. Store all
remaining material neatly so that a
clear passagemay be had between or
around boxes,cases,barrels, etc.
Metal waste baskets,only, should be
used.
In storing clothing, first remove all
matches or other material from the
pockets and then carefully fold and
neatly place away. Do not hang clothes
where they will be near hot chimneys.
Do not go into closets with lighted
matchesor candles.
Care should be exercisedin burning
leaves, dead grass or rubbish. Keep
these fires a safe distance from build
ings, and never light them on windy-
days.
Do not bank housesin the winter with
straw, excelsioror other readily inflam
mable material; a chimney spark or
carelesslythrown match may ignite it.
Use only safety matches,and make it

impossiblefor children to get them. Al
ways place burned matches in metal
receptacles; never throw them on the
floor or into waste baskets.
To smoke in garages, in beds, or
around stablescontaining hay is delib
erately to invite disaster.
Swinging gas brackets are dangerous,
and never should be allowed near cur
tains or dressers. Fix them rigidly so
as to avoid contact with combustible
material. If open gas flamesare within
two feet of ceiling, see that ceiling i?
protected with sheet metal or asbestos
board. Tips for gas lights are inexpen
sive, while a light used with a broken
tip or without a tip often causesfire.
Don't use pendant gas mantles unless
protected underneath with wire gauze.
Hot carbon deposits form and drop
from mantlesof gasarc lamps. A globe
closed at the bottom is safer.
Examine the gas meter, see that it is

securelyset and well connected,and is

not locatednear open lights or furnaces.
An outsidegas shut-off valve to service-
connection is desirable. Never look for
gas leakswith a match, candle or lamp.
Where a dwelling is lighted by a
gasoline vapor or acetylenegas system
the rules governing the safe useof these
illuminants should be carefully studied
and rigidly observed.
Illuminating oils should be kept in
closed metal cans in a safe place, and
lamps should never be filled except by-
daylight. Kerosene lamps should be
kept clean and properly trimmed. If
allowed to burn all night, selectone that

{Continuedon page84)
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('Jor Cverlasting CconornyJ

Any One Can Afford Oak Floors
As Oak Flooring is the rule in costly homes, you may
think it too expensive. The fact is, it costs less than car
pets. Any dealer can give you the figures. Oak Flooring
is the most beautiful, durable and sanitary and the
easiest and cheapest to clean. Adds 25% to real estate
values.

Write for three free booklets. They tell,
among other things, how a special thick
ness (^4-inch) can be laid over old floors

£3 at small cost.

OAK FIDORING-^gi^PT
1047 Ashland Block, Chicago, 111.

\UNIO N M ETACOLUMNS

For That Fine New Home
Architects in all parts of the country are protecting
theirworkagainstthedisfiguringeffectsof timeby specifying
L'nionMetalColumns,"The OnesThat Last a Lifetime".
It is a great satisfaction to the architect and owner
toknowthatthecolumns,oneof thechiefarchitecturalfeatures
of his building,are madeof enduringcopperbearingsteel;
—thattheywill not split, rot andopenup at the joints as all
woodcolumnsdo.
These handsome pressed steel columns are fur
nishedin all classicalordersof architectureand in all sizes
from 8 to 36-inchdiametersand from 5 feet to 32 feet high.

If you would learn the royal road to
columnsatisfaction,writeus todayfor
new catalogandcompleteinformation,

THE UNION METAL MANUFACTURING CO.
Canton, Ohio

Dr. It. E. rrouts.Canton.Ohio

LunkenWindow*Installedin ResidenceMr. T. Melhye,WellcsleyHills. Mast.
Architects:Blackall,Clnpprf Whittemore.Boston.Mats.

BEFORE YOU BUILD LEARN OF THE
MANY ADVANTAGES OF

Lunken Windows
FOR THE

Residence, Hospital, Apartment Building and Hotel
Insuring Health —Comfort—Convenience and Economy
A doublehung window,with any degreeof ventilation up to 100%of
frameopening. Zero tight whencloseddue to copperweatherstripping.
CopperScreenscoverentire openingand can be safely storedwithin the
windowpocketin ten seconds. 1
TheseCombinedAdvantagesin Lunken Windows are unknown in every
other type of windownow in use. They save heat, labor and screen
damage,can be easily installed in any type of newbuilding. There are
no complicatedparts, and their constructionadmits of any desired in
sideor outside trim or decoration,yet their appearancewhen installed
is the sameas a standarddouble hung window.
Delivered from Factory Complete—glazed, fitted, screened, hung,
weatherstripped,tested and guaranteed—ready to set in wall.
Investigatethe advantagesof LUNKEN WINDOWS beforeplanningnew
buildings. Grant us the privilege of sending detailed information.
Write today

THE LUNKEN WINDOW CO.
4202 Cherry Street Cincinnati, Ohio

Better Architectural Detail
"CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingles, 16"or 18" on roof and 24"
on side-walls used in a selected color combination of brown
and grey, green, or red, help the architect attain detail and
technique not possible with other building materials.
When you add to that the economyof "CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingles,
preservedwith best earth pigments ground twice in pure linseed oil
carried into the shingles with creosote oil, you have results that give
satisfaction for a lifetime. The open market does not afford such
quality in shinglesor stains.

Sendtodayfor Portfolioof FiftyHomesby Prominent
Architects,as well as Color Samples. Ask about
"CREO-DIPT" Thatch Roofs and 24-inch"Dixie
White" SideWallsfot thetrueColonialWhiteEffect.

CREO-DBFT C€»M[PA&W, One.
1012OliverSt. NorthTonawanda,N. Y.

"CRF.ODIPT" Stained
Shingleson roofandside
wallsona jfroupofbuildingsbyArchitectAl
fredHopkins,NewYork.

Portfolio
Of Homes

UnionMetalColumnDesignNo.2-10PlainDoric. VnhnMetalColumnsandUnionMetnlLighting Standardsare lUted in
Sweet's.

CREO-DIPT"
StainedShingles ■

"Ghe Ones ThatLastALifetime"
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amoue
ESTABLISHED IS7S

ANTIQUES FINE FURNITURE— OB JETS d'ART

"The Four Seasons," done in Carrara marble. Bronze
Base, by a famous Italian Sculptor. Latin inscription,

from Virgil, translated, reads: "A spirit within sustains,
and the mind pervading its membersmovesthewholemass
with its mighty frame." 38}> in. high, 34 in. wide,
16% in. deep.

MANY of the beautiful homes andgardens of America have been en
riched by rare pieces from the Aimone
Galleries. The collection is always
changing. Annual pilgrimages to the
Old World keep it ever new. When you
are in New York, come to these Galleries
as you would to a museum, with the same
anticipation of delight. The present
collection of antiques, Italian marbles,

terra cottas and objets d art, invites
the largest expectancy. It is eloquent
testimony to a 43 -year-old service
which has no peer in America to-day.

3ority-two' &adi 3oi4ij-aialA
BETWEEN MADISON and PARK

NEW YORK CITY

The Home Fire Hazard
(Continued from page 82)

contains much more than enough oil.
A dirty lamp containing only a little
oil is unsafe.
Do not usepaper or decorativeshades
of inflammable material on lamps or
electric light bulbs.
Electricity is a hidden hazard and
extends throughout the wire system in
a building. Be sure it is safely in
stalled, and have the system carefully
inspectedand approved by a recognized
electrical inspector. Many fires are due
to defectiveelectricwiring. Do not de
stroy the insulation on electriclight, fan
or heater wires by hanging them on
hooks or nails. Immediately repair or
replace any defective switches, fuses,
sockets,etc. A fuse is the "safety valve"
of an electric system,and should never
be replaced by one of larger size or
any other material.
Before attaching electric irons, va
cuum cleaners,cooking utensils or any
other electrical device to your lighting
circuits or sockets,consult an electrician
as to the ability of your wiring to with
stand this additional load. Electric wir
ing systemsare designedto carry only a
certain current, and if overloaded may
cause fires. Numerous fires have been
causedby leaving electric irons with the
current on. Disconnect them immedi
ately when through using.

Heating and Garage Hazards

Coal and kindling should preferably
be kept within a brick or stoneenclosure
and not stored against frame partitions
nor directly against walls of boiler or
furnace. It is well to seethat the gar
denhosemay be attachedto the kitchen
faucet.
Never allow open flame lights in a
garage. When filling the tank, run the
auto outside, so that gasoline vapors
will dissipate.
Do not keep quantities of gasolineor
calcium carbide inside of garage or
dwelling. An approved underground
storage tank is the safest method for
keepinggasoline.
A metal waste can should be located
at a convenientplace outsidethe garage
for all waste and greasy rags. Burn
these every week. Never use sawdust
or shavings to absorb grease and oil.
Scrub floor (if wooden) occasionally
with hot water and lye.
The useof gasolinefor cleaningparts
of the automobile in the garage is a
dangerousthing.
The garage should not be healed by-
meansof stove or open fire of any kind,
unlesssame is isolated in another room
so that the gasoline vapors of garage
cannot possibly get to it. Gasoline
vapor travels. Being heavier than air,
it seeks low levels. Ventilation should
be arrangedto take care of vapors col
lecting near the floor.
Keep an approved fire extinguisher
and a pail of sand in garage. Water
thrown on burning gasoline merely
servesto spread it.
In many caseswater will quench fire
But in the caseof oils, alcohol and other
volatile liquids and grease fires water
simply spreadsthe fire and you are in
more trouble than you were at first.

The Big Eight

The eight firemakers in the order of
their devastatingpower are as follows:
Electrical, due to carelessnessand lack
of proper inspection; matches and
smoking; defective chimneysand flues;
stoves, furnaces, pipings and boilers;
spontaneous combustion; sparks on
roofs, and petroleum and its products.
From 1915 to 1910 the value of fires
from these causes aggregated$l,41b,-
375,845. Is it any wonder that there is
now agitation all over the United States
to have at least thirty minutes given

each week to the study of fire preven
tion? Saving the home is better even
than building more homes.

Extinguishers

Every home, of course, should be
equipped with the best possible extin
guisher. There are any number of
them on the market. Do you know of
many motorists who refuse the call of
the extinguisher? There are not many
who have not one in their car, yet there
are few homeswith them. Large homes
should have one on every floor. Small
homes,evenif theyhavenot enoughfoot
ageto lower their insurancerales, should
have them to reduce the fire hazard.
What kind should the householder
buy? The chief thing here is to buy
one that has no fancy methodof opera
tion, that simply by inverting the con
tainer, turns on a forceful stream; light
as possiblein weight,not over 25pounds
and preferably about 12, so that a
woman can use it. Right here it is
interesting to note that The Fireman's
Herald reports that women daily put
out more fires and obviate large con
flagrations than men; that were it not
for the fact that women put out so
many, the fire peril would have been
far greater.
Other things that we must demand in
the extinguisheris that it must have at
least a stream of 20' long; that there
must be no suffocating fumes from the
chemical's contact with the fire; that
the chemical must be as nearly stain-
proof as possibleso that in a small fire
the room is not unnecessarilydisfigured.
The chemicalmust not freezereadily, at
least not above 27 or 28 degreesFah
renheit.
There is one extinguisheron the mar
ket today that is gaining mightily in
favor, becauseit spreadsa foam over
the fire and cuts off the oxygen, and
the laying of the foam preventsa flash
back when the fire is nearly out. At
first this was used in the extinguishing
of oil fires, the heaviestand most diffi
cult of all fires to put out. For example,
where a chemical engine took an hour
to do the trick this foam type took a
few minutes.
This has the added power of expand
ing over eight times its bulk in the con
tainer when released,so that if the house
type is used the container need not be
over '4 gallon and you really haveabout
six gallons of material for the fire. This
does no more damageto draperiesthan
would water. It does not injure cot
tons or wools and does not penetrate
fabrics as many other chemicalsdo. If
it gets on one's clothes it is easily
brushed off after it dries. On polished
and varnished furniture it has no effect
and is easily washed off.

Service

Reliable firms will always tell you
correctly what kind of an extinguisher
to buy for your particular purpose.
They will, too, in compliancewith the
Board of Underwriters' rulings, watch
the apparatus once a year and recharge
if necessary. Actually they don't al
ways need it, but it is a wise ruling by
the board.
There are some extinguishers excel
lent for outdoors, motor boating, etc..
but which indoors are apt to give off
suffocating fumes.
There are extinguishersof large ca
pacity on wheels for large homes and
large estates. These are a great insur
ance against fire. They are built on
narrow gauge wheels for rolling on
floors in the house and heavier con
struction for outdoor use. Many big
estatesuse these little two wheelers,as
they are fire departmentsin themselves.

(Continued on page 86)
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DIRECTORY0/DECORATION 8 FINE ARTS

VAN DVSEN

Reproductionof an
Early American Tin Sconce

$15.00 Pair

New York.
Av

MacBRIDE
OF

"The House ofTihiici: Gaiilis-
9 EAST rj-t-rnST., NKW YORK

AntiqueChair#85.00.
ItalianWalnutConsole#55.00.

AN
effective dish shaped like
>an old Roman lamp comes
in hammered copper or brass.
It is 10" long and 3" high. The
price is $4. It may be purchased
through the

Shopping Service
of

House & Garden
19West 44th Street, New York

who will gladly help you secure
any article necessary to your
decorating scheme.

ELSIE COBB WILSON

Loui>AT/. WritingTabic—pairMarbltiztdUmpireVatet.

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City
Washingion.D.C— 808SeventeenthStreet,N.W.

P. JACKSON HIGGS
FormerlyPresidentof

" Slit- Hiitttioof (Drill." Jnr.

AUTHENTIC ANTIQUES

REPRODUCTIONS

DECORATIONS

Fifteen East Fifty-fourth Street
New York City

WoodInterior liy KuulCarlaen

A PICTURE
which expresses
the individuality of

the owner and of the
room, is suggested
as a substitute for

the meaningless
mirror so often
thoughtlessly used.

"ART NOTES"
RggisUrrd)

will bemailedfree to
those interested in
American Paintings

WILLIAM MACBETH, INC.
150Fifth Avenue uthof PublicLi

New York Citv

DARN LEY
Inc.

OCTAGON SHAPHD MIRROR
ANTIQUE BURNISHED GOLD
ORNAMENTS— 11x20in. Sij.oo

34E. 48th St. New York

SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

■■SimnuttChildren"
A mezzotintbyH. Maebeth-Haebutn
Altertheoriginalpaintingbti
J. Wright,ol Derbu
Paintings Engravings

Etchings
AnyEtching*orEngraving*Quotedonrequest

14 East 46TH Street
New York City llttZei
OPPOSITEH1TZ-CARI.TON Booklet

Bird Baths
are a source of endless pleasure.
The birds they attract to your
garden bring life, color and de
lightful entertainment.

Erkins Bird Baths
areto behadin a varietyof distinctive
designs,andart;renderedin Pompdan
Stone,a compositionthat is practically
everlasting.
Sandforcataloguelllun-
Uatinjta11
types of
Pompcltl
StonaGarden
Ornamenta.

The

Erkins Studios

Established
1900

240 Lex-
i n g t o n
Ave., at
34th St.,
New York
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Beckert's Tulips
TJECKERT'S TULIPS is more than a phrase-
J-J it implies a guarantee of quality; an expert
knowledge of production, and a wide acquaint
ance with reputable growers— it means "The
Finest Tulips".
Few spring effects are so cheery and hearten
ing as a border of Tulips—or beds of Daffodils.
Their warm colors radiate the spirit of sunshine
and gladness as do no other flowers the whole
year through.

Now is the Time to Plan
For Next Spring's Display
To ensure that highest measure of effect that
comes with harmony of color, height and season
of bloom, the bulbs you plant this fall must be
carefully selected and uniformly well-grown.
Our forty-odd years of experience and our close
association with the Holland growers enable us
to offer you the finest bulbs that Holland pro
duces—bulbs that are sure to live up to your
expectations.

Beckert's 1921 Bulb Catalogue contains much
of interest to every gardener and home owner.
You'll find in it not only descriptions and prices,
but hints and suggestions that you'll be glad to
have. Write for a copy today.

Beckert's Seed Store
Importers and Growers of Quality Seeds and Bulbs

101-103 Federal St., Dept. H

Pittsburgh, Penna.

The Home Fire Hazard
(Continued from page 84)

A good quality fire hose is a mighty
good assistancein a large home, too,
and is becomingvery widely used. Of
course, there are many fires that water
not only will not quench, but will
spread; on the other hand, there are
many little conflagrations that water
immediatelywill kill.
Another good method, but not as
efficient,for use in all conditions is the
telescopicfire bucket set. Six pails are
set in a container in the liquid and all
one has to do in caseof fire is to open
the lid and each pail comes out filled.
If the fire is not great and has just
started and is within a few feet of you,
this is all well and good, but one can
hardly throw water from a pail as far
as ten feet above your head,while with
the extinguisher the stream is from
twenty to forty feetin length. This pail
systemwould not reacha roof, you sec,
while the extinguishermight.
An intimate acquaintance with the
wizardry asbestoswill do a lot in the
home to keep the hearth fires burning
in their right places. The asbestosiron
ing pad on the ironing board is a good
resilient thing. Although not in this
case primarily meant as a fire preven
tive, it will stop the iron from causing
a big fire, even if it should burn off the
top sheeting, for when it reaches the
asbestosthe fire will go out.
There are now some very convenient
collapsible ladder escapes which are
stored in a small box near the window,

which makesthe escapefrom a fire not
dependenton ancestorswho were tight
rope walkers.
There are regular fireproof builders
who do naught elsebut fireproof work,
but in this article we are only concerned
in the home after it is built. Yet we
cannot refrain from saying that the
right architect and the right builder at
first will reduceyour fire hazard; they
will adhere not only to the Under
writers' rulings but they will build a
house so that its insulation (electric),
air insulation and circulation and parti
tions will be done accordingto safe and
wise arrangement.
Don't do foolhardy things and think
you can get away with them.
Have the telephone number of the
nearestfire station on a specialcard at
your telephone, or have fire depart
mentsin your own home—extinguishers.
Familiarize the family with the opera
tion of the nearestfire alarm box. After
operating a fire alarm, stay near it to
direct the fireman to the fire. Every
minute is significant.
Don't fail to notify the chief of the
fire departmentof anything you may see
that is dangerousor liable to causefire.
We could say today that in the home
millions are spent for fires but hardly
one cent for preventionof them.Should
we not as enlightened human beings
take thought and save the world some
of its uselessexpenditure of life, limb
and extravagance?

Good Irises That Are Little Known
(Continued from page 33)

Our iris garden pictures should be
made of light colors with only occa
sional deeptones for contrast. Nothing
can be more beautiful than great blue
massesof Pallida Dalmatica set off with
the white Mrs. Darwin or the yellow
aurea, and with hereand there the dark
bronze Jacquesiana. These varietiesare
all well known, as are Mmc. Chereau,
Queen of May, Othello, Thorbeck and
Victorine, and many other old kinds
which have held their placesin compe
tition with the hundreds of new varie
ties. While expensivenoveltiesare often
overrated, it is true that skilled Euro
pean and American breeders have in
the past twenty years produced irises
that surpassmost of the older sorts.
No better illustration of this progress
could be noted than a comparison of
five modernvarietieswith yellow stand
ards and brown or purplish falls—Fro,
Gajus, Iris King, Loreley and Mithras
—with such old varieties as Gracchus,
Honorabile, Idion, Mexicana or any one
of a hundred othersof the samegeneral
coloring. The older sorts are so entirely
outclassedthat there is no longer room
for them even in a large collection.
Lovers of color contrast will enjoy
Rhein Nixe, one of the finest of modern
European varieties,with white standards
and purple falls, a giant in size and
height and magnificent for massing.
Prosper Laugier is already popular, but
its worthy contemporary, Pare de
Neuilly, a red-purple, is unfamiliar to
most gardeners. It is a strong grower
and particularly adapted to massed
planting. The largest of the reddish
varieties, Edouard Michel, on the other
hand, is an iris to be usedonly in small
quantities. Both La Neige, the most
beautiful of all white varieties,and Iso-
lene have beenadmired at the American
Iris Society's shows. These unfortu
nately are slow growers and sometimes
shy bloomers. The vigorous Eldorado,
being more easily obtainable, enjoys
wider popularity; it reminds us of
Quaker Lady, but the form is not so
good. Ma Mie is one of the best of all
the frilled white and blue varieties,bcirg

more delicate in marking than Mmc.
Chereau. Gardeners who want large
flowers of rich coloring will appreciate
the purple Souvenir de Mme. Gaudi-
chau. Another giant is the lavender
blue Lady Foster, which like its older
sister Caterina, is a poor grower and is
a flower for the enthusiastonly. Cru
sader, the bluest of all irises, fortu
nately blooms more freely. A single
spike of this glorious flower was one of
the features of the Philadelphia Iris
Show in 1920. Lord of June is one of
the most magnificent of all irises, a
splendid,sturdy, strong grower and free
bloomer, with 3' to 4' stalks bearing
large blue and purple flowers. There
is a large stock of it in this country,
but the tremendousdemand keepsit at
a high price. Almost equally good are
Halo and Sarpedon; Ambassadeuris the
largest deep colored variety, while Cor
rida gives promiseof becomingour best
light blue for massing.
Among American seedlings,of course,
those of Farr are the best known, not
only becausethey were the first, but on
account of their high standard of merit.
Since 1909when Quaker Lady, Juniata,
Montezuma, Mount Penn and Wyomis-
sing were sent out, which productions
brought him instant fame,Mr. Farr has
added Erich, Mary Garden, Minnehaha,
Pocahontas, Shrewsbury, Swatara and
many others. He was the pioneeramong
American breeders and to him more
than anyone else is due the present
popularity of the iris. The brilliant
yellow beard which is becominga char
acteristic of the Farr seedlings is es
pecially noticeablein his finest new va
riety, Seminole.
The seedlingsof Miss Sturtevant,Mr.
Williamson and Mr. Fryer are much
newerthan Mr. Farr's and havenot had
time to becomeso widely disseminated.
Lent A. Williamson has by many gar
denersbeenproclaimedAmerica'sgreat
est variety. Although different in color
it is often called an improved Alcazar
on account of its vigor and freedom of
bloom. Instead of starting at a high

(Continued on page 88)
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A little cottage in the hills. Weather
proof, comfortable and inviting. Put up
betweendawn and sunset. Sturdy enough

to provide a year 'round residence if you
desire. In other words a Hodgson Port
able House.

You can erect a Hodgson House in a
few hours by following the simple direc
tions. A couple of handy men can do
the job. All the bother and annoyanceof
building is avoided.

Hodgson Portable Houses are used
everywhere as bungalows, offices, club
houses, garages, play houses, etc. Write
for illustrated catalog.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 226,71-73FederalSt., Boston.Man.
6 East 39thStreet, New York City

HODGSON
Portable
HOUSES

ESTABLISHED 1810

CretanJar No. 275
Sendtocentsinstampsforcatalogue

GALJ0WAYPOTTERY"
FOR.

GARDEN & INTERIOR
Interesting pottery will add charm to

your garden and home. You may
selectfrom a pleasing variety of Bird
Baths, Fonts, Flower Pots, Vases,
' Boxes, Benches, Sun Dials, Gazing
Globes, etc. Made in strong, frost

proof light stony gray Terra Cotta
and red, or in special colors on order.

GAIiOWSr'TERRA GoTta Gbt
3218 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

California Bungalow Books

"Home Kraft
Two Stories, "i
lows. $1.00 each

DE
311UNION LEAGUE .

aughtsman" each contain Bungalows and
t" Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bunga-
"<>r$3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

v ^ BUILDING CO.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

And So Plant Now
Our Lovely Fleur-de-lis
Plant them now, because now is the time to
plant them, if you want satisfactory blooms next
Spring.
We have an exceptionally choice lot of these
lovely '"Ground Rainbow" flowers.
Send orders at once; we'll ship at once. Add
10 per cent to prices for parcel post.
Letter S, in descriptions, denotes the upper
petals; F, the lower ones.

Albert Victor, S, soft blue; F,
lavender 30ceach
Aurea, S, and F, chrome yel
low 30ceach
Fro, S, deep gold; F, chestnut
brown 40ceach
Cajus, S, light yellow;F, crimson
reticulated white and yellow,

40ceach
Her Majesty, S, rose pink; F,
bright crimson 40ceach
Iris King, S, lemon yellow; F,

rich maroon edgedwith yel
low 40ceach
Lohengrin, S, and F, Cattleya
pink 40ceach
Loreley,S,_light yellow; F, ultra-

1 cream,
30ceach

marine blue, bordered cream.

Mithras, S, light yellow; F, wine
red with margin of deep yel
low 40ceach
Rhein Nixe, S, white; F, violet
blue, with narrow white mar
gin 40ceach

Abovevarietiespriced30ceach,are$2.50for tenAbovevarietiespriced40ceach,are$3.50for ten
TenSet—oneof eachof above10varieties
Ten-TenSet—tenof eachof above10varieties

Ordernow. Don'twish you had,nextSpring.

..$3
.$25

iuy tfeehr\9 Cor

NJ.

Renewing Our 25 Ft.
Hardy Border Offer
Contains Phlox, Hollyhocks, Delphiniums,
Digitalis, Chrysanthemums, Iris, Hardy
Astersandothervarietiesfor border25 feetlong
by6 feetwide. 150plantsin all. Completeplan
and plantinginstructionswith every shipment.
Preparedby gardenexpert. Merelyturn it over
to yourgardeneror handymanand tell him to
follow directions. Price $25f. o. b. Baltimore
securelyboxed. Shipmentsnowbeingmade.

{NOTE: Our Springofferbroughtmore
ordersthanwecouldfill. Fully prepared
for Fall rush,
mtnt.)

Ordernowfor earlyship-

Illustration shows garden of Mrs. Robert D.
Hopkins;Brinley & Holbrnok,New York, land
scapearchitects;plantsand plantingby Loudon
Nurseries,Inc. SpecialGardenOffer for space
50 x 40 ft. includingall plantsand individual
gardenplan, $150. Further particularson re
quest.

LOUDON NURSERIES, Inc.
H. CLAY PRIMROSE, Pre..

3906 Frederick Ave., BALTIMORE, MD.
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Farr'nPconifgtn
thegarden of
Mr. andMrs.A.
II. Hailcy,Har-ritburff,Penno.

FARR'S PEONIES
Known And Grown
In All Good Gardens

IN
fragrance, in color, in prolusion of bloom, Peonies rival the
rose, and I fully believe that no other plants give so much
pleasureand satisfaction for so little expenditure of time and care.

Peonies seem to be more widely distributed than most other
plants—thriving equally well in the cold of Canada and under the
warm suns of the Gulf States. They are permanent plants, too,
not dying out after a few years—at Gibraltar, Pa., is a large plant
known to be over 80 years old. and quite likely the suns and snows
of a century have passedover it

,

leaving it strong and full of vigor.

Mere Admirers Soon
Become Peony "Fans"

There is an innate charm in Peonies which soon make the casual
observer an enthusiast. It may well be so, for the plants increase
in beauty of form and flower and in intrinsic value as the seasons
pass. Nor is it necessary that large space be given to them, for
Peonies will thrive and bloom in the tiniest garden as well as in
the collection of the millionaire.

I am so sure that you long to know these wonderful flowers,
and to possess some of them for your very own, that I am offer
ing what I call

A SURPRISE COLLECTION
Years of study and labor have made me familiar with
the best Peonies for general growing, and I want the readers
of House & Garden to know these best varieties. Some
are high-priced, some are not, but they are all extra good.

For $5 I will send you 6 plants
For $10 1 will send you 12 plants

I am not here namingthe varieties(but eachplant will be properly
labeled)for I wantthis to be your SurpriseCollection. There will he six
or twelvevarieties,which, if selectedfrom my catalog,would coal much
morethanthesumsnamed. I wantyouto becomea Peony"fan", like hun
dredsof otherpeople. The varietiesand rootswill bemostlikely to accom
plish this. You candependon what 1 send—just leave it to me.

In fact I will do this— if you arc not pleased when the plants
bloom in 1923(for Peonies need two years' prowth ) write me and
tell me zvhy; you can keep the plants and I will send hack your
money. I wouldn't make this offer unless I knew my plants
would I?

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
a bookof overa hundredpages,withmanyillustrationsin naturalcolorsand
photographicreproductions.This book is toovaluablefor miscellaneousdis
tribution,but a copy will be sent on receiptof $

] , which summav be
deductedfromyour first orderamountingto $10.

BERTRAND H. FARR
Wyomissing Nurseries Co.

106 GARFIELD AVE. WYOMISSING, PENNA.

Good Irises That Are Little Known
[Continued from page 86)

price and gradually declining, it started general planting at the present time, as
low and is becoming more expensive they are not sufficiently tested,
every year—proof of a great demand. Irises can be grown in every part of
Queen Caterina, offspring of Caterina the United States,and with so many ex-
and Queen of May, has proved a sen- cellent varieties available it is no won-
sation wherevershown,but its high price der that interest has increased enor-
preventsits being usedfor massing,and mouslyduring thepastfew years. In ad-
like Lent A. Williamson the demand is dition to enjoying their own plants and
greater than the supply. This is also flowers, iris growers have the pleasure
true of Shekinah, probably the best of of associatingwith other lovers of irises
all light yellows. Afterglow is appropri- and. visiting their gardens. Those who
ately named and is a wonderful iris for complain that the iris season is short are
use as a specimenor for cutting, as its mistaken. In most parts of the country
color doesnot carry well in thedistance, irisesbloom from April to July; in Cali-
The pale lavenderand deepviolet, B. Y. fornia they bloom the year round. But
Morrison, is strong and sturdy, good for in any climateownersof irises are never
almostany part of the garden. Kathryn at a loss for occupation, becauseeven
Fryer is yellow and brown, larger than the names of the varieties open great
Mithras, and is becoming very popular fields of history, travel and romance,
in the West. The same can be said of Over theselimitless fields gardenerscan
Mrs. W. E. Fryer, a lavenderand purple wander in imaginationwhile waiting for
with a deep,rich fall. More recentnov- the first glimpseof iris edging the bor-
eltiesare hardly to be recommendedfor der.

Michaelmas Daisies for Fall Effects
(Continued from page 49)

one of the best, grows 2
'

tall and has
large purple flowers. Of this particular
species there are many varieties: A.
Bessarabicus, taller and more robust
than the type; Riverslea, Stella, On
ward, Framfieldii and Distinction are
all improvements, while the varieties
Aldenham, H. J. Cutbust and King
Georgemay be reckonedthe best of the
later productionsas giving greaterrange
of color to this group.
In Acris we have another medium
dwarf species of branching habit and
bearing large heads of blue flowers
which give a starry effect. Novs-
Anglia? is a truly American speciesand
probably the finest of the native asters.
It grows 6

'

in height and bears purple
flowers in September. The varieties
roseus and rubra are valued for their
distinctive coloring. William Bowman,
Woolston, Lit Fardel and Mrs. J. F.
Raynor are all good varieties. The last
named is somewhat dwarfer than the
type and the bestof this group. Novae-
Belgii, another native blue flowered
kind, has given some splendid varieties
ranging in height from 4

'

to 5'. Au
tumn Glory, Daphne, F. W. Burbidge,
Robert Parker, and White Spray are
well known and good varieties, but the
greatest improvement is found in the
varietiesClimax, Brightestand Best, and
Duchess of Albany. Ericoides is a

dwarfer and later blooming speciesof
very branchinghabit, producingmyriads
of small white flowers which are nice
for cutting. Enchantress and Delight
are both beautiful, and there is an ear

lier flowering variety called Clio which
has soft pink flowers. Vimineus resem
bles somewhat the foregoing type but
flowers earlierand is rather more robust
in character.
As already intimated, striking effects
may be had by careful selection of the
different typesof starworts and planting
them in masses. If employed in the
ordinary mixed flower border they as
sociate well with helenium Riverton
Gem, yellow heavily suffusedwith crim
son, or Tritoma uvaria, coral red or
orange. Of this hardy late flowering
tritoma there are several forms, such as
grandis, Saundersii and nobilis. Arte-
mesia lactiflora, with its mild white
plumes which last over a considerable
period, is another desirable herbaceous
plant for a background to Michaelmas
daisiesof the paler shades. The beauty
of Perry's Pink, Lil Fardel, Mrs. Ray
nor and Climax is greatly enhancedby
their associationwith artemesia. Then
we have the handsome foliage and
pleasing pendulous spikes of white
flowers of the cimicifugas. C. racemosa
and C. simplexare desirablesorts. The
late flowering monkshood. Aconitum
Fischeri, grows about 3

'

high with short
spikes of large, pale blue flowers and
looks particularly stunning nestling be
hind a clump of Aster ericoidc. 4 ^tv».
number of early flowering chrysanthe
mums are on the market, and a judi
cious selectionas to color and time of
flowering makesavailable many charm
ing companions for the Michaelmas
daisies.

NOTES OF THE GARDEN CLUBS

THE
Garden Club of Worcester,

Mass, of which Miss Frances
Clary Morse is the President,

was organized in 1919, and is com
posed of fifty women residing in Graf
ton, Hopedale, Hubbardston, Shrews
bury, Whitinsville and Worcester,
meeting once every month excepting
June, and then once a week.
Among those who have addressed
the club are Mrs. Francis King, who
spoke on The Woman's National Farm
and Garden Association, of which she

is the President, and on Lilacs; Mrs.
Hobbs of England, who told of the
Farm Work of Women there ; Mrs.
Richard Pope, who took up Gardens
for City Folk; Mr. Letson of Car-
bone demonstrated Flower Arrange
ment; Mr. Breed of the Clinton
Nursery talked on Perennials, and a

Garden Consultant read a paper on
Over the Garden Wall Commercially.
Mrs. Elizabeth Leonard Strang, a grad
uate of the Lowthorpe School of Land
scapeArchitecture, gave a lecture with
stereopticonviews on The Influence of
European Classical Gardens on Ameri
can Gardens; and on this occasion the
Worcester Horticultural Society . co
operated by giving the use 0.4its hall.
The President of the Ga*6en Club of
Worcesterhas a g^den sixty-five years
old, is a sister of Alice Morse Earle
who wrote "Old Time Gardens," has
herself written a book on Old Furni
ture, and spoken to her club on Flower
Arrangementin the Home, with photo
graphs. It is planned to have a lec
ture in 1921by Signora Olivia Agresti
on Italian Gardens, with slides.

Ellen P. Cunningham.





Pecram.the famousartistof Punch, showsherethebase- deuceof HenryVIII. The Ideal TYPE A Heat Machine
mentof a famousTudor mansion,oncethe favoritercsi- has transformedit into a moderncomfort-givinghome.

The millionaire who was being robbed
THE

millionaire lives in a fashionable New York sub
urb. In 191b the old-fashioned boiler in his cellar

consumed 136 tons of coal.

At his request a Heating Engineer made an examination ;
later he took out the old boiler and installed an Ideal
TYPE A Heat Machine.
The next winter —a very cold winter, too— the million

aire saved 45 tons of coal.

That millionaire was being robbed by his old-fashioned
boiler of about one-third of the money he spent for coal.

If the boiler in your home is ten years old or more, the
probabilities are that you, too, are being robbed in the same

degree.
Ask your Heating Contractor to go over your home and

report; or wire direct to us. We will communicate with
him or have one of our own Heating Engineers make the
examination, without obligation or expense.
Meanwhile your inquiry will bring you through the

mails full descriptive literature regarding the Ideal TYPE
A Heat Machine, the dustless, wasteless new invention
that pays for itself in the coal it saves.

Dept.23
816S. MichiganAve.
Chica«o.Ill. American Radiator Company

Makers of theworld famous
Ideal Boilers and American

Radiators

%ht IDEAL lybe J' Heat CMachintJ
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THE HOUSE PLANNING NUMBER

AN
editor enjoys getting up a fine issueof his
magazine just as a good cook enjoys the
'preparationof a finemeal. He knows exactly

what sort of thingsaregoing into it and has fairly
safe reasonsfor supposingthat it will be enjoyed.
We are enjoying the preparationof this issue. It
will be a big meal,a wholesomemeal,a meal not
soon to be forgotten.
The generalmotif of this feastis houseplanning,
but we haven'tput houseplans on every page,just
as no cook uses the same ingredients in all the
coursesof onemeal. There is more to houseplan
ning than house plans. It is a concoction of
various styles,plus a pinch of architecturaldetail,
a generousmeasureof family requirements,with
some dream stuff dusted over the top. It isn't
completewithout the dream stuff, any more than
an egg is palatable without salt. Certainly the
housesshown in this issue—about twenty in all—
are the stuff of which a homebuilder's dreamsare
made.
Nor can the coursesof this November banquet
be all alike. So we have mixed in judicious
amounts of gardening and decorating—the soup
and saladof the feast. For who can plan a house

A variety of California architec
ture will be shown in the House

Planning Number

without planning also the furnishing and decora
tion of its rooms? Who can visualize the home
that is to be without its gardensand their abun
danceof flowers? Nor cana good householdercon
sider the meal completeuntil it contains an ade
quate amount of kitchen equipment. So into the
pot has gonea measureof that too.
Some folks may say that this sounds like a
ragout of left-overs, a publishing stew, a thin
Sunday night supper pulled togetherfrom nothing
and nowhere. Don't be mistakenI Each course
is carefully chosenfor the easeof its mental ali
mentation. Each is rich with digestivenutriment
and seasonedwith fine illustrations. Its practical
vitamines are countless. In fact, so carefu'ly are
these pictures and articles chosen and arranged
that one passesfrom one to the other as easily as
a gourmetpassingfrom fish to fleshto fowl.
ThereI Our spaceis almostgoneandwe haven't
said a word of what this issueis going to consist.
Neither does the good cook! If you .know too
much beforehandthe surprise is lost. You have
to wait until it is set upon the table. So with this
feast. It will be servedaboutOctober 23rd; you'd
better reserveyour seat through your newsstand.
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THE OPEN HALL
/(i noftfeproportions, the simplicity of ils furnish
ings and the broad sweepof its curved stairs make
this open hall an elective feature for a country
house. The floor is of blue limestoneslabs cov
eredwith fibre rugsand carpeting,thus combining
elementscharacteristicof both indoors and out.

Old furniture and colorful chintz carry on the
distinguishedatmospherepresentedby the ivory
paneledwalls and woodwork and the fine old door
salvagedfrom an early New York home. It is the
residence of Alonzo Potter, Smithlown, L. I.
Peabody, Wilson & Brown were the architects
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FRAMING THE LANDSCAPE PICTURE
Distant Views Are Always More Satisfying When We Apply

To Them the Principles of Pictorial Composition

LUTON ABBOTSWOOD

IN planning a garden it is important toconsider not only the garden itself, but

also the landscape that surrounds it. Only

the walled garden can afford to disregard the

surrounding landscape, and even the walled

garden must have at least one opening on to

the outer world. If the surrounding landscape
is beautiful —and there are very few
places in our countryside where it is so
positively repulsive that one would like to

shut out all sight of it—the designer o'
the garden is wise if he tries to involve
the landscape in his garden scheme. You
may possess only an acre of ground but,

esthetically speaking, you are monarch

of all you survey from any point on thai
little acre. Yet the process of exploiting
the landscape for the uses of the garden
is not entirely simple. Let us consider

some of the methods employed by the

skilled gardener to press it into his service.

Composition

If your house happens to be situated
on the top of a lofty eminence, no very

subtle methods need be adopted. All you
have to do is to walk about your domain

and look at the panorama ; its mere extent

makes it perennially interesting as well

as independent of artificial composition
in the foreground. But the houses and

gardens which command a really exten

sive panorama are so rare that we need

consider them no further. We are inter

ested in the ordinary dwelling, situated

in a valley, on a flat plain, or on the
gentle slope of a hill, and commanding a
modest prospect of not very distant hills,
fields, and trees. How shall we involve
this prospect in our garden scheme? How
make it pay us its tribute of beauty ?

The gardener must approach the prob
lem in exactly the same spirit as that in

wrhich the landscape painter approaches
his similar problem. As a machine, Na
ture is extremely ingenious and well or

dered; but as an esthetic whole it is a

chaos. The business of the landscape

painter is to compose the chaotic elements

of Nature into an esthetic whole or work

of art. The gardener is faced with pre

cisely the same problem; he, too, has to com

pose Nature into a work of art. His task is
,

if anything, more difficult than that of the
painter, because he has to work in the actual

stuff of Nature itself. If a tree is badly placed
in a landscape the painter merely alters its

position in his picture; but the gardener has

A doorway or loggia arch, purely architecturalfeatures,
can be so placed as to frame a garden glimpse. Suck
pictures should be studied before the house is built and

> the garden laid out

to cut it down and plant another one in the

right spot or move the tree. His work is the
more laborious and slower. He is also handi
capped by the fact that the ways in which he

can arrange his natural materials are extremely

limited, while the means of the painter, unless

he is tied down by some ridiculous theory of
photographic realism, are almost infinite.

The gardener who is engaged in bring

ing the surrounding landscape into rela

tion with his garden has at his disposal

only one method of composition. He is

impotent to alter the actual landscape

beyond the boundaries of his garden.
All he can do is to alter his garden; his
power extends, that is to say, only over

the foreground of his picture. Neverthe
less, in spite of these limitations, the gar
dener contrives to do a great deal. How
much he can do by simply paying due

attention to his foreground is shown by
the accompanying photographs illustrat

ing a number of landscapes, in which a

few simple touches in the foreground
have turned a chaotic prospect of hills
and woods and fields into a beautifully

composed work of art that is an integral

part of the garden.

Limitation^

The first principle of all composition

is limitation. Absurd as it may sound, it

is yet true that the picture cannot exist

without the frame. The essential differ

ence between Nature and a work of art

is that Nature is without limits, and

exists in a perpetual state of flux, while a

work of art is fixed and clearly defined.

The business of the gardener is so to ar

range his foreground that the eye sees a

clearly limited picture in which there is a

harmonious relation of form between the

foreground and the far-off background.
The ordinary way of framing and

composing a distant view is by means of
trees or of some architectural detail. A

dense mass of trees may be used to block

out all but a limited section of a land

scape, which will be seen down a vista.
The same effect can be produced by the
use of walls and a gateway. Almost mere
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It is often possibleto trim treesso that they play an effectivepart in the composi
tion of scenery. Here a terracebuilt out on a hillside is shadedby an oak that has

beencut to make a settingfor the view beyond

interesting is the use of single trees or some

such architectural detail as a pillar to break
the line of the distant landscape and to di

vide it up into sections.

A very flat stretch of country requires a
particular treatment of its own. The hori
zon cn a flat plain is very near to the eyes of

anyone standing on the ground, and the airfl
of the landscape gardener in these districts

must be to create an illusion of distance by

the use of perpendicular lines placed in a

receding sequence. ,
How beautiful a flat country can be when

treated in the right way may be seen in
Flanders, anywhere between Ostend and

Ghent. Here the country is as level as a

calm sea, and a wonderful sense of distance,

of an almost infinite recession into space, is

Emphasis is given this vista by the two
obelisksplacedon the terraceat the end of
the path. Spots such as this are ideal for
certain kinds of garden statuary

A garden that commandsa view over flat
fish rolling country requiresthe useof firm,
perpendicularlines in th° foreground. Th"
avenue of cedarshere adds interest to the
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Where one'shousestands on a wooded or shrub-coveredhillside an avenuecan be
cut to openup the vista. By preservingtall treesin the foreground,the horizontal

lines of the distant hills are given a pleasingrelief

obtained by the copious use of poplars; their

tall, slender forms, planted in lines along
the edges of roads or canals, lead the eye
onward down endless perspectives. Flat
countries call for some sort of avenue treat

ment, carried out either in trees or in some-

form of architectural feature.

We have so far dealt exclusively with the

treatment of a view from the garden. It

will not be out of place to say something of
the way in which composition can be
achieved when the foreground is a window,

a gateway, or other aperture in a house.
Care should always be taken in designing a
house to provide for good exits. The firm
architectural lines of a doorway, porch,

loggia or arcade should be made the con-

(Continued on page 68)

An architecturalnote,suchas a pillar, helps
compose the landscape picture. In this
garden the view is ffamed by the trees on
onesideand thepillar on the other

That flatnessis necessarilydull is disproved
by the way this view hasbeentreated. Tall
trees planted in receding sequencegive a
senseof distance and aflord relief to the

horizontal sky line
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A gardenroom in the Tur
tle Bay district, New York
City. Edward C. Dean
and W. Lawrence Bottom-
ley, associatearchitects

(Left I No glass curtains
are used in this dining
room, the wide window
giving a charming view of
a garden walk

MutUeKdw&rd*Mewilt

(Left) Cool ivory paneled
walls, a deep blue velvet
rug and rosegauzecurtains
are incidentals in this din
ing room whose chief
charm lies in its proximity
to a garden. It is in the
New York home of Mrs.
Cornelius H. Tangeman

Hurting

(Above) It would be easy
to breakfast in this sunlit
room with its gay chintz,
painted furniture and
rough plaster walls. On
the right is a door leading
into a garden. AgnesFos
ter Wright was the deco
rator of the room
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GARDEN ROOMS IN CITY HOUSES
If One Cannot Live Out-of-Doors, the Next Best Thing

Is a Garden Room

MARGARET McELROY

IT is a curious fact that practically all the' thought and in

genuity in the past have been

spent in developing either the house

or garden and only comparatively

recently has attention been given to

these subjects in connection with

each other—the room in relation to
the garden. This is especially true
of this country that has lived so
long indoors and is only now awak

ening to all the possibilities of a
garden. Abroad it is an old story
and much could be learned from

the garden rooms of France, Italy
and above all Spain—rooms of
sunlight and shadow and sweetwith

the fragrance of old-world gardens.
More and more we are coming to

realize that every house should be

planned with a room of this kind, a

room the raison d'etre of which is

the surrounding garden or terrace.

We have reveled in living out-of-

doors, have seen the possibilities
and charm of a well-furnished

porch; we have successfully brought
the garden into the house and today
there is scarcely a home that does not

boast a room with the feeling of a

garden—one made gay with shrubs
and climbing plants and perhaps a

tiny splashing fountain to suggest
the out-of-doors. These things
have come to stay because no matter
how exquisitely a house is fur

nished, how perfect and harmo
nious in detail, it cannot hold us
when there is a garden to go into.
So architects, realizing this need,
are concentrating on a successful combination
of the garden and the house with the result of
a series of perfectly delightful rooms whose
interest first and last lies in the fact that they
are adjacent to a garden.

Discarding the Old Backyard

Some of the most interesting building in
New York City recently has been the remodel- .
ing of old houses into more comfortable and
attractive ones, and in every case the architect
has been concerned almost as much with the
outside as with the house proper. So what were

formerly drab backyards, notable for a certain
distinctive monotony, have been transformed
into tiny gardens of individuality and charm,

gay with colorful flower beds or decorative with
a more formal planting. In each one of these
communities an effort has been made to create
some kind of a garden to complement the
house, to make every living bit of green count
for something. In some cases persons occupy
ing an entire block have thrown together their

MattlcEdwardsHewitt
In this sun-swept garden room, the rough plaster walls, cool green
tiled floor and wide windows filled with growing plants preservethe

feeling of the out-of-doors

backyards and by the placing of shrubs, trees

and vines, stone paths with here and there an

interesting fountain and walls crowned with

pots of trailing ivy, have achieved the effect of

an old Spanish or Italian garden.
After having accomplished a garden in the

midst of the city, the next step was to tie it up
with the house. Formerly, all the "best" rooms

proudly faced the street, leaving no one to enjoy
the other side but the cook. With the acquisi
tion of a garden, however, the house immedi

ately turned its back on the street and in all

the remodeled houses the dining room, draw

ing room and master's bedroom face the bit of

green in the back with the kitchen, laundry and

maids' rooms on the street side. All these
changes developed a new type of room that

soon began to claim the attention of architects,

and decorators—the garden room.
In a house in New York that has not only
the advantage of a charming garden but a view

of the East river as well, the dining room has

been made into a perfectly delightful garden
room. The entire end consists of a low, broad

span of casement windows and a

quaint glass door opening into the

garden; on the walls is a scenic

paper of shadowy gray-green trees

that catch the sunlight and carry
out the feeling of the out-of-doors;

the furniture is simple and dark

and through the windows and door,
which are uncurtained, one sees a

winding path of uneven flagstones
shaded by drooping willows, a low

wall overhung with honeysuckle
and, dominating all, the spidery
outline of a great bridge.

Garden Breakfast Rooms

In our climate it is not always
possible to eat out-of-doors but it

is feasible to have a little breakfast
room so arranged in relation to the

surrounding garden that the effect

is practically the same. The first
thing to do is to put in wide win

dows and doors with perhaps a bay
window filled with growing plants.
Use only the filmiest of glass cur

tains, if any, as the object is to
bring the garden inside, not shut it

out by heavy draperies. If it opens
onto a brick terrace, let the floor be

of brick, too, the walls rough plas
ter broken by wrought- iron brackets

filled with ivy, and paint the
furniture a soft leaf green. The
china should have a design of bril
liantly colored flowers, and use
linen the same deep-cream color as
the plaster walls. It would be easy
to breakfast in this room, sur

rounded by and part of the beauty of the

sunny garden outside.

All city houses, however, are not blessed
with gardens, but this does not mean one can

not have a garden room. There is often an

extension that provides a roof which can be

turned into a delightful spot of green around
which one can evolve a garden room. One
house of this kind had a rear room that had

long been used as a general store room with

the roof behind an absolute waste space. The
clever owner, being forced to stay in town dur

ing the hot months, set about transforming the

room and making a garden on the tiny roof.
First a wide door was cut through, connecting
the two. On both sides of the roof were placed
high green lattices topped by urns filled with
daisies and trailing plants. Fortunately the
house was red brick, which makes a pleasing
background, and at the farther end an old

Spanish iron grill was used, also surmounted
by pots of ivy. Plants were everywhere, boxes
of orange-red tulips making a splash of color.

(Continued on page 68)
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THE WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT
LAST year in London they were sinking a pleasant little songcalled "Where Do the Flies Go in the Winter Time?'" It was a
thought-provoking ballad; in fact, after hearing every newsboy,

porter, messenger and indolent male whistle it
,

you began to wonder

where the flies did go.

Recently a question of like character has been propounded, a question
that makes the fly mystery pale into insignificance. An enquiring

reader of this magazine wanted to know where gardeners go in the

winter time.

After much investigation we discovered that those who are endowed

with an abundance of this world's goods go South or to California or to
the palmy and liberal isles of the Caribl)ean. The less fortunate simply
stay at home and endure the winter of their discontent as best they can.

If they have a greenhouse, the world can wag on; if they have no green
house, then winter is a sorry time for them.

AS most of us north of Washington are garden shut-ins during thewinter months, I am proposing two or three seemly amusements
that may help make the days pass speedily.

Of course, the gardener may, if he chooses, read old catalogs, but by
November he will be able to recite all the items from Achillea "The
Pearl" to Zygadenus with as much ease and accuracy as a fourth-year
lad recites the Presidents of the United States. After that, catalogs pall.
Or he may carry on a lengthy correspondence with other gardeners
!>etweenthe times he is occupied washing aphids off the house plants.
This is a pleasant diversion and helps widen the circle of one's friends.
He may even conceivably read a vast library of gardening books and
attain wisdom thereby, although, having read several score of them, I

find a sameness that almost drives me to tears. (Incidentally, if I have
to read one more book or article in which "My Garden Is a Lovesome
Spot" is quoted, I shs'n't be held responsible for the consequences. )

ONE perfectly
innocuous winter amusement for gardeners is to

make a gardener's anthology. Take a loose-leaf binder and paste
in, under alphabetical heads or topics, various snatches of horti

cultural news, bits of pretty garden prose and verse, practical data and
notes of controversies clipped from magazines and catalogs or copied
out of books. A symposium of this kind can be a perfect gold mine of
good ideas. You may collect, for example, half a dozen different reme
dies for delphinium blight, affording a variety of treatment for a variety
of circumstances. Another page may contain the names and pictures of
newer narcissi—kinds that, as yet, are far beyond your purse. And so on.

I know of one such book that has served not only to amuse its com
piler but to which is attributed an uncommon pathological value. When

a gardener acquaintance falls sick, this book is carried to her bedside.

It has effected many cures. What the Mother of Kazan ikon is to the
devout Orthodox Russian, this garden anthology is to the lover of flowers.

DURING
the past few years it has fallen to my lot to read quite

a number of nursery, seed and horticultural trade journals, and

I have noticed that a singular lx>nd of sympathy exists in these
groups. It is especially marked in the obituaries of deceased members
of horticulturists' families. Not satisfied with printing kind words
about the seedsmen or nursery growers who have passed, these journals
extend their sympathy to Mary and John and Annie and the rest of the
family who chance to be called from this sphere. Quite amazing!
At first I figured that dealing with flowers and such made these men
more tender hearted than the rest of us. Doubtless it does. Then

gradually the light dawned. When little Celia Strange is gathered to
her rest, nurserymen everywhere feel a distinct loss because once on a

day Celia's papa, in a proud hour of hybridizing attainment, named
his latest gladiolus after her. For years Celia Strange was part of the

nurserymen's stock in trade. They constantly spoke of her to their
customers, printed her name in their price lists, compared her beauties

with the choice colors and form of other flower sons and daughters.

Why shouldn't the horticultural world feel personal bereavement when

the original Celia Strange comes to the end of her flowering?

ONE
of these days— and this tan afford another winter amuse

ment— I would like to investigate who the original persons were
after whom some of our flower varieties are named.

Who was Marie La Grave and what relationship did she bear to the
hybridizer who gave her name to a lilac and several other flowers?
Who was Mme. Chereau of iris fame?
What romance was attached to naming a hardy aster after Peggy
Ballard, and who was Peggy?
What kind of family are the Lomas, immortalized by a long line—
male and female alike—of dahlias?
What has become of these old flower girls? Of Minnie Burgle, of
Dorothy Perkins, of Caroline Testout and Frau Karl Druschki ?

What vision was the rose grower dreaming of when he named his new

bud "Killarney Queen"?
What little package was disturbing the sleep of the sneezewort hybrid
izer when he called his new strain "Riverton Beauty"?
Did he ever marry the girl, that originator of chrysanthemums who
fondly dubbed his latest production "Bride of Kent"?
The other day, delving in an old gardening book, I came across an
item named Azalea Danielsiana. This name suggested no romante
until I read that in the year 1830 a Captain Daniels, master of a ship
belonging to the Honorable East India Company's service, brought the
original plant to England. Naturally it would be named after him.
Not so! The book attests to the fact that it is named after his wife,—

it was Mrs. Captain Daniels' azalea. Whether or not she accompanied
him on his voyages the book fails to state, but I can imagine the pretty
family scene that must have ensued when the captain learned that the
azalea was to be named Danielsiana, how he tossed a brave seaman's

compliment to her across the breakfast table, insisting that she be the
honored one, not he.

DELVING
in these old gardening books affords another winter

divertisement. Take an early issue of the Botanical Magazinr
or any volume of Paxton's Magazine o
f Botany—both of them

printed a century or more ago—and see what a mine of amusing and
instructive anecdote these books contain— how Mr. Drummond gave his
name to the annual phlox, and why the scarlet lobelia honors Lobel,

the botanist and physician who died in 1616.
Read the first accounts of Brachycome Iberidifolia, the Swan River
Daisy, "now flowering in the open border at Mr. Low's, Clapton." At
that time, May, 1840, the writer wasn't sure whether it was of annual
or perennial duration, although he suspected the former. He said it

deserved general cultivation— and today you can find it in any of our
seed catalogs, which proves that the gentleman was right.
Or consider the solemn lecture he reads English gardeners for neglect
ing "so valuable a group of plants" as the gladioli. What would he

say if he saw our lists today! He even ventures to suggest that lovers
of new flowers might do well to plant gladioli in the open border instead
of growing them under glass.
And if you think that the weakness for superlatives in flower de
scriptions is newly acquired by our catalog writers, consider this verbal
flight of the year 1839—"The Delphinium grandiflora is an especiall.%
magnificent species; and its flowers, when liberally borne, are too daz
zling to be gazed upon without greatly weakening the visual nerves." I

ask you, has any modern catalog editor ever written a flower caption
more sublime?



A VARIETY OF WALLS
Variety in wall surfacesoften makesa confusing
house. Each kind may have merit in itself, but
when combinedwith othersit losescharacter. The
successfuluse of a variety of wall surfaces,then,
dependsupon the skill with which they are placed
together. On this small Dutch Colonial housethe

first floor wall of the main structureis stonewith
brick lintels, the stone continuing up to form the
chimney. The gable ends are clapboardand the
extensionwall is stucco. All are combined har
moniously in a designthat is pleasingand livable.
Dwight James Baum was th? architect
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A favorite design for teapots
among Staffordshire potters
was the sitting camel with a

dolphin handle

COLLECTING SALT GLAZE WARE
Here Is a Field Not Too Expensive in Which the Ceramic

Hobbyist Can Wander With Profit

SOME
three years ago a remarkable col

lection of ceramic pieces brought together

by Mr. Thomas B. Clarke was dispersed
by sale, a collection which contained a far

greater number of examples of English salt

glaze than had, probably, ever before been

brought together by an American collector.

Since this event interest in the subject of salt

glazes has grown apace in America.

In his introduction to the catalog of the
Clarke collection, Mr. Dana H. Carroll re
ferred to "the charm of 18th Century salt

glazes ... as seen on the soft and rich sur
faces of the mahogany and oak furniture" and

wrote, "It was just such furnishings of 18th
Century England which the salt glaze dishes

and ornaments originally decorated and served
— the sideboards and cupboards, the tables and
dressers—and they speak in the same tongue
on this side of the sea. In fact, they bring
Albion with them ; note the teapot fashioned in
the form in miniature of an Englishman's
home. In the open lattice and basketry of the
dishes for table use and adornment admirers

see the 18th Century Englishman's attempt to

produce plastic ornament in concord with the

designs found in his imported laces and

damasks. Again he weaves openwork baskets,

as the worker in whites, intertwining the stems

of the grapevines and training its leaves for

decoration. Fruit baskets, sugar bowls and
creamers, tea caddies and cruet stands and

GARDNER TEALL

sauce-boats, epergnes, chestnut bowls and hot

water plates bespeak the hospitable board, and

plaques, jardinieres and statuettes the more

purely decorative aspirations of artificers who

worked homogeneously rather than as imitators

of the stranger."

Perhaps the salt glaze teapots in curious

form particularly arrest the collector's atten

tion. Mr. Carroll's reference to the one fash
ioned after an Englishman's home brings to

mind the suggestion that such

were designed and manufac

tured for the occasions of va

rious local housewarmings.
Familiar to collectors, too,
are those remarkable salt

glaze teapots in the form of

caparisoned camels in sitting

positions—of which there are
to be found some three dif
ferent poses—generally with
dolphin handles reaching
from the hind-quarters to the

tank upon the saddle. Then there were the

heart-shaped teapots from which lovers took
their tea; teapots in the form of squirrels —
curious in having a sheep's head and squirrel's
body; cauliflower pots (although these are rare
in salt glaze) and various other curious shaped

pieces.
Mr. Frank Freeth classifies the Staffordshire
salt glaze teapots as (1) The pecten shell, in
which the design of the side of the teapot rep

resents either one shell or
three or four superimposed

* with elaborate shell, bird and

£^ acorn patterns often taking
their place; (2) The house,
homely in design but occa

sionally having the royal
arms over the door; (3) Ani-

Teapots representingan En
glishman's home were often
madefor housewarmings

This irregular shapebelongs to Tureens were not uncommon
one of the Staffordshire styles subjects\jor salt glaze potters

An intricate basket
designdecoratesthis
l&th Century Staf
fordshire piece

Basket weave and panel
designsin relief enrich this
salt glazeplaque

The design of the plate to
the extremeleft is reminis
cent of Wedgwood

A creamjug in salt glazeof Staf
fordshire manufacture
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mals and grotesque figures; (4) Heart-shaped;

(5) Quadrilateral, hexagonal and octagonal,
bearing panel designs in relief; (6) Irregular
shapes with historical designs, such as the Ad
miral Vernon subjects; (7) Drab-colored with
white handles and spouts and white and blue

ornament applied; (8) Enameled salt glaze
probably introduced after 1751 and before 1760.

The invention of salt glaze was an early
one, salt glaze stone ware having been in use

in northern Germany in the 16th Century.
Cologne was the great market in this century,

from which the German salt glaze

wares came to be known as Co

logne ware. Probably the manu

facture of salt glaze in Flanders

was contemporary with that of the

Rhine countries. This Flemish
ware was known as Gres de Flan-
dres. These wares of Germany
and the Low Countries form the
first division of salt glazes, classi

fied as (1) salt glaze stoneware.
The next division (2) comprises
the salt glaze wares of England,

while the last division (3) holds

the salt glaze made in the United

States. The stone wares of divi
sions 1 and 2 are quite different

in effect from the thin English white body salt

glazes with which we are particularly con

cerned. These lovely salt glazes which made

their appearance in Staffordshire toward the

close of the 17th Century followed the earlier

and coarser salt glazes of Fulham and Not

tingham. The Fulham and Nottingham types
were originally close imitations of Frechen

brown ware—made in Frechen, near Cologne
—being inspired by the qualities of foreign

The pectenshell furnished
inspiration jor the decora
tion of this salt glazecream

m
i

Pierced work, as in this Staffordshire fruit
dish, was one of the methodsof decorating

Staffordshire salt glaze

Fluting and basket weave design
elaborated the edge of this 18th

Century platter

Here a combination of basket
weave,piercedwork and raisedde

signs has beenused

The translucenceof the Staf
fordshire salt glaze, in addi
tion to the delicatedecorative
designs,are found in this 18th
Century fruit dish

salt glaze stoneware which were imported into
London in the 17th Century.
The romantic tradition of the discovery of

the art of making salt glaze in England has

been disposed of by competent authority. The

old tradition had it that while a servant was
engaged in boiling salt in an earthen vessel,

the brine was permitted to overflow and boil

away, the result being a partial glaze on the

outside of the pot. This, of course, would be
chemically impossible.

The Elers brothers, Dutch potters arriving in

Staffordshire, have also been cred-

— ited with the introduction of salt

glaze into English manufacture

somewhere about the year 1690,

but recent research seems to indi

cate salt glaze pieces of local

make antedated their arrival in

England. However, it is probable
that the Elers were the first to pro
duce pieces of fine white salt glaze,

although only in small and perhaps

experimental quantities, prefer

ring to continue their other wares.

As early as 1671 John Dwight
of Fulham took out a patent for a

ware competing with "the myste
ries of Cologne ware", producing

some very fine pieces, among which were por
trait busts of Prince Rupert, James II and the
wife of Samuel Pepys, the indefatigable diarist.

The Nottingham salt glazed ware dates from

the beginning of the 18th Century. In his
monograph on "Salt Glazed Stoneware" Edwin
Atlee Barber describes the Nottingham salt

glaze as follows: "It is thin in substance, well
potted and graceful in form, but crudely deco

rated with simple designs, the prevailing sub

jects being scrolls, flowers and foliage and

frequently inscriptions, scratched in the clay
while wet. The glaze is of a bright red-brown
tint, and somewhat metallic lustre, caused by a

thin wash of ferruginous clay. The surface of
the ware is much smoother and less granular
than that of Germany and Flanders. Most

characteristic in form are the mugs, pitchers or
jugs with ribbed or horizontally corrugated
necks, two-handled cups, and the celebrated

'bear' jugs, covered with shaving of clay to

produce a rough appearance, the head being

detachable to serve as a drinking cup, while

(Continued on p9ge 72)
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Everything connectedwith the
ceremonyof lea was made up

in salt glaze

For this sauce boat the
hunt and the shell pattern
have beenused

The octagonalform is one
of the well-known Staf
fordshire shapes

A delicatecordededgegives
simplerichnessto this l&th
Century plague

Another sauceboat is dec
orated with several varia
tionsof basketweave

A great variety of
decorativemotifs is
found in this 18th
Century Stafford
shireplaque
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Gdlles

The architectureis in the style of the Italian
jarmhouse and is executed in stucco with
gray slate roofs. The entrance,which is on
a wide jorecourl, is marked by a colorful

fresco around the door

Spanish furniture has been used throughout
the house, the plain walls furnishing the de
sirable background. In the dining room the
walls are old ivory end the hangings blue.

Aimee Jones, decorator

Cedars planted close to the stuccowalls
reproduce the atmosphere created in
Italian country places by cypress trees.
The landscape plantittg is by Armand

Tihbets

THE HOME OF
STONE, PIPING
An Italian House Remodeled
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The entrancevestibuleleading into the
garden is a cool passagewith flagstone
floor and a wrought iron door. Wilson
Mizner was the original architect of the

house

CHARLES
ROCK, L . I.
by Welles Bosworth, Architect
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Irregularity of contour is desirable in massedborder plantings oj lion from the grasswalk to the trees is particidarly shown at the
flowering shrubs. Here it is securedby the form of the spireas left side of the photograph. In more extendedsituations, this
which form the bulk of the middle-groundplanting. Good grada- ascending slope from front to back could be more gradual

THE INTELLIGENT USE OF FLOWERING SHRUBS
Some General Principles Which Govern the Selection and Arrangement

of This Important Class of Plant Material

ROBERT S. LEMMON

IN the last analysis, the three great classesof plant material that most of us have

to consider when we plan our home

grounds are flowers, trees and shrubs. Each

has its place in the scheme, each complements
the others. in building up the ensemble. All
the basic requirements of color, size, form and

habit are found in the sum total of these three

groups. Their most telling effect is realized
only when their several functions and limita

tions are understood and followed.

The shrubs which form the subject of this
article are those whose blossoms in spring,
summer or early autumn constitute one of their

strongest claims to consideration. The beauty
and delicacy of the flower garden is theirs,

backed by no little of the feeling of hardiness

and permanency that is characteristic of trees.

They play an indispensable part in every land

scape plan, be it large or small.

Perhaps the most effective use of these de

ciduous flowering shrubs is in masses bordering
the lawn, driveway and similar areas, where

they constitute at once an unmistakable boun

dary and a transition zone that leads into the
taller, background of trees, house or distant

hills. Here the spireas, deutzias, weigelas,

forsythias and the like will make up the body
of an arrangement that presents sufficient va

riety to wear well and will not call for expert
knowledge in the matter of culture. Another

good grouping can be made of single species
such as lilacs, selecting perhaps a half-dozen

modern varieties so as to secure a range of

color and size. Almost invariably the one

great rule of all mass plantings should be ap

plied: use comparatively few species, dupli
cating these as often as need be to make up the

desired total. In this way one can avoid the
patchwork effect which too frequently comes

with a great diversity of kinds. The requisite
variations in color, form and height can be

obtained within the limitations of this rule
if one selects wisely.
Flowering shrub massings call for irregu

larity of contour, vertically as well as horizon

tally, unless a distinctly formal effect is sought.
This, of course, is a matter of arrangement,
locating, the place for each individual plant
with full knowledge of the part it will play in
the completed whole. The taller sorts should
not be restricted to the back of the planting;
here and there toward the front one of them

will serve as a pleasant accent point. Of
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course, the bulk of the front shrubs
should be low, that they may con
ceal the somewhat bare lower stems
of the tall growers and form a line
gradually dropping to the imme
diate foreground.
The second main group of shrub
uses includes out-and-out hedges
and those ever-varying plantings
whose chief object is to blot out
some undesirable view. Here regu
larity of line rather than variety
should be sought. One species,
such as Rose of Sharon, hydrangea
or Amur River privet, is preferable
to a mixing of different sorts, for
the sense of continuity should be
maintained. Shearing as soon as
the blooming season is over will
even off any stray branches that
rise too high or spread too far.
The third important application
of shrubs to the landscape picture
is where they are used to mask the
foundation walls of the house and
tie the whole structure to its site.

Spirea and weigela,with the pale
green of young oak leavesabove
and thewhite of dogwood behind
■—a wonderful spring boundary
for the broad lawn

Virtually every residence calls for
good foundation planting, for

which purpose hardy shrubs are far

superior to herbaceous flowers be

cause of their greater effectiveness

throughout the year. The general

principles of massing are appli
cable here as in the case of boun

dary plantings. Shrubs should be

selected for their color, season of

bloom, height and habit, depending

upon the individual house—details
which a good nurseryman's catalog
will furnish.
The day of the single specimen
shrub, flaunting its beauty ostenta

tiously in an otherwise open sweep
of lawn, is happily passing. Now
and then, as part of a background
or in some obscure corner, such a

shrub rounds out the picture as

nothing else will, but such cases are
not common. Do not use specimens

just for the sake of using them.

In conclusion, remember that au-

(Continued on page 82)

Occasionally the single specimen
is highly effectiveas a focal point
of attention. This wistaria,
prunedand trained to bushform,
suggeststhe possibilities
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The garageis reachedby a coveredpassagethat forms one side of
the house terrace. With the house it makes a colorful group set
naturally on the gentle slope of a meadow. The roofs are of
mottled slates laid irregularly, giving a pleasantly varied and at

the sametime unified effect

THE HOME OF

THOMAS T. HOPPER

RYE, N. Y.
LEWIS COLT ALBRO, Architect

As it was built
for a lover of
flowers,thehouse
is surroundedby
gardens. The
rear gardenholds
a little pool with
iris planted
about in clumps
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TEN DISTINCTIVE WALL PAPERS

A gay paper in a chintz designcould
be usedin a bedroom,breakfastroom
or sunparlor. It would be attractive
usedin panelsand comesin brilliant
colors on either a gray or purple

ground. $6 a roll

Formal and
charming is this
Adam design
which comes in
sepiaon ivory or
gray on white.
Priced at $3

An unusual pa
per for a hall,
morningroom or
man's bedroom
may be had in
tones of tan or
gray for $1.10

(Above) An Empire design in
dark blue and white on a tan
ground makesan attractivepaper
for practically any room. $5.85

The Chinesewillow designof this metal paper makes
an effective screen. It is black on either silver or
gold. $10 a roll. Plain gold or silver paper $8. 2
rolls are required for a screen 6 high

WhichmaybepurchasedthroughtheHcuse& Garden
ShoppingService,1911'est44thStreet.New York City

A bedroompaper in rose,blue,
violet and green on a gray
ground is $1.75a roll

Revolutionary scenesin green,
brown, red-orangeand blueon
a gray ground come at $2.50

An Adam pa
per remark
ably pure in
designcan be
had in gray,
tan or Wedg
wood blueon
white. $4.50

Charming Louis XVI paper
suitable for a bedroom, bou
doir or small silting room
in Gobelin blue on tan. $3.85

For a child's room comes a
Holland tile paper in blue,
pink, yellow and green on a
gray lattice ground. $2
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THE BOLD COLORS OF AN AUTUMN GARDEN
In This Last Season Nature Seems to Outstrip Herself in Richness

of Tone and Abundance of Bloom

ELSA REHMANN

Tv
HE autumn garden is luxuriant, abun-

• dant as a rich harvest. It is a garden
of renewed vigor as if it delighted in

the cool weather. It is a garden exerting itself
for one last grand display before the cold

weather cuts it down.

The autumn garden is full of flowers, an
all-over tapestry effect, for the showing of bare

earth which in the springtime is full of promise
only spells failure in the autumn. The

watchword of the autumn is fulfillment for

months of work and waiting.

The autumn garden is rich with flowers, for

the pastel-made garden of the spring, where

the color is laid on ever so lightly, has been

covered over with the color of the autumn,

which is laid on thickly and heavily as with

bold brush strokes.

The autumn garden has two contrasting
moods. The one is soft and hazy, like the

early morning mists, with flowers like ageratum
and the returning bloom of nepeta, scabiosa

and lavender stock, lavender and purple

asters, blue spirea and Salvia farinacece and

blue eupatorium and buddleias. The other
mood is rich like the autumn foliage and

colorful as a sunset. It is gay with calendulas
and marigolds, rich with varicolored zinnias,

hot with flame-colored phlox and tritomas,

gaudy with cannas, glorious with scarlet dah

lias and burnished with all the various dahlias

that are yellow and apricot, buff and fawn,

amber and salmon, old gold and copper and

bronze. It is in the assemblage of these color
ful flowers that the autumn garden reaches its

finest fulfillment.

THERE
are two kinds of flowers in the

autumn garden: those that are really

autumn flowers and those summer flow

ers that linger on lovingly well into the fall.

The heliotrope that has been blooming modestly
all summer has become careless and wide

spread and blooms with abandon in the au

tumn. The giant zinnia that has been well-
behaved throws out great far-reaching arms in

the autumn. The few scabiosas and annual
larkspurs, even the stray Delphinium bella

donna that has lingered on well into September,

add just the right touch of delicacy to the au

tumn flowers. And I have seen phlox Mrs.
Jenkins raising great white trusses among the
large flowered White Queen asters as late as

the first of October, and on the same day phlox

Antonin Mercie was building up the inter

mediate color tier between heliotrope and

buddleias still full of vigor.
It is hard to tell, indeed, whether to consider
such flowers as dahlias as summer or autumn

flowers when those that are slightly forced

bloom by the fourth of July and those that are
planted late come into bloom in September.

The same may be said of many annuals. I
know one gardener who has his annuals bloom

ing early in July. Then when his people go
away for the midsummer he actually cuts his

annual garden down to 6", and behold by Sep
tember it is in the fullest vigor again. But

there are many annuals, too, that go on bloom

ing happily all summer and well into the fall—
annuals like marigolds and zinnias and calen

dulas. In fact, I have seen calendulas still
in bloom in December.

A great many of the autumn flowers really
begin to bloom about the middle of August—
such flowers as the rose-colored sedums, Lilium
speciosum and New England asters, and all the

great sneezeweeds and sunflowers, the helen-

iums and helianthus, respectively. I like hel-
enium Riverton Gem the best, for its reddish

bronze flowers have a real autumnal tone. And

among the sunflowers, the annual Stella with

its pale flowers seems most charming to me.

I sayv it once used with calendulas and African
marigolds in cream and orange shades. It was
used very sparingly —two or three plants per
haps in the great mass of the other flowers, as

if they were some very choice variety. Gener
ally these groups like full sway over the garden
in their season. They are luxuriant to the

point of becoming a nuisance, but it is this

very quality that makes them so wonderfully
effective in great borders.

ONE of the real autumn flowers is theblue spirea, a delicate plant easily win

ter-killed but altogether soft and lovely.
The lavender-blue eupatorium is a sturdier

plant but with a charming hazy quality to its

flowers. Among light blue flowers there is the

perennial blue salvia, Salvia azurea, that looks

well with tall white phlox and boltonias and

is particularly happy when its charming annual

relative, Salvia farinacew, in hazy blue and

silvery white, makes a foreground for it. The

autumn cimicifugas or white snakeroots are

comparatively rare plants. Like their summer
relative, Cimicifuga raccmosa, they like the

deep shade amid ferns and look particularly
well placed against gray stone walls. A Clema
tis paniculala may, perchance, have trailed

over the wall and be adorned with its feathery
fruit. Clematis paniculata is one of the few

autumn blooming vines. The great polygonum
with its white film may still be out, and the
annual cobea may have a few flower trumpets
left, but for an autumn show the clematis is

all-satisfying. As for other vines, there are
orange-berried bittersweet and matrimony vine

with lavender berries; there are Vitis Henryi
with turquoise fruit and honeysuckle with

shiny black berries, and there are the coloring

Virginia creepers that are particularly fine as
a background for anemones.

Japanese anemones—the white anemones
with a chastity quite unrivaled and the pink
ones with a soft femininity altogether lovely—

are, perhaps, the most precious flowers of the

autumn. They have a delicacy altogether
spring-like. They are so choice that the com

panionship of only the most delicate plants
seems appropriate. For this reason they look
well with Lilium speciosum and with snap
dragons.

Anemones like cool, half-shaded places.
They like to stretch their white bloom the whole
way under an arbor. I like to see the white
anemone amid ferns, and I have planted the
pink Queen Charlotte among the laurels in a
semi-shady garden on the edge of a woods try
ing to bring the wondrous pink of the laurels
back to the autumn garden.

THE most prominent autumn flowers arethe asters. They are the finest of all
the autumn rayed flowers and have a

range of soft shades. There are white asters
and pink ones, but the finest are the blue and
lavender ones. I like the shy white and modest
pale blue asters of the woods. Nature has a
delicate way of handling her wood asters, for
she scatters them ever so lightly as if they were
especially precious. It is in this same spirit
that I have seen asters planted in semi-shady
gardens intermingled with the delicate foliage
of columbines and meadow rues. This more
delicate handling is charming, too, in the
mixed border where the aster plants are to be
found in clusters interspersed amid spring and
summer flowers. Such asters as Climax make

fascinating high points when planted in clus
ters of five to seven plants at either end of a
border otherwise low and flat. And such asters
as ericoides with lovely mounds of feathery
bloom quite in the spirit of Baby's Breath, can
be used like it spotted singly through the border.
But with some of her wild asters Nature is
more lavish, for you often see the New En
gland aster, for instance, displaying itself in

great masses through the fields. In this glo
rious display of asters many autumn gardens
show their finest spirit. Planted in rows 2' or
3' apart in order that each plant may become
full and well-formed, they rival the hot-house
cinerarias. I once saw the New England aster,
Climax, White Queen and the rose pink St.
Egwin used together in this way with great
effect. The New England is the tallest of this
group and the most straggly. Climax is a
more orderly plant with splendid dark green
foliage. White Queen is the best tall white

variety, while St. Egwin is quite different, a

very compact plant not over 3' high with dark
gray-green foliage. This diversity in height
and character intensifies the beauty of the
border.

THIS border was as near a rival as Ihave seen to the picture of the Michael
mas Daisies in Miss Jekyll's "Color in

the Flower Garden". Miss Jekyll seems a

{Continued on page 66)
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIOR

To create the dhirr.g room in the New York
home of Mrs. K. M. Littlejohn thereare used
such diversified elementsas a groined ceiling
and an Italian mantel, black and gray marble
flooring with an Oriental rug, a black base
board below roughplasterwalls and 18(ACen

tury English furniture

The living room in the homeof Alonzo Potter,
Smithtown, L. I., is comfortably furnished
without regard for period styles. The mantel
camefrom an old New York house. The walls
are canvasedand paintedin ivory. The furni
ture is Colonial in feeling. Peabody, Wilson

& Brown, architects
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Hartlng

The views on these
two pages are from
the New York home
of Mrs. R. M. Little-
john, of which Maude
Sternerwas decorator.
The living room walls
are coveredwith gold
tea chest paper, the
woodwork being
glazed to match. The
coloring is takenfrom
the nth Century lac
quer desk

Brocade curtains of a
Chinese Chippendale
design in tawny
brown and made up
with heavy valances
hang at the windows.
On someof thefurni
ture, which is ISth
Century English, the
coverings are rare
needlework,on others
Chinese brocade has
beenused. The
tel is antique
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In one of the bed
rooms the walls are■

paneled and painted
cream. Color is found
in the glazed chintz
curtainswhich havea
bujj lattice back
ground with a rose
pattern. They are
edged with old blue
fringe. Red glassbot
tles and a yellow
flower bowl are on
themantel

A fine old Chippen
dale four poster sets
the standard for the
furnishings of this
bedroom. The chintz
of the curtains has
beenusedfor valance
and covers, with old
rose lining. It also
upholsters the sofa.
Pillows are old rose.
One of the chairs is
covered in French

blue
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REVIVING THE LAVABO
This Convenient Adjunct to Renaissance Houses Lends Itself Admirably

to the Modern Dining Room

COSTEN FITZ-GIBBON

dining rooms as a feature of both decora

tive interest and practical utility com

bined. As a means of bringing running
water into the dining room, whether the
water be previously cooled for drinking
purposes or whether it be used only for
filling urns, percolators and finger bowls,
the presence of the lavabo is justified
from the utilitarian point of view. It is
with its character as a feature of decora

tive interest, however, that we are here

chiefly concerned.

The lavabo was of two sorts, the fixed
and the portable. One of the illustra
tions shows a 15th Century lavabo still
in use in the dining room of a famous

Florentine villa. The lavabo niche, re

cessed about 9" or 10" into the wall, is
framed within pilasters and an entabla
ture of exquisitely carved stone—the gray
pietra serena quarried from the surround

ing hills—wrought in a style that
strongly suggests the work of Mino da
Fiesole or some of his pupils.
A square of white marble sculptured
in crisp relief, and let into the wall at the
back of the niche, contains the faucet
which issues directly from the end of a
wine cask presided over by two frisking
winged cherubs carrying chaplets of roses.

(Continued on page 66)

Although now sealedup, this scal
lop shell Tuscan lavabo still serves
excellentlyas a niche. The purity
of its design deservesexamination

A LAVABO, as the word itself indicates, has to do with washing.

It was originally a washing ac
cessory employed in ecclesiastical usage.

Afterwards it was adopted as a polite
and convenient adjunct in the houses of

the well-to-do, and during the later Mid
dle Ages, the Renaissance and, indeed,

to some extent even as recently as the

ISth Century, in Italy, France and Spain

especially, but elsewhere also, it formed

a part of the equipment in whatever

apartment meals were ordinarily eaten.

Historically it may be regarded as a
relic of the time when table parapher
nalia were not so highly developed and

minutely specialized as they are now,

and when, in the accepted code of table

manners, it was a polite and grateful
thing to lave one's fingers before sitting
down to meat and a necessity to do so

after rising from the table. Commonly
an object of grace and elegance in itself,
it was the forerunner of two utilitarian

but unpretty modern articles—the sta
tionary washstand and the water cooler.
Without venturing to insinuate that
modern society needs to bathe before sit

ting down to meals, it is not amiss to

suggest that the lavabo might be restored
to its ancient place in our present-day

A bold design is afforded by this
16th Century Tuscan lavabo in a
semi-circularnichewith covedscal
lop shellheadandvase-shapedbasin
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Mermaid, the upper one of thesenarcissi,is
unusually large, with white perianth and
bold, creamy colored crown. The lower
flower, Cleopatra, is a magnificent yellow

of the trumpet type

LEADERS OF THE!
NARCISSUS RACE
Of the Hundreds of Named Varieties,

These Are Among the Best

TRUMPET TYPE
All yellow: Cleopatra, Olympia, King Al
fred, Van Waveren's Giant. White: Peter

Barr, W. P. Milner. Bicolor: Duke of Bed

ford, Weardale Perfection, Spring Glory,

Glory of Noordwijk.

INCOMPARABIL1S TYPE

( Large chalice-cuppvd) : Bernardino, cream

and_ orange; Great Warley,
white and clear

yellow; Bedouin, white and orange-scarlet;

Will Scarlett, orange-red and cream.

BARRII TYPE

(Short-cupped): Masterpiece, cream and

orange; Red Beacon, ivory, sulphur and

orange-red.
LEEDSll

(Eucharis- flowered) : Czarina, white and

citron; Sirdar, silvery white and cream; St.

Olaf, white, cream and sulphur; Lord Kitch
ener, white and primrose; Mermaid, white and

cream; Queen of the Xorth, white and lemon.

TAZETTA HYBRIDS
Admiration, sulphur-yellow and scarlet;

Klondyke, yellow and golden; Mignon, white

and orange-scarlet; Elvira, yellow and orange.

POETICUS TYPE
Cassandra, white and dark red; Horace,

white and dark red.

BEST FOR NATURALIZING

Emperor, Empress, Madam I'lemp, Sir Wat-

kin, Conspicuus, Katherine Spurrell, Mrs.

Langtry, Poeticus recurvus, Poeticus ornatus.

Sir Watkin is one of
the most satisfactory
kinds for naturalized
planting. Its perianth
is sulphur color, and
its yellow cup is
tinged with bright
orange. A bold, hand
someflower
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IF YOU PLANT BUT A DOZEN PEONIES
You Will Do Well to Make Your Selection from the Long List of Modern

Varieties —Four Collections of Varying Costs

GEORGE H. PETERSON

I WOULD consider it a very greathardship indeed were my planting
of peonies confined to twelve va

rieties, as would any one who has
planted the modern peony in a number
of its best sorts. There are, however,
many whose space or purse will not well
permit a greater number or expenditure,
and it is to these that this article will, I
hope, particularly appeal.
I think it can be safely said that in
the past ten years more general interest
has been shown in this most worthy
flower in America than during the pre
ceding thirty years, and to one who has
believed in, loved and lived with the
peony for almost this period of time this
awakened interest is indeed most grati
fying.
Not the least of the peony's ap
peal is that it will grow and bloom
wherever flower-loving people live,
provided it is where winter brings
more or less (the more the better)
freezing, and this will include most
of our country from Georgia to
Alaska, inclusive. Furthermore,
the rarest and most beautiful sorts
will thrive and bloom year after
year just as easily as the old-fash
ioned "pineys" which came up
smiling every June in the much-
referred-to Grandmother's garden.
The past two springs brought
disappointment and even grief to
the grower of many a flowering and
other plant, but the peony has twice
again demonstrated its ability to
come triumphantly through any
thing which nature may send to us
in the way of weather. In fact,
after the exceptionally severe and

prolonged winter of 1919-20, this
flower was more prolific of bloom
and of better quality than in any

Reine Hortense is perhapsthe finest all-around pink peony.
Its flowers are large and evenly formed, the habit of the
plant is good, and Us blossoming can be dependedupon

other year of the writer's experience.
Bitter weather is not usually thought of
as conducive to flower excellence, but it
really helps the peony.
There are various species and classes
of peonies, some of which will prove of
interest only to the long-experienced
planter and collector, but as this article
is devoted to the man or woman who
must confine himself or herself to but a
few varieties, I shall restrict myself to
the chief class of all—the Chinese
peony, or, as it is botanically known,
Pwonia albifiora. This is a true herba
ceous plant, the foliage dying each fall
and the ever-increasing growths spring
ing up anew each spring from the root.
The development of this class began
the first half of the 19th Century,
but a great deal of progress was not
made until the latter half of that
period, when the French, who had
become the most skilled hybridizers
in the world, took hold of the peony
in earnest. Among the most suc
cessful of French raisers of that
time were Calot', Crousse and
Mechin, many of whose produc
tions are among the best-known
and most-grown varieties of our
day. Following in their footsteps
came Dessert and Lemoine, both of
whom are still at work at Chenon-
ceaux and Nancy, respectively.
Some of the productions of these
two raisers outshine anything which
has gone before. Among the most
notable of the former's productions
are Mons. Martin Cahuzac and
Therese. The former is the darkest

I

red, good double peony ye{ pro
duced. Therese alone is worth a

quarter of a century's effort. In
annually perfect and profuse
blooming qualities, in symmetrical

A splendidwhite, fragrant sort is Festiva maxima,a vigorous grower
with large foliage and long flower stems. Photographs by courtesy

of GeorgeH. Peterson

Philomele blends guard petals of
soft pink with a centerof golden

yellow and rose

White guard petals and a lemon
yellow center mark the fragrant
Duchessde Nemours
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Milton Hill is one of the latest
floweringpeonies. The beautyof
its salmon-pink petals cannot be
evenfaintly suggestedin a photo

graph

habit of growth and in quality and

size of bloom, it leaves nothing to

be desired. Tourangelle and Souv.

de Louis Bigot are two compara
tively recent productions of great

promise from this master hand.

Among many introductions of

very great merit, Lemoine has given
us Le Cygne and Solange, two va

rieties which have climbed to the

top rung of the ladder; in fact, the

first variety is usually considered

by connoisseurs the acme of per
fection in the peony.
America, where the peony is

grown to a greater state of perfec
tion than in Europe, was slow in

seeing the possibilities of this

flower. It is true that Terry, work
ing apparently at random but in

quite a large way, brought into

being a large number of varieties

during a half century of labor,

most of which, however, proved
worthless. Among other American

producers, the names of Richard

son, Hollis, Rosenfield,
Shaylor, Brand and Pleas

are associated with varie

ties which have proved their

worth. The names of others
will doubtless soon have to
be added to this list.

New Varieties

Before going into the sub

ject of cultivation, it may

not be amiss to state here

briefly how new varieties

are produced, especially as

there seems to exist a quite

general lack of knowledge

on this phase of the subject

among amateur growers.
The peony does not come

true from seed, but does al

ways come true from a por

tion of the root. I particu
larly mention this latter,

since not infrequently some

The flowers of Jubilee are ex
ceptionally large, fairly fragrant,
flat in form and long-stemmed.
The color is creamy ivory white,
fading to pure white

A splendid
early peony
for general
planting is
Madam Ca-
lot, blending
flesh color,
blush, crush
ed straw
berry and
white in its
petals

A dormant
peony root as
it appears in
the autumn
when ready
for planting.
The small
buds or
"eyes" will
develop into
next year's
flower shoots

A distinct and impressivesort is Eugenie Verdier, one of the most beautiful peonies
grown. Its color is flesh pink shading to a white center. The length and drooping

habit of the stems are characteristic

one has told me that he or she has

been informed that if varieties of
different colors are planted in the

same bed or proximity, sooner or

later the characteristics and colors

of these different varieties will
change. My answer to this is
briefly: "Not in a hundred years."

Producer and Public

The raising of new varieties is a

fascinating and interesting work,

and, in my opinion, should not be

indulged in by the public distribu

tor of roots. Just as a parent is not
a fair judge of the merits of his
child, so the producer of a new va

riety is not, as I see it, competent
to pass on the value of his produc
tion. Were it possible to limit the
production of new varieties to those

who would first have to sell them

to a distributor, the planting public
would be saved disappointment.
Seeds are usually gathered in

August and may at once be

set 2" deep and about 1
'

apart, rows to be from 2
'

to

3
'

apart. Most of the seed

should sprout the next
spring, although some of it
will lie dormant another
year. You will have to wait
about four years for blooms

to appear, and it will take
at least five years from the

time the seed is sown to de

termine if you have a really
desirable new variety. If
there is one such to every

thousand plants, you will

i be fortunate. It will thus

I readily be seen that the

growing of new varieties is

not a profitable commercial

undertaking. Of course,
where the flowers are skil
fully hand-pollenized, the
chances of getting a good

{Continued on page 78)
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WALNUT FURNITURE IN THE DAYS OF QUEEN ANNE
This Fashion Which Intervened Between Oak and Mahogany Has Its Own

History and Distinguishing Characteristics

A. T. WOLFE

THE furniture which is knownas Queen Anne walnut re

flects in its style the history of

the period during which it was

evolved.

Before the Restoration furniture

was plain and somewhat austere,

strength and utility were regarded as
essentials, and little attention ■vqa's

paid to merely decorative value. Ac

cording to Evelyn, sturdy oak was

used for the bedsteads and the mas

sive tables which were built for en

durance, and were "fixed as the

freehold"; while "joynt stools" and

benches were almost the only large

movables made. With the accession
of Charles II came "a politer way of
living", which brought about a com
plete change in the nature of house

hold appointments, and by: degrees
the last traces of Elizabethan modes

and manners disappeared. There

was a new taste for color, lightness,

even frivolity. It was this taste
which brought walnut into vogue; it

had color and luster which accorded

well with the new figured silks,

satins, "taffetys, and mohaires", and

it was better adapted for turned and

richly scrolled woodwork, being less

liable to fracture than the stubborn

oak. Also, it was lighter, and this

was a consideration, since furniture

had ceased to be fixed in its position.
The chair, which had formerly been
an isolated seat of honor, had come

into common use, so that it was an

advantage if it could easily be moved
here and there by -the court ladies for
gossip or cards. The typical straight-
back chair of this period, carved

with double scrollwork and straight-
stretched legs, was nearly always
made from walnut, though it is noi
infrequently described as oak in the

modern sale room.

Plenty of wood grown in England
was then available; the walnut trees

which had been planted so freely in
the time of Queen Elizabeth were

ready for felling; the supply of in
digenous- wood was ample even for
the lavish use that was made of it—
floors of inlaid walnut were not un

known — and when mahogany super
seded walnut as the fashionable

wood for furniture, it had not yet
been exhausted.

Of the foreign influences that are
to be traced in the furniture of the

walnut period the Dutch was the first

and the most potent. Furniture had

long been imported into England
from Antwerp, and a good deal that
was made in England was copied

(Below) A chest of two
drawers apd two half
drawers surmounted by a
cabinet is a very typical
pieceof the walnut period.
The wood is finely figured

(Above) The influence of
the Dutch craftsmen who
followed the Dutch king to
England is evident in a
bureau with drawers, cup
boards, and pigeonholes

(Left) The mirror which
replaces the usual inlaid
panel is a very rare feature
in a clock of walnut. The
basemoldings are particu
larly well designed

(Below) The finely-pro
portioned cabinetwhich in
the companionpicture ap
pears closed is here shown
with the door open,
playing theinU
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The bellied sides of a chfst of drawers exem
plify the Dutch influence-which is marked in
English furniture of the late 11thCentury

This cabinet showsa fine exampleof seaweed
inlay in excellentcondition. The baseof the

piecehas beenrestored

from Dutch patterns. William III,
naturally enough, encouraged the ten

dency and welcomed the Dutch artists

and craftsmen who had begun to arrive

on English shores, and so closely were

the two styles mingled that nowadays it

is hard to distinguish between Dutch

and English pieces.
The influence of France was' also
strong, especially on the- more magnifi

cent and luxurious furniture which was

demanded by royalty and its satellites.

During Cromwell's austere rule the
exiled court and courtiers had been col

lecting furniture abroad and assimilat

ing continental ideas, and when the

Monarchy was restored in-16'60 an era

of luxury and splendor set in, of which

the characteristics were rather French

than English. The Huguenot workmen,

who came to England after the revoca

tion of the Edict of Nantes, brought

with them new patterns and fresh ideas

for cabinet work. William of Orange,
who was by rto means averse to splen
dor and pomp, was attracted by these

innovations; Daniel Marot, in whose
work Dutch and French influences were
blended, held a royal appointment, and
the fine intricate French and Italian de

signs of Andre Charles Boulle were

(Continued on page 86)

The escritoire is more typical of the mahogany
than of the walnut period. It is interesting to
compare the shell design on the stool with that

on the table shown above

The design of this chair,
which is in highly-figured
walnut, is striking and un

usual

Straight sidesare uncommon
in chairs of this period. Tin
legsalso are of a type rarely
found so early
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ENGLISH IVY AS A HOUSE PLANT
A Vine So Easy to Cultivate and So Satisfactory in Growth

Deserves Greater Indoor Popularity

CARL S. DOW

WE generally think of theivy as a vine exclusively

for climbing the brick

and stone walls of buildings.

But when grown indoors few

plants surpass it for decorative

effect in spite of the fact that
it is without bud or blossom.
The glossy green leaves are
very attractive and extremely

durable, remaining alive for

many months. In fact this
climbing vine thrives in its slow
way in places where it receives

little or no direct sunlight.

English ivy will grow satisfac
torily in the darkest corners of
a room if taken into strong light
for a few hours once in a while.

But most varieties of ivy
grow too fast for indoors and

without the dormant season of

winter would become unman

ageable in a few months. The

genuine English ivy should be
selected for indoors because it

it of slow compact growth, the

leaves are on short stems, and it

does not become coarse and in

conveniently large inside of a

year or two.
A slip of English ivy will
take root readily, and with rea

sonable certainty, for the ten

drils which it puts out as assist
ance in fastening itself to a

rough surface readily become

roots if put in water or damp
earth.

Since the ivy is a climbing
vine, it needs a trellis or other

support when invited into the

Ivy has been effectively
usedaroundamirror on the
sunporch in ' the Spokane
residenceof W. H. Mur-
sittsoyd. Yellow walls,
white lattice, black floor.
Mrs. John Odson,decorator

A well-designedtrellisgreat
ly enhancesthe appearance
of indoor ivy. This trellis
may be painted white for
contrast or given a coat of
Holland blue where little
or no contrast is desired

house. A slip 6" to 8" long,
planted in ordinary garden soil
in a clay pot will develop slow
ly, climbing over the trellis un

til it completely covers it. Nip
ping off the ends from time to

time will make it branch so that
the mass of dark green will
show numerous young light
green leaves and shoots which
greatly enhance its beauty. The
same effect may be had more

quickly by planting three, four,
or five slips, twining them in
and out of the trellis as they
grow.
Of course the effect of the
mass will depend upon the
shape and size of the trellis
which must bear some relation
to the size of pot or jardiniere.
For a 6" or 8" pot, or a 10" jar
diniere, the trellis may be 15"

or 18" high and 6" to 10" wide.
These dimensions, which may
be altered at will, appear suit
able if the ivy is to occupy a
shelf or taboret. If the mass is
wanted in more nearly circular
or spherical shape, the trellis
should have greater width; that
is, the width should equal near

ly the height. When the plant
is to be placed on the floor, as in
a sun parlor or glassed-in porch,
a height of 4' or 5' is not too
great. The trellis may be made
even higher, for the ivy is so
light that the developed plant
will not be top heavy, especially
when there is no wind to disturb
its stability.

(Continued on page 70)

By planting a slip 6" to 8"
long in a pot of ordinary
garden soil one can grow
an ivy that will eventually
clothe the trellis. Nipping
off the ends produces a
more bushy growth

The heightof thetrelliswill
dependupon theshe of the
pot. For a 6" to 8" pot or
a 10" jardiniere the trellis
may be IS" to 18"highand
6" to 10" wide. For lower
growth use a wider trellis



HOUSE & GARDEN'S FALL PLANTING LIST
Generally speaking,all hardy perennial plant forms
can be successfullyset out in the autumn, from early
Septemberuntil snow flies, dependingupon their par
ticular classand species. When planted at this time
theywill beginat onceto establishthemselvesin their

new situations and be ready to put forth their best
growing effortswith the first stirringsof spring. An
other advantageof fall planting is that it leavesless
work to be done in thosealways busy weekswhich
comewith the openingof eachnew gardeningseason.

HARDY PERENNIALS
Plants 6"—1' high for Foregrounds:
* For Early Bloom

Candytuft (Iberis sempervirens) white
Dwarf Flag (Iris pumila) blue, yellow, white
Gold Dust (Alyssum saxaiile) yellow
Mountain Daisy (Aster alpinus) blue, white

For Middle Season Bloom

Carpathian Harebell (Campanula carpatica) blue, white

Dwarf Phlox (Phlox divaricata) various
Globe Daisy (Globularia tricosantha) blue

Maiden Pink (Dianthus deltoides) white, pink, red
Silverleaf Speedwell (Veronica incana) white

Snow-in-Summer (Cerastium tomentosum) white

For Late Bloom

Leadwort (Plumbago larpentce) blue

Plants iy2'—3' high for Middlf. Grounds:

For Early Bloom

Alum Root (Heuchera sanguinea) red-pink

Bleeding Heart (Dicentra crimina) pink
Columbine (Aquilegia in variety) various

For Middle Season Bloom

Baby's Breath (Gypsophila paniculata) white

Balloon Flower (Platycodon grandiflora) blue-white

Bellflowers (Campanula persicifolia-pyramidalis) blue

False Dragonshead (Physostegia virginica) pink
Iris: German, colors various; Japanese, colors various; Siberian,
blue, white, yellow

Larkspur (Delphinium belladonna) blue
Peonies—Festiva Maxima, white flecked with red; Delicatissima, .
pale rose lilac; Felix Crousse, brilliant red
Phlox (paniculata) —Elizabeth Campbell, pink; Europea, white
with crimson eye; Independence, white

Early Phlox (Phlox suffruticosa) Miss Lingard, white

For Late Bloom

Hardy Chrysanthemums — Julia Lagravere, crimson; Queen of
"

the Whites; Sylvia, maroon

Japanese Windflower (Anemone japonica) white

Torch Lily (Tritoma Pfitzeri) orange

Plants 4'—6' for Backgrounds:

For Middle Season Bloom

Alkanet (Anchusa italica Opal) blue

Hollyhocks (Althea rosea) various

Swamp Mallow (Hibiscus moscheutos) red
Tree Lupin (Thermopsis caroliniana) yellow

For Late Bloom

False Starwort (BoUonia asteroides) white

Giant Ox-eyed Daisy (Chrysanthemum idiginosum) white

Helenium (Autumnale) Riverton Gem, yellow

Michaelmas Daisies (Aster Novx-Angliae) various

BULBS

Crocus (Fall blooming) Speciosus, blue-lilac; Zonatus, rosy-lilac
Crocus (Spring blooming) Kathleen Parlow, white; Imperati,
mauve; Grand yellow

Daffodils —Trumpet: Emperor, Empress. Incomparabilis: Sir
Watkin, Stella superba. Barrii : Seagull. Leedsii: White Queen,
Mrs. Langtry. Poeticus: Almira, Ornatus. Double: Van Sion.

Tulips—Single Early: Enchantress, salmon orange; Flamingo, rose;
White Beauty. Cottage: Daybreak, pale mauve; Flava, canary-
yellow ; La Candeur, white. Darwins: Ariadne, crimson; Bleu
Amiable, bluish heliotrope; Clara Butt, pink; Glow, scarlet; La
Tulipe Noire, blackish maroon; Pride of Haarlem, cherry red.

Hyacinths —King of The Blues; Lady Derby, pink; L'Innocence,
white; City of Haarlem, yellow

SHRUBS

For Spring Bloom

Bush Honeysuckles: Lonicera fragrantissima; Lonicera Morowii;
Lonicera tartarica

Deutzia: Gracilis, dwarf; Lemoinei, bush

Dogwoods: Cornelian Cherry (Cornus mas); Flowering Dog
wood (C. florida); Red Osier (C. stolonifera) ; Silky Dog
wood (C. sericea)
Golden Bell (Forsythia intermedia); Golden Bell, Drooping
(Forsythia suspensa); Golden Bell Green Twig (Forsythia
viridissima)
Japanese Quince (Cydonia japonica)
Mock Orange (Philadelphus)
Spirea Prunifolia
Spirea Van Houttii
Weigela (Diervilla rosea) pink; Weigela (Dien>illa Candida)
white

For Fall and Winter Color

Barberry (Berberis thunbergii)
Coralberry (Symphoricarpos racemosus)
Indian Currant (Symphoricarpos vulgaris)
Shad Bush (Amelanchier canadensis)
Sumac, Shining (Rhus copallina)
Sumac, Staghorn (Rhus typhina)
Viburnums (all varieties)
Witchhazel (Hamamclis virginiana)

TREES

For Narrow Streets

Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica)
Maidenhair Tree (Ginko biloba)
Oriental Plane (Platanus orientalis)
Pin Oak (Quercus palustris)

For Wide Streets

American Elm (Ulmus americana)
Red Oak (Quercus rubra)
Norway Maple (Acer platanoides)
Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum)

For Specimen Planting

Birches (in variety)
Beech—American (Fagus americana); European (Fagus syl-
vatica )
Elm—American (Ulmus americana); English (limits cam-
pestris)
Horsechestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum)
Lindens —American (Tilia americana); European (Tilia euro-
pcea)
Oaks—Red (Quercus rubra); scarlet (Quercus coccinea); white
(Quercus alba)
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An excellent eight day clock
for an automobile is keyless
and has radium hands. $12

ACCESSORIES FOR
THE NEW CAR
Which mayhe purchasedthroughthe
House& GardenShoppingService,19
West 44th Street. Ntw York City

A durable pillow is made of
patched leather in black or
dark brown. Priced at $7

A mahogany case holding
all the smoking things
necessary to the comfort
of a man matchesthe one
opposite. $120 the pair

Above is a nickel plated
cigar lighter that can be
installed in any car. $6.50

(Left) A graceful vase of
engravedglass with silver
mount.ngsis priced at $15

A completely fitted vanity
case corresponding to the
one opposite is mahogany
with silver rim, lined with
gray leather. $120the pair

For the radiator cap
comes this bronze and
greenpelican5" high.$3

A robe that blendswith any upholsteryis striped in fawn
or pale gray lined with beaver mohair plush. $60.
Circular or diamond shaped monogram, $3.50 a letter

Just the thing to luck in a car is this leather bag lined
with moire and fitted with either amber or tortoiseshell
toilet articles. 12" size $49.20,including the $2.20 tax
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IF YOU ARE GOING TO BUILD
Walls Afford Such a Variety of Treatments in So Many Materials

That They Should Be Given Close Study

MARY FANTON ROBERTS

THE pleasant detailsof our present-day
social existence rest

with a certain charming, if
ephemeral, security on the

modern idea of the seclusion

of the home. Whether we
think of beauty or comfort
or peace, whether we con
template an ideal of social

enlightenment or a new and

perfect jazz step; whether

we are rulers of the land or

modern homemakers in
white enamel kitchens, our

opportunity to enjoy life

and profit by it is due

largely to the walls around

about our homes —that
magic protection that en

closes space, shuts away the

undesirable, and holds back

the pressure of the world

from our individual pur-

[Xises and joys.
This enclosing of space,
which we have so learned

to take for granted, gives us

our chance to get hold of

life in the way we may best
enjoy it. Walls become our
shield and buckler. In the
olden days when enemies

came clanking to the doors,

we added to our ally, the

walls, a draw-bridge and a

moat for further protection.

1'oday, when a wall is our

sole support in time of visi

tors, we must let nothing in

terfere with our wholesome

respect for this barrier.

Because our walls are our

safeguards, we should rear

them with an intelligent skill and careful fore

thought. They should be enduring, yet with

possibilities of picturesqueness; give pleasure

to the passer-by as well as comfort and sus

tenance to the dweller within.

House Types

But interesting as is the wall problem, it is

one impossible to settle until you decide what

kind of house you are going to build. It is a

little bit like the "House that Jack Built".
•'This is the roof that covers the house that

Jack built. These are the walls that support
the roof that covers the house that Jack built.
This is the plan that made the design for the
walls that support the roof that covers the

house that Jack built."
To build a wall that will satisfy you, it
must, as you see, relate to the roof, the founda

tion, the inner space, and very particularly to

The laying up of the stone in this type of Colonial architecturegives joints
that are distinctivebut not too aggressive. The style of the houseis exactly
suited to stone construction. It is one of the most practical, enduring and

typical of American methodsof wall treatment

TF you are going to build next year,
prepare for it now. Time is as im
portant as money in planning the kind

of house you want. Once the location
and the site are decided upon, and the
style of architecture, get your plans
under way. You will find yourself
spending some of the most delightful
evenings of your life bringing these
plans to perfection. Embody in them
all the comforts you have dreamed of
and all the luxuries that never before
seemed essential. Put everything in
that you want—and let the architect
eliminate.

This is the second of a series of de
tailed articles on building. The third,
in November, will cover plans and
specifications.

the countryside. For beauty
and economy's sake you
should use local materials
for this wall. And then you
should think of the type of
house that is going to suit
the bit of landscape you
own. A modern Italian
house is not at its best at
the edge of a forest; you
will find it more harmo
nious on a low hillside orr ■■
near the sea. A Colonial
model is more at home in a

wooded. section or on a long
village street. The same is
true of half-timber con
struction. Stone is suited to
a rocky mountainside or a

rolling pasture land, such as
New England. Concrete

may be used anywhere, ac

cording to the type of house,
for concrete and stucco may
be Spanish, Italian, Eng
lish, Colonial, or East In
dian in style, and still real
ize an . interesting idea.

Shingle and Clapboard

Shingle and clapboard .

can, with simple designs and

interesting color trim and

appropriate construction, be

made to suit almost' . any

landscape.
' '
They seem a

little less appropriate, per

haps, to the seashore or deep
forest; the latter would pref
erably welcome a simple

log cabin.

Having studied your
landscape, your home-grown

building material, think long and consist

ently of your walls as an important, inti

mate detail of home construction. You
will be influenced in some manner by
the various historic styles that have brushed

their beauty over our American landscape.
Don't fear to imitate anything about them

that you like, but gather enough courage
not to accept a design merely because it is true

to some historic type. Remember that this is

your home, and you don't have to live in an

Italian villa or a French chateau unless you
want to. In the main you will find that your
architect wants to build you just the kind of a
house you have in mind. You will, of course,
consider your neighbors somewhat, just as in
the future you will want new neighbors to
consider you.

Practically all building materials are good,
valuable, and interesting, if properly used, and
all without exception will play tricks on you if
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Rough stuccolendsit
self to a number of
styles, the English
cottage being espe
cially suitable

you don't understand their

ways, respect their virtues

and conquer their shortcom

ings. Aside from intrinsic

worth, a building material

may be good for one design

and landscape and bad for

another; hence it is neces

sary to consider concrete or

brick, wood or stone in re

lation to supply, expense,
location and design.
The only wall material
today which can be used in

its natural state is stone.

All others are either manu
factured or artificially col
ored. Stone as a wall mate

rial is expensive unless
taken from the locality in

which your house is to be

built. Even then, it can
never be the most economi

cal of building materials,

for the cutting, carting, han

dling and laying of a stone

wall is a difficult job. And

yet the reward of doing this

is great. No wall so quickly
acquires a semblance of age
as a stone wall well laid.

And unless the mortar is too

wide, or too white, or too

protruding, no wall texture

is richer, more friendly, and more quickly wel

comed by the landscape. If local stone is used
you will soon find your walls fitting into the
garden, for their color has been toning to the

soil through aeonsof association. A stone wall
does not require frame work. The wall struc
ture is laid up with mortar and is a continua

tion of the foundation. No other building
material requires such intelligent handling; it

can be made picturesque or a blight on the

landscape by the method of

cutting and the use of mor

tar. If naturally rough or
split stones are used, a

thicker mortar is necessary

to hold them together. It
must not be forgotten that

the width of the mortar

joint and its color have a
great deal to do with the

tone of the finished struc

ture, and that in the main a

wide mortar joint gives a
richer aspect to the house

than a hidden or routed out

joint, also that at a distance

stone and mortar seem fused

together, making one tint

rather than a combination

of different tones.

Stone

Against old stone houses

there was the well-founded

objection of dampness. The
walls were often laid up
with clay or mud and in

many cases the plastering

(■Ml>ITH»

Brick nogging above
and a lower -wallwith
advanced headers
give this house an
agedcharacter

on the inside was put di
rectly on the stone work.
Today a well laid stone wall
is put up with cement mor

tar. The back is painted
with a tar product to keep

dampness out, the plaster on
the inside is done on lath
nailed on vertical strips of
wood secured to the wall,
forming an air chamber be

tween the plaster and the

stone. There are so many

good features about the

stone wall that even with its
expense it is a most satisfac

tory building material.

Laying Up

You have, no doubt, seen
stone walls that looked as

though they were held by
the mortar in a tight clutch,

and others that seemed to

have a fine immutable ap

pearance as far from any
sense of materials being

forced together as the face

of a rocky mountainside. To
avoid the tight banded look,
the rocks in a stone house

should be so well laid that
they would stand up with

out mortar, and then the mortar simply
added inconspicuously for protection from

weather. Of course square stone blocks,
used so much by the Dutch Colonial architects,

were laid up with mortar, stone by stone as

you would brick; but even when seeking the

effect of the old Philadelphia stone house—
which was often whitewashed —avoid a mosaic
like appearance, or the bulging of stones that

seem about to spring out of the clasp of the

mortar. If your wall is
built up of small irregular

pieces of stone, mortar muLt

be used to fill every gap and
allowed to remain in nar

row or wide joints as the

case may be. The beauty
of a stone wall will depend
upon two things: color and

a wise combination of stone

and mortar. In using the
narrow stones, walls must

be laid by hand, and a great
deal of careful measurement

is involved to keep the

rough surface plumb.
Brick is a sort of "gen
eral houseworker" among
wall materials. It is suited
to almost every type of house

construction and character

of climate. We have only to

remember the architecture

A modern Colonial house
designed with wide clap
boards and shingle roof.
The small pane windows,
wooden shutters and dou
ble porch with narrow col
umns fit the type
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of the old Tudor towns to realize the
durability and decorative quality of

brick, or to spend a day in Salem,

Mass., to gain an interesting idea of

its fine, quaint dignity. It is fire
proof so far as any building material
can be, easily handled, and builds

pleasantly in a heavily wooded sec

tion or on a cultivated landscape. It
is cold and depressing if left stand
ing alone in a solitary pasture or at

the seashore. It blends exceedingly
well with other materials for orna

mental details; for instance, with

stone in the lintels, cornices and sills

or combined with half-timber con

struction; or the bricks may be laid

with uneven heading.
Brick is usually put up in a solid
structure banded with mortar, or a

face brick may be used over hollow

tile construction.

Brick Bonding

Probably no building material can

be used in such a variety of ways as

brick because of the infinitely differ

ent methods of laying them up. The
general practice in rough brick work

in this country is to make each sixth

course a header course. This forms
a sort of decorative quality due to the

joints. When every second row of

brick is laid endwise, which is called

English bond, the repetition becomes

constant and does not attract atten

tion. Another system of bonding the

face brick is called Flemish. Here

every second brick is a header, so

that the walls appear to be built of short and

long bricks alternately. As with stone work, the
final effect of a brick house must depend upon
the mortar as well as the color of the brick used,

and this must be considered carefully, if you
have in mind a special color scheme involving
the color of the walls, the roof and the garden.

We are showing one interesting detail of a

brick house in which the header brick projects

Stucco, brick and half-timber are here com
bined in a facade having both variety and
dignity. Edson Gage, architect

A

The plain stucco wall furnishes the
desirablesurface for the play of light
and shadow. WellesBosworth, archi

tect

{Left) Shingles,put up as they come,
regardlessof size or finish, are pic
turesqueon Colonial houses. Tooker

& Marsh, architects

(Right) The wide clapboard on this
house is laid flat in "ship-lap" con
struction. Dwight James Baum, archi

tect

well beyond the flat brick, with the
mortar routed out between. This gives
almost the effect of a stone wall and
is used for the whole lower story. In
the upper story the brick is laid with
a smoother surface, but irregularly,
both horizontally and perpendicular
ly, with the plaster showing, and set
in sections between half-timber con

struction. The bricks are overburned
and the mortar a dark red. The half-
timber construction and woodwork is
oak that has weathered toblack-brown.
A shingle roof tops this structure and
the whole effect is of a house that has

gained its color from sun and wind.
None is more durable than the
brick wall. No painting is necessary
and the mortar joints seldom need

renewing. Windows and doors are

easily built into brick walls. Damp
ness will, however, strike through the
mortar joints, unless an air chamber
is arranged between the brick and in
side plaster, so that a well construct
ed brick wall either should be put on
hollow tile, or the lath should be held

away by vertical pieces of wood or
metal, called furring strips.

Variety of Color

Brick today no longer means a
bright red surface marked off with
even rows of white pointing; there is
as great a variety in the color of face
bricks as in shingles. You can have
a wall laid up in rose, in purple, in
red-brown and green, in greens and
browns, or in any special tone that

you like. And the mortar can be made to match
the brick or a variation of color can be gained
through the pointing. We find as much variety
in the texture of the brick as there is in the
color and the laying of it. The rougher surfaces
certainly carry a greater beauty today than the
smooth, polished effects of which we used to be
so proud.

(Continued on page 74)
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Mr. Ileld's strangecreatures,guaranteed
to be domesticated,appear in a compo
sition which is durable and unbreakable
and can be finished in any color. This
Rocky Mountain goal servesas a book

end. $14 the pair

The jantail pigeonwill proud
ly spread its wings either for
a book endor a door stop. It
would be quite at home in the
country house. $3 each

7

Lest you may mistake it, the canine
which supports this row of weighty
tomes is Mr. Held's conception of an
English bulldog in repose. The price is
$5 for the pair. They are suitable for

a man's room

So excellently trained is this
seal that it never fails to bal
ance the pen. Preferably for
a man's desk. Finished in
black or bronze-green.$5

JOHN HELD, JR. CREATES
A NEW MENAGERIE
Which maybe purchasedthroughtheHouse& Gar
denShoppingService,19West44(AStreet,N. Y. C.

A sturdy polar bear
makes an unusual
and interestingdoor-
slop. He stands
about 12" long and
8" high, and his
price is quite rea
sonable. $6

No one will doubt
that this Indian rhi
noceros could stop
a door effectively.
He is 12" long and
would be attractive
finished in black.
$10 each

The contentmentof
the four small birds
perchedon the back
of this African rhi
noceros assures
composure and ser
vice as a book end.
$20 thepair
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A GROUP OF

FIVE SMALL

HOUSES
In Brick, Shingle,

Stone and Stucco

In recentyears there has been
a tendency among architects
to turn toward French types
for small house designs. An
exampleof this is found in a
homeerectedat Gcrmantown,
Fa., of which Edmund B. Gil
christ was architect . The
walls are red brick laid in
Flemish bond. The roof, pe
culiarly French, is of slate

The downstairs rooms are
placed naturally with regard
for exposureand privacy of
living. All serviceis in a sepa
rate wing terminating in a
small greenhouse. The lat
ticed porch is a concessionto
American customs. It will be
noticed that thi chimneysare
on the inside of the house,an
uncommonposition

Two unusualfeaturesare
the latticed porches,
which serve as relief to
the plain brick walls, and
the treatmentof the win
dows. High dormers
break the roof. All win
dows on this side are
French windows, with
grills enclosingthe lower
part cn the two upper

floors
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(Below) The
first floor plan
of the Carter
home shows a
simple, bal
anced arrange
ment of the
rooms,with the
service extend
ing on to a con
venient ell

(Left) The
New England
Colonial archi
tecture,usedin
the home of C.
E. Carter, Ten-
afly, N. J., is
direct, sincere,
easily built and
comfortable to
live in

The home oi W. W. Roberts, Lansdowne,
Pa., is an adapted Dutch Colonial design.
It is executedin clapboard, with a shingle
roof. Shutters dark green, porch floors of
cement. Wallace dr Warner, architects.

The entrancehall servesas vestibule to both
the living and dining rooms. A combination
stairs rises from the living room and pantry.
Service quarters are isolated. The bedrooms
are adequate for a small family
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(Right) The
home of W. G.
Macdowell at
Springfield,Pa.,
is in the Penn
sylvania Colo
nial style, the
first story being
whitewashed
stone, the sec
ond stucco

(Below) Two
bathsand three
bedrooms are
providedon the
second floor.
Hall and stairs
room is eco
nomically han
dled. There is
abundant light
and ventilation

F I in T FVoX)^

The English influenceis shown in the home
of R. E. Sterner, at Springfield, Pa. There
is no directconnectionbetweenthe living and
dining rooms. The hall and dining room

floors are of slateslabs

Warm- yellowish gray walls and a roof of
mottled slate give color to the Sterner resi
dence. As the site is exposed,thereis no back
elevation, each side being well designed.

W. F. Bennett, Jr., architect
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THE INDISPENSABLE KITCHEN CABINET
Whether of Wood or Steel There Are Certain Requirements of Construction

That Purchasers Should Understand

ETHEL R. PEYSER

YJ> ANCY a carpenter with his tools
all over the room! Fancy a

painter with one color here and

another color there! Do you think we

would have had a Michelangelo if he
had been forced to get down from the
scaffold every minute for a tool or a bit
of clay? And yet women for the most

part, women who need their energy for

making the home a fit place to live in,

still persist in scattering their tools

about their kitchens and spreading foot

mileage to vast extents, because they
have not mobilized their tools.

To what can be accredited the
woman's hatred of saving steps, even

though she complains of fatigue and

extra work? What can account for the

woman's dislike of having her things

handy? Is it money? No, because she
often buys motors, dogs, jewels and gar
ments in quantities far more than she

needs. It is perhaps due to a past vast-
ness of ignorance. But now when there

are specialists descanting on the glories
of saving steps, time and money there is

little excuse. In this article one stum
bling block will be removed and the
kitchen can well transform itself into a

room where the most methodical man

can work and where any maid coming
in for the first time will not have to use
levers, telescopes, periscopes and what

not to prepare the first meal. For the
kitchen cabinet is the first plank in the

platform of standardizing domestic

work even as it is being standardized

in the factory. This is the basic glory
of the kitchen cabinet. Now, for the

more important details of its makeup.
These cabinets group in one place the

necessary tools and materials for getting
together the meals of the house. They
hold the spices, flour, sugars, bottles,

pots and pans, sometimes linens, ice

and gas or electric stoves, packages of
cereals, etc., and they are the table, the
bread board, the flour board, the flour

bin and dish rack all in one.
Here the woman can work where

everything is within arm's reach; she

can sit at her work and not fatigue her

self. In short, she has a work bench at
last and can feel as professional as the

carpenter or the artist, and she must, if
the kitchen is ever going to be as im
portant in the life and best living of
mankind as it deserves to be.

Built of steel entirely in some cases,
all wood in others, and a combination
of both in still others, they are comfort
able and worth while in the best makes.
Of course in this product, as in all
others, one must go to the best manu

facturers who know their business and
take an interest beyond the sale.

When you buy a kitchen cabinet you
must get the maximum comfort and util
ity. Go about and see which one you
think will save you the most work.
The all-steel cabinet, of course, is less

responsibility to keep free of vermin.

The wood type is a little more care.

If your cabinet is to be of wood, see
to it that it is ant proof (the castors as

well), has all round corners, is varnish
and finish steamproof, has locks that

lock, doors that easily open, whether

Cabinets in units can be
made to jit any size or
shape o) kitchen. This
singledresserunit is com
pact type for a narrow
space. Courtesy of Janes
& Kirtland

(Left) Among the many
advantagesof this type
is the accommodating
flour bin that lets down
from its placeto befilled.
Courtesy of the Sellers
Kitchen Cabinet Co

(Right) Innumerablede
vices for reducingkitchen
work are found here,
among them a movable
pot shelf. Courtesy of
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one leaf is shut or both, whether
it is winter or summer, supplies
a broad enough table to sit down

to and work comfortably, a table

top impervious to liquids, grease
and heat, a sanitary glass drawer

pull, dovetail wood joinings,
easy rolling castors, everything
easily withdrawn to clean, and

of non-warping, well-seasoned
wood. The finish must be the

best, whether enameled, painted
or varnished.
In the cabinet of steel con
struction one must be sure that
the enamel is on to stay; that the

doors, drawers and locks are of

the best construction, electrically
welded. The doors, etc., must be

rigid enough not to emit hollow
sounds every time they are

closed. In the best type the
doors do not dent or wobble but

are double, about 7/16" thick,

reinforced on the inside with

heavy steel angles, making them
rigidity enthroned. The frames
are rabbeted to receive doors and
drawers, thus giving no over

hang but making a flush surface.

The doors in the steel cabinet

are more comfortable to handle

if they are hung on concealed brass hinges,
with bullet catches which enable the doors to

open and shut absolutely independent of each

other.

In both the steel and the wood cabinets the
table tops are all of different material. The
best steel type in our opinion uses nickeled

zinc; the best wood cabinets use porcelain, iron,
aluminum, vitreous steel, enamel, etc. Any of

these tops are good and when in the standard

makes you can be very sure that they have been

well tried and not found wanting in any es

sential quality.
In general, then, the cabinet is a receptacle
for the most used things in the kitchen; there-

Broom, linen and
general utility clos
ets flank this steel
kitchen cabinet. AU
are raised 6" above
the floor. Courtesy
of Janes & Kirtland

^1
(Right) This type of
little cabinet is ample
for a small family—
enoughfor a bridewith
or without a

(Left) Closed, this cab
inet is sealed tight
against dust and ver
min. Courtesy of Sel
lersKitchen Cabinet Co.

fore, is so much used itself that

it cannot be too good and should
be adapted to your special need.
If you are building a house
and want to have your kitchen a

real comfort, install a kitchen

cabinet or go to the firm that,

with its unit system, can make

up a kitchen cabinet combining
most of the best things you see

in any._ This is an expensive
way but a miraculous joy. If
you want a cabinet to be in

stalled before the house is built

it is a saving in wall tiling where
the cabinet is placed, especially
if the cabinet is made of steel.
There is one cabinet on the

market that has an ice box in it
,

which when installed with the

back toward the porch wall

makes it possible for the ice to

be put in from the porch and all

packages delivered from the

porch through its parcel-service

shelf opening on the porch!
In this cabinet there is, too,
room for a gas stove or electric

plates, so that with it you have

a complete, compact kitchen.

The unit systems in steel are

most elastic, as they can be

duplicated over the broadest and the narrowest,

longest and shortest kitchens. Whole pantries

can be equipped with them. Diet kitchens in

the upper floors of large residences can also be

equipped with these units so that any member

of the family, nurse or valet, can prepare a

little meal with everything comfortably housed

in the pantry cabinet. They are one of those

examples of household developments which are

so rapidly coming to the front today and mean

so much in convenience.

Each maker of kitchen cabinets has a spe

cialty or two which he tells you makes for
superiority. Each one is right, so you must

(Continued on page 84)

Love in a cottageor
two in a flat would
be made quite hap
py with this com
pact steel cabinet.
Courtesy o

f Janes
& Kirtland
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EDGING PLANTS FOR THE PERENNIAL BORDER
Constant Variety of Color and Form Can Be Maintained by Careful Selection

of the Different Low Growing Types

H. STUART ORTLOFF

THE most effectualmethod of securing the

best possible display of

bloom in a garden bed or bor

der, has long been to put the

small plants in the foreground
and grade up to the tall flowers

in the background. There are

many flowers which are low

enough to be placed in the

prominent and important po

sition of edging plants, but one

should always stop to consider

other characteristics which are

as important as the ultimate

height.

The habit of the foliage— is
it fine and delicate, or is it

coarse? This is important in
giving the plant its location in

the garden. The coarse texture
will look best at a point farth
est from the eye, while the fine

texture should be found near

at hand where the eye can ap

preciate its delicacy.

The habit of the plant— is
it stiff enough to maintain its

own position, or does it have

a tendency to flop over and

sprawl along the ground? If
it is floppy it will be apt to get
in the way of the path, and we

all know how unpleasant it is
to walk between unkempt bor
ders with the dew or rain on

them. And it is impossible to
plant anything else in front or

alongside of the edging plants
to bolster them up.
Is the foliage persistent, or
will it lose its effectiveness
after blooming, or when the

hot summer sun beats down on

it? Then, too, we are interested in the
color of the blossom and the time of bloom,

so that we can work it out in our scheme

to the best advantage, assigning it a fitting

place in the arrangement.

In planting edging plants it is difficult
to lay down a hard and fast rule for their

spacing, because the size of the plants va

ries and the ultimate growth is different.

However, it is safe to say that from 4"

to 6" is sufficient. In the case of a number
of varieties, such as the Scotch pinks, it

is possible to secure them in sturdy field-

grown clumps, in which case it is neces

sary to allow at least 1' or 18" for each

clump, according to size. There should
be about 4" left between the adjoining
edges of such clumps of plants to allow
for their normal and unimpeded de

velopment.

Perennial candytuft deservesa wider
popularity than it has as a dependable
edging plant for borders

Golden Tuft, Alyssumsaxatilecompac-
tum, givesa low, densemassof yellow
in two seasonsof bloom

■
The arrangement is more a
matter of individual choice.
Long straight lines of plants

will tend to increase the effect
of perspective and so make the

garden look longer, while
'"ljosomed" groups, as the old
gardener calls alternately
spaced plants, are effective as

color masses of good foliage or
pleasing flowers. If edging
plants which form close, dense

mats of foliage are used, they
can be planted over bulbs,

which will push up through
them in the spring and give a

very effective display against

such a background before the

flowers of the border have

started to bloom. Such plant
ing is entirely practical.
Many gardeners prefer to
edge their bed with bricks set

on edge and sunk until they
are almost flush with the grass.

Where this is done it is pos
sible to plant many of the little
rock plants which will overrun
the rocks or bricks and will
not creep out inconveniently
into the path.
The following is a list of
plants suitable for edgings.

They have been selected from

various sources with an eye to

their suitable characteristics as
to habit, form and color. The
list is by no means complete,
but it offers a wide variety of
choice of suitable members for
most purposes:

Bugle Weed (Ajuga reptans)
The foliage of this plant
forms dense mats of creep

ing leafy stems which make a fine
ground cover. It has numerous small
blue flowers on erect spikes from 6" to
12" high. Var. rubra has dark pur
plish leaves. Var. variegata has leaves

splashed with creamy yellow but is not
as good as the first two. Blooms in
May and early June.
Golden Tuft (Alyssum saxatile com-

pactum)
Dense masses of yellow flowers above a

spreading mat of persistent silvery-

foliage. One of the best plants for edg

ing. If the blossoms are nipped off
after the first period of bloom they will
bloom again in the fall. Plant about
5" apart. Blooms in April and May,
and again in autumn if flowrer stalks
are cut back. Propagate by seed or

by division.
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Graduatedplantingfrom low
to high in the perennialbor
der affords each group the
desirablespacefor display oj

blooms

Rock Cress (Arabis albida)
Small loose clusters of fragrant

white flowers which grow 6" to

8" high. The flower is a little

coarse, but the foliage, which is

persistent, and nearly evergreen,

forms dense tufts and has a

grayish appearance. Blooms in

April and early May. Propagate
by seed, cuttings and by division.

Thrift (Arnwria maritima var.

splendens)
This little pink flower, which
blooms in dense heads on naked

stalks from 2" to 12" high,

springs from a rosette of narrow

evergreen leaves which grow

close to the ground and have a

very neat appearance. Blooms

in late May and early June.
English Daisy (Bellis perennis)
An old favorite with its abun
dant crop of stiff, double, daisy

like flowers tipped with pink.
Has good foliage which is per

sistent and clusters around the

base of the plant. Blooms all

summer. In winter it should
have a slight protection. Propa

gate by seed sown in the spring

Rock cress, Arabis albida,
blooms in April and May,
forming dense tufts of fra
grant white flowers with
grayish foliage

or by root division in the fall.

Carpathian Harebell (Campanula

carpatica)
This is the only one of the
charming bluebells which can be

used for effective edgings. It
forms dense masses of delicate

foliage from 6" to 12" high, and

is covered with solitary purplish-
blue flowers in July. There is
a white variety which is also ef
fective. Root division is the

surest and most easy method of

propagating, but seeds may be
sown.

Snow-in-Summer (Cerastium to-

mentosum)
This is a very popular edging
plant. The wonderful silver-

gray foliage is effective even in

winter, when there is little in the

garden to charm. The single
flowers are small, but in masses
it gives a pleasing shoal of white

which serves as a good foil for

the other flowers in the border.
Seeds or division are the means
of propagating. It spreads
rapidly and one is usually able

(Continued on page 68)
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR THE AUTUMN GARDEN
Long After the Frosts Have Destroyed the Other Flowers, the Hardy 'Mums

Will Fill the Beds with a Wealth of Bloom

CHARLES H. TOTTY

IN the minds of many of us the hardy
chrysanthemum is simply the old-fash
ioned purple kind which it seems impos

sible to kill. We do not realize that the present-
day types, while perhaps not so hardy, show a
wonderful diversity of color that every garden
enthusiast should know.
The little button or pompon 'mums which
are grown extensively are perfectly hardy, and
as a rule are the latest to bloom. So far along
is their flowering season that in too many cases
the early frosts have blackened the foliage and

injured to some extent the perfect development
of the flowers.

In New Jersey there are many wonderful
gardens made almost entirely of the single
mums. Some of the very finest types of singles
have been raised by amateurs, notably Mr.
Francis H. Bergen, of Summit, whose gardens
in the fall are visited by hundreds of people.
The old Indicuni, which was the original type
of the 'mum, was a small yellow variety, and
the singles are somewhat of a reversion to it.

Today, the beautiful and varied colors, size of
the flowers and the unquestioned hardiness of

the varieties introduced during the past five

years render them almost unapproachable for
the hardy garden. So prolific are the singles
that in the spring hundreds of young seedlings
can be picked up around the parent plants in
the garden, all of which are of different varie
ties, since 'mums do not come true from seed.

People who have not seen varieties like Mrs.
Ida Skiff or Mrs. \Ym. Buckingham growing
outdoors have no conception of the beauty of
these singles at their best.

Early Flowering Sorts

There is another class of chrysanthemum
about which there has been considerable talk

during the last few years—the early flowering
type. True, some of them are not entirely
hardy, but they are useful because they come
into flower the first of October and will give six
weeks of continuous bloom in the garden. Some
of these varieties can be disbudded and grown

quite as large as some of the greenhouse types,
if large flowers are desired. Personally, I pre
fer the graceful sprays which in the case of

these varieties are most effective. Half a dozen
very fine named sorts of the early flowering

type are: A. Barhan and Firelight, both
bronze; Chas. Jolly, pink; Cranfordia, yellow;
Debutante, white; and Petit Louis, lavender.
Where plantings of this type are made they
will die out in very severe winters, but the stock
can be readily replaced if a few plants of each
variety are set in a cold-frame, root cellar or
some similar place where they will winter per
fectly. In the spring the roots can be broken
up, furnishing as many plants as may be de

sired.

The chrysanthemum is a lovable plant that
amply repays one for all the time and care

lavished upon it. Culturally speaking, it gives
less trouble than any other flower. It is not
particular as to soil, blooming profusely in
sand, clay or prairie loam, the latter being the

heavy black soil not found in the East.

When the spring growth is commencing on
the old plants the best thing to do is break up
the clumps and replant the little shoots, unless

one particularly desires large clumps. I have
(Continued on page 94)

Lilian Doty is a large, tall-
growing sort with pink petals
that curve inward toward the
center oj the flower
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SEEN IN
THE SHOPS
And to be purchasedthrough the
House& GardenShoppingService,19
West 44th Street, New York City

An attractive mirror for a
bedroomcan be finishedto
matchany color schemeor.
in plain dull gilt. It is 18"
in diameter and is priced

at $15

Above in the center are
shown some unusual Co
lonial glass candlesticks.
They are 24" high and $35
each. The cream colored
Durant pottery dish is $50

The chair above is a repro
duction of an old Englhh
farm chair. It is rush
seatedand comesin maple
for $22. In mahogany,$27

An amusing clock can be
decorated in accordance
with any color schemeor
finished in one tone. It is
23]/2" high and 12" wide.
The price is $30

A reproduction of an
Italian XVIII Century
chair in walnut finish is
$55. The little walnut
smokingtablehasa-painted
glass top and costs $45

A nest of tableswith glass
tops is painted lo harmon
ize with any color scheme.
The largest one is 22"
high. Its price is $50
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October THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Tenth Month

Good-sized treesfor
transplanting should
have their root balls
enclosedin burlap

Burlap or some
other rough cloth
will avert danger
from light frost

Plant plenty of nar
cissusbulbs this fall.
There are many
splendidvarieties

SUNDAY

30. This Is
an excellent
timetodestroy
any aph1tls
whichmaybe
on the whitepinesandotherevergreens.Athorough
sprayingwith
a strong to
baccoandsoap
mixture will
freethe trees
from this
pest.

2. If you
have heated
framesof anykind,whynot
use themfor
the forcingofquickmaturing
vegetables
BUohas radishes,spinach,
beans, etc.Theymaybe
sownnow,toyield crops
durlngthewin
termontlia.

9. Celery
mustbe kept
hilled. Hold
the stalkstogethertightly
withthehand
topreventdirt
from getting
downIntothe
heart. Keephillingas they
grow,sinceIt is
contact with
theearththatgives celery
flavor.

16. What
about some
bulbsforhouseforcing lo
bloom about
Christmas
time? Paper
whites. Pott-
baker tulips,
narcissusand
various otherearly forcing
bulbsmaybegrownsuccessfully In the
house.

23.shutoft*
nnd drain allIrrigatingsys
temsandotherexposed
plumbing
pipes, and
emptyconcretepools,etc. All
faucetsshould
beleftopento
assureproperdrainageofthepiping. If
they freeze
theywillburst.

MONDAY

31.Arrange
ments should
be made toprotect theroses,thebeat
methodbeing
to dothemup
In strawover
coats. In ad
ditiontothese,
earthshouldbe
bankedaround
theplantssoas
to throw the
water away
fromthem.

3.Don'tfall
to make arrangementsto
pick the fruit
and store it
properly.The
bestmethodis
to wrapeach
fruitseparately
Intissuepaper,storingthemin
boxesInadark,
coolplace.Be
careful thatthey are not
bruised.

10.Cauliflow
erJuststarting
to head up
shouldbeliftedvery carefully
and placedIn
frameswhere
It will mature
properly.The
plantsmayalso
be plantedIn
tubs and
moved to abarn,garageor
other frostproofplace.

TUESDAY |WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

17.Don'tneglectsucces-
slonal sowing
of the vege
table crops
plantedin the
greenhouse,
lettuce,cauliflower,spinach,
radishesand
beans requireseedingabouteverytwo or
threeweeksIn
orderto Insure
asupply.

24.Startnow
to collectall
theoldleaves,bringingthem
to one point.
Do not ever
burnthem,be
cause whenrotted, they
areoneof the
bestof all fer
tilizing ma
terials. Store
themIn someobscure,shel
teredcorner.

This Calendar of the gardener'slabors is
aimedas a reminderfor undertakingall his
tasks in season. It is fitted to the latitude
of the MiddleStates,but its serviceshould
be available for the wholecountry if it be
rememberedthat for every one hundred
miles north or south there is a difference
of from five to sevendays later or earlier
in performinggardenoperations.The dates
givenare,of course,for an averageseason.

4. Flower
bedscomposed
oftenderplants
canbemadeto
last consider
ablylongerby
a slightcovering to protect
them from
frost. An old
sheetor blan
ketofanykind,
withafewsup
ports,maybe
usedfor thispurpose.

11.All shal
low rooting
cropsshouldbe
afforded the
protectionof
awintermulch
of manure.
Thisappliestostrawberries,
raspberries,
blackberries,
etc. Withstrawberries,
manureshould
not touchthe
crown.

18. Stopfeeding the
chrysanthe
mumsJust as
soon as the
budsshowcol
or.It Isagood
practice to
shade thegreenhouse
slightly. This
wtll givecon-
s1der ab1ylonger petals
and larger
flowers.

25.Hydran
geas,baytrees
andotherdeco
rativeplantsIn
tubsandboxes
should be
storedawayfor
thewinter. Agood cellar
which Is not
toowarmand
Is fairly light
makesa goodstorageplace
forthisclassof
material.

5. Thefirst
fewdaysinthe
houseare the
criticalperiod
for Indoorplants. Usegreatcare inwateringand
keepthefollage
sprayed ormoistened,if
theplantdriesuptooquickly,plungetheen
tire pot in apallofwater.

12.Whynot
havesomefruit
trees aroundyour garden,
preferablyon
thenorthside-.'
Orperhapsyou
haveroomfor
a small or
chard.Thisis
thepropertime
tosetthetrees
out.excepttheplums,cherries
and otherpit
fruits.

19. Anychangesin the
flowerborders
should be
madenow as
the different
tyi>esof flow
ers may beeasily deter
minedat thistime,evenby
the beginner.
Oldplantsthat
arenot yielding shouldbe
divided.

26.Don'tforget,to planta
fewofthemorehardytypesof
narcissus in
somesecluded
corner wherethey may go
onnaturalizing
and spreadingby themselves.
In a fewyears
enormous
massesarepos-
sI b1e from
smallplantings

6. In caseof
a severefrostbeingthreatened,it Iswiseto
covertheflow
ersof outdoorchrysanthe
rnums withpaperorother
material atnight. This
will prevent
their beingdamagedand
add to their
life.

13.T hi s Is
an excellent
time to put
Into executionanychangesinyour garden,
such as sodborders,dwarfhedges,trellises
forfruitplants,changesinwateringsystems,
etc. A goodmap of thegroundswillhelp.

20. Carrots,
beetsandother
root crops
shouldbegath
eredandafter
thetopsarere-
moved they
can be stored
intrenehesout-of-doors,or In
a cool cellar.
If storedoutdoors, they
Hhouldbepro
tectediromthe
frost.

27.Afterthefoliagefallsall
fruit treesand
other decidu
oustreessubjectto theat
tacksof scale
should bosprayedwithanyof thesol
uble oil mix
tures. Lilacs
are especiallysusceptibleto
attacksof the
scalepest.

FRIDAY

Thesweet,calm
sunshineof
Octobernow
Warmsthelow
spot:uponUs
grassymould
Thepurpleoak
leaffalls;the
birchenbough
Drops itsbright spoil
like arrow
head*ofgold.—Bryant.

7. Dig up
and store all
tenderbulbousplantssuchasgladioli, dah
lias,etc.These
mustbestored
Insandorsaw
dust In boxes
andkeptin a
cool cellar.Dryness of
packing ma
terialandsurroundingair Is
essential.

14. Startmulching
rhododendrons
withleavesor
manure.This
Is notonlyfor
thepurposeof
protectingtheroots, but it
willalsofurnish
theplantswith
considerable
nourishment.
In the spring
theleavesmay
bedugunder.

21. A few
rootsof parsley,plantedIn
potsandplaced
onthekitchen
window-si11,
will keepanyordinary
familysupplied
withanabun
danceof this
valuablegreen
for garnishing
andotherklt-
chen uses
all winter.

28.Potatoes
andotherroot
cropsstoredIn
the cellar
should be
lookedoveroccasionally to
preventdam-
agoby decay.
Remove alldecayed or
soft, spongy
tubers,becausetheyare sure
to infectother
soundones.

SATURDAY

1. Don'tne
glect to gethyacinthsand
other earlyfloweringtypes
of bulbousplants boxed
up or planted
In pots pre
paratory to
forcingthemIn
thegreenhouse.Theyshouldbe
burledout-of-
doorsto facili
taterooting.

8.Haythrown
over tendergarden crops
such as eggplant,poppers,
lettuce, will
protect them
from damagebylightfrosts.
It mustbere
movedduring
the day andappliedonlyat
night.Donot
useenoughto
breakthem.

15. Theplantings of
newtreesmay
beattendedto
at this time.
With the dry
summerswhich
haveprevailed
for the past
fewyears,fall
plantingshave
givenbetterre-
sults than
whereworkof
this sort was
doneinspring.

22.Don'tneglect to
mulch with
manure orany loosema
terial,allever
greens that
have beentransplanted
duringthecur
rentyear.The
first winteris
the critical
period with
thesetrees,andtheyneedcare.

29. Whenhusking corn
anyexception
ally line ears
shouldbe set
asideandsaved
for seednextyear.Theears
shouldbehungupInsomedry
placewherethe
micewill not
beabletoreach
them. Suspending by
wireIsgood.

y#TJ anybodywhat'sbeenbornan' raisedin one.an appleorchardcomesparty nearas closeto theheart
£ asa dog.a house,er thecrickwherehe usedto fishasa kid. Thxnkin'backon it, it standsoutin hisnicm'ry'bovcev'rythin'else,'speciallytheway it lookedin the springan' fall.
The springorchard'sall pinkan' white,soft an' warman' full o beesan bird songs. The wlxolefeel
of it's young,but in the fall it's sortermiddle-agedan' steady,like. 'Steado' tender,delicateflowers,
there'sbip,solid fruit. The palegreenleavesare darker,an' whenye feel of 'cm they'restiff an' kindertough, no bird songs,no buzzin'o' bees—jus' fat, quietripeness.
I like to loaf 'round the otchardof an Octobermornin',feclin' in the long grassfer the big, rich
Baldwinsan' Pippins. Whata cool,fruity smellcv'rythin'has,a sortermixtureo' fallen leavesan' cider
an' dryin' frost! A breezestirs the leaves,an' here,therean' ev'rywhereye hearmoreapplesfallin'—thump,thump,thump-^likctheywasjus' too mellerzvithjuice to hangon any longer. Sad, ye say, to
think that their year is o'cerf No, not a bit—thereain't no cemfortin'ersoundin the world than a big,-J- -•-»- old Doe Lemmon.ripeappledropptn'into thegrass

Late vegetablessub
ject to frost injury
can often be moved
into cold-frames

Break off the tops
of the root cropsbe
fore storing in
trench or cellar

Tomatoes picked
greenand put away
in dry excelsiorwill
ripen weekslater

The Poet's narcissus is one of the best for Root division and replanting of the peren- Hardy chrysanthemums deserve a leading
naturalizing. Bulbs planted this month will nials that have outgrown their sites is one place in the fall-blooming garden. Details
yield abundant bloom next spring of October's important garden activities about themare given in thearticle on page62
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F E R AG HAN
The long narrow plain of Feraghan, lying
within the shadow of Mount Elwend, towering
twelve thousand feet above the sea, has been the
land of Kings since the ancient days of the
Medes and Persians.

Its small villages, rich in historical traditions and
surrounded by a country of rugged beauty, pro
duced a type of rug highly esteemed and of
peculiar individuality ofdesign. The Herati and
Guli-Hennai designs are the two best known
and represent in their composition an exceed

ingly clever arrangement of conventionalized
flowers.

The rugs of Feraghan serve as ideal floor
coverings in well appointed halls and living
rooms of today.

In our collection will be found many antique
pieces of unusual interest in excellent condition.

W & J SLOANE
SPECIALISTS IN EASTERN RUGS
FIFTH AVENUE AND 4-th STREET, NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON

AN UNUSUAL ARRANGEMENT OF
CONVENTIONALIZED FLOWERS
FOUND IN A SUPERB EXAMPLE
OF FERAGHAN WEAVE NOW IN
OUR COLLECTION.
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Monarch Floating Con
tact Strip Keeps Out 40%
More Cold AirThan Any
Other Weather Strip
There's no guess work about the extra comfort in
a home stripped with Monarch Metal Weather
Strips. Test after test by foremost building en
gineers has proved the fact that Monarch Strips
are 40% more efficient than any other weather
strips.

The reasons why are easy to explain
First: The floating contact provides a constant
weather-proof fit of windows, doors and transoms,
regardless of any swelling, shrinking or warping
of the wood to which the strips are attached. Every
one knows that wood expands and contracts with
changes in the weather. No other strip follows
the wood and keeps the contact over the crack con
stant and even.

Second : Windows, doors and transoms are made
to open and close without the slightest sticking
or binding. The metal tube within a metal tube—
a further distinction from strip which fits in a
wooden groove—makes double-hung windows slide
like they had ball bearings.
Monarch Metal Weather Strips soon pay for themselves

in comfort, health and saving in
fuel. They make a house weather
proof against wind, rain and dust.
Any Monarch dealer can prove to
you that they keep out 40% more
cold air than any other weather
strip, no matter what its cost. They
are easily, quickly and economical
ly installed, because they are fitted
in the factory ready for attach
ment.

An illustrationof theer-
clusiecMonarchtubewith
in a tube. The metal
tubeontheframelit*overthe metaltubeon the
sash. Frictionlessandweather-proofcontactbe
tweenthemfloat*andiskeptconstant,regardless
ofanyswellingorshrinkingof woodpartsof thewindow,becauseof theflexible constructionofthestripontheframe.

Look up Monarch in the telephone
book. If you shouldn't find it,
write direct to the factory, and
we'll mail you full information.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.
5000 Penrose St., St. Louis, U. S. A.
CanadianBranch: CanadianMetal Window

Co., Toronto, Canada.

The symbolism suggeststhe possibility
that this particular bit of sculpture (evi
dently brought from someother source)
may at one time have served in some
connection with the drawing of wine.
At the bottom of the niche the stone
is hollowed out into a basin, whence
the water is carried away by a drain.
The peculiarly crisp and minutely de
tailed carving of the frieze, and of the
capitals above the fluted pilasters, is
thoroughly characteristic of the early
Renaissance both in design and exe
cution.
Of an altogetherdifferent type is the
Venetian Gothic lavabo of -three decks
carved in white Istrian stone, now pre
servedwithin the loggia of an 18thCen
tury villa on the Brenta. Here the
water was poured into the stone reser
voir and drawn thencethrough faucets.
The 16thCentury (1520) Tuscan lavabo
in a semi-circular niche, with coved
scallop shell head and the basin and
drain of vase form, presents a bolder
and more coherentdesign.
The other Tuscan lavabo shown has
long been disused, its decorative faucet
removed, its place plastered over, and
the basin filled level with cement, but
the design is full of suggestionand the
graceful treatment of the scallop shell
Lin the coved top deservesexamination.
The portable lavabo was made either

Reviving The Lavabo
(Continued from page 42)

of metal or of pottery and hung on the
wall, or elseconsistedof a metal or pot
tery reservoir and basin, contained in a
settingof cabinetwork, and stood upon
the floor, movableat will like any other
piece of wall furniture. There was no
end to the diversity of forms in which
such portable or movable lavabos might
occur, and no limit to the varieties of
decorationthat might be bestowedupon
them. Some of the 17thand 18th Cen
tury Dutch, French, Spanishand Italian
lavabosof pewter, faience,wrought iron,
copper, or brass are particularly en
gaging either for simple grace of form
or for the excellenceof the decorative
craftsmanshipthey display. Not a few
of them are still to be picked up in an
tique shops on both sidesof the water.
The small portable lavabos can
scarcelybe expectedto fulfill more than
a decorative function nowadays. They
are usually too small to serve as water
coolers,and it would be a foolish waste
of time and labor to carry water and
fill them for other purposes. With the
older form of built-in lavabo, however,
the case is quite different. Its decora
tive potentiality as an architectural fea
ture is as great as it ever was, and with
modern plumbing attachments,it can be
made, as it once was, a really useful
dining room accessory,either for cooled
water or a generalsupply, or both.

The Bold Colors of An Autumn Garden
(Continued from page 38)

perfect marvel at staking, and staking,
which is a much neglectedart, is pe
culiarly necessaryto the successof the
aster garden. Staking seemsto me a
painstaking processand is one that de
mands an intimate knowledge of plant
forms. It is all the more pity, then, to
see asters tied tightly to stakes and
hopelesslystrangled. In the matter of
asters I saw the staking well done once
on Long Island where the gardenerhad
resorted quite simply to ordinary to
mato plant hoops. The hoops, well
hidden by the foliage, held the stems
sturdily upright and yet they left the
bushes free to expresstheir own loose
branchingcharacter.
I think I like the perennial asters
best when they are intermingled with
other flowers. I have seen the White
Queen asters used in a white garden
where they were luxuriously intermin
gled with anemones, phlox, boltonias,
snapdragons,gladiolus and verbenas. I
have seen the lilac-blue Climax, inter
spersedwith buddleias,used as a back
ground for lavender larkspurs and
lavender scabiosa. And I have planted
these same Climax asters with lemon
marigolds and secured quite a delicate
color effect. If grown well there is no
aster quite so luxuriant as the low
Aster acris that grows in big flat umbels
and looks particularly well with sturdy,
close-plantedlavenderstocks. The New
England aster is such a commongarden
flower, not always pleasingin a garden
of mixed colors, that I was astonished
to find it once combined with carmine
zinnias in a color effect altogether
unique and Frenchy.
And, then, there are the chrysanthe
mums—glorious, showy chrysanthe
mums. The harvests are well-nigh in,
the shrubs are fruiting, the foliage is
turning when thechrysanthemumsmake
the last great crescendoof the garden.
Chrysanthemumsbloom so iate that
they are apt to look a little lonely in
the garden where the other flowers are
already cut down. For this reason I
like a separategarden for them. This
garden should, of course, be near the
main gardenso that it is easily reached
in the autumn season,but just p little
out of the way so that it can be easily

overlooked at other seasonsof the year.
Separate gardens for chrysanthemums
haveanother use,for to show themselves
off to advantagethey should be able to
develop into well-formed plants, and it
is desirable to have a fine background
for the flowers. They are especially
effectiveagainst arborvitaeor cedar.
When chrysanthemumsare wanted in
the all-year garden I often plant them
in the foreground—in fact, right in back
of the edging so that they will not be
crowded too much by other plants.
This keeps the foliage from becoming
brown and injured, which often happens
when they are interplanted with other
flowers. However, such rules cannot be
set, for one of the most beautiful effects
I have ever seen was a garden where
the chrysanthemumswere planted at the
very back. Had I not seen the garden
at other seasons,I should have thought
it especially designed for chrysanthe
mums, so lavish was the bloom all
around the garden. What really hap
penedwas that the plants, carefully tied
up and out of view all summer, had
beenuntied and had thrown themselves
with full abandon across the borders.
This garden had only white chrysan
themums—̂silvery gray-white they seem
to me now in retrospect—and altogether
charming. One color chrysanthemum
gardensare rare and restrainedbut very
choice. For little gardens it is often
better to limit the color. I have
planted a tiny squaregardenwhere yel
low chrysanthemumsmake a frame for
the white ones in the center. I have
kept them potted outside the garden
and have set them in for late autumn
effect. This is particularly favorable for
small gardens,for then the chrysanthe
mums have taken up no room during
the summer, their foliage and shape
are much better than if they had been
left in the tangle of the garden, and
they can be set as thickly as need be.
But even a small garden can have a
fuller range of chrysanthemum color.
Borders on either side of a narrow path
can have a sequenceof color; beginning
with pink and white varieties, they can
mergeinto yellow, orangeand red ones.
In a large garden these color sequences
can be elaborated to the Nth degree.

40NARCH
ETAL WEATHER STRIPS
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J^^HOSE to whom Furniture means more than merely
an article of utility, will find this establishment

an inexhaustible source of inspiration in planning the
furnishment of either an entire house or a single room,
however simple or elaborate the requirements.

gTT A stroll through these interesting Galleries will
Til reveal countless suggestions not likely to be met
with elsewhere. Here one may not only acquire Furniture
and decorative accessories which will impart distinction to
their surroundings, but may avail oneself of the practical
knowledge of an organization which for half a century has
proven itself qualified to render aid in the carrying out of
any decorative scheme.

fTT The policy of moderate prices always maintained

T
il by this establishment was never more strongly in

evidence than it is today.

De luxe prints of attractive interiors, simple or
elaborate as desired, gratis upon request.

JfatrjfoElt (Salter
INCORPORATED

41F-421 MADISON AVENUE
48T-"-49T~" Streets - - New York City
Formerly ofWest 32 -Street

Antiquities
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How to Re-Finish Old Furniture
Every homehas old furniturestoredawaywhich
canbebroughtup-to-dateandput intouseagain.
The rehnishingis a simplematterwith Johnson's
WoodDyeforstainedeffects,andJohnson'sEnam
el for thepopularenamelfinish.

Johnson'sEnameliseasytoapply. It Bowssoper
fectly that no lapsremain—just a clear,grainless,
porcelain-likesurfacewhich will stand repeated
washings. Johnson'sEnamelwill not fade,chip,
check,cracknorpeel. Made in White. Ivory and
FrenchGray
As a foundationfor Johnson'sEnamelgivethefur
niture two coatsof Johnson'sPerfectoneUnder
coat. This preparationis describedonpage12.

FREE—This Book on
Home Beautifying
THIS

book contains practical suggestions on how to

make your home artistic, cheery and inviting—

explains how you can easily and economically refinish

and keep furniture, woodwork and floors in perfect
condition. Tells just what materials to use and how to

apply them.

This book gives full directions on the care of floors —

tells how you can easily make and keep them beautiful
with

JOHNSON'S
Pasfe - LiQutd - Powdered

PREPARED WAX
This book is the work of experts —illustrated in color.
It contains complete instructions for finishing all wood
—hard or soft—old or new. Tells how inexpensive,
soft wood may be finished so it is as beautiful and
artistic as hardwood. Includes color card —gives cover
ing capacities, etc.

We will gladly send this book free and postpaid for the
name of your best dealer in paints. And for 10c we
will also send you a can of Johnson's Prepared Wax, the
dustproof polish for floors, woodwork, furniture, etc.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
Dept. HCO

"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

CanadianFactory: Brantford
Racine, Wisconsin

Garden Rooms In City Houses

| S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. HGO, Racine, Wis.
|

I

Pleasesendme, free and postpaid,your InstructionBook on HomeBeauti
fying and Wood Finishing.

| Name
1 Address i

I

City and State ;

Paint Dealer'sName .

I
If youwisha samplecanof Johnson'sPreparedWax, enclose10c. J

(Continued from page 27)

Iron furniture, bright yellow jars
filled with more daisies and an awning
ot orange-red Venetian sail cloth flung
over the whole changedwhat had been
an uninspired red tin roof into a tiny
garden gay with colorful flowers and
restful with the green of climbing
plants. The room behind it was in ef
fect a garden room and was decorated
accordingly. The walls were cool gray
plaster and the furniture wrought iron
with here and there a piece of rattan.
The hangingsof prim glazed chintz the
color of Lombardy poplars combined

well with the green flowered chintz on
a small settee. On one sidewas a foun
tain bankedwith growing plants and on
the walls wrought-iron brackets held
masses of ivy. On entering one was
immediately conscious of the tiny gar
denseenthrough the openFrench doors.
The room at once becamepart of the
generalschemeto mergethe garden and
the house and was a successfulexample
of what can be done in the city with
rooms of this kind whose reasons for
existencelie in the life of the sun-lit
gardenbeyond.

Framing the Landscape Picture
(Continued from page 24)

trasted foreground of a prospect full of
the softer forms of living nature.
In the compositionof a landscapethe
importance of bringing geometrical
forms into relation with natural forms
cannotbe over-emphasized. Apart from
purely esthetic considerationsthere are
certain sentimentalreasons for bringing
some form of architecture into a land
scape. A prospect of nature in which
there is no evidenceof man'shandiwork
may be profoundly impressiveand sub
lime, but it is also unfriendly. For we
are naturally gregarious,and few of us
could bear to live perpetually sur
rounded by a landscape even appar
ently, though not actually, empty of
man and his works. A house,a wall, a
broken column, serve to give the land
scape an inhabited appearance, while
evidencesof deliberate formal planting
in the foreground are enough to endow
the landscapewith humanity.
Esthetically the contrast of a geomet
rical foreground with a background of
natural forms is useful, inasmuch as it
can bemadeto bring out and emphasize
the main lines or to correct some too
prominent feature of the picture. The
rigid perpendicular lines of a wall or a
pillar help out the similar but more con
fused lines of the farther trees Or,
again, an architectural upright in the
foregroundmay be usedto correcta too
great tendency to the horizontal in the
distant landscape. The level lines of a
terrace wall may be used in an exactly
similar fashion to emphasizeor correct
other natural lines beyond. Formal
planting in the foregroundmay help to
create an illusion of great space and
distance or else to give a senseof en
closure; the character of the landscape
beyondthe gardenwill determinewhich.
Care should be taken, when placing
the architectural foreground,to seethat

the whole picture should be seenfrom a
point at which all its component parts
in background and foreground stand in
duescaleand proportion to one another.
The architectural foreground will lose
its effectif seenfrom too nearor too far
away. It will be well, therefore, to
make sure that the picture is seen cor
rectly by placing a seat at the right
viewpoint, or by making it in someway
impossibleor difficult for peopleto look
at it from any point that brings near
and far into wrong relation. To do this
will not always be possible. In most
cases,indeed, the creator of the compo
sition will have to leave it to people's
esthetic senseto find exactly the right
point from which the picture is to be
looked at.
The ways in which a distant prospect
may be broken up so as to form a
studied composition are worth attention
when we are considering the question
of windows and doorways as a fore
ground. The Japanese, for example,
makegreat use of trellis as a foreground
to a view. The landscapeis thus made
to appear in relation to a series of
purely geometrical forms, to the great
improvement of the picture as a com
posed work of art. Much the same
felicitous relation of geometricalto nat
ural forms is achieved in windows by
the division of the spaceinto a seriesof
panes, sometimes,as in the case of a
leadedwindow, extremelysmall.
Of recent times large plate glass win
dows have been used by people who
imagine that a view is better when en
tirely uninterruptedby the interposition
of a foreground. This is a mistaken
idea of the matter. The geometrical
foreground provided by a window di
vided up into panes in almost all cases
very much improves the pictorial qual
ity of the landscapeas a work of art.

Edging Plants for the Perennial Border
(Continued from page 61)

to get good clumps or pot grown
plantsat the nursery. Blooms in May
and June.
Scotch or Grass Pinks (Dianthus plu-
marius)

Still another of the valuable gray-
green foliage plants having a good
persistent foliage which is interesting
even in winter. From late May until
July they are covered with a multi
tude of spicy scentedblooms in vari
ous colors. These plants grow rapidly
and should be divided about every
threeyears. They can be raisedfrom
seed,although one is not so sure of
the variety and color as when they are
bought in field grown or pot grown
clumps. Carmenis thebest light pink.
Napoleon III is a fine blood crimson
which blooms until late in October.
Her Majesty is a double white one of
great beauty.
Variegated Day Lily (Funkia undulata
var. variegata)

All of the Funkias are a little coarse

for the garden edge, but this one is
the best. It servesits purposebest in
corners or at terminal points such as
the entrance and exits of a garden,
for it is large enough and sturdy
enoughto mark such places. It has a
slendergreenleaf markedwith streaks
of white. Later in the seasonit has
a long flower stalk strung with bell
like flowersof a shadeof lavender. It
is a rapid grower and should be fre
quently divided. It is an excellent
edging plant for shrubs or for tall
perennials,such as peonies,which do
not hide their feet with good foliage
at all times. Blooms in July and
August.
Avens (Geum Heldrichi)
A sun and moisture-loving plant
which growsmuchafter the fashion of
the dandelion, with thick tufts of
green foliage above which appear the
oranee colored flowers in May and
until August. It is to be had in a
(Continued on page 70)
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fthecountry,"morepeoplerideonGoodyearTiresthanonanyotherkind"

MORE
people ride on Goodyear Tires than on any other

kind* Have you ever asked yourselfwhy? Could there
be any other reason than the conspicuously good service
that Goodyear Tires give ? Today, Goodyear Tires are better
tires than they have ever been* They are larger, stronger,
heavier,more durable* They contain morematerial* They last
longer, and cost less per mile to use* Whether you drive a

large car or a small one, you should use Goodyear Tires*
More people ride onGoodyear Tires thanon any other kind*
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AN IDEAL that will never perish

Simplicity, sincerity, stead

fastness, eager good-will, in
tegrity— these are concepts of
the mind, and in what clearer

form can they be visualized than
in a clock of perfect faithfulness
—a Seth Thomas?

THE
pioneers who pushed forward the bor

ders of this nation put much reliance in the

plain virtues. The grandfathers of many of us

listened to the voice of some old Seth Thomas

that in measured rhythm preached—"Sure-and-
Steady, lad. Haste makes Waste. Be careful.

Keep at it."

The first Seth Thomas sounded its first tick
just before the close of the war of 1812. Seth

Thomas pendulums swung in unison with the
tread of Zachary Taylor's troops marching
against Palo Alto in '46. Their hands ap
plauded Commodore Perry's treaty with Japan
in '54. With mournful faces they kept watch
over the martyred Lincoln in '65.

Pomp and circumstances have marched by

them for 108 years. The tread of millions of
feet of common clay, bent on humble things,

have kept consonance with their steady tick-tock.

Beneath the satin finished mahogany, behind

the genteel dial of the modern Seth Thomas

lives that ideal of service—the thing that never
dies.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY

Edging Plants for the Perennial Border
(Continued from page68)

number of colors, and can be propa
gatedby seedor by division.
Creeping Baby's Breath (Gypsophila
repens)

Although this is a favorite of the rock
garden it can be readily adapted to
the front row of the perennialgarden,
for its long, graceful, creeping stems,
which are coveredwith a profusion of
small rosepink flowerets,rise only to
a height of about 6", and do not have
too great a tendency to creep out of
bounds. Blooms in June and July.
Hardy Candytuft (lberis sempervirens)
Long a well known annual plant, but
the perennial variety has not been
used so much. It is a very satisfac
tory plant, both from the point of
view of flowers and of persistentfoli
age which is practically evergreen.
Just after the creeping phlox has
stopped blooming this sturdy plant
delights with a mass of brilliant
white blossoms. It is a good spread
ing plant and can be propagated
either by seedsor division.
CrestedDwarf Iris (Iris cristata)
All of the iris make good edging
plants, for they have such stiff, up
standingleaves,but it is essentialthat
the plants behind them be tall enough
to show over the top. For this reason
the dwarf iris is best suited to the
front of the border. Cristata grows
about 5' high and has a profusion of
light blue flowers from early April
until mid-May. The best time to
plant this iris is just when the growth
begins. It can be propagatedby di
vision after it has bloomed.
Dwarf Iris (Iris pumila)
This iris is moredwarf than theothers.
It grows from 6" to 9" tall and so
servesthe purposeof an edgingplant,
for the smallerplants behind it can be
better seen. It has flowers with violet
and blue petals and blooms in April
and May. It is fine for a permanent
edge. It spreads rapidly and should
be divided about every two or three
years.
Forget-me-not (Myosotis palustris)
Always popular with its dainty blue
flowers in great profusion, and its fast
spreadingmats of thick, green leaves.
This plant grows about 6" high and
is coveredpractically all summerwith
blooms. It does best in a half shady,
moist place, but will thrive in full
sun. The best way to propagate is
by division, although seedsor cuttings
will serve.
Evening Primrose (Oenothera mis-
souriensis)

One of the few really good yellow
flowers for the front line of the bor
der. The brilliant yellow and fra
grant flowers are charming in the
early eveningwhen they open in full.

It grows from 6" to 12" high, and
although it prefersa half shady place
it will grow in full sun. The best,
way to propagateit is by cuttings or
division. Blooms from June to early-
August.
Creeping Phlox (Phlox subulata)
This is used a great deal as edging;,
but the magentashadeis not as effec
tive as the lavenderand white colors.
One of the reasons for its not being
one of the best edging plants is that
after it has bloomed its foliage does
not prove very effectiveas a border
planting. It is, in fact, a rock plant
and should be valued for that use.
Blooms from early April to mid-May.
Leadwort (Plumbago larpeniae)
This dwarf tufted plant with masses
of cobalt blue flowers at the ends of
wiry stems about 1' high makes a
fine edging. It is wonderful for color
massesin the fall when many of the
summer flowering plants are begin
ning to fade. It needsa slight winter
protection in the North. Propagati
by seedor by division.
London Pride (Saxijraga umbrosa)
An interesting plant which grows
from 6" to 12" high and has a pleas
ing pink blossom in July.
Woundwort (Stachys lanata)
Another plant with gray-green foli
age. This foliage is almost woolly
white and grows about 6" high. It
will grow without much attention and
will withstand drought.
Tunica (Tunica saxijraga)
This plant has a very neat and trim
spreading tuft of foliage from which
spring small pink or purplish flowers
in greatprofusion on wiry stemsfrom
6" to 10" high. It may be propa
gatedby seedor by division. Blooms
from late June through August.
Rock Speedwell (Veronica- rupestris)
An abundance of small deep purple
flowers in densespikes 4" to 5" high
is the most valuablepart of this plant,
although the foliage is in the form of
a close, neat mat which is always a
good adjunct to an edging plant.
Propagate either by seedor division.
Blooms in May and June.
Tufted Pansy (Viola cornuta)
Such a popular flower as the pansy-
has been long lamentedby many be
cause its period of bloom was so
short. The perennial variety has a
much longer period of bloom, and if
it is cut back after its first seasonof
flowering and then heavily manured
and watered occasionally it will give
a second crop of flowers in Septem
ber. Sow seeds in August for early
bloom in the next summer. Winter
protection in the North is necessary.
Pot grown or field grown clumpsmay
be secured.

English Ivy as a House Plant
(Continued from page 48)

While it may be possible to purchase,
a suitable trellis, it is not usually easy
to find one small enough,for most trel
lisesare made for outdoor use. But it
is very easy for a handy-man to make
a trellis from his own designs. Some
people,with a natural senseof propor
tion, will makean attractive trellis with
out any preliminary drawing, without
much thought or calculation.
The trellises shown here are home
made, "whittled" from stock at hand.
In fact, the strips weremade by cutting
from an ordinary '/?,"pine board. With
a splitting saw the strips were made
about y$" square or ffl x Va", then
smoothedwith a plane.
The square or diamond shape of the
cross piecesis easily made if one has a
mitre-box which facilitates cutting ac
curately to forty-five degrees. If not,

/

the anglescan be cut with a knife, and
with a little "cut-and-try" the four
pieces will fit reasonably well. The
piecesshould be gluedtogetherand then
nailed with small wire nails for the glue
might not hold becauseof the possible
dampness.
In making simple shapes,such as the
"ladder" trellis, the short strips are sim
ply nailed in place after locating them
by moving about on the vertical or long
pieces. But to usea squareor diamond
it is easier to put the square together
separatelybefore locatingit on the verti
cals. When combining a square and
"herring-bone" pieces,locate the square
first and then place the short piecesso
that they will look well.
After the trellis is put together, it
should be painted or stained to suit the

(Continued on page 72)
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MISS MAE MURRAY
Uses Quaker Tuscan Net Curtains

In Her Italian Breakfast Room At The Hotel Des Artistes

MISS
MAE MURRAY— perhaps the most
artistic of America's motion picture

stars — has given her breakfast room in the
Hotel Des Artistes the antique Italian treat
ment so smart just now in beautiful American
homes.

Miss Murray has found that the ideal win
dow curtaining for this room is Quaker Tuscan

net — a coarse mesh net with an unobtrusive
figure, showing the influence of Italian art in
window decoration.

Two walls of the room, showing different
views of the curtains, are illustrated on this

page. Because of the sunlight in the room, the

figure in the net — as it should in every smart
net curtain — practically disappears.

Miss Murray's decorator made these cur

tains under the star's personal supervision,
and she has kindly consented to furnish us
with exact directions for making them. They
are extremely simple, and we shall be glad to

forward a copy of the directions to any woman

who is interested. Write to

QUAKER LACE COMPANY
Mills, Philadelphia - - Wholesale Salesrooms, 890 Broadway, New York
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The ModelHomeElectric,LosAngeles,Cal.

A Refinement in Lighting
The ceiling fixtures in these rooms are Duplexalites with
shades which were made by the Decorator. The evening
illumination is as beautiful as early morning sunlight.
Most of the light is diffused from the ceiling, just as the
earth is lighted from the sky. The Duplexalite makes
everything in the rooms beautiful.
Our book, "The Light to Live With" illustrates a variety of shades
for Duplexalites. If you prefer, you may purchasejust the Duplex
alites— the basis of the perfect results—and make suitable shades
yourself or have them made by your Decorator. We will be glad
to render every possible assistancein this connection.

ItistheDuplexalite
aroundtheMazda
C lamp,insidethe
shade,whichcon
trols and directs
thelightravsand
makespossiblethe
beautifulillumina
tion.

ThereareDuplexalitedealersall overthecountry. Sendfor a copyof our
book,"The Light to Live With."

DUPLEX LIGHTING WORKS
of GeneralElectricCompany

6 West 48th Street, New York City

Duplex-a-lite
~<ZB*ligJSi to live rottfi"

English Ivy as a House Plant
{Continuedfrom page 70)

fancy of themaker. A dark brown goes will be reasonablydurable and satisfar-
well with the greenand doesnot detract tory, although most flat varnishes do
from the green ivy during the period not stand exposure to water without
that the trellis is but partly covered, turning white.
Very satisfactory results may be had Various oil stains,wood fillers, or var-
from wood dye and flat varnish, espe- nish stains may be used; in fact, one
cially if soft wood is used. If of harder doesn't like to buy materials for such a
wood, suchas oak or gum wood, shellac, small job, so that there is a great temp-
followed by flat varnish will give a tation to make the best of what is at
beautiful effect without rubbing. It hand.

Collecting Salt Glaze Ware
(Continued jrom page 31)

the body answersas a receptaclefor the of the processof firing salt was thrown
beverage." into the kiln. The vapor, produced by
Besides the Fulham and Nottingham the volatilization of this salt at the high
salt glazes there were the coarser, less temperature,united chemicallywith the
carefully finished wares produced at silica of the body clay, forming a glaze
Brampton, Chesterfieldand Swinton in of sodiacsilicate over the surface of the
the 18thCentury. fired ware. As"this chemicalaction was
We are now cometo the secondgreat coincidentwith the final firing, the glaze-
class—that of the Staffordshire potters, was actually incorporatedwith the body
a highly fired ware which is translucent of the ware. This salt glazingproduced
in its thinner surfaces. White salt glaze a surface having innumerable tiny pit-
wares were also made to a limited ex- marks (much like those on the surface
tent at Leeds, Liverpool, Jackfield and of an orange), which is one of the chief
elsewhere. The Staffordshire salt glaze characteristicsof the ware. Salt glazing
is very hard. According to Sir A. H. had the advantageover the earlier lead
Church, the Staffordshire salt glazes glazing process in that it produced a
may be divided into four periods: (1) much whiter surface.
Before 1720,impressedor applied orna
ment on thrown or turned pieces; (2) Lambeth Ware
1720-1740,flint added to the body clay,
producing fine and sharp work in drab In passingone may make mention of
or white; (3) 1740-1760,colored enam- the third and last division of English
els employed for surface decorations; salt glaze wares—the modern brown
(4) basketand piercedwork prevailing, ware of Lambeth. This was first pro-
The ware of the first period was drab ducedabout 1751,with buff or yellowish
or white, that of the secondwhite. lower portions. Lambeth stonewarejugs
In his "History of the Staffordshire were popular in the beginning of the
Potteries" Simeon Shaw is of the opin- 19thCentury and by 1820severalLam-
ion that the Staffordshiresalt glazeswere beth potters were producing ink bottles,
made of brick earth mixed with sand, beer bottles, hunting jugs, pickle jars
then can marl and fine sand, later of and like mundane bits. John Doulton
gray coal measure'sclay and fine sand established a pottery in Lambeth in
and finally (from about 1720) of gray 1815and the celebratedDoulton ware
clay with ground flint. cameto be the outcome of this experi-
We may consider the fine period of ment. Doulton ware combines several
Staffordshiresalt glaze ware to extend processes. Panels of scratched-in deco-
from 1720to 1740. Astbury did much ration are covered with salt glaze; col-
in the early years of salt glazesto ad- ored enamel bands heighten the effects
vance the qualities of the ware, as like- and relief and bossedwork are added,
wise did the two Ralph Woods and Of the salt glazed stonewaremade in
Aaron Wood, who cut molds before America, the earliest products may be
Ralph Daniel of Cambridge introduced dated to the first quarter of the 18th
plaster of Paris molds (1743-1750), Century. These old pieces were utili-
whereafter the salt glaze piecesdeterio- tarian in characterand rarelywere orna-
rated. Josiah Wedgwood also potted mentedwith other than a dash of blue
salt glaze wares during his time at the now and then,with a bit of incised"pat-
Ivy House or at the Brick House works tern. In 1735John Remmey,a German
in Burselm. Teapots in salt glazeware potter, establisheda salt glazestoneware
bearing Wedgwood's name have been factory near the old City Hall; a map
preservedin English collections. of New York City in 1742shows this

pottery still in existence. Indeed, the
The First Color potteryworks of Remmey& Crolius was

running until 1820. As early as Janu-
Blue was the first color introduced in ary 25, 1792,the New Jersey Journal.
salt glaie ware. One of the earliest published in Elizabethtown, contained
examplesof this soit is the Portobello this advertisementinsertedby the Penn-
(Admiral Vernon) teapot by Astbury, sylvania Society for the Encouragement
circa 1740. Polychrome decorationsoon of Manufactures and Useful Arts:
followed and, as has already been "To such person as shall exhibit the
noted, enamelcolors were applied some best specimenof Earthenware or Pot-
time after 1751. These enameledsalt tery, approachingnearestto Queensware
glaze pieces exhibited the influence of (Josiah Wedgwood's English produc-
Chinese design. tion) or the Nottingham or Delft ware,
The very rare Staffordshiresalt glaze of the marketablevalue of fifty dollars
figurines followed the development of —a plate of the valueof fifty dollars or
other specimensof salt glaze, from the an equivalentin money,
while grounds to the enameledcolored "To such personsas shall exhibit the
pieces. A little figure of a Turk sold at best specimensof Stoneware or that
Christies just before the war for over kind of Earthenware which is glazed
thirty-five pounds,while the figure of a with salt of the value of fifty dollars, a
"Man on Horseback" brought over plate of fifty dollar's value or that sum
ninety-six the year after. in specie."
The English potters required a very These early American salt glaze
high temperature(about 2190°) for salt stonewares showed strongly the influ-
glaze, a temperature that would cause ence of the stonewares of the Rhine
mostEnglish earthenwareclays to soften Valley. The lovely white English salt
in the kiln. But the clays composing glazewares, for which the Staffordshire
the stonewareswere of a sort to resist potters were justly famous, were not,
this softening. These clays containeda as far as I have been able to discover,
large amount of silica. Toward the end attemptedin America.
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—the original FLAT Curtain Rodfi©Sg^?

B

Plan Artistic
Windows with

Kitsch Booklet

It's Free
Pictures pretty windows for
every room— fcives up-to-date
information on window draping
styles, materials, color schemes,
etc. It's called the "Kirsch Rod
and Window Draping Book."
Write for your copy.

Window Draperies "make" or spoil
the charm of a room

Curtain Rods "make" or spoil the attractiveness of draperies
Trust Kirsch Flat Curtain Rods to display your beautiful curtains and drap~
eries to greatest advantage.

The flat shape of Kirsch Rods &ives them sapless strength—holds headings
erect. The graceful curved ends permit draping curtains clear to casing,
shutting out side &lare.
The beautiful velvet brass or white finish keeps like new for years.

No Sa& —No Rust— No Tarnish
Kirsch Rods fit every window. Single, double or triple rods secure any effect; ex
tension or cut-to-len&th.

SOLD BY BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

KIRSCH MFG. COMPANY, 240 Prospect Avenue, Stur&is, Mich., U. S. A.
Kirsch Mf&. Co. of Canada, Ltd., 453 Tecumseh St., Woodstock, Ontario

Remember To Ask For

To get the genuine— be sure that the name "KIRSCH" is on the box
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I

To ownahomeistheultimateresultof
allambition,theendtowhicheveryenter
priseandlabortends,andof whichevery
desirepromptstheprosecution.—Johnson

Home ownership affords that sense of security
and substantial comfort so necessary to true

contentment. And if our home be a structure
embodying beauty and permanence, we take

unbounded pleasure and pride in it.

Throughout our country we find some of the
most beautiful homes built with Indiana Lime

stone—a natural stone whose velvety texture
is inimitable in manufactured materials.

And for garden statuary and the numerous
details of interior decoration, such as exqui
sitely carved fireplaces and mantels, Indiana

Limestone is practicable, for its texture permits
the utmost freedom and ease in working.

The natural beauty of Indiana Limestone is

permanent and its cost comparatively moderate.

If You Are Going To Build
(Continued from page 53)

Below is shown a
detailed method of
backing up face
brick with hollow
tile. A section of a
13" wall

Detailed section of
frame wall showing
the method of ap
plying cementstucco
on metal lath

Section in detail of
frame wall showing
method of applying
wood shingles over
sheathing

Since the vanishingof our great water
sheds, and the destruction of our for
ests, mainly through heedlessness,con
crete has becomerecognizedas one of
the most valuable building materials in
this country. To many peopleconcrete
and stucco mean the same thing, but
stucco is really the finish for the out
sidestructureof a wall alreadycomplete,
whereas concrete is an actual building
material which can be used over metal
lath or terra-cotta building blocks, and
which can-be left rough, finished with
stucco, or given a final coat of small
stonesthat come in a variety of colors.
Where the concrete is built up solidly,
reinforcing iron should be placed in
the structure. For the interior finish,
wooden or metal lathing is attached to
furring strips to avoid the slightestpos
sibility of dampness. Where a certain
color, not the natural tone of concreteor
stucco,is desired,it should be introduced
into the material itself and not painted
on the wall. As a rule, three coats of
stuccoare usedand allowed to dry. To
the last one the color should be added.
Then it is inherent in the structure of
the house itself.

Stucco and Half-Timber

There is an increasinginterest,just at
present, in the combination of concrete
with half-timber. When timber is used
it should be allowed to weather and
should not be painted, as the smooth
coat of paint against the rough concrete
surfaceis inartistic, and the painting has
to be renewed many times during the
lifetime of the concrete.
Among our illustrations we are show
ing a beautiful plain concretesurface in
which no other material is introducedas
a decoration. A finer example of the
artistic effect to be gained from the
lights and shadows thrown on a con
cretewall by trees and vines would be
hard to find. And surely no introduc
tion of brick or stone in the lintels or
sills of a housecould add to the beauty
given by the drifting of sunlight through
the trees over the surface of this build
ing.
The only colors which can be safely
recommendedto be used on concrete
and stucco are red, yellow ochre, buff,
and the different shadesof sand, gray
and brown. Color mixed in the mor
tar should be introduced sparingly, as it
injures the strengthof a compound.

The cost of stucco is considerablyless
than brick facing,and when well applied
is durable and attractive. The use of
half-timber construction originated in
England. In the fine old English half-
timber housesa wooden frame was built
and filled in between the timbers with
brick or stone laid in lime mortar. As
long as oak was used, this half-timber
construction was satisfactory, because
oak does not shrink or swell very much.
But the useof other woods brought dis
astrous results; the houses leaked be
tween joints and wooden frame; to
avoid this the joints betweenwood and
stucco must overlap.
Of course,metal lath is well used in
the structure of both interior and ex
terior walls. • —

Wood

The clapboard house is essentiallyan
Americanmethod of construction.Prob
ably becauseof the scarcity of timber it
is seldom found in England or on the
Continent, except in Scandinavia. But
when we first began to build housesin
this country white pine timber was
plentiful, it was easy to erect saw mills,
and there were such huge old treesthat
wide clapboards could be secured free
from knots. As timber becamescarcer
and nails cheaper,the narrow clapboards
came into generalfavor. The old clap
boards were nearly always made of
white pine; it is still a favorite. Cedar,
however, is more generally used. It is
light, substantial,and cheaperthan the
pine. Cypressalso has its good qualities.
Clapboard houses are easily built.
They are cheapand durable. Of course
they have the disadvantageof not being
fireproof, and require frequent painting,
but they will always be popular in
wooded localities where the bringing in
of brick, breaking of stoneand the cut
ting of shingles would be difficult and
expensive. Also certain types of the
Colonial housewill always demandwide
clapboardsor shinglesfor walls. A new
use of the wide clapboard will be seen
in one of the illustrations, where the
boards do not overhang but are put in
flat. The effectof this is extremely in
teresting and picturesque, especially
when used for houses of established
Colonial design.
There can be no doubt that the old
Colonial flavor in a house is preserved

(Continued on page 76)
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THE WORLD'S MOST ENTHRALLING ENTERTAINER

TheMaster-Key thatl
Unlocks the Imagination
Fancy runs riot tinder the spell of motion pictures.
Shackles of time and space fall away as by a fairy en
chantment and in happy companionship with the film
stars we live, move and have our being, for the time, amid
the scenes of the screen.
It is no task at all to slip back a century and a half and
wander through the beautiful Trianon with Marie An
toinette. Less than an hour will suffice to journey— in
your own arm-chair — through India and Borneo, Italy,
France and Russia. If you are so minded, visit the shell-
plowed fields of Flanders, or safely watch the tragic events
of the Marne and Verdun. Mary Pickford, Norma Tal-
madge, Douglas Fairbanks, Wm. S. Hart and scores of
other film favorites will entertain you with their choice
productions, and Roscoe Arbuckle or Charlie Chaplin send
you to bed with hearty side-splitting laughter.
What a night the Pathescope "movies" can give you—
in your own home, surrounded by your own fam
ily and friends— to continue as long as you wish,
or stop whenever you tire !
The Pathescope projector is so exquisitely
built that its large, brilliant, flickerless pictures
amaze expert critics. And all with absolute
safety, for the Pathescope uses only "Safety-
Standard" film, approved by the Underwriters1
Laboratories, Inc., for use without a fire-proof

booth or a licensed operator. Anyone can operate the
Pathescope, anywhere, anytime.

Take Your Own Motion Pictures
to Keep Your Yesterdays Young

The magic of a baby's smile; the pathetic humor of his
childish tears; his first toddling steps and ever original
antics—how soon they pass and how dimly recalled!
No still-pictures can preserve for us these sweet mem
ories. Snapshots may celebrate what once tingled with
life, but they soon lose interest and by no strain of imag
ination can they re-animate the past.
But the New Premier Motion Picture Camera records faith
fully and vividly the action —almost the very life—of the most
entrancing events. "The smiles, the tears of boyhood's years",
the family home-gatherings that soon may have their "vacant
chairs"; outings, picnics and parties; wherever you go, what
ever you do, the New Premier Motion Picture Camera records

the endless activity with marvelous fidelity. Simple to
operate; as easy to load in daylight as any little hand
camera. Two models — less costly than many good
still-picture cameras —$125 and $200.
Films, too, are comparatively inexpensive, and we
develop your negatives without charge.

We will be glad to demonstrate these wonderful
machines to you. Come to any Pathescope Salon and
operate the Pathescope yourself. Select your oivn pic
tures. Write for address of nearest agency, (member)

PATH £ SCOPE CO. OF AMERICA, Inc.
WiUard B. Cook, President Suite 1828. Aeolian Hall, New York Agencies in Principal Cities

mm
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^ 'Place Like Home-
and still time enough to build it—T^ow—
before snow flies. Enjoy Christmas this
year in front of your own open fire;
come home from next years vacation
to your own door step — for of all pos'
sessions, there is nothing like home.

Arkansas Soft Pine
spells "Home and Happiness." It is the
right wood for the house complete,
inside and out; for woodwork that
delights the feminine eye—for staunch
frame and structure that suit the ex'
acting owner.

Twelve good houses and the How and
Why of Arkansas Soft Pine are fully
explained in our new book, "Home and
Happiness" — and it's yours for the
asking. Write now.

Arkansas Soft Pine is trade'mar\ed
and sold hy local dealers East of the Roc\ies

Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau
1015 Boyle Building

Little Rock •Arkansas

If You Are Going To Build
(Continued from page 74)

moreintimately with thewide clapboard
construction,and with the return of the
Colonial architectureto widespreadpop
ularity the use of the essentiallyappro
priate clapboard is well worth a bit of
study.
Probably no wall is more friendly and
pleasant and easily laid up than the
shingle; this is true both of the natural
woodenshingleand the asbestosshingle.
The wooden shingle can be used for a
variety of houses, from bungalows to
Georgianbuildings, it comesin so many
colors, different sizes and irregular out
lines, can be made so durable with a
promise of fireproofing, that the appeal
is practically nation-wide in this coun
try. Some of the finest old Colonial
houseson Long Island are made of the
hand-rived pine shingles,and certainly
they must have survived the rude winds
and brilliant suns of a century or more.
The durability is partly due to the fact
that the old hand-madenails rustedonly
on the surface and this rust formed a
sort of protection to the nail, whereas
the modern steelnails rust down to the
very point. As a rule a wall made of
machinesplit shingles put on with steel
nails will not last over twenty-five
years. At one time all factory-made
I shingleswere very smooth and evenand
1 uninteresting, but today different sur
facesare gained by the processof split
ting the shingles; uneven edges are
shown and an immensevariety of de
lightful colors.

Wooden House Framework

The foundation for shingle and clap
board houses is first of all the frame
woodwork or upright supports. On this
are laid the rafters and over the frame
woodwork is a wooden sheathing,cov
ered with building tar paper. Inside of
the housethe plastergoesdirectly on the
sheathing. No furring is necessary,be
cause the drying of a wooden house is

from the inside out, insteadof from the
outside in. A delightful exampleof the
unevenshinglesurfaceof a wall is shown
in one of the houseshere. On this sur
face there is scarcelya shinglethat does
not vary from all other shingles,both in
outline and thickness. The house is
painted white, and as in time a softer
tone is given, the effect will be that of
an antique Colonial wall, intensified by
the useof solid woodenshuttersand the
classicGreek doorway.

The Problem of Paint

The question of painting the wooden
houseis perhapsone of the most difficult
problems the builder has to face. It is
a matter that more or lessmust be left
in the hands of the architect or builder
or to certain reliable manufacturers of
paint who sell it ready to use and who
furnish, so far as it is in their power,
a non-fadable mixture. Some builders
much prefer to mix their own paint.
Here again this is only feasible if the
builder is a very dependablepersonwho
will give you the very best materials in
his paints. If the linseed oil is a good
quality and the white lead thoroughly
divided andmixedwith the oil, and each
coat is given a chance to dry without
moisture and dust, you will get a good
result. Becauseof the uncertainweather
conditions in this country it is usually
necessaryto add a volatile oil to insure
the paint drying as rapidly as possible.
This oil considerably lessens the good
result if too much is used. Happily we
have grown to feel today that a little
fading of color is not the blight we used
to considerit and so if our bright green
blinds tonedown a little, or our Holland
blue shutters fade to a softer shade, in
the main we are not worried, and even
tually, as is the casewith a finely woven
old rug, the toning processreally adds
to the beauty and satisfying charm of
the structure.

Reviews of Building. Material Catalogs
Those readerswho are interestedin a
further study of the wall problemwould
find the following catalogs of valuable
service. Thesedo not exhaustthe avail
able list, but they are ample for the
purpose.

"The Concrete Builder. Devoted to the
Use of Concrete for Farm and
Home." Published by the Portland
Cement Association, Portland, Ore.
The use of cementblocks is shown in
this pamphlet, for houses, stores and
factory buildings.

"The Expense-Proof Farm." Published
by the Lehigh Portland Cement
Company, Allentown, Pa.
This pamphlet gives general informa
tion for the handling and planning of
concrete. It is well illustrated both by
line drawings and photographs.

"Doric and Gothic Brick." Published
by Western Brick Company, Dan
ville, Illinois.
The use of brick for picturesqueef
fects is set forth in this book in the
text and the beautiful color illustrations.

"The Cloister Brick. Its Origin and
Effect Upon Modern Architecture."
Published by Western Brick Com
pany, Danville, Illinois.
A brick of character is shown in this
pamphlet. Building material suited to
construction of picturesquehomes.

"Herringbone Rigid Metal Lath. A
Base and Reinforcementfor Plaster
and Stucco." Published by the
General Fireproofing Company,
Youngstown, Ohio.

A well illustrated little volume on
the value of metal lath construction in
ceilings,walls and partitions. Showing
the use of stucco or cement sidings.
Practical illustrations.

"Self-Sentering. A Reinforcement for
Concrete Floors, Roofs and Walls."
Published by the General Fire
proofing Company, Youngstown.
Practical pamphlet on fireproofing
construction, showing the value of ex
pandedmetal reinforcementfor concrete
construction where speed,economy and
comfort are desired.

"As a Man Liveth." Published by As
sociated Metal Lath Manufac
turers, 901 Swetland Building,
Cleveland, Ohio.
"An ideal combination of economy in
construction and maintenance,practica
bility and flexibility in architectural de
sign, beauty and permanenceof struc
ture is securedby stucco on metal lath
construction."

"White Pine in Home Building." Pub
lished by White Pine Bureau, St.
Paul, Minnesota.
The romanceas well as the practical
story of white pine in the building of
modern homesis told in this book.

"Town and Country Buildings." Pub
lished by the Southern Pine Asso
ciation, New Orleans, La.
The suitability of Southern pine to
home building is set forth in this book
as well as its durability, moderatecost
and beauty.

{Continued on page 78)



"Fifteen miles an hour I Where do you get that stuff? IVhy, if you hadnt had Kelly-Springfield
Cords on you'd have gone clean over the curb when I held up my hand."
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STEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS

OCCASIONALLY

the genius of man produces future generations the task of carrying it to still
some masterpiece of art— a symphony, a book, higher perfection. But the Steinway, great as it was in
a painting —of such surpassing greatness that for Richard Wagner's day, has grown greater still with each

generation upon generation it stands as an ideal, generation of the Steinway family. From Wagner, Liszt
unequaled and supreme. For more than three score and Rubinstein down through the years to Paderewski,
years the position of the Steinway Piano has been com' Rachmaninoff and Hofmann, the Steinway has come
parable to such a masterpiece—with this difference: A to be "The Instrument of the Immortals" and the
symphony, a book, a painting, once given to the world, unmistakable token of musical distinction in homes of
stands forever as it is. Its creator cannot bequeath to culture and discrimination everywhere.

Steinwaydealersthroughoutthe United Statesmill gladly arrangeconvenientterms. Usedpianosacceptedin partial exchange.
Prices: $875and up,plusfreightat pointsdistantfromNew York).

STEINWAY & SONS, Steinway Hall, 109 E. 14th Street, New York



The Estey Residence Organ
' I 'HERE is something about the
presence of a pipe organ in a home

that gives the house a distinction—

possibly because an organ in the home

is not yet so common as to lose its

agreeable novelty. Every proper home

should have music in some form.

The pipe organ gives music in its most

splendid and desirable form. The
Estey Residence Organ is playable
either by the human organist, or by

what we call the Estey Organist, a

device that makes all organ music avail'

able to all.

THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY
Dratdehoro, Vermont



Like the handiwork of an "Old Master
/N

all its glowing loveliness, a Handel

Lamp makes an irresistible appeal. From
base to shade, it is a perfect harmony of
line and color — and of material that will
forever hold its beauty. The colors are
permanent and fadeless and after years of

use will be bright as when new. All metal
parts are specially treated, resulting in a

finish and decoration as permanent as the

metal itself.

Lantern S-836 as a porch light gives the
guest a cheery welcome. The Ball Pendant
No. 6885 makes an attractive globe of light
for a hall, den, solarium or library. Floor
lamps ; lamps for the boudoir and alongside

the easy chair; lamps for the library and

for every corner that needs a spot of bright
color — all these are made by the Handel
master artists and sold by best dealers every

where. Look for them in the window.

THE HANDEL COMPANY, Meriden, Conn.

HANDEI/0
amps



INTERNATIONAL
STERLING
*yVCasierpieces of the CP/assics-

TRIANON
DESIGN

THE
beauty of International

Sterling will not wane. For
it is created after >the eternal

classics.

Nor will its splendor ever
diminish. For International
Sterling is wrought from solid
silver. Against its imperishable
substance, time and use march

in vain.

In Trianon, the silversmiths
have wrought a new master'

piece of the classics, massive
yet chaste. Your jeweler has
it in complete table service.

TRADEMARX

This craftsman's mark identifies the genuine

A Book of Silver on Request
.Writefor Book 154,— theTrianon
brochure.InternationalSilverCo.,
Factory L, Wallingford, Conn.

Wrought From Solid Silver
—the most permanent and
useful form of invested wealth.
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The New Brand Peony: Victory ChateauThierry

The Brand Peonies
America's Most Beautiful Contribution to the Peony World

Bulletin No. 14 of the American Peony Society just
out is devoted entirely to a vote of the Members of the
American Peony Society as to the comparative merits
of all the good named peonies of the world. Mr.
Saunders, Secretary of Society, analyzes the vote and
finds that taking into consideration only varieties which
received the vote of not less than twenty members that
there are 64 varieties that received a rating of 8.4 or
better.

Of these 64 varieties 9 or 13% are Brand
Varieties.
Mr. Saunders goes still further in his analysis of this
vote and finds that with not less than twenty members
voting on a variety there were only 22 varieties that
received a vote of 9 or better.
Now of these 22 World's Best Peonies 4 or
better than 20% are Brand Varieties.
I would also call your attention to the fact that no
safer guide can be found to follow in the making up
one's wants in peonies than the unsolicited expressed
judgment of the Great Peony Growers of the country
as set forth in their 1921 lists now just beginning to
appear.
Mr. Wm. A. Peterson gives a "Master List" of 50
varieties of which 6 are Brand Varieties.
Henry S. Cooper includes in his list of 56 varieties
"which you should have at any price", 9 Brand Varie
ties.
Mr. James Boyd lists 21 sorts as the "cream de la
cream of peonies" and 4 of these are Brand Peonies.
I believe it can no longer be questioned that the
Brand varieties are among the very best in the world.
Besides the largest stock of Brand Varieties in the
world we are also carrying one of the largest stocks in
America of such other wonderful French, English, and
American varieties as Le Cygne, Kelway's Glorious,
Phyllis Kelway, Theresa, Solange, Mine. Jules Dessert,
Tourangelle, La Fee, Lady Duff, La France, Laura
Dessert, Raoul Dessert, Jubilee, Mrs. Edward Harding,
Rosa Bonheur, Philippe Rivoire, etc.

// you do not hare my 1920-1921Catalog
scud for it. This is my 42nd year as a pro
fessional grower of peonies.

A. B. BRAND, Faribault, Minnesota

Reviews of Building Material Catalogs
(Continued from page 76)

"Bonds and Mortars in the Wall of
Brick.'' An Essay on Design in
Patterns for Brickwork." Pub
lished by •Hydraulic-Press Brick
Company. Saint Louis, Mo.
Great variety of bricks and bonds
are shown in the illustrations of this
catalog, also the laying up of brick
in interesting patterns.

"Hy-Tex Brick Catalogue." Published
by Hydraulic Press Brick Company,
New York City.
This pamphlet gives a realization of
the immensevariety and beauty of the
bricks manufactured by this company.
The illustrations are in color.

"Tapestry Brickwork." Published by
Fiske Si Company, New York.
A beautifully illustrated pamphlet
which tells the story of brick from the
Walls of Babylon to the modern prac
tical home. Much valuable practical in
formation about brick is given.

"California Redwood Homes." Pub
lished by California Redwood As
sociation, San Francisco, California.
Interesting illustrations are given in
this book of California houses built of
redwood which, it is claimed, will not
shrink, swell or warp, and resists fire
and rock.

"Cement Facts." Published by Lehigh
Portland Cement Company, Chi
cago, Illinois.
An interestingstory of how Portland
Cement is made is given in the intro
duction of this book, valuable to build
ers of homes or factories.

"For All Time and All Clime"—
Bishopric Manufacturing Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Bishopric is one of
the bestand at the sametime leastcost
ly of building materials for a stucco
exterior over new or old buildings. It
provides a building that is warm in
winter and cool in summer, vermin-
proof and healthy.

"Those Who Build for Tomorrow"—
GeneralFireproofing Company, Youngs-
town, Ohio. Stucco fireproof construc
tion, as set forth in this pamphlet,gives
the architect what steel once gave the
engineer, a new and freer medium of
expression.
"The Home You Long For"—Arkan

sas Soft Pine Bureau, Little Rock, Ar
kansas. If you are interestedin building
a Colonial housethis pamphletwill give
you some impression of what can be
done with soft pine as a building ma
terial. Also this company will send out
examplesof Colonial architecture with
interesting floor plans suited to the use
of white pine.

The Hollow Tile Building Association,
Chicago,III., publishesa seriesof pamph
lets in which the value of hollow tile
construction is set forth. The illustra
tions are in color, showing exterior, in
terior and floor plans. Hollow tile, ac
cording to these pamphlets,will insure
a healthful building which will stand the
test of time, shrinking, decay and de
teriorating in any way.

"Bay State Waterproofing"—Wads-
worth Howland & Co., Inc., Boston,
Mass. Interesting housesare shown in
this pamphlet representingthe value of
Bay State brick and cement coating,
which are both durable and waterproof.

"Old House Mottoes"—Western Brick
Company, Danville, III. This nicely de
signed and well published book gives
you a collection of delightful mottoes
for your home, mottoes for different
rooms and for different details of the
house.

"Medusa—Waterproofed White Port
land Cement"—The Sandusky Cement
Company, Cleveland,Ohio. Medusa ce
ment is one of the most reliable, inex
pensive, waterproofed cements manu
factured. It rendersmortar or concrete
absolutelyimperviousto water, prevent
ing the slightestpenetrationof moisture
or dampness.

"Designs for Houses in Indiana Lime
stone"—Indiana LimestoneQuarrymen's
Association, Bedford, Ind. This book
shows many beautiful housesespecially
designed for Indiana limestone which
has beencalled "the aristocrat of build
ing materials." Floor plans are avail
able for theseattractive houses.

"Story of Kellastone Impressionable
Stucco"—National Kellastone Co., Chi
cago., 111. Kellastone expressesbeauty
and refinement,is substantial in appear
ance, "the equal of stone and brick in
durability."

If You Plant But a Dozen Peonies
(Continued from page 45)

variety are greatly increased,but by no
meansassured.
Cultural directions are now usually
given more or less complete in the va
rious peony catalogs, and so in this
limited space I shall refer only to the
most essential points of planting and
cultivation. Where full details of this
phaseof the matter and others are de
sired, I would recommendto the reader
Mrs. Harding's "The Book of The
Peony". This book, the only one of
real consequenceon the subject, will be
found quite as interestingas it is help
ful. It will particularly appeal to the
amateur,as the author is an enthusiastic
amateur grower and fancier of this
flower and is in no way influencedas a
commercial grower sometimesmay be.
While a root will develop better for
commercial purposes in a more friable
soil, larger and better flowers will be
producedin a heavy soil which contains
moreor lessclay. In such soil the roots
will be fewer and stouter and produce
fewer but larger eyes which, in turn,
will mean fewer growths the following
spring. These will, however, be taller

and stronger and bear larger flowers
than would beproducedin a lighter soil.
The peony will grow and even thrive
in any fair garden soil, but if fancy
blooms are desired, it will pay to dig
out a trench or bed 2' to 3' in depth
and fill in with good soil. This should
be done some time before planting so
that the soil will settle and the grade
be establishedby the time the roots are
ready to plant.
Select an open site or where the
plants will get unbroken sunshine for
at leasta full half day, and do not place
the plants near buildings or over
hanging shrubbery or trees. Also, the
bed should not be located on a knoll
or in a hollow.
The roots should be set from 3' to 4'
apart and so that the main eyes or
fleshy buds are about 2" to 3" beneath
the soil surfacelevel. A deeperplanting
will result in weak and more or less
"blind" growths.
While planting may be done as late
in the fall as the ground remains un
frozen, and with absolutesafety, yet il

(Continued on page 82)
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Electrical
Refrigeration
for

Cold, dry air, that keeps food delightfully fresh
and wholesome without the use of ice—

Automatic control that maintains a constant,
even temperature—

A special compartment that freezes creams and
ices for dessert and your own pure drinking
water into convenient cubes for table use—

That is Fr ici da I re— the electrical home re
frigerator.

And with all its convenience, cleanliness and
healthfulness, it costs less to operate than you
now pay for ice.

A very interesting little booklet describing
Frigidaire in detail will be mailed to you on
request.

THE FRIGIDAIRE CORPORATION
Dayton, Ohio

Price Now Reduced from $775 to $}Q5 F.O.B. Dayton

Sold by Delco-Light Distributors in all Principal Cities

ELECTRICAL REFRIGERATION
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Danersk Pendleton Group

DANERSK EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE
FURNITURE

made by the Early American crafts
men before the Revolution was often of pine,
maple and cherry. It possesses a naive quaint-

ness and a mellow tone, far more beautiful in the
eyes of many collectors than mahogany.
A purchaser of the Danersk Pendleton Group
obtains a small collection of veritable treasures; a

true butterfly centre table, a quaint tavern bed, a
chintz-covered rocker, the original of which was
once the property of Joel Barlow, poet of the Revo
lution. Each piece has a story. Our brand of a little
chair is burned on the back of all true Danersk
Furniture.

2 West 47th Street, New York.

Send for our Early American brochure C-10

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
First door west of Fifth Avenue, 4th Floor

Tiles and pottery in a garden designed and arranged by

John Dee Wareham. Write for literature.

THE ROOKWOOD POTTERY Co., Rookwood Place, Cincinnati, 0.

Portable
HOUSESHODGSON

IT HAS TAKEN YEARS of hard
work and ex

perience to bring Hodgson Portable Houses to
their present point of perfection. But the time
and effort have been well spent. For they have
rewarded not only the makers but every owner
of a Hodgson House.

When you buy a Hodgson House you have the
finest portable building that you can secure. To
begin with it is made of the best materials that
can be had. It is constructed by men who have
devoted a lifetime to making fine buildings. And
the result is a house that will stand for years and
years— in all kinds of weather.

Our illustrated catalog will give you a clear
idea of the beauty of Hodgson Houses and the
innumerable purposes for which they are used. It
contains, too, a list of prices of the different types
of buildings.

We will be glad to send you this catalog.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 226, 71-73 Federal Street,Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th St., New York City



The

Tobey
FURNITURE
COMPANY
WabashAvenue
CHICAGO
Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK

The fineness and stability of Tobey'made furniture is well shown

in the Nottingham suite. We shall be glad to send our brochure W
to those unable to visit our Chicago or New York showrooms.
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Turn Your Window Openings
Into Decorative Radiator Enclosures
How to turn the objectional obtrusiveness of your
radiators, into attractive, decorative features of
your home, is what our booklet on Radiator En
closures, both tells and shows you.

It is abundant in suggestions, alike for those who
are building new, or who have established homes.

You are most welcome to the booklet.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
2 West 45th St. New York
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Clair Duboi*. Color rich, clear, satiny pink

PLANT PEONIES NOW
The most splendid flower in cultivation. Their delicate
fragrance, elegant shape and form, and the great variety
of lovely shades make them favorites everywhere. Our
collection is one of the largest in the world. We guarantee
our peonies true to name.
The following collections we recommend; they furnish
an infinite variety of type and color.

Lincoln CollectionGrant Collection
This collection includes a list
of choice varieties at popular
prices.
Agida $0.50
Canari SO
Faust SO
Fragrans 50
Charlemagne 50
Duchess dc Xemours 60
Zoe Calot .50

$3.60
Special Offer: This entire
collection for $3.00

McKinley Collection
In this collection will be
found the finest of all peonies.
Everyone a masterpiece.

Grandiflora $1.25
Eugene Bigot 2.00
Tames Kelway 2.00
Germaine Bigot 2.00
Claire Dubois 2.50
Baroness Schroeder 2.50

$12.25
Special Offer: This entire
collection for *10.00

These peonies are one and all
a triumph of hybridizers' skill.

Asa Gray $1.00
Dorchester 1.00
Eugenie Verdier 1.00
Monsieur Jules Elie 1.00
Masterpiece 1.00

Jules Calot 1.00

$6.00
Special Offer: This entire
collection for S5.00

Washington Collection
This collection includes some
of the wonderful creations of
recent introduction.
Karl Rosenfield $4.00
Sarah Bernhardt 4.00
M. Martin Cahuzac 5.00
Therese 6.00
Tourangelle 7.50
La France 8.00
Solange . 9.00

$43.50
Special Offer: This entire
collection for $40.00

"Peonies for Pleasure"
A beautiful booklet "De Luxe" holds a great treat for every
peony admirer. It will properly introduce you into the land of
peonies, give you lots of facts, some fancies and helpful cultural
notes. Send for your free copy today.

THE GOOD & REESE COMPANY
DEPARTMENT 101 SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Largest Rose Grotvers in the World

If You Plant But a Dozen Peonies
(Continued from page 78)

is desirable to plant earlier, if at all
possible, in order to achieve the maxi
mum of successthe following year. In
the latitude of New York City, the best
period is usually from September 10th
to October ISth. South of Washington
I would advise October and even No
vember planting as the distance south
increases. In a long, warm fall, the
eyes will start to grow before winter
comes. Hence, in the southern States,a
later planting than is practiced in the
north is advisable.

Soil Enrichment

The enrichingof peony soil is an oft-
discussedand never-settledquestion. I
must confess that I have never settled
it to my own satisfaction. I have seen
stable manure (horse and cow) used
liberally and no harmful results follow.
On the other hand, I have seen roots
literally rotted from the use of manure.
If a good garden, or field soil which
has been well manured of recent years,
is available, it would perhaps be ad
visable to withhold manure and use, in
the early spring, a good commercial
vegetablefertilizer. Apply this on the
surface after loosening the ground, and
water thoroughly. If it is necessaryto
use manure before planting, see that it
is well decomposed and mixed thor
oughly through the soil.
The first winter, the roots being loose
in the ground, they will need a light
mulch (1" or so) of leaves or light
strawy manureto keep them from being
heavedby the frost. When the ground
needs enriching in later years, apply
manure to the surface between the
plants in the fall and dig in lightly in
the early spring. Do not, however,
after the first winter apply manure di
rectly on top of where the stemsgrow.
In the late fall, cut the stemsoff close
to the ground, but never do this during
the summer. In cutting flowers, leave
two leaf stalks at the baseof eachstem.
A considerable amount of foliage is
necessaryto develop the eyes at the
baseof stemsfor next season'sgrowths.
When flower buds are sufficiently de
veloped to take hold of, pinch off all
but the terminal one.
The peony should not be removedor
disturbed for from eight to twenty
years after planting if continued and
increasing results are desired, so select
your planting site with this point in
mind. As the stems becometoo dense
and flowers in consequence become
smaller, take a pair of long and sharp-
pointed shears and cut off, here and
there, close to the ground,,some of the
shootswhen they are 1' or so high. The
remaining shoots will produce flowers
of increased size and on length and
strength of stem all in proportion to
how few growths are left.
Do not worry if your temperature
registers20° to 30° below zero in the
winter. Go to bed assured that the
peony will be the better for it next
June—or July, if you are in the far
north.
Do not worry about ants which may

be seen on the buds. They do abso
lutely no harm.
Do not, under any circumstances,
plant peony roots in soil where any
such have beengrown before.
Procure strong, clean roots, and you
will have little or no trouble from dis
easeswhich this flower is freer from
than almost any other that is generally
grown, and if good varieties are ob
tained, you will possessa flower that
will pay ever-increasingdividendsas the
years come on, and of a quality which
will delight you and amaze your less,
fortunate or foresighted neighbor.
The following are a few suggestions
of a dozen each to meet all purses.
Each collection embraces the various-
colors found in the peony and the va
rieties cover both early, late and inter
mediateones.
Varieties averaging in cost from 50c to
S1.00each:
AlexanderDumas
. Boule de Neige
Canari
Delachei
Duchess de Nemours
■EdulisSuperba
General Bertrand
Jeanne d'Arc
Mad. Calot
Mad. de Verneville
Philomele
Rubens

Varieties averaging in cost from Sl.OO
to $2.00each:
Albert Crousse
Asa Gray
Avalanche
Eugene Bigot
Felix Crousse
Festiva Maxima
Mad. de Galhau
Mad. Ducel
Marie Jacquin
Marie Lemoine
Octavie Demay
Solfatare

Varietiesaveragingin costfrom S2.00 to
S4.00each:
Adolphe Rousseau
BaronessSchroeder
Claire Dubois
Eugenie Verdier
Karl Rosenfield
Mad. Emile Lemoine
Mad. Lemonicr
Milton Hill
Mons. Jules Elie
Pierre Duchartre
Reine Hortense
Sarah Bernhardt

Varieties averaging in cost $5.00 earIt
and upward:
Frances Willard
Jubilee
Kelway's Glorious
Lady Alexandra Duff
Le Cygne
Mad. Jules Dessert
Martha Bulloch
Mons. Martin Cahuzac
Solange
Souv. dc Louis Bigot
Therese
Tourangelle

The Intelligent Use of Flowering Shrubs
(Continued from page 35)

tumn is shrub planting time, and that
whatever kinds you decideupon should
be selectedonly after due thought for
the particular places where they are to
go and the effects they will give when
well establishedthere. Local conditions
of soil, exposure, etc., must be given
consideration. In all thesematters the
nurseryman from whom you purchase
the stock can be of great help to you.
Not a few nurseriesoffer a good land
scapingservicegratis to thosewho place

orderswith them,and there is a gratify
ing increasein the general tendency to
give real service in the matter of ship
ping and planting advice.
And finally, buy only the best,cutting
down the quantity, if need be, in the
interest of quality and freedom from
disease. It is poor economy to select
stock just becauseit is cheap. In tht-
great majority of caseswhere such stuff
is offered, it is inferior and most un
satisfactory.
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ArtQuality
AT >M<»I>MKATK (IOHT

It is a mistake to assume
that because a piece of furni
ture has greater art value its

price must be higher.

Because, under a co-opera
tive plan of manufacture, our
craftsmen take pride in turn
ing out beautiful pieces, they
do their work more efficiently
—and their very efficiency re
duces the cost.

That is one of the reasons
for the high value and mod
erate price of hand-made fur
niture that bears the mark of
French, Minneapolis.

This trademark. branded
underneatheverypiece,is
yourguarantyof heirlium
quality.

TYPICAL
of the furniture used in the old country manor

house of the early Jacohean period, but adapted to modern
requirements, is our Sherwood suite. These pieces are

painted a deep putty ivory color, while the ornaments, so typical
of the old Jacobean crewel work and embroideries, are picked
out in antique colors. The whole is covered with a beautiful
overglaze.
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JS<HUMPHREY

Padiamfiup
A Beautiful and Economical Fireplace Fire

Clean,pure,healthfulheat,alwaysready. No troublesomekindling to
prepare,no firesto lay; nodirty, dustyashesto removeand litter up the
rugs and draperies. Heat is alwaysright on tap, just like light and
water. This wonderfulnew discoverysets back in your fireplaceand

floodsthe roomwith heat, cheerand firelight.

Varioussizesat varyingprices to meetdifferentrequirements.Attrac
tive period designsto harmonizewith the furnishingsof any home.

General Gas Light Company
New York Kalamazoo San Francisco
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GUARANTEED

Silky Sunjust Draperies

Kapock for Connoisseurs
No matterwhatthecolorschemeor theperiodof the furniture,there
areKapock Draperyfabricsto harmonize. Kapock Draperyfabricsarc
"Long-Life-Colors"— theyare guaranteednot to fadewhenwashedor
hung in thesunlight.

Sendusyourdealer'snameand
receivea Copyof "KapockSketch
Book" —Suggestionsfor thehome.

A. THEO. ABBOTT & CO.
Dept.C Philadelphia,Pa.

BNDIKIKAPOCKI1AHTHISWHITEHASTINGTHREADIN THESET.TAGE
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HOT WATER
INSTANTANEOUSL Y

INSTANTANEOUS
BY ELECTRICITY
NO BOILERS

Ok AQUAHMqoorf
InstanUneousEtrcine
WaterHealer—sfioawi
withcoverremoved

NIGHT
and
DAY
Every Second
Every Minute
Every Hour
Every Day
Every Night

A compactdevice16"x 12"
x 12"all enclosed,sealed
andInstalledoutof sight.Usuallyin thecellar.

Endorsed and Ap
proved As a Stand
ard Acquisition To
The Modern Home
Or Any Building
By thebestdealersevery
where.By themajorityof
thePowerCompaniesand
VentralStationsincluding
theNewYork EdisonCo.
andtheCommonwealthEdi
son Co. of Chicago—andmanylikecorporations.
Endorsedfor safetyby the
NationalBoardof Under
writersandeditoriallyen
dorsedbynearlyeverytrade
journal.
Weharereceivedmanylet
tersfromsatisfiedusersin
all partsof thecountry.

THAT'S WHEN YOU CAN HAVE
HOT WATER BY THE AQUA
"ALL FAUCET" METHOD
and what's more, you can have it luke
warm or hot as you wish. Simple,—
practical no complicated devices—
nothing to get out of order requires
no watching—works automatically—no
more care than any cold water faucet.

THE AQUA
"ALL FAUCET"

INSTANTANEOUS
ELECTRIC WATER HEATER
is another important development in
the electrical world.

By simply turning any faucet, one or
more, you will get hot water instantly,
where you want it, and all you want at
any desired temperature. It serves you
instantaneously any time, and all the
time never requiring adjusting or
regulating.

A half hour job by any electrician, and you have instantaneous
hot water at the turn of a faucet. The Aqua is truly a pro
nounced insurance policy which assures elimination of all
dangers existing through other methods of obtaining hot water.

No boilers — no pilot light — no
gas escape — no explosions — no
odors —no vents —no suffocation.

Doublesafetyprotected;operatesauto
matically under any water conditions,
guaranteedone year against defective
materialand workmanship,will last in
definitely—costs less than any other
kind of Automatic Water Heater—only
$05.00.

Buy the Most Efficient Water
Heater With Health, Happiness

and Safety

RememberThe Aqua Electric Water
Heater must make good in every in
stance, or we will, every one is sold
with our binding guaranteeto that ef
fect—you take no chanceswhatever.
Your electric dealer or contractor will
order one for you—see him today—or
order direct from us.

The Aqua Electric Heater Co.
250 West 54th Street Suite 931, New York
Factoriem: Bridgeport,Conn., and St. Hyacinthe, Canada

Some of the newer cabinetsprovide space
for an electricplate,an icebox filled from
outside and a parcel-delivery shelf. The

Electric Kitchenette Co.

The Indispensable Kitchen Cabinet
{Continued from page 59)

chooseyour favorite and most appealing
specialty and buy accordingly.
Some,to obviate the little back bend
ing, have a device by which the whole
shelf of the bottom of the cabinet pulls
out when you openthe door and enables
you to seewhat you want without need
ing to peerin. This we think a delight
ful device. Others have gravity locks
and catcheswhich always fall in place;
sanitary leg bases,high enoughfrom the
floor to sweep under; a rolling open
front, which makes it simple always to
keep the cabinet closedand away from
cooking odors; white enamel interior;
roller bearing on table so that the table
rolls In and out with least possible re
bellion or noise; and a drawer for
kitchen linen, which is a great comfort.
Another advertises the possibility of
its use with detached gas or electric
range, its silver drawer, bread board,
parcel service, and ice box and special
flour bin. All the cabinetsare proud of
their flour bins and sifters. And nearly
all havespecialconstructionso that they

are filled and emptiedwith ea;i and dis
patch.
One fine cabinet has a revolving spice
container which is very convenient, of
course.
The unit systemis proud of the adapt
ability to any need, including even
broom closetson the side of the cabinet,
filling any wall space. Theseare usually
made of steel and provide a cheaper
method of backing up one side of the
kitchen than by the useof tile or kitchen
shelving.
The steel unit systemsalso come in
special "store" sizes and are not much
more expensivethan the wood.
The steelarc either 6" from the floor
to allow for cleaning or are stationary
and attached to the floor by curved
constructedtile or linoleum,which give>
continuity and unity, thus reducing the
swabbing out of the floor to simplest
terms.
The kitchen cabinet that is put in
when the house is built, be it of wood

{Continued on page 86)

Rabbeted doors and outside hingesguar
antee tight fit in this "Kitchen Maid".

Wasmuth, Endicott Co.
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Residenceof J. B. Book
38SBurns Avenue,Detroit, Mich.

/. G. SteBens,Architect

A Permanent Beauty for
Old Homes and New

TO all homes of brick, cement andstucco, Bay State Brick and Cement
Coating offers beauty and protection.

It chases signs of age from old
houses and adds the finishing touch to
new ones. It transforms the dull, drab
color of cement or stucco to a pure, rich
white or one of many beautiful tints.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating
is a lasting protection. It creeps into
every pore and permanently seals your
walls against dampness. Driving rains
cannot beat through it. Snow, sleet,
hail, wind or burning sun will not harm
it in the least.

Bay State Brick and Cement Coating
comes in white and a range of colors.
Samples of white or your favorite tint
will be sent on request. Booklet No. 2
shows many Bay State coated homes.
Write us today for both.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Largest Paint and Varnish Makers in New England

BOSTON, MASS.

THEBAVSTATER
New York OfF.ce
Architects'Bldg.

PhiladelphiaOffice
1524ChestnutStreet

BAY STAT E
Brick and Cement Coating

Make it a HOME
BUILD

the kind of a house
you have always wanted,

with everything in harmony
and a touch here and there o£
your own personality.

It's not so much a matter of
expense as of care in detail.
Hardware for instance seems
of small importance to some
people. The true home builder
finds delight in the selection
of it.

For hardware is constantly
in use—always in view. If
you choose Sargent Locks and
Hardware in conjunction with
your architect, satisfaction
will be certain.
The subject of builder's
hardware has been interest
ingly covered in a 75-page
booklet, which also illustrates
a number of distinctive Sar
gent Patterns. It is called the
Sargent Book of Designs and
a copy will be mailed to you
free upon request.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturers

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

BUILD NOW
And let SargentHard
ware add the final
touch of beauty and
securityin your home.

Whetheror not you are in
terestedin building, there
is an everpresentneedfor
Sargent Day and Night
Latches. They shouldbe on
front and backdoors. Sar
gent Latches mean safety.

S A R G E NT
LOCKS AND HARDWARE ||
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A residence needs heavy,
substantial radiator valves

ECONOMY

T.ifc lime service, de
pendability, and free
dom from replacement
andcostlyrepairsprove
Jenkins RadiatorValves
themosteconomical,al
thoughtheir initial cost
may be a little more
than the ordinarylight
weightvalve.

A beautiful home is void of comfort if the heating
systemgives trouble. And heating troubles are often
traceable to light weight, cheaply constructed radia
tor valves.

Jenkins Radiator Valves are heavy, substantial and
carefully made. They arc designed to give satisfac
tion not only for the first seasonbut for years after
wards.

Architects generally agree that a sturdy, serviceable
valve is of utmost importance in residence work on
account of the lack of "skilled" attention bestowed
upon it when in service. It must be built for wear
and usage.

Jenkins Valves give service without "attention".
They open easily and close tightly ; do not leak and
facilitate the proper regulation of heat.

Permit your architect to specify and your contractor
to install genuine Jenkins "Diamond Marked"
Valves. Send for interesting booklets on heating
and radiator valves.

JENKINS BROS.
80White Street New York
5.24Atlantic Avenue Boston
133No. SeventhStreet Philadelphia
646WashingtonBoulevard Chicago

Jenkins Bros.,Limited
Montreal,Canada. London,England

FACTORIES: Bridgeport,Conn.;Elizabeth,
N. J. ; Montreal,Canada.

The Indispensable Kitchen Cabinet
(Continued from page 84)

or steel, is more convenient than any
other closet, as no builder has given
sufficient thought to maximum utilities.
We have seen architects send their
"handy man" to install closets who
seemedto beabsolutelyunlearnedin the
necessitiesof the problems. Therefore,
before and after building, the kitchen
cabinetor the kitchen ctfbinetunit sys
tem is by far the best policy to pursue.

The Essentials of the Cabinet

The cabinet must be able to fulfill
these conditions: It must be easily
moved if on castors, it must be easily
takenapart, drawersmust run smoothly,
racks to hold things must hold things,
they must hold enough things, too, to
prevent relay kitchen races.
The wood cabinets are excellent, the
steel we think a degreemore self-pro
tecting because they cannot absorb
odors, or get vermin investitures. How

ever, the best grades of wood cabinets
are so perfect that we can endorsethem
with real joy.
The cabinetmust have: Supply closets,
china (nearly every case), moulding
boards,work table, cutting board, linen
receptacle, pot, pan and lid holders,
bread, cake, spice, sugar containersand
flour and bin sifter devices.
All other departuresare specialtiesand
are more or less inviting according to
the buyer.
There is a cabinet, remember,for any
spaceas well as purse. Get the best of
the best dealer and make yourself sure
that the one you are getting is the least
complicated and the easiest to keep
clean. They range in price from around
$50 up to the thousands. But no mat
ter what they contain, or how thrilling
they look, unlessthe cabinet itself is the
acme of tine workmanship, you will be
in constanLirritation over warping parts,
dust and uncleanablesurfaces.

Walnut Furniture in the Days of Queen Anne
(Continued from page 47)

especially well adapted to marquetry.
QueenMary had no little influenceon
themovement; her tastewas admirable;
she had a passion for china, and her
collection of Delft and Oriental set a
fashion which all the fine ladies of the
day imitated till it became a perfect
mania. To accommodatethese collec
tions cabinetswith glazedand mullioned
doors were devised, and their develop
ment in the following reign was very
interesting. "Imbroidery" was another
of Queen Mary's gifts, and the covers
which she made for chairs at Hampton
Court were miracles of her skill and
patience.
The craze for Chinese lacquer, which
began in Charles I's time and lasted till
the time of Anne, had an influence on
the walnut furniture of the period,
which was sometimespainted black and
gilded in order to harmonize with the
Oriental lacquer work. The famous
claw and ball foot was directly imitated
from the Oriental device of a dragon's
claw holding a pearl; this was intro
duced on the feet of walnut furniture
early in the reign of QueenAnne. The
fashion had a great vogue, and lasted
in someform or other down to the days
of QueenVictoria.
Probably the idea of inlaid floral
marquetry came first from Italy, but
the arabesquesand acanthus-leavedfo
liage of the Italian mode soon de
veloped, in Dutch hands, into natural
istic flowers and leaves and parrot-like
birds in the gay colors of "outlandish"
woods, with ivory and bone dyed green
to give still more brilliancy. In con
junction with vivid fabrics and lacquey
the whole effect must have been gay
and charming, if a trifle exotic.
As the Dutch workmen began to
adapt themselvesto English standards
of taste, however, this floral marquetry
began to take on a more subdued as
pect. The bright flowers and birds
gradually gaveway to scrolls and curves
cut from pale woods, such as pear,
sycamore, or holly, inlaid on the wal
nut; and by the time of Queen Anne
this development had crystallized into
the minute and delicatework which is
called "endive" or more popularly
"seaweed" pattern.
The generic term "Queen Anne" is
made to cover a great variety of furni
ture. All pieceswhich are bandy-legged,
nearly all walnut and so forth are given
that name, whether they fit precisely
into the dozen of years between 1702
and 1714 or no. The reason of this
would seem to be that certain forms

which had been passing through tenta
tive or transition stages arrived at a
culmination—came to be standardized,
as it were—during that reign. Foreign
tendencieshad been toned down; or-
natenessand display had been modified
without Toss of dignity; and comfort
was gained, while superb workmanship
was the rule. The result is an example
of the method of assimilationand elimi
nation that goes to produce a thor
oughly English style.
The developmentof the cabriole leg,
which is the salient feature of Queen
Anne walnut, can only be touched on
here. The pattern was first used in
William and Mary's time, and its ear
liest form was a conventionalizedgoat's
legending in the hoof. With the curved
chair leg camethe shortenedand hooped
back. The stretcher, which had been
an integral part of the old high-back,
straight-leg chair, became unnecessary,
and by the time of Anne had disap
peared altogether. The "hoof" was
soon modified, and settled into one or
other variety of the club-foot.
By this time household effects had
greatly increased. The inconvenient
chest was replaced by the chest of
drawers; the Carolean day-bed was
being supersededby the "sopha", and
numbers of beautiful card-tables were
produced. Half way through Queen
Anne's reign a new type of setteewas
originated, with a back like two chairs
joined, the splats and decoration being
formed from a single piece of wood ;
the idea was well received, and the
fashion lasted nearly a century. The
long-case clock and grandfather chair
were both made in quantities during
this reign.
For all this furniture walnut was by
far the most popular wood, and all was
dominatedby the cabriolespirit; that is
to say, the curved leg or the curved
surface and shape had replaced the
straight line, but with such consummate
skill that the resultant style was one
of the utmost dignity and restraint.
The wood was usedsolid, or veneered
on the solid walnut, pine, oak, or deal.
Highly-figured wood was used for the
veneerand applied with matchlessskill.
The famous oyster-shell veneerwas cut
from branchesand symmetrically inlaid,
and a favorite finish for simple pieces
was a border of cross-cut bands or
herring-boning.
The charm of the old walnut lies
partly in its lovely color and luster. This
was not attained by French polishing,
but by apeculiar clear and enduring var
nish, the secret of which has been lost.
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'ndiVidudlism -
• in Goodl'urrxituv^

THOMAS
JEFFERSON

had this chair designed
and built for his per

sonal use. In the simple,
graceful linesof this true copy
you seeexpressedthe individ-
ualism of that great
American.

You, too, can enjov a chair
like this, for The Elgin A.
Simonds Company is repro
ducing it exact in everydetail.
Ask your dealer to show it to
you. Also ask him to explain
our interior decorating ser
vice, or write direct for our
booklet "H" on Home Fur
nishings.

of

^avlr-'n-l-more

e oldest makers of Sil

verware in the United States

Illustrations upon request

Harold MacOrath,
authorof "The Pa
ganMadonna,""The
Drumsof Jeopardy,"
and "The Man with
theThreeNames,"In
a cornerof his gar
den at Syracuse,
N. Y., with Jackie
Coogan,"The Kid,"
of moviefameas a
guest.

The garden, even of the tiniest dimen
sions, does not seem complete without
the simple dignity of garden furniture.
Learn how the charm of your garden
may be enhancedby

Norristone
Garden Furniture

Norristone Art embraces a complete
range of architecturaladornmentsfrom
sun dials and seats, bird baths and
benches,gazing globes and lanterns, to
fountains, flower pots and pedestals.

Development of your own original de
signs in Norristone Cut-Cast granite is
a specialty. Send for free book of re
producedphotographs.

Norristone Studios
107-137Norris St., Rochester, N. Y.

87/?e ^mnrnLcuck S&aLtj j^rmid
Appealsinstantly to thosewho cherishtheir homeaboveall

things. Charming in style, beautiful in tone, compact in

size and unbelievablymoderatein price. We will send a

beautiful catalogand paper pattern showingspacerequire

mentson receiptof your nameand addresssignedto this

advertisement.
BRAMBACH PIANO COMPANY
Mark P. Campbell,Pres.

645West 49th Street.New York.

Name .

Address
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rfirst in tho industry,
foremost sinco —

ThomasMaddockplumbingfix
turesareusedalsointheDetroit
MunicipalHospitalColony,
Detroit,Mich.,andinsuchwell-
knownbuildingsasthehomeof
TheSaturdayEveningPost,Phila
delphia;PennsylvaniaHotel,New
YorkCit>.

CookCountyHospital. Chicago,
is equippedwith Thomas
Maddock plumbingfixtures

oremost in making
possible the all white
bathroom

THE
"all white" idea in

sanitary equipment, as
exemplified in the Madera-
Silent Closet shown above,
was made possible when the
Thomas Maddock interests
introduced the low-pattern,
all-earthenware closet tank.

In combination with the
silent action feature which
makes closet operation in
audible beyond bathroom
walls, this construction un
questionably represents the
highest ideals in beauty, re
finement and sanitation.

Thus—with bathtub of pure
white, solid porcelain; with
walls and floors of tile; and
with the closet, lavatory and
other bathroom appoint
ments all made of glistening,
pure white, almost unbreak
able vitreous china— the
"all white" bathroom was
achieved.

Any one interested in equip
ping a new or an old home
with fixtures of Thomas
Maddock quality should
write for "Bathroom Individ
uality."

Thomas Maddock's Sons Company
Trenton, New Jersey

FOR THE SCRAPBOOK

Hewitt

As there is much decorativemerit in this Palladian window it is
given the simplestcurtaining, which permits the window to be

seen

EVERYONE
who intends building

should keepa scrapbookof houses
and interiors. In that way you as

semblea greatmanysuggestionsfor both
the inside and the out and have before
you the solution for many problems.
The ten illustrations here may serve in
that way. Each contains a number of
suggestionsand each shows an interest
ing application of an idea.
The first illustration, for example,
shows a method of curtaining a Palla
dian window. The window is recessed
and the level of the wall marked by
columns. Between these a curtain is
hung, on a rod. No glass curtain is
required. As the hangings are on pul
leys and cords, the curtains can be
drawn at night or pulled closed when

the sun is too strong. The reason for
selectingsuch a simple hanging is that
the window trim itself has enoughdeco
rative interest; to cover it too much
would be coveringa featureof the room.
A corner fireplace,which comesnext,
shows an interestingwrought iron sup
port. The fireplaceis built out into the
room, giving a wide hearth, raisedabove
the level of the floor. The simplicity of
the lines makes such a treatment espe
cially suitable for a man's study.
From time to time House & Garden
has advocated the elimination of the
dining room in small houseswherespace
is precious,and using an end of a large
living room for dining purposes. The
next illustration show-sthe interior of a

(Continued on page 90)

For a man's
study a cor
ner fireplace
is suitable

A breakfast
and dining
room are
combinedhere

Rememberthe importance of the plumber in protecting the family
Northend
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Brooks Lawn Sprinkling System
(RAIN'S ONLY RIVAL)

Beautiful Lawns, Shrubbery, Flower Beds and Gardens

NO HOSE A WEEDLESS LAWN 4
FiveYear GuaranteeWith Service

BAFFA The Ever Ready FIRE APPARATUS
For Country Estates

UNDERGROUND and FROST PROOF
Our Engineers will help you solve any Water Problems

you may have

JOHN A. BROOKS
Main Office:400 Penobscot Bldg., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

New York Office: 297 Madison Ave.

Zhe NEW YORK SCHOOL of
INTERIOR DECORATION^
IOI PARR AVE -NEW YORK CITY

Correspondence Courses
Complete instruction by correspondence in the
use of period styles, color harmony, composition,
etc. Course in Home Decoration for amateurs.
Course for professionals. An agreeable and
lucrative profession. Start any time.

Send for Catalogue H.

Pinkham Hand

STURDY
as solid walnut furni

ture,cleanas a sparklingdoor
knocker,hospitableas a wide

old fireplace,dignified as are all
things hand-made—Pinkham Hand-
BraidedRugs are ideal floorcover
ings for a real home.

Hand-braidedin roundsand ovals.
Convenientsizes. New materials.
Pretty colorcombinations.At lead
ing stores in manycities, or send
samplesof your chintzesand wall
coveringsand let our artists submit
colorsketchesto fit yourdecorative
scheme,without charge.

PINKHAM ASSOCIATES. Inc.
3 Marginal Road, Portland,Maine.

(Eljotre Hrproourtionsf of Early
iEwjltisl} and Colonial iflantrluima

Replicaof a mantelby SamuelMclntire from
Salem,Mass. Its characterand proportionsare
admirablysuitablefor a dining or living room.
HAND WROUGHT PERIOD
FIREPLACE EQUIPMENT

ARTHUR TODHUNTER - Showrooms- 101PARK AVE.. NEW YOrVK

The Washerette
"A Laundry Complete in a Six-Pound Package"

The Washerette pro
vides a quick, sim

ple method of wash

ing those articles

which are not to be

trusted to laundry or
laundress; fine
blouses, sport skirts,

filmy crepe-de-chine
and muslins, and the

quantity of things
which make up
baby's wardrobe.

It requires only the power of running water for operation—can
be attached to any faucet. Simply place clothes in the cylinder,
add warm water and soap chips, and turn on the faucet. In
fifteen minutes the clothes are spotlessly clean. The whole ma
chine weighs but six pounds—is guaranteed against defective
material or workmanship, and costs only

$15.00
ORDER DIRECT

or ask for catalog from

The Bernard E. Finucane Co.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The Comfort of
Kelsey Health Heat

You know how humidity makes you
feel the heat on a hot summer day.

But you would not object to feeling the
heat in your home when the thermometer
is down to zero.

That is the purpose of the humidifier
in the Kelsey Warm Air Generator. It
automatically supplies to the warm (not
hot) air exactly the right percentage of
moisture, and you feel warm and com
fortable with the moist air at a much
lower temperature than if it were dry.

Dry heat irritates your nostrils and
throat, pulls your furniture apart, and
widens the cracks in your floors by
shrinkage. Kelsey Health Heat provides
a perfectly natural and healthful atmos
phere. The only shrinkage you will notice
will be in your coal bill, due to the econ
omy of the Kelsey zig-zag tubes.

Let us tell you hoiv the Kelsey can accomplish
all this for you.

*■<*- .4
'

Ft

THE
|^E.L5EV

WARM AIR GENERATOR I

(TradeMurkRegistered) |

237 James St., Syracuse, N. Y.

New York Office
565-KFifth Avenue
(Corner46thSt.)

Boston(9) Office
405-K P. 0. Sq. Bldg.

Mrs. Minnie S. Wood,Ou-ncr,
Poughkecpsie,N. ¥.

EdwardC. Smith,
Architect.

IfarJi

For the Scrapbook
(Continued from page 88)

A mirror here is

curtainedto sim
ulate a window

0§ a pantry is

this little break
fast corner

A practical, com
pact home tele
phone booth

house where space was not at a pre
mium and one long room is set for both
the dining and breakfast room. Vis
ualize the farther end as the living end
of a large room and you have House

& Garden's suggestionworked out ex
actly. In such a room the dining table
can be screenedoff while it is being
preparedfor meals.
The curtain treatment shown next
found its genesisin a clever idea that
Paul Poiret has worked out in Paris.
On a wide stairs he wanted the effectof

a window, so he placed a large mirror
against the wall and curtained it as a
window. This treatment is here applied
to a New York apartment. The .day-
bed beneath it completesthe composi-
(Continued from page 02)

In this seashorehome the stairs are built like the stairs
on a steamer and rope has been used for the finish o

f

the handrail above painted iron balusters
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TliniffMETALJsLUff COLUMNS
i ■

Beauty and Permanence
Go Hand in Hand

Nothingaddssomuchto the beautyof a homeor public
buildingas the dignifieduseof classicalcolumns.
With Union Metal Columns,it is possibleto obtainthat
beautytogetherwith a permanencenot possiblewith wood.
Union Metal Columnsare made of enduring, copper-
bearingsteel,and last as long as the building itself. All
designsand sizesfrom8" to 36" diameters,and from 5' to
32' high.
Immediateshipmentsand reasonableprices.
Sendfor catalogon UnionMetalColumnsor Union M--i.il
Pergolas.

THE UNION METAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CANTON, OHIO

DesignNo. 23T
ModernIonic

16 I'nionMetalColumnsDesignNo.224Reman
DoriconresidenceotDr. J. E. Waisrm.Anderson,
ft. C. Casey4 Font.Architects,Anderson,8. C.

"&he Ones ThatLastALifetime

TheeconomicalWay

Before you build-
Be sure you read

Theextravagantway

"The Most House for the Least Money"
By N. MontgomeryWoods (Architectural Editor of Pictorial Review)
Refer to the abovediagramsand seewhat uselesswastemay easily occur
In construction.If 10,000squarefeet of ground is to be enclosedoneman
maydo the job with 400feetof fence (Fig. 1)—while anothermay foolishly
consume1040feet (Fig 2). The sameprincipleappliesto housedesign.
This is only one of 16 radical ideason small houseplanning,describedin
Pictorial Reviewfor 4 years. Thlrty-flvethousandBuildershavepronounced
themthemostsensible,artisticand practicalhousedesignsyet offered.

Theseandmanynewones,neverbe- ■—
forepublished(over200In all) have ,
heencompiledin an attractivecloth *>•■..
boundvolume,nowready.
Send$3.00foryourcopyto

N. Montgomery Woods
C.mpAre. asbury park, n. J.

Filet Net

The most beautiful of all
curtains. Hang straight,
wear well, launder per
fectly. Hand-made in
original designs, $10.00
per pair up. Net by the
yard, thread by the skein.

Call or sendfor circular.

Harriet de R. Cutting
H T IT I* I O »

Exceptional!
Madonna Lilies

THE famous
stately white

Lily of grandmother's
garden blooms profusely in
June, with flowers of pure
glistening white, greatly im
proved in size. \'ot the ordi
nary kind, but a special pick
of exceptional bulbs, col
lected with great effort in
France ; tall, stately stems
from 4 to 5 ft. high, aver
aging from ten to fifteen
flowers of the largest size.
Here is an exceptional op
portunity to get exceptional
bulbs if you act at once, for
we have only a limited quan
tity. It is still time to plant
and the sooner you do it the
better. $.50 each, $5.00 per
doz.

Another Rare Opportunity!
The beautiful giant French Poppy Anemone, of which bulbs
have been unobtainable since quarantine No. 37 barred them
from importation. We offer a very limited quantity of home
grown bulbs, ready November 1st, at $2.00per dozen, $12.00
per hundred, while they last! Better send your order at once.

A Bulb Bookwith treatiseon bulbsfor indoorculture includedfree
with everyorder.

25 West 59th Street

iJliilli'liV

New York

ll!llll!!llil!!lllll!!llllll!l!il!illll<ll!|II!!IUIHIil!;llill

"THE HOME RESTFUL"
It may be only a modestplace,yet radiatea warmth of
reposein comparisonwith which even the most elabo
rate establishmentseemscold, austere,uninviting. And
all becauseits surroundingShrubs and Trees havebeen
properly selected!

NOW is the ideal time to plant for quick resultsnext
Spring! Send for our handsomefree Book, "Beautiful
Home Surroundings."
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SILENT

Prices

White Seat - £108.35
Mahogany Seat £99.60
F.O.B. Trenton

Wehavepublishedanew
booklettellingthediffer
encebetweenthetypesof
closets.Wewantyouto
sendfor it,askingatthe
sametimefor ourbath-
rixmiplanbook—"Bath'
rooms of Character".
EditionH.

TEPECO
Water Closets

for every place
and purse

T T may be conservatively said that 80% of
1 the trouble experienced by the house
owner with water closets lies in the faulty
operation of the tank fittings. Rubber balls
must be replaced. Fittings work loose,
water fails to shut off, new washers, etc., are
some of the troubles. Each time something
goes wrong means the plumber must be
called in. This is no source of gratification
to the plumber because he must charge from
the time his man leaves the shop until his
return—and his charges may seem out of
proportion for the actual repairs made.
Starting with what is generally recognized
as the best vitreous china that can be pro
duced, The Trenton Potteries Company de
termined to minimize as nearly as possible
all closet troubles. Since the design of the
closets themselves assured the utmost sani
tary value, it remained to perfect the tank
fittings so that the return calls of the
plumber would be eliminated. We believe
this has been accomplished. Exclusive
Tepeco tank fittings are now a part of
Tepeco Closet Combinations.
What is known as the Syphon Jet Closet is unques
tionably the most sanitary, quickest operating type
of closet that can be produced. Becauseof its com
plicated construction, it costs more than the simpler
types known as the Syphon Action and Reverse
Syphon Action. Recognizing that the best may be
beyond the meansof owners of modest homes, The
Trenton Potteries Company hasplaced these Tepeco
Tank Fittings in each of its leading closets of the
different types. Each in its class representsthe best
you can buy. If you can afford a Si-wcl-clo or
Welling, by all means,buy it. If you must godown
the scalea bit, be sure to have the plumber order
you a Merit or Saxon.

Make your own choice
THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY

Trenton, New Jersey, U. S. A.
BOSTON NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
World* LargestMaker*of All-Clay Plumbing Fixture*

For the
(Continued from page PO)

Scrapbook

Hurling

A city hallway
directly off the
street has a for
mal treatment
of marble floor
and wrought
iron

A delightfulcolor
schemeof yellow,
black, red and
blue is found in
this card room.
Hampton Shops,
decorators

Hon. The mirror, of course, gives the
appearanceof added size to the room.
In that sameapartmentis a little break
fast room off the pantry with Dutch
doors below and a curtain above; and
a delightfully practical handling of the
telephone and its accessories. The
shelvesfor books, the compartment for
the phoneand the shelf to write on are
all compact and useful.

Using rope for a banister cord is not
unusual, although the treatment of the
stairs in the next illustration is out of
the ordinary run. In the more common
application, the rope is looped up the
wall of the stairs; in this house,a sea
shore cottage, the stairs are free stand
ing and a large rope forms the rail
above painted iron balustrades.

(Continued on page P4)

The designof this built-in bookcasets pleasinglydignified. Close
to it are placeda comfortablechair, table and lamp convenientfor

reading
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DIRECTORY0/DECORATION 8 FINE ARTS

DARN LEY

OCTAGON SHAPED MIRROR
ANTIQUE BURNISHED GOLD
ORNAMENTS— 13x10in. $15.00

34E. 48th St. New York

SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

CantincattBoisBelant BitL. Brauet

Paintings Engravings

Etchings
AnaEte%tHff$orEngracintjaquottdonrequent

14 East 46TH Street
New York City midTtei
OPPOBZT11MT7.-CARLTON Booklet

Aii unusual scrap basket is painted
black with flowers in brilliant
colors. It may also be had in
other combinations. The price is
$5. It may be purchased through
the ShoppingServiceaf
HOUSE & GARDEN

19West44thStreet NewYork
who will gladly help you secureany
article necessaryto your decorating
scheme.

P. JACKSON HIGGS
AUTHENTIC ANTIQUES

REPRODUCTIONS
"«

DECORATIONS

Eleven East Fifty-fourth Street
New York City

The MACBETH GALLERY

Paintings
by

American

Artists

Two Doors
South of the
Library

NearMystic Bcntyw. iuhkit

WILLIAM MACBETHINCORPORATED
450 Fifth Avenue At FortiethStreet New York City

ELSIE COBB WILSON

l.ooinXVI TabictelthGottenandMarbleTop

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City-
Washington.D.C— 808SeventeenthStreet,N.W.

For the Foyer

of privateresidences,apartment
nouses, and public buildings,
stonebenches,vases,fountains,
etc.,haveprovedto be particu
larly appropriate.
We haveon display a wide va
riety of ornamental furniture
and fireplace mantles repro
duced in PompeianStone and
can executeoriginal designsat
moderatecost.
Illustrated catalogueon request

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
Established1900

240Leiinftonkit.. It 34St.,NewYork

AN effective dish shaped like
an old Roman lamp conies

in hammered copper or brass.
It is 10" long and 3" high. The
price is $4. It may be purchased
through the

Shopping Service
of

House & Garden
19West 44th Street, Isiew York

who will gladly help you secure
any article necessary to your
decorating scheme.
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Beauty Without
and Within

The desirable home, the dream home, is built,
decorated, furnished and floored in one harmoni
ous key throughout. No amount of costly furni
ture can duplicate for you the quiet elegance and
distinction of Oak Floors.
If you have never built or remodeled you will
probably be agreeably surprised to learn that Oak
Floors cost less, foot for foot, than ordinary cov
ered floors. Anyone can afford them.

Besides which they give you the utmost in hand
some, durable, sanitary and easy-to-clean floors—
improving with age.

Write for our two free booklets, in colors, on
Oak Floors and their uses. They explain, among
other things, how a special thickness (3/9 of an
inch) can be overlaid on a worn floor at small
^ost. Write today—now.

For the Scrapbook
(Continued from page 92)

The hallway of a city house,when it
opensdirectly from the street,shouldbe
given a formal treatment. That is the
style chosen for the house in the next
illustration. The walls are painted
white. The floor is black and white
tiles and the stair rail and door to a
studio beyond of wrought iron. A red
curtain hangsbehind the fretting of the
door. An accent of color is given the
corner by a majolica Italian vase on a
painted shelf. If marble tiling would
seemtoo expensiveone might substitute
linoleum tiles or a black and white lino
leum made up to simulate tiles.
An interesting decorative schemefor
a card room is crystalizedin thewindow
shown next. The walls are finished in
yellow lacquerwith black and red out
lining the paneling while the over

mantel wall spaceas well as the pillar,
which has been built in between the
windows to cover the steam pipes, are
decoratedin the jolly little figures from
the "Happy Chinaman' printed linen
used for the window draperies. The
window framesare painted in a Chinese
design which fittingly frames this pic
torial chintz with its bright blue back
ground figured in black, white, red,
purple and yellow. The little gate
legged table is painted in yellow and
black lacquer and the lamp is blue.
For the last illustration we find a
dignified design for a built-in bookcase
to fill a corner of a room. The detail
of molding conforms with that used to
panel the walls. A comfortable reading
group, of deep chair, table and lamp,
is placednearby.

Chrysanthemums for the Autumn Garden
(Continued from page 62)

beencriticised for describingthis as the
bestmethodof growing outdoor 'mums,
but I am convincedit is the best for one
who is looking for the largest flowers
and most vigorous plants. If thinning
out is not practiced it will result in a
bad caseof overcrowding, with the re
sult that the flowers and sprayswill not
be nearly as large as they otherwise
might be.
Plants can be set out 18" to 2' apart,
according to variety. After they com
mencegrowing the tips may be pinched
a few timesto induce the plantsto make
a bushy growth. This is greatly to be
preferred to one or two straggly shoots
with the foliage all gone from the bot
tom, which is the kind of plant usually
associatedwith the hardy chrysanthe
mum in the public mind.
By the judicious pinching of chrysan
themums they can be made into ideal
bushplants. This pinching can be prac
ticed unlil the middle of June, after
which time the shoots should be per
mitted to grow up. Pinching eliminates
the needof stakeson most varieties.
The question of the best place to set
out 'mums is of some importance. The
ideal location for whole bedsof them is
a southernor easternexposureprotected
from the northwest winds. It is from
the northwest that most of the frosts
come in the early fall, and if the plants
are protectedfrom that quarter the ex
pense of covering them on cold nights
will be eliminated.
In connectionwith theeffectsof frost,
it is interestingto note that if the first
cold night or two happens to nip the
openflowersno greatharm will be done,
as these flowers can be picked off and
other buds will continue to develop so
that in another few days the plants will
be as beautiful as ever. It often hap
pensthat we have a few cold nights and
then the beautiful Indian Summer
weather comeson. Then the chrysan
themumsarewonderful for many weeks,
blending splendidly with the autumn's
scarlet,gold and bronze.
Chrysanthemumsprefera w;ell-drained
location, not so much on accountof the
summer growth or fall blooming period
as for carrying the plants over the win
ter. Chrysanthemums will die out if
their roots stand in water during the
winter months, since the thawing and
freezingwill cause the roots to rot out
entirely.
In July, when the weatheris very hot
and muggy on account of the thunder
storms, septoria or leaf-spot is likely to
becometroublesometo the plants. When
this diseaseshows the foliage should be
kept sprayedwith a solution of sulphide
of potassium in the proportion of half
an ounceto a gallon of water. Another
remedy that is usually efficacious in
treating this diseaseis "Fungine," which

comes already prepared for use. Sep
toria should not be confused with the
natural ripening of the leaves which
takes place at the base of the plants.
As the plants mature and acquire bark
the bottom leaves,having fulfilled their
mission,will turn yellow and drop off.
However, septoria is easily distinguished
from the natural ripening of the leaves
by the dark spot which appears in the
center of each leaf affected, the spores
from this spreading readily over the
whole plant if not checked.
Among the insect pests, black and
greenfly must be combattedwith nico
tine solutions sprayed on the plants in
the evening. It often happensthat the
larvae of the common lady-bug dis
covers these aphides on 'mums, and a
few of themwill keep a batch of plants
entirely free of the pests. The lady-bug
is one of the gardener'sbest friends.
In some sections grasshoppers are
troublesomepests and difficult to de
stroy, though if one gets up early in the
morning before the sun has a chanceto
warm themtheycanbe readilypickedoff.
Caterpillars will appear to a greater
or lessextentall through the season. If
they are not very numeroushand-pick
ing can be practiced,but if they are in
large numbers the plants and foliage
should be sprayedwith a light solution
of Paris Green and arsenate of lead.
The caterpillar is an omnivorous feeder
and easily poisoned, but care must be
taken that while the solution is strong
enough to kill the pest, it is not so
strong as to injure the foliage.
If chrysanthemumsare set out in a
good rich soil, they will carry through
without any great proportion of addi
tional fertilizer, although when they
commenceto grow vigorously they are
the grossest feeders we have among
plants. A summer mulch of well de
composedcow manure is valuable. It
conservesthe moisture in the soil, and
as the rain washes it in it carries the
fertilizing element to the roots. Plants
growing in greenhousesrequire a much
greater amount of feeding than garden
'mums, and will use up much of liquid
manurewhen the buds are swelling.
In conclusion,if you have not joined
the ranks of chrysanthemumlovers, let
me urge you to do so as soon as pos
sible. Make a careful note of the varie
ties that appeal to you in your friends'
gardens,visit the chrysanthemumexhi
bitions that will soon be taking place in
all parts of the country, and next year
plan your garden to give you flowers
from April to Thanksgiving, instead of
simply marking time when Jack Frost
has swept through and deprived you of
all your favorite summer flowers. The
hardy 'mums will still bravely hold
their own after all other flowers have
passedon.
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USUALLY BEARS FIRST YEAR PLANTED

RIPE
! IN
AUGUST

Always the
Second Year

Breaks Records
the Third Year

Do you ask stronger evi
dence,read this:

403 Perfect peaches on
4 year old tree

Mr.C. E. Strawbrldue.ofLima.Ohio,writesus underdateofAugust28,1920,asfollows:"On
April 10,1916,I setoutoneofyournewItoeneaterPeachtrees.
i.ast yearwe picked5 peaches
fromit. eachaveragingthesize
of an averagetea cup. THIS
YEAR WE HAVE PICKED
EXACTLY403LARGEPEACHES
FROMTHIS ONETREE. .Manypeoplehaveseenthis tree,and
canhardlybelievetheirowneyes.
Oneof Its admirerswasPost
masterJ. E. Sullivan,whowants
metoputhimin touchwiththe
"FELLOWSWHOHAVESUCH
TREES FOR SALE."

TREES planted in Spring, 1918, bore 150 to 200 peachespast summer.
THE EARLIEST YELLOW FREESTONE PEACH KNOWN
"Rochester is greatest money making peach in the world."
Statement by large orchardist.
Originated in Rochester, New York, tree is a strong, upright
grower, has stood sixteen degrees below zero and produced a full
crop, while the Elberta and Crawford, under the same conditions in
the same orchard, produced no blossoms and consequently no fruit.
Mr. Yarker, Greece, N. Y., who has an orchard of 500 trees, re
ports I 7 peaches picked in August from a tree planted the previous
spring.
Mr. C. M. Thomas, 215 W. 40th St., Savannah, Ga., purchased a
Rochester Peach from us last February, and picked the first fruit in
July.
C.JT.-tLOGUE—For descriptionsandpricesofacompletelistof Glenwoodproducts,
sendfor a copyof our 1921catalogueof DependableTreesandPlants—it's free.
I V" We are headquarters for genuine Rochester Peach.

GLEN BROS., Inc., Glenwood Nursery, Established 1866
Rochester, N. Y.
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cWagnerPlans
Beautiful gardens
IT'S so easy to have a beautiful garden such as you have always
|_ dreamed of having if you will only plan and plant during the
fall months.
The charir of having flowers and shrubbery thrifty and blooming as
spring comes on—this is the delightful result of having a genuine
Wagner Garden if you will plan for it now.

Our Landscape Gardening Department is at your service to furnish
planting sketchesand, if you wish, will assumeall work of planting—

write for particulars and illustrated booklet.

Our catalog gives you a wide assortment to choose
front—hardy flowers, shrubbery and ornamental trees.
May we not send you Catalog No. 60? Write for it

The Wagner Park Nursery, Box 260, Sidney, Ohio.

Bobbink & Atkins

Visit
jXursery

Iris Roses

Ask for
Catalog

Peonies

Japanese Yew
The Hedge Plant of the Future

The hardiest and greenest of all evergreens. It will
grow everywhere. It is most attractive for lawn speci
mens. Ask for pamphlet describing it, with sizes and
prices.

Ask for special lists of Hardy Plants in Pots,
Pol-Grown Vines and Climbers, Peonies and Iris,
Pol-Grown Strawberries andRock Garden Plants.

Nurserymen and Florists

Rutherford New Jersey

Fine Lawns Kept Fine
Ideal Power Lawn Mowers are used
on thousandsof the finest and best
kept lawns in the country. For extra
large grounds the Ideal 30" mower
provides a big saving in time and
labor—it will mow S or 6 acres of
grass per day. The Ideal "Junior"
Power Mower has no equal in taking
care of mediumsizedlawns—it has a
22" cut and does the work of three
or four men with hand mowers.
Both machines are noted for their
Murdy, simple and trouble-proof
construction. Write for our large
illustrated catalog.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co.
R. E. OLDS, Chairman

403KalamazooSt. Lansing,Mich.
New York: 270West St.

Chicago: 533S. DearbornSt.
Dealers in all principal cities

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER.

Does t/towork.
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McGibbon & Company
1 & 3 WEST 37th STREET
ONE DOOR FROM FIFTH AVENUE
SPECIAL SHOWING OF

Artistic Furniture, Upholstery materials,
Lace Curtains and Bed Spreads, Panels,

Lace materials for windows, Window Shades,
Drapery Fabrics
Lamps and Shades.

The Buckingham
The chair shownis an exact reproductionof a chair in Buckingham
Palace. Its slopingbackandbroadseataffordgreatcomfortand it is
an attractiveadditionto any Library or Livingroom.

CatalogueGladly Sent

McGIBBON FOR QUALITY

The seven or
eight weeks old
pup requires
more care than
one of as many
months

YOUR DOG AND YOU
This is thefirst of a seriesof articleswhichwill appearregularly
in House& Garden,dealingin a practicalwaywith theselection,
feeding,trainingand generalcareof the all-arounddog. The
secondarticle, \n November,will take up the treatmentof the
dog in the first few daysafter you get him.—Editor.

CHOOSING
a dog is not unlike sc- The question of whether to buy a

lecting a suit of clothes—the fit puppy or a grown dog is usually next
must be good. A delicate, hothouse- in importance to deciding upon the
atmosphereChihuahua would be absurd breed. In settling it

,

several considera-
for a romping, healthy boy of twelve, tions should be taken into account,
for instance; as absurd as a rough-and- Young puppiesof six to twelve weeks
tumble, noisy terrier would be for the require more care than older dogs, and
dear old lady of the cap and spectacles,are more subject to ailments, most of
Reverse these matchings, and you are them simple if taken in hand promptly,
far more likely to achieveharmony. The training of such puppies must be
Not only should the temperamentsof undertaken from the very beginning,
both dog and masterbe considered,but which means teaching them cleanliness
the surrounding conditions as well. For about the house—always an annoying
the country place, with its attendant process. Feeding, too, must be more
ruggednessand opportunities for open frequent,and in every way closerattcn,
air and exercise, a terrier, collie, police tion must be paid to the pup's welfare,
dog or other hardy, active breed is a On the other hand, little puppies are
logical choice. Poms, Pekcs, Japanese undeniably fascinating, and there are
spanielsand such small types are more obvious advantagesin having them grow
adaptable to a city environment, al- up in the surroundings and with the
though it by no means follows that peoplewho will be their permanentas-
either of these two classesof surround- sociates. From a purely financial stand
ings arbitrarily determinesthe kind of point, they cost lessthan grown dogs of
dog you should have. the same quality of breeding. If you
Perhaps the majority of people who havehad real experiencewith dog keep-
plan to add a dog to the household ing, you can weigh thesepros and cons
want one which will be dependableand wisely. But if you are somewhat of a

a good companion for children. Many beginner,let meurgeyou to think twice
believethat thesequalitiesare entirely a beforeyou decideon a small pup.
matter of breed,whereasas a matter of A very satisfactorypurchasefor most
fact the manner in which the dog is people is a dog of from four to eight
trained and treated has a great bearing months old, as such a one has passed
on the case. Almost any breed of dog, the ageof most puppy sicknesses, is still
properly brought up, can be trusted to young enough not to be "set" in his
protect and devote himself to the chil- ways, has formed no associationsthat
dren of the household,putting up with he cannot drop and form lasting new
all manner of tousling and annoyance ones, and can stand on his own feet,
from them, if they happen to be that figuratively and literally,
kind. Ninety percent of the cases of Whatever the kind or ageof the pros-
treachery and snapping that one hears pectivedog,makesurethat he is healthy
of can be traced directly to faulty or and at least reasonablywell-bred. Not
total lack of training, or to individual only will the quality of his breedingbe
peculiaritiesof temperamentwhich may an increasingsatisfactionto you as time
appear in a dog of any breed whatso- goes on, but the dog himself will be
ever. It is well to remember that no more likely to prove all that you expect
blanket guarantee of dependability, of him. A good pedigreemay seem a

guarding qualities or anything else can superfluity, but it actually stands for
be issuedfor this, that or the other kind desirable things which the poorly bred
of dog. General tendenciesonly can be dog cannot offer. It is no economy to
countedupon, and opinions about these buy a pig in a poke,
are as various as the sands of the sea. ROBERT S

. LEMMON

Blood will tell, whether it flows in the veins o
f man, horseor one of

theseOld English sheepdogpups. Buy the best that you can afford
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Strength !
—that is thefinal testof a fence. If Afco Fencesare strong
enoughto control excitedrace-trackcrowdswhenMan-O'-
War flashesunderthewire, won't theyamplyprotectyour
choicefruits and vegetablesandassurethe privacyof your
grounds? Hundredsof country-dwellerssay they will.
We build fencesin a wide variety of styles, in any height
desired, including gates,ornamentallamps and other fix
tures, all of which combineartistic effect with strength.

As your first step in planninga well-fenced
home, write for Afco Wire Lawn Fence
Booklet E.

AMERICAN FENCE CONSTRUCTION CO.
130West 34th Street New York

« f Barriers ■ V of Steel
Afco Fences

of Steel

AF-78

A Daylight Laundry
For Your Home

A "Daylight"Laundrymeansa modern
up-to-the-minuteway of cleaning
clothes for any home,new or old.
Architectsandmechanicalexpertshave
workedout everydetail.
Little or no changeis requiredfor the
installation of a Daylight Laundry.
The big threetub "Daylight"washer
can beeasilyattachedto yourpresent
plumbing.Drainsare furnished. The
Daylightdoesawaywith the old sta
tionarytubsandsavesspace.
Sendfora bookofhomelaundryplanspreparedby architectsand laundryexperts.

Puffer-Hubbard Mfg. Co.
Makersof th«Daylight
WashingMachine

3200 East 26th Street
Minneapolis

Hybrid
Lilacs!
REMEMBER

thecountrydockyardsin May—perfumedandbeautified
by Lilacs. Could therebea morefragrantandentrancingsightI Do

youknow the new varieties? Doubleor singleflowers; colors ranging
fromwhite throughlightbluetodarkestpurple;immenseflower-clusters,—
intensewith spicyfragrance;—these,with hardinessandcompactgrowth
areamongtheirvirtues.

Our specialHybrid Lilac offer is the opportunityfor you—a lilac-lover,
to realizelilac-pleasureon yourown lawn. Sendfor theoffertoday.

Moons
'

Nurseries
THE WM. H. MOON CO.

MORRISVILLE PENNSYLVANIA
which is / mile from Trenton,NJ

esse

Little Tree Farms
INTRODUCTORY

Little Tree Offers
Offer No. 1
Six Choice Evergreens $5.00
Selection includes two White Spruce, one
DouglasFir, twoArborvitae,oneRedPine, 18"
to 24" high. Regular Little Tree Farmsqual
ity. Shippedin one unit with rootscarefully
packedin moss. Doneup in burlap. Average
shippingweight,twenty-fivepounds. Remittance
with order.

Offer No. 2
Six Selected Ornamental Ever
greens — 18 inches to 4 feet $1 0.00
SelectionincludesoneBlue Spruce,oneArbor
vitae,oneProstrateJuniper, oneErectJuniper,
oneWhite Spruce,one Red Pine. All choice
evergreens,three times transplanted,shipped
with hall of earth,tied with burlap. Carefully
packedin crate. Averageshippingweight175
pounds. Remittancewith order.
The price quotedon both of aboveoffers in
cludespackingand deliveryto expressor post-
office,Framingham,Mass.

Send for "Book of Little Tree Farms"
Beautifully illustrated.
Containingnewideasof
landscapedecorationand

t"ust
what you want to

now about trees and
shrubs—theirr plantingand care. Used as a
referencework. Listed
in U. S. Dept.of Agri
culture library.

Alsosendfor"Little TreeBul
letin" SpecialOffer No. 10.

little 3Tircc jFarme
AMERICAN FORESTRY
BOSTONCOMPANY u s A

DEPT K-IO
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You have never tatted tuch

DELICIOUS
SALT MACKEREL

$395
for JO-lb. pail of freth-caught
GLOUCESTER MACKEREL
thipped on approval.

WILL you let us send you a ten-pound pail of fine, plump, new-
caught Gloucester Fall Mackerel—at
our risk, expresschargespaid right to
your hornet
For 13 years "THE SMITHS" have
selectedfrom GloucesterAshingboats
theverychoicestcatchesandpreserved
all their fresh-caughtflavor and good
nessfor folkswholive far fromthesea.
Sendnomoney—justwriteyourname
and addresson a letterheadand say,
"Send along that pail of mackerel."
Try them,and If they are not thebest
mackerelyouhaveevereaten,sendthe
rest backat our expenseand you owe
us nothing.Otherwise,a checkfor $3.95
squaresthe account.

Send tor this
FREE
CATALOG

Containsfull descrip
tion! and prlcei of
Crown Sea Food—
mackml.codflth,lob'
iter,crab,tana,ihrlmp
andalltherett. Every
thingshippedon approval; saf0 arrival,
promptshipmentand
perfectlatlifactionguar-
anteed.SenJ forittoday.

THE CROWN SEA FOOD CO.
"THE SMITHS"

Dept. 2-K, Gloucester,Mass.

Mahogany SPOOL
a CABINET

toholdthevariousspoolsof colored
silk and thread.
Cushiontop of
Druidi D silk.
Drawerfor smalltilings0ne needs
Whilesewing.Cab
inet Is "Vatnchw.Ugh,madeof solidnahoganyandper-JCtlyfinished,Con
venientforany
onewhosews
8J)d mostat
tractiveforany
room. Postpaid.$4.50.
Our catalog
slum'sscoresof
other novelgifts— things
foreverymem
ber of thefamily.Ir youhavea fireplaceIn yourhome,youwillenjoythe

Picturesque Log Fires
MADE WITH

FAIRY
FUEL

Crystalssprinkledon burninglogsgivebeautiful
colortotheflames—theeffectsproducedbyburning
driftwood.Harmless.Box sentpostpaid,75c.AskforNo. 1384.

Sendfor our catalogtoday.It
willmakeyourChristmasshoppingapleasure.There are thingsforeverygift occasionat pricesranging from50cupward.You will
also find PohlsonGifts in stores
andgiftshops.

POHLSON GIFT SHOPS, Pawtucket,R. I.

The White House Line STEEL DRESSERSWHITE ENAMELED

A place
for

everything
and

everything
in

its place

when you have
this large steel
dresser.

Catalogue of
other WHITE
HOUSE Units
on request.

JANES £ KIRTLAND
133WEST 44TH STREET NEW YORK

REDUCE
ThreeSlices
of Basy Bread a day.
Help reduceyour weight
in a natural way.

Doctors'EssentialFoodsCo.,Orange,N. J.
Gentlemen:
Yourletteradvisingmemy
coursewasfinishedhasbeen
receivedtoday.I'leaseinform
mehowtoremainat normal.
1havelostthirty-livepounds,
amfeelingsowell,andshall
not hesitateto recommendyourBasyBreadtoanyofmy
friends.

Mrs.R. H..Norwalk,Conn.

Easily. . .
Naturally

YourfriendsmusthavetoldyouaboutBasyBread,nowarecognizedstandardweightreducingration.
BasyBreadis not a medicineor drug,buta wholesome
anddeliciousfood—scientificallyprepared.
ThereIs no unpleasantdieting—no irksomeexercises,in
the BasyBreadcourse.Legionshavereportedremarkable
reductionsin weightwith gainsin strengthand health.
Youwill boverymuchinterestedin theBasyBreadbouklet,
whichgivesreliableinformationonobesityandbowtoreduce.
Writefor yourcopytoday. Sent In sealed,
plaincover,postagepre
paid.

DOCTORS' ESSENTIAL
FOODS CO.
35 OakwoodAve.
Orange NewJersey

BAST BREAD
REGISTERED- TRADEMARK

The

Drunvfire
Dishwasher

The Drumfire'sa wonder. Washes dishes, silver and glass
ware quickly. No motor to buy. Hot water runs it and
washesthe dishes. It washesvegetablesalso. Its price—only
$45—soon saved through its care of the china. Try it and
seefor yourself. Plans for a new homeshould surelyinclude
a place for the Drum/irepermanently installed. We so thor
oughly believe in its efficiencythat we let responsible per
sons use it free for 10 days. Write direct to our factory.

THE DIETZ MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept.Oc,Cincinnati,Ohio

ONE PLANT
Makes Homes Modern
Electric Light running wa
ter— modern conveniences
for your country home for
a lifetime are the gift of one
Combination Kewanee Sys
tem. Kewanee Plants are
real private utility plants,
built by expert engineers.

There are more than 150
styles and sizes of Kewanee
Systems—the result of near
ly a quarter of a century's
experience in building pri
vate utilities for farms, coun
try homes, clubs, etc. There
is a Kewanee plant to fit
your needs. Kewanee En
gineers will help in planning
installation. Write for book
let describing Kewanee Com
bination Water, Light and
Sewage Systems. FREE to
Home Owners.

KEWANEEPRIVATEUTIUTIES CO.
401SouthFranklinSt, Kewanee,II

I

COM -
CAMW!

Perfect Porch
Covering
As a covering for porch roofs,
floors, and sleeping balconies it

has no equal. While it is ex
tremely durable, it is sound
proof and non-heat radiating.
Deadens the noise of the wind
and rain and is a non-conductor
of heat and cold.

Durable
For years CON-SER-TEX
has been rendering universal
satisfaction wherever laid on
roofs, porch floors, etc. It

never rots or stretches. It hugs
the roof or porch surface tightly.
Neat and artistic in appearance.

Generoussamples and illustrateddescriptivebooklet "Roofing Facts
and Figures" uponrequest.

Win. L Barrell Co. of N. Y., Inc.,
50LeonardStreet NewYork City

CHICAGODISTRIBUTORS:GeorgeB. Carpenter& Co.
430-440NorthWellsStreet
CALIFORNIADISTRIBUTORS:
Wnterhouse-WlleoxCompany
SanFnineiseoamiLoaAnceles
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A NEW BOOKLET
ON DRAPERIES,
beautifully illustrated
in colors, showing
many charming and
fashionable window
treatments by a New
York decorator, will
be sent for 20 cents,
stampsor coin.

CasementcurtainsarcRoslyn
Grenadine; Valance,Loungearc
StanleyStripedSatin;ovcrdraperics
arc plain DerbySatin; Screenis
BiltmoreBrocade.All OrinokaSun-
jastandTubjast.

Guaranteed Sunfast
Draperies & Upholsteries

FOR
bedrooms— for every room, nothing

is more charming, fashionable or service
able than Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Fabrics.
For use against the glass there are beautiful
casement cloths— figured or plain, light gauze
or heavy weaves. All are exquisitely colored.
All are soft, lustrous, radiate a mellow light
and hang gracefully.
In overdraperies there is a wide selection.
Striped, figured or plain weaves; light or heavy
in weight ; and in colors to harmonize with any
interior. For furniture coverings and bed
spreads there are materials to match the hang
ings—a practice in decorating now much in

vogue. And you know that they will not fade
and can be kept fresh and clean.
All Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies
are dyed in the yarn by a special process in our
mills in Philadelphia. They are absolutely
sunfast and tubfast. If they fade from ex
posure to the sunlight or from washing the
merchant is authorized to replace them with
new goods or to refund the purchase price.
Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies hold
their luster and color, and will not rot.
It pays to be specific in buying. Ask for
Orinoka Guaranteed Sunfast Draperies. Look
for the Orinoka Guarantee Tag on the bolt.

GUARANTEE
"These goods are guaranteed
absolutely fadeless. If color
changesfrom exposureto the sun
light or from washing, the mer
chant is hereby authorized to re
place them with new goods or
refund the purchase price."

THE ORINOKA MILLS, 130 Clarendon Bldg., New Yf
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS NEXT

IN
the garden, tidal wave? of cosmos are
spilling over the wall. African marigolds
puncture the green background of shrub

bery with their brilliant yellows and golds.
Helenium lifts a terra-cotta cloud. Zinnias
flash and flame along the border. Far off,
the hills are beginning to turn. Autumn is
here—the cool, crisp mornings, the sharp
nightfalls and the clear sky that give a hint
of winter eventually inevitably to come. Out
doors there isn't a hint of Christmas. But
inside here— !
For days and days our shoppershave been
combing the wares of a hundred streets,girl
shoppers and men shoppers picking out, in
these autumn days, the Christmas presents
for a hundred thousand readers scatteredall
over this country.
House & Garden's is a big family to buy
for. Its stocking is enormous. All kinds of
desiresand needshave to be met. Think of
trying to imagine the Christmas hopes and
needsof a hundred thousand people! Think
of the searchingnecessaryto fill these needs.

.1 little decoration in Grisaille, one of the
illustrations in the Christmas number

the study of stocks in scores of shops!
Outside, tidal waves of cosmos spill over
the gardenwall. Inside, is a vast room with
tables stackedhigh with Christmas presents.
This is the romantic contrastof one Septem
ber afternoon. And it is this romance that
makes editing such a great game. It is this
feeling that eachpage,as it goesto the printer,
is an anticipation of a vast number of needs
and desires.
Not all of this Christmas issue can be de
voted to Christmas gifts, but a large propor
tion is

,

and the rangeof choice is wide. There
will be housesin this number, eight delightful
housesincluding none other than Irvin Cobb's,
with Mr. Cobb telling what he thinks of it.
There will be color schemesfor living rooms
by Weymer Mills and some little French gar
dens designedby M. Forestier, who laid out
the Bagatelle roserie in Paris, and something
on decorationsin Grissaileand an informative
article on the quiet house. It will be a full
stocking, this Christmas House & Garden, and

it will be hung up early at the newsstands.
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ROMANTIC BEAUTY IN CONCRETE

There is magic in this detail of a California
house,with Us fitie harmony of space,form and
roof-line. Moorish influenceis traceablein the
archedwindows groupedunder the arched lin
tel. Romance lingers in the shelteredcorner of
the terracewith its grilled narrow window, old
marblebench,and tropical planting1 The shad

ows on the sun-drenchedwal's make a form of
decoration which California architectsdevelop
delightfully. Old red hand-madetiles coverthe
lower roof-line and the terrace is tiled so that
it has comfort as well as beauty for outdoor
living. Stiles O. Clement, architect. Other
views are shown on the opposite page
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SOME MODERN CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE
From the Wealth of Its Spanish and Indian Legacies Architecture on

The Coast Is Evolving Significant Types

ELOISE ROORBACH

FORTUNATELY
for her architecture,

California was reached, in the early
days, by way of South America. The Spanish

padres and adventurers, seeking souls and

gold, arrived at this flowering land without

any preconceived notion of what an early
American architecture ought to be. Needing
homes, and having come from a land of great

beauty architecturally, they began to build

with the materials at hand; the adobe brick

dried in the sun met their requirements, and

with it they built into the beautiful mission
houses their rich memories of Spain.

They were evidently not conscious of any
desire to adapt an old architecture or to create

a new. And happily the vivid tiled roofs and

gorgeous gardens, the grotesque stone masks

set in walls, the carved water spouts, the little

This garden terrace view of a houseat San
Diego shows many Spanish and Moorish

details combined effectively

patios with fountains and ornamental wells,

so much a part of old Spanish architecture,

fitted perfectly into California's deep blue
skies, purple hills and tropical foliage. And
in the most modern and up-to-date archi

tecture found on the Pacific coast today, the

low roofs, flat walls, hand-made tiles and

arches for swinging bells still prevail.
The freshness of spirit that has always
dominated the work of the western architects

is singularly interesting. Although the houses

in California today carry a rich tradition of
Spanish form and color, nevertheless, they
are definitely original, the significant men

(such men as Myron Hunt, Elmer Grey, and
Richard S. Requa) vary California's archi
tectural type to suit their own interest, imag
ination and the needs of their clients. And

Flat roojs and rectangular construction are
enlivenedby rich ornamentin this San Diego
house. Courtesy of the Frank Meline Co.
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so you find a house of Moor
ish inspiration brought up-

to-date and suited to the

climate, a Spanish type

developed and changed and

made comfortably modern,

and the bungalow from In
dia fitted into the special
needs of our western coast

architecture.

To be sure, there are few
of those old homesteads such

as are treasured in New

England and in the South,

there are no picturesque or

gentle ghosts that patter
down the hallways at twi

light, no melancholy fields

telling of drudgery and fail
ure, for California is still a
young land with its vigor
ous romance, thrilling his
tory and a childlike enjoy
ment of life.
A more definitely historic
and delightfully original

piece of domestic architecture than the house
and detail on the first page of this article has

rarely been accomplished on the Coast. The

severity of its outline is Spanish and the exqui

sitely ornamental detail of the arched windows
and doors and the splendid columned entrance
to the porch are derived from the Moorish.
There is not one superfluous piece of ornament
on the entire house. The windows and entrance
on the lower floor are protected from the sun

The modern interpretation of Spanish
architecture takes many forms in Cali
fornia. This exampleof a San Diego home
by Richard S. Requa is one of the types

This water garden
is in the center of
aHollywood home.
A pergola sur
rounds the pool.
Mead & Requa,
architects

and rain by old hand-made

tiles which add a gorgeous

note of color. Curiously

enough, a group of windows

in the second story of the

house are held together with

twisted Saracen columns,

and all seem in perfect ac
cord. As the architect has

evidently relied on tropical

vegetation for the ornament

ing of the walls of the

house, it is vivid and color

ful to a degree.
It is interesting the way
in which the roof outline of

the house follows with its

square forms the curving of
the outline of the hills be
yond, and yet how perfectly
suited it is to the level stretch

of land on which it is placed.
How carefully each detail
of the finish of the house has

been considered is shown in

the support used for the

brilliant awning, an old Spanish spear.
To study her modern architecture is like
reading the history of the country, so intimately
does it speak of California's life and the qual
ity of her people. The northern and southern
sections of California both have their own vari
ation in architectural type, developed from in

dividual requirements, and fitted to modern
needs; in the north the great red-brown sequoias
have given material and suggested contours in

The fiat white walls form a perfect back
ground for vines, trees and foundation
shrubbery. Tile above the casementwin
dows introducesa note of color

A verdegreengate
set in a biscuit-
brown wall is one
of the details
in a home de
signed by Richard
S. Requa
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In designingthis residenceat
Hollywood, the a r c hit ec t ,
Richard S. Requa, has broken
up the ground into little gar
dens. Tile roofing is com
bined with white walls

building to a noticeable extent, in the

south the intense sunshine has called

for light-colored buildings that could

be framed by tropic trees and take

account of strong shadows.

Some of the finest houses in and

around San Diego built in the per

fection of the California spirit are
the work of Richard S. Requa.

These houses combine the romantic

spirit of the past with the practical

luxurious ideas of the living of to
day. Mr. Requa is a born landscape
gardener and the spaces about his

house are planted in rare sympathy

with the architecture. In every little
available corner he fits in a bewitch

ing garden, sometimes the very house

will encircle a garden with a pool
resting in its heart. The walls of his
house; sometimes seem actually to

have been built as a ground for the

play of tree shadows.

On one of the quiet streets at the

end of Balboa Park, San Diego, is a
fine example of modern development
of old Spanish architecture. You
can see by a glance at the illustration

how carefully the exterior of this

house has been considered in rela

tion to the planting. Tall Italian
cypresses make a straight dash of
dark green against the house and the

delicate foliage of the tree seems to

bend appreciatively over the flat roof.

One oj the details of this
house is a balcony and bay
window swung out on heavy
brackets. Its simplicity is
startling. Below is thestudded
gateleadingto the patio

In the summer campanulas color the
low retaining wall; their place being
taken by scarlet berries in the fall
and winter.

A friendly use of stucco is made
by Mr. Requa in his rounding of the
corners of the walls and arches of

this house. This soft effect is par
ticularly noticeable in the lovely

hanging bay window which rests on

huge brackets of redwood and is

roofed with hand-made Spanish tiles.

A second interesting modern Cali
fornia house by Mr. Requa is at
Hollywood. This house rests' on a.
low hillside and is flanked on both

sides by enormous drooping pep

per trees. The low-peaked roof is

covered with tiles, and again the

walls are absolutely devoid of orna

ment. This house is built on two
terraces and a gracious dignified

stairway leads to the second story.

Mr. Requa's gift seems to be the
wholly fresh and original way in
which he develops variations in

architecture beautifully to suit the

site and the purpose of the house.

In the architectural detail on page 22
one of his charming gateways is given,

of biscuit-brown concrete, wood,

painted verde green, with wrought-

iron hinges and latches.— a gateway

complete and perfect in its design.

A lovely patio is also shown with its
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The residenceof Staf
ford W. Bixby, at Los
Angeles, is an interest
ing combination of
cement and tile. The
arch is generouslyused
in creating loggias. The
serviceyard is enclosed
and the garage is tied
to the house by a high
wall. The garden is
quite separate

The front facadeof the
Bixby residence shows
a variety of enrichment
—the entrance pro
nouncedby tile trim, a
grill above it

,

wrought-
iron balustrade and
twisted Italian columns
on the upstairs loggia
and palms roofing the
porch. Elmer Grey,

architect

The first floor plan provides
for rooms that are practically
the width of the house or
opening on the loggia. This
gives cross ventilation and
plenty o

f light. All service is

restrictedto the wing

An owner's suite occupies a

generous Part o
f the second

floor, with its bath, dressing
room, closets, sleeping porch,
private pergola and loggia.
Two other chambers with
bath and dressing room are

provided
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deep pool in the center and pergola run

ning close to the house to form a cloister.

In another house Mr. Requa de
signed he has made use of the various

shades of tile, bronze, copper, red and

green, to give a gorgeous color effect to

the house. These tiles cap the chim

neys, the wings on the house, the garden

walls and the main roof. All the wood
work is verde green and wrought-iron

grill is used at the windows, door and
garden gates.
Another modern house shown in this

article is Elmer Grey's design in con

crete for Stafford W. Bixby of Los An
geles. It is placed in a hollow, below
low rolling hills. The main body of
the house is roofed with red tiles with a

curious thatching on the second-story

pergola. There are three kinds of win

dows in the house, square, casement

deeply arched, and a group arched and

separated by Italian twisted pillars.
The doorway has an ornamental arched
headpiece, and over it is a little square
window with a projecting circular iron

grill. A fine cement wall protects the
service end of the house and the garden
back of the house is beautifully planted
close to the cloister. Mr. Grey does not
connect the planting of his grounds so

closely with the architecture as does Mr.
Requa. Each is practical and beautiful
and a little separate.
The floor plans of this house are well
worth studying, as no

comfort or luxury for mas

ter or maid seems to have

been omitted. Especially

is the service end of the

house interestingly, conve

niently and wisely ar

ranged. Note the screen

porch between the kitchen

and the servants' bed

rooms, the closets and bath

with light and air from

the service yard, and a but

ler's pantry connecting the

A large stone mantel
relieves the austerity
of the paneled walls
in the living room of
the Bixby residence

Wrought iron is used
for the stairs. It com
bines well with the
period types chosen
for furniture

Tiled floor, rough
walls, a coved ceiling
and stone mantel are
elementsin the crea
tion of the sunrootn

The dining room is
paneled in native
wood that forms a
dignified background
for old furniture

kitchen and dining room.

Then the dining room is

shut away from the living

room by the entrance hall
in the loggia and the space

of the great living room is
increased by the sun porch

and the recess porch which

open from it.

The second story is just
as perfect in its way. The
owner's bedroom is the

size of the living room. It
has a recessed loggia, a

private bath and dressing room, a sleep

ing porch and pergola. The joy of

living could not go further than this.
The fitting and furnishing of the Bixby
house is quite as beautiful as the ex

terior and even more picturesque. Mr.
Grey has used the arch for some of the

doors most beautifully. His wood
paneling is simply and richly done in
the living room, and the furniture com
bines a collection of antiques and ex

cellent modern pieces.
Two examples of the work of Myron
Hunt were shown in the September
House & Garden, in which that archi

tect has successfully applied concrete to

two hilltop houses in Pasadena. It was
noticeable in one of these illustrations

that Mr. Hunt employed rustic work
in the pergolas. We find this again

in the cottage which is illustrated fur

ther along. Here an open court is cre

ated by the wings of the structure and

roofed in by rustic beams. Brick steps
give a pleasant approach.

Although we generally think of char

acteristic California architecture as
being based entirely on the Spanish
taste, there are some recent instances

where inspiration has been taken from

the native Indian styles in adobe. An
example of this is the little studio—"El
Dominio Dos Cumbres".

An Indian puebla out on the mesas

{Continued on page 72)
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THE GENTLEMAN AT HOME
IN that nice old mediaeval poem, ''Le Roman de la Rose", are foundthese lines— "Whoever aims at being a gentleman must keep him
self from pride and idleness."

With pride we are not concerned, for this is not to be a disquisition
on ethics, but with idleness and its opposite virtue, industry, we are

mightily concerned, since it has much to do with the making of a home

and the acquiring of contentment from it. The happy man is the indus
trious one, and he is most happy whose industry is devoted to the

enrichment of his home.

These are broad statements, so we must set about to explain them.

IT is generally conceded to be the better part of wisdom for a manto engage the services of an architect in the building of his house.

That is what architects are for. If we didn't employ them, archi
tects would starve. Likewise, we would make many lamentable mistakes

in our designs and constructions —such as putting into that house all the
delightful but incongruous little details we promised ourselves to put in

when we came to build, or placing bathrooms where there was no plumb
ing system or making our design so out of scale that the house looked as

though it suffered from dropsy. This is what invariably happens when
a layman thinks he knows more than the architect— and his house looks
it. There are innumerable homes scattered over this broad and pleasant
land which attest to this fact.

The wise man, then, employs an architect. But the wise man does

not move out and let the architect move in, nor does any sensible archi

tect desire him to.

The successful house is the result of intelligent cooperation between
the architect and the client, for the architect's business is to express, in

the mundane materials of construction, the client's idea of the sort of

house he wants. He crystallizes the client's dream, he precipitates the

filmy substance of a desire into the concrete essence of a house.

THE architect can build you a house, but he cannot make you ahome. This is the point where the gentleman enters upon the
scene in the leading role. In common parlance he is known as

a handy man about the house; in the spirit of "Le Roman de la Rose",
he is the industrious gentleman.

We generally think of the handy man as one who, in his youth, mani

fested a penchant for playing with tools, and who, in middle age, has

never entirely recovered from it. The sort of person who can drive a

nail without bruising the board, who can saw in a straight line, who is

ready with the glue pot, who can screw together broken chairs, mend
china, hang pictures, adjust roller shades, lay carpet, put on locks and

fix doorbells. These things are accounted a great virtue, and many men

pride themselves on possessing it. For a matter of fact, this readiness
is nothing unusual, it is quite commonplace. What is unusual is

creative industry, the gift that makes it possible for a man to take the

bare house that the architect hands him and, by ingenuity, incorporate

those pleasant little marks of his personality and skill that will make
the house his home.

During this past year I have been searching for examples of just such
creative industry and I find their name is legion. Country houses
especially seem to be ripe fields for this sort of endeavor. Here it is an

ingle nook walled in with bookshelves, there it is an ornate shelf for
china, here an unusual system of porch lighting, there a superb use of

commonplace objects. One country living room had indirect lighting

made possible by ordinary wooden chopping bowls suspended beneath

the globes by ornate Chinese tassels. In another a sluggish stream was
dammed and harnessed to furnish light and power. A third had a rough
stone fireplace built by the owner's hand and equipped with an elec

trically-run spit for al fresco cooking. Each of them was an evidence
of the industry of the owner, and whenever I found them, I found men
proud of their homes and happy in them.

SOME
wise person has said that there are two kinds of people who

have homes— those who, when they arrive home, say, "Where'll we
go?" and those who ask, "What'll we do?" Having a home and

not living in it may help support the road house and the local country
club, but it does not create contentment. Industry creates contentment,

and creative industry in one's home is the finest contentment of all.
This creative industry may find expression in a dozen different ways
and in each instance the expression will have some lasting effect. It
may take the form of a collecting hobby—pewter or old chairs or china
or coins or racing pictures or band-boxes. Or it may lead to gardening,
which is a God-given hobby no one can resist once he feels the stirring
of it within him. Or it may take the architectural form and be expressed,
as I have said, in laying up a fireplace with one's own hands. What
ever avenue his interest chooses to pursue, it will bring a man the greatest
satisfaction when it leads to the enrichment of his home.

THUS far the handy man makes an ideal picture, his contentmentwell nigh approaches domestic Nirvana. There is another side

to the portrait, and we would not be playing fair unless we
looked upon it. The handy man may overdo. He may become too
handy. His hobby may ride him. He may become so interested in
doing things about the house that he neglects more important affairs.

It may cause him to lose his perspective. He may suffer from what
'"Le Roman de la Rose" warns against—pride!
It is possible for a man to become so handy about the house that when
professional and skilled talent is required, he prefers to do the work

himself —and make a botch of it. He may become so wedded to his
innocuous industry that he loses interest in the bigger job of the day's
work, slighting that which brings in the necessary coin of the realm for

that which tickles his domestic fancy. He may even get so self-centered

about his hobby that he neglects to be interested in the pleasure of other

people. In short, lose his balance.
It is a strange fact, but have you ever noticed that the sons of handy
men make the best golfers? When a household depends upon one soli

tary member to do all the pleasant, little, odd chores, the other members

of the family will never bother themselves to learn how. Everybody
plays but father. The instinct for domestic industry does not appear

to be inherited. Father gets all the contentment, and, somehow, he

can't quite understand why the rest of the family does not share in his
delight. It rather warps his judgment, and this is unfortunate for
everyone concerned.

Like everything else in life, the most estimable hobby must lie taken
in moderation. One must not be handy to his own hurt. For the over
doing of a hobby leads eventually to satiety. The day can come when
a man has worked on his house and in his garden to. such an extent

that he loathes the very sight of them.

The satisfaction of being the gentleman at home, then, should be

enjoyed in small portions. This sort of contentment is too heady a
wine to be drunk in large goblets. It is the liqueur of a rounded life, a
sweet substance to be tasted a sip at a time— then cork the bottle.
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THE BACK OF THE HOUSE
More and more are American houses
turning their backs to the street and
their faces toward the garden. This
means that the garden side of life is
beginning to be appreciated— the pri
vacy of it and the quietude found
among flowers, a peacenot to be found
on the street. It also means that we

are developing the back of the house.
This re-arview of the home of Hilliard
Smith at Hartford, Conn., illustrates a
sensible and pleasing enclosure of the
living room grounds by trelliage. The
service is beyond. Vines will eventually
enclose this garden. Smith & Basset

were the architects
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CUPBOARDS O F OLDEN TIMES
Although Mother Hubbard Lacked the Bone, She Had the Cupboard,

For which Collectors Envy Her

GARDNER TEALL

WHEN
old Mother Hubbard

went to the cupboard to get

her poor dog a bone, she was

confronted, on her arrival, by a sit

uation that has preserved the classic

adventure in the annals of our deep
est sympathy for all time. Outside

of the metrical tragedy we know

nothing of Mother Hubbard. The
learned and Reverend E. Cobham

Brewer, LL.D. has described her as
"The old lady whose whole time
seems to have been devoted to her

dog, who always kept her on the trot,

and always made game of her." Her

temper was proof against this wilful
ness on the part of her dog, and her

politeness never forsook her, for

when she saw Master Doggie dressed

in his fine clothes—

"The dame made a curtsey,
The dog made a bow."

Sorrowful indeed it is that Mother

Hubbard's little dog should have

been denied the solace of a bone. I
suppose recourse to dog-biscuit was

not to be had in those days. I say-
in "those days" because I am as
suming that old Mother Hubbard

lived long, long ago. At least Hub
bard is an ancient name. We know

that Mother Shipton lived in the

reign of Henry VIII and amused
herself with foretelling the death of

Cardinal Wolsey and with other

prophecies, and we are told that
Mother Goose was born in Boston

Hartiiig
While the Italian cassonewas decorated, the cupboard
remained plain. This \~ilh Century example is walnut.

Courtesy oj the Consignment Arts, Inc.

and that her eldest daughter married

Thomas Flint, the printer who put
into type the rhymes his mother-in-

law invented to amuse her grandson

somewhere about the year 1719. Of
Mother Hubbard, chronology gives us

no hint, but we do know (and here

is the interesting part of the dis

covery) that she could not have lived

before cupboards came into use!

You see, dear reader, if you will
turn back to the title of this little

excursion in the realm of antiques,

you will find in what a scholarly
manner I have sought to establish the
period of Mother Hubbard's activi

ties. Is it not important that we
are led to suspect that the possession
of a cupboard is a very fortunate

thing indeed ? Even of an empty one!
For the time was to come when
lovers of fine old furniture would

scurry around the world, seeking to

find just such cupboards, the emptier
the better, willing, in truth, to pay
almost any price demanded for them.
Fine old cupboards do not lurk
around everywhere. Collectors have
discovered that. In fact, they do not
lurk at all. Instead, they long ago
obtruded their presence so unmis

takably that they were either taken

up or left where they were, and few,

indeed, are the cupboards now where
once they held sway.

Viollet-le-Duc defines cupboards
(or armoires) as "places of safety
for the preservation of precious ob-

(Left) Pine was a favorite
wood with early American
cabinetmakers, and they
used it for tables, chairs
and cupboards. This
"press" dates about 1700

(Right) In the oak period
of England her furniture
was naturally made in this
wood. This carved livery
cupboard was made in the
1475-1500period
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Court cupboards were so called becausethey
were short—smaller than their predecessor,the
armoire. This court cupboard is English, oj

Queen Elizabeth's time

jects." We are informed by those who have
made original researches in the history of
furniture that the earliest cupboards were prob
ably devoted to ecclesiastical uses. Yiollet-le-
Duc says they were placed in churches near
the altars and were repositories for sacred ves
sels, vestments and even of the Holy Eucharist.
In small churches an armoire, or cupboard,
often took the place of the sacristy, an apart
ment which in larger church edifices held sev
eral cupboards for ecclesiastical uses.
I suppose the cupboard naturally evolved
from the chest. Indeed, through various phases
of evolution the chest was differentiated into
the linen press, the cabinet, the bookcase, the
wardrobe, the sideboard, the dresser and the
secretaire. But the cupboard developed a char
acter of its own throughout the ages. In ancient
times it was not met with. Then the chest suf-

Another exampleoj English oaken court cup
board shows the bulbous legs and strap carv
ing that is characteristic of Tudor cabinet
work. This example was made about 1600

ficed, or the storage room with its shelves and
its own gathering of chests, depending on the

worldly goods and the importance, in conse
quence, of the householder.
When indoor living advanced in mediaeval
times, treasured objects began to require a place
other than chest or storeroom. Convenience,
and at the same time security, suggested the
inbuilt cupboard and so it came to be placed in
the paneling of the walls of the living apart
ment of a mediaeval gentleman's home. Later,
hanging and standing cupboards found their
places in these living-rooms, painted as minia
tures in old manuscripts show us. Just how
these came to be is a simple enough matter to
guess. First came the single chest. Then one
chest was placed on top of another, but as
the lifting off of the top chest for the purpose

(Continued on page 64)

An English corner
cupboard of Chip
pendale design.
Corner cupboards
are found from
Queen Anne's time

on

(Left) The double
hutch and the linen
fold paneling place
this English court
cupboardat 1525to

1625

(Right) An oak
cupboard of Ameri
can make after an
English design. It
is dated about 1700
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CHEERFUL COLOR IN THE DINING ROOM
Four Color Schemes for Small Dining Rooms of Distinguished Individuality

Created by WEYMER MILLS

THE four color schemes chronicled in thisarticle have been used with pleasing re

sults in town and country houses. The

first described as the Simple Dining Room that
suggests continual sunshine and old-fashioned

flowers is a charming arrangement for the fur

nisher of moderate means. Such a room with

window-s showing a garden vista becomes almost

a place of enchantment. For the dining room
in the middle of the apartment with no windows

or sunlight this color scheme holds a faint

echo of the country—a certain bucolic atmos
phere that can battle with. any lackorsordidness.

The Colonial Governor's Dining Room that
suggests an old-world hospitality can go the

length of any purse, but if one has inherited
old maple furniture, or collected it in a district

unknown to Fashion, it should not cost any
more than the average well planned dining
room. If old maple furniture is unobtainable,
modern Queen Anne furniture of common wood

stained an orange yellow will be found almost

as effective, and not at all expensive.
The Room in Peach Color after a Whistler

interpretation of a dining room makes one of

the most alluring backgrounds for feminine
beauty that it is possible to conceive. Such a

room depends entirely on its color scheme, and

although the furniture in the original creation

followed Stuart models, pieces of any period,

providing they harmonize, can be repainted
and silvered.

The Dutch Dining Room in Blue and White
is a room for gaiety. A certain cheerfulness is
sure to emanate from blue and white striped
curtains whether the material is expensive taf

feta or the cheap fabric of the window awning,

especially if they are used in conjunction with
a pair of scarlet lacquer cupboards filled with

blue and white Delft. The cupboards could be
Oriental, Dutch, English or Italian but if old
lacquer proves too rare and expensive a cup
board made after some quaint model painted
with the home-grown paint brush will become

a thing of beauty after a slight forced aging.
The reader who is furnishing a dining room

and decides to adopt one of the suggested ef

fects asks immediately what will such a room
cost. This is a very difficult question to an
swer, for much depends on the strength of the

artistic impulse and the careful thought and

time that can be expended hunting for inexpen
sive labor, the furniture makers of cheap repro
ductions or the searching of second hand shops.
The simple dining room suggesting continual
sunshine and old-fashioned flowers was created

originally for something like two hundred dol
lars. Such a small expenditure was the result
of great luck and untiring effort—a process of
months. The things used were all old, even the
chintz. To create such a room in haste to-day
would cost over seven hundred dollars. A fair
estimate for any of the four rooms would be one

thousand dollars —exclusive of the table silver.
Beautiful examples of old furniture and exqui
site detail work would double and triple this sum.

A SIMPLE DINING ROOM SUGGESTING CONTINUAL
SUNSHINE AND OLD-FASHIONED FLOWERS

Walls, very paleyellow,almostcream.
Woodwork,applegreen.
Table, original Sheraton or after a Sheratondesign painted a
deeperapplegreen.
Chairs,the same(WheatSheafbacksuggested—the spiralsof wheat
the color of the walls).
Curtains,palemauveglazedchintzbearinga patternof yellowroses,
whitetulips and touchesof pink and blue.
Table Centrepiece,a crram-colured*urn holding the flowersshown
in the chintz.
China, reproductionsof Queen'sWare, creamWedgwood.
Table Silver, the knives and forks have bone handles stained
applegreen.
In the four cornersof the roomare four GeorgianChina cabinets
of very simple design holding pieces of apple green Bristol
glass. If the cupboardsare not obtainable,triangular shelves
built after a Chippendaledesignare almostas charming.
Floor, stained black and coveredwith an old Chinese rug of
varyingshadesof mauve.
Chimneypiece,simpleGeorgian,marbleizedwoodin greenand white.
Over the chimneypiece,hangsa painting,old or modern,of old-
t:i<hionedflowers.

A ROOM IX PEACH COLOR— AFTER A WHISTLER
INTERPRETATION OF A DINING ROOM

Walls, color of Japanesepeachblossoms.
Woodwork,the same.
Table, an oval gate-legtable lacquereda dull silver.
Chairs, high-backedCharles II. or after the Stuart model. They
are the samesilver tone and their covering in old velvet or
modernvelvetis a slightlydeepertoneof the walls.
Curtains,peach-colorednet in very full folds.
Serving Tables, two tables that harmonizewith the other furni
ture and havinggrey marbletops of a very pale shade.
Table Centrepiece,a large flat glassdish holdingwater lilies.
Dinner Serviceis entirelyof silver or silver lustre china.
Floor, coveredby a heavypile carpetin palegrey. Then; are no
picturesin the roomand no chimneypiece.
Fireplaceis tiled with old Spanishtiles in blackand whitedesigns.
Further interestcanbeobtainedby addingtwo tall Chinesepotswith
large hydrangeatrees with pink and blue flowers. These can
be placedeffectivelyafter serious study of the size and the
shapeof the room.

THE COLONIAL GOVERNORS DINING ROOM THAT

SUGGESTS AN OLD-WORLD HOSPITALITY
Walls, hydrangeablue.
Woodwork,the same.
Table, a circularmaplewoodtable,old or modern,with the Queen
Anne leg.
Chairs,of the same(the Fiddlebacksuggested).
Curtains, blue unglazedchintz or blue damaskthe shadeof the
walls. Their edgesare bound with red silk cord or red tape.
Table Centrepiece,a largeQueenAnne punchbowl, silver or china,
piled highwith red apples.
China, copiesof blue and white SpodeChinesetaste.
The sideboardand servingtablesare of maplewoodof QueenAnne
character.
The chairs are coveredwith the materialof the curtains. They
have scallopedvalancesbound with the silk cord or tape.
Floor, coveredby an old Indian or Turkish carpet in fadedreds
and blues.
Chimneypiece,simple Queen Anne design in black marble or
marbleizedwood.
Over the chimneypiecehangsa portrait of a man in a red coat
of the QueenAnne or Georgianperiod. The portrait is hung
from a neavyred silk cord.
Additional interest can be obtainedby a row of 18th Century
portraitsfacing the chimneypiece.

A DITCH DINING ROOM TO BE DONE IN
BLUE AND WHITE

Walls, white.
Woodwork,white.
Table, Louis XVI shape,square,the samecolor as the walls.
Chairs, Louis XVI chairs with the Dutch urn-shapedback.
Curtains,taffetaor windowawningmaterialin broadHolland blue
and white stripes.
Two red lacqueredChinesecabinetsor cupboardsor copiesof old
pieces paintedscarlet.
Table Centrepiece,a large Dutch silver windmill, old or modern.
China, Delft ware.
Chimneypiece,simpleLouis XVI with blue and white Delft tiled
hearth.
Picture over thechimneypiece,a still life (in blue and whitebowls
of cherriesor otherred fruit suggested).
Floor, paintedor staineda deepblue. Before the heartha white
bearskinrug.
Narrow red servingtablesafter a Louis XVI model,paintedred
and holding rows of blue and white pots containinggeranium
plants with red flowers,would be an amusingfeature.
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In front of a forest background is a
formal roserie of beds bordered with
box. A lily pool marks the crossingof
the axes. A broad turf walk leads to
the pergola that forms the terminus of
this garden—the long rose pergola and

its twin summer houses

Stone lanternsmark this mound as part
of the Japanesegarden. It is

,

in reality,
a well-developedrock garden in which

many dwarf evergreenshave been used
to advantage in addition to innumer
able alpine plants. The spot is admir
ably situated for a rockery

"Shadow Brook." the country place o
f the

Hon. Frederic Nichols, lies some ten miles
north o

f Toronto. The place is developed
into a variety o

f gardens, one o
f the largest

features being a Japanese garden, o
f which

this view shows the brook and pool

THE GARDEN OF
LT. COL., THE HON.
FREDERIC NICHOLS
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I F YOU ARE GOING T O BUILD
You Must Be Able To Read Plans and Understand Specifications To

Cooperate Intelligently With Your Architect and Builder

MARY FANTON ROBERTS

THERE
is a certain romance

in reading architectural
plans, as though you were

traveling in a new country seeking a

home and someone had given you a

chart of the way so that you could

get a real impression of the place
where you intended to live. And
yet many people at first hand find

plans and maps a bore. They have
a sort of hypnotic effect; when one

attempts to fathom the strange,
cabalistic signs and mystic direc

tions sometimes the mind lapses
into the mental stage one associates

with slow convalescence. But once

you begin to make the plans for

your own home, all other floor plans
take on a new and vivid interest,
and reading them becomes a ro

mantic pastime.
The illustrations for this article
furnish a key for the reading of

house plans, because we believe that

anyone who is going to build will
want to make a thorough study of

the subject, and the one way to study
home architecture is to read a blue

print "asthough it were a story book.

In these illustrations we are offer
ing an explanation of some of the

signs and details that usually mean

mystery and irritation to the uninformed. And
if you know how to read a blue print, it is as
illuminating as though you had been told all
the musical signs and then suddenly discovered

that you could bring pleasant sounds out of

a piano. You will discover yourself plunging
into the reading of house plans with the utmost

delight. You will find it a rare help' in all
the detail of planning your own home because

you will see how other people have faced your
problems successfully.

Roof Details

You have already decided the kind of house
you are going to build and whether your roof

is going to be tile or slate or thatch, but when

you are working out your plans and specifica
tions you have to go into a great deal more de

tail about the actual method of roof construc

tion. One of our illustrations will give you
the exact idea of the gable roof with its inter

esting lifted point at the front; the gambrel
so often seen on the old Colonial houses, with

its break below the ridge; the simple hipped
roof, the Mansard, and almost the first roof

known, the lean-to. Study this little chart

very carefully so that you can talk to your
builder intelligently about the "ridge" and
the "valley" and the "eaves".
It is a fine idea to have a little building
library while you are planning your own home.

This singledetail combinessomeof the most essentialarchitectural
features to be found in the modern doorway. It is a study in
'building phrases important to know "if you are going to build"

In this seriesof articles,"If You Are Going
to Build," the reader will find valuable in
formation covering all phasesof his building
problem. Each month House & Garden will
present a different side of the operations
and materials necessary for the making of
a livable house. Next month— in the De
cember issue—the subject will be the con
struction of cellar and foundation walls.

Go up and down thesesteps several times
before building. You will learn much of
the phraseology of making stairs

Send to the manufacturers of all
building materials, of roofing and
wall materials, of all kinds of floor
coverings, of woods and stains,

plumbing, heating and lighting sys
tems. Then when your architect is

working out your plans and speci
fications, you can study these cata

logues and get quite a practical
education.

Having looked into the type of
roof that you want to have for your
house covering, there are a number
of details in the construction of the
roof that you ought to understand,

that as a matter of fact, you will
thoroughly enjoy understanding be
cause the more you work over this
house, the more beautiful and com
fortable it will be and the more hap
piness you will have in it.
So we are showing you a group of
roof details well worth your atten
tion. The largest item is the correct
building of the chimney, showing
the "lead apron", the "flashing",
and the "counter flashing", and the
"tin gutter". Then at the right you
will see two detail drawings of raft
ers and the construction of the
wooden gutter which is made from a
solid piece of painted wood which is

coming into vogue again, and more generally
used than tin-lined gutters. You will also
notice the metal leader with an ornamental cap
on a simple concrete wall. This detail, which
may add a great deal to the ornamental finish,
can be had from the manufacturers of interest

ing wrought iron designs.

Stairs and Windows

Other illustrations that we are showing will
take you with interest and intelligence up the

stairway, in and out of the door, through the
window, and all about it

,

and will show you
in detail the use of the arch, its supporting
columns, its beautiful spring, its pilasters and
the base.

After you have studied these illustrations
pretty thoroughly and have a fairly definite
picture of how your house is going to look

finished, begin to make some rough sketches.

I never think of house plans without recalling
winter evenings and a group of people about

a table in a cozy room, and the long table

covered with sketches and blue prints. At a

casual glance the absorbed interest and sup

pressed excitement might have suggested a

poker game well under way. As a matter of
fact building a home is a bit of a

gamble, and the only way to avoid uncer

tainties and the feeling that you haven't played

the game well is to study your plans at the
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Woodengutter worked

out. ofsolidpiece

Tin-lined gutter

start until you know them by heart.

You never realize how many times you
can change your mind, or how swiftly,

or how little you know your own mind,

until you begin to work over floor plans
for your own home; the time to make

changes is when you are making plans.

Getting Proportions

When you feel pretty confident that

you are getting a satisfactory and con

venient arrangement of your rooms in
harmony with the style of your house,

then give your drawings to your archi

tect. Have a good talk with him and

ask him to work them over a bit for you
so that you get some idea of accurate

proportion, not actual scale, but just
accurate enough for you to see what you
don't want and to make some more

changes. Then with everybody who is
going to have a word to say about this

house gathered around the table go

through every detail from garret to cellar,

talk over the placing of the rooms and
the constructional equipment. Plan your
plumbing, heating, lighting and ventila

tion. Decide whether you will use elec
tricity or gas, whether you will heat with
hot air or hot water or vapor. Eventually
all these details must go in your plans
and specifications. The more time you
give to your house now, the less time you
will give to changes and repairs later on.
Tell your architect, if you can, just where
you will place your radiators and just
where you want your lights.
After all, very few people build more
than one home in a lifetime and the

only possible way to achieve this home
is to work over your floor plans until
they are the very essence of the house you
are going to build. I do not believe that
anyone is ever completely satisfied by

The method of
laying up a
chimney is
shown, making
clear that much-
abused building
phrase"flashing"

This plan of a
"double - hung"
window will
show you that
an apron is not
always an article
of dress

ChimneyFlashing

C O g N I C E

BASE BOAR.D FJ_LLE JH

This chart of a wall elevation will help you to help the
builder do exactly what you want him to, becauseyou

will speak his language

TrouxjhGutter
with,
ifanjer

Ornamental Cap

on Metal leader'

turning an order for a house over to an
architect and decorator. You may get
something very magnificent, the chances
are that you will. Your house will be
in some very beautiful and definite

period and your furniture will be appro
priate and you will have absolutely noth
ing to complain of (and that is always a

drawback) but it will not be your home,
it will not express your idea of beauty,
your hope of comfort, your love of con

venience. And so I am very much in
favor of working with the architect from

start to finish, having your home an in

dividual expression, even if you have
some very blue days in the midst of

changing plans; even in those solemn

hours when the architect disagrees with

you.

The Rooms

While you are working over your
plans, it is an interesting idea to imagine
that you are living in the house, walking
about from room to room. You already
know the view you wish out of your win

dows and you have settled the problem
of the fireplaces and whether or no you
are to have a sunroom or a porch, but as

you move around your house you wonder

whether you want a separate dining

room, or whether you will have a dining
corner in your living room with a screen
in front of the table, or whether you will
build in an alcove. It is well to consider,
if you have to think of finances, that a
dining room well placed and pleasantly

furnished will add from $1,200 to $2,000
to the cost of your house. If you are
going to have such a room you do not

want it too small, and dining room fur
niture is always expensive.

If you keep but one maid or by any
(Continued on page 82)
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Gillies

One of the featuresof this house at Rum-
son, N. J., is the entrance. A repeated
roof line brings it effectivelyinto the com
position. Antique slate has been used, a
type suited to peaked roofs. Shallow dor
mers afford relief to this expanseof slate.
The walls are of rough brick laid with an
occasional header slightly advanced, pro
ducing a pleasantly rough surface

GOOD ARCHITEC
TURE IS MADE UP

OF GOOD DETAILS

An architectural detail lias to be considered
both by itself and in conjunction with other
details—its individual refinement or distinct
ive character and its possibility for being
blended suitably with details of other types.
This northeast facade of a residenceat Lake
Forest, III., shows Mr. Lindeberg using white
washed brick in flat surfaces and in a bay,
regular brick coignings,a timber balcony, half-
timber with brick nogging, long dormers, a
steepslate roof and windows of various types.
These are combined and yet they are never

confusing or inharmonious

Another view of the northeast facade of this
Lake Forest houseshows the mannerin which
the balcony is placed between two chimney
stacks. Here the whitewashed brick wall is
reducedto the first story and half-timber ap
pears above it. These sturdy timbers form a
frame for many interesting details which are
characteristicof Mr. Lindeberg's work. The
overhang of the second story, the scale and
position of the eaves, the contrasting white
chimneys above roofs of variegatedslate, the
slight bend of the ridge, the high placing of
the windows—all are evidences of superb

architectural merit
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The gardenfront of the houseat Rumson,
N. J., is flanked by a wide terracepaved
with flags. Three doorways afford position
for awnings that give a pleasant repetition
necessaryto this architectural composition.
The center of interest is a wrougkt-iron
grill of delicatedesignwhich forms the bay
to a bed chamber. Sleeping loggias with
Venetianscreensare on either side

AS PROVEN IN
TWO HOUSES BY

H. T. LINDEBERG

One of the marked characteristicsof Mr. Lin-
deberg's designs is that they give the effect
of great age, of having beenevolved through
a long period of time, muck as the manor
houses of England were built and the cha
teaux of France. This view of the service
yard of the residence at Lake Forest is a
massingof details one on the other, as if from
time to time generations had added to the
original structure. Here again can be ob
servedgreat variety of materialscombined in
perfect accord, a harmony made complete by

the vines, trees and flowers

Returning to the entranceof the Lake For
est home we find Mr. Lindeberg again pro
nouncing the entranceby housing it in a sep
arate structure with a high peaked roof of
slate, a front wall of brick whitewashedand
laid to form a lozengepattern. Behind it rise
the higher roofs of the main building with the
huge while chimney stacks. The arched sur
round of this doorway is made of white
washed brick relieved with inlaid slabs of
quarry slate. The door itself is of hammered
bronze. The planting about this entrance is
particularly effective for this type of country

residence
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THE COLOR OF SUNLIGHT
How Such a Strong Color as Yellow May Be Induced To Serve the

Purpose of Domestic Decoration

A WIDE field is covered by the term
yellow. It is capable of many inter

pretations, and is habitually used in

similes of most contradictory import. Cheerful

as sunlight, cool as a lemon, hot as mustard,

pale as a primrose, gay as daffodils —these are
a few of the antitheses that come to mind.

But speaking from the decorator's stand

point, yellow is a safe and successful color,

even the abhored mustard hue can be turned to

gold by capable hands. Everything depends

on the tone and the surroundings. No color in

decoration can be judged alone and apart from

another color; one helps the

other, and the best laid
schemes can be marred by

the introduction of a false

note.

There is a large range to

choose from, and although

sharp distinctions are diffi
cult to make among the

subtle yellows, still it is just

possible to divide them into

two classes—the cold yel
lows and the warm.

The cold yellows, which
verge on pale green and

have a hint of grayness in

their gold, may be compared

with the pale, chilly -tints of
early spring in which some

thing of winter still lingers.
The warm yellows, which
run through gold into the

fine tawny reds and russets

of autumn, would seem to

have absorbed sunlight and

warmth into their composi

tion, and these sunny shades

are, on the whole, the safer

choice. Certain of the

spring shades— invaluable
as they are for strange and

original schemes—still need a little finessing
in order to ensure their success.
The principal yellows used for oil and water
plants are the following: Naples yellow; the

chromes— lemon, middle and scarlet chrome;
ochre, burnt sienna and raw sienna, which

strictly are not yellows but warm and cold

browns of a yellowish tinge; zinc yellow and

Dutch pink, although this last is but little used.

Of these, zinc yellow, lemon chrome and Na
ples yellow are cold shades, and the remaining

are the warm shades.

Naples yellow is a color without much body

and more or less transparent, therefore it is a

good color for glazing, which means laying a

color thinly over the original paint to give it

quality and tone. It is used with zinc white
or as a staining tint for enamel.

Chrome has a tendency to fade and conse

quently is not much good for water paints, it is

better for paint in connection with white lead

and oil.

Ochre can be used either with oil or for

water paint.
From these pigments every gradation of yel
low is evolved, from cream or buff to orange,
from golden brown back to primrose.
Yellow has had its ups and downs; a rage
for it has been succeeded, from time to time, by

neglect. In the days of our grandmothers it
was counted preeminently a suitable color for

the stiff and stately drawing rooms of the time.

Accordingly the ottomans and sofas, chairs and

footstools were upholstered and buttoned

tightly into silk or satin brocade, and curtains

An old parchmentyellow is especiallyvaluable in a dining room where it can take a
richer hue from the sunlight. Here it has beenusedwith a mantel of cream marble

and yellow surrounds, a gold carpet and beech colored velvet curtains

to match completed the admired yellow draw

ing room. To protect this fragile elegance,
holland pinafores weje made for every piece

of furniture and popped on and off according

to the occasion.

Yellow has once more come into fashion;
people who a little while back looked askance

on canary and gold, now demand the brightest

without a tremor. But we use our yellow with

a difference. Modern woman is at once thrifty
and free from petty carefulness; she refuses to

sew overalls for her chairs, but, on the other

hand, she will not have the furniture done up
in a silk too fine to be sat upon. The yellow
room of today will have the woodwork painted
and the walls hung with the chosen color; a

ceiling will be gilt or colored in tempera; a
saffron cushion will be placed here and there.
In some such way we achieve our desire, a room
to live in, not a room for show. The wonderful
imperial yellow of China can be imitated

exactly by using zinc yellow and white, and if

it is for paint, the work should be finished with

a glaze of turpentine to which a small quantity

of gold size has been added—say, one in
twenty—and a tinge of emerald green. This
gives at once a beautiful and subtle quality to

the work.

For a fresh and brilliant modern color effect,
zinc yellow mixed with a little white is stippled

on to a ground of emerald green. White mixed

with raw umber, black and a little zinc yellow,

will give that deep parchment color which just
borders on yellow. This is an admirable treat
ment for the walls of a farmhouse or cottage

where there are oak beams

and dark furniture. A lovely
treatment for the walls of a

fairly large room is to paint
them with middle chrome

mixed with white, and then

finish with a glaze which is

made of raw sienna and

black mixed in the propor

tion of about six sienna to

one black. The effect of
this is a yellow glow, the

color of ripe corn.

Biscuit color just verging
on yellow is highly popular
and makes the best of back

grounds in any form—

paper, water or oil paints,
for a flat paint—one with a
dull finish—ochre and
white are the ingredients

used, with a small quantity

of orange chrome.

Gold is highly valued

now in the decorative
scheme of things. To get a
dull gold look in paint, the
mixture is middle chrome

with ochre and white, and

a final glaze is given with

raw sienna and Vandyke

brown. Beautiful as this is in appropriate sur

roundings, it requires good light and a certain

spaciousness. With these, and in capable
hands, it can be perfection.
For a good and simple yellow scheme that
would be successful in almost any room, yellow
woodwork is suggested, with an elephant gray
paper and a pale yellow wash for ceiling and
cornice. This yellow is made by mixing the
zinc yellow with white, and for the woodwork,

glazing with a little black and raw sienna

mixed. The elephant gray is made from a
blend of cobalt blue, flake white and black with
a touch of vermillion.

Small wonder that yellow can never be long
ignored. It gives the illusion of sun and light
as no other color can. In cold north rooms its
glow can work miracles, and at the same time

it is not a hot color like scarlet; certain of the

spring yellows are particularly cool looking.
There is no reason why yellow should not be

used in even what is known as a sunny room.
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS

The New York
home of Joel
Rathbone is a
successful in
terpretation of
the French
manner. The
library walls
are of green
paneling that
surrounds
built - in
shelves.Carpet
is taupeand the
hangings green

In the drawing
room pale blue
walls, ivory
w o o dw or k
striped in
mauve, mauve
hangingsand a
mauve carpet
makean unus
ual ensemble.
De Suarez &
Hulton, archi
tects,M. Vornz
de Vaux, in
terior architect

]1anuie
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The Chicago apartment of
Mrs. J. F. Jelke is an ex
cellent example of refine
ment in decoration. For
background the dining room
has putty color walls, the
sametone being selectedfor
the carpet. Draperies are
of blue, green and tete-de-
negre damask. Mth Cen
tury needlework covers the
screenand servesfor hang
ing. Fixtures are of dull
gold and amethyst. Mrs.
StembridgeSmith, decorator

It is always a problem to
give the room leading di
rectly off the elevator dis
tinguishing character. In
the Jelke apartment a Chi
nese scheme was chosen.
The room is circular. Chi
nesepaper panels are set in
moldings of bronze and
black; the ceiling is red and
the walls and woodwork are
glazed down to antique yel
low. Over the elevatordoor
is a Chinesecarving with old
red silk curtains
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In the living room of what was
once a box stall the owner's
ingenuity created sand walls
and flame colored silk curtains
as a background for colorful

furniture

ADVENTURES IN QUAINTNESS
Which Led To a Community Country House, To a Canal-Side Cottage,

To a City Courtyard and Finally To a Box Stall

ETHEL DAVIS SEAL

SOME
day I look forward to my own

broad portals and the eaves of a red roof

low hung, tall chimneys and a row of

sentinel lombardies; but before a roaming

spirit has found beyond
doubt its Innisfree, where

peace comes dropping slow

into the bee-loud glade, it

has been my good fortune

always to have happened to

live in quaint places. Hum

ble spots for the most part

I might call them, as one
counts worldly goods, but

rich for me in artistry and

beauty, costly in charm. No
conventional, walled-in,
tight apartments, no com

pactly built up rows, no

Victorian mansions of the

blessed, have seen these my

gay adventures in roof-

treeing, but in every one of

them there has been a wall

left open to imagination, a

hearth fire holding dreams

and visions, a road that

curves from the door to

ward unexplored and cheer

ful venturings.
Anyone can share with

me my penchant for un

usual places; anyone can

cast care aside and live the

simple life where, mentally
or actually, winds sweep
free through open spaces,
blowing away such cob

webby conventions as there

must be room for the china

closet, that it would never

do to cut the carpets, that
the garden planted by the

brook would never thrive on the inexperienced

tending of erstwhile city folk, that one would

be forgotten of one's friends. Or, urbanly in

clined, one need not fear to seize and sign the

Quamtnessdwells in the byways of the city—in thoseremodelednooksmadelivable
by a few changes. In this city apartment housethe dwelling back of it is annexed

by a clever sunroom passage

lease of the huge, balconied studio-room apart

ment with tall windows facing the no longer

fashionable square. It is, at any rate, as beauti
fully open and green as it ever was, and un

doubtedly more paintable,

with its occasional straggl

ing loafer and its skyward

business buildings looming

palely in the twilight.

Quaintness is an asset, a

distinction, even when
cloaking the kind of fine
economy that is a reversal

to proper standards that do

not allow of lavishing every

thing on the front doorstep,

a reversal of all sorts of

pretense and display. With
the determination to cast

these from one forever and

to be systematically and
beatifically quaint, there will
come the knowledge that

one's friends lap up quaint

settings like cream, and
that an awed and lamblike

world will promptly follow
one's leadership and camp

on one's most original trails.

After dark one evening,

while candles twinkled in

the windows of a straggling

New England farmhouse, I
knocked on its latticed door.

My bag and baggage, suffi
cient for four summer
months, surrounded me on

the stoop; perhaps I quaked
a little at finding myself

alone at the portal of the

only spot I had been al
lowed to come on this first

gay venture; and being im
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pressionably young and

quite fresh from art school,

perhaps when the door of

the house was quickly
opened to me, in stepping

across that threshold, the

twig was bent the way the

tree would grow, for the

quaintness of the place was

wellnigh indescribable. In

responding to the welcoming

of my hostesses, I caught
only a fleeting impression

of low ceiled rooms, a fire

crackling on the hearth,

mull curtains, dull yellow
walls, and something in fine

illumined lettering on a

beam of the living room fac

ing the door.

Soon I was to learn to
love the lettered rafter, with

its "Peace Be Unto This
House And All Who Dwell
In It," the dignified yellow
and cream of the Common

Room as they called it
,

and

the dear people who had

worked to make it all so

charming; but that night I

was lost in exploring the
fascinations of my own room that they

had given me: the walls covered with a

William Morris rose-flowered paper, the
rose-sprigged screen and bedspread, the

pink-posied washbowl and pitcher, the

ponderous white woodwork dating well

back to Seventeen-something, the paneled
white wooden window blinds that slid

miraculously from the wall into place be

fore the deeply recessed windows, thus

hiding the bobbing candle flames from all

The living
room o

f "The

A r k," t h e

abandoned
canal-sidecot
tage

possibility of a prying
world.

In the house, which was
used as a community sum

mer home by a delightful

group of women, many of

whom are great in worldly

fame but unpretentious in
their everyday living, in

this house it seemed to me
there were countless bed

rooms, and I find I still
have a warm spot in my
heart for anything akin to

The Lilac Room, The Yel
low Room, The Blue Room,
and The Rose Room, which
were some of the quaint

names they called them.

The Lilac Room stands
out particularly in my mem

ory, for I "shopped" for the
chintz that boasted flower

ing lilacs and delicious

gray-green leaves on a white

background. WTe papered
the walls in a soft green and

painted the furniture and

woodwork white, while the

floor was dull green. Such

a delightfully summery
place as it was! The dining room was a

long and narrow room, with quaint win

dows touching the low ceiling, windows set

generously into the two ends and one long

side; there was a friendly fireplace, and a

very narrow trestle table that ran quite the

length of the room, with slat back chairs

that pulled up to it comfortably. As I

remember, blue gingham curtains were

simply hung at the windows, and the

(Continued on page 74)

A bit o
f an

Italian ruin is

set down in a

city backyard
as a place)or
peace

In the "Box Stall" the sliding barn doors were removed and a

Colonial door put in one half, the other half being curtained in
blueas a backgroundfor the sofa in figured linen. Lampshadesare

old roseand the pillows gold, jade green,old blue, flame, sandand
orangecolored. In its original statethe "Box Stall" accommodated
two horses. Renovated, it now makesan artist's home
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FALL AND
WINTER
BLANKETS

Which may be purchased
throughtheHouse& Garden
ShoppingService, 19 West
44thStreet.A'ra- York City.

(Above) All wool blankets in plain
colors or with block border, $25 each.
White with colored stripes, $25 a pair

Two thicknessesof soft plush in various
color combinations make truly an ideal
robe for a boudoir. $42.50

A soft, all wool robe suitable for a couch
comesplain on one side and plaid on the
other in different colors. Cloth bound it is

$16.75;with fringe $13.75

(Right) An all wool blanketboundwith taf
feta is pink, light blue,rose,Copenhagen,he
liotrope or yellow on oneside,and white on
theother.60" x 90", $18.50.72"x 90",S21.50

Above is a homespunwoolen blanketwhich
may be had in plain colors or an all-over
plaid. The couch size is $23.50. In a

double bed size it is $29.

(Below) Single blanket in a cotton and
wool mixture 66" x 82" in all colors, $5.
Wool plaid blankets in various colors,

$13.50a pair
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The pale parch
ment moons of
honesty hang
from their long
slender stems
with a peculiar
fragile grace.
Place them with
an isolated light
striking upwards
into the massof
white, dried seed
cases

Of the smaller dried
blooms, helichrysumis one
of the most charming be
cause of its shape and
natural beauty of color.
This prim arrangement
would be suitable for a
writing table

DRIED FLOWERS

FOR WINTER
D ECOR ATION

Mauve statice,a peculiarly
graceful plant, is one of
the least artificial in ap
pearance. Place a bowl of
it in a sunny window
where the light can strike
through the pale flowers
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In the farmhouse of Mrs.
Edwin Rowland at Syos-
set, L. I., the living room
has white walls, hydran
gea chintz curtains, some
Sheraton and painted
piecesand plain greenrags

A chintz in rose and tur
quoiseblue curtains one of
the bedrooms. The rug is
gray, the spreads yellow
bound with blue and the
walls and woodwork are

cream

SIMPLE FUR
NISHINGS FOR

A FARMHOUSE
MRS. EMOTT BUEL
Decorator

Against
primrose yel
low walls has
been used din
ing room furn
iture of yellow
and turquoise
blue. The
chintz has
vivid fruits on
a black ground
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THE CULTURE and CARE of PALMS
Although Sturdy, the Palm Appreciates and Responds

To the Niceties of Cultivation

E. BADE

THE propagation of palmsfrom seeds is a very interest

ing but rather a tedious proc

ess, as they often require a year or

more to germinate. Before sowing

the seeds, a cut is made in the seed

coat which facilitates germination.

Having been treated in this manner

they are placed into a light soil to a

depth a little more than their own

thickness and stored in a place of

75° to 80° F. The pots should be
covered with glass plates and the

seeds kept moist. If these rules are
not rigidly followed a longer period
of time will elapse before the roots
make their appearance. Palm seeds

must be planted as soon as they have

been received from the tropics; the

month or the season of the year is

not a determining factor.

After germination the young plants
are transplanted into small flower

pots, where they are placed so that

the seed coat just lies on the surface

of the soil. The long roots, which

are bent so that they will find suffi
cient room in the pot, show a pre
dilection for forming spongy roots at
this spot. C'fJy when the roots lie
against the walls of the pot where

they absorb air, which is a vital ne

cessity for them, can palms grow

profusely and luxuriantly. Care
must be taken not to injure the roots
nor to break off the seed coat.
The seedlings are again trans

planted when the rootlets have com-

Palms have a decideddeco
rative value,but they should
not be permitted to domi
nate an interior

pletely filled the pot. If one has
used one-third lawn soil, and two-

thirds of sandy humus for the first

transplantation, then one uses one-
half hot-bed soil to each one-quarter
of lawn and humus for the next. To
those palm varieties which have

many root-hairs, a larger percentage
of humus is given.
When the palms have passed their
first year they develop, with careful
and attentive cultivation, into beau
tiful plants. They are not friendly
to continual change. In quiet places
not too far from an open window

they will unfold themselves, given
uniform attention in regard to tem

perature, moisture, and cleanliness
of their leaves, into admirable showy
plants. They should be somewhat
shaded against the burning rays of

the summer sun, but the rays of the
winter sun may strike them with all
their force.

The majority of the palms which
are kept in the living room do not
stand in need of so much heat, nor

are they so difficult to take care of as
is commonly supposed. In spite of
their warm and sunny habitat, the

greater part of them become accus

tomed to a temperature of 60° F.
During the winter months some va
rieties even endure lower tempera
tures, although palms never have a

definite period of rest. When they
are taken from a greenhouse and

(Continued on page 94)

(Center below) A common
type of house palm, known
to botanists as Diplothe-

mium humilis

(Left) Its fearsome
botanical name—
Chrysalidocarpus lit-
tesceus—need never
deter one from using
this

(Right) A third type,
suitable for use in
doors, is the Chamae-
rops humilis, a broad-
leafed species of
graceful form
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GARAGES, SITES AND ENTRANCE DRIVES
This Solves The Problem of Housing The Car and Providing It With

Adequate Approaches and Turn-Around

J. C. CAMPBELL

THE building of a garage these daysis only second in importance to the

actual building of your home. The
locating of the site for this garage and the
construction of garage drivers require a

great deal of thought as well as some

knowledge of the requirements. Most

grounds have the advantage of a number

of spots appropriate for the site of a gar

age. It is the aim of this article to point
out the advantages of certain sites, how to

plan the garage drive and how to design
the most practical approach.
If you have not built your house, it is
a fairly simple matter to place the garage
in exactly the right relationship to the

house, but if you are merely adding this
building to grounds already planned and a

house already built, much more thought

must be given to the subject. The size
of your lot and the topography of the land

will to a certain extent, govern the selec
tion of the site. In most cities the fire
ordinance requires that a garage if not fire
proof must be at least 15' away from the

house. If you are building the house,
however, you will probably insist upon a
fire-proof construction with a garage be

neath the house, which makes for con

venience and economy. The foregoing

suggestions would obtain only on small

places. On a large estate where separate

servant quarters are provided the garage

would be placed in this group which, as a

rule, equals about one-fifth

of the total area of the house

accommodation.

When a man is driving

his own car he will, of
course, want it in the base

ment of his house if possible,
if not, as near as the fire
ordinance will allow. It
must be placed where the

grade is suitable, to avoid

the expense of much grad

ing, and where there is ade

quate drainage. Direct

ness of approach and turn

ing areas have a great bear

ing on the selection of a

proper site and the ap

proach from house to gar

age must be easy and direct

as possible.

Once the garage is built,

the approach from the

street has to be considered.

For safety there should be a
right angle entrance so that

the approach from both di

rections of the street should

be equally safe. The type
of street entrance will de-
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It is obvious that the she of the turn-around will
dependupon the wheel baseof one'scar. This shows

how it is calculated
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Each type of small lot presentsa different problem in locating the garage. Do not make
the approach to it too conspicuous. Where space permits, use a circular turn-around,

otherwiseplan for a Y-tum which necessitatesbacking the car

pend to a certain extent upon the chart
acter of the street and the existing gutters.
Where the gutter is deep a cross-over is

necessary, but where it is shallow an in
cline from the gutter to the sidewalk level

will serve. At this point it is well to make
the rise as gentle as possible as all quick
rises between street to ground may mean

danger. Where it can be arranged a con

crete incline is perhaps the best means of

approach.
So far as possible the entrance to the

property should reflect the character of

house and garage; formal for the great
estate, informal for the little country place.
Whatever treatment is used in building the

entrance it should be kept appropriate in

size, shape and type. Where the entrance

leads to a little garden, plants can often be

easily arranged to suggest a gateway and

are preferable to an elaborate architectural

feature.

While the entrance from the street
should always be as direct as possible, it

need not necessarily lead straight to the

house or garage. It may pass near the
front entrance, thence to the kitchen and

then to the garage. The illustrations used
in this article, showing the placing of gar

ages in relation to the house and the plac

ing of driveways with wide and narrow-

turnings, will prove immensely helpful to
anyone's planning to build a garage on a
small place.

As the drive enters the
property it may be either a

simple runway, or a com

plete surface of any of the

following materials, —
crushed stone, all-cinders,
tarvia, oyster shell, clay,

brick or concrete.

In regard to the merits of
the use of these various ma

terials for the construction
of the driveway; crushed

stone is serviceable, the col

or is excellent and it is not

expensive, but it does re
quire constant care if much
used; cinders are also ser

viceable, the best kind are
steamed, very porous and

have the advantage of

draining readily, but it is

not easy to keep a good sur

face if a cinder driveway is
much used; tarvia is a good
surface but rather harsh in
color; oyster shells are ex

cellent when obtainable, but

the color is not interesting;

clay is an excellent tempo
rary surface, rather unsatis-

Area
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factory in bad weather;
bricks of various patterns
form an interesting surface,

decidedly surviceable, ap

propriate for a formal treat

ment of a driveway, but

rather expensive; concrete

is very durable, simple to

construct; it is, however,

harsh to the eyes and hot in

the summer time.

If there is a rather long
driveway to the garage, it is

an excellent idea to have it
curve so as to permit plant

ing which would partially
hide the service portions of

the house. In a hilly coun
try, the laying out of the

driveway must somewhat be

governed by the slope of the

land, and the planting, too,

must meet these conditions

if it is to be made effective.
The average drive should

be from 9' to 10' wide; as it
approaches the main en

trance of the house it is

sometimes advisable to have

it flare out to a width of

about 15', this will enable
an incoming car to pass the

one standing at the main

entrance.

The ideal foundation for
a driveway has a certain

percentage of clay, but not

enough to make the road

The garage and jarm
buildings on this coun
try estatein Illinois pro
vides a grassedplot en
circled by the drive

case, a Y-turn near the
garage solves the problem.
This Y-turn enables the
driver to back his car

around with the least
amount of effort, and to

bring his car into posi
tion so that it will head
straight out to the drive

way. The Y of the turn
should be at least 15' deep
with an adequate amount of

curve to give an easy swing
in backing the car.
Of course the choice of
material used will depend
largely upon the material in

house and garage. This
will bring the driveway into
the general building scheme

and enable it to slip quietly
into its place. The location
of the drive, as already ex

plained, must meet the con

venience of each particular

point — entrance, kitchen
and garage; but with these

facts faced, much help and

general information can be

secured from a careful

study of the illustrations

shown here; some very dif
ficult problems are success

fully met in these sketches
and much light is thrown on

the placing of graceful,

practical driveways in small

spaces.

Shelter is provided for
four cars, with servants'
living quarters above.
On one side are dairy

stables

—* H
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Three types of garage runways are shown
here, with the necessarymeasurementsand

variations in construction

dangerous in wet weather. If a drive
is made on new ground where filling
has been used a considerable time

should be allowed for the earth to

settle and become firm before the sur

face material is put on.

Driveways cannot be considered as

an ornament to the property, hence

should be made as inconspicuous as

compatible with their utilitarian pur

pose. Once built, they cannot be

easily changed without incurring con

siderable expense, hence it is well to
have a definite plan at the outset, with

all problems satisfactorily solved, to

avoid mistakes which are irritating
and expensive.
An important consideration in
these driveways is the turning areas

for large cars. Failure to arrange for

these in planning drives will often
lead to much trouble and expense.
This difficulty is interestingly solved
in one of the diagrams which illus
trate this article.

Often the size and contour of a lot

with the buildings located on it will
not permit a circular turn; in this

J5tcr/o/vs Or £X>/M?wra

Each kind of driveway has its own practical
featureand the type chosenwill dependon the

site and one's purse
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DECORATING OUR FOUR WALLS
By Filling Them with Portraits of Past Houses and Gardens They Create a Livable

Atmosphere and Make Distinguished Backgrounds

MURIEL HARRIS

THE
decoration of our four walls has

ever been an entrancing problem,
whether to the child, to whom they are

clearly surfaces made for scribbling, or to the
Medici, who outran the conventions of his
time by placing upon his walls Botticelli's

Primavera. Walls have always been dec
orated or deliberately not decorated, have even,
in the gold-frame era, been "furnished." The
difficulty now is to decide between the respec
tive merits say, of Egyptian mural paintings
and the Japanese blank walls with their re
movable kakemonos or, better still, to evolve

something new.

Wall decoration might be divided into two
main classes—the movable and the permanent,
and the two schemes have alternated fairly
regularly, whether in the form of the old tem

pera church paintings or the worst floral de
sign beloved of the paper hanger.
The picture itself is, of course, really only
wall decoration in a movable form and able to
survive change or damage to the building. It
is not so long ago since pictures were regarded
purely as wall furniture and a blank space
created horror in the mind of the beholder.
Then came the reaction of the blank wall and
the black-frame etching; the Morris wall paper

On a previousestate
Mrs. Robert Stevens
created this formal
setting for a pool.
She later copied it
on her newer place
at Bernardsville,

N. Y.

lli-vutt

with its fidgety designs, still a
welcome relief from the old pea

soup decoration or the heavy crim

son, suggestive of after-dinner

apoplexy; black walls and gold
walls and silver walls and so on.

The change came rather grad

ually. There was the precedent of

the Italian painted walls and ceil
ing, which were easily too

cheruby, too blue-skyish. Also,
Botticellis and Michael Angelos
were not to be had for the asking.
There was the French paneling

upon which Louis Quinze parrots
and tulips flirted gaily. This was
all very well for a boudoir or a
parlor. The designs were con
ventionalized and so did not de
mand attention enough to become

boring.
There was the Futurist wall
painting — all lightning and
(Continued on page 66)

When it cameto decoratingher
bedroom walls, Mrs. Stevens
covered them with views of
her former garden. The orig
inal is shown above
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Tebbs

The chimneyendof the atttc furnishesthe chanceforcreating a delightful guest room. Closets can be
built in each side of the fireplace and the ceiling

above it coved, as here

A PAGE OF THREE

UNUSUAL ROOMS

Keep the nursery simple,as this one in the home ofFrancis Boardman, at Riverdale, N. Y. Cupboards
are of rough pine painted pumpkin yellow and the
floor broad oak boardspeggeddown. Dwight James

Baum, architect

The bathroom in the
New York apartment of
CharlesSlayter is part of
a Directoire fiat and is
furnished in an unusual
and amusingmanner. It
hasa refreshingblue and
yellow color scheme

Noticeable features of
this bathroom are the
figured towels by Mr.
Slayter, the long mirror
over the bathtuband the
mirror above the wask-
slandwhichissurmounted
by a Delft placque
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MIDDLE PLANTS FOR THE PERENNIAL BORDER
This Backbone of Herbaceous Bloom Offers a Great Variety in Color

and Form of Flower and Foliage

H. STUART ORTLOFF

THERE
is such a host of possible claim

ants for the important position of middle

foreground in the perennial border, that

it is only a process of elimination to secure just
the ones we desire to work out our plans, and

to secure our idea of a pictorial array. It is
not, however, an easy process, for there are a

number of things which we have to know and

take into consideration in order to secure the

best results.
First, perhaps, is color. Some, like the bril
liant reds and purples, will on the slightest
pretext declare an open feud on certain pinks,

yellows and blues. Then it is necessary to use
lavishly a number of peacemakers, such as

white and pale yellow flowers, or plants with

much foliage and few or later blooms. Then,

too, color is an important factor in working out

special arrangements or ideas in gardening.

We must know the average or the ultimate

height of plants in order to give them a correct

location so as to obtain the best possible ar

rangement. It would never do to hide some
short but lovely little beauty behind a tall,

luxuriant plant, which will delight
us with its bloom only late in the

season. The stnaller plants must be
favored and given a place of vantage

in the front, behind the edging

plants.
It is easy to talk knowingly about
"riots of color" and "continuous

bloom," but in order to obtain such

Utopian perfections we must be well

aware of the time and duration of

each and every plant we use, and

then perhaps we fail. It is a hard
problem to solve. Many have divid
ed their gardens, or their borders, up

into sections, each given over to a

particular period or season. Others

resort to inserting potted plants, and

remove the faded ones. But it is

possible to get in one garden, or one

border, an average amount of color

Foliage varies with the types of
delphiniums. The type of flower

is distinctive

at all seasons if one will not object to a few
masses of foliage at times, and an oversupply
of color at others. There will be gaps, that
cannot be helped, unless we give the garden

almost unceasing care, digging up and rear

ranging all summer. Who wants the labor in
a garden to become such a burden as to make

it cease to be a joy? Careful arrangement in

the first place, with an eye to the season and
duration of bloom, will go a long way in
eliminating these gaps and pauses or making
them few and far between.

Another important consideration is prompt
ed by the fact that many of our garden beau
ties flourish and then disappear, foliage and
all. We must value the effect of good foliage
as well as bloom in selecting plants. If a plant
has a foliage which is not persistent after

blooming, but which is a valuable addition for
its color, then we must place beside it another

plant, which has full and excellent foliage, in
order that it may spread out and obliterate the

unseemly gap left by its neighbor.
Many plants have stems which are so limber
as to bend under the weight of bloom. Then
it is necessary to plant around them lower and
stiffer plants to bolster them up, or taller ones
to hide unsightly but necessary stakes.
If we become acquainted with the charac

teristics of the flowers we use, which
answer these questions or require
ments, we will be able to decide what
and where to plant, but we still must
consider the important question of
how to plant. It is hard to lay down
a hard and fast rule of thumb to
cover all, for each individual plant
varies in many ways. One gardener

says, '"Allow a square foot to each

plant," but when questioned he has

to admit that he does not give each

plant a square foot, but plants ac

cording to common sense. We all
have a certain amount of this Yan
kee quality, but it is a hard task to

apply it to planting. We are at a

loss how to begin. So we just offer
the old English rule of allowing one-

half the ultimate height of the plant
between each one. That is, if a

The day lilies have a foli
age which is long, nar
row and apt to droop

This border is composedof middle and back perennials—
spirea and delphinium. Each presentsa marked individu
ality in foliage and flower. Contrast the long spikesof the
delphinium with the feathery characterof the spirea

While the foliage of phlox
is not striking, the flowers
form wonderful panicles
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Except in the very formal gardenthereshould be no effort to placevarietiesof one size and height
in a straight line. Middle plants may be occasionallyadvancedto the front, forming little bays in

which to harbor the smaller varieties

plant when it is full grown
is 4' high, we will allow a
distance of 2' on all sides.
Xow if we follow this rule
you can readily see what thin

and scrawny results will fol
low for the first year or two,

or until the plants have ma

tured. There are two reme

dies for this. One is to cut

the rule in half, and plant

thickly for immediate effect,

then as the plants begin to

mature, thin out. This of
course means extra work and

added expense. The other

remedy is to follow the rule,

but fill in the spaces between
with annuals and potted

plants. Then you have a

full border, and when the
first frost comes these help
ful fillers gracefully disap
pear and leave the room to the developed

plants.
Some may believe that any flower will grow-
in any soil, but the majority will agree that a
little care and attention to individual require

ments will be repaid a thousand-fold by more
luxuriant bloom. So it behooves those who are

of this opinion to search out and to observe

these requiremnts, in order that they may be

repaid.
The following list of perennials is far from

The foliage of
peoniesis cheer
fully green most
of the flower
season

Columbines are
carried on long
stems rising
from tufted fo
liage

complete. Those which are given, however,

have been selected from various sources with

attention to their merits for the important lo

cation of the middle foreground. The most

necessary characteristics and important cul

tural hints have been included for the guidance
of the reader.

White Tansy (Achillea Ptarmica fl. pi.—The
Pearl) An abundance of small white flow
ers in little round balls from mid-May to

mid-October. The foliage

is of little value, as it is so

fine. Pick all flowers be
fore they turn brown on the

stalk. Any good garden

soil with plenty of sun.

Plant grows about 2
'

high.
Allow 18" between plants.
Propagate by division in
October, water well before

and after the operation,
and do not divide too close-

Japanese Windflower
(Anemone Japonica) —
Beautiful large white or

pale rose-colored flowers in

September and October.

Grows 2'-3' high. Leaves

mostly in clumps at the
base, very decorative.
Thrives best in rich loam,

prefers slight shade, but

will grow in the sun. Should be mulched
in summer and kept moderately moist to ob

tain good flowers. Propagate by root divi

sion preferably in the early spring. Slight
winter protection.
Columbine (Aquelegia leptoceras)— A num
ber of species. Sky-blue (Casrulea) and

clear-yellow (chrysantha) are the best ones.
Leaves are large and handsome. Should be

treated as a biennial. Propagate by seeds

(Continued on page 90)

Japanese iris has
a foliage quite
distinct from
that o

f the Ger
man. It is also
taller
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HOW TO GROUP FURNITURE
A Room Is Successful When the Furniture Finds the Place Where It

Best Affords Convenience and Comfort

RANDOLPH W. SEXTON

N important point in the final effect

of a room, although one which is

not given the proper attention it

deserves, either by amateurs or professionals,

is the correct placing of furniture. Too

often is a room of good plan and design en

tirely lacking in necessary sociability and

informality, if not by the poor selection of
the furniture, by the entirely improper plac

ing of it. A room with properly placed
furniture should give one, when entering,

the effect of welcome, inviting you in and,

furthermore, to sit down and be comfortable.

Very often we seem to have to stand in the

doorway and hesitate before finding a chair

which gives this invitation.

Are there any rules and conventions which

can help us to place furniture properly and

overcome this failing? Yes, to a certain
extent, although all rules in art have to be

backed by common sense and good taste.

The best results in placing furniture in a

room are obtained by considering the dif

ferent "groupings" which the room requires.

For instance, in a living room there is gener
ally a "music group", consisting of piano,

stool, lamp and chair; the "lounging group"

with davenport, table, tabaret and lamp ; the

"reading group", composed of chair, lamp

and bookcase; and these groups, though dis

tinct, must be so connected that together

the}' form a perfect ensemble.

In a Typical Room

Supposing as an illustration, we here

consider the. placing and selection of the

furniture in a living room 15' wide and 25'

long with fireplace, doors, and windows as

shown— a typical room. (Figure 1:) The
first question to settle is—are we to have a
piano in the room? For there is no way of

changing either the size or design of a piano,

except in the choosing of a grand or an up

right, and in either case there is generally

only one proper place in the room for a

piano when the matter of steam heat,

draughts from doors, and sufficient wall

space are given proper consideration. Aside

from the piano and one of even more im

portance in proper placing, is the davenport,

both on account of its size and the prac

ticability of the piece.

A davenport is a piece of furniture de
signed strictly for comfort, seldom having

any good features in design aside from its

covering, and at the same time helping ma

terially to accommodate more people in the
room, as three or even four persons can

easily be seated on it at once. For this rea
son the davenport should be placed as near

to the center of attraction in the room—in
most cases, the fireplace. From an archi
tectural standpoint as well, is there anything

window- Window.

N,

I

6

Fig. I & 2, A—table; B—davenport; C—
easy chair; D—tabaret; E—footstool; F—
lamp; G—bookcase; H—desk; I—desk
chair; J—Victrola; K—sidechair; L—arm
chair; M—bench; N—piano; O—floor

lamp; P—piano bench

t°Pstt. toPoBe„,

Fig. 3 & 4, showinga solution ]or a square
type oj room and jor the long, narrow
type. The groups are natural and easy

in the design that plays such a prominent

part in the decorations of the room as the

fireplace? By giving the davenport this
important place in the room, all other pieces

immediately become subordinate to it and
must be placed with this in mind.

To return now to our typical plan—sup
pose that we are at once confronted with the

placing of a grand piano in the room and
the selection of the remaining pieces are

left to our good judgment. It can easily be
determined that there is only one wall of the
room— the south—against which we can
place the piano, as all other walls are elimi
nated by windows and doors. Here it seems

that both the southwest and the southeast

corners are available, but as it might seem

that the piano were too near the entrance

door in the southwest corner, besides being

in direct line with the draught naturally
coming through this opening, we decide to
place the piano in the southeast corner with
the keyboard facing the room, allowing the

frame work of the instrument to take up as
little room as possible. To complete this
group, we will place a floor lamp by the
piano stool in the corner and then take up

the next important matter of placing the

davenport.

The Davenport Group

Although it might seem cozy and even

practical to place the davenport directly in
front of the fireplace, still there are always
arguments against this layout, especially if
the room is narrow in proportion, and be

sides, many people cannot see anything soci

able about a room with the back of the

davenport facing you as you enter the room.

So in the case of our typical room, it seems

best to put the davenport at right angles to

the hearth, for in this position it gives the
invitation as you stand in the doorway, and
at the same time is directly in front of the
center of attraction of the room—the fire
place. To complete this lounging group we
suggest an oblong table back of the daven
port, supplying space for magazines, books,
etc., and also a place for a lamp, as one
often desires to sit or stretch out on the sofa
to read.

A good point to add right here is that the
effect from the street seen through the front
windows — the table with its cheerful setting
of a lamp, magazines, books, and perhaps,
a vase of flowers, all adds to the proof that
a table is not out of place there.

The next consideration is the reading
group and we have left a very desirable place
at the other end of the fireplace for it. Here
we will first put a generous easy chair and
beside it place a small book stand, which

(Continued on page 70)
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FOUR GOOD
AMERICAN

G1U1C3

The homeof Edward P. Scltell,Riverdale, N. Y., is New Eng
land Colonial with variations, the porch, of course, being a
modern detail, although its balustrade is copied from an old
"captain's walk." Inspiration for the bay windows was found
in someold shop fronts. The walls are of "ship-lap" construc
tion—wide boards laid on flat. Theseare paintedwhile. The
shutters are green. Dwight James Baum, architect

A characteristic American design has been used for the home of
Frederick G. Nash, at Auburn, N. Y. The stained shingles of the
front facade are pleasantly relieved by ornate door trim and the
shallow bay window. At this end is an enclosedporch, with lattice
on eachside the door. The pent roof is an excellentdetail. Carl C.

Tollman, architect

A feature of the plans of the Schell house is the double en
closedporch. The rear part is usedfor breakfastand the front
asa supplementaryliving porch for cold weather,this endbeing
furnished with a fireplace. Upstairs the hall is kept down to
a minimum, giving plenty of chamber space and room for
closets. A sleepingporch is an addition to this floor. The
attic housesa servant'sroom and storagequarters

The Nash plans show an
unusual position for the
living room. The hall and
stairs are at one side,
with the kitchen, dining
room and porch in the
rear. Upstairs are three
bedrooms and a bath.
Built-in wardrobesand an
abundanceof closet space
are attractive features
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'II

/Is </iegaragewas a later addition, it was tied to the
property by a service gate and wall. The service en
trancegives on to the kitchen. The value of the stucco
wall can be seenin this illustration—the surface it pre
sentsfor shadowsand the backgroundfor vines

As the housefacesnorth, the stairs and hall were put on
the north side so that all the rooms could have southern
exposure,save one which faces east. The servicestairs
are quite separateand afford privacy to the rest o
f the
house. The two masters'bedroomsare furnished with

fireplaces

Warm gray stucco walls, pea greentrim
and dark greenshuttersmake the home

o
f Frank Rollins, at Fieldstone, N. Y.,

a colorful ensemble. A big stair win
dow gives the effect o

f a two-story hall.
Dwight James Baum, architect

The entrance is set in a jog and the.
door is approachedthrough an arch and
outer vestibule. This leads on to a

wide hall that openson the main rooms

o
f the first floor and the stairs
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Gillies

WAtfe English in origin this inter
pretation of half-timber is amply
American. It is usedon the homeo)
Rodney Hitt at Rye, N. Y '.

,
o
f which

Edson Gage was architect. The en
trance is in the rear court close to
the garage. The window arrange
ment here is quite unusual

Genuine half-timber, o
f which this

is a goodexample,consists o
f the ex

posed beam frame with brick or
cement nagging. The brick can be
laid in different designsthat give an
amusing variation to the wall sur
face. Instead of the usual case
mentsdouble sashwindows are used

One entire end o
f the second floor

is occupiedby the owner'ssuite,con
sisting o

f a large house-widthcham
ber, bath, dressingroom and sleep
ing porch. This group is distinct
from the others. All chambersare
arrangedin suite, with baths, dress
ing rooms and sleepingporches

An interestingvariation is

found in the lower wall,
where brick headers, oc
casionally broken, are ad
vanced,making a roughish

surface
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TAKING GUESSWORK OUT OF GAS COOKERY
Which Is Accomplished by Purchasing a Good Stove

With Modern Heat Regulating Devices

ETHEL R, PEYSER

THE points in buyinga gas range are for

the most part the
same as in purchasing an

electric range. It must be
of the best material, cast
iron or sheet iron or a com
bination of the two, the
ovens usually lined with
steel, upon which is baked

aluminum or a vitreous
enamel. Enamels are more

expensive but their sanitary
value is great. Everything
must be of the best quality,
no seams or roughness can
be allowed to catch food or
odors, and the stove manu
facturers must give you a
guarantee of almost ever

lasting life.

Stoves today are made
with and without shelves,
some have the ovens above,
some below. But where the
oven is below it is a great
boon to have the top at least
32" high—38" from the
floor is better, so that the
oven is sufficiently high to
obviate back breaking, and
the cooking surface high
enough to eliminate the
back bend for the ordinary
cooking processes. Ranges

today are built so that there is abso

lutely no guess work either in man

agement or accomplishment.

New Devices

A recent improvement is a stove
with an oven heat-regulating device,
absolutely controlling the tempera
ture. This device is used by do
mestic science cooking schools, as it

proves that cooking must be an exact

science. No especial training is re
quired to handle this device, and it

has no working parts to get out of

order; the temperature is simply
controlled and maintained by the
turn of a wheel.

This enables one to bake without
opening the oven door. A chart is
supplied by which you can cook any
kind of dish, the time, the tempera
ture and the necessary decreasing or

increasing of the temperature being

given clearly.
One new type of stove has the
smooth top. It looks not unlike a
coal stove. It has no aching voids
for things to spill into, nor can pots

Among the all-enamelrangesis this type, equippedwith heat regulator. Food can be
boiled or cooked in the oven, without using the surfaceburners, evenwhen baking is

going on. Courtesy of the Clark Jewell Stove Co.

Features of this range are
the flue connection and
enamelsplasher. Courtesy
of the Michigan Stove Co.

tip over into y awning
chasms. This saves a lot of
needless irritation, which is

important with the present
high temperaments of cooks
and housemaids. This stove
stands 38" from the ground.

The Top

An interesting feature is
that the whole top becomes
heated and is usable, whereas
in the ordinary four-burner

top only four utensils can
be used at once. This top
is connected with a flue
which draws the heat, so
that there is no waste of
gas. If necessary, the lids
can be raised and the flame
from the burner will just tip
the utensil, the proper posi
tion for flames. The oven
in this range is so planned
that it can be opened from
the bottom with either hand.
Another stove has a top that
is semi-smooth and semi-

spider, allowing you both
systems.

Should a vessel spill over
in the "'smooth top", the top
catches the overflow and it
is simply washed off instead

of the usual pulling out of the tray
and the messed-up burner plate,
which must be scraped and cleaned.
This range is made tall and narrow,
read}- for the small as well as the
large kitchen.
All gas stoves today have the
automatic lighter, which gives one
freedom from the use of matches and
makes gas nearly as convenient as
electricity. Of course, gas is hotter
in summer than electricity, and to
obviate this many of the stove
makers produce marvelously con
trived combination ranges of gas and
electricity.
Some stoves have plate warmers
aljove and some have a shelf open
and available on which to warm
dishes, which also makes a conve
nient rack for dishes while the rest
of the meal is cooking.
Nearly all stoves are equipped
with broiling chamber, baking oven
and wire shelves. One, particularly
convenient, has, instead of the two
full-sized shelves in the large oven,
one shelf divided into two pieces,
allowing for more elasticity in plac
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ing different dishes in the oven.

In the stove which has the oven heat-
regulating device, there are many of the

tireless cooker features with some of its

drawbacks eliminated. For example, it has

no thick walls which eventually become

impregnated with odors of past meals; the

time in pot watching is eliminated; you

can do other work and yet be sure that

your cooking is being done well. So much

of the cooking can be done in the oven

that fewer burners are necessary. This
type is made in sizes varying from 35"

wide and upward.

Regulating Heat

When you are ready to put the whole

meal in the oven, your instruction card

will tell you the correct temperature to set
the thermostat. You can then leave the
oven unwatched for a period of three to

four hours. No preliminary cooking is
necessary; in fact, the things can be put

on in cold water if necessary; furthermore,
the cost of cooking is no more, and some

times less, than with the old-fashioned

hit or miss method.

Canning with this oven is simplicity it

self, as there is no need to lift the big
containers to the cooking surface.

Many people prefer the tireless-cooking,
oven gas stoves. These are excellent when

made by the best manufacturers and cer

tainly help the servantless house greatly.

But keep your ovens more than spotless.

The old-fashioned methods of finding
out if your oven is hot are as follows:
Poking your head into the oven, perilous;

thrusting an unoffending hand

therein; browning pieces of

paper or a bit of flour; burn

ing the gas and letting it go

at that; gauging the size of the

flame: but these are unreli

able, for everyone feels the heat

differently and the quality of

paper varies and atmospheric

conditions differ. How many

times have you cooked the

same thing the same way, and

have had success one day and

failure the next. What waste
—and how discouraging!
With the particular stove in

question, the novice soon lie-

comes an expert. As much of

the cooking can be done in the

oven, not so large a surface

stove need be bought; a small

family can actually use a two-

burner surface.

Burners

The burners on all the best
stoves are regulated by the gas

companies, from whom it is

wise to buy, unless one is pur

chasing the installed, made-to-

order stove.

One firm emphasizes its

burner because it spreads well ;

The heat regulator is a simpledeviceplacedon
the side of gas rangeswhereby the housewife
can control the temperature for various
dishes. Courtesy of American Stove Co.

it claims there is a saving of gas, which is
quite true. This stove also stresses its
glass oven door. Now the glass oven door

is a fine thing, but when meats are being
cooked, the glass becomes greased, and
unless cleaned off at once may leave fur

rows.

The cabinet stove is the type used prac
tically all over this country. It sets on
high legs and has the oven (top or bot

tom), warmers and shelves. The stove

without shelves is not called the cabinet

style. Usually the cabinet has the ovens

to right or left or below the cooking top.
Some of these stoves have a separate

splasher on the side of the back wall or the

side wall; this is not absolutely necessary
if the stove is so finished that the splash
ing will wash off easily. Some stoves are
completely enamelled, including splasher;
others are just blue iron or polished steel.

Of course, there are the expensive enam
elled stoves which only have to be washed

lor the dirt and dust to slide off.

The vital thing in the gas stove is the

burner and its regulation. Nothing will
compensate for poor burners, poor insula

tion, poor heating. Some stoves are so

made that the linings come out and can be

easily washed and greased with kerosene

thus keeping them in excellent condition.

The gas supply pipe when installed with

a stove should be not less than bore.

Some companies advise making an iron

pipe connection with a union coupling.

The best results for the gas range would

be had if connected by a stove pipe to a
chimney but great care should be taken to

avoid a down shaft. Much moisture in a

stove, which will slowly des
troy it

,

denotes this down

draft presence. Yet sometimes

the flue connection is a nuis

ance, as it is at other times a

necessity. In some districts
the flue is necessary by ordi

nance.

Top burners must be fre
quently cleaned and when they
are removed the drip pan can

be cleaned too and the space
in which the drip pan rests.
Wipe off dust from the air
mixer, that is

,

where the air

enters the burner to make the

flame cook. Grease your oven

linings occasionally and your
stove will wear longer. If your
stove happens to have a porce
lain enamelled broiler pan,
take it out when not broiling
in that oven.

Range Facts

Don't use a big flame when

food or water is boiling. Near

ly all the good stoves have air

(Continued on page 94)

The advantage o
f this type ;'
?

the smooth top. It also stands
32" high. Courtesy o

f the Wm.
Crane Co.
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SNAPDRAGONS FOR BEDS AND BORDERS
Planted In Masses The Newer Varieties of Antirrhinums

Give Broad Effects of Color

THE present popularity of theold-fashioned snapdragon is

undoubtedly derived from the

profuse blooming of the new and

improved varieties. Though the

scent is scarcely noticeable, the antir

rhinum is greatly favored by bees,

and although this causes a great dif
ficulty in securing tree seed from
one's own garden, it has contributed

to the variation of color now obtain

able. Moreover, by careful planting

many of the subtlest tints have now

become fixed in the skilled hands of

the seedsmen.
Since such variety is offered in

seed with so many improvements in

type and color, it is without doubt

advantageous to obtain fresh stock

annually. At the same time until a

standardization of names and colors

is accepted by the growers, the con

fusion of choosing from a descriptive

catalogue cafi only be avoided by

noting the exhibits of seedsmen dur

ing the season at the horticultural

shows, and making up a list to one's

own choice.

A few years ago the colors offered
were limited to white, yellow and
red, together with mixed variations

of the stripe and spot kind—now,
happily, rarely seen. Innumerable

new shades are, however, now avail

able, and will remain true to color.
The chief development has been in
pink and coral, and the shades from
buff to orange. Some of these have

A. H. COLTART

"The Queen of The North" is a beautiful white variety
and is remarkable for its prolific flowering. This and the
other newer colors promise to give us a revival in antir

rhinum popularity

These jour effective ar
rangementsof snapdragons
for separate beds afford
nicely blended groupings
of color. In setting them
out the tall varietiesshould
be planted' 15" apart, the
medium12" and the dwarf

types, 8"

A Thirty-Five Foot Border of Snapdragons—Rose shaded to Orange

become very popular, such as "Nel-
rose" (which is described as '"old

rose, shaded blush, with a small lem

on blotch on lip") and "Bonfire"

(intense apricot, shaded old gold,
with deep golden lip). The blend
ing of pink, apricot and orange
snapdragons is extremely effective

when they are planted in isolated
borders, while the yellow and white

varieties are admirable in the main

flower border in conjunction with

blue perennials and silver foliage.
The latest development is an ef
fort to produce a mauve shade, which

in time will, no doubt, be called
"blue" by the seedsmen. Recently a

variety of this has been offered under

the titles of "Mauve Beauty" and

"Lilac Queen", but the shade is
somewhat unsatisfactory as yet, and

lacks the brilliancy of the other
varieties of snapdragon.
Antirrhinums are still classified in
three sections—tall (2' to 3'); me
dium (12" to 18") and dwarf

(under 12"). In planting out, the
question of height must be consid

ered with the object of getting the

taller varieties to the back of the

border. In the foreground, or in
beds near a path, the dwarf type is

very- effective with its close set mass

of blossom, and it deserves to be

more popular, although some years

ago this type was pilloried in a

popular book on gardening as "an

{Continued on page 88)

WteybiA
(Onvyc)

'JtoseumSuperbum.
(Jtft Pink)

Prima Donna
( Fa.wn)

This bedwill make
a subtle variation
from full pink to
flame. Taller va
rieties are set at
the back

About twenty-five
plants of each
variety are re
quired on the scale
shown in tkis plan
for a 35' bed
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THE ANCESTOR OF THE SKYLIGHT
STRANGE

as it may seem, both the sky

light and the chimney are lineally de

scended from the same ancestor. It is
apparently a far cry from either the skylight
or the chimney, as we now know them, back to

a common parent, and yet both had the same

beginning. Although that single parent stock,

judging from the present utter diversity be

tween the two lines of its offshoots, might well

be supposed to have sunk into the obscurity of

a remote past, such is not the case. The orig
inal ancestor is still distinctly in evidence and
actively functioning architecturally. With the
lapse of time it has taken on a somewhat more
flexible character than it formerly possessed
and assumed a more pronounced decorative em

phasis without, however, losing its clearly
utilitarian capacity. This common ancestor of
skylight and chimney is the louver.
In order to understand fully the value of the
louver to us and to grasp the manner in which
we may advantageously turn it to our own
ends, we must glance for a moment at the facts
of its development. Its original historic duty
was to afford an outlet for smoke, before fire

places, in the familiar form which we know

them, were constructed and when the fire was
kindled upon an open hearth in the middle of
the great hall. Thence the smoke rose to the

ceiling and passed out through the opening in
the roof. The derivation of the word, from
the Norman French Vouvert, the open place
(anglicised as louver, and in several other
forms as well), thus plainly indicates the pri
mary purpose—ventilation and the exit of
smoke.

The lighting function of the louver, by the

An excellent design of
louver is found in a
barn in Broadway,
Worcestershire, Eng
land. Top and baseare
sheathedin lead. The
lower portion is open
for ventilation and the
top glazed to admit

light

The louver is really an architecturalcrown, and is as becoming
to small buildings as to large. Thus, it has been used on an
architect'sstudio in Philadelphia. Mellor & Meigs, architects

introduction of glass into

the openings, was a later

development, after fire

places with flues w:erecon

structed against the walls

and chimneys were built.

Hence the louver became

a lantern. First the pro
genitor of the chimney and

next, by a transference of
function, the immediate

antecedent of the glazed

cupola and the skylight,
the conversion was easily
and quite naturally ef

fected merely by removing
the louver boards or slats,
that kept out the rain but
allowed the smoke to es

cape, and replacing them
with glass. Today the

(Continued on page 68)

The bell-topped open
louver of the Moravian
Sisters' House in Beth
lehem,Pa., is surround
ed by a balustraded
platform. In New Eng
land houses this plat
form extended along
the entire ridge form
ing the "captain's

walk"
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2001.Since the use
fulnessof one'sdesk
depends upon a
good writing set,
this suggestionwill
be welcomed. The
p'ld measures19" by
13". The set comes
in either old rose or
French blue leather.
$21 complete

2002.On a bedside
stand, an occasional
table or a desk this
lamp with a French
figure basewould be
in good taste. 16"
high over all. Shade
10" wide. Com
plete,silk shade,any
color, $45.30,which
includeslax

2003. The decorative value
of an old Roman lamp can
best be appreciatedwhen it
is silhouetted against the
chimney breast and used as
a mantel decoration. This
reproduction in brass, 24"
high comes at $12

Those desirous of obtaining
period silver will find a
tempting suggestionin this
Georgian silver tea set. It
is fluted and has ivory
knobs. 2007. The lea pot,
$165. 2008.The creamer,
$95. 2009. The sugar bowl,
$105. 2010.The silver vase,

$37

2004.Reproducing the lines
of an old Spanish candle
stick, this wrought-iron light
has uniquecharm. 15" high.
$15 each. 2005. Colored
candlesto fit, $1 each. 2006.
Behind it is a pewter bowl,
15" in diameter, $15

FOR EARLY
CHRISTMAS

■ SHOPPERS
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GIFTS TO DECORATE

THE HOUSE

Thesemayhepurchasedthroughthe
House& GardenShoppingService.
19 West 44thSt., New York City.
Kindly orderbynumber.

2011.This odd-shapedlinen
pillow to fit in back of
chair comes in many de
signs and colors, $40

(Below) 2012.The bedsidetable
can be finished to match any
color scheme. The top measures
18" by 18", stained, $15.40. In
gloss enamel, it is $16.00.
Rubbed enamel,$18.40

2013.Italian pot
tery candlesticks
in blue or yel
low, $13 the
pair. 20 14.
The bowl is $18

The combination
of this bowl and
candlestickssug
gestsa tabledec
or atio n in a
country house

201S.Round linen pillows
in different colors and de
signs, such as this, are to
be had for $38

(Below) 2016.The butterfly
table is a design well known in
early American furniture. It is
now available in reproduction,
25" high. Top 24" by 30". Gloss
enamelfinish, $32.25

■

2017.Suitable for a Colonial
type of house comes this
eagle brass door knocker.

7" wide, $5

2018.An indkndual baking
dish in oven-proof ware of
cream crackle with brown
decorationsis to be found at

$1.50

2010.One of our insular pos
sessions—Porto Rico—sends
up this scrap basket for
Christmas. It is of natural
colored straw trimmed with
deep tan straw. $3.75
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November THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Eleventh Month

Winter mulching of
the cane fruits and
shrubbery bordersis
an advisableprecau

tion

Dig a good deep
trench where the
root crops can be
stored in straw or
dead leaves

Gatherall thepump
kins, late squashes
and other vine crops
before hard freezing

SUNDAY MONDAY

A hazeon the far horizon.
The infinitetendersky,
The ripe, rich tints of the
cornfields.

And the wild geesesailing
high;

And evercn uplandandlow
land.

The charmof the golden-
rod—

Someof us call it Autumn,
And otherscall it God.
—IV. H. Carruth.

fl.Poinsettla,
limesandother
heat - lovingcropsintended
for Christmas
bloommustbe
forcedrapidly.
A temperature
of 75oor even
80* whenplentyofmois
ture Is avail
able, will be
beneficial to
them.

13. Oneof
the hardestplantsto pro
tectduringcold
weatherIs the
FrenchGlobe
artichoke. If
covered too
muchitdecays,
sousea frame
to preventthe
coveringma
terialfromac
tually resting
on theplants.

20. Manure
for thegarden
shouldbepur
chased now.
For garden
purposesit im
provesgreatly
with ageandhandling,and
It is alwayspossibleto get
manurein thefall,whilenextspringis un
certain.

27. Most
smooth-barked
treesandprac
ticallyall fruit
treesaresubjectto theat
tacks of San
Jose scale.
These trees
should besprayedwith
oneof thesol
uble oil mlx-
tureswhichcan
be purchased.

7. It is perfectlysafe toplant aspara
gusIn thefallprovidedyou
makesomeef
fort to protect
it duringthe
winter. Pullplentyofearthup over theplants and
coverthemwell
with decayed
manure.

14. Celery
mustbe kept
bankedproperly to protect
the heartsof
theplantsfromdamageby se
verefrost. In
fact,It canbe
stored In
trenchesany
time now for
useduringthe
late fall and
wintermonths.

21. Apples,pearsandother
stored fruit
should be
lookedoveroccasionallyfor
any decayed
ones which
wouldsoondestroy others.
Whenthefruit
iswrappedseparatelyin soft
paperthisdan
geris lessened.

28.Boxwood
audotherten
derevergreens
should have
their winter
protectionsap
pliednow.Bur
lapcoversthat
are supported
so as not to
comeIn actual
contact with
theplantsare
the best ma
terialfor this.

TUESDAY

1. It Is not
toolatetostart
seedsof some
or the more
rapid-growing
annualsIn thegreenhousefor
winterflowers.
Of thesemay
be mentioned
ca111ops1s,candytuft,rag
gedsailorand
theeverpopu
larmignonette.

8.Thestraw-berry bedshould be
mulchedwith
well-rotted
manure:this
not only pro
tectstheplants
but prevents
the deteriora
tionofthesoil.
Strawto pro
tectthemfrom
thesunshould
beadded.

15. Tender
rosesand all
tearosesshould
beatrawedup
nowtoprotect
them.Put'ing
earth around
thebasesoftheplants helps
shedwaterand
will servetoprotect the
lowerpart of
theplantfromdamage.

22.Freeslas,
Frenchgrownnarcissus,early
lilies and all
bulbs of thistype can bebroughtIntoahighertemper-
ature now.
Afterthebudsshow,freeapplications or
liquid manure
willbenefitthe
roots.

21).All orna
mentedgardenfurniture,set
tees,etc.,and
all melonframes,bean
poles, tomato
trellises and
such plantingaccessories,
shouldnowhe
storedawayfor
winter. Paint
thosethat requireIt.

WEDNESDAY

2. It isnow
timeforall fall
bulbplantings
to be com-pleted.Always
plant four
timesas deep
asthediameter
of the bulb,
mound the
earthupsoas
to shedwater,
andmulchthe
surface well
withmunure.

9. Carnationplants should
be kept sup
ported andproperly dis
budded.Neverallow the
benchesto ac
cumulategreen
mould. The
surfaceof thegroundshould
bekeptstirred.Top-dresswithsheepmanure.

16. Gooseberries, currants,raspber
riesandblack
berriesaresur
facerooters.Aheavy winter
mulchof ma
nurewill buildupthefertility
of thesoiland
helptoprotect
therootsfrom
damagebythe
frost.

23.Young
fruit treeshad
betterbe pro
tected now
from the at
tacksof fleld-
mlce, rabbits
and otherro
dents whichgirdle the
trunks.Tarred
burlaporpaper
collars placed
aboveground
willhelp.

30. Rhodo-
dendrons
should have
theirrootspro
tected by aheavymulchof
leavesorlitter.
Somebranches
of pines or
other evergreensthrust
intotheground
between the
plantswillpre
ventsun-scald.

THURSDAY

3.Gardenchangesshould
be madenow
before thegroundis frozen,to preventsettling and
otherIrregular-
11ies In thespring.Plants
disturbednow
aremorelikely
to live than
thosemovedIn
midwinter.

10.Sweetpeassownnow
and properly
protectedover
thewinterwillgive quality
flowers nextyear.A frame
madeofboards
and covered
with manure
afterIt Is put
Inplacewillbe
an excellentprotection.

17.Standard
rosesareamong
the hardestgardensubjects
to protect.If
strawedinthey
must haveheavystakesorthey will be-
come t op-heavy.Laying
thestemsdown
and covering
with earth is
thebest.

24.Sweetpeas In thegreenhouse
shouldbe fedfreelywith liquid manures.
The first flow
ers to appear
should bepinchedoff to
conservetheplants'
strength.Keep
theatmosphere
dry at night.

FRIDAY

4.Donotneglectto make
succcsslonalsowingsIn thegreenhouseofvegetablecrops
suchasbeans,
caullflower,
beets,carrots,
lettuce, etc.
The secretof
successis sowing In smallquantitiesand
frequently.

11. If you
have not al
ready storedyourrootcrops
for thewinter,theyshouldbe
attendedto at
once.Burying
them In
trenchesout
doorswiththe
properkindof
protectingma
terial is the
idealstorage.

18.Primula,
cyclamen,cln-
eraria and
other pottedplantsthatarecustomarily
growninframesmaybebrought
inside now.Frequentfeedingwithliquid
manureslsveryhelpfultotheir
continuedsuc
cessIndoors.

25.Lowspots
in thelawnorirregularitiesinthesurfaccmay
be top-dressed
now to over
come these
troubles.Usegoodsoil, and
whennotmore
than2 inches
of it is applied
the grasswill
comethrough
all right.

SATURDAY

5. Ill-keptgardensbreed
diseasesandin
sects.Cleanup
all refuseand
burnthestalks
andotherma
teriallikelyto
decay.Thor
oughlysterilize
thegroundby
theapplication
oflimeordeep,
consistenttrenching.

12.Thereare
a numberofpopularperen
nials which
force well.
Clumpsofcore
opsis,bleeding
heart, Shasta
daisy,dtcentra,
etc., may be
lifted, potted,
andthenstored
outsidetoripen
properlybefore
forcing.

19.H ou sc
Elants
of all

lndsshouldbegivena little
extra care atthis time.
Spongethefoliagewithsoapsolution,scrub
thegreenscum
offthepotsandtop- dressthe
soil In them
with sheep
manure.

20. At this
timeall bard-
woodedforcingplantssuchaslilacs,cherries,
deutzla. wls-
tar1a. etc.,
shouldbelifted
from their
places about
the grounds
and placedin
tubs or boxes
forwinterforcing.

This calendarof the gardener'slabors
is aimedas a reminderfor undertaking
all his tasks in season. It is fitted to
the latitude of the Middle States, but
its serviceshould be available for the
whole country if it be remembered
that for everyonehundredmilesnorth
or south thereis a differenceof from
five to sevendays later or earlier in
performing garden operations. The
dates given are, of course, for an
averageseason.

FT**HE gardenerknazesonly one lazv—discipline. For somethingof the painful disciplinethatmakes
JL saintsandmartyrsmakestheexquisiteflowerand thesturdyplant. He cutsoff twentyblossomsto
giveperfectionto one. He trimsbackthevine thatit will bearabundantly. The humbleceleryhemakes
to sufferentombmentin the earththat it maybecomewhiteagainstthe day of its harvestresurrection.
Lashedto a stakelike Joan of Arc, theconsumingspirit of theroseblossomsinto unforgetableloveliness,
and thegladiolusstrainsflamingarmsto thesky.
"From startto finish hemustimposediscipline—but also he, himself,is subjectunto it. Patiently

hewatchesthemetamcrphosisof seedto flower. Vigilantlyhe protectsit againstpestsand the fury of
theelements.The first frost reducesmostof theseto a chaosof witheredstalkand blackenedblossom.
The second,thethird annihilatethemaltogether.He who hasdisciplinedthe soil and lain obedienceon
Naturethathis endeavorbeargreaterfruit, lo, he, himself,thenknowsthedisciplineof winter/*'

—Henri Cachon—"De SeptChamps."

Bulbs for forcing
indoors should be
started outdoors in
sunken pots for six

weeks

Light, friable soil is
good for bulbs in
tended for forcing.
Start severalbatches
at intervals

Peppers can be cut
and hung upside
down in a dry place
for ripening

The fallen leavesare an invaluable mulch
ing or compostheapmaterial. Store them

out of the rain and wind

Late autumn or winter is one of the best
timesfor moving large treesor makingnew
plantings. Keep the roots intact

The salt hay mulch is valuable for straw
berry beds and other plantings that need
protectionfrom winter soil heaving



KARNAK WILTON RUGS
The ^Aristocrat of ^American Wiltons

KARNAK RUGS are worthy kin to the rare

Orientals. Borrowing much ot the beauty

of design and coloring which distinguishes

the finest Oriental floor coverings, and inter

preting that beauty through high quality of

materials and craftsmanship, the Karnak

provides an exceptional combination of

charm and utility.

The owner of a Karnak rug is increasingly

impressed by the fact that he has obtained

more of the uncommon characteristics of

the true Orientals than could reasonably be

expected in a reproduction.

Our comprehensive display of these Karnak

Wilton Rugs permits of the most discrim

inating selection.

W & J SLOANE
FIFTH AVENUE AND 47TH STREET, NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON. D. C.
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To Get the Comfort
You Want You Must
Remember this Fact:

Monarch Keeps Out 40%
More Cold Air than Any
Other Weather Strip

The Floating Contact
The exclusive Monarch floating contact provides a
constant weather-proof fit of windows, doors and
transoms, regardless of any swelling, shrinking
or warping of the wood to which the strips are
attached. No other strip follows the wood and
keeps the contact over the crack constant and
even.

The Easy Sliding
With Monarch Strips, windows, doors and transoms are
made to open and close without the slightest sticking
or binding. The metal tube within a metal tube, a further
distinction from strips which fit in a wooden groove,
makes double-hung windows slide like *hey had ball
bearings.

Factory Fitted
Monarch Strips are easily, quickly and economically
installed, because they are fitted in the factory ready
for attachment.

Tests By Experts
Test after test by foremost building
engineers have proved the fact that
Monarch Strips keep out 40% more
cold air than any other weather
strips. Any Monarch dealer can
demonstrate this 40% extra effi
ciency to you. The result is the
comfort you want, a comfort that
means more healthful living quar
ters and that is attained at a sav
ing of approximately one-fourth in
your coal bill.

An illustrationof theex
clusiveMonarchtubewith
in a tube. The metal
tubeentheHathfitsover
the metaltubeon the
frame.Frictionlesiandweather-proofcontactbe
tweenthemfloatsandisktpt constant,regardless
ofanyswellingorshrinkingof woodportsof thewindow,becauseof theflexibleconstructionofthestripontheframe.

Look up Monarch in the telephone
book. If you shouldn't find it,
write direct to the factory, and
we'll mail you full information.

MONARCH METAL PRODUCTS CO.
5000 Penrose St., St. Louis, U. S. A.
CanadianBranch: King ConstructionCorn-
pan/, Ltd., 40 Dover Court Road,

Toronto, Canada.

T
ONARCH
ETAL WEATHER STRIPS

The livery cupboard was really used to store
bread and wines for immediate consumption.
This exampleis English oak jrom about 1600

Cupboards of Olden Times
(Continued jrom page 29)

of gaining accessto the under chestwas
inconvenient, doors common to both
compartmentssuggestedthemselves.At
first the woodwork was severely plain
and without ornament. Locks and iron
clasps securedthe contents. Such cup
boards maintained through the 14th
Century.
While the chest,from which the cup
board evolved, was decoratively treated
by the Italians, as their painted cassones
show, Italian cupboards remained un
derrated through the sameperiod that
found the Italian chestreceivingelabora
tion. In theNorthern country, however,
cupboards as well as chests received
painted decoration.
Throughout the history of the evolu
tion of the cupboard it has exhibitedthe
influence of the architectural styles and
taste contemporarywith its production.
But one must note this fact : that cup
boards for domestic use were made by
secular craftsmen, while monastic
craftsmen probably produced all the
early ecclesiasticalcupboards,wherefore
there is evident two somewhat distinct
sorts through the earlier periods.
One authority tells us that a cupboard
is a "fixed or movable closet usually
with shelves,a descendantof the cre
dence,or buffet,whosecharacteristicwas
a seriesof open shelvesfor receptionof
drinking vessels and table requisites."
The mediaevalcredencewas a combina
tion of table and cupboard. In the 15th
Century it was an article of domestic
furniture and not for ecclesiasticaluseas
many suppose. Probably not a single
15thCentury English-madecredencehas
survived Time's vicissitudes.These early
credenceswere, undoubtedly, the fore
bears of the buffet and the sideboard,
both of which articlesmust thereforebe
regardedas cousinsto the cupboard.

Those mediaevalcupboardsof Gothic
designhaving piercedwoodwork tracer
ies, were used for the storage of food
and were called Almeries or Dole Cup
boards. In Mallory's "Morte d*Arthur"
we are told of books beingplacedin the
Almeries at Salisbury and here we dis
cover the bookcase'sdebt to the cup
board.
In referenceto the use of the word
armoire to designate cupboards, it is
reasonableto supposethat in the days of
old when knights were bold, their beau
tifully wrought suits of armour and har
nesswere required to be near at hand.
There was no relegatingthem to dingy
attics when not in use, for there was no
telling when a knight might be called
upon to don his armour and sally forth.
Again the armour and harnessdid not
lend itself to beinghung upon a peg,and
it required protection from dampnessin
order that it might be kept from rusting.
So it is that a cupboardwas devised for
the armour and harness and naturally
the name armoire was given to such a
cupboard, a name which, in France,
clung to all sorts of cupboards after
wards. These 15th Century armoires
are rarely to be seenalthough a number
of them are to be found in the great
museumsof the world, notably those in
the Victoria and Albert Museum in Lon
don, the Louvre, at Bayeux, at Noyon,
at Munich and in the choir stalls of
Amiens Cathedral the carving shows
such armoiresin miniature.
In the time of QueenElizabeth there
came a modification of the armoire,
which was calleda court cupboard. This
was not a cupboard for hanging,as was
the armoire. The word court was equiv
alent to "short," and was so used up
to the Stuart period. The court cup-

(Continued on page 66)

An oak cup
board from
Vth Century
England.
This and the
other photo
graphs are
by courtesy
of the Metropolitan
Museum
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>^HOSE to whom Furniture means more than merely\*J an article of utility, will find this establishment
an inexhaustible source of inspiration in planning the
furnishment of either an entire house or a single room,
however simple or elaborate the requirements.

#]T A stroll through these interesting Galleries will
TJ1 reveal countless suggestions not likely to be met
with elsewhere. Here one may not only acquire Furniture
and decorative accessories which will impart distinction to
their surroundings, but may avail oneself of the practical
knowledge of an organization which for half a century has
proven itself qualified to render aid in the carrying out of
any decorative scheme.

The policy of moderate prices always maintained
by this establishment was never more strongly in

evidence than it is today.

De luxe prints of attractive interiors, simple or
elaborate as desired, gratis upon request.

INCORPORATED

41f-421 MADISON AVENUE
48 T-"-49 T-HStreets - - New York City
Formerly ofWest 32 - Street

Jfurniture decoration lUntiquitieB
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JOHNSONSPRE^REDWOC,

The Secret of Beautiful Floors
is to put them in perfect condition — and then
keep them that way. Doorways, stair-treads
and other parts receiving hard usageshould be
polished frequently. This requires no great
amount of time or effort if the proper polish is
used.

Johnson's Prepared Wax Paste is the proper
finish and polish for all floors— wood, tile, mar
ble and linoleum.

Johnson's Prepared Wax does not show scratches
or heel-prints— and floors polished with it can
easily be kept in perfect condition. Worn spots
can be re-waxed without going over entire floor.

FREE—This Book on
Home Beautifying
THIS

book contains practical suggestions on how to

make your home artistic, cheery and inviting—

explains how you can easily and economically refinish

and keep furniture, woodwork and floors in perfect
condition. Tells just what materials to use and how to

apply them.

This book gives full directions on the care of floors —

tells how you can easily make and keep them beautiful

with

JOHNSON'S
Pasfe - L/Qtiitf - Poivderod

PREPARED WAX
This book is the work of experts — illustrated in color.
It contains complete instructions for finishing all wood
■—hard or soft-—old or new. Tells how inexpensive,
soft wood may be finished so it is as beautiful and
artistic as hardwood. Includes color card — gives cover
ing capacities, etc.

We will gladly send this book free and postpaid for the
name of your best dealer in paints. And for 10c we
will also send you a can of Johnson's Prepared Wax, the
dustproof polish for floors, woodwork, furniture, etc.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

Dept. HC1 Racine, Wisconsin
CanadianFactory: Brantford

S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. HG1, Racine, Wis.

Pleasesendme, free and postpaid,your InstructionBook on HomeBeauti
fying and Wood Finishing.

Name
Address
City and State
Paint Dealer'sName

If youwisha samplecanof Johnson'sPreparedWax, enclose10c.

Cupboards of Olden Times
(Continued from page 64)

boardwas, in reality, a sort of sideboard
with a superstructureof recessesresting
on a substructure closed in with two
square doors. Examples of thesecourt
cupboards are illustrated here.
Then camewhat wereknown as livery
cupboards, not, as one might imagine
from the name, cupboards in which to
hang up livery. Instead we are told by
Spencer's"Account of the State of Ire
land," "What livery is were by common
usein England know well enough,name
ly, that it is an allowanceof horse-meat,
as they commonlyuse theword stabling,
as to keep horses at livery; the which
word I guessis derived from livering or
delivering forth this nightly food; so in
great houses the livery is said to be
served up for all night—that is, their
eveningallowancefor drink." Sometimes
very small livery cupboards (of a size
that would stand on a sideboard or a
cabinet) were placed in the sleeping
chamber. In the Abbey of St. Albans,
England, is to be found a livery cup
board for holding loaves of bread doled
out in ancient charity.
The 18thCentury has been called the
"Golden Age of Cupboards" and so it
was. Corner cupboardsdo not seemto
have been devised until Queen Anne's
reign, nor glass doors to have come in
until the latter part of the 18thCentury.
The cupboard follows, of course, the
materials used in all furniture from
period to period, oak, walnut, mahog

any and other woods. As with cabinets,
cupboardsof the close of the 16th Cen
tury wereelaboratelyinlaid with colored
woods,marbles,agate,lapis lazuli, ivory,
metal and tortoise-shell. The elegance
acquiredby the 16thCentury cupboards
metwith deteriorationin the 17th,when
cupboards became, for the most part,
exceedinglyclumsy affairs.
The first quarter of the 18th Century
found built-in cupboards greatly in
vogue. In America the built-in cup
board was likewise popular. Here, too,
wereto be found many Dutch cupboards
brought over by the Hollanders in the
New Amsterdam period. Maple, elm,
poplar, pine, walnut, cherry and red ce
dar were the woods most used in early-
American cupboards. Oak, and later
mahogany, were, of course, also em
ployed. For inlaying various woods such
as tulip, yew and maplewere used. Be
fore the year 1700 I suppose Boston
boastedof at least thirty cabinetmakers
while every town probably had its furni
ture maker and so American cupboards
receivedample attention in the Colonial
period. America has, in consequence,
proved a somewhat happy hunting-
ground for the cupboard collector, who
well knows (having a house in which to
put them) that the joy of acquiring cup
boards is only to be equaledby the pas
time of filling them when once they are
acquired, the one deservinga "curtsey,"
the other a "bow" I

Decorating Our Four Walls
(Continued from page 48)

rockets. It is told of Berenson, the
famousart critic, that he agreedto have
his villa in Italy Futuristically dec
orated and when he came home and
saw it he merelyexclaimed,"My God!"
and had the whole thing canvassedover.
Modified Futurism, however,madesome
good decoration in London drawing
rooms, in that the color was amusing—•
and the rest didn't matter.
It still remained to find something
that satisfied the Anglo-Saxon as well
as Latin tendency. The problem has
been solved in a rather interesting
fashion.
In the houseof Mrs. H. O. Wittpenn
at Jersey City, the walls of the dining
room have been painted in low tones
with studies of houses that have be
longed to the family in the past. In
the home of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Robert Stevensat Bernardsville, N. J.,
the walls of one of the bedrooms are
covered with views of a former gar
den made by Mrs. Stevens on another
estateand now copied on her Bernards
ville place.
The low tonesof thesepaintingsmake
thementirely unobtrusiveand the whole
effect is that of pleasant coloring at
which you haveto look twice in order to
make out the design,and againstwhich
dark furniture standsout in relief. These
samelow tonesalso allow for plenty of
color elsewhere,whether in the form of

flowers, hangings, rugs or pictures.
This is really one of the most satisfy
ing of wall decorations. The coloring
can be adapted to individual taste, and
the houses and garden painted can be
conventionalizedsufficiently to be rest
ful. There is a senseof permanencein
the subject itself, which is quite pleasing.
It is

,

as it were, a summary of the house
and gardenand the part they played in
family history, which can never fail to
be of interest to the owner. On the
whole, it solvesthe problemof color and
designand of interestrespectively. It is

a picture without too markedly com
manding the eye to the exclusionof any
generaldecorativescheme. It is a vehi
cle for color which has none of the aim-
lessnessof the plain wall. In a sense it

most resembles the Egyptian mural
paintings.
For homes, the Egyptians substituted
picturesof daily life, whendaily life con
sistedof well-marked routine that every
one could understand. To paint persons
on one'swall today would be to compel
too much choiceof the insignificant. To
paint places,placesrich with the remem
branceof having beeninhabited by you,
puts the matter on a much broaderbasis
and, besides being artistically pleasing,
has all the interest of a story with an
absorbing plot, which you can take up
at almost any point and recapture its
first fine flavor.
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At the countryclub,as in town,"morepeople Copyright1921,byTheGoodyearTire&RubberCo.
ride onGoodyearTires thanonanyotherkind"

THE
very finest indorsement of Goodyear Tires for passenger cars is

the steadfast preference shown for them by the American people.

This preference has never been so great nor so intense as now* It is the
natural result of the good service that Goodyear Tires have given over a

long period of years* Today they are better tires than ever before. They are

bigger, heavier, stronger. Whether you drive a large or a small car, you should

use Goodyear Tires. More people ride on them than on any other kind.
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Watch Making

AMOST excellent example of hand-workwas the early art ofwatch-making. The
artisan would toil alone, an entire year or

more to complete one watch, forging every

gear, tempering the springs and finally en

graving the finished time-piece. Despite their

clumsy tools, their mechanisms were finely

wrought and delicately adjusted.

Their zeal in creation is found

to-day among the linen weavers.

Ireland Brothers hand -woven

Fleur-de-Lis Irish linen is a pro

duct of the hand-looms, and as
such is the ultimate in exquisiteness and du

rability. For it is the skill of the hand-weaver
which is responsible for it's unmatched

quality.

Fleur-de-Lis Hand -woven Irish Linen
Damask Table Cloths with napkins to match

in varied designs are on sale at the best stores.

An illustrated catalogue on request.

^IRELAND BROS.«g»$L,INCORPORATED

IRISH LINEN

Fleur-dc-LUBrand

102 Franklin Street New York City
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Louver in barn
of Lower Slaugh
ter Manor in
Gloucestershire,
England, used
also as a clock
towtr

The Ancestor of the Skylight
{Continuedfrom page 59)

domestic louver has two functions—to
furnish ventilation and to admit light,
or oftentimesboth together.
What we are here concernedwith is
the architecturalfunction of the louver;
architectural, that is to say, with re
spect to the art of architectureas dis
tinguished from the mechanics. Con
sidered solely from this point of view,
its purpose is to contribute emphasis
and finish. By examining first some
specific examples which embody this
purpose, we shall gain a much clearer
conceptionof the values, or rather the
kinds of value, with which the louver
is potentially invested, than we could
by merely tabulating characteristics.
Let us take first the graceful little
hexagonal louver upon a barn in
Worcestershirewhich, be it noted, ful
fills the double function of providing
ventilation and admitting light. The
lower part of each side, protectedby a
flaring leaden projection, is open for
the circulation of air; the upper part
of each side is so glazed that a maxi
mum of light may enter. The leaden
cap, terminating in a ball, is appropri

ately surmounted by a wrought iron
weathervane, and the utilitarian flare
protecting the air apertures is also an
essentialpart of a very satisfying de
sign. As one looks at this delicately-
fashioned little louver, so eminently in
keeping with its surroundings, one is
involuntarily put in mind of a painful
contrast—the all too familiar galvanized
iron ventilator with a tumid circular
top, like a chimneypot with the mumps.
The latter contrivanceis a bit of wholly
unnecessaryugliness.
Closely akin to the barn louver, just
mentioned,is the louver, upon the house
at Lugger's Hill, with a lead-sheathed
top and base. While serving as a sky
light it also gives a highly agreeable
note of architectural emphasisand in
terest. Its value in this respectmay be
judged by visualizing the house with
out it. The octagonal ventilating lou
ver, also containinga clock, on the barn
at Lower Slaughter Manor, gives ap
preciable vivacity to the composition
without disturbing its dignity.
At the Moravian Sisters' House, in
(Continued on page 70)

f

An exampleof the louver used on a residenceis found at
Lugger's Hill, Worcestershire. It is topped and sided with
lead,and servesas a skylight. Andrew iV. Prentice, architect
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making of Architectural woodwork for more

than half a century. The illustration shows

a part of the Hall in the Worthington resi

dence, Pittsburgh. Louis Stevens, Architect.
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Custom says "Candles

for theDining-room
What modern hostess could even think of illumi
nating her silver, linen, glassware, her guests or her
self with other than the kindly glow of candle-light !

Living-room, library, boudoir, reception hall
offer no less an opportunity for pleasing effects in
candle illumination. Each room has its appropriate
candle, chosen to harmonize in design and color with
furniture and decorations. Candle-light adds smart
ness and tone, beauty and refinement, to any room.

Candles bearing the label "Atlantic" are superior
in quality of materials. Each is a masterpiece of art
and craftsmanship. They give a delightfully steady,
smokeless, odorless light and burn down evenly with
a perfect "cup."

There is an Atlantic Candle for every purpose
and occasion— in a variety of styles, colors and sizes.
You should find them at your dealer's. Atlantic
Candles are easily identified by the label on the box
or the band on the candle.

THE ATLANTIC REFINING COMPANY
Philadelphia

The Ancestor of the Skylight
(Continued from page 68)

99

ATLANTIC
CANDLES

Bethlehem, Pa., the bell-topped open
louver, surmounted by a wrought iron
Agnus Dei weathervane,not only pro
tects a bell but also gives accessto the
balustraded deck which is not far re
moved in form from the "captain's
walks" to be seenatop many old Salem
houses. The intimate connection be
tween the louver and the ventilator-
skylight-lookout, that made the central
feature of the "captain's walk," can
easily be traced.
How much of the total of its pleas
ing finish the architects' office illus
trated here owes to the exceedingly
well-designed octagonal louver, with
copper-coveredtop and base,set at the
junction of the roof ridges, the reader
can readily determine without much
effort of the imagination. Incidentally,
this louver acts as a ventilator and an
auxiliary skylight for the firm's private
draughting-room,which extendsupward
the full height of the building.
There is nothing to be gainedby mul
tiplying instances. The examplesshown,
and those that one may see from time
to time, are quite sufficient for illus
trative purposes. The gist of the whole
matter is this. Ventilators and sky
lights are just as necessarynow as they
ever were. There is no good reason
why theseutilitarian featuresshould be
unmitigatedly ugly, as they too often
are, when by the exerciseof a little im

aginationand thought they can bemade
effective items of architectural charm
and distinction. Derived as both of
them are from one cource, that source
—the louver—furnishes a wide diver
sity of forms in which they can be ap
propriately embodied without suffering
any diminution of utility. As a detail of
architecture it would be absurd if not
useful.
Furthermore, the louver is not pecul
iar to any one architectural style. It
was freely employed in Gothic times;
someof its most graceful developments
occurred during the English Renais
sance; it was in commonuseall through
the Georgian period in both England
and America; and it was a well recog
nized practice in the late 18thand early
l°th Centuries, to place skylights, in
the form of louvers, above the stair
wells of city houses,a use still in vogue
wherethere is no othermeansof lighting.
Last of all, the louver is equally as
pertinent and becoming upon small
buildings as upon large. It is really an
architectural crown, and as a finishing
point of composition,to which the gaze
is naturally and irresistibly led, it pro
vides an admirable and legitimate op
portunity for such treatment that the
eye of the beholdermay be gratifiedand
the building upon which it is set prop
erly graced by its presence.

COSTENFlTZ-GlBBON

How To Group Furniture
{Continuedfrom page 52)

servesall purposesof a table, but being
smaller and lower. We might in cer
tain casesadd a footstool in front of
the chair. Directly in back of this
group and in fact forming part of the
group we have a good spacefor a fair-
sizedbookcaseand the effectof a heavy
piece there will be pleasing as it will
balancethe piano in the oppositecorner.
We still have the two corners of the
west wall on each side to take care of
and, as a suggestionwe would show a
desk and desk chair or a cabinet in one
sideand a chair and tabaret in the other.
If we had a victrola, this corner would
make a good place for it with a chair
close by. This still leavesa bare wall
spaceon the south just to the right of
the entrance door. A chair here will
fill the space,will balance the chair on
the other side of the doorway, and it
is near enough to the center of attrac
tion to complete the circle around the
fireplace. It also adds to the music
group by becomingpart of that group.

Permanent Pieces

Since we are quite satisfied that we
have determinedwhat pieces of furni
ture we need to set off our room, a
brief description of the several pieces
will help us in making the selection.
The davenport and table are to be, we
might say, permanently fixed, that is,
they are not to be moved about the
room under ordinary circumstances,and
thereforemay be heavy pieces,the dav
enport preferably being an overstuffed
model. The easy chair of the reading
group would be well to be of the same
design as the davenport, its position
also being nearly permanent. The chair
to the right of the door, in the music
group would be well to be of lighter
type, say upholstered scat and back,
perhaps high back, and wood arms.

And the chair at the other side of door
way to be a side chair, perhapsof same
design as the one used for desk chair.
No room is completewithout one chair
of this style, as we often want to draw
an extra chair up to enlarge a group,
for conversationor cards.

For Square and Narrow Rooms

Figure 3 demonstrates a good ar
rangement of furniture in a room
18' x 20'—the square type. Notice the
position of the davenport directly in
front of fireplaceand the table in back.
Chair (L) take: its place with the
lounging group, extending welcome to
come in and sit down as you enter the
door, without which the first impres
sion might seem cold, as the back of
the davenport facesthe door. The vic
trola is omitted.
Figure 4 demonstrates a good ar
rangement of furniture in a room
13' x 24'—the long, narrow type. The
davenport is placed against the wall
opposite the mantel, as, in such a nar
row room, it is near enoughto the fire
place. With the two easy chairs beside
the hearth it completes the circle
around the fire. Here we have omitted
the victrola and bench. Notice the ar
rangementof furniture along the wall
to the right of the entrancedoor, with
the table in the center, in front of the
windows, and the side chair at each
end. (One side chair added K') This
setting is separate from the groups in
the rest of the room, as the passage
from the entrancedoor to the enclosed
porch is an important one and must
not be blocked. Nor would it be proper
to have any group, such as a reading
group, at this end, which would neces
sarily be disturbed by frequent passage.
An upright piano is shown here instead
of a grand.
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Heirloom
Quality
What more can be
asked of furniture than
that it shall be authentic
in design, beautiful in
finish and durable in
construction?

Unless it is all three
of these it is not worthy
—it is expensive at any
price.

Because our hand
made pieces embody all
of these points to a high
degree, our product is
referred to as "Heir
loom Quality." The
moderateprice is the re
sult of lower costs due
to the co-operative plan
under which our factory
is conducted.

This trademark,branded
underneatheverypiece,isyourguarantyof heirloom
quality.

Thegeneraleffectof Louis XVI furniture lies in thealmostexclusiveuse of the
straightline. The curvesthatwereso characteristicof theLouis XV periodgradually
disappearedand gaveway to moreclassiclines. Just as the LouisXIV style suggest
grandeurand the Louis XV elegance,so the Louis XVI suggestsgraceand comfort.
On suchlinesis our Trianonsuitedesigned,andmarksthe culminatingphaseof the
LouisXVI style.

WM. A. FRENCH & COMPANY
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Interior Decorators Makers of Fine Furniture

Jif HUMPHREY

Padiantfirp

what it will do—
It will floodyour roomwith glowing, radiant heat in oneminuteafter
lighting.

If youare cold, chilly or wet, it will warmanddry you in oneminute.
It will giveyou thegreatestjoy andcomfortyoueverhad in yourhouse.
It will savefiring the furnacefor twomonthsin the fall andspring.
It will savea ton of coal a monthin thewinter time.
You can run it two daysfor the cost of lighting the furnaceonce.
It burnsordinaryCity Gas,andcostsapproximatelythreecentsan hour
to run—using natural gas less thana centan hour.

It will give youmoreheat thanany otherGas Fire.
It is absolutelyandpositively odorless. Without dust,dirt or ashes.

General Gas Light Company
New York Kalamazoo San Francisco

^Personal

CHRISTMAS GREETING
CARDS

Engraved from Hand-W rought Plates

Those who would express the sentiment of the season
with cards of especial quality and distinction, are
invited to select from the productions of this house.

A Complete Catalog in Colors
with necessary information for ordering, will enable
purchasers to quickly and conveniently dispose
of this pleasant social obligation, and will be

Sent Promptly upon Request

The Mail Order Department is equipped
to render efficient service at all times,
notably during stressof the holiday season.

"Form and Phraseology of Social Stationery"
a silk-bound 12mo. volume containing 64
full page illustrations with pertinent text
matter is available to patrons of this house.

DEPARTMENT OF STATIONERY

J. E. CALDWELL & CO.
JEWELERS SILVERSMITHS STATIONERS

PHILADELPHIA
Special Cards Designed to Order—Commercial Cards
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cJhe Son,z of Seriw

HEN a man sings at his
work his heart pulses in
harmony with the eternally

vibrant purpose of life—Ser
vice. Then does themind shape
thoughts and hands shape
things unmarred by discord.

AF it bean industry that goes
singing to its task then does
its merchandise embody the
joy and beauty of worth and
performance. Seth Thomas
Clocks are a song of absolute
sincerity materialized.

AS this nation has progressed and prospered
^~\_ she has burst into songs of fealty and love
of principle. For over a century, Seth Thomas
with rhythmic hands, has kept the time of her
melodies.

When in 1814 the flame of "The Star Spangled
Banner" kindled in the soul of Francis Scott Key,
Seth Thomas graced the colonial mantel in many
a "home of the brave."

"Home Sweet Home," written in 1823, is tender
with thoughts of a quiet hearthside, and a peace
fully tick-tocking Seth Thomas that seems to say,
"Now that we're all here let's have a good visit."

When the Rev. Samuel F. Smith composed
"America" in 1830, "from every mountain side"
echoed the voices of Seth Thomases serenely in
toning in the hamlets of the valleys.

In 1861 their richly sonorous chimes caught the
step and marched on with the refrain of Julia
Ward Howe's immortal "Battle Hymn of the
Republic."

Whatever appreciation of the joy of Service,
whatever of integrity of performance, whatever
of artistic expression has been revealed to the
craft of clock making Seth Thomas workmen have
symbolized in Seth Thomas Clocks.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY

Rough rustic pergolasroof in the courtyard of this California
courtyard. It contrasts with the more formal brick paving.

Myron Hunt, architect

Some Modern California Architecture
(Continued from page 25)

built of the very earth it stands upon
can show no finer exampleof protective
coloring than this workshop built by a
modern architect. In form it is like a
Hopi house, square, shaped to a sav
age's stern needs of comfort and
strength. But within it conforms to
the luxurious ideal of a modern man;
lounge chairs, book shelves, electric
heaters, center and adjustable lights
over a completework desk with type
writer and reference stands are close
at hand.
Though thegeneralform of this adobe
studio is square,the cornersare rounded
as though the rains had moulded them
and the roof- line flows softly, following
the contours of the ledge it rests upon.
The walls are thick, of huge brick made
of adobe mixed with straw, warm in

winter and cool in summer. These
thick walls are buttressedto give effect
of stability and covered with concrete
tinted to match the rocks upon which
they stand and which form their im
posingbackground. The door and win
dow frames are the shade of blue seen
in a clear sunset, thus aiding the little
houseto blend harmoniously with earth
and sky. This same shade of blue is
used in the grills at the windows, the
design of Thunder Bird over the door,
and within the house. The beams
which project beyond the walls really
support the roof, and are not stuck on,
as occasionally may be seen when
some people attempt to imitate an In
dian type of house. There is a parapet
all around the roof upon which one

(Continued on page 74)

This Indian
adobe studio
grows nat
urally out of
its site on the
mesas

The studio
plans afford a
large living
room, bath
and kitchen
ette
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iexglihih,, ultaliax axo
iL^Wkxcio Furniture
INQUIRIES SOLIUITKD THROUGH
YOUR DKAI.KH OR 1>K<OUATOH

The, Orsenigo Company, Inc.

112 West 42^ Street

AevYorkCitv ANINTERESTINGGOTHICCREDENCE

THE
true politeness of well-bred peo

ple finds expression in the letter paper

they choose and use. Your stationery is
the equivalent of salutation and greeting.

Old Hampshire Stationery implies re
spect for the recipient of your hand
writing. The sizes, proportions, and
styles of both paper and envelopes have

been approved aijd adopted in smart

circles.

May we send you a box of free samples?

FineStationeryDepartment

Hampshire Paper Company

South Hadley Falls, Mass.

MAKERS OF OLD HAMPSHIRE BOND

The Secret of The Hidden Radiator
The secret of the hidden radiator lies in how to hide

it
,

So the hiding itself will be so a part of the general
harmonious treatment of your rooms that it becomes

a mere incidental.

There are numerous ways of doing it ; all of them
embodying our decorativemetal grilles. Some of the
combinations are as unique as they are pleasing. In
fact some of them are decidedly ingenious. All of
them effectively overcome your natural objection to
radiator obtrusiveness.

The way the under-the-window radiators are hidden
in this Tudor room may hold a suggestion for you.
In our booklet Radiator Enclosures, are a goodly
number more. Likewise the specific facts you want.
Welcome, you most assuredly are to a copy.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.

2 West 45th St. New York
6)
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Max-Ray
Minor 151 and
Venice" Commode

rancv

/ N the Old Dominion
I that term, "The
^ Quality," indicated
c>/ people of the first
degree of good breeding
and inherent refinement.

The same term is quite appli'
cable to MaX'Ray products of

every kind, inasmuch as each

article — be it a lamp, a mirror
or a piece of furniture — has

such a distinctive air of good
taste and refinement that its

quality \s apparent at first glance.

MaX'Ray mirrors, lamps and

furniture are always the
'
'latest,

yet never go out of "style"
because they are in the best of

taste.

Inquiries solicited through your

dealer or decorator.

MAXWELL^RAY COMPANY
GrandFsapids New York City

ManufacturersBuilding 25West 45thStreet

Factoryat Milwaukee,Wisconsin

Max-Ray
Florentine
Antique

Projecting timberssupport the rooj and afford a relief of shadow and
line to the fiat surfacesof the adobe walls

Some Modern California Architecture
(Continued from page 72)

may sit and which forms a wind shield
when the roof is used for sleeping,as
is often the case. There are supports
for the orangeand blueumbrellas,raised
whenthe sun is warm, and on onecorner
of the roof is an Indian jar. Such jars,
placedin this way, are always to be seen
on Hopi Indian house-topsand contain
an offeringof food to the Great Spirit.
Some people think the jars, with the
bottoms knocked out, are set over the
chimney to give better draft, but the
truer, and more poetical, interpretation
is that they hold sacrificial food.
The garden about Dos Cumbres, of
course,will be, as it should be, natural,

wild, with a touch of the desert in the
cacti. Poppies and sandverbenas,white
sage,yellow flowering palo verde, blue
dalea and beautiful buckwheat will be
plantedamongthe chamiso,enceliasand
eucalyptuswhich the birds have already
planted. The architect, William C.
Tanner, as well as the owner, knows
through travel and study the lives of
the Indians and the country in which
they live. They sympathize with the
Indian ideals and love of protective
coloring, and have made the house
beautiful to modern Californians, a
pleasantmemory of the first men who
roamed its wild mesasand deserts.

Adventures In Quaintness
(Continued from page 41)

Canton dishes echoed this same color.
The living room, which seemedto be
built around its cosy center table, en
veloped in a cretonne cover of gold,
upholding a practical lamp that invited
real reading, laden with books,—this
living room was an adorableplace. Low
bookshelves were fitted below the
deeply recessedwindows, more flanked
the one end of the fireplace,which was
breastedinto the room at one corner;
in between the windows and doors the
walls were wainscoted in delightfully
paneled ivory wood; above, the wall
was a soft yellow, and at the mull cur
tained windows there were side drapes
of old yellow chintz patterned closely
with freesias in cream. On the walls
therewere a few original picturessigned
by artists of note; through the windows
there were, I think, the most beautiful
views I have ever seen. I have stood

at one of these windows at evening,
with the room black behind me except
for the fiie on the hearth, with the
moon high in the sky shedding magic
on the length and the breadth of the
marvelousmarshesthat had, before the
full moon, beenthreadedby silver loops
of broad tidal rivers, but which had
now become one broad sheet of lu
minous silver, all the rivers in one, tiny
hayricks caught and mirrored in the
glory as they seemed to bob on the
breadth of the waters. It was here that
I read the "Marshes" of Sidney Lanier.
It was here that I vowed to wait for
my Innisfree.
However, while waiting, one can have
the most joyfully quaint adventures. So
for five years I daily threadedmy way
through the most wonderful shop in
the world, filled with hand-made silver,

(Continued on page 76)

Outside stairs give accessto the roof. The windows on this side are
filled with a simplewoodengrill. The rounding of the wall cornersis

an Indian style. William C. Tanner, architect
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IndividualArmChairandTable,matchingthesuttetxtow.

RARPE N
F U R.N I T U R E
WOMEN

know that fine furniture, restful and
in good taste, is a constant source of pride

and comfort in the home.

Beauty of design and pattern is easily recognized
but assurance of its permanency is doubtful without
the unqualified guarantee of an established name.

Karpen Furniture is good furniture — guaranteed
furniture — and for your protection we affix the
Karpen name-plate to every piece.

Oneverypiece
Makesurettisthere

We shall be glad to send you upon re
quest Book N of "Distinctive Designs"
with name of nearest Karpen dealer.

S. KARPEN & BROS.
Exhibition Rooms Exhibition Rooms

801-811 S.Wabash Ave. 37th St. and Broadway
CHICAGO NEW YORK

Today more than 150,000 families are saving time, health and money
by doing their Gift Shopping by mail, at the famous old Salem house
of Daniel Low & Co., established more than half a century ago.
The Daniel Low 168 page "Gift Book" is sent free on request. It
contains illustrations and full descriptions of hundreds of unusual
gifts, remarkable for their variety, good taste and value. Use this
book to shop AT HOME, at the very lowest prices for good mer
chandise. THE CLEVEREST AND MOST ORIGINAL GIFTS
WILL BE FOUND ON ITS MANY PAGES.

Mother Goose
Doll

differentprinted ud meuallionof Pft.rhymes. Adorably|ron gamtof XravcU,r8.
Pilgrim Bag
Finest India goat-

Prism
Colonial
Candlestick
I n polished
brass 9% In.highwith eight
glass prisms
Z5236.00
pair,
3.00each.

Holly Candlestick
of hand-paintedmetalwith
twistedred ChristmasCan-
die, 6% in. high, N29I .55.
For tableset of 4. 2.00.

Iressed.9 In tall, w on lnslrumcntskin, lined with silkerseboxed. NI097,board A dl,lig,ltfulideamoire, LI650 3.00.
much Measures9 x 9l.£In.
used In black,brown,grey,
abroad,purple, blue, green

or red. LI 649 For
little girl, 5x6 in.
1.50.

Dlam.
1%In.
S590
1.00.

Pie Plate—Sheffield
Reproduction,Pyrex lining,
>iam.9% in. FI994 3.85.
15185Pie Server,length10In.,
SterlingHandle. 1.50. Two

specialvalues.

Bethlehem
Incense

Gift packageof i
time Franklnc
and Myrrh, 9
high,direction
burning.NI59

old
TIM'

Such Slippers
All genuinesheepskinwith
the natural fleece inside.
Sosoftandcomfortableone
hates to removethem. A
splendidgift. All sizes—
givesize. W335Rich brown
color with fur edge3.75.

Telephone Maiden
Charmingcoverof rosoor blue silk. French
trimmingand china head— Ingeniousclasp

holdssecurely,unnecessaryto remove
when talking. Completewith skirt
N25884.00. Withoutskirt, to cover
yourselfN25892.00.
BoudoirNight Light

to givesoftglowsomuchdesired.
Completewith electriccord and
skirt. N22573.85.Withoutskirt,
to coveryourselfN22582.00.

Bridge Table
Number Pencils
Painted woodencaps
indicatetables,set of
4, on pencils, heart,
diamond,club, spade,
verseboxedN2I451.00.

Complete Writing Case
Hasletterpaper,pocketsfor
envelopesand letters, pen
loop,leathercoveredIndexed
addressbook,and calendar.
Fine leathersilk lined, 5^4
x 7& In. L6482.75.

Auto Clean-Up Kit
sonecessaryfor motoring.
Real leathercase, 10 in.
long, with fine whisk
broom,soapboxandtowel
In pocketLI 1482.25.

Pyrex Casserole
Sheffieldreproduction,daintily
pierced,8 in. ovalPyrexlining.
Specialprice FI996 5.00.

Sendfor the "Gift Book"today—free
Fill in the couponbelowand seehow easyit is to shopfrom our 168page
"Gilt Book" with its many suggestionsand much saving this Christ
mas. Unusual display of jewelry, silver, leather goodsand novelties.
We prepaycharges. Satisfactionand safe delivery guaranteed.

Valuable informationabout diamondsgiven in the
Daniel Low DIAMOND BOOK. Write for it

A

A KarpenSuiteofModernDesignStyleNo.604. Underframingandtablesojsolidmahogany,
handcarved,luxuriousupholsteryandbeautifulfabrics.
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HANDKERCHIEFS, Etc.
Suitable for Useful Christmas Gifts

HANDKERCHIEFS
No. SI—Men'sHemstitchedFine SheerLawnTapeBorderedHandkerchiefs,

with Block Letters $11.50perdozenNo. S2—Men'sPure Linen HemstitchedTapeBorderedHandkerchiefs,withmonogram $27.50perdozenNo. S3—Men'sSheerTuro LinenHemstitchedHandkerchiefs,TapeBorders,
$9.00perdozenNo. C4—Men's Fine French DamasseHandkerchiefs,Plain Band Border,

HandHemmed,with monogram,$36.00per dozen; or with PlainBIocS Letters $28.00perdozenNo. S5—Men's Pure Sheer Linen, Tape BorderedHemstitchedHandker
chiefs $21.00perdozen56—Ladies'HemstitchedTapeBorderedShamrockLawn Handkerchiefs,verySheer,witli monogram $15.00perdozen57—Ladies'PureSheerLinen TapeBorderedHandkerchiefs,Flat HandHem,withmonogram,$15.60perdozen: Men'ssize,$33.00perdozen58—Ladies' HemstitchedPure Linen Handkerchiefs,with monogram,
$9.50per dozen; or with Plain Block Letters,$8.00per dozen:Men's size with monogram,$19.80per dozen; Men's size with
Plain Block Letters $19.00perdozenNo. S9—Ladies'Pure SheerLinenTapeBorderedHandkerchiefs,Flat HandHem,withmonogram,$20.00perdozen; Men'ssize,$39,60perdozen

To prevent disappointment,kindly order at once if delivery isrequiredfor Xmas.

No.

No.

No.

No. 57— Filet Finger
Bowl Doylies,six In.
$7.00a doz.

No. 21—Pure Linen HandHemstitchedand Filet Booklet "Gift Sug-
Lace Edge. Three Piece BreakfastSet. gestions" No. 20.

Price $12.00perset. Sent on request

^lpole Bros.
INC.

7ifik cor-. 35$ ShJfewdGrlc
Also 587 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. LONDON & DUBLIN

Factory: Waringstown, Co. Down, Ireland

Adventures In Quaintness
(Continued from page 74)

gleaming pewter, peacock pottery, tall woman at the tiller. Sometimesa small
candlesticks, stuffs handspun, cases of barefoot boy would besteeringthe boat,
chains, rings, bracelets and pins, the and a man or a woman would be busy
product of craft jewelers; copper and in preparing the simple meal over the
brass,Spodeware,luster, hand-decorated coals in the stove; at night thesecoals
furniture, and color, luscious color, glowed red in the dark, and the lantern
everywhere! For years I walked sent beams across the towpath to the
through this inspiring spot, where one treeson the river. From every window
always lingered and bought something, in the house except those in the front
to the Italian court beyond, and after there were views of wide waters, for
walking down a path that turned the canal and the river were nearly one
through an arch I reached the green save for the narrow path trod by the
door beyond which a spiral stairway mules and their driver,
led at last to my studio. This garden Blue waters, blue hills, lordly trees,
was only a tiny city backyard under red earth that was pink in the sun,
its mosaicsand stucco, but during any greenfields that turned to burnt orange
long summer it was like stepping into as the seasonadvanced,white fields and
a bit of your dream of Italy, with its yellow fields, the purple of wild iris that
plots of green grass, its pebbledwalks, fringed the canal; and as a final glory,
its urns of flowers, its pools of golden the harvest moon that sailed majesti-
fish, white pigeons winging about or cally from behind the hill over the
cooing in their quaint white house high river, making a path of moonlight and
on a wall, mosaic archways and wall mystery across the breast of the river
fountains; its tiny pergola in the and across the canal to our very feet
back . . . Just a city backyard, the as we sat in the garden,
tiniest place you can think of, but an
artist got hold of it, and after you had Cool Quaintnessleft the street with its heat waves and
clangingcars, if you had a momentyou Every moment that we did not
sank into a reclining chair and the soft spend in the open we spent in beautify-
peaceof this garden,and wonderedwhy jng the inside of "The Ark". I am
people always have to go away to be surc the wives of Shem and Ham did
happy and cool in the summer. the same. From frightful ogeepaper in
However, some days the lure of re- sad brown and tan our living room
mote places will get into your blood walls became satisfyingly ivory, our
willy-nilly, and even white pigeons fail woodwork we painted gray, our floors
to intrigue save as to their wings; and the brown of dark walnut. At salesweyou dream of quaint houses perched bought quaint chairs and tables, an oldperhapson the bank of someriver, with corner cupboard, some wooden beds:a nearby glade happy with violets, a such busy days as we had painting andhammock, and the most thrilling book decorating our finds! Should we havethe godsmay send. Primitively lugging yellow chairs, or should we have green?
vour jugful of water up the winding And what kind of curtains?stair from the court fails to satisfy the One year we had English chintz in acall of the wild, your fireplace is too small figured design of pink and whiteeasya thing to light, with neat rows of at our living room windows. Delight-logs in the wood-box right at your fully quaint were these curtains, happyelbow; your walls, albeit the misty gray and COol. The furniture was paintedof illusion, press close on your spirit, soft leaf green, decorated with wideand even the orange of your silk cur- bands of gray with bright coloredtains fails to arouse: you long for the posies; we usually found plenty of pink

flowers for our bowls; and at mealtime
our table was laid with gray crepe tas-

"The Ark seled in green and set with ivory and
green Japanese china resembling pot-And one day you find yourself trudg- tery, while a greenpot of rosestook theing an unknown path by a river, with place of the lamp. The living rooma silver canalat your right flowing by in served for a dining room as well, andquiet mystery, blue hills before you, pleasant and convenient we found it,field-patched hills at your back, and in with some built-in cupboards on thethe distancethe tinkle of mule bel!s,the wall opposite the fireplace, the coolsiren-like call of the canal boatman's color scheme,and the refreshing viewshorn of sea-shell. The moment ap- from thewindows. When the pink cur-proacheswhen you are to come upon tains grew shabby, we replaced themthe quaint houseon the road: you have with black grounded ones combiningcrossed the canal bridge and rounded blue birds and green leaves with thethe curve. There it is

,
a long white shaggypink peonies; and still later withempty hulk of a thing gazing out at rose,green,black and creamplaid linen,you from betweenthree naive lombar- Visitors always remarked on the cooldies, a houseas wild and free as a city quaintnessof the room,

body could wish for, and you know the At the top of two gray steps in theminute you see it that it is yours if living room there was a gray door withmoney will rent it. You nod to it an old-fashioned latch that led to thegaily as you pause at its gate. low and wide staircaseascendingto theThat was the happiest of summers sleeping floor. The bedrooms werespent on the canal and the river, and large and airy and furnished in thethe house was promptly dubbed "The simplest sort of way, with attractiveArk", for not only was its shapealmost and colorful cretonnesat the windows,
exactlythat of the one owned by Noah, The guest room was entirely in whitebut as his also, it seemedequally at with a black floor and black latches,home on water and land. For while the curtains were of rose and blue on atherewas garden to north and to south white ground. The windows lookedof it

,

and the road on the east, the re- straight down on the canaland out overmaining entire long side of it was built the width of the river: in fact all theon the wall that formed the wall of the windows upstairs gave one the feelingcanal, with nary a blade of grass be- of being on shipboard, except for .thetween it and the deep moving water, luscious green of growing things andSometimesat twilight we would hear the bright clumps of flowers,
the mule bells, and feel the rub of the Such are the things that may only beboat on the side of the house as it %vasfound in quaint places. The beatensteeredround the curve. In the day- track is bristling with conveniences,thetime the laden boats, floating deep in paved way is full of hustling crowdstho water, would sidle softly by, the that commercialize quaintness until itsunlight catching the line of drying becomesthe most blatant sophistication,
clotheson the deck and the big red and It is oniy in the bypaths of the worldyellow umbrella over the blue-garbed (Continued on page 78)

open road.
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McGibbon & Company
1 & 3 WEST 37th STREET
ONE DOOR FROM FIFTH AVENUE

The Buckingham
The chair shown is an
exact reproductionof a
chair in Buckingham
Palace. Its slopingback
and broad seat afford
great comfort and it is
an attractiveadditionto
any Library or Living-
room.

SPECIAL SHOWING OF ARTISTIC FURNI
TURE, UPHOLSTERY MATERIALS, LACE
CURTAINS AND BED SPREADS, PANELS.
LACE MATERIALS FOR WINDOWS. WINDOW
SHADES. DRAPERY FABRICS, LAMPS AND
SHADES.

McGIBBON FOR QUALITY

Tob hunter SMMst
jQe-productiozLf

EARLY ENGLISH AND COLONIAL

A delightfully quaint XIX Century mantelfilled with hobgrate
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE FIREPLACE

There is no decorative feature of*the entire home which is of greater
prominence than the mantelpiece and its equipment.

HandWroughtReplicasof Interestingold Andirons.GratesandTools

ARTHUR TODHUNTER, New York

Elgin A.Simonds
Company

~Manij/acturersof furniture
Syracuse New York
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Adventures In Quaintness
(Continued jrom page 76)

that you find mule bells tinkling musi- deliriously purple and pink in blossom-
cally through the night, spring water ing time; cherriesbob at the back door ;
sparkling from a pump at the end of and in winter from every casement
your garden, and a swim awaiting you Japanesquetracerymay be seenthrown
at your kitchen door. againstthe sky by the bare black limbs
However, the businessof life will call, of the trees. Approaching the house
and bypaths may be only refreshingin- down the path under the spruce trees,
terludesthat fit for the following months one would scarcelythink this tiny place
of stirring endeavor. But one fares designedfor any but casual occupation,
forth into the world with a more orig- so small does it seem ii

i the midst of
inal viewpoint, a happier mind. Tired its guardian foliage; stepping upon the
after a strenuous day in the marts of brick-floored portico, one might feel
the city, one may find rest in remem- sure that one was experiencingthe larg-
beringso vividly, that almost it seems a est portion of a small abode, for the
new and renewing experience,the sun porch-place,set firmly upon the ground,
beatingdown on one stretchedunder a high-ceilinged and columned, reaches
green parasol along the sweet warm acrossthe entire front of the house. So,
deck of a slow gliding boat; in feeling we anticipatewith gleethe effectof our
again the dark fragranceup the hollow living room upon the stranger within
betweencool, high, rhododendronhills; our gates: we always hear in tones of
in floating luxuriously with the cur- surprise, "Why, I had no idea your
rent of the canal past quaint white- housewas so large!" as they step over
washedhouses,rose gardens,and banks our household.
of wild buttercupsglittering under blue For inside, the house is planned very-
skies, commodiously. The living room meas

ures 12' by 22', running, as the portico
In City Nooks does,acrossthe width of the house,ex

cept for a small dining room that is
In every city, if soughtdiligently, one built on at one end. This living room
'is rewarded by finding something odd was the original box stall and housed
and worthwhile ... A low, squat, two coal-black steeds; one may still
rough-hewn gray brick building on a trace the sliding barn doors, one of
narrow bystreet just off the teeming which is filled in by the Colonial door-
shopping district, designedby an archi- way that leads to the porch, the other
tect to house his own offices,but with walled up, though slightly recessed,and
the major part divided into complete could be used for shallow bookshelves,
apartmentsreachedby passing through or curtainedas a background for a sofa,

a gray-walled lobby paneled with This last I have done, since from this
French mirrors and leadingto the quiet vantage point one obtains a pleasant
gray elevator at its far side. An exclu- view of the large fireplaceand the great
sive little apartment house, artistic as north-light studio window directly op-
well as modernly convenient,appealing posite. The windows are a delightful
to thoseseekingthe unusual rather than feature in the designof the living room,
the sumptious. Many of these folk and are made possibleby three sides of
there be, proved by a five-foot waiting the room being detached: high case-
list. Or perhaps one is rewarded by ments are set into the porch side, low
stumbling across a love of a four-story casementsinto the end, and the studio
dwelling house in a tiny old street that window in the center of the other long
looks as though it had popped out of a wall; a wide doorway into the dining
book or a dream: a dwelling long since room is cut into the other narrow end
turned into a semi-apartmentplace so of the room,
quaintly artistic and desirable looking
that the dwelling back of it has been The Living Room
•annexedby a clever sunroom passage
way affair shown in one of the draw- This living room, beautifully propor-
ings. There are all sorts of ideas team- tioned with its high ceiling, with sand
ing about that are warranted to make plasteredwalls, and much ivory wood-
life a gayer business,and none more work, is distinctive, quite barren
potent than thoseproviding romancein of furniture. From the beginning I

the otherwise humdrum settings of havehad a definite feelingthat it should
everyday living. be uncrowded, and as far as actual
As one advancesin theseexperiencespiecesof furniture go, it is finished. As
of quaintness new vistas are opened. I desire, I shall replace a few of the
Not only do piquant old streets long things by finer pieces, transferring up-
outgrown call to us with the lure of stairs those I discard. Charm has
remodeling,not only does the far sum- grown with the fire on the hearth, send-
mer world beckon us to adventure in ing ruddy reflections onto the ivory
homemaking for our weekendinghus- Colonial overmantel; with the built-in
bands and kinfolk; but as we start to shelvesfilled with colorful books, with
travel the road that curves from the the flamesilk draw curtains at the win-
door of convention toward all sorts of dows peeping from behind the side
unexplored venturings, our minds are drapes of sand colored cloth; with the
suddenlyopenedwide to possibilitieswe figured linen on the sofa backgrounded
would never have seenbefore. A way against hanging folds of King's blue ;

of using the old ivy-grown mill for a with the soft rose of the lampshades,
fine mansion; transforming the archi- with the gold, jade green, old blue,
tecturally beautiful barn into a castle in flame, sand and orange of squashypil-
Spain; rehabilitating the bungalow by lows placed in the chairs; on the walls
the brook into our ideal of what a with the few paintings,with the Chinese
homemay well be; building wings, trel- red tones glowing on the inside of the
Uses,sinking ponds and laying out the desk.
colorful lines and masses of flower Don't be afraid to adventure in
gardens. quaintness:'tis a satisfyinggameof the

gods, and fits one at last for the fine" The Box Stall" culmination ... a dream house come
true that has grown with the years.

By all that is enchanting in quaint- For one day you will find yourself
ness, I am now thrilled with the ad- walking with glad footstepsdown your
venture of living in what was once a own lane of lombardies, lifting the
box stall, so I may constitute a fair quaint latch of your own door under
judge of what things can be after low eaves. Then be sure that the world
transition. Few housescould be found will come thundering to your gate and
nestling among the trees so snugly as you'll hear the thud of your knocker
mine, for branches literally reach over of brass. For you will have captured
its roof in protection; apple trees and that illusive thing which we have come
lilacs peer into my bedroom windows, to know as Charm.

TAPESTRIES
IN THE HOME

The soft blending of colors character
istic of fine tapestries adds much to that

atmosphere of warmth and comfort so

desired in the home.

Inquiries invited through your Decorator

May we sendyou our new
booklet "A" "Tapestries
with Histories" 5

All fabrics imported from
England— Petit Point, Gros
Pointandexquisiteneedlework

ARTHURHLEE fiSORS »S
Makers o

f Fine Fabrics

1501HEYWORTH BUILDING
Chicago

2 WEST 47th STREET
New York

BIRKENHEAD
England
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DIRECTORYtf/DECORATION g FINE ARTSlB
For the Foyer
"SB*

of privateresidences,apartment
houses, and public buildings,
stonebenches,vases,fountains,
etc.,haveprovedto be particu
larly appropriate.
We haveon display a wide va
riety of ornamental furniture
and fireplacemantels repro
duced in PompeianStone and
can executeoriginal designsat
moderatecost.
Illustrated catalogueon request

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
Established1900

240LexingtonAre.,at34St.,NewYork

SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

"ParisFiehermen" By T. J. Simon
Paintings Engravings

Etchings
dimEtching*orEngraving*Quotedonrequest

14 East 46TH Street
New York City
OPPOSITEniTZ-CAIiLTON Booklet

H -V -

HandPaintedin AntiqueEffect

STUDIO
219 East 60th Street

New York

P. JACKSON HIGGS
AUTHENTIC ANTIQUES

REPRODUCTIONS

DECORATIONS

Mr. Higgsisnowin hisnewpremises

1 1 East 54 th Street

ELSIE COBB WILSON

LouisXVI WalnutChatr

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City
Washington.D.C.— 808SeventeenthStreet,N.W.

Fifth Annual Exhibition

INTIMATE PAINTINGS
November 22—December 12

This group by our leading AMERICAN ARTISTS is
the best possible answer to the prevalent idea that

PAINTINGS ARE FOR THE VERY RICH!

These livable, small examples are available for every
one who loves pictures and who takes pride in own
ing originals rather than reproductions

Illustrated priced cataloguemailedon request

WILLIAM MACBETHINCORPORA TED
450 Fifth Avenue At FortiethStreet New York City

<§>

DARN LEY

SMOKER'S
STAND—IN
WROUGHT
IRON-
ANTIQUE
ORGREKN
FINISH

$8.75

34 E. 48th St. New York

Curtain

Holdbacks

$4.75 pair

COLORS
Crystal Opal
Violet Blue
Topaz Green

Decorators

of Interiors

Rugs Lamps
Furniture Shades
Fabrics

The MILCH
GALLERIES

"ButterflyWeedandDayLi lien"byIvanOlituky

AMERICAN
PAINTINGS
and SCULPTURE

SpecialExhibitionsthroughouttheseaaorj

Latestbookletonrequest

108West 57th St., NewYork
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GUARANTEED

DURABILITY
A good point in favor of Kapock
Silky Sunfast Draperies in your
home. They outwear ordinary
hangings and a careful tubbing
will bring back their newness.

The sun does not fade Kapock
"Long Life Colors" and there is no
scheme of decoration for which
there is not a Kapock Drapery
fabric.

i /
Send us your drapery dealer's
name and receive "Kapock
Sketch Book" of ideas in
house-furnishing.

A. THEO. ABBOTT & CO.
DEPT. C PHILADELPHIA

I

The nameKapock on this white basting
thread is on the selvage of the genuine

YOUR DOG AND YOU
This is the secondof a seriesof articlesdesignedto set forththe cemmon-senseprinciplesof dog keepingand training, to
the end that degownersmayget their full measureof satisfaction and pleasurefrom their ownership. The first article, inOctober,dealtwith theselectingandpurchasingof a dog.

WHEN
your dog arrives, whether

he be a puppy or fully grown, he
will naturally feel strange in his

new surroundings. Likewise he will be
particularly sensitive to impressions,
doubtlessbecausehis nervous systemis
more or less on edge. The first thing
for you to do, therefore,is to make him
feel at home and establish a basis of
confidenceas soonas may be. Also, be
gin at once to show him that one par
ticular personin thehouseholdis to look
after him and be looked up to by him
as a sort of supreme counsellor and
friend.
Now, the quickest way to a dog's
heart is through his stomach, idealists
to the contrary notwithstanding. So
feed the new dog yourself, and feed
him at regular intervals four times a
day if he is less than four months old,
three times if he is between four and
twelve, and twice in case he is older
than a year. In all casesthe heaviest
meal should be at night. Clean, fresh,
cool water should be freely accessibleto
him at all times, preferably in a china
or other non-metal bowl set in a regular
place to which he will quickly become
accustomedto go.
A mistake often made is to assume
that any old thing is good enough for
a dog to eat. As a matter of cold fact,
a dog's digestivesystem is just as deli
catelyadjusted as a human being's,and
only a wholesome, well-balanced diet
will keep it in proper working order.
Where the family is large enough and
the dog sufficiently small, nothing is
better than table (not kitchen) scraps—
steakand chop bones,bits of meat,soup,
greenvegetables,scrapsof bread, gravy,
etc.
Never, however, give him potatoesin
any form, nor chicken, turkey or other
bones which are likely to splinter—the
first becausethey are indigestible, and
the second because their sharp points
after he has crunched and swallowed
them may cause serious injury to his
stomachor intestines. These table leav
ings should be well mixed together,else
you may find the dog daintily picking
out the meat and leaving the rest.
If for any reasonthere is not enough
of this sort of food, then special plans
should be made for the dog's meals.
Well-boiled green vegetables,ditto rice,
and lean meat he should have even if

you have to buy them especially for
him. Also a good big bone twice a week,
that he may gnaw and so keephis teeth
in proper condition. For young puppies,
good broth, some bread and milk, a
little lean meat, perhaps cooked cereal
now and then and puppy biscuits are
good. In case an older dog's digestion
goesback on him at any time, put him
on a diet of finely chopped, raw, lean
meat, fed sparingly. In this connection,
it is interestingto rememberthat a dog
is by nature carnivorous, and that his
wild ancestors lived almost exclusively
upon flesh. Finally, keep a supply of
standarddog biscuits or cakeson hand,
and seethat at least one is eatenevery
day.
The meal hours, place and food being
thus disposedof, seethat the new dog's
sleepingquartersbe outside,let them be
dry, thoroughly protected from the
weather and just large enough for him
to be comfortable—this last for the sake
of bodily warmth conservation during
cold weather. In any casethe dog's bed
should be free of draughts under all
conditions.
For outdoor bedding, clean straw is
unsurpassed. It must be completely
changedat least once a week, and the
box, kennel or other shelter thoroughly
cleaned and aired. If fleas become
troublesome,sprinkle all the woodwork
with kerosene. A coat of whitewash
with a few drops of carbolic added two
or three times a year will do much to
ward off disease germs which might
otherwiseharbor in thewood.
For at least the first few days after
your dog arrives, do not attempt any
training, or more discipline than is ab
solutely necessary. Give him time to
becomethoroughly accustomedto you,
the family, and his new surroundings.
Be with him as much as possible, keep
him out of mischief by prevention
rather than,cure, and study his person
ality so that you will understandall the
peculiarities of his individual make-up.
Finally, let me emphasizeagain the
strong advisability—the necessityalmost
—of his learning to look upon some one
particular person as master or mistress.
With such a beginning,he will be more
easily trained and managed,without in
any degreesacrificing his worth as an
all-around family pet and companion.

R. S. LEMMON

NOTES of the GARDEN CLUBS

THE
Summit Garden Club will hold

a Chrysanthemum Show in the
auditorium of the Young Men's Chris
tian Association, Summit, N. J., during
the latter part of October. The schedule
will also include flowers other than
chrysanthemumswhich may be in bloom
outdoors at that time as well as those
grown under glass.
Amateurs residing in New Jersey are
invited to exhibit. They can secure a
copy of the scheduleof exhibits from
Mrs. John R. Todd, Chairman of Ex
hibits,208SummitAvenue,Summit,N. J.
All of the gardenclubs of New Jersey
have been invited to cooperate, and
their memberswill beentertainedby the
Summit Garden Club during the Show.
The proceedsof the Show will be do
nated to the "Lest We Forget Com
mittee."
The Chairmen of the various com
mittees are: Mrs. Carroll P. Bassett,
Show; Mrs. John R. Todd, Exhibits;
Mrs. Allen B. Wallace, Decorations;
Mrs. Parker D. Page,Floor; Mrs. William
Hyde Wheeler,Publicity ; Mrs. Nathaniel
B. Day, "Lest We Forget" Bo^th.

The officers of the Summit Garden
Club are: Miss Kate Somers,President;
Mrs. Nathaniel B. Day, Treasurer; Mp
R. A. Wodell, Secretary.

THE
Garden Club of Washington.

Conn., is one of the younger and
smaller Clubs. Mrs. Arthur Shipman
is the President. The list of honorary
members includes a number of well-
known architects and artists, and Mr.
Herbert W. Faulkner, author of "The
Mysteries of the Flowers." The pro
gram for the summer of 1°20 consisted
in part of an experiencemeeting; a tour
of the garden of one member and dis
cussion of individual problems; a talk
on Western wild flowers and our own
(with photographs), by Charles E.
Holmes; the small garden, by Walter
Pritchard Eaton; rock gardens,by Clar
ence Town; a lecture by Dr. Robert
Marius and a talk by Miss Ruth Nichols.
The Club is located in a wild, lovely
country'and the membersof the summer
colony have mostly small gardens in
which they work.

Ellen P. CvNNiNGHAxr.



STEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS

RUBINSTEIN
'Pituj.s Jortlw

Czgr

painted fo
r the

STEIN WAY
COLLECTION

ly K XpiuscMora

HE who owns a Steinway i
s in the company of the

great. Rubinstein, who charmed care from the
heart of the Czar of all the Russias; Liszt, towhose home

in Weimar came emperors and kings and prelates of
the church to steep their souls in the solace of his artj
Wagner, the giant of modern music, dreamer of tone
visions that are among the most precious inheritances
of man; Paderewski, loved as an artist, revered as a man,
who played his way across a continent to save his
country 1 These are but a few of the towering figures

of music to whom the Steinway has been "not alone an
instrument, but an inspiration." In homes of culture the
world over; in European palaces of royalty and nobility;
in great conservatories of music everywhere, the
Steinway is the chosen piano. "There are many good
pianos," said a famous critic, "but only one Steinway."
And the reason for this is simple — the materials which
go into a Steinway are available to the whole world,
but the genius which transmutes them into Steinway
tone begins and ends with Steinway.

Steinway & Sonsand theirdealershavemade il convenientlypossiblefor musicloversto oBma Steirftvay*
Prices $875 and up, plus freight al pointsdistantfrom Ncv>Yor\.

STEINWAY S SONS, Steinway Hall, 109 E. 14th Street, New York



Snug Quarters These!
Autumn chill without— cozy warmth within:
Fall winds, leaf-laden, bringing the first hint of
Winter, whisper down the chimney — "All's
well with you and yours." Such the feeling
of security — such the sense of well being, in
home ownership.

Arkansas Soft Pine
is ready to help you realize your home of dreams
come true. It's a splendid wood — staunch in
the stru Cture—perfect as highly finished, lasting
woodwork. Ready, too, in ample supply at a
price representing the minimum in building
material costs.

May we send you a copy of "Home and Happi'
ness" giving the How and Why — plus twelve
small house designs — or our de luxe folio of
more substantial types? Either, and finished
samples, will be sent on request. Write T^ow!

ArkansasSoftPine istrade-markedandmaybe
hadfromlocaldealersandplaningmillsEastof theRockies

Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau
m$ Boyle Building

Little Rock *Arkansas

The humming bird's characteristic feeding habit is to
hover before a flower and thrust his bill deep into it
in search of insects and honey. So rapid is the wing

action that the cameracannot catch it

RUBY-THROATED HUMMING BIRD

MR.
WILLIAM L. and Mrs. Irene
Finley of the National Associa
tion of Audubon Societiesfor the

Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
have obtained motion pictures of hum
ming birds in flight, at home and in the
act of rearing their offspring. These
pictures were made under the auspices
of the Goldwyn-Bray studios.
The ruby-throated humming bird is
distinctly American. As its name im
plies, its throat has a metallic ruby
sheen, tinted occasionally with green-
gold. Its back and wings are a bronzed
blue or green and gold.
The humming bird does not subsist
on honey, as is popularly supposed.
True, he extracts honey from the
flowers he visits; but the insertion of
his long, sharp bill into the deepchalices
of lilies and trumpet vines is rather to
find insect*which elude other searchers
than to obtain honey.

So well armed is the humming bird
with his long, rapier-like bill, and so
well adaptedfor swift flight are the fea
thery wings which move so rapidly that
their movementhums a tune, that this
little pilot of the skies is unafraid of
man or beast or bird. He is no longer
than a woman's thumb, but so swift is
his attack and so elusive his flight that
even the speedy hawk avoids him.
The humming bird builds his nest in
the crutch of two branches. His home
is made of vegetable down, mullen
leaves, or thistle down, all carefully
bound together with spider webs and
plastered with green-grey lichens to
blend the nest's coloring with the limb
of the tree to which it is attached.
When it is finished,it looks exactly like
a small knob on the branch of the tree.
Humming birds add as much to the
beautyof a gardenas butterfliesdo, and
are also good insect policemen.

(Upper) The young are fed by regurgitation,
the old bird thrusting her bill far down the
youngsters' throats. (Lower) © H. T. Bohl-
man. A female ruby-throat brooding. Two
eggs are the number ordinarily laid
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| Your Last Chance j
§j To get these Extraordinary Bargains in Quality Bulbs
■ —the only kind associated with the name of Schling.
Don't fall into the error of supposing that Bulbs are

just Bulbs ! There is a vast difference, —and the results

§j show. Get these superior top-notch-quality Bulbs at

| the price of the ordinary kind!

m Remarkable Values in Bulbs for Outdoor
Planting

100'Darwin Tulips, finestassortment $4.00
_- 100'Breeder ("Art") Tulips,finestassortment4.00
= 100 SingleEarly Tulips, finestassortment...3.00

100 DoubleEarly Tulips, finestassortment..3.SO
100'Parrot or DragonTulips,finestassortment4.00

H 100 Hyacinths,Red,White. Blue or assorted6.00 }ft
|p 100 Daffodils,Douhle Varieties 6.00 /H
H 100 Daffodils,Large Trumpets (Jonquils). . 4.00 B»l i
m 100 PoetsNarcissi 3.50

100 Crocus,Finest Assorted 1.75

H Total value $39.75

B Special Offer for
Above Collection

H of 1,000 Choicest
B Bulbs ... $35.00

(or 500 at $18.50)
g DeliveredFREE tvithin300miles
H- (beyond,add$1.00) m *: «■»;,,■

Our Bulb IS,.,<kfree eaeh W\ Bf
order. To avoiddisappointment, ~

- . gr.

^ , ■W m ■ M M»>Ah.lJune. m
26 West 59th Street if 55 ff^ -

New York *§ ^ ■# of
'« £2****
thesnowmelts.

"IIP.

Your New Home—
Will a Garbage Can Mar Its Beauty?
When you build your home you won't want an obnoxious
garbage can on the rear porch or in the yard. Be sure your
architect removes the need for one by including in his plans
the Kernerator.

This brick incinerator, which is built into the base of the
chimney in the basementwhen the house is erected, disposes
of all household waste—wilted flowers, broken crockery, tin
cans, cardboard boxes, garbage. This material is dropped into
the handy hopper door, located on the first floor in the flue,
and at intervals it is lighted and burns itself up without odor.

The Kernerator is convenient, safe, sanitary and economical.
Costs nothing to operate since no coal, wood, gas or oil is
required for fuel. Non-combustibles are dried and sterilized
and later dropped into the ashpit.

Ask your architect about the
Kernerator and write for an
interesting booklet we have just
prepared, showing some of the
fine homes in which it is in
stalled.

Olde^tonesfield )3oofe
and Flagging

EugeneDupontresidence,
Wilmington,Del.

Sendfor bookletNo. 27

H. P. I.indenberg,
Architect

THEJOHN D. EMACK CO.
Home Office
112 South 16th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

New York
Office

IS East 49th St.

Kerner Incinerator Co.
623ClintonSt., Milwaukee,Wis.

jr^RNERATOR

Appeals instantly to thosewho cherishtheir homeaboveall
things. Charming in style, beautiful in tone, compact in
size and unbelievablymoderatein price. We will send a
beautiful catalogand paper pattern showingspacerequire
mentson receiptof your nameand addresssignedto this
advertisement,

BRAMBACH PIANO COMPANY
Mark P. Campbell,Pres.

645West 49th Street,New York.
Name
Address
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/In Exquisite Gift
Italian Needle
point, Cutwork and

Embroidery on an
unusual quality of
round threadItalian
Linen. LuncheonSet

of 25 pieces,consist

ingof12PlaceMats,
12 Finger Bowl Doi
lies, and a Center

piece.
Attractively boxed,

$67.50

Exquisite Hand-made Table Linens

HERE
are soft-tinted and snowy Linens,

patterned with tracery Mosaics!

Dainty little squares and circlets— cob
webby filaments fashioned by hand!

From far lands overseas they come to grace
your luncheon table — from sun-bathed
villaggios of Italy, from war-torn towns of
France and Belgium, from the sparkling
islands of Madeira, and from the pictur
esque villages of old Ireland.

Theirs is a beauty akin to rare china, lus

trous silver, and twinkling crystal goblets.

Write today for our Fall and Winter Cat

alog No. 44. It mill be mailed post free.

Reg.TradeMark

James McCutcheon 8C Co.
Fifth Avenue, 34th and 33d Streets, New York

If You Are Going To Build
(Continued from page33)

chance are your own housewife, you
would be delightedto give up the din
ing room and either savemoney or use
it to better advantage. You will, of
course,make the dining corner of your
living room close to the kitchen, but
you will separateit from the kitchen by
a pantry. There will be a door from the
kitchen into the pantry and a window
from the pantry into the dining corner.
This pantry arrangement will keep
Cooking odors out of the living room,
it will also save the houseworkermany
steps. Wasting steps in any woman's
life who is doing housework has come
to be regardedas an absurdity, whether
that woman is mistressor maid. If you
do not intend to do the housework
yourself, and the appeal is not a burn
ing one to most women, the more com
fortableyou makeyour housemaids,the
more you consider their health and
strength, the more peaceful and de
lightful your own life will be, and you
will have that pleasant feeling of play
ing fair.

The Front and Back

As you move from room to room in
imagination, you will find it an im
portant matter to decide whether you
wish your living rooms at the front or
at the back of your house. Many peo
ple who have gardens prefer living
rooms at the back, with kitchen and
house service arrangement at the
front. This simplifies the delivery
service and the front of the house can
be made as architecturally beautiful as
though you looked out of the windows
from the reception room. Many peo
ple in New York are planning their
housesthis way, for the sake of quiet
and pleasure in the garden. In the
Turtle Bay section, a place that covers
nearly two blocks in New York with
a wonderful gardenrunning betweenthe
backs of the houses,practically all the
homes front at the back, which sounds
a little contradictory. The dining rooms
and living rooms look out on picturesque
spaces,andyou enter thegardenthrough
Italian pergolas,down graceful concrete
stairways and vine-hung porches.There
is no way of entering this enchanted
placeexceptthrough thehouses,sothat it
becomesan intimate gatheringplace for
all these garden lovers. The maids'
rooms are in the front basementand
the kitchens in the center. The whole
serviceof the house is very much sim

plified by this arrangement, and the
maids seemto prefer it to the old way.
The English cottage type of house
lends itself to this idea extremelywell.
The Colonial, with its low casement
windows, is not quite so suited to it.
In a bungalow the plan is equally fea
sible. Of course,in a country housewith
wide entrance halls, where you expect
your reception room to open from the
hall, the idea becomesimpracticable.
Many housesdo not have real balls
nowadays, merely alcoves, which con
tain coat rooms. But in certain types
of houses,a hall has its genuine use;
it makesfor privacy in the living room,
it brings the stairs down away from the
sitting room so that children can have
accessto the upper floor without going
through the rooms where people are
living, and if the hall is kept wide and
not too long, and has a fireplaceat the
end, or a window looking out into the
garden, and is pleasantly furnished, it
can be made a very attractive feature.

Kitchen Plans

Once you wander into your kitchen
you will find it hard to consider other
parts of the house. It goes without
saying that you will want a modern
kitchen, a miracle in sweetness and
light, with at least one charming win
dow from which the houseworker can
look out into the world, and there
must be a floor that will keep clean
with the leastpossibleeffort, and bright
cheerful furniture. You will probably
decide on highly enameledwoodwork,
easy to clean. I am sure you will not
want an all-white kitchen, it is so un
friendly. Perhaps you will have corn
colored curtains and blue linoleum, and
I hopea gardenwhere through the win
dow you can get occasionally "a green
thought in a greenshade."
The real way to solve the servant
problem is to makethekitchen so cheer
ful and friendly and convenient that
neither themistressnor maid will dislike
working in it. The "efficiency of the
kitchen" sounds a little appalling, be
cause you can becomeso terribly effi
cientthat you areworn out managingthe
system,but no householdcan be really
convenient and hospitable that isn't
planned with a kind of efficiency, a
system so simple and intelligent that
homemakingbecomesa pleasure.
It is hopelessto expectmen to make
(Continued on page 84)

"lean-to'or 'Shed'Roof Cable'or 'V Hoof

"Cambrel
"
or 'Curb 'Hipped'Hoof

'

"Mansard Hoof

Selectyour roof as soon as you begin to plan a house. In this drawing
you have the five types of roofs most generallyused in this country
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Sollie Arronson.Owner
Errdman & Harnett.Architects
Los Angeles,Calii.

It Protects a Home
and Makes it Beautiful

Bay StateBrick and CementCoatingservesa two-fold purposefor allhousesof brick, cement,andstucco.
It impartsa rich, dignifiedbeautythat makesa hometruly distinctive.And it protectsa homeby waterproofingit.
For Bay StateBrick and CementCoatingfindseveryporeand crevice,and permanentlyseals themagainstdampness.The hardestrain cannotbeatthrougha Bay Statecoatedwall. Snow,sleet,foul weatheror burning sun will not harm it. This beautiful finish lasts for years.
Bay State Brick and CementCoating comesin white and a completerangeof colors. Let us sendyou samplesof your favorite tint. BookletNo. 2 is illustratedwith homesmadebeautiful with BayState. Write for bookletand samplestoday.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paint and VarnishManufacturers

Boston, Mass.
New York Office PhiladelphiaOfficeArchitects' Bldg. 1524Chestnut Street

BAY STAT E
Brick and Cement Coating

TMC«»'STATCB

(Tor £ver-last ing CcononvyJ

Why Reject These Prime Advantages
—That Cost No More?

Oak gives you more than matchless beauty and elegance.
It saves your time and labor by being easy to clean, and,
holding no dust, as carpets do, it is almost demanded by
modern hygiene. Oak adds a fourth or more to your selling
and renting values, as any real estate man will tell you.
And, once laid, it is good for a century.
You may be surprised to learn that Oak costs you less
than commonplace flooring, but any dealer will give you the
actual figures on your rooms.
If you are planning to remodel, there is a special thickness
(% of an inch) for laying over your worn floors, at small cost.

See your dealeror write for our threetree
booklets on the use of Oak Flooring

F K/1 /?

OAK VlDOWmJttZMJOW
1047 Ashland Block, Chicago, 111.

HODGSON,^!HOUSES

ONE
of the biggest advantages of a

Hodgson Portable House is that you
can take it down just as quickly and easily
as you can put it up.

It is a mighty fine thing, for instance,
to know that your garage can be moved
whenever and wherever you want. If you
own a hunting lodge you can move it with
no trouble at all— if it is a Hodgson Port
able House. In fact no matter what kind
of a portable building you want, a Hodg
son House is the quickest and easiest to
enlarge, put up and take down.

In addition to this every Hodgson Port
able House is finely proportioned, sturdy
and substantial, always in keeping with
its surroundings.

Our illustrated catalog, sent at your
request, describes the many kinds of Hodg
son Houses.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
71-73Federal St.

6 E. 39th St., New York City

Beauty that Satisfies
That spirit of liveableness — so characteristic of the charm
ing small houses of America— is enhanced by this delightful
application of " CREO-DIPT" Thatch Roof.
And this compelling artistry and beauty in a small home need cost no
more than if built carelesslyof ordinary materials.
No other building material offers such economy as "CREO-DIPT"
Stained Shingles for side walls as well as roofs.
SendtodayforPortfolioof FiftyLargePhotographsofHomesbyProminentAr
chitectsaswell as colorsamples.Ask about24-inchDixieWhiteSideWalls
forthetrueColonialwhiteeffect.
Haveyourarchitectwritefor specificationsheeton ThatchRoofs.
CREO-DIPT COMPANY. Inc

1012OliverSt.
I H.

Portfolio
o/*Homes

CREO-DIPT^
StainedShingles
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Photographstakenin the Royal Suite, Rits-CarltonHotel, New York

THE
ceiling fixtures in these rooms are Duplexalites. They

replaced other fixtures, to provide the last word in comfort
for Ritz-Carlton guests.

Our book, "The Light to Live With" illustrates a variety of
shades for Duplexalites. If you prefer, you may purchase
just the Duplexalites—the basis of the perfect results and
make suitable shades yourself or have them made by your
Decorator.

It is theDuplex-
alite aroundthe
Mazda C lamp,
insidethe shade,
which controls
and directs the
light rays and
makes possible
the beautiful
illumination.

There are Duplexalilc Dealers all over the country. Send for a
copy of our book, "The Light to Live With."

DUPLEX LIGHTING WORKS
of GeneralElectricCompany

6 West 48th Street, New York City

Duplex-a-lite
'W5e Itffjfr to live vitfi"

If You Are Going To Build
(Continued from page 82)

a convenient kitchen, the most sympa
thetic architect is a little bored with
this detail. How can he think the
height of the sink vital, the nearnessof
sink to cupboard important, the work
table near the refrigerator, an ash
chute to the cellar, all a part of the
progress of civilization? England has
had some bitter lessons to learn be
cause of the strange old idea that the
people in the kitchen were automatons,
and we in America will have a servant
problem until we begin to live de
mocracy as well as play at it. Women
have grown justly to detesthousework
becauseit took no cognizanceof them
as potentially happy human beings.
With the kitchen properly fitted with
electrical or gas devices, with the
laundry work done in a cool, dry cellar,
with every conveniencethat Yankee in
genuity has devised for simplifying
housework (and what a quaint idea
that most of these labor-saving devices
should have been created in New Eng
land, where a certain averageof house
wives go every year from kitchen to
insaneasylum), housework takes on en
tirely a new aspect. No matter how
large your home or how many serv
ants you intend to have, plan your
kitchenas thoughyou and your children
were intending to work in it

,

and you
will have happy, contentedservants.
If your house is even medium-sized
you will want a hand elevator which
will run from garret to cellar, adding
immenselyto the convenienceof house
keeping. Of course, this is a luxury,
but you would not plan a house with
out some luxuries.
In arranging the upper rooms, once
you are upstairs you will think of your
own bedroom. The owner of the house
should have the best room in it

,

with
possibly a sleeping porch, and cer
tainly a private bath. You will want

a good outlook to a lake or a river or
the hilltops, and you will want it

quiet.

The Bedroom

Do not give the best room in the
house to children. It should, of course,
be the suniest, and a cozy room with
sanitary modern fittings. But I do not
think that the spirits of little children
are vastly uplifted by looking out over

a valley at sunsetor a mauve mountain
peak at daybreak.
If possible there should be a special
bathroom for children, plenty of win
dows in the nursery and everything as
wholesomeas can be without the hos
pital atmosphere. To make sure of
sunlight and air in the nursery, you
must plan it at the very beginning. The
fittings should be simple and gay. A

certain emptiness is a good thing for
children, a room without much furniture
or many playthings. Many children
are born with a touch of actual genius
and could do interesting and lively
things if we would let them, but we
prefer to satisfy our own vanity by
giving them presents.
If there is a governessor nurse maid,

it is wise to have the children's room
well away from the homemaker'sroom,
but if there is only one maid in family
she must sleep at night, and then the
nursery should open off the main sleep
ing room. Children are apt to be easily
disturbed at night, before their con
fidence in the material and spiritual
worlds is established.
Of coursetheremust be a guestroom,
which can be quite small, as it will be
the least occupiedof any, but it should
be a room with real possibilities of
comfort, with a fresh, not too vivid
color scheme, a private bath if possible,
with ample closet room, and a great
many coat hangers in the closet and a

good hand mirror on the dressingtable.

There is no reason why this room
should not be on the third floor if that
fits into your schemebetter, the guests
will find more quiet thereand you could
probably arrangea better outlook from
the windows. It is a cruel mistake to
have a sad and dingy guest room, your
friends come to you either with a great
love for you or a great need of you
and a bleak, unfriendly, damp guest
room is always a blow.
The question of servants' rooms is of
real significance. They must be near the
kitchen, well lightedand well ventilated,
warm in winter, with the kind of fur
niture that is comfortable for tired wo
men.
Your housemust be built with an air
chamber over the top floor, if this
space is to be used for anything be
sidesan attic or storeroom. No amount
of open door and windows or cross
draughtswill cool off the top floor that

is directly under the roof. The expense
of an air chamber is not particularly
great, and it always makes a safe
storeroom.

Window Problems

As you are metaphorically walking
about your house,you will decideabout
your windows, the type that will suit
your house, the fittings for them and,

if possible, you will arrange for storm
windows and doors, becauseof the great
saving it will afford in coal. Before the
final plans are madeyour architect will
want your decisionabout all this archi
tectural detail, not only the type and
number of your doors and windows,
but the color of paint to be usedand the
amount and kind of hardware.

I cannot imagine a conveniently
planned home without a sewing room.
There are times in every home when a

seamstress is essential, for the making
of simple clothes, the doing over of last
year's supply, the making or re-model
ing of curtains and draperies, the care
of children'sgarmentsand for generally
keepingthings in order. If you attempt
to sew in a room that is otherwise oc
cupied, the comfort of that room com
pletely vanishes. A machine must be
there, a form for fitting and work tables,
and frequently the seamstressmay leave
an untidy place that cannot be put in
order until the next day. If a woman
doesmuch of her own sewing, she will
all the more need a room that does not
demand much housekeeping. Almost
every house in the processof designing
has some waste space that can be uti
lized for a sewing room at a trifling
expense. However small this room, it

must be well lighted, and warm in
winter.

Then, The Architect

After all theserooms so necessaryfor
your comfort have beenarrangedon the
different floors and you have decided
their relative size, where the stairs are
to come down, about the entrance, the
fireplacein the living room, ample closet
room, etc., your architect will then
make you see things more clearly with
his own plans drawn to scale and later
he will furnish the exteriors and speci
fications. Read through the speci
fications most carefully in connection
with building catalogues,so that you
will know the extent to which the
architect has caught your ideas, and
can begin to ascertainwhat it will cost
to carry them out. When the building
begins, if the architect is away at any
time, it will be quite easy for you to
overseesomeof the details of construc
tion, and you will know with certainty
whether the specifiedmaterials are be
ing used by the builder. It is a wise
thing to have the architect's drawings,

(Continued on page 86)
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Danersk Early American Furniture
T F you are fortunate enough to have seen in the
Governor Bradford Mansion a delightful old bed
done in antique blue and gold, it may have suggest
ed for your guest room an Early American group
with quaint desk, comfortable little chintz-covered
rocker and dressing table.
Though you search the world over you will not
find just such a "set" as this, done in old blue and
gold; but in Danersk Furniture you can have it
quickly and conveniently.
Your own selection from rare designs will be
finished to your order. All pieces will have been
made in our own plant with singleness of purpose
in design and ideals of construction.
Let us show you our Early American groups
done in the mellow tones of old maple, cherry and
white walnut.

Send for Brochure C-ll, a descriptive
bulletin illustrating decorativefurniture.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 W. 47thSt., New York—1st doorwestof Sth Ave.. 4th Boor

14th Annual Seal Sale
To Fight Tuberculosis

All Hands
for

HEALTH
for

ALL
Your sick neighbor costs
you money. Keep him
and yourself well.

Christmas Seals are an in
surance against tubercu
losis. They protect you
and your family by financ
ing the work of the na
tional, state and local
tuberculosis associations.

Christmas Seal your

Christmas Mail

The National, State and Local Tuberculosis Associations
of the United States

Protect your walls,
decorations and
draperies with

Shapco
Radiator
Shields
They direct the heated air
out into the room, prevent
unsightly smudges on your
wall papers, and protect
furniture and decorations
from dirt and dust.

Equipped with Patented Dust Trap
An exclusive Shapco feature—inconspicuously placed under the
top of (he shield, where it catchesand retains the rising dust and
soot carried by the heated air. Easily cleaned with a damp cloth.

Beautifies Any Radiator
In addition to their practical value, Shapco Shields add grace and
beauty to any radiator. Artistic in design, have metal back and
sides, with tops of metal, various colored marbles or plate glass
over cretonne, damask or brocade. Write us for full information
and name of nearest dealer.

Sodemann Heat & Power Co., 2302 Morgan St., St. Louis

I

I

E4=- ;■■>=-T-g^ r*=- T-y=- i.g. -g-i j

Your Child's Health
Childrenmusebeprotectedagainstthedangersof over-heatedandunder-
heatedrooms.Theirstrengthandgrowthdemandrighttemperatureregulation
in thehomeatallhoursofthedayandnight
Comfortin theearlymorning,aneven,unvaryingwarmthall dayregardless
ofoutdoorfluctuationsistheservicesecuredwith

-miAAIMMEAPOLir\Jrf\ Meat Regulator.
Everymemberof thefamilyenjoysthecomfortandconvenience
ofthisdevice
ByautomaticallyopeningandclosingthedraftsanddampersIt
keepsthetemperatureexactlyasyouwantit. At bedtimeitauto
maticallyreducesthetemperatureto60orlower,andinthemorn
ingwithoutanyattentionit againopensthedraftsandtherooms
arewarmatseven.
Installedin eitherold or newhomeson everytypeof heating
plant- burningcoal,gasoroil Savesfuelandlastsa lifetime,
Writeforourillustratedbooklet.—"TheConvenience
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If You Are Going To Build
(Continued from page 84)

A Host of
Golden Daffodils
Dancing in the Breeze

Perhaps no manifestation of Spring gives so de
licious a thrill as the smiling faces of the first
daffodils. Signals of Spring,—their vision of
beauty lingers all the days of the garden year.

November is the Best Time to Plant
These Little Sunbeams

The best method of "naturalizing" daffodils—so their
grouping will be informal —natural, is to scatter pebbles
and where the pebbles fall, there plant a bulb. Thus
they take their grouping naturally and like stars that had
dropped into your meadow and taken root, they bloom in
all their loveliness. "Like fairy gold"—blooming from
early April into May, they multiply annually and ever
grow in beauty.

Collection of Best Quality, Named Varieties
Chosen Particularly for Naturalizing

We have succeededin importing one hundred collections,
each containing a thousand bulbs of the choicest named
varieties. They have been selected with great care by
experts. To enable the readers of House & Garden to
become acquainted with our choicest importations, we
offer these collections to the first hundred who send us
their order.

One Thousand Bulbs in Each Case
Original Holland Packing
Fine Named Varieties—$29.00

After these are disposed of, we cannot supply any more
this year. This is an opportunity to secure a fine col
lection of narcissus at what is really a bargain price.

If your name is not already on our lists, write us. that
we may send you our future announcements of unusual
offerings.

John Scheepers, Inc.
FLOWER BULB SPECIALISTS

Awarded Highest Honors for Quality

522 Fifth Avenue New York

a set of blue prints and your building
catalogues always at hand in case of
any argumentabout the construction.
It is poor policy to cut the cost of
building too much, it is like having a
poor surgeon for a difficult operation.
You cannot hope for a good house,satis
factory in all its details,unlessyou have
an accomplished architect, a. skillful
builder and the best building materials.
This need of good material extends
through the equipment of your house.
Your home will never be truly com
fortable unless the heating, lighting and
plumbing systemsare of the best. In
practically nine cases out of ten you
can save money by having an excel
lent architect from the beginning; the
one time when this may not be neces

sary is if you can get guaranteed stock
plansand turn themover with specifica
tions to a builder with a reputation.
One of the sure ways of economizing in
building is the use of stock materials,
of stock windows, and doors,woodwork
and trims. Of courseyour whole house
can be built of stock lumber, but the
result is sometimeslacking in a certain
distinguishedindividuality.
It is almost superfluousthese days to
suggest simplicity in design and con
struction as well as interior finish and
furnishing. Futile ornament is no
longer good tasteor in style. We build
our houses for comfort and conveni
ence, and their beauty must grow out
of the right design and the best con
struction.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR HOUSE PLANS

RESIDENTIAL
building continues

to lead all others. Of the sum
total of all new building done in

one month recently, 34% was the con
struction of homes. Already $450,000,-
000 worth of homes were reported
under way for one single month. It
has been estimated that we require at
least five million new small houses in
this country, houses that are comfort
able and practical, well planned and
well built. If this is true, a greatmany
thousandsof peopleare going to build in
the immediate future. They will want
to know all about small houses and
about building materials. One way
to find out is through the practical,
interesting, and often beautiful book
lets and cataloguesthat are being pub
lished today, not only the books of
house plans but all of the details of
building construction. The pamphlets
listed here by no means exhaust the
list. From time to time these will be
reviewed in the columns of House &
Garden. The amazingamount of money
American manufacturers are investing
in service of this kind for home build
ers furnishesan opportunity for educa
tion that has never before been of
fered the public.
A very practical book for peoplewho
are going to build is "House & Garden's
Book of Houses"—Condc Nast & Co.,
New York City, publishers. There are
over 300 illustrations in this book of
housesand plans, garagesand interest
ing architectural detail. All of these
houses have been buiit and many of
them by famous architects,so that this
book really gives you a survey of do
mestic architectural progress in this
country, as well as inspiration for build
ing.
"How to Plan, Finance, and Build
Your Home"—This essential book for
the person who is going to build is
published by the Architects' Small
House Service Bureau of Minnesota.
If you are planning a home of from
three to six rooms which you want to
make economicaland comfortable, and
if you want to know all about build
ing materialsand floor plans, and your
garden and kitchen equipment,you will
find invaluable help in this book. It
also gives elevationsand descriptionsof
every kind of material and in immense
variety. It is possible to securework
ing drawings and specificationsof any
house in this book at a moderate cost.
"Home Builder's Plan Book"—This
is a new book of plans for small
housespublished by Rogers & Manson
Company of Boston. Fifty designsare
shown including prize drawings, and
these designs cover frame, brick and
stucco construction of four-, five- and
six-room houses. The houses are all
practical, modern dwellings. It is a
significant volume to study if you are
planning a houseof your own.

Two books of real value to those
who are about to build are "Colonial
Houses, 25 Designs," "Stucco Houses,
21 Designs." These books contain not
only the elevations of houses but floor
plans, prospectuses and descriptions.
They are publishedby Henry T. Child,
New York City. Very practical houses
are shown.
"Keith's Magazine" of Minneapolis,
Minn., is making a very interesting of
fer of three books of houseplans show
ing 100designs,of bungalows, cottages
and two-story houses.These houses are
all the small, modern designs, and the
pictures in most instancesshow some
thing of the garden planting. Floor
plans also are given.
Two books published by Yokot Mer-
ritt, Seattle, Wash., are extremely in
teresting in their illustrations and ma
terial. "Craftsman Bungalows" is 112
pages of practical, distinctive types of
bungalow costing from $1,000 to $10,-
000. "Colonial Homes," of course, fea
tures the old and new Colonial type of
architecture. The book is well illus
trated and of practical interest to the
would-be homemaker.
"A Group of Small Houses" published
by The House Beautiful Publishing
Company, Boston, Mass., gives you an
interesting variety of modern houses to
select from. A group of four designs
has been made to order by a firm of
well-known Boston architectsand these
houses are shown. Working drawings
and specificationsare available.
If you are thinking only of building
a summer camp and yet want it com
fortable, screenedfrom insects, and an
ideal sleeping place, you should send
for "Away from City Cares." This cat
alogue, published by Togan-Stiles,
Grand Rapids, Mich., shows a variety
of camps and cottages, delightful for
a summer rest, for vacation trips, for
week-ends.These little buildings, ready
to put up, can be delivered to your
lot, any place in the woods, or to a
responsibledealer. They save you time
and money, and bring comfort and
peace.
An interesting pamphlet of bouses
and house plans is published by the In
diana Limestone Quarrymen's Associa
tion, Bedford, Ind. This book shows
designssubmitted for a competition for
detached homes faced with Indiana
limestone, and not only are the floor
plans given of each house but different
elevations and details of construction,
which would be helpful to a degree to
any builder who wants to carry out an
architect'splan conscientiously.The de
signs of the housesare immensely pic
turesque,carefully thought out, and the
plans comfortable and exceedingly prac
tical.
"A Portfolio of Face Brick Bunga
lows and Cottages" is being published

(Continued on page 88)
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economically

NATCO
HOLLOW TILE

Natco homes cost
less to construct
and less to keep up

OUR freebook"NatcoHomes"is filled with illustrations
and descriptions of attractive
moderate-priced, fire-safe,
permanent homes that are
warm in winter and cool in
summer.
WRITEFORYOURCOPYTODAY

NATIONAL-FIRE- PROOFING
COMPANY-

1315FultonBuildingPittsburgh,Pa.

You can have ideal weath'
er in your home at all times
with Kelsey Health Heat
— large quantities of fresh
warm air, with just enough
moisture to prevent dryness,
the impure air carried off
through specially designed
vents.

The Kelsey Warm Air
Generator cuts the cost of
heating to a minimum, due

to the efficiency of its unique
zig-zag tubes, while its
heavy construction insures
a lifetime of dependable
service.
Our EngineeringDepartmentfur*
nishesdetailedplansandspecifi
cations.Lei us send you full
informationabouttheKelsey.

THE JC&LSEVWARM AIR GEDERATOR |
237 James Street.Syracuse,N. Y.
NewYorkOffice Bostcr,(9)Office
565-KFifthAve.. 405-KP.O.Sq.Bldg.
Cor.46ihSt

1

Brooks Lawn Sprinkling System
(Rain's Only Rival)

Beautiful Lawns, Shrubbery, Flower Beds and Gardens
NO HOSE A WEEDLESS LAWN

Five Year GuaranteeWith Service

BAFFA The Ever Ready FIRE APPARATUS
For Country Estates

UNDERGROUND and FROST PROOF

Our Engineerswill help you solve any Water Problemsyou may have

JOHN A. BROOKS
Main Office: 400 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

New York Office: 297 Madison Ave.

BOX-BARBERRY—For beauty,symmetryandendurance.It solvestheproblemof a dependableedgingor lowborderhedge.
1B0LIUMPRIVET—A sturdyanddependableplantfor largerhedges;resemblesCalifornia
1'rivetbutmuchhardieranddocsnotwinter-kill.
Writeusconcerningyourfurtherneeds.Wehave200acresof U fineornamentalnurserystockascanbefoundin theUnitedStates.Fall plantingBookletsentonrequest.

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO.
WOODMONT NURSERIES, INC.

Box 191,NewHaven,Conn.Near Yale Bowl

ESTABLISHED 1810

Jar No. 275
tinstampsforcatalogue

GAIiOWAYpOTfERY"
FOR

GARDEN & INTERIOR
Interesting pottery will add charm to
your garden and home. You may
selectfrom a pleasing variety of Bird
Baths, Fonts, Flower Pots, Vases,
Boxes, Benches, Sun Dials, Gazing
Globes, etc. Made in strong, frost
proof light stony gray Terra Cotta
and red, or in special colors on order.

Gaikway Terra. GoTta Cb.
3218 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

Send This
Coupon
Chamberlin Metal WeatherStrip
Co., Detroit, Michigan
Gentlemen. Tell me the coat of i
equipping my building with ■
Chamberlin Metal Weather Strips :
(check whether home, factory, :
office building, church, school.) •

Give numberof outside
door

windows.
■Name . . . .
■Address . .
■Kng.Dept.1

End Draughts

Dust and

Coal Waste
90% of your heat loss at doors
and windows is due to air-leak
age between the frame and
sash. (National averages on
500,000 buildings.)

Why Fight This
With Fuel?

Why heat your home or busi
ness building over and over?
At 10,000,000 windows and
doors, Chamberlin Metal
Weather Strips permanently
end this enormous fuel waste.
They make homes dust-proof.
Protect hangings, furnishings,
decorations. Save ceaseless
dusting. End rattling windows
and doors.

Use the Brighter
Parts of Home

Houses are evenly heated. No
cold spots. You are not driven
from the brightness of the win
dows by chill draughts. Chil
dren are safe from cold air
currents. Healthier, more cheer
ful homes result.

The cost of Chamber-
F* f*£s£k lin weather-strips is* V#Xx |ea8 than you would
think. An estimate by our engi
neering department, on the cost of
your equipment, is free. Just send
the coupon.

Chamberlin strips are used on 85%
of all weather-stripped buildings.
These include public schools, col
leges, banks, apartments, office
buildings, churches, state and fed
eral buildings, stores, hotels and
private residences.
Youtoowant theirprotectionandeconomy.

Theyareguaranteedforecer

CHAMBERLIN
■PPSKI 1893-THESTANRARD"^^]
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The New Brand Peony: Victory ChateauThierry

The Brand Peonies
Originated by O. F. Brand and Son, America's

foremost hybridizers of the Peony

I would again call your attention to the fact that
the members of the American Peony Society by

their vote as recorded in the 2nd symposium of
that Society have declared

E. It. Browning

Longfellow

Martha Bulloch

Frances Willard

4 of the icorltTs 22 best Peonies are
BRAND PEONIES

Now that the season is nearing its close and

before it is too late we wish to introduce to all

lovers of good peonies

Two New 1921 Brand Peonies
DAVID HARUM—

Lightbrightred. Flowerlarge,full andbeautifully
formed.Guardpetalsprominentandwellexpanded.
Stemftall, straight,strong. Foliagebroad,lightgreenandclean. Profusebloomer.A distinctflower
of a distinctshadeof red. Veryfine. $25.00each.

MRS. JENNIE R. GOWDY—
A verylargeflowerwith longnarrowpinkishwhitepeUteminutelyfleckedwithredlike AsaGray,with
severalheavyblotchesof carmineonthecentralratals.
Generalappearanceof flowerwouldbecalledruffled.
Theruffledpeony.Verybeautiful.Each$25.00.

Our bestjudgmentmaturedthru an experiencecover
ing a periodof over22 yearsactivelyengagedin originat
ing newvarietiesguaranteesin thesetwopeoniessomething
extragood.

We also still havein stockfor this fall's trade,in an
almostunbrokenlist of varieties,the largest stock of
Brand Varietiesin the World and the largeststock in
Americaof the World's Best French, English,and other
Americansorts.
Peoniescanbe safelyplanteduntil the groundfreezes.
If you havenot placedyour order, do so now for you
still haveplentyof time in which to plant.

A. M. BRAND
FARIBAULT MINNESOTA

Opportunities For House Plans
(Continued from page 86)

by the American Face Brick Associa
tion, Chicago, 111. The plans for these
cottages have been prepared by com
petent architects, after careful study
into the housekeepingproblems of the
day. The interior arrangementsof all
the cottages are not only convenient
but exceedinglyeconomical. The houses
run in size from three to eight rooms.
Complete working plans and specifica
tions for these housesare on sale.
Many problems for the builder and
housekeeper have been simplified in
"Building with Assurance" publishedby
Morgan Sash and Door Co., Chicago,
III. You will find in this book not only
scores of modern bungalows, cottages,
Colonial houses and garages,but some
extremely valuable material about the
arrangementof the different rooms of
the house, about various woodworks
and stains, about floor coverings,light
ing, plumbing and heating—a book you
must study if you are going to build.
"The Home You Long For" is the
interesting title of a delightful book
let on different types of wooden houses
published by the Arkansas Soft Pine
Bureau, Little Rock, Ark. This pam
phlet is really a series of pages of
houses,and with each house is shown
the floor plans, and there is an in
teresting little talk about the finish of
the woodwork. These designsare par
ticularly good, showing really fine styles
of architecture, with unusually livable
detail. And with every set of plans
a mill bill is given which will help to
get at the cost of your house and as
sist your builder in making his speci
fications.
If you are interestedin building your
house of redwood you should send to
the Pacific Lumber Company, Chicago,
111.,for their Information Sheet No. 11
on residential building. This tells the
story of redwood in relation to house
building. It will incidentally also show
you some interesting designsof houses
suited to this building material.
"Plans for Minter Homes"—Pub
lished by Minter Homes Corporation,
Huntington, W. Va., is a pamphlet
showing that not only can you find
housesand plans ready to use, but the
houseitself all preparedfor your build
er to set up. This systemof home-get
ting promises to be labor-saving and
time-saving. There is a variety of these
houses with practical plans which suit
differentsitesand plans.

"Hy-Tex House of Moderate Cost"—
Published by the Hydraulic-Press Brick
Company, St. Louis, Mo. This book
will bring you a large variety of well-
designedsmall and medium houses.The
front elevation is shown in every in
stancewith floor plans and detail draw
ings, also the cubical contents. The
architectswho designthesehouseswork
with a definite problem, to plan a de
tached house faced with Hy-Tex brick
to build completeat a cost not to ex
ceed?7,S00 (pre-war price). The prize
housesdesignedfor this competition are
shown in this pamphlet.
"Brick for the AverageMan's Home"
—Published by the Common Bride
Manufacturers Association of America,
Cleveland,Ohio. This pamphletcontains
34 designs for practical and artistic
homesas well as two-apartment houses;
one or two garages are also shown.
Every house is designedto be built of
common brick. Working drawings and
specificationsavailable.
"Own Your Home"—National Lum
ber Manufacturing Association of Chi
cago, Chicago, 111. This pamphlet con
tains a series of designs for wooden
housesof the cottageand small Colonial
type. Floor plans are shown of each
house and in some instances interiors
are given. There is much practical in
formation about the starting of a house
that would be of value to those who
contemplatehome building.
A series of pamphlets called "Better
Built Homes" published by the Curtis
Service Bureau, Clinton, Iowa, gives in
all 200 houses designed to meet the
needs of American people who want
practical, comfortable, beautiful small
houses. There are four different types
of architecture shown: Colonial, Eng
lish, Southernand Western. Floor plans
are given with every exterior, one ex
terior and interesting detail, also sug
gestionsfor the finishing and fitting of
the house.
"56 Touchstone Houses," designedby
George E. Fowler (5 West 47th Street,
New York City ) is an interesting col
lection of modern houses, large and
small, that are comfortable, economical
and attractive. These houses are
planned to help solve the servant
problem, hence every step is consid
ered, and space is utilized not for
beauty, but for convenience. Plans
are for sale, and specificationscan be
written.

Snapdragons for Beds and Borders
(Continued from page 58)

example of how utterly all natural
beauty may be driven from a flower by
artificial means."
Any open part of the garden is suit
able, for snapdragonsdo not like shade.
The soil needsno special attention be
yond beingordinarily dug and manured.
If planted in a wall, either in the cop
ing or a joint where the mortar is
loose, they will grow if the seedis in
serted with a little damp soil. When
pricking out, remove the leading shoot
to make the plants more bushy. If
planted in their flowering positions in
April they will flower early in June.
Seed sown under glass in March or
April will flower the same year from
July to October. Becauseit is usually
treated as a half-hardy annual one is
apt to forget that the antirrhinum, like
the wallflower, is a true hardy perennial,
and will grow on for severalseasons.
In the garden, on cultivated land, it
is necessaryto cut them back after flow
ering, to force the blooms to develop
on the young growth and lengthenthe
period of flowering, and, if the plants
are left for more than a couple of sea
sons, they get over-rooted, and the top

growth becomesheavy and untidy, as
well as hard wooded. The result is that
rough winds and snow often cause the
plant to split and losemuchof its shape
liness. For front rank beds it is, there
fore, advisable to replace them each
season. In the North snapdragons re
quire a thorough winter covering.
Allow plenty of room in bedding out,
the tall varietiesat least 15" apart, the
medium 12", and the dwarf 8". This
will then permit of side development,
and give a much finer effect of color.
While seed from a garden-grown
specimenwill usually not be found, to
come true the following season, if it
is desiredto increasethe stock of a par
ticular favorite it is quite simple to
grow cuttings. For this purpose young
unfloweredshoots should be pinched off
the selectedplants in August, inserted
firmly in a box of sand, and kept in a
cool place for a couple of weeks; they
will form sturdy plants for next season.
The plans give a suggestion for
schemes of border and beds in a
medium-sized garden. They are ar
ranged to give a subtle variation of
colors.
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ANCHOR POST
Woven Picket Fences
ranging in height from three to seven
feet, enhance the appearance of
grounds,andoffer sturdyresistanceto
trespassers.
High carbonsteel U-bar posts,with
patentedAnchorPost anchorage,insure
permanentalignment.The wovensteel
fabric possessesbeauty as well as
utility. Gateshaveelectricallywelded
frames,especiallystrengthenedagainst
corner-stresses,and filled with fabric
to matchthefence. Thoroughgalvani
zation of every part prevents rust
aboveor below ground.
A simple requeston your part will
bring you our "Class A Residential"
booklet. 2363-G

Anchor Post Iron Works
Hudson Terminal Bid/;.

52 ChurchSt. New York, N. Y.
Boston Philadelphia Hart.ord

Cleveland Chicago
Richmond Pittsburgh

IF YOU ENTERTAIN— or
just

want Good Thing* to Eat—
you will find excellent suggestions
in every copy of

Lmerican Cookery
A DomesticScienceMagazinewhich
tells you how to makeand serve
"Fruit Supreme"

"Planked Steak"
"Vanderbilt Salad"
"Chicken a la King"

How to select and cook your
favorite dish, how to serve it and
what to serve with it ; forty or
fifty choice and timely recipes in
each number, many of them illus
trated.

"American Cookery" also gives
menus for every possibleoccasion.
Dinners. Luncheons,WeddingRecep
tions, Card Parties, Sunday Night
Suppers,etc.,etc.
If you havea familyyou needthis
Magazine,for using it will help you
to seta bettertablefor lessmoney.
SENDus OneDollarandwpwin a-nd
youeightnumbersof AMERICANCOOK
ERY startingwithNovemberwhichcontainsrecipefor"FruitSupreme"aswellasMenus,recipes,and directionsfor Thanksgiving
Dinners.Address
AMERICAN COOKERY
219ColumbusAve. Boston. Mass.

6 AKltOUVITAHANDBOX$5.00
PLANTSABOUT1 FOOTHIGH

OFFER No. 2
SIXCHOICE
ETEROUEKN8
18"to H4"man

little QTree Jfarms
Special Introductory Offers

Offer No. 1 SIX ARBORVITAE AND BOX, $5.00
The Live EvergreenWindow Box completesthehomepicture. Plants illus
tratedcomepackedin a neatwoodenhox,threefeet long,sevenincheswide
and six inchesdeep,paintedgreen. Price includespackingand deliveryto
Expressor Post Office,Pramingham,Mass. Remittancewith order.

Offer No. 2 SIX CHOICE EVERGREENS, $5.00
SelectionincludestwoWhite Spruce,oneDouglasFir, twoArborvitae,one
Red Pine, 18"to 24" high. RegularLittle Tree Farmsquality. Shippedin
oneunit with rootscarefullypackedin moss. Doneup in burlap. Average
shippingweight,twenty-fivepounds.Price includespackingand deliveryto
Expressor Post Office,Framingham,Mass. Remittancewith order.

Send for "Book of Little Tree Farms"
Beautifully illustrated. Containingnew ideasof
landscapedecorationand just what you want to
know about trees and shrubs—their plantingand
care. Usedas a referencework. Listed in U. S.
Dept.of Agriculturelibrary.

little Imjfarm*
AMERICAN FORESTRY
BSSTONCOMPANY »■s A-

DEPT. K-11

Alsosendfor
"Little Tree
FarmSpecial
OfferBulletin
No. 10"

Terra Cotta Figures
of animals, water-birds, giant-
mushrooms, gnomes, red riding-
hood and wolf, etc., of all kinds
and sizes. Weatherproof, wonderful
color-effects.

Fascinating and Effectful

Garden Decorations
Also beautiful decorations for your library,
living-room, music room, green-house

or corridor

TERRA COTTA ART CO., Inc.
126 EAST 41st STREET, NEW YORK

SS'StihftrttZSJto USS Sendfor illustratedsheets,statekindoffiguresdesirea

NewFall SeaFood

If You Like SEA FOOD
Send for this FREE Catalog

WHEREVER
youlive,youcanenjoy

the finestseafood in theworld—
—mackerel, codfish, lobster, tuna,
shrimpand all the rest.
For 88 years "THE SMITHS" have
selectedfrom Gloucesterfishing:boats
thechoicestof the catchesand packed
themto preserveall their fresh<aught
flavor and goodness.
All Crown products are shipped on
approval,expressprepaid,at our risk.
Try them before you pay for them.
If' you aren't perfectly satisfied, re
turn the rest and you oweus nothing.
Fill out and mall the couponbelow
and our newcatalogwill cometo you
by return mail.

CROWN SEA FOOD COMPANY
"THE SMITHS"

Dept. 2-L, Gloucester,Mass.

CROWN SEA FOOD COMPANY
Dept.2-L, Gloucester,Mass.

Pleasesendmeyour free catalogof real
Sea Food.

Name....

Address

CleansCloset BowlsWithout Scouring
The modern housekeeperno longer
scrubs the closet bowl. Sani-Flushkeeps
it spotlesslywhite for her without any of
the unpleasant labor of dipping out of
water, scrubbing and scouring. Sprinkle
a little Sani-Flushiniyour closetbowl ac
cording to the directions on the can.
Flush. All the rust stains,markingsand
incrustationswill disappear,leaving the
bowl and hidden trap sparklingly white
and so clean after Sani-Flush has been
used that disinfectantsare unnecessary.
Sani-Flush is sold at grocery,drug,
hardware,plumbing,andhouse-furnish
ing stores.If you cannotbuy it locally
at once,send26cin coinor stampsfor
a full sizedcan postpaid. (Canadian
price, 36c; foreign price. 50c.)
The Hygienic Products Co.

Canton,O.
CanadianAgents:

HaroldF. Ritchie A Co.,Ltd.
Toronto

Why let your flowersand your gardendie now? Why eat
CartianJ "cannedstuff" this Winter? There'sstill time to put up'" 11,111(11a CallahanSectional<;i..i h.tu Severalhandsomestyles.All1 andeasily.Costsurprisingly

andprices.
a CallahanSecUonalGreenhouse,

f^rppnhoiicpcnulltin sectionsreadytoerect,quvii ceiuiuuseai0... T-,,.,dM. u.„«.,„,..,t«t™.Vsedon thefinestestates.Writ*fornewcatalog

T. J. CALLAHAN CO., 51 So. Canal St., Dayton, Ohio
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In theItalianAtelier

of cole

Thescopeandser
viceof Rorimer-
Brooksrangesfrom
fanning andexe
cutingthecomplete
decorativescheme
of your hometo
buildinga single
pieceof furniture
or aiding in the
selectionof a sin
gleobjetdart or
bitoj tapestry.A
lourthruRorimer-
FirooksShopsand
Studios (onesec
tionisshownabove)
disclosesa veri
tabletreasure-trove
of artisticsugges
tions.

■Lrr room or a Kouse is just
J as truly a composition as
a fine painting or a piece

of sculpture. Unless
planned and executed

w'ith a tkorougk mastery
colors, fabrics, finishes and

architectural styles, it almost

necessarily fails to fulfill the hopes

of its owners.

To the designing of the interior
treatment of a home, or the
redecorating of a single room,
Rorimer-Brooks designers bring a

scholarly authority* leavened by

that freshness of viewpoint which
marks genuine artistry*.

The truly remarkable series of
residences and clubs which bear
the imprint of Rorimer-Brooks
artistic ability* is in itself evidence
beyond argument on these points.

On an>> detail connected with
the interior beauty) of your home
Rorimer-Brooks designers and

craftsmen stand ready to lend you
their willing assistance.

Ro r irt> ex -B rooks
Studios

IntetiorDecoratore
andCraftsmen

1131 e-ucli'b CKl^nue, ClefeUn'd

Furniture,Fabrics,Rugs
andObjetsd'Art

Middle Plants for the Perennial Border
(Continued from page51)

sown in early spring. Easily cross-
fertilized, so does not always come
true to seed. Bloom from mid-May
until mid-June and grows from 1' to
1/2'.
Butterfly Weed (Asclepias tuberosa)
—Large fragrant and showy clusters
of orange-yellow flowers in July and
August. Grows 2' high, and has
many light green leaves which are
not very noticeable. Plant should
be cut down after blooming and place
hidden by other things. May be col
lected, but plants raised from seed
bloom longer.
Canterbury Bells (Campanula medi
um)—Really a biennial and seed
should be sown as soon as ripe in or
der to assure bloom the next year.
Good stiff plant with fair foliage. The
flowersare bell shaped,about 2" long,
and of colors varying from white,
pink and blue. It grows from 1' to
3' high. Plant about 18" apart.
Slight winter protection.
Peach-Leaved Bellflower (Campanula
persicijolia)—Blooms in June and
July. About 2y2' high. Graceful
stalks covered with cup-shaped flow
ers which are purplish-blue. Leaves
resemblethoseof the peachtree, very
effective. After first period of bloom
cut back and it will bloom again in
the fall. Propagate by seed, or by
division after the flowering season.
Plant 14" apart.
Turtle Head (Chelone Lyonii) —Flow
ers a showy rosy-purple in terminal
clusters. Leaves handsome,and plant
makes an effective mass about 2'
high. It is best suitedto moist places,
and prefers partial shade. A heavy
mulch of rotted manure will add to
the growth and number of blossoms.
Propagate by seed,cuttings,or by di
vision in the spring. Can be collected.
Shrubby Clematis (Clematis recta)—
Broad terminal clusters of fragrant
white flowers in great number in June
and until mid-July on bushy plant
which grow from 2' to 3' high. They
needa deep rich soil and will be im
proved by a slight amount of lime.
Susceptibleto drought. Propagate by
seedssown as soon as gathered,or by
division of the crowns. It is also pos
sible to grow cuttings if they are
taken before it comesinto bloom.
Sweet William (Dianthus barbatus)—
Flat terminal clustersof small flowers
in shadesof white, pink and crimson,
borne on leafy stemsabout 2' high in
late May and lasting until July.
Should be planted about 6' apart and
is best treated as a biennial because
they becomescraggly after blooming
and wintering. The single white,
true pinks, and deep red make vivid
color notes, but the parti-colored va
rieties should be avoided as they are
often ugly. Select one or two good
clustersand protect them with a pa
per bag until seeds are ripe. Then
sow in July for next year's blooms.
Cut down after blooming.
Bleeding Heart (Dicentra formosa
eximia)—Not as large as spectablis
and will not die down after blooming
but will develop handsome foliage.
Grows about 1' high and has many
pendant, heart-shaped flowers of a
pleasing pink color. Propagate by
division of the crown, allowing a bud
to each division. A good plant to
hide a spot left by an early blooming
one.
Gas Plant (Dictamnus jraxinella alba)
—An old-fashioned plant which im
proves with age and develops into a
fine bushy plant covered with many
fragrant white flowers in June and
July. It grows about 3' high. Pre
fers rather heavy soil and will do well
either in full sun or partial shade.
Clumps should not be disturbedoften.
Propagateby seedor by division, with

difficulty. Plant 2l/z apart to allow
for growth.
Yellow Foxglove (Digitalis grandi-
fiora)—Golden bell-like flowers on
spikes which are often 2' long, rising
from a heavy tuft of handsomeleaves
in June and July. It is a true peren
nial and blooms more or less con
stantly all summer if the withered
flower stalksare cut. Prefers a rather
moist soil and will thrive either in the
sun or in partial shade. Plant 18"
apart. Propagate by seedand by di
vision after blooming.
White Day Lily (Funkia subcordata)
—Large clumps of heart-shaped,glos
sy green leaveswhich will hide many
ugly bare spots. In mid-August and
until mid-September, large, fragrant,
white, lily-like flowers are borne in
loosespikesfrom 1' to 2' high. Good
also for edgingdown shrubs. Prefers
deep,moist soil and partial shade. It
also needsplenty of water in the sum
mer or the leaves are apt to wither.
Propagate by division in the fall.
Plant about 2' apart for development.
Blanket Flower (Gaillardia grandi-
flora)—One of the most brilliant
flowers of the border. It lasts from
June through October. Large daisy
like flowers with yellow tipped rays
shading to a deep maroon center.
Grows to about 3' high, but is apt to
fall over and sprawl. If peggeddown
will spread rapidly and send up erect
flower stalks. Needs foliage of other
plants. Color not easily adapted to
others in the border. Propagatefrom
cuttings or by division in August and
September. Seeds also possible, but
does not always come true.
Baby's Breath (Gypsophilapaniculate)
—One of the best plants to fill in
gaps. It has a mist-like wealth of
white bloom in July and August.
The foliage is rather inconspicuous.
Grows about 3' high and spreading.
Is excellent for cutting. Any soil in
the open sun and air. Propagate by
division or by seedssown where they
can get the bestpossiblelight to avoid
weakness.
Lemon Lily (Hemerocallis flava)— In
late May and through June the large,
fragrant, yellow, lily-like flowers are
borne on stiff stemsfrom 2' to 3' high,
above the slender, grass-like foliage.
Any soil and in partial shadeor full
sun. Likes moisture and is excellent
for waterside plantings, or before
shrubs. Propagate by division in the
fall.
Alum Root (Heuchera sanguinea)—
One of the most ornamental late
spring blooming perennials. Long
panicles of dazzling crimson flowers
on graceful stems ll/2' high. The
leaves are very decorative and form
thick, persistentclumps of rich green.
Large plants which show signs of
weaknessshould be lifted and given
new location, as it does not like to
remain more than two years in the
same place. Any garden soil and
even partial shade are acceptable.
Propagateby seedssown in the green
house in March, or by root division
in October. Many varieties and col
ors.
Var.splendens—darkcrimson—good.
Var. Piute de Feu—free blooming
scarlet—good.
St. John's Wort (Hypericum Moseri-
arvum)—Large yellow single flowers,
resemblinga rose,in July and through
until October,on long, slender,droop
ing stems1' to V/2' high. Few blos
somsat a time, so plant in clumps 18"
apart. Leaves dark green and per
sistent. Not reliable in New England.
Needswinter covering. Any soU, sun
or half shade. Propagate by seed or
suckers.
German Iris (Iris germanica)—Blooms

(Continued on page 92)
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'BULL-DOG'Adjuster,Improved1921Ijue

Fixed for Winter
Airy, insect proof and convenient
during the warm months, 'BULL-
DOG'-equipped casementsare also
snug, tight and comfortable in
winter.

'BULL-DOG'
Casement Adjusters
make the out-swung casementthe
ideal all-seasonswindow for every
climate.

Operation entirely from inside of
screens—convenient- weather- tight.

Perfectly controlled ventilation.

'BULL-DOG'-equipped casements
add little to the cost but much to
the beauty and convenienceof any
building.

Our CasementWindowHandbooktells
whyynushouldusecasementsandhow
theyshouldbe equipped.

Write for your copyto-day

The Casement Hardware Co.

1 N. La Salle St., Chicago, U.S.A.

Established1906

ONE PLANT
Makes Your Home Modern

This small compact combination
electric light and water plant is

a real private utility system,
built by expert engineers to fur
nish all modern comforts for
your home for a lifetime. Sim
ple and economical to operate.

ElectricUltt-WittrSupply-S«wa«*Disposal

The recognized standard for
homes, country houses, clubs,

etc. More than ISO sizes and
models. Expert Kcwanee en
gineers will recommend the
plant that fits your needs. Learn
about Kewanee Systems, and
the help Kewanee Engineers
have to offer you. Write for
FREE booklet describing
Kewanee plants in detail.

KEWANEE PRIVATE UTILITIES CO,

401S. FranklinSi. Kewanee,Illinois

A Daylight Laundry
For Your Home
Service, convenienceand the best
that mechanical genius have been
able to secureare at your command
in a Daylight equipped Home
Laundry.

The sturdy, good-looking single
tub Daylight washing machine fits
into any laundry, old or new, and
immediately becomesa prized pos
session. The washing principle has
been proved by years of testing to

be the best for home laundry. Only the Daylight aeratesyour clothes.

Then there's the big three tub for new homes or where laundries
are being remodeled. It doesaway with the old stationary tubs, saves
spaceand expense.

Hundreds of proud owners have made the test and proved the
sterlingqualities of the Daylight.

Send for the bookon HomeLaundry Plans.

PUFFER-HUBBARD MFG. CO.
3200East 26th Street Minneapolis,Minn.

SUlnedwith
Cabot'sCreosote
Stains

DwlalltJ. Nauru.
Architect.N.Y.

CABOT'S CREOSOTE STAINS
Preserveand Beautify Siding, Shingles, and all OutsideWoodwork

"50% CheaperthanPaint"
Beautiful Colors: The colors are deep, rich and velvety, and bring out the
beautyof thewood-grain.

Wood Preservation:The Creosote (thebest woodpreservativeknown), pene
tratesand preservesthewood.

Low Cost: They cost less than half as much as paint, and the labor cost
of applying themis also less thanhalf.

You can get Cabot'sStains all over the country.
Sendfor stainedtevodsamplesandnameof nearestagent.

Samuel Cabot, Inc.. Mfg. Chemists, 11 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.
24W. Kinzie St., Chicago : : 525Market St., SanFrancisco

No Cracks
In Living Room Walls
or Ceiling

Forbeautifulwallsandceilingsalways
perfect,withoutcracks,usemetallath.

Metal Lath
^PreventsCracks • Stops Fire
Metallathissheetsofsteelmesh.Plas
terisclinchedtometallathwithakey
ateverysquareinch.Consultyourcon
tractoron smallexpenseof usingin
prominentroomsonly.

Write for 'Booklet
Vitalbuildingtactsfreeonrequest.

Associated
Metal Lath Manufacturers

Dept.1428
72WestAdamsStreet
Chicago

COUPON

HOT WATER
at a low cost

Distinctive Fire Screens
"BUFFALO"FIRE FENDERS,SPARKGUARDSandFIRE PLACE SCREENS
areunusuallydistinctiveIn appearance.Theirgoodandcorrectdesigns,theirwell
placedornamentation,andtheirattractivefinishlendcharmto themoatperfectly
appointedresidence.TheyInsureperfectsafetyfromflyingsparksandabsolute
protectionto childrenandoldermembersof thehousehold.
"BUFFALO"FIRE FENDERS,SPARK GUARDSandFIRE PLACE SCREENS
cannotbecomparedwithflimsy,cheapones.Theyarestronganddurable,and
madebythemostskillfulworkmenfromthobest"BUFFALO"qualityof fluemesh
wirecloth.Wemakethemto fit any
size fire placeopeningand in any
desiredornamentationor finish.

We alsomake"BUFFALO" PORT-ABU-; FENCING SYSTEM. VINE
TRAINERS.TREE GUARDS.GAR
DEN FURNITURE and WINDOWGUARDS,etc Informationgladly
furnished.

WRITEforcompletecatalogueVo.SBD.
Maileduponreceiptof 10cpostage.

BUFFALOWIREWORKSCOMPANY,Inc.
(FormerlyScheeler'sSons)

YOU
cannowhavoinstan
taneoushot waterfterriceconstantly,fromeveryhot
waterfaucetIn yourhome,at
a costfortheheater,only
a trifleabovethepriceof
thenon-automaticside-arm
waterheater.
TheRoyalgivesyouthis
service—withsuchmlser-
, jas consumptIon that
thefuelsavingalonewill
soonpay for the entire
installation.
An ever-readyRupplyof
hotwatermaintainedIn
the Royal self- storage
tank—assuresinstantdeliveryatfull citypressure
fromeveryfaucet.
NoCoils—Lime-Proof
TheRoyalwill notlimeup.TinyJetkeepstank
Ofwatersteaminghot.alwaysready. Small
drawssuppliedwithout
main burner,which

ulnmatiMy
whenlarge quantities
Iredrawn.Heata gal
lonof waterwithevery
footofgas.Canbecon
nectedto furnacerolls
In winter. All sizes,
Installedbyalt plumb
ers. Sendcouponfor
literature.
BASTIAN-MORLEYCO
. 605TykrSL.UPff1e.lii..

Factories:LosAngeles,Calif.; Toronto,Can.
Bastlan-MorleyCo..605TylerSt., LaPorte,Ind.
Pleasesendliteratureandpriceof rightsize

GiveNo.of
Baths

Royalformyhome.
Name
Address
City St*te.

Shower*
Faucets
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„
" The Trade Mark Known In Every Home"

UNIVERSAL
HOME NEEDS

HelpThat Makes House Work

Home Pleasure

THE
housewife wedded to her home should

be divorced from drudgery. When there
are too many things to do, too many are left
undone. No piled up tasks, no dragging hours
of toil are for the woman who uses "Universal''
Home Needs.

THE
home with complete "Universal"

equipment reflects order, thrift, cleanliness
and good cheer. Cooking, cleaning, washing,
ironing —every form of work in the daily rou
tine is done without physical tire or nerve strain.

PURCHASE
of "Universal" Electric Appliances,

Aluminum Utensils, Cutlery and other home aids
is more like investing money than spending it.

You get helpful things of lasting worth that pay big
dividends in comfort and labor saving.

Put "Universal" Usefulness
On Your Christmas List

wHEN uselesstrinkets have faded fromsight and memory, "Universal" Toast
ers, Grills, Percolators and other home

needs remain treasured posses
sions. In the "Universal" line
you'll find the most useful gifts
that money can buy—and little-
is neededto buy them.

Sold by Hardware. Elec
trical, Drug. Homefurnishing andDepartmentStores.

Write lor Book
let No. 109."The
Uni versal ized
Home"

Landers, Frary &Clark
New Britain. Ct.

Middle Plants for the Perennial Border
(Continued from page 90)

in early May and until early June in
self colors and combinationsof white,
yellow, bronze, purple-blues, and
lavender almost to rose. Flowers
large and borne at the ends of stiff
stalks V/>' high in clustersof four or
more. Leaves blue-gray green and
rather coarse. Effective for texture,
but are apt to burn at the ends after
blooming. Then cut back. Any moist
soil, sun or partial shade. Propagate
by division after blooming. Increases
rapidly. Fertilize in fall.
Japanese Iris (Iris Kaempferi)—Large
showy flowers often 10" acrossat the
end of stalks 2' to 3' high, borne in
clustersof two or three.Colors white,
blue, and deeppurple, sometimesmot
tled and deepveined. Leaves narrow
and grass-like, light green, graceful,
and persistent. Late blooming, mid-
June to mid-July. Plant needsmois
ture and sun. Do not disturb often.
Propagate by division and plant in
early spring or fall. Many named
varieties.
Siberian Iris (Iris sibirica acuta)—
This iris is valuable in the border be
causeit tides over the early German
iris until the late Japanese iris, for
it comesthe latter part of May and
blooms until mid-June. It is a very
well formed plant, with a fine foliage,
which is 2' to 3'// high, persistent,
and forms heavy clumps. The flow
ers are a deep blue and are borne in
clusters of three or four at the ends
of long, slender stems. Also white
variety. Rich soil and full amount of
sun required. Plenty of water, espe
cially in blooming time. Propagate
by division.
Flax (Linum perenne)—Massesof bril
liant sky-blue flowers on a bushy
plant about 2' high in early May and
lasting until August. The dainty but
very showy flowersare short lived but
almost continuouslyborne. Leavesof
little value. Plant needs propping
sometimes after rains. Prefers an
open situation and rich, light soil.
Propagate by seed and division.
Lupin (Lupinus polyphyllus)—Long
spikes thickly set with deep indigo-
blue flowersfrom mid-May until mid-
June on stalks which rise from 1' to
V/i above heavy clumps of hand
some dark green foliage. Grows in
any soil, even very dry places,except
where there is lime. Prefers sun.
When once establishedshould not be
moved. Propagate by seed and di
vision.
Double Catchfly (Lychnis viscaria
splendens fi.pl.) —An erect growing
plant about 1 high with scarlet-crim
son flowers in short stalked clusters
which form tufted heads at the ends
of upright stems6" to 18" high. The
leaves are grass-like and form good
clumps. Resists dry periods. Pre
fers full sun, and any soil. Propagate
by division in early spring. Many
other varieties which have different
blooming seasonsand colors.
Loosestrife (Lysimachia clethroides)—
A handsomeplant growing about 2'
high and coveredin July and August
with long terminal spikes of white
flowers. Leaves are large and attrac
tive. Remain in good condition long
after blooming season. Any good soil
and in full sun. Readily propagated
by division.
Peonies (Pceonia)—Old garden favor
ites and numberless in varieties as

well as a number of specieswhich
have different characteristics and
times of bloom. They all do well in
the sun, but blooms last longer in
partially shaded places. Persistent,
handsome foliage, but they have a
tendencyto have bare feet and should
be edged down with smaller peren
nials. Greatly appreciatewell dug-in
rotted manure in the late spring, or
watering with liquid manure, espe
cially just before time of bloom. Like
leaf mould and other fine mulches.
Propagated by division after bloom.
Set roots2" to 3" below ground rather
carefully, and be sure they do not
come in contact with fertilizer.
Usually requirestwo or three years to
become established. Best time to
divide is Septemberor October. It is
inadvisable to move them in spring.
Oriental Poppy (Papaver orientate)—
Gorgeousdeeporangeflowers in June
at the ends of long hairy stems,and
above coarse but decorative foliage.
Stems 2' to 3' high. Foliage forms
thick tuft, but as soon as the plant is
through blooming it disappearsuntil
the cool nights of early fall. Space
left should be covered with some
spreadingplant. Prefers the sun, and
any soil. Do not disturb after it is
established. Propagate by division or
seeds sown as soon as ripe. Plant
about 18" apart.
Balloon Flower (Plalycodon grandi-
fiorum)—From July until September
this plant hasmany large blue flowers
and is covered with curious inflated
buds. It grows about 3' high, and is
inclined to flop over unlessstaked or
held in place by other stiff plants.
Leaves are good looking and persis
tent. If the deadblossomsare picked
it will continue in bloom. Light win
ter protection. Propagate by seed or
division with difficulty in spring.
Var. album. Also a blue and a
white dwarf variety.
Blue Bonnet (Scabiosa caucasica)—
From June through September large
light blue flowers at the terminals of
stems 2' to 2Yz high, rising from
masses of gray-green leaves which
are insignificant and should be reen-
forced with heavy foliaged neighbors.
The excellentcolor will last as long as
seedsare not allowed to form. Any
soil, and full sun with a slight protec
tion in winter should securesuccess.
Propagate by seeds, or division.
Variety alba is also good for white
color masses.
Meadowsweet (Spircea astilboides var.
ftoribunda)—There are many astilbes
on the market and all of them are
lovely additions, but this old one with
its large, graceful terminal plumes of
small white flowers in June rising to
the height of 2' is the best of the
smaller varieties. The foliage is dark
green,persistent,and very decorative.
Plant prefers moist soil and will
thrive in sun or partial shade. Pro
pagate by division either in the fall
or early spring.
Speedwell (Veronica longifolia var.
subsessilis)— A fine blue flower,
blooming in mid-June and lasting until
mid-September. Numerous slender
spikes 6" to 10" long and rising from
a fine bushy plant with narrow green
leaveswhich are persistent. It grows
from 2' to 3' high. Prefers rich loam
and open situation. Propagate by
seed or division.
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Colonial
ButterSy
Table

True
Colonial Design

Leavens Colonial Furniture
representsthe true furniture
of our ancestors. Distin
guishedby thatsimplicityof
line that has kept the real
colonialpiecesso well loved
throughoutgenerations.

In theLeavensline youwill
find no adaptations—no "im
proved" designs. Nothing
but the betterpiecesof the
pure colonialpatterns.

Personalpreferencemay be
exercisedin the matter of
finish. Unfinished pieces
supplied if desired. Write
for SetNo. 4 of illustrations.

WILLIAM. LEAVENS SfCO. n*c.

The Best Mattress is Made
Better by Using a

Quilted Mattress

Protector

It's like sleeping on air to
sleep on a Quilted Protector.

They are made of the finest
materials money can buy.

Quilted in the Excelsior way
that keeps them light, soft
and fluffy even after long use
and washing. Made in all
sizes to fit all beds and cribs.
Because of their many features,
they are especiallysuited to use
on Baby's Crib. They protectthe
child as well as the mattress—
savetime and labor.
Endorsedby Physicians and Used
by the Best FamiliesWho Know
SeethatTrademarkIs stitchedin cor
ner of everyProtectoryou purchase.

The Excelsior Quilting Co.
15 Laight St., New York City

LunkenW'indoveInstalledin ResidenceMr. T. Melbi/e.WellesleyHill*. Matt.
Architects:Blackall,Clappa WMttemore.Boston.Mass.

BEFORE YOU BUILD LEARN OF THE
MANY ADVANTAGES OF

Lunken Windows
FOR THE

Residence, Hospital, Apartment Building and Hotel
Insuring Health —Comfort —Convenience and Economy
A doublehung window,with any degreeof ventilation up to 100%of
frameopening. Zero tight whencloseddue to copperweatherstripping.
CopperScreenscoverentireopeningand can be safely storedwithin the
windowpocketin ten seconds.
TheseCombinedAdvantagesin Lunken Windows are unknownin every
other type of windownow in use. They save heat, labor and screen
damage,can be easily installed in any type of new building. There are
no complicatedparts, and their constructionadmits of any desired in
sideor outside trim or decoration,yet their appearancewhen installed
is the sameas a standarddouble hung window.
Delivered from Factory Complete—glazed, fitted, screened, hung,
weatherstripped, tested and guaranteed—ready to set in wall.
Investigatethe advantagesof LUNKEN WINDOWS beforeplanningnew
buildings. Grant us the privilege of sending detailed information.
Write today.

THE LUNKEN WINDOW CO.
4202 Cherry Street Cincinnati, Ohio

OtOOTB.Ofn.b.
OKAME-SAN
THEGIRL09
GOOOLUCK

F. C. DAVIDGE & CO'S

HandMade & HandColored
Wallpapers

and

Japanese Grasscloth
are carried in stock by the best Decorators. Ask for
the Wallpaper with the "OKAME-SAN" head Trade
Mark and if your Decorator docs not handle the
Line, send up his name and we will see that you are
supplied. Advance samples of the 1922 Line on
request.

28 Wellington St., West
TORONTO, CANADA

La Porte and La Salle Ave.
SOUTH BEND, IND.

The Drumfire
Dishwasher

While the Drumfire washes
china, silver and glass,you use
the samewater as it comesout
at its spout on pots, skillets
and pans.
Washing is all done In a jiffy.
It washes vegetables also.
Housewives sing its praisesjust
as we do. See it perform!
Costs only $45. We are so
sureyouwill like it thatwe givea
freetrial of 10daysto responsible
persons.Writedirectto our factory.
THE DIETZ MFG. COMPANY
Dept.No,Cincinnati,Ohio

Salt Mackerel
CODFISH, FRESH LOBSTER
FOR THE
CONSUMER

NOT THE
DEALER

FOR YOUR OWN TABLE
FAMILIES whoare fondof FISH c..u liesupplied DIRECT from GLOUCESTER,
MASS., by the FRANK E. DAVIS COMPANY, with newly caught, KEEPABLE
OCEAN FISH, choicer than any inland
dealercould possibly furnish.
We sell ONLY TO THE CONSUMERDIRECT, sending by EXPRESS RIGHT
TO YOUR HOME. VVePREPAY express
on all orderseastof Kansas. Our fish arepure, appetizingand economicaland we
want YOU to try some, subject to yourcompleteapprovalor your moneywill becheerfully refunded.
SALT MACKEREL, fat. meaty, juicyfish, are deliciousfor breakfast. They arefreshly packedin brine and will not spoilon your hands.
CODFISH, as we salt it, is white, boneless and readyfor instant use. It makesa substantial meal, a fine change frommeat,at a much lower cost.
FRESH LOBSTER, the best thing
known for salads, right fresh from thewater, boiled and packed in PARCH
MENT LINED CANS.
FRESH MACKEREL, perfectfor frying,
SHRIMP, to creamon toast,CRABMEAT
for Newburg or deviled,SALMON readyto serve,SARDINES of all kinds. TUNNY
for salad, SANDWICH FILLINGS andevery good thing packedhere or abroadyoucan get direct fromus andkeepright
on your pantry shelf for regular or emergency use.
With every order we send BOOK OF
RECIPES for preparingall our products.
Write for it. Our list tells how eachkindof fish is put up, with the deliveredprice,
so you can choosejust what^.you will enjoy most. Send,'' FRANKE.the coupon for it now. ,'' _DAVIS CO.._.„„ _ 63CentralWharf.FRANK E. Gloucester,Mass.DAVIS CO., Pleasesendmeyour
63Central latest Sea Food CookWharf. Book and Fish Price Lilt.Gloucester,
Man. ,> Name
Street*'
City Stare

Large Broad Wide Table
Top — Removable Glass
Service Tray — Double
Drawer —Double Handles
Large Deep Under-
shelves—"Scientifically Si
lent." Rubber Tired Swivel
Wheels.

A highgradepieceof furni
turesurpassinganythingyet
attemptedfor generalutility,
easeof actionandabsolute
nolselessness.Writefor De
scriptivePamphletandDeal
er'sName.

Combination Products Co.
504GCUNARD BUILDING

CHICAGO, ILL.
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BUILD NOW
And let Sargent Hard
wareadd the final touch
of beautyandsecurityto

The first impression
of your home

FIRST
impressions often rest

on details. The hardware on
your front door for instance,
while not obtrusive, does not
go unobserved. It should be a
thing of beauty as well as se
curity, and it will be if you
choose Sargent Hardware.
There are Sargent designs
to harmonize perfectly with
your architectural and deco
rative standards, inside or out.
Always beautiful and always
secure.

Select your hardware with
care. Discuss it with your
architect. Remember, that al
though a comparatively small
item of total cost it is a big
factor in final appearance.
The SargentBook ofDesigns
will help you select the proper
pattern. Send for a copy today.
SARGENT & COMPANY

Hardware Manufacturer*
31 Water St. New Haven, Conn.

Sargent Door Closers
Doors that stand ajar or doors that
slam are equally objectionable. Sar
gent Door Closers keep doors closed
surely but silently. There are closers
for light inside use as well as the type

for heavier doors.

The Culture and Care of Palms
(Continued from page 45)

placedin the room, they are very sensi
tive and delicate. Then they need the
warmest (but not the driest) place in
the house,as well as continual watering.
Very seldom do full-grown hothouse
palms becomeaccustomedto the room
in which they are placedwithout injury.
They arc best fitted to withstand hard
shipsand recoverfrom themmore easily
if they are brought into the housein the
early stagesof growth, when they have
only developed two or three of their
characteristicleaves.
With proper care the fanlike leaves
last from four to five years before they
begin to die. Should the tips of the
leavesbecomeyellow, the yellow parts
should be carefully cut off with a sharp
pair of shears. If the entire fan dies, it
is removed,with the exceptionof part
of the leaf stalk, which still serves the
plant as a store room. The outer fans
should only die of old age. If the inner
leaves die prematurely, then the plant
should be taken to a gardenerin whose
greenhousethey can be reinvigorated.
They require expert care and treatment
and, while in this state, should not be
kept as a bouse plant.
Fans should only unfold themselves
when one leaf surface has completely
lifted itself from the sheath of the last
leaf. If they unfold prematurely they
suffer from either lack of food or de
caying roots which have become sick
becausethey have stood in a place un-
suited for them.
It is important to keep the leaves
damp and free from dust. To do this
well they are often sprayed and washed
with a soft sponge.
Since the fans give off much moisture
the plants should be well suppliedwith
tepid water. This must run quickly
through the root balls. The surplus
water must not remain standing in the

saucer for, as has been said, no other
plant root requires so much air as the
palm root. Those palms which have
the strongest armament of thorns and
needles require the largest amount of
moisture. Every week, during the time
of the greatest growth, which begins
with April and ends in August, all
healthy palms are given some fertilizer
dissolvedin water.
Young palms are transplanted every
spring, and the older plants only when
absolutely necessary. It often happens
that the older plants die after they have
been repotted. To avoid this mishap
they should be taken to a gardenerwho
will do the work. In transplanting,spe
cial care must be taken of the roots
when removing the plant from the pot.
The long, brittle, fleshy roots should
never be cut back, sincethey have diffi
culty in replacing their root caps when
injured. Only when it is absolutely
necessaryare the injured or decaying
roots to be removed. Transplanting is
materially aided if the root balls are
somewhatdry. Then the roots are less
brittle and they will also imbed them
selvesquicker in the soil. If it becomes
necessary to remove the soil between
roots and rootlets it should be carefully
pushed from them with a small, round
piece of wood.
The vent of an ordinary fire-baked
porous flower pot receivesa good foun
dation of broken potsherds before the
soil is placed into it. This will aid in
removing the surplus water from the
pot. The soil for the older plants should
consistof equal parts of humus and hot
bed soil together with a little clay.
After this has beenbrought into the pot
the plant is watered until the soil has
become soaked and the surplus water
flows from the vent. With this arrange
ment, the soil will keep healthy.

Taking Guesswork Out of Gas Cookery
(Continued from page 57

and gas regulating devices and with
each stove the method is explained to
the purchaser. Remember that you
want a blue flame, that the tip only
should touch the utensil and that the
yellow flame may mean too much gas
and causesmoking or it may mean too
little air. Keep your flame so that it
is blue, with no yellow or white tip.
Before lighting any burner, try all
the gas valves to be sure that they are
closed,and that there is no gas in the
range. If burners pop out close partly
the air mixers.
The simmering burner on the new
stoves is a great convenienceand econ
omy, if the burner is perfectly regu
lated. In most casesthe air mixer must
be nearly closed.
Cakes bake unevenly perhaps if they
are set too near the front of the oven.
Be sure to put them at least in the
center or better near the back.
To prevent fish from burning while
broiling or baking, greasethe gridiron.
In broiling steak, if it is thick, place it
1" from the flame. If not thick, 2" or
3". Keep the broiler door open while
broiling. Heat the oven for ten or fif
teen minuteswith the door shut before

putting the meat or fish in to boil.
Remember the tip of the blue flame
is sufficient to cook; any other flame
condition spells waste.
When your burnersdo not light, they
are probably grease clogged. Remove
them and boil in a solution of washing
soda.
Turn down flamewhen the substance
beginsto boil.
Unusual cooking capacity in a small
spaceis really one of the great advan
tages of the new stoves. Know your
space,your family needsand then buy
your stove from one of the best makers
or order it through your gas company.
Manufacturers have tried to beautify
their stoves, but when you buy see to
it that you buy comfort first.
A gas range should keep in first class
condition for at least fifteen years—
that is

,
if you buy the best and take

reasonablecare of it.
All kinds of stove combinations can
be had: gas and coal, gas,coal and elec
tricity, electricity and gas, oil and elec
tricity, etc. So every taste, every ne
cessitycan be met in stovestoday. There

is but one rule—buy what you need
and the bestof its kind.

S A R G E NT
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THE NIGHT RACK

AN
orderly attendant
for day clothes at
Lnight. Each garment

has its place—all in one
place. Clothing held to
form, freshened and ven
tilated.

Racks finished in mahog
any, walnut or ivory.
Colored enamels made to
match samples. A useful
and attractive service for
bed and dressing rooms.

Price $15

nop^RHmmoitD
STUDIOS
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Build NOW!
Nowis the timeto buildthat long-
deferredhomeof your own1 Build
ing prices have reachednew low
levels. Longerdelaysare dangerous.
Ourmodernplanbookscontainmany
newIdeasandhelpfulbuildinghints.
Will saveyou dollars.
CRAFTSMAN BUNGALOWS, new
1922Edition. Just off the press1
Recognizedas thestandardplanbook
on bungalows. 112 pagesof new
plans, photos,sizes, costs, etc., of
scoresof attractivehomesandbunga
lows rangingfrom$800to $8,000to
build. Adaptedto any climate.Most
practicalbook published. New edi
tion sentpostpaidfor $1.
COLONIAL PLANS. DE LUXE.
Unusual,distinctiveandworthwhile.
Should be in the hand* of every
prospectivebuilder. Contains nu
merousartistic pictures and plans
of moderate-pricedColonial bunga
lows and residences. Only 50c
postpaid.
Order both books today. Money
back if dissatisfied.

Yoho & Merritt
CraftsmanDesigners
511Empire Building

Seattle Washington

PAIGE
k Jearls ,

PAIGE PEARLS havebeenpronouncedby EXPERTS
to be the finestreplicasof genuinepearlsknown. Per
spirationand greasedo not injure theirbeautyor lustre.
Guaranteed indestructible. We are direct importers
from the Oriental laboratories. We shall be pleasedto
refund the purchasepriceif youarenot entirelysatisfied.

Directfromus—A 20-inchstring—$17
A 26-inchstring—#18
A 32-inchstring—#20

AGENTSWANTED:~tVriteforourattracJiveproportion.

PAIGE, SCHOOLFIELD & CO., Inc.
Formerly

H. Ray Paige6CCo., Inc.

1 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

REDUCE
ThreeSlices
of Basy Bread a day.
Help reduceyour weight
in a natural way.

Doctors'EssentialFoodsCo.,Orange,N J.
Gentlemen:
Am enclosingcheckfor &
courseofyourBasyBreadformywife.Wanttosayfrankly
thatI haveneverhadmuch
faith In reducingmethods,
but your veryliberaldiet,
and the useof yourBoxy
Breadhasin theshortperiod
of sevenweeksreducedmyweighttwenty-sixpound*.

H. \V.D.,Mass

Easily. . .
Naturally

TourfriendsmusthavetoldyouftboutBasyBread,nowarecognizedstandardweightreducingration.
BasyBreadis not a medicineor drug,buta wimk-sorae
anddeliciousfood—scientificallyprepared.
ThereIs no unpleasantdieting—no Irksomeexercises.In
the BusyBreadcourse.Legionshavereportedremarkable
reductionsIn weightwith gainsIn strengthand health.
TouwillbeverymuchinterestedIn theBasyBreaubooklet,
which:;■->-.reliableInformationonobesityandhowtoreduce.
Writefor yourcopytoday. Sent In sealed,
plaincover,postagepre
paid.

DOCTORS* ESSENTIAL
FOODS CO.
35 OakwoodAve.
Orange NewJersey

BAST BREAD
REGISTERED- TRADEMARK

California Bungalow Books

"Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each contain Bungalows and
Two Stories. "Plan Kraft" Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bunga
lows. $1.00 each—all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE
S21UNION LEAGUE BLDG.

BUILDING CO.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

WHAT YOU CAN
DO IN NOVEMBER

A Personal Message
from Henry Hic\s

NOVEMBER
Is a month

when you can learn
gardening, enjoy garden

ing and teach gardening. Now
Is the time to look around
your grounds and decide upon
that cozy corner of pine, holly,
fir, laurel, hemlock and white
birch. Then you can come to
the Hicks Nurseries and have
the fun of picking out each
tree or bush yourself.

As for the learning, you
might look up some of the
standard gardening books,
and write to us for our book
lets on planting, especially the
Commuter's Edition of Home
Landscapes. This issue shows
price reductions of 25% to
40% on many items, particu
larly trees from 15 to 25 years
old. These things we have
grown especially for a dis
criminating clientele — the
country estates about New
York, Cleveland and else
where—and we have carloads
and truckloads of them avail
able for November planting.
Of course, they are guaran
teed to grow satisfactorily.
If you will sketch on a photo
graph the planting effect you
want, we will carry it out.
The moving of really large
trees, such as oaks, lindens
and maples from 25 to 40 feet
high, is a timely thing, par
ticularly in view of our re
duced prices. We can supply
the trees, the machinery and
the trained men to do the
work.

There are rock gardens and
a winter garden by our office
which may give you some new
ideas. Here are wintergreen,
cotoneaster, arbutus and other
cover plants; yellow azalea to
make sweeps of color in your
woods; bright berries to
lighten the dull days of
March and feed the birds be
fore the angle-worms come
up; and evergreens to use as
Christmas trees and plant out
afterwards.

In the Middle Atlantio
States garden planting is
practicable for nine months
in the year, and November is
one of these. If you mulch
the ground heavily to keep
out frost, trees can be set in
December and January.

And finally, November is
the month to get those ad
ditional fruit trees you have
been thinking about.

If you lovea plant,you canmake
it live any time.

(Signed)HENRY HICKS

We shall be glad to sendyou atyourrequest,anyof ourbooklethelps
In homeplanting.

HICKS NURSERIES
Westbury, Long Island

New York
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$2 Invested in Vogue will save you $200
a tiny fraction ofyour loss on a single ill-chosen gown

This offer open only to
new subscribers.

The gown you buy and never wear is the really
expensive gown. Gloves, boots, hats, that miss

being exactly what you want, are the ones that cost

more than you can afford.

Vogue suggests that before you spend a single
penny on your season's outfit, before you even plan
your wardrobe, you consult these numbers fore
casting—accurately and authoritatively— the forth
coming season's mode.

THESE ARE THE 10 NUMBERS OF VOGUE
THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE FOR $2

(11 ifyou mail the coupon now)
Smart Fashions
for Limited
Incomes November 15
(Extra ComplimentaryNumber)
If youhavetomakeuncommonsense
serve in placeof dollars, you will
appreciatethis numberof Vogue.—
thewell-chosenaccessories,thebeau
tifully tailoredsuits, the hats with
just thatchic, the cleveradaptation
of whatyouhavenow towhatyou'll
needby themiddleof nextmonth.

Christmas Gifts
Number December 1
Severalhundredgifts, all carefully
chosenby Vogue'sexperiencedshop
pers—gifts for everyageand fancy,
for everytasteandpurse.

Holiday
Number December 15
Holidayfurs andfashionsandfrivol
ities; newgift suggestions;the color
and sparkleof Yuletide.

Lingerie & Vanity January 1
Lingerie and negligeeswhich are a
joy just to lookat. Countlessdainty
trifleswhichmakefor distinctionin
your wardrobe.

Motor & Southern January 15
Motor fashionsfor boththecarsand
theirowners. Featuresof theMotor
Showspicturedand talkedabout.

Spring Fabrics
& Original Designs February 1
This issuesoundsthe first notesof
spring fashions,discussesthe new
materialsand providesyou with de
tails to freshen your winter ward
robe,while the weatheris still too
treacherousfor you to ventureforth
in a new springsuit.

Forecast of Spring
Fashions February 15
At lastthereis ananswerto all your
spring clothesproblems. All your
perplexitiesfrom the trend of the
modeto the minutestof accessories
and detailsis authoritativelysettled
for you. This issue is a budgetof
momentoustidings from Paris and
New York's proudoriginations.

Spring Millinery March 1
Of all the clothesyou lovethereare
none so dear as your newesthat.
A hat doessomuchfor one. Why,
one's whole destiny is sometimes
alteredby the curveof a featheror
the fall of a ribbon. Vogue'sau
thorityand aid are invaluable.

New York Fashions March 15
Jauntily self-assured,the New York
FashionsNumber of Vogue brings
to you the new modes—New York
itself—gay with the sparkle and
colorof a new seasonand its new
fashions.

Spring Fashions &
Brides April 1
Veils andvisions,lacesand lingerie,
frills and furbelows—all of them
exquisite. And even if you're not
a bride, you may as well have a
trousseau—and this issue of Vogue
fills everyneed.

Paris Fashions April 15
The jealouslyguardedsecretof the
newmodeis out at last. By cable
andspeciallettersVoguehasreceived
thevery latestnewsfromthe"Open
ings". And in this issueare all the
capricesand affectationsof a Paris
eagerfor the new season.

If you take advantage of this special offer, now, you
will have Vogue at hand throughout the autumn, winter
and spring buying seasons. To guide you in every pur
chase. To save you from clothes-mistakes. To act as
your personal consultant in individual problems. To
shop for you if you wish. Isn't this worth $2—the price
of a bit of neck-wear, a theatre ticket, a luncheon?

Sign, Tear Off and Mail the Coupon NOW!

Vogue, 19 West 44th Street, New York City
Enclosedfind $2.00,for whichsendmeTEN issuesof Voguebeginning
with the Paris FashionsNumber. It is understoodthat if this order
reachesyou in time,youwill sendmea copyof theSmartFashionsfor
LimitedIncomesNumberwithoutextracharge,makingELEVEN in all.

Name

Street

" Bought singly at 35 cents a copy, these 11

issues would cost you $3.85. You can get
f H these issues for $2.00—if you will sign and
■ mail the coupon today.

City State.
H. &O. 11-21

ThecarevprintingCO.I*.*-.
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STEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS

ON
the 26th of March, 1827, died Ludwig van
Beethoven, of whom it has been said that he
was the greatest of all musicians. A generation

later was born the Steinway Piano, which is acknowL-
edged to be the greatest of all pianofortes. What a pity
it is that the greatest master could not himself have

played upon the greatest instrument — that these two
could not have been born together! De Pachmann
once said: "If Beethoven could hear his compositions
played upon a Steinway, he would not know such
beauty for his own. Tears of joy would flow from

his eyes and run down his cheeks." Though the
Steinway was denied Beethoven, it was here in time

for Liszt, for Wagner, for Rubinstein. And today, a still
greater Steinway than these great men knew, responds
to the touch of Paderewski, Rachmaninoff, Hofmann,
and their brilliant contemporaries. Such, in fact, are the

fortunes of time, that today this Instrument of the Im
mortals, this piano more perfect than any Beethoven
ever dreamed of, can be possessed and played and
cherished not only by the few who are the masters of
music, but by the many who are its lovers.

SteinwayGrSonsand theirdealershavemadeit convenientlypossiblefor musicloversto owna Steinway.
Prices: $875 and up, plus freight at pointsdistantfrom New York;.

STEINWAY 8 SONS, Steinway Hall, 109 E. 14th Street, New York
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AT
an exhibition held in New York last year
an association of French chefs made a re
markable display of their culinary genius.

There weredishesgarnishedwith rosesmade from
beetsand crouching stagscarved out of lard and
a bewildering array of dishes so beautifully ar
rangedas to make a gourmet out of a hardened
dyspeptic. But the greatestshow of all was the
pastry—a long table a hundred feet long, with
plate after plate of little cakes,each plateful dif
ferent in color and shapeand decoration. Stand
ing before that table one wondered what would
ever happenif he ever really got his fill of French
pastry! He'd probably never eat it again.
That's just the trouble with getting one's fill of
anything: the appetite for it disappears. That
would be just the trouble if House & Garden
could print in one issueevery conceivablekind of
house and room and garden that its hundred
thousand readerscould desire.
But we do manage,by careful selection,to pre
sent quite a variety in each number, and judi
cious readers, not desiring everything at once,
enjoy .the pleasant experience of having their
appetites constantly whetted.
The January Building Number, with which the
printers will be struggling whilst you read this

This is a picturesquecorner of one
of the housesshown in the January

issue

Decemberissue,containsa great variety of houses
for a great variety of people. For those who
dream of a country place remodeledfrom an old
farm, there are pages on precisely this subject.
For thosewho desirea stone housein the newest
architectural style, there is a remarkable design
by Mr. Bertram Goodhue. In the Group of
Houses are small and medium size structures of
stucco and brick and shingle. The prospective
builder will be delighted by the article on win
dows and the display of unusual examples,by
the clever arrangement of china closets and by
the designsfor kitchen entrance rooms.
Decoration and gardeningare equally necessary
to the completed house and one should make
plans for them at the same time the house is
being planned. If your purse affords it

,

stretch
the string to include a greenhouseso that your
gardening need not stop with October frosts.
Learn where your seedscome from, read up on
flower and other planting novelties, study the
small city garden plan for a hotbed, design that
shrubbery border. All of these topics are con
sideredin next month's pages.
Ideas for decoration are equally abundant—
color schemes,and a study of the use of black
and a Little Portfolio of five charming rooms.
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A HOUSE SET IN THE WOODS
Next in lovelinessto a city set on a hill is a house
set in the woods, a house that one comes to
through a shadowy avenue of tall trees, a long,
low houseoj formal lines contrastedwith the in
formality of the forest about it. This is the
peculiar charmof the homeof Mrs. Flora C. Zinn,
at Cordonsville, Va. The estateitself consistsof
about forty acres. All save the clearing for the

houseis left undeveloped. Here stands the house,
with its garage and service quarters set in close
proximity. These various elements are united
into an architectural composition by brick walls,
terraces and treillage. Although the house is
newly finished, its planting—as will be seen by
other views on pages 22 and 23—gives it an ap
pearanceof age. Griffin & Wyncoop, architects
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LITTLE FRENCH GARDENS
The Formality That La Notre Gave Gallic Garden Design Is Still Evident

In These Modern Schemes For Small Places

ALTHOUGH
there are fashions in gar

dens— just as there are fashions in
clothes and the manner of serving dinner

—each nation would seem to have developed
its own individual expression of these styles.
English gardens are quite distinct from those

made in America and the gardens of Holland
and Germany are equally distinct from those
in England. Each may copy salient points
from the others, but the general atmosphere
will not, cannot be entirely genuine and native
even though the design be faithfully copied.
Thus far American garden lovers have been
more interested in flowers than in garden de
sign, and, save for a few rare instances, the
American people have not yet produced a land-

HENRI CANCALE

scape architect who would set a definite style
that could be called American. The nearest
we approach to it is in our naturalistic plant
ing which is, in a way, a second cousin to what
the British call wild gardening. Naturalistic
planting is enjoying a great vogue at present
and it doubtless will leave, a definite mark on
American gardens. But no permanent mark

can ever be left until lovers of gardening in
America extend their interest to include garden

design.
It is one thing to be interested in the culti
vation of flowers, trees and shrubs and quite
a different thing to study out the manner in
which these elements can be so disposed about

a place as to form agreeable compositions.

Our heritage being too new, we still borrow
our compositions from the experience of older

peoples. We have taken the herbaceous bor

der from England, architectural garden fea

tures from Italy, but as yet there is little evi

dence of our having drawn on the inspiration
of the French.

The standard for French gardens was set

when La Notre laid out Versaille. Gallic gar
den design has ever since manifested that in

fluence to a greater or less degree. It is formal,
to begin with; it is a garden that needs to be

enclosed; it is, above all, a garden to walk in
rather than one in which to live. It still has
about it the atmosphere of fine folk in fine cos

tumes, which is simply another way of saying

This plan for a suburbanproperty, designedby J. C. N. Forestier,
provides a seriesof three terracesin the rear. The first contains
broad flower beds,which form the immediateview from the living

room windows. Thence, along the broad pavement up the steps
to thepergolaat the rearwall set in a backgroundof massedshrub
bery. A high wall enclosesthe garden, giving perfect seclusion
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Two gardens are devel
oped on this irregular
property—a forecourt
and a formal garden in

the rear

that it is French, since the
French are a people who

mentally and spiritually are

constantly in costume.
W hether it is the small gar
den of today or the classic

examples of the past, the
French is a fastidious gar
den laid out with a tine
economy of space and a rare appreciation of
vistus. It is, in short, an elegant extension of
their homes.
The strange ideas of democracy that we har
bor in America do not as yet permit us to en
close our gardens. We rather enjoy gardening
in coram popido. We make our gardens for
the passer-by as .well as for our own enjoy
ment. The French, on the other hand, make
their gardens for the owner and such friends
as he may invite to inspect that garden. He
encloses it with a clipped hedge or a wall that
gives it a definite boundary and sets it apart
from the surrounding world.
Once a garden is enclosed, the problem of
its design becomes a serious study in the values
of space. Spendthrift American notions are
doubtless responsible for our disregard of
space. The French have set themselves a limit
and make the most of it. In accomplishing
this perfection their gardens are a logical de
velopment of the architecture of their houses.
Each window has its definite, studied view.
A seat or pergola stands at the end of that

view not because it affords a place where one

may sit but because it terminates the view.
Although some of the subtlest blending of
flower colors have been created by the French,
the popular taste is for flowers bold in tone.
Those delicate shades we know as pastel do

not find as much favor among average French

gardeners as they do in America. The funda
mental beauty of their gardens lies in the de

sign; the mere form of it is beautiful in itself
—beautiful in its paved walks, its arbors, its
enclosing wall or hedges. The space reserved
for colorful flowers is a minor part of the gen
eral layout. Color is concentrated in small

areas. Consequently strong color is used. It
is not unusual to find scarlet salvia and purple
ageratum massed side by side in French gar
dens—a combination that would throw many
an otherwise sane American gardener into

paroxysms of horticultural anguish.
The three little French gardens illustrated
here are designs by J. C. N. Forestier who, it
will be remembered, laid out the famous
roserie of the Bagatelle and is now in charge

A formal garden in such
a small space is wholly
desirableand possiblefor
suburban developmentin

America

of the park system of Paris.
M. Forestier is eminent in
his profession. His recent
volume Jardins, from which
these three examples are

chosen, show creations of
his in various parts of
France and Spain. His so
lution of these three small

problems offers an excellent opportunity to

study modern French garden design. They
contain, moreover, many suggestions that might
well be adapted in laying out American gar
dens of this general character.

The first is a garden obviously for the sub
urbs, with the house set well back from the

road, giving it a front yard and assuring a

certain amount of privacy for the owner.
Flowers in masses here afford the relief of
color.

The main garden lies behind the house. It
is developed on an axis extending from the

living-room to a middle point in the rear wall,
where there is an arbor. This wide central
alley has two changes in grade, making the

garden a series of three terraces. On each side

are wide beds for flowers, with low edgings of
clipped box. The immediate outlook from the
windows of the living-room is this mass of
color, with two rising terraces behind it formed

of shrubbery. The house terrace terminates
at one end in a curved bench and at the other

in a sun dial. Save for a small space in front
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of the house there is no lawn.
Pavements and steps are of

broken stone slabs. The gar
den is enclosed by a high
wall over which vines are
trained.

While the initial cost of
such a garden would be ap

preciable, its upkeep would

not be expensive. If the land
at the rear of the property is

flat, one might use the earth

taken from the house exca

vation to form the basis of

these terraces.

The second garden is for
an irregular lot situated at

the meeting of two roads or

streets. Here again the house

is set well back from the

street line, with a forecourt.

The main front axis runs

from the vestibule to the

front gate, with a piece of

statuary or specimen plant

forming the center of the cir
cle. A wide pavement runs
around this, and there are
formal beds filling the outer
rim. The house is so shaped
as to enclose one side of this

forecourt. A high wall fences
in the entirety of the lot.
At the rear the garden is laid out on the
axes of the dining and living-room windows.

A flat terrace faces the rear. Two steps down
lead to a broad, middle stretch of lawn with

paths on each side bordered by oblong flower

beds. A high clipped hedge surrounds this
rear garden and, with the lawn, gives the im

pressions of great length. The terminus of the

main axis is a semi-circular pergola built

The various divisionsin this narrow plot are characteristicof theFrench economy
of space. Vegetablesin bedsare an attractive feature

around a little lily pool. The rear of the
property is massed with trees or shrubbery.
The high clipped hedges afford the perfect

background for flowers. Specimen evergreens
are placed at regular accent points.
For the greater part of the day much of this
garden is in half shadow, which adds materi
ally to its sense of depth and size, so that its

hedges and walls are really not limitations.

This type of garden can
not be recommended for every
kind of house; it requires the
background of fairly formal
architecture and it would

need to be kept in perfect
condition. On the other
hand, our American suburbs

are sadly in need of just this

sort of garden formality.
One or two gardens of this

kind in a community would
set the standard for the de

velopment of other properties.
The third garden is a per
fect example of the French

economy of space. It is a
limited plot of rectangular
form. The house is placed
in the center with the service
entrance at one end and the

principle entrance at the
other. This gives a wide
lawn on the street end of the
house and a broad paved ter
race and pergola along the
front, together with flower
borders.

The main axis runs from
the front gate to a shelter

against the rear wall, passing
en route under two rose
arches. The beds on each

side of this can be given to roses. The front
line of the house is continued on by a tall
hedge which separates the flower from the
kitchen garden. Shrubbery is planted along
the outer wall. The setting of vegetables into
definite beds is a custom that might well be
tried by suburban gardeners in America. It
makes for greater neatness and pride in appear
ance so important in vegetable gardening.

The main axis of this garden runs from the front gale, across the
paved terrace before the house and through two rose arches to a
shelter built against the rear wall. A high hedgemarks this off from

the kitchen garden behind the house. A wall enclosesthe property,
with shrubbery planted in front of it

,

affording the garden privacy,
protection and a background o

f living green
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The house is
clearly Georgian
as the Georgian
style was devel
oped in Virginia.
Large keystones,
flat top dormers
and immense
chimneys are all
typical of Vir
ginia. Arches and
band coursesare
of red pressed
brick and the
wall surfaces of
multi - colored
old-fashioned
brick

Examplesof sim
ilar doorways
exist at Shirlev,
York Hall and
other old Vir
ginia places,
which almost in
variably had
doors of solid
paneling without
any lights or
glass. This pan
eling is blue
green. The same
color is used on
the shutters.
Window trim is
mauvegray
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Becausethe houseis narrow, run
ning along a natural ridge, its
gardenside, terraceand forecourt
give it the appearanceof great
size. This narrow shapeprovides
rooms with crossdrafts, so desir
able in the Virginia summers.
The balanceddesignfinds the ser
vice in one wing and a large liv
ing porch in the other. Charles
/'. Gillette, landscapearchitect

THE HOMEo/MRS.
FLORA C. ZINN,
GORDONSVILLE, VA.

GRIFFIN & WYNCOOP,

Architects

As the place is largely a summer
home, the terrace and porch are
designedfor outdoor living. The
brick of the walls is used for the
terrace pavement. The heavy
slatehouseroof, purple and green
in color, is repeatedon the living
porch. Copper rain pipes lend
their air of permanence. The
terracecommandsa view of some

thirty miles
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YOU associate them with winter, with leaden skies that bring downnight speedily, with biting dusk wind and the ghostly creaking of

bare branches overhead. Autumn is past. Summer only a mem

ory. In the cities schools and theatres and shops have opened up and
all the activity of winter life in town is going full swing. The country
is forgotten. It is better to forget unpleasant things. Here the noble
trees and lines of shrubbery, which in summer give houses intimate
contact with earth, stand gaunt in the fading light. The houses rise

barrenly from their lawns—houses boarded up and closed for the win
ter. Empty houses. . • i '<** • '■

A melancholy prospect, this countryside from which most of its peo
ple have fled. Even the abandoned farmhouses along the grass-grown
side roads up in the hills seem more desolate, emptier.
Empty houses are terrible things to look upon.
And yet, there are no empty houses. There can never be an empty
house. Once a house has been lived in, once its walls have echoed the

human voice and its threshold known the human football, once its roof

has sheltered humankind and its window panes reflected the human

countenance, ever afterward it is peopled. It may stand idle, it may
even be abandoned, but its walls still hold that presence of men and

women and children. You can, if you know how to listen, hear the
ripple of their laughter and the tread of their feet upon the stairs.

OR eighty years this house has stood upon its Connecticut hill
top, looking eastward over the valley. A carpenter built it for his
bride. They chose the plans together out of an old book. That

was before books of bad architecture were printed. He fashioned it

after a Greek temple, with pillars before and behind, and many win

dows facing southward. In front of the house he planted the bride and
groom elms, and their branches still shadow the house. His son, now
ninety or more, told me these things.

Then came a farmer who accumulated here an abundant family.

For years he wrested a living from the unkindly soil of these seven
acres more or less. It was he who built the red barn on the hill behind
the house. Then came an architect, who saw beauty in its neglected

lines and restored it. Next an artist, who hallowed it on many a can

vas and laid out pleasant "gardens. Then we came.

Eighty years of sheltering humankind. Eighty years of withholding
the elements from old folks and young. Eighty years of having its door

swing back to greet friends. Eighty years have its chimneys curled up

the smoke of cheerful fires.

We may lock the door and leave it unoccupied for many months,

abandoning it to the rats that gnaw the old beams and the frost that

grips its walls, and still there will be people here.
It has been a happy place to live in because so many people before
us have been happy here, so many before us have looked out through

the tiny panes of this very window to watch Spring come down the val

ley, to marvel at the purple summer dusks, to see the hills yonder flam
ing with autumn's tints, to rest secure inside when the meadows lay

hidden in snow.

/ I * HIS materialistic age in which we live is rather apt to set down
A such thoughts as crass sentimentality. And yet it is a fact—
those of us who wish to can be keenly aware of it—that people

do have an effect on things. We leave our impression on inanimate

objects. We endow them with some of our own personality. We give

HOUSES
them a legend and enrich their atmosphere. For good or evil, for
pleasant memory or for bad, each person who has lived in a house leaves

something of himself behind in that house. It is his intangible legacy
to the four walls that sheltered him, his unseen reflection on the win
dows that gave him light, his ghostly impress on the stairs that took
him up to rest.

We are somewhat awed by the chair that Dickens sat in to write his
novels. We are aware, when we visit Mount Vernon, that the genius
of the first country gentleman who laid out that place is still evident

in its pleasant gardens. The devout among us revere things that saints
have touched and used. Why isn't it just as natural to feel the presence
of former occupants in empty houses?

And if we do, what then? Well, those houses will mean much more
to us and we can never be entirely alone in them.

One can rarely feel the same about an apartment as one does about
a house. Our habit of annually migrating from one apartment to an
other gives it the same transitory atmosphere as a hotel bedroom. It
is an expedient, a temporary necessity, a fleeting presence. One can
scarcely feel that apartments are dedicated to full living. But a house
with an upstairs and a down, a house with a garden around it and a

view to look upon, a house with a furnace that you have to stoke and
with plumbing that gets out of order—ah, that's a different matter. In
a house, in even the best staffed house, one has to do some of the work
himself—and he can't leave an impression on it unless he does. His
labor marks it just as much as the potter's thumb marks the vessel.

IT is at Christmas time, more than any other, that you can feel thepresence of erstwhile dwellers in a house. They seem to come
back to it instinctively. They see the holly wreath upon the door

and catch the glimpse of merriment within.

WTe all go back to places where we have been happy, and we re
member them for their happy hours. Time has a kindly way of erasing
remembrance of those days that were hard to live through. We go back
to old gardens that we have known in the first warmth of spring and
the burgeoning of summer. We go back to old houses when the fire is

lighted on the hearth and the candles blaze upon the Christinas tree.

IF it were possible, I would like to give a Christmas party to allthe people who ever lived in this house. I'd have dinner at mid
day, instead of at a fashionable three o'clock. And there would

be toddy for the older ones and toys for the young. And those who came
back would return in that period when they were most happy here.
The young carpenter would come with his bride, and the farmer with
his first born before the other seven boys and girls made life hard for
him, and the architect would be quite young and debonair and the
artist brisk of step. Each would see the place as they knewr it—where
their labors left off. If, perchance, they saw it as it is today, let us
hope that to them it will be the sort of place they dreamed eventually
to make it. Let the elms spread giant branches for the carpenter, and
the barn be- fresh and new for the farmer, let our terrace be well laid
for the architect and the shadows clear and colorful as the artist set
them down on his canvases.

After all, it is their house more than it is ours. They have graciously
permitted us to share their companionship here. They have willed to
us, as heirs, the legacy of their dreams. It is for them we hang the
holly on the door and set the lighted candles in the window.
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IN A NARROW UPPER HALL
/( 15rather difficult to solve the decora
tion of a narrow upper hall. A passage
from one part of the house to another,
it cannotbe blockedby too much furni
ture and yet it should contain some
furniture lest it have the barren appear
ance of an office building corridor.

Here an air of dignity is createdby high
oak paneling. The coved cream ceiling
is enriched with gilded sprays of wil
low leaves. A little dressing table
and a commode,set at one side of the
passageway,furnish proof of habita
tion. The rug lends its color notes
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PEWTER
The porringer was a favorite
design with old pewter mak
ers. This exampleis Flemish,
of the late 17th Century

A S DECORATION
Both Old and New Pewter Have Decided Decorative Qualities That

Are Appreciated by the Collector

EMILY BURBANK

THOSE
who own a Tudor house, a Ja

cobean room, Colonial mansion or re

juvenated farmhouse of the Colonial

period have experimented with the decorative

value of pewter. They know that if allowed to
make its own effect, in an appropriate setting,

nothing is more attractive than the soft gleam

ing gray color of old tankards, plaques, candle

sticks and the innumerable objects to be had in

this semi-precious metal. The finest quality of

pewter is pure tin alloyed with copper or a

very small amount of lead or

other substance to make it
possible to work with. The

French word for both pewter
and tin is etain.

Pewter cannot be success

fully employed as a note of
interest in periods other than

its own, nor does it combine
with objects of art less sub

stantial in type. It is as
sumed that the amateur goes
in for pewter because at
tracted by the artistic beauty
of line—it reflects all styles
—color and quality of
quaintness; the historical

story, its "marks" and the

meaning of decorative em

blems, is usually the affair
of the professional.
The wTiter had the privi
lege of living in the midst of

Whale oil lamps, often made in
pewter, were household necessi
ties in American homes of the
18th and early 19th Centuries

(Left and Right) Two excellent
examplesof the pewter maker's
art are found in these German
plates of the 11th Century

C./viO RIGCI

an interesting collection of old pewter recently

in quaint Chelsea, London. The owners had

arranged a Jacobean dining room to frame

their pewter, and because allowed to serve as

the only decoration of the room, the lines, color

and "texture" counted to great advantage. In

looking from the frieze of large plaques on a

narrow ledge at the top of dull brownish-gray
walls to the rows and rows of plates in a big
plate-rack over the low Jacobean sideboard,

and then at suspended tankards of varying

shapes and sizes, this pewter
took on the air of a necessary

part of the room furnished

with sturdy old black oak.

Books on pewter are easily
obtainable, but one fact

seems not to be generally
known, even by collectors of
fine pieces of the pewterer's
art: that today, in a very
few corners of the old world,

artist-pewterers still design,
mould, and sit at their wheels

to trim and polish, exactly in
the manner of the 17th and

18th Centuries; except that

the wheel may now be turned

by electrical power instead of
the foot.

It was the writer's good
fortune to meet many times

in his shop and home one of

these few remaining artists,

Even the tobaccobox was executed
in pewter, as witness this 18th
Century English example

Few master-workersin pewter are left today. This little foundry
of C. Moriggi in Vevey, Switzerland, still continuesand represents
the fourth generationto carry on the classic traditions of the art

A water pitcher of Britannia ware,
which is modernpewter. Courtesy

of Reed & Barton
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This antique cold water urn
is set on a red marble base.
From the collection of M.
Kunckler of Geneva

the only one of which Switzerland

can boast, Monsieur Charles Mo-
riggi of Vevey, Lake Geneva.
The present Moriggi (his family
originated in the Italian part of

Switzerland) is the fourth genera
tion to carry on the classic tradi

tions of his art. He adds his "mark" to those

of his forebears on each piece he makes and, as

is still required by the government, adds also

the hall mark to indicate the quality of the

pewter. On Swiss pewter a large F indicates
fine and a large C common quality.
The continental specimens we show are of

special interest because many were chosen with

the enthusiastic aid of M. Moriggi. Most

were at one time in the Moriggi collection, but

some have since been sold to other collectors.

Moriggi is one of the leading experts in old

pewter, and constantly called upon to give an

opinion for museums and private collectors.

His confreres insist he has that extra sense—

perhaps it is "inherited knowledge" —belong
ing to some with a special flair for certain

lines of art and not to be achieved by mere

study or traffic in the art.

The master pewterer has
no assistants, his ancestors

had none, except as they

trained their own sons to

succeed them. The next
Moriggi is a school boy of

ten. Will he be an artist
at the wheel in this age of

vanishing hand-work and

standards for production?

One wonders!

While naturally Morig

gi 's chief interest is in the

pewter of Switzerland, he

does not hesitate to give

credit to Germany and

Flanders for having de-

velopcd his art long be

fore Switzerland. Etain,
he said, "was with the

Swiss an aristocratic pos

session until the 16th

Century. It has with us,
as with the people of other

M. Moriggi at hiswheel.
Behind him are shelves
lined with examplesof
his work in pewter.
Those on the right are
"measures"

{Left) An antiquepew
ter sugar sifter covered
with gold plate. From
the collection of L. O.
Martel, Geneva,Switz

erland

(Above) A
pair of pew
ter urn j of
early 19(i
Century En
glish make

Modern pewter is generally machine-madeand is known as Britannia ware. It is
largely tin with a small percentageof antimony and copper. These piecesfrom a
dinner set are modern reproductionsof old designs. From Reed & Barton

A tea urn of pewter. Made
in England about 1825and
bearing the mark of James

Dixon & Son

countries, served the prosperous

bourgeoisie in the place of silver

for generations; silver, then hand

made, was the property of kings
and the nobility."
He called our attention to the

simplicity of the Swiss pewter say

ing "It has always been simple with us, like
the life of our people".
It is true that the ancient Greeks and Ro
mans used a kind of pewter, an alloy of tin

with brass. Pewter such as we are familiar
with came into general use for household

purposes in the Middle Ages, and during the
14th and 15th Centuries France led the pewter
world. It was the famous Paris Guild of
Pewterers that set the standards and laid
down the laws for the Guilds of England,
beginning with that of London, then York and
Edinburgh. France produced the giant ar-

tist-pewterer of all pewter periods—Francois
Briot (16th Century). He was employed as

"die sinker" and stone-cutter by a silversmith,

and his moulds were marvels of perfection.
All the guilds had
high standards of quality
and workmanship and en
forced them with spe

cially appointed wardens
who inspected the pewter
output of the Guild before
it could be offered for
sale. In the London Pew-
terer's Guild no more
than 20% of lead was al
lowed to be used. English

pewter ranked very high
for quality, perhaps first.
The rose stamped on it
once' indicated the London
Guild, but later came to
mean "made in England."
In different countries,
to give pewter the desired

consistency or effect, the

pure tin was alloyed with

copper or bronze, bismuth,
iron, antimony, and occa

sionally silver. In oriental
(Continued on page 78)

(Left) A cof
fee set in
Britannia
ware. From
Reed &
Barton
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In creating this designthe architectdependedupon the beauty of the gable ends and trim—is painted while. The chimneys have plain
materials, rather than ornament,for his effects. The walls are of a stonecaps. The housestandson the top of the hill and commandsa
local sandstonein tonesof grays,buffs and blue. Vines will eventually view across its broad lawns down the HackensackValley on one side
mellow these colors. The roof is of slate in a variety of greens, and on the other to the densely wooded slopes of the Palisades,
mauves and purples. Such woodwork as appears—the clapboard stretchingnorth and south for twenty miles

THE HOME
OF MALCOLM

S. M AC KAY
T E N A F L Y,

NEW JERSEY

As the owner's hobby is
ranching in Montana he
has decoratedhis study in
the style of a ranch log
cabin. The walls are of
split logs with wide chinks.
Rough stone, brick and
logs make the fireplace.
The Montana atmosphere
is further established by
ranching scenes, Indian
rugs and heads of game,
and blue doors
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The long, low lines of the housegive it intimate contact with its site.
In the large middle unit are the main rooms. An enclosedloggia
opens on the rear terrace—o turf terracewith stepping stones. One
wing houses the service and the other is a glassed-in porch. The

ranch cabin room is in the extensionon this side. The gardensare
beingdevelopedalong the houseterraceand extendingdown on each
side so that they form an entrance to the lawns and a gradual
approachto the house.The trees,which are elms,were all transplanted

A DUTCH
COLONIAL
DESIGN
By Frank J. Forsler

Architect.

In the dining room a Chi
nesepaper is usedin tones
of yellow and green. The
woodwork is glazed green
to harmonize with it. A
deeptaupe rug and a teak-
wood floor give founda
tion to the room. Th?
furniture is Sheraton in
mahogany, curtains are of
green taffeta and the fix
tures silver. Decorations
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English collage rooms
have a distinct atmos
phere of comfort and of
having been lived m by
people who chose a
simple life. In many in
stancesthe beamsare ex
posedboth on the ceiling
and on the walls. The
furniture has the charm
ing crudity of old crafts

work

Often there is no sepa
rate dining room in En
glish cottages, the one
large living room serving
both purposes. This end
of the cottagerooms has
its Welsh dresser for
china, its linen cupboard
and grandfather's clock.
Windsor chairs, peculi
arly suitable for cottages,

are used

Sinceold English cottages
rarely have heating
plants, the occupantsare
obliged to depend upon
open fires. Consequently
the fireplaceand its sur
rounding ingle nook oc
cupy an important place
in the room. Here it has
a wide brick hearthraised
above the level of the

floor

The

INTERIOR
of

ENGLISH
COTTAGES
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THE BAROMETER IN THE HOUSE

Not Only Does the Barometer Help One to Predict the Weather, but
It Can Also Serve as a Real Factor in Decoration

B. FRANCIS DASHIELL

THE barometer as an aid in the predicting of weather conditions is unexcelled,

and with its aid the prediction of forth

coming weather can be made with reasonable

accuracy. Weather predicting may seem to be

a complicated task, and so it is if one follows
the intricate methods of the Weather Bureau.

But for all practical purposes, rough predic
tions can be made on the basis of a little un
derstanding and some serious study of the

barometer, the sky and the winds.

The first barometer was devised by an
Italian scientist in Italy in
1643. It has taken the name ^m
Torricellian Tube after the dis
coverer of the hydrostatic prin

ciple, the Italian Torricelli. It
is a long column of mercury in
a glass tube sustained and ex

actly balanced by the weight of

the air. He demonstrated that

this atmospheric pressure va

ries from day to day according
to local weather changes. At
sea level the air pressure is 14.7

pounds to the square inch, and

as such will just balance a
column of mercury 30" high.
From this fact is derived the 30"

mark which is taken as normal

on the scale of the barometer, either of the

mercuric or aneroid type. The height of the

mercury, therefore, becomes a measure of the

external air pressure, and any changes in the

pressure are instantly noted in the barometer.

The aneroid barometer is of the metallic
type and is the best type for the average home

use. While it is not as sensitive as the mer
cury tube, it is neater and more convenient, as

it can be placed anywhere in the house that a

clock would be. placed and will look as neat
and attractive. Its location will make no dif

ference, but it should not be exposed to un

necessary heat or closeness.
The barometer indicates the coming weather
because it registers the pressure of the air.
When the pressure is low or falling the scale
reads under the 30" mark, and when it is ris

ing or high the scale will read over the mark.
These changes of the reading are termed the

''highs" and ''lows" of the atmospheric pres
sure and can be seen printed on any weather

map in concentric contours called isobars.

Generally speaking, a low pressure area

spread out over a certain section
of the country is indicative of a
storm, as storms are distur
bances with a center of low pres
sure in the atmosphere. Ac

cording to the season of the year
a falling barometer indicates a
storm with rain or snow within
a short time. Its approaching
speed is given by the barometer.
The rapidity of the fall or
rise of the barometer indicates
several things. If it falls rapid
ly, the storm center is close by
and will soon pass the point of
observation with high winds or
gales. This sudden drop in the
(Continued on page 78)

An old French barometer that servesan important purpose in a furni
ture grouping, besidesindicating what the weather will be hours, or

even days, in advance. Courtesy of Mrs. Emott Buel

From the period of Louis XV comes this
mercury barometerin carvedand gilded wood.
It is from the collectionof the South Kensing
ton Museum. Courtesy of B. Altman & Co.

In the form of a clock pendulum, this Louis
XVI barometeris richly ornamented. It is of
chasedand gilded brass. From a collection in
the Louvre. Courtesy of B. Altman & Co.
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The residenceof H. W. Hard-
inge, Forest Hills, L. I., is
reminiscentof an Italian farm
house.The roof is of old Ital
ian tiles,varying in color from
browns to red. It is heavily
pointed up in cement in the
European manner,which gives
a rough texture. Walls are of
a rather strongly troweled
stucco of a faded yellow tone.
The shuttersare paintedbluish

green

A living porch extends from
one side of the house, iden
tical in treatment, with the
same rough plastered yellow
walls and red Italian tile roof.
The window trim is painted a
clear ceruleanblue. This use
of color on the outside of the
house is very desirable. We
needmore of it in our Ameri
can houses. Planting always
finds it an effective foil and

background

TWO SUBURBAN
HOUSES BY
W. LAURENCE
BOTTOMLEY,

Architect
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Elements in the homeof J. A.
Kienle, Forest Hills, L. /.,
were drawn jrom smaller En
glish manor houses. Brick
walls are painteda warm gray
with the corners laid up in
nutwal colored brick project
ing slightly from the main
face of the wall. The roof is
red tile, surmountedby chim
ney tops and a dove-cote
placed at the intersection of

the wings

While the doorway is classicin
appearance,it is not entirely
classic in its details,as can be
seenin the moldedcornersbe
hind the pilastersand the flat
tened lines of the consoles
above. It harmonizes well
with its simple environment,
however. Plain casement
windows set in deeply and a
bay window with a bright
blue roof are other features

of this facade

VARIATIONS OF
ITALIAN AND
ENGLISH ARCH
ITECTURAL
THEMES
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IF YOU ARE GOING TO BUILD
The Problem of Localities and Sites Must Be Studied and

After That Cellar Walls and Foundations

MARY FANTON ROBERTS

T F you have to buy property on which you
are going to build your home, there are

many things to think into before closing
the deal,— the location, the view, the place
where you can swim or sail or paddle, a guar

antee of some sunlight and yet trees for land

scape gardening, and a location that will be
not too difficult to drain. The quick buying
of a building site in an unknown locality is

like love at first sight, "interesting but lacking

in assurance". We take time to select a car,

even a new book, why should we be swept away

by a bright-voiced orator into a land lacking

milk and honey, also plumbing and electricity?
When you seem to have solved every prob

lem and are ready to sign the deed, you will
hear some say, ''What about your roads? Is
there a school nearby? Are you near the rail
road station? Where will you market ?" And
then you investigate all these dreary questions

and return home light-hearted with their solu

tion, only to discover that you have not found

out if there is a sewerage connection close to
your lot, if the water and light from the adja
cent town reach your property and if you can
easily get telephone communication. Cheap

property becomes very expensive indeed if you
have to pipe your own road for light and water

and wire for a telephone and light.

And do you want to be near a large city or

in the suburbs of a village?

You may not go to church,
but all your maids will
want to. And unless the
children of the family are to

be sent away to school you

cannot afford to build your

home without adjacent edu

cational opportunities.

Tracing Titles

And even these are not all

your preliminary problems.

Perhaps the most exciting

thing about buying real es

tate is tracing the title of

the property. You are never
safe until you have gone
back of the third and fourth

generation. The vagaries
of the average real estate

title can carry you out over

the country far and wide,

and you will know more of
the local history of the town

and the life of neighboring
families than you ever
dreamed of as a mere
dweller in rented spaces. It
is a safe proposition not to

stop tracing a title until

every path traveled by the

original settler has been

gone over. And if the property is a part of an
old estate you will not only go through many
records but you will face strange groups of
suspicious elderly ladies and you will meet in
the offices of stern, irritable, elderly lawyers.
But in the main you will find that all the old
ladies are in Europe and the old lawyers on
a vacation.

In time the title deed will be established.
You must, however, be very patient and some
times young.
You will be very fortunate indeed if you
have money to buy your lot and start building
without entering into the complications of bor

rowing from banks and building loan associa

tions. For the object of most associations
seems to be to make it impossible to build

within an average lifetime. Yet all these

bridges may be, and are, crossed daily.

Having purchased your site (and sometimes

it is really the easiest thing in the world) you
breathe more freely and turn your attention to

the study of cellars and foundations. The
foundation of a home is really the burden

bearer. It is hidden away obscurely, obvious
beauty is denied it

,

and sometimes the very
force of its usefulness is unappreciated. And

yet it bears the whole structure of your home

on its shoulders, and the well-springs of most

of our home comfort are hidden in its cool

Rarely is the cellar door a thing o
f beauty. Yet it can be madeboth inter

esting and useful if the cellar areaway is developedinto a little greenhouse
below the level o

f the living room windows. This is especially practical
wheui,thelocation facessouth. Heat can bepiped in from the cellar

and, nowadays, sweet and sanitary depths.
Of course in the ultra-modern home, the
cellar, like the kitchen, receives its share of
consideration and praise. It is made white
and dry. Its windows must open to daylight
and, if possible, sun. Its stairways must have
head room. Its floor must be damp proof and
sanitary. In other words, it has become a neat,
practical working room for the whole house
instead of an inaccessible recess full of dank
odors and shadowy pitfalls.

Modern Cellars

At almost any time an ode to your roof tree
could easily be composed, or a sonnet to your
high and safeguarding walls; but a cellar is
not supposed to inspire any emotion but faint
hope, and that has nothing to do with archi
tecture. Yet the safety, health and enjoyment of
most of your home depends more upon the cel
lar and its foundation than upon any other
architectural detail.

So "if you are going to build" you cannot
think too long and intelligently about the
"lower basement", as the cellar today is called.
If you want to seem surprisingly wise to your
builder never ask him to economize on the

cellar, or for that matter on the roof or the

building material or the plumbing. There are

possible only a few right
economies in good building
— fundamental ones like the
size of your house, the num
ber of rooms, the grouping
of your plumbing, the selec
tion of the wood trim, for
many of the most durable

and beautiful woods are the
least expensive. But the ac

tual structure cannot be too

good, from the bottom of the
wall "footing" to the high
est peak of your chimney.
No man wants the burden
of building a home unless

it is going to be beautiful,
durable, and a really good

real estate proposition. The
very rich and very- poor are
the people most apt to sell
their homes; the former be

cause diey have spent too
much money, the latter be

cause they cannot spend

enough. In either case, a
well-built house is its own
financial reward. Think of
your house building as a
romance, but also consider it

as a real estate investment.

Unless you can afford a

superintending architect do
not start a home without
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guaranteeing yourself that

you will oversee the process
of construction. It is com
paratively easy to gain in

formation about the walls

and the roof and to oversee

something of their develop
ment, but that is not enough.
You will require, in addi
tion, a knowledge of the

soil, drainage, how to make

your cellar safe for occu

pancy and how to build the

foundation; for the heat and

burden of summer will come
down upon these walls as
well as the storm and stress

of winter. The best build
ing materials and the most

picturesque roofing, and the

richest color scheme and the

best selected house fittings
will not avail against totter
ing walls and a leaky, damp
cellar. Thus the beginning
of building is a formidable

matter, unless the architect

or yourself is on the job.
Of course a good archi
tect at a fair percentage of
the cost can take over all

your burdens. So can a

good contractor. The lat

ter, however, sometimes
adds to them. But some

body has got to "bring up"
the house. In the old days w'hen there were no
unions and no graft in building materials a

house could more or less grow up wild because

a workman was not "called down" for think

ing well of himself and his job. But today,
when money is the lode star of most enterprises,
when men do the least for the most, and per-
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In a great many housesthe top of the
cellar window is on a level with the
surface of the ground and requires a
bricked-in well or areaway. By raising
thesewindows the cellar will have more
light. This design, taken from an l&th
Century work on architecture,suggests
a treatment that might be applied to

cellar laundry windows

seem ever to have been ac

tually in the process of con

struction. It is as though
they had crawled quietly to
some shady spot which

suited them and spread over
the ground with a sense of

pleasure and permanence.
The higher the exposed
foundation of a house, the

more difficult it is for Na
ture to gather it down into

her arms, and yet this con

tact can be managed if you
will decide to have a deep
excavation, and if you will
plan the planting about

your house so that it can be

made the moment the house

is finished. I know house
lovers who had their vines
and shrubs ready to trans

plant about their walls as
the last workmen strode

heavily away from the
wreckage about the grounds.
Consider well the knitting

together of house and earth
if you wish your home to
look picturesque from the

beginning. An illustration
on this page gives an excel

lent idea for bringing to

gether house and garden by
effective planting.
The first thing to think

about before starting a cellar is drainage; and

here architects and builders disagree very con

siderably. One man will say "Do not use a
drain pipe unless it is absolutely necessary, and

then it may be dangerous". Another will say
"Now, while it is possible to waterproof a cel-

(Continued on page 70)
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To prevent rain water from seeping
down to the foundations, the Italians
lay a narrow paving against the wall.
This treatmentmight well be applied to

someAmerican houses

sonal pride does not often enter into

day labor, you cannot hope for the

creation of your home without put

ting into it some thinking and
energy of your own.

Every good architect tries, so far

as it is possible and wise, to hide

the presence of the foundation walls

and cellar. The effect of a house
about to hurry away on stilts, so

common a few years ago in our

transient, ready-made villages, is

regarded today with horror. We
want our home now to belong to the

landscape, to sink deep down into

the earth. One reason why we so

often smile at Charlie Chaplin is,
I think, because he wears a little
hat too high on his head; and a

house with foundation walls built

too high above the earth has much
the same humorous aspect. Friend

ly association between house and
ground is most perfectly achieved,
I think, in the old peasant houses
of Bavaria, that have the effect,
with their soft brown thatch roof,
of relaxing upon the earth for rest

and peace. These houses do not

The purpose of foundation planting is
to give the house the appearance of
growing naturally from its site. In this
residence,by W. G. Massarene,architect,

evergreensare used
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GARDENS of SPAIN and PORTUGAL
Where Are Lessons of Freshness and Informal Charm Which May Well Be

Studied by Garden Designers in America

THOMAS WALSH

"T ORD, I ask a garden in a quiet place
' Where theremay be a brook with a good flow,

An humble little house covered with bell-flowers—"

— thus sings the poet of Honduras, Guillen
Zelaya, in echo with every heart in which there

is a drop of southern blood, of Spanish or

Portuguese origin, of Moorish or Oriental des

cent. For it is in the gardens of Spain and
Portugal that the ancient East left its most

definite touch and, in tracing the history of

gardens, our steps go straight back to the slopes

of Damascus and the Persian Valley of Cash

mere among the Himalayas.

The Spanish Moor, who has been so in
dustriously praised by tourists largely because

he was not Spanish, and because they did not

know how much he borrowed from the civiliza

tions he had overcome with arms, has, in his

gardens at least, one indisputable claim. His
house was the first place where the garden
entered, so that it might be said to be half
house, half garden. The streams and foun
tains ran in and out of their apartments, down

through patios and courtyards where gorgeous
lines of flowers redoubled their splendors in

the reflection of tanks and pools, mirroring

beauty to the sky and shedding coolness and

perfume on the air. The Moors had learnt
from the Persians that a garden must always

have fruit trees and running water; the trees

denoting the fact and spirit of fertility and the

running water to signify the fugitive nature of

all life.

PERHAPS
the least altered of these old

Moorish house-gardens are those of the

Alhambra and Generalife. They clearly

display their intimate character, the exclusive

nature of their masters, in the many small

courts and cypress plots, such as the Patio of

Lindaraja and the Plaza of the Generalife.
The Moor understood thoroughly the im-
pressiveness of a great courtyard and an official

apartment, but, as with the modern Spaniard
and Portuguese, he held a personal preference
for the ease and indecorum of private gardens

where he actually made his home. This ap
pears in the informal arrangements of his gar
deners' craft, where the flowers were ranged in

unordered profusion and the water glistened

and murmured, never scattered as in the

Renaissance fountains, but remained simply

restful and soothing. The modern visitor
along the garden terraces of the Alhambra with

its rose-bowered bastions and ramparts, once

ornamented with the rare vases and rare

flowers brought from North and South by Car

los V.'s gardeners, may fancy that he is seeing
a Moorish scene, but as a matter of fact it is

Northern Europe that has given him these ex

quisite vistas and perfumed resting places.
When he reaches Sevilla and enters the old

palace of the Alcazar, he finds the work of

the Moor overlaid in the apartments with the
designs of the Renaissance restorer; he dis
covers that the gardeners of Pedro the Cruel

and Carlos V. have wrought extravagant splen
dors, the formalities of Renaissance gardening

predominating over the unaffected Moorish

motives, almost in the fashion of Italy and
France. For here amid the quincunxes of the
North, the trimmed boxwood, restrained and

yet elaborate, the mazes and surprise fountains
derived from Italy, he notes the abundance of
water in pools and runnels, the colored azulejos
or tiles in the channels and basins, the oriental
kiosks, the memorial cypresses and palm trees

rising over the tangled bowers of roses.

MIGUEL
UNAMUNO in his Paisajes

observes that the sentiment of nature,

comparatively of modern development
elsewhere, is in Spain still more recent; be

cause, shut up within cities and walls, her

people came, perforce, to regard the country
as a place of labor and exposure to enemies,

and for eight centuries of conflict had found

little leisure to regard nature with eyes of peace
and calmness. Therefore, it is only in the
ardors of old Spanish literature and in the
background of her art, that we can catch any
sense of primitive landscape until the days of

Fray Luis de Leon (1528-1591). It was the
great Socrates who said that "country places
and trees could teach him nothing"; but Fray
Luis at Salamanca, feeling the touch of the
divine in nature, held that "It may be that in
the cities one learns to speak better: but deli

cacy of feeling belongs to the country and the

silent places."

Throughout Spain and Portugal in the 15th

and 16th Centuries the task of preserving
whatever had survived of the Latin-Iberian
and Arab traditions of irrigation, fertilizing
and husbandry in general was left to the

monasteries. From more primitive times, crops
and livestock had been the special care of

hermits, and many of the animals of pagan
civilization that had reverted to wildness were

re-domesticated through the patience and train

ing of these hidden benefactors of society. We

know that in the far Island of Iona Saint Co-

lumcille in the 6th Century had tended the

bitter appletrees until they became sweet and

had shown how barley sowed in June might
be ripe in August. In war-racked Spain of the
Reconquest there were no other organizations

to undertake such works except the religious

orders. Cruce et aratro they advanced across

the wilderness, constructing roads and bridges
for their missionaries. To guide their earliest
efforts in husbandry and gardening they had

the writings of Cato and Varro as developed

in the 1st Century by Columella (Scriplores
rci rusticae. Schneider, 1794) and in the 3rd

Century by the Moor, Ibn-al-Awam of Seville

(Kitab al felalah —Book of Agriculture.

Translated by J. V. Clement-Walker, Paris,
1864). They were thus the connecting link
between pre-Renaissance Europe and the gar
dens of the Persians and Levantines, who had
preserved some relics of the vanished civiliza
tion of Byzantium.

EACH
monastic house possessed its own

processes of husbandry, and not only
were they depositaries of the past, but

we find that the)- were pioneers of future cen
turies. J. K. Huysman in his curious work
La Cathedrale devotes some pages to the story
of their herbaries; and in the accounts of the
explorers and missionaries we learn of their
new activities. Great abbeys like Guadalupe,
Poblet and Las Huelgas found their boticas or
herb-gardens swollen enormously by the medic
inal plants that were brought home by return

ing missionaries and discoverers, specimen
growths of the Carribean seas, of Mexico, Peru
and the fertile expanses of Brazil, new prod
ucts to be tested and adapted to new soils and
climates. To the alfalfa, which had found its
last refuge in the Spanish monasteries, was
now added the little root from which was devel

oped the modern potato. Through Lisbon in
1547 first came the acrid fruit from China that
was rapidly trained into sweet orange of today.
The Guinea fowl, whose flesh had been the
food of Roman Caesars, was again discovered
on the Cape of Good Hope and brought back
to delight a hungry Europe. Out of China or
India, to the added joy of the poultry-lover,
had recently come the Black Zamorana. Gar
den, barnyard and orchard were conterminous.
The tuberose was carried from Spain into
France by a Franciscan friar, and Carlos V.,
on his way from Flanders to be crowned,

brought to the Spanish gardens the carnations
for which they became famous. The iris seems
to be indigenous to Europe, yet we know that
the white iris was brought into Spain by the
Moors and planted on the graves to mark the
burial place of the heroes of the Faithful.
Today in the sunshine of Sevillan mornings
one can find in the flower-booths carnations
from the plains of Valencia of almost unbeliev
able beauty, and there is also the little dark
rose, the terciopela, about which one can but
thrill' in silence.
A great lover of gardens, the Venetian aristo
crat Andrea Navagero, came early in the 16th

Century on an embassy to Carlos V. He had

reluctantly left behind his lovely garden on the
island of Murano, which was described by

Christopher Longueil in 1520 as "a very

pleasant sight, since all the trees in the orchard

and plantation are laid out in the form of a

quincunx," —the lozenge form which consisted
in setting trees in a square with a fifth in the

center and repeating this device again and

again. The learned Bembo in a letter rejoices
(Continued on page 72)
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS

In the homeof George
II. Doran at Ossining,
N. Y., the first floor
is simplified by using
one large room jor
living and dining pur
poses.The woodwork
paneling is walnut,
above which is rough
plaster with the old,
hand-adzed ceiling
beams exposed

Opposite to the living
end is the dining table
with its built-in Welsh
dresser and comfort-,
able Windsor chairs.
One little table of
Chinese lacquer bears
a turquoise blue
lamp. The chintz is
in rose, taupe and
blue. The A r den
Studios, decorators
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The spirit of
the 18th Cen
tury has been
revived in this
drawing - room
of a New York
apartment.
Mulberry and
soft green—
colors taken
from the Au-
busson rug—
form the color
scheme. Mrs.
Emott Bit el,
decorator

In the same
New York
apartment the
dining-roojn is
decorated in a
yellow and
green scheme—
green walls
and furniture
covers, with
touchesof yel
low here and
there. The fur
niture is main
ly walnut and
gold
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An interest
ing use of
old sporting
prints is
found in this
paneling o f
theminto the
door of a
trophy room.
This affordsa
marked tran
sition between
the more for
mal room
and that be
yond

A bathroom
converted
into an in
side conser
vatory serves
as passage
between two
New York
apartments.
Walls and
lattice are
painted soft
Italian green.
J. C. Dema-
rest & Co.,
decorators
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A French \&th Century over-
door panel painted in cama-
ieu, to represent sculpture.
It is a portrait oj Henri Quatre

in an oval

DECORATIONS I N . C A M A I E U AND GRISAILLE
Two Ancient Methods of Wall Enrichment Which Promise

to Find a Place In The Modern House

GARDNER TEALL

'T^ HOSE old monochrome Colonial wall
_L papers that we have always felt belonged
so essentially to the early Colonial days

are really nothing more or less than an adapta
tion of the camai'eu and grisaille decorations so

fashionable in France in the showy days of
Louis XVI. Of course, the original camai'eu
and grisaille were paintings actually done on

the wall surface; nevertheless, it was through
this form of wall finish that our gray-tone and

brown-tone wall papers came into vogue.
These papers that you see even now on the

walls of old houses in New England are much

nearer in form to the decoration known as gri
saille than to the delicate and more subtle work

of camai'eu; because, although these two me

diums are very closely identified in most peo
ple's minds, there is a little difference in these

two methods of elaborate wall ornamentation.
It is interesting to note the impress of the 18th
Century camai'eu and grisaille on not only the

wall paper but the decorated fabrics. Hang
ings and coverings with these paintings for

models were made at the factory of Oberkampf
at Jouey, and there was even a hint of what we

think of the essentially Co

lonial wall papers made by
Revillon in the 18th Cen
tury in France. It is well
worth knowing that today
these fascinating papers, in

landscapes, hunting scenes

and suggestions of Watteau

groups, are being interest

ingly and successfully imi

tated, so that if you are
building a modern Colonial

house you can secure the
true Colonial wall paper.
The camai'eu form of
wall painting has very
much the effect of a large
cameo, in fact, is the
French word for cameo, and
in the old Louis XVI rooms
had the effect of a huge
cameo suspended by ribbons
on a wall elaborately paint
ed in vines and wreaths
and flowers. Sometimes an

over-door panel in a room

of this period would lie an elaborate treatment
of a gorgeous flower scene and in the center

painted a little oval of cameo of cherubs. Al
ways your first impression of camai'eu brings
back the Italian art of cameo carving, and so
skillfully is the painting done that at a dis
tance you would think these oval decorations

were actual great cameos hung in frames on

"Cupid and the Birds", a French over-door
in camdieu. From the secondhalf oj the

18th Century

A camdieuwas so called becauseit representedthe carving of a cameo. It was often
cameoin shape—round or oval, and was set in an ornate form surroundedby decora
tive painting. This French 18lh Century exampleshows the circular camdieu. It is an

over-door for a music room

the showy walls and splendidly effective.

Grisaille is
,

on the other hand, not so often

combined with color painting, though you do
see combinations of grisaille and camai'eu.

Much of it is done in the spirit of the Boucher
paintings of Louis XVI time. It is always in
delicate gray tones, with the closest possible re

semblance to sculpture. Of course, in the elab
orately decorated rooms at Fontainebleau, as,

for instance, the music room of Marie An
toinette, you find combined, and quite har

moniously adjusted, every variety of wall dec

oration of that period—carved oak panels
painted white, elaborate flower decorations in
color, grisaille over the door-heads, and cam

ai'eu combined with the brilliant painting.
Where this form of decoration has been imi

tated in beautiful rooms in America, grisaille

almost wholly has been used as the model and

seldom combined with any other form of orna

ment. We simply use interesting designs in

gray tones, either purely landscape or archi

tectural, or suggesting sculpture. As a rule

these decorations are painted on a prepared

surface, either in separated panels or covering

the entire wall. The result

is immensely effective and

elegant. But it has this
disadvantage from the
American point of view, it

does away entirely with the

possibility of using any

kind of picture on a wall.
It is impossible to imagine
an etching or a water color

or a family portrait resting

effectively on a surface

painted en grisaille.

In some of the finest ex
amples of the old camai'eu
decoration, the little figures

are painted against a single

delicate toned background,
blue, green or rose. The
effect is delightful, especial

ly where these notes of color
are brought out again in the

ornamental painting of the

wall. There is no doubt

that these curiously elegant

and delicate forms of wall
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famous painting, "Ilioupersis," by
the Greek artist, Polygnotus, who

flourished 500-425 B. C. In this
picture hut four colors were used,

white, yellow, red and black. Blue

and green were absent from paint

ers' palettes in Polygnotus' day.

Then, as Ch. Moreau-Yauthier re

marks, "Design was supreme, color

remained an accessory; and this

manner, flat pale, proud, nervous

and passionate, was, it would seem,
the characteristic style of antique

painting at its finest." But before

long the Athenian Apollodorus
came to devote himself to the pro
duction of works displaying at-

Grisaille is painted in one tone. Often
a picture is both grisaille and camaieu,
as seen in this ISth Century Dutch

squarepanel

decorations will be subjected to many kinds
of adaptation in their use for American

walls. Very few people will be- satisfied
with an entire monochrome wall decoration,

however fine the design and interesting the

form, and unquestionably in many in

stances the walls will be brought more

closely to furniture and draperies by the

introduction of rose or green or blue.

Grisaille will probably be more often used
in the form of separate panels with inter

vening flat surfaces than as an entire cover

ing for a wall, as this leaves a variation in

the wall surface, gives a more interesting

background for furniture, and also gives

wall spaces for occasional pictures.

Already the interest in camaieu and gri

saille for music rooms, banquet halls, draw

ing rooms has reached sufficient proportion

in this country to awaken in our

minds a desire to know something of its

history, because as a matter of fact it did

not originate in France, it was used in Hol

land in the 17th Century
and in Brittany in the 15th,

and then you go back

through different countries

and centuries until you
reach Greece nearly a thou

sand years before Christ.

It is a fascinating and ro
mantic story that involves

something of the art history

of many countries.

The ancient Greeks be

stowed brilliant polychrome
on their sculpture and their

architecture, but appear, at

least in the earlier periods,

to have rejected its color in

fluence in their painting

and to have confined this

last art to linear beauty,

nobility of design, and to

have sought both in a defi

nite sobriety of treatment.

In the Temple of Apollo at
Delphi was exhibited the

In this French \&th Century oval panel the inner
oval is in camaieu surrounded by cupids in color

holding the frame

The cameo form is readily seen in this French ISth Century over-door panel of
"Nymph and Putties." The architectural background was not uncommon. This
and the other illustrations are by courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

A French 18/A Century over-door panel
in grisaille, in the one-color and cama
ieu form, depicting the "Triumph of

Bacchus"

tempts at light and shade, while his famous

follower Zeuxis mainly confined himself to

monochrome paintings —monochrome, the
Greeks called them— that displayed model
ing in their design. It is thus we may look
upon Zeuxis as the Father, or perhaps more

properly as the Grandfather, of the art of

painting in camaieu and grisaille, since an
cient writers hint that true relief in painting
was not reached before Parrhasius, who thus

paved the way for the most celebrated Greek

painter of all, Apelles.
As the old Greek artists painted on panels
of wood, the Romans of the conquest found
their pictures convenient spoil for easily
transporting to Italy. "How many things,"
wrote Cicero, "invisible to us, are seen by
painters in shadows and projections!" Was
he thinking of some treasured grisaille or
panel in camaieu from the hand of Zeuxis,
or Parrhasius, or perhaps of Apelles, fetched
to grace a Roman cabinet? Perhaps! The
Rome of Cicero's time was already begin

ning to take on the aspect of
a shrine of dilettantism.
Certain it is that the art of

painting as practised by the
Greeks was not allowed to
die out. Roman artists were
taught its secrets by their
Greek brethren in the craft,
and Greek painters found
Rome appreciative of their

masterpieces. So it was
that in 63 A. D., a century
after Cicero's death, when
a terrific earthquake de

stroyed the ancient city of

Pompeii, well-trained and

well-equipix'd painters were
at hand to lend their art to
the adornment of the new

city which the Romans im

mediately re-erected on the
site. In 1719 Prince Elbeuf
had accidentally discov

ered the site of Hercula-

(Continued on page 82)
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TABLE AR

RANGEMENTS

FOR FRUIT

This vesselof fruit should beplaced
in the center of the table. It
can be wheeledabout from place

to place

The associationof fruit wilh a cornucopia is very old and suggests
this modern arrangementfor a single diner. The plain texture of

the Wedgwood is enrichedby the fruit

On a side table for breakfast can be madea grouping such as this—
a simple, cool green bowl filled to a tempting capacity wilh season

able fruits and with sugar close at hand
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A GROUP OF
FOUR HOUSES

Different Types for

Different Localities

For a site that is flat the bungalow is a logical choice. It especiallylends itselj to summer
living. An exampleis found in the summer home of Amos Birdsall, Jr., at Toms River,
N. J. The walls are white stucco over frame. The wood trim is stained a reddish brown

and the roof a light brown

An interesting detail of the Birdsall
bungalow is the connection of house
and garage. The plan responds to
the demands of a deep, narrow lot.
Heacock & Hokanson, architects

An unusual variation of Dutch Colonial, suitable for the suburbs,is found in the
homeof Donald Folsom at Sharon Hill, Pa. White walls and trim with blinds
painted bottle green give it a cheerful aspect. The weatheredshingle roof is

broken by a central chimney. Folsom & Stanton, architects

By recessing the fire
placeand projectingthe
bay window directly
opposite, the living
room has been given
greater width. A sim
ilar expedienthas been
usedin the dining room
where buffet and china
closet occupy niches

On the upper floor not
an inch of space has
been wasted. The
owner's room is com
modious, with light on
three sides. Each of
the bedroomshasexcel
lent wall spacesfor the
largepiecesof furniture
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The entrance is pronounced by brick surrounding the
door frame and by a platform made of an old millstone
set in brick. Foundation planting gives the house an
intimate relationship with its site. This closer view
shows how effectively the brick relieves the flat surface
of the plasterwalls, producing a facadethat is variegated
in textureand color and play of shadows. W. D. Blair,

architect

The homeof William Gillette at Richmond, Va., shows a colorful use
of rough, variegatedred brick with soft yellow stucco. The windows
have molded brick frames and mullions. Variegated red tile is used

on the roof and gable ends

The servant's bath and bedroom
have been located on the first floor
adjacent to the kitchen, so that the
entire second floor is used exclu
sively by the owner and the service

stairs are eliminated

A chamber,sleepingporch and bath
comprise the owner's suite which
occupiesone end of the house. Gen
erousspaceis given the stairs. Three
other bedroomsand a bath complete

the floor
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The overhangingsecond story with deco
rative pendant finials is a type to be found
in very early New England houses. It ac
cords harmoniously with this modern in
terpretation, a house found at Hartford,
Conn., a type suitable for the suburbs or

restricted country districts

Without the decorative latticed entrance
portico the front facadewould be unpleas
antly austere. Its projection from the
house creates desirable shadows and its
arched top is a relief to the otherwise
straight lines of the house. Smith 6r

Bassette, architects

At the rear of the living
room is an alcove, giv
ing added space,and at
the end of the hall a
plant room, both un
usual features for a
small house

Four bedrooms and
two baths are provided
on the second floor.
The plan is balanced.A
servants'stairs leads up
conveniently from the
serving room
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THE DISPUTE OVER WALL PAPERS
Today We Use Them as Decorations, but an Earlier Generation

Considered Them Merely as Backgrounds

WALL
papers may be regarded from two

opposite points of view. They may be

allowed a positive value of their own as

decorations, or a merely negative value as a

background, which should be as unobtrusive as

possible, for furniture and pictures.

The history of the subject shows that, while

there has probably never been an absolute con

sensus of opinion on the subject, one or other

of these views has usually been predominant.

From the first use of wall papers, which seems

to have been in the 16th Century, until well on

towards the end of the 18th Century, they were

treated as substitutes. Flock papers were made

in imitation of velvets; painted papers mim

icked marble, the grain of wood or tiles; and

they were only seen in the less important rooms

of the house.

There was, however, a notable exception to

this rule. About the time of the Restoration

papers began to be imported from China, where

they were specially manufactured for the Euro

pean market, hand-painted papers of bold de

sign and brilliant coloring repre
senting birds and plant growths.

They were sometimes called India

papers because they were brought

to England by the East India
merchantmen, and they were in

high favor for more than a hun

dred years, being largely used in

rooms furnished with lacquer.

About the middle of the 18th

Century a certain John Baptist

Jackson set up a factory near

London where he printed from

wood blocks papers in chiaro

scuro, an art which he had studied

in Italy. He wrote a pamphlet

to advertise his wares and to dis

credit the Chinese papers with

their gay "glaring colors . . .

which delight the eye that has no

true judgment belonging to it."
His own aim was to produce
"colors softening into one an

other, with harmony and repose,

and true imitations of nature."

His designs consisted of would-
be realistic representations of

birds and animals, and of copies

of antique statuary or of the land

scapes "surrounded with a mosaic

work, in imitation of frames, or

with festoons and garlands of

flowers, with great elegance and

taste." They met with little suc

cess, and the specimens given at

the end of the pamphlet show

them to have deserved none.

It was not until near the end
of the century that the Oriental

papers met with serious competi

tion. Then came the rather pom

pous Directoire designs, with

their elaborate borders, and, of

greater interest, the landscapes and figure pa

pers which with their freedom and brightness
are of extraordinary decorative value. The
period during which these latter were in vogue

may be regarded as the golden age of European
wall paper design. There was no question,
then, of wall papers being considered as merely
a neutral background for more important

objects.
That, however, was the official Victorian at

titude, as voiced in 1850 by Richard Red-

grove, the Academician. "Paper-hanging," he

said, "has to form the background to all the
furniture, the objects of taste and vertu, the

pictures, and whatever else rare and valuable

is contained in the apartment; nay, more, to

enhance and support the fair faces that congre
gate there, or to enable us to study in the hu

man face the intellect of the assembled guests."

Naturally, therefore, he deprecated the use of

vivid colors and violent contrasts. A critic in
the "Journal of Design" pointed out that,
though this was one perfectly legitimate point

Chinese papersare so beautiful in designand coloring that it is curious
so little of our modern work is inspired by them. They are both deco
rative in themselvesand serve as an amicable backgroundfor furniture

of view, wall paper might also be regarded as
a decoration in itself and "so treated as to call
attention more strongly to its own ornamenta
tion." However, the various patterns shown
in that journal suggest that the less attention
the average papers of the time called to them
selves the better.

Twenty years later Charles Lock Eastlake, in
his "Hints on Household Taste," which for a
good while held the field as the amateur deco
rator's most popular vade-mecum, was still ad
vocating timidity, and pleading for small and
simple patterns on light grounds. But William
Morris and Walter Crane were already at work,
preaching the gospel of good design and prac
tising what they preached.
Morris's influence was undeniably salutary,
but he had a weakness which in the hands of
followers of lesser talent became a vice. This
was the tendency to overwork a good idea.
One can have too much of even the best de
signs. Hence the reaction towards unpatterned
papers or plain painted walls.

That reaction is working itself
out. Patterned wall paper is

coming into fashion again. New
patterns are being designed and
old ones revived. Both the Chi
nese papers of the 18th Century
and the landscapes of the early
19th are being imitated. Old
wood blocks are being rescued
and brought back into use.
There is no question, nowa
days, of the papers being given a
merely negative function. A
characteristic of the present time
is its cult of the positive, of the
bold and bright and amusing.
Such papers as it will use must
have some quality of their own.
Nevertheless, however high
their intrinsic quality, wall papers
have to be considered in relatipn

to the objects in contact with
them. It is a problem for which
there are many solutions, but per
haps certain general rules may be
laid down. For instance, an as
sertive wall paper should not in
habit the same room as furniture
covered in an assertive fabric of
a totally different nature. There
must either be harmony or a

pleasant, not belligerent, contrast.

Patterned fabrics and plain walls,

or vice versa, are safe and usual ;

but there is no reason why pat
terns should not be used, if used
discriminately, in both places.
As a rule, plain walls are the
best backgrounds for pictures. If
unobtrusiveness is aimed at, how

ever, a small all-over pattern in

quiet shades is more effective

than a single unbroken color.
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USES

FOR GLAZED
CHINTZ

Designed by Agnes Foster Wright

ilartitig

For a supper table in the
country place doilies may be
made oj glazed chintz cut to
conform with the pattern and
bound with washable silk.
The samechintz can be used
for the lampshadeabove the

table

A shoebox, coveredinsideand out with
glazed chintz, has a tray for stockings.
Closed, it serves for a dressing table
seat. The table will be draped in the

same chintz

The scrap basket is of plain glazed
chintz with a flap in figured chintz bor
deredwith a narrow box pleatingof the
plain fabric. Bureau boxes are made

to match

The curtains are
of a blue criss
cross pattern
with orchid and
blue changeable
taffeta picoted
ruffles. M auve
woodentie-backs
have Dresden
inserts

A shallow scalloped valance con
ceals the roller of the shade. Both
are in green,small patternedchintz.
Edges are plain dark blue. A
weighted pull serves for tassel

This deep rose lamp base supports
a pleated Toil de Jouy shade in
tonesof red. It is bound top and
bottom with plain chintz. Shades
are made to match color schemes
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PERENNIALS FOR THE BACK OF THE BORDER
A Resume of the Tall Growing Sorts Which Form the Background

Planting and Complete the Scheme

H. STUART ORTLOFF

EVERY
garden, to conform to the true

traditional meaning of the word, should

be enclosed. It is not necessary -to have
an elaborate wall of brick or stone, for heavy

masses of graceful shrubs or hedges will serve
the purpose of shutting out some of the far-
reaching vistas, or outside detractions, and

allow the eye to be concentrated on the more

intimate sights within the garden.
When one has become a conformist in this

respect in garden design, one will discover that
in front of the enclosing element, be it wall of

stone, shrubs or hedge, is an admirable loca

tion for the many tall growing perennials,

which if given places among the smaller plants
in the foreground would crowd them and al

most put them in a total eclipse. In fact, this
back edge may well be considered the source

of surprises. All summer the gay inhabitants
of the front of the border have been blooming
their heads off in competition, but their neigh

bors in the back rows have been sending all

their energy into sturdy plants, and have been

content to serve as foliage foils to their color

ful companions. But now when summer is
beginning to wane they stay her faltering feet

until long after the first frosts, by unfolding
beauties in color and form of flower.

In selecting plants for this place, height is
the first essential to consider. Plants 3' to 4'

or more high are best suited, although there are

a few shorter ones, like coreopsis, which may
be placed in the front of the back rows, because

it would be monotonous to have too straight a

line of height. Foliage should be considered

from the viewpoint of texture and color.

Nearly all foliage is persistent until after the

blooming season, so this is not such an im

portant item as it is for foreground plants,
because there are plenty of others to hide un

sightly feet. Color must be watched for its

effect in combinations. There are many pale
colors, like that of physostegia, which need

contrast, and other colors, like that of liatris,
which need to be toned down with a lavish use

of white or green foliage.

In planting, more interesting results will be
obtained if we do not adhere to straight lines
or geometrical patterns. Grouping of three,

five, or nine or ten plants will insure us in
teresting masses of color, and prove far more
effective in the fall days when most of the
perennials in the back border are holding
forth. The average back border plant re
quires 8" between its fellows, but there are ex

ceptions, like the phlox, which develop into
strong spreading clumps. These should be

given 1' or 2' for future development.

Many of these plants require staking, for
they grow so high that they are apt to be the

sport of every wind that blows, and come to

grief. The best stakes are bamboo, but any
will do provided it is strong and unbending,
yet thin enough to be hidden by the foliage and

not prove unsightly. Plenty of room should be

left in tying in order that the plants may grow
and move without chafing. Tieces of cloth are

the best material for strings.
The following is a partial list of plants

Variety is as desirableat the back of the perennial border as it is in that their colors and forms will be brought out to the best advantage
the middle and foreground. Tall growing flowers such as the holly- by the lower growers immediately in front of them. Uniformity in
hocks, delphiniums and mallows shown here should be so disposed height should be avoided, however, lest it become monotonous
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7*Aeborder planting should be graded upward from the front, par
ticularly where it flanks a walk or is otherwise so located that it is
viewed from one side only. Such a slopingeffectis producednot by

grading theearth,but by planting flowers of differentgrowing heights.
Here delphiniums form the mass of the background flowers
and show clearly their value as a setting for the rest of the bed

which are suitable for the back edge of the

border, or for the middle ground of beds which

are viewed from all sides:

Autumn Monkshood (Aconitum autumnale) :
A narrow upright plant with deep blue
flowers in July and lasting until September.
It grows to a height of from 4' to 5'. Propa
gate by seed or by division.

Monkshood (Aconitum napellus pyramidale) :
An erect plant 3' to 5' high with deep purple
flowers in August and September, in loose

spikes. Leaves finely divided and very
handsome. Thrives in rich moist soil and

will stand the full sun, although it lasts
longer in partial shade. Propagate by divi

sion. Mulch in spring to retain the moisture.
This plant is poisonous if taken internally,
so should be used where children will not
,pick it. Also variety album.
Hollyhock (Althea rosea): Narrow upright
biennials, which seed themselves and can

easily be treated as perennials. They range
in colors from yellow and white through
pink and deep red. The single varieties are
the most interesting. The spire-like stem

with its rough leaves mostly at the base

makes an excellent accent plant, and is good
against walls and fences. Blooms in July
and August and is subject to a fungus dis
ease, which attacks the leaves and buds.

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture or a solu

tion of ammoniacal carbonate of copper is

effective. Grows 5' to 7' tall, and should be

cut down immediately after blooming. Pre

fers sunny situation and good soil. Cover

with manure in winter. Water freely in

summer. Propagate by seed, or healthy off

shoots.

Alkankt (Dropmore) (Anchusa Italica):
Grows 3 to 5' high. Each branch termi

nated with a large pyramidal spike of gen
tian blue flowers in May and June. If not al
lowed to seed it will continue to blossom.
Leaves unsightly after blooming. If it crowds
other plants pick off the lower leaves. Good

garden soil and a sunny position preferred.
Mulch in winter. Propagate by division or
root cuttings which should be started in a

frame in October.

New England Aster (Aster Nova-anglice) :
Bushy, well formed plant which grows 3' to

4' high and is covered in September and

October with myriads of small violet blue

flowers with yellow centers. Leaves are in

conspicuous. Should be planted in groups
4" apart in front of shrubbery or taller

perennials. Propagate by seed or division.

Any soil, but it responds to good soil and

moisture. The best varieties are White
Queen; Novw-anglia, purple; Novm-anglix,
rosea and also rubra; William Bowman,
rose; and Lil Fardell, also rose.
New York Aster (Aster Novi-Belgii) : Light
pinkish lavender flowers with yellow centers,

3' to 4' high. Foliage better than the Novce-

anglim species. Prefers sun, responds to

good soil and moisture. Many horticultural
varieties.

Chinese Astilbe (Astilbe^ Davidii) : Plant
with dark green handsome foliage, which

grows 5' to 6' high. Flowers are in very

showy clusters sometimes 2' long in July and
August. Excellent for cutting. Propagate

by division. Prefers any soil, and half sun.
False Indigo (Baptisia australis exalt ata):
Pea-shaped blue flowers in long terminal

spikes in June. Grows 3' to 5' high. Foli
age sea green and in good condition until

August when it blackens, so it should not be

given too conspicuous a place. Free ex

posure to the sun. Propagate by seed or by

division.

Plume Poppy- (Bocconia cordata): White
flowers in terminal clusters in July and
August. Plant grows 6' to 8' tall. Has
very handsome but coarse foliage which is

persistent. The seeds in large clusters are
very decorative. Spreads rapidly. Good

for among shrubs and in the center of beds.

Any soil, prefers sun. Propagate by seed

or suckers.

False Chamomile (Boltonia asteroides) :
Masses of white to lavender flowers which

resemble the asters. Blooms in September

and October. Grows 5' to 7' tall. Any soil,

(Continued on page 80)
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THE CHARM OF THE QUIET HOUSE
Proper Construction and Good Equipment Well Placed

Will Reduce the Nuisance of Noise

ETHEL R. PEYSER

THE entrance to a house is like the tonicchord of a sonata. It gives one the
key, the introduction to the atmosphere

of the home. One really gets an impression of

a home immediately upon entering the hallway.
It is also true that on entering a house we are
lured or repelled by the sounds in it

,

whether

from the house itself or the people living there.
If we are greeted by loud voices, slamming
doors, creaking stairs, there is immediately the

impression that this particular home is not well

ordered and that the people in it are not at

peace. But if we are at once enveloped by
quiet and loveliness, a feeling of peace is sug

gested and involuntarily we expect to meet a

charming family.
The good architect always gives the builder

a set of plans that should make a satisfactory
house, but, as an eminent architect recently
said, "It seems to be the aim of most builders
to change every detail of the architect's plan."
So it is a wise idea to watch the construction

of your home so that when the house is actually
built you will find it not only attractive to look
at but so well constructed in every detail that

there are no complaints to make as to leaks or

noise or cold. If a house is built of good ma
terials, is well planned, is well put together, a

sense of peace is apt to be the result. In order
to accomplish this, every detail of the house

must be considered, the windows and the doors,

the stairs and floors.

DUE to the high cost of building, heavymasonry is no longer always used in
the division of rooms and the separat

ing of stairs from rooms. Where a slight par
tition only is required, there are on the market

today asbestos, felt, and composition "boards"

which render excellent service, and are often

fireproof and soundproof.
To shut away a nursery, these light weight,
soundproof partitions are admirable. They

not only leave a nursery perfectly quiet at

night, shut away from all the disturbances of

the house, but during the daytime they keep

the family from hearing the play, the romping,
or the unhappy times in the nursery. Of
course, the arrangement of rooms, such as the

relation of the nursery and kitchen to other

parts of the house, has much to do with the

peace of the home. The service end of the

house should, so far as possible, be shut away

b
y halls and doors, from too close communica

tion with the living part of the house. Think
of this when you are planning your home.

All uncovered floors are apt to be noisy no
matter how well they are laid or how nicely

they are finished. Whatever your floor, it

should be well constructed, over an adequate

sub-floor; if of wood, it should be put down so
compactly that there is never a sound from it.

But when it comes to quiet you must have car

pets or rugs. Bare floor never produces it
,

under any conditions.

METAL weather strips! So importantare they in relation to comfort and

peace in the house that they should

really be included in the specifications for the

building of a home. Besides keeping out win

try blasts, they contribute much to a quiet
atmosphere. In the first place, they help to
keep the din of the street from indoors; also
when they are applied to the interior doors,

the noise from one room does not easily reach
another. Windows that carry weather strips
slide up and down easily. And a good word
can be said of the weather-stripped door. A

door with this silencer about it closes quietly
and surely; even if one is in a hurry, the door
does not show it. Another device for lessening
the sound of doors shutting is a piston noise
retarder. It has an air cushion which is at
tached to the frame of the door and the piston

is fixed to the door. This keeps the door from
slamming. Screen doors, which are of no use
unless they shut quite tightly, should be fitted
with this device. Children will bless it and so
will the servants in the house. All these things
should be considered both as to price and com
fort when you are planning your house, so that
when you first begin to live in it you find peace
and quiet, instead of a succession of irritating
worries.

A small device but one not to be regarded
lightly, is a set of rubber or glass furniture

protectors which, when affixed to the legs of

any piece of furniture, makes it possible to
move it about without noise and without any

especial effort. These protectors also save

the floor and keep the carpets from being worn

and torn. They are easily attached and not

expensive.
The "silence cloth" on the dining table,
whether made of cloth or asbestos, is another

means of lessening disturbing sounds in a

house.

And in some homes I have known it to be

a rule that all the servants should wear rubber

heels. This not only lessens the noise in the
house, but it mitigates, to a very great extent,

the weariness felt by busy maids who are on

their feet practically all day long.

A great deal of the clattering sound in a

kitchen can be avoided by lining the cutlery
drawers with felt, so that when silver and

knives are put away the clashing of pieces

together is avoided. Pantries should be lined

in the same way. This lining felt can easily
be installed by pasting or tacking, and it is

not expensive.

A place for everything and everything in its
place is an especially good idea in connection

with the pots and pans in a kitchen. Much of

the annoying sound from this source can be

obviated by hanging the utensils, because most

of the sound is due to the falling together of
pots and pans as they are piled on top of

each other when being put away on the shelves

after use.

ONE of the chief offenders against thecharm of the home in the matter of
noise is cheaply constructed plumbing.

This is not only unsanitary, but at times
deeply embarrassing. Good plumbing is an

absolute essential in the well-constructed
house. Nothing will betray your economy so
promptly as plumbing that is not of good ma

terials and well placed. It is necessary to get
all your fixtures from the most reputable
dealer, and have the best workman to put them

in, and then you will save money in the long
run and charm and peace will envelope the
plumbing side of life.

The bathtub with a water inlet so fixed that

there is only a little noise for a few seconds or
none at all is a point of perfection that manu
facturers are making every effort to attain.

Perhaps the nearest to it is a device hung very
low in the tub so that after the first few inches

of water the faucet is covered, and the noise

from the inflowing water is smothered.

People w-ho will not endure the slightest
rattle or creaking in an automobile will live
for months with a squeaking, leaking faucet.

A slight adjustment will usually remedy the
difficulty; sometimes only a washer is needed.

And even an entirely new faucet is not a pur
chase with very serious consequences.
As yet no way has been found to modify the

noise of the telephone without lessening its ef

fectiveness. The telephone is rung to catch
your attention and if we muffle the bell too
completely we are liable to lose an important
call. If you have a very noisy telephone bell
in an apartment where every sound is heard,

you can muffle it slightly with a little pad of
absorbent cotton. This is an especially good
thing to try where the sound of the bell dis
turbs an invalid or little children.

RUGS
are a delightful way to reduce

noise in the hall. A long runner that
goes the whole length of the hall and

about half its width will keep your hall quiet
for your own house and prevent its disturbing

your neighbors. Of course, in a house where
the hall is large and capacious, the surface is
much more interesting covered with groups of
rugs; a runner spoils its symmetry and a car

pet is less interesting.

Quiet is one of the most difficult things to
find these days in the city, and also one of the

most essential things for one's w;ork and hap

piness and health. There is only one way to

acquire it in the modern home and that is to
look after every detail of your house at the

very beginning.
After all, the things that make for quiet are

in the main little things. Yet it takes thought,

some experience and a good deal of attention

to detail at the beginning of making a home

to insure in it that pervasive charm which

must have for its foundation quiet throughout

the house.
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HOUSE & GARDEN'S CHRISTMAS GIFTS
2020. Flower paintings
f r a med in gray-blue
wood rangein pricefrom
$25 to $150. The 2b" x
36" size is $50. 2021.
Chinese "Ho Ho" birds,
14" high in vari-colored
pottery are $30 the pair

2022. This purple and yel
low pottery figurine may be
madeinto a lamp or usedas
a table ornament. It is 10"

high. $7

2023. Below is shown a
vase of clear green glass
with handleand trimming in
topaz color. It is 9" high,
and especially suitable for
long-stemmedflowers. S9

(Right) 2026. A QueenAnne mahogany
mirror 36" high and 18" wide, $35. 2027.
The wrought iron candlesticks 11" high
are $6 the pair. 2028.Pottery fruit dish

6" high. SIS

These may be purchased
throughthe House£r Gar
den ShoppingService, 19
Witt 44thStreet,New York
City, Kindly order by
number. Chequemustac
companyorder

2024. Blue, cream, yellow
and hennaare the colors in
this attractive, odd-shaped
Italian pottery candlestick.
5" high. $3.50

(Below) 2025. An Italian
pottery dish in white, ca
nary yellow or turquoise
blue is 14" wide and 5"
high, including iron stand.
Complete. S10.50

Door-stops (left to right) 2029.A baby's
room, $3. 2030.Door sentinel,$4. 2031.
Basket of tulips, $6. 2032.Basket of
flowers, $6. 2033.Victorian lady, $4.50.

2034.Flower basket, $3.50
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2037.A mayonnaisedish of hand
hammeredsilver is $16. It meas
ures 6" in diameter. 2038. The 6'

ladle is $5

2040.Graceful candlesticks
polished brass,fitted for elec
tricity, are 18" high and §6.50
each. 2041.Lustre bowl in
blue, marigold or orchid, 7"
high. $8. S'/z" high S5

2042. A silver - plated
water pitcher, Colonial
in design,may be had for
$12. It is 7" high

2039.From Brittany comes this
gaily colored pottery dish that can
be used for either cheeseor butter

balls. $4.75

2043. The syrup jug
above is of hand-ham
mered silver. It is 4"
high and comes at $45

2044.A mahogany gate
leg table of unusualvalue
would be equally service
able in dining room or
living room. It is 28"
high and the top meas
ures 26" x 30". It is
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POTTERY,

SILVER
and

GLASS

2045.Purple Vene
tian glass finger
bowl and plate, $5.
2046.Wine glass, 6"
high, $3.50 each.
2047. Water glasses
$4 each

2048.A bowl of heavy orange
toned pottery 4J4" high and 8"
across,$3. 2049.Spanishpottery
pitcher, 6" high, has brilliant col
ors on a buff ground. $1.75

2050.Imperial Chinese Jas
mine tea is packed in at
tractive half-pound, lead-
lined baskets. $1.25

2051. A breakfast table decora
tion, %y2" high, is of majolica
ware. There are twelve white
geesewith yellow feet and bills.
The baseis green. $10

2052.Above is a sapphire
blue glassbowl for flowers
or fruit, 3" high, 10' wide,
$7.50.2053.The jirtificial
Iruit is $2 each

2054.The set above
is of copper in a
jade green finish.
Candlesticks 14"
high, bowl 6" high,
includingstand. The
set complete is $25

2055.A plated sil
ver, four-piece af
ter-dinner coffeeset
of excellent design
is $30. 2056.The
12"* 9" traymaybe
bought separateh,

$10

Rich amber colored
glass. 2057.Per
dozen, finger bowls,
$15. 2058. Plates,
$15. 2059. Liqueur,
$7. 2060.Cham
pagne,$8.50. 2061.
Cocktail, $8. 2062.
Gnhlet tin
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LINEN FOR
THE HOSTESS

2064.A tea cloth, 34"
square, and six napkins,
ll" square, are made of
fine linen, hand-hem
stitched, ?24 the set
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2063.For a refectory
table comes a luncheon
set in natural color linen
and Italian cut work.
Runner 20" x 54", twelve
mats, 12" * 18", §47.50

2065.Linen tea napkins
with mosaic work are
$12.50 a dozen. 2066.
Of Madeira work, $16.50.
They are 14" square

2067.Imported cotton
pillow cases,22" x 36",
with hand-hemstitching
in squares, are §3.50
each. 2068.Sheets to
match, 72" x 108",$14

2070. Exquisitefingerbowl
doilies o

f Fond de Bonnet
lace come in different de
signs. Six may be pur
chased for $12

2069.An effective
towel, 20" x 36", is o

f

natural color linen in a

smart striped design
with a three-letter
monogram, S5.50 each

2071.Linen and Italian
cut work make this card
table set consisting o

f a

36" x 36" cloth and four
tea napkins, $18.50

2072. A luncheon set o
f Scotch

linen crash embroideredin orange
or blue has an 18" x 54" runner,
six 12" x 18" matsand six napkins
14" square. It is $18.50complete

V

2074. A dainty pillow slip,
14" * 18", is- made of fine
linen and hand-hemstitched.
It may be had for $5

Mi M

2073. A beautiful twenty-five-piece
luncheonset on natural color linen
with Italian cut work is $34.50.
The centerpiece is 24" square and
the doilies 10" and 6" square

1
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TO PUT IN

HER ROOM

2081. A soft, wool
fiUed comforter 69" x
75" is covered in satin
and may be had in Co
penhagenor light blue,
old rose, pink or gold
for $37.50

2082. A composition
ivory toilet set of
twelve piecesis attract
ively priced at $23.48.
It vioxdd be effective
monogrammedin dark

blue
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2083. An unusual gift
for a man is this flat
gold key case. It is V/2"

long. $36

GIFTS
for a

MAN
Please Order fiv Number

2084. Attractive 14 kt.
gold octagonal shaped
cuff links are attractively
priced at $15 the pair

208S. This quaint
Dutch silver box
might be used for
cigarettes. ItisA]/2"
high. $5

2086. Poker chips, dice, playing cards,
a roulette watch and cloth fi

t into an
attractive blue leathercaseonly 5" long.

S20

2090. A practical gift for a

man is this leather collar
casethat can be openedout
flat. It is lined with moire'.

S5

2087. A flask for
an overcoat pocket
holds one quart and

is sterling silver.
9120

2088. Watch o
f

green and white
gold, 19 jewel Wal-

t ham movement,
$263

2089. White gold
chain, $32

2091. An attractive
tobacco pouch of dark
English cowhide is

lined with rubber. It

is pricedat $5

Ear

2094. A small vacuum
pitcher keeps one cup o

f

coffee hot. In nickel, $16;
in pink, blue or black
enamel, $17.50

2092. For a man's
room comesan unusual
little smoking table o

f

walnut, hand carved.
It is 24" high. $21

2093. A comfortable
chair with a down
filled cushion is cov
ered in a small pattern
denim in rose, blue or
brown. $49
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REMEMBRANCES FOR

THE GARDEN LOVER
Kindly Order by Number

% ■

H «

UP

209S. Colored lights shapedlike tiny Christ
mas treescan be attachedto any baseoutlet.
Set of 8, $4.75. As many as 10 sets of 8

can be joined
2096. A beautiful rose to ar
rive on Christmas day with a
card announcing that six
bushes of ever-blooming hy
brid tea roses will be sent in

Three books that cover every phaseof home
making are 2097,House & Garden's Book of
Houses, $3. 2098. Interiors, $4. 2099.

Gardens, $5

2100. Old flower studies
makebrilliant patchesof color
againstneutral walls, 14"zl6",
framed in natural wood, $10 2101. Nothing so adds to the charm of a houseas window boxes

filled with varied greens. The one above is 3' long, filled with 8
white spruce and ground juniper, $8 (2101-A) or 6 spruce for $5

2102. 6" Lustre bowls, blue,
vellow, green or orchid, $4.
2103. 5" Pottery bowls, $1.25.
2104.Narcissusbulbs$2a dot.

On a bleak Decemberday it is good to think of a garden in full
bloom and flower seedsmakean unusual and welcomegift. 2105.
One may have twenty varietiesof annualsfor $3 or (2106) thirty
for $5. 2107. Or if one prefers perennialsa selectionof twenty

comesfor $3 and (2108) thirty for $5

2109. Flowers make a delightful gift, especiallywhen they arrive
on Christmas morning. This box of assortedflowers, available at
Christmas time, solves the problem for the last-minute shopper,as
it can be telegraphedto any place in the United States. Just send
a checkor moneyorder for $5and House & Gardenwill do the rest
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This table and chairs are painted mediumblue. 2110. The table is 18" high,
$11. 2111. Windsor chairs, $15 each. Pewter is effectiveand practical in a

nursery. 2112. Mugs $6 each. 2113. Bowl and plate, S7.50

2114. An adorable
Dutch doll 12" high is
dressed in blue and
white with quaint
straw sabots. $15

2115. A child's white
enamel sewing stand
holds a 5" doll, mate
rials, patterns, beads
and all sewingthings,$8

2116. Six 6" tin milk cans, a cup
and dipper fit into this gaily painted
wagon. The length over all is 30"

and the price $6.50

TO PUT UNDER
THE STOCKING

Kindly Order by Number

2117. This woolly,
friendly gray-brown
dog stands so proudly
erect because he has
been called "Laddie
Boy" after the Presi
dent's Airedale. He is
7" high and may be
purchased for $2.34

2118. A small moving
picture machine that
can be attached to any
base outlet and easily
operatedmakes an ex
cellent toy for all ages.
Films and full direc
tions comewith it. The
price is $5

A gift to delight the
heart of any child is
this miniature machine
that really sews and a
dressmaking box con
taining a doll, bits of
material, ribbon, lace
and all sewing equip
ment. 2119. Machine
$2.50. 2120. Sewing

set $3
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TOYS THAT
ARE MORE
THAN AMUSING
TheHouse& GardenShoppingSer
vicewill begladto purchasethesv
for you. Pleaseorderby number.

2121. This imposing, pink
and white china duck holds a
cup of milk; the set complete
with the tray is $8.50

2122. Silver wrist watch with
radium dial and hands, $20.
2128. Sportsmen's kit knife,
S7.v 2124. Thin, gun-metal

compass, $7.50

2125. As all dolls must have bon
nets, this tiny box contains dolls'
hats, straw and bits of tulle and
feathers for trimming. It is $3

2126. A charming Delia Robbia
plaque for a nursery in old blue,
cream white, rose and green, 6"

across. S3

2127. Many gay horse reins
may be made with this old-
fashioned knitting spool and
the different colored worsteds.

$1

2128. The Windsor type of chair can be used effec
tively in every room in the house. Nowhere is it
more charming than in a child's nursery. The one
shown here is of mahoganyand only 23" high. It is

a good investmentfor $20

2129. A small golf bag 20"
long—holds the necessary
three clubs. It may be had
for the extremely low price

of $5.94

2130. A wind
mill is only one
of the things
that can be
made with the
pieces of wood
and tools in this
carpenterbox. $5
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December THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Twelfth Month

Dorothy Flint, a new
salmon, pink and
yellow dahlia. From
J. K. Alexander

Trenches for the
outdoor storage of
root crops should
be in dry ground

It is a good plan to
examine greenhouse
plantsfrequently for
aphis and red spider

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

This Calendarof the gardener'slabors is aimedas
a reminderfor undertakingall his tasks in season.
It is fitted to the latitude of the Middle States,but
its serviceshould be available for the whole coun
try if it be rememberedthat for everyone hundred
miles north or south there is a differenceof from
five to seven days later or earlier in performing
gardenoperations. The dates given are, of course,

for an averageseason.

4. All D6Wplantings
shouldbeheav
ily mulched
with manure.
This not only
servesto pro
tecttheplantsby reducing
the penetra
ti on of thefrost,but In
creasesthefertilityandpro
ductivenessof
thesoilaswell.

11. Frames
In whichsemi-hardy plants
arebeingwln-
t er cd , or
frames that
arc used asgrowingme
diums should
have some
kindof cover-
1ng. Loosehay may be
used,but the
best covering
is jutemats.

18. Plants
thataregrowingInbenches,
suchascarnations, roses,
antirrhinum,
etc.,shouldbe
mulchedwith
cow manure
orsolimadeof
equalparlsof
top soil and
well-rotted
manurewitha
little bone
mealadded.

25. This Is
the time .to
planandeven
1nbta1 some
sort of irrigatingsysteminyour garden.
Don'twaitun
til summerfordryweatherlajustassureas
taxesandyou
had best beready for It
wellInadvance
ofItsarrival.

fi. Do notneglectto pro
videTorthose
friendsof thegarden, our
birds.Feeding
boxesmaybeplaced where
the birdswill
beout of the
reachof cats.
Suet tied to
the branches
Isattractiveto
several spe
cies.

12.Lookover
the tender
bulbsthatare
storedfor thewinter,suchasdahlias, can-nas, gladioli,
etc. Frostwillsurelydestroy
them, while
toomuchheat
or moisture
willstartthem
Intogrowthbe
fore planting
timereturns.

19.Boxwood
mustbe protected,elseIt
is veryapt to
wlnter-klll.Burlapcovers,
cornstalks,
pineboughsorany material
thatwill keep
out the sun
but admitairmay be used
for this purpose.Applyit
now.

26. Fruit
trees,andes
peciallysmallones,shouldbeprotectedfromrats, rabbits
and otherro
dents. Ordinarytarpaperwrapped
around the
stemfromtheground to aheightof 15
inchesIs suffi
cient.

0.Lowspots
In walksand
drivesthatare
invariablywet
should be
raisedto shedwater; or If
the earth Is
takenoutand
the roadbed
filledwithcin
ders It willhelp to make
lbemdry and
Ea
ssabIe In
adweather.

13. Do notscrape the
bark on trees
to destroyin
sectpests—ItIsimpossibletoget into the
creviceswhere
Insectshibernate, and Inmanycasesthe
treeIsInjuredby removing
the green
outer bark.
Usestiffbrush.

20. At th»
seasonof theyearIt Is necessaryto fer
tilize indoor
cucumbersand
tomatoes to
assure fruit.
Collect the
pollen In aspoonanddis
tribute It to
theotherblos
somswith a
camel's-halr
brush.

27.Thevalue
of the land
scaping de
part mcniH
maintainedby
the big nur-
s e r y me n
shouldnot be
overlooked.Theyarepre
paredto plan
all sorts of
plantingsfor
you and sub
mit liguresofcosts,etc.

7.Treesthat
aresubjectto
s:-aleInsectsof
variouskinds
should -besprayedwith
oneof thesol
uble oil mix
tures. Fruit
trees of allkinds, roses,
evonymus,and
all smooth-
barked trees
are suscep
tible.

14.Asbestostorches, or
torchesmade
of burlapand
soaked In
kerosene to
makethemin-
flammable,
shouldbeused
to gooverall
the treesanddestroywln-terlng over
nestsof cater-pl11ars and
otherpeats.

21. Melonframes,tomatotrellises,gar
denseatsand
other woodengardenmate
rial shouldbepainted. Usegood paint,
andwherenecessary apply
twocoals.This
Is considerably
cheaj)erthan
constant re
newals.

28. Poor
lawns should
betop-dressed,usinga compostmadeof
screenedtop
soilwithabout
20 per cent
bonemealand
wood ashes
added. Thismaybeapplied
to the lawnliberallynow,
with some
grassseed.

THURSDAY

1.All tenderevergreens
that require
protecting
shouldbe at
tendedto at
once. Pineboughs,corn
stalks and
other coarse
materialcan
beusedtopre
ventsunscald.
Manure mul
chesare best
forthesoil.

8.All thegarden tools
and Impie-
meatsshould
be thoroughlycleaned,coated
with a cheap
oil and put
awayfor the
•winter.Those
that are in
needof repair
shouldbe at
tendedto now
while outdoor
workisslack.

15. Succes-
sionalsowings
of thosecrops
In the green
housethatrequireIt, such
as lettuce,beans,cauliflower, spin
ach and rad
ishes,should
bemade.Rhu
barband en
dive may be
startedunder
thebenches.

22. Ferns,
palms and
other house
plants should
betop-dressed
occasionally
with someof
the concen
trated plant
roodssoldfor
the purpose.
Keepthesur
faceof thesoil
loosened so
that no green
scumforms.

29. Vcgeta-
bI es of all
kindsthatare
storedIn cel
larsshouldbe
looked over
with the pur-
noseofremoving any decayed tubers
theremaybe.
Afewbadones
willsooncause
considerabledamageto the
rest.

FRIDAY

2. All the
varioustypes
of bulbs for
winter bloommaybeforced
In the green
housenow. It
isbesttobring
thebulbsInto
the heat In
small quanti
ties so as tokeepa contin
uous supply
of blossomscomingalong.

9.Granecanes
canbecleanedupandpruned
at any time
now. It Is agood practice
to removeall
theloosebark
andwashthe
caneswith agood strong
soap insecti
cideor spray
themwith an
oilspraytodestroylarvae.

1(1.Rhubarb
mayboforced
In the cellar
or atticof thedwelling by
plantinggood-
sizedclumps
In barrelsor
boxes and
placing them
besidethefur
naceor chim
ney. Thesoil
shouldbekeptmoderately
moist.

23.Thefoliage of houseplantsmustbekeptfreeofIn
sects. Sponging theleaves
with a soap
solution to
whicha good
tobacco ex
tracthasbeen
addedwill destroy white
scale,redspider,mealybug
andgreenfly.

30.M ush-
roomsmaybegrownin anyordinary cellar; the Importantpoint
Is freshstable
droppingsfor
thebed.Don't
let themevergetreallydry.
Use new cul
ture spawn,
as It Is more
certain than
theoldkind.

SATURDAY

3.Hyacinths,
Chinesesacredlilies, paper-
white narcis
susSolelld'Or,etc.,maynow
be forcedIn
bowlsofwater
for thehouse.
Place the
bulbs Iti the
cellar for
about two
weeks afterplantingso as
to formroots.

10. If cold
weatherpre
vailsIt Is well
to look over
the vegetable
trenches to
makesurethat
thefrostIsnotgettingIn and
Injuring the
roots. Plenty
of leavespiled
on top Is the
best protec
Hon fc
winter.

the

17. Nectarines,peaches
and grapes
which are
forcedunder
glassshouldbe
pruned and
cleaned by
washingthem
with strong
insecticides.
Removesome
of thetopsoil
afterwardai.dreplaceit with
freshearth.

24. Chicory
Is oneof the
best winter
salad plants.
Itcanbeforced
in any ordinarycellarby
planting the
rootsin boxes
and keeping
them dark.
Theycanalso
begrownout
sideIntrenches
filledwithhot
manure.

31.Theplantingof decidu
ous treesand
shrubsmaybe
continuedJust
aslongas the
weatherper
mits. Mulch
ing heavily
Immediately
after planting
will prevent
the penetra
tionof frostif
it shouldcome
soon.

JJ/'A'h, I reckonwe'll be gittin' snowedin ag'in purty soon. Already thcy's beena couplea' flurries,fr scuddin'acrossthethin blackiceon themiUpondan' rustlin' dty-likethroughtheoakleaveson thefar
shore. I'm lookin anydaytoseethesky hacin'up to thenorth'ardthewayshedoeswhena real storm's
a-comin'.
City folks seemto thinkus farmersis cut offfrom cv'rythin'soonas snowsetsin. They don'tfigger

on our partytclyphonelines,an' howtheykeepsus postedon whatall the neighborsare doxn'an' sayin'.
Ye see,it's thisazcay:Lcm HazvkinshewantsZeb Cuddebackto pay that noteo' his'n, so he rings

hem up—threelong an' two short turns o' the crank on the telyphonebox. Right awayall the seven
otherphoneson theHueringsthreelongan' two short,an' sevenof us takesdownour receiversquiet-like
to hearwhat hem'sa-goin'to do 'boutit. Er our beltsring one shortan' three long,an' we find out
whatDocShinhopplethinksis thematterwith Mrs. Carbcrry'snewesttwins. F.r four shorts,an' we hearthcy'sa nezvseto' harnessdozento therailroadstationfer Jake Hopper,an' when'shegoin' to comegit it?
Yep,thepartyline'sa greatthingfer us farmers,'speciallyafter snozvflics. —Old Doc hemmon.

The new Le Nor-
mand is goldenyel
low striped scarlet.
J. K. Alexander

Winter pruning of
the fruit trees can
be done from now
until March

After the ground
has frozen, apply a
mulch of salt hay
to the strawberries

Judge and Mrs. Marean at their Connecti
cut home. Judge Marean's dahlia garden,
at the left, is famous for its remarkable

beauty

At the American Dahlia Society's 1921Show
in New York Judge Marean's display at
tracted much attention. Photo from John

Sckeepers,Inc.

Winter protection for newly set evergreens
can sometimesbe afforded by board fenc
ing. Both wind and sun should be guarded

against
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Your Casement
Windows as
They Should Be

You can make your outswung casements all that
you have imagined they should be—beautiful
windows that can be opened and closed without
the least awkwardness. Think of being able to
handle them without interfering with flowers,
screens or draperies, of locking them so they
will not bang in the wind. These and all the
familiar troubles that come from old-fashioned
hardware are ended once and for all with—

Monarch Control-Locks
With an ornamental little handle you do it all.
Screen or curtains are not disturbed in the least.
Raise the handle, and you can lightly swing the
casement to any angle you desire. Turn the
handle down, and you firmly lock the casement
at just the point you wish.
The Monarch Control-Lock is as practical and
convenient as an electric light switch. It is as
durable as though it were a solid piece of steel.

See operating models in your hard
ware dealer's display room. Write for
our booklet —"Casement Windows."

MadebyMONARCHMETALPRODUCTSCOMPANY
Manufacturers also of Monarch Metal

Weather Strips

5000PenroseStreet, St. Louis,U. S. A-
Canadian Branch: King Construction Com
pany, Ltd., 40 Dover Court Road,40

Toronto, Canada.

MONARCH
CASEMENT WINDOW HARDWARE

TO PUT IN THE CARD ROOM

2131. Blue, green, tan
or rose leather case10"
long, 200 chips and
cards, $13

A
2133.A wrought
iron bridge lamp
has a paper
shade parchment
colored. 64"
high. $8

2132. Black sateen
card table cover edged
with blue and green
wool and tassels,$6.50

^^^^

2134. Six good
bridge score pads
are $1.20

3P
213S. A set of four glassash trays
packed in an attractive box is
$2.50. The colors are green, blue

or yellow

2134-.4.A grace-
fulsmoker'sstand
in wrought iron
with an antique
or green finish
is $8.75

2136. A black lacquer card table decoratedwith a gold line
is covered in black sateen,$10.75. 2137. The little ham
mered silver-plated clip-on ash trays and glass holders are

S3.15 each, including the 15c tax



This Company has been engaged in the

making of Architectural woodwork for more

than half a century. The illustration shows

President's room, Phoenix Mutual Life

Insurance Co. Building, Hartford, Conn.

Benjamin Wistar Morris, Architect.

Matthews IBRonnirciRS Manufacturing Company

SK VAMIKK11II.T AVENt'E KMT.V11I.IWIKI) I8«7 HILWAfXinC
XKWYOKK W*COSIHI>(
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This Book on Home

Beautifying— Free
This book contains practical
suggestions on how to make
your home artistic, cheery
and inviting. Explains how
you can easily and economi
cally refinish and keep furni
ture, woodwork, floors and

linoleum in perfect condition.

This book is the work of experts — illustrated in
color. Tells just what materials to use and how to
apply them— includes color card, covering capac
ities, etc.

JOHNSON'S
Pasfe ~Liojiid ~Powdered

PREPARED WAX
Johnson's Prepared Wax conies in three convenient forms —
Paste Wax for polishing floors and linoleum —Liquid Wax
the dust-proof polish for furniture, woodwork and automo
biles—Powdered Wax for dancing floors.

$3.85 Floor Polishing Outfit for $3.00

With this outfit you can easily keep your floors and linoleum
like new. The brush will last for years and save many times
its cost. Tlwfbutfit includes :

1—Weighted Johnson's Floor
Polishing Brush $3.00

1—Pint Can of Johnson's Pre
pared Wax.". .85

(For $3.00—See Your Dealer) $3.85

This special offer is good througl
dealers—or send $3.00 direct to
us. (Send $3.50 if beyond the
( )hio or Missouri. )

Mail attached coupon for Home
Beautifying Book— free and post
paid.

S. C. JOHNSON& SON,Dept.HG 12.Racine.Wis. (CanadianFactory—Brantford)
riease sendme, free and postpaid,jour bookon HomeBeautifying,"The
ProperTreatmentfur Floors,WoodworkandFurniture."

FOR THE TRAVELER

My Paint Dealeris.

My Name

My Address

2138. A black enamel luncheon
case is equipped for four people.
$23. Vacuum bottlesextra

2139. Utility caseo) black cow
hide or patent leather lined with
colored moire, Q" long. $8

2140. Memorandum
book in blue, rose,
black or tan leather.

$2.50

2141. Leather case
5" high holds bottle
and cup, $5

2142.Black cow
hide bag 15"
long, fitted with
shell,S63,includ
ing $3.50 tax

2143. Leather
case 7" long,
holding 4 nickel
topped bottles,
is $7.50
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A view o
fm GrantPark, a popularparkingplaceinChicago,where,as%notherparts Copyright1921.byTheGoodyearTile&RubberCo.

of America,"morepeopleruleonGoodyearTiresthanon any otherkind"

THE
very evident preference of the people of America for Goodyear

Tires for passenger cars has been openly and honorably earned. Year
after year, without interruption or exception, Goodyear Tires have given
them good service. They have delivered great mileages, of a peculiarly
satisfying kind, distinguished by an unusual freedom from trouble.
Their quality today is higher than ever before, and public preference for
them is greater than at any previous time. To be sure of economi
cal tire equipment on your car— make certain you get Goodyear
Tires. More people ride on Goodyear Tires than on any other kind.
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fashion has recognized
the charm of candle-light
In contrast to the glare of electricity or gas, candle
light casts a magic glamour of romance and beauty over

everything it touches. Its soft radiance and restful, kindly
glow form a perfect background for all tender sentiments

which we associate with Home.

Leaders in the world of fashion recognize the charm and
kindliness of candle-light in making everything and every
one appear to the very best advantage. That is why they
pronounce candles an illuminating and decorative necessity
in boudoir, dining-room, reception hall and living-room.

For quality of materials and superiority of art and
craftsmanship, Atlantic Candles stand alone. They give
an especially soft, steady, smokeless, odorless light and burn
down evenly with a perfect "cup."

There is an Atlantic Candle for every purpose and
occasion— in a variety of sizes, styles and colors. You
should find them at your dealer's. Atlantic Candles are
easily identified by the label on the box or the band on
the candle.

THE ATLANTIC REFINING COMPANY
Philadelphia

ATLANTIC
CANDLES

WHEN YOU GO MOTORING
Kindly Order by Number

2144. A motor robe
of brown, blue, or
maroon broadcloth is
lined with matching
plush. $20.

2145. Three bottles
7" long topped with
nickel corks fit into a
flat black leathercase,
metal lined. $10

2149.A warm wool
scarf measuring60"
may be had in all
heather mixtures
for $4

2146. For the
woman who drives
comesa pair of tan
leather gloves, wool
lined. $6.50

2147.Non-breakable
one-quart vacuum
bottle, $10. 2148.
Tan calfskin case

$4.50

2150. An unusual plush motor robe comesin warm "clan''
plaids—red and green,blueand green,gray and yellow, gray
and red, brown and yellow or black and white. It is

remarkably priced at $14.74
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TRIANON
DESIGN

Wrou^Ai from S'alitJ S'ilvcr

INTERNATIONAL
STERLIN
asierpieces of iJxe (Classics'
N the world of homes, International
Sterling is the symbol of fine living,

n the realm of wealth, it is the most useful
d permanent form of property. In the

phere of family, it is the heirloom enduring.

In International Sterling, classic beauty,
the eternal, has been wrought into solid

silver, the imperishable.

rianon, massive yet chaste and graceful, is

new masterpiece of the classics. Your
eler has it in complete table service.

oA Book of Silver
on Request

Write for Book 154.
the Trianon brochure.
International Silver Co.
Meriden, Conn.

This craftsman's mark

identifies the genuine

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
CHERISHED
ALL YEAR 'ROUND

SOMETIMES
gifts are

chosen hastily at the last
moment. Often there is in
sufficient time to weigh and
consider.

This year if you are pressed
for time — and of course, if
you have plenty of time as
well—if you appreciate that
gifts for the home must be
useful and durable, if you
wish to be sure that your gifts
will be correct, come to Lewis
& Conger's.

For useful and durable and
correct gifts are the only kind
of gifts you can buy at Lewis
& Conger's.

FOR A RAINY AFTERNOON

MahoganyLazy Susanre
volves,passingthisor that
toeveryoneatthetable.$15

Fireplacegoodserfeverydescriptionandeverysise.
Fire lighter with tray.
$4.63. Bellows, natural
oak. $9.50; dark oak,
$10.50.

This
br{

«
f.

garden basket
bringshappythoughts
of Springtime. With
nickelplatedtools.$16

Hot waterplateof fine
chinaand nickelbase
keepsfood savoryfor
latecomers.$5. Cover
$2.

A smokestandfor his den or cosy corner.
All metal,in dark bronzeand old brass,or
silver gray and gilt finish. $13.75

Rollicking friends fromMother Goose adorn the
children'schina. Otherpat
terns. Mother Goose,Old
King Coleand Old Woman
in Shoe. Set$4.50

Electricpercolatorwith sil
ver plated lining to grace
the table and makegood
coffee.Six cupsize$12.34,
includingtax.

These
illustrationsmerelysuggestthetypeofthingsyou will find in this store. Orderby mail if you cannotcomehere in person.

Forty-Fifth St.
and

Sixth Avenue

One block north

o
f

Hippodrome

^WIS&^ONGER
NEW YORK CITY

2151. Above is shown a completetelephoneoutfit that can be easily
adjusted. It comeswith full directions for $5.75

21S2. A motor scoutpatrol, gaily painted red and
white, measures10" long. It may be had for $4.49

2153. A leather caseholding ten
practical tools which fit into one

handle is $10

2154. This school kit holds a

half pint vacuum bottle and a

metal lunch box. S6.25

2155. Paints, pastels,an easeland pictures to
color are packed in an attractive box which

may be purchasedfor $2.75
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Tim Orsenigo Company, Lnc.
112 West 42*? Street AewYork City"

A REPRODUCTION OF AN ITALIAN MUSEUM PIECE

^IaNIJKAC TI KKR8 AM5 IMPORTERS OF
Kntjlijsh, Italian and IFreivch Furniture
INQVIKIE8 HOUCITED THROUGH TOl'R OR I>KC»KATOH

THE
postmarked side of the envelope

shows to whom a letter is addressed.

The reverse side of the same envelope also
has a story to tell; for the way an envelope
is folded, and especially the style of the

flap, can indicate good taste in stationery

or its opposite.

In Old Hampshire Stationery, the effect
of excellent and modish letter paper is never

spoiled by the envelope. We have free sam
ples of both at your service, on application^

FineStationeryDepartment

Hampshire Paper Company
South Hadley Falls, Mass.

MAKERS OF OLD HAMPSHIRE BOND

1987-Y
Rookwood makes many distinc
tive and beautiful small things for
the home, such as bowls, vases and
candlesticks.

Write for Literature.

The Rookwood Pottery Co.
rookwood place, cincinnati, ohio

I719-Y

1981-Y

1879-Y
AO.

1 I721-Y

31H1-Y

;
£
'
--■ ' r.

♦ " */- *-" ■

L I950-Y
"q-2

fix , " •
- - '
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1

USEFUL XMAS |
PRESENTS |

Booklet "Gift Suggestions ]f
)A

No. 20" Sent on Request

Ladies' Fancy Handkerchiefs
48.Real Val Lace. 6 for $21.00 Ori
52.Swiss Openstitchedge,

6 for $21.00 iSJ
53.Swiss Openstitchedge, '<SX6 for $24.00 ^45.Fancy Stitch. Linen,

6 for $9.00 ^49.Real ArmenianLace, ^v.i

6 for $21.00

20.Pure Linen HandEmbroidered
Corner Handkerchiefs, ribboned
and boxed, 6 for $5.00

11. Ladies' Pure Linen Cambric Initial Handkerchiefs, 6 for $ 3.00
12. Ladies' Pure Linen Cambric Initial Handkerchiefs, 6 for 4.50
15. Ladies'PureLinen Initial Handk'fs,SwissEmbroidery, 6 for 15.00

If You Are Going to Build
(Continued from page35)

139. "Marjorie" Set in Real Irish Lace, for wearingwith Dressesor
Sweaters, $8.50set

140.Hand madeOrgandieSet trimmedReal Val, $10.50set
141.Beautiful Modiste Veste Collar and Cuffs, madeof Carrick ma
Cross Lace and Net, $28.00set

^lpole Bros.INC.
IfvFtk Sflrve. coy. 35% Si.7&wD6r£
also 587 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. LONDON and DUBLIN

lar, it is expensive if properly done,
and a very dubious process if not well
done, so that the best way to guard
against the entrance of water is to
lead it away from the house by a

drain around the foundation before it

has a chanceto work through the cellar
walls or up through the cellar bottoms.
The drain must, of course,have an out
let lower than the cellar of the house
itself, a thing easily provided in a hilly
communitywhere the lot is higher than
the street,but in a flat country a way
to disposeof it is often not so readily
to be found". But I think the consen
sus of opinion seemsto be that it is

better to waterproof cellar and walls
than to drain, because a drain pipe
must connectwith the seweragesystem
and in case anything happens in the
way of a stoppage,no matter how far
removed from the house the sewage is

,

it is bound to back up through the
drain and thus out into the cellar. Of
course it is possible to drain through
what is called a "dry well", but if your
cellar excavation is below the water line
your "dry well" will become water
soakedin caseof severestorms,and the
drainage will return to the cellar. In
this casetherewould not be the danger
of sewagebut it would mean dampness
and disintegration.
But the surest method of obtaining
the absolutely dry cellar is to make
your foundation walls and cellar floor
waterproof. This is more expensive
than draining with pipes, but there are
very good architects and builders who
feel that it is the only sure way to
build for health, and that is

,

in the
long run of course,economy.

Cellar Walls

Unless you want an exceptional
amount of light in your cellar do not
have the foundation wall over 6" above
the ground, and even with 6" a good
deal of light can be furnishedby build
ing areasin the wall at certainintervals.
The amount of excavationfor the cellar
will dependupon the spaceneeded. If
you wish a laundry, preserve closet,
heating equipmentand storagefor coal,
vegetables,etc., you will need a good
deal of space,and you must dig deep

enough to have ample head room for
safety and comfort. Also your lighting
and plumbing equipmentmust all start
in the cellar, and the ash chutescoming
from the kitchen stove and your open
fires must have a dumping place in the
cellar.
To insure completeinsulation against

a damp cellar first lay cinders 6"
or 8" deep and let this project either
side of the foundation wall about 6".
In the case of any danger from the
seeping in of water a concrete floor
should be laid over this and then a

waterproof surface which consists of
layers of tarred felt and betweeneach
layer a coat of tar pitch. The first
layer of felt is mopped to the concrete
floor and sidewalls with tar pitch. AU
of this is finished with a course of
cement completely covering the floor
and curving up on the walls as high as
there is any danger of water seeping
through.
Your foundation wall must also be
laid on a 1

'

footing. This footing is

usually of stone laid up with mortar
joints or a trench perhaps dug and
slushed solid with concrete. The con
crete must be thoroughly rammed in
the trench to avoid water seeping in
around the gravel and making the walls
porous. If the walls are of stone or
brick they must be so bonded that the
joints do not come together and allow
the footing to crack under the strain of
the weight which it supports. If the
various courses of brick or stone are
not bonded togetherproperly the walls
will split vertically and not only permit
dampnessto enter, but there is danger
of the walls settling. Of course the
thicknessof your foundation wall must
dependupon the weight it is to carry,
and this the builder can decide with
mathematicalcertainty. Brick or stone
are equally satisfactory on the ground
that has been properly drained. If
brick, it should be of the well burnt
variety.
If the walls are brick, two coats of
whitewash will give you a clean fresh
surface; if stone, it is better to cover
with cement,purewhite—and,of course,
the ceiling would be white cement—for
hygienic as well as aestheticreasons.

(Continued on page 74)
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how the footing is laid
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The Gift of
Superior Stationery

Hand
Engraved
Initial
Monogramor
Crest

A

becomes a Christmas
remembrance of fine
distinction and assured

appreciation.

Suggestions Upon Request

J. E. Caldwell & Co.
Jewelry Silver Stationery

Chestnut and Juniper Streets
Philadelphia

The very newest amportatiomis
of

CHINA, GLASS
and

EARTHENWARE
From England aod the ContSoemit

15 East 56th Street

New York City

fc

A

me urirvm^ Forge, mc.
j W~ hand forced

The IV. Irving

hardware.

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
UNIQUE

For the friend "just
crazy" over new home,
camp or bungalow, what
more fitting, unusual, and
withal more useful gift
than a piece of W. Irving
HAND FORCED HARDWARE.

Lighting Fixtures
Bells Toasting Forks
Knockers Shoe Scrapers
Door Handles Lanterns
Fireplace Sets Stands

Etc.

UNIQUE
CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

The W. Irving
Lantern
No. 912

mile us or visit our shop
326-328'east 38»St Rew Yorfc Gite

telephone fturray mil 8536.
J I

Tobey'
made

Furniture

I !

.1 ,

TOBEY
is equipped to create furniture

for all purposes. We shall be glad to
send to those unable to see Tobey-made
furniture in our New York or Chicago show'
rooms our Brochure W.

The Tobey Furniture Company
WabashAvenue
CHICAGO

Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK
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Qhe JOY of GIVING

ON one day in the year all Christendom pauses in
the pursuit of gain and dedicates itself to the idea

that giving is better than getting.

Since the tide of time first broke, in ripples now

too faint to be heard, experience has proved that to

receive one must serve and Service is the giving of
one's self.

FOR
one hundred and eight years Seth Thomas

Clocks, with faces wreathed in smiles and

holly, have watched the spark of the Christmas
spirit as it has lit candle after candle in the homes
and hearts of America's millions.

Ticking the midnight hour, they watched our
great grandmothers slip silver buckles and snuff

boxes into our great grandfathers' hose. Their
muffled voices said, "Good, good" when grand
father smuggled a cashmere shawl into grand

mother's fireside chair.

And, as regularly as Christmas has come, in
numerable Seth Thomases have beamed at the

smiling faces that have peered into theirs answer

ing the exclamation, "Oh ! A Seth Thomas for
me. How beautiful ! How wonderful I" with the
friendly greeting — "I'm glad to be here. Start
my pendulum and let's make this a regular home."

The business of making Seth Thomas Clocks
has survived the years, not because they represent
so much fine mahogany, so many wheels of brass,
such beautifully chaste dials—but because they
are the sum and substance of millions of moments
of the lives of men and women who have given
all of themselves to their tasks.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY

c if K

If '$>

FlicHerless"5AFETY5TANDARD"Motion~PicturePtoiector

Will Your Christmas Be Like This?
Will you invite your favorite film stars—Norma and Constance
Talmadge, Elaine Hammerstein, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles
Ray, Wm. S. Hart, Charlie Chaplin and scoresof others—to
your home this Christmas? Will you let the darlings, heroes
and comediansof filmdom hold every memberof your family
spellboundfor hours, with motion picturesof your own selec
tion, projectedby a New Premier Pathescope?

From thousandsof reelsof the world's bestDramas,Comedies,
Animated Cartoons, Scientific. Travel, Educational and War
picturesyou can make up your own programs to thrill, enter
tain, amuseor educateevery individual.

The New Premier Pathescopeis the ideal Christmas gift. It
will start a forever-interesting,forever-new seriesof enjoyable
evenings,that will bind your family group together,keep the
young peoplehome and afford delightful recreation for years.

The Pathescopeis so exquisitely built that its large, brilliant,
flickerlesspictures amaze expert critics. But best of all, the
Pathescopeis safe. Ordinary inflammable film is dangerous,
and State, Municipal and Insurance restrictions prohibit its
usewithout a fire-proof enclosingbooth. But the Pathescope
uses only "Safety Standard" film approved by the Under
writers' Laboratories, Inc., for use without a booth, by any
one, anywhere, anytime.

Make Your Own Motion Pictures
A real record of a Christmas group—how
preciousit would be! The samegroup isn't
together every year. Before next Yuletide
someonemay marry, moveaway, or evenbe
"taken away". Still-pictures of posedfamily
groupsneverseemreal; neverlike the friends
you know.

But with a New Premier Motion Picture Camera, pictures of
baby, the older children, Father and Mother, all in the midst
of their characteristicactivities, live and move with all the
vividness of real life. What pricelesstreasuresto hand down
to your children?

Come and Operate the Pathescope Yourself
No lifeless still-picture, no description however vivid, can
convey any adequateimpressionof the thrill and indescribable
charm of seeingthe Pathescopein actual operation. Come to
any PatMscope Salon, chooseyour own pictures and operate
the Pathescopeyourself. Write for the addressof the nearest

The Pathescope Company
of America, Inc.
Willard B. Cook.President

5^Suite 1828, Aeolian Hall, New York
Agenciesin Principal Cities.

(member)



The Estey Residence Organ

r.rni ■•'Mb, . <i

Apipe organ is not a piece of furniture tobe moved from home to home. It is a

part of the home, as integral as the conserva-
tory or billiard room. It is for homes that
are built by owners, for one's own home, as

a fine and finishing touch.

There is a sense of completeness in having

the greatest musical instrument as your very

own that nothing else can give.

The Estey Residence Organ can be played

by self-interpreting rolls or by the hand of

the organist.

THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont



Granes dCinen d(aton
GJhe Gorrcct cWritiag ^aper

Crane's Linen Lawn

Crane's Distaff Linen Crane's Linen Lawn

Crane's Kid Finish Crane's Early Puritan

Into
every sheet of Crane's writing papers the house of Crane

has put all it has learned in 120 years of fine paper making.
We take these sheets and make them into stationery which re
veals, in every detail of color, size and shape, a knowledge of all

the considerations that go to make up style in writing paper
For that most eagerly sought gift, that combines the perfect ex'

pression of Christmas thought with a modest price, this paper, in

its tasteful regular box or in the more elaborate holiday dress, is

the happiest selection.

Usablesamplessenton
requestfor 25cents.

EATON, CRANE & PIKE COMPANY^-yi/^fiMK
Sponsors ^for correctness in Correspondence
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Kapock for Connoisseurs
No matterwhatthecolorschemeor theperiodof thefurniture,there
are"KapockDrapery fabricsto harmonize. KapockDraperyfabricsare
"Long-Life Colors"—they are guaranteednot to fadewhenwashedor
hung in the sunlight.

Sendusyourdealer'snameand
receivea Copyof "KapockSketch
Book",—Suggestionsforthehome.

A. THEO. ABBOTT 8c CO.
Dept. C Philadelphia,Pa. I

%tBfamliacl).Bats (BranJ
"The Christmas Gift that Endures"

The Gift for all the family, for all the year. The
Brambach Baby Grand is beautiful in style, compact in
size and exceptionally reasonable in cost. Send for

Paper Pattern and Catalog.

Name ..

Address

BRAMBACHPIANOCOMPANY
MarkP. CatnpbeU.Pre*.
645West49thStreet.N.Y.
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If You Are Going to Build
(Continued from page 70)

BUILD NOW
And let Sargent
Hardware add the
final touchof beauty
and securityto your

SargentDoorClosers
keepthedoorsclosed
thatshouldbeclosed,
surely but silently.
There are heavy
models for outside
doors and a light
model for inside
doors.

Consider
the hardware
when planning
your home

ACAREFUL selection ofSargent Hardware will
add unusual distinction to your
home— now, and in the years
to come. The choosing will
be a pleasure, for there are
Sargent designs to harmonize
with every architectural or
decorative scheme. Your hard
ware dealer will be pleased to
show you samples.

Give this hardware question
the attention it merits. Even
if you are not building until
later, take this opportunity of
familiarizing yourself with an
important building subject.

The Sargent Book of De
signs will give you much prac
tical information on the sub
ject of hardware. It contains
75 pages of interest to every
builder or prospective builder
and illustrates many attractive
patterns in which Sargent
Hardware may be obtained.
You may have a copy upon re
quest, without charge.

SARGENT & COMPANY
Hardware Manufacturer*

31 Water Street New Haven, Conn.

The most important furnishing in the
cellar is the heating plant (details of
which we will give in a later article).
Naturally it must be placed where it
will economically and adequately heat
the house. To avoid the escapeof heat
into the cellar, the furnace pipes, and
the boiler in caseof steamheat, should
be completely encased in asbestos
covering. You will save the expenseof
this in lower coal bills the first year.

Ash Disposal

There are new and excellentmethods
for the disposalof ashesworth studying,
becauseit is impossible to keep an im
maculate cellar if ashes are taken out
of the furnace in the old way, in an
ash can and wheeled away. A prac
tical ash-receivingdevice consists of a
turn-table carrying a half dozen or
more cans, shapedso as to fit together
somewhatlike the sectionsof an orange,
each holding as much as an ordinary
garbage can. The table swings under
the front part of the furnace, beneath
which the ashes are dropped without
bringing them into contact with the
cellar air. When one receptacle is
filled, the table is turned and another
can brought into place. By means of
a simple hoist the cans are easily
brought to the floor and carried outside
when desired.
If your garbagecans are kept in the
cellar becausethere is no place back of
the house, no small outside closet or
room, then the most practical method
is to install one of the new small in
cinerators. The cost is not heavy and
the danger from garbage in or about
the houseis avoided, also the possibility
of odor, if refuse is burned in the fur
nace. These incineratorsdo not involve
a large outlay of money, and soon pay
for themselves,not only in the matter
of the saving of bills for city garbage
service,but also in the increasedassur
ance which they render against disease.
One of the new inventions for the
convenienceand health of a household
is a combination hot water heater and
incinerator. This economical contri
vance is arranged so that the heating
plant is partly fed by the garbage
from the house. The saving on this is
of course twofold. After the heater is
installed there is only a small expense
for fuel and no expensefor the remov
ing of garbage.
The coal bins will be placed very
close to the heating plant. The enclo
sure for coal should be shut in tightly
with manufactured boards or wooden
walls which reach without fail, from
floor to ceiling, and the door to the bin
must be kept closed, for this modem
white cellar would soon lose its reputa
tion if smudgesof coal dust appeared
on its immaculate surface. The only
way to avoid dust in the cellar is to

have the coal put in the bin through a
covered chute which will connect di
rectly with the delivery wagon.
You will want electric lights in your
cellar for twilight, night and stormy
days, also unless a cellar is light you
may rest assured it will not be clean.
It would be against human nature.
Naturally the laundry should be
placed as far as possible from coal and
furnace, and for economy's sake the
electric or gas meter should be nearby,
as this laundry will be fitted with elec
tric or gas washing machines, driers,
and, of course, irons. Laundry work
done by these almost miraculous me
chanical appliances loses much of its
old horrors, and the clothes come out
sweeterand cleaner.

Storage Equipment

It is possible to securepreservecab
inets, convenient and pure white, for
this cellar equipment, but many very
good housekeepersare satisfied with
white enameledshelveshung from the
ceiling at a convenient height and well
away from the furnace. Sets of shelves,
if there is room, are also provided for
fruits and vegetables. These should be
hung low, the idea being to get good
ventilation and fresh cool air, in which
all edibles will last longer than shut
away in a closet. If, in spite of pre
cautions in the way of screensin the
little windows, insectsshould penetrate
this spotlessplace,hang full curtains of
mosquito netting about the vegetable
and fruit shelves. These will let in air
and keep out insects, though of course
we do not like to believe that there
lives an insectwith soul so deadthat he
would trouble this immaculateplace.
Where it is practicablethere should be
a flight of steps leading outdoors as
well as one direct to the kitchen or
back hall. Then all vegetables,laundry
work, etc., can be taken directly to the
cellar without passing through the
kitchen. And the entranceto this flight
of stepscan be madequite a picturesque
detail of the basement wall if well
planned.
If for any reasonwhite is not desired
in the cellar the only really satisfactory
substitute is a warm yellow, a good,
ripe pumpkin color. This will give you
the effect of sunlight and is perhaps
more lastingly clean than pure white.
But whether white or yellow is used,
the cellar must be done over at least
once a year. You will find that this
perfection of convenienceand exquisite
cleanlinessin the cellar will set a sani
tary standard for the whole serviceend
of the house. In all details of home
building there is probably no appoint
ment that in the long run brings you
greater satisfaction than a cellar that
has beenmade to realize your ideal of
convenienceand sanitation.

Gardens of Spain and Portugal
(Continued from page 36)

that Navagero had reached Spain in
safety, adding, "I see that this pilgrim
age will be pleasant to him, if only it
will enable him to discover new plants
and other rare things and, as he says
himself, I am sure he will return home
laden with them."
Navagero's own letters abound in
praises of the gardens of Spain,
which he declaresmore beautiful than
those of Italy. The Moorish Al
cazar of Sevilla, with its exquisitepatios
planted with shady orange and lemon
trees,was the fairest place he had ever
seen. He visited the old Carthusian
gardens on the plains of Sevilla along
the Guadalquivir and lingered where
even today one may find heavy bowers

of rosesand fragrant myrtle groves. He
praisedthe vast gardenof theMonastery
of Guadalupe,delightedin the Alhambra
and climbed the heightsof the Moorish
pleasurepalace of Generalife where, he
wrote, "nothing is lacking to complete
the charm and perfection of this spot
savethe presenceof a scholar to enjoy its
beauty." Fram Barcelonahe sent home
to Venice somecaronba trees; from Se
villa he dispatched the seeds of the
sweet orange as well as some curious
roots that he called batate, lately come
from the Indies and tasting like a chest
nut (was this our modern sweet po
tato?). He sent also a flowery shrub
called ladano with a blossom between

(Continued on page 76)
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Let this book be the Guide!

"npHIS BOOK
" is Ovington's Christ

mas Book, perhaps the most famous
guide to gifts in all the world.
It is ready now, just off the press in
fact, and between its covers, you will
find nearly 400 suggestions which are
unmatched for variety, novelty and good
taste.

The Edition is limited and the demand
generally exceeds the supply, but we
suggest you write for your copy before
you plan the purchase of a single gift.

OVINGTON'S
"The Gift Shop of Fifth Avenue"

FIFTH AVENUE AT 39TH STREET

4 ^oithintter^
REPRODUCTIONS of OLD ENGLISH

and COLONIAL WROUGHT IRON WORK
and FIRE PLACE FURNISHINGS

floe r>i "°9

Vc^U^INT and 270!

USEFUL GlFTcf I?302

v

133«—OldEnglishlogtongs44%"withhanger$30.00.
1704—Quaintoldhandforgedpoker14%"long$5.00.
1300—Hearthbrush,pol.steel,brasshandle$13.00.
1511—Antiquebrasshook.$2.00.
1313—Brasswoodtongs.13"long$8.00.17"$10.00.
I34fl—Ironshovel.Copyof CapeCodpeel,35"$12.00.
1317—Firetools.antiquefinishbrassknobs2fl". Set
of3pes.$35.00.1409—Toolreststomatch,pr.$25.00.JJ'ii; -Wroughtwoodholder,brassknobs$55.00.
2010—Br.coalhod$25.00.1327—Br.coalscoop$9.50.
1502—Ironjambhookfortools,blackorbumished$3.50
tin -EarlyEnglishandironsbr. knobs18$4*$45.00.
1705—Bellows,attractivelydecoratedlu theoldman
ner.I7%" long$15.00.
2302—Oldmeatfork30",fortoasteror poker,brnwd
handle$4.50.2701—Br. chestnutroaster$15.00.
1X05—Trivet,with frettedbrasstop$15.00.
ISM—Br.sconcefromDeerfleld$10.00.Wired$1200.

1^4ft 3511—I'nusuallyinterestingeaglekiiockerIn brassWnD — wide$12.00.

1309

1704

ARTHUR TODHUNTEK. Showrooms:101PARKAVENUE (Cor.40ihSt). N. Y.
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Gardens of Spain and Portugal

DECORATION AND DIRECTORY OF FINE ARTS

THE NIGHT RACK
AN orderlyattendantfor day clothesat
/Anight. Eachgarmenthas its place—all
in one place. Clothing held to form,

freshenedand ventilated.
Racksfinishedin mahogany,walnutor ivory.
Coloredenamelsmadeto matchsamples.A
useful and attractiveservicefor bed and
dressingrooms. For men's and women's
clothes.

Price $15
nop£ RHmmoiTD
STUTMOS

HUNTl NGTON. WEST VA!
imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiii

V MacBrideOF
"THE HOUSE OF THREE GABLES"
IT WEST 51ST ST., NEW YORK
DECORATIVE INTERIORS
ItalianOak Chair, nocushion
TricornerStand
LampandShade

25.00
25.00
25.00

(Continued from page 74)

a white rose and a cistus. He sendsa
gift of the new fruit called banana,
which he describesas having a flavor
between a quince and a peach. His
gardener Frate Francesco is directed to
put plenty of roses in between his
groves and the boundary walls and to
seethat they are trained to grow on a
trellis, after the fashion practised in
Spain.
Famous among these older gardens
were the Cigarralas of Toledo where
Cardinal Quiroja and his canons took
their ease under the ripening apricot
trees,whereat eveningtime the greatEl
Greco came out to walk up and down
the terracedmountain decked with the
marble urns brought from Rome by
Cardinal Gil de Albornoz in company
with his dear Fray Hortensio and
Covarrubias, discussing passagesfrom
Homer and Aristotle, Petrarch and Ari-
osto, or hearing their friend Josef de
Valdivielso read from his Romancero
Espiritual, and the roguishTirso de Mo.
Una rattling off snatchesof the novels,
poems and plays that were later pub
lished under the title of Cigarrales de
Toledo (1616-1635).
All nature seems to unite to dis
play her universal products in the
central regions of Portugal. Nowhere
else can be seen such contrasts;
for here on one side are chestnuts,and
beside them great camelias under their
heavy weight of crimson and pink blos
soms. Mighty oaksmingletheir branches
with lofty magnolias; cedars cast dark
shadows over Brazilian ferns; arau-
carias, enormous pines, mingle on the
slopes with elms; date palms interlace
with enormous hortensias; strangely
shapedgeraniums,all kinds of roses,all
the flowers that grow in the Russian
springtimes, on the Norwegian fjords,
on the Himalayan steeps,bloomsof dif
ferent epochsand different climes,unite
to form wonderful haunts of beauty
through which we can catch glimpsesof
palaces, castles and monasteries with
ghostly presencesof many centuriesand
the whispersof the joys and sorrows of
a vanishedworld.
Around the old Alcazar in Cintra the
gardenshave disappeared,but under the
Castello de Pena there are lovely relics
of oldtime gardening, beautiful water-
runs and artfully placedpools under the
shadows of heavy forests filled with
nightingales. The French influences,al
ways powerful in all that concernsPor
tugal, have laid a distinctivemark upon
the surviving gardens, but we have in
the writings of Sa de Miranda (1489-
1558) plentiful details of his Quinta da
Tapada, the fertile valley of Minho on
the banks of the Neiva. This garden-
loving poet and philosophersings cease
lessly of his orchards and farms, his
flowers and fruits. He traces the life
of a scholar in the country among his
books with his pastoral friends and
hunting hounds. The picture speaksof
comfort, and pleasantoccupationsrather
than of formal art or a life of prescribed
convention.

Royal Gardens at Cintra

There still exists at Cintra the royal
domain of Ramalhao, built by King
Diniz (1279-1325) for his wife Saint
Isabel of Portugal, a curiousmelancholy
garden. Near Cintra is also the old
park of Regaleira,as well as the estate
of Monserrate, dating from 1580. the
home of the eccentricauthor Beckford
who restored it with the aid of the
English architect Burnett and the gar
denerBurt, making a marvellouscombi
nation of northern and southern beau

ties. Most interesting,however, of the
Cintra gardens is Penha Verde, the re
treat of the great Indian Viceroy Joao
de Castro (1500-1548) for which he
sighed in the midst of his victories of
Cambaya and Diu. "Here", says one
of his early biographers, "he amused
himself with a new and strangekind of
agriculture, for he cut down fruit-bear
ing trees and planted wildwoods, per
haps to show that he was so disinter
ested that not even from the earth
would he expect reward." He decked
his lands with stones bearing ancient
Sanscrit inscriptions, constructed lovely
staircases of brick faced with Dutch
azulejos or tiles, now half buried in the
moss. When bidden to ask favor from
the King, he craved only "a chestnut
grove which you have in the Serra of
Cintra, by the King's Fountain, border
ing on my quinta, that my servants
having chestnuts to eat on my estate
may not go plundering what does not
belong to them." Hither he begged to
return from India a few days before he
died in the arms of Saint Francis Xavier
at Goa.
Near Coimbra there still exists the
Quinta das Lagrimas, with its Fonte dos
Amores, where the fair Inez de Castro
was murdered in 1355,as Camoens so
tragically relates. It is a melancholy
stretch of boxwood paths, some broken
archeswith rocks and trees,an arrange
ment interesting to the student of old
Portuguese gardening. Close at hand,
at Bussaco,is the ancient Monastery of
the Carmelites dating from 1268. Its
cells are lined with cork and it still can
boast of its matchlesscypresses,gigantic
oaks and chestnuts,which a papal bull
of Urban VIII in 1643protected with
a threat of excommunicationon anyone
who should dare to injure this "sacred
forest".

Near Madrid

Along the Manzanares near Madrid
we comeupon gardenscreatednearer to
our own days, such as the Villa del
Campo of the King and the neighbor
ing estates of the families of Vargas,
Lujanes and Coellos, that were the
original settingsfor the dramasof Lope
de Vega and Calderon, and are to be
seenin the backgroundof Goya's tapes
tries in 1777. There was also Goya's
little house and garden, the Villa del
Sordo, with its view of the plain of
Madrid and the Guadarramas, like, as
he said himself, the Roman Campagna
and the Alban Hills.
A typical 18th Century garden may
be seen in the Parque Maria Luisa,
which will be rememberedby visitors
to Sevilla. It stretchesalong the Gua
dalquivir on so low a level that it suffers
from the winter inundations of the
stream. Originally part of the gardens
of the Palacio San Elmo erected in
1734,it displays in its numerouspebbly
paths, trimmed boxwood and florid
statuary the Franco-Spanish taste of its
century.
This sums up the story, untreated as
yet by any exhaustiveauthor in Spain
or elsewhere,of the informal charms
and romantic personal character of
Peninsular gardens. It would be a real
refreshmentof spirit to find their pe
culiarities studied and copied by our
own landscapeartists so busy at present
in transferring the sentimentalqualities
of English vistas and the stiffness of
French theorists to our home parks and
gardens. More careful study of Moor
ish motives and old Spanish monastic
retreats would surely result in greater
variety in our gardens.

ft
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The MILCH
GALLERI E'S

•'InHerBoudoir"—EugenePaulV11man

Special Exhibition of PAINTINGSby

Abbott Thayer
December 5-31
Latestbookleton request

108West 57th Street, NewYork

DARN LEY
Inc.

34 E. 48th St.

SMOKER'S
STAND—IN
WROUGHT
IRON-
ANTIQUE
OR GREEN
FINISH

$8.75

New York

Oriental Rug

Distinction
means thick, glow
ing antiques made for
love of art. About 100
found annually, are
harmonics of color.
Such is my collec
tion. Descriptive list
mailed to critical rug
folks. Then, if you
like, I will prepay
the most interesting
pieces on approval
for selection.

L 8. Lawton, Skaneateles,N. Y.

ELSIE COBB WILSON

BlackandGoldArmchair.Empire

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ANTIQUES

33 East 57th Street, New York City
Washington,D.C— 808SeventeenthStreet,N.W.

DO
- YOU
LIKE
PICTURES

"NearMonterey" 16x10 Ritschel

Tp "VOI I PW"\ we want to send you the illustrated catalogueof ourIT 1WU LSU, fifth Annual Exhibition of
"INTIMATE PAINTINGS"

giving titles,sizes and prices of fifty fine small paintings by the leading
American Artists. Each picture in thiscollectionhasbeencarefullyselected
to be lived with day after day with ever-increasinginterestand pleasure.

The prices rangefrom onehundreddollars

WILLIAM MACBETHINCORPORATED
450 Fifth Avenue At FortiethStreet NewYork City

'-Reproduction

of
Queen cAnne Hed

in richly figured

-walnut.

P. JACKSON H1GGS
ANTIQUES REPRODUCTIONS DECORATIONS

1
_1 East 54th Street, New York

SCHWARTZ
GALLERIES

AbrahamLincoln"by8. J. Woolt

Paintings Engravings
Etchings

AnyEtchingsorEngravingsquotedonrequest

14 East 46TH Street
New York City /S&r&d
OPPOSITElilTZ-CAHLTON

Design250Brassi8**High

EARLY AMERICAN ANDIRONS

B^eproducedin Brassand Iron

This Pair $10.00
Cataloguesenton request

THE H.W. COVEKT COMPANY

137East46ihStreet,fjew York

For the Foyer

of privateresidences,apartment
houses, and public buildings,
stonebenches,vases,fountains,
etc.,haveprovedto be particu
larly appropriate.
We haveon display a wide va
riety of ornamental furniture
and fireplace mantles repro
duced in PompeianStone and
can executeoriginal designsat
moderatecost.

Illustrated catalogueon request

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
Established1900

240LeiingtonW.. it 34Si.,NewYork
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A Thermo-Vane Thermometer, Inkstand or Pin Tray will solve
the perplexingproblem of what to give for home or office.
Being useful as well as ornamental,the Thermo-Vane appealsto
men and women alike. And it is new, so there is no danger of
the recipienthaving a duplicate.
The Thermo-Vane indicates the temperature by means of a
flag that travels around the raiseddial and points to large, easy-
to-read figures. It respondsinstantly to temperaturechanges.

ThermoWne
The Thermometer Beautiful

makes it possibleto know the correct temperaturefor health and
comfort without having an unsightly, old-fashioned thermometer
around.
Its rich, artistic appearancemakes it worthy of a place in the
most elegantly furnished home or office. There are designsand
finishesto harmonizewith any setting.

Guaranteedto beaccurateEgyptianThcrmom
and durableby a concern
thathasmanufacturedPre-
cislon Thermometersfor
morethan 70years.
Fill in and mall us the
couponbelowNOW, before
youforgetit.

$c\iat{fefli1luienher£
348BerryStreetBrooklyn,N.Y.

eter shown above..Statuaryor Verde
Finish.$10.00;Silver
Plate. $15.00:Ool"
Plate.$17.50.

Pin TrayNo.55
Statuaryor OldIvory,$12.00Length854";Height314".

InkstandNo.
StatuaryorVerde.$15.00Length10";Height3".

The
aeffer

& Budenberg
Mfg.Co.

340BerrySt.,
Brooklyn,N. Y.

/ L]PleaseRem!yourBook-' let No. 340 and advise
/ wheretheThermo-Vanecan
✓ bo purchasedin this vicinity./ □KudosedAnd$ for
whichsend Thermo-Vane
No If I amnotsatisfied.youareto returnmymoney.

ThermometerNo. 5 S
Old Ivory.$7.50 , N«
Width4%"; f
Height5". /' Address

City

The Barometer in the House
{Continuedfrom page 31)

barometer is commonly noted in sum
mer during the thunderstorm season
when an abrupt drop is almost imme
diately followed by the storm, and even
while the storm is at its height the
barometermay commenceto rise, thus
showing that the storm will soon cease
and clearing weather will follow. The
rapidity of the rise or fall is indicative
of the shortness of duration of the
storm. But when the barometer falls
slowly and steadily for several days
during clear, fine weather, then a pro
longed spell of bad weather can be ex
pectedwithin a short while. When the
barometer remains low with clearing
weather, the clearing is only temporary
and the bad weather will set in again
within a short time. During a long,
heavy spell of weather and when the
barometer rises slowly, the clearing
weather will slowly come on within
twenty-four hours or perhaps less.
It is easy to remember that a low
barometer indicates storms, and a high
one, fair weather. While these signs
are to be held true, there is another
sign to be taken into consideration,and
that is the winds.
Winds are always associated with
stormsand the various kinds of weather.
Wind is merely air in motion and
causedby a movement of air from a
"high" to a "low." The wind always
blows toward the storm center or area
of low pressure,sucked in, as it were,
by the partial vacuum in the storm cen
ter. Hence,winds always blow towards
a storm from all points—against the
storm, to and with it

,

from behind the
storm after it has passed.

'
As all of our

storms practically move from west to
east it can be seenwhy we nearly a

l

ways havewinds from an easterlypoint
before a storm and from a westerly
point after the storm has passed,asso
ciated with clearing weather. So, east

winds with a falling barometer are a
sure sign of rain within twelve or eight
een hours. A rising barometer with
shifting winds meansthe storm will pass
and the wind set in from the west or
allied point. During dry weather a
southwest wind with falling barometer

is an exception to the rule, as it may
mean continued dry, clear weather or
drought.
Clouds are more difficult to under
stand, as there are so many types asso
ciated with so many kinds of weather.
The most common kinds and their
meaningsmay not be amiss in this ar
ticle.
The most interesting are the clear
weather or cumulus clouds, those small
snowy banks or lazily floating clouds,
brilliant white against a blue sky. They
should not be mistaken for storm
clouds, as they usually disperselate in
the afternoon.
The cirrus clouds are the real storm
warnings and often appear far in ad
vance of the storm. They seem to be
in long, thin streaksand curledbunches,
often making what is called "mackeral
sky." They are thin and not dense.
They are very high and while not seem
ing to travel fast often move in excess
of 200 miles per hour. These clouds
associatedwith a falling barometer in
dicate a storm within twenty-four
hours.
Following the cirrus clouds are the
cirro-cumulus clouds at a lower level,
darker, denserand of a wet appearance.
They are cirrus clouds gathering lower
and matting together. They indicate
that the storm is not far off.
Lastly come the low-hanging, dark
stratus clouds, followed immediately by
rain or snow. If the temperature is

above freezing in winter and the wind

is to the west, it will snow; if the wind

is east,rain.

Pewter As Decoration
(Continued from page 27)

collections one sees Chinese and Jap
anesepewter inlaid with other metals,
engraved, lacquered, painted and even
set with jewels.

It is fascinating to see the pewterer
cast his parts, then weld them together
and finally trim and polish them at his
wheel ! We often watchedMoriggi do
ing this. He is an accomplished"ham
merer," too, that is

,

he can take a flat
sheet of pewter and hammer it into a

plate, plaque or beautiful bowl to be
used for flowers or for serving fruit or
salads. Pewter is non-toxic.
One day when Moriggi was working
on a communionservicefor a church in
oneof the Swiss Cantons,—eachCanton
has its own church design,—he men
tioned that pewter had been used by
the church in different countries for
one thousand years, pewter as well as
gold and silver. He loves to make these
services, copying or creating new de
signs, and when so absorbed he suffers

if obliged to let his wheel slow down;
gradually changing from dreaming ar
tist, he rises to his feet and becomes
salesman! He hopes some day to give
up his shop and work at home for the
church and collectorsonly.
That pewter shows plainly how the
homes of men have developedthrough
the centuries, was impressed upon us
when recently examining a collection of
family pewter in an old Colonial home
near Boston, the center of the pewter
industry during the pre-Revolutionary
American Pewter Period. We first saw
the interesting old pieces by modern
electric lighting, and as we examined
the once important whale oil lamps and
candlesticks for burning "spermaceti"

candlesmade from the sedimentof the
spermacetiwhale oil, we speculated on
the consternationof the original owner
of the housecould he seeby what leaps
and bounds the lighting of homes has
developedsincehis day of careful,simple
living ! The moulds for candles were
there,too, in which the old-time house
keeperhad two, four, six or eight, sper
macetior bayberry usually,madeat one
time. In the same family were treas
ured tankards, syrup jugs, pitchers,por
ringers (patterned after their Dutch
progenitors), tea and coffee sets and
plates,all in shining order. Note, how
ever, that the shine was not modern
plate polishes. In this case the owner
has her maids go over each piece with
an oiled rag twice a year and in the
meantimethey are merely dusted in the
ordinary way.
The owners of valuable old pewter
always go about the cleaningof it with
greatestcare not to remove the lovely
finish that Time alone can give to it.
It is wise to get advice as to the re
moving of stains if a very old and
neglectedtreasure is unearthed.
Hand-made pewter went out of fash
ion here, as in England, in the early
l°th Century when Britannia ware was
introduced. It is correct to describe this
machine-made tableware as a variety
of pewter,and thereforehaving an hon
est right to the name,but its makers are
the first to explain that as to method of
making it is a very distant cousin of the
ancient, hand-made variety turned out
by the guilds. It won popularity be
causeharder and more durable than the
old alloy.

(Continued on page SO)
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Real Comfort
Arise in the morning in comfort. Dress in a warm room, not
in one with the temperatureso uncomfortably cold you ruin a
good night's rest with a dose of shivering before breakfast.
You can have generous warmth every morning and without
anyone gettingup to open furnace drafts.

IKUINNEAPOUr
Takes over the entire control of the heating plant. In the
morning it automatically opens the drafts,raising the temper
ature to exactly the degree you want maintained
throughout the day. At bedtime it lowersthe tempera
ture, holding it at 60degreesor lower if you like.
It does all this with less fuel than you formerly used—a |
savingthat covers its cost in two or threeseasons.
Easilyandquicklyinstalledin old ornewhomeson anytype
heatingplantburningcoal,gasoroil.
Writeforourattractivenewbooklet—" TheConvenience
of Comfort"—completewithillustrations.Mailedfree.
MINNEAPOLIS HEAT REGULATOR CO.
2790Fourth Ave.So. Minneapolis. Minn. I

SERVICEBRANCHESINALLPRINCIPALCITIES.
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Indestructible
World-
Famous
Kathe Kruse
<Dolls

$15 to $18

Sturdy
^Mechanical
Trains with
Track

$1.50 to
25.00

Svery Child Likes The

Speaking Pidure Book
c/4rt ingenious novelty at once entertaining and
instructive. Shows colored pictures of domestic
animals and a pull on fhe indicated button M £? 00
produces £he corresponding animal sound J

oA World-Wide oAssortment of

CHRISTMAS TOYS
Dolls, Games, Books, Juvenile Sporting Goods;

Electrical and Mechanical Outfits

The present seasonableexhibition comprisesa mo& complete
' selection,some itemsprocurable at mis store only. Children
andtheir parentscordially welcomedatTHE HOME ofTOYS.

Illustrated Catalogue upon (Request.

F. A. O. SCHWARZ
Only Tlace of 'Business

5th Ave. at 31st St. New York
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| The White House Line ^tlmi ednramIled
"The Beauty of the House is Order"

ill

30 WHITEHOUSESINKUNIT

A WHITE HOUSE Sink Unit enables one to main-
1 tain order around the sink.

Entirely made of metal and white enameled.

They are made in the following widths :

50y2" 39" 36" 27y2"

All 18" high and 6" deep.

■ Can be bolted to any wall.

Any of our WHITE HOUSE Units will make an
attractive gift.

Catalogue sent on request.

| JANES & KIRTLAND
133 WEST 44TH STREET NEW YORK
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Padiantfirp
Why Not Make Use of that Empty Fireplace?
Perhapsyou havea fireplacewhich is never—or seldom—usedbecause
it doesn'tdraw properly. Or, possibly,you havenever installeda fire
basketbecauseyou dislike the dirt andbotherof ashes. You canmake
your fireplacebeautifuland enjoy quick, cheerywarmthby installing a
HUMPHREY RADIANTFIRE. Burns natural or artificial gas.
Inexpensiveand wonderfully convenient. A dozenattractivedesigns.
See themat your gas company'sofficeor your local dealer's. Write
for literature.

General Gas Light Company
NewYork Kalamazoo San Francisco
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IndianaLimestoneResidence,LakeShoreDrive,Chicago;Qeo.W. Maker,Architect

{
When Planning a Home
Your first thought should be to select a material that
will insure beauty, stability and immunity from fire.

Home builders who select Indiana Limestone ar»-

assured of these essentials, for the real worth of this
stone is evidenced by the consistent demand for it

for more than half a century.

There is no building material more durable than

Indiana Limestone. It is entirely immune from
deterioration by age or weather erosion and its beauty

is permanent.

And it is just as economical to build with this natural
stone as with an imitation product.

Everyone planning a home should have our booklet

"Designs of Houses Built with Indiana Limestone"
which we shall be pleased to send at your request,
without cost to you.

TheWin.K. VanderbiltResidence,
NewYorkCity,isa reproduction
ofanoldFrenchChateau,executed
inIndianaLimestone.Ithasrecently
beensoldandwillbealteredintoa
bankandofficebuilding,having
serveditspurposcasafineresidence
formorethanforty'Se\-enycars.The
buildingis in perfectcondition—
anotherexampleof theunequaled
salvagevalueof thisnaturalstone

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen's Association
Box 782, Bedford, Indiana
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Pewter As Decoration
(Continued from page 78)

In 1824the firm of Reed and Barton
was establishedat Taunton, Mass., for
the manufacturingof Britannia. Thirty
years later the invention of electroplat
ing silver turned the tide of fashion
from the former metal and this firm
subsequently made a great reputation
for plate. Next came the demand for
solid silver by the now prosperous"man
in the street." Not the hand-made va
riety of the old days, but machine-made
silver, and the factory added this to its
output. Today we find the wheel of
custom revolving back to pewter to
meet a demand for the inexpensiveand
durable, coupled with beauty, so Reed
and Barton have revived their "pewter"
or Britannia, and are using the lovely
old models of their first period.
In England Britannia has also taken
the place of pewter and only an occa
sional piece of the old alloy is ever
made now, even beer mug tops are of
an inferior quality. It is a matter of
record that in 1902the PewterersGuild
of London numbered only two mem
bers and the old Guild Hall in the city
was long sinceturned over to other uses.

In summing up, we would say that
Britannia ware or pewter as made to
day is in composition a variety of so-
called pewter, though most dictionaries
define the word pewter as an alloy of
tin and lead. As a matter of fact, the
best pewter was made without lead.
The more lead the poorer the pewter.
Britannia is an alloy of tin and a very
small percentageof antimony (a triad
metallic element) and ci copper.
It must be borne in mind that tin is
the foundation of all "pewter," and
when we say tin we mean the metal as
mined in England, Germany, Russia,
Hungary, Spain, Portugal, Siberia,
China, parts of South America and Cali
fornia. A very fine variety of tin is
mined in crystals (unique) at Petai,
Malacca, betweenthe Indian oceanand
the Chinese sea.
We saw cases full of squares of tin
w;th bricks, in Moriggi's foundry, and
he said much of it came from England,
but the Swiss use German tin as well.
There is no tin mined in Switzerland, so
all of it that is used there must be
imported from other countries.

Perennials for the Back of the Border
(Continued from page 49)

but responds to sun and moisture.
Propagate by division.
False Chamomile (Boltonia latisqua-
ma): Large pink flowers which ap
pear from July through September.
Grows 5' to 6' high. Much branched
stems. Spreads rapidly. Propagate
by division. Any soil, but prefers
moisture and sun.
Chimney Plant (Campanula pyrami-
dalis): A narrow, upright plant 4' to
6' high with blue or white flowers in
July and August. Should be treated
as a biennial. Any good soil in the
full sun. If not allowed to seedwill
bloom until late.
Garden varieties of Hardy Chrys
anthemums (Chrysanthemum indi-
cum and morifolium) : Single, semi-
double or double flowers ranging from
pure white, pale yellow and pink
through orangeand red to bronzeand
deep crimson. They grow on bushy
plant with handsome persistent foli
age. 2' to 4' tall. Mid-September
through October, blooming period.
Should be planted 8" apart in groups.
Groups of singlecolors more effective.
Light covering of straw in winter.
Propagate by seedsand cuttings, also
division. Prince of Wales, white;
Globe d'Or, yellow; Patterson, old
gold shaded; The Czar, golden
bronze; Julia Lagravre, red-crimson;
Daybreak, pink; and many other
horticultural varieties, including the
button or small pompoms.
Giant Daisy (Chrysanthemumuligino-
sum): Daisy-like flowers 2" to 3"
across,profusely borne in denseclus
ters on leafy upright stems 4' to 5'
high. Plant very bushy and foliage
light greenand persistent. Blooms in
August and September. Good in the
border or for naturalization near
water. Do not allow to seedfor con
tinuous blooming period. Rich, heavy
loam in a sunny position best suited.
Propagateby seed,suckersor division.
Tickseed (Coreopsis lanceolata) :
Masses of golden yellow flowers in
midsummer. Grows from 3' to 4'
high. Leaves not conspicuous and
should be planted near plants with
heavy foliage. Excellent with blue
flowers in combinations. Do not al
low to seed to insure continued
bloom. Naturalizes easily. Propa
gate by seedor division. Any soil in
full sun.
Bee Larkspur (Delphinium elatum)-

Tall growing variety 4' to 8' tall.
Flowers rangein color from light blue
almost to purple, with blue, black,
gray or white centers. Blooms in
graceful spikes sometimes 2' long.
Foliage abundant, finely cut and very
decorative. Blooms June to Septem
ber. Magnificent habit. Always
should havea backgroundto show off
flowers. Any soil, but best in deep,
rich, sandy loam in full sun or partial
shade. Plant with plenty of manure
about 3' apart. Water freely. Divide
every three or four years. After
blooming cut down, manurewell, and
water, and it will bloom again in fall.
Subject to blight. Spray often with
a solution of Bordeaux mixture. Also
dig it in dry around the roots. Ashes
scattered on the crowns in the fall
will protect it against grubs and an
over-supply of moisture. Propagate
by seedor by division. Many named
varieties.
Foxglove (Digitalis purpurea): Ter
minal spires \]/2' long, hung thick
with bell-like flowers in rose-pink
and white spottedwith purple. Coarse
leaves in thick clumps at the base of
the stemswhich rise to from 2' to 4'
high. Needs slight winter protection
and should be replacedafter the third
year, for the flower stalks become
thin. Not good looking if allowed to
seed; cut off stalk after blooming.
Remove some of the lower leaves if
they crowd. Excellent for planting
at the edgeof the woods, or in clear
ings. Prefers light rather moist soil,
either in sun or partial shade. Propa
gate by seed.

Joe Pye Weed (Eupalorium purpu-
reum): A native of the marshwhich
has been brought to the garden to
give it an added touch of color.
Grows 4' to 6' high. Foliage coarse
but pleasingand persistent. Flowers
in flat clustersof a rosy purple color
and blooms in August and in Septem
ber. Prefers rich, moist, and sunny
location. Propagate by seedand di
vision. A rank grower.
Sneezeweed (Selenium autumnale var.
superbum): Lemon yellow daisy
like flowers in abundance in August
and September. Grows 4' to 6' high.
Flowers on leafy stemsin large heads
and make gorgeousmassesof color.
Sometimesthe roots arc attacked by
(Continued on page 82)
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PEOPLE
used to think that a portable house

was not durable—that it was a flimsy, tem
porary structure that could not stand severe
weather.
But any owner of a Hodgson Portable House
will tell you that is an exploded theory. When
you put up a Hodgson House it is there to stay.
No wind can budge it

,
rain and snow cannot

injure its solid structure, cold and dampness
will never penetrate its walls. For ten, fifteen,
twenty years and longer a Hodgson Portable
House will prove a beautiful, cozy home.
It is the easiest thing in the world to erect,
enlarge or move. Clear instructions are fur
nished that tell you exactly what to do. One
or two days at most will complete the job.
Hodgson Portable Houses have more uses
than you can imagine. Hunting lodges, ga
rages, bungalows, overflow houses, playhouses
—any sort of building that you want can be put
up with a minimum of trouble and expense.
We'd like to send you our completeillustrated
catalog.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 226, 71-73 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th Street, New York City

HODGSON^!

LunkenWindowInstalledin ResidenceMr. T. Melbye.WellcsleyHills, Mass.
Architects:BlackaU,Clapp <

f

Whittenwrc,Boston,Mass.

BEFORE YOU BUILD LEARN OF THE
MANY ADVANTAGES OF

Lunken Windows
FOR THE

Residence, Hospital, Apartment Building and Hotel
Insuring Health —Comfort —Convenience and Economy
A doublehung window,with any degreeof ventilation up to 100%of
frameopening. Zero tight when closeddue to copperweatherstripping.
CopperScreenscoverentire openingand can be safely storedwithin the
windowpocketin ten seconds.
TheseCombinedAdvantagesin Lunken Windows are unknownin every
other type of window now in use. They save heat, labor and screen
damage,can be easily installed in any type of new building. There are
no complicatedparts, and their constructionadmits of any desired in
sideor outside trim or decoration,yet their appearancewhen installed
is thesameas a standarddoublehungwindow.
Deliveredfrom Factory Complete—glazed,fitted,screened,
hung,weatherstripped,testedand guaranteed—readyto set
in wall.
Investigatetheadvantagesof LUNKEN WINDOWS before
planningnewbuildings. Grant us the privilegeof sending
detailedinformation.Write today.

The Lunken Window Co.
4204 Cherry Street Cincinnati, Ohio

It Adds Years to the Life of a House

A coat or two of Bay StateBrick and CementCoating
addsyearsof life to homesof brick, cementand stucco.
It beautifies—and in beautifying, it protects. For Bay
Statecreepsinto everyporeand crevice. It permanently
sealswalls against dampness—driving rains cannotbeat
throughit. Burning sunwill not harmit.
Bay State comes in white and a completerange of
colors. We shouldbe glad to sendyou samplesof your
iavorite tint. Booklet No. 2 shows many homesmade
beautifulwith Bay StateBrick andCementCoating.Write
for samplesand booklet today. .

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.
Paint and Varnish Manufacturer*

Boston,Mass.
New York Office PhiladelphiaOffice
Architects' Bldg. 1524ChestnutStreet

BAY STAT E

Brick and Cement Coating

Adaptability to Detail
The wide adaptability of "CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingles in lending
themselvesto architectural detail and in meeting the exacting require
ments for correct variegated color effect is suggestedin the charming
treatment of this home.
"CREO-DIPT" 18-Inchstainedshinglesusedon theroof arein threeshadesof pray.
Large24-inch"CREO-DIPT" StainedShingleswith irregularsawedbutts,areusedon
sidewallstorivaltheColonialeffectsof theoldhandhewnshingles.The openmarket
docsnotaffordsuchqualityin shinglesorstains.
SendtodayforPortfolioof50Homesby ProminentArchitectsaswellascolor
samples.Askabout"CREO-DIPT" ThatchRoof*and24-inch"DixieWhite"
SideWallsforthetrueColonialwhiteeffect.

CRECHSBPT COMPANY. Inc.
1012OliverSt. NorthTonawanda,N. Y.

"CREO-DIPTStainedShin
glesusedonroofandsidewaits

ijj^^^^ onhomeofLewis I. Sharpe,Manhasset,L. 1..N. Y. bjr

f ArchitectArthurW.Cooteol
Tooker£ Marsh.NewYork

B^^^^Sva ît-^k\\\\\\\\\\\\v

■Portfolio

CREO-DIPT"
StainedShingles
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Camj the Jenkins
Diamond Mark,
into your home-
TT* QUIP your radiators with identi-
fled valves that bear the symbol
of assured satisfaction—Jenkins

"Diamond Mark" Valves. Provide
for yourself in your own home the
same dependable and lasting service
that Jenkins Valves give in thousands
of places—power plants, factories,
office buildings, hotels, residences, in
fact, everywhere that safety, con
venience, and economy are planned
and secured.

A heatingsystem,no matterhowgood,can
be no betterthanits valves—troubleis fre
quently traceableto cheap, light-weight
valves. So supplyyour steamor hot water
systemwith Jenkins heavy,strong,substan
tial valves. Valves that openeasily,close
tightly, do not leak, and thus facilitate
properheatcontrol.Enjoy thecomfortsthey
assure;the luxury of dressingin a warm
room on winter mornings and coziness
throughoutthe houseat all times.

Good,heavyvalvesareof equalimportance
to theproperfunctioningof your plumbing.
Throughoutyourhomepermityourarchitect
to specifyand your contractorto installgenuineJenkins "DiamondMark" Valia recognizedstandardfor over57years.

Jenkins Valves are madefor all domestic
and industrialpurposes—guaranteedfor the
maximumservice,not merelythe average.
At supplyhouseseverywhere.

For engineers,architects,plumbers, steamfitters, executivesandothers,dataon JenkinsValvesforany purpose.For homeowners,
interestingplumbingand heating
booklets.

JENKINS BROS.
SOWhiteStreet NewYorkH2AAtlanticAvenue Boston133No. SeventhStreet Philadelphia
646WashingtonBoulevard Chicago

JiMikiimBros..LimitedMontreal,Canada Loudon,England
FACTORIES:Bridgeport.Conn;
Elizabeth.N. J. ; Montreal,Canada
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Perennials for the Back of the Border
(Continued from page 80)

aphis. If plant looks sick, dig up and
treat with insecticideand replant in
new location. Moist soil, in full sun.
Propagate by seed, cuttings, or divi
sion.
Hairy Sunflower (Helianthus mollis):
The best of the perennial sunflowers.
Large daisy-like flowers 3" across,
borne singly on sturdy leafy stems.
Leavesa grayish, downy green. Plant
is very trim and decorative. Good
for naturalization in waste places.
Propagate by seed or division. Pre
fers southern exposure,and any soil
in full sun.
Rose Mallow (Hibiscus var. Meehan's
Marvel) : (Derived from H. mosch-
eutos, a native plant.) Single holly
hock-like flowers 5" to 8" in diameter,
borne close on vigorous, graceful
sterns4' to 5' high. The foliage is
very attractive and is grayish green,
persistent. Colors are rose pink and
white. Blooms from early August to
October. Thrives in either moist or
dry soil, sun or partial shade, al
though it is originally a marsh plant.
Propagate by seed, which does not
always come true, or by division.
Light winter mulch.
Red-Hot-Poker Plant (Kniphofia tri.
toma): Spires of rich orange-scarlet
shadingto salmon rose in August and
lasting through October. Grows 2' to
4' high. Leaves are very long and
grass-like, persistent. Prefers well
drained, light, sandy soil with plenty
of water in the summer. Propagate
by division.
Blazing Star (Lialris pyenostachya):
Tall, densespike of purple flowers 5"
to 18" long. Grows 4' to 5' high.
Leaves slenderand grass-like. Blooms
in July and August. Color is rather
crude and will not go with many
things. Tone down with white and
foliage. Any soil and sun, but prefers
moist soil and partial shade. Propa
gate by seed sown in autumn or by
division.
Purple Loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria
var. roseumsuperbum): Rosy-purple
spikesof bloom on tall graceful stems
5' to 7' tall. Leaves are willow-like
and persistent. Blooms in July and
August. Excellent watersideplant or
for naturalizing. Prefers moist places
and partial shade. Propagate by di
vision.
Oswego Tea or Bee Balm (Monarda
didyma): Brilliant scarlet flower■
heads of minty fragrance, borne on
coarse stems 2' to 4' long. Foliage
insignificant. Blooms from mid-June
throughAugust. It is fine nearwater,
but will thrive in any soil, and in sun
or shade. There is a new white va
riety. Should be frequently divided.
Propagate by division in the spring.
Hardy Phlox (Phlox paniculata): This
phlox blooms in late June and lasts
until September. Grows 2' to 4' high
and has a wide range of color, almost
all colors, in fact, except yellow.
Flowers, which are fragrant, are borne
in close elongated heads 1' long.

Leavesare narrow and handsomeun
til after blooming time. Divide every
three or four years, in late fall.
Propagate by division or seed, not
always true. Prefers rich, rather
moist soil in the sun. Many horticul
tural varieties. Baron Von Dedem,
scarlet-red; Mrs. Jenkins, white;
Elizabeth Campbell, pink; Europea,
white, with red center; Von Lass-
burg, white; Peachblow,pink; Widar,
lavender, with white center; and
others.
Early Blooming Phlox (Phlox suffru-
ticosa): Blooms in June and lasts
until mid-July. Grows 2' to 4' high.
Colors are fleshpink, purple or white.
Flowers are profusely borne in close
elongatedheads. Leavesglossygreen,
handsomeand persistent. If not al
lowed to seedwill bloom again in the
fall. Should not be crowded—allow
2' at least for growth. Divide every
three years in the fall. Does best in
rather moist rich soil in the sun. Miss
Lingard is the best variety, white
shaded to pale pink. Other varieties
are questionableas to color.
False Dragon's Head (Physostegia
virginiana) : Rosy-pink flowers; also
white. Rather pale, needscontrasting
colors to bring it out. Blooms in
July and August. Grows 3' to 4'
high. Spreads very rapidly. Plant
has fine foliage and flowers are in
graceful terminal spikes. If not al
lowed to seedwill continue to bloom.
Propagate by division in the spring.
Prefers rather moist soil in the sun
or shade.
Blue Salvia (Salvia azureavar. grandi-
flora): Sky-blue flowers varying to
white, borne on terminal spikes on
erect leafy stems2' to 5' long. Blooms
in August and September. Leaves
small and narrow, slightly downy and
persistent. Prefers a sunny location,
and needswinter protection. Propa
gate by seedor division.
Golden Rod (Solidago altissima): One
of the many golden rods which can
be usedvery effectivelyin the garden.
Grows from 2' to 8' high. Has a
wealth of persistent leaves and large
headsof deepyellow flowers. Blooms
in September and October. Propa
gate by division. Any soil, even very
dry places,but needs full sun.
Garden Heliotrope (Valeriana offici
nalis): Rose-pink varying to white
or lavender. Blooms from June to
July and grows from 3' to 4' high.
Borne in loose heads on branching
stems. Leaves showy and persistent.
Spreads rapidly and forms large
clumps. Any soil, even waste places,
in full sun. Propagate by seed or
division.
This is the third and last article oj
Mr. Orlloff's series on border arrange
ment. The first, in the October issue,
dealt with the plants for the foreground.
In November the second article ap
peared, taking up the middle-ground
flowers.

Editor.

Decorations in Camaieu and Grisaille

(Continued from page 41)

neum. On the uncovered walls were
found many remarkable painted deco
rations, paintings in camaieu and gri
saille among them.
While such camaieu and grisaille
paintings of antiquity as survived de
struction lay buried throughout the
Middle Ages, the traditions of the art
had survived, although instead of their
application to wall painting they be
came the secrets of the mediaevalil
luminators of missals. Many are the
wonderful examples of these illumina
tors in monochrome, whose art had

reachedits culmination with the advent
of the Renaissance,and which finally
produced such marvels as the grisailles
of Giulio Clovio (1498-1578).
The Renaissanceand its feverish in
terest in the antique found the art of
camaieu and grisaille painting advanc
ing. The discovery at Rome of the so-
called Terme di Tito, whose buildings
incorporated in the foundations of the
Therms of Trajan, and which may date
back to the time of Nero, presented
painted walls which Giovanni da Udine

(Continued on page 84)
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ENGLISH
CASEMENTS
and Windows
for banks,offices,schools,
hospitals,etc.

The H. S. PogueResidence,Cincinnati,Ohio
G. C. Burroughs,Cincinnati,O., Architect

CRITTALL
Steel

Casements

for artistic residences and
other substantial buildings

Made in varied designs
to meet all conditions

Crittall Casement Window Co., Manufacturers
DETROIT

Soft Water

for
Your Home

Unique Radiator Enclosures
To you, who have often wished there were satis
factory ways of overcoming radiator obtrusiveness,
we have several answers.

Answers to fit both the house with its radiators
installed, and standing insistently about; and those
that can be recessed, in new buildings.

All of them are welcome answers for those ex
periencing the delights of planning their new home,
and at a stage where the incorporation of ideas is
sought. *(

For all of you, the answer comes complete in a
booklet, called so simple a title as "Radiator En
closures." In it you will find many unique sugges
tions, all of which are in actual successful operation.

You are welcome to a copy.

Tuttle & Bailey Mfg Co.
2 West 45th St. New York

<

i
assess

No matter how hard, how unsatisfactory

your present water supply is, it can be easily

transformed to clear, sparkling water that

is actually softer than rain.

A Permutit Household Water Softener is a metal

tank containing Permutit material through which

your water supply flows. It is connected into your

present water supply system in tne basement,or

other convenient spot, and operates under your
ordinary water pressure without additional pumps
or motors. It is fully guaranteed and no chemicals
arc added to the water.

Water thus treated is free from the dangerous con

taminations found in rain water systems and is
wonderfully adapted for drinking and all household
purposes. Let us send you our booklet "Soft Water
in Every Home." No obligations we assure you.

The Oermuut Qmspamr
1440RmrtKAve.JWYork

An Unseen Refinement
that Banishes the Garbage Can
In hundreds of carefully planned homes of recent con
struction there are no insanitary, unsightly waste recep
tacles to mar the neatness of well-kept grounds. Their
place is taken by the Kernerator, a brick incinerator
built into the base of the chimney when the house is
erected, that disposes of all household waste—wilted
flowers, broken crockery, tin cans, garbage.

This material is dropped into the handy hopper door,
located on the first floor in the flue, and it falls to the
brick incinerator in the basement. At intervals it is
lighted and burns itself up without odor. Non-combus
tibles are dried and sterilized and later dropped into
the ashpit. The Kernerator costs nothing to operate
since no coal, wood, gas or oil is required for fuel.

Ask your architectabout the Kerneratorand write for
an interestingbookletwe have just prepared,showing
some of the fine homes in which it is installed.

Kerner Incinerator Co.
1025 Chestnut Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

j^RNERATOR

J
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A Christmas Suggestion
that Concerns the
Family's Health

HERE
is a Christmas gift that will be

welcomed by Mother, Father, the Children
and even the maid. It brings joy and good cheer
to the whole family and is a lifetime source of
health and comfort.

No longer will cooking odors, steams and
greasy fumes float through every room and linger
for hours in spite of open doors and windows.
Your kitchen will be thoroughly ventilated, every
trace of cooking odors will be removed and the
atmosphere will be fresh and invigorating once
you equip your kitchen with an

Whether you do your own cooking or not,
you will share in the comfort and good health bene-
fits of an Ilgair because it ventilates the whole
house, without affecting the cozy warmth needed
in winter weather, and prevents your fine interior
furnishings, woodwork and decorations from be-
coming soiled and smudged with grease laden fumes
from the kitchen.

The Ilgair has long been used for venti'
lating the modern kitchens in famous hotels and
restaurants. Now it has been perfected for home
use, and its service is far more important than the
many electrical appliances you've bought in the past,
for it not only reduces housework, but has a direct
effect upon the health of your entire family.
Quickly installed in window or wall opening —
costslessthana centanhourtooperate—theonlyventilatormade
with a motorfully enclosedyetcorrectlycooled.
Ask your electrical or hardware dealer for a
demonstration of the ILGAIR, or write us
direct for literature and name of nearest
dealer, and make this anILGAIR Christmas.

FOR OFFICES •STORES•'
FACTORIES■PUBLIC BUILDINGS

RESTAURANTS -THEATRES■HOUSES"*-

ILG ELECTRIC VENTILATING CO. CHICAGO.
2867 NORTH CRAWFORb AVENUE

Decorations in Camaieu and Grisaille
(Continued from page 82)

and Raphael took as models for their
Vatican logge decorations, both intro
ducing camaieu and grisaille. Thence
onward suchdecorativepainting became
popular with the Italian painters. An
drea de Sarto (1488-1530)was, perhaps,
the peer of his contemporariesin this
style of work, having won renown in
his youth with a "Baptism of Christ"
in grisaille. Old Giorgio Vasari relates
in his "Lives" that Andrea painted
scenesin grisaille on the wooden facade
designedby Sansovino for the Church
of S. Maria del Fiore on the occasion
of the visit of Pope Leo X to Florence.
In Rome Polidore Caldara Caravaggio
(1495-1543) had surpassed all others
before him in grisaille painting. In
Flanders and in Germany painting in
camaieu and in grisaille took strong
root. Indeed, early painting in color
had come to employ, more often than
not, a careful working out of the sub
ject in grisaille over which the color
was applied in transparent glazes.
Naturally, the French Renaissance
introduced Italian camaieuand grisaille
work to France. It found place in Fon-
tainebleau and elsewhere. When the
pompous walls of the period of Louis
XIV made way for the more intimate
necessitiesof the Louis XVI style, there
seemedless opportunity than ever for
the imitations of the antique; the fetes
gallant held sway and also those deco
rations of which Voltaire hints in his

"J'ai vu ce salon magnifique

MoitU lure el moitii chinois
Ou le gout moderneet Vantique
Sans se nuire, ont suivi leurs Lois''

But soon French taste began to tire
of pastorals; and neededonly the work
of the discoveriesat Pompeii to fire the
return to the antique. From Naples to
London Pompeii was on the lips of
everyonewith pretensionsto cultureand
art appreciation.
The Louis XV style could not hold
out long against this new invasion of
the antique. Indeed, the Louis XVI
style anticipated by some twelve years
the accession of Louis XVI to the
throne. The grisaille by Le Sueur in
the 17th Century Hotel Lambert in the
Rue St. Louis, Paris, were now to
have younger confreresin the Palace at
Fontainebleauand elsewhere. The dec
orated walls of the apartments of
Marie Antoinette at Fontainebleaustand
forth as perfectexamplesof the camaieu
and grisaille painting of the Louis XVI
Period. While the Empire Period em
ployed wall panels painted in camaieu,
the art of camaieu and grisaille paint
ing lost its importance by the dawn of
the 19th Century. Delacroix's grisaille
paintings in the Palais Bourbon (Cham-
bre des Deputes) and the grisailles by
Abel de Pujol and Meynier in the Paris
Bourse are about the only important
works of this genre that were to ap
pear in the 19th Century, although
passing mention may be made of the
grisailles by 19th Century painters in
the Louvre.

ON HOUSE ftf GARDEN'S BOOK SHELF

DR.
G. GRIFFITH LEWIS,

whose new and fifth edition of
"The Practical Book of Orien

tal Rugs" (J. B. Lippinqott Com
pany, Philadelphia, Pa.) has ap
peared,has long been recognizedas an
authority on the subject. Never has
public interest in fine rugs beengreater
than at the present day. Good orien
tal rugs are, indeed, scarce enough.
Dr. Lewis remarks that most of the
rug-making people of the Orient have
been annihilated or transported, and
those left after the war's ravageshave
eaten their sheepand made their wool
into clothing. Says he:
"The family looms of the East are
silent and broken and there will be
little or no weaving in the future. It
is one of the pitiful results of the war,
for truly there is a wealth of beauty
and world of sentiment in thesemagic
carpets of the Orient."
This present-day scarcity of orien
tal rugs has whetted interest in every
thing that concerns them, and Dr.
Lewis's new edition of "The Practical
Book of Oriental Rugs" is a most op
portune addition to the lore of the
subject. Twenty plates now take the
place of the ten plates of the earlier
issue, while a chapter on Chinese rugs
—one of the best in the book—has
now been inserted. The systematized
and tabulated information regarding
each class of oriental rugs in the mar
ket makes this volume an invaluable
referencework.
Home makers will find absolutely
dependablehints in Dr. Lewis's book
on selecting, purchasing, the care and
cleaning of rugs as well as for the de
tection of faked "antique" specimens.
The book is prolific in full-page color
platesand double tones,while numerous
line drawings are included as well as a
chart showing the distinguishing fea
tures of the different varieties of orien
tal rugs and a map of the Orient drawn
with special referenceto the rug-pro
ducing centers. An extendedglossary,
bibliography and index complete this

handsomeand invaluable book, a work
that ought to find its way into every
home that can boast of a collection,
large or small, of oriental floor cover
ings.

WITHOUT
question "French

Furniture Under Louis XV"
(Frederick A. Stokes Co., New

York) by the eminent French author
ity, Roger de Felice, translated by
Florence Simmonds, is the best intro
duction to the subject we have in an
English text. This volume is issued at
so moderate a price that it is within
the reach of everyone and should be
on the bookshelvesof everyone inter
ested in decoration.
While this is high praise, it is not
misplaced enthusiasm, Too few books
on the subject of furniture combine the
admirable qualities of style in writing
and historic accompaniment as en
dowments of fact. "French Furniture
Under Louis XV" is delightful read
ing as well as authoritatively informa
tive, and the translator has maintained
the standard of the French original as
few could.
"Many persons," says the author,
"are inclined to see in the Louis XV
style only a very sumptuous and pro
fusely ornamented elegance more in
keeping with the pleasures of rouis
than with the simple family life of
sober businessfolks like the majority of
us. . . It is

,

however,hardly necessary
to point out that theseexamplesno more
representthe sum of Louis XV furniture
than the King, his favorites, and his
boon companions representthe sum of
French society,or Van Loo, Boucher and
Nattier the sum of French painting."
M. de Felice makes clear to the
reader just what forms of furniture are
characteristic of this period which fell
in what has been called "at once the
most frivolous and the most serious of
centuries."
Some hundred finely printed halftone
platesfully illustrate the text and enrich
the appearanceof the book.
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Furniture
SANTA BARBARA
'X'HE searchfor theunusual
finds its ending with the
selectionof Santa Barbara
Reed Furniture.

Fashioned by proud artisans
amid the wavingpalms, fan
ned by gentleoceanbreezes
SantaBarbara Reed Furniture
is a new expressionin Reed
craftmanship.

The new designs, the grace
andbeautyof this Reed furn
iture will pleaseyou.
Writefor booklet," Hov?la Funtlii
YourHomtArtiitkally" It tellsmore
oftheuseofRttdfurniture.Sentpost-!
paidfor ae.cent..

The Best Mattress is Made
Better by Using a

Quilted Mattress

Protector

It's like sleeping on air to
sleep on a Quilted Protector.

They are made of the finest

materials money can buy.

Quilted in the Excelsior way
that keeps them light, soft

and fluffy even after long use

and washing. Made in all
sizes to fit all beds and cribs.
Because of their many features,
they are especially suited to use
on Baby's Crib. They protectthe
child as well as the mattress—
save time and labor.
Endorsedby Physicians and Used
by the Best Families Who Know
SeethatTrademarkis stitchedin cor
ner of everyProtectoryou purchase.

The Excelsior Quilting Co.
15 Laight St., New York City

Wagner Flowers
DO

you remember the wonderful
gardens you saw last spring?
How you longed for such a garden

on your grounds ! But such gardens
don't just happen. They must be
planned carefully. Right now—is the
time to be planning if you want the
utmost beauty and charm for spring.
And you also must select flowers with
great care. Wagner Flowers have for
years been delighting the most particu
lar flower lovers. They'll prove just
what you want, for their charm and
loveliness can not be surpassed.

We would like to send you the Wagner
Illustrated Book No. 270, which shows
the wide assortment of roses, hardy
flowers, shrubbery, and ornamental
trees. Please write for it.

The Wagner Park Nursery
Box 70

Sidney, Ohio

Our LandscapeGar
dening Service is
maintainedfor your
service—eitherto fur
nishinexpensiveplans1
for your guidance,or
to assumefull respon
sibility for producing
a completegardenfor
you. Write for infor
mation.

REDUCE Easily.Naturally
ThreeSlices
of Basy Bread a day.
Help reduceyour weight
in a natural way.

Doctors'EssentialFoodsCo.,Orange,N'. J.
Sirs:—
I havelost twentypoundsduringthe firstseraiweeks
of mycourse,but1 wantto
losemuchmore.Kindlyin
formme If you haveany
otherdirectionI canfollow.

A. C.
NewJersey.

YourfriendsmusthavetoldyouaboutBasyBread,nowarecognizedstandardweightreducingration.
BasyBreadla not a medicineor drug,buta wholesome
anddeliciousfood—scientificallyprepared.
Thereis no unpleasantdieting—no irksomeexercises,in
the BasyBreadcourse.Lesionshavereportedremarkable
reductionsin weightwith gainsin strengthand health.
Youwillbeverymuchinterestedin theBasyBreadbooklet,
whichgivesreliableinformationonobesityandhowtoreduce.
Writefor yourcopytoday. Sent in sealed,
plaincover,postagepre
paid.

DOCTORS' ESSENTIAL
FOODS CO.
35 OakwoodAve.
Orango NewJersey

The

Drumfire
Dishwasher

NO POWER! Turnthehot-water
faucet — that's all! The Drumfire
"shoots off the grease!" It works simply and swiftly.
And how it saves china! It soon saves its cost — $45
— in non-breakage alone. It washes vegetables also. Try it
out in your own kitchen and see for yourself. We so
thoroughly believe in its efficiencythat we gladly let you use
it, free, for 10days. Write direct to our factory.

THE DIETZ MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept.Dc,Cincinnati,Ohio

Leavens
Furniture

Decorated
to order

YOU
may select the

pieces from a complete
line of beautiful furniture—
and(havethemdecoratedtosuit • your personal pref
erence.

Leavens design is unmis
takably correc t—distin-

fuished
by its simplebeauty,

t adapts itself remarkably
to any finish or decorative
motif.
ThepieceiUtmtratfd
is a DressingTable,
Handlircoraltd.Write
for SetSo. k of il
lustrations.

WILLIAM. LEAVENS SfCO. inc.
32CANAL.STREET,BOSTON,MASS

IhcIsnStoatof(irtuNork
30 East 341* Street fsatt )
Hand-Made T A /" T̂_7*O
FrenchFilet JL^Awlivj
atextremelylowprices

HeavyFrenchFilet Lacesaretoday
muchin voguein homeswhereperiod
furnituredominates.Most effective
fordecorativepurposessuchas.Table
Runners,Buffetand DresserScarfs,
Bedspreads,Curtains,etc.

7F ain.1.3.1ISIn.3:2:.29in 5 yd.
We specialize.in reajhandmadelaces
ofall kinds.Theaboveareonlyafew
designsfrom our large stock.Mail
orderspromptlyfilled.

IllustratedBookletNo.58UponRequest
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in winter

^NATCO
HOLLOW TILE

Natco homesare warmer
in winter,coolerin summer
andpositivelyfireproof.They
cost less to constructand
arepracticallyrepair-free.

Ourfreebook"NatcoHomes"
is filled with illustrations
andpracticaldescriptionsof
attractive,moderatepriced,
fire safe,permanentdwell
ings thatareidealfor home
planning.
WrittforYourCopyToday

rWDONALFIRE-PROOFING
•COMPANY-

1316Fu]

Be\burOwn
•Prophet

Own one of these reliable
Barometers and know each day
any change in the weather from
8 to 24 hours in advance. Sci
entifically constructed, attrac
tive in appearance. Mounted in
a wooden case, finished in Ma
hogany, Oak or Flemish ; enamel
dial protected by a heavy bevel
glass front. Size 5j/£" in diam
eter.

AN IDEAL GIFT
This
prized

Barometermakesa highly
and lasting remembrance.

$5.00

very usefulandinteresting.
Fully guaran
teed; postpaidto
any addresson re
ceiptof
Statefinishdesired.

Send in your order today.

DAVID WHITE
Dept. H, 419 East Water St.
Milwaukee,Wis.

The Grace of Evergreens
The unchanging, dignified charm of an evergreen is like the steady, unwaver
ing, quiet friendship of an old comrade. Its beauty is dignified, yet friendly,
welcoming always—whether it be blustering Winter or blistering Summer.
Every home should have a setting of carefully chosen evergreens—but, they
should be very carefully chosen. They should be only evergreens of known
quality, such as

- OetFree1922Evergreen

HILL'S EVERGREENS
SpecifyHill's Evergreenswhenconsultingwithyour
LandscapeArchitect,NurserymanorFlorist.Wehave
beenEvergreenSpecialistsforoverthreegenerations.
Arc In a positionto supplychoicestspecimensof
everydesirablevariety—millionsofevergreensalways
In stock.SafeDeliveryandSatisfactionGuaranteed.
WriteforFreeCopyof ourlatestEvergreenBook.

r1i
inaik

Zhe NEW YORK SCHOOL of
INTERIOR DECORATION^
IOI PARR AVE -NEW YORK CITY

Correspondence Courses
Complete instruction by correspondence in the
use of period styles, color harmony, composition,
etc. Course in Home Decoration for amateurs.
Course for professionals. An agreeable and
lucrative profession. Start any time.

Send for Catalogue H.

A Christmas Suggestion

Where There's a Baby
Many dainty baby things must be washed ev<
day—also the mother's delicate fabrics, i
stockings, lingerie, georgette blouses, etc.. not
betrusted to the impersonal treatment of laundry-
Here's a quick, simple method—

The WASHERETTE
A six-pound washing machine operated
by water power. Place it in bathroom
tub, wash bowl or kitchen sink. Attach
tube to faucet—that's all. The Wash-
erette washes thoroughly and quickly.
The cost complete is only $15. Pays for
itself in a month or two. Order direct
or send for free booket.

THE BERNARD E. FINUCANE CO.
230-240St. Paul St., Rochester,N. Y.
/ ntcrcstingpropositionfor dealersand agents.

ONE PLANT
Makes Your Home Modern

This small compact combination
electric light and water plant is
a real private utility system,
built by expert engineers to fur
nish all modern comforts for
your home for a lifetime. Sim
ple and economical to operate.

KewaneE
ElectricLight-WaterSupply-SewageDisposal

The recognized standard for
homes, country houses, clubs,
etc. More than ISO sizes and
models. Expert Kcwanee en
gineers will recommend the
plant that fits your needs. Learn
about Kewanee Systems, and
the help Kewanee Engineers
have to offer you. Write for
FREE booklet describing
Kewanee plants in detail.

KEWANEE PRIVATE UT1LITIESC0.
401S. FranklinSt Kewanee,I

Sau lour

Attaches to
any Radiator
in five min
utes. No
tools needed.

Made of pressed steel—beauti
fully nickel-plated. Harmonizes
with any finish of radiator.

Order bymail—$3.75
Sent by insured parcel post
anywhere in the United States
upon receipt of check or money
order for $3.75.
Moneycheerfullyrefundedif notsatisfactoryafter 10 days'trial.

Thexton Mfg. Co.
325 Third Ave., S.

Minneapolis Minn.
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No Cracks
in Plaster

For beautiful walls and ceilings
alwaysin perfectcondition, with
out cracks,usemetal lath.

Metal Lath
Prevents Cracks •StopsFire
Metal lath is a web of steelmesh
throughwhich theplasterorstucco
isforced, imbedding the innumer
able steelstrandswhich reinforce
the whole surface againstcracks.
Consultyourcontractoron smallex
penseof usingin prominentroomsonly.

Write for Booklet
Vital buildingfartseveryoneshould
know.Bookletsentfreeonrequest.

Associated
Metal Lath Manufacturers

72W.
Dept. 1429
St.,Chicago

Statementof theOwnership,Manatfement.etc.
Requiredby theActof Congressof August
24, 1912,of House& Garden,published
oncoamonthatNewYork,N. T., October1,
1921.Stateof NewYork,Countyof New
York,ss.: Beforeme,a NotaryPublicin
and for the Stateand countyaforesaid,
personallyappearedConddNast, who
havingbeendulyswornaccordingto law,
deposesand saysthat ho is the Pub
lisherof House& Garden,and that the
followingIs, to thebestof his knowledge
andbelief,a truestatementof theowner
ship, management,etc.,of the aforesaid
publicationfor thedateshownin theabove
caption,requiredby theAct of August24,
1912.embodiedin section443,PostalLaws
andRegulationstowit: 1. Thatthenames
and addressesof the publisher,editor,
managingeditor,and businessmanagers
are: Publisher,CondiNast.19West44th
St, NewYork.N. Y.; Editor,Richardson
Wright,19West44thSt.. NewYork. N.
Y.; ManagingEditor,R. S. Lemmon,19
West44thSt., NewYork,N. Y.; Business
ManagerandGeneralManager,F. L. Wurz-
burg,19West44thSt, NewYork,N. Y.
2. That theownersareTheVogueCom
pany.19West44thSt, NewYork,N. Y.
Stockholders:CondeNast,470Park Ave.,
NewYork,N. Y.; P. I*. Wurzburg,Bronx-
ville.NewYork;E. H. Stimson.109East
71stSt, NewYork,N. Y.; D. A. Turnure,
109E. 71stSt.. NewYork, N. Y.; M.
DeWitt,287East18thSt.,Brooklyn,N. Y.
3. Thattheknownbondholders,mortgagees
andothersecurityholdersowningorholding
1percentormoreof totalamountofbonds,
mortgagesor othersecuritiesare:None.4.
Thatthetwoparagraphsnextabove,giving
thenamesof theowners,stockholders,and
securityholders,if any,containnotonlythe
list of stockholders,andsecurityholdersas
theyappearuponthebooksof thecompany
butalsoin caseswherethestockholderorsecurityholderappearsuponthebooksof
the companyas trusteeor m anyother
flduci&ryrelation,thenameof theperson
or corporationforwhomsuchtrusteeis act
ing, is given; alsothatthesaidtwopara
graphscontainstatementsembracingaffiant's
full knowledgeandbeliefasto Lhecircum
stancesandconditionsunderwhichstock
holdersandsecurityholderswhodonotappearuponthe booksof the companyastrustees,holdstockandsecuritiesin a ca
pacityotherthanthatofa bonafideowner;
and this affianthasno reasonto believe
thatanyotherperson,associationor corporationhasanyinterestdirector indirect
in thesaidstock,bondsor othersecurities
thanas so statedby him. Cond£Nast,
Publisher.Swornto andsubscribedbefore
methis20thdayof Sept,1921.
(Seal) FlorenceT. Nilsson,NotaryPub
lic. QueensCountyNo. 400. NewYorkCountyNo. 32. NewYork RegisterNo.
2028.My commlaslonexpiresMarch30,
1922.

Will Be of Value to You

Helpful hints about the use of TILES—
the proper material for bath room, kitchen,

laundry, porch, hall, living room, vestibule,

dining room and other parts of the house.

Associated Tile Manufacturers
1230 Seventh Avenue, Beaver Falls, Pa.

%%\FVVVWVlV5iP

JVQDYJ* IN THt FIR&PLAC&!
In Japan- a gue^t w invited to beabranse. the Flowed
Altar -in America he dkaw up mx chair to the Fire/idc
and ./-prink-iev DRIFTWOOD POWDER over the Flawed

Have you ever watched a driftvodd pyre with the
BEAUTIFUL WEIRD BLUE-GREEN AND PURPLE FLASCNE^?

YOU DO NOT HAVETO BUILDA DRIFTWODDFIRE A./" DID
YOUR FOREFATHERS-FOR WE HAVE BOTTLEDTHE QeNIF,
op the Flak\e in DRIFTWOOD POWDER.
YOU W/ILL LIKE IT FOR THE PCUVIBILITlEy OF AN EVENING'.*
ENTERTAINMENT.

BUT IT WILL APPEAL TO YOU EVEN DOOREIW A UNIQUE.
AND ORIGINAL GIFT FOP YOUR FRIENDJ".
It W PUT UP IN A LARGEARTISTIC TREE STUMP CONTAINER
-A KViNTLE ORNAKlENT-tt\ADEOF COLOREDFIRE CLAY.* 1.25

Also in plain wodden boxes *I.QD
FIREr/IDE- DRIFTWGDDPOWDER CO.- Port Richmond-./?I.-N.Y

California Bungalow Books

"Home Kraft" and "Draughtsman" each contain Bungalows and
Two Stories. "Plan Kraft" Two Stories. "Kozy Homes" Bunga
lows. $1.00 each—all four for $3.00. De Luxe Flats $1.00.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.
521UNION LEAGUE BLDG. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Fresh Warm Air
Insteadof

Stale, Reheated Air
+

The right amount of
moistureforc omfo rtand
health, automatically
supplied by the humid
ifier.

More heat to the ton,
developed by the Kelsey
zig zag tubes.

Extra heavy construction
makes the Kelsey last
a lifetime.
Our EngineeringDepi. furnishes
detailedplansandspecifications.
Let us sendyou full information
abouttheKelsey.

THE fC&LSEVWARM AIR GENERATOR [
237 James Street.Syracuse.N. Y.
NewYorkOffice Boston(9)Office.
565-KFifthAve. 405-KP.O.Sq.Bldg.
Cor.46thSi

Ends Draughts, Dust

and Coal Waste

Save 25% to 50% of your
fuel costs. Keep out
draughts, dust and smoke.
Stop rattling doors and
windows.
See how inexpensive to
install in your building.
■■•■•■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■•■•taataia

Tell me the cost of equip
ping my building with
Chamberlin Metal Weath
er Strips (check whether
Home, Factory, Office
Building, Church, School. )

doors
Givenumberof outside

windows

Name

Address
ChamberlinMetalWeitherStripCs..Detroit,Mich.
Eng.Dept,N.
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These are a few of the lovely
Christmas gifts shown in this
issue .... gifts that rangein
price from 00 cents to $263.
The mirror costs $35; the
cream coloured pottery dish,
$15. The gate-legged table
has a top 20" by so" which
folds flat against the wall;
price $2$.

150 CHRISTMAS GIFTS
for the family ■• • for the house • • • for a friend's house

A RE you doing your Christmas shopping in
New York? If you are, you will realize

that in the Shopping pages of this issue House
& Garden shows the most attractive of all the
lovely things that may be had in the New York
shops at this Christmas season, and you'll use
the Shopping Service to save your own time.

It has made its choice from big shops and little
shops, from department stores and specialty
shops. And it has used its long experience in
all kinds of shops to get the best values that can
be found, and shows them in this number.

IF you won't be in New York before the holidays, you'll be especially glad to use the
Shopping Service to help you with your
Christmas list. The shops pages of this issue
show you the unusual, lovely, and practical
things that are to be had only in the New York
shops. And they give you all the advantages
of shopping in New York with none of the
disadvantages of crowds and hurry.

Send your order in early, so that you can be
sure of getting your packages in time. Re
member those resolutions you made last year!

If you want a gift that has originality
and charm and an unmistakable air of New
York's wonderful shops about it, make your
choice from the Shopping Pages in this issue.

House & Garden

SHOPPING SERVICE
19 West 44th Street New York City

TheCAREYPRINTINGCO.Inc.NikYork
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Residence—Wm. C. Laiblin, CongressLake,Ohio. Architect—Chas.E. Firestone,Canton,Ohio
BishopricStuccoBaseusedon all exteriors

The Stucco House of Superior Quality
is Built Throughout of BISHOPRIC

STUCCO
is smartest in style and unquestionably the most satisfactory type

of house to build today. Stucco lends itself to artistic architectural effects
in greater variety than any other form of building construction. The Stucco
house is a practical success, also, even when built by old-fashioned methods.
Since the invention of BISHOPRIC, however, the stucco house has truly become
the house de luxe in every quality that goes to make the ideal home.

A stucco house built of BISHOPRIC is enduring. It will last for genera
tions with no "cost of upkeep." It has extraordinary strength and is impreg
nable against that insidious yet most dangerous foe to good housing —moisture.
Moisture shortens the life of most buildings and imperils the health of the occu
pants.

A home is a place in which to live— to be comfortable, to sleep and rest and
entertain— in which to raise children in health and happiness.

A stuccohouse,built throughoutof BISHOPRIC, as illustratedin sketchat the side,providestheutmost
maximum,within practicallimits, of comfort. A studyof this drawing,showingthethreelayersof asphaltmastic
in thewalls and the two layersof deadair space(the bestmethodof insulationknownto builders) and thesuper-excellentcombinationof asphaltand dead air space insulationof the floors and ceilings indicateshow
impossibleit is for moistureto circulate. There is no dangerof dampnesscausingplasterto fall, nor is there
any annoyancefrom the transmissionof noise from streetto house,floor to floor, room to room. Warmth is
kept inside in winter andheatoutsidein summerby reasonof thosedoublewalls of deadair spaceand those
triple walls of sound-deadening,weatherproofasphalt mastic.

While BISHOPRIC was designed first for superiority, actual practice has proved
that a BISHOPRIC built house costs decidedly less than stucco and frame houses built by
old-fashioned methods. We have prepared "Bishopric For All Time and Clime" a book
let for you, containing facts and figures, and illustrated with photographs of beautiful
houses built with Bishopric stucco, plaster and sheathing units. Ask for it.

Bishopric Manufacturing Go.
572 Este Avenue (New York City Office: 2848Grand Central Terminal) Cincinnati, Ohio

Factories: Cincinnati, Ohio and Ottawa, Canada

HOUSE & G'VRDEN House4 Gardenis publishedmonthlybyCondi1Nast* Company,19West14thStreet.Newfork. SUBSCRIPTIONS Vol. No 40 No.6fortheUnitedStates,PortoRico,HawaiiandthePhilippines,Sii.oOa yearin advance.Enteredassecondclass
D E C E M B K R 1921 matterAugust20.I»09.at thePostOfficeatNewYork.N. Y., undertheactofMarch3. 1879.
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This is anappealing
exampleof thebeauty
oftheBrickhome.Inthiscase,valueismore
.thanskindeep.Back
of thebeautifulface
brick are common
brick,makinga wall
of integrityunchang
ingthroughcenturies
'-comfortableandfire-
safealways.Thebest
valuethatdollarscan
buy

"What a Beautiful
Home!"

EVERYONE
admires the Brick home! Its

color and texture give it life and anima
tion. It blends with its surroundings into

"a thing of beauty and a joy forever."

Beautiful at first— beautiful always! The Brick
home growls in charm as it mellows with age.
Vines and shrubbery, which add to the rich, har
monious effect, need never be torn down or dis
turbed, for the everlasting surface of brick requires
no paint or treatment whatsoever.

Think of possessing a home as imperishable as
the clay from which the brick is made ! It is
always attractive, inviting, and with minimum
upkeep and less insurance. Thoroughly dry and
comfortable, with less expense for heating. And
today y by means of the Ideal Brick Hollow Wall,
the beautiful, enduring Brick home can be yours
for less—even in first cost— than any other type of
construction. The adjacent column tells how.

THE COMMON BRICK INDUSTRY OF AMERICA
1 3 0 3 SCHOFIELD BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO

An Attractive Brick Home
for the Price of Frame

At last you can build a beautiful, everlast
ing Brick home for the price of less attrac
tive and less endurable construction. Anew
developmentin brick laying has madethispossible.

This is known as the Ideal Brick Hollow
Wall. The brick are laid on edge into walls
of 8-in., 12-in. and 16-in. thicknesses. Any
mason can lay this wall using standard size
brick. All over the country Ideal Wall
homes are being built

The home with Ideal Walls has all the
advantages of solid brick wall homes: The
slow depreciation which conserves its high
sales value even in after years; the warmth
in winter and the coolness in summer; the
low insurance rates with less up-keep cost,
and many other features, which amount to
big savings for the owner of the Brick Home.

. Baa

The8-incfiIdealBrickHollow
Wallisjustassubstantialasit

isatcracme

These Books May Save You
Hundreds of Dollars

If you are thinking of building a home,
don't fail to secure Brick for the Average
Man's Home." This is a book of new and
original designs for two-story houses, story
and a half houses, bungalows, cottages, and
two - apartment buildings. Exterior view,
floor plans, and description of each design
given. Working drawings are available for
each design. 72 pages, beautifully illustrated,
$1.00 prepaid.

Another valuable booklet which you should
have is Brick, How to Build and Estimate. ' '

This book, just off the press, is a 72-page
manual of fullest data on Ideal and
solid brick construction, containing vital in
formation for those planning to build and
for contractors. It contains 30 tables, 9
full-page detail drawings and scores of illus
trations. Thoroughly helpful and practical.
25c postpaid.

You can secure both these books from
The Common Brick Industry of America,
1303 Schofield Building, Cleveland, bywhom
they are published. The nominal price
asked is to cover printing and distribution
cost only. The best plan is to enclose 81. 25
and get both books.

TheCheyenne,oneofthe35smallhousedesignsshowninthat
mostinterestingvolume,"BrickfortheAverageMan'sHome".

j^Ideal BrickHollowWall.^mm

nnrinrnn nmnm
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Have this Book
before you build

Thousands of home-owners who have never been perfectly satisfied—who
did not get all that they planned—who spent more money than was necessary
—might have saved all their troubles and disappointments had they studied
the many priceless things shown in "Building With Assurance" — the Master
Book of Building. "Be sure you are right—then go ahead," should be the
guiding star of home-builders.

Prospectus FREE
Out of the fullness of many, many years of contact with thousands of home-
builders, Morgan has produced the Master Book "Building With Assurance."
Men who know say in plainest words that "it is by far the most remarkable
book of its kind." "Building With Assurance" is a guiding hand to lead the
inexperienced (and the experienced home-builder as well) past the mistakes
that cost money and dissatisfaction.

"Building With Assurance" contains many pictures—in colors—of charming bunga
lows, cottagesand dwellings, with appropriate floor plans. Interiors, Stairways, Cabi
nets, Buffets, Porches, Pergolas, Arbors, etc. All easily and economically reproduced
from "Morgan-Quality" StandardizedWoodwork. In addition there is pricelessinforma
tion from the best authorities in America on Home Heating, Modern Plumbing, Interior
Decorations,Floor Coverings, Hardware, Paints and Finishes, Landscape Gardening, etc.
Over two years and $150,000were required to gather this material.
Never before has such valuable advice.been gatheredin book form. It may save you
hundredsof dollars-and much disappointment.

MORGAN WOODWORK ORGANIZATION

°MORGAN~ QUALITY
STANDARDIZED WOODWORK

99

I Mail the Coupon!
I "Building With Assurance" is for earnest home lovers
I only. Our beautiful prospectustells all about it

,

reproduces

| actual pages,etc. It also explains how you may secure a

I copy of the Master Book. This prospectuswe will gladly

l sendto thosewho mail the coupon.

I Address Nearest Office, Dept. A-12

! Morgan Sash & Door Co.

I Chicago,111.

■ Morgan Millwork Co. Morgan Company

J

Baltimore,Md. Oshkosh,Wis.

I Gentlemen:
Pleasesend me at once copy of your beautiful Free Pro-

I spectus,which describes"Building With Assurance."

I
| Name

I
| Address

I
j Town State (9S)
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odest ^Home

owering Skyscraper
you can have the protection of uniform
quality throughout the complete plumbing,
sanitation and heating systems by utilizing
Crane Service.
Crane Service brings to the equipping of
the skyscraper the resources and manufac
turing experience necessary to meet all
requirements of such installations, however
extensive or unusual. And it assures for the
homebuilder in turn the completeness and
reliability which safeguard the investors in
a mammoth business or industrial structure.

CRANE
Plumbing.Sanitation
and Heating
Equipment

can be selected in all its details at any of the Crane
branches, exhibit rooms or offices. It permits of
filling the complete specifications for such systems
through one reliable source of supply, with the aid
of large assortments and the most approved designs.

Visit thenearestCraneestablishmentwith
yourarchitectandyouwillfind it an easy
mattertomakefull selections.

We are manufacturers of about 20,000 articles, including
valves,pipe fittings and steamspecialties,madeof brass,iron,
ferrosteel,cast steeland forged steel, in all sizes,for all pres
sures and all purposes,and are distributors through the
tradeof pipe,heatingand plumbing materials.

'PORTLAND,MC.
'LOWELL,MASS.
BOSTON,MASS.
'WORCESTER,MASS.
SPRINGFIELD,MASS.
'PROVIDENCE,R. I.
HARTFORD,CONN.
"NEWLONDON,CONN.
*WATERBURY,CONN.
*NEWHAVEN,CONN.
BRIDGEPORT,CONN.
BROOKLYN,N. Y.
MEWYORK,N. Y.
HARLEM,N. Y.
ALBANY,N. Y.
•OTICA,.N. V.
SYRACUSE,N. Y.

"binghamton,n. Y.
ROCHESTER,N. Y.
BUFFALO,N. Y.
"ERIE,PA.
*WILKES-6ARRE,PA.
'PITTSBURGH,PA.
READING,PA.
PHILADELPHIA,PA.
NEWARK,N. J.
CAMDEN,N. J.
ATLANTICCITY,N. J.
BALTIMORE,MD.
WASHINGTON,D.C.
"CHARLESTON,W.VA.
'NORFOLK,VA.
KNOXVILLE,TENN.
'NASHVILLE,TENN.

memphis,tenn.
atlanta, ga.
savannah,ga.
'jacksonville, fla.
'mobile,ala.
birmingham,ala.
*neworleans, la.
"shreveport,la.
little rock, ark.
'evansville, ind.
terre haute, ind.
cincinnati, ohio
indianapolis,ind.
*ft. wayne,ind.
'south bend,ino.
detroit, mich,
"saginaw,mich.

THERE IS A NEARBY CRANE BRANCH OR
OFFICE TO GIVE YOU CRANE SERVICE

CRANE CO.
836 6. MICHIGAN AVE.. CHICAGO
VALVES - PIPE FITTINGS
SANITARY FIXTURES
CRANE EXHIBIT ROOMS

23W 44THST AND22W 45THST. NEWYORK
H05-11O7BOARDWALK.ATLANTICCITY
Towhichthepubliciscordiallyinvited

Works CHICAGO:BRIDGEPORT.*BIRMINGHAM

grandrapids,mich,
oshkosh,wis.
'madison,wis.
rockford, ill.
chicago, ill.
'aurora, ill.
'galesburg, ill.
'springfield, ill.
st. louis, mo.
kansascity, mo.
"joplin. mo.
muskogee,okla.
oklahomacity, okla.
tulsa. okla.
wichita, kan.
'topeka, kan.
'st. joseph,mo.

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION.
10-26WEST14THST., NEWYORK
301BRANNANST., SANFRANCISCO,CAL.
«6 AVE.DEL'OPERA,PARIS,FRANCE

CRANE
LIMITED

MONTREAL(HEADOFFICEANDWORKS),CALGARY,HALIFAX,OTTAWA,REGINA,
TORONTO,VANCOUVER,WINNIPEG

'HAMILTON,'QUEBEC,'SHERBROOKC,'ST. JOHN,'VICTORIA,'SYDNEY,N.S.W.
'INDICATESOFFICE8AS DISTINGUISHEDFROMBRANCHESANDEXHIBIT ROOMS

'LINCOLN,NEB.
OMAHA,NEB.
DESMOINES,IOWA
DAVENPORT,IOWA
'CEDARRAPIDS,IOWA
SIOUXCITY, IOWA
WINONA,MINN.
MANKATO,MINN.
MINNEAPOLIS,MINN.
ST. PAUL,MINN.
OULUTH,MINN.
FARGO,N. D.
ABERDEEN,S. D.
WATERTOWN,S. O.
'DENVER,COLO.
SALTLAKECITY,UTAH

UTAH

POCATELLO.IDAHO
BILLINGS,MONT.
GREATFALLS,MONT.
LEWISTON,IDAHO
SPOKANE,WASH.
'SEATTLE,WASH.
TACOMA,WASH.
'ABERDEEN,WASH.
PORTLAND,ORE.
RENO,NEV.
SACRAMENTO,CAL.
OAKLAND,CAL.
SANFRANCISCO,CAL
*SANJOSE,CAL.
'FRESNO,CAL.
'SANTABARBARA,CAL
LOSANGELES,CAL,
'PHOENIX,ARIZ.

CRANE-BENNETT. LTD.
4B-S1LEMANST., LONDON,ENG.
'BIRMINGHAM,'MANCHESTER,ENG.
'LEEDS,ENG.,'GLASGOW,SCOTLAND
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When you give Genuine Mahogany
you give heirlooms

YOU
have seen quaint Mahogany tea-tables

and writing desks at which Beaux in small

clothes and Belles in brocade have played their

parts. The polished surface of the Mahogany
has reflected powdered hair and patches. The
legs, maybe, are scratched by the spurs of men

who rode their last thoroughbred two hundred

years ago. And have you ever thought that the
children of your children 's children may, some

time, reflect that you, too, enjoyed the beauty
of the Genuine Mahogany furniture you are

buying today?
* * * *

The pleasure of owning Genuine Mahogany
furniture is not yours alone. Like sterling silver
and old lace, its presence bespeaks refinement

and good taste and it is admired by your friends.
But, after it has served your
purposes, future generations
will still admire its beauty.
That is the wonder of Gen
uine Mahogany. It im
proves with age. It indi
cates that good taste is a

precious jewel, good at

any time or place.

Another charm of
Genuine Mahogany 4

is in its distinctiveness.
It lies beyond the skill
of any furniture manufac
turer to make two articles
of Genuine Mahogany
furniture alike in appear
ance. The form may be the

same, the design may be the same, the wood

may have been taken from the same log, but the

wonderful diversity of grain is such that no two

tables, chairs or desks ever look quite alike.

No other wood possesses the individuality of
Genuine Mahogany. It is the aristocrat of all
woods. Styles may come and go, fashions may
change, but Genuine Mahogany furniture is

always in fashion and never out of style. But,

just as an imitation diamond is inferior to the

real gem, so is imitation Mahogany. It may
resemble the Genuine for a time but the deep
mellowness, characteristic of Genuine Mahogany
will never appear; neither can inferior furniture
withstand atmospheric changes or the hard

usage that the most carefully kept furniture

must undergo.

It is for the purpose of enabling you to
buy Genuine Mahogany furniture that the

Mahogany Association has been formed.
The Association will co-operate with furni
ture manufacturers and dealers to insure
the purchaser of furniture getting a square

deal. Good furniture can

be made of other woods

but— when you ask for
Genuine Mahogany and

pay for Genuine Ma
hogany, you should get
Genuine Mahogany.

Ask your dealer to
guarantee that the article

you purchase is made of
Genuine Mahogany.

After all— there 9s nothing like

MAHOGANY
MAHOGANY ASSOCIATION, 347 Madison Avenue, NEW YORK
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"GENUINE WALNUT FURNITURE IS TRUE 'HEIRLOOM' FURNITURE.

Mr. L. C Albro, Architect

Beauty plus Permanence
There is nothing of the ephemeral or artificial in the charms of American Walnut.
For whatever purpose used, whether fine interior woodwork or "worth-while furniture," American
Walnut combines inborn beauty with permanence, infinite variety of grain, rich natural color tones which
harmonize with all decorative schemes, and age-old resistance to warping, shrinking, swelling, etc.
"The Cabinet-wood Superlative" is no idle phrase.
You'll find distinguished examples of American Walnut furniture in your favorite furniture store
which you will enjoy examining and be safe in buying. "Heirloom Furniture" indeed.
If you intend building a home, now or later, by all means request your architect to specify American
Walnut Interior Woodwork and Furniture, and —

"BE SURE YOUR WALNUT IS ALL WALNUT."
Our Walnut Brochure, de luxe, contains much interesting and authentic American Walnut history
and other information. Beautifully illustrated. May we send you a copy with our compliments?

AMERICAN WALNUT MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
Room 1026, 616 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago



TheKohlerAutomaticPower
andLight110VoltD. C.

F-1003DoubleDrain-boardKitchenSink

KOHLER
he who toils here hath set his mark"

Forty-eight years ago, shortly after the
Civil War, the elder Kohler established
his first workshop.
It was dedicated to the ideal of honest
workmanship and fine manufacture.

Today, on the ground that was once the
field of fertile farms stands the town of
Kohler, a monument to this high pur
pose, and a community devoted to its
perpetuation.

Here, in a planned village, are fine,
broad tree-lined streets; vine-clad
homes, all owned by men in the Kohler
organization; schools, an open-air thea
tre, community club-house — all dedi
cated to the high ideal's of American
life and nurturing the Kohler spirit of
craftsmanship.

And here are great factory buildings
covering many acres, with the most
modern equipment, much of it specially
designed for use in the making of
Kohler products.
Kohler Enameled Plumbing Ware, pre
ferred for beauty, durability and utility
by countless thousands of people, is
made completely within these modern
plants manned by workmen skilled and
earnest. Each glistening-white bathtub,
lavatory and kitchen sink is perma
nently identified by the Kohler trade
mark delicately fused into the fine

enamel as a lasting symbol of our re
sponsibility and pride.
These same standards of fine manu
facture are now employed, through
enlarged facilities, in the making of
another product of utility which
carries with it the Kohler tradition of
workmanship.

This product is the Kohler Automatic
Power and Light Plant.

The Kohler Automatic produces ample
electricity for lights and for electric
household and farm power appliances;
and it provides a dependable source of
power for operating electric running
water systems, thereby allowing the use
of modern plumbing fixtures every
where.

There is no other plant of similarly
combined features or identical advan
tages. The Kohler Automatic alone
produces up to 1500 watts of standard
(110 volt D. C.) electricity, automati
cally, and without storage batteries.

Its cost has been brought so low that
every home without the advantages
which the Kohler Automatic makes
possible, can enjoy the benefits of its
dependable, economical service. Write
for illustrated booklet on the Kohler
Automatic or Kohler Enameled Plumb
ing Ware.

KOHLER of KOHLER
Kohler Co., Founded1873,Kohler, Wis. ShippingPoint, Sheboygan,Wis.

AND SEVENTEEN AMERICAN BRANCHES

MANUFACTURERS OF ENAMELED PLUMBING WARE AND KOHLER AUTOMATIC POWER AND LIGHT 110VOLT D. C.
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WHAT YOU CAN
DO IN DECEMBER
A Personal Message
from Henry Hic\s

THE
approach of

Christmas awakens
memories that hark hack to
our tender years. Not for
much fine gold would we
part with these memories
nor the picture we have of
happy hours spent around
our family Christmas tree,
amid the warm glow of the
Christmas spirit alive in the
hearts of all humans on
Christmas morning.

A living tree, like a human
being, develops character and
associations that grow with the
years. It always made us feel
sad to think of folks burning
the tree hallowed by Christmas
associations.

My father and grandfather
were nurserymen. We had a
living Christmas tree in our
home each year. I want to tell
you how you can have a living
Christmas tree in your home,
and what joy it will create in
creasingly, year after year.

Evergreens are wide-awakeall
winterin <ur nurseryand I will ship
you one or morewith ball of earth
hurlappedto the rootsto protectin
shippingand assist them in their
growth after transplantingto their
new home with you. A Douglas
Sprucethreefeet nighwill costyou
$3.00. Onefour feethigh,three-foot
spread,costs$5.00. Five feet high,
three-footspread,$8.00.Six to eight
feethigh,four-footspread,$15.00. A
NikkoKir. puredarkgreenwithspaces
betweenthe branchesjust right to
hangthe Christmastree decorations
on, is anotherchoiceevergreenfor
ibis purpose.Onefoot high,$1.75;3
feet high,$6.00;5 feethigh,$10.00.
Tick out the size you want, send
your check,and I will ship to you
soasto reachyouin timefor Christ
mas. After the Christmasholidays
are over, takethe tree,tub and all,
andplantit withdueceremonyfrom
thechildrenthereon thelawnwhere
it will serveto remindthemevery
day of the year of the Christmas
spirit. Next yearyou candig it up
—tub and alt^aml bring it indoors
for theChristmasseasonin eachyear
thereafter. Its associationswill in
creaseand the "family Christmas
tree"producejoy far beyondits cost.

Just aboutnow, you'll be making*
plansfor your gardensand grounds
for this winter. Yon needa copy
of my book "Home Landscapes"—
commuter'sedition,to helpyou. I've
just publisheda new edition with
charmingnastelillustrationsin color
of someot our fine I-ongIslandgar
dens; Miss Mary Helen Carlisle is
the artist, and she has true garden
feeling in her work. Let me send
you a copy.

If you lovea plant,you can make
it live any time.

(Signed)HENRY HICKS

Somereadersof House& Garden
will be interestedin purchasinga
Christmas gift dc luxe for their
family. I have a wcnderful fifty
yearold HemlockHedgefor sale. It
is equalto the Yew Hedgesof Eng
lish gardens. It will thrive from
Canadato Kentucky. Fourteenfeet
high. 600 feet long. I will sell it
at $26.00a foot. It will adddignity
to the moststatelycountryhome.

HICKS NURSERIES
Westbury, Long Island

New York
PleasementionHouse& Gardenin
writing.

Tho tall slrtuierstatclim-ssof hardyJunipersaddspreatlyto theattractive
nessof thiscolonialdoorway.
Pair 5 ft. high.$10.00

Send for
"Book of Little Tree Farms"
Beautifullyillustrated. Containing
new ideasof landscapedecoration
and just what you want to know
abouttreesandshrubs—theirplant
ing andcare. Usedas a reference
work. Covershownat right.

ilittle^reejfarms;
SPECIAL OFFERS OF

Decorative Evergreens
Choicest Evergreens suitable
for Interior or Exterior decora
tion.

The proper size for Pots, Tubs
or Children's Christmas Trees.
The little Live Christmas Tree
is a new idea—children as well
as grown ups love to re-plant and
watch them grow into sturdy,
beautiful trees. The Christmas
cheer is always there.

OFFER NO. 1
Selectedpair White Spruces$5.00.
Nature'sown ChristmasTree—hardy,
beautiful, rugged and decorative.
Heightabovetwo feet.

OFFER NO. 2
Selectedpair Blue Spruces$10.00.
One of the mostbeautifuland deco
rative Evergreens. Very hardy. In
doorsor Out. Heightaboutthreefeet.
An idealgift.
Prices do not include pots. Ever
greensare shippedcratedwith ball of
earth about roots, securelywrapped
with burlap. Prices are f. oA b.Framingham. Massachusetts. Send
remittancewith order.

AimmndforSpecialOffer
BulletinA'o.11."Evergreens
lor
HomeDeeoratiun

little Ircc jfamta
AMERICAN FORESTRY
B»STONCOMPANY u s A-

DEPT. K-12

Dreer's
Garden Book
for 1922
Eighty-Fourth Edition

This book will be larger and
more complete than ever
and a dependable guide for
growing all kinds of Vege
tables and Flowers.

A large, handsomely illus
trated book, showing in
colors and photo-engrav
ings, many of the varieties
offered, and giving cultural
information written by ex
perts.

It will offer the best Vege
table and Flower Seeds,
Lawn Grass and Agricul
tural Seeds, Garden Tools
and Implements, Plants of
all kinds, including the
newest and best Dahlias,
Roses, Hardy Perennials,
etc.

It will be ready in January
and mailed free to all ap
plicants who mention .this
publication.

Write to-day

Henry A. Dreer
714-716CheitnulStreet PHILADELPHIA

SaVo
AIR MOISTENER also
FLOWER AND PLANT BOX

BEAUTY FOR
YOUR HOME

TheSAVOSteelFlowerandPlantBox
Isanall yearroundgardenassuringynuthrivingandbeautifulflowersandplants
forwindows,porch,sunparlor,etc. Self-watering—Sub-Irrigating.Leaknroofand
rustproof.Moveit indoorsor out. Sixsizes,twofinishes.WriteforFreeCatalogNo. 10.

HEALTH FOR
YOUR HOME

The SAVO Air MolstenerIs tho
mostefficienthumidifiermadeand
a healthnecessityfor everyhome.

Also preservesfurniture,pianos,books,
paintings,plants,etc.
"HI withwaterandKii
hangonbackof any
radiatoroutof sight.
Also madefor hot
air registers.Send
for FreeBookletNo.

SaVo M an ufacturin g Compan y
Dept."Ca", 111W. MonroeSt., Chicago,III.

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
Floats over the
uneven ground as
a ship rides the
waves

The GreatestGraas-
Cutter on earth.

Send for catalog illustrating all typesof TownsendLawn Mowers

S. P. TOWNSEND & CO. ^lo&odNAr

The gate is part of the pic
ture: a first impression of
your home. Choose one
that is built to retain its
beauty and utility.

Anchor_Weld
Gates and Railings are elec
trically welded at all points
where other makes are
caulked or riveted. They
never become loose and sag,
but retain perfect alignment.
Built in a number of excep
tionally beautiful designs.
Write for booklet.

ANCHOR POST
IRON WORKS

52 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Sales and Erection Offices

BOSTON 79 Milk St
CHICAGO 8 So.DearbornSt.
CLEVELAND GuardianISuildlneHARTFORD,CONN 1102MainSt.
MINEOLA.L. I., N. T. .JerichoTurnpike
riTTSKI'HOH 2011-13Ponn.Are.
PHILADELPHIA.Realp:stateTrustBid*.RICHMOND 119MutualBide.ROCHESTER,N. y..l004MainSL. East

2366-G
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Fairs Hardy

Plant Specialties
' ■lHE seventh edition (pub-
A lished in 1920) still holds a
high position in the regard of
gardeners and plant-lovers. To
people who care for hardy
flowers, and who like to know
their families and types, this
book will be extremely valuable.

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
contains more than a hundred
pages of text ; classifies about
600 varieties of Peonies (the
largest collection in America) ;
lists hundreds of Irises and
other perennials, flowering
shrubs, vines, and shade trees.

Farr's Hardy Plant
Specialties will be sent
postpaid for $1.00

THIS catalog is too
expen

sive for promiscuous distri
bution, but will be sent on re
ceipt of $1, which may be de
ducted from the first order
amounting to $10 for plants,
shrubs or trees.

BERTRAND H. FARR
WyomiaaingNurseriesCompany
106Garfield Avenue

Wyomissing, Penna.

Build NOW!
Now is thetimeto buildthat long-
deferredhomeof your own! Build
ing prices hnve reachednew low
levels. Longerdelaysare dangerous.
Ourmodernplanbookscontainmany
newIdeasandhelpfulbuildinghints.
Will saveyoudollars.
CRAFTSMAN BUNGALOWS, new
1922Edition. Just off the press1
Recognizedas thestandardplanbook
on bungalows. 112 pagesof new
plans, photos,sizes, costs, etc., of
scoresof attractivehomesandbunga
lows rangingfrom$800to $8,500to
build. Adaptedto anyclimate.Most
practicalbookpublished. New edi
tion sentpostpaidfor $1.
COLONIAL PLANS, DE LUXE.
Unusual,distinctiveandworthwhile.
Should be In the hands of every
prospectivebuilder. Contains nu
merousartistic pictures and plans
of moderate-pricedColonial bunga
lows and residences. Only 50c
postpaid.
Order both books today. Money
backIf dissatisfied.

Yoho & Merritt
CraftsmanDesigners
512Empire Building

Seattle Washington

Grow Bulbs Indoors
for Winter Cheer!

And no needof ugly pots, either! Use a bowl of your favorite
color, blendingwith the furnishing schemeof the room. This will
lend an additional charm to your plant—you will enjoy it so
much more.
Our Bulb Fiber is a complete substitute for soil, scientifically
preparedfor use in receptacleswithout drainage. It is clean and
odorless; no saucersnecessary,no fear of staining the woodwork
or table coverings.
GrowingBulbs in Our PreparedFiber is a FascinatingProcess. It is
lotsof fun to watchthemgrowandbloom. And all youhaveto do Is to
keeptheFibermoist! ThefollowingbulbsgrowespeciallywellInourFiber:

Narcissi —

Hyacinths

White.$1.50perdoz.
Yellow.$2.00perdoz.
WhiteRoman.$2.00perdoz.
_DutchMiniature,white,pink,darkblueandliKhtblue,$1.00perdoz.

PRICES OF SOILING'S PREPARED BULB FIBER
Qt.50ate.,V, pk.SI.25.pk.$2.25

DeliveredatTOUTdooreastof theMississippi—add15cts.perquart,25cts.per
% peck,and eta.perpeekforpostageif westofMississippi.

The Most Fascinatingof "Indoor Sports."
Watch Your Bulbs Crow!

26 WEST 59th ST.

NEW YORK

lillfll!

om/itwith

^R^-member trie Birthday of
'our Friends

Patronizeyourlocalflorist.Youcan"SayitwithFlowers"anytime,
ghtheFlorists'TelegraphDeliveryAssociation̂

ESTABLISHED 1810

CretanJar No. 275
Send10centsinstampsforcatalogue

GAliOWAYPOTrEior
FOR

GARDEN & INTERIOR
Interesting pottery will add charm to

your garden and home. You may
selectfrom a pleasing variety of Bird
Baths, Fonts, Flower Pots, Vases,
Boxes, Benches, Sun Dials, Gazing
Globes, etc. Made in strong, frost

proof light stony gray Terra Gotta
and red, or in special cor ' s on order.

GaiiowayTerra CoTta Qx
3218 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

Make your
little girl
happy
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Qdd-ci-fieari
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"Your
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SHOPPEKS1 BUYERS1 GUIDE

Antiques

THE QUAINTESTANTIQUE SHOP
!nN.T. City.ColouredGlass—ColonialFurniture—Mirrors—China—Ji welry—Sliver and Victorianpieci-s.SidneyK. l'mvrll.17EastStliSt., N. Y.

ANTIQUESFROMMY ATTIC
soldprivatelyto collectorsanddealers.Shownbyappointment.Correspondencesolicited.Esther
Walker.2038LocustStreet.Philadelphia.Pa

Audion Bridge and Cards

AUCTIONBRIDGE TAUGHTBEGINNERS'
andadvancedplayers. Privateandclasses.

Mrs. AgathaWilklns
255WestEndAv. (at72d).NY. Tel. Col.7382

Beauty Culture

MME. MAYS, FaceSpecialist.Est. 1891.Permanentlyremoveswrinkles,freckles,scars,etc.
Musclestightened; endorsedbyknownphysicians.
Ihmkletsent:fil)W. 4f»thSt..N. Y. Bryant9426
MME. JULIAN'S HAIR DESTROYERpermanentlyeradicatesall superfluoushair. Noelectric
ityorpoisonousingredients.Stoodtest50years.
Mme.Julian 14West47thStreet.N. Y. C.
MADAMEBERTHE'SZIP permanentlydestroys
Hair withroot. No electricityor caustics.Free
demonstrationat office.Writeforbooklet.Mme.
Berlhe.Specialist.562-5thAve..N. Y. Dept.S
FAtRFACE.thenewbeautyaid.
Preventsand correctssagging,
andwrinkleson faceandneck.Jje Grand,Mt. Pleasant.Iowa.

Cream pottery plate. Flowers
(red, yellow 6t green) in old
Chintz design. 8 inchesin diam
eter. $8.50 the doz. Cups 6t
saucersto match$12.50thedoz.
May be purchased thru House
ti Garden Shopping Service.

Beauty Culture—Cont.
REDISCOVERED—OLDWORLDSECRETofSlen-
demessA Health—ReducesFlesh—RelievesRheu
matism—ExternalApplication.only.For informa
tionWrite—PrimaveraCo..105W.40thSt..X. Y.
FLESH REDUCINGCREAMwill reducefrom
3 to5 lbs.a wick. Harmless.Samplejar $3.50.
tax 11c. Ladlestakenfor treatment.Leslie
A. Goniell.2fi*BrookllneAve..Boston.Mass.

Beads and Beaded Bags

BAGS—Hand crochetedsteelor jet beads.
A smarttonictoanycostume. Photosonrequest.
Beadsall kinds BeadBagsRepaired
JoeMichel 37W. 3HthSt..NVY.

Bool^s

CHILDREN'SBOOKSHOP.5West47thSt, N.Y.
Books Books Books
Theoldandthenowthat
childrenlovethebest.

"ACCEPTED". Throughthesecolumns
the shopswhich have provedtheir
right to serveNew York are enabled
to servethe far-flungworld an well.

Catering

CARDANI 6THAVE. at 53RDST.
For luncheonor specialdinner
werecommendour
ItalianSpunmnior
BiscuitPraline
mouldedin melonform
Delightful— dainty— desserts

Tel. 1571Circle NewYork

Children's Things

THE DOLLSAND CHILDREN'SSHOP
FestivefrocksforChristmasPresents.Charmingly
dressedDolls. ChristmasBoxesandToy*.
IS West47thStreet NewYork
WHENYOU PLAN YOURSHOPPINGTour,consultthis Guide. Cut out
adsthatinterestyouandpin them
to yourshoppingllsL

A classifiedlist of businessconcernswhichwe
recommendto the patronageof our readers

Shoppers'fieBuyers' Guide, House fi
t Garden, 19West Forty-Fourth Street,

NewYork
Advertising rates given upon request

Christmas Cards

EngravedChristmasGreetingCards—Newdesigns—exquisitetaste—promptdelivery.10cto 50c--lots
of 25Includingyourname.Sampleson request.
StratfordEng.Shop.530S. Clark8L.Chicago.111.

Cleaning and Dyeing

ARTHURCHEGNAY—ExpertFrenchCleaner &Dyer.Quickservice.Oowns.suits,blouses,laces,chiffons,trimmings,etc..cleaned& dyed.Exp.pd. 121East57thStreet.N. Y. P1ay.a7198

Corsets and Brassieres

A SUPPORTfor thelowhangingbustthatgives
comfortand decreasesthe appearance,designedby

MissP. Munson.24East55thStreet.N. Y. C.

Dancing

WILMAGILMORE
CastleHouseGraduate
ModernDancesSpecialized

109West57thSt..N. Y. PhoneCircle4020

Delicacies

HOODRIVER. OREGON.GIFT BOX APPLESSpeciallyselectedquarterbox $2.00F. O. B-
HoodRiver.Oregon
TrafTordK. Smith

CAROLYNWALKER—PureCandies.Animallolly
pops90cperdoz.Glasednuts& fruit$1.50per.
lb. Velvetfudges$1.25perlb. CandiedGrapefruit
7-*»cperbox.Pp.ppd. 1 1 SterlingPI..Bklyn..N.Y.
BLACK MISSIONFIGS freshfromCalifornia.

2^4lb. box$2.00,Ppd.
Write"A Man in California."

339Citizens'Natl. BankBldg..LosAngeles

Designs for Fine Stationery

YOURNAMEAND ADDRESSPRINTED
on200sheetsfinestbondpaperand100envelopes,
to match.$1.00.Otherpricesin proportion.
ParamountPaperCo.. Kalamazoo.Midi

Employment Agency

MISSBRINKLEY,507FifthAvenue,NewYork.TelephoneVanderbilt4743. Housekeepers,governesses,nursesandhouseholdservants.Hoase*
cpeiied&renovatedunderourpersonalsupervision.

Entertainment

ED. M. ALLEN
is preparedto furnishexclusivetalentfor private
and club dinners,entertainments,dances,assumingentiremanagements.3 East27thSt..N. Y.
IDEAS FORALL OCCASIONS

canbefound
. by exploring
thesepages.

Flesh Reduction

SUPERFLUOUSFLESH REDUCEDby modern
scientificmethod.Nodietingorexercisingrequired.
Dr. R. Newman,LicensedPhysician,2X65thAve.
(near30thSt.), N. Y. C. PhoneMad Sq.575S.
BUST, DOUBLECHIN. HIPS. ABDOMENre
duced. B-Slymappliedexternally.Absolutelysafe,largejar,month'streatment.$5postageppd.Re-juvenatingCo. 2100ChestnutSt..Philadelphia
BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM METHODRingRoller-BcrgonleChair—ElectricLightBaths.
Dr.JosephR. Ross.Physio-Therapist,300MadisonAve.,cor41stSt., N. Y. Tel. Vanderbilt865S.

Furniture & Furnishings for theHome

Gowns Bought

MME. NAFTAL. Tel. Bryant670.payshighest
cashvalueforfinemisfit;or slightlyusedevening
& streetfrocks,furs,diamonds.Jewelry,silverware.

89West45thStreet.NewYork

Gowns Remodeled

MY RE-BUILDINGOF GOWNSIS THE TALK
of NewYork,becauseI havemadecreations
out of gownsthat seemedhopeless.*

7 East55thSt.. NewYork. Plaza9403.
EUGENE—TheMasterRebullder
Hats—Gowns—FursMyLady'sWardrobeValet. NewGownstoorder.

Modelsonhand.Tel.Bryant5045.00W.49thSL.N.Y.
GownsRemodeledintoLatestCreations

Newgownsto order
MabelPeterson

141East58thSt. N. Y. Tel. Plaza9161
THESESHOPSALL GIVE

excellenti

excellent"alues.
Patronlu *hem.

Instruction

MISS MINA E. TUTTLE. B.A.. Ph.B.—Prlvat■Tutoring-—Languages.Mathematics,English,Psy
chology.CollegePreparatoryandAdvanced.Hlgh-ly specializedmethodof Instructionandconceii-
tration.Full workaccomplishedin half school
sessionIn touchwithleadingHChools& colleges.City reference.Studio—CarnegieHall—Home
Studio.SanRemoHotel.N.Y.C.PhoneCol.6700

Interior Decorations

ITALIAN WROUGHTIRONAntiquedesignsreproducedin consoletables,candelabra,fireplacefixtures,compotes,aquariumand flowerstands.
I). Gamblnossi,605MadisonAve..NewYork.
SUSANSALT Samplessentonapprovalfordrap
eries& furniture.Materialspurchased.Interiordecoratingof homes,out-of-townhousesespecially
considered. 501West142ndStreet.N. Y.

MISS EDNAFELTONSEE
341Fifth Ave..NewYork
InteriorDecorating

TelephoneMurrayHill 197-5565
MRS.EMOTTBUEL
142East57thStreetAntiquesandReproductionsTelephonePlaza2713

AN ANNOUNCEMENT
in theShoppers'& Buyers*Guide
Is a profitableintroductionto
readerandadvertiser.

Jewelry and Precious Stones

TRABERTandPLIMPTON.FormerlywithBlack,
KturrandFrostandTiffany& Co. JewelsPur
chasedandAppraised.GuaranteeTrustCo.Bldg.
'■thAve >r.44thSt.. MurrayHill 1192.

Jewelry and Silverware Bought

JOHN DALEYPAYS CASHfor Platinum.Gold.Sliver,Pearls.Diamonds.Antiques: entirecon
tentsof houses.EstablishedI860.

562- 5thAve.Room403.BryantBHgfl.NewYork

Laces and Linens

ITALIANTOWELS.HAND-WOVEN.PursLinen.Plain, fringed,or embroideredby hand. From
$1.00up. Catalog.SoleAgent.

GamblnossiStudios.605MadisonAv-..N. Y.

Memorials

TheInterestingPiecein therightplace.Paintedtable;comfortablechair. Bedrooms.Helpwith
theproblemof thpdifficultroom.Tel.M.Sq.7"H2.
MaryAllenDistinctiveFurniture,g W. 28thSt.
FurniturefortheLivingRoom.Ofexcellentquality
& workmanshipat lowestprices.Chairs$19to
$155.Sofas$1IS to$200.Crated & freightpaid.
Photossent.RuderBros.,21E. 48thSt..N. Y.
LAMB'SWOOL—frommyownfarms—madeIntobeautifullyquiltedcomforters-exquisiteshadesin
satlne.silks or satins,at unusuallylowprices.
EleanorBear*1 - H eduelands.Hnrdinshurg.Ky.
THE WIDEVARIETY

of goodsadvertisedon
this page is amazing.
Readtheannouncements.

MEMORIALSFOREVERYPURPOSE.In granite,marble,bronzeandglass.Individualconsid
eration.Sketchesuponrequest.TheDavisMem-
orialCo..Syracuse.N. Y. A 5115thAve.,N.Y.C.

Milltnery
MAKE YOUROWNHATS

and learnmillineryat home. Illustratedanddescriptivebooket—25c. Lole Hat PatternCo.,

1>eptD. U East35thStreet.NewYorkCity.

Mourning Apparel

THE SHOPOF BLACKMillinery,Gowns.Blouses& MourningAccessories.
Moderateprices.NoCatalog.Calder& Co.,2643

I Broadway.(100thSt) PhonoRiverside2696.

Perfumes

PERFUMES.POWDERS.CREAMS.ESSENCE,Soap,shampoomadefromthewonderful
flowersof the Italian Riviera,in the
laboratoriesof Vitale Genoa,also his
ACQUAANTIQUA—as essenceor toiletwater—
theoldalluringfragrance—favoriteof theItalian
Noblesseofantiquetimes.Catalog.Samples.SoleAgent.GamhinossjStudios.005MadisonAve..NY.

JUST A WORD
fromyou

will bring1theofferingsof theseshops• toyourdoor.

Permanent Hair Wave
NESTLES
Originatorsof PermanentWaving.World-
FainousExperts.12and14East49thSt,
N. Y. PhoneVanderbilt9086-4113.

CALL AT SCHAEFFER'S if vou wantexpertpersonalattentionfor a permanentwave.Positivelyno friz or kink. J. Sehaeffer,
542FifthAvenue. Phone:MurrayHill 5772

Shoes

E. HAYES. INC.. 582FifthAvenue.NewYork.
Individualstylein ladles'shoesto order-
Materialsandcolorof costumes.WriteforStylebooklet& directionsIn self-re
SATISFACTORYVISITS BY MAIL
You canpurchaseanythingad
vertisedIn thesepagesbyletterif
a visitis notconvenient.

Lemonade Set—Four decorated
glasses—Tin tray in green,blue
or red painted to order. 14
inches in diameter. Price $6.00.
May be purchasedthru House fit
Garden Shopping Service.

Shopping Commissions

MISS K. ATKINSON— VISITORS*FRIEND
12CambridgeMansions—Battens*Park

LondonS.W.llShopping — Chaperoning

Social Etiquette

CHARM.POISE &
.

PERSONALITY—Overcomeself-
ronsciousness—Personalityanalyzed,correctsocialprocedureauthoritativelytaughtpersonally& by
mall. Mile.Louise.MarieAntoinetteHotel.N.YC.

Specialty Shops

ITALIAN ANGORA.Beautifulscarfs,purewool,
of thoreallong-hairedAngora.18x 80—$25.00.Moneyrefunded.Agentswanted.SoleAgent,
GHmblnossiStudios, MadisonAve..N. Y.

Unusual Gifts

FLORENTINELEATHER—Hand-Tooledin Gold.Frames,deskseta,boxes,guestbooks,albums,etc.Specialordersfilledin ourNewYorkor Florenceshops.Gamblnossi&Cecrhl,000MadisonAv.,N.Y.
BERTHATANZER—
f.44E. 21stSt.,B'klyn.N. Y. Puzzled?Wantsuggestions?Thensendfor mynewIllustratedcatalog."Holiday.Birthday.EverydayGifts,"
OLDSALEM CORNERSTUDIO

HearthbroomsdecoratedIn brightcolon*—$1.25
eachp. p. prepaid.I'sefulandattractivegifL
Hamiltonnail Salem.Mass.

THE BUYER'S DIRECTORY
WHOLESALE ONLY

Gifts

SAMPLE GIFT SHOPASSORTMENT$15.-150.
DecoratedMetal.Glass,WoodandLeathcrwar*.
PriceListsonly. NoCatalogue.Promptdelivery.
RenaRosenthal,444MadisonAvenue.NewYork.
FORSMALLCOST

Advertiserscan reachbig buyersby placing
unncuiicementshere.
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Tiffany Desk Sets

Desk Sets in Various Designs and Finishes, Tiffany Desk, Bridge and

Floor Lamps, Boxes, Candle Sticks, Photograph Frames, Card Trays

SPECIALBOOKLET
CHRISTMASDESKSETS

WILL BE
SENTON REQUEST

TIFFANY® STVDIOS
MADISON AVENVE AND FORTY-FIFTH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

MAIL ORDERS
WILL HAVE PROMPT
ATTENTION

ini:ini;:i;!rffliii!i»iiii]ii!iH!i;!iiiii:ii:ii:i!

Have you a city
back-yard? And if
so, have you ever
donemuchmore for
it than plant a few
morning glory seeds
along the fence,and
wish that the neigh
bors' catswouldkeep
out of it?

■

Here is our idea of
a back-yardde hut*.
It shows you what
onecleverpersondid
with a little space
and a great deal of
taste. If you'd like
to do somethingsim
ilar—we'd like to
help you!

HOUSE &
19 West 44th Street

If you'd like to make a garden like this
ADDRESS THE

GARDEN INFORMATION SERVICE
"ii'Fi't'ii^M'innnnnririF'iii'ii'ii'ra1

New York
HilBill
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THE REAL ESTATE MART

PRINCETON
Expresstrain servicefrom
NewYork andPhiladelphia

Attractive Homes
at reasonable prices

Country Estates

and Farms

WALTER B. HOWE, Inc.
PRINCETON, N. J.
Telephone95

PICTURESOUEWATER FRONT HOME
20Minutesby Motorto
Heartof NewYork City.

NorthShoroof LongIsland, fiefarezone.
Hollow tile stucco. 2-earKaraite.Largeporchesandsleepingporch. Billiardroom.
Cementtenniscourt. Boathousewithprivatesandyhathingbeach. Largeshadetrees.
Goodall year.CHA8.M. NOBLE.Harrlnian
BankBldg..44thSt. and5thAve..Murray
Hill 6789.

CounfTft|omes
atQreerCrvichjy
andthcrvabouts.

QrmiMcfi
Conn.

I

SUMMIT, N. J.
And the Hill Country Nearby

Exceptional Homes — Farms and
Country Estates.
EUGENEJOBSH.F.BECKCO.
RialEstateBrakes

LackawannaStation Summit,N.~J.

NewYork Suburbs) \*

Forest Hills \
Kew Gardens
Hollis

" The Better Clatt Hornet"
FOR SALE FOR RENT

MRS. DOWD
22E.33rdSheet.NewYork Mad.Sq.2427

Country Property

30 States andCanada

STROUT
FARM
AGENCY

New Catalog Free

I50Y NASSAU ST., NEW YORK

Largest
ifieT

A Beautiful
.Southern
Country Place

AIKEN
South Carolina

The delightful, healthful climate and
natural beauty of Aiken have induced
many peopleof refinementand culture to
build permanent,beautiful, country places
here. The "Vale of Montmorenci". home
of the late Henry M. Dibble, is one of the

best of theseestates.
It comprises720 acresof land, partly cultivated, some in pasture and
the remainder in virgin pine woods. It is about six miles from Aiken.
Good roads lead to and through the estate. A large artificial lake and
picturesquehillsidesadd to the beauty of this country'home.
A well built, attractive dwellinghousewith loggiasand sleepingporches
is surroundedby attractively planted lawns.
Nine cabins, barns and silo and other necessaryequipmentfor a com
plete country place are all in first-class condition. A herd of seventy
pure-bredJersey cows can be purchasedwith this estate if desired.
The "Vale of Montmorenci" is one of the most desirableplacesput into
the market this year.

Apply to—Real Estate and Fidelity Co.
Bank of Western Carolina Bldg., Aiken, S. C.

527 Fifth Avenue, New fork

Westchester County Properties
INSURANCE

BEAUTIFUL PLANTATION
River frontage. 1200acres,fertile and
productive,stockedandimproved.Splen
did quail shooting,duck shootingand
fishing. Rare opportunity.Write for
price and description.
GEORGE McCORMICK

Georgetown South Carolina

FOR SALE Rhode Island
Village Farm, eight acreson large
oak borderedriver pond. Extensive
viewsand extremelvhealthful. Re
tired,yet near P. O., stores,church
and stateroad. Short auto drive to
NarragansettPier and Watch Hill.
Attractive cottage,9 large rooms;
otherbuildings.100fruit trees. Price
$4,800.Circularon request.
John E. Cummings,Wyoming,R. I.

For

Sale AT GREENWICH
CONNECTICUT

About 10acreswaterfront,6 ft.
deep at low tide. Stone and
stuccohouse,7 sleepingrooms,3
baths, dining room, reception
room,music room, living room,
den. billiard room, lavatory,
kitchen, servants'dining room;
steamheat, gardensand fruit,
largechickenhouse,stonegarage
and dock. Full riparian rights.

Price $50,000

E. P. Hatch, Inc.
Greenwich Real Estate
greenwich. conn.
Telephone. 1022

For Countryestate*,shoreproperty,
cottages,acreagepropertyinandaround
Greenwich.Connecticut,consultme.
Wr»(«,callortelephone456Qrttnwick

Laurence Timmons
Greenwich, Conn.Ottositt

R R. Statiot

Beautiful Country
Home

in a selectneighborhoodfor sale at
practicallyone-halfvalueto quickbuyer.
House,first storybrick,beautifullydeco
rated, has 15 rooms (7 masters bed
rooms,3 servants'bedrooms,2 master's
baths. 2 lavatories), hot-water heat,
electricity,fireplacesin mainroomsand
master's bedrooms,first and second
floors oak. Large stableand garage.
Three living rooms,toilet. About 2
acresground,beautifullawn and trees.
Must be seento be appreciated.Price
$32,000.

MARSHALL & REMSEN
109AdeeStreet Port Chester,N. Y.

FOR SALE
AT DEAL BEACH, N. J.
Fine EstateFrontingon the Ocean
Dwelling contains30 rooms
Land 287by 1000feet
Price $50,000

67LIBERTYST. f\ ^j^d"
N. Y. 0741

SoleAgent

Clark, Christ & McKellar, Inc.
ESTATES.PLOTS.FARMS.ACREAGE.HOUSES
MORTGAGES,APPRAISALS.INSURANCE

1WEST34thST.
NewYork
Tel. 162Greeley

MINEOLA.L.1.
Telephone

GardenCity 1259

Bernardsville-Morristown
COUNTRYESTATESandFARMS

Jones & Martin
Tel. Rector7299141Broadway,N.YJ
PELHAM MANOR
I will sacrificemybeautiful12-room
modern homecontaining3 baths, 5
lavatories,billiard room, 2 sleeping
porches,an unusually large veranda,
porte-cochere,3-cargaragewith4-room
apartmentabovewith bath,gardener's
basement.
The houseis situatedon 16 large
lots. It is ideallyplantedwith shrubs
and flowers,largevegetablegardenso
arrangedthatit is completelyscreened
from both street and house. Fruit
trees, large grapearbor and Chicken
housemakethis propertyexceptionally
desirable.Only 5 minutes*walk from
Pelham Country Club; 35 minutes
fromNewYork. Propertywill be sold
for less than $60,000.which is less
than costof the buildings. Box 441.
House6:(warden.

GREENWICH
No. 2222—Unusual bargain,Co
lonial houseof 15 roomsand 4
baths.6 acresof fine land.Ga
ragewith quarters. Cost almost
double. Asking price of

$50,000.00

OFFICE OPEN SUNDAYS

Ladd & Nichols
Greenwich,Conn. Tel. 1717
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THE REAL ESTATE MART NAST INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL SERVICE

MIAMI BEACHMIAMI, FLORIDA

STROUT
FARM
AGENCY

World

Catalog Free

1210HFGrahamBldgJACKSONVILLE.FLA.

THIS AND SIMILAR HOUSES FOR SALE
ANDRENT AMID PERPETUAL SUMMER
The perfect combination of seaside and
tropical forest surrounds these beautiful
winter homes. Golf, polo, fishing, bath
ing, yachting, all are at hand.
You too can now own your own home in
this famous southern colony. Large or
small it is here waiting for you. It is
the perfect answer to your desire to es
cape the snow and winter ills of the
North.

ALTON BEACH REALTY CO.
MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

largest
inMel

New York Representatives

LADD & NICHOLS
9E. 46thSt. Murray Hill 8382-1392

GREENWICH
Waterfront, Over 7 acres. Mod
ern House of 12 roomsand 3
baths. Garage,etc. Pier. 5 ft.
of waterat low tide. No. 2181.

$50,000.00

OFFICE OPEN SUNDAYS

Ladd & Nichols
Greenwich,Conn.

North Shore, Long Island

SMITHTOWN - ST. JAMES
OverlookingbeautifulNtssequoqueRiver. 70acres,highland.Largeoakandhickorytrees.
Priceattractivetoquickbuyer.

The Best Available Properties

North Shore - Long Island
REAL ESTATEBROKERS

WHEATLEY HILLS
Real Estate Corporation

95Liberty St. Tel.Con.4657New York

The Plaza
FIFTH AVENUE at CENTRAL PARK

NEW YORK

C7Aq homestead
ChristianS.Anderson. ResidentMgr.
Hot Springs Virginia
OutdoorSports. EveryHotelComfort

Let Us Help You
Select a Home
That eternal question :—
Where shall I live? What
sort of a house shall I de
cide to buy? Who has the
house I WANT?
Wearc in constanttouchwith
Real Estatebrokerswho spe
cialize in selectedsections
throughoutthe country—men
whocan find you thekind of
propertyyou want if it is
obtainableor who can sell
your propertyif you wish to
disposeof tt.

Real Estate Mart
house & garden

19 W. 44th St., New York

This ideally located,beautifulColonialhomeon \% acreswith im
menseoak and beechshadetrees,shrubberyand flowers.
The house is completein every detail and ready for occupancy;
has large fireplaces,tiled kitchen, bath rooms, vestibule; decorated,
screened.Will be sacrificedat $80,000.
Comprises6 masterbedrooms,5 baths, 3 maids' rooms, enclosed
verandaand sleeping porch, large hall, dining room, living room,
breakfastporch,kitchen,laundry,maids*dining room,butler'spantry,
two-machinegarage.

BAKER CROWELL, Inc.
FitzRoy 38 47 w. 34th St. N. Y.C Great Neck 63

overlookingRockCreek
Park, combines cosmo
politan luxury with
country-like charm.

HARRY WARDMAN ELMER DYER
President Manager

44C0RTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK
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THE DOG MART
OORANG AIREDALES
The20thCenturyAll-roundDobs

Onrang Airedalesare loyal pals for
man, woman anil child; faithful
watch-dogs for automobile,camp,
homeand estate;Idealdogsfor farm
and ranch; careful driversof cattle
and sheep; excellentratters,water-
dogs,retrieversand hunters. Choice
stockfor sale.AlsoFox-Hounds,Coon-
Hounds,andBig Game-Hounds.De
liveryandsatisfactionguaranteed.De
scriptivebookletmailedfor tencents.

OORANG KENNELS
TheLargestBreedersofAiredalesIntheWorld
Dept. X, LA RUE. OHIO

The Most Beauti
ful Thorough-bred
White ScotchCol
lies in the world.
Photonandpriceson
reouett.8atintaction
guaranteed.No. 45T

THE SHOMONT
Monticello Iowa

CAIRN TERRIERS
The bestdogfor townor countryand
onewhostaysathome.

Puppiesfor sale
Bight agefor Christmas
Kedron Kennels

Woodstock Verhiont

POLICE and SAMOYED DOGS

PuppiesandGrownstockofthefinest
bloodlinesforsaleatreasonableprices.

DOGS bI^b BOARDED
DONERNA KENNELS

PhoneCloster104 Demarest,NewJersey

OSOKO
Did you ever think
of feeding your dog
Osoko ?

Send for a free sam

ple and try it.

You will then know
why it is so popular
in the foremost ken
nels of the world.

SendforSampleandPriceLi t H.
Manufacturedby

SPILLERSVICTORIAFOODS.Lid.
London,England

H. A. ROBINSON & CO.
Importers

128WaterStreet NewYork City

AIREDALE TERRIERS
" The One Man Dog

An Airedale Terrier is the Dog Supreme for
Companionship, for Watch Dog purposes, and
Surpasses Every Other Dog on Earth as a
Companion for Children. The all round dog
of the times for city or country, a Useful
Canine Citizen.
We Offer country bred, farm raised puppies from
registered thoroughbred stock; a full grown male,
and a full grown female already served by a reg
istered stud.
At Stud: International Champion Kootenai Chi
nook, the only American Bred International Airedale
Champion on Earth. Fee $25. Also puppies by
thi:is sire for sale.

Prompt shipment. Safe delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Illustrated Booklet and Price LimtUpon Request

VIBERT AIREDALE FARM, &Weston, N. J.
Largest exclusive Airedale farm in the world.

Phone, Bound Brook 397.

PEKINGESE—Largest Kennel in America
All agesand colors. Chiefly"SleeveDogs" and puppies.Championbred.

Some as low as $25
Satisfactionguaranteed.Safelyshippedanywhere.SendTorphotographsanddescriptions.

MRS. H. A. BAXTER
489Fifth Avenue,NewYork. Telephont!Vanderbllt1236.
GreatNeck.L. I. TelephoneGreatNeck418.

HOME

FOR

DOGS

AT W00D8IDE, LONGISLAND
10minuteifromPennsylvaniasta
tion,7thAvenueand33rdSt. Con
ductedexclusivelyfor hoarders.
Established20years. Unsurpassed
for petandsportins does. Acres
of exercisinggroundswith secure
fencing.Heallh.Happinessassured.
No sick dogsor youngpuppies
taken.InspectionInvited.Highest
references.

MRS. W. BATTS
The Kennels,Woodside,Long Island (near
WoodsideStation). Phone93 Newtown

AIREDALE
TERRIERS
ChampionSoudan
SwivelleratStud,fee
{25.00.The SireofChampionAbbeyKing
Nobbier.Champion
GoldHeels.Champion
KirksPatricia.Pup
piesandgrownstock
forsale.

/ ShiponApproval

BRAYVENT KENNELS
CLARK ST., WESTFIELD, N. J.
THOMASK. BRAT Phone424MWratfleld

■
E
th

^sLenue^i)og ^Slhop

What is Your Fad?
A Dog?

WE SELL ALL BREEDS
425FIFTH AVENUE Entrance 38th St. VANDERBILT 9199

St. Bernards
andNEWFOUNDLANDS
Best possiblepets for
children Companions,
al.soKuardsforthehome.
Faithfulandaffectionate.
From best prize pedigreedstrains.
WHITESTARKENNELSLonqBranch.N. J.
"PhoneS.15.T

FOR SALE
HandsomePolicedog.Wonderful<

10Monthsold. Excellentaroundchildren
$500.00.Alsofewpuppies,excellentbreed.

Berry Hill Kennels
44-45 Coal Exchange Bids.

Scranton. Pa.

Mrs. Olivia
Pelham, N. Y.

Phone2109Pelham.for 18years,breederof cutelittle
"IirusselBGriffons."Puppies
alwaysoilhand,rangfngfrom
$35up. Alsobeautifulfull-grownimportedmidAmerican
Breeds.

POLICE DOGS
To our Patronsand prospectiveCustomer*,
pleasetakenoticethatourKennelswill belo
catedat Alden,N. T., fromthe1stof Sept
et). Wehavepurchaseda 50acreFarmwhich
will beexclusivelyusedfor theBreedingand
careof PoliceDogs.OurPolicy"EveryOne
A SquareDeal." Puppiesfrom150up.

PINE HILL FARM KENNELS
Aldan.N. Y.

ENGLISHBULLDUGS
for 16Tears1 h«vra studyofproperbmThispicturenhov<rntheresult. I amoffcrlnctoneexceptional puppiesnow.Stateyourwant*.HaJeaS&0.00up.Petnalea$86.00up. Myownbreeding:Coneapondencea plea*ttf<
FERNLEAKENNELS
P.O.Box.ISMBayvilla,LoneIsland.N.V.

FOR SALE (Shepherd)Pan
Sired by ChampionBrushwood Boy.
Males and females. Champion stock.
For further particularsaddress

OR. G. KREMER
SeaViswHospital StatenIslam..N.Y.C

Tel. DonganHills 3G0

1 have a few choice homebredpolice
puppies from championship strains
for sale from $75.00to $125.00each.
Complete satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Will make fine
Christmas presents. Write for full
description.

B. De Haan. Leeds, Sioux City, Iowa

THE BLUE GRASS FARM
KENNELS, of BERRY, K\
offerforsaleSettersandPoint
ers.FoxandCatHounds.Wolf
and DeerHounds,Coonand
OpossumHounds,Varmintand
BabbitHounds,BearandLkxiHounds,alsoAiredaleTerriers

Ail dogssnippedon trial,purchaseraloneto
judgetheQuality,satisfactionguaranteedormoneyrefunded.100page,highlyillustrated,instructive,andInterestingcataloguefor ten
rentsin cnin.

A Medicine
for Every
DogA i intent

KILLS FLEAS
Sergeant'sSkip FleaSoappositivelykills
fleas,lice,etc. Won'tirritateskinor eyes
normathair but leavesit clean,soft and
fluffy.26ccakelastslongtime.At dealers
or from us.

FREE
DOG BOOK
PolkMiller'sfamous
DogBook,64pages,
oncare,feedinganatraining,alsopedigreeblank,ailment
chartandSen.Vest's
celebrated"Tribute
to a Dog." Writetodayfor freecopy.

^POUsULLilDRUBCO.
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THE DOG MART AND POULTRY YARD

Golden sable and white
Collie Puppies

BeautifulChristmasPresents,$35.00up

Lafayette Markle
De Pere, Wisconsin

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS
The dogof kingsand emperors.
Thearistocratot thecaninefamily.
Themostbeautifulof all breeds.Puppiesforsale.Veryreasonable.Exception

allybeautiful.Comefromsomeofthegreatest
Championsin thecouutry.Nobetterbloodto
be had for anyprice.Writeor call
DR. S. De SAYDA, CollegePresidentRldgeftelrJPark,*' "N. J.

PI TPPIFQ andgrownstockfromregis-* VETr ILJ t,,reu-(iog3exclusively.Letus
adviseyouasto themostappropriatedogforyourrequirements.All our dogsraisedIn
rightsurroundings.3 acresof shadedruns.
All puppieswormedandin conditionbeforeShipped.WeregisteryourdogforyouIf de
sired. Consultus. Adviceandconsultation
FItEE.DogsBoardedandConditioned.
HEATHERBLOOMKENNELSGedneyFarms WhitePlains,N. Y.

SICK DOGS
A BOOK on the treatment and the
Care of Dogs (Especially Pets ) mailed
free. Address: Humphreys' Veterinary
Remedies, 156 William St., New York

Two fine Litters
of Airedales—
out of registered stock, reason
ably priced considering quality

INVERBRAE KENNELS
Cold Spring Farm, Bethayres,Perm.

Wire-Haired Fox Terrier Puppies
NotlittlelUcea tinypup.butbis Justlikeadoggrownup, I'm wishingyoua dog-gone

MERRY XMAS
Wire-hairedfoxterriersfrom
ALVIN FARM

MRS. EMMA
1660N. RodlnsonSt.

G. HUNTERPhiladelphia,

A BeautifulWhiteCollie"
For thatGirl or Boyon
XMAS MORNING
Extrafinelot of puppies
twoto sixmonthsold.
PricesRight.

Sendfor bookletdescribing
"THE ARISTOCRATIC
WHITE COLLIES"
WEST BROTHERS
Box130Damascus,Ohio

From verybest
importedstock.
(35up. All col
ore. At Stud—
PaoChinof M.I
rah.FeeatPres
ent{20.00.Mel-
r ah Pekingese
Kennels. Mrs.
W. F. Peters,llion.IMW.,Knul-wood.VjinNo.truiidA*Knjrlewood.NJ.tO imnii/M'mnlorridefromNncYork

STRONG, HEALTHY CHICKEN'S
raisedin HodgsonPoultryHouses.These
practical, attractive bouses can be
erectedIn lessthan an hour. They are
weatherproof,verminproof, thoroughly

ventilated,warmanddry. Easy to clean
andconvenienttomove.There'sa Hodg-
Foultry House for every purpose,

guaranteedto bethebestthemarketaf
fords. Writetodayfor Illustratedcatalog.

HODGSON 8g$3§ E. F. HodgsonCo.,Room326,71-73FederalSt.
Mass. 6 East 39thSt., NewYork City.

FRENCHBULLDOCS
High Class pedigreeddogs,showspecimensand
1',-ts.inl.lli^.-iit.ir.ilipy
and attractive.

/.^ alf-durne' kennels
P. 0. Box5IR HuntingtonSta..LI..N.Y.

mm Wehavepuppies.Maless» mr9a9 $50.00^f'fT $35.00up.
n„. Kind u« Hrrrt ENGLISH BULL DOCS

Puppies Make the Best
Christmas Presents

I>urebredCollies.Shepherds.ToyFox-terriers,
I'll Bulls—twomonths"id. Prices:MaleJ20,
Females$10. Ordernowfor Xnlasdelivery.
Furtherparticularssentonrequest.
DARNALL'S KENNELS
Williamstown.S. C.

Snnrftmpn- English Beagles.
| OpOnSmen. -r^rge Beagles and
RabbitHounds. Night Dogs,Bird Dogs,
Pet andFarm Dogsall ages.Trial. 100
Varieties Pet Stock. IllustratedCircu
lars 10c.

VIOLET HILL KENNELS
York, Pa.

La Rex Doll Kennels
Here'syourchanceto buya realtoyfor
a Christmasgift fromthebreederof the
smallesttoysIn theCountry.Chinuhuas.Toy Poodles,YorkshireTerriers and
Maltese.
Mrs. Harry S. Peaster. Prop.
2253S. CroskeySt.* Phila.

SQUAB BOOK FREE
Makemoneybreedingsquabs.Raised
In onemonth. Startnow. Greatest
marketfor 20years.We shipevery
where.Established21years.Forprices
andfull particularsseeourillustrated
freebook.Writefor It today.
PLYMOUTHROCKSQUABCO.
602HStreet.MelroseHighlands.Mass.

The One -Man Poultry Plant
A 64-pagebookbyDr. N. W.Sanborn,oneofAmerica'sfore
mostpoultryauthorities.This
bookFREE, witheachyearly
subscriptionto theAMERICAN
POULTRYADVOCATE,Twelvebig issuesof practicalpoultryhelps.Senda dollarnowand
we'll mall the bookat once
andenteryoursubscriptionto
startwiththeveryneit issue.
AmericanPoultryAdvocate

N.Y.

PHEASANTS
F°S«ALE

Golden, Silver, Amherst
and Ringnecks.

Swan, Peafowl, Wild and
Ornamental Ducks and Geese

Satisfactionnuarantecd
Pricesreasonable

TWIN BROOK GAME FARM
0. W.Hollon.Owner Middletown,N. J.

Boudoir

Night
Lamp

20 Town House Square

To givethesoft light somuch desired
is a charmingchina maiden9 inches
high with rose or blue silk skirt,
French trimming—for reading, raise
shade. Completelyfittedwith electric
cord and socket,N2257,$3.85. With
out silk shade, to cover yourself,
N2258.$2.00postpaid.

New Telephone Maiden
Clamps on phone—same china
head and frock—ingeniouspatent,
unnecessaryto raise skirt while
talking. Complete N2588, $4,00.
Frame only, N2589,$2.00.
Many and interestingare the un
usual gifts in silver, leather,
jewelry andnoveltiesin theDaniel
Low Catalogue. May wemail you
a copy?

Daniel Hoto & Co.
Salem, Mass.

«3

Fire Screens for Christmas
Nothingcanlenda trueChristmasatmosphereof hospitalitylikea cheeryopenfire,
"BUFFALO"FIRE SCREENSmakemostacceptableamiunusualChristma«Gifts.
"BUFFALO" FIRE FENDERS.SPARKGUARDSandFIRE PLACE SCREENSareunusuallydistinctiveIn appearance.Theirgoodandcorrectdesigns,theirwellplacedornamentation,andtheirattractivefinishlendcharmto themostpvrfcctlyappointedresidence.Theyinsureperfectsafetyfromflyingsparksandabsoluteprotectiontochildrenandoldermembersof thehousehold.
"BUFFALO"FIRE FENDERS,SPARKGUARDSandFIRE PLACE SCREENScannotbecomparedwithflimsy,cheap
ones. Theyarestronganddurable,
andmadebythemostiklllfii]workmen
fromthebest"BUFFALO"qualityof
finemeshwirecloth. Wemakethem
to fit anysizeAreplaceopeningand
In anydesiredornamentationurfinish.

WHITEforcompletecatalogue„Vo.8Bf).
Maileduponreceiptof 10cpostage.

BUFFALOWlrVEWORKS COMPANY. Inc. 475Terrace.BUFFALO.N. Y.
(FormerlyScheclcr'sSons)
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16 House & Garden

MISS MADGE KENNEDY
Uses Quaker Tuscan Net In Her New York Home

DAINTINESS,
vivacity and unaffected simplicity

have given to Miss Madge Kennedy an enviable

position both on stage and screen.

Her home bears the stamp of this same delightful
individuality. The keynote is harmonious simplicity
and, in keeping with this idea, she has selected hang
ings and bed draperies of Quaker Tuscan Net

The curtains are trimmed only with a delicate fringe.
The rich dignity of the material makes elaborate trim

ming unnecessary.

The bedspreads are a bit more frivolous but never
for a moment is daintiness sacrificed. Both spreads—

the one used on the charming little day-bed as well as
the one on Miss Kennedy's own bed— are bewitching
affairs of Quaker Tuscan Net over French blue. There
are ribbon bands of blue and decorative nosegays of

pastel shades.

All of these articles were made in accordance with
Miss Kennedy's design and under her personal super
vision. She has kindly furnished us with directions,
and if you would like a copy of these directions for
your own use, we shall be glad to furnish you with
them, on request.

QUAKER LACE COMPANY
Mills, Philadelphia, Pa. - 'Wholesale Salesrooms, 890 Broadway, NewYork
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i Hostess yi&
•—1*1039R-WALLACE'

^VAien you as\^ your guests
to he seated

IS IT with the happy assurance that every piece
of your

table silver is absolutely correct—and in its proper place?

In subtle tribute to the perfect hostess we have designed
an exquisite new pattern and called it the "Hostess." It

is truly the spirit of hospitality translated into silver plate
and is so well made b

y Wallace Silver craftsmen that it is

guaranteed without time limit.

Rigidly adhering to the 80-year-old Wallace policy of
fair dealing, we promptly offer the public the benefit of
lower production costs. These reduced prices come just

in time to suggest Wallace Silverware as a most appropriate
Christmas gift.

There are many attractivepatternsfrom which to choose, including the
two illustrated. The Hostess in "1 835 R. Wallace" Hcavie:,tSilver
Plate, is distinguished by its extreme delicacy and refinement■ the
Dauphine, in Sterling, by its beautiful Louis XVI lines, simplified to
satisfymoderntaste.

NomatterwhatSilveryouuse,writefortheWallaceHostessBook. It tellsin text,
diagramandpicturesjust whateveryhostessshouldknowin orderto entertain
smartlyon all occasions.Profuselyillustratedwith correcttablesettings.Sent
postpaidfor 50cents. Address: HostessDepartment,boxNo. 12.

R.Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co,
nyallingford — Connecticut

SILVERSMITHS FOUNDED1635
Dauphine



The Victrola is the gift
of all music to your home
Wherever the dawn of Christmas morning
finds a Victrola, there are gathered the great
est artists of this generation. All have contrib
uted their art to the Victrola, positive that it
is the one instrument which brings to you
their authoritative interpretations in the tones
of actual reality.
Will there be a Victrola in your home this
Christmas? $25 to $1500.

Victor Talking Machine Company Camden, N.J.

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"
Thii trademarkin.!thetrademarkedword
"Victrola"identityallourproduct*.Lookandel
thelid! Lookonthelabel!
VICTORTALKINGMACHINECO..Camden.N.I.
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